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Senate Votes OWI Funds
IBC Symphony Sold

To General Motors

For the second time this season
large symphony orchestra has gone

ommercial with the signing in De -
colt yesterday of a contract where -
y General Motors Corp. will spon-
or the NBC Symphony Orchestra
nder the alternate batons of Arturo
'oscanini, Leopold Stokowski and
)r. Frank Black. First broadcast
nder the G. M. banner will be Sun -
ay August 1, at 5-8 p.m, EWT.
Lgency on the account is Arthur
tudner.
NBC Symphony Orchestra organ-

ted six years ago has been an NBC
ublic service feature and the entire

(Continued on Page 3)

loxzema Hiatus On WOR;
Goes To "Forum"

N )xzema Chemical Co., which has
en sponsoring the "Battle of the
troughs" on WOR, will take a sum-
er hiatus with the show, but will
!turn again in the Fall, September
d, for a 52 -week run. Contract was
ust signed through Ruthrauff &

tyan. Program's air time, Tuesday,
:30-9 p.m., is being turned over to

(Continued on Page 2)

'Aldrich Family" -Brice
` Get High N. Y. Ratings

In an analysis of the metropolitan
,rea audiences listening to the
Aldrich Family" and the Fannie
trice -Frank Morgan comedy program
Thursday evenings, the Pulse of New
rork, Inc., reports that these two
bows enjoy the largest number of
lsteners per radio home of all pro -

(Continued on Page 2)

Latin Infer. Clients
Forty - three radio programs

totaling more than 13 hours each
week are currently being pro-
duced by the Buenos Aires of-
fice of 1. Walter Thompson Co.
The programs are made up of
14 half-hour and 22 quarter-hour
shows and seven 5 -minute news
broadcasts. Among the programs
are those for Swift, Eau de
Cologne, Cutex and Duperial.

could Be
Sid Fox, prexy and general man-

ager of KDYL, Salt Lake City, after
repeated talks, convinced Boyd
Park jewelers that radio could sell
for them. Although featuring a
watch specialty. Announcer Ray
Ovington omitted the announce-
ment. Nevertheless two KDYL en-
gineers and a country lad rushed
in for it. Fox said, "Maybe if we
left all announcements off, the re-
sults would be greater."

Phila. Outlets At Odds

With Army-OCD Rules

Philadelphia-All _ stations here,
WFIL, WCAU, KYW, WIP, WPEN
and WIBG, have notified the Army
Service Commands and the Phila-
delphia Office of Civilian Defense
that they will refuse to give the "all -
clear" signal at the termination of
test blackouts. The move was made
to eliminate confusion to the public
caused by the "failure of the mili-
tary and the civilian defense author-
ities to inform the radio stations"

(continued on Page 2)

Cox FCC Investigation
Starts Hearings Tomorrow

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Seleot Committee of

the House, created under the resolu-
tion of its chairman E. E. Cox of
Georgia, announced yesterday that it
will hold its first public session to -

(Continued on Page 2)

Domestic Radio Bureau Given $811,000;
Overseas Branch Gets $25,003,590;
Acceptance By House Seen Likely

Miller Explains Stand

Of NAB On FCC Status

New note in the industry's dilemma
of the powers of the FCC was injected
into the picture, when Neville Miller,
president of the NAB, declared that
the trade association was seeking
"legislation to limit the power of the
Commission and not legislation to set
aside the network rules" in his ad-
dress yesterday morning at the early
session of the war conference of the
Advertising Federation of America
under the auspices of the Sales Man -

(Continued on Page 5)

Erikson Assuming Duties
With CBS In N. Y. July 8

Leonard F. Erikson, recently ap-
pointed CBS network sales manager,
will assume the duties of this post
in New York beginning July 8, Wil-
liam C. Gittinger. CBS vice-president

(Continued on Page 2)

NBC Luncheon Salutes
Esso's 10,000th Show

To commemorate the 10,000th
broadcast of the "Esso Reporter," WJZ
was host yesterday at a luncheon at-
tended by representatives of Esso,

(Continued on Page 2)

Lever Bros. Renews 5 On CBS
Two Continuing Full Network

Cincinnati Advt. Man
Heads AFRA's Local

Cincinnati-John F. Matthews,
copywriter for the RalptrI3;tinYs
was unanimously elect'ed',,v1ce-,pr,µ-
dent of the Cincinnati local of the
American Federation of Radio Artists
at a recent meeting, to replace Ronny
Mansfield, . WLW vocalist, who is

(Continued on Page 3)

Lever Brothers Co. yesterday an-
nounced it has renewed five of its
programs heard over the Columbia
network. Two are on the full U. S.
CBS network, "Burns and Allen" and

Maycr'0£ 13e TOM.", Tht 3th,;r9
a> a day ti a ,; erdál;,' "31ig ; Sinter,"
"Bright $orizon," and 'Mint Jenny'."
Le,rer Brothers, a consistent CBS ad-
Vert:ecr sirce its debut on the net-
work in July l515 :as the sponsor of

(Continued on Page 5)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The Senate yesterday

passed the bill covering war agen-
cies appropriations and which calls
for restoration of the full $811,000
originally recommended to the House
Appropriations Committee for the
OWI Domestic Radio Bureau, this sum
having been recommended to the
Senate by that body's Appropriations
Committee.

Although sharp cuts were called for
in the funds for other OWI bureaus,
with elimination of some of them,

(Continued on Page 3)

AFA Pledges Co -Op

To War -Problem Org.

Advertising Federation of America
voted, yesterday, to collaborate and
cooperate actively in the program be-
ing conducted by the Committee on
Economic Development, a non -gov-
ernment enterprise, industry sup-
ported, which is endeavoring to meet
war and post-war problems for in-
dustry to stave off government con -

(Continued on Page 6)

"For Whom The Bell Tolls"
Gets Paramount Spot Buy
Paramount Pictures through Buch-

anan & Co. has set spots in the Me-
tropolitan area for the premiere of
"For Whom The Bell Tolls" which is
sked for a run beginning July 14 in

(Continued on Page 2)

Secret's Out
The secret of who awakens the

Texas camp buglers is revealed.
Carl Moore's CBS-WEEI, Boston,
network program "Coffee Club" is
heard in Texas 5 a.m. The soldiers,
homesick for New England humor.
get up before reveille to tune In.
When there aren't any portables in
camp that is the only time the camp
buglers can snatch a few more
winks.

/Vt.ci,
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, June 30)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low Close
Am. Tel. Cr Tel 155 1545/8 155
CBS A 221/2 221/4 221/2
CBS B 221/2 2238 221/2 + 1/4
Crosley Corp. 21 21 21
Gen. Electric 393/4 39 393/4 + 3/4

rhitco 241/2 243/8 243/8
RCA Common 11 %e 115/8 115/8
RCA First Pfd 691/2 69 691/2 - 3/8
Stewart -Warner 133/4 133/4 133/4 - 1/8
Westinghouse 99 V2 975/8 991/2
Zenith Radio 347/8 341/ 341/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio. 33/4 33/4 33/4 + 1/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad 85/e 9
Stromberg-Carlson 123/8 133/13
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23
WJR IDetroit) 261/2 ..

Net
Chg.

+ lié

NAB Asks WLB Reject
Arbiter Technician Ruling

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The NAB has urged.

the San Francisco Regional War
Labor Board to reject an arbiter's
award which stated that the job of a
radio technician was the same no
matter where he worked.

The award was made by George
Cheney of the U. S. Concilation Ser-
vice, sitting as an arbiter in a wage
dispute between KPAS, Pasadena,
Cal., and the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, Local 40.
It was subject to review under Execu-
tive Orders 9250 and 9328 by the War
Labor Board.

The NAB brief was filed at a board
hearing in Los Angeles.

KWNO Takes AP Wire
KWNO, Winona, Minn., has ac-

quired the special AP radio news
wire from Press Association, Inc. The
expanded news coverage, scheduled
to begin today, will include tele -
scripts and other special features of
the Press Association wire, as well as
AP news dispatches,

Noxzema Hiatus On WOR;
Spot Goes To "Forum"

(Continued from Page 1)
Theodore Granik's "American Forum
of the Air," after the "Battle" leaves
the air waves on July 6. Time ad-
justment for either the "Battle" or
the "Forum" will again have to be
made in the Fall. "Forum," after nine
years on WOR-Mutual Sundays, 8-
8:45, is losing its spot to A. L. Alex-
ander's "Mediation Board" which has
just gone commercial for Serutan.

Two other accounts on the station
have just renewed spot schedules,
while a third signed a new deal. The
renewals include Beechnut Gum, for
13 weeks, effective tomorrow through
Newell -Emmett Company, and Vick
Chemical Co., effective tomorrow for
nine weeks through Morse Interna-
tional. New is the Blue Moon Foods
Inc., participating on "Pegeen Pre-
fers" through Reincke-Ellis-Young-
reen & Finn, Chicago.

Phila. Outlets At Odds
With Army-OCD Rules

(Continued from Page 1)
with prompt and dependable con-
temporaneous advices.

According to a joint statement by
the six outlets, recent discrepancies
between the radio "all -clear" and the
audible sirens were caused by errors
in the offices of the authorities
charged with furnishing the informa-
tion to the radio stations. The radio
stations take the position that it is
unfair both to themselves and to the
public to continue the present method.
The public, the radio stations believe,
should concentrate on the audible
sirens for the "all -clear" instead of
depending upon the radio for it until
the Army and the OCD can plan a
practicable system.

Cox FCC Investigation
Starts Hearings Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)
morrow morning at 10 a.m. Purpose
of the Committee is to investigate
the FCC. Various radio factions will
be on hand to attend the hearings.

The only witness yet called from
the FCC is Dr. Robert Leigh, head
of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence
Service. This would indicate that the
committee intends to bring out some-
thing concerning the Commission's
war work, although there is no clue
here as to what it might be.

"For Whom The Bell Tolls"
Gets Paramount Spot Buy

(Continued from Page 1)
New York. Effective today participa-
tions start on Arthur Godfrey's pro-
gram on WABC: Mary Margaret
McBride on WEAF and Adelaide
Hawley, also on WABC.

Series of one -minute announce-
ments (transcribed) will be set on
various other New York outlets about
10 days prior to the picture's pre-
miere. When the film is released na..
tión{ll , Ioc;ll titine is expeceed to be.
bought to various key cities around'
the country.

"Aldrich Family" -Brice
Gets High N. Y. Ratings

(Continued from Page 1)
grams between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m.
studied for the Pulse survey from
March to June via the house to house
coincidental survey.

Breakdown of the character of the
audience showed that the "Aldrich
Family" appealed, in general, to a
younger audience. Sex breakdown
shows that the Aldriches are one of
the few regular programs listened Co
by more men than women. The ratio
is almost two to one.

Age and sex breakdown of the
audiences for both shows follow:

Aldrich Family
Age Men Women Total

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Under 20 42 23 35
20-29 7 27 14
30.41 40 42 41
45 and Over 11 8 10
Total Per Cent 100 100 100

Brice -Morgan
Age Men Women Total

Per tent Per Cent Per Cent
Under 20 35 19 26
20-29 7 12 10
30-44 19 49 36
45 and Over 39 20 28
Total Per Cent 100 100 100

Aldrich Family Brice -Morgan
Per Cent Per Cent

Men 62
Women 38
Total Per Cent 100

42
58

100

"Such differences in the audience
composition to programs raise ques-
tions concerning the product adver-
tised by the program, and what kind
of people constitute the market for
this product," concluded the report.

Erikson Assuming Duties
With CBS In N. Y. July 8

(Continued from Page 1)
in charge of sales, stated yesterday.
At the same time Gittinger made
known that William J. Fagan, an as-
sistant sales manager for CBS, has
been appointed administrative man-
ager of the Sales Department.

Since his appointment as network
sales manager, Erikson, former CBS
Western sales manager, has been
operating from Columbia's Chicago
office, working with W. Donald
Roberts, his successor in the Western
sales manager post. Erikson has just
completed a trip to the Pacific coast,
covering accounts, prospects and
agencies from Seattle to Washington.
In taking over the network sales
manager post in New York. Erikson
fills a position vacant since January
1940.

Fagan first joined CBS in 1929 as
sales service manager. Prior to com-
ing to Columbia he was with the
United Press for many years. In 1937,
Fagan was business manager for the
Radio Department of Benton &

Bowles, Inc. He returned to Colum-
bia in 1940 as an assistant sales man-
ager, a position which he has occu-
pied up until his present appointment.
Fagan will begin his new duties on
July 8.

KARM To Petry
Columbia's station for central Cali-

fovaia, . {CMlld, Fresno, Calif., an-
:nQu¡lced :thy; appointment of Edward
Petry' 8r C) .'as its exclusive national
sales representative effective July 2.

com1nG ad Goin

PAUL OLIPHANT, program director of
Columbia outlet in Nashville, is in town
conferences at the headquarters of the ne

JAKE EMBRY, of WITH, Baltimore, has
irved from Maryland for a few days on busi
Visited yesterday with the local reps.

ELMORE B. LYFORD, of NBC station
(ions department, leaves tonight for a

in Buffalo and other upstate points.

ALEX CAMPBELL, JR., commercial manage
WKAT, Miami, is in New York on station
network business.

RICHARD H. MASON, manager of W
Raleigh, N. C., and OLLIE CARPENTER, s
director of the station, are spending this
in New York.

HAROLD H. MEYER, station manager of
Blue Network outlet in Stamford, Conn., a e
yesterday at Rockefeller Center.

MARILOU NEUMAYER, leading lady on
Chicago -originated "Captain Midnight" pro.
is vacationing on the West Coast.

HARRY JAMES and the members of his
gram troupe, including HELEN FORR
JOHNNY McAFEE and BUDDY MORENO,
tomorrow for Hollywood, where they are sc
sled for two films.

NBC Luncheon Salutes
Esso's 10.000th Sho
(Continued from Page 11

Marschalk & Pratt, the Esso agen
and the Blue Network.

Guests at the luncheon, held at
Waldorf-Astoria, were greeted
John McNeil, manager of WJZ. M
Woods, president of the Blue N
work, introduced J. A. Miller, E -
advertising director, who in turn i
troduced R. T. Haslam, Esso direct
In speaking of Esso and its long ass
ciation with WJZ, Haslam pointed
the fact that WJZ and the Blue ha
become "part of the Esso family."

The 12:25 p.m. "Esso Reporte
which was broadcast by Don Gardin
and Jack Fraser from the lunche
room at the Waldorf, was the 10,000
broadcast on WJZ, one of the six s
Lions on which the "Reporter" orig
ally took to the air October 7, 19
Today it is presented on 35 statio
from Maine to Louisiana includi
the six original outlets.

Representing Esso at the lunche
were: Robert M. Gray, assistant
Miller; A. Clarke Bedford, gene
sales manager; J. E. Skehan, assist
to Bedford, and Don O'Brien,
charge radio advertising departme

Representing Marschalk & Pr
were George L. Trimble, time buy
Carlo DeAngelo, radio director; W
Liam Freeman, copy director; Edw
Clark, publicity director, and Jo
Allen, of the publicity department.

WJZ was represented by Sloe
Chapin, acting sales manager, in ad
tion to McNeil, and the Blue Netwo
by Edgar Kobak, executive vic
president, and G. W. Johnstone,
rector of news and special featur

Renewals Prove Results

WTBO
820 Kc. Cumberland, Md.

If
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Re "Dawn Busters"
The Dawn Busters, an array of mus-

ical talent on WLW, New Orleans,
were treated to an 8 -page 5 x 8 -

inch throw -away, picturing the talent
in all sorts of ingloriously humorous
positions before the WWL micro-
phone. The inside spread lists five
songs in English and French, re-
minding the readers that "they're
all in fun . . . these boisterous bal-
lads which you hear each morning
on your 'Checkerboard Time' Dawn
Busters program will never be great
hits. On the contrary, they make
some people fightin' mad (at 6:55
a.m.) The French in them, too, isn't
what it ought to be-the French is
really atrocious, isn't it? But we
have a lotta fun, don't we? You'll
have to admit that-the Dawn Busters
are wacky-but they like it and we
hope you do!"

i

Pacific Salute
In honor of "Southern Pacific War

Service Day," Jane Lee's Woman's
Magazine of the Air, heard five days
weekly on San Francisco KPO and
coast NBC stations originated in the
lobby of the Southern Pacific's down-
town office building in San Francisco.
As S. P. saluted the twelve -thousandth
employee to enter the armed services,
it also inaugurated several new drives
to aid the war effort.

As a result, the broadcast was made
a part of a lobby campaign to sell
war bonds, enlist Blood donors, col-
lecting letters to ex -employees now
in service overseas, and for collecting
junk jewelry and trinkets for service-
men to use as barter with natives.
Heading the list of special guests on
the show was A. T. Mercier, new
president of the Southern Pacific Rail-
road.

Motors is serving them in a larger
way through its wartime produc-
tion-to speed the victory which
will bring a resumption of our nor-
mal associations."

Speaking for NBC, President Niles
Trammell said:

"Sponsorship of the NBC symphony
the General Motors Corporation is
recognition of the entertainment and
cultural achievments established by
the orchestra since its creation in
1937. The presentation of the Sym-
phony under the auspices of General

together a great or-
chestra conducted by world-re-
nowned musicians and a great in-
dustrial organization now playing a
vital role in the American victory
effort."

Cincinnati Advt. Man
Heads AFRA's Local
(Continued from Page 1)

leaving for Hollywood. Local AFRA
members recently produced and acted
in the "Victory Caravan" show which
toured southern Ohio, and assisted
in making the Second War Loan
Drive an outstanding success.
Matthews was writer and producer of
the "Caravan."

Roger Baker, WSAI sportscaster, is
president of the AFRA group,
and Andre Carlon, WCPO announcer,
is executive secretary, Carlon also
acted in the "Caravan" show together
with Cecil Hale, Ralph Moody, Ardeth
Theders and Thomas Kane.

Senate Votes OWI Bill;

Retains Radio Bureau
(Continued from Page 1)

no cut was asked for the Radio Bur-
eau.

The overseas Branch fares better
in the Senate bill  than in the House
bill, with the senior circuit having
raised its overall appropriation from
$22,500,000 to $25,003,590. The sub-
committee had recommended $2,000-
000 more than the later figure, but
the full committee of the chamber
put it back.

CIAA fared pretty much the same
as in the House bill, receiving $100,-
000 more for the. entire Inter -Ameri-
can agency.

The bill now goes into conference,
with Senators McKellar, Glass, Nye,
Lodge, Hayden, Holman and Tydings
representing the Senate. It's any-
body's, guess as to what the House
will permit, although it is likely
that the junior chamber will recede
somewhat from its all-out opposition
to the OWI domestic branch. The
Senate's recommendation of $3,561,-
499 may be accepted in toto. It
provides $225,000 for the Office of
Program Co-ordination, $900,000 for
the News Bureau and the full $811,-
499 asked originally for the Radio
Bureau.

Execs' Arguments Vital
If these appropriations are finally

written into law, and it is not un-
likely, the industry should be thank-
ful to the three men who testified
before the Senate committee Satur-
day, impressing upon the Senators
the country's need for the OWI
radio functions. They were: Chester
LaRoche, of the War Advertising
Council; Paul B. West, of the Asso-
ciation of National Advertisers, and
President Neville Miller of the NAB.

MICROPHONES * PLUGS * SWITCHES
GOVERNMENT SPECIFICATION ITEMS

AR -1M PL -54
CU -1 PL -55
GU -2 PL -291
1700-U JK-26
PL -68 JK-48

PROMPT DELIVERIES

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.,
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

SW -141
SW -217
CD -318
CD -508
M-199

IC Symphony Sold

To General Motors
(Continued from Page 1)

acial burden has been carried
the network during those years.
t included a substantial salary
Toscanini as well as various

ir conductors wielding the baton
i to time. Overhead of the or -
;re has been placed at upwards
{120,000 annually.

Package Cost $1.000.000
ºckage show cost to General
ors is in the neighborhood of
00,000 for both musicians and
vork time. Agreement calls for
tentation of the orchestra on vir-
ly the same basis as past seasons.

24 week winter series starting
Ober 31, will be divided equally
'men Toscanini and Stokowski,
irlginally announced. Dr. Frank
ck will conduct the summer series.
:t winter's series will represent
canini's sixth full season with the
'extra and Stokowski's third.
rogram format remains unchanged
h Samuel Chotzinoff, manager
the NBC Music Division, con-
ting as commentator on the winter
es. Broadcasts will originate in
C's largest studio, 8-H which re-
igned a year ago especially for the
iphony orchestra and embracing
latest acoustical advantages.

Sloan Issues Statement
leneral Motors a few years ago
nsored a one -hour Sunday night
(es of concerts using a spmphony
'hestra and guest soloists, instru-
ntal and vocal, comprising some
the finest talent in the world. The
les then on an NBC network
;inated in Carnegie Hall.
lfred P. Sloan, chairman of the
ird, said for General Motors that:
ie American people have a
wing appreciation of fine music
l there is more reason now than
tr before to make it available to
m in their homes. In the emer-
icy of war, with its pressing Be-
nds upon everyone, it is impor-
t that we retain insofar as pos-
te those educational and cultural
Ivities which have so enriched
tericans in all walks of life.

Assurance to Customers
The assignments General Motors
ge been given for the production
war materials for the armed forces
the United Nations have inter-

ated its normal contacts with its
my friends and peacetime cus-
tiers. General Motors is sponsor-
! the symphony as a means of
airing its customers whom it can-
t now serve directly that General

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, June 30)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. Cr Tel. 155 1545/8 155 -F 1/8
CBS A 221/2 221/4 221/2
CBS B 221/2 22% 221/2 -I- 1/4
Crosley Corp. 21 21 21
Gen. Electric 39% 39 393/4 -I- 3/4

Philco 241/2 24% 24
RCA Common 11?á 11% 11
RCA First Pfd. 69% 69 691/2 -
Stewart -Warner .. 13% 133/4 13% --. Westinghouse 99% 97% 991
Zenith Radio 347/8 341/ 341/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio... 33/4 3% 3% +

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad. B% 9
Stromberg-Carlson 12% 13343
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23
WIR (Detroit) 261/2 ..

1/8

1/4

NAB Asks WLB Reject
Arbiter Technician Ruling

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The NAB has urged

the San Francisco Regional War
Labor Board to reject an arbiter's
award which stated that the job of a
radio technician was the same no
matter where he worked.

The award was made by George'
Cheney of the U. S. Concilation Ser-;
rice, sitting as an arbiter in a wage',
dispute between KPAS, Pasadena,
Cal., and the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, Local 40.
It was subject to review under Execu-
tive Orders 9250 and 9328 by the War
Labor Board.

The NAB brief was filed at a board
hearing in Los Angeles.

KWNO Takes AP Wire
KWNO, Winona, Minn., has ac-quired the special AP radio news

wire from Press Association, Inc. The
expanded news coverage, scheduled
to begin today, will include tele -
scripts and other special features of
the Press Association wire, as well as
AP news dispatches.

Noxzema Hiatus On WOR;
Spot Goes To "Forum"

(Continued from Page 1)
Theodore Granik's "American Forum
of the Air," after the "Battle" leaves
the air waves on July 6. Time ad-
justment for either the "Battle" or
the "Forum" will again have to be
made in the Fall. "Forum," after nine
years on WOR-Mutual Sundays, 8-
8:45, is losing its spot to A. L. Alex-
ander's "Mediation Board" which has
just gone commercial for Serutan.

Two other accounts on the station
have just renewed spot schedules,
while a third signed a new deal. The
renewals include Beechnut Gum, for
13 weeks, effective tomorrow through
Newell -Emmett Company, and Vick
Chemical Co., effective tomorrow for
nine weeks through Morse Interna-
tional. New is the Blue Moon Foods
Inc., participating on "Pegeen Pre-
fers" through Reincke-Ellis-Young-
reen & Finn, Chicago.

Phila. Outlets At Odds
With Army-OCD Rules

(Continued from Page 1)
with prompt and dependable con-
temporaneous advices.

According to a joint statement by
the six outlets, recent discrepancies
between the radio "all -clear" and the
audible sirens were caused by errors
in the offices of the authorities
charged with furnishing the informa-
tion to the radio stations. The radio
stations take the position that it is
unfair both to themselves and to the
public to continue the present method.
The public, the radio stations believe,
should concentrate on the audible
sirens for the "all -clear" instead of
depending upon the radio for it until
the Army and the OCD can plan a
practicable system.

Cox FCC Investigation
Starts Hearings Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)
morrow morning at 10 a.m. Purpose
of the Committee is to investigate
the FCC. Various radio factions will
be on hand to attend the hearings.

The only witness yet called from
the FCC is Dr. Robert Leigh, head
of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence
Service. This would indicate that the
committee intends to bring out some-
thing concerning the Commission's
war work, although there is no clue
here as to what it might be.

"For Whom The Bell Tolls"
Gets Paramount Spot Buy

(Continued from Page 1)
New York. Effective today participa-
tions start on Arthur Godfrey's pro-
gram on WABC; Mary Margaret
McBride on WEAF and Adelaide
Hawley, also on WABC.

Series of one -minute announce-
ments (transcribed) will be set on
various other New York outlets about
10 days prior to the picture's pre-
miere. When the, film is released na,.
tidrllly, local tie is expccred to bo.
sought `n vi'rioits key cities around
the country.

"Aldrich Family" -Brice
Gets High N. Y. Ratings

(Continued from Page 1)
grams between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m.
studied for the Pulse survey from
March to June via the house to house
coincidental survey.

Breakdown of the character of the
audience showed that the "Aldrich
Family" appealed, in general, to a
younger audience. Sex breakdown
shows that the Aldriches are one of
the few regular programs listened co
by more men than women. The ratio
is almost two to one.

Age and sex breakdown of the
audiences for both shows follow:

Aldrich Family
Age Men Women Total

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Under 20 42 23 35
20-29 7 27 14
30.44 40 42 41
45 and Over 11 8 10
Total Per Cent 100 100 100

Brice -Morgan
Men Women Total

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
35 19 26

7 12 10
19 49 36
39 20 28

Age

Under 20
20-29
30-44
45 and Over
Total Per Cent.... 100 100 100

Aldrich Family
Per Cent

Men 62
Women 38
Total Per Cent 100

Brice -Morgan
Per Cent

42
58

100
"Such differences in, the audience

composition to programs raise ques-
tions concerning the product adver-
tised by the program, and what kind
of people constitute the market for
this product," concluded the report.

Erikson Assuming Duties
With CBS In N. Y. July 8

(Continued from Page 1)
in charge of sales, stated yesterday.
At the same time Gittinger made
known that William J. Fagan, an as-
sistant sales manager for CBS, has
been appointed administrative man-
ager of the Sales Department.

Since his appointment as network
sales manager, Erikson, former CBS
Western sales manager, has been
operating from Columbia's Chicago
office, working with W. Donald
Roberts, his successor in the Western
sales manager post. Erikson has just
completed a trip to the Pacific coast,
covering accounts, prospects and
agencies from Seattle to Washington.
In taking over the network sales
manager post in New York. Erikson
fills a position vacant since January
1940.

Fagan first joined CBS in 1929 as
sales service manager. Prior to com-
ing to Columbia he was with the
United Press for many years. In 1937,
Fagan was business manager for the
Radio Department of Benton &
Bowles, Inc. He returned to Colum-
bia in 1940 as an assistant sales man-
ager, a position which he has occu-
pied up until his present appointment.
Fagan will begin his new duties onJuly 8.

KARM To Petry
Columbia's station for central Cali-

Fo}Isia, K AM& Fresno, Calif., an-
itpupced .tlr2, ;appointment of Edward
Petry' & 65.'as its exclusive national
sales representative effective July 2.

COMM and GOInG

PAUL OLIPHANT, program directot of WLA
Columbia outlet in Nashville, is in town f
conferences at the headquarters of the networ

JAKE EMBRY, of WITH, Baltimore, has a
irved from Maryland for a few days on busines
Visited yesterday with the local reps.

ELMORE B. LY'ORD, of NBC station relt
tions department, leaves tonight for a we
in Buffalo and other upstate points.

ALEX CAMPBELL, JR., commercial manager 1
WKAT, Miami, is in New York on Station an
network business.

RICHARD H. MASON, manager of WPM
Raleigh, N. C., and OLLIE CARPENTER, sale
director of the station, are spending this wee
in New York.

HAROLD H. 'MEYER, station manager of WSRI
Blue Network outlet in Stamford, Conn., a calle
yesterday at Rockefeller Center.

MARILOU NEUMAYER, leading lady on th
Chicago -originated "Captain Midnight" progran
is vacationing on the West Coast.

HARRY JAMES and the members of his pro
gram troupe, including HELEN FORRES1
JOHNNY McAFEE and BUDDY MORENO, leav
tomorrow for Hollywood, where they are sched
pled for two films.

NBC Luncheon Salutes
Essó s 10,000th Show
(Continued from Page D

Marschalk & Pratt, the Esso agency
and the Blue Network.

Guests at the luncheon, held at tht
Waldorf-Astoria, were greeted by
John McNeil, manager of WJZ. Mark
Woods, president of the Blue Net-
work, introduced J. A. Miller, Essc
advertising director, who in turn in-
troduced R. T. Haslam, Esso director.
In speaking of Esso and its long asso-
ciation with WJZ, Haslam pointed up
the fact that WJZ and the Blue have
become "part of the Esso family."

The 12:25 p.m. "Esso Reporter,"
which was broadcast by Don Gardiner
and Jack Fraser from the luncheon
room at the Waldorf, was the 10,000th
broadcast on WJZ, one of the six sta-
tions on which the "Reporter" origin-
ally took to the air October 7, 1935.
Today it is presented on 35 stations
from Maine to Louisiana including
the six original outlets.

Representing Esso at the luncheon
were: Robert M. Gray, assistant to
Miller; A. Clarke Bedford, general
sales manager; J. E. Skehan, assistant
to Bedford, and Don O'Brien, in
charge radio advertising department.

Representing Marschalk & Pratt
were George L. Trimble, time buyer;
Carlo DeAngelo, radio director; Wil-
liam Freeman, copy director; Edward
Clark, publicity director, and John
Allen, of the publicity department.

WJZ was represented by Slocum
Chapin, acting sales manager, in addi-
tion to McNeil, and the Blue Network
by Edgar Kobak, executive vice-
president, and G. W. Johnstone, di-
rector of news and special features.

Renewals Prove Results

WTBO
820 Mc. Cumberland, Md.
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Re "Dawn Busters"
The Dawn Busters, an array of mus-

ical talent on WLW, New Orleans,
were treated to an 8 -page 5 x 8 -
inch throw -away, picturing the talent
in all sorts of ingloriously humorous
positions before the WWL micro-
phone. The inside spread lists five
songs in English and French, re-
minding the readers that "they're
all in fun . . . these boisterous bal-
lads which you hear each morning
on your 'Checkerboard Time' Dawn
Busters program will never be great
hits. On the contrary, they make
some people fightin' mad (at 6:55
a.m.) The French in them, too, isn't
what it ought to be-the French is
really atrocious, isn't it? But we
have a lotta fun, don't we? You'll
have to admit that-the Dawn Busters
are wacky-but they like it and we
hope you do!"

Pacific Salute
In honor of "Southern Pacific War

Service Day," Jane Lee's Woman's
Magazine of the Air, heard five days
weekly on San Francisco KPO and
coast NBC stations originated in the
lobby of the Southern Pacific's down-
town office building in San Francisco.
As S. P. saluted the twelve -thousandth
employee to enter the armed services,
it also inaugurated several new drives
to aid the war effort.

As a result, the broadcast was made
a part of a lobby campaign to sell
war bonds, enlist Blood donors, col-
lecting letters to ex -employees now
in service overseas, and for collecting
junk jewelry and trinkets for service-
men to use as barter with natives.
Heading the list of special guests on
the show was A. T. Mercier, new
president of the Southern Pacific Rail-
road.

Motors is serving them in a larger
way through its wartime produc-
tion-to speed the victory which
will bring a resumption of our nor-
mal associations."

Speaking for NBC, President Niles
Trammell said:

"Sponsorship of the NBC symphony
the General Motors Corporation is
recognition of the entertainment and
cultural achievments established by
the orchestra since its creation in
1937. The presentation of the Sym-
phony under the auspices of General
Motors brings together a great or-
chestra conducted by world-re-
nowned musicians and a great in-
dustrial organization now playing a
vital role in the American victory
effort."

Cincinnati Advt. Man
Heads AFRA's Local
(Continued from Page 1)

leaving for Hollywood. Local AFRA
members recently produced and acted
in the "Victory Caravan" show which
toured southern Ohio, and assisted
in making the Second War Loan
Drive an outstanding success.
Matthews was writer and producer of
the "Caravan."

Roger Baker, WSAI sportscaster, is
president of the local AFRA group,
and Andre Carlon, WCPO announcer,
is executive secretary, Carlon also
acted in the "Caravan" show together
with Cecil Hale, Ralph Moody, Ardeth
Theders and Thomas Kane.

Senate Votes OWI Bill;

Retains Radio Bureau
(Continued from Page 1)

no cut was asked for the Radio Bur-
eau.

The overseas Branch fares better
in the Senate bill than in the House
bill, with the senior circuit having
raised its overall appropriation from
$22,500,000 to $25,003,590. The sub-
committee had recommended $2,000-
000 more than the later figure, but
the full committee of the chamber
put it back.

CIAA fared pretty much the same
as in the House bill, receiving $100,-
000 more for the entire Inter -Ameri-
can agency.

The bill now goes into conference,
with Senators McKellar, Glass, Nye,
Lodge, Hayden, Holman and Tydings
representing the Senate. It's any-
body's, guess as to what the House
will permit, although it is likely
that the junior chamber will recede
somewhat from its all-out opposition
to the OWI domestic branch. The
Senate's recommendation of $3,561,-
499 may be accepted in toto. It
provides $225,000 for the Office of
Program Co-ordination, $900,000 for
the News Bureau and the full $811,-
499 asked originally for the Radio
Bureau.

Execs' Arguments Vital
If these appropriations are finally

written into law, and it is not un-
likely, the industry should be thank-
ful to the three men who testified
before the Senate committee Satur-
day, impressing upon the Senators
the country's need for the OWI
radio functions. They were: Chester
LaRoche, of the War Advertising
Council; Paul B. West, of the Asso-
ciation of National Advertisers, and
President Neville Miller of the NAB.

MICROPHONES * PLUGS * SWITCHES
GOVERNMENT SPECIFICATION ITEMS

AR -1M
CU -1
GU -2
1700-U
PL -68

PL -54
PL -55
PL -291
JK-26
JK-48

PROMPT DELIVERIES

SW -141
SW -217
CD -318
CD -508
M-199

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD.
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

11BC Symphony Sold

To General Motors
(Continued from Page 1)

nancial burden has been carried
y the network during those years.
his included a substantial salary
or Toscanini as well as various
:her conductors wielding the baton
om to time. Overhead of the or -
tetra has been placed at upwards
' $120,000 annually.

Package Cost 11.000,000
Package show cost to General
:otots Is in the neighborhood of
,000.000 for both musicians and
ttwork time. Agreement calls for
?esentatlon of the orchestra on vir-
tally the same basis as past seasons.
he 24 week winter series starting
ctober 31, will be divided equally
!tween Toscanini and Stokowski,

originally announced. Dr. Frank
lack will conduct the summer series.
eat winter's series will represent
9scanini's sixth full season with the
'chestra and Stokowski's third.
Program format remains unchanged
'ith Samuel Chotzinoff, manager
' the NBC Music Division, con-
nuing as commentator on the winter
Ties. Broadcasts will originate in
BC's largest studio, 8-H which re-
signed a year ago especially for the
tmphony orchestra and embracing
le latest acoustical advantages.

Sloan Issues Statement
General Motors a few years ago
censored a one -hour Sunday night
tries of concerts using a spmphony
chestra and guest soloists, instru-
ental and vocal, comprising some

talent the world. The
ties then on an NBC network
'lginated in Carnegie Hall.
Alfred P. Sloan, chairman of the
Lard, said for General Motors that:
!'he American people have a
'owing appreciation of fine music
td there is more reason now than
ter before to make it available to
gem in their homes. In the emer-
incy of war, with its pressing de -
ands upon everyone, it is impor-
nt that we retain insofar as pos -
le those educational and cultural

?tivities which have so enriched
mericans in all walks of life.

Assurance to Customers
"The assignments General Motors
the been given for the production
war materials for the armed forces
the United Nations have inter-

ipted its normal contacts with its
any friends and peacetime cus-
mers. General Motors is sponsor-
g the symphony as a means of
curing its customers whom it can -
it now serve directly that General

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, June 30)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. te Tel.
CBS A
CBS B

Net
High Low Close Chg.

155 154% 155 + 1/a
221/2 221/4 221
221/2 22% 221/2 + 1/4

Crosley Corp. 21 21 21
Gen. Electric 39% 39 39% + %
rhilco 241/2 24% 24%
RCA Common 111/2 11% 11%
RCA First Pfd 691/2 69 691/2 - 3/2
Stewart -Warner 133/4 13% 1334 - 1/2
Westinghouse 991/2 97% 991/z '
Zenith Radio 341/2 341/4 341/2

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio... 334 33/4 33/4 + 1/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. te Rad 8% 9
Stromberg-Carlson 12% 1338
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23
WIR (Detroit) 261/2 ..

NAB Asks WLB Reject
Arbiter Technician Ruling

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The NAB has urged.

the San Francisco Regional War
Labor Board to reject an arbiter's
award which stated that the job of a
radio technician was the same no
matter where he worked.

The award was made by George
Cheney of the U. S. Concilation Ser-
vice, sitting as an arbiter in a wage,
dispute between KPAS, Pasadena,
Cal., and the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, Local 40.
It was subject to review under Execu-
tive Orders 9250 and 9328 by the War
Labor Board.

The NAB brief was filed at a board
hearing in Los Angeles.

KWNO Takes AP Wire
KWNO, Winona, Minn., has ac-quired the special AP radio news

wire from Press Association, Inc. The
expanded news coverage, scheduled
to begin today, will include tele -
scripts and other special features of
the Press Association wire, as well asAP news dispatches,

Noxzema Hiatus On WOR;
Spot Goes To "Forum"

(Continued from Page 1)
Theodore Granik's "American Forum
of the Air," after the "Battle" leaves
the air waves on July 6. Time ad-
justment for either the "Battle" or
the "Forum" will again have to be
made in the Fall. "Forum," after nine
years on WOR-Mutual Sundays, 8-
8:45, is losing its spot to A. L. Alex-
ander's "Mediation Board" which has
just gone commercial for Serutan.

Two other accounts on the station
have just renewed spot schedules,
while a third signed a new deal. The
renewals include Beechnut Gum, for
13 weeks, effective tomorrow through
Newell -Emmett Company, and Vick
Chemical Co., effective tomorrow for
nine weeks through Morse Interna-
tional. New is the Blue Moon Foods
Inc., participating on "Pegeen Pre-
fers" through Reincke-Ellis-Young-
reen & Finn, Chicago.

Phila. Outlets At Odds
With Army-OCD Rules

(Continued from Page 1)
with prompt and dependable con-
temporaneous advices.

According to a joint statement by
the six outlets, recent discrepancies
between the radio "all -clear" and the
audible sirens were caused by errors
in the offices of the authorities
charged with furnishing the informa-
tion to the radio stations. The radio
stations take the position that it is
unfair both to themselves and to the
public to continue the present method.
The public, the radio stations believe,
should concentrate on the audible
sirens for the "all -clear" instead of
depending upon the radio for it until
the Army and the OCD can plan a
practicable system.

Cox FCC Investigation
Starts Hearings Tomorrow

(Continued from Page I)
morrow morning at 10 a.m. Purpose
of the Committee is to investigate
the FCC. Various radio factions will
be on hand to attend the hearings.

The only witness yet called from
the FCC is Dr. Robert Leigh, head
of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence
Service. This would indicate that the
committee intends to bring out some-
thing concerning the Commission's
war work, although there is no clue
here as to what it might be.

"For Whom The Bell Tolls"
Gets Paramount Spot Buy

(Continued from Page 1)
New York. Effective today participa-
tions start on Arthur Godfrey's pro-
gram on WABC; Mary Margaret
McBride on WEAF and Adelaide
Hawley, also on WABC.

Series of one -minute announce-
ments (transcribed) will be set on
various other New York outlets about
10 days prior to the picture's pre-
miere. When the film is released na.:
tit)rihy; heal time is "xpeced to bo.
bought `n various 'key cities ar,ul,d
the country.

"Aldrich Family" -Brice
Gets High N. Y. Ratings

(Continued from Page 1)
grams between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m.
studied for the Pulse survey from
March to June via the house to house
coincidental survey.

Breakdown of the character of the
audience showed that the "Aldrich
Family" appealed, in general, to a
younger audience. Sex breakdown
shows that the Aldriches are one of
the few regular programs listened Co
by more men than women. The ratio
is almost two to one.

Age and sex breakdown of the
audiences for both shows follow:

Aldrich Family
Age Men Women Total

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Under 20 42 23 35
20-29 7 27 14
3044 40 42 41
45 and Over 11 8 10
Total Per Cent 100 100 100

Brice -Morgan
Age Men Women Total

Per Cent I'er Cent Per Cent
Under 20 35 19 26
20-29 7 12 10
30-44 19 49 36
45 and Over 39 20 28
Total Per Cent 100 100 100

Aldrich Family Brice -Morgan
Per Cent Per Cent

Men 62 42
Women 38 58
Total Per Cent 100 100

"Such differences in' the audience
composition to programs raise ques-
tions concerning the product adver-
tised by the program, and what kind
of people constitute the market for
this product," concluded the report.

Erikson Assuming Duties
With CBS In N. Y. July 8

(Continued from Page 1)
in charge of sales, stated yesterday.
At the same time Gittinger made
known that William J. Fagan, an as-
sistant sales manager for CBS, has
been appointed administrative man-
ager of the Sales Department.

Since his appointment as network
sales manager, Erikson, former CBS
Western sales manager, has been
operating from Columbia's Chicago
office, working with W. Donald
Roberts, his successor in the Western
sales manager post. Erikson has just
completed a trip to the Pacific coast,
covering accounts, prospects and
agencies from Seattle to Washington.
In taking over the network sales
manager post in New York. Erikson
fills a position vacant since January
1940.

Fagan first joined CBS in 1929 as
sales service manager. Prior to com-
ing to Columbia he was with the
United Press for many years. In 1937,
Fagan was business manager for the
Radio Department of Benton &
Bowles, Inc. He returned to Colum-
bia in 1940 as an assistant sales man-
ager, a position which he has occu-
pied up until his present appointment.
Fagan will begin his new duties on
July 8.

KARM To Petry
Columbia's station for central Cali-

fo>}nia, IC R.I'd, Fresno, Calif., an -
:pounced tita appointment of Edward
Petry & Co. as its exclusive national
sales representative effective July 2.

COminG GOIAG

B m
PAUL OLIPHANT, program directot of WIA

Columbia outlet in Nashville, is in town f
conferences at the headquarters of the networ

JAKE EMBRY, of WITH, Baltimore, has a
irved from Maryland for a few days on busines
Visited yesterday with the local reps.

ELMORE B. LYFORD, of NBC station reli
tions department, leaves tonight for a wet
in Buffalo and other upstate points.

ALEX CAMPBELL, JR., commercial manager u
WKAT, Miami, is in New York on Station an
network business.

RICHARD H. MASON, manager of WPTI
Raleigh, N. C., and OLLIE CARPENTER, salt
director of the station, are spending this wet
in New York.

HAROLD H. MEYER, station manager of WSRI
Blue Network outlet in Stamford, Conn., a call,
yesterday at Rockefeller Center.

MARILOU NEUMAYER, leading lady on fit
Chicago -originated "Captain Midnight" progratt
is vacationing on the West Coast.

HARRY JAMES and the members of his pro
gram troupe, including HELEN FORRES1
JOHNNY McAFEE and BUDDY MORENO, le
tomorrow for Hollywood, where they are schsif
uled for two films.

NBC Luncheon Salutes
Essó s 10,000th Show
(Continued from Page 1)

Marschalk & Pratt, the Esso agency
and the Blue Network.

Guests at the luncheon, held at th(
Waldorf-Astoria, were greeted b5
John McNeil, manager of WJZ. Mark
Woods, president of the Blue Net-
work, introduced J. A. Miller, Essc
advertising director, who in turn in-
troduced R. T. Haslam, Esso director.

In speaking of Esso and its long asso-
ciation with WJZ, Haslam pointed up
the fact that WJZ and the Blue have
become "part of the Esso family."

The 12:25 p.m. "Esso Reporter,"
which was broadcast by Don Gardiner
and Jack Fraser from the luncheon
room at the Waldorf, was the 10,000th
broadcast on WJZ, one of the six sta-
tions on which the "Reporter" origin-
ally took to the air October 7, 1935.
Today it is presented on 35 stations
from Maine to Louisiana including
the six original outlets.

Representing Esso at the luncheon
were: Robert M. Gray, assistant to.
Miller; A. Clarke Bedford, general
sales manager; J. E. Skehan, assistant
to Bedford, and Don O'Brien, in
charge radio advertising department.

Representing Marschalk & Pratt
were George L. Trimble, time buyer;
Carlo DeAngelo, radio director; Wil-
liam Freeman, copy director; Edward
Clark, publicity director, and John
Allen, of the publicity department.

WJZ was represented by Slocum
Chapin, acting sales manager, in addi-
tion to McNeil, and the Blue Network
by Edgar Kabak, executive vice-
president, and G. W. Johnstone, di-
rector of news and special features.

Renewals Prove Results

WTBO
1320 Kc. Cumberland. Md.
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'IBC Symphony Sold

To General Motors

7

(Cotu.ed from Page I

sancial burden has been carried
the network during those years.

his included a substantial salary
or Toscanini as well as various
her conductors wielding the baton
om to time. Overhead of the or -
tetra has been placed at upwards

$120,000 annually.
Package Cost $1.000.000

Package show cost to General
otoff is in the neighborhood of
,000.000 for both musicians and
ftwork time. Agreement calls for
'esentation of the orchestra on vir-
ally the same basis as past seasons.
:le 24 week winter series starting
ctober 31, will be divided equally
ftween Toscanini and Stokowski,

originally announced. Dr. Frank
lack will conduct the summer series.
ext winter's series will represent
sscanini's sixth full season with the
chestra and Stokowski's third.
Program format remains unchanged
Ith Samuel Chotzinoff, manager

the NBC Music Division, con -
wing as commentator on the winter
rtes. Broadcasts will originate in
BC's largest studio, 8-H which re-
ts(gned a year ago especially for the
imphony orchestra and embracing
e latest acoustical advantages.

Sloan 1 Statement
General Motors a few years ago
onsored a one -hour Sunday night
rtes of concerts using a spmphony

hestra and guest soloists. instru-
ental and vocal, comprising some
the finest the The

rise then on an NBC network
lginated in Carnegie Hall.
Alfred P. Sloan, chairman of the
lard, said for General Motors that:
'he American people have a
owing appreciation of fine music
Id there is more reason now than
'er before to make it available to
em in their homes. In the emer-
mcy of war, with its pressing de -
ands upon everyone, it is impor-
nt that we retain insofar as pos -
le those educational and cultural
tivities which have so enriched
mericans in all walks of life.

Assurance to Customers
"The assignments General Motors
the been given for the production
war materials for the armed forces
the United Nations have inter-

pted its normal contacts with its
any friends and peacetime cus-
mers. General Motors is sponsor-
g the symphony as a means of
luring its customers whom it cair-
n now serve directly that General

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.
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Re "Dawn Busters"
The Dawn Busters, an array of mus-

ical talent on WLW, New Orleans,
were treated to an 8 -page 5 x 8 -
inch throw -away, picturing the talent
in all sorts of ingloriously humorous
positions before the WWL micro-
phone. The inside spread lists five
songs in English and French, re-
minding the readers that "they're
all in fun . . . these boisterous bal-
lads which you hear each morning
on your 'Checkerboard Time' Dawn
Busters program will never be great
hits. On the contrary, they make
some people fightin' mad (at 6:55
a.m.) The French in them, too, isn't
what it ought to be-the French is
really atrocious, isn't it? But we
have a lotta fun, don't we? You'll
have to admit that-the Dawn Busters
are wacky-but they like it and we
hope you do!"

Motors is serving them in a larger
way through its wartime produc-
tion-to speed the victory which
will bring a resumption of our nor-
mal associations."

Speaking for NBC, President Niles
Trammell said:

"Sponsorship of the NBC symphony
the General Motors Corporation is
recognition of the entertainment and
cultural achievments established by
the orchestra since its creation in
1937. The presentation of the Sym-
phony under the auspices of General
Motors brings together a great or-
chestra conducted by world-re-
nowned musicians and a great in-
dustrial organization now playing a
vital role in the American victory
effort."

Pacific Salute
In honor of "Southern Pacific War

Service Day," Jane Lee's Woman's
Magazine of the Air, heard five days
weekly on San Francisco KPO and
coast NBC stations originated in the
lobby of the Southern Pacific's down-
town office building in San Francisco.
As S. P. saluted the twelve -thousandth
employee to enter the armed services,
it also inaugurated several new drives
to aid the war effort.

As a result, the broadcast was made
a part of a lobby campaign to sell
war bonds, enlist Blood donors, col-
lecting letters to ex -employees now
in service overseas, and for collecting
junk jewelry and trinkets for service-
men to use as barter with natives.
Heading the list of special guests on
the show was A. T. Mercier, new
president of the Southern Pacific Rail-
road.

Cincinnati Advt. Man
Heads AFRA's Local
(continued from Page 1)

leaving for Hollywood. Local AFRA
members recently produced and acted
in the "Victory Caravan" show which
toured southern Ohio, and assisted
in making the Second War Loan
Drive an outstanding success.
Matthews was writer and producer of
the "Caravan."

Roger Baker, WSAI sportscaster, is
president of the local AFRA group,
and Andre Carlon, WCPO announcer,
is executive secretary, Carlon also
acted in the "Caravan" show together
with Cecil Hale, Ralph Moody. Ardeth
Theders and Thomas Kane.

Senate Votes OWl Bill;

Retains Radio Bureau
(Continued from Page 1)

no cut was asked for the Radio Bur-
eau.

The overseas Branch fares better
in the Senate bill than in the House
bill, with the senior circuit having
raised its overall appropriation from
$22,500,000 to $25,003,590. The sub-
committee had recommended $2,000-
000 more than the later figure, but
the full committee of the chamber
put it back.

CIAA fared pretty much the same
as in the House bill, receiving $100,-
000 more for the entire Inter -Ameri-
can agency.

The bill now goes into conference,
with Senators McKellar, Glass, Nye,
Lodge, Hayden, Holman and Tydings
representing the Senate. It's any-
body's, guess as to what the House
will permit, although it is likely
that the junior chamber will recede
somewhat from its all-out opposition
to the OWI domestic branch. The
Senate's recommendation of $3,561,-
499 may be accepted in toto. It
provides $225,000 for the Office of
Program Co-ordination, $900,000 for
the News Bureau and the full $811,-
499 asked originally for the Radie
Bureau.

Execs' Arguments Vital
If these appropriations are finally

written into law, and it is not un-
likely, the industry should be thank-
ful to the three men who testified
before the Senate committee Satur-
day, impressing upon the Senator -
the country's need for the OW]
radio functions. They were: Chester
LaRoche, of the War Advertising
Council; Paul B. West, of the Asso-
ciation of National Advertisers, and
President Neville Miller of the NAB,

00°
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, June 30)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low Close
Am. Tel. G Tel. 155 1545/e 155
CBS A 221/2 221/4 221/2
CBS B 221/2 2238 221/2
Crosley Corp. 21 21 21
Gen. Electric 393/4 39 393/4
rhilco 241/2 24% 243/8
RCA Common 11?%% 11% 11%
RCA First Pfd 69V2 69 691/2 - 3/8
Stewart -Warner 133/4 133/4 133/4
vVeslinghouse 991/2 975/e 991/2
Zenith Radio 347/8 341/4 341/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio. . 3% 33/4 33/4 + 1/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad 85/e 9
Stromberg-Carlson 12% 13%
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23
WJR IDetroit) 261/2 ..

Net
Chg.

+ 1is

+ 1/4

+ 3/4

- 1/E

NAB Asks WLB Reject
Arbiter Technician Ruling

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The NAB has urged

the San Francisco Regional War
Labor Board to reject an arbiter's
award which stated that the job of a
radio technician was the same no
matter where he worked.

The award was made by George
Cheney of the U. S. Concilation Ser-
vice, sitting as an arbiter in a wage
dispute between KPAS, Pasadena,
Cal., and the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, Local 40.
It was subject to review under Execu-
tive Orders 9250 and 9328 by the War
Labor Board.

The NAB brief was filed at a board
hearing in Los Angeles.

KWNO Takes AP Wire
KWNO, Winona, Minn., has ac-

quired the special AP radio news
wire from Press Association, Inc. The
expanded news coverage, scheduled
to begin today, will include tele -
scripts and other special features of
the Press Association wire, as well as
AP news dispatches.

Noxzema Hiatus On WOR;
Spot Goes To "Forum"

(Continued from Page 1)
Theodore Granik's "American Forum
of the Air," after the "Battle" leaves
the air waves on July 6. Time ad-
justment for either the "Battle" or
the "Forum" will again have to be
made in the Fall. "Forum," after nine
years on WOR-Mutual Sundays, 8-
8:45, is losing its spot to A. L. Alex-
ander's "Mediation Board" which has
just gone commercial for Serutan.

Two other accounts on the station
have just renewed spot schedules,
while a third signed a new deal. The
renewals include Beechnut Gum, for
13 weeks, effective tomorrow through
Newell -Emmett Company, and Vick
Chemical Co., effective tomorrow for
nine weeks through Morse Interna-
tional. New is the Blue Moon Foods
Inc., participating on "Pegeen Pre-
fers" through Reincke-Ellis-Young-
reen & Finn, Chicago.

Phila. Outlets At Odds
With Army-OCD Rules

(Continued from Page 1)
with prompt and dependable con-
temporaneous advices.

According to a joint statement by
the six outlets, recent discrepancies
between the radio "all -clear" and the
audible sirens were caused by errors
in the offices of the authorities
charged with furnishing the informa-
tion to the radio stations. The radio
stations take the position that it is
unfair both to themselves and to the
public to continue the present method.
The public, the radio stations believe,
should concentrate on the audible
sirens for the "all -clear" instead of
depending upon the radio for it until
the Army and the OCD can plan a
practicable system.

Cox FCC Investigation
Starts Hearings Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)
morrow morning at 10 a.m. Purpose
of the Committee is to investigate
the FCC. Various radio factions will
be on hand to attend the hearings.

The only witness yet called from
the FCC is Dr. Robert Leigh, head
of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence
Service. This would indicate that the
committee intends to bring out some-
thing concerning the Commission's
war work, although there is no clue
here as to what it might be.

"For Whom The Bell Tolls"
Gets Paramount Spot Buy

(Continued from Page 1)
New York. Effective today participa-
tions start on Arthur Godfrey's pro-
gram on WABC; Mary Margaret
McBride on WEAF and Adelaide
Hawley, also on WABC.

Series of one -minute announce-
ments (transcribed) will be set on
various other New York outlets about
10 days prior to the picture's pre-
miere. When the, film is released na,_
tiónally, local tiyne is 'expecred to bé.
bought 'n vario)ls key cities around
the country.

"Aldrich Family" -Brice
Gets High N. Y. Ratings

(Continued from Page 1)
grams between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m.
studied for the Pulse survey from
March to June via the house to house
coincidental survey.

Breakdown of the character of the
audience showed that the "Aldrich
Family" appealed, in general, to a
younger audience. Sex breakdown
shows that the Aldriches are one of
the few regular programs listened ;o
by more men than women. The ratio
is almost two to one.

Age and sex breakdown of the
audiences for both shows follow:

Aldrich Family
Age Men Women Total

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Under 20 42 23 35
20-29 7 27 14
30-41 40 42 41
45 and Over 11 8 10
Total Per Cent 100 100 100

Brice -Morgan
Age Men Women Total

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Under 20 35 19 26
20-29 7 12 10
30-44 19 19 36
45 and Over 39 20 28
Total Per Cent 100 100 100

Aldrich Family Brice -Morgan
Per Cent Per Cent

Men 62 42
Women 38 58
Total l'er Cent 100 100

"Such differences in. the audience
composition to programs raise ques-
tions concerning the product adver-
tised by the program, and what kind
of people constitute the market for
this product," concluded the report.

Erikson Assuming Duties
With CBS In N. Y. July 8

(Continued from Page 1)
in charge of sales, stated yesterday.
At the same time Gittinger made
known that William J. Fagan, an as-
sistant sales manager for CBS, has
been appointed administrative man-
ager of the Sales Department.

Since his appointment as network
sales manager. Erikson, former CBS
Western sales manager, has been
operating from Columbia's Chicago
office, working with W. Donald
Roberts, his successor in the Western
sales manager post. Erikson has just
completed a trip to the Pacific coast,
covering accounts, prospects and
agencies from Seattle to Washington.
In taking over the network sales
manager post in New York. Erikson
fills a position vacant since January
1940.

Fagan first joined CBS in 1929 as
sales service manager. Prior to com-
ing to Columbia he was with the
United Press for many years. In 1937,
Fagan was business manager for the
Radio Department of Benton &

Bowles, Inc. He returned to Colum-
bia in 1940 as an assistant sales man-
ager, a position which he has occu-
pied up until his present appointment.
Fagan will begin his new duties on
July 8.

KARM To Petry
Columbia's station for central Cali-

fornia, ¡CA?IZrI, Fresno, Calif., an-
ynQ1ipced .the appointment of Edward
Petry' & Co. as its exclusive national
sales representative effective July 2.

comino aud GOIDG

PAUL OLIPHANT, program director of WLAC,
Columbia outlet in Nashville, is in town for
conferences at the headquarters of the network.

JAKE EMBRY, of WITH, Baltimore, has ar-
irved from Maryland for a few days on business.
Visited yesterday with the local reps.

ELMORE B. LYFORD, of NBC station rela-
tions department, leaves tonight for a week
in Buffalo and other upstate points.

ALEX CAMPBELL, JR., commercial manager of
WKAT, Miami, is in New York on station and
network business.

RICHARD H. MASON, manager of WPTF,
Raleigh, N. C., and OLLIE CARPENTER, sales
director of the station, are spending this week
in New York.

HAROLD H. MEYER, station manager of WSRR,
Blue Network outlet in Stamford, Conn., a caller
yesterday at Rockefeller Center.

MARILOU NEUMAYER, leading lady on the
Chicago -originated "Captain Midnight" program,
is vacationing on the West Coast.

HARRY JAMES and the members of his pro-
gram troupe, including HELEN FORREST,
JOHNNY McAFEE and BUDDY MORENO, leave
tomorrow for Hollywood, where they are sched-
uled for two films.

NBC Luncheon Salutes
Essó s 10,000th Show
(Continued from Page 11

Marschalk & Pratt, the Esso agency,
and the Blue Network.

Guests at the luncheon, held at the
Waldorf-Astoria, were greeted by
John McNeil, manager of WJZ. Mark
Woods, president of the Blue Net-

introduced A. Esso
advertising director, who in turn in-
troduced R. T. Haslam, Esso director.
In speaking of Esso and its long asso-
ciation with WJZ, Haslam pointed up
the fact that WJZ and the Blue have
become "part of the Esso family."

The 12:25 p.m. "Esso Reporter,"
which was broadcast by Don Gardiner
and Jack Fraser from the luncheon
room at the Waldorf, was the 10,000th
broadcast on WJZ, one of the six sta-
tions on which the "Reporter" origin-
ally took to the air October 7, 1935.
Today it is presented on 35 stations
from Maine to Louisiana including
the six original outlets.

Representing Esso at the luncheon
were: Robert M. Gray, assistant to
Miller; A. Clarke Bedford, general
sales manager; J. E. Skehan, assistant
to Bedford, and Don O'Brien, in
charge radio advertising department.

Representing Marschalk & Pratt
were George L. Trimble, time buyer;
Carlo DeAngelo, radio director; Wil-
liam Freeman, copy director; Edward
Clark, publicity director, and John
Allen, of the publicity department.

WJZ was represented by Slocum
Chapin, acting sales manager, in addi-
tion to McNeil, and the Blue Network
by Edgar Kobak, executive vice-
president, and G. W. Johnstone, di-
rector of news and special features.

Renewals Prove Results

WTBO
820 Kc. Cumberland, Md.
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IBC Symphony Sold

To General Motors
(Continued from Page 1)

nancial burden has been carried
y the network during those years.
'his included a substantial salary
or Toscanini as well as various
ther conductors wielding the baton
rom to time. Overhead of the or-
hetra has been placed at upwards
f $120,000 annually.

Package Cost $1.000.000
Package, show cost to General

tlotors is in the neighborhood of
11,000,000 for both musicians and
tetwork time. Agreement calls for
presentation of the orchestra on vir-
ually the same basis as past seasons.
('he 24 week winter series starting
)ctober 31, will be divided equally
)etween Toscanini and Stokowski,
is originally announced. Dr. Frank
Black will conduct the summer series.
Text winter's series will represent
roscanini's sixth full season with the
)rchestra and Stokowski's third.

Program format remains unchanged
with Samuel Chotzinoff, manager
of the NBC Music Division, con-
tinuing as commentator on the winter
series. Broadcasts will originate in
NBC's largest studio, 8-H which re-
designed a year ago especially for the
spmphony orchestra and embracing
the latest acoustical advantages.

Sloan Issues Statement
General Motors a few years ago

sponsored a one -hour Sunday night
series of concerts using a spmphony
orchestra and guest soloists, instru-
mental and vocal, comprising some
of the finest talent in the world. The
series then on an NBC network
originated in Carnegie Hall.

Alfred P. Sloan, chairman of the
board, said for General Motors that:
"The American people have a
growing appreciation of fine music
and there is more reason now than
ever before to make it available to
them in their homes. In the emer-
gency of war, with its pressing de-
mands upon everyone, it is impor-
tant that we retain insofar as pos-
sible those educational and cultural
activities which have so enriched
Americans in all walks of life.

Assurance to Customers
"The assignments General Motors

have been given for the production
of war materials for the armed forces
of the United Nations have inter-
rupted its normal contacts with its
many friends and peacetime cus-
tomers. General Motors is sponsor-
ing the symphony as a means of
assuring its customers wham it can-
not now serve directly that General

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.

Ip IRIOAt1)lf II ® 11 Y.V

Re "Dawn Busters"
The Dawn Busters, an array of mus-

ical talent on WLW, New Orleans,
were treated to an 8 -page 5 x 8 -
inch throw -away, picturing the talent
in all sorts of ingloriously humorous
positions before the WWL micro-
phone. The inside spread lists five
songs in English and French, re-
minding the readers that "they're
all in fun . . . these boisterous bal-
lads which you hear each morning
on your 'Checkerboard Time' Dawn
Busters program will never be great
hits. On the contrary, they make
some people fightin' mad (at 6:55
a.m.) The French in them, too, isn't
what it ought to be-the French is
really atrocious, isn't it? But we
have a lotta fun, don't we? You'll
have to admit that-the Dawn Busters
are wacky-but they like it and we
hope you do!"

i

Pacific Salute
In honor of "Southern Pacific War

Service Day," Jane Lee's Woman's
Magazine of the Air, heard five days
weekly on San Francisco KPO and
coast NBC stations originated in the
lobby of the Southern Pacific's down-
town office building in San Francisco.
As S. P. saluted the twelve -thousandth
employee to enter the armed services,
it also inaugurated several new drives
to aid the war effort.

As a result, the broadcast was made
a part of a lobby campaign to sell
war bonds, enlist Blood donors, col-
lecting letters to ex -employees now
in service overseas, and for collecting
junk jewelry and trinkets for service-
men to use as barter with natives.
Heading the list of special guests on
the show was A. T. Mercier, new
president of the Southern Pacific Rail-
road.

Motors is serving them in a larger
way through its wartime produc-
tion-to speed the victory which
will bring a resumption of our nor-
mal associations."

Speaking for NBC, President Niles
Trammell said:

"Sponsorship of the NBC symphony
the General Motors Corporation is
recognition of the entertainment and
cultural achievments established by
the orchestra since its creation in
1937. The presentation of the Sym-
phony under the auspices of General
Motors brings together a great or-
chestra conducted by world-re-
nowned musicians and a great in-
dustrial organization no playing a
vital role in the American victory
effort."

Cincinnati Advt. Man
Heads AFRA's Local
(Continued from Page 1)

leaving for Hollywood. Local AFRA
members recently produced and acted
in the "Victory Caravan" show which
toured southern Ohio, and assisted
in making the Second War Loan
Drive an outstanding success.
Matthews was writer and producer of
the "Caravan."

Roger Baker, WSAI sportscaster, is
president of the local AFRA group,
and Andre Carlon, WCPO announcer,
is executive secretary, Carlon also
acted in the "Caravan" show together
with Cecil Hale, Ralph Moody, Ardeth
Theders and Thomas Kane.

Senate Votes OWI Bill;

Retains Radio Bureau
(Continued from Page 1)

no cut was asked for the Radio Bur-
eau.

The overseas Branch fares better
in the Senate bill than in the House
bill, with the senior circuit having
raised its overall appropriation from
$22,500,000 to $25,003,590. The sub-
committee had recommended $2,000-
000 more than the later figure, but
the full committee of the chamber
put it back.

CIAA fared pretty much the same
as in the House bill, receiving $100,-
000 more for the entire Inter -Ameri-
can agency.

The bill now goes into conference,
with Senators McKellar, Glass, Nye,
Lodge, Hayden, Holman and Tydings
representing the Senate. It's any-
body's. guess as to what the House
will permit, although it is likely
that the junior chamber will recede
somewhat from its all-out opposition
to the OWI domestic branch. The
Senate's recommendation of $3,561,-
499 may be accepted in toto. It
provides $225,000 for the Office of
Program Co-ordination, $900,000 for
the News Bureau and the full $811,-
499 asked originally for the Radio
Bureau.

Execs' Arguments Vital
If these appropriations are finally

written into law, and it is not un-
likely, the industry should be thank-
ful to the three men who testified
before the Senate committee Satur-
day, impressing upon the Senators
the country's need for the OWI
radio functions. They were: Chester
LaRoche, of the War Advertising
Council; Paul B. West, of the Asso-
ciation of National Advertisers, and
President Neville Miller of the NAB.
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

IN A shifting of organization setup
at. NBC's Hollywood Radio City,

the network's Guest Relations de-
partment has been consolidated with
the Public Service and Station Rela-
tions departments, managed by Jen-
nings Pierce. Robert Hendricks con-
tinues as manager of Guest Relations
and adds further duties in the Public
Service and Guest Relations depart-
ments. Paul Gale, manager of NBC's
Traffic department assumes added
duties, taking over the mail room,
messenger and telephonic services.

Our selection of the week of the
most photogenic non-professional-
Connie Stone of the Don Lee-KHJ
Information Department.

Jimmy Nolan, Irish tenor, formerly
heard on the Blue Network and on
local stations in Seattle, will be a
featured soloist with the KECA or-
chestra. -

Rosalind Russell, Janet Blair and
Brian Aherne-all from the original
cast of Columbia Pictures' sparkling
comedy, "My Sister Eileen," will
share honors at Lux Radio Theater's
microphone on Monday, July 5, over
CBS network.

Matty Malneck, the former Paul
Whiteman band violinist who rose to
fame and acclaim as author of "Stair-
way to the Stars" and other fine
musical compositions, has been
selected as chief music arranger and
band boss for the new Old Gold show,
"Bob Crosby and Company," which
tees off from Hollywood's NBC, Sun-
day, July 18, via the Red network.
A "new discovery" girl singer will be
given the chance each week to click
with the radio listeners as a feature
of the program.

The radio logs say NBC Hollywood
stars like Bob Hope, Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy and Red Skel-
ton are on vacation. Here's what

eyt've really doing: Hope is re-
orted to have landed in England

with Frances Langford for an enter-
tainment tour of U. S. service camps
overseas as Uncle Sam's fighting men
poise for the long-awaited invasion
of the Continent. Bergen, with his
dummies, is leaving by air next week
for the East to embark for New-
foundland, and at least one month
of morale work among the service
men stationed there. Skelton, get-
ting a 10 -day vacation from motion
picture work, is taking off for Texas.
He'll do three shows a day for ten
days before coming back to film work
in Hollywood. Other stars will do
similar "loafing" though their plans
can't be announced until they mature.

Awards Simplex White Star
The Simplex Radio Division of

Philco Radio Corporation at San-
dusky, O., received a white star to
add to its Army -Navy "E" Flag,
John Ballantyne, president announced
Tuesday. This is the fourth star
award to Philco Corporation plants,
now devoted heavily to manufacture
of defense equipment.

Radio Is My Beat ... !
 Tommy Dorsey has signed a new vocalist to share singing

honors with Liz (Martha's Sister) Tilton the gal is none other than
Mrs. T. D., the former Pat Dane Adam Hats will sponsor a 15.minute
comedy show to start in September the program will be on the Blue
Network and will feature Milton Cross. Hope Emerson and Ralph Dumke

J. C. Flippen will be the new emcee on the "Battle of the Sexes" show
over NBC The first of the "Sneak Previews" series will be heard
Sunday, and will be a Mort Lewis story titled, "America the Beautiful"
story will feature Dean Jagger as a "Night School Principal" and was sug-
gested by Mrs. Mort Lewis who is the Principal of a Night School
A new dramatic series of half-hour programs titled "Heartbeat" and starring
Milton Stanley and Coral Tempest, will be launched within a fortnight over
the Blue Jill Stevens. femmecee of "Cale Television" claims that
George Lowther's Cafe Society Television" for Dumont, is an infringement
on her title Jerry Wayne. Hit Parader, has written the book and
score for a musical, titled, "My Dear Miss Kelly Al Jolson and his
pianist, Harry Akst, are headed east, whence they'll start a Global Service-
men's entertainment tour.

*
 Lon McCallister, who scores in the Film version of "Stage

Door Canteen," expects to be inducted shortly the importance
of the picture to the morale of servicemen and civilians prompted
his deferment When "Perpetual Emotion" starts on the
NBCycles July 10, the stars, Otto Kruger and Binnie Barnes will use
their names in the story theme is based around the stranding
of this pair of thespians in a small town in the Corn Belt A
nostalgic touch will be added to the "Paul Whiteman Presents"
program, Sunday, when that NBC show will present as a "featured
stunt," the Rhythm Boys, Al Rinker, now a Radio Director, Harry
Barris, who appeared in several Bing Crosby pictures and Bing him-
self Joe Howard's Club Zanzibar, which will be opened July
8 over the Winter Garden Theater, has its rent paid for six months

The first month's Song Requests For Rings on Barry Wood's
"Million Dollar Band," totaled 50,000 letters Tini Herbert, who
is "wowing them" at the Paramount, is using material especially
written for him by his dad, Herman Timberg, himself a vaude
headliner in the good old days Loew's State, has booked for the
first time, a radio program, as part of its show, starting August 12

air show is Jerry Cooper's "Keep Ahead," featured Friday
nights over WOR.

* * *
In the "Definitions" program mail, was a line which was used

to close the show Tuesday morning the line, giving the definition for
"Kansas." was "Kansas be the National Broadcasting Company?"
A low bow to the Barry Sisters, who will forego first vacation in eight
years to visit 22 Army Camps between now and August 15 Betty Hut-
ton, who played a supporting role to Dorothy Lamour in the film, "The
Fleet's In," will do the Lamour part. July 9, in Charlie Martin's radio adapta-
tion of that vehicle for CBS Playhouse David H. Harris, program
production manager of WTAG was responsible for a tear -jerking, human
interest scene which took place last week at this station in Worcester

he arranged thru the BBC to have several local army nurses, sta-
tioned in England, broadcast direct to the WTAG studios where their
parents were thrilled to hear the voices of their daughters The Korn
Kobblers, guested two weeks ago, were asked to repeat last week, and
now have been signed to appear regularly on Tom Howard's "It Pays
To Be Ignorant" zany over WOR Monday nights.

* * *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago I

By FRANK BURKE

TWO WGN programs announced by
John Holbrook have been re-

newed by their sponsors, McKesson
& Robbins and the Studebaker Corpo-
ration. The McKesson & Robbins pro-
gram is heard Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays from 11:30-11:45 a.m.,
CWT, and has been renewed for 40
weeks effective July 6. The Stude-
baker Corporation news broadcasts
heard Mondays through Saturdays
from 6:30 to 6:45 p.m., CWT, will be
continued for an additional 13 weeks
effective July 12.

Earl A. Jackson, assistant to the
auditor of WGN, reports to Camp
Grant, Ill., as an army private this
week, making the 56th member of
the WGN staff in the armed forces.

The Blue Network crowd scored a
radio scoop yesterday when Don Mc-
Neil of the "Breakfast Club" inter-
viewed Bill Mahoney, Chicago street
car motorman, who tracked down a
killer following a spectacular jewelry
store holdup Tuesday. Mahoney's
sleuthing took front page headlines
from war news and he proved to be
an excellent human interest inter-
view subject.

Lieut. Bruce Dennis, navy radio
public relations, back from a week's
leave.

Jack Baker, radio tenor, is still con-
fined at Columbus Hospital following
a sun stroke suffered on the golf links
last Saturday.

Spike Jones and his "City Slickers"
are set for a number of midwest
theater dates through Art Weems of
General Amusements.

The hill -billy unit from Bob Burns'
NBC show will play the Opheum,
Omaha, week of July 23; the Tower,
Kansas City, July 30; Oriental, Chi-
cago, August 6, and Riverside, Mil-
waukee, August 13.

Country Washburn and "Red"
Engle, formerly of the Ted Weems
band, are coming East with the band.

Joel Douglas, free lance announcer
for past six years, gets the assign-
ment to handle the Chicago "Daily
Times" "Quiz Time" on WIND.

Effective Monday, July 5, and each
Monday thereafter, WIND's "sym-
phonic Hour" will be sub -titled,
"Master of Tin -Pan Alley," and will
illustrate the classical origination of
many of today's popular tunes.

Edith Davis, until recently commen-
tator on WGN's program, "Women
Make the News," will be the com-
mentator for the 1943 series of free
open air concerts in Chicago's Grant
Park.

Distribute Dennis' Talk
How stations can cooperate with

their communities in a campaign
against venereal diseases, an address
made by Walt Dennis, NAB News
Bureau Chief before the New Jersey
Federal State War Conference on
Social Protection recently, is the sub-
ject of a special bulletin distributed
by the NAB to the trade as a means
of stimulating stations to participate
in similar conferences and programs,
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iller Explains Stand

If NAB On FCC Status

(Continued from Page 1)
's Division of the NAB. Lew
ry, director of the NAB's Depart-
st of Broadcast Advertising chair-
ed the session which featured,

a presentation via slides and
sing comment, a description of
sing audience trends since 1940 to
N the effect of war. Presentation
made by Fred H. Kenkel, vice-

ident of C. E. Hooper Inc.
iller's talk, traced the establish -
t of FCC and the definition of its
ers from 1927. He reviewed the
nt Supreme Court decision which
"upon the Commission the burden
ietermining the composition of
traffic" and reiterated its impli-

>ns on freedom of press and radio
democratic institutions.

troughout his address, he stressed
plight of the stations and not the
Corks under the trade's interpre-
n of the FCC's power, making it
' that the present trade pressure
g mustered through the White-
eler bill is not an attempt to re-
>lish the network option pacts.
he network rules are involved in
present dispute merely because it
the case involving those rules in
sh the Court gave the FCC its
d grant of power. It is only this
t of power which concerns us."

Asks Advertising Support
appealed for the support of the

rtising, selling and promotion
)nnel in securing the sought for
lation which would confine the
's powers to technical regulation
.nformity with the decision in the
'ers case.
he man or group of men who
'ol radio control the future of
country....We ask your help in
:ing the needed legislation so
radio may be kept free," he said.
e Hooper studies reiterated the
that there are close relation -
between wartime regulations

as gasoline rationing, daylight
tg time, travel restrictions, night

workings, etc., and the radio
sing studies of ratings, sets-in-
lnd available audiences. For the
future, it was noted, that the

.1 restrictions and gasoline re -
ions may increase radio audi-
t, but that the trend lines may
 the other way if victory garden-
and more evening employment
pushed by the war program.
ery presented a brief compari-
>f the growth of radio as an ad -
sing medium during the past 10

nothing that whereas radio had
per cent of the total advertising
nditures in 1932, it increased its
es over 70 per cent to achieve
B per cent, and supersede both
papers and magazines, in 1942.

WANTED
in -Equity Actor to play lead in new
ly to be presented outside commer-
il zone. Phone LO. 7-1197 before
P.M. or CI. 5-7672 between 8-10
11.

i
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Lever Bros. Renews 5

GENE KELLY, featured in the
film, "For Me And My Gal," on "Stars
Over Hollywood," Saturday (WABC-
CBS, 12:30 p.m.).

JESUS MARIA SANROMA, Puerto
Rican pianist, on the program of the
Boston Pops Orchestra, Saturday
(WJZ-Blue Network, 8:15 p.m.).

ROLAND YOUNG, on the "Hobby
Lobby" program, Saturday (WABC-
CBS, 8: .s0 p.m.) .

BOBBY SHERWOOD, as guest con-
ductor on the "Million Dollar Band"
program, Saturday (WEAF-NBC, 10
p.m.) .

RAMONA, on the "Brazilian Par-
ade," Saturday (WOR-Mutual, 4:30
P.m).

VERONICA LAKE, on Groucho
Marx's "Blue Ribbon Town," Satur-
day (WABC-CBS, 10:15 p.m.).

WALT DISNEY, discussing his
latest film, "Victory Througn Air
Power," based on the book by Maj.
Alexander P. de Seversky, on the
"March of Time" program, tonight
(WEAF-NBC, 10:30 p.m.).

HI, LO, JACK AND THE DAME,
at the "Stage Door Canteen," today
(WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).

JOAN MERRILL, on the Mary
Margaret McBride program, tomor-
row (WEAF-NBC, 1 p.m.) .

DOROTHY LAMOUR, on the
"Philip Morris Playhouse," tomorrow
(WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.).

SARAH McBRIDE, asistant fore-
man in the inspection department of
the Dowty Equipment Corp.; PHIL -
LIS BEARDSLEE, machine operator;
IOLA McGOVERN, shop stewart; W.
H. HAYES, of the Radar equipment
department of Sperry Gyroscope
Company; DANIEL KASSMAN, lathe
operator, and JOHN DAULMAN, ship
fitter, on the Crumit-Sanderson quiz
program, Saturday (WABC-CBS, 8
p.m.) .

WILLIAM WOODSON, juvenile of
the play, "Harriet," on "Armstrong's
Theater of Today," Saturday (WABC-
CBS, 12 noon).

DR. SAMUEL C. PRESCOTT, of
Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, discussing "Food Technology,"
on "Adventures in Science," Saturday
(WABC-CBS, 1:30 p.m.).

SEN. JOSEPH HURST BALL, Min-
nesota Republican; CLARK M
EiCH>';LBF.kUGER, airector of the
Commission to Study the Organiza-
tion of Peace, and CLYDE EAGLE -
TON, professor of international law
at New York University, discussing
"Making the World Secure," on "For
This We Fight," Saturday (WEAF-
NBC, 7 p.m.).

DR. ANTHONY BASSLER, consult-
ing physician for digestive diseases at
St. Vincent's Hospital, New York
City, discussing "The Summer Diet,"
on "Highways to Health," Saturday
(WABC-CBS, 145: p.m.).

SHERMAN BILLINGSLEY, of the
Stork Club, and JAMES MONTGOM-
ERY FLAGG, artist, on the Ellery
Queen program, Saturday (WEAF-
NBC, 7:30 p.m.).

RICHARD V. GILBERT, economic
adviser to the OPA; REP. WILL
ROGERS, JR., Democrat of. California;
REP. JOE STARNES. Democrat of
Alabama, and JUDGE JOE D. MON-
TAGUE, general counsel for the Texas
and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Assn.,
on Theodore Granik's "American
Forum of the Air," Sunday (WOR-
Mutual, 8 p.m.).

JUDY GARLAND, on the Coca-Cola
program, Sunday (WABC-CBS, 4:30
p.m.) .

DONALD MONTGOMERY, con-
sumer counsel for the United Auto-
mobile Workers of America, and
GEORGE STIGLER,of thedepartment
of economics, University of Minnesota,
discussing "Prices and Your Pocket-
book," on the "University of Chicago
Round Table," Sunday (WEAF-NBC,
1 p.m.).

SGT. BARNEY ROSS, RALPH
BELLAMY, MIRIAM HOPKINS,
CAPT. HERSHELL ABBOTT, of the
U. S. Army Air Corps, and GENE-
VIEVE SULLIVAN, sister of the
"Five Sullivans," on "Stars from the
Blue," Sunday (WJZ-Blue Network,
1230 p.m.).

WO Opens Garden Meeting
The California State Federation ofGarden Clubs, scheduled to hold its

annual meeting, was induced by KPÓ,
San Francisco, to hold its openingsession at the KPO "Vegetables ForVictory" broadcast in Radio Citythere. The program, not usually anaudience show, presented CatherineSibley, new KPO public service chief;
Norvell Gillespie, victory garden di-rector of the Office of Civilian De-fense and traveling emcee of the coast
network show; and James Kerr pro-
duction chief of the Ferry-Norse Seed
Company, a recognized internationalseed expert.

McIver Directs CBC Choir
Montreal-The orchestra and Mod-

ern Choir of Montreal's Sunday Night
Show will take their cues this week
from Alan McIver, who alternates
with Lucio Agostini in directing pro-
ceedings. The show is to be heard
over the CBC National Network Sun-
day, July 4, at 10:115 p.m., EDT and
11:15 p.m., ADT.

Conductor -composer McIver is well
known in Canada and the United
States as a radio personality and
through a series of successful concerttours. He and his orchestra were en-
gaged as an essential part of the JackBenny entourage.

Programs On CBS Net
(Continued from Page 1)

"Lux Radio Theater," presents "Burns
and Allen" for Swan Soap, Tuesdays
from 9:00 to 9:30 p.m., EWT. The
program's summer hiatus starts after
the July 29 broadcast, and Columbia
will present "The Colonel," a sus-
taining program starring Colonel
Stoopnagle, in its place.

"The Mayor of the Town," a dra-
matic program featuring Lionel
Barrymore, Agnes Moorehead, and
Claire Trevor, is broadcast from 9:00
to 9:30 p.m., EWT on Wednesdays,
with rebroadcast at 12:30 a.m., EWT.
In addition to being heard on the full
U. S. OBS network, the program is
also carried by CBS outlets in Hono-
lulu and Hilo. Lifebuoy Soap and
Rinso are the products advertised.

"Aunt Jenny" is heard over a net-
work of 51 outlets, while 71 CBS
stations carry the "Big Sister" pro-
gram. In addition, both of these day-
time serials are broadcast over 30
stations of the Canadian Broadcast-
ing Corporation. "Aunt Jenny," dra-
matizations of real life stories, heard
Monday through Friday from 11:45 to
12:00 Noon, EWT, has teen presented
by the client since January 1937. "Big
Sister," broadcast Monday through
Friday from 12:15 to 12:30 p.m., EWT.
for Rinso, made its OBS debut in
August, 1936.

46 Carry "Bright Horizon"
"Bright Horizon," aired for Lever's

Swan Soap, is carried by 46 CBS sta-
tions and is heard Monday through
Friday, from 11:30 to 11:45 a.m., EWT.
The program was first presented in
August 1941, and has an unusual ori-
gin, revolving around a character in-
troduced in "Big Sister." The char-
acter, Michael West, created so much
audience interest that a complete pro-
gram about him was offered byLevers.

"The Mayor of the Town," "Big
Sister," and "Aunt Jenny" are handled
by Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc. Young &
Rubicam, Inc. is the agency for
"Burns and Allen" and "Bright Hori-
zon." Lever Brothers also presents
"Lux Radio Theater" over the full
Columbia network.

Singiser Subs for Heatter
Frank Singiser, newscaster of WOR,

New York, is now substituting for
Gabriel Heatter, Mutual commenta-
tor, who is now on vacation.

DENVER'S STANDOUT STATION

Favorite of local advertisers
-for a very good reason:

RESULTS!

C B S- 560 Hc.
Re preaen5, rive: The Katz Agency, Inc.
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WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.: Hotel
Roosevelt, New York City, 78 anns.,
through Kelly Nason, Inc., N. Y.;
William H. Wise & Company, New
York City, 3 programs weekly, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.; New
Hampshire Association of Insurance
Agents, 13 anns., direct; Hotel Belle-
vue, Boston, 26 transcribed anns.,
thru Albert Frank -Guenther Law,
Boston; Gospel Broadcasting Assn.,
Los Angeles, 1 hour weekly, for 52
weeks, thru R. H. Alber Company,
Los Angeles; Pepsi -Cola Bottling Co.,
N. Y., 147 transcribed anns., thru
Newell -Emmett Co., N. Y.; Cocheco
Bottling Company, Rochester (Orange
Crush) 24 anns., weekly, 13 weeks,
direct; Duchess D'Andre Perfume
Co., Chicago, 3 anns. daily, TF, thru
J. L. Stewart Agency, Chicago; Gard-
ner Nurseries, Osage, Ia., 6 programs
weekly, thru Northwest Radio Ad-
vertising Company, Seattle; Morley
Button Manufacturing Co., Ports-
mouth, N. H., seven news programs
weekly, 52 weeks, direct; Moxie Co.,
six anns. weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Alley & Richards Company, N. Y.;
Thayer-Diggery Company, Sanford,
Me. (Palm Beach Suits) six anns.
weekly, 13 weeks, direct; Western
Stationery Company, Topeka, (Re-
ligious Statues) three programs week-
ly, thru Shaffer Brennan Margulis
Co., St. Louis.

WFIL, Philadelphia: Bell Telephone
Company, Philadelphia (telephone
service) three five-minute studio pro-
grams weekly, thru Gray & Rogers,
Philadelphia; George Gorson, Phila-
delphia (used cars) one announce-
ment weekly for 13 weeks, thru
Philip Klein Advg. Agency, Phila-
delphia; Walsh, Philadelphia (Depart-
ment Store) 10 announcements week-
ly for 13 weeks, thru Harry Feigen-
baum Advg. Agency, Philadelphia;
Sun Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Com-
pany, Chester, Penna. (Sun Ship-
building) one half-hour studio pro-
gram weekly for 13 weeks; Lit Broth-
ers, Philadelphia (Department Store)
three 15 -minute transcribed programs
wekly, for indefinite period; Lit
Brothers, Philadelphia (Fur Storage
and Hollanderizing) 15 announce-
ments weekly for three weeks; Irvin
Sachs, Philadelphia (used cars) six
15 -minute news programs weekly, for
13 weeks, thru H. M. Dittman Advg.
Agency, Philadelphia; Irvin Sachs,
Philadelphia (used cars) 23 announce-
ments weekly, for 26 weeks, thru H.
M. Dittman Advg. Agecny, Philadel-
phia; Shore Brothers, Philadelphia
(used cars) one announcement week-
ly for 13 weeks, thru J. M. Korn Co.,
Inc., Philadelphia; Irvin Sachs, Phila-
delphia (used cars) three five-minute
studio musical programs weekly for
13 weeks, thru H. M. Dittman Advg.
Agency, Philadelphia; Super Pet
Shop, Philadelphia (pets) five an-
nouncements weekly, for 13 weeks,
thru Wellman Advg. Agency, Phila-
delphia.

NEW PROGRAMS IDEAS 11

Air Help Wanted
Introducing their new help wanted

column of the air with a stirring
march WTRY, Troy, was immediately
besieged with a volume of sponsors
to reach the Troy area for help in
the war industries. Firms such as
Cluett, Peabody & Co. purchased all
available time.

The two -a -day, six -day a week pro-
gram, timed for those who are free
to listen during their lunch and
supper hours, is broadcast by Bob
Mowers, WTRY announcer, who puts
the script together, selects the music
and presents it over the air with a
fast pace.

"Singing Airmen"
Inspired by the singing habits of

the 53rd College Training Detachment
of Air Corps Students stationed at
Fenn College in Cleveland, WGAR,
Cleveland, launched a series of 15 -
minute Tuesday night shows under
the title of "Singing Airmen." Re-
ception by radio editors has been
complimentary.

Well -paced and inspirational, the
program features a 50 -voice glee
club, quartet, soloist and its own
emcee, Harry Fritz, a Philadelphia
cadet who had previous experience
on WIP, Philadelphia, and KYW,
Philadelphia. The show is staged
in the auditorium of the Central
YMCA with the visual audience re-
stricted to Air Corps students. The

"Produce Swap Shop"
With food at a premium these days

KGVO, Missoula, Mont., has inaugu-
rated a program to aid its listeners
who have a surplus of produce har-
vested from their victory gardens.
In a daily five-minute period Lillian
Stone, country home demonstration
agent, through the title program
"Produce Swap Shop," makes it
simpler for a gardner who has too
much spinach to make a trade with
another with too many tomatoes, etc.

"Women On Home Front"
"Women on the Home Front" is the

title of the new series of women's
interviews broadcast over WHIO,
Dayton, weekly. The theme of the
weekly broadcasts will enlighten the
listeners on the type of work which
women are contributing to the war.
The program will present women of
all branches of the armed services
as well as those in the various
branches of the war industry. The
interviews are conducted by Fran
Fillmore who recently joined the
WHIO staff.

entire outfit joins the glee club in
one number on each broadcast.

Effective July 2, now that the
"Singing Airmen" have surpassed
expectations, will be moved to the
spot vacated by Kate Smith, Fridays,
8 p.m. The show is written and pro-
duced by Sid Andorn, WGAR head
of special events.

House Repeats Its Vote
Hitting Watson And Dodd

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The House yesterday

voted once again not to recede on the
Urgent Deficiencies Bill, thereby put-
ting it up to the Senate again. No
Senate action was taken yesterday.

The bone of contention in the bill
is the House's insistence upon the
Kerr Amendment calling for dis-
charge of FCC Employees Goodwin
B. Watson and William E. Dodd, Jr.,
and Governor Robert Morss Lovett
of the Virgin Islands.

G. H. Payne Nominated
For Another FCC Term

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The Senate has re-

ceived the nomination of George
Henry Payne, Republican, for an-
other seven-year term as a member
of the FCC. No vote has yet been
taken but a ballot is expected today.

CBS' 'Flash -Gun Casey"
"Flash -Gun Casey," a seris of dra-

matic adventures of a press photog-
rapher, makes its debut as a weekly
sustaining feature on the CBS net-
work, Wednesday, July 7, 11:30-12
midnight. The broadcasts with each
episode complete in itself, is based
on the character created by the novel-
ist George Harmon Coxe. Chester
Renier is the producer while Albert
Ward is the director.

AFA Pledges Co -Op
To War -Problem Org.

(Continued from Page 1)
tral and operation. Gesture was
adopted at the closing session and
luncheon of its three-day war con-
ference at the Waldorf-Astoria, and
followed an exhuberant address by
Paul G. Hoffman, chairman of the
CED and president of the Studebaker
Corporation. John E. Wiley, vice-
president of Fuller & Smith & Ross
Inc., accompanied Hoffman on the
program, with a talk on "Advertis-
ing's Place in the Post War Era." He
endorsed the CED and explained how
advertising would fit into the picture,
enumerating its duties in the chang-
ing society and economic world.

Hoffman showed the need for in-
dustry's self-analysis, declaring that
the small business man must be pre-
served, and that the nation must
think of post war in terms of produc-
tion rather than employment per se.
If industry will depend upon govern-
ment assistance in meeting unem-
ployment problems, the nation will
head for regimentation not unlike
that which developed in Germany and
Italy when the government made
capital of unemployment. The coun-
try must plan now, he urged, to es-
tablish a "security of opportunity"
for the returning warriors, and re-
ported on how the CED through re-
search and an elaborate field organi-
zation was providing small business
with the "now how" culled from the
larger enterprises.

I With the Colors!
ALBERT MORGAN, WABC wrl

and producer joined the Army
June 25.

GEORGE BRANDON, Sammy
sax player, has taken his place in
armed forces.

TOR TORLAND, KOA, Denver,
nouncer who returned from No
Africa several months ago after dr
ing an ambulance for the Ameri
Field Service has entered the
by invitation of his draft board.-vvv-

ROGER FORSTER, with WNE
New York, as announcer for the p
two years, leaves June 30 for f
lance work before induction in
army early August. He is father
girl. -vvv-

Report received from the Southe
Pacific indicates that ALPHON
MIGLIARO, former news editor
WELI, New Haven, has been promoti
to the rank of corporal.- vvv -

BOB STEVENSON, CBS announce
has finally landed in the Army aft
several mishaps. After enlisting
OCS last year he broke his leg at
was rejected when his call cam
After several trials, they have pr
nounced him o.k. and he's in.-vvv-

RUDY VALLEE, who has held ti
rank of chief petty officer in k
11th Naval District, U. S. Coo
Guard, has been commissioned a lid
tenant, senior grade.-vvv--

JACK HORNER, of KSAL, Salk
Kansas, announcer was inducted it
the Army Air Corp on June 21, brin
ing the KSAL Honor Roll to eleven.-vvv-

PAT SEARS, KYA, San Francis(
salesstaffer, is the first radio lass
the vicinity to join the WAAFs. (W
men's Auxiliary Air Force).-vvv-

JACK HEINTZ, WCBS, Springfie!
Ill., general manager has taken
leave of absence to report as a Lie
tenant (j.g.) in the USNR.

Jane Cowl Carroll Sub
Madeleine Carroll, of Columt

network's "Madeleine Carroll Read
and official representative of t
United Seamen's Service, has be
called out of town for one week t
ginning Monday, July 5. In her a
sence, CBS has obtained as a t
placement the services of the Ame
ican actress, Jane Cowl. The progre
will thus be titled-for one week
"Jane Cowl Reads."

Poultry Firm On WLS
Chicago-WLS, Chicago, announ(

that a weekly 15 -minute program, fe
turing the Prairie Ramblers, will
sponsored by the George H. Lee Col
pany (poultry remedies), beginni
July 10. The new show, which se
placed for 52 weeks through All
and Reynolds, Inc., will be aired
turday mornings from 6:30 to 6:.
Dr. V. C. Fretz, poultry expert of t
Lee Company, will discuss varia
poultry problems.
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Tea year 1943 promises to be the grimmest, hardest
year this country has ever faced. Every effort, and

every dollar of national income not absolutely needed
for existence, should go into war work and War Bonds.

In the Pay Roll Savings Plan, America finds a potent
weapon for the winning of the war-and one of the
soundest guarantees of the preservation of the Amer-
ican way of life!

Today about 30,000,000 wage earners, in 175,000
plants, are buying War Bonds at the rate of nearly half
a billion dollars a month. Great as this sum is, it is not
enough! For the more dollars made available now, the
fewer the lives laid down on the bloody roads to Berlin
and Tokio!

You've undoubtedly got a Pay Roll Savings Plan in
your own plant . But how long is it since you last checked
upon its progress? If it now shows only about 10% of the
gross payroll going into War Bonds, it needs jacking up!

This is a continuing effort-and it needs continual at-

*

tention and continual stimulation to get fullest results.
You can well afford to give this matter your close

personal attention! The actual case histories of thou-
sands of plants prove that the successful working out of
a Pay Roll Savings Plan gives labor and management a
common interest that almost inevitably results in better
mutual understanding and better labor relations.

Minor misunderstandings and wage disputes become
fewer. Production usually increases, and company spirit
soars. And it goes without saying that workers with sub-
stantial savings are usually far more satisfied and more
dependable.

And one thing more, these War Bonds are not only
going to help win the war, they are also going to do much
to close the dangerous inflationary gap, and help prevent
post-war depression. The time and effort you now put in
in selling War Bonds and teaching your workers to save,
rather than to spend, will be richly repaid many times
over-now and when the war is won.

You've done your bit__biti Now do your best!
This space is a contribution to victory today and sound business tomorrow by RADIO DAILY
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Coast -to -Coast
DON DOUGLAS, announcer and

actor, who is the announcer and
part player on the transcribed show
"Victory is Our Business," has re-
placed Lowell Thomas as narrator
while the prominent news analyst is
on his way to Africa.

*

Trade paper editors, who are auto.
graph fans, will receive personalised
greetings from stage, screen and radio
stars who visit WTAG, Worcester. Mass.
The first autograph mailed in the new
service was Virginia Weidleí s, movie
starlet....Pvt. Hubert Valentine., former
featured vocalist on WTAG, paid the
studio a visit recently.... Phil Brook,
chief announcer of WTAG's "Gardening
for Victory," will spend his vacation in
his own victory garden.

Jane Weston, femcee of the "Home
Forum" on WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., interviewed the WAACs
at the Baer Field aviation base, ask-
ing the feminine contingent just about
how they compare mass mess with
individual preparations. Clair Weide-
naar assisted Miss Weston.

WING, Dayton. has scheduled several
personalities in the entertainment field
to inaugurate the July stamp drive for the
Retail Merchants' Association.

Philip Sharkey assumed the post
of office manager of WCAU, Phila-
delphia. For the last six years he had
been a member of the staff of public
accountants at Price -Waterhouse.
Sharkey is a native Philadelphian
and a graduate of the University of
Pennsylvania.

*

Ruth Lyons of WSAI-WLW, Cincinnati,
has been asked to serve as mistress of
ceremonies for the big outdoor show
which the Cuvier Press Club of Cincin-
nati will present at Crosley Field in the
interests of their "Smokes for Service
Folks drive on July 3.

A large delegation of registrants
at the Trinity Music School Confer-
ence in Boston recently journeyed to
the Yankee network quarters to see
and hear Frank Cronin play the larg-
est organ in radio. Cronin gave a
brief recital for the delegates and de-
scribed the Aeolian Skinner organ
which he designed.

B
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Lois Wilson and Eddie Nugent, stars
of stage and screen, currently featured
In the stage play "Junior Miss," will
make their New England radio debut
today as guest stars on the WMEX, Bos-
ton. "The Devil's Henchmen" heard
Thursdays.

Hal McIntyre, who got his start on
WNBC, Hartford, visited the studios
to talk of old times with the person-
nel while he's in town on a personal
appearance at the State theatre.

Bob Hannon. tenor who subbed for
Lanny Ross a year ago. will Join Diane
Courtney's twice weekly song sessions
regularly on WJZ. New York.

Curt Demmy, who formerly an-
nounced over Harrisburg's WKBO, is
now executive director of WSBA,
York, Pa.

* * *

Floyd Farr. who broadcasts the news
7 a.m., on KPO, San Francisco, for Sea -
bard Finance, is completing four years
on the air. His delivery has earned him
a post as instructor in announcing on
the KPO-Stanford Radio Institute.

Alice Mason, formerly of WHAR,
Morgantown, West Va., joins the pro-
motion staff of WFIL, Philadelphia,
replacing Claire McCuilen on a leave
of absence....Ed Obrist, WFIL pro-
gram director, will return July 7

after an extended tour ....Francis
Ralph Ward, who served as master
control engineer for WFIL, is now
a lieutenant in the Signal Corps.

e

According to a catalogue WDRC. Hart-
ford, through some investigation in their
disc file, realise that they have some
records valued at about $150. An auction
will be planned in the next few days to
sell the records and donate the proceeds
to some charity.... Alice Fraser, singer,
has joined the program department of
WDRC to be trained for announcing.
Walter Haase, program manager. an-
nounced Miss Fraser will replace An-
nouncer Russell Naughton who recently
joined the Army.

Swing shift workers at the Rock -
ola Manufacturing Corp., Chicago,
which converted from the manufac-
ture of coin -operated- machines and
furniture to carbines, was honored
over WGN, Chicago "Hep! Hep!
Hooray" progratn, Wednesday night
....Butch Davis has replaced Jim
Poole as WGN market reporter and
livestock news analyst.

WHIO. Dayton, July 7, will observe the
6th Anniversary of the Japanese attack
on China. A special program is being
arranged inviting Col. Wong, military
attache at Wright Field and John Ahlers,
head of the local Chinese Relief Society.
Wm. Sanders, who spent four years in
the Orient, and now a news commentator
for Wii1O, will also be heard.

Barging into Studio "A" during a
recorded program, the staff of WHEB,
Portsmouth, N. H. presented depart-
ing Announcer Keith Boss with a
leather bill fold containing $3.00.
Co-incidently, as the gift was un-
wrapped, the turntable played "I
Cried For You!" Boss, is enrolling in
the engineering school of the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire.

* * *

Jim Frieling, of the WREN, Buffalo,
Three Treys. has sufficient training and
credits to be a high school teacher of
music... Carl Coleman finally learned
the 202 gadgets to play the Hammond
organ....Sally Work, also, purchased a
lamb "to mow" her lawn and have a
reserve meat supply on the hoof.

Jon Arthur, recently of WIBC,
Indianapolis, has joined WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati. He formerly free-lanced
on KDKA, Pittsburgh. Whereupon he
moved to WJLS, Beckley, West Va.;
program director of WSLB, Ogdens-
burg, N. Y., and WAJR, Morgantown,
West Va.; and WMMN, Fairmount,
West Va.

* * *

"Sing With Your Favorite Band," con-
test for amateur singers heard over KGO,
San Francisco, for the past six months.
has been renewed for 26 weeks begin-
ning July 4. The is sponsored
by Standard Beverages makers of Par -T -
Pak. The account was placed by Bris-
acher, Davis & Van Norden of- San Fran-
cisco, The program is produced by Wat-
son Humphrey.

* *

Presented by Bonne Bell, Inc., KHJ,
Los Angeles, will present a new series
of programs on fashion and groom-
ing every Monday. Wednesday and
Friday morning.

The Duquesne Brewing Company of
Pittsburgh distribtuted free handy ration
book holders to the listeners of KDKA.
Pittsburgh. The offer was carried six
weeks during the 10 minutes of "War
and Ration News" sponsored by the
brewing company. 38.243 replies have
been received to date with requests for
the holders maintaining Its pace. The
newscaster is Don Hirsch while Walker
and Downing placed the account.

A three-way wartime promotional
show has been started by NBC out-
let KPO, San Francisco, with a tri-
weekly audience program from the
Telenews Theater titled "Box Score
of the War," and with the Hearst
daily "Examiner" publishing the radio
box -score thrice weekly, on the days
following the program. Conducted by
Clarence Leisure and Zizz Black, the
show features a large diagram of the
world, showing principal areas of war
action. Audience participants receive
plus or minus scores, and money
prizes, depending upon correctness of
the answers they give to questions
put by Leisure and Black. Show is
aired in mid -afternoons on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday.

H. E. Fellows, manager of WEEP, B
ton, announces expansion of the static
news coverage through acquisition of
special AP radio news wire from Pr
Association, Inc. Service is scheduled
begin today and will include all
special features of the Press Associat

wire.
* * *

IAnother nightly program of o
standing transcribed music has b
sold on Coast airlanes, with Hí
Brothers' department stores, local

in San Francisco, San Jose and Sac
mento, sponsoring the "Hour
Melody" between nine and ten o'clti
over KSFO, seven nights each wet
Program was launched with full p
ad in the Shopping News, and qut
ter -page ads in local and Bay a'

dailies.

Pat Flanagan and John Harrington
the WBBM. Chicago, announcing sta
will record short features devoted to Cl
cago sports news to be sent to Chicai
men overseas. Details are being arrange
by the Army Service Radio Section.

Seven Disk Features
Listed By Kasper-Gord
Kasper -Gordon, Inc. lists seven

ries of feature transcriptions as f
lows: "Imperial Leader," "Songs
Cheer and Comfort," "Uncle Timm 811
"Dan Dunn, Secret Operative No.
"One I'll Never Forget," a sports f
ture; "Famous Mothers," and "Vint
Nursery Rhymes."

"Imperial Leader," 52 one -quart
hour ETs, is produced in Austr
with an all-star British cast. Wins
Churchill opens the series dramas;'
ing the life of the Prime Ministi
"Uncle Jimmy," 156 4 -hour prograsl
stars William Farnum, the celebrat
Hollywood actor. The Dan Dunn ser
is a juvenile feature of 78 recorditi,
of 1/4 -hour each. However, "Famd
Mothers" runs only five minutes o
78 discs, while "Victory Nurses
Rhymes" stars Irene Wicker, th
Singing Lady, on 30 1/2 -minute spot
"Songs of Comfort" presents Williai
Wirges at the console, starring Rid
and Maxwell on 26 recordings of
hour periods.

thr

CIO Buys WART Time
Local 16 of the CIO shipyard woe

ers' union will sponsor a half -hr
program this evening, 8:30-9 p.m.
WAAT, Newark, N. J., to press
workers' grievances. Union meml
has prepared the script entitled,
Day at the Shipyards."

Hosiery Firm On WOV
Emily Smith-distributor of Gol

mark Wearlon No -Seam hosiery, h
placed a test program on WC(
through Erland Advertising Agency
I. R. Rill is account executive. This '
the first time that the account h
used radio.

h
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AFM's Conciliation Off
NAB Forwards Brief

On NLRB Wage Boost
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Wage differentials for
smilar work in broadcasting have
een a part of the industry since its

¢firth, Joseph L. Miller, NAB La-
ir Relations Director, told the
NLRB in a brief filed yesterday in the
natter of arbitration between KPAS,

_ Pasadena, Calif., and Local 40 of the
BEW. An NLRB arbiter recom-
mended pay increases for technical
workers at the station on the grounds
That employes doing similar work at
;arger stations in the Los Angeles

(Continued on Page 3)
Roy More rear Ronda and Stamps

rq

f 3IR Will Okay Increases
For Salaried Employees

The United States Bureau of Inter-
Ial Revenue will approve pay in-
creases for salaried employees, it was
announced yesterday, provided the
Imployers can show that the in-
creases are necessary to maintain
efficiency throughout the longer work
week. The BIR jurisdiction extends
mly to salaried employees receiving
)ver $5,000 per year and to executive,
administrative and professional em -

(Continued on Page 3)
Buy More War Bond. and Stamps

I IBC Opens War Bond Drive
To Buy Cruiser Los Angeles

West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles-Through the facili-

lies of NBC Edward G. Robinson and
Secretary of Navy Frank Knox at the

ollywood Bowl officially opened this
week the $40,000,000 war bond drive
to build the cruiser "Los Angeles."
`lChe hour-long broadcast, heard at 9

(Continued on Page 5)

tos

Dream Stuff
When the WAVES and Women

Auxiliary Marines stationed at Hun-
ter College, Bronx, N. Y., were
asked which celebrity they would
like to invite to spend the day with
them, they voted unanimously for
Frank Sinatra. When Sinatra will
visit the training school July 9, he
will entertain them at a special
concert and in appreciation the
girls will show him the school.

No Paper lioiiday
Independence Day being legally

observed on Monday, July 5, there
will be no issue of Radio Daily
on that date.

Union Yanks Remotes;

MBS Backs Affiliate
Remote bands on Mutual were

pulled yesterday, effective 6 p.m., by
James C. Petrillo, president of the
AFM, after the breaking off of nego-
tiations 'between union's upstate local
and MBS affiliate, WSAY, Rochester.
Petrillo, in announcing the order,
stated that the local had been nego-
tiating for a new contract for 8
months, asking for a staff of five musi-
cians. Station had one up to now.

Spokesman for management at MBS
told RADIO DAILY that the network's
present policy is to stand by the
affiliate. What the network will do
later, if Petrillo adds further pressure
as he did in the case of WSIX, Nash -

(Continued on Page 4J

Ru, Wore War Roads and cramp..

Auchincloss To D'Arcy
As Executive Producer

Gordon Auchincloss, who has been
producing the Bourjois show on the
Blue for Foote, Cone & Belding;
'Home Front Reporter" for Owens
Glass on CBS for D'Arcy agency,
joins the latter agency next week as
executive producer, succeeding Paul
Dudley who joins the armed forces.
Auchincloss will give up the Bour-

(Continued on Page 2)

Negotiation With Transcription Firms
Collapses 15 Minutes After Start;

Petrillo Now Blames Radio

Roosevelt Withdraws

Nomination Of Payne
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-President Roosevelt
yesterday threw a bombshell into
radio circles when he withdrew his
renomination of Commissioner George
Henry Payne for another seven-year
term on the FCC. He had sent the
nomination to the Senate Wednesday,
then withdrew it yesterday without

(Continued oil Page 6)
Roy More R"ar Bond.. and Stamp.

"The Labor Reporter"
Starts Series Over CBC

Montreal-CBC announces a new
series of labor programs titled "The
Labor Reporter." The first program
was heard over the National network
Wednesday evening and the next will
be presented on Wednesday, July 7 at

(Continued on Page 4)
Ba, itre War Rand. and Stamp.

All -Star Baseball Game
Goes CBS For Gillette

Gillette Safety Razor Co., will spon-
sor the annual All -Star Baseball
Game exclusively over the full U. S.
Columbia network, J. P. Spang, Jr.,
president of the Gillette Company,

(Continued on Page 2)

New Move To Reduce Budget
Of OWI Domestic Radio Bur.

'Breakfast Club' On Blue
To Kellogg Starting Mon.
Chicago-Blue 'Network has con-

firmed sale of Don McNeill and the
"Breakfast Club" to the Kellogg Com-
pany of Battle Creek, Mich., four
days a week, Mondays through Thurs-
days, beginning Monday, July 5 for
a 15 -minute period. The contract
calls for 165 stations. J. Walter
Thompson is the agency.

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-There is some doubt

here that the OWI Radio Bureau will
be able to retain the full $811,499 pro-
vided for it in Senate version of the
War Agencies Appropriations Bill
passed Wednesday. House and Sen-
ate conferees reported last night that
they had agreed to give the OWI
Domestic Branch "less money and
more work." Exactly $811,499 was cut
from the Senate -approved figure of

(Continued on Page 5)

Conciliation meeting between
the AFM and the transcription
companies collapsed completely
and within 15 minutes yester-
day when James C. Petrillo,
president of the union, told the
U. S. Conciliator and the tran-
scribers that "the AFM will
make no more records or tran-
scriptions," and disclosed that
the real thorn in his side is tht

Poor t,)

WOKO Stock Situation

Explained By Smith
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Sam Pickard, former
Federal Radio Commissioner and later
a CBS vice-president, asked for 24
per cent of the stock in WOKO,
Albany, N. Y., in return for helping
the station to "get over hurdles,"
Harold E. Smith, secretary, treasurer
of WOKO, Inc., and station manager.

(Continued on Page 2)
Roy Mare It or Rant. and Ctnn,p.

Institute Hears OWI Exec
Laud Radio's War -Effort

Chicago-The outstanding achieve-
ments of the radio industry in con-
veying the government's wartime
messages to the people, in its own
A,ty, were lauded by Philip H. Cohen,

(Continued on Page 2)

Grapevine
Perry Como, CBS singer. ran

the stork a close second Wednes
day afternoon, and Tony Mattola.
guitarist with Raymond Scott's
orchestra, achieved the distinc
lion of having his parenthood ac-
claimed from coast to coast two
minutes after baby's arrival. Mat
Iola became the papa of a girl at
4:28 p.m.: Como announced the
event on hie 4:20 p.m. show.
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FINANCIAL
(Thursday, July 1)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. Cr Tel 1553/8 1541/ 155
CBS A 227/8 223/8 221/2
CBS B 223/4 223/8 223/4
Gen. Electric 397/e 391/2 395/8 - 1/8
Philco 245/8 24 24 - 3/8
RCA Common 117/8 111/2 115/a
RCA First Pfd. 685/8 681/8 681/4 - 11/4
Stewart -Warner 137/8 133/4 133/4
Westinghouse 100 991/2 100 } 1/2

Zenith Radio 351/2 35 353/e + 1/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Hazeltine Corp. 31 31 31 - Y2
Nat. Union Radio 4 33,4 33/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad 83/4 934
Stromberg-Carlson 121/2 131/2

Talent -Pool Committee
Sets Conference Agenda
The National Entertainment Indus-

try Council last night completed
plans for the conference to be held
at the Waldorf-Astoria on July 14
and 15. The program follows:

First day: 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 noon,
a general business meeting. At 12:30
luncheon with speakers representing
the Government, the Army outlining
their respective needs from the entire
industry. At the 2:30 p.m. session
there will be three major speakers,
one of whom at least will represent
the Government, and the national
organization will be set up.

Second day the sessions will be
thrown open for a discussion of what
the Council members will do to meet
the needs of the Army, the Govern-
ment, the production front and the
civilian front.

Hagg-Dodds Race On Blue
The two-mile race between Gunder

Hagg, Swedish track star, and Gil-
bert Dodds, ace American distance
runner, at Soldiers Field, Chicago,
will be broadcast by Harry Wismer
over the Blue Network tonight at
11:15 p.m., EWT.

All -Star Baseball Game
Goes CBS For Gillette

(Continued from Page 1)
announced yesterday. This marks the
first commercial airing of the base-
ball classic.

This year the All -Star Game, the
annual contest between the best play-
ers in the National League against
the finest of the American League,
will be broadcast from Shibe Park,
Philadelphia on July 13 at 8:55 p.m.,
EWT. In case the game is called off
because of weather, the full CBS
chain of stations will carry the event
exclusively on July 14 beginning at
1:15 p.m.

Broadcast for Gillette products, the
play-by-play description of the game
will be given by Mel Allen and Red
Barber. Bill Corum will broadcast
the summary of the classic. In addi-
tion to being carried on CBS' full net-
work, Columbia outlets in Montreal,
Toronto, Honlulu and Hilo will broad-
cast the game. Various stations of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corpora-
tion will also be included in the net-
work. The All -Star game will be
shortwaved to the troops overseas,
too. In former years the Columbia
Broadcasting System has broadcast
the game on a sustaining basis.

Proceeds go to the Major Leagues
Baseball Equipment Fund for ser-
vicemen. Maxon, Inc. handles the
account.

Institute Hears OWI Exec
Laud Radio's War -Effort

(Continued from Page 1)
deputy chief of the Radio Bureau,
Office of War Information, in an ad-
dress before students of the NBC -
Northwestern University Summer
Radio Institute.

Cohen cited particularly the NBC
"Fibber McGee and Molly" program
which, he said, "explained with ut-
most simplicity such a complex sub-
ject as the governments anti-inflation
program." The speaker went on to
say that "Don Quinn" used infinite
skill in bringing out all of the seven
basic points in the anti-inflation drive
without detracting from entertain-
ment value of the broadcast.

Other accomplishments enumerated
by Cohen, in which radio acted al-
most alone, included boosting the
use of V -Mail from 500,000 to 1,250,000
letters per week as the result of a
three-week campaign, getting 33,000
Grade A glider pilots for the Civil
Aeronautics Authority in two weeks
and enlisting 20,000,000 victory gar-
deners for 1943.

Auchincloss To D'Arcy
As Executive Producer

(Continued from Pagr 1)
jois program and handle the D'Arcy
programs which include all of the
Coca-Cola programs such as "Spot-
light Bands" on the Blue, Morton
Downey on the same web and the
Andre Kostelanetz Sunday afternoon
musical on CBS. "Spotlight Bands,"
Downey show and "Home Reporter"
are all strip shows.

WOKO Stock Situation
Explained By Smith

(Continued from Page 1)
told the FCC yesterday. This request
was made before WOKO received
its CBS contract, in 1931.

The occasion was the license re-
newal hearing before the FCC, or-
dered to permit the Commission to
inquire into the details of stock own-
ership in WOKO. The issue is
whether or not WOKO concealed
Pickard's ownership of the stock from
1932 until the present.

Smith and his partner, Raymond
M. Curtis, were to hold 375 shares
each of the 1,000 shares issued in
the station, with the Press Co., Al-
bany newspaper firm holding an op-
tion to buy the other 25 per cent.
Smith went to see Pickard, then
in charge of station relations for
CBS, to arrange an affiliation for
WOKO. Told to move his station
from Poughkeepsie to Albany and ap-
ply for full time, he did so. Then
he had a conversation with Pickard
which he recounted thus:

Pickard: "Harold, I would like to
have some sort of a financial interest
in the station."

Smith: "About what amount?"
Pickard: "About 25 per cent."
In order that Smith and Curtis

might retain control, Pickard agreed
to take 24 per cent, offering in lieu
of financial support, said Smith, to
loan the company the services of
CBS engineers to help install the
new transmitter, etc., a grand piano
for the studio and publicity for the
opening. He asked for the stock with
no intention to pay, said Smith.

All Shares Transferred
Pickard asked that 140 shares be

issued to him and 100 to Lawrence
Lowman, another CBS officer. This
was done, with Lowman later turn-
ing his 100 shares over to Mrs. Pick-
ard. When, in 1932 the Federal Form
first required complete listing of
stock ownership in licensee corpora-
tions, said Smith, he told Pick-
ard either to get rid of the stock or
have his ownership of it recorded
with the FCC. Pickard stalled him
for two years, complaining that list-
ing his ownership would be "most
embarrassing" at CBS, but in 1934
the full 240 shares were transferred
to the name of his brother-in-law.
R. K. Phelps, now an assistant U. S.
District Attorney in Kansas City, and
thereafter listed in WOKO reports.
The Commission apparently doubts
that Phelps was ever beneficial owner
of this stock. Some justification for
that doubt seems to be provided by
the fact that WOKO is now interested
in buying the stock, but has dealt
with Pickard rather than with Phelps.

Attorney George Sutton, for WOKO,
said at a motions hearing last week
that "The Alleged" owner of the
stock, obviously referring to Pick-
ard, is now trying to dispose of it.
It's present value is reported to be in
the neighborhood of $125,000. Pickard
will take the stand today.

To Talk For China On CBS
James G. Blaine, director of United

China Relief, will discuss "China's
Importance to America" on CBS
Wednesday, July 7, from 4:45-5 p.m.,

j EWT.

co1nIRG and GOI11G

FRED M. THROWER, Jr., vice-president of
the Blue Network in charge of sales, is ex-
pected back tomorrow from a trip to Detroit
and Chicago.

KENYON BROWN, station manager of KOMA,
who has been in New York for conferences at
CBS, is leaving on the return trip to Oklahoma.

STANLEY L. STEVENS, publicity manager of
BBC, left yesterday for Chicago, Detroit, Cin-
cinnati and Pittsburgh to contact newspapers
regarding their reactions to BBC programs and
policy. He'll be away about two weeks.

SHELDON B. HICKOX, Jr., manager of NBC
station relations, is visiting outlets in Nor-
folk, Va., and the vicinity,

CHARLES BARRY, eastern program manager
of the Blue Network, back today from Detroit.

CARLOS V. DEL MERCADO, of the Zenith
Corp., will spend this month in Mexico on his
annual vacation. WALTER WADSON, Bermuda
representative of the company, is in Chicago
for talks with Zenith officials.

JAMES REPPERT, program director of WORD,
Spartanburg, S. C., outlet of the Blue Network,
a caller yesterday at Rockefeller Center.

RICHARD MASON, manager of WPTF, Raleigh,
S. C., a caller yesterday at the office of Wil-
liam S. Hedges, NBC vice-president in charge
of stations.

JOHN HARRINGTON and VAL SHERMAN, of
the WBBM-CBS announcing staff, have left on
their vacations. EDDIE DUNN plans to start
on his annual holiday July 12.

JOSEPH A. ECCLESINE, BARRY T. RUMPLE
and KEN E. GREEN, of the NBC advertising and
promotion department, have returned from a
business trip to Chicago and Minneapolis.

CLEMENTINE HALL, a reader on the con-
tinuity acceptance staff of the Blue Network,
is back at her desk following a honeymoon.
Her husband is Miles Kastendieck, music critic
of the Brooklyn "Eagle."

MILDRED CARLSON, director of the "Home
Forum" program on WBZ, Boston, is visiting
the NBC studios in Chicago, and calling on
clients and agencies in the area.

VERONICA LAKE and GROUCHO MARX, off
to Oceanside, Cal., for tomorrow's "Blue Rib-
bon Town" show on which the actress will
guest and which will be broadcast from Camp
Pendleton.

ROBERT GLASS, commercial manager of WFBC,
NBC's affiliate in Grenville. S. C., is in town
on station and network business.

1

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

0

Summer
Sales

Are Up:
Sales Management magazine

forecasts a 15.5% increase

in Hartford's retail sales for

July. Match this trend with

an appropriate spot cam-

paign on WDRC,
Basic CBS,

Hartford. Write Wm. Malo,

Commercial Mgr., for ~li-
abilities.
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NAB Forwards Brief

r ' On NLRB Wage Boost
(Continued from Page 1)

area are paid more than those at
KPAS. Establishment of this prin-

. ;lple said Miller, would hasten the
Collapse of many small stations.

NAB's interest in the matter, Miller
;aid, springs from the danger that
such grounds for pay increases might
)e applied elsewhere in the industry,
working hardship on many small sta-
ions. NAB insists that the differen-
ial does not provide a gross inequity
Ind therefore should not be "reme-
lted" under the terms of the OES
salary stabilization rules.

Latest FCC figures, for the week of
Oct. 12, 1941, show average weekly
pay for operating technicians in the
37 clear -channel stations to be $1.06,
in 315 regional stations $43.31, and in
135 local stations only $29.13, Miller's
brief pointed out "these differential
between large and medium and
medium and small broadcasting sta-
tions," he said, "have been a part of
radio broadcasting's wage structure
since the industry's birth. They are in
one measure due to the differences
in ability to pay on the part of the
employer.... but they are mainly due
to the differences in the services
rendered by the technicians and to
the differences in requirements."

Illustrates Difference
"When the arbiter said that 'evi-

dence discloses that the work of regu-
lar technicians is substantially the
same in all stations' and that, 'those
intra-industry differentials cannot
rationalized on any basis whatever,'
he displayed only a superficial knowl-
edge of the work of the craft," Miller
continued, "saying that the work of
a technician in a small station was
the same as that of a technician in a
large station would be the same as
saying that the work of a street car
motorman was the same as that of
the engineer on the Pennsylvania
electrified Congressional Limited be-
cause both operated on electrically
driven conveyance."

Miller said that larger stations have
recruited their technical personnel
from smaller stations for many years,
.smaller stations serving as training
schools. "The usual radio technician,
after a brief study course, gets a job
in a smaller station to gain the ex-
perience he knows is necessary for
work in a larger station," he said.
"While at the smaller station he fre-
quently continues outside study to
supplement this experience. In many
larger stations a degree in electrical
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KFXJ On The Job

KFXJ, Grand Junction, Colo., re-
ceived considerable commendation
for its handling of the Grand Junc-
tion shelling last Monday. Two car-
loads of munitions collided at the
yards tnere, touching off a series of
explosions that lasted more than two
hours. With shrapnel and shells
bursting over the city, citizens of
Grand Junction, thinking an air raid
was on, were panicked. Within a few
minutes the telephone circuits were
hopelessly jammed.

Rex Howell, KFXJ manager, warm-
ing up his transmitter, contacted the
military authorities for permission to
broadcast the story of the explosion.
Within a few minutes of the ensuing
explanatory broadcasts the telephone
company reported a 75 per cent drop
in traffic. The broadcasts continued
throughout the day, cautioning lis-
teners against picking up any unex-
ploded shells as souvenirs, warning
tnem of danger areas, and urging that
they report the location of all shells
found. Howell was publicly cited by
the military and the local police for
outstanding public service - and
United Press scored a clean beat on
the story. KFXJ is a UP client.

engineering, as well as experience in
a smaller station, is frequently re-
quired. The work in a smaller sta-
tion is not so exacting. Frequency
deviation or even very brief shut-
downs, owing to technical failures,
are not regarded as of nearly the same
importance in a smaller station as in
a larger one.

"In a smaller station technicians
ordinarily are not required to be able
to meet any technical problems which
may arise, while in larger stations
each technician on the staff is ordin-
arily supposed to be able to meet any
emergency. In other words, although
'radio technician' is used to describe
certain duties in both large and small
stations, the jobs are usually differ-
ent and usually require different
classification when salaries are fixed.

"The NAB is of the opinion that
your board would be exceeding its
authority even under executive Order
9250 if it should adopt the principles
stated by the arbiter that, 'to grant
continued existence will most cer-
tainly injure morale and militate
against the effective prosecution of
the war by a most important indus-
try.' To the contrary a great many
smaller stations are now operating at
a deficit while many others are on the
verge of writing their balance with
red ink. Local advertising is off in
many places. The Federal Commun-
ications Commission and the Office of
War Information are concerned lest
the end of this year finds a great
many smaller stations, vital to the
war effort, off the air because of fin-
ancial difficulty. Establishing the
principle that all technicians should
be paid the same salary no matter
where they work would hasten the
financial collapse of many smaller
stations."

KMYR Distributes Speech
KMYR, Denver, is now mailing

5,000 copies of its third broadside in
the past six weeks to clients, agen-
cies and prospects. The present book-
let is a 14 -page black and white print
of "Arming America," a copy of a
talk delivered by Ralph W. Carney,
of the Coleman Lamp and Stove Com-
pany, Wichita, Kans., before the sales
manager's council of the Denver
Chamber of Commerce and aired by
ET over KMYR.

Throw -away Advertising
The United Retail Merchants of

America stores not only advertised
their products in a four-page elon-
gated tabloid format but also utilized
the remaining three pages for radio
news of WGBF, and WEOA, Evans-
ville, Ind. Issued weekly "Listen"
presents the highlights of radio news
over both stations, using pictures to
dress the pages. The third page is
used to list the radio schedules while
the fourth page is invariably used for
the URMA advertising specialties.

BIR To Okay Raises

For Salaried Workers
(Continued from Page 1)

ployees earning less than that figure
but not represented by a union. An
executive employee, however, must
receive over $30 per week, and an
administrative or professional em-
ployee over $200 per month.

The maximum increases which will
be permitted by the BIR's salary
stabilization units will be those
amounts necessary to retain minimum
differentials between wage earners
and the salaries of their supervisors.

Complete regulations for workers
in the higher pay brackets are still
awaited.

Chason In "Printers Ink"
Herbert Chason, promotion director

of WHN is taking an active part in
trying to smooth out the present
conflict now in progress over Spot
announcements on independent sta-
tions. Chason has cracked "Printers
Ink" for the second time in two
months with an article called "Spots
and Showmanship" which is a con-
structive piece on station -agency re-
lationships."III"Ns

AGENCIES!BIG
NEWS

New Rules of the Federal
Communications Com-
mission*Permit You to
Place Your NBC, Blue or
CBS Network Programs

on...

IF THE NETWORK THEY ARE ON

CANNOT FURNISH
COVERAGE HERE

$54 Per '14 Hour
(26 Time Night Rate)

Until Now .r .l r.. P.'
rams pull uot M brought to this ll.ior Market

10o a Rework rylkloo.
yrohliitiM You Nos".

Ming faits stations not
olWlrtol with year eoMork

MUTUAL OUTLET

* FCC Rule 3,102
Territorial exclusivity

THE THIRD LARGEST MARKET IN THE COUNTRY'S GREATEST STATE
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

DIANA BOURBON has joined the
A & S Lyons Agency as head of the

Radio Dept. She was formerly man-
ager of radio for the Ward Wheelock
Advertising Agency and has been on
loan -out with Transamerican in
charge of all radio production. Major
network shows produced or directed
by Miss Bourbon include: Hollywood
Hotel, Orson Welles, Campbell Play-
house, and Radio Readers Digest.

Billie Burke's weekly CBS Satur-
day morn stanza called "Fashions in
Rations," the other day had as guest
with a joint interview by Miss Burke
and Gayne Whitman, Mrs. Florence
Hillstead. Mrs. Hillstead is pretty
good, too, at time rationing. She
works a 48 -hour week as company in-
spector for the Universal Microphone
Co., manages her family of four (all
of whom work in defense plants) and
runs the PX board in the Civilian
defense communications corps in
Los Angeles. She was awarded a
$25 war bond for her participating
part in the quarter hour.

Sid Singer, a playwright and former
free-lance radio writer, has joined
the CBS-Hollywood writing staff.

Kay Kyser took his "College of
Musical Knowledge" to the Maritime
Officers' Training School in Alameda,
Calif., for yesterday's show. While
in the Bay Region, Kay, at the spe-
cial request of Henry J. Kaiser,
made his third appearance before
the workers of Kaiser's shipyards.

"The Labor Reporter"
Starts Series Over CBC

(Continued from Page 1)
8:30 p.m., EDT, with Allan May as
CBC's reporter. Travelling coast to
coast, May will gather facts of inter-
est to labor and management alike.
Towns and cities in Canada, where
such industries as coal and asbetos
mining, steel production, lumbering,
shipbuilding, munitions and  arma-
ments and oil production are located,
will be visited. From these points it
is planned to present the positive,
constructive side of labor production
to the war effort, in terms of produc-
tion and war supplies. May will also
tell about achievement of labor-man-
agement committees, and contribution
of both management and labor to the
improvement of industrial relations.

The first program on June 30, has
entitled "New Industry and a Young
Union" was broadcast from Toronto,
and showed the growth of good rela-
tionship between management and
labor in a large industrial concern.

"War Industries Transform an Old
Town" from Brantford, Ont., June 7,
will tell how living conditions have
changed with the advent of new war
industries, and the problems with
which management and labor are con-
fronted. From Brantford it is pro-
posed that the labor reporter will go
East to Glace Bay and Sydney, Nova
Scotia, where the important produc-
ers of coal and steel are produced.

Reporter At Large...
As exclusively reported here. Bob Hawk's "Thanks to the

Yanks -giving, when it takes over the Friday night at 10 CBSpot, which the
Camel Caravan leaves tonight, will be ethered from Columbia Playhouse
No. 2 so that a larger studio audience can be accommodated The
NBCantor program will return Sept. 29 the format of the show will
remain unchanged "but," adds the pop -eyed comic, "on my show,
there always is room for talented newcomers" Willie Howard will
have a busy time tonight he'll guestar on Charlie Fury's fast-moving
WORevue, "Beep Ahead" and later will try his luck on the "Double Or
Nothing" MBShow The "Everything Goes" NBCast, including Marie
Greene. Brad Reynolds, the Escorts & Betty and Irving Miller and his orches-
tra, will travel to Camp Shanks, Orangeburg, N. Y., Monday, July 12. to put
on a show for the servicemen Last Wednesday, was the birthday of
Frank Gallup, ace announcer of the "Cresta Blanca" CBShow a plan
to surprise Frank with a huge birthday cake, more than succeeded
for when Eric Hatch, just prior to the broadcast, announced the fact to the
audience, followed by a presentation of the cake to red-faced Frank, that
dynamo of dialogue, that spell -binder of speech, for once was absolutely
at a loss for words While WHN "Disc"iple, Dick Gilbert, spends his
vacation the hard way, touring the hinterlands to obtain donations of
records to be sent to our fighting Yanks, the "Gloomdodgers" emcee. Mort
Lawrence. will take over. 4 4

The following item is a Must and for two reasons
first and vastly more important of the two is this it is

for a wonderful cause secondly, by "focusing on the retina of
the mind" a picture of sleigh bells, jingling merrily over the crisp,
frost-bitten snow, it brings surcease (at least mental if not physical)
from the eccentric (the word is used advisedly) weather, which these
past few weeks, has kept the mercury hovering at the top of the
thermometer the Southernaires will make a special "Christmas
Carols" recording to be used by the National Tuberculosis Ass'n. on
its annual "Buy Christmas Seals" radio campaign which will start
in November Ted Steele, radio "triple -threat man," (he's an-
nouncer on the Guy Lombardo-Ballentyne CBShow, actor on the
"Laura Lawton" daytime serial and emcee of his WNEW program),
owns and personally supervises one of the largest rabbit farms in
the East, commuting daily to the farm in Orangeburg, N. Y.
Victor Bay, maestro of the OBSeries, "Calling America," was once
concert master and assistant Conductor for a Travelling dance troupe,
headed by the great Pavlowa.

4
The unique distinction of ringing down the curtain on two

radio programs in one week, falls to Fred Allen, who, last Sunday, "made his
last visit to Allen's Alley" on behalf of Texaco, and tonight will help the
Camel Caravan sponsors, "leave them (both CBS audiences) with a smile"

Now that transportation difficulties preclude trips to "hillocks green"
and the golf -links scene, (with apologies to John Milton) Ben Grauer, main-
tains that healthy tan, swinging a tennis racket at Rip's Sutton Place Courts

"hound the World in Color," which will be presented on the "Man.
hattan at Midnight" program next Wednesday over the Blue Network, is the
120th script authored by Jay Bennett Cliff Man, sales promotion
manager of WTCN, has rigged the mikes in every studio with signs on
which are printed revolving discs, carrying the local audience figures for
each period of the day to remind the staff announcers "to make your
sales story Sell" Maestro Johnny Gart knows a consciéncious radio
actor, who was drafted and from his first G I check, he sent his draft board
ten per cent for having gotten him the Job.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago

By FRANK BURKE

FLORENCE WARNER, formerly of
the press department of WBBM-

CBS has succeeded Duffy Schwartz
as educational director at WBBM.
Miss Schwartz is now regional radio
director for OWI in the midwest. Ed
Erenberg, former Central Illinois.
newspaperman, has taken Miss
Warner's place in the press depart-
ment under Shep Chartoc.

Pat and Hazel Flannigan celebrated
their 13th wedding anniversary yes-
terday. Pat is WBBM's baseball an-
nouncer.

Dorothy Campbell, 23 - year - old
WAVE from San Francisco, Calif.,
will be the featured artist on the.
"Meet Your Navy" tonight over
WENR-Blue. Miss Kelly, an accom-
plished violinist, will play, "Ah,
Sweet Mystery of Life."

When Gunder Haag, Swedish run-
ner, appeared at Soldier's Field on
Friday, July 27. The event was short -
waved by NBC's international divi-
sion by special request to Sweden and
Northern Europe.

Burton Ravins, 15 -year -old Buffalo
boy winner in the WEBR, Buffalo,
contest to pick a "Quiz Kid," will
come to Chicago this week-end to
appear on the "Quiz Kids" show over
the Blue on Sunday, July 4, from the
Glenview 'Naval Air Base.

Union Yanks Remotes;
MBS Backs Affiliate

(Continued from Page 1)
Ville, and WGRC, Louisville, when the
chain had to drop the affiliates or
have a strike throughout its sustain-
ing programs, is something manage-
ment will have to decide when faced
with the issue. However, it is re-
ported that the new web president,
Miller McClintock, in talks with Pe-
trillo during the past week, gave the
impression that the chain would stand
by the affiliate no matter what.
Adolph Opfinger, program manager
for MBS, also sat in on the talks dur-
ing the past week when the issue was
turned over by the local musicians
union to its national body here.
WSAY's contract expired yesterday.

Order to withdraw the remote ser-
vice does not affect local band remote
broadcasts for the individual stations
on Mutual. Order actually went into
effect 8:30 p.m. last evening with the
first remote band schedule. That was
Vincent Lopez. Other band remotes
whose services to the affiliate were
cancelled included Chuck Foster, Neil
Bonschu, Tommy Tucker and Benny
Goodman.

Miller McClintock's official state-
ment issued late last night follows:
"Due to the labor situation at WSAY,
Mutual has cancelled as of 6 p.m., the
transmission of remote pick up or-
chestras which is in accordance with
normal network practice in such con-
ditions. Mutual is not a party to the
dispute. Any information should be
obtained from Gordon Brown (owner
of WSAY) or Mr. Petrillo."

It
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; UEST-1NG

SE FERRER, master of ceremo-
on "Brazilian Parade," as guest
tor of "The Saturday Night

\I Wagon," tomorrow (WOR-Mu-
10:15 p.m.).

LEN HAYES, MAE LOWRY,
zidant of Betsy Ross, and
WAS JARDINE, fireworks manu-
rer, on "We, the People," Sun-
WABC-CBS, 7:30 p.m.).

rNETTA WELCH executive
tary of the National Council of
ro Women,' on "Wings Over Jor-

Sunday (WABC-CBS, 10:30

1G CROSBY, AL RINKER and
RY BARRIS-"The Rythm Boys"
to 1920's-on "Paul Whiteman
nts," Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 8

:UT. COMM. CORYDON WAS -
who saw service in the action

,d Java, as speaker on Phil
Iny's "Hour of Charm," Sunday
1F -NBC, 10 p.m.).

Y FRANCIS, on the "Silver
er" program, Sunday (WABC-
6 p.m.) .

DRGE SZELL, as conductor on
rogram of the New York Phil-
anic Symphony, Sunday
3C -CBS, 3 p.m.).

T. GEORGE W. CASEY, U. S.
chaplain, on "The Catholic

" Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 6 p.m.).

JOHN ROBBINS HART, of the
ngton Memorial Chapel, on Co-
a's "Church of the Air," Sun-
WABC-CBS, 10 a.m.).

,CHA HEIFETZ, on the Great
s Series of the "Telephone
' Monday (WEAF-NBC, 9 p.m.).

3Y COOPER and RUTH HUS-
in an adaptation of "Tennessee
on" on the program of "The
a Guild Players," Monday
3C -CBS, 10 p.m.).

SALIND RUSSELL, BRIAN
INE and JANET BLAIR, in an
ation of "My Sister Eileen," on
,Lux Radio Theater," Monday
3C -CBS, 9 p.m.).

:GORY RATOFF, on "Informa -
Please," Monday (WEAF-NBC,
p.m.) .

DRGE E. SOKOLSKY, news-
columnist, and JOSEPH SIZOO,

LTIMORES BLUE NETWORK

ITV C
OUTLET

Q M
IT SALES. INC. . e.. red: Chico.* S.. r,.,,d,..

$3,561,499, leaving the branch with
$2,750,000.

The total allowed for the Domestic
Branch was in no way allocated
among the various bureaus. Elmer
Davis, OWI director, is thus put on
the spot, and it is now necessary
for him to arbitrate the claims of the
various bureaus, for funds. The Sen-
ate had provided a specific breakdown
for the appropriation-including all
the Radio Bureau had originally
sought. The field service and other
bureaus eliminated by the Senate
remain eliminated. Only the Book
and magazine Section, "liquidated"
in the Senate Wednesday, was re-
stored.

Davis has already stated that he
will maintain the News Bureau at the
expense of other bureaus, and a
sharp cut in the Radio Bureau funds
seem certain. There is no word as to
how sharp the cut will be.

The only thing on which the con-
ferees failed to agree was the McKel-
lar amendment calling for Senate
,confirmation for all employes earn-
ing over $4,500 per year. That will
go to a separate vote in the House.
Aside from that, it is expected that

NBC Opens War Bond Drive
To Buy Cruiser Los Angeles

(Contmued from Page 1)
p.m., presented popular and prominent
entertainment personalities, including
Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Burns and
Allen, Betty Hutton, Hazel Scott,
Kathryn Grayson, Cecil B. De Mille
and Lieut. Rudy Vallee. A combined
Navy, Marine and Coast Guard band
was conducted by Rudy Vallee with
Miss Grayson closing the program
with a rendition of the "Star Spangled
Banner."

"Point Sublime" and "Scramby
Amby" were cancelled for the day
to clear the airwaves for the patriotic
program.

Wedding Bells
Polly Walter, secretary to Lewis

Allen Weiss, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of the Don Lee Broad-
casting System, was married June 26
to Sgt. Edward Lane.

Cincinnati-Mildred Gausing, audi-
tor at WKRC, has returned from her
honeymoon -vacation with the name
of Mrs. Ray Mueller. She is the bride
of Pvt. Ray Mueller, Cochran Field,
Macon, Ga.

New Move To Reduce Budget
Of O WI Domestic Radio Bur.

(Continued from Page 1)
the $2,750,000 will finally be appro-
priated for the Domestic Branch-
exactly half the sum originally rec-
ommended for the branch by the
House Appropriations Committee, but
considerably more than was voted
by the House.

They may whittle the Senate's
"generosity" down further.

Obviously, the Radio Bureau stands
to receive less than the $811,000
originally asked for it by the Budget
Bureau. The Radio Bureau itself has
employes in only four cities-New
York, Washington, Chicago and Los
Angeles. All script clearance and
other field activities were carried
on by personnel attached to the field
section of OWI-which was killed by
the Senate yesterday.

Thus even restoration of the Radio
Bureau with all the funds it asked
for would permit only working with
networks and transcriptions. Field
offices throughout the country-in
every state but Nevada, Wyoming
and Idaho-will be closed by July
15, with more than 300 workers
either transferred to other govern-
ment agencies or dropped from the
payroll.

Reorganization Completed
In Web Advertising Dept.
With the appointment of Parmelee

W. Gusack as Art Director of NBC's
advertising and Promotion depart-
ment, the departmental reorganization
is complete, with the several divis-
ions now functioning as a unit,
Charles B. Brown, director of the
Advertising and Promotion depart-
ment announced yesterday.

NBC's new Art Director formerly
held similar position with the Baker
Advertising Agency and the Eliza-
beth Arden Sales Corporation. Most
recently he has been vice-president
and Art Director of Onyx Studio,
Inc.

Louise Lentz Blue Script Head
Louise Lentz has been appointed

head of the script routing division
of the Blue Network by Dorothy
Kemble, continuity acceptance edi-
tor, effective July 6, Miss Lentz
succeeds Marcella Garvin, who is re-
signing.

Margaret deBary will shift from
her position as a reader on Miss
Kamble's staff to fill Miss Lentz's
position as assistant script routing
head.

president of the Greater New York
Federation of Churches, on A. L.
Alexander's "Mediation Board," Mon-
day (WOR-Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).

ETHEL BARRYMORE, on "Caval-
cade of America," Monday (WEAF-
NBC. 8:30 p.m.).

COMMANDER MAX LAPHAM, di-
rector of the procurement and assign-
ment service of the War Manpower
Commission, on Theodore Granik's

"Manpower, Ltd.," Mondáy (WOR-
Mutual, 9:15 p.m.).

ZOLTAN FARKAS, photographer,
on Alma Kitchell's "Meet Your
Neighbor," Monday (WJZ-Blue Net-
work, 12:15 p.m.).

SIDNEY ASCHER, president of the
"Society for the Prevention of Dis-
paraging Remarks About Brooklyn,"
on "The Better Half" quiz show, Mon-
day (WOR-Mutual, 8:30 p.m.).

AGENCIES
S. DUANE LYON, INC., has been

appointed to place the advertising of
Robert Reiner, Inc., Weehawken, N. J.,
manufacturers and importers of knit-
ting and embroidery machines. The
same agency has been appointed to
handle the account of Nutri-Cola
Company, Long Island City. The
Reiner account incidentally had been
erroneously credited to another
agency.

INDUSTRIAL ADVERTISING
ASSN., through its president, Gordon
Tuthill, announces the following com-
mittee chairmen for 1943-1944: mem-
bership, Bernard Dolan, advertising
manager of Peter Frasse & Co.; pro-
gram, John Wiley, vice-president of
Fuller & Smith & Ross; publications,
Rufus Choate, vice-president of
Donahue & Coe; employment, Charles
Neighbors, Babcock & Wilcox; pub-
licity, Robert Sutherin, of Western.
Electric Company; victory promo-
tions and hospital service, Robert
Ware, of Western Electric Company,
and post-war planning, Kenneth Hop-
kins, of Graybar Electric Company.

CHESTER SLAYBAUGH, time
buyer on Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn, Inc., will assume a similar
position with Morse International
Inc., July 6.

PUBLIC UTILITIES ADVERTIS-
ING ASSN. has elected as president
Thomas H. Spain, of Public Service
Electric & Gas Company, Newark,
N.J.

Stork News
Henry Demuth of the CBS art de-

partment is receiving congrats of all
and sundry. He's the father of a girl
born Tuesday.

When daughter No. 3 joined the
John B. Hughes (Mutual commenta-
tor) family, the six -pound thirteen -
ounce arrival increased the roll -call
to five.

Ray Baker, Mutual network sales
representative in San Francisco,
passed out cigars and candy recently
when Mrs. Baker presented him with
an eight -pound six -ounce girl.

George Snell, production chief of
KDYL, Salt Lake City, is the proud
father of a son.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.
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AFM-ET Conciliation Collapses;
Petrillo Suddenly Blames Radio

(Continued from Page 1)
broadcaster. (Last February, when
he first made his demands for the tax
plan to set up a union unemployment
fund, he specifically declared: "We
have no quarrel with radio." RADIO
DAILY, February 15, 1943.)

He announced, further, that he had
sent notice to all locals, Wednesday
instructing them to prohibit all
classes and types of membership from
making records and transcriptions.
This was aimed, especially, at arrang-
ers, copyists, etc., to block the choral
productions which firms have been
producing to circumvent the original
ban on recordings.

Wrote Elmer Davis
He also released a letter, just sent

to Elmer Davis, head of OWI, where-
in the union offers to donate services
of musicians gratis to make all records
needed by the armed forces, provided
the service men do not have to drop
nickels in the juke boxes to hear the
records.

The transcription companies, fol-
lowing the collapse of the session,
wired John R. Steelman, director of
the U. S. Conciliation Service, reiter-
ating their request of June 15, that
the case be certified for the WLB.

Explaining the union's stand, Pe-
trillo said: "I just told the transcrip-
tion companies that we are not going
to make any transcriptions for you,
at all or any more because you haven't
got anything we want. There will be
no more negotiations for the future."

Calls Tax Plan Futile
He repeated the estimated grosses

for .the transcription industry, as he
had done last week, to show that from
the point of view of his tax plan the
industry could offer him very little
"even if they gave us their entire
gross it would still be peanuts to the
Federation. They haven't got enough
money to put our -people to work."

As last week, he said kind things
for the transcribers as a group of
employers. "They are nice fellows.
They aren't even making a lot of
money. Why should .they pay? The
people who should pay for this are
the guys who are making the money.
They are the broadcasters, but we as
a Federation can't reach them, so the
only thing we can do is go to the
source. Now, the record companies too
are making a lot of money. If they
came to us and said they would give
us so much money, so we could put
our unemployed musicians to work.
But they won't make us a proposi-
tion."

Gives Ban Chronology
Petrillo reviewed the ban from its

inauguration last August 1, 1942, to
show that from the start he had never
wanted to negotiate or make record-
ings.

"We met with them eight months
after I told them there would be no
more recordings only because the
Senate committee asked me to and I
promised. Now these people have
gone to the WLB. So we met with

them today, but we cannot negotiate.
I told them that." He said too, that
the trans fription companies did not
make any proposals at this conference
either.

Through their attorney, A. Walter
Socolow, the transcription companies
issued the following statement:

Transcription Statement
"At a meeting today with the tran-

scription companies arranged by
James William Fitzpatrick, a Con-
ciliator appointed by Dr. John R.
Steelman, of the United States De-
partment of Labor, James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation
of Musicians, stated that he would
not at any time permit the manufac-
ture of recordings of any type under
any circumstances. In thus openly
declaring that it was the Union's pur-
pose permanently to deprive the en-
tire American public of all recorded
music, Mr. Petrillo repudiated his tes-
timony before a special committee of
the United States Senate headed by
Senator Clark of Idaho last January,
at which time, in answer to a ques-
tion from Senator Wheeler, he stated
that it was not his purpose to stop
the manufacture of recordings and
agreed with Senator Wheeler that the
American public would not stand for
any such attempt to put an industry
out of business and thereby deprive
the general public of good music
throughout the United States.

Decision for WLB
"Mr. Petrillo's complete refusal to

negotiate with the transcription com-
panies upon any basis whatsoever
brought to an end the process of con-
ciliation instituted at the request of
the transcription companies and the
latter will now press for a certifica-
tion of the dispute to the National
War Labor Board.

"This issue will bring before the
National War Labor Board an at-
tempt by a labor union to abolish an
existing industry and arbitrarily to
deprive the public of a long-estab-
lished invention which brings edu-
cation and enjoyment to everyone."

Text of the telegram which the
group sent yesterday to Steelman fol-
lows:

Wire To Steelman
"At joint conference with American

Federation of Musicians today, Mr.
Petrillo flatly informed my clients
and your representative, Mr. Fitz-
patrick, that his union had no inten-
tion of permitting the manufacture of
recordings of any kind at any time
and under any circumstances. In view
of this unambiguous statement and
the announced intention of the union
to destroy long-established businesses,
Mr. Fitzpatrick has advised that he
will report to you his unsuccessful
attempts to conciliate the dispute.
Joint conference arranged after more
than three weeks delay and my clients
anxious for governmental relief,
would appreciate your relieving this
intolerable situation by prompt certi-
fication to National War Labor Board.

Thank you for your cooperation."
Petrillo's Letter to Davis

Copy of Petrillo's letter to Elmer
Davis follows:

"The American Federation of Musicians
Is desirous of enlarging its contribution to
the war effort. As you well know, despite the
discontinuance of commercial recordings by
the American Federation of Musicians since
last August 1, 1942, there has been no inter-
ference with the continuous flow of recorded
music made gratuitously by members of the
American Federation of Musicians at the
behest of and in cooperation with several
departments of the Federal Government. This
of course, was in line with our pre -stated
policy that nothing we do should in any way
interfere with the successful prosecution of
the war.

"However, a great deal of this recorded
music Is and has been used over radio sta-
tions for both local and foreign propaganda
purposes. Thousands of our members are
donating their services daily in the camps,
canteens and service centers.

"We, therefore, propose to you a plan
which will continue these donated services
and in addition thereto, furnish the services
of any or all of the Federation's 138,000
members, gratuitously, for the purpose of
making records which in turn will be shipped
both locally and to the far flung camps of
the world for the enjoyment of the armed
forces of the United Nations, and to enable
the use of those records in juke boxes or
other similar mechanical devices which may
be assigned to or may be located now In or
adjacent to army camps, service centers, etc.,
coupled with the one reservation and condi-
tion, that the records so made will not he
used in any way directly or indirectly com-
mercially or for profit and that such juke
boxes or other similar mechanical devices
may be used by the armed forces of the
United Nations free of charge. We do object
to the use of these recordings in juke boxes
if the soldiers have to deposit a nickel to
hear same.

"We realize that this plan will require the
cooperation of recording companies and juke
box manufacturers and operators, but feel
sure that because of its patriotic character,
the plan should and will receive their whole-
hearted cooperation."

James William Fitzpatrick, repre-
sented the Conciliation service at yes-
terday's meeting, having arranged for
the session. Meeting was held at the
AFM offices.

ET Firms Represented
Transcription companies repre-

sented were: Associated Music Pub-
lishers, Inc.; Empire Broadcasting
Corp.; Lang -Worth Feature programs,
Inc.; C. P. MacGREGOR; Radio Re-
cording Division of NBC; Standard
Radio and World Broadcasting Sys-
tem, Inc.

Union delegation included Petrillo,
Tom Gamble, treasurer; Leo Clues-
mann, secretary; Joseph Padway, at-
torney for the AFL and AFM, and
Henry Friedman, also union attorney.

Durante Show To Coast
Beginning August 12, NBC's Dur-

ante-Moore-Cugat show (Thursday.
10:00 p.m., EWT), sponsored by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., will originate
in Hollywood. Besides the three prin-
cipals, Georgia Gibbs, singing vocal-
ist, and Hope Emerson ("Toodles
Bongschnook") will make the trip
with three writers and the show's
producer, Phil Cohan. While the
troupe is on the West Coast, Durante
will make a movie.

Roosevelt Withdraw

Nomination Of Pays
tCoatinaed from Page 1)

explanation. At a late hour last n
there was only speculation, nott
definite known about the Preside
action. White House reporters
under the impression that the on
nomination had been signed by
take, but this could not be confir

RADIO DAILY learned on
authority, however, that FCC
man James Lawrence Fly, w
known not to favor Payne's reno
tion, was at the White House y
day morning. It could not be d
mined whether he went there o
own initiative or per request
the White House.

The name of Comdr. Willia
Webster, USCG., former assi
chief engineer of the Commissio
a Republican, has been menti
for the post. Comdr. Webster
mentioned for the job three
ago also, when Ray C. Wak
finally received the appoint
News men here are trying to t
of a Republican Congressman
lost his seat in the last electi
whom the President might be
gated.

Since it has been rumored that
post had been promised such.

individual.
Cox Angle Cited

Another report is that Payne's
was withdrawn after the Pres
was informed that he had volunte
information to the Cox Committe
vestigating the FCC. It is known
Payne has been closeted with
staff of the Cox Committee, and
not subpoenaed, but nothing de
is known of what transcribed.

Payne, it is also recalled, n
brought on an investigation of
FCC in 1938, when he charged
other members of the Commi
were bending under pressure
the "Broadcasting Lobby." He f
completely, however, to substan
his charges when quizzed by
House Rules Committee. After
hearing he was attacked on the
of the House by Congressman
Cox, present quizmaster whose p
sessions get under way today.
declared that Payne's attacks see
inspired by personal motives,
said he .could find nothing irre
in the actions of the rest of the
missioners.

Jeri Sullavan Guesting
Jeri Sullavan, CBS vocalist,

been scheduled for two guest
pearances, the first today on the
Department's "G. I. Jive," broa
to United Nations troops ove
and the second on the dance pro
which will be conducted tomo
on the Mall in Central Park.

"Snow Village Changes
"Snow Village" on NBC has ch

its product on most of the sta
from P. & G. laundry flakes to I
Flakes. Show heard five times w
on NBC is handled by Compton
vertising.
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Coast -to -Coast
ITH an unexpected surge of vol -

VT unteer talent crowding the 15 -
minute feature of the Army's variety
salute broadcast to women of the
Auxiliary Aircraft Warning Service,
the WMCA, New York, program will
be expanded to a half-hour beginning
Tuesday, July 6 at 10:30 p.m....A
singing(?) quartet of Brooklyn Dodg-
ers, Mgr. Leo Durocher, Pitchers
Kirby Higbe, Buck Newsom and Max
Macon, will join Mrs. Clarence in a
war song on the "Women Can Take
It" progra,m WMCA, Wednesday,
July 7.

s s *

Waverly Root, WINS, New York, news
analyst, will be the principal speaker at
the Bastile Day Dinner, July 14, in Boston.
The New England Council of France For-
ever, -in appreciation of his constancy
to the cause of French liberation,"' invited
him.

Ann Connolly, show -girl of the
"Ziegfield Follies" and daughter of
the late Walter Connolly, stage and
screen star, will be the guest of Max-
ine Kieth on WOR's New York,
"Sophisticated Lady" program July
2.

* *

Carl Nielson. formerly of KJBS, has re-
placed Don Staley as sales rep of KPO
in San Francisco. Staley has gone for
Navy training to recriv3 his commission
....Ray Baker, of KPD's sales staff, is
passing out cigars after birth of a daugh-
ter. second child in the family....Floyd
Farr, just completing four years at KPO,
is now chief announcer and assistant pro-
gram manager.

* *

Captain Robert Young, former
KOA, Denver, announcer, was visit-
ing old friends around the station
this week. On leave from his Army
post in Virginia, the captain met a
former co-worker, Lt. Ed Brady, now
stationed in Denver.
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July 2

Myer Alexander Jane Courtland
George C. Castlema n Allan Grant
Barry Gray Robert Longnecker
Jack Hylton Edward Lonstretch

Joan Irene Perrin
July 3

Al Perrin Dorothy Kilgallen
John Lake John E. McMillin
Jerry Vogel Russell Walker

July 4

Mary Patricia Alicoate Al Jarvis
Irving Caesar Michael Chimes
Adelaide Klein Julia Mahoney
John F. Royal J. George Sundel
J. Dudley Saumenig Alec Templeton

July 5

Milton Biow Don Dunphy
Thomas K. Neely Tim Ryan

Bessie Blackman. secretary to Sky
Fields, general manager of WMAN. Mans-
field, O., received war stamps as her
reward for the first prize in the Richland
County Victory Gardens contest for the
first broccoli in the section.

* * *

Rosamond Jordan has joined the
staff of studio control engineers at
WIOD, Miami, Fla. She is the first
woman engineer to be hired by the
station.... George Williams, Jr. also
joined the WIOD engineer staff, re-
placing Selden McCabe who resigned
to take a commission in the Army....
Francis I. Harr replaces George
Sprague as transmitter engineer.
Sprague accepted a commission in
the Navy recently Frank J.
Mallants, who for the past two years,
has been radio editor of the Miami
Daily News, joined the staff of WIOD
as promotion manager. He replaces
Roland W. Richards who resigned,

* « *

Recognizing the increased importance
of sports and sports reporting, Roger W.
Clipp, vice-president and general man-
ager of WFIL. Philadelphia, has named
.om Moorehead. former Germantown Ace-
.lemy athlete and sports authority, as
director of sports activities for WFIL.

* *

Dud Connolly, for five years pro-
gram director of WWRL, New York,
joined the engineering staff of NBC in
New York July 1. Fred Barr be-
comes full-time program director.

The voice of former WIP, Philadelphia,
program director Murray Arnold was
.reard on a souvenir recording sent to
na WIP staff ....The present shortage
of available announcers has prompted
WIP to open classes for announcers be -
;inning July 6, under the direction of
program director Edward Wallis.

* * *

Ruth Howard and Bob Howell have
been signed by WBYN, New York,
to present a series of programs based
upon the activities of women at war.
The new series is scheduled to begin
sometime this week...Gerry Root, the
Swedish journalist and news commen-
tator, who has been conducting the
WBYN Scandinavian Hour, has tem-
porarily resigned to become the per-
sonal representative of Gunder
Haegg, the long distance track star
now in America.

* *

For the fourth consecutive time the
Capital City Products Company has re-
newed their contract with WAYS, Char-
lotte, N. C.. calling for six announcements
per week for 26 weeks.... Manager of
WAYS, Harold H. Thorns announced that
Lucielle's, Charlotte specialty shop, has
signed an all -week series, sponsoring
"Women In the War," on Mondays for
15 minutes; "Lucielle's Lady About Town"
for 15 minutes on Tuesdays. Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays; and 45 minutes
for "Lucielle's Dancing Party" of tran-
scribed music on Saturdays and sponsor-
ship of the network show "Bulldog Drum.
mond" on Sundays.

George Lowther, radio supervisor
for Superman, is planning a series
of programs translated into respective
foreign languages, as a medium to
educate the younger generation in
countries released from Nazi occu-
pation to acquire the principles of
democracy.

* * *

To devote more time to the war effort
programs, WBNX, New York, is dropping
several recording listings effective July 5.
replacing them with "This Is Our Enemy."
and Drew Pearson 's "Other Americans."
The "Jazz University of the Air," con-
ducted by Ralph Berton is one of the
disc spots to be suspended.

s * *

Bessie Beatty, heard Mondays
through Fridays on WOR, New York,
has been judged the most popular
woman in the country by 1,000 em-
ployees of McKettrick-Williams, Inc.,
dress manufacturers. Mme. Chiang
Kai-Shek and Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt were rated second and third
respectively.

* * *

WDRC, Hartford, announcers reciprocate
courtesies with the local newspaper radio
columnists. Whenever local newspaper
columnists mention them in their stories.
the WDRC boys mention the columnists
on the air, calling the attention to the
column in which WDRC was mentioned.

* * *

The policy of training its own local
crop of radio performers and station
personnel is paying war -time divi-
dends to WCSC, Charleston, S. C.,
Beverly Messervy, former member
of WSCS's "kiddie show" is now a
control operator, while Betty Sturken,
a colleague of the show, is a featured
vocalist, filling in for vacationing em-
ployes.

s * *

WALB, Albany. Ga., has been informed
by the Dougherty County bond committee
(Albany is located in the county) that it
has issued more bonds than any other
agency, such as banks, post office, etc.
in the county during the month of May.

Donald Gaynor has joined the an-
nouncing staff of WBTM, Danville,
Va.....R. Sanford Guyer, manager
of WBTM, has been appointed asso-
ciate representative of the Treasury
Department of the war bond staff
for the state of Virginia.

* * « .

Bill Lamer, former staff announcer in
1937.38 on WELL, New Haven, rejoined
the station in the same capacity. In the
interim, Bill has been with WTBO. Cum-
berland, Md.; WCHS, Charleston, West
Va,; national radio director for Clarence
Streit's "Union Now" and liaison for the
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture on a mission
to Ecuador to discover sources of rubber
and other strategic war materials.

* « *

Mutual's "One Man Family," Jimmy
Scribner, since his success at the
Earle theater in the Capital, has been
signed to appear at the Hippodrome
in Baltimore for a persoal .appear-
ance during the week of July 29.

WING, Dayton, has just completed
rangements with the National Assoc'
for Greek Relief to handle war a
at WING's stamp booth in the down
area. on behalf of the organization
atlas sells for $1 and the entire pro (Í,

are referred to the Greek Relief.
* * *

Jan Miner, WNBC, Hartford, I
day, July 5, begins a new seri
women programs on women's
rationing, canning, shopping b
tins, recipes and interviews with t
prominent Connecticut women
Greg Brown, who has been fi
week-ends on WNBC has been
signed by general manager Riel
W. Davis to fill in during the v
tion period.

* *

The annual Barber Shop Q
series' event on WNYC. New York,
recall Tuesday, July 6 the familiar
time tunes of "Sweet Adeline," "
Nellie Grey," "Down by the Old
Stream." "When You And I Were Y
Maggie." and others.

* * *

One of WAAT, Jersey City,
nouncers, Stan Kramer, has scr
a special show with music to
recruitment by the Maritime Se
titled "Your Merchant Marine.''
will be heard tonight, at 7:30 p.m

*

The
sented from the Lane Bryant depart:
store in Brooklyn, arranged a special'
lure for today through the WLIB, Brool
special events department with the
operation of the Erland advent
agency, handling the account, invf
Henny Youngman. Vivian della Chi
Waldo Mayo and the WLIB orchet
Roger Sweet, tenor; Marylyn Schaunb
16 -year -old coloratura soprano, Clü
Evans, news commentator; AWVS sa
era and business leaders.

Davidson Greene hasjoinéd the4
staff of KQW, CBS affiliate in
Francisco. He formerly was
Frankfort Distilleries.... Mary
Hill, formerly with Rhodes and
advertising agency, has joined K
to handle program schedule logf
the traffic dept.....Jeanne Pa "
KQW head phone operator and re
tionist, has taken leave of abs
and is being subbed by Ethel Ve

ill

lu

s.

Fur Company On WMAR
Universal Buys Pic Spj
Chicago-Evans Fur Coma

through the State Advertising Al
cy, will sponsor on WMAQ a
transcribed daytime serial, "Des
Mother," under a 52 -week cont
beginning July 19. The new dr
Will replace the serial "Sweet R'
and will be heard Mondays thr
Fridays from 12:45 to 1 p,m., C

Other new business includes a s
of live spot announcements place
Universal Pictures, through J. W
Thompson, advertising the film,
Big."

It
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3árey's Probe Testimony
ilmme Director Assn.

tudies Publicity Data

survey of publicity material sent
women directors and program gro-
cers throughout the country has
tt been completed and compiled by
a Association of Women Directors
the National Association of Broad-
sters, under the direction of Mrs.
>rothy Lewis, Coordinator of Lis-
-ter Activities, and Ruth Chilton,
esident and director at WSYR,
racuse, Association is continuing

research to ascertain the regular-
, and proficiency with which its

(Continued on Page 6)

. D. Bates, Attorney
Joins CBS Legal Dept.

Lounsbury D. Bates joined CBS as
Attorney in the legal department,

was announced over the week-end
Julius Brauner, CBS' General At-

rney. Prior to coming to Colum-
a, Bates was a partner in the law
m, Paul C. Whipp and Lounsbury
Bates. Most recently he was on

e legal staff of the British Ministry
Supply Mission.
Bates received his LL.B. from the

(Continued on Page 2)

tation Stock Acquisition
lot Unusual, Says Pickard

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Sam Pickard, former

Member of the FCC and later a vice -
resident of CBS, admitted Friday

AI

tat he had received a 24 per cent
iterest in WOKO, Albany, at the
me he arranged its CBS affiliation,
t return for services which he would

(Continued on Page 2)

Fussy
When Wally Butterworth's "Take.

A -Card" quiz was broadcast
recently over Mutual, a six -pound
duck waddled and quacked to its
heart's content until its fate could
be decided by the principals. When
a contestant "muffed," he was
offered the duck as a "booby
prize." However, he indignantly
refused, giving the fowl to An-
nouncer Jimmy Wallington.

Fly Caustic
Washington - F C C Chairman

James Lawrence Fly, answering
the charges hurled at him and at
the commission on Friday by
Garey, said: "We have grown ac-
customed to Cox announcing con-
clusions in advance of a hearing.
These charges are entirely un-
true. They will be wholly dis-
proved if anything like a fair hear-
mittee constituted and motivated
mittee constituted an dmotivated
as is this one."

MBS Up 65% In June;

Two Meetings Called
Mutual network gross billings for

the month of June totaled $1,100,481
which represents an increase over
June 1942 of 65.4 per cent when the
gross was $665,372. Cumulative total
for the first six months of the year is
$5,902,918 which is a rise over the
same period last year of 10.6 per
cent; the 1942 six-month cumulative
total was $5,335,103.

An Executive Committee Meeting
of MBS has been called for July 13,
in New York, by President Miller
McClintock. On July 14, a meeting
will be held of the board of directors
and shareholders.

Radio Group In Commons
Lauds CBC News Policy

Ottawa-Members of the radio com-
mittee of the Canadian House of Com-
mons has commended the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation for the im-

(Continued on Page 7)

Cox Committee Attorney Reads Lengthy
List Of Accusations Against FCC;

Cites "Danger To War Effort"

NEI( Seeks Big 4 Nets

For Flag Raising Fete
Arrangements to have the "Big 4"

networks broadcast the flag raising
ceremonies and subsequent entertain-
ment by stars of radio, screen and
stage of the National Entertainment
Industry Council to be held late
Wednesday night, July 14, at Broad-
way and 43rd Street are now being
formulated by the NEIJC public rela-
tions committee, discussions at the

(Continued on Page 6)

Corn Products, Emerson
Renew Programs On CBS
The Emerson Drug Company and

the Corn Products Refining Company
over the week-end announced they
have renewed their 'CBS programs,
"Vox Pop" and "Stage Door Can-
teen."

The Emerson Drug Company, a
(Continued on Page 2)

Senate Accepts House Bill
Barring Watson And Dodd

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The Senate Friday, by

a 48-32 vote, finally gave in to the
House and accepted the conference
compromise on the Urgent Deflcien-

(Continued on Page 2)

* THE WEEK IN RADIO *
... OWI Branch Remains

By PEGGY BYRNE

ESTORATION of the OWI Domes -
IL tic Bureau by the Senate occurred
last Thursday (with full $811,000
originally recommended by the House
for the radio bureau), after many
and vigorous protestations against its
abolition by executives in the indus-
try and in advertising.. , .Chester
LaRoche of the Advertising Council,
Paul West of the ANA and Neville
Miller, NAB president, testified be-
fore the Senate Appropriations Com-
mittee last week. Speaking in support

of the Bureau, they pointed out the
necessity, and demand by government
agencies, for the distribution of in-
formation to the American people,
and the consequent requisite of a co-
ordinating body to handle and dis-
pense tremendous volume of material
to be circulated. Stressing, the role
of the radio division in particular,
speakers pointed out the chaos which
would result from its dissolution....
Senator Elbert Thomas (D. Utah) ad -

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The scheduled

London trip of Dr. Robert
Leigh, head of the FCC's For-
eign Broadcast Intelligence Ser-
vice and Radio Intelligence Di-
vision wreaked havoc with the
long-winded publicity move at-
tempted Friday morning by
Eugene L. Garey, chief counsel
of the Cox committee to inves-
tigate the FCC. Thousands of

(Continued on Page 5)

Peabody Awards Set

Enlarged Committee
Reflecting a major move in the direc-

tion of bolstering public interest and
local station importance in the George
Foster Peabody Radio Awards, the
Advisory Committee has just ap-
pointed 103 committee chairmen in 40
states, to evaluate local programs.
Move was executed through Dorothy
Lewis, coordinator of Listener Activi-

(Continued on Page 2)

Carnegie On Mutual
For Lee Hat Account

The Frank H. Lee Co., manufac-
turers of Lee Hats (through Berming-
ham, Castleman, and Pierce, N. Y.)
will sponsor Dale Carnegie of "How

(Continued on Page 2)

Unexpected
Johnny Kane of "The Return of

Nick Carter" Mutual series, didn't
have time to change his costume
recently when he rushed from the
Broadway stage play. "Three's A
Crowd." As a result, Producer lock
McGregor almost had his mystery
turn into a comedy when Kane
with his white uniform walked in
with the glaring words "General
Diaper Service" across his coat.
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Peabody Awards Set
Enlarged Committee

(Continued from Page 1)
ties, who has been setting up radio
councils throughout the country.
Wherever possible, the Peabody com-
mittee chairmen coincide with the
Council chairman or with members
of potential Radio Council units.

Heretofore, entries in the Peabody
awards contests were primarily on
the initiative of the broadcaster, and
often, elaborate promotion initiative
on the part of some superseded unex-
pressed merit among others. Under.
the new arrangement, reviewing com-
mittees will take the initiative, ap-
proach local station managers for a.
select list of worthy programs, and
will listen in to the programs, for a
couple of months, making reports on
their selections. Station managers,
will be advised when their programs,
are receiving any. committee recom-
mendations, and will be asked, simply,
to supply the background data.

Letters appointing the chairmen
have already been sent out by Mrs.
Lewis, who has also notified station
managers of the appointments within
their locales. Committee reports will
be sent to her later.

Carnegie On Mutual
For Lee Hat Account

(Continued from Page 1)
To Win Friends And Influence People"
fame on 28 Mutual network coast -to -
coast stations, starting August 26.
Carnegie will be heard every Thurs-
day, 10:15 to 11:30 p.m., EWT.

Carnegie will tell listeners "Little
Known Facts About Well Known
People." The program will 'be made
available to other Mutual stations
with commercial credits deleted.

W m BLUE NETWORK
Plethbueg,

CONSISTENTLY F
SELLING THE
NORTHOOUNTRY'S
RICHEST MARKET

George P. Hollingbery, Rep.
F

Corn Products, Emerson
Renew Programs On CBS

(Continued from Jane 1)
pioneer CBS advertiser, made its
debut on the network on September
18, 1927, the second day in the ex-
istence of CBS. Its first program,
"The Emerson Hour," featured the
Haword Barlow orchestra and other
early CBS stars and now, effective
August 2, the client renews its cur-
rent Columbia interview show, "Vox
Pop," with Parks Johnson and War-
ren Hull. Presented since August,
1941 for Bromo -Seltzer, the program
is heard Monday evenings from 8:00
to 8:30 EWT. Beginning July 19,
Emerson adds 43 outlets to its "Vox
Pop" station line-up placing the pro-
gram on the full U. S. CBS network.

The Corn Products Refining Com-
pany, another early CBS sponsor,
made its debut in 1931, and has broad-
cast regularly since then. "Stage Door
Canteen" was first presented by the
client in July 1942 and takes listeners
behind the scenes of the famed ser-
vicemen's canteen where stars of the
entertainment world volunteer their
services. Heard Thursday evenings
from 9:30 to 10:00 EWT, the program
is carried by 54 CBS outlets. Corn
Products renewal is effective July 29.

Agency for "Vox Pop" is Ruthrauff
& Ryan, Inc. C. L. Miller Company
handles

Senate Accepts House Bill
Barring Watson And Dodd

(Continued from Page 1)
des Bill which carries a rider barring
Goodwin B. Watson and Wm. E.
Dodd, Jr., FCC employes, and Gov-
ernor Robert Morss Lovett of the Vir-
gin Islands from the federal payroll
at the end of this year unless they are
reappointed by the President and con-
firmed by the Senate.

The matter has been disputed be-
tween the two houses for several
weeks.

L. D. Bates, Attorney
Joins CBS Legal Dept.
(Continued from Pane 1)

Harvard Law School, and also studied
at Trinity .College in Cambridge.
England. He was admitted to the
New York Bar in 1929.

Rogers Renews Cravens
For Year Over WNEW

Kathryn Cravens, whose "News
Thru a Woman's Eyes" is heard daily,
Monday through Friday, at 4:45 p.m.
over WNEW, has renewed her con-
tract with Rogers Department Store.
The Bronx, for 52 weeks ending June.
1944.

Beginning today, Miss Cravens will
go on a three-day a week summer
schedule for Rogers, and a two-day
a week summer schedule for Savarin
Coffee Company. She will broadcast
Tuesdays and Thursday for Savarin
Coffee and Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays for Rogers. all at 4:45 p.m.

Beginning September 2, 1943.
Kathryn Cravens returns to five days
a week for Rogers Department Store
on WHEW at a new time, 5:15 p.m.

Tuesday, July 6, 1

Station Stock Acquisition
Not Unusual, Says Pickard

(Continued from Page 1)
have performed for any other poten-
tial affiliate as part of his job. He
admitted also that he had asked the
owners of the station for the stock.

The occasion is the license renewal
hearing for WOKO, ordered by the
FCC in order to determine whether
the station has been concealing stock
ownership. Pickard said he had no
recollection of asking Harold E.
Smith, secretary -treasurer of the
station and its general manager, to
conceal his ownership of the stock,
but said he believed Smith an honest
man and, if Smith said so, it was
probably true- Smith did testify to
that effect Thursday.

Pickard said he had given from his
24 per cent interest a 10 per cent in-
terest to Lawrence Lowman, another
CBS officer and now a vice-president
on leave while in the service. This
was purely a gift, he said, and took
place in 1932.

(stock to Mrs. Pickard
Lowman later turned his stock over

to Mrs. Pickard, saying, Pickard tes-
tified, that he did not want any piece
of the station. The stock went to Mrs.
Pickard, her husband admitted, in
order to make the income tax pay-
ments smaller.

It was brought out that Pickard
had made similar deals with other
stations seeking CBS affiliation, and
he admitted under questioning by the.
FCC attorney, Marcus Cohn, that he
had received stock in other stations
for the same reasons as in WOKO.

Pickard admitted, too, that CBS
President William S. Paley had
spoken to him about the matter, in-
dicating that other executives of CBS
were displeased because in their posi-
tions they did not have the same
opportunities which Pickard had.
Pickard promisedPaley he would dis-
continue the practice.

Pickard admitted under question-
ing by Cohn that Paley's criticism
might apply to his stock ownership
in other stations as well.

The hearings will be continued this
week.

New Withholding Tax
Applying To Musicians

The new 20 per cent withholding
tax, which went into effect Thursday,
will be applied to the net earnings
of musicians, after deductions for
commissions and travelling expenses.
Notification to this effect is being
sent out by the AFM to band booking
offices and agents and employers. In-
terpretation of the law's application
to musicians was made by Joseph
Padway, attorney for the AFM.

Henle Subs For F. Lewis, Jr.
Fulton Lewis, Jr., Mutual network's

Washington news commentator, spon-
sored cooperatively on a local basis
on more than 100 stations, will be off
the air from July 19 through July 30
for a summer vacation. Ray Henle.
Washington correspondent for the
Pittsburgh 'IPost-Gazette," will sub-
stitute. Lewis will return to the air
August 2.

COmIRG and G0111

TED HOSING and JIMMY DOLAN back t
from Suffolk Downs, Mass., where they b,
cast the Massachusetts Handicap.

C. P. "PETE" IAEGAR, commercial pro
manager of the Blue Network, is expected
today from an extended stay in Hollywood.

F. C. EIGHMY, general manager of K
Mason City, la., left Friday for home a
having spent last week in town confer
with CBS officials.

PAUL McCLUER sales manager of the
central division, and CHARLES LYONS,
announcer, left yesterday on a two -w
fishing trip in Canada.

BOB HUSSEY, director of radio activ

at Universal, leaves the West Coast t
for two or three weeks in New York, wh
he will confer on forthcoming radio deals.

H. A. CARLBORG, of the radio sales dep
meet of CBS, off on a two -weeks vacati
the first to be spent at Sebago, Me., and
second at his home town in Michigan.

WARREN HULL and CAROLE LANDIS,
latter substituting for the vacationing Pa
Johnson, on Monday were at an unidentif
Army base for the broadcasting of the
"Vox Pop" program during which they will
terviewed crews which have seen service in
fighting in the Aleutian Islands.

Ward Baking Co., P. & G.
Sign 52 -Wk. WOR Pac

Ward Baking Company has bou
three days of Alois Havrilla's 7 a,
news, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Sat
days, effective today for 52 weeks.
Walter Thompson placed the acco
with WOR, New York.

Mentholatum Co., having re)'
quished three days a week of Havr
la's 7 a.m. news, maintains the Mo
day, Wednesday and Friday perio
effective July 5, WOR, New York.

Procter & Gamble for Ivory Flak
effective July 2, purchased 52 we
of spot announcements on WOR, N
York, through the Compton adv
tising agency.

Savings Bank Association of N
York renewed 13 weeks with Bes
Beatty, WOR, New York, effecti
July 8. Ruthrauff & Ryan renew
the account.

Clapper In Algiers
Raymond Clapper is now broa

casting from Algiers for White
cigars on the Mutual network.
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THE WEEK IN RADIO*
OWI Branch Remains
(CanNnred f om Page 1)

wed the nation on June 26, defend -
the OW1 and Elmer Davis. Copies
his speech were distributed to
nbers of Congress.... FCC chair-
a James L. Fly quashed rumors
the FCC might assume functions

;he OWI domestic radio bureau
War Agency Supply Bill, contain-
OWI provision, is now back in the
ds of the Senate and House Con-
nce Commlattees for further ad-
ments, and it appears that the
get will be reduced slightly, pos-
y affecting the radio bureau allot -
at.
ope that conciliation meeting be-
en AFM and transcription com-
ies might mean progress toward
solution of the controversy was

:kly dashed last Thursday, when
?illo put his foot down in no un-
ain terms. Explaining that he held
particular grudge against the

ascription companies as such, since
r revenue would hardly make the
worthwhile, the union president
that his big grievance was the

adcasters (as well as the record
,panies), as they are the ones
ring the big money-but the only

to get at them is through the
?ce. He stated that no further
Dilations would be necessary; for
union has no intention Of mak-
any more transcriptions at any

e. However, in a special letter to
:er Davis, OWI chief, he said that
ine with the union's policy there
ald be no hindrance to the war
rt and union members will con -
.e making records for the benefit
he armed services and for propa-
da purposes, on the condition that
'icemen do not have to put money
juke ,boxes....ET companies took

:k action by sending a telegram
)r. John R. Steelman, of the U. S.
aartment of Labor, asking for a
:ification to the. National War
or Board on the grounds that the
VI would arbitrarily destroy long-
blished businesses Shortly
r the meeting, Petrillo banned
notes on Mutual, due to a contract
Chat at WSAY, Rochester, Mutual
iate. MBS reported saying the net -
'k would stand by its affiliate.
dvertising Federation of America
i a war advertising conference
week. Keynote of meet was ana-

1 of industry and improvement of
time advertising. Speeches by
roll B. Larrabee, president of
aters Ink Pub. Co., and Chester
Roche, chairman of the War Ad-
tising Council, warned advertisers

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
1-4 WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.

not to exploit the war; that war ad
vertising should be used as a means
of informing the public of the way
of achieving victory. They warned
of possible government control unles
advertising cleaned its house and co
operated with the war effort in every
possible way. By taking the initiative
in planning and organizing, advertis-
ing would insure its independence
now and in peace-time....AFA
passed a resolution at its business
meeting condemning the FCC chain
regulations as possibly jeopardizing
the freedom of all forms of communi-
cation....Joe M. Dawson, president
of Tracy -Locke -Dawson, Inc., was
elected president o fthe AFA, suc-
ceeding James A. Welch ....Julia
Kiene, manager of Westinghouse
Home Economics Institute, received
the Josephine Snapp Award.

NAB public relations committee
meet in Chicago was told by James
W. Irwin, Monsanto Chemical Co.
official, that the Association should
put up a stiff battle against the FCC
and government control....Neville
Miller, NAB president, clarified the
organization's stand in a speech at
the AFA convention. He indicated
that the NAB wishes to limit the
powers of the FCC not to eliminate
the chain regulations...For the second
year in succession CBS claimed the
lead in national advertising....NBC
sold its symphony program to Gen-
eral Motors last week....UP and PA
announced the stepping up of their
wire services from 40 to 60 words a
minute. Change will be made as soon
as possible.... Mexican commercial
radio has advanced further in the
past year than it has in all the previ-
ous years it has existed, according to
Tony Rojas, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of XEOY.

Advertising Research Org.
Names Officers, Directors
At the annual meeting of The Ad-

vertising Research Foundation Inc.,
the following were elected officers
and directors for the ensuing 12
months: Chairman-William G. Pal-
mer, vice-president, J. Walter Thomp-
son Company; treasurer-John Ben-
son, president, American Association
of Advertising Agencies; secretary-
Paul B. West, president, Association
of National Advertisers, Inc.

Directors are: Lee H. Bristol, vice-
president, Bristol-Myers Company;
Allan Brown, advertising manager,
Bakelite Corporation; Richard Comp-
ton, president, Compton Advertising,
Inc.; Otis A. Kenyon, president, Ken-
yon -Eckhardt, Inc.; Chester J. La-
Roche, chairman of the board, Young
& Rubicam, Inc.; H. K. McCann, presi-
dent, McCann-Erickson, Inc.; Allyn
B. McIntire, vice-president, Pepperell
Manufacturing Company; Stuart Pea-
body, director of advertising, The
Borden Company; Harold B. Thomas,
vice-president, Sterling Drug, Inc.

A. W. Lehman was continued as
technical director.
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Peabody Awards Set
Enlarged Committee

(Continued from Page 1)
ties, who has been setting up radio
councils throughout the country.
Wherever possible, the Peabody com-
mittee chairmen coincide with the
Council chairman or with members
of potential Radio Council units.

Heretofore, entries in the Peabody
awards contests were primarily on
the initiative of the broadcaster, and
often, elaborate promotion initiative
on the part of some superseded unex-
pressed merit among others. Under
the new arrangement, reviewing com-
mittees will take the initiative, ap-
proach local station managers for a;
select list of worthy programs, and
will listen in to the programs, for a
couple of months, making reports on
their selections. Station managers
will be advised when their programs
are receiving any. committee recom-
mendations, and will be asked, simply,
to supply the background data.

Letters appointing the chairmen
have already been sent out by Mrs.
Lewis, who has also notified station,
managers of the appointments within
their locales. Committee reports will
be sent to her later.

Carnegie On Mutual
For Lee Hat Account

(Continued from Page 1)
To Win Friends And Influence People"
fame on 28 Mutual network coast -to -
coast stations, starting August 26.
Carnegie will be heard every Thurs-
day, 10:15 to 11:30 p.m., EWT.

Carnegie will tell listeners "Little
Known Facts About Well Known
People." The program will be made
available to other Mutual stations
with commercial credits deleted.

w M
BLUE NETWORK
Plottsbur0, N. Y.

CONSISTENTLY
SELLING THE
NORTH COUNTRY'S
RICHEST MARKET

George P. Hollingbery, Rep.

F F

Corn Products, Emerson
Renew Programs On CBS

(Continued from Page 1)
pioneer CBS advertiser, made its
debut on the network on September
18, 1927, the second day in the ex-
istence of CBS. Its first program,
"The Emerson Hour," featured the
Haword Barlow orchestra and other
early CBS stars and now, effective
August 2, the client renews its cur-
rent Columbia interview show, "Vox
Pop," with Parks Johnson and War-
ren Hull. Presented since August,
1941 for Bromo -Seltzer, the program
is heard Monday evenings from 8:00
to 8:30 EWT. Beginning July 19,
Emerson adds 43 outlets to its "Vox
Pop" station line-up placing the pro-
gram on the full U. S. CBS network.

The Corn Products Refining Com-
pany, another early CBS sponsor,
made its debut in 1931, and has broad-
cast regularly since then. "Stage Door
Canteen" was first presented by the
client in July 1942 and takes listeners
behind the scenes of the famed ser-
vicemen's canteen where stars of the
entertainment world volunteer their
services. Heard Thursday evenings
from 9:30 to 10:00 EWT, the program
is carried by 54 CBS outlets. Corn
Products renewal is effective July 29.

Agency for "Vox Pop" is Ruthrauff
& Ryan, Inc. C. L. Miller Company
handles "Stage Door Canteen."

Senate Accepts House Bill
Barring Watson And Dodd

(Continued from Page 1)
cies Bill which carries a rider barring
Goodwin B. Watson and Wm. E.
Dodd, Jr., FCC employes, and Gov-
ernor Robert Morss Lovett of the Vir-
gin Islands from the federal payroll
at the end of this year unless they are
reappointed by the President and con-
firmed by the Senate.

The matter has been disputed be-
tween the two houses for several
weeks.

L. D. Bates, Attorney
Joins CBS Legal Dept.
(Continued from Page 1)

Harvard Law School, and also studied
at Trinity

He
in Cambridge.

England. He was admitted to the
New York Bar in 1929.

Rogers Renews Cravens
For Year Over WNEW

Kathryn Cravens, whose "News
Thru a Woman's Eves" is heard daily,
Monday through Friday, at 4:45 p.m.
over WNEW, has renewed her con-
tract with Rogers Department Store.
The Bronx, for 52 weeks ending June.
1944.

Beginning today, Miss Cravens will
go on a three-day a week summer
schedule for Rogers, and a two-day
a week summer schedule for Savarin
Coffee 'Company. She will broadcast
Tuesdays and Thursday for Savarin
Coffee and Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays for Rogers. all at 4:45 p.m.

Beginning September 2, 1943.
Kathryn Cravens returns to five days
a week for Rogers Department Store
on WNEW at a new time, 5:15 p.m.

Tuesday, July 6, 19

Station Stock Acquisition
Not Unusual, Says Pickard

(Continued from Page 1)
have performed for any other poten-
tial affiliate as part of his job. He
admitted also that he had asked the
owners of the station for the stock.

The occasion is the license renewal
hearing for WOKO, ordered by the
FCC in order to determine whether
the station has been concealing stock
ownership. Pickard said he had no
recollection of asking Harold E.
Smith, secretary -treasurer of the
station and its general manager, to
conceal his ownership of the stock,
but said he believed Smith an honest
man and, if Smith said so, it was
probably true. Smith did testify to
that effect Thursday.

Pickard said he had given from his
24 per cent interest a 10 per cent in-
terest to Lawrence Lowman, another
CBS officer and now a vice-president
on leave while in the service. This
was purely a gift, he said, and took
place in 1932.

Stock to Mrs. Pickard
Lowmán later turned his stock over

to Mrs. Pickard, saying, Pickard tes-
tified, that he did not want any piece
of the station. The stock went to Mrs.
Pickard, her husband admitted, in
order to make the income tax pay-
ments smaller.

It was brought out that Pickard
had made similar deals with other
stations seeking CBS affiliation, and
he admitted under questioning by the.
FCC attorney, Marcus Cohn, that he
had received stock in other stations
for the same reasons as in WOKO.

Pickard admitted, too, that CBS,
President William S. Paley had
spoken to him about the matter, in-
dicating that other executives of CBS
were displeased because in their posi-
tions they did not have the same
opportunities which Pickard had.
Pickard promised Paley he would dis-
continue the practice.

Pickard admitted under question-
ing by Cohn that Paley's criticism
might apply to his stock ownership
in other stations as well.

The hearings will be continued this
week.

New Withholding Tax
Applying To Musicians

The new 20 per cent withholding
tax, which went into effect Thursday,
will be applied to the net earnings
of musicians, after deductions for
commissions and travelling expenses.
Notification to this effect is being
sent out by the AFM to band booking
offices and agents and employers. In-
terpretation of the law's application
to musicians was made by Joseph
Padway, attorney for the AFM.

Henle Subs For F. Lewis, Jr.
Fulton Lewis, Jr., Mutual network's

Washington news commentator, spon-
sored cooperatively on a local basis
on more than 100 stations, will be off
the air from July 19 through July 30
for a summer vacation. Ray Henle.
Washington correspondent for the
Pittsburgh 'Post -Gazette," will sub-
stitute. Lewis will return to the air
August 2.

CONING and G0111

TED HUSING and JIMMY DOLAN back to
from Suffolk Downs, Mass., where they bro
cast the Massachusetts Handicap.

C. P. "PETE" JAEGAR, commercial prog
manager of the Blue Network, is expected b
today from an extended stay in Hollywood.

F. C. EIGHMY, general manager of KG
Mason City, la., left Friday for home a'
having spent last week in town conferr
with CBS officials.

PAUL McCLUER sales manager of the N
central division, and CHARLES LYONS, N
announcer, left yesterday on a two -we
fishing trip in Canada.

BOB HUSSEY, director of radio activit
at Universal, leaves the West Coast to'
for two or three weeks in New York, wh-
he will confer on forthcoming radio deals.

H. A. CARLBORG, of the radio sales depa.
ment of CBS, off on a two -weeks vacati.
the first to be spent at Sebago, Me., and t
second at his home town in Michigan.

WARREN HULL and CAROLE LANDIS, t
latter substituting for the vacationing Par
Johnson, on Monday were at an unidentifi
Army base for the broadcasting of the C
"Vox Pop" program during which they will i
terviewed crews which have seen service in t
fighting in the Aleutian Islands.

Ward Baking Co., P. & G.
Sign 52 -Wk. WOR Pac

Ward Baking Company has boug
three days of Alois Havrilla's 7 a.
news, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Satu
days, effective today for 52 weeks.
Walter Thompson placed the accou
with WOR, New York.

Mentholatum Co., having reli,
quished three days a week of Havr'
la's 7 a.m. news, maintains the Mo
day, Wednesday and Friday period
effective July 5, WOR, New York.

Procter & Gamble for Ivory Flake
effective July 2, purchased 52 wee
of spot announcements on WOR, Ne
York, through the Compton adve
tising agency.

Savings Bank Association of Ne
York renewed 13 weeks with Bess
Beatty, WOR, New York, effecti
July 8. Ruthrauff & Ryan renewe
the account.

Clapper In Algiers
Raymond Clapper is now broa

casting from Algiers for White
cigars on the Mutual network.
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5000 WATTS 1330 KILOCYCLES

ENGLISH  JEWISH  ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD yeo,
after year reads like "'who's Who
National Advertising. List on req,est.

HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR

WEVD-117 W. 46th Street, New York, N.Y.
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... OWI Branch Remains

(Continued from Page 1)

teed the nation on June 26, defend -
the OWI and Elmer Davis. Copies
his speech were distributed to
nbers of Congress ....FCC chair -
1 James L. Fly quashed rumors

the FCC might assume functions
the OWI domestic radio bureau
.War Agency Supply Bill, contain-
OWI provision, is now back in the
ds of the Senate and House Con-
mce Committees for further ad-
ments, and it appears that the
.get will be reduced slightly, pos-
y affecting the radio bureau allot-
lt.
:ope that conciliation meeting be-
en AFM and transcription com-
ies might mean progress toward
solution of the controversy was

_k1y dashed last Thursday, when
rillo put his foot down in no un-
:ain terms. Explaining that he held

particular grudge against the
'ascription companies as such, since
it revenue would hardly make the

worthwhile, the union president
1 that his big grievance was the
adcasters (as well as the record
ipanies), as they are the ones
sing the big money-but the only

to get at them is through the
rce. He stated that no further
otiations would be necessary; for
union has no intention of mak-
any more transcriptions at any

e. However, in a special letter to
ier Davis, OWI chief, he said that
line with the union's policy there
ild be no hindrance to the war
.rt and union members will con -
te making records for the benefit
.he armed services and for propa-
da purposes, on the condition that
icemen do not have to put money
juke boxes ....ET companies took

ck action by sending a telegram
Jr. John R. Steelman, of the U. S.
)artment of Labor, asking for a
tification to the National War
for Board on the grounds that the
M would arbitrarily destroy long -
¡Wished businesses Shortly

the meeting, Petrillo banned
cotes on Mutual, due to a contract
flict at WSAY, Rochester, Mutual
Bate. MBS reported saying the net-
rk would stand by its affiliate.
dvertising Federation of America

d a war advertising conference
week. Keynote of meet was ana-

js of industry and improvement of
rtime advertising. Speeches by
:roll B. Larrabee, president of
nters Ink Pub. Co., and Chester
Roche, chairman of the War Ad-
tising Council, warned advertisers

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.

not to exploit the war; that war ad-
vertising should be used as a means
of informing the public of the ways
of achieving victory. They warned
of possible government control unless
advertising cleaned its house and co-
operated with the war effort in every
possible way. By taking the initiative
in planning, and organizing, advertis-
ing would insure its independence
now and in peace-time....AFA
passed a resolution at its business
meeting condemning the FCC chain
regulations as possibly jeopardizing
the freedom of all forms of communi-
cation....Joe M. Dawson, president
of Tracy -Locke -Dawson, Inc., was
elected president o fthe AFA, suc-
ceeding James A. Welch ....Julia
Kiene, manager of Westinghouse
Home Economics Institute, received
the Josephine Snapp Award.

NAB public relations committee
meet in Chicago was told by James
W. Irwin, Monsanto Chemical Co.
official, that the Association should
put up a stiff battle against the FCC
and government control ....Neville
Miller, NAB president, clarified the
organization's stand in a speech at
the AFA convention. He indicated
that the NAB wishes to limit the
powers of the FCC not to eliminate
the chain regulations...For the second
year in succession CBS claimed the
lead in national advertising....NBC
sold its symphony program to Gen-
eral Motors last week ....UP and PA
announced the stepping up of their
wire services from 40 to 60 words a
minute. Change will be made as soon
as possible.... Mexican commercial
radio has advanced further in the
past year than it has in all the previ-
ous years it has existed, according to
Tony Rojas, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of XEOY.

Advertising Research Org.
Names Officers, Directors
At the annual meeting of The Ad-

vertising Research Foundation Inc.,
the following were elected officers
and directors for the ensuing 12
months: Chairman-William G. Pal-
mer, vice-president, J. Walter Thomp-
son Company; treasurer-John Ben-
son, president, American Association
of Advertising Agencies; secretary-
Paul B. West, president, Association
of National Advertisers, Inc.

Directors are: Lee H. Bristol, vice-
president, Bristol-Myers Company;
Allan Brown, advertising manager,
Bakelite Corporation; Richard Comp-
ton, president, Compton Advertising,
Inc.; Otis A. Kenyon, president, Ken-
yon -Eckhardt, Inc.; Chester J. La-
Roche, chairman of the board, Young
& Rubicam, Inc.; H. K. McCann, presi-
dent, McCann-Erickson, Inc.; Allyn
B. McIntire, vice-president, Pepperell
Manufacturing Company; Stuart Pea-
body, director of advertising, The
Borden Company; Harold B. Thomas,
vice-president, Sterling Drug, Inc.

A. W. Lehman was continued as
technical director.
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WITS

GEORGE WEBER of Mac Wilkins,
Cole & Weber, Seattle and Port-

land advertising agency, is here on
business for a few days.

Bing Crosby will be guest star on
the Chase & Sanborn air show, July
4, and Dorothy Lamour has been
spotted on the Philip Morris Play-
house program, July 16.

Kay Kyser last week celebrated his
birthday in a way quite unusual to
the busy maestro. He worked only ten
hours (on his RKO picture, getting
next week's air show set), and took
the rest of the day off.

Lou Bring, Blue Network musical
conductor in Hollywood, knew more
than almost anyone else in Radio
City about Paul Whiteman's back-
ground when "Pops" arrived in Holly-
wood as director of music for the
Blue. Herman Bring, Lou's father,
used to play the trombone in White -
man's original orchestra, and his son
always followed every step in White -
man's career.

All he needs, says Jack Carson, is a
barker to shout "step right up, folks,
and win a kewpie doll!" As a result
of the nifty dart -throwing set which
the star of the CBS "Jack Carson
Show" has rigged up in his home, he
spends most of his evenings hosting
neighborhood friends who amble
over to try their skill on his home-
made' game of chance.

"Dear John," Columbia network
series starring Irene Rich, moves to
a new airspot beginning Sunday (4)
when it will be heard from 2:45 until
300 p.m., PWT, from Columbia Square
studios in Hollywood. The dramatic
serial has been aired one-half hour
later during the past season.

Charles (Bud) Dant introduced the
new National number, "Is It Mad-
ness?" by Bernie Wayne and Ben
Raleigh, over NBC this week, with
Patricia Kay handling the vocal.

Walton Goldman, Inc., has lined
up 35 national radio plugs for its song
hits, "May in Mexico," by Allie Ruble,
during the drive it is staging during
the week of July 3-10, inclusive.

George Riley, comedy star of the
Gilmore Furlough Funshow, has been
designated the Officer Greeter of
Service Men for the Hollywood Post
of the American Legion. Commander
Harry Ansel announced. Riley was
given the honor in recognition of the
fact that he has made more than 200
appearances at Camp shows and can-
teens since a year before Pearl
Harbor.

John P. Hughes, the news commen-
tator, and his five -day -old daughter,
posed for photographs the other day.
John was required to wear a mask,
cap and gown. The Hughes' have two
other daughters and a son.

dame ?pa Mel the Voices

GILBERT MACKi
LEX. z-noo

Notes of an Innocent Bystander ...
What a whale of a difference between the prepositions, "in"

and "on" especially when modifying the words "the air" In

the air, Major Alexander deSeversky, author of "Victory Through Air Power."
feels right at home but when he was about to go "on the air" last
week, on Mary Margare McBridé s Program, he suffered the worst case
of pre -broadcast mike jitters we've ever seen NCAC has signed for
Radio work, screen star Francis Lederer Chucho Martinez, currently
larking at the La Conga, has been signed to radioriole on a new half-hour
program, slated to start over the Blue Network, September 9 and sponsored
by the Revlon Cosmetic Corp. Program will use guest stars in ten-minute
dramatic skits, the first to feature Gertrude Lawrence And when they
hand out medals for conspicuous endeavors beyond the line of "entertain-
ment" duty, the Victory Twins (Vi and Vilma Vernor who were among the
first to have been sent to the South Pacific battle area, will be remembered

Maestro Meyer Davis will produce Johnny Mercer's musical comedy
this Fall cast may include comics Eddie Bracken and Betty Hutton,
and Bob Hannon, Blue Netenor Richard Stark, announcer of "Life Can
Be Beautiful" "Right To Happiness" and "Hour of Charm," will take a two-
week vacation starting July 12 Bud CoUier will substitute on the latter
program during his absence subs for the other two programs, not
yet selected.

* * *
It's a boy -by, their first, at the Jerry (Hit Parade)

Wayne's Dave Wilock, comic on Jack Carson's CBSoup show,
the partner the good old days"

Claremont Inn on Riverside Drive, check -room girls refuse to accept
tips from men and women in uniform a splendid idea which
we'd like to see spread Starting July 11, Sammy Kaye's
CBSunday Sernade will emanate from the Steel Pier at Atlantic
City Joseph Rose, from whose farm, barnyard sound effects
were provided for several "T or C" programs, was gifted with a
$500.00 War Bond by Ralph Edwards The gold bars on Eddie
Wragge's shoulders have been supplanted with silver ones Eddie
is a Madge Tucker's Kids" alumnus Bob (Believe it or not)
Ripley, has been signed to make 12 "Goodrich Rubber -sponsored"
short subjects to be made by Paramount in the east Blue Net-
work is preparing to launch a new program titled "The Haunt
Hunters" auditions are being held this week Louise Lar -
rabee, newest addition to Cyril Armbrister's "The Sea Hound"
Blue Net program, is from the "Junior Miss" Stage hit Bob
Hawk, Milton Bacon, Jack Smith, Joan Brooks and Lucille Manners,
slated to entertain the U. S. Coast Guardsmen stationed at Man-
hattan Beach tonight, will make the jaunt via subway.

* * *
Radiokays: To the WIZ Victory Troupe, who this month will

have made its 200th camp appearance to Les Damon and his wife
Ginger Jones, who spend most of their spare time, working at the Stage
Door Canteen to Ed Begley. for being the "Uncle Ed" who spread
sunshine and cheer to inmates of the Newington Home for Crippled Children

Don't be surprised to hear Sonia Henie sing in a future flicker
while working with her on "Wintertime," Maestro Woody Herman, heard her
singing to herself and between "takes" had her do several vocals with
his band....  20th Century -Fox execs didn't know that the skating star
could warble......Felix Mills, ork pilot for three coast programs, "Tommy
Riggs." "Silver Theater" and "A Date With Judy," has asked the State
Department for permission to import musicians from Mexico for the duration,
due to musician shortage.

* * *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago
By FRANZ BUEXE

More than 3,000 voices of Negro r
cruits training for service in
United States Navy were hea
in song in a special Sunday, July
broadcast by WBBM direct fro
Camp Robert Smalls, Great Lak
Naval Training Station, from 6:4
7:00 p.m., CWT. Commander Dan
W. Armstrong, supervisor and direct
of Negro training at Great Lak
spoke.

One hundred and seventy - eig
stations throughout the country a
broadcasting "The Voice of the Unde
ground," a transcribed weekly dr
matic series made available throu
the midwest offices of the Gr
War Relief Association, Carl E. Ri
let, Jr., has announced. Riblet pr
pares the scripts. The cast includ
Philip Lord, Lou Krugman, Na
nette Sargent and Ray Suber.
Harrice is the narrator and Mel G
liart is the announcer. The series
scheduled for 26 weeks and is ava
able to radio stations without cost.

Frances Clark, editorial assistant
the NBC press department, has be
named by Jack Ryan to succeed Ji
McGuinn as picture editor. Dorot
Masters, program clerk, has been a
vanced to editorial assistant. M
Guinn, will join "Broadcasting" st
as Chicago representative.

Six lucky contest winners each w'
receive a pressure canner as a res
of a six -week canning campai
which will be launched by Evere
Mitchell, commentator of the "To
and Farm" program on WMAQ, s
times a week, 6:15 a.m., CWT, star
ing July 5. Contestants must subm
100 -word letters on the subject, "Wh
I Will Do With the Pressure Cann
If I Receive One."

Louis Roen and Elizabeth Ha
Roen, NBC announcers who wed la
Spring, are spending their vacatio
fishing near Fifield, Wis.

A full scholarship will be award
the student making the best recor
at the second annual NBC -Nor
western University Summer Radi
Institute, Harry C. Kopf, NBC vic-
president and general manager of th
central division has announced. Ea
of the 10 faculty members will sub
mit the name of the highest rankin
student in his class and then th
group will meet as a committee t
select the scholarship winner.

Thé "Quiz Kids" show of la
Sunday, July 4, was held befor
an audience of 2,000 Naval office
and enlisted men at the Glenvie
Air Station, Glenview, Ill. Joe Kell
back from a Canadian vacatio
again act as emcee. Show was hear
on the Blue at 6:30 p.m., CWT.

WOV Publicity Director
Takes Gov't Post Abroa

Herbert Landon, publicity directo
of WOV, has resigned to accept
government position. He will repor
to Washington, D. C., July 12 for
period of orientation before bein
sent abroad on a special assignmen

r.

Gs
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3arey's Probe Testimony
Iroduces Letters
gf Leahy, Knox

And Stimson
(Continued from Page 1)

words concerning the FCC's al -
d interference with the military
wartime communications work
e read by Garey, along with a
it from Admiral William D.
hy, special military adviser to the
sident, suggesting that the work
the RID be transferred to the
1y.
t one point Garey hurled a thinly

a ed charge that the Army and the
'y have decided to refuse to co -
rate with the Cox committee, and
e "gagged" officers desired as wit -
;es.
threatens to "Probe" High Court
arey intimated also that he will
ertake in future sessions what
rants to an investigation of the
reme Court, promising a study of
merits of the Supreme Court deci-
of May 10.

he hearing was adjourned until
t Friday after a two-hour session
1 but about five minutes (inter-
tions) consisting of prepared state -
its and letters read into the record
Garey,

became obvious when the
;thy prepared statements were
ded out to the press and Garey
ted reading them that these would

the full morning session. Bets
e made at the press table that the
ring would be adjourned without

other material going into the
1rd, in order not to dull the edge
the expected publicity from the
pared material.

Cox Almost Called Police
. E. Cox, committee chairman,
tatened to "call a policeman" to
nce FCC General Counsel Charles
my for attempting at the close of
session to tell the committee that
Leigh was scheduled to go to

idon Sunday for two weeks and
s could not conveniently appear
:t Friday. "The general counsel of
FCC ought to know enough to

w he has no place" before the
lmittee at this time, said Cox,
idering rhetorically why he per-
ed in his "impudent attempt" to
heard. The policeman would have
n called to prevent Denny from
ifying the committee of Dr. Leigh's

rarey excused Dr. Leigh for two
tics after the close of Friday's ses-

Denny's Clashes Frequent
arlier Denny had clashed with
f and Garey when after Garey
d Admiral Leahy's letter, Denny

asked if Garey was placing the
tl' lInal documents in the record.

ey refused to respond and Denny
i roundly scored by Cox, who re-
d him permission to make any
ement on the matter. Denny told
orters later that he raised the
Istion because he had seen the ori-

ginal documents and they were
marked "secret."

The proceedings opened with a
brief statement by Cox, who declared
the prime issue in the investigation is
freedom of speech and promised that
the investigation would be conducted
"without fear, favor, or personal pre-
judice." Garey then delivered a
lengthy review of the history of fed-
eral supervision of radio, leading up
to a discussion of the FCC. Grave
questions attend to the words "public
interest, convenience or necessity" in
the Communications Act, he said.

Stresses Implications of Phrase
"It is clear that the practically un-

restricted delegation of power made
by the phrase 'public interest, con-
venience or necessity,' without guid-
ing standards and without the check
and balance which a full judicial re-
view might have provided, created
ample and unlimited opportunity for
the Commission, if so minded, to dis-
tribute unchecked government favor
and largesse among the politically
faithful and subservient, and ample
power with which to whip and cow
all political opponents possessing the
temerity and courage to protest or
challenge the actions or policies of
the Commission," Garey declared.

Implying that the FCC has not
neglected to take advantage provided
by this phrase, he declared, "power
always seems to thrive on more
power. It has been ever thus in gov-
ernment. The phrase 'public interest,
convenience or necessity' needs only
the proverbial 'man on horseback' to
bring about a situation such as is
said presently to Obtain.

Discusses 1934 Communications Act
"Much bitter controversy has raged

-and still rages-over the extent and
meaning of the statutory words 'pub-
lic interest, convenience or necessity'
employed in this legislation. The Com-
mission contends, and the Supreme
Court has quite recently agreed, that
its powers under Section 303 are much
broader and more extensive than
those herein suggested as indisput-
ably granted.

"Since the Committee will, in the
due progress of its labors, enter upon
a detailed study of the merits of this
controversy and come to its own con-
clusions on these matters, I now
leave that subject for later considera-
tion and pass to other provisions of
the Communications Act of 1934 under
Title III."

"The FCC's administration of the
Communications Act has been "wide-
ly and bitterly criticized and con-
demned-to an extent, perhaps, to
which no other federal administrative
agency every has been subjected,"
said Garey. "These complaints began
with the inception of the Com-
mission and have constantly continued
to grow in intensity and bitterness."

Will Touch "All Phases"
Garey declared that the investiga-

tion will touch upon all phases of
controveries involving the Commis-
sion, naming network broadcasting,
multiple station ownership, newspaper

ownership, judicial decisions, prac-
tice and procedure, judicial review,
personnel and possible new legislation
needed.

Garay then outlined the various ac-
cusations made against the FCC, and
promised that the investigation will
include evidence on 24 points. From
this list the following are quoted:

(1) "That it has been and is so com-
pletely dominated by its chairman that,
for most purposes, it has become and is a
one-man commission;

(2) "That it Is entirely motivated by
political partial:ty and favoritism in the
performance of its duties;

(3) "That its powers are unlawfully
exercised for the purpose of furthering its
own political ideologies and philosophies;

(4) "That its powers are employed to
reward its political friends and punish its
political enemies;

(5) "That the radio industry has been
so purposefully terrorized by the Commis-
sion that it is enslaved and lives in at
unremitting state of fear, as a result of
which it acquiesces in every whim and
caprice of the Commission;

(6) "That the fear engendered in the
industry is so great that licensees refrain
from challenging unlawful and excessive
acts of the Commission or from asserting
their legal rights.

(9) "That it has sought to dominate
and control the entire communications
field, private and governmental, without
lawful authority and contrary to the ex-
press intent of the Congress;

(10) "That in its lust for power it has
usurped the functions of the Congress by
arrogating to itself the determination of
matters of legislative policy resting solely
within the competency of the Congress;

(11) "That in pursuing this course it
has adopted and followed the reputed Com-
munistic technique of cessation and grad-
ualism;

(12) "That it has deliberately abstained
from seeking from the Congress powers
exercised but not possessed by it because
of the fear that the grant of such powers
would be denied;

(13) "That it has made misrepresenta-
tions to the Congress for the purpose of
procuring appropriations, and has expended
appropriated funds contrary to the pur-
pose for which they were granted;

(17) "That it has sought to cloak itself
as an essential war agency making a vital
contribution to the war effort, whereas in
truth its alleged war activities constitute
a danger and menace to national security;

(18) "That in furtherance of its al-
leged war activities, it has drawn to its
use manpower and critical materials from
the limited sources available and needed by
the armed forces of the United States,
and has procured the exemption from mili-
tary service of a large number of persons
not entitled thereto;

(19) "That it has set up a group simi-
lar to 'The Gestapo' for the purpose of
unlawfully dominating the radio industry
and rendering it subservient to its will;

(20) "That this 'Gestapo,' under the
guise of lawful and proper investigation,
is violating Constitutional rights of indi-
viduals;

(21) "That it has been guilty of reprisals
against individuals who have attempted to
challenge its asserted powers;

(22) "That in its pursuit of power and
dominance over broadcasting it has ne-
glected its functions, duties and respon-
sibilities in other fields of communication;

(23) "That it is so much interested in
obtaining publicity that the possibilities
of publicity affect and govern its judg-
ments and determinations, and

(24) "That, notwithstanding the express
statutory prohibition to the contrary, It
has sought to exercise the power of censor-
ship over radio broadcasts and has inter-
fered with the right of free speech over
the radio."
Points not quoted in full include

Cox Incensed By
Denny Rebuttal

Re Dr. Leigh
allegations 'that the FCC has violated
federal laws and defied Congress, that
it has misrepresented to Congress its
need for funds and has unlawfully
had transferred to it the funds of
other agencies, and that it has vio-
lated the civil service laws.

Reads Knox-Stimson Letters
Garey next read a joint letter dated

February 8, 1943, from secretaries
Knox and Stimson of the Navy and
War departments. This letter, ad-
dressed to the President, declared
that participation in radio. intelligence.
work by the FCC should be dis-
continued for the following reasons;

"Since radio intelligence devel-
ops information as to the move-
ments and dispositions of the
enemy, it is esential, for reasons
of co-ordination and security, that
there be full military control;

"Since the responsibility for
military action rests with the
armed forces the responsibility
for obtaining the technical infor-
mation governing that action must
also be in the armed forces;

"Military activities have been
hampered by severe shortages of
trained personnel and critical
equipment essential to radio intel-
ligence."
Along with this was Admiral

Leahy's letter, dated Feb. 1, 1943. Ad-
miral Leahy complained that much
secret military information should not
go to the FCC and added that infor-
mation obatined by the FCC through
its own radio intelligence activities is
not in the military sense, secure due to
inherent tendencies toward publicity
of FCC activities, use of non -secure
methods of reporting and correlation,
and the necessarily close relationship
of FCC military -intelligence activity
with other phases of the agency's
work.

Effectiveness" Endangered
"Because of the essential difference

between military and FCC standards
and methods, it has not been possible
to integrate their information, with
the result that the attempted dupli-

(Continued on Page 7)
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Femme Director Assn.

Studies Publicity Data
(Continued from Page 1)

580 members are being taken care of
by the public relations and publicity
divisions of organizations supplying
the releases.

Upon the completion of this pro-
ject, the Association will make a sur-
vey of women's radio programs, not-
ing the time of day, length of pro-
gram, nature of commercial -partici-
pation or any other form-guest
policy, etc. Material will be used as
guides for station managers as well
as its own members and advertisers.

A third research project which Mrs.
Lewis will direct, will check up on
the manner in which, organizations
such as girl scouts, junior leagues,
etc., use radio. This has been requested
by stationmanagers, so that informa-
tion on the quality of participation of
the local branches of such organiza-
tions can be brought to the attention
of their national offices for improve-
ment when such is recommended. Re-
ported that station managers have
complained about the standard of pro-
grams prepared by the locals, but that
they have been unable to do much
about it.

Plans Children's File
For a later date, Mrs. Lewis has on

schedule the establishment of a refer-
ence file of scripts for children's pro-
grams and series of programs put on
by organizations. Library would be
in conjunction with the Federal Radio

The AWD's completed survey on
publicity directed at its members
shows that there are 33 organizations
supplying data on consumer news,
recipes, gardening, household hints,
news, novelty ideas, conservation,
fashions, etc. Survey has listed the
name of the publicity office, the home
organization, contents of its releases
and periodicity. Material has been
sent to all members of the Associa-
tion so that they can write for those
which they want.

Third Kid Serial On MBS
The Mutual network expanded its

juvenile fare to three quarter-hour
serials when "The Black Hood," a
new dramatic serial, made its bow
Monday through Friday, 5:15 to 5:30
p.m., on Monday, July 5.

"The Black Hood" will immediate-
ly precede "Chick Carter, Boy De-
tective," which also made its debut
Monday, 5:30 p.m., EWT, and Mu-
tual's other kid show, "Superman,"
which is heard 5:45 to 6 p.m., EWT.

"The Black Hood" is the pseudonym
a young policeman uses when trail-
ing home -front criminals. The char-
acter was first created for the comic
strips, and is now appearing in papers
throughout the country.

Walter Framer writes the script,
and Charles Schenck handles the di-
rectorial assignment.

Wedding Bells
Pvt. Al Laughery, former KHJ-Don

Lee news writer, recently married
Esther Lou Hatch, writer with the
Raymond H. Morgan Agency.

WORDS AND MUSIC
By HERMAN PINCUS

WHEN the immortal Bard of Avon quilled the lines "All the world's a
stage and all the men and women merely players." he might have

had he been gifted with the keen foresight of Nostradamus, been viewing
at long-range, a drama of today; a drama in which Radio was to play so
poignant a role in the rooting of bittersweet memories, deep in the hearts
of a "fighting Yank's Mom and Dad" This is their story yet, it is
our story..... a story, symbolical of the heart of America. the courage of
its people and the sacrifice its youth is willing, even eager to make, that
the spectres of despotism and tyranny be erased from the world
The following letter, postr' rked, East Long Meadow, Mass, was addressed
to Henry J. Taylor, author, recently interviewed by Mary Margaret
McBride on her program heard over WEAF Quote. Dear Mr. Taylor:
Last month on Mary Margaret McBridé s program, a friend heard you
speak about your book, "Men In Action" and you spoke of Sergeant
Richard Day of Massachusetts Our boy gave his life in Africa one
year ago this March. Could it be possible that it would have been our
Richard of whom you spoke? We have so little information regarding his
last flight and you will well understand how much it will mean to us,
his parents, to know any details concerning it.

* * *
Having been out of town, we did not hear the broadcast and this

friend could not tell us whether or not "Men In Action" was yet
published. Hoping for your reply and thanking you for your kind-
ness, we are, sincerely, Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. Day. Unquote
"I saw many men die in this war," Mr. Henry J. Taylor told Mary
Margaret. "I saw countless planes shot out of the sky, but Richard
Day is the first American Boy I saw die in this war," Taylor then
described that it was while flying over the Lake Chad area, over
miles of twisted, mat -like jungle, when suddenly the voice of the
squadron leader came over the earphones, telling the others that
one of their ships was missing. Taylor looked back and saw the
planes emerging one by one from the clouds all but one.
"Richard," continued the author, "did not come out of the clouds
with the rest of us the whole tragedy was as quiet as that."
Looking back and downwards, he could see the black smoke
spiraling from the jungle below. They couldn't even land to pay
their respects. They radioed their base to send a burial party.
Just before they took off, Richard Day, handed a cable to Mr.
Taylor, asking him to send it 'if possible. It was a note to his family
back home and read, "Feeling Fine, Don't worry" Taylor never
sent it Four words, "Feeling Fine, Don't Worry" to be re-
membered with "Sighted Sub, Sank Same," Send Us More Japs."

* * *
Radiology: Bill Livingston, the former songwriter, who has been ap-

pointed a Junior producer on the Blue Network Staff, gets his first chance
to direct, when he puts the cast of next Tuesday's "True Story" show
through their paces the leads will be played by Milton Stanley and
Jean Sincere, who incidentally will replace Helen Brooks in the "Arsenic
and Old Lace" cast soma time this month Stuart Buchanan has ap-
pointed Bernard Dougal script the "Dick Tracy" stories, replacing Al
Barker, whose other nments need all of his time Dougal's
first script will be aired 'ay, July 12 Peggy Allenby, now playing
in he NBC show, "Dave. -um," was once called by a radio director,
who over the phone told o she was perfect for a certain part
visioning a juicy part, Peggy rrived at the studio breathless and found
that her part consisted of one solitary piercing shriek....and when she
gave vent to the sound, "she wasn't acting" Left Hand On the Keys:
We're glad to see the song "You Rhyme With Everything That's Beauti-
ful" climb up with the song leaders. The writers, Bert Reisfeld and Mickey
Stoner, the latter now In 'e Army, had the song turned down by many
publishers they had faith in the song. took it to Frank Munn, Conrad
Thiebault and others, who sang the song, after which Chappell, decided
to publish the number lust another hit that "went begging"

NEIC Seeks Big 4 Nets

For Flag Raising Fet

(Continued from Page 1)
NEIC meeting Thursday night, d
1, at the Hotel Astor, revealed.

Prominent representative offic
of the U. S. Treasury Department,
Office of War Information, the
tional War Fund, the War Produc
Board and the Armed Forces h
been invited to speak at the rosti
of the NEIC Conference to cony
10:30 a.m. at the Waldorf-Astc
Wednesday and Thursday, July
and 15, Chairman George Schaef
chairman of the War Activities Co
mittee of the Motion Picture Indust
said. At that time the speakers of
various federal agencies are expec
to present the keynotes of their ne
to bolster the civilian, production
military fronts.

"To Coordinate" Talent
Consequently, George Heller, as

ciate executive of AFRA, and me
ber of the NEIC Organizations Co
mittee, said, the NEIC Conference w
be held to "coordinate" the talen
and programs of the entertainme
industry to serve the various iron
most effectively, efficiently and co
veniently.

'Representative organizations of t
entertainment industry who have
date forwarded acceptance to partic
pate at the NEIC Conference are:

National Assn. of Broadcasters, Ne
Miller and Walt Dennis; Sesac, Leonard
lahan; Dramatists Guild, Elmer Rice; S
Writers' Protective Ass'n., E. C. Mills; Uri!
Scenic Artists, Howard Bay; USO -C:
Shows, Abe Lastfogel and Lawrence Phlll
Theatrical Wardrobe Attendants Un
Augusta Ocker; Variety Clubs of Amerl
John H. Harris and Robert J. O'Donn
Hollywood Writers Mobilization, Robert
sen, F. Faragoh and Milton Merlin, east
delegate; Ass'n. Theatrical Agents and M
agers, Milton Wintraub and Oliver Sayl.
Treasurers & Ticket Sellers, Morrie Seam; ..
and James J. Murphy; Associated Actors
Artistes, Paul Dullzell and Paul N. Turne.
Broadcast Music Inc., N. E. Thompkln
American Guild of Variety Artists, Matt Sh.
vey and Dave Fox; Screen Publicists Gut
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.; Theatrical Protect!
Union No. 1, Sally Pernick and Vince . r:

Jacobi; American Federation of Radio Artie
Emily Holt and George Heller; Nation
Theater Conference, Barclay Leathem; Acto,,
Equity, Bert Lyteil and Philip Loeb; Mott..
Picture Theater Owners of America, Ed Ku
kendall; American Theater Wing, Kerm
Bloomgarden and Vera Allen; Ind. Thee
Owners of America, Harry Brandt and Le
Brecher; Academy of Motion Pie. Arts
Sciences, Waiter Wenger and John Flinn
Radio Writers Guild; Soc. Ind. Motion PL "
Producers, Loyd Wright and John Fling F

United Theater War Act. Committee, Jam.
Sauter and Henry Jaffe; Allied States Ass'
of Motion Pictures Exhibitors; Screen Acto
Guild, Kenneth Thomson; Hollywood Victor
Committee, Kenneth Thomson; Screen Wri4e
Guild, Lillian Heilman; Artists Manag
Guild, Adrian McCalman; Chorus Equi
Ruth Richmond and Emily Marsh; Autho

WHN Adds Army Show
WHN program schedule has been

augmented by the addition of an
Army camp show from Camp Wolter,
Texas. Program, a '15 -minute tran-
scribed feature, caters exclusively to
service men from the New York,
metropolitan area, and made its radio
debut yesterday, 10:30-10:45 p.m.,
EWT. Series is scheduled to be hear
every Monday thereafter at the sa
time.
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rarey In Lengthy Probe Testimony
Outlines Accusations Against FCC

(Continued on Page 5)
on by the FCC of work that is
tg more effectively done by the
tary has in fact endangered the
_tiveness and security of military
o intelligence.
n view of the foregoing it is con -
led that the better prosecution of
war will be served by terminating
military and Quasi -military radio
lligence activities of the FCC and
firming such activities to the Army
Navy."

dmiral Leahy included a pro -
!d executive order which he said,
ves the FCC in the radio field,
1 the responsibility for monitor -

processing and disseminating
ign voice, news, and propaganda
tdcasts (its Foreign Broadcast In-
gence Service), the monitoring

inspection of stations licensed
er the Communications Act of

1, all necessary licensing proced-
' c, including revocation and sus-
' lion, and the institution of prose-

ons against licensed stations and
rators for violations of treaty
ate or regulations."

Sent to Budget Bureau
le Admiral's letter, and that of
Knox and Stimson, along with the
3osed executive order, have been
he hands of the Budget Bureau

last February with no recom-
dation concerning them apparent -
nade. A subpoena to appear at
;ay's session was sent Budget
lctor Harold E. Smith Thursday
moon but Smith was out of town
no one from his office showed

arey next read a letter he had
Knox and Stimson a week earl -
requesting that they send cer-

officers to testify before the
mittee and furnish the commit-
with certain documents. A long
of Naval and Army communica-
s and intelligence officers was
ched. Twenty-five separate mem-
da and reports were asked of the
y and 20 of the Army.

Much Material Requested
.nong the material asked of the
ty was correspondence concern -
FCC chairman Fly's alleged op-
tion to the bill to permit wire
ling, which bill the Army had
fired; Fly's alleged opposition to
banning of Japanese language

tdcasts from Hawaii "and his sub -
tent actions" alleged to have
;ed the abandonment of volun-

agreements negotiated by Army
ers to eliminate these broadcasts;
,py of the Leahy letter and joint
x-Stimson letter referred to
re (indicating that Garey does
have the original), and other

axial on the same subject; files
corresponding concerning the

mse Communications Board (now
rd of War Communications) ;
land letters concerning Fay's al -d insistence that morale broad-for the troops in Alaska be
filed by OWI rather than by thety; correspondence concerning

Fly's proposal to establish East and
West Coast intelligence services and
his request that the Army contribute
to the cost thereof; memoranda with
reference to a BWC resolution "for-
bidding the release of any informa-
tion unless authorized by the Board
of War Communications which was
adopted by such board for the pur-
pose of curbing Chairman Fly's un-
authorized disclosure of the Board's
activities," and "all memoranda, re-
ports and correspondence relating to
charges filed (and as changed from
time to time during the hearing) be-
fore the Board of War Communica-
tions against Neville Miller, president
of the National Association of Broad-
casters, the Army and Navy's oppo-
sition thereto, the transcript of tes-
timony taken at the hearing on such
charges and the findings exonerating
Mr. Miller."

Navy Also Asked for Much
Of the Navy Garey requested much

of the same material plus informa-
tion concerning the alleged lack of
co-operation by the FCC in allocat-
ing frequencies for a new radio de-
velopment, forcing the purchase of
new equipment to replace the new
equipment which could not be used
because of the FCC's "activities and
inactivities."

Garey assured Knox and Stimson
that no restricted information would
be required of the officers called, and
outlined the questioning which would
be directed at them, including the
following items:

"The refusal of Mr. Fly to trans-
mit to the President without com-
ment, for his approval, the consti-
tution of the inter -department Ra-
dio Advisory Committee as drafted
and proposed by the Army and
Navy for the express purpose of
eliminating Mr. Fly's control of
such committee;

The resulting failure to have such
constitution adopted and the con-
sequences following therefrom;

"The insidious steps by which Mr.
Fly injected himself into the con-
tral of, the Board of War Commu-
nications, which he and his or-
ganization dominates and the meth-
ods and manner in which he
brought about and has since main-
tained that domination and control.

"Mr. Fly's successful efforts indefeating the recommendations ofthe Army and Navy representa-
tives to keep off the technical com-mittees of the defense communi-
cations board which handled secretand confidential matters, certain
proposed members who had noproper place thereon.

BWC "Domination"
"The difficulties encountered bythe military services in makingwartime arrangements for military

communications facilities throughthe Board of War Communications,
as opposed to direct action by them,due to the domination of suchboard by Mr. Fly.

"Mr. Fly's refusal for a period of

nine months and for nearly seven
months after Pearl Harbor to turn
over to the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation, at the request of that
Bureau and the Navy, the finger-
prints of radio operators aboard
American Merchant Marine ves-
sels for investigation by the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation; the
importa*,ce to the national defense
that such investigations should have
been promptly made, and the stra-
tegic position occupied by any dis-
loyal or enemy operators to en-
danger the national defense; the
incompetent manner in which such
such fingerprints were taken by
the Federal Communications Com-
mission, compelling the return to
the FCC of the fingerprints of some
55,000 operators as useless and of
no value;

"The protests made by the Ad-
mirals in charge of convoys re-
specting the failure of the Federal
Communications Commission to
have the ship radio operators in-
vestigated by the Federal Bureau
of Investigaticn promptly because
of the imminent danger to the na-
tional interests in the event that
such action was not promptly taken.

More Secrecy Called Necessary
"That the disclosures made by Mr.

Fly to the' Appropriations Com-
mittee of the Congress in respect
of the alleged war activities of the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion in support of appropriations
sought by him to maintain these
useless divisions, are detrimental to
the national security, because the
Army and Navy feel that even the
existence of the conduct of such
services should not be disclosed,
much less a description of the man-
ner in which they function; That
false impressions have been given
to the Congress in the representa-
tions made to get appropriations
for such services.

"Mr. Fly's successful efforts in
delaying television thereby depriv
ing the national defense of the
benefits of such development in
war time.

"Mr. Fly's delay of Frequency
Modulation by the expenditure of
the Commission's time in establish-
ing Co. ,ission policy With re-
spect , natters more properly
within 'ompetency of the Con-
gress r than within the lawful
jurisdi of the Commission and
his a .ues in keeping the radio
indu' y terrorized and in a stateof .r, particularly during a per-
iod when unity is required and
every energy devoted to the win-
ning of the war."

Charges Officers "Silenced"
Garey implied in his lengthly let-ters that knew the officers whose

presence he requested were availablein or near Washington. None showedup, nor was any of the material re-quested received by Garey. Depart-ing from his prepared statement,
Garey said he had unofficial reports

Commons Radio Unit

Lauds CBC Newscaster

(Continued from Page 1)
partiality of its news broadcast. The
subject of news was introduced by D.
G. Ross ('Progressive -Conservative,
Toronto -St. Paul's) when he referred
to refusal of the Commission to allow
Rt. Hon. Arthur Meighen use of the
network to broadcast from the Winni-
peg conservative convention last De-
cember. The matter had been under
discussion at a previous meeting of
the committee.

"The freedom of the air hinges
about the decisions of the board of
governors of the CBC who are all of
one political faith," Ross said, adding
a suggestion that the personnel of the
board be changed to include members
of all political parties. He inquired
who selected the news used on the
radio.

"I'm not making any criticism of
the news at present, I'm pointing out
the danger for the future. I think it
must be very carefully watched and
guarded," Ross said.

Gordon Isnor, (Liberal, Halifax)
said the CBC had been free of politics
and he considered it unfortunate that
the subject of politics should be in-
troduced.

Dr. Thomson Replied
Dr. James S. Thomson, general

manager of CBC, said he had been a
member of the board before his ap-
pointment as general manager, last
year, and added. "I have never been a
member of any political party in this
country and have never been con-
nected with any party openly or
otherwise." He stated that the news
used by CBC was based on the ser-
vice provided by the Canadian Press
and British United Press and was
selected by members of the CBC
staff, end that definite directives were
issued to the news staff on impartial
selection. "I have very great con-
fidence in the news staff of the CBC,"
Dr. Thomson; said.

Ross said he considered the present
handling of news by the CBC "very
fair."

that the officers were ordered to sil-
ence, and said he is "unwilling to
believe that two great departments
of the Government are unwilling to
co-operate with Congress."

Magnuson Defends Armed Services
Here a committee member, War-

ren Magnuson, Washington Democrat,
said he would prefer that the Com-
mittee be permitted to draw its own
conclusions from the evidence, ratherthan that Garey make their deter-
minations. Cox then said he had been
infornled officially that consent hasnot yet been given for the appear-ance of the military officers.

Here Magnuson pointed out thatthe letters to Knox and Stimson hadbeen sent only a week earlier, andsaid he is confident that the Armyand the Navy will give the committeeall the help it needs. Cox declared
that Garey had been diplomatic in hisstatement concerning the probable
"gagging" of the officers, and Magnu-son registered disagreement.
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Femme Director Assn.

Studies Publicity Data
(Continued from Page 1)

580 members are being taken care of
by the public relations and publicity
divisions of organizations supplying
the releases.

Upon the completion of this pro-
ject, the Association will make a sur-
vey of women's radio programs, not-
ing the time of day, length of pro-
gram, nature of commercial -partici-
pation or any other form-guest
policy, etc. Material will be used as
guides for station managers as well
as its own members and advertisers.

A third research project which Mrs.
Lewis will direct, will check up on
the manner in which, organizations
such as girl scouts, junior leagues,
etc., use radio. This has been requested
by station.managers, so that informa-
tion on the quality of participation of
the local branches of such organiza-
tions can be brought to the attention
of their national offices for improve-
ment when such is recommended. Re-
ported that station managers have
complained about the standard of pro-
grams prepared by the locals, but that
they have been unable to do much
about it.

Plans Children's File
For a later date, Mrs. Lewis has on

schedule the establishment of a refer-
ence file of scripts for children's pro-
grams and series of programs put on
by organizations. Library would be
in conjunction with the Federal Radio
Education Committee.

The AWD's completed survey on
publicity directed at its members
shows that there are 33 organizations
supplying data on consumer news,
recipes, gardening, housebold hints,
news, novelty ideas, conservation,
fashions, etc. Survey has listed the
name of the publicity office, the home
organization, contents of its releases
and periodicity. Material has been
sent to all members of the Associa-
tion so that they can write for those
which they want.

Third Kid Serial On MBS
The Mutual network expanded its

juvenile fare to three quarter-hour
serials when "The Black Hood," a
new dramatic serial. made its bow
Monday through Friday, 5:15 to 5:30
p.m., on Monday, July 5.

"The Black Hood" will immediate-
ly precede "Chick Carter, Boy De-
tective," which also made its debut
Monday, 5:30 p.m., EWT, and Mu-
tual's other kid show, "Superman,"
which is heard 5:45 to 6 p.m., EWT.

"The Black Hood" is the pseudonym
a young policeman uses when trail-
ing home -front criminals. The char-
acter was first created for the comic
strips, and is now appearing in papers
throughout the country.

Walter Framer writes the script,
and Charles Schenck handles the di-
rectorial assignment.

Wedding Bells
Pvt. Al Laughery, former KHJ-Don

Lee news writer, recently married
Esther Lou Hatch, writer with the
Raymond H. Morgan Agency.

WORDS AND MUSIC
By HERMAN PINCUS

WHEN the immortal Bard of Avon quilled the lines "All the world's a
stage and all the men and women merely players," he might have

had he been gifted with the keen foresight of Nostradamus, been viewing
at long-range, a drama of today; a drama in which Radio was to play so
poignant a role in the rooting of bittersweet memories, deep in the hearts
of a "fighting Yank's Mom and Dad" This is their story yet, it is
our story a story, symbolical of the heart of America, the courage of
its people and the sacrifice its youth is willing, even eager to make, that
the spectres of despotism and tyranny be erased from the world
The following letter, postr- rked, East Long Meadow, Mass. was addressed
to Henry J. Taylor, author, recently interviewed by Mary Margaret
McBride on her program heard over WEAF Quote. Dear Mr. Taylor:
Last month on Mary Margaret McBride s program, a friend heard you
speak about your book, "Men In Action" and you spoke of Sergeant
Richard Day of Massachusetts Our boy gave his life in Africa one
year ago this March. Could it be possible that it would have been our
Richard of whom you spoke? We have so little information regarding his
last flight and you will well understand how much it will mean to us,
his parents, to know any details concerning it.

* * *
Having been out of town, we did not hear the broadcast and this

friend could not tell us whether or not "Men In Action" was yet
published. Hoping for your reply and thanking you for your kind-
ness, we are, sincerely, Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. Day. Unquote
"I saw many men die in this war," Mr. Henry J. Taylor told Mary
Margaret. "I saw countless planes shot out of the sky, but Richard
Day is the first American Boy I saw die in this war," Taylor then
described that it was while flying over the Lake Chad area, over
miles of twisted, mat -like jungle, when suddenly the voice of the
squadron leader came over the earphones, telling the others that
one of their ships was missing. Taylor looked back and saw the
planes emerging one by one from the clouds all but one.
"Richard," continued the author, "did not come out of the clouds
with the rest of us the whole tragedy was as quiet as that."
Looking back and downwards, he could see the black smoke
spiraling from the jungle below. They couldn't even land to pay
their respects. They radioed their base to send a burial party.
Just before they took off, Richard Day, handed a cable to Mr.
Taylor, asking him to send it 'if possible. It was a note to his family
back home and read, "Feeling Fine, Don't worry" Taylor never
sent it Four words, "Feeling Fine, Don't Worry" to be re-
membered with "Sighted Sub, Sank Same," Send Us More Japs."

* * *
Radiology: Bill Livingston, the former songwriter, who has been ap-

pointed a junior producer on the Blue Network Staff, gets his first chance
to direct, when he puts the cast of next Tuesday's "True Story" show
through their paces the leads will be played by Milton Stanley and
Jean Sincere, who incidentally will replace Helen Brooks in the "Arsenic
and Old Lace" cast soma time this month Stuart Buchanan has ap-
pointed Bernard Dougal script the 'Dick Tracy" stories, replacing Al
Barker, whose other nments need all of his time Dougal's
first script will be aired ay. July 12 Peggy Allenby, now playing
in he NBC show, "Davit. -urn," was once called by a radio director,
who over the phone told n she was perfect for a certain part
visioning a juicy part, Peggy rrived at the studio breathless and found
that her part consisted of one solitary piercing shriek....and when she
gave vent to the sound. "she wasn't acting" Left Hand On the Keys:
We're glad to see the song "You Rhyme With Everything That's Beauti-
ful" climb up with the song leaders. The writers, Bert Reisfeld and Mickey
Stoner, the latter now in e Army, had the song turned down by many
publishers they had faith .in the song. took It to Frank Munn, Conrad
Thiebault and others, who sang the song, after which Chappell. decided
to publish the number just another hit that "went begging"

NEIC Seeks Big 4 Nets

For Flag Raising Fet
(Continued from Page 1)

NEIC meeting Thursday night, J
1, at the Hotel Astor, revealed.

Prominent representative offici
of the U. S. Treasury Department,
Office of War Information, the
tional War Fund, the War Product
Board and the Armed Forces h
been invited to speak at the rostr
of the NEIC Conference to conve
10:30 am. at the Waldorf -Astor
Wednesday and Thursday, July
and 15, Chairman George Schaef
chairman of the War Activities Co
1nittee of the Motion Picture Indust
said. At that time the speakers of
various federal agencies are expect
to present the keynotes of their nee
to bolster the civilian, production a
military fronts.

"To Coordinate" Talent
Consequently, George Heller, as

ciate executive of AFRA, and me
ber of the NEIC Organizations Co
mittee, said, the NEIC Conference
be held to "coordinate" the tale
and programs of the entertainme
industry to serve the various fro
most effectively, efficiently and co
veniently.

'Representative organizations of t
entertainment industry who have
date forwarded acceptance to partic
pate at the NEIC Conference are:

National Ass'n. of Broadcasters, Nev
Miller and Walt Dennis; Sesac, Leonard
lahan; Dramatists Guild, Elmer Rice; So
Writers' Protective Ass'n., E. C. Mills; UM
Scenic Artists, Howard Bay; USOCa
Shows, Abe Lastfogel and Lawrence Philli
Theatrical Wardrobe Attendants Unl
Augusta Ocker; Variety Clubs of Amen
John H. Harris and Robert J. O'Donne
Hollywood Writers Mobilization, Robert
sea, F. Faragoh and Milton Merlin, ens
delegate; Ass'n. Theatrical Agents and M
alters, Milton Wintraub and Oliver Sayle
Treasurers & Ticket Sellers, Morrie Seam
and James J. Murphy; Associated Actors
Artistes, Paul Dullzell and Paul N. Turne
Broadcast Music Inc., N. E. Thompkln r
American Guild of Variety Artists. Matt Sh
vey and Dave Fox; Screen Publicists Gull
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.; Theatrical Protect(
Union No. 1, Solly Pernick and Vincen
Jacobi; American Federation of Radio Artis
Emily Holt and George Heller; Nation
Theater Conference, Barclay Leathern; Actor
Equity, Bert Lytell and Philip Loeb; Motio
Picture Theater Owners of America, Ed Ku
kendall; American Theater Wing, Kermi
Bloomgarden and Vera Allen; Ind. Theate
Owners of America, Harry Brandt and Le
Brecher; Academy of Motion Pic. Arts
Sciences, Walter Wenger and John Flinn
Radio Writers Guild; Soc. Ind. Motion Pi
Producers, Loyd Wright and John Flinn
United Theater War Act. Committee, Jam
Sauter and Henry Jaffe; Allied States Ass'
of Motion Pictures Exhibitors; Screen Acto
Guild, Kenneth Thomson; Hollywood Victo
Committee, Kenneth Thomson; Screen Write t

Guild, Lillian Hellman; Artiste Manag
Guild, Adrian McCalman; Chorus Equit
Ruth Richmond and Emily Marsh; Autho

a

WHN Adds Army Show
WHN program schedule has bee

augmented by the addition of a
Army camp show from Camp Wolte
Texas. Program, a 15 -minute tran
scribed feature, caters exclusively
service men from the New Yo
metropolitan area, and made its rad
debut yesterday, 10:30-10:45 p
EWT. Series is scheduled to be hea
every Monday thereafter at the sa
time.
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:arey In Lengthy Probe Testimony
Outlines Accusations Against FCC

u

(Continued on Page 5)
)n by the FCC of work that is
g more effectively done by the
tary has in fact endangered the
:tiveness and security of military
o intelligence.
n view of the foregoing it is con-
ed that the better prosecution of
war will be served by terminating
military and Quasi -military radio
lligence activities of the FCC and
arming such activities to the Army
Navy."
dmiral Leahy included a pro-
d executive order which he said,
ves the FCC in the radio field,
t the responsibility for monitor

processing and disseminating
ign voice, news, and propaganda
tdcasts (its Foreign Broadcast In-
gence Service), the monitoring
inspection of stations licensed

sr the Communications Act of
all necessary licensing proced-

, including revocation and sus -
;ion, and the institution of prose -
ms against licensed stations and
ators for violations of treaty
ite or regulations."

Sent to Budget Bureau
to Admiral's letter, and that of
Knox and Stimson, along with the
tosed executive order, have been
he hands of the Budget Bureau

last February with no recom-
dation concerning them apparent -
'lade. A subpoena to appear at
ay's session was sent Budget
ctor Harold E. Smith Thursday
-noon but Smith was out of town
no one from his office showed

trey next read a letter he had
Knox and Stimson a week earl -
requesting that they send cer-
officers to testify before the

mittee and furnish the commit-
with certain documents. A long
of Naval and Army communica-

and intelligence officers was
:lied. Twenty-five separate mem-
da and reports were asked of the
y and 20 of the Army.

Much Material Requested
nong the material asked of the
dy was correspondence concern
FCC chairman Fly's alleged op-
tion to the bill to permit wire
ring, which bill the Army had
red; Fly's alleged opposition to
banning of Japanese language
dcasts from Hawaii "and his sub-
ent actions" alleged to have
ed the abandonment of volun-
agreements negotiated by Army

ers to eliminate these broadcasts;
py of the Leahy letter and joint
x-Stimson letter referred to
'e (indicating that Garey does
have the original), and other
rial on the same subject; files
corresponding concerning the

nse Communications Board (now
'd of War Communications) ;
and letters concerning Fay's al -
d insistence that morale broad-
' for the troops in Alaska belied by OWI rather than by they; correspondence concerning

Fly's proposal to establish East and
West Coast intelligence services and
his request that the Army contribute
to the cost thereof; memoranda with
reference to a BWC resolution "for-
bidding the release of any informa-
tion unless authorized by the Board
of War Communications which was
adopted by such board for the pur-
pose of curbing Chairman Fly's un-
authorized disclosure of the Board's
activities," and "all memoranda, re-
ports and correspondence relating to
charges filed (and as changed from
time to time during the hearing) be-
fore the Board of War Communica-
tions against Neville Miller, president
of the National Association of Broad-
casters, the Army and Navy's oppo-
sition thereto, the transcript of tes-
timony taken at the hearing on such
charges and the findings exonerating
Mr. Miller."

Navy Also Asked for Much
Of the Navy Garey requested much

of the same material plus informa-
tion concerning the alleged lack of
co-operation by the FCC in allocat-
ing frequencies for a new radio de-
velopment, forcing the purchase of
new equipment to replace 'the new
equipment which could not be used
because of the FCC's "activities and
inactivities."

Garey assured Knox and Stimson
that no restricted information would
be required of the officers called, and
outlined the questioning which would
be directed at them, including the
following items:

"The refusal of Mr. Fly to trans-
mit to the President without com-
ment, for his approval, the consti-
tution of the inter -department Ra-
dio Advisory 'Committee as drafted
and proposed by the Army and
Navy for the express purpose of
eliminating Mr. Fly's control of
such committee;

The resulting failure to have such
constitution adopted and the con-
sequences following therefrom;

"The insidious steps by which Mr.
Fly injected himself into the con-
tral of the Board of War Commu-
nications, which he and his or-
ganization dominates and the meth-
ods and manner in which he
brought about and has since main-
tained that domination and control."Mr. Fly's successful efforts índefeating the recommendations ofthe Army and Navy representa-
tives to keep off the technical com-mittees of the defense communi-
cations board which handled secretand confidential matters, certain
proposed members who had noproper place thereon.

BWC "Domination"
"The difficulties encountered bythe military services in making

wartime arrangements for military
communications facilities throughthe Board of War Communications,
as opposed to direct action by them,due to the domination of suchboard by Mr. Fly.

"Mr. Fly's refusal for a period of

nine months and for nearly seven
months after Pearl Harbor to turn
over to the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation, at the request of that
Bureau and the Navy, the finger-
prints of radio operators aboard
American Merchant Marine ves-
sels for investigation by the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation; the
importaice to the national defense
that such investigations should have
been promptly made, and the stra-
tegic position occupied by any dis-
loyal or enemy operators to en-
danger the national defense; the
incompetent manner in which such
such fingerprints were taken by
the Federal Communications Com-
mission, compelling the return to
the FCC of the fingerprints of some
55,000 operators as useless and of
no value;

"The protests made by the Ad-
mirals in charge of convoys re-
specting the failure of the Federal.
Communications Commission to
have the ship radio operators in-
vestigated by the Federal Bureau
of Investigaticn promptly because
of the imminent danger to the na-
tional interests in the event that
such action was not promptly taken.

More Secrecy Called Necessary
"That the disclosures made by Mr.

Fly to the' Appropriations Com-
mittee of the Congress in respect
of the alleged war activities of the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion in support of appropriations
sought by him to maintain these
useless divisions, are detrimental to
the national security, because the
Army and Navy feel that even the
existence of the conduct of such
services should not be disclosed,
much less a description of the man-
ner in which they function; That
false impressions have 'been given
to the Congress in the representa-
tions made to get appropriations
for such services.

"Mr. Fly's successful efforts in
delaying television thereby depriv
ing the national defense of the
benefits of such development in
war time.

"Mr. Fly's delay of Frequency
Modulation by the expenditure of
the Commission's time in establish-
ing Co' tission policy With re-
spect ' natters more properly
within ompetency of the Con-
gress r than within the lawful
jurisdi of the Commission and
his a .tries in keeping the radio
indu' y terrorized and in a state
of f ,r, particularly during a per-
iod when unity is required and
every energy devoted to the win-
ning of the war."

Charges Officers "Silenced"
Garey implied in his lengthly let-

ters that .' knew the officers whose
presence he requested were available
in or near Washington. None showedup, nor was any of the material re-quested received by Garey. Depart-ing from his prepared statement,
Garey said he had unofficial reports

Commons Radio Unit

Lauds CBC Newscaster

(Continued from Page 1)
partiality of its news broadcast. The
subject of news was introduced by D.
G. Ross ('Progressive -Conservative,
Toronto -St. Paul's) when he referred
to refusal of the Commission to allow
Rt. Hon. Arthur Meighen use of the
network to broadcast from the Winni-
peg conservative convention last De-
cember. The matter had been under
discussion at a previous meeting of
the committee.

"The freedom of the air hinges
about the decisions of the board of
governors of the CBC who are all of
one political faith," Ross said, adding
a suggestion that the personnel of the
board be changed to include members
of all political parties. He inquired
who selected the news used on the
radio.

"I'm not making any criticism of
the news at present, I'm pointing out
the danger for the future. I think it
must be very carefully watched and
guarded," Ross said.

Gordon Isnor, (Liberal, Halifax)
said the CBC had ,been free of politics
and he considered it unfortunate that
the subject of politics should be in-
troduced.

Dr. Thomson Replied
Dr. James S. Thomson, general

manager of CBC, said he had been a
member of the board before his ap-
pointment as general manager, last
year, and added. "I have never been a
member of any political party in this
country and have never been con-
nected with any party openly or
otherwise." He stated that the news
used by CBC was based on the ser-
vice provided by the Canadian Press
and British United Press and was
selected by members of the CBC
staff, and that definite directives were
issued to the news staff on impartial
selection. "I have very great con-
fidence in the news staff of the CBC,"
Dr. Thomson. said.

Ross said he considered the present
handling of news by the CBC "very
fair."

that the officers were ordered to sil-
ence, and said he is "unwilling to
believe that two great departments
of the Government are unwilling to
co-operate with Congress."

Magnuson Defends Armed Services
Here a committee member, War-

ren Magnuson, Washington Democrat,
said he would prefer that the Com-
mittee be permitted to draw its own
conclusions from the evidence, rather
than that Garey make their deter-
minations. Cox then said he had been
infornled officially that consent hasnot yet been given for the appear-ance of the military officers.

Here Magnuson pointed out thatthe letters to Knox and Stimson hadbeen sent only a week earlier, andsaid he is confident that the Army
and the Navy will give the committeeall the help it needs. Cox declared
that Garey had been diplomatic in hisstatement concerning the probable
"gagging" of the officers, and Magnu-son registered disagreement.
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coast -to -coast
INDEPENDENCE DAY commem-

oration exercises on the air over
the week-end throughout the country
were enhanced by dual birth anni-
versary ceremonies of George M.
Cohan and Stephen Foster and the
playing of their most popular and
familiar compositions.

r *

E. B. Rideout, WEEI's Boston, staff
weather commentator and forecaster,
begins a ten -week course in meteorology
today, holding the sessions on Tuesdays
and Thursdays at the WEEI studios.
Rideout has been asked by the American
Women's Fliers, Inc. to accept members
of the Boston Chapter into his school
beginning today.

* *

Roul Marto joined the staff of
WSGN, Birmingham, as production
manager, having done similar work
on WOR, WABC and World Broad-
casting System of New York....Henry
P. Johnston, general manager, re-
cently acted as honorary judge at the
Second Annual Miniature Air Car-
nival in Birmingham. The event
was sponsored by the Birmingham
Exchange Club and WSGN....Bob
Davis joined the announcing staff
of WSGN, having come from WIMBL,
Macon, Ga....Receiving a medical
discharge from the Army, Charles
Atchinson returns to the announcing
staff of WSGN.

* * *

Ward Belmont, an educational insti-
tute for the girls has purchased a chain
of break announcements on WLAC,
Nashville, Tenn.. for 13 weeks....Al-
though they could take their vacations
with school's end, the junior high pupils,
whó produced WLAC's "Children Ana-
lyze the News" programs in Nashville
during the spring months, decided to con-
tinue the series sponsored by the Bell
Booteries.

*

Nineteenmembers of the WOWO-
WGL Booster Club, Fort Wayne,
Ind., contributed their blood to the
Fort Wayne Blood Donors Service.
Included in the group were five an-
nouncers, two secretaries, two pro-
duction men, two continuity writers,
the program manager, the musical
director, the continuity supervisor
and the publicity director and mana-
ger. All 19 came through nicely.

B
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La Verne Andrews Bill Burnham
Red Evans Harry Lawrence
Don Mersereau Clark Overton

Estelle M. Sternberger

"Canteen Quiz," the all soldier quiz
program broadcast every Monday night
by station KMYR from Lowry Field, was
the subject of a scene in a motion picture
being prepared by the post's school of
photography. The film, which will be used
to show new arrivals at the various de-
partments on the post, is entitled "This Is
Lowry Field." "Canteen Quiz" was chosen
as typical of soldier entertainment pre-
sented by and for servicemen.

* *

WBZ-'WBZA, the Westinghouse sta-
tions of Boston, visited Norman Rock-
well, the artist of the "Four Free-
doms" paintings, at his home, record-
ing an exclusive interview presented
on the "Four Freedoms" War Bond
show recently...The men and women
who build vessels for those who "go
down to the sea in ships" honored
the holiday week-end with a special
program Sunday from the Fore River
Shipyard in Quincy.

* * *

Charlotte's WBT-fostered Junior Com-
mando scrap salvage compaign, in co-
operation with the Charlotte Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce, was officially adopted
by the United States Junior Chamber of
Commerce as its major "war service" pro.
gram for the coming fiscal year....The
new switch -board receptionist operator at
WBT Is Miss Carolyn Fraley, a native of
Charlotte. ...Mrs. Margaret Jo Hull is
now secretary to Royal E. Penny. WBT,
sales manager....So Is Elizabeth Hahn
to E. J. DeGray. WBT office manager.

* *

Don Searle, KGO manager, and
Robert Wesson, promotion chief, are
back at their desks in San Francisco
after attending a meeting of Blue
western division dept. heads in Holly-
wood....Bill Baldwin has begun a
new KGO-er each afternoon, titled
"East Bay Club," featuring discs,
news, and comments of interest to
East Bay dialers. Time is sold to par-
ticipating sponsors.... Hart Preston,
foreign staff writer of "Time" and
"Life," was interviewed on KGO on
his return recently from Tunisia.

Pat Kelly is now production manager
at KFRC, Mutual outlet in San Francisco.
He has been on the staff live years....
Bill Martell, new KFRC spieler, formerly
worked at KSAN and KYA, also in
'Frisco.... Mel Venter, former KFRC spe
cial events chief, is now a lieutenant in
the Coast Guard, in charge of public
relations in the San Francisco area,

* *

WINS has moved its early morning
sign -on time back one-half hour,
broadcasting at 6:30 a.m. instead of
7:00 a.m. From 6:30 to 6:45, WINS is
presenting "eye-opening" recorded
music....from 6:45 to 7:00 the Rever-
end Charles Grey.

"Close-ups of Our Fighting Fronts,"
is now heard each Monday at 7:30
p.m. over WBZ-WBZA, Boston, spon-
sored by Vano. Deane Diskason, foreign
correspondent and writer, will describe
the conditions our fighting men live in

on the fronts. The program replaces
"The First Reader."

Featured vocalists last week at ex-
ercises honoring members of the com-
posing department of the "Telegram
and Gazette" now in the armed
forces were Ann D'Elia and Bob
Rissling of WTAG, Worcester, af-
filated with the newspapers.

* *

In a new series of programs pre-
pared by Army officials exclusively for
WOV, New York, soldiers from the New
York area stationed at Camp Wolers in
Texas will be heard on WOV every
Saturday at 6:45 p.m. beginning July
10. The men to appear on the show will
be seleced by officers in charge and the
station will be notified in advance of
their choices. WOV will contact the
families of the men who are to be heard
and tell them to listen in for "surprise,"
In addition to these short interviews,
camp orchestras and talented soldiers
will entertain.

* * *

Milton Shrednik, music director
of KOA, Denver, has been engaged
by Arthur M. Oberf elder to con-
duct a fifty piece orchestra for his
series of "Concerts under the Stars"
which will be held throughout the
summer at Denver University Sta-
dium. The series, similar to those
held at the Hollywood Bowl and
Lewisohn Stadium, will star Grace
Moore, Paul Robeson and Bidu Sayoa
amongs

* *

..Ernest Saunders. a former student of
Gil Martin's Blue network announcing
school in New York, has recently Joined
the announcing staff of WPAR, Parkers-
burg, West Va.. a Columbia affiliate.
He was formerly a professional actor
and recently received an honorable dis-
charge from the Army.

r
The largest field mass in the history

of the Navy was celebrated Sunday
morning at the Sampson Naval Sta-
tion, Geneva, with approximately
15,000 sailors and several thousand
WAVES in attendance. The Most Rev.
James E. Kearney, bishop of the
Catholic Diocese of Rochester, was
the celebrant. Delivering the sermon
was the Most Rev, William T. Mc-
Carty, C. S. S. R., official military
delegate to the armed forces of Amer-
ica, one of two such delegates in
this country. The services from 11
to 12 a.m. were broadcast over
WHAM, Rochester.

*

WBNX, New York, is helping to pro-
mote a $500.000 neighborhood war bond
rally Sunday, July 11 at Fulton Avenue
and 170th Street Bronx, N. Y., with Abe.
Lyman, director of Jewish programs, re-
cruiting talent and will act as emcee
of the show. Among those appearing,
on the show will be Barry Wood, An-
drew Sisters. WBNX Sunshine Sisters
Livia and Sue. Frank Sinatra and Bobby
Hookey.

Women listeners of WSAI, Cin-
cinnati, will have an opportunity to
learn how "to sew a fine seam" when
the station begins a sewing school
via radio today, under the spon-
sorship of John Shillito Co., local

department store. Through the br
cast, the listeners will be able to
low the printed sheets maile'
them.

r * *

J. Donald Wilson, producer of
Whistler" on KNX, stepped into an
ing role on the "Gildersleeve"
June 27.

Franklin Ferguson, WBBM n
caster, inaugurated a new twice
news broadcast on Monday, J
from 2:00 to 2:15 p.m., CWT. "Sa
Kid" is the theme and title of WB
"Our Block."

Bigger Post -War Marke
Price Cuts Seen By R

Rapid expansion of new ma
and substantial reductions in
sumer prices are the post-war pr
ise of a new way of applying
search to the complex problem
commercial distribution, R a
Corporation of America revealed
cently on the basis of two years
perimental study.

"The chief aim in commercial
search is to eliminate, insofar as
sible, the guess -work from busi
judgment," David Sarnoff, presi.
of RCA, said. "Industry in gen
faces one of its greatest challe
in the obvious necessity to m
tain after peace the high le
of employment brought about by
nation's war -time 'battle of prod
tion.'

Set Up "Commercial Research"
"Production costs," Sarnoff

vealed, "were found to be appro
ing the minimum, distribution
excessively high." As a consequ
the RCA Victor Division set u
Chicago a new department c
"Commercial Research" under
supervision of RCA Victor regia
director Vance C. Woodcox with
W. Butler as department manage!

Accomplishments of Commerc
Research to date include:

1. Completion of nearly 40 resee
projects related to distribution, resul'
in the accumulation of concrete evidt
that distribution's complex problems
be simplified and its high costs substanti
reduced.

2. Development of new methods
practices in both wholesale and retail
tribution, tested and proved as to t!

efficiency and effectiveness.
3. Installation in Chicago of a comple

new system of wholesale distribution
one of RCA Victor's important prod!
(phonograph records), which achieves m;

economies in work, time and costs.
4. Preparation of plans for passing

the results of Commercial Research
RCA Victor's independent wholesale
retail dealers, who may adopt them e
pletely or use them as standards age
which to check their own individual in
ods.

The new methods of "stream] i
ing" distribution in relation to R
Victor's numerous products are
lieved to be significant,. accor
to Mr. Sarnoff, 'because they are la
ly fundamental and, therefore, ad.
able to other lines of merchan
currently in use.

1:
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'IVES-AFM Hearing Fri.
Ff Amplifies Reply

To Cox Proceedings
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Hinting vaguely of
ter proceedings," which might
iblish responsibility for release to

Cox committee of documents
ked "secret," FCC Chairman
tes Lawrence Fly yesterday car -

on at length in the counter-attack
launched over the week-end

Inst the Cox committee investigat-
the FCC. He promised that all

rges made against the Commission
(Continued on Page 7)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

lkie Heads Program
Re Racial Tolerance

special broadcast, pleading for
tolerance as an aid to war pro-

tion, and aimed at preventing
her race riot outbreaks, will be
tented over CBS, Saturday, July
7:30-8 p.m., by a sponsoring group
100 radio, motion picture and
t performers, headed by Wen -
L. Willkie as the featured speak -
The web is contributing the time.
Robson will produce and direct
project. Talent which will par -

pate gratis in the program, itself,
(Continued on Page 2)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

es Unprecented Call
)r Post -War Radio Goods
hiladelphia-The immediate post-
 market for home and automobile
giving sets, radio -phonographs,
igerators and air conditioning
Is will be of "unprecedented pro-
tions," a recent Philco Corpora -

market study indicates. T. A.
orally, vice-president in -charge of
s, said. "There is good reason to

(Continued on Page 2)

Kyser Serves Navy
Kay Ryser. NBC, is the first civi-

lian in U. S. history authorized by
the U. S. Navy to equip its hos-
pitals with swimming pools for con-
valescing naval personnel. Each
swimming pool, it is estimated.
will cost between $15,000 and
íf18.000. Kay Kyser will emcee the
benefits to be staged in joint co-
zperation with the municipalities
where the hospitals are located.

Purely Coincidental
Having turned their radio knobs

to WILS, Beckley, West Va. the
listeners were treated to some real-
ism when the CBS mystery show
"Suspense" hit the air at the same
time that the local sirens signified
a practice black -out. After the all -
clear had sounded, the studio was
busy answering inquiries whether
the program had been planned that
way.

WBS Reported Sold

To Decca Record Co.

Reports of negotiations for sale of
World Broadcasting System to one
firm or another in recent weeks,
climaxed over the week-end with
persistent indications that the deal
was finally set, and that the buyer is
Decca Record Co. for a figure hitting
the million dollar mark. Asked for a
confirmation or denial on the report,
Jack Kapp, president of Decca, held
to a "no comment" policy.

P. L. Deutsch, president of World,
(Continued on Page 2)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Ford Motors Renews
Present Time On Blue

Ford Motor Co. yesterday sent in a
renewal through the Maxon agency
of Detroit for the time it is now using
on the Blue Network, effective July
11. This holds the spot where Earl
Godwin does his news 8-8:15 p.m.,
EWT seven days weekly. Future

(Continued on Page 2)

Public Session To Determine The Fitness
Of Case For Board's Consideration;

End Of "Strike"Disk Men Expect

FCC Further Eases

Rules Governing FM
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The FCC announced
yesterday that it has relaxed Section
G3.261 of its rules with respect to
minimum operating requirements for
FM stations because of the shortage
of manpower. Order 111-A issued yes-
terday, continues the requirement that
each FM station must render at least
six hours program service daily ex-
cept Sunday between 6 a.m. and mid -

(Continued on Page 7)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

New High Speed AP Wires
Start In N. Y. -New England
New York and New England affil-

iates of Press Association, Inc., yes-
terday began to receive the increased
volume of AP radio news made pos-
sible by stepped -up transmission

(Continued on Page 5)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Fitch Signs New Show
For Complete Blue Web

F. W. Fitch Co., Des Moines, Ia.,
will launch a new series of weekly
broadcasts on the Blue Network on
Wednesday nights beginning Sept. 8.
The program will be heard over the

(Continued on Page 2)

CBS "School Of Air" Plans
Sked Series Of 130 Shows

Godfrey Ousts Appendix;
Back On Air Friday

Arthur Godfrey will be absent from
his popular early morning WABC
chatter program for the rest of the
week as a result of the appendicitis
operation he underwent in a Wash-ington hospital Monday. It is ex-
pected that he will be able to broad-
cast by Friday via a mike installed

(Continued on Page 2)

CBS Education Dept. has completed
program plans for the 1943-4 season
of the network's "American School
of the Air," which returns to the
airwaves Monday, October 11 and
continues through April 28, 1944. The
"world's largest classroom" will pre-
sent 130 programs devoted to science,
world geography, music appreciation,
literature and current events. (WABC-
CBS, Mondays through Fridays, 9:15-9:45 a.m., EWT; 2:30-3 p.m., CWT;

(Continued on Page 5)

Public hearings on the re-
cording ban and AFM strike
against the transcription in-
dustry will be held Friday
morning, July 9, in Washing-
ton, D. C., by the WLB, to
ascertain the fitness of the
case for the Board's considera-
tion. Representatives of the
transcription companies, as well
as James C. Petrillo, president
of the AFM, will attend.

Setting of hearings to settle
(Continued on Page 6)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Free Radio -Time Plan

For Canada Election

Montreal-CBC has announced that
arrangements have been made under
which free radio time on a province-
wide network will be allotted to the
Liberal, Progressive, Conservative and
C. C. F. parties in the Ontario
Provincial election campaign. The
decision was reached at a meeting,

(Continued on Page 6)/
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Sterling Drug Renewal
For 2 Daytime Serials

Effective August 2, "Second Hus-
band," presented by Dr. Lyons Tooth-
powder and Bayer Aspirin, and
"Amanda of Honeymoon Hill," for

(Continued on Page 2)

Relief
Want to keep cool this summer?

Referee Tom Slater of the "The
Better Half" quiz show heard on
Mutual every Monday night from
8:30 to 9 p.m., EWT, has the
panacea for hot weather. Each
Monday night, immediately pre-
ceding the show, he chooses some
lucky member of the audience to
come on the stage and place his
bare feet in a tub of ice water.
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, July 6)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. er Tel. 155% 1551/4 1555/a i- 5/e

CBS B 2211 221/2 221/2
Crosley Corp. 201/2 20 20 -
Gen. Electric 393/e 39 391/8 -
Philco 243/8 24 24 -I- 1/2

RCA Common 111/2 111/8 111/8 - 1/4
RCA First Pfd 69 683/4 69 + 1/4

Stewart -Warner 137/e 1311 131/2

Westinghouse 993/4 9911 991/2 -
Zenith Radio 351/8 35 35

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio . 33/4 3y 31 - 1/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad 85/e 87/8

WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23

WJR (Detroit) 26 ..

1h
1/4

1/4

3/4

Fitch Plans New Show
For Complete Blue Web

(Continued from Page 1)
complete Blue Network from 9 to 9:30
p.m., EWT.

The nature of the new Fitch pro-
gram has not yet been determined.
L. W. Ramsey Company, Davenport,
Ia is the agency.

Ford Motors Renews
Present Time On Blue

(Continued from Page 1)
musical or other plans are not yet
fully determined. Possibly for the
time being, Ford will continue with
his news setup.

Granik "Forum" Goes Full Hour
Theodore Granik's "American

Forum of the Air" will expand to a
full hour when it takes up its new
spot, Tuesday, 8-9 p.m., EWT, July
13. Heretofore program ran for
three-quarters of an hour Sundays
starting at 8, but that slot has been
sold to Serutan for sponsorship of
A. L. Alexander's "Mediation Board."
"Forum" when it originated 15 years
ago, ran a full hour, but was later
abbreviated.

Sees Unprecented Call
For Post -War Radio Goods

(Continued from Page 1)
believe that soon after the war tele-
vision will begin to realize its high
promise."

Philco Corporation, having estab-
lished a Radar and communications
division to fill the needs of war, ex-
pects television, after a few years, to
be far greater in dollar volume than
radio ever was. The technical accom-
plishments prior to Pearl Harbor
demonstrated that television opera-
tion is already practical, it was re-
ported, and undoubtedly much of the
recent work in the field of electronics
will directly or indirectly contribute
to the further improvement of the art.

The post-war demands of Radar
and electronics equipment by various
industries is also expected to be
greater upon recommendations by the
Army and Navy to the Merchant
Marine Commission and the Civil
Aeronautics Authority. Every plane
and ship will undoubtedly be re-
quired to carry Radar equipment in
the interests of safety, the survey to
date reveals.

WSB Reported Sold
To Decca Record Co.

(Continued from Page 1)
and reported owning about a quarter
of a million dollars worth in the
shares; A. J. Kendrick, executive
vice-president, and Charles Gaines,
secretary -manager of the program
production department, were also
non-commital yesterday.

Reported, however, that the execs
worked on the matter over the holi-
day week-end, and that Kendrick was
called back ahead of time from his
vacation. ERPI (Electrical Research
Products Inc., subsidiary of West-
ern Electric) which has had shares
in World, and which was reported
buying out all the stock several
months ago, was reluctant, yesterday,
to issue any official statement on the
subject, preferring that the statement
come from Decca. ERPI is now known
as Electrical Research Products Di-
vision of Western Electric, Inc.

World Peaceways, Inc.,
Has New Show On WLIB
World Peaceways Inc., which for a

long time aired over WQXR, will in-
augurate a new weekly series of air
debates, titled, "Liberty Forum" on
WLIB, Brooklyn, July 11, 3:30-3:55
p.m. Estelle Sternberger, one of its
board of directors, however, remains
as a commentator on WQXR.

Plans for the new production will
present leaders of government, indus-
try, labor and the man on the street
in the discussions of controversial
topics. J. M. Weiss, director of Radio
and Research of World Peaceways
will act as moderator. Initial pro-
gram, "Should the American Com-
munist Party be Liquidated?" will
feature Earl Browder, general secre-
tary of the Party on the negative
side, and Hon. Abner C. Surpless of
the New York Magistrates Court on
the affirmative.

Godfrey Ousts Appendix:
Back On Air Friday

(Continued from Page 1)
at his bedside. He suffered pains be-
fore his broadcast Monday morning
but went on the air. After the pro-
gram Godfrey saw a physician who
urged an immediate operation.

During Godfrey's absence he will
be replaced by CBS staff announcer,
Hugh Conover. (WABC, not CBS, 6.30
to 7:45 a.m., EWT).

Conover is no stranger to the pro-
gram. As a CBS staff announcer in
Washington for nine years he worked
frequently with Godfrey and several
times filled in for the "redhead" dur-
ing his vacation periods.

Conover is heard on WABC's "Odd
Side of the News" and "Personally,
It's Off the Record" and on CBS'
"Your Home Front Reporter" and
"Landt Trio and Curley."

Willkie Heads Program
Re Racial Tolerance
(Continued from Page 1)

will be listed later in the week, as
will the complete sponsoring roster.

Nucleus group behind the move-
ment, however, consists of George
Heller, associate executive secretary
of AFRA; Walter White, executive
secretary of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People; Max Gordon, legit producer;
Eileen McMahon, actress, and others,
who, during conversations among
themselves became much concerned
about the issue, and felt that the
several interests in the entertain-
ment industry might be able to con-
tribute something toward helping to
prevent further riot displays.

Sterling Drug Renewal
For 2 Daytime Serials

(Continued from Page 1)
Phillips Toothpaste and Toothpowder,
will be renewed on the Columbia net-
work. Forty-one CBS stations carry
these programs-both of which are
daytime serials-and both made their
debut on Columbia in August of last
year.

"Amanda of Honeymoon Hill" is
heard Monday through Friday from
10:30 to 10:45 a.m., EWT, and
"Second Husband" is broadcast on
the same days from 11:15 to 11:30
a.m., EWT. Dr. Lyons sponsors the
latter on Monday, Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, while Bayer aspirin is ad-
vertised on the Thursday and Friday
programs.

Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Inc.
handles both accounts, for the parent
concern, Sterling Drugs.

WTOL Buys New Building
Arch Shawd, vice-president and

general manager of WTOL, Toledo,
announces the station's purchase of
the former Toledo News -Bee Build-
ing for the purpose of converting
some of the floor area into new studios
as well as utilizing the available
office space. Renovations will be made
upon WTOL's present lease expiring
and receipt of priority rating from
the War Production Board.

CORING aod GOIt1

KINGSLEY HORTON, assistant m9oag
WEEI, Columbia's OGO outlet in Boston,
ROY H. MARKS, assistant sales manager o
station, are here for conferences at n

headquarters.

JOAN GEDDES, JOHN GORDON and TED
of Compton Advertising, Inc., are back in t
the first two from a talent hunt in Ch'
and the latter from the "Truth or Co
quences' bond -selling tour.

JOHN WELLINGTON, Blue Network prod
is at Weymouth, Mass., for the broadcastin
tonight's "Spotlight Band" program from
Naval Air Station.

WALTON GOLDMAN, music publisher,
New York yesterday for Hollywood.

J. LEONARD REINSCH, general manage
WSB, Atlanta, and WHIO, Dayton, Ohio,
Georgia over the week-end for Ohio, wi
stop scheduled at WIOD, Miami.

KAY KYSER, GEORGIA CARROLL, J

CONWAY, HARRY BABBITT and SULLY M
are at Santa Ana for the broadcasting of
night's "College of Musical Knowledge" fo
entertainment of the Marines at the El

Air Station.

CHARLES B. BROWN, NBC director of
vertising and promotion has returned to
from Battle Creek, Mich., following earlier
to Chicago and Minneapolis.

EMILY HOLT, executive secretary of
is spending her vacation during the mont
July at Brattleboro, Vt.

Air Force Training Unit
Has New Series On C

"I Sustain The Wings," a pro
of and by the Army Air Forces T
nical Training Command, has its
miere on a coast -to -coast Colu
network on Saturday, July 10, f
2:05-2:30 p.m., EWT.

Taking its title from the A
motto, "Sustineo Alas," this new
series is designed to acquaint
public with the many phases of
forces training beyond the "p
navigator and bombardier" cone

Each week "I Sustain The Wi
is to spotlight one of the m
branches of the TTC's specializati
-opener being Engine Mechanic.

Script for the premiere of "I Sus
The Wings" is in the hands of
Sol Meyer, Pfc., Paul Huston
Pvt. Ivan Tors, all former Hollyw
writers. Music arrangements are
Cpl. Mel Powell, Pvt. Danny C
Pvt. Perry Burgett and Pvt. J
Gray. Production is by Sgt. Geo
Voutsas, in civilian life an
producer.

RIIIERICFI

"ARIERICA AT,r U!

A patriotic program series combining a timely
dramatization with on inspiring talk by

notionally prominent speakers. Coopera-
tively sponsored and we even sell it for you.

Has already mode good money for 25 radio
stations. Write for details to Don Searle.

SALES FEATURES CO.
1 013 N0. m m sr. . . . OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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PACEMAKING...*.
In the early hours today the New England and New York

State sections of the Special 24 -hour AP Radio Wire were con-

verted from 40 to 60 words per minute, thereby increasing the

speed and volume of news delivered to affiliated stations.

This means that even now the speeding up of AP news,

promised last week, is an accomplished fact over part of the

nationwide AP radio news circuit.

Other sections of the wire will be converted just as speed-

ily as possible.

We are confident that all affiliated stations will bear with

us during this conversion period, knowing as they do that every

pacemaking innovation we have made since inauguration of

the Special AP Radio Wire in 1941 has been responsible not

only for better news coverage for themselves, but for radio

generally.

PRESS ASSOCIATION, INC.
Radio Subsidiary of The Associated Press

50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

''This increase in speed and volume of radio news, like all other
pacemaking innovations by PA, is without any additional
charges whatever to affiliated stations.
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it Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

nIOUGH an inadvertence, a pub -
j lished report credited Stu Wil-
son, commentator and comedian of
KHJ-Mutual Don Lee, with being the
father of a newly -born son. The re-
port was incorrect, so Stu wrote the
following: "Sumpin's gotta be done.
My wife won't speak to me, the mama
goat leers as I walk by, and the
neighbors are beginning to talk. And
John B. Hughes, who really hadda
nipper, just stands by and slyly
smirks, migawd, get me a retraction.
A thing like this could have interna-
tional complications, what with Dr.
Goebbels grasping at anything that
might smack of moral decay!"

Our Passing Show: Elwood Robin-
son, Erskine Johnson, George Weber,
W. B. Ryan, Clyde Scott, Gil Palt-
ridge, Hal Bock, Sybil Chism, Milt
Samuel, Matt Barr, Pat Bishop at the
KFI-KECA party, which launched the
initial broadcast of a series that will
be used in the Los Angeles Cruiser
$40,000,000 bond campaign.

Fortunio Bonanova, who was heard
on radio station KMTR, Sundays in
"Bonanova Sings," sang all-American
songs on his program, July 4. He
usually sings two American numbers,
one Italian, and one Spanish. Bona -
nova, who received his final citizen-
ship papers on Lincoln's Birthday,
was so inspired that the went home
and composed music for "I Pledge
Allegiance To The Flag."

Robin Gaynor Adrian, a very little
boy with a very big name, the pride
and joy of "Hollywood Showcase"
hostess, Janet Gaynor, is also a very
intelligent little boy. Janet points to
with pride to the fact that three -year -
old Robin knows all the state capitals
on the map and is branching out into
South America.

Life story of Dinah Shore this week
is being put on record in England,
with Dinah's own recorded songs cut
in, to be sent to all of Britain's fight-
ing men, Dinah received a request
last week from the British Broad-
casting Company for permission to
air her career, since the Tommies,
who have been hearing Dinah so
often on the U. S. "Command Per-
formances" have tripled their requests
for songs by her.

Groucho Marx will continue his
"Blue Ribbon Town" broadcasts
from service camps until July 10,
then air three weeks from Hollywood
while plans are made for a more
extensive tour eastward with the
program.

AFRA New York Local
Re -Elects Officers

Results of balloting held by the
New York local of Afra last month,
showed that Lawrence Tibbett,
George Heller and Lucille Wall were
re-elected as National Board mem-
bers to serve for the next three years.
Nominations were made at the May
20 meeting, but balloting closed June
15. On the basis of proportional
representation, New York local now
has 19 seats on National Board.

Notes From A Ringside Seat ... !
Al Kaye. producer of the "Maxwell House" program, is East

to supervise the eight -week summer replacement for that show, "Blind
Date" wrich features Arline Frances as femcee and Arnold Johnson's
Orchestra.... Ray Knight has added two directors to his staff.... Arnold
Michaelis, formerly with the Biow Co. and Alex Leftwich, Jr., son of the
Broadway producer.... When "Vacation Serenade" starring Dorothy Kirsten,
gives the "Information Please" 'Brain Trust' an eight -week vacation, starting
July 19, that program's announcer, Ben Grauer. will continue to extol the
flavor of the Heinz products....A two -starred service flag hangs in the
window of the Gertrude Berg home....one represents her son. Cherney
and the second star is for Alfred Ryder. who for years, played her 'son' in
the CBScript "Rise of the Goldbergs"....when a friend asked Mrs. Berg
who would replace the 'son' in the program, the author answered, "No one
can replace a son who has answered his country's call. "....the script then
told the story of Alfred's being inducted and written out of the script for
the duration. ...July 27 issue of "Look" magazine will have a layout
showing a two -year -old, "Barbara" viewing her first movie (Mickey Mouse.)
Photos were made by Rocco Padulo, CBS Press Information photographer
and father of the subject....New- romantic lead, "Dr. Reed Bannister"
in the CBS daytime serial. "Big Sister" is David Gothard. He replaces
Arnold Moss Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president of the Blue Net-
work, is confined to his home with a cold.

Athena Lorde is quite a versatile radio actress....two
hours after portraying the role of "Madame Chao," the sixty -eight -
year -old leader of 30,000 Chinese Guerrilla -Patriots, for World Broad-
casting's "Soldiers of the Press," she did a five -year -old -girl on the
CBShow, "Live and Learn"....Last Sunday, over WJZ, we heard
a story titled, "America The Beautiful," the first of a series of
'Sneak Previews'....at the time, we did not know the name of the
artist who played the part as the "Polish Immigrant," but whose
splendid performance will be remembered (at least by this reporter)
for many years.... we inquired and learned that the role was played
by Edward Raquello, who was once known as the 'Polish Valentino'
at the time the late Carl Laemmle brought that European film star
to Hollywood had we known this at the time we heard the
program, the thrill to our ears wouldn't have been so unexpected....
Josephine Antoine, Metopera Thrush, who completes her first year
on the NBCarnation Contented Hour, next Monday, has been signed
to continue on the Percy Faith program for another 26 weeks....
When Marion Hutton was signed to appear in the Universal Flicker
"Crazy House" starring Olsen & Johnson, she was s0000 happy
because it made possible a visit to her sister, Betty, whom she
hadn't seen for a year....the day Marion arrived in Hollywood,
she learned that Betty had left for New York for a series of
Canteen appearances.

S * *
Dorothy Lamour will do the Alice Faye role July 16, when

Charles Martin's CBS Playhouse win present "Hello, Frisco, Hello"....
Stanley Melba, the Cotillion Room Ork Pilot, tells of the agent who moved
into summer quºrters....he purchased a new straw hat....Marie Nash,
blonde songster. who lust closed a country -wide tour with Sigmund Rom -
berg's orchestra, will be screen-tested today by 20th Century -Fox.... Chet
Stratton, who, for the past nine years played Monte Kayden in the cast
of "The O'Neills," is still heard on the NBC 10:15 a.m. spot.... he s been
given a featured role in "The Open Door," the program which replaced
the former show....NCAC is auditioning a new show written by Allan
Bunce and directed by Chick Vincent, titled, "My Pan American Relation."* * *

- Remember Pears Harbor -

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

"HELLO," a new weekly musi
variety program featuring Lou'

King, soprano, The Dinning Sist
and Joseph Gallichio and an
orchestra will inaugurate a new n
work sustainer from Chicago
Thursday July 8 from 9:30 to 9:
p.m., CWT.

Aileen During, secretary to
Leslie Atlass, CBS vice -preside
in -charge of the Midwest ' ar
has left for a two weeks vac
tion in Florida. Stan Levy, WBB
Chicago, sales off on a two wee
fishing trip to Wisconsin over
week-end.

Newcomer to NBC's "Lonely
men" cast is Philip Lord in the r
of Senator Victor Murray.

Henry Weber, music director
conductor of the WGN Symphony C
chestra, was guest conductor of
"Music Under The Stars" Sympho
Orchestra at Washington Park,
waukee, yesterday.

Winson Duo, piano team w
Frank Allison Agues, vocalist, ina
urated sustaining programs
WBBM, starting Saturday, July 3, 5:
to 5:30 p.m., June Ostman, progr.
department, Jean Borchard, stenc
rapher and Fred Reynolds of tra
on vacations last week-end.

Speaker List Completed
For Advt. Council Sho

Roster of speakers who will to
part in the special broadcast bei

staged by the War Advertising Cou
cil, July 14, 1:15-1:30 p.m., over NE
to stimulate war messages in advt
tising, has just added the name
James F. Byrnes, director of V
Mobilization. He will join Dona
Nelson, WPB head; Marvin Jon
War Food Administrator; Elrr
Davis, director of OWI, and Chest
J. LaRoche, chairman of the WAC.

Other final details for the progr
were discussed, yesterday, during
closed-circuit hookup for the l

stations which will carry the progr:
directed to station execs, newspa
publishers, representatives of chat
hers of commerce, advertisers a
trade groups. Suggestions for orga
izing local meetings in communit
throughout the country were also of
lined.

Approbation From Davis
Expressing keen interest in the V

Advertising Council's "War Mess
in Every Ad" drive, Elmer Davis
day acknowledged "the tremend
part that advertising can play. in
plaining to the American people w
they are asked to do or not to
why they need to do it and how tl
are to go about taking action.

"The Office of War Information
concerned with giving the people
facts about the war they need in or.
to act intelligently," he said: "It
be a tremendous service if advertis
will assist us by devoting a part
their advertising space to the
semination of those facts."
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today, (WOW -Mutual. 0:70

LT C« MILL on Sammy Kaye's
1 Geld Shoes," today W ABC -

9 pmt

SE ITURBI an- d JOAN BROOKS.
t ae "Crude Blanas Carnival,' to -
i , WABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

'ELYN BEYK- R. director of the
sty school of Sarah Lawrence
sr. discussing 'Methods of Play."

1 -The ashy Institute." tomorrow
Z -Blue Network. 10 13 a.m.).

4ANKLUN P. ADAMS (EPA). on
c Crosby a 'Kraft Musk Hal

1 urrnw . WLAF-NBC. 0 pm.).

10011 HAROLD H FiSHLR
%department of history at Lelai
*ford University, OWEN LATTI
.Bu. formerly advisee to Gen.
,ttng Kai-dhek and now director

Pacific relations for the OWL.
1111.LLN NORRIS. novelist, and

f 1 GEN PAUL B. MALONL, re -
I, discussing Must Western

1 remacy Be Restored in Wt Asia
1 r the War," on 'America's Town
/ ling of the Air," tomorrow i WJL-
1 Network, I lay pm

CITY HUTTON, in an adaptation
.1 The Fleet's In.- on the "Philip

4 zis Playhouse," Friday iWABC-
i, 0 pm )

IROINIA WEIDLSR, on John
I d King's Double or Nothing,"

1 lay i WOR-Mutual, 9 30 pmt

WINX Takes AP Wire
INK Washington. D. C.. has ac -
!d the special AP radio news
F from Press Association. Inc. Ex-
iled news coverage will include
Trlescripta and other features in
Hi n 1,-, 4I rti.petch. -

A NEW SERVICE
04Oa01 t STONE rr..d...

POSITION WWI NO uatau. I..

1111h u reate 1 aeM.ewirws ma

salalerse.i aser Mt .
IaaefaeMba 01  r.

ee..w...t M. -a., ...t,,...., ..,

ADIO G MOTION PICTURES

SUNK McGItANN

wirptb tasilwatle tl,t.t...,
~Us Ptuisiw, mad kw r'
mamma* ewaweea Ms. ,s'
M.- aw1 w.-e.e r...er, (Al.,.

!71 MADISON AY[NUI. N Y r

Te1 YUt.p NA 2 604

NEW Pttut;HAMS-ttEAS
Wax Stamp Prises

Anz.'.".5 ivr new V:onn,;wu ar,d
operation ideas, KGO and the Blue
web here are peering 05 in War Sav-
ings stamps for every idea "deemed
worthwhile.' submitted by an em-
ployee. If the idea can be put to im-
mediate. practical use, an extra $5
in stamps is awarded the employee
making the suggestion.

'TOW Suppressed Decker
Titled 'Your Suppiessed Desire,"

a new series of programs to be heard
on WLW, Cincinnati. will present an
opportunity to its listeners to write
in and tell the show's producers what
they have always desired secretly to
do Those with the most interesting

will be invited to the program

CBS "School Of Air"
Skeds 130 Programs

....r1 1áw Pqr
9 30-10 p.m., MWT; 1:30-2 p.m..
PWT1.

Full details of the Ave -day -a -week
series are outlined in the "Teacher's
Manual and Classroom Guide" which
is now available. These manuals,
utilized by 180.000 teachers in the
past season, are distributed to in-
structors by CBS stations in the
United States and by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation in Canada.

The program, formerly titled
'School of the Air of the Americas,'
has again been designated by the
Office of War Information and the
U. S. Government as the official
channel for the coming year through
which the news information and in-
structions for civilian activities will
be conveyed to children and young
people, teachers and parents.

Six programs will be written, pro-
duced and directed in Canada. Dates
for those broadcasts are Nov. 4 and
29. Jan. 6, Feb. 23, Mar. 9 and 14.

The National Education Association.
leading organization of teachers in
the United States continues to en-
lorse the programs. Other cooperat-
ng organizations include Science
Service. Music Educators National
Conference. Association for Arts in
Childhood and the New York City
Hoard of Education.

Many of Columbia's finest script
,enters and directors will assist in
the production of the programs.
These include Murray Dyer, Nita
Mack and Frank Ernest Hill.

The Ave programs are as follows:
Mondays-The Tools of Science;

Tuesdays-Gateways to Music. Wed-
iesdays-New Horizons-World Geog-
raphy, Thursdays-Tales from Far
And Near, and Fridays-This Living
World

Roy Chapman Andrews, noted ex-
plorer and geographer, will be ached-
iled on the Wednesday geography
-eries which will again be written
oy Col Hans Christian Adamson.
t1 S Army Air Corps.

The Board of Education (New Yorktityi will continue to supply stu-
(lents for participation in the discus -

"A Picture of You"'
A r,ew musuai idea, presented by

Meyenberg Milk Products Company
over KPO, San Francisco, titled "A
Picture of You," is based on letters
received by the sponsor. Each week
a letter will be selected and its con-
tent will be the subject of an oral
picture set against a background of
music. Zella Layne will present the
oral picture while Camilla Roma will
sing specially selected songs with
Charles Runyan at the console of the
philharmonic organ.

with volunteers from the audience
participating in the show. The pro-
gram's format lends itself lo unlimited
humor and the more serious desires
of peop;,

New High Speed AP Wires
Start In N. Y. -New England

It uef.e and from Palm 11

facilities. The conversion from forty
to sixty word -per -minute sending
speed was accomplished in the early
morning hours so that service to radio
stations was impeded as little as pos-
sible.

In commenting on the speed up
Oliver Gramling, assistant general
manager of Press Association, said,
"It is our present intention that the
entire nationwide circuit will be
operating on the 60 -word per minute
basis before many days have passed.
There are technical difficulties in-
volved of course, but the opportuni-
ties for improving The AP radio ser-
vice make the effort well worth while.

"We would like to express our ap-
preciation to affiliated radio stations,"
Gramling concluded. "for their splen-
did cooperation during the trying
switchover period. This high speed
transmission, as they realize makes
available to their listeners every-
where widest possible news coverage
in the shortest possible time."

Stork News
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin M. Josephy, Jr.

announce the birth of a girl, Deane,
June 22, weighing 6 pounds 8 ounces.
Alvin Josephy was formerly assistant
director of news and special events
at WOR, New York, handling special
events for the Office of War Informa-
tion Radio Bureau until June 15. He
is now stationed at Parris Island,
completing a course as a combat cor-
respondent with the Marines.

sion portion of the Friday "This
Living World" series. On this same
program, 47 other CBS stations will
carry on their own discussion periods
by students selected from schools in
the vicinity of those stations.

"American School of the Air" is
presented as a public service by the
Columbia Broadcasting System. It is
produced by the CBS Education
Department of which Lyman Bryson
is director. Leon Levine is the
broadcast director. Mildred Game
edits the "Teacher's Manual" and
Murray Dyer is script editor.

AGENCIES
WAR ADVERTISING EXHIBIT

shown during the convention of the
Advertising Federation of America at
the Waldorf-Astoria recently, will be
on display in Ben Franklin Hall of
the Advertising Club of New York,
from Thursday. July 8 to Friday,
July 23, inclusive, except Saturdays
and Sundays. and will be open to the
public from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. This
exhibit demonstrates how eighty of
the country's leading advertisers are
applying the power of advertising in
the fight for victory, as there is a

War message in every advertisement
displayed.

WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB, presi-
dent of William H. Weintraub & Com-
pany, announces the appointment of
Yasha Frank as executive creative
head of the company's radio depart-
ment. Frank leaves D'Arcy Advertis-
ing Company to join Weintraub. Prior
to his connection with D'Arcy, Mr.
Frank served on the staff of CBS as
idea man in the program service de-
partment and liaison between pro-
gram and sales.

MELVIN H. BAKER, president of
the National Gypsum Company, will
deliver the principal address at the
luncheon meeting of the Sales Exe-
cutives Club of New York which will
be held today at the Hotel Roose-
velt.

AMP Extends 8 Pacts
Music licensing agreements be-

tween Associated Music Publishers,
Inc. i AMP) and the following sta-
tions have been extended for addi-
tional perods: KFAB, Lincoln; KFOR,
Lincoln; KOCY, Oklahoma City;
KOIL. Omaha: WGTM, Wilson;
WLAV, Grand Rapids; WMOB,
Mobile, and WMPS, Memphis.

A new agreement has been com-
pleted with WJZM, Clarksville, Ten-
nessee.

WENR
WENR recently deliv-
ered 700% more returns
than the advertiser
expected! Here is real
pulling power I

W ENR is Chicago's Bosic
Blua Network Station. 50,000
watts on o clear channel,
890 k. c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.
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rgiBROUGH an inadvertence, a pub-
lished report credited Stu Wil-

son, commentator and comedian of
ICIJ-Mutual Don Lee, with being the
father of a newly -born son. The re-
port was incorrect, so Stu wrote the
following: "Sumpin's gotta be done.
My wife won't speak to me, the mama
goat leers as I walk by, and the
neighbors are beginning to talk. And
John B. Hughes, who really hadda
nipper, just stands by and slyly
smirks, migawd, get me a retraction.
A thing like this could have interna-
tional complications, what with Dr.
Goebbels grasping at anything that
might smack of moral decay!"

Our Passing Show: Elwood Robin-
son, Erskine Johnson, George Weber,
W. B. Ryan, Clyde Scott, Gil Palt-
ridge, Hal Bock, Sybil Chism, Milt
Samuel, Matt Barr, Pat Bishop at the
KFI-KECA party, which launched the
initial broadcast of a series that will
be used in the Los Angeles Cruiser
$40,000,000 bond campaign.

Fortunio Bonanova, who was heard
on radio station KMTR, Sundays in
"Bonanova Sings," sang all-American
songs on his program, July 4. He
usually sings two American numbers,
one Italian, and one Spanish. Bona -
nova, who received his final citizen-
ship papers on Lincoln's Birthday,
was so inspired that the went home
and composed music for "I Pledge
Allegiance To The Flag."

Robin Gaynor Adrian, a very little
boy with a very big name, the pride
and joy of "Hollywood Showcase"
hostess, Janet Gaynor, is also a very
intelligent little boy. Janet points to
with pride to the fact that three -year -
old Robin knows all the state capitals
on the map and is branching out into
South America.

Life story of Dinah Shore this week
is being put on record in England,
with Dinah's own recorded songs cut
in, to be sent to all of Britain's fight-
ing men, Dinah received a request
last week from the British Broad-
casting Company for permission to
air her career, since the Tommies,
who have been hearing Dinah so
often on the U. S. "Command Per-
formances" have tripled their requests
for songs by her.

Groucho Marx will continue his
"Blue Ribbon Town" broadcasts
from service camps until July 10,
then air three weeks from Hollywood
while plans are made for a more
extensive tour eastward with the
program.

AFRA New York Local
Re -Elects Officers

Results of balloting held by the
New York local of Afra last month,
showed that Lawrence Tibbett,
George Heller and Lucille Wall were
re-elected as National Board mem-
bers to serve for the next three years.
Nominations were made at the May
20 meeting, but balloting closed June
15. On the basis of proportional
representation, New York local now
has 19 seats on National Board.

Notes From A Ringside Seat ...
Al Kaye, producer of the "Maxwell House" program, is East

to supervise the eight -week summer replacement for that show, "Blind
Date" wrich features Arline Frances as (emcee and Arnold Johnson's
Orchestra. ...Ray Knight has added two directors to his staff.... Arnold
Michaelis, formerly with the Blow Co. and Alex Leftwich, Jr.. son of the
Broadway producer.... When "Vacation Serenade" starring Dorothy Kirsten,
gives the "Information Please" 'Brain Trust' an eight -week vacation, starting
July 19, that program's announcer, Ben Grauer, will continue to extol the
flavor of the Heinz products.. .A two -starred service flag hangs in the
window of the Gertrude Berg home....one represents her son, Cherney
and the second star is for Alfred Ryder, who for years, played her 'son' in
the CBScript "Rise of the Goldbergs".... when a friend asked Mrs. Berg
who would replace the 'son' in the program, the author answered, "No one
can replace a son who has answered his country's call...... the script then
told the story of Alfred's being inducted and written out of the script for
the duration.... July 27 issue of "Look" magazine will have a layout
showing a two -year -old, "Barbara" viewing her first movie (Mickey Mouse.)
Photos were made by Rocco Padulo, CBS Press Information photographer
and lather of the subject.... New- romantic lead, "Dr. Reed Bannister"
in the CBS daytime serial, "Big Sister" is David Gothard. He replaces
Arnold Moss Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president of the Blue Net-
work, is confined to his home with a cold.

* *
Athena Lorde is quite a versatile radio actress....two

hours after portraying the role of "Madame Chao," the sixty -eight -
year -old leader of 30,000 Chinese Guerrilla -Patriots, for World Broad-
casting's "Soldiers of the Press," she did a five -year -old -girl on the
CBShow, "Live and Learn"....Last Sunday, over WJZ, we heard
a story titled, "America The Beautiful," the first of a series of
'Sneak Previews'....at the time, we did not know the name of the
artist who played the part as the "Polish Immigrant," but whose
splendid performance will be remembered (at least by this reporter)
for many years.... we inquired and learned that the role was played
by Edward Raquello, who was once known as the 'Polish Valentino'
at the time the late Carl Laemmle brought that European film star
to Hollywood had we known this at the time we heard the
program, the thrill to our ears wouldn't have been so unexpected....
Josephine Antoine, Metopera Thrush, who completes her first year
on the NBCarnation Contented Hour, next Monday, has been signed
to continue on the Percy Faith program for another 26 weeks....
When Marion Hutton was signed to appear in the Universal Flicker
"Crazy House" starring Olsen & Johnson, she was s0000 happy
because it made possible a visit to her sister, Betty, whom she
hadn't seen for a year....the day Marion arrived in Hollywood,
she learned that Betty had left for New York for a series of
Canteen appearances.

* * *
Dorothy Lamour will do the Alice Faye role July 16. when

Charles Martin's CBS Playhouse will present "Hello, Frisco, Hello"....
Stanley Melba, the Cotillion Room Ork Pilot, tells of the agent who moved
into summer quarters....he purchased a new straw hat. -Marie Nash,
blonde songster, who Just closed a country -wide tour with Sigmund Rom -
berg's orchestra, will be screen-tested today by 20th Century-Fox....Chet
Stratton, who, for the past nine years played Monte Hayden in the cast
of "The O'Neills," is still heard on the NBC 10:15 a.m. spot....hes been
given a featured role in "The Open Door," the program which replaced
the former show....NCAC is auditioning a new show written by Allan
Bunco and directed by Chick Vincent, titled, "My Pan American Relation,"* * *

-Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago
By FRANK BUM

"HELLO," a new weekly must
1j variety program featuring Lou

King, soprano, The Dinning Sis
and Joseph Gallichio and an
orchestra will inaugurate a new
work sustainer from Chicago
Thursday July 8 from 9:30 to 9
p.m., CWT.

Aileen During, secretary to
Leslie Atlass, CBS vice -preside
in -charge of the Midwest ' a
has left for a two weeks v-
tion in Florida. Stan Levy, WB:
Chicago, sales off on a two we
fishing trip to Wisconsin over
week-end.

Newcomer to NBC's "Lonely
men" cast is Philip Lord in the r
of Senator Victor Murray.

Henry Weber, music director
conductor of the WGN Symphony
chestra, was guest conductor of
"Music Under The Stars" Sympho
Orchestra at Washington Park,
waukee, yesterday.

Winson Duo, piano team w
Frank Allison Agues, vocalist, ina
urated sustaining programs
WBBM, starting Saturday, July 3, 5
to 5:30 p.m., June Ostman, progr
department, Jean Borchard, sten'
rapher and Fred Reynolds of trai

on vacations last week-end.

Speaker List Completed
For Advt. Council Sho

Roster of speakers who will t -

part in the special broadcast bein
staged by the War Advertising Coun
cil, July 14, 1:15-1:30 p.m., over NBC
to stimulate war messages in advei
tising, has just added the name
James F. Byrnes, director of Ws
Mobilization. He will join Donal
Nelson, WPB head; Marvin Jone
War Food Administrator; Elm
Davis, director of OWI, and Chest
J. LaRoche, chairman of the WAC. :

Other final details for the prograth
were discussed, yesterday, during `

closed-circuit hookup for the 13.
stations which will carry the progra>4
directed to station execs, newspape
publishers, representatives of chain
bers of commerce, advertisers an
trade groups. Suggestions for organ
izing local meetings in communitie
throughout the country were also out,
lined.

Approbation From Davis
Expressing keen interest in the W

Advertising Council's "War Messa
in Every Ad" drive, Elmer Davis
day acknowledged "the tremendo
part that advertising can play in
plaining to the American people w
they are asked to do or not to
why they need to do it and how th
are to go about taking action.

"The Office of War Information
concerned with giving the people
facts about the war they need in ord
to act intelligently," he said: "It w
he a tremendous service if advertis
will assist us by devoting a part
their advertising space to the
semination of those facts."
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GUEST-ING

NG CROSBY, on "Soldiers with
s," today (WOR-Mutual, 9:30

LTON BERLE, on Sammy Kaye's
Gold Show," today (WABC-
8 p.m.).

SE ITUR'BI and JOAN BROOKS,
he "Cresta Blanca Carnival," to-
(WABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

FELYN BEYER, director of the
ery school of Sarah Lawrence
ege, discussing "Methods of Play,"
'The Baby Institute," tomorrow
Z -Blue Network, 10:15 a.m.).

3ANKLIN P. ADAMS (FPA), on
t Crosby's "Kraft Music Hall,"
orrow (WEAF-NBC, 9 p.m.).

1OF. HAROLD H. FISHER, of
department of history at Leland
(ford University; OWEN LATTI-
RE, formerly adviser to Gen.
ng Kai-Shek and now director
Pacific relations for the OWI;
I'HLEEN NORRIS, novelist, and
J. GEN. PAUL B. MALONE, re-
d, discussing "Must Western
remacy Be Restored in East Asia
Ir the War," on "America's Town
sting of the Air," tomorrow (WJZ-

Network, 8:30 p.m.).

ETTY HUTTON, in an adaptation
'The Fleet's In," on the "Philip
iris Playhouse," Friday (WABC-
1, 9 p.m.).

IRGINIA WEIDLER, on John
d King's "Double or Nothing,"
lay (WOR-Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).

WINX Takes AP Wire
IINX, Washington, D. C., has ac-
ed the special AP radio news

e from Press Association, Inc. Ex-
ded news coverage will include
Telescripts and other features in
ition to AP dispatches.

A NEW SERVICE
GEORGE L. STONE, President

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, Inc.

Pith 22 years of achievement in the
Ommercial employment agency field

pounces the inauguration of a new
apartment devoted exclusively to

IADIO Cr MOTION PICTURES

under the personal supervision of

FRANK McGRANN

formerly Exploitation Director of
Columbia Pictures, and for 20 years
prominently connected with theatrical,
dio and motion picture organizations.

331 MADISON AVENUE, N. Y. C.

Tel. MUrray Hill 2-6494

i
NEW I'ILUll:ILAMS - IDEAS

War Stamp Prizes
Anxious for new promotion and

operation ideas, KGO and the Blue
web here are offering $5 in War Sav-
ings stamps for every idea "deemed
worthwhile," submitted by an em-
ployee. If the idea can be put to im-
mediate, practical use, an extra $5
in stamps is awarded the employee
making the suggestion.

"Your Suppressed Desire"
Titled "Your Suppressed Desire,"

a new series of programs to be heard
on WLW, Cincinnati, will present an
opportunity to its listeners to write
in and tell the show's producers what
they have always desired secretly to
do. Those with the most interesting
ideas will be invited to the program

"A Picture of You"
A new musical idea, presented by

Meyenberg Milk Products Company
over KPO, San Francisco, titled "A
Picture of You," is based on letters
received by the sponsor. Each week
a letter will be selected and its con-
tent will be the subject of an oral
picture set against a background of
music. Zella Layne will present the
oral picture while Camilla Roma will
sing specially selected songs with
Charles Runyan at the console of the
philharmonic organ.

with volunteers from the audience
participating in the show. The pro-
gram's format lends itself to unlimited
humor and the more serious desires
of people.

CBS "School Of Air"
Skeds 130 Programs

(Continued from Page 1)
9:30-10 p.m., MWT; 1:30-2 p.m.,
PWT).

Full details of the five -day -a -week
series are outlined in the "Teacher's
Manual and Classroom Guide" which
is now available. These manuals,
utilized by 180,000 teachers in the
past season, are distributed to in-
structors by CBS stations in the
United States and by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation in Canada.

The program, formerly titled
"School of the Air of the Americas,"
has again been designated by the
Office of War Information and the
U. S. Government as the official
channel for the coming year through
which the news information and in-
structions for civilian activities. will
be conveyed to children and young
people, teachers and parents.

Six programs will be written, pro-
duced and directed in Canada. Dates
for those broadcasts are Nov. 4 and
29, Jan. 6, Feb. 23, Mar. 9 and 14.

The National Education Association,
leading organization of teachers in
the United States continues to en-
dorse the programs. Other cooperat-
ing organizations include Science
Service, Music Educators National
Conference, Association for Arts in
Childhood and the New York City
Board of Education.

Many of Columbia's finest script
writers and directors will assist in
the production of the programs.
These include Murray Dyer, Nila
Mack and Frank Ernest Hill.

The five programs are as follows
Mondays-The Tools of Science;

Tuesdays-Gateways to Music, Wed-
nesdays-New Horizons-World Geog-
raphy, Thursdays-Tales from Far
and Near, and Fridays-This Living
World.

Roy Chapman Andrews, noted ex-
plorer and geographer, will be sched-
uled on the Wednesday geography
series which will again be written
by Col. Hans Christian Adamson,
U. S. Army Air Corps.

The Board of Education (New York
City) will continue to supply stu-
dents for participation in the discus-

New High Speed AP Wires
Start In N. Y. -New England

(Continued from Page 1)
facilities. The conversion from forty
to sixty word -per -minute sending
speed was accomplished in the early
morning hours so that service to radio
stations was impeded as little as pos-
sible.

In commenting on the speed up
Oliver Gramling, assistant general
manager of Press Association, said,
"It is our present intention that the
entire nationwide circuit will be
operating on the 60 -word per minute
basis before many days have passed.
There are technical difficulties in-
volved of course, abut the opportuni-
ties for improving The AP radio ser-
vice make the effort well worth while.

"We would like to express our ap-
preciation to affiliated radio stations,"
Gramling concluded, "for their splen-
did cooperation during the trying
switchover period. This high speed
transmission, as they realize makes
available to their listeners every-
where widest possible news coverage
in the shortest possible time."

Stork News
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin M. Josephy, Jr.

announce the birth of a girl, Deane,
June 22, weighing 6 pounds 8 ounces.
Alvin Josephy was formerly assistant
director of news and special events
at WOR, New York, handling special
events for the Office of War Informa-
tion Radio Bureau until June 15. He
is now stationed at Parris Island,
completing a course as a combat cor-
respondent with the Marines.
sion portion of the Friday "This
Living World" series. On this same
program, 47 other CBS stations will
carry on their own discussion periods
by students selected from schools in
the vicinity of those stations.

"American School of the Air" is
presented as a public service by the
Columbia Broadcasting System. It is
produced by the 'CBS Education
Department of which Lyman Bryson
is director. Leon Levine is the
broadcast director, Mildred Game
edits the "Teacher's Manual" and
Murray Dyer is script editor.

AGENCIES
WAR ADVERTISING EXHIBIT

shown during the convention of the
Advertising Federation of America at
the Waldorf-Astoria recently, will be
on display in Ben Franklin Hall of
the Advertising Club of New York,
from Thursday, July 8 to Friday,
July 23, inclusive, except Saturdays
and Sundays, and will be open to the
public from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. This
exhibit demonstrates how eighty of
the country's leading advertisers are
applying the power of advertising in
the fight for victory, as there is a
War message in every advertisement
displayed.

WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB, presi-
dent of William H. Weintraub & Com-
pany, announces the appointment of
Yasha Frank as executive creative
head of the company's radio depart-
ment. Frank leaves D'Arcy Advertis-
ing Company to join Weintraub. Prior
to his connection with D'Arcy, Mr.
Frank served on the staff of CBS' as
idea man in the program service de-
partment and liaison 'between pro-
gram and sales.

MELVIN H. BAKER, president of
the National Gypsum Company, will
deliver the principal address at the
luncheon meeting of the Sales Exe-
cutives Club of New York which will
be held today at the Hotel Roose-
velt.

AMP Extends 8 Pacts
Music licensing agreements be-

tween Associated Music Publishers,
Inc. (AMP) and the following sta-
tions have been extended for addi-
tional perods: KFAB, Lincoln; KFOR,
Lincoln; KOCY, Oklahoma City;
KOIL, Omaha; WGTM, Wilson;
WLAV, Grand Rapids; WMOB,
Mobile, and WMPS, Memphis.

A new agreement has been com-
pleted with WJZM, Clarksville, Ten-
nessee.

WENR
WENR recently deliv-
ered 700% more returns
than the advertiser
expected ! Here is real
pulling power !

W EN R is Chicago's Basic
Blue Network Station. 50,000
watts on a clear channel,
890 k. c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.
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THROUGH an inadvertence, a pub-
lished report credited Stu Wil-

son, commentator and comedian of
KHJ-Mutual Don Lee, with being the
father of a newly -born son. The re-
port was incorrect, so Stu wrote the
following: "Sumpin's gotta be done.
My wife won't speak to me, the mama
goat leers as I walk by, and the
neighbors are beginning to talk. And
John B. Hughes, who really hadda
nipper, just stands by and slyly
smirks, migawd, get me a retraction.
A thing like this could have interna-
tional complications, what with Dr.
Goebbels grasping at anything that
might smack of moral decay!"

Our Passing Show: Elwood Robin-
son, Erskine Johnson, George Weber,
W. B. Ryan, Clyde Scott, Gil Palt-
ridge, Hal Bock, Sybil Chism, Milt
Samuel, Matt Barr, Pat Bishop at the
KFI-KECA party, which launched the
initial broadcast of a series that will
be used in the Los Angeles Cruiser
$40,000,000 bond campaign.

Fortunio Bonanova, who was heard
on radio station KMTR, Sundays in
"Bonanova Sings," sang all-American
songs on his program, July 4. He
usually sings two American numbers,
one Italian, and one Spanish. Bona -
nova, who received his final citizen-
ship papers on Lincoln's Birthday,
was so inspired that the went home
and composed music for "I Pledge
Allegiance To The Flag."

Robin Gaynor Adrian, a very little
boy with a very big name, the pride
and joy of "Hollywood Showcase"
hostess, Janet Gaynor, is also a very
intelligent little boy. Janet points to
with pride to the fact that three -year -
old Robin knows all the state capitals
on the map and is branching out into
South America.

Life story of Dinah Shore this week
is being put on record in England,
with Dinah's own recorded songs cut
in, to be sent to all of Britain's fight-
ing men, Dinah received a request
last week from the British Broad-
casting Company for permission to
air her career, since the Tommies,
who have been hearing Dinah so
often on the U. S. "Command Per-
formances" have tripled their requests
for songs by her.

Groucho Marx will continue his
"Blue Ribbon Town" broadcasts
from service camps until July 10,
then air three weeks from Hollywood
while plans are made for a more
extensive tour eastward with the
program.

AFRA New York Local
Re -Elects Officers

Results of balloting held by the
New York local of Afra last month,
showed that Lawrence Tibbett,
George Heller and Lucille Wall were
re-elected as National Board mem-
bers to serve for the next three years.
Nominations were made at the May
20 meeting, but balloting closed June
15. On the basis of proportional
representation, New York local now
has 19 seats on National Board.

Notes From A Ringside Seat ... 1
Al Kaye. producer of the "Maxwell House" program, is East

to supervise the eight -week summer replacement for that show, "Blind
Date" wrich features Arline Frances as femcee and Arnold Johnson's
Orchestra.... Ray Knight has added two directors to his staff... .Arnold
Michaelis. formerly with the Blow Co. and Alex Leftwich, Jr., son of the
Broadway producer.... When "Vacation Serenade" starring Dorothy Kirsten,
gives the "Information Please" 'Brain Trust' an eight -week vacation, starting
July 19, that program's announcer. Ben Grauer, will continue to extol the
flavor of the Heinz products.. -.A two -starred service flag hangs in the
window of the Gertrude Berg home....one represents her son, Cherney
and the second star is for Alfred Ryder. who for years, played her 'son' in
the CBScript "Rise of the Goldbergs"....when a friend asked Mrs. Berg
who would replace the 'son' in the program, the author answered. "No one
can replace a son who has answered his country's call."....the script then
toad the story of Alfred's being inducted and written out of the script for
the duration.... July 27 issue of "Look" magazine will have a layout
showing a two -year -old, "Barbara" viewing her first movie (Mickey Mouse.)
Photos were made by Rocco Padulo, CBS Press Information photographer
and father of the subiect....New- romantic lead, "Dr. Reed Bannister"
in the CBS daytime serial. "Big Sister" is David Gothard. He replaces
Arnold Moss Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president of the Blue Net-
work, is confined to his home with a cold.

i7 * *
Athena Lorde is quite a versatile radio actress.... two

hours after portraying the role of "Madame Chao," the sixty -eight -
year -old leader of 30,000 Chinese Guerrilla -Patriots, for World Broad-
casting's "Soldiers of the Press," she did a five -year -old -girl on the
CBShow, "Live and Learn"....Last Sunday, over WJZ, we heard
a story titled, "America The Beautiful," the first of a series of
'Sneak Previews'....at the time, we did not know the name of the
artist who played the part as the "Polish Immigrant," but whose
splendid performance will be remembered (at least by this reporter)
for many years.... we inquired and learned that the role was played
by Edward Raquello, who was once known as the 'Polish Valentino'
at the time the late Carl Laemmle brought that European film star
to Hollywood had we known this at the time we heard the
program, the thrill to our ears wouldn't have been so unexpected....
Josephine Antoine, Metopera Thrush, who completes her first year
on the NBCarnation Contented Hour, next Monday, has been signed
to continue on the Percy Faith program for another 26 weeks....
When Marion Hutton was signed to appear in the Universal Flicker
"Crazy House" starring Olsen & Johnson, she was s0000 happy
because it made possible a visit to her sister, Betty, whom she
hadn't seen for a year....the day Marion arrived in Hollywood,
she learned that Betty had left for New York for a series of
Canteen appearances.

Dorothy Lamont will do the Alice Faye role July 16, when
Charles Martin's CBS Playhouse will present "Hello, Frisco, Hello"....
Stanley Melba, the Cotillion Room Ork Pilot, tells of the agent who moved
into summer quarters....he purchased a new straw hat....Marie Nash,
blonde songster, who lust closed a country -wide tour with Sigmund Rom.
berg's orchestra, will be screen-tested today by 20th Century -Fox.... Chet
Stratton, who, for the past nine years played Monte Kayden in the cast
of "The O'Neil's," is still heard on the NBC 10:15 a.m. spot.... hé s been
given a featured role in "The Open Door." the program which replaced
the former show....NCAC is auditioning a new show written by Allan
Bunco and directed by Chick Vincent, titled. "My Pan American Relation."

* * *
-Remember Pearl Harbor-

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

"HELLO," a new weekly musi
JI -L variety program featuring Lou'

King, soprano, The Dinning Sist-
and Joseph Gallichio and an
orchestra will inaugurate a new
work sustainer from Chicago
Thursday July 8 from 9:30 to 9
p.m., CWT. i í

Aileen During, secretary to
Leslie Atlass, CBS vice -preside'
in -charge of the Midwest ar
has left for a two weeks va
tion in Florida. Stan Levy, WB:
Chicago, sales off on a two we t;

fishing trip to Wisconsin over
week-end.

Newcomer to NBC's "Lonely
men" cast is Philip Lord in the r'
of Senator Victor Murray.

Henry Weber, music director -

conductor of the WGN Symphony s
chestra, was guest conductor of
"Music Under The Stars" Sympho
Orchestra at Washington Park, t i

waukee, yesterday. p,

Winson Duo, piano team w
Frank Allison Agues, vocalist, ina P.

urated sustaining programs
WBBM, starting Saturday, July 3, 5:
to 5:30 p.m., June Ostman, progr
department, Jean Borchard, steno
rapher and Fred Reynolds of tra
on vacations last week-end.

Speaker List Completed
For Advt. Council Sh

Roster of speakers who will t
part in the special broadcast be
staged by the War Advertising Cou
cil, July 14, 1:15-1:30 p.m., over NBI
to stimulate war messages in adve
tising, has just added the name
James F. Byrnes, director of W i
Mobilization. He will join Don- i
Nelson, WPB head; Marvin Jon-
War Food Administrator; Elm
Davis, director of OWI, and Chest
J. LaRoche, chairman of the WAC.

Other final details for the progr
were discussed, yesterday, during
closed-circuit hookup for the
stations which will carry the progr
directed to station execs, newspa.
publishers, representatives of ch-
bers of commerce, advertisers ..
trade groups. Suggestions for org
izing local meetings in communit
throughout the country were also o
lined.

Approbation From Davis
Expressing keen interest in the

Advertising Council's "War Mess:
in Every Ad" drive, Elmer Davis
day acknowledged "the tremendo
part that advertising can play in
plaining to the American people w
they are asked to do or not to
why they need to do it and how th
are to go about taking action.

"The Office of War Information
concerned with giving the people t'
facts about the war they need in ordet
to act intelligently," he said: "It wil
be a tremendous service if advertiser.
will assist us by devoting a part of
their advertising space to the d'
semination of those facts."
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GUEST-ING

NG CROSBY, on "Soldiers with
gs," today ('WOR-Mutual, 9:30

LTON BERLE, on Sammy Kaye's
J Gold Show," today (WABC-
8 8 p.m.).

SE ITUR'BI and JOAN BROOKS,
he "Cresta Blanca Carnival," to-
(WABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

ELYN BEYER, director of the
ery school of Sarah Lawrence
age, discussing "Methods of Play,"
The Baby Institute," tomorrow
Z -Blue Network, 10:15 a.m.).

IANKLIN P. ADAMS (FPA), on
( Crosby's "Kraft Music Hall,"
)crow (WEAF-NBC, 9 p.m.).

tOF. HAROLD H. FISHER, of
department of history at Leland
(ford University; OWEN LATTI-
ELE, formerly adviser to Gen.
ng Kai-Shek and now director
Pacific relations for the OWI;
,rHLEEN NORRIS, novelist, and
Y. GEN. PAUL B. MALONE, re -
I, discussing "Must Western
remacy Be Restored in East Asia
e the War," on "America's Town
ting of the Air," tomorrow (WJZ-
e Network, 8:30 p.m.).

ETTY HUTTON, in an adaptation
'The Fleet's In," on the "Philip
cis Playhouse," Friday (WABC-
1, 9 p.m.).

IRGINIA WEIDLER, on John
d King's "Double or Nothing,"
lay (WOR-Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).

WINX Takes AP Wire
INX, Washington, D. C., has ac-
ed the special AP radio news
a from Press Association, Inc. Ex-
ed news coverage will include
Telescripts and other features in
ition to AP dispatches.

a

1

A NEW SERVICE
GEORGE L. STONE, President

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, Inc.

kith 22 years of achievement in the
ptnmercial employment agency field
nnounces the inauguration of a new
apartment devoted exclusively to

ADIO & MOTION PICTURES
under the personal supervision of

FRANK McGRANN

Irmerly Exploitation Director of
lolumbia Pictures, and for 20 years
rominently connected with theatrical,
adio and motion picture organizations.

331 MADISON AVENUE, N. Y. C.

Tel. MUrray Hill 2-6494

NEW PROGRAMS - IDEAS
War Stamp Prizes

Anxious for new promotion and
operation ideas, KGO and the Blue
web here are offering $5 in War Sav-
ings stamps for every idea "deemed
worthwhile," submitted by an em-
ployee. If the idea can be put to im-
mediate, practical use, an extra $5
in stamps is awarded the employee
making the suggestion.

"Your Suppressed Desire"
Titled "Your Suppressed Desire,"

a new series of programs to be heard
on WLW, Cincinnati, will present an
opportunity to its listeners to write
in and tell the show's producers what
they have always desired secretly to
do. Those with the most interesting
ideas will be invited to the program

i
"A Picture of You"

A new musical idea, presented by
Meyenberg Milk Products Company
over KPO, San Francisco, titled "A
Picture of You," is based on letters
received by the sponsor. Each week
a letter will be selected and its con-
tent will be the subject of an oral
picture set against a background of
music. Zella Layne will present the
oral picture while Camilla Roma will
sing specially selected songs with
Charles Runyan at the console of the
philharmonic organ.

with volunteers from the audience
participating in the show. The pro-
gram's format lends itself to unlimited
humor and the more serious desires
of people.

CBS "School Of Air"
Skeds 130 Programs

(Continued from Page 1)
9:30-10 p.m., MWT; 1:30-2 p.m.,
PWT).

Full details of the five -day -a -week
series are outlined in the "Teacher's
Manual and Classroom Guide" which
is now available. These manuals,
utilized by 180,000 teachers in the
past season, are distributed to in-
structors by CBS stations in the
United States and by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation in Canada.

The program, formerly titled
"School of the Air of the Americas,"
has again been designated by the
Office of War Information and the
U. S. Government as the official
channel for the coming year through
which the news information and in-
structions for civilian activities, will
be conveyed to children and young
people, teachers and parents.

Six programs Will be written, pro-
duced and directed in Canada. Dates
for those broadcasts are Nov. 4 and
29, Jan. 6, Feb. 23, Mar. 9 and 14.

The National Education Association,
leading organization of teachers in
the United States continues to en-
dorse the programs. Other cooperat-
ing organizations include Science
Service, Music Educators National
Conference, Association for Arts in
Childhood and the New York City
Board of Education.

Many of Columbia's finest script
writers and directors will assist in
the production of the programs.
These include Murray Dyer, Nila
Mack and Frank Ernest Hill.

The five programs are as follows*
Mondays-The Tools of Science;

Tuesdays-Gateways to Music, Wed-
nesdays-New Horizons-World Geog-
raphy, Thursdays-Tales from Far
and Near, and Fridays-This Living
World.

Roy Chapman Andrews, noted ex-
plorer and geographer, will be sched-
uled on the Wednesday geography
series which will again be written
by Col. Hans Christian Adamson,
U. S. Army Air Corps.

The Board of Education ('New York
City) will continue to supply stu-
dents for participation in the discus-

New High Speed AP Wires
Start In N. Y. -New England

(Continued from Page 1)
facilities. The conversion from forty
to sixty word -per -minute sending
speed was accomplished in the early
morning hours so that service to radio
stations was impeded as little as pos-
sible.

In commenting on the speed up
Oliver Gramling, assistant general
manager of Press Association, said,
"It is our present intention that the
entire nationwide circuit will be
operating on the 60 -word per minute
basis before many days have passed.
There are technical difficulties in-
volved of course, but the opportuni-
ties for improving The AP radio ser-
vice make the effort well worth while.

"We would like to express our ap-
preciation to affiliated radio stations,"
Gramling concluded, "for their splen-
did cooperation during the trying
switchover period. This high speed
transmission, as they realize makes
available to their listeners every-
where widest possible news coverage
in the shortest possible time."

Stork News
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin M. Josephy, Jr.

announce the birth of a girl, Deane,
June 22, weighing 6 pounds 8 ounces.
Alvin Josephy was formerly assistant
director of news and special events
at WOR, New York, handling special
events for the Office of War Informa-
tion Radio Bureau until June 15. He
is now stationed at Parris Island,
completing a course as a combat cor-
respondent with the Marines.
sion portion of the Friday "This
Living World" series. On this same
program, 47 other CBS stations will
carry on their own discussion periods
by students selected from schools in
the vicinity of those stations.

"American School of the Air" is
presented as a public service by the
Columbia Broadcasting System. It is
produced by the 'CBS Education
Department of which Lyman Bryson
is director. Leon Levine is the
broadcast director, Mildred Game
edits the "Teacher's Manual" and
Murray Dyer is script editor.

AGENCIES
WAR ADVERTISING EXHIBIT

shown during the convention of the
Advertising Federation of America at
the Waldorf-Astoria recently, will be
on display in Ben Franklin Hall of
the Advertising Club of New York,
from Thursday, July 8 to Friday,
July 23, inclusive, except Saturdays
and Sundays, and will be open to the
public from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. This
exhibit demonstrates how eighty of
the country's leading advertisers are
applying the power of advertising in
the fight for victory, as there is a
War message in every advertisement
displayed.

WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB, presi-
dent of William H. Weintraub & Com-
pany, announces the appointment of
Yasha Frank as executive creative
head of the company's radio depart-
ment. Frank leaves D'Arcy Advertis-
ing Company to join Weintraub. Prior
to his connection with D'Arcy, Mr.
Frank served on the staff of CBS. as
idea man in the program service de-
partment and liaison between pro-
gram and sales.

MELVIN H. BAKER, president of
the National Gypsum Company, will
deliver the principal address at the
luncheon meeting of the Sales Exe-
cutives Club of New York which will
be held today at the Hotel Roose-
velt.

AMP Extends 8 Pacts
Music licensing agreements be-

tween Associated Music Publishers,
Inc. (AMP) and the following sta-
tions have been extended for addi-
tional perods: KFAB, Lincoln; KFOR,
Lincoln; KOCY, Oklahoma City;
KOIL, Omaha; WGTM, Wilson;
WLAV, Grand Rapids; WMOB,
Mobile, and WMPS, Memphis.

A new agreement has been com-
pleted with WJZM, Clarksville, Ten-
nessee.

WENR
WENR recently deliv-
ered 700% more returns
than the advertiser
expected 1 Here is real
pulling power 1

WENR is Chicago's Basic
Blue Network Station. 50,000
watts on a clear channel,
890 k. c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.
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WLB Session Friday

To Pass On AFM Case

(Continued from Page 1)
the question of WLB jurisdiction,
yesterday, followed in rapid order
certification of the case to WLB by
Frances Perkins, Secretary of Labor,
Monday, after government concilia-
tion failed. Conciliation meeting col-
lapsed last Thursday. Report of it
was filed immediately. Department
of Labor remained in session despite
the July 4th holiday, to render its
certification. The New Case Com-
mittee of the WLB considered the
subject briefly, and reported to the
full board in executive session. If
the Board assumes jurisdiction, then
it is expected that the WLB will send
out its usual strike telegram calling
both parties to resume production
at once pending hearings. The Board
has refused to consider disputes in
the past while either party continued
in strike or lockout.

WLB Logical Arbitrator
In the past, Petrillo has repeated

that he would return his men to
production if the President so re-
quested. Whether or not he holds
the WLB in the same high esteem
has not been said. When asked about
it yesterday, Petrillo indicated that
he would make a decision on that
score when faced with. it.

Should the board refuse to accept
the case, its decision would run
counter to that rendered by the
Supreme Court in February, holding
that the case was a labor dispute
out of the view of the government's
anti-trust suit.

On behalf of the transcription com-
panies, A. Walter Socolow issued the
following statement yesterday:

"The music transcription companies
appreciate the promptness with which
the National War Labor Board is
addressing itself to the problem in-
volved in the labor dispute between
them and the American Federation
of Musicians, which was certified to
the Board by the Secretary of Labor
yesterday. In setting the problem
of jurisdiction for a public hearing
on Friday morning, the Board will
bring into the open the inconsistency
of the position taken by Mr. Petrillo
and his Union which is designed
merely to confuse the issues.

Quotes High Count Ruling
"When the United States Govern-

ment, through the Department of
Justice, brought an anti-trust action
against Mr. Petrillo and his Union
last fall, the Union successfully
avoided the jurisdiction of the courts
by forcefully arguing that its strike
was a typical labor dispute and thus
not subject to the jurisdiction -of the
court. The Supreme Court, on Feb-
ruray 15, 1943, in affirming the deci-
sion of Judge Barnes in the District
Court, ruled that the Union's actions
in this instance are steps in a labor
dispute and therefore do not violate
the Anti -Trust laws.

"Opposite Position" Seen
"Now that the matter is before the

National War Labor Board, the A. F.
of M. is apparently attempting to
take the opposite position by assert -

i
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"A Date With Judy"
Aleen Leslie's engaging recital of

the tribulations of the Foster family
returns to the air once more as the
Summer replacement for Eddie Can-
tor's "Time to Smile."

Louise Erickson again plays the
lead role-Judy Foster, the junior
miss whose innocent exploits result in
the aforementioned Foster family
tribulations. Miss Erickson gives the
part all the enthusiasms of the teen-
aged girl and Dix Davis, who plays
her brother, Randolph, is the typical
wise -cracking kid brother.

The first show got under way a
little slowly but the plot tightened
up as it passed the midway mark.
The studio audience further impeded
the smooth flow of dialogue.

As all-around, good family enter-
tainment, however, "A Date With
Judy" can't miss. The excited young-
ster about to graduate into the debu-
tante age and her down to earth
younger brother make for uproarious
fun. Well cast, too are Joe Kearns
as the father, and Bea Benaderet as
the mother.

In the first episode, Judy decided
to look for a job as private secretary.
Her explanation that she quit her
last employment because the boss
made passes at her was complicated
by the fact that her father had given
her the only letter of reference she
had. Word soon spread that Mr.
Foster was no gentleman for whom
to work, and Mrs. Foster began de -

"New Jack Carson Show"
With the comely cover girl, Jinx

Falkenburg, as guest, Jack Carson
scored again last Wednesday with his
madcap show. Routine with Miss
Falkenburg, who set out to woo him
with a passionate approach and a
heavy Spanish accent, was a high
spot in a fast-moving comedy show.

The main situation concerned itself
with Carson's efforts to write "next
week's show" and the consequent in-
terruptions. Seeking .quiet, Carson
and his partner, Dave Willock, run
off to a country spot where Jinx in-
vades their privacy.

Leonard Levinson (who provides
the "Great Gildersleeve scripts) and
Lou Fulton (who does the Ginny
Simms show) collaborated on the
Carson act and turned out a gagful,
punchy script.

A discovery of producer Vick
Knight's Anita Ellis knows a torch
song when she sings it. Her rendition
of "Don't Get Around Much Any-
more," accompanied by Johnny
Richards' orchestra, deserved plaudits
-herewith accorded. She is a gal to
watch-and listen to.

Program is heard Wednesday 9:30-
10 p.m., EWT over a CBS network,
sponsored by Campbell Soup Co.
Foote, Cone & Belding is agency.
manding explanations from her be-
wildered husband.

Program is heard Wednesdays over
NBC 9-9:30 p.m., EWT sponsor re-
maining the same of course in Bristol-
Myers; agency is Young & Rubicam.

ing that the same dispute which it
maintained was a strike last fall is
not now a labor dispute at all. It is
obvious that if by any such tactics
of confusion the jurisdiction of both
the courts and the War Labor Board
could be avoided, our entire wartime
machinery for preventing strikes
which interfere with the war effort
would be frustrated.

"The transcription companies, there-
fore, confidently rely upon the Board
to exercise its jurisdiction and to
send Mr. Petrillo's striking musicians
back to work at once. The Board
will not permit the Union to blow
hot and cold in avoiding its jurisdic-
tion to regulate such dispute."

Miller Issues Statement
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington -Certification of the
dispute between recording firms and
the AFM to the War Labor Board
brought the following comment from
Neville Miller, president of the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters:

"The broadcasting industry wel-
comes the certification of the Petrillo
dispute to the National War Labor
Board. It can now be disposed of
in orderly fashion on its merits in
line with the country's wartime labor
policy. The board is now obligated
to direct the striking musicians to
return to work immediately so that
further damage to our wartime com-
munications system may be averted."

General Advt. Agency
Organized By Coleman

Atlanta, Ga.-Maurice C. Coleman,
for the past 15 years associated with
radio here in various executive ca-
pacities, announces the formation of
an Advertising Agency in Atlanta
under the film name of Maurice C.
Coleman and Associates. Offices will
be opened in the Citizens and South-
ern National Bank Building.

Pioneer in Radio Industry
Coleman is a pioneer in the broad-

casting industry. His career started
fifteen years ago with WGST, at
which time the , only other Atlanta
station was WSB. After several years
Coleman joined the staff of the old
WJTL, then owned by Oglethorpe
University. Later this station was
acquired by new owners and the call
changed to WATL. Under the new
ownership Coleman was appointed
General Manager. January 1, 1941
Maurice Coleman resigned this posi-
tion to join the staff of WAGA as
commercial manager. This position
was retained until June 1 of this
year, about six months after WAGA
announced change of facilities and
executive personnel.

'Coleman is one of the pioneers of
the original sales managers division
of the National Association of Broad-
casters (now Broadcast Sales Direc-
tors), and was chairman of the 5th
district.

Free Radio -Time PI

For Canada Elect'
(Continued from Page 1)

under chairmanship of Dr. J.
Thomson, CBC general manager,
attended by representatives of
three parties.

"By mutual agreement betwee ' E

party representatives, one-half L

per week of free time will be gra
by the CBC for each party d
the election campaign," said
statement, which added, "The Libe tr

are also granted one extra half -
broadcast to conclude the camp
and the Progressive Conservat
and C. C. F. each one additi
period of 15 minutes. For this
pose the CBC set up a province -
network. Arrangements were
made to exercise the powers of
broadcasting act whereby the
regulates the amount of time for
sidiary hook-ups and for poli
campaign broadcasts on individ
stations."

The CRC said this is the first t
its policy with respect to elec
has been applied to the provin
field. "Hitherto, arrangements
election broadcasts have been c
fined to federal contests," CBC
It was further declared: "Last y
the Parliamentary Committee
Radio Broadcasting recommen
that the same arrangements sho
be extended to provincial electi
and the Board of Governors of
CBC have accepted this recommen
tion."

In a statement to the meeting
Thomson said that while the gr
ing of free time entailed expe
to the CRC in cancelling progr
and the purchase of wire -lines,
publicly -owned corporation the C
regarded it "as a fulfilment of th
duty" to give all parties a fair a
portunity to present their views
the electorate.

Maritime Service Show
Starts July 17 On CB

"It's Maritime," a half-hour of
formation and entertainment devo
to the U. S. Maritime Service, mak
its debut on CBS Saturday, July 1
from 5-5:30 p.m., EWT. Featuri
guest stars and a variety of popul
music, the program originates at t
U. S. Maritime Service Training S
tion at Sheepshead Bay, Brookl
largest in the country, and is p
sented before audiences drawn fro
that station's more than 8,000 traine

First of the guest stars is Madele'
Carroll, currently heard five -a -we
on Columbia's "Madeleine Carr
Reads" program. She is official re
resentative of the United Seaman
Service, which provides recreatio
and entertainment for men of
Merchant Marine on leave.

Edward F. McKay
Washington-Edward F. McKay,

the past five years legal assistant
Paul Walker, member of the
died here yestrday of uremic pois
ing. He had been seriously ill
about two weeks.

'

1
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Ily Hints At "Other Proceedings"
In Replying To Probe Accusations

(Continued from Page 1)
ugene L. Garey, Cox committee,
be satisfactorily answered, and
he hopes the investigation can be
through quickly "so that we can

tack to fighting the real war."
declared that the letters read

the public record Friday by.
y, at the first open "hearing" of
Cox committee, from Admiral
lam Leahy and War and Navy
etaries Stimson and Knox are
classified as "secret." Reluctant to
iss these letters because he does
want to violate the same prin-

t is which he alleges Garey did,
said he has no reason to believe
Army released the letters. He
he does have an idea who was

onsible, however, and predicted
it will come out either at future

rings or in "other proceedings."
Asked for Clarification

rked what "other proceedings"
might be, the chairman told the

rter who posed the question,
K't push" and would say no more.

' rey is reported to have denied
the letters referred to by Fly

classified as "secret." It is doubt-
that he has seen the originals of

i e letters, however, since he has
bpd that the Army and the Navy
I furnish him with copies. It is
(wn also that high military officials
'ported to include even Admiral
ay-demanded of the Office of
sorship an explanation of the re -
e of these documents Friday
fining, as soon as they were aware
shat Garey had released. Censor-
, Director Byron Price refused to
went, but left reporters with the
cession that he had received corn -

i hits.
ly said he definitely does not want
lave any "running fight" with the

The two agencies "have had
ng and extensive line of coopera-
," he said, "and I have no doubt
that will continue in the future."
was asked here if he had men-
ed the Army and intentionally
tted reference to the Navy. At
: he did not answer, then pressed
e again for a reply he declared

he had "no comment. I won'tt picking and choosing and
iinating one agency after an -
sr," he said.
wring the conference, Fly released
otter which he sent yesterday to

Cox committee. This letter is
tted here in full:
in view of the gravity of the formal
ic statements issued through the Coin-
ee Counsel, in further view of the ex-
iity and unfairness of the procedures

1 tofore followed by the committee and
d :ounsel, and in further view of the need
1 the Commission, its Commissioners and

' members for some information as to
t procedures may be expected from the
mittee, I sincerely request the committee
espmtd to the following questions at its
p convenience:
(1) Has the committee already concluded

It will make findings as set forth in
6 ,ounsel's formal and broadly public issued

nient?
(2) Does the committee have an open
d on these matters and if so may we have
ublic statement to that effect?
(3) Did the committee authorize the

publication of those conclusions of its Wall
Street counsel?

"(4) Is this committee going to continue
to permit such conclusions to be broadcast
without giving the Commission an oppor-
tunity for a hearing?

"(5) Is the committee now going to ad-
journ for the summer without giving the
Commission an opportunity for a hearing on
the publicly announced conclusions?

"(6) Will the committee now give to the
Commission whatever notice it is possible
to afford it as to when hearings may be
expected to be held and as to when individual
Commissioners or staff members may be ex-
pected to be called for testimony?

"(7) Is the committee going to continue
the services of dollar -a -year men of Wall
Street?

"(8) Is the Committee going to continue
to permit lawyers to issue subpoenas requir-
ing appearances before themselves?

"(9) Is the. committee going to permit
its Wall Street lawyers to purport to - put
witnesses under oath?

"(10) Is the committee going to continue
to permit this sort of testimony behind closed
doors, in private offices and hotel rooms
with the Commission excluded?

"(11) Is the committee going to continue
the practice of refusing to permit the Com-
mission to purchase copies of the transcripts
of such testimony?

"(12) In view of repeated statements that
the investigation is to be a constructive one
is the committee going to afford the Com-
mission any form of hearing procedure by
permitting its counsel to bring matters to
the attention of the committee: (A) In con-
nection with statements by committee coun-
sel; (B) In relation to the introduction of
documents by committee counsel or, (C) In
the giving of testimony by witnesses called
by committee counsel without threats of
being ejected by the police, and by permitting
reasonable cross examination of such wit-
nesses to insure against further falsehood
and distortion."

Fly said with sarcasm that he as-
sumes the FCC will get "fair
answers" to his questions from the
committee.

Other Correspondence Released
Fly also released correspondence in

which he had asked of the committee
permission to buy transcripts of the
testimony given the committee by
Donald Flamm, former licensee of
WMCA, New York; of Nicholas Cure -
ton, FCC employee, and of other wit-
nesses who appeared in the commit-
tee's star -chamber sessions.

Two letters were sent-on April 15
and May 19-and both request were
denied. The first denial was by Garey,
who declared that "to grant such a
request at this time would be incom-
patible with the public interests."
(Fly explained that "that means he
didn't want to give them to us" and
added that he felt a "running fight"
on the whole issue is far more "in-
compatible with the public interest").

The second letter, sent by Fly offer-
ing to purchase these transcripts
brought a reply from Garey in which
the committee counsel said his ear-
lier position had been upheld during
a meeting of the full committee.

Cites Flamm Examination
Donald Flamm was examined and

sworn, said Fly, by Attorney Wm.
Hauser, dollar -a -year member of the
committee staff and a member of
Garey's New York law firm, Garey
Desvernine & Garey.

Fly said also that Garey has
adopted the "Wall Street Journal's"
position on television-that we are
guilty of dereliction in not "locking

FCC Further Eases

Rules Governing FM
(Continued from Page 1)

down" television as it existed in 1940 night, but suspends the requirement
and saving it for the radio monopoly. that two hours of this service must

Fly told his press conference- be given over to programs not dupli-
tWice its usual size-that "we will cated in the same area by another
meet all charges against us when and station, standard or FM. Each FM
if we get a hearing and I can assure licensee is still required, insofar as
you we will meet them in a surpris- possible, to develop "a distinct separ-
ingly convincing way-and I'm not ate broadcast service from that other -
excluding any of them (the charges) ." wise available in the service area."

On Sunday Fly had opened his Technical Changes Authorized
countercharge against the committee At the same time the Commission
stating that the Friday session in announced that it will authorize tech -
which no opportunity was given any- nical changes in the operation of High
one to so much as discuss the 50 Frequency (FM), television and non -
charges 1,tveled against the FCC by commercial education broadcast sta-
Garey, showed the committee in "its tions during the war period where
true chz-acter," adding, "there it desirable to conserve equipment, par -
stands in its stark reality announcing ticularly vacuum tubes, or where
to the public through its Wall Street necessary to permit continued opera -
mouthpiece the 50 vicious conclusions tion of a station, provided such
it is going to arrive at come hell or changes are consistent with the main -
high water, after purporting to go tenance of a substantial public ser -
through some of the forms of a `Judi- vice. Under this arrangement licen-
cial' inquiry and `due process of law'." sees may file with the FCC informal

Answers "Monopoly" Charge requests to reduce operating power
Reviewing Cox's bitter attacks upon or to make other changes in the

the "radio monopoly" during his operation of authorized equipment.
period of friendship for the FCC, and In view of the difficulty of obtain -
his staunch defense of the agency, he ing replacement tubes and equipment
referred to Cox's sudden change of and the shortage of skilled personel
heart after the FCC had discharged its needed in effecting repairs, the Corn -
"unfortunate duty....to report to the mission feels this simplified, procedure
Attorney General that Representative will aid in maintaining continuous
Cox had procured a $2,500 fee for FM and television service during war.
representing a successful applicant
for a broadcast license." As soon as have been visited with that much
the current investigation was ordered, long ago. We have a war on other
said Fly, "Cox immediately joined fronts and those of us who are devot-
with the radio monopoly and Wall ing ourselves to that war might well
Street interests on the one hand and be permitted to get on with the job."
the military on the other, all moving Chairman Cox of the House Corn -
in for the kill. The aim has obviously mittee investigating the FCC charged
been to wreck the Commission, the Fly with an attempt "to destroy the
only agency representng the public confidence of American soldiers in
in this important field, to set up their commanders." Referring to Fly's
monopolistic control by commercial statement over the week-end concern -
interests and to establish actual and ing the committee which he heads,
coercive surveillance of the nation's Cox said:
most significant mechanism of free "As to the attack of Mr. Fly upon
speech." the select committee of the House

Defends War Work of Representatives, now investigat-
Strongly defending the special war ing the Commission, the committee

work carried on by the Commission has no statement to make. The corn -
and so bitterly attacked by Garey on mittee does not mean to be drawn
Friday, Fly said "Cox and his Wall away from the constructive job it has
Street mouthpiece have been slow in undertaken.
disclosing to the public their long Cox Alleged "Disservice'
existing tie-in with the radio mono- "Mr. Fly's attack upon the military
poly. But the cat was out of the bag and naval departments for objecting
when the committee's counsel referred to his attempt to take over the re -
on Friday to Mr. Fly's successful ef- sponsibility of war activities cannot
fort in delaying television, which all be ignored. The joint chiefs of staffs
too obviously is directed in its efforts of the Army and Navy, the Chief of
to lock down the great future of the Staff to the Commander in Chief of
television industry to the inadequate the Army and Navy, the Secretary of
systems then controlled by that War and the Secretary of the Navy
monopoly. This is the same stand. of say it has been found that the opera -
the Commission which Congressman tions of Mr. Fly's commission con -
Cox had so vigorously defended on stitute an interference with the war
the floor' of the House in happier effort and a threat to the nation's
days. security. If this be true, then all pos -

Reviewing some of the "vicious sible effort must be made to stop this
processes" employed .by the committee action.
staff during its investigation of the "Even' Mr. Fly owes a service to
Commission thus far, Fly said in con- the nation rather than the disservice
elusion, "I cannot but feel that this of trying to destroy the confidence of
sort of harassing and unfair tactics the soldier in his commanders by
ought to stop. If we must be sland- charging them with conspring to Je-
ered, $2,500 worth is enough, and we stroy the FCC."
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* Coast- to -Coast
ADOHR Milk Farms of Los Angeles

contracted with KNX, Hollywood,
for a weekly series of 15 -minute news
commentaries by Dr. Wallace Sterl-
ing, professor of history at the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology. The
program will be heard on Thursdays
beginning at 9:30 p.m., tomorrow.
Little & Co. placed the 52 week con-
tract through Heber Smith, KNX ac-
count executive...George Moskovics,
sales promotion manager for KNX
and the Columbia Pacific network,
leaves his desk to journey to Salt
Lake City where he will address two
sessions of the Inter -Mountain Radio
Council meeting at the University of
Utah, July 9. Moskovics will also be
heard discussing radio's place in the
wartime advertising picture at the
luncheon conference of the Exchange
Club.

* * *

To acquaint listeners with the new air
raid warning signals ordered by the U. S.
Army, WWL, New Orleans, has allowed
four periods of varying length to the
Office of Civilian Defense for the purpose
of explaining the changes....Tommy
Clapp and Betty Miller, two youngsters
who have been appearing in child roles
on WWL for years, now have their own
program "Tommy and Betty" three times
a week over WWL, recalling favorite
stories and poems against a background
of nursery music by Ray McNamara for
the younger listeners. The program is
written and produced by Terry Brick....
Virginia Freret, fresh from teaching speech
and radio at Sullins College in Bristol,
Va., has joined WWL as a continuity
writer.

* * *

Mary Woiceske of Woodstock, who
had a weekly summer program on
WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., has signed
a contract with the New Opera Com-
pany to appear in the "Merry Widow,"
starring Jan Kiepura and Marta Eg-
gerth. The show is scheduled to open
at the Majestic Theater August 3.

* *'
The Yankee network "Yankee House

Party" has been temporarily discontinued
for the summer....Lieut. George Wet-
more, one of WICC's Bridgeport. commen-
tators, writes from the South Pacific that
he is stationed with the Signal Corps.

* *

Eric Wilkinson's orchestra becomes
the WIBG, Philadelphia, house band

B
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July 7
Arlene Harris Lucille Husting
Irwin Lilienthal David Ross
Hal Schenker Verne Smith
Pauline Swanson Everett West

as of July 5. Wilkinson was formerly
staff organist at KYW, Phialdelphia.

* * *

Larry Frommer was recently appointed
publicity director of WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind. He is a graduate of Indiana
U. possessing an AB degree in journalism
and a masters degree in advertising.

* * *

Servicemen's Weekly News Letter,
published for Tompkins County, N.
Y. servicemen by WHCU, Ithaca, and
the Corner Book Store, in coopera-
tion with the Wilcox Press, reached
a new circulation high of 1,372 with
the July 4th issue. Cost of the four -
page paper is underwritten by the
station and the bookstore. Subscrip-
tions help to defray the mailing cost

..1st Lieut. Betty Austin, WAC,
former agricultural briefs writer for
WHCU, spent furlough in Ithaca over
the week-end.

* * *

KMOX, St. Louis, has inaugurated a
new 15 -minute combined quiz and musical
program to run daily Monday through
Saturday at 8:15 a.m., titled "Do You
Know the Answer." The program con-
ducts, also, telephone conversations.
Blaine Cornwell, production manager, is
use master of ceremonies.

* * *

Raymond Peters, is the new WCAE,
Pittsburgh, news analyst. He is a
native of London, having lived in
Paris for seven years. He is one of
the founders of "L'Agence Inter -
Europa."... Newscaster Norman Twig-
ger is now a private in the Army....
Bob Donley, familiar for his "Morn-
ing Express" programs, has taken
over the 11 p.m. "News Parade"....
John Leban has joined the WCAE
announcing staff ...."Babe" Rhodes
has added Elda Allen as vocalist to
his WCAE staff orchestra.

* * *

Francis E. Stern, state chairman of the
American Legion campaign for records
for our lighting men, launched the Con-
necticut drive Saturday, July 3 in a talk
over WTIC, Hartford.

*

A new five-minute feminine show,
"Vitamins for Victory," featuring
Marie Huffman and sponsored by the
Babcock Dairy Company, is broad-
cast Monday through Friday over
WTOL, Toledo. The script is devoted
to cooking hints and menus planned
to introduce a wartime balanced diet
to housewives.

* *

WIP, Philadelphia, to help relieve the
present shortage of mikemen, opened
classes in a School for Announcers, Tues
day. July 6. Program director Edward
Wallis directs the curriculum.

* * *

John Louther, formerly with
WJAC, Johnstown, Pa., and WGKV,
Charleston, West Va., has joined the
announcing staff at WJLS, Beckley,
West Va.....Phil Vogel, from WKRC,
Cincinnati, has joined the staff of
WJLS as program and production
managers.

The newsmen behind the "Faces and
Places in the News," heard on KHJ, Los
Angeles, Don Lee, Monday through Fri-
day evenings, are Jack Desch, news edi-
tor; Howard Culver, feature writer and
columnist; and Pat Kelly. writer -producer.

* *

Ed Watkins, until recently studio
engineer for WTMA, Charleston, S. C.,
has joined the staff of WGOV, Val-
dosta, Ga., as chief engineer.

* e

WHN marks the sixth anniversary of
the initial Japanese attack on China by
airing a special broadcast to -night from
10:00 to 10:30 from Carnegie Hall. Ap-
pearing on the broadcast will be Chinese
Ambassador Wei Tao -Ming and Pearl S.
Buck.

Sid Andorn's program about local
people and events over WGAR,
Cleveland, began its eighth consecu-
tive year for the same sponsor, Erin
Brew. Andorn is heard six times
weekly, 52 weeks, completing his
2,184th program recently. Andorn is
also WGAR's director of special
events having come from the Cleve-
land Press where he served as movie
critic....Bernice Ottney, 22, is the
second woman to join the engineer-
ing staff of WGAR. Trained in a gov-
ernment radio course, she entered
radio with a transmitter job at WBOE,
board of education station serving
Cleveland public schools.... Ruth
Lloyd, the first woman hired, is be-
ginning her second year on the staff.

* *

Almost all the personnel of WTMJ-
W55M, Milwaukee Journal stations, are
serving some dual capacity as commit-
teemen, also. Bob Helee, chief announcer
has been named national chairman of
the Radio Advisory Committee of the
Bowlers Victory Council; Nancy Grey, di-
rector of women's activities for the Jour-
nal stations, has been appointed to the
steering committee to guide the Wisconsin
canning industry to a successful harvest
of crops; and Russ Winnie, assistant man-
ager and sports commentator, has been
named to the Milwaukee Community War
Chest Public Relations committee.

e

James Abbe, already fairly busy
with a six -a -week schedule of early
morning broadcasts at 7:30 a.m. on
KECA, Los Angeles, took a new as-
signment recently when he joined the
Blue Newsroom Review as a com-
mentator and newscaster. Other com-
mentators on the Review are Maj.
Gen. Paul B. Malone, USA retired;
James G. McDonald, Edward Jorgen-
son, Wilfred Fleisher and Stuart
Hannon.

The "Artist's Reviews Art" heard regu-
larly Mondays and Fridays over WEVD,
New York will now be heard at 7:20 p.m.
every Friday evening over FM W75NY.

* *

The Southern New England Tele-
phone Company has renewed a series
of two local spots daily for the next

three months over WNLC, New
don, Conn. The account was
by Batten, Barton, Durstine &
borne....Helen Sutton is curr
campaigning to increase the
Fat Salvage program over W
Earlier in the year when the
centage of fats collected fell b
the city's quota, a drive by
Sutton sent it soaring over the
Her efforts won the thanks o'
state OPA office.

*

Grady Cole, WBT's, Charlotte,
farm editor, is sporting a sterling
Lure "kennel" watch charm, sign
membership in the Silver Kennel Clu
Howard Turner, who joined the ann
ing staff of WBT about four months
is the news reporter on the Groves
ratories "Evening News Summary,"
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
lags.

* * *

James Cassidy, WLW-WSAI sp
events director, was in the city
terday conferring with officials o
British Broadcasting Co. concer
future programs on the Englan.
WLW current series of broad!
coming from other countries o
than Britain....Roger Baker, b
ball broadcaster for WSAI, Ci
nati, for the first time in 14 y
enjoyed a holiday on July 4....J
Mitchell, studio engineer of W
WSAI, will don an Army unit
shortly. He's been with the Cro
stations almost 12 years.

Army Air Force Series
Starts July 19 On

In an effort to advise the publi
the weekly operations of the U
Army Air Forces, and all its c'
ponent parts, "The Army Air Fore
a new war -effort series, will be h-
over the Mutual network Mond
beginning July 19, 7:30 to 8 p
EWT. The program will be prody
in joint cooperation with the A
Air Forces, the East and West C'
Aircraft Production Council and
Mutual network.

"Army Air Forces" will attemp
tell the story of the airplane fro
production in aircraft plants to
use in combat areas in every the -
of global war. Film star William
den, now a Second Lieutenant in
Army Air Corps, will act as e
on the first program.

Through this program, it is ho
that the interviews with the corn
fliers will act as an incentive to
men and women in aircraft factor
The combat flier will relate the man
in which various labors of the
in aircraft production helped
while he was fighting the enemy
the air-thus creating a liaison
tween our fighters on the battlefr
and the home front. Many stirr
stories of the global war will be he
on the program.

r
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x's Probe Methods

lit By Capital Paper---
If ashingtou Bureau, RADIO DAILY
'ashington-Fresh evidence of his

1

tness to conduct a Congressional
Istigation of the FCC was given
iday by Rep. E. E. Cox, chairman
;he special House committee in-
;igating the Commission, the
thington "Post" said editorially
:erday. The paper referred to
:'s charge that FCC Chairman Fly

attempting to destroy the con-
nce of American soldiers in their

(Continued on Page 6)

ttwork Evening Clients
13% Over Last Summer

lore commercial evening programs
on the networks this summer

n had existed last year, bringing
total number of commercial even -
hours up about 13 per cent. Num-
of shows jumped from 109 last

r, to 124 this year, according to
June 30 evening ratings report

ted by C. E. Hooper.
,Resumes show, too, that the aver -

ratings as well as sets -in -use and
(Continued on Page 2)

Fy Denies Connection
With Payne Withdrawal
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

V'ashington-FCC Chairman James
wrence Fly said yesterday that
explanation for the sudden with-

twal of the last week's nomination
George Henry Payne, New York
publican, to succeed himself as a
mber of the FCC must be sought
m President Roosevelt, since the

a ion was taken by the President.
(Continued on Page 2)

Name Your Song
The day that Hitler surrenders

everyone in the Allied world will
celebrate with music in one form or
another, predicts Donald Voorhees,
conductor of NBC's "Telephone
Hour" and "Cavalcade of Amer-
ica," What would you like to hear?
What music will express your
jubilation best? Just send your song
suggestions to Don Voorhees, 145

( West 45th Street (18). N. Y. C.

Customers
When WQXR started its "Let's

Learn Spanish" series last year, it
offered listeners a word list free.
After the first broadcast, 800 re-
quests came in. Station returned
the program to the air Monday.
and again announced availability
of a word list, but placed a dollar
tariff thereon. One thousand re-
quests came in after the first
broadcast.

AFRA Mulls Definition

Of 'Commercial' Show
AFRA is still mulling a course of

action to define what constitutes a
commercial and sustaining program,
as a result of recent adverse decision
by a board of arbitrators in the case
of "My True Story" on the Blue Net-
work. Panel had held that the case
contained elements both commercial
and sustaining, but since the element
of commercial was not sufficiently
pronounced, ruled that sustaining
wages should prevail.

Two major alternatives are receiv-
(Continued on Page 3)

Baldwin Signed By Blue;
Starts Series July 25

Hanson W. Baldwin, naval and mili-
tary anlyst and Pulitzer Prize winner,
will make his debut as a radio com-
mentator on the Blue Network, July
25 in a weekly series to be heard
Sunday from 3:15 to 3:30 p.m., EWT.

(Continued on Page 2)

Wants Enforcement By FCC Deferred
While Congress Considers Subject
Of Regulation And Free Speech

Private Canadian Web

Too Strong-Thomson
Ottawa-Dr. J. S. Thomson, general

manager of the Canadian Broadcast-
ing Corporation, said in evidence be-
fore the Canadian House of Com-
mons Radio Committee that any
group of private individuals who
could establish their own radio net-
work in Canada would become the
most influential group in the country;

(Continued on Page 6)

NBC Syndicated Sales
Includes 16 New Accts.

Sixteen new contracts and three
renewals for transcribed program
series were closed during the month
of June by the Syndicated Sales divi-
sion of NBC's Radio -Recording De-
partment according to C. Lloyd Egner,

(Continued on Page 6)

FCC Hearing On WOKO
Adjourned Until July 22

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The FCC hearing to

determine whether WOKO, Albany,
N. Y., has been concealing in its
financial statements the actual own-
ership of its stock has been con_

(Continued on Page 2)

Sees So. Amer. Program -Needs
As Shows ForLower Classes

GE Exec. Sees More FM
And Television in Post -War

Although war developments un-
doubtedly will improve radio trans-
mitters, General Electric engineers
see no radical changes that will pre-
maturely obsolete present equipment,
Paul Chamberlain, of GE's electronics
department, reports.

"What we do expect in the field of
(Continued on Page 2)

Need for more good music programs
on our shortwave schedules to South
America, and more local programs
designed for the lower -than -middle
class income groups are among the
major recommendations sent to
Washington, D. C., by Wilfred
Roberts, head of program production
for the Radio Bureau of the CIAA,
_who recently returned from a two
month observation tour in Columbia,
Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile and Peru.

(Continued on Page 5)

WashingtonBureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Suspension of the new

network rules and "the augmented
powers granted by the recent deci-
sion of the Supreme Court" to the
FCC was demanded yesterday on the
Senate floor by Senator Robert L.
Taft, Ohio Republican, "until the
Congress has the opportunity to con-
sider the whole problem of radio
regulation."

"Only in this way," he said, "can
we defend ourselves against the most
serious infringement on the right of
free speech in the United States

(Continued on Page 3)

WSA Lauds Radio Job

On Recruiting Drive
Recognition of the "magnificent re-

sponse" to the radio campaign for the
recruitment of experienced men for
the United States Merchant Marine
has come from the War Shipping Ad-
ministration, Washington, D. C.

That agency, in a statement just
issued, declared that its Recruitment
and Manning Division "is more than

(Continued on Page 5)

WOR's New Contracts
Reveal Dollar Volume Up
Dollar volume of business among

new accounts on WOE, for the month
of Jurie has established a new record
for the month on that outlet. The

(Continued on Page 2)

No Less
With a broad grin, a handful

of cigars and an attitude of life
that just wouldn't wait, Jim Wood-
ruff, Jr., executive manager of the
Georgia Broadcasting System,
scattered sunshine and cigars as
he walked into his office, an-
nouncing that he was father of
quintuplets. However, after clariti.
cation, it was learned that his collie
had given birth to five pups.
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Joty 7)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. Cr Tel.
CBS A ..
CBS B

Crosley Corp.
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd. .... 69 685/9 69
Stewart -Warner 131/2 131/4 131/2
Westinghouse 99t/4 981/4 98% - 11/4
Zenith Radio 35 343/4 343/4 - 1/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 351 3% 3% + 1/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. Co Rad. 85/s 87/e

Stromberg-Carlson 12% 13%
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23
WMR (Detroit) ... 26 ..

Net
High Low Close Chg.

1557/9 155% 1557/s 4- 1/4
221/2 221/4 221/2 - !,a
22% 223/e 22% - vs
191/2 191/2 191/2 - 1/2
391/4 383/4 387/e - 1/4
24 23% 233/4
1131 11 111/s

Baldwin Signed By Blue;
Starts Series July 25
(Continued from Page 1)

Military and naval editor of the
New York "'Times," author of numer-
ous books on tactics and strategy and
contributor to such periodicals as
"Life," "Saturday Evening Post" and
"Reader's Digest," Baldwin's previous
radio appearances have been con-
fined to occasional guest spots.

Baldwin's role, according to G.
W. Johnstone, director of news and
special features of the Blue, will be
to interpret in simple, lay language
the perplexing pattern of naval and
military developments. He has been
a newspaperman since 1928 when he
joined the "Baltimore Sun" and won
the Pulitzer Prize in 1942 for a series
of articles based on a tour of the
South Pacific battle area.

Renewals Prove Results

WTBO
820 Kc. Cumberland, Md.

Fly Denies Connection
With Payne Withdrawal

(Continued from Page 1)
At any rate, said Fly, he did not
request the withdrawal and has thus
far done nothing about suggesting
a replacement to fill the vacant chair.

Admitting that he had been to
the White House Thursday, the day
Payne's name was called back, Fly
said it was an off-the-record chat and
that the name of Payne had been
withdrawn even before he (Fly) ar-
rived at the White House. Fly said
he definitely had not recommended
the withdrawal of Payne's name.

Aside from that Fly said it was
not appropriate for him to discuss
Payne at length. He pointed out
that the New York Republican has
followed the policy of the Commis-
sion majority in most recent cases.
Fly added here that he has never
tried to impose his will on Payne or
other members of the Commission.
He said also that he was skeptical
about the truth of reports that Payne
is being sacrificed to conservative
elements in Congress.

Does Not Suspect Payne
The FCC chairman made it plain

that he did not suspect Payne of
responsibility for getting to the Cox
committee of the House the "secret"
letters concerning the FCC's war
activities read into Friday's record.
Although he would not comment on
Payne's nine years of service with
the FCC, Fly did remark that Payne
has supported most of the Commis-
sion policies "that I have."

Fly said that his discussion at the
Wh'.te which
he was especially invited-did not
deal with the Payne nomination,
which he added had already been
withdrawn at the time of his arrival
at the executive mansion. He said
the discussion centered around a
totally different matter, but when
asked if he referred to the Cox com-
mittee investigation of the FCC, he
refused to affirm or deny it.

Network Evening Clients
Up 13% Over Last Summer

(Continued from Page 1)

available audiences are down from
last year, with almost half the pro-
grams showing significant losses.
Reduced audiences and sets -in -use are
attributed to the war and the in-
creased employment among women,
generally, and the more widespread
application of round-the-clock work
programs which takes audiences away
from their radio if they submit to
night work. The lowered show rat-
ings would follow the drop in sets -
in -use, normally. At this time, it is
explained, also, that the increase in
the number of shows coupled with a
reduced audience would tend to
spread the remaining listeners a bit
thinner over the larger range of pro-
grams.

Special Cantor Broadcast
Eddie Cantor will broadcast on

behalf of the Youth Aliyah Move-
ment of Hadassah, Friday, July 9,
5:15-5:30 p.m., via CBS. His address
is titled, "The Lord Is My Shepard."

FCC Hearing On WOE)
Adjourned Until July 22

(Continued from Page 1)

tinued until July 22, because the
station's Albany attorney, Michael
Reilly, had to return to Albany on
another matter.

Cross-examination of Harold E.
Smith, secretary -treasurer and man-
ager of the station, by FCC's Marcus
Cohn, however, brought from Smith
an admission that two statements
given the Commission under oath in
1933 and 1934 concerning the owner-
ship of stock in the station were
incorrect. Smith had said in 1933
that he owned half the stock, Ray-
mond E. Curtiss one -quarter and the
Press Company, of Albany, one -
quarter. A year later he had de-
clared that he and Curtiss each owned
371 per cent of the stock and the
Press Company still 25 per cent. He
admitted Monday, however, that Sam
Pickard, then a CBS vice-president,
and Lawrence Lowman, of CBS, held
24 per cent of the stock in the sta-
tion when both those statements were
made.

Although the original stock in the
WOKO corporation was issued in
December 1940, Pickard and Lowman
did not receive their 14 and 10 per
cent, respectively, until October of
the next year, Smith said, because
the other stockholders wanted to be
sure they were getting their CBS
contract and that "the deal with CBS
would go through."

WOR's New Contracts
Reveal Dollar Volume Up

(Continued from Page 1)
increase over new accounts, from
point of view of dollar volume, is
60 per cent over that which the
station enjoyed for the month last
year. Even the month's gross bill-
ings, taking in renewals, is consid-
erably greater when compared with
last June. The month's total billings
are 26 per cent greater than they
were last June.

Upward trend in business at the
station has been continuous for the
past three months, so that the dollar
volume of new accounts for the sec-
ond quarter is 42 per cent greater
than the figure for the same period
last year. Gross billings, which again
take in renewals for the three-month
period, stand at a gain of 28 per cent
over last year's comparable period.

Over a six-month span, the station
shows the sales department acquired
a total of 155 new accounts in the
half year, and that this figure is a
16% per cent gain over the number
mustered during the half year in
1942.

GE Exec. Sees More FM
And Television in Post -War

(Continued from Page 11
post-war broadcasting is the replace-
ment by FM stations of many low -
powered AM stations now handi-
capped by interference and inade-
quate signal strength and we expect
television broadcasting to develop
rapidly after the war," he explained.
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C. LLOYD EGNER, NBC v,ce-president
charge of Radio Recording. leases this
noon for Washington, where he will attend
WLB-AFM hearing.

SAM H. COOK, president of WFBL. Cola
outlet in Syracuse, a visitor yesterday at
station relations department of the netwo

DALE ROBERTSON, station manager of W
has arrived from Scranton. Pa., for confer
at the headquarters of the Blue Network.

LEON GOLDSTEIN. director of news and
licity for WMCA. has lett on his annual
tion.

JOHN E. SURRICK, sales manager of
Philadelphia. was in town yesterday for con
with the New York representatives of the sta

C. M. FINNEY, president of Associated M
Publishers. off today for Washington to at
the WLB hearing on the Petrillo recording

JOHN MCKAY, manager of the NBC
department, is in Show Village, N. H., for e
ferences regarding the network's program of
same name.

STELLE SLAVIN and the members of her
girl orchestra. have left for the Avalon CI
Wildwood, N. J., where they will broa
over a local Mutual station for the neat
weeks.

A. C. BALTIMORE, commercial manager
WBRE, Baltimore, is in New York on stat
and network business. Called yesterday at
offices of NBC.

RICHARD W DAVIS. general manager
WNBC, Blue Network outlet in Hartford,
back at the Connecticut offices following
short visit to New York.

WFCI To Rfznbeau Co.
Howard W. Thornley, president

the Pawtucket Broadcasting Co
pany, announces the appointment
the William G. Rambeau Compa
as national sales representative f.
radio station WFCI.

Our Heartfelt Thanks to

Lou Frankel

Ben Gross

John Hutchens

Joe Koehler

Len Traube

Miss Van Horne

who voted us a special
award in the Billboard's
6th Annual Radio Pub-

licity Exhibit,

WLIB
The Voice of Liberty
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i iff Asks Suspension

if New Chain Rules
(Continued from Page 1)

ii has occurred since the Bill of
Its was adopted."
It charged that the Court's deci-
"goes far beyond any intent of
tress which can be read into the

e ;rat Communications Act by the
` age layman having some knowl-

of its history." His statement
be interpreted as a tip-off that

Republican National Committee
adying a drive against the FCC
the Supreme Court decision.

es of Taft's address were de-
ed to the press here by the com-
ae, and it is believed that the
1 release was prepared by the

headquarters.
i Older Than Four Freedoms

!e have been told that one of
great purposes of this war is to
ad freedom of expression through -
the world," said the Buckeye
a Presidential hopeful. "This right
r older than the 'four freedoms.'
e is no more fundamental liberty.
eedom of speech is destroyed,
every freedom can be whittled

r without the realization that it
sappearing. Anyone who aims at
:rary government must first de -

freedom of speech or he will
reach his goal."
ft charged that the Roosevelt
inistration, however much in-

>ted in freedom elsewhere, "cer-
y does not seem interested in
ridual freedom in the United
.s"

Asks AIl.Incluslve Freedom
' speech is to be free" he argued,
re must be freedom of every

i ible means of communicating
s and views, and principles and
ts, from one citizen to another,
i one section of the country to
her. It is only by free means

. !ommunication that a people can
Sin free."
lift charged the Administration
i striking at freedom of the press,
spoke especially of the anti-trust
against the Associated Press.

icing out that there is no federal
key licensing the press, he de-
ad that it is no longer true of
D --"the blood brother of the
spaper as an instrument of free
:ch. "

Cites Cultural Programs
istruction of the networks, said

would limit freedom of expres-
in this country. "It is the net -

Ir," he said, "which makes it pos-
e for the whole people of the
ed States to listen to the Phil -
ionic Symphony under Bruno
ter on a Sunday afternoon. It
made it possible for all our

)le to listen to the NBC Sym-
ny under Toscanini, a delight once
awed to a few people in very
e cities. It has opened the doors
the Metropolitan Opera to the
'le American people rather than
ae few who could afford to buy
fat in New York. It has opened
Sues for personal discussion and
to for such institutions as the
n Meeting of the Air," the
erican Forum," the "Chicago

ti

II) IR®MO111- II

War -Time Service
Since Dayton, O. has been reclassi-

fied by the War Manpower Commis-
sion as a No. 1 war industry area,
WHIO, Dayton, has been assisting the
Emergency Committee, a group of
leading businessmen, to convince the
federal war agencies to release more
war contracts to local industries by
calling for more people to register
for war work and to make available
all possible living quarters .for mi-
grant workers. The WHIO officials
aiding the Emergency Committee are
Robert Moody, general manager;
Lester Spencer, assistant manager,
and Bill Hamilton, production man-
ager.

The primary task is to induce
housewives or women who have never
worked before in war production fac-
tories to register at this time for such
work.

WHIG is now broadcasting nine
five-minute programs each week.
Each broadcast originates in one of
Dayton's war plants where women
who are working in factories for the
first time in their lives are inter-
viewed by Bill Hamilton. They are
asked how they like the work,
whether it makes them tired or not
and what they think they are doing
to help win the war and establish a
post-war peace.

Summer Promotion
A ready made Sunday afternoon

audience of approximately 10,000

persons has been taken on by KiPO,
San Francisco NBC outlet, with plans
to broadcast the weekly open-air Mid-
summer Music Palace concerts from
the famed Stern Memorial Grove.
Featured in the sylvan dell is the
San Francisco Symphony, conducted
by Gaetano Merola. Also presented
as special guests are choral groups,
ballet, band, operatic and concert
soloists. The events are free of charge
to the public of the bay, as a part of
the city's annual better music pro-
motions.

Inter -Office Promotion
Roland Weeks, commercial manager

of WCSC, Charleston, S. C., is using
the bi-weekly home organ, "The
Gazette" to spur the copy writers and
announcers to improve the results of
their combined jobs. With the studio
activities collected in a convenient
medium for perusal on their jobs,
the sales of one campaign, it was
related, tripled, rewarding WCSC
with an additional 39 weeks contract.
"The Gazette" also carries station
gossip to its men and woman in the
service.

AFRA Mulls Definition

Of 'Commercial' Show
(Continued foam Page 1)

ing the union's attention. One would
let the matter ride until 1944 when
the Code expires and at which time
AFRA could then write in its own
terms defining the two categories
when negotiating for a code renewal.
Other suggestion, made by Henry
Jaffe, counsel, proposes seeking an
interpretive arbitration.

In recent weeks there have been
conversations between the union and
the network over execution and in-
terpretation of other contractual and
code clauses. One of the matters to
be ironed out, for example, is the
off -the -line recorded broadcast of
several of the Blue's children pro-
grams on the West Coast as delayed
broadcasts.

Mark Woods, president of the Blue,
and George Heller, associate execu-
tive secretary of AFRA conferred on
the matter yesterday. It is being
taken up by the AFRA board this
afternoon.

Files Appeal Re WOW
Omaha-Appeal was filed in the

state supreme court at Lincoln by
Dr. Homer H. Johnson of Lincoln
from the finding of District Judge
John A. Rine that Dr. Johnson had
failed to make a case in his suit
brought to enjoin the leasing of radio
station, WOW, Omaha.

Round Table" and other organizations
for discussing important public ques-
tions. It has made it possible for
public officials and members of Con-
gress to reach millions of citizens.

"The advertiser can only afford to
underwrite such a huge enterprise
-opera available to perhaps two
hundred million people-because he
knows that a large number of these
people will hear his name and have
some sense of gratitude to him for
that service. But the regulations
which have been upheld prevent any
network from guaranteeing to an
advertiser any of its affiliated sta-
tions. In fact, they destroy the whole
system of 'affiliated stations.' A ma-
jority of this board has decided that
the present network system is en-
tirely wrong and, without consulta -
ion wih Congress, has undertaken a
compulsory restriction which may
well destroy these systems."

Demands Limited Regulation
The Ohio Republican declared in

conclusion that regulation of the air
must "be limited to the essential
rules necessary to prevent confusion
in the air, decent expression and the
affording of facilities to all points of
view. If Congress feels that rules
to prevent monopoly in the network
field should be added, they should
be made by Congress and not by a
subordinate agency of the govern-
ment. And by no means should such
regulations be allowed to open the
door for government control of radio,
as the Act of 1934 is now interpreted
by the Supreme Court."

He called upon Congress to act
at once to amend the Communica-
tions Act to define in specific terms
the limitations of FCC authority.

to/ Z1fe JOHN SIIILLITO Company
For more than 100 years a department store leader
... largest retail store in Greater Cincinnati

Having full knowledge of the relative values offered by
all local Cincinnati radio stations, and having complete
freedom of choice in their selection ... it is particularly
significant that this Cincinnati leader uses WSAI
exclusively for all three of its daily radio programs.

i
BASIC BLUE NETWORK STATION

5000 WATTS ...DAY AND NIGHT

Nat'l Reps. SPOT SALES, INC.
NEW "ORK - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILL

AS THE second broadcast in the
KFI-KECA-"Daily News" spe-

cial events series Bob Purcell inter-
viewed Squardon Leader Allen Mor-
ris, of the RAF, July 3. Morris, who
is making a lecture tour of the coun-
try, described precision bombing.

Noel Corbett and the Missus have
returned, from Reno, Nevada, where
they spent a vacation at their cabin.

Fourteen -year -old Portland, Ore.,
beauty, Suzanne Burse, who won first
prize on Janet Gaynor's "Hollywood
Showcase," has been given a term
contract by M -G -M. The lyric soprano
has her own, "For You," on KIRO,
Portland.

Associates at the Pacific Blue
gifted Syd Dorais with a wrist watch.
He has joined the Army engineer-
ing corps and will receive his basic
training in Louisiana.

Lou Lubin, who is celebrating his
16th year in radio, will be the fea-
tured comic on the Lifebuoy show,
starring Fred Brady, which goes on
the air July 8, over NBC. Lubin has
just completed an important role in
the RICO picture, "The Seventh Vic-
tim" starring Tom Conway.

Movie star Jack Carson, who knows
a microphone when he sees one, will
bring his comedy talents to Johnny
Mercer's "Music Shop" Tuesday, July
14 (NBC). Singers Ella Mae Morse,
Jo Stafford, the Pied Pipers and the
orchestra of Paul Weston complete
the case. Wendell Niles announces.

Hal Styles, of KFWB, interviewed
General Alberto Zuno Hernandez,
Chief of Staff of the Mexican Army,
also head of their National Defense,
and Director of Mexico's West Point,
while he was here on a good -will trip.
A reception was given for him at
Warner Bros. Studios, in Burbank.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Styles played host
and hostess to General Hernandez
visiting the night clubs, and giving a
private reception in his honor.

Roosen, WBBM, Joins WABC
George Roosen formerly head of

the script department of Columbia's
Chicago station, WBBM, has joined
WABC, CBS outlet in New York
City, as a writer -producer, it has
been announced today by Arthur
Hull Hayes, general manager of
WABC.

THE FACTS:
Special programs for the

armed forces, A.P. News,

modern equipment are a

few of the reasons why

we are "First on All

Puerto Rico Dials."

WIAC
SAN JUAN  PUERTO RICO

Radio Is My Beat ... !
Some time ago it was announced here that Dick Haymes was

set to replace Buddy Clark on the Blue Net's "Here's To Romance" program,
starting July 18. .and what a story lies behind that simple statement....
but as is our won't, we boil a book -length yarn down to a chapter....a
chapter down to a paragraph and a paragraph to a line....so we'll
reverse the procedure this once to make a line, a paragraph.... When
Dick was born in 1918 in Buenos Aires, his mother, the former Margaret
Hemon, who had toured the world as a concert singer, decided that the
lusty -lunged newcomer was to be a singer....that was all there was
to it....and again "Mother knew best"....Jack Carson, The CBSoup
salesman, will NBClown in Johnny Mercer's Music Shop Tuesday....
Universal Pictures has acquired the movie rights to Cyril Armbristeí s
South American Blue Net Strip, "The Sea Hound"...."God Bless America."
the Irving Berlin classic which Kate Smith introduced back in 1938, has
already netted the Boy Scouts of America, $113,000 in royalties.. , ,Charm-
ing Adrienne Ames will accompany the WIZ Victory Troupe when it en-
tertains the Coast Guards stationed at Ellis Island, tomorrow....Mert
Emmert, WEAF's 'sod -buster' on the "Modern Farmer" program, is one lad
who practices what he preaches...in order o arrive at the studios in
time for that early morning show, he arises at 4 a.m.

Guest armchair detectives on the "Ellery Queen" pro-
grams receive gifts, ...when Hit Parader Martha Stewart had agreed
to 'guest' on that show, a Dunhill cigarette lighter, engraved with
the initials "M.S." was ordered. , . , a strep throat forced Martha's
cancellation so another M.S. was lined up to substitute, Mary Small.
...once again the jinx 'hexed' the producers, for the "Early To
Bed" star lost her voice during a performance of that show and
at the last minute, the dancing star of that musical, Jane Deering,
rushed to the "Ellery Queen" microphone.... Wanted: a femme
guest star whose initials are M.S. to match wits with Ellery on
a future whodunit and win herself the initialed lighter, ...Verna
Felton, who plays "Mrs. McIntyre" on the Tommy Riggs programs,
rates a low bow for allowing Hollywood -visiting Servicemen the
use of her swimming pool week-ends,

* * *
Charming Carol Hughes, whose personality and good looks is

matched by her Journalistic talents, has resigned as Editor of the radio
Fan Mag, Tune -In and will join the NBC Press Relations staff... .Hal
Winters, former Radio Daily staffer, now time buyer for the Raymond
Spector agency, is the father of a baby girl born July 2, the second time
a baby girl was born to the Winters on that day.... a rarity that occurs
about once in every 100.000 births....hear-hear....Have a chuckle: Milton
Berle says that the "pay -as -you -go -tax" is aptly named....sesse, "after
you pay your tax, where can you go?"....Romo Vincent the rotund comic
thinks that Sgt. Joe Louis is the 20th Century's best painter because he
put the most people on canvas,... Maestro Johnny Gart has lust learned
that a victory garden really pays.  ..he's already unearthed 93 lbs. of
iron scrap which he donated to the salvage drive committee....During the
Radio City Elevator strike Tuesday, Myron P. Kirk, radio director of Arthur
Kudner, had to walk down 32 flights and when he got down to the lobby,
met Johnny Johnstone, Blue Net's news and special events director who,
on learning of the parachuteless descent, suggested he give a step-by-step
account of the trip over the air on Henry J. Taylor's program....Myron
agreed but almost collapsed when Johnstone broke the news that they'd
have to climb up to the eighth floor studios for the broadcast.

DEC * *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago

By FRANK BURKE

Coronet Little Show,"
Schutter Candy replacement

"Colonel Stoopnagle's Stooparo
will make its initial broadcast
Sunday dramatic series from
on CBS, Sunday, July 11, 12:45-1
Show will dramatize stories featu
in the current "Coronet" magaz
The contract is for 40 CBS ou
and was placed through Schwi
& Scott for 52 weeks,

"Just Ask the Quiz Kids," a
song with words and music by
Kelly, emcee, is being introduced
Elza Merrill Hickok of the
Cowan office, producers of the "
Kids" show.

E. Foster Bell, radio contact
for Cole Bros. Circus, in town
a few days visiting network
agency friends.

Harold Lloyd, comedian of
silent film days, here for a Shr
convention and declining invitati
for guest interviews on the radi

King Park, WBBM statistician,
passing out cigars celebrating
arrival of a "Fourth of July" daugh
at the Park home. Baby has b
named Naomi Jo.

Three representative midwestern
will talk to three representative
lish midlanders in the WGN-
BBC weekly feature, "Answer
You," which will be broadcast fr
11:30 a,m., to noon on Sunday, J
11. The program will originate
WGN.

Dale O'Brien, publicity director
WGN, is throwing a press breakf
for BBC officials at the Medinah Cl
today. BBC executives who will
present are William Newton, mana
of the Chicago office; Stephen
manager of traffic; Alistair Coo
special correspondent, and Stanl
L. Stevens, publicity. director,

The Navy will salute the Ar
during the broadcast of "Meet t
Navy" over WLS and the Blue fro
Chicago on Friday, July 9, at 7: a

p.m., CWT. Major General Henry
Aurand, commanding officer of
Sixth Service Command, and his p
sonal aide, Major Wayne King, form
orchestra leader, will be welcom
to .the program by Rear Admiral Jo (

Downes, commandant of the Nin
Naval District.

John E. Rudolph
Cincinnati - John E. Rudolph,

director of the Trade Extension D
partment of WLW, died suddenly
a heart attack at his home here ye
terday morning. Rudolph, who join
WLW in 1940, will be returned
his birthplace, Memphis, Tenn. f
burial.

li

si

11
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EXECUTIVE
Experienced all phases station operation,
programming, production, general man-
agerial, 250W, 5,000W, 50,000W. Draft
status -3A, father. East, South or
Southeast preferred. Available August
1st. Write

RADIO DAILY, BOX 78
1501 (Broadway New York City
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iUEST-ING
kR ADMIRAL F. L. REICH -
ii, commandant of the Navy
and supervisor of the Naval Gun
ry, on the "For Victory" pro -
tomorrow (WOR-Mutual, 7:30

;HARD KOLLMAR, featured on
lway in "Early to Bed," on the

Ahead" variety show, tomor-
(WOR-1VIutual, 7:30 p.m.).

L McINTYRE, saxophonist, on
Million Dollar Band" program,
day (WEAF-NBC, 10 p.m.).

,IK HAYMES, on the "Brazilian
ie," Saturday (WOR-Mutual,
p.m.) .

IL BAKER and DONNA DAE,
ist on the Fred Waring pro-
, on the Ellery Queen program,
'day (WEAF-NBC, 7:30 p.m.).

C. ARLES BICKFORD, on "Stars
v, Hollywood," Saturday (WABC-
B 12:30 p.m.).

lN. HERBERT H. LEHMAN,
gr governor of New York and
director of the Office of Foreign
d and Rehabilitation, on Colum-

"Country Journal," Saturday
BC -CBS, 1 p.m.).

V A Lauds Radio Job
On Recruiting Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

led with the co-operation it has
ved from radio." Signed by
hall E. Dimock, assistant deputy
nistrator, the document declares:
he American radio has proved to
most effective instrument in re-
ing experienced men for the
sd States Merchant Marine. The
uitment and Manning Organiza -
of the War Shipping Administra -
in Washington is more than satis -
with the cooperation it received
the radio... .

he field of recruiting which the
uitment and Manning Organiza -
of the War Shipping Administra -
was asked to enter is perhaps
of the most difficult. Men with
experience were to be asked to

lucrative shore jobs for the
rdous task of keeping America's
ly lines open.
Caking known its task to the radio
le nation, the Recruitment and
ning Organization was literally

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
. BOSTON
,:á MASS.

Trip, otherwise, confirmed wisdom
of the agency's general operation
policies, particularly those which
stress local programming. The one
big factor which the CIAA has not
yet been able to hurdle is the lack
of audience survey facilities to
determine the size of audiences and
measure effectiveness of radio propa-
ganda efforts.

In an interview yesterday, Roberts
reported on his findings, stating this
wnen asked about the relative im-
portance of local programs, transcrip-
tions of American productions and
shortwave presentations:

"We will continue to place em-
phasis budget -wise on local program-
ming. We will not, however, overlook
shortwave, and will continue to co-
operate with NBC and CBS in pro-
gramming."

When asked to list observations
which were not readily known by the
agency already, Robert replied:

Overlooking Good Music
"We are not doing enough good

music. Good music is greatly appre-
ciated and we are overlooking some-
thing good by having too much popu-
lar music or not enough good music
in our schedule." He explained, here,
that because of the lack of shipping
facilities, supply of records and tran-
scriptions exported to Latin America
has been severely curtailed, and that
the only way we have of reaching
the vast audiences interested in that
type of product, is through the short-
wave. He admitted that a large part
of the population was still tuning in
to the German broadcasts for the
music, otherwise "truth in our broad-
casts, even in our dramatic programs
has paid off and made a bum of Herr
Goebbels."

On the question of reaching people
in small communities and outlying
districts, the candid exec reported:
"We know now that we are not reach-
ing out into the provinces. We have
not done the right kind of program-
ming yet for the poorer people, people
who cannot afford sets. However, we
are proposing to build programs
which will provide entertainment and
give the United Nations slant to these
people by means of loud speakers in
the plazas and squares." He explained
that though the peasant folk, for the

RADIO DAILY
Sees So. Amer. Program -Needs

As Shows For Lower Classes
(Continued from Page 1)

most part, do not own radios, their
custom is to assemble in the public
meeting places, visit with neighbors
and listen to loud speakers blasting
talks and entertainment under the
supervision of the local civic govern-
ments. Through local radio stations
and government dignitaries, CIAA
now plans to build and broadcast
programs adapted to these public ad-
dress devices.

Estimated Receivers
Among the statistics Roberts as-

sembled on his tour are estimates of
the number of receiving sets used in
the five countries he visited. Figures
are based on dealer estimates, and
necessarily are not exact accounts.
Count on the number of German
"Telefunken" is also unavailable. Pre-
sentation of the dealer estimates,
however, alongside of population
figures, crystalizes all over again the
big propaganda obstacle-insufficient
number of sets to go around, and
therefore inability to reach a vast
population. Only mitigating factor is
the native style of family gatherings
so that the average number of listen-
ers per set is greater than in this
country. Roberts' figures follow:

Chile, with a population of approxi-
mately 5,000,782 has 250,000 receivers,
75 per cent of which are in Santiago,
and 100,000 of which have shortwave
equipment. (Average 20 people to a
set.)

Peru, with a population of approxi-
mately 6,672,881, has 75,000 sets, of
which between 50,000 and 60,000 are
concentrated in Lima proper. City has
eight of the 16 stations operating in
this country.

Columbia, with a population of ap-
proximately 9,334,392, has 250,000 sets
most of which have shortwave equip-
ment.

Bolivia, with a population of ap-
proximately 3,426,296 has between
20,000 and 30,000 sets.

Ecuador, with a population of ap-
proximately 3,200,000 has 20,000 sets
most of which are concentrated with-
in its two cities, Quito and Guayaquil.

An encouraging factor in the
CIAA's propaganda program is the
fact that most set owners in Latin
America are shortwave conscious and
would tune in to shortwave as readily
as long wave.

astonished at the reception with
which it met. Almost unanimously
the radio responded magnificently.

"Appeals were inserted gratis by
several sponsors on their programs
telling of the nation's need for men
with sea experience. The results from
these campaigns were very gratify-
ing. One radio announcement alone
produced several hundred telegrams
and letters from men all over the
country offering to leave well -paid,
comfortable, shore jabs to return to
service in the Merchant Marine.

"Almost every man who offered his
services was interviewed by officials
of the Recruitment and Manning
Organization and a large number of

them who qualified were either as-
signed to ship or sent to one of the
many centers where refresher courses
in their skills are being offered. If
proof were ever needed of the power
of the radio in reaching the American
people in their homes, the experience
of the War Shipping Administration
in its recruiting campaign could be
cited. Asked by a Government agen-
cy to help it in accomplishing a dif-
ficult task, the American radio
demonstrated not only its strength
but its patriotism and generosity.
This patriotism and generosity de-
serve the sincerest gratitude of the
Government and the country at
large."

AGENCIES
FRED H. GARDNER, formerly in

the merchandising and research de-
partment of Sherman K. Ellis and
more recently research manager of
Buchanan & Company, has joined the
research department of McCann-
Erickson, Inc.

REPUBLIC AVIATION CORP., of
Farmingdale, L. I., has appointed
Newell -Emmett, Inc., as its advertis-
ing agency.

HORTON NOYES CO., Providence,
has been formed. The partners are
C. Darrell Prutzman and Carroll H.
Rockard.

GUM PRODUCTS, INC., East Bos-
ton, Mass., has named H. L. Moore
Co., Boston, to direct its coming cam-
paign for Old Minty Chewing Gum.
Radio is included in the schedule.

PROGRESSIVE INDUSTRIES,
INC., has been formed, with Frank V.
Guarino as president and treasurer;
George H. Ellmers, vice-president,
and Rollin Williams, secretary.

ROBERT F. DEGEN, vice-president
and merchandising director of Ken-
yon & Eckhardt, Inc., has joined Ted
Bates, Inc., as account executive.

WILLIAM G. PALMER, vice-presi-
dent of J. Walter Thompson Co., has
been elected chairman of the Adver-
tisers Research Foundation. Other
officers are: Paul B. West, president
of ANA, secretary, and John Benson,
president of AAAA, treasurer.

SOY FOOD MILLS, Chicago, is in-
cluding radio in the list of media for
its forthtcoming campaign in the in-
terest of Golden Soy Prducts, through
B. Meier & Son, sales representatives
in New York. Jim Duffy, Inc., of Chi-
cago, is the agency.

PATRICK DERMOT MURPHY has
joined the copy staff of Roland G.
E. Ullman Organization, Philadelphia.

A NEW SERVICE
GEORGE L. STONE, President

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, Inc.

with 22 years of achievement in the
commercial employment agency field
announces the inauguration of a new
department devoted exclusively to

RADIO & MOTION PICTURES
under the personal supervision of

FRANK McGRANN

formerly Exploitation Director of
Columbia Pictures, and for 20 years
prominently connected with theatrical,
radio and motion picture organizations.

331 MADISON AVENUE, N. Y. C.
Tel. MUrray Hill 2-6494
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Private Canadian Web

Too Strong-Thomson
(Continued from Page 1)

he was questioned by J. P. Tripp
(Lib. Assinibia) on the possible effect
of the establishment of a private net-
work in Canada. He replied that the
matter was one which would have to
be answered in practice and would
depend on the ownership.

"I think we have to recollect that
whoever controls any network in this
country would wield enormous
power, almost incalculable power, far
more power than would be wielded
by, let us say, the Canadian Press.

"It is not that I am minimizing the
press, but the press has been very
careful never to set up any unified
control in this country. They have a
co-operative arrangement for pooling
news; but if you could imagine one
single newspaper for the whole of the
country, privately -owned and dis-
tributed from one end of the country
to the other, could you conceive of
anything more powerful for influenc-
ing the public mind?"

Dr. Thomson also referred to the
relationship of the .CBC to private
stations. The two interests performed
a different type of service and were
supplementary rather than competi-
tive, he said. He tabled a report which
said musical programmes comprised
46.5 per cent of sustaining pro-
grammed broadcast by the ¡CBC in
the year ended last March 31.

Montreal Main Originating Point
Of the sustaining programmes, 78

per cent were by
American networks contributed about
16 per cent and 6 per cent came from
the British Broadcasting Corporation.

The largest originating point for
CBC programmes was Montreal.
From there 29 per cent of the sus-
tained network programmes were
broadcast. This was partially ac-
counted for by Montreal originating
both English and French programmes.
Toronto ranked next with 14 per cent
followed by Vancouver with 10, Hali-
fax, eight and Winnipeg seven.

During the past four years there
had been a gradual swing from musi-
cal to spoken -word programmes, the
report said. In the last year 53 per
cent of the programmes were musical
and 46 per cent spoken. In the year
ended March 31, 1940, 68 per cent were
musical and 32 per cent spoken.

Ad Club Election
Through a recent "convention by

mail" poll the Fourth District of the
Advertising Federation of America
elected the following officers. Gov-
ernor R. E. McCarthy, McCarthy
Advertising Agency, Tampa; Vice -
Governor R. D. Peterson, St. Peters-
burg Independent, St. Petersburg;
Secretary Joe Orthner, Ace Letter
Service, Miami; and Treasurer Ste-
phen H. Fifield, Barnett National
Bank, Jacksonville, Fla.

Nellie Revell In New Spot
Time spot for "Nellie Revell Pre-

sents," NBC Saturday morning pro-
gram, has been changed from 10:30
a.m. to 10 a.m., EWT.

IpIRCC IRAM IR IE V I IEWI
John Nesbitt's "Passing
Parade"

Once again replacing "Fibber
McGee and Molly" for the Summer
is John Nesbitt's "Passing Parade"
doing its stuff for Johnson's wax, etc.
For his initial broadcast, Nesbitt
chose a second "Memo to Hitler,"
and the story of an Army colonel
suddenly faced by a dangerous snake
while crawling under a hail of bul-
lets. Program continues of course
in the Tuesday 9:30,10 p.m., EWT
slot.

Nesbitt is, of course, one of the
top story -tellers in radio. He spins
a yarn with consummate s. ill and
his material has high dramatic value.
His second "Memo" should have the
wide appeal of his first last year
when more than a million reprints
were mailed.

The first program was prefaced by
a somewhat too lengthy description
of the sources from which Nesbitt
planned to draw his material. As is
customary in the Nesbitt technique,
there were interpolations when actors
took over a brief bit of dialogue.
More extended use of these interpola-
tions might give the show more pace,
although it flows easily in its present
format.

The faults are minor. Nesbitt has
all the charm of an old-fashioned
story-teller-a quality almost unique
on the air. He should retain a large

Johnny Mercer's "Music Shop"
Here is a show with,flrst-rate music

which should make top -grade Sum-
mer entertainment if more effort
would be devoted to script and
timing.

Songwriter Johnny Mercer (of
"Strip Polka" fame), Paul Weston
conducting the band, Ella Mae Morse
(who recorded "Mr. Five by Five"),
Jo Stafford and her Pied Pipers, and
a name guest make up the cast.

On the second show, Dennis Day
came on for a comedy routine and
a song. But even such a sure-fire
laugh -getter as Day had trouble with
the lines and there was no wait for
studio audience laughs to build.

From the musical side, however,
the show is solid. As difficulties with
the script are overcome, the program
should make a good Summer feature.
Mercer, Miss Morse, Miss Stafford
and her group and Weston's orchestra
make a bangup musical combination.

The program, heard Tuesdays 10-
10:30 p.m., EWT on NBC replaces
Bob Hope for the Summer. Product
is Pepsodent and agency Foote, Cone
& Belding.

portion of the "Fibber McGee" audi-
ence during the 13 Summer weeks.

Carmen Dragon conducts the or-
chestra; Cecil Underwood is director,
and Harlow Wilcox continues as an-
nouncer. Agency is Louis, Needham
& Brorby, Inc.

NBC Syndicated Sales
Includes 16 New Accts.

(Continued from Page 1)
NBC vice-president in charge of the
department. New accounts are:

For "Betty and Bob"-WBRE,
Wilkes-Barre, Penna., 65 programs
for A & S Coffee; 65 programs by
WMOB, Mobile, Ala.; 65 programs
for KOME, Tulsa, Okla., for the
Brown -Dunkin store.

"Getting the Most Out of Life To-
day," with William L. Stidger-taken
by WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., for a
local department store.

-The Name You Will Remember,"
-117 programs by KGNC, Amarillo,
Texas, for Kline's Women's clothing
store; 39 programs by WHIO, Dayton,
Ohio, for Sal-Fayne Corp.; 39 pro-
grams by WFDF, Flint, Mich., for
the Mutual Benefit Health & Accident
Associations; 52 programs by WFLA,
Tampa, Florida.

"Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror,"
-39 programs for WFLA, Tampa,
Florida, and 156 programs for use in
New Zealand by clients of Howard
C. Brown Co.

"Hollywood Headliners," -156 pro-
grams by KTUL, Tulsa, Ok'a., for
Tenberg's Inc.; 156 programs by
WSON, Henderson, Ky., for Bohn's
Ready -to -Wear store; and 156 pro-
grams by WFBM, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Carson Robison and His Buck-
aroos," -78 programs by WGBI,
Scranton, Penn., for Woodlawn Farm
Dairy.

"Five Minute Mysteries," -66 pro -

Allies' Post -War Series
Starts July 15 On WMCA

The hrst in a series of official United
Nations broadcasts featuring post-
war planning will be presented on
WMCA originating direct from the
Council Chambers of the United
Nations Information Office in New
York City. The series will be heard
each Thursday night from 10:03-10:30
p.m. 'beginning Thursday, July 15
and will be titled "United Nations
Compare Notes."

The initial series will run for 13
weeks in cycles of four broadcasts
for each major problem to be dis-
cussed. The first will be devoted
to "Post -War Youth" and nations
participating will be Australia, China,
Czechoslovakia, Netherlands, France,
Great Britain, Philippines, Poland,
Belgium, Norway, South Africa,
Yugoslavia, Canada, Denmark, Greece,
Russia and the United States.

The first program on July 15 will
be chairmaned by Roscoe L. West,
president, American Association of
Teachers Colleges and member of the
Liaison Committee for International
Education.

grams by KiFSD, San Diego, Calif.,
and 13 programs by WCOL, Colum-
bus, Ohio.

"The Name You Will Remember."
-renewed for 19 programs by WHDH,
Boston, for Homer Jewelry Co.; 22
programs by WFEA, Manchester, N.
H., for Scott Jewelry Co., and by
WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y., for Chap-
pell's.

Cox's Probe Methods

Hit By Capital Pape
(Continued from Page 1

commanders "because he had ch
that the military was conspiring
Cox to 'get' the FCC," said
"Post" in an editorial entitled 'd

and Cox." The paper declared:
"In his latest verbal assault on

Federal Communications Commiss
Representative Cox has given fl
evidence of his unfitness to conc
a Congressional investigation of
agency. He has emphasized ti
was already obvious-that he is of
his legislative office to carry o
personal feud. The intemperance
outright vindictiveness which he
exhibited make his position as chi
man of the select committee noth
less than a reflection on the integi
of the House of Representatives its

"Deliberate Harassment"
"Congressman Cox has engaged

what appears to be deliberate hart
ment of the agency respecting wh
he is supposed to be conducting
impartial inquiry. He has subjec
its members to the most flagrant ~-
chamber proceedings. He has den,
them elementary legal rights. He'
abused them publicly. He has m'
extravagant demands for files (
information so that it has beco
virtually impossible for the FCC
proceed with its normal operatiq
His latest thrust has been to dist
an ordinary question of jurisdict
over certain communications flu
tions between the FCC and the a
forces into 'an with
war effort and a threat to the natiq
security.'

Should "Disqualify" Accuser
"This is adding inanity to inst

Such conduct, of itself, should who,
disqualify any Congressional inves
gator. But Mr. Cox's bias is co
pounded by the fact that the F
long ago uncovered evidence provi
that he had received a $2,500 the
for representing a Georgia radio sf
tion in proceedings before the Cora..
mission. The 'Post' asks again wi
Attorney General Biddle has n
moved to seek an indictment of tk
Georgia Congressman. And we a
again why Speaker Rayburn remail
blind to the stigma which this pet
inquisitor places on the House
Representatives. The continuance
Congressman Cox at the head of th
investigating committee calls in
question the good faith of both t1"1
executive and legislative branch
of our government."

Mullin Speaker At N Y U
Frank E. Mullin, executive vic

president and general manager
NBC, will head a group of guest let
turers at New York University's
nual Summer Radio Workshop whit
now in progress for six weeks b(
ginning July 6, it has been ar,
nounced by Robert J. Landry, direct("
of the Workshop.

Landry, who is director of progr
writing for the Columbia Broadcast
System, stated that Mullen wi
speak on "Private Enterprise and th
Future of Radio."
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an year 1943 promises to be the grimmest, hardest
I year this country has ever faced. Every effort, and

every dollar of national income not absolutely needed
for existence, should go into war work and War Bonds.

In the Pay Roll Savings Plan, America finds a potent
weapon for the winning of the war-and one of the
soundest guarantees of the preservation of the Amer-
ican way of life!

Today about 30,000,000 wage earners, in 175,000
plants, are buying War Bonds at the rate of nearly half
a billion dollars a month. Great as this sum is, it is not
enough/ For the more dollars made available now, the
fewer the lives laid down on the bloody roads to Berlin
and Tokio!

You've undoubtedly got a Pay Roll Savings Plan in
your own plant. But how long is it since you last checked
up on its progress? If it now shows only about 10% of the
gross payroll going into War Bonds, it needs jacking upl

This is a continuing effort-and it needs continual at-

*

You've done your bit

tention and continual stimulation to get fullest results.
You can well afford to give this matter your close

personal attention! The actual case histories of thou-
sands of plants prove that the successful working out of
a Pay Roll Savings Plan gives labor and management a
common interest that almost inevitably results in better
mutual understanding and better labor relations.

Minor misunderstandings and wage disputes become
fewer. Production usually increases, and company spirit
soars. And it goes without saying that workers with sub-
stantial savings are usually far more satisfied and more
dependable.

And one thing more, these War Bonds are not only
going to help win the war, they are also going to do much
to close the dangerous inflationary gap, and help prevent
post-war depression. The time and effort you now put in
in selling War Bonds and teaching your workers to save,
rather than to spend, will be richly repaid many times
over-now and when the war is won.

Now do your best!
This space is a contribution to victory today and sound business tomorrow by RADIO DAILY

I
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Private Canadian Web

Too Strong-Thomson
(Continued from Page 1)

he was questioned by J. P. Tripp
(Lib. Assinibia) on the possible effect
of the establishment of a private net-
work in Canada. He replied that the
matter was one which would have to
be answered in practice and would
depend on the ownership.

"I think we have to recollect that
whoever controls any network in this
country would wield enormous
power, almost incalculable power, far
more power than would be wielded
by, let us say, the Canadian Press.

"It is not that I am minimizing the
press, but the press has been very
careful never to set up any unified
control in this country. They have a
co-operative arrangement for pooling
news; but if you could imagine one
single newspaper for the whole of the
country, privately -owned and dis-
tributed from one end of the country
to the other, could you conceive of
anything more powerful for influenc-
ing the public mind?"

Dr. Thomson also referred to the
relationship of the CBC to private
stations. The two interests performed
a different type of service and were
supplementary rather than competi-
tive, he said. He tabled a report which
said musical programmes comprised
46.5 per cent of sustaining pro-
grammed broadcast by the CBC in
the year ended last March 31.

Montreal Main Originating Point
Of the sustaining programmes, 78

were
American networks contributed about
16 per cent and 6 per cent came from
the British Broadcasting Corporation.

The largest originating point for
CBC programmes was Montreal.
From there 29 per cent of the sus-
tained network programmes were
broadcast. This was partially ac-
counted for by Montreal originating
both English and French programmes.
Toronto ranked next with 14 per cent
followed by Vancouver with 10, Hali-
fax, eight and Winnipeg seven.

During the past four years there
had been a gradual swing from musi-
cal to spoken -word programmes, the
report said. In the last year 53 per
cent of the programmes were musical
and 46 per cent spoken. In the year
ended March 31, 1940, 68 per cent were
musical and 32 per cent spoken.

Ad Club Election
Through a recent "convention by

mail" poll the Fourth District of the
Advertising Federation of America
elected the following officers. Gov-
ernor R. E. McCarthy, McCarthy
Advertising Agency, Tampa; Vice -
Governor R. D. Peterson, St. Peters-
burg Independent, St. Petersburg;
Secretary Joe Orthner, Ace Letter
Service, Miami; and Treasurer Ste-
phen H. Fifield, Barnett National
Bank, Jacksonville, Fla.

Nellie Revell In New Spot
Time spot for "Nellie Revell Pre-

sents," NBC Saturday morning pro-
gram, has been changed from 10:30
a.m. to 10 a.m., EWT.

IpIRCC IVAM
John Nesbitt's "Passing
Parade"

Once again replacing "Fibber
McGee and Molly" for the Summer
is John Nesbitt's "Passing Parade"
doing its stuff for Johnson's wax, etc.
For his initial broadcast, Nesbitt
chose a second "Memo to Hitler,"
and the story of an Army colonel
suddenly faced by a dangerous snake
while crawling under a hail of bul-
lets. Program continues of course
in the Tuesday 9:30-10 p.m., EWT
slot.

Nesbitt is, of course, one of the
top story -tellers in radio. He spins
a yarn with consummate s. ill and
his material has high dramatic value.
His second "Memo" should have the
wide appeal of his first last year
when more than a million reprints
were mailed.

The first program was prefaced by
a somewhat too lengthy description
of the sources from which Nesbitt
planned to draw his material. As is
customary in the Nesbitt technique,
there were interpolations when actors
took over a brief bit of dialogue.
More extended use of these interpola-
tions might give the show more pace,
although it flows easily in its present
format.

The faults are minor. Nesbitt has
all the charm of an old-fashioned
story-teller-a quality almost unique
on the air. He should retain a large

Johnny Mercer's "Music Shop"
Here is a show with,first-rate music

which should make top -grade Sum-
mer entertainment if more effort
would be devoted to script and
timing.

Songwriter Johnny Mercer (of
"Strip Polka" fame), Paul Weston
conducting the band, Ella Mae Morse
(who recorded "Mr. Five 'by Five"),
Jo Stafford and her Pied Pipers, and
a name guest make up the cast.

On the second show, Dennis Day
came on for a comedy routine and
a song. But even such a sure-fire
laugh -getter as Day had trouble with
the lines and there was no wait for
studio audience laughs to build.

From the musical side, however,
the show is solid. As difficulties with
the script are overcome, the program
should make a good Summer feature.
Mercer, Miss Morse, Miss Stafford
and her group and Weston's orchestra
make a bangup musical combination.

The program, heard Tuesdays 10-
10:30 p.m., EWT on NBC replaces
Bob Hope for the Summer. Product
is Pepsodent and agency Foote, Cone
& Belding.

portion of the "Fibber McGee" audi-
ence during the 13 Summer weeks.

Carmen Dragon conducts the or-
chestra; Cecil Underwood is director,
and Harlow Wilcox continues as an-
nouncer. Agency is Louis, Needham
& Brorby, Inc.

NBC Syndicated Sales
Includes 16 New Accts.

(Continued from Page 1)
NBC vice-president in charge of the
department. New accounts are:

For "Betty and Bab"--WBRE,
Wilkes-Barre, Penna., 65 programs
for A & S Coffee; 65 programs by
WMOB, Mobile, Ala.; 65 programs
for KOME, Tulsa, Okla., for the
Brown -Dunkin store.

"Getting the Most Out of Life To-
day," with William L. Stidger-taken
by WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., for a
local department store.

"The Name You Will Remember,"
-117 programs by KGNC, Amarillo,
Texas, for Kline's Women's clothing
store; 39 programs by WHIO, Dayton,
Ohio, for Sal-Fayne Corp.; 39 pro-
grams by WFDF, Flint, Mich., for
the Mutual Benefit Health & Accident
Associations; 52 programs 'by WFLA,
Tampa, Florida.

"Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror,"
-39 programs for WFLA, Tampa,
Florida, and 156 programs for use in
New Zealand by clients of Howard
C. Brown Co.

"Hollywood Headliners," -156 pro-
grams by KTUL, Tulsa, Ok'a., for
Tenberg's Inc.; 156 programs by
WSON, Henderson, Ky., for Bohn's
Ready -to -Wear store; and 156 pro-
grams by WFBM, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Carson Robison and His Buck-
aroos," -78 programs by WGBI,
Scranton, Penn., for Woodlawn Farm
Dairy.

"Five Minute Mysteries," -66 pro -

Allies' Post -War Series
Starts July 15 On WMCA

The first in a series of official United
Nations broadcasts featuring post-
war planning will be presented on
WMCA originating direct from the
Council Chambers of the United
Nations Information Office in New
York City. The series will be heard
each Thursday night from 10:03-10:30
p.m. beginning Thursday, July 15
and will be titled "United Nations
Compare Notes."

The initial series will run for 13
weeks in cycles of four broadcasts
for each major problem to be dis-
cussed. The first will be devoted
to "Post -War Youth" and nations
participating will be Australia, China,
Czechoslovakia, Netherlands, France,
Great Britain, Philippines, Poland,
Belgium, Norway, South Africa,
Yugoslavia, Canada, Denmark, Greece,
Russia and the United States.

The first program on July 15 will
be chairmaned by Roscoe L. West,
president, American Association of
Teachers Colleges and member of the
Liaison Committee for International
Education.

grams by KEW, San Diego, Calif.,
and 13 programs by WCOL, Colum-
bus, Ohio.

"The Name You Will Remember."
-renewed for 19 programs by WHDH,
Boston, for Homer Jewelry Co.; 22
programs by WFEA, Manchester, N.
H., for Scott Jewelry Co., and by
WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y., for Chap-
pell's.

Cox's Probe Methods

Hit By Capital Pap
Continued from Page 11 111

commanders `"becase he had charge
that the military was conspiring wit
Cox to 'get' the FCC," said th
"Post" in an editorial entitled "Be
and Cox." The paper declared:

"In his latest verbal assault on
Federal Communications Commiss
Representative Cox has given f
evidence 'of his unfitness to cond
a Congressional investigation of
agency. He has emphasized
was already obvious-that he is u
his legislative office 'to carry o
personal feud. The intemperance
outright vindictiveness which he
exhibited make his position as eh
man of the select committee not
less than a reflection on the inte
of the House of Representatives it

"Deliberate Harassment"
"Congressman Cox has engage

what appears to be deliberate har
ment of the agency respecting wh
he is supposed to be conducting
impartial inquiry. He has subject
its members to the most flagrant s,<
chamber proceedings. He has den
them elementary legal rights. He
abused them publicly. He has m:
extravagant demands for files
information so that it has beco
virtually impossible for the FCC
proceed with its normal operati.
His latest thrust has been to dis
an ordinary question of jurisdic
over certain communications f
tions between the FCC and the ar

into interference
war effort and a threat to the nati.
security.'.

Should "Disqualify" Accuser
"This is adding inanity to ins

Such conduct, of itself, should wh.
disqualify any Congressional inve
gator. But Mr. Cox's bias is co
pounded by the fact that the F
long ago uncovered evidence prov
that he had received a $2,500 the
for representing a Georgia radio s
tion in proceedings before the Co.
mission. The 'Post' asks again w
Attorney General Biddle has
moved to seek an indictment of
Georgia Congressman. And we
again why Speaker Rayburn rema
blind to the stigma which this pe
inquisitor . places on the House
Representatives. The continuance
Congressman Cox at the head of
investigating committee calls
question the good faith of both
executive and legislative branc
of our government."

Mullin Speaker At N Y U
Frank E. Mullin, executive vic

president and general manager
NBC, will head a group of guest 1
turers at New York University's a
nual Summer Radio Workshop whi
now in progress for six weeks b
ginning July 6, it has been
nounced by Robert J. Landry, direct
of the Workshop.

Landry, who is director of progr.
writing for the Columbia Broadcast'
System, stated that Mullen w
speak on "Private Enterprise and
Future of Radio."
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an year 1943 promises to be the grimmest, hardest
I year this country has ever faced. Every effort, and

every dollar of national income not absolutely needed
for existence, should go into war work and War Bonds.

In the Pay Roll Savings Plan, America finds a potent
weapon for the winning of the war-and one of the
soundest guarantees of the preservation of the Amer-
ican way of life!

Today about 30,000,000 wage earners, in 175,000
plants, are buying War Bonds at the rate of nearly half
a billion dollars a month. Great as this sum is, it is not
enough! For the more dollars made available now, the
fewer the lives laid down on the bloody roads to Berlin
and Tokio!

You've undoubtedly got a Pay Roll Savings Plan in
your own plant. But how long is it since you last checked
up on its progress? If it now shows only about 10% of the
gross payroll going into War Bonds, it needs jacking up!

This is a continuing effort-and it needs continual at-

*

You've done your bit

tention and continual stimulation to get fullest results.
You can well afford to give this matter your close

personal attention! The actual case histories of thou-
sands of plants prove that the successful working out of
a Pay Roll Savings Plan gives labor and management a
common interest that almost inevitably results in better
mutual understanding and better labor relations.

Minor misunderstandings and wage disputes become
fewer. Production usually increases, and company spirit
soars. And it goes without saying that workers with sub-
stantial savings are usually far more satisfied and more
dependable.

And one thing more, these War Bonds are not only
going to help win the war, they are also going to do much
to close the dangerous inflationary gap, and help prevent
post-war depression. The time and effort you now put in
in selling War Bonds and teaching your workers to save,
rather than to spend, will be richly repaid many times
over-now and when the war is won.

Now do your best!
This space is a contribution to victory today and sound business tomorrow by RADIO DAILY
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7; Roast -to -Coast
QUICKIE campaign of announce-

ments designed to encourage
people to return glass bottles to deal-
ers will begin soon over KSTP,
Minneapolis -St. Paul. Graves & Asso-
ciates are handling the deal for
bottlers who are financing the cam-
paign of 18 A and B announcements
on a two-week schedule....About
forty Twin Cities ad agency men and
retail ad executives were invited by
KSTP to hear NBC's closed circuit
program. KSTP played host at a lun-
cheon following the program...Henry
Allen, Minneapolis, has been added
to the KTSP announcing staff....
Frank & Esther, husband -wife ac-
cordion -violin duet, has been added
to the permanent cast of "Main
Street, Minnesota." ....First pub-
lished tune of Elsie Mirkel, 17 -year -
old blind pianist -composer, a discov-
ery of Stanley E. Hubbard, president
of KTSP, was heard on the air
recently. "Love is the Trick of the
Year," was played and sung by Miss
Mirkel, herself. BMI publishes the
tune.

*

The Connecticut Department Comman-
der of the American Legion, Louis P.
Baschik, spoke on WDRC, Hartford, July
1 on behalf of "Records for Our Fighting
Men....Program Manager Walter Haase
of WDRC, a former announcer, commented
"Seems like old times" when he returned
behind the mike to sub for announcers
who had gone on vacation holidays.

* * *

Sam Curtis, former Yankee net-
work technician, who left WNAC,
Boston, last September to join Pan
American Company in Belem, Brazil,
to help establish communication sys-
tems in northern Brazil, and the
upper regions of the Amazon River,
said, on a recent visit to Boston, that
FM would be very welcome in the
tropics because of great static. Radios
should be specially designed for
tropical use, 'Curtis explained.

*

In commemoration of Independence Day
WTAG, Worcester, presented a specially
written drama titled 'Tor Which It
Stands." Prepared by Virginia Gaskell,
script writer, the 15 -minute stanza, based
upon the freedom theme, dramatized reac-
tions of the patriots in 1776 when the
Declaration of Independence was signed.
"The American Patriot's Prayer" by
Thomas Paine concluded the special pro -

B
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John Brewster Fritz Clark
Sydel Forbes Percy A. Grainger

Nelson M. "Nels" Griggs
Gertrude Mesen Bill Thompson

MauerCharlesSpencer gner

S

gram.... WTAG believes it has the only
announcing staff composed of six-footers,
listing Bob Martin, Phil Brook, Lou Chapin,
Herb Edmºn, William Fariss, Bob Rfasling
and Bob Dixon.

* *

Grant Holcomb, Jr., formerly of
KPRO, Riverside, has joined the an-
nouncing staff of KQW, CBS outlet
in San Francisco.... Newcomer to the
KQW engineering department is Ken-
neth Owen, formerly a radio con-
struction engineer at Pan-American
Airways....Additions to the program
staff are Gordon Willis, formerly of
KOMO, Seattle, and Beverly Batzer,
continuity writer formerly at KJBS.

* *

Serutan will sponsor a series of pro-
grams on WEAN, Providence, R. 1. one
of the Yankee network from 8 to 8:45
p.m. on Sundays only. The program list-
ing is "A. L. Alexander's Board."

*

Alvin B. Sheehan, assistant general
manager at WCCO, Minneapolis, has
been appointed director and producer
of the Aquafollies, the major event
of the 1943 Minneapolis Aquatennial
which will run from July 30 to August
8....A. E. Joscelyn, manager at
WCCO, was elected a director of the
Better Business Bureau of Minneapo-
lis at the annual meeting held last
week.

* *

Two members of the CKLW, Windsor,
Ont., Bette Giles of the traffic department
and Verne Cox of the announcing staff,
are now on their vacations.... Mary Mor-
gan, CKLW's fashion commentator, is
conducting the Charm Clinic now under-
way at a downtown "Y" in Detroit.

* *

Pat Kelly, KFRC producer, has
assumed the duties of production
manager, succeeding Mel Venter, now
in the Coast Guard as lieutenant....
Jack Desch has joined KFRC's mike
staff to conduct a "Names, Faces and
Places" program, a variation of a
news commentary show.

* *

WQXR's FM station, which has been
operating under the call letters of
W2XQR, has received its permanent
designation, W59NY, effective July 6.

* *

WOR has inaugurated a new child-
rens' serial entitled"The Black Hood."
Sustaining show, which is heard
across the board at 5:15 p.m., EWT,
is written 'by Walt Framer and di-
rected by Charles Schenk. Leads are
Scott Douglas and Margery Kramer.

* *

The Elinor Lee "Home Service Daily"
program over WTOP. Washington. D. C..
was named the winner of the local radio
program award by the National Adver-
tising Agency network. The panel on the
show was entered by Jeff Abel of Kauf-
man agency which handles the account
for the Patomac Electric Power Company.
The program includes up-to-the-minute ra-
tioning news, food and nutrition sugges-
tions, a trading post for electrical equip-
ment and invites representatives of the
home economics field with special mes-
sages.

Margaret Gertrude Walton, holder
of a 2nd class telephone license, a
recent graduate of radio control en-
gineering held at WIP, Philadelphia
under the direction of Clifford C.
Harris, WIP technical advisor, has
been added to the engineering de-
partment of WIP....F. Russell Gil-
bert, Buckingham, Pa., has taken the
duties of FM announcer for WIP's
W49PH, as of Friday, July 2....
"Down Memory Lane," the record -
musical show sponsored by Miller
North Broad Storage Company of
Philadelphia, formerly heard twice a
week Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:15
p.m. has moved to 4:45 p.m. Mondays
and Fridays.

s *

KMOX, St. Louis, has inaugurated a 15 -
minute musical program called "Musical
Sketchbook" every Monday. Wednesday
and Friday at 10 a.m. The program will
feature Joe Karnes, pianist and vocalist.
and Venida Jones, organist.... After a
business trip in Missouri and Iowa in
connection with the OWL Merle Jones,
general manager of KMOX, spent the
remainder of his vacation on a fishing
trip in Minnesota.

*

On its 53rd weekly half-hour broad-
cast over WWL, New Orleans, "Free
for All," all -soldier airshow from
Keesler Field, Miss., observed its first
anniversary with a salute. In addi-
tion to this courtesy, two columns of
the "Keesler Field Review" covered
the anniversary celebration....In an-
other issue the "Review" thanked
WWL and their listeners for several
dozen radios supplied to the base.

"Dr." Ernie Watson is returning to the
air with a new show titled "Musical
Depreciation" on WBEN. Buffalo, Satur-
day, July 10 at 10:15 a.m. Although his
methods may seem unorthodox, WBEN
reports, "Dr." Watson "definitely guaran.
tees to de.preciate completely the sub -
led most people ap-preciate." Listeners
will be asked to submit titles for one of
the feature compositions of the week.

WCAU, Philadelphia, "Ohildren's
Hour," on the air for more than 15
years, will be presented with "Tune -
In" magazine's award of merit on the
Sunday, July 11 broadcast. The spon-
sor is Horn & Hardart. Stan Lee Broza
is the master of ceremonies. Mr. and
Mrs. Broza script all the programs
while Mrs. Broza conducts all the re-
hearsals....Mac MoGuire, formerly
with WLAV, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
WSNJ, Bridgeton, N. J., has been
added as WCAU announcer....Satur-
day, July 10 marks the 14th year that
Charles P. Schoffner, director of
WCAU's rural broadcasts, will be on
the air...Helen Buck has been named
head of WCAU's transcription depart-
ment, succeeding Charles DeKlyn who
resigned.

* * s

George Bissell, station manager of
WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y. entertained the
staff at the farewell party of Earl Shar-
land, who enlisted in the signal corps....
Art Muhlenbein, engineer, of WMFF, is

on the lookout for remote equipment
can be carried more easily.
Martineau's addition to the WMFF
sonnet has confused the continui
partment. Hence Betty Swift, con
editor, dubbed Miss Martineau
Junior." Both Bettys pinch-hit at the
and controls.

WSAI, Cincinnati, began broa.
of the summer opera at the Cinc'
Zoological Gardens July 2, con
ing the broadcasts every Sa
night during the season.

Specialty Sales, affiliated with
Cincinnati, has added the Cleveland
to the list of markets serviced b
organization. Jack V. Donner. a nati
Cleveland, loins the Specialty Sa
to handle the area.

The Civilian Defense Counc
Dayton, O. called on WHIO, Da
to help recruit 200 strawberry pi'
before the crop spoiled for lac
available help. After three spot
nouncements, Edna Jones, exec
secretary of the council, called
Spencer, the assistant manage
WHIO, informing him "not to
anymore announcements because
have secured all the pickers we n
Miss Jones stated, in a letter a
days later, "We are convinced
when he need help in a hurry,
is only one way to get it and
is by using radio."

KGO, San Francisco has added
Nite Club," an hour's program of rec
music, and the Associated Trºnscri
Service to raise their programs
corded music to five,

WSBT Observes 21st Ye
Of Licensed Operat

Dramatizing the station's gro
WSBT, South Bend, Ind., obse
the 21st anniversary of its licens
1923. F. A. Miller, president
editor of the South Bend Trib
Franklin D. Schurz, vice-presi'

and general manager of WSBT,
Mayor Jesse I. Pavey participa
Musical scores popular through
station's 21 years were played by
staff orchestra. The history of
station was traced in a full -page
play advertisement in the Sun
paper captioned "WSBT Become
'Man' Tuesday." Reprints on gl
paper were sent to agencies
clients and the trade.

Although experiments with its
watt transmitter had been conduc
for almost a year, it was not u
June 29, 1922 that the Departm
of Commerce granted the orig
license to the South Bend Trib
for the operation of WGAZ,
WSBT since 1925. WSBT is no
full-time 1000 -watt Columbia stat
operating the FM transmitter. W71
since May 10 six hours daily Mon
through Friday.
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Won't Press Chain Move
Mite -Wheeler Bill

Hearings Next Fall
''ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
ushington-Senator Burton K.
eler yesterday reaffirmed his in-
n to hold exhaustive hearings

the White -Wheeler Bill in the
Holding with Senator Taft of

Í that Congress-not the FCC-
üd specify government restraint
radio, Wheeler declared that he

:1 i not agree with Taft that the
t network regulations mean ulti-

(Continued on Page 6)
Ray More War Bonds and Stamps

ni sician Union Studies
Tele Payments

vestigation of rates and working
ngements of musicians at DuMont
vision got under way yesterday by
tl 802 of the AFM, when the Trial

chairmaned by Max Arons,
rrogated a half dozen pianists
I had been known to perform or

t offered jobs with W2XWV. Tes-
- ny taken showed that there was

niformity of price paid, that some
e ved $5, some nothing, and some

Further evidence offered by
(Continued on Pane 2)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

ry( evepost Shifts Stand
On Status Of Rep. Cox

aturday Evening Post," in its
issue, shifts its position on the

ss of Rep. E. E. Cox to conduct
1 nvestigation of the FCC. Whereas

onth ago the "Post" had attacked
imisioner C. J. Durr for his peti-
to House Speaker Sam Rayburn

ng that Cox be disqualified from
:hair of the Committee, the "Post"

(Continued on Page 6)

canine Guest
Ercole Oristaglio, a blind war

rorker, and his Seeing Eye dog,
oth will appear tonight on John
eed King's or Nothing"
uiz show heard over WOR-Mu-
ral from 9:30-10 p.m. Oristaglio's
ense of touch has made him an
xpert in the production of preci-
ion instruments. His dog is one
f the breed developed at the See-
ig Eye farm, Morristown. N. J.

More Exact
Washington-Walt Dennis, chief

of the NAB news bureau, has been
informed by Stephen Early, secre-
tary to the President, that here-
after the regularly scheduled Tues-
day and Friday periods when
President Roosevelt talks to re-
porters will be known as "press
and radio conferences," rather
than merely "press conferences."
This decision was prompted by a
suggestion from Dennis.

MC Revenue Listed;

High U. S. Billings
Montreal-Figures submitted yes-

terday to the House of Commons
Radio Committee showed that in the
fiscal year ended last March 31,
1,728,880 Canadians paid $6,187,667 in
radio receiving licenses. Total com-
missions paid were $296,989 and cost
of administration was $228,338, leav-
ing a balance of $3,667,340 turned over
to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

In the last fiscal year 105,391 more
(Continued on Page 6)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Agency Exec Uses Shows
For "Clinical Analysis"

Chicago - "Fibber McGee and
Molly" and "The Great Gildersleeve,"
two NBC programs produced by
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc., were
used for clinical analysis by Melvin
Brorby, vice-president of the organ-
ization, in an address before students

(Continued on Page 2)

Taft Says Suspending New Web Rules
Will Be Referred To Republicans'

Post -War Planning Committee

Decca To Determine

WBS-AFM Procedure

Whether or not the World Broad-
casting System Inc. will remain a
party to the suit by seven transcrip-
tion companies against the AFM, now
that it has been purchased by Decca
Records Inc., was not indicated yes-
terday when both companies made
official announcements of the sale
and of the fact that the "existing
management group of World Broad -

(Continued on Page 3)
Ruv More War Ran,ls and Stamps

FCC Appoints Directors
Of Budget And Personnel

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington - Appointment of

Richard Carlson as director of per-
sonnel and William B. Robertson as
director of budget and planning was
announced yesterday by the FCC.
Both men have had a wide and varied

(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Two CBS Tobacco Accts.
Renew Complete Networks

Two tobacco accounts on CBS have
renewed for full networks, each for
52 weeks. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. for Camel cigarets has re-signed

(Continued on Page 2)

O WI Exec. Testifies Today
In House FCC Investigation

Two NBC Drama Series
Exchange Time Listings

Two daytime dramatic programs,
broadcast Mondays through Fridays
over NBC, are exchanging time
periods. They are "Light of the
World," a dramatization of the Bible
in modern prose, and "The Guiding
Light." "The Light of the World" will
move to 2:30 p.m., EWT, replacing

(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Matthew D. Gordon,

head of the United Nations Section
of the OWI Domestic News Bureau,
is the only witness definitely known
to be scheduled to appear today be-
fore the Cox committee when it re-
sumes its investigation of the FCC
this morning. Gordon is head of a
section which funnels to the press
foreign news picked up by the FCC's
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Ser-

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington - Senator Robert L.

Taft, who Wednesday delivered a
scathing attack upon the FCC and
the recent Supreme Court decision,
told RADIO DAILY yesterday that he
will not press for suspension of the
new network rules, as he had in-
dicated Wednesday he might do.

I'm afraid I'm too late," he said,
adding that he discussed the matter
with Senator Wallace H. White, Maine
Republican and co-sponsor of the
White -Wheeler Bill, "In the motion
sent to the Interstate Commerce

(Continued on Page 5)
Boy limp War Rands and Stamps

Sales Promotion Men

Meet Re N.Y. Market
Sales and promotion execs of the

networks and independent stations in
this area will meet today at a spe-
cial session to confer on the matter
of maintaining a strong New York
metropolitan market amid adverse
conditions. Huddle is scheduled for
3 p.m. at WOR. Joe Creamer, director
of sales promotion at WOR, is in

(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

WIZ Names S. Chapin
Acting Sales Manager

Slocum Chapin has been appointed
acting sales manager of WJZ, suc-
ceeding Robert I. Garver who is on
leave of absence, according to John

(Continued on Page 2)

War Bond Boosters
The experts of "Information

Please" are scheduled to appear In
San Francisco over KPO-NBC. July
12 on behalf of the Treasury De-
partment's war bond campaign.
The broadcast will be held in the
War Memorial Opera House where
the 3.300 seats will be sold to pur-
chasers of bonds. Audiences have
paid more than $250.000.000 in
bonds to date to see them.
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FINANCIAL
(Thursday, July 8)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. Cr Tel 156 1555/8 1557/e
CBS A 225/e 22íh 221/2
CBS B 221/2 221/2 221/2 +
Crosley Corp. 197/8 197/e 197/8 -1- 3/8

Gen. Electric 39 381/ 381/2 - 3ie
Philco 24 237/8 23r/e - Yo

RCA Common 11% 111/8 111/8
RCA First Pfd 693/4 69 693/4 + 3/4

Stewart -Warner 131/2 131/2 131/2

Westinghouse 983/4 98 983/4 + 1/2

Zenith Radio 353/4 35 353/4 + 1

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp. 313/4 3134 313/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad 81/2 91/2

Stomberg-Carlson 125/8 135/e

WJR IDetroit) 26 ..

r/8

WJZ Names S. Chapin
Acting Sales Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

McNeil, station manager of the Blue
Network outlet.

Chapin has been a member of the
WJZ sales staff since August, 1942.
He was formerly on the sales staff of
the New York office of Howard H.
Wilson Co., station representative,
and was previously general manager
of WSRR, Stamford, Conn.

Two NBC Drama Series
Exchange Time Listings

(Continued from Page 1)
"The Guiding Light," which will be
moved to 2 p.m., EWT. Both programs
are sponsored by General Mills, Inc.
The time change is effective Monday,
July 12.

EXECUTIVE
Experienced all phases station operation,
programming, production, general man-
agerial, 250W, 5,000W, 50,000W. Draft
status -3A, father. East, South or
Southeast preferred. Available August
1st. Write

RADIO DAILY, BOX 78
1501 Broadway New York City

FCC Appoints Directors
Of Budget And Personnel

(Continued from Page 1)
experience in the government service.

Carlson comes to the Commission
with 28 years diversified administra-
tive and personnel experience in in-
dustry and government. He was tech-
nical director of the supervision im-
provement program of the United
States Civil Service Commission.
From 1939 to 1942 he served as di-
rector of personnel for the Civil
Aeronautics Administration and from
1935 to 1937 directed the personnel
activities of the Farm Crecitd Admin-
istration. He was for eight years di-
rector of the Personnel Research
Bureau of San Francisco, a private
consulting service in industrial rela-
tions.

Robertson was employed by the
Columbia Gas & Electric Corporation
from early in 1924 until November 1,
1934, when he accepted a position as
fiscal officer in charge of the finance
division of the Federal Surplus Com-
modities Corporation, later becoming
treasurer of that Corporation. He was
connected with the Federal Surplus
Commodities Corporation and affili-
ated bureaus of the Department of
Agriculture until his transfer to the
FCC.

Musician Union Studies
DuMont Tele Payments

(Continued from Page 1)
those questioned raised issue of
whether or not all musicians hired
had been union members. One or two
persons reported employed by the sta_
tion as house pianists have not been
identified as union members yet.

Union exec stated that the regular
Class A station rates prevailing in
standard broadcasting for single en-
gagements apply to television. They
are $12 per man for the first hour or
fraction thereof of each separate per-
formance broadcast, and $3 for every
additional 15 minutes or fraction
thereof of each separate performance
broadcast, and $6 per man for the
first hour of rehearsal. Aim of the
investigation, he said, was to estab-
lish the proper scales, and to obtain
whatever moneys are coming to the
nlayers who received less than scale.
Most of the jobs were in connection
with the "Cafe Television" experi-
mental broadcasts held Wednesday
evenings since the early part of May.

Receiver Sales In Canada
Increased Slightly In May
Montreal-Retail sales of radio re-

ceiving sets in Canada in May. ac-
cording to an analysis by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, in-
creased 4.4 per cent over April. but
were 22.3 per cent under the figure
for May. 1942. In the five months
ended May 31 this year sales declined
14.2 per cent compared with the cor-
recpondine period last year.

Sales of radios. musical instruments
and supplies by 21 Canadian depart-
ment stores reporting to the bureau
declined 25.6 in May compared with
May, 1942, the figures showing a de-
crease from $284,693 to $211,739.

Agency Exec Uses Shows
For "Clinical Analysis"

(Continued from Page 1)
of the NBC -Northwestern University
Summer Radio Institute on Wednes-
day.

"In preparing commercials for our
shows, we always try to identify the
advertising message with the listen-
ers' interest at the moment. We
strive to make our commercials gentle
and unobtrusive with a minimum of
ideas. We believe, further," Brorby
told his listeners, "that the best com-
mercial radio writing is based on un-
derstatement. Thousands of listeners
have written us in commendation not
only of the program content but also
of the commercial appeal of our
broadcasts." The advertising execu-
tive declared that good script writers
were at a premium. "A good scripter
must have many of the qualifications
of a great novelist. He must have a
deep understanding of people, coupled
with a keen imagination. Radio writ-
ing is improving and I am sure it
will reach new heights in the future,"
he asserted.

Brorby was the third speaker in a
series of six seminars offered students
each Tuesday night during the Insti-
tute. The lectures are held at the
Institute of Technology Building on
the Evanston Campus and are free
to the public.

The fourth lecturer will be Herbert
Hollister, owner of KANS, Wichita,
Kans., who will discuss "local station
operation" on July 13.

Two CBS Tobacco Accts.
Renew Complete Networks

(Continued from Page 1)
Bob Hawk's "Thanks to the Yanks,"
comedy quiz show now heard Fri-
days 10-10:30 p.m., EWT. In taking
the Friday night time, Camel takes
a summer hiatus in the 7:30-8 p.m.
time and whether Hawk continues
Fridays, or a new show returns to
that time on Oct. 8, depends on vari-
ous developments. William Esty, is
the agency.

Liggett & Myers Tob. Co. for Ches-
terfields renews Harry .Tames orches-
tra Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-
day 7:15-7:30 p.m., EWT and a repeat
at 11:15 p.m. Newell -Emmett is the
agency.

Sales Promotion Men
Meet Re N. Y. Market

(Continued from Page 1)
charge of bringing the execs together
on this score.

Meeting is a follow-up to that held
on June 29 by station managers dis-
cussing the same subject. Execs have
been much concerned about the
newspaper and magazine articles.
which recently have pictured New
York market as falling apart.

General Giraud On WOR
WOR today will broadcast from

the Blair House in Washington, D. C.,
the press conference granted by Gen.
Henri Giraud, who arrived in this
country from North Africa on Tues-
day. The broadcast will be heard
from 3:03-3:08 p.m.

-

COMM and G0111

CLARENCE L. MENSER, vice-president of
in charge of programs, is in Salt Lake Ci
participate in the Inter -Mountain Radio
ference being held at the University of Utah

LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, vice-president
general manager of the Don Lee Broadca
System, left Los Angeles yesterday for the
He will be away from the West Coast a
two weeks.

JEAN COLLINS, vocalist heard on the
Network, leaves town today for USO ap
ances in Connecticut.

FRANK KOESTER, radio editor of the Ci
nati "Post," is in New York and plans to
until next week. He is accompanied by
KOESTER.

KINGSLEY HORTON, assistant manager
WEEI, Columbia's Otro station in Boston,
ROY H. MARKS, assistant sales manager of
outlet, have returned to the home offices
lowing a few days here.

ROGER W. CLIPP, general manager of
was in town from Philadelphia yesterday.
a call at the Blue Network.

CLEMENT FULLER, American correspon
for the European Division of BBC, in Washl
ton today and tomorrow, handling the visit
Gen. Giraud.

BOB HOWARD, comedian heard on W
"Gloom Dodgers," has returned from Alb
where he appeared at an Independence Day
bond rally.

CHARLIE BARNET and the members of
band leave today for a theater engagemen
Chicago.

BLAKEY LOCKE, general manager of KF

Blue Network outlet in Beaumont, Texas, is

town on station and network business.

ARTHUR ALLEN returned yesterday fro
visit to his home town of Gowanda, N. Y.,
resumed his place in the cast of the NBC
gram "Snow Village."

Warsell Joins WOV
Lola Warsell, formerly of L

Farnol Associates, has been nam
publicity director of WOV by Ral
Weil, manager, to replace Herb L
don who left the station yester
for a government overseas assi
ment. Miss Warsell starts officia
Monday.
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Decca To Determine

WBS-AFM Procedure
(Continued from Page 1)

casting System Inc., with P. L.
Deutsch as president will continue to
function."

Jack Kapp, president of Decca, told
RADIO limy that he couldn't, at this
time, answer such a question, but re-
ported that Milton Diamond, Decca's
attorney, was in Washington, repre-
senting World at the public hearings
called by the WLB for this morn-
ing. Official announcement of the sale
stated that Decca had acquired all of
the outstanding preferred and com-
mon shares of World.

Decca, along with other record
companies, had negotiated independ-
ently of the transcription companies
with James C. Petrillo, president of
the AFM, on the matter of the record-
ing ban, and when the deal fell
through had not joined the transcrib-
ers in their suit against the union.
Acquisition of World now places
Decca in the class with the other
major record companies all of whom
are affiliated somehow with transcrip-
tion company subsidiaries.

NBC's Tele Manager
Commissioned In Marines
Noran E. Kersta, manager of NBC's

Television Department since Jan. 1,
1942, has been commissioned First
Lieutenant in the U. S. Marine Corps.
He leaves this week for his new as-
signment.

Kersta joined NBC in 1935 after
several years in television research.
He was a pioneer in the development
of business methods for the new
visual art and has conducted a con-
tinuous study of television commer-
cial policies and the future operations
of television as a complete broad-
casting service.

John T. Williams, formerly of
NBC's Radio -Recording Division, has
been appointed acting manager of
the Television Department.

A NEW SERVICE
GEORGE I.. STONE, President

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, Inc.

with 22 years of achievement in the
commercial employment agency field
announces the inauguration of a new
department devoted exclusively to

RADIO tr MOTION PICTURES
under the personal supervision of

FRANK McGRANN

formerly Exploitation Director of
Columbia Pictures, and for 20 years
prominently connected with theatrical,
radio and motion picture organizations.

331 MADISON AVENUE, N. Y. C.

Tel. MUrray Hill 2-6494

PI News Exec Sked

At FCC Probe Today
(Continued from Page 1)

as well as the monitors.
was rumored here also that

Oral G. E. Hooper, retired, com-
ilications expert among naval per -
lei, would also testify, but there

, no confirmation. Committee
ousel Eugene L. Garey fould not
reached by ' telephone-or would
be reached.
Sports that Commissioner T. A. M.
/en would also appear were
led yesterday by Craven, who told
ao DAILY that "all I know about

is what I read in your publica-
." He has not been subpoenaed,
said, nor invited to testify, and
no plans to be on hand this morn -

No Plans Announced
arey has announced no plans for

hearings, although there is a
nor here that if Army and Navy
fers he hopes to have on hand do
show up the hearing will be ad-

rned in short order. He said last
k that he understood these
cers had been ordered not to tes-
and implied that the military was

5 refusing to co-operate with the
imittee. This has since been con-
ned.
In this matter, Rep. Lyle Boren of
iahoma told Congress, while at -
icing the FCC for allegedly falsely
resenting its activities as essential
the war effort, that "there neither
been nor can there be any denial

chairman of the Federal Corfl-
nications Commission of the facts
'nd by the joint chiefs of staff,
sn which the recommendation was
de for the transfer of the FCC's
called intelligence activities to the
litary establishments, where such
levities may be better and more
ly utilized. The secretaries of

it and Navy have said that the so-
led war functions of the FCC are
rthless. The joint chiefs of staff
¡e said the same thing, and it is
fortunate that Army and Navy
;cers have been silenced and pre-
pted from giving testimony before
Select Committee now investigat-
the FCC.
Says "Gag" Charge Confirmed

'It is now known" said Boren,
tat both the secretaries of War and
vy have informed the House Corn -
tee of such a gag on their officers,

hough it is clear to all the testi-
my to the effect FCC's alleged war
;ivities render no valuable services
the military esablishment from the

THIS LITTLE BUDGET

WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.

IR C M 4) 11- II IO r11

"WLW Faxfile"
Usability, with no sacrifice of color

and layout, is the keynote of the new
WLW (Cincinnati) Faxfile, a com-
pilation of information. Created to
meet the growing needs of agencies
and advertisers mor reference mate-
rial in file size, all promotion re-
leases from WLW are now being tail-
ored to fit the new file.

In making the announcement,
Hobert E. Dunville, vice-president of
the Crosley Corporation and assistant
general manager of WLW, expressed
the belief that the WLW Faxfile
would make it more convenient for
time buyers to find quickly all the
information they need on WLW.

The original mailing of the WLW
Faxfile to agencies and advertisers
throughout the country, to take place
in the next ten days, includes WLW's
new mail map "How Deep Is Day-
time?" and a set of maps on early
morning, early evening and night-
time. It also contains three insert
sheets on WLW's night-time, afternoon
and morning audiences in 32 cities
and 218 rural communities as re-
ported in the Mid -Winter C. E. Hooper
study.

From time to time, Dunville
said, additional factual material will
be released, including a complete re-
print of the Mid -Winter Hooper re-
port, which includes the first rural
coincidental study made, new in-
formation on WLW's Cost Allocation
system, distribution and market data,
WLW test markets and some special
studies the station is making on war-
time marketing in general.

In mailing the file to its list, WLW
employed a teaser campaign en -

Outdoor Advertising
"News... W orld Wide ...Every Hour

...On the Hour...1420 on your dial...
WHK-MBS" is the statement dis-
played on the six new outdoor bill-
boards recently purchased by
Cleveland. The six 24 -sheet boards
are located at busy intersections of
the city, using one media to advertise,
another to increase the interest and
emphasize the important features in
the minds of the public.

Each board is topped by a huge
clock as a constant reminder to the
readers of the outdoor advertise-
ments. The banner which carries
the statement circles a globe on the
left and on the right of the composite
sheets is a large lithographed micro-
phone with the call letters "WHK"
facing the front and the affiliation
letters "MBS" on the perspective side.
The format is enhanced in brilliant
colors.

A traffic count compiled for the
Central Outdoor Advertising Com
pany showed that every day 554,442
people pass in automobiles; 148,402
people pass in street cars and buses
and 96,014 are pedestrians, totaling
798,858 people who pass the six 'bill-
boards.

titled "Commando Course for Secre-
taries." The course, by the use of a
series of clever illustrative hand
drawings, instructs the girls who get
the mail in judo techniques to be
used against the time salesman who
brings in unfilible material, with a
movie fade-out for the WLW repre-
sentative armed with the new stream-
lined Faxfile.

standpoint of intelligence does not,
and in the very nature of things can-
not, involve the disclosure of any
military or naval secrets. One has
only to read, even carelessly, the tes-
timony of the FCC representatives in
appropriations and other hearings,
when the claimed importance of that
agency's war activities have been
glowingly described, to see that such
hearings have involved disclosures
which should not have ben made in
respect of the activities of any agency
doing truly military or naval intel-
ligence work."

Sees "Aroused Congress"
"There is but one conclusion to be

drawn," continued Boren, "and that is
that the officials of the Federal Com-
munications Commission are afraid
that an aroused Congress, now and
at long last supported by public senti-
ment, may expose the utter useless-
ness of the FCC's war communica-
tions activities and curtail their huge
appropriations. An outraged public is
sure at some time to demand a cur-
tailment of spending by our `squan-
dermaniacs' on the domestic front.
So, Mr. Speaker, why should we not
have the facts concerning the FCC as
a starting point for better things to
come in the way of economy and
good government? If we do good
there, further good may flow from

AFRA's Legal Dept.
Mulls Off -The -Air ETs

AFRA Board of Directors, yester-
day, tabled for legal interpretation,
the problem of off -the -air records of
children's progams aired by the Blue
Network on the West Coast as de-
layed broadcasts. The board also
approved a contract renewal with
WWJ, Detroit.

other things which surely will fol-
low."

Boren also inserted into the Con-
gressional Record a column support-
ing the Cox committee written by
George E. Sokolsky for the New York
"Sun."

The House late yesterday joined
the Senate in approving a recom-
mendation that Congress be ad-
journed until September 14, unless
summoned for special session before
then. The recess makes it appear,
then, that tomorrow's session will be
the last public session of the summer
of the Cox committee. In existence
since January, the committee has so
far had one session which is public,
though it could hardly be described
as a "hearing." Today's session prob-
ably will be the last before Sep-
tember.
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

LARRY ROBERTSON assumed his
duties as Blue producer, starting

July 1. He has been transferred from
the Blue's San Francisco office. He
had a brief but busy vacation look-
ing for a house for his family, which
consists of his wife and four -year -
old child.

Erskine Johnson's guest during his
"Hollywood Spotlight" on KECA,
Friday (2) was Judy Canova, lively
comedienne of screen and radio. Miss
Canova appeared instead of Frank
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" Buck, who
will be heard at a later date.

"Noah Webster Says" said it
to the Blue Network audience for
the first time on Tuesday, July 6,
with a choice prize for the service
man who gave the best answers on
the show-a dinner date with lovely
Elyse Knox, Universal Pictures star-
let. Haven MacQuarrie, master -of -
ceremonies on the program, also had
his pockets filled with $50 bills
for the contestants who gave the cor-
rect definitions of the words he tosses
at them-to keep Mr. Webster and his
well-known book current. John
Frazer is the announcer.

Major Knox Manning, who served
in the Air Corps Photographic Divi-
sion in Africa, will be stationed in
Culver City, now that the Air Corps
Photographic Division is being trans-
ferred here from Dayton Field, Ohio.

Robbins Music Company has pur-
chased "The Moment We Met," music
by Johnny Richardson and lyrics by
Vick Knight. "The Moment We Met"
is the theme song on the Jack Carson
show.

Frank Forrest, of "Double or Noth-
ing," on Mutual, will be in Holly-
wood for a couple of months. He will
cut in from out here on his regular
spot on the program.

Dean Jagger, one of the finest ac-
tors of the American stage and screen,
appeared in the leading role of
"America, The Beautiful," which
marked the opening trial production
in the "Sneak Preview" series, July
4, over the Blue Network. Each week
a different type or production will
be presented and the public is in-
vited to write in with opinions and
preferences.

James M. Landis, director of the
Office of Civilian Defense, spoke on
the necessity for civilian defense
when he appeared as guest of Upton
Close, historian -commentator, on the
"World News Parade," Sunday, July
4 (NBC).

Jean Hersholt, veteran character
actor and star of Columbia's "Doctor
Christian" series, was re-elected
president of the Motion Picture Re-
lief Fund for the sixth consecutive
year at the organization's annual
meeting this week.

Barry Sisters To Ellis Island
Claire and Merna Barry, singing

duo heard on WHN, will go over to
Ellis Island today to do a benefit
for the members of the Coast Guard
stationed there.

Reporter At Large ...
Red Skelton found himself with a ten-day vacation from Holly-

wood chores so the carrot -topped bundle of energy, booked himself forthwith
a series of Camp appearances...  .that in itself, is worthy of a few
lines in this pillar which takes note and makes mention of the activities, on
behalf of our servicemen, by Radio Folk however a recent appearance
by Skelton at Camp Hood, Texas, aroused such a wave of enthusiasm, as
to prompt a letter to us from your old friend (and ours from grammar school
days) Pvt. Sid Weiss, who, with a background of about fifteen years experi-
ence on Broadway and Radio writes " and from the moment Red
stepped onto the platform, he laid the boys in the aisles and knocked them
cold he was hot as a fire -cracker but what I liked best was that his
material was in such good taste his chatter was strictly G. I. and
seemed right out of a soldier's handbook he knew what the soldiers
wanted and he gave it to them unrationed and you can quote me on
this," continues Sid, "I've seen many comics work in camps but none has ever
topped the performance Skelton gave here at Hood" We like to hand
these occasional salutes to the hard-working performers, not as rewards
for their splendid work but rather, to emphasize how important it is for
every Radiolite to know how much his appearance at Service Camps, is
appreciated and to make him realize that as more and more men are
inducted into the armed forces, the need of entertainers increases in direct
proportion So if you haven't already made yourself available for this
great work "get in the swim the water's fine" ask Skelton, Bob
Hope, Kate Smith, Kay Kyser, Jack Benny, Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor, Hank
Ladd, Bert Wheeler, the Victory Twins, Frances Langford, Dinah Shore,
Edgar Bergen, Tom Slater, WIZ Victory Troupe, and the hundreds of others
who have brought their talents to brighten and cheer Uncle Sam's fighters

we think too, that it is fitting and proper here and now to toss an
accolade to Staff Sergeant Mark Newman of the Camp Hood Public Relations
Office and the "Mark Newmans" of other Camps and Bases, whose show-
manship and bard work, go far toward insuring the success of the shows
and the complete comfort of the entertainers themselves.

* * *
Remarks made by Fred Allen at rehearsal of a recent

Camel Caravan program, lead us to believe that when the leaves
come tumbling down, F. A. will be back at the microphone, despite
rumors and reports to the contrary Joan Davis, whom Rudy
Vallee left in charge of the Thursday Nite NBC program, observes,
"with so many of us comics fishing for gags, it's know wonder they call
them networks." (come come Joan, isn't that punning on a large
scale?) Virginia Gilmore and Zachary Scott, currently appear-
ing in the Broadway success, "Those Endearing Young Charms,"
will co-star Sunday on "That They Might Live," the American Red
Cross -sponsored NBC show A new Blue Net program, at 6:15
p.m. Mondays through Fridays, titled "Two Hearts in Ballad Time,"
starts Monday, featuring the vocalizings of Connie Haines and Phil
Brito Lulu Bates, formerly heard on that slot will take over
the 10:15 p.m. spot which Gracie Fields left Praise Agent
Spencer Hare will wear a suit of Khaki beginning tomorrow
Hope Emerson, signed to make a guest appearance on Colonel Stoop-
nagle's opening CBShow, was signed to appear as a regular after
the first program If memory serves us right that female comic
did the same thing on the Garry Moore -Jimmy Duranty-NBCamel
show Dorothy Brewer has been signed by Tommy Dorsey to
replace Liz Tilton Jay Jostyn turned down several motion pic-
ture offers during the past year and last week added "to the string"
an offer from Warner Bros,

* * *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

FIVE new half-hour shows
replace "Club Matinee" on

Blue Network beginning Mond
July 12th, at 3 p.m., CWT. Coll:
tively titled "The Blue Frolics"
new series will be ushered in
Monday with "Pass The Buck,"
new quiz show with Durward Ki.
as emcee. The Tuesday offering
be a minstrel show with Al Stray
of the "Four Cadets" as interlocu
Wednesday's show will be a mus
tug of war between old and n
melodies and on Thursday the p
gram will be titled, "The B
Omnibus," a potpourri of mu
songs anecdotes and verse. A come
show starring Durward Kirby
serve as the Friday program. Amo,
the artists scheduled for the ser
are Nancy Martin, Marion Ma,
Harriet O'Rourke. Earle Tann:
"The Four Vagabonds" and
Cadets. Writers will be Carl G <
Jack Mitchell, Lo Hartman a
Sidney Gerson.

Complete and exclusive netwo
coverage of the All-American Op
Golf Tournament at Chicago's "T,
O'Shanter Country Club will be pr
vided by NBC and Bill Stern fr.
July 21st through July 25th, inclusi'

Spot and local sales billings
WMAQ for the first six months
1943 show a 50 per cent increase ov
the same period in 1942, Oliv
Morton, manager of NBC cent
division and spot sales, has a
nounced. Renewal business -

nounced by Morton was topped
an order from the Evans Fur
through the State Advertising Agen'
for a 52 -week renewal of "Songs
Fashion," a quarter-hour "Music
Clock" show.

William Murphy, continuity edi
for the NBC central division, is t'
father of an eight -pound, three-oun'
son born to him and Mrs. Murphy
St. Francis Hospital, Evanston, Ill.

Two daytime serials sponsored
General Mills will exchange ti
periods beginning Monday, July 12t'
Under the new schedule "The Guidi
Light" will be aired from 1-1:15 p.
CWT, and "Light of the World" w'
be heard from 1:30-1:45 p.m.

"Whadda You Say?" a new and
ence participation show, makes f
debut on WIND, 8:30-9 p.m., Satu,
day, July 10th. Series will origina
in the auditorium of the USO clu
on South Wabash Ave., in Chicag
Craig Maudsley will act as emce
Galvin Manufacturing Company w'
sponsor the premiere broadcast o
Saturday and Foote Brothers Ge-
& Machine Corp. will sponsor th
show of Saturday, July 17th.
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;UEST-ING

PE EMERSON, on the "Philip
s Playhouse," tonight (WABC-
9 p.m.).

'T. J. H. LEEGSTRA, of the
Netherlands Air Force; BROCK

SERTON, play producer, and
:ANDER P. DE SEVERSKY,
designer, on "Talley Time,"

row (WJZ-Blue Network, 10:15

NZEL BROWN, newspaper re-
 and author, on Frances Scott's
, What, When and Where," to-
rs (WEAF-NBC, 10:30 p.m.).

Y HILL and his orchestra, on
iers of Production," Sunday
-Blue Network, 11 a.m.).

)F. JOHN T. FREDERICK,
ey critic of CBS; RICHARD
IVAN, professor of English at
Dame University, and R. L.

EL, author and publisher, dis-
lg Jack London's "Martin Eden,"
Invitation to Learning," Sunday
3C -CBS, 11:30 a.m.).

vDRICK WILLEM VAN LOON,
Vhere Do We Stand," Sunday
-Blue Network, 5 p.m.).

3 BURNS, on the Paul White -
program, Sunday (WEAF-NBC,
.).

ROLE LANDIS, on Groucho
a "Blue Ribbon Town," tomor-
(WABC-CBS, 10:45 p.m.).

MAN THOMAS, DR. RICH -
H. HOFFMANN, neuro-psy-

ist, and DR. PAUL DAWSON
!, president of Adelphi College,
I. L. Alexander's "Mediation

Sunday (WOR-Mutual, 8

trtainment Council
Gets Local 802 Co -Op

al 802, AFM, has pledged sup -
to the National Entertainment
try Council, it was announced
tight at a meeting of the con -
:ions committee held at the Hotel

rakers added to the roster of
,to be heard at the conference
Wednesday are Lawrence Tib-
Maj.-Gen. Frank Osborn and
irop Aldrich. Elmer Davis and
;amble, of the Treasury Depart -

will speak on Thursday.

rrow Resumes Sunday
yard R. Murrow, European news
of CBS, has returned to London
viii resume his broadcasts from
ritish capital on Sunday, July 11.

Arthur Hull Hayes Ill
hur Hull Hayes, general man -
of WABC, is confined to his
by illness. He expects to re-
to his duties some time next

Committee" he said, "and if that
committee showed any interest they
could probably have the operation
of those rules held off. But the
interest is apparently lacking," he
implied.

Taft declared also that he thought
Republican party leaders are con-
siderably interested in the Supreme
Court decision and said the matter
of radio regulation will probably
occupy a prominent place on the
agenda of the party's post-war plan-
ning committee when it meets soon.
Taft had asked that the Interstate
Commerce Committee hold hearings
on the White -Wheeler Bill, which as
presently written would reorganize
and redefine the FCC, during the
approaching Congressional recess,
preparing recommendations regard-
ing it for the reconvening of Con-
gress. He admitted however, that
his suggestion will not be followed
by the committee. Senator Burton
K. Wheeler, the other sponsor of
the bill and chairman of the com-
mittee, intends to go home to Mon-
tana, RADIO DAILY learned, and action
on bill in his absence is unlikely.

(Wheeler announced a month ago
that nothing would be done on the
bill until fall, adding that he thought
perhaps it was too sweeping in its
recommendations and that he might
rewrite some of it.)

Repeats Original Charges
Taft repeated the charges of others

when he told the Senate that "Control
of what reaches the American people
over the air has passed from the
American public into the hands of
an all-powerful commission, whose
edicts are ,final and conclusive, and
which exercises power as complete
as those existing in many foreign
countries."

Taft declared that although "the
apparent intent of the new regula-
tions as stated by the Commission,
is to free the local broadcasting sta-
tions from networks control and per-

Suspension Of Network Rules
Won't Be Pressed By Sen. Taft

(Continued from Page 1)
mit them to do as they please, this
is not the real effect. May be that
they will be less subject to influence
by the networks, but the direct ef-
fect of the regulations is to prevent
them from making the contracts
which they may desire to make. Such
freedom as they acquire is only ac-
quired by the adoption of a prin-
ciple under which in the future they
may be made to do exactly as the
government pleases. There is prac-
tically no limit to the manner in
which their business may hereafter
be regulated by the Federal Com-
munications Commission. There will
remain to them no freedom of ex-
pression.

Cites Potentialities
"The present regulations cover

every phase of the manner in which
these stations may make contracts
with the networks. They extend to
certain phases of their charges for
advertising, presumably may be ex-
tended to the entire manner in which
advertising charges are made, and
the amount of such charges. From
the language of the Frankfurter
opinion the Commission may deter-
mine the composition of the traffic
Over the air. This apparently means
that the government can prescribe
the amount of time to be devoted
to every kind of program, and per-
haps even specify the programs them-
selves.

"If the character of the programs
and the right to advertise may be
restricted and limited, then these
local broadcasting stations cannot
long survive under private control.

"As for the network system, the
effect of the decision is ultimately
destructive. Many persons have re-
garded the networks as somewhat
monopolistic but, on the whole, I
believe the people approve the job
they have done. The destruction of
that system would be itself a serious
limitation of freedom of expression
throughout the United States."

B&W Will Discontinue
Certain Avalon Claims

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Brown & Williamson

has stipulated with the Federal Trade
Commission that in advertising its
Avalon cigarettes it will discontinue
representing that the report of lab-
oratory tests appearing in the July,
1942, issue of the "Reader's Digest"
proves that Avalons are the finest
quality, etc.

The stipulation also was entered
into by Russel M. Seeds Agency,
Chicago, which prepared and dis-
seminated the advertisements for
Avalon cigarettes.

According to the stipulation, Brown
& Williamson and the advertising
agency disseminated advertisements
which referred readers to the
"Reader's Digest" article reporting
the results of the tests and which
advertisements contained this state-
ment: "... Avalons-one of the seven

Kreml-"Look Magazine"
Renew WOR News Periods

Kreml Hair Tonic has extened its
contract for Gabriel Heatter's com-
mentaries on WOR, Mondays, Wed-
nesdays and Fridays, nine months,
bringing the expiration date up to
June 9, 1944 instead of October 1,
1943. Deal was consummated through
Erwin-Wasey Inc.

Son de Regger & Brown Advertis-
ing Agency Inc., Des Moines. renewed
for "Look Magazine," sponsorship of
Tro Harper's 11 p.m., EWT. Trans -
radio news broadcasts, effective July
13, for 52 weeks, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays.

leading brands tested-proved to have
less nicotine-less throat irritating
tars in the smoke-than the average
of all other brands tested. Now, there's
proof-conclusive proof-that Avalons
give you the finest quality money
can buy."

AGENCIES
WAR ADVERTISING COUNCIL

has released a campaign folder out-
lining methods suggested for the re-
duction of absenteeism in war plants.
The six -point program of the War
Manpower Commission is outlined
and amplified. Model advertisements
are included. Copies are available at
the Council's New York headquarters.

FEDERAL ADVERTISING AGEN-
CY, INC., announces election to the
board of directors of MacGregor
Ormiston, vice-president of the
organization.

HAROLD L. ICKES, Secretary of
the Interior, will deliver an address
at the meeting of the Sales Execu-
tives Club of New York which will be
held Tuesday, July 20 at the Hotel
Roosevelt. The speaker at next Tues-
day's meeting will be George E.
Sokolsky of the New York "Sun."

R. E. McCARTHY has been elected
governor of the fourth district of the
Advertising Federation of America.
He is head of the McCarthy Adver-
tising Agency, Tampa, Fla.

N. W. AYER & SON, INC., an-
nounces that it no longer, is handling
the account of Mutual Life Insurance
Company.

MAN WANTS JOB!
Two years Promotion and
Special Events Director
of 50 kw. station-Four
years Assistant Promo-
tion Director Metropoli-
tan newspaper - Four
years, Director of Promo-
tion, Research and Mer-
chandising group of Radio
Stations-Six years with
National Advertising
Agency.

WHAT HAVE YOU

TO OFFER?

Write
RADIO DAILY

Box 79
1501 Broadway
New York City
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Satevepost Shifts Stand

On Status Of Rep. Cox
Jr -m Pay, 1)

this week declares editorially that
the "House seems to us to have for-
gotten its responsibilities when it per-
mitted Cox to head the investigating
committee." In an editorial a month
ago the "Post" had referred to the
"extraordinary spectacle of a mem-
ber of the Federal Communications
Commission notifying the speaker,
that he was unwilling to appear be-
fore or submit papers and records to
a House Select Committee appointed
to inquire into the activities and per-
sonnel of the FCC. His explanation
was that he considered Representa-
tive Cox of Georgia Chairman of the
Select Committee, 'animated by pre-
judice, animosity and personal inter-
est.' We ignore 'personal interest'
pending further definition," said the
"Post," "but if animosity and pre-
judice have ever been upheld as dis-
qualifications of any Congressional
investigating committee, from Pujo
to Black it is news to us."

Dun Sent Evidence
Durr immediately sent the "Post"

the evidence in the case which
brought on the current investigation
-Cox's acceptance of a $2,500 fee for
representing WALB, Albany, Ga., be-
fore the FCC a criminal offense for a
member of Congress. He wrote that
he was supplying the definition of
the term "personal interest," and that
he believed the "Post would 'con-
clude that the extraordinary spec-
tacle' is not the action which I have
taken, but the misuse of a highly im-
portant power of Congress who seeks
to sit a judge in his own case."

Says "Injustice' Likely
Frederic Nelson of the "Post" staff

replied that the "Post" may have been
guilty of an injustice, admitting that
the editor was not entirely familiar
with all the facts regarding Cox's
"personal interests" or his methods
of conducting the investigation. He
said he hoped to be able to make
amends in the near future. The "Post"
says this week that, "because of the
need for broad administrative powers
pretty generally accepted by the
public, it is doubly important that the
branches of the government which
must be relied on to provide neces-
sary checks and balances should be
distinguished for wisdom and matur-
ity. Thus the House of Representa-
tives seems to us to have forgotten
its responsibilities when it permitted
Representative Cox, of Georgia, to
head a committee to investigate the
Federal Communications Commission.
The Commission declares that Mr.
Cox is interested in the radio busi-
ness through having received a re-
tainer of $2,500 from a broadcasting
station in Georgia. A truly sensitive
man would have withdrawn from
such a committee whether or not the
facts mean what the Commission,
says they mean. Mr. Cox. who re-
gards the FCC as 'the nastiest nest of
rats to be found in this entire coun-
try' is not sensitive. In spite of the
charges he went right on investigat-
ing the Commission, even when the

Pi With The Colors N

A. E. HOPPER, former engineering
supervisor of studio operations at
WHN, New York, was commissioned
a Captain in the U. S. Army Troop
Carrier Airforce on July 1st, at Camp
Alliance, Nebraska. He joined the
Army in August, 1942.- vvv -

MARTIN WELDON, WKNY, King-
ston, N. Y., program director, has
resigned to enter the armed services.- -

WILLIAM SMITH and JIMMY
PATTERSON, of WAYS, Charlotte,
N. C., have reported for duty. Smith,
station's assistant manager, has start-
ed training in the Army Engineer's
Corps, and Patterson, announcer, is
learning how the Blue Jackets do it
at Bambridge, Maryland.

THOMAS C. FLYNN, former news
and publicity writer for CBS, has
been promoted to the rank of Ser-
geant Technician from that of Cor-
poral Technician. He is assigned to
the Office of Technical Information
at Headquarters, Army Ground
Forces. - V% -

NORMAN TWIGGER, WCAE, Pitts-
burgh, newscaster, is now Private
Twigger of the U.S.A.

White -Wheeler Bill
Hearings Next Fall

(Continued from Page 1)
of networks and

the limitation of their freedom of
expression.

"I am in favor of free speech," said
Wheeler, "But I don't want that free-
dom to be regulated by a couple of
chains that are owned and controlled
by large financial interests in New
York which have been guilty in the
past of filling the air with propaganda
on foreign policies with which they
agree."

Canadian Children to Hear
News Broadcasts in Class

News broadcasts and instructive
dramatizations will be included in
educational radio programs to be
heard next term during school hours
for pupils in Grades five to 10 in
London, Ont. schools, it was an-
nounced yesterday by G. A. Wheable,
superintendent of London schools.
The broadcasts have been arranged
in cooperation with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation.

other members of his committee were
absent.

Must Be "Above Reproach"
"A Committee of Congress which

undertakes to make an executive
agency toe the mark must be itself
above reproach or justified criticism.
Those who most fear encroachments
by administrative agencies will regret
and resent the use of the investiga-
tory powers of Congress except in a
manner to secure the public interest
and inform the people of the facts."

MARCELLA BILLUPS, former
head of bookkeeping and auditing de-
partment of WCBI, Columbus, Miss.,
has passed her preliminary tests in
the Midshipman's School at North-
ampton, Mass., and has been promoted
to rank of ensign in the WAVES.
She will undergo intensive training
at Radcliffe College before being as-
signed to active duty.-vvv-KENT PATERSON, Detroit sales-
man of the Blue, has reported to the
U. S. Navy at Quonset Point, Rhode
Island.

ELMORE JONES, with WNEW for
eight years, to army next month.-vvv-

LEWIS CHARLES, WINS, New
York, announcer is in the army now.-vvv-

JAMES EATHERTON, WCBI, Co-
lumbus, Miss., commercial manager,
has been notified of his selection to
serve Uncle Sam in the armed forces.
He expects to report for induction
about September 1.-vvv-

BILL GIRALDIN, chief coast ac-
countant for Universal Microphone
Co. joins the Navy and trains for
Norfolk, Va., to the specialists' school.

WMCA Show To Salute
"Follies" 36th Birthday

The 36th Anniversary of the orig-
inal "Ziegfeld Follies" will be observ-
ed this morning with a special
broadcast on WMCA, New York, in
which Ann Pennington, former Zieg-
feld girl, will participate with Milton
Berle, featured in the 1943 edition
of the "Ziegfeld Follies." The broad-
cast will be heard on WMCA as part
of "The Little Show" program from
10:03 to 11:30 a.m. Reminiscent of
the Flo Ziegfeld era, the program
will feature music made famous by
America's exponent of glamour.

An award will be presented to
Milton Berle by Ann Pennington on
behalf of Billie Burke in memory of
Florenz Ziegfeld.

AFM Tells Local 802
To File Oberstein Reply

Local 802 received notice this week,
to file with the AFM a reply to Eli
Oberstein's appeal from the local's
recent action which took away the
record company exec's union mem-
bership. Local was given 15 days
from July 6, unless granted an ex-
tension upon proof of need for such.
Oberstein, head of the Classic Record
Co., filed his appeal with the parent
AFM last week, signifying, also, in-
tent to resort to the courts for redress.

Decision of the Trial Board of local
802 in dropping Oberstein from mem-
bership was based on "conduct deem-
ed contrary to the best interests of
the union," and came as a climax
to the union's investigation of new
records which Classic has been mar-
keting despite the recording ban.

(BC Revenue listeg

High U. S. Bill

licenses were sold then in the
before. The total collection was
468 greater and the net paym
the CBC was increased by
The CBC also got license fees
private commercial broadcast'
Lions amounting to $34,350. Th
the CBC a total revenue from
of $3,501,690.

Co -Op With Private Stations
The report was made by the

port Department. How CRC w
co-operation with a whole eh
Canadian private radio statio
shares with them the reven
derives from commercial adve
were disclosed in a return pr
before the Radio Committee o
House of Commons. It shows
payments by the CBC to the pri
owned stations last year to
$787,000 the payments varied
$1,148 to $52,000. The private
panies "plug in" in the comm
programs. Of the total payment
000 was for programs originati
Canada and over $300,000 from
originating in the United States.

The government has just i

mented the final recommendati
the report of last year's radio
mittee that without the conse
the Minister of Transport or
recommendation of the CBC no
than one license shall be issued
station owner.

No Revisions Made
In Censorship C

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAf
Washington-Because the C

War -Time Practices as pre
written has proved to be extr
effective, there will be no re
at this time according to Di
Byron Price of the Office of
ship. Six -monthly revisions
been the rule, but further re
has been deemed unnecessary a
time. Price asks that broadc
see to it their responsible em
review the provisions of the
Code.

In a letter to all broadcaste
writes, "In order to keep the
bers of your staff conscious h
on the provisions of the Code,
necessary that affirmative actio
taken by you periodically to
those provisions and direct fo
attention to them. In the pas
announcement of new requests
six months has prompted suc
views. In the present instance,
asking that you carry your exc
voluntary effort one step further
see to it that the Code is revi
in an organized way at one
your entire staff.

"The war is not over, and the
periment of voluntary censorshi
mains unfinished. It would be a
tragedy if, after doing so well
a year and a half, we should
the record through carelessne
forgetfulness. We cannot affor
drift."
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Coast -to -Coast -7> -7>

NEW
series of broadcasts to be

heard over WLW, Cincinnati,
July 10, and will be heard on alter-
nate Saturdays thereafter, will pre-
sent war workers in cooperation with
the U. S. Department of Labor.
Katherine Fox, coordinator of war
activities and public service director
for WLW, who is handling the de-
tails of the new series, said that the
opening broadcast would discuss the
dangers to which the workers in war
plants encounter and the workers'
responsibilities in avoiding war acci-
dents. A number of on -the -spot pick-
ups from war plants are planned by
the WLW special events department

..The new vocal trio on WLW-
WSAI, Cincinnati, is Mary, Jean and
Betty who've come from WISH,
Indianapolis.

« * *

James Stewart, who recently completed
the training course sponsored by the
local station managements and the A. C.
A. Local No. 1. has joined the WPEN,
Philadelphia, engineering staff.

Sophie Miller, program director of
special programs of WKNY, King-
ston, N. Y., and Miss Marion Warner,
WKNY stenographer, traveled to
Stuart Flying Field, West Point, July
6, to arrange for the WKNY Caravan
of Live. Talent to app'ar at the Post

at Field on the
ing of July 19. "Pancho," the band
leader, and all members of the thea-
trical and musical world stationed
there will lend their talent to aid
the WKNY produ"tion.

a a

Madeline Steingut, graduate of a radio
course at Russel Sage College. Troy,
N. Y., and author of several scripts pro-
duced on Troy stations, has joined the
script writing staff of WLIB, Brooklyn....
Absent from their desks this week at
WLIB are alter Kaner, publicity director,
vacationing at Tamiment. Pa., and Paul
Gould, program director, relaxing at
Scaroon Manor, N. Y..... Joan Sack has

B

1 9 4

4 5
1 2

18 192021
25 26,27 28

July 9
Martha Boswell H. V. Kaitenborn
Walter "Buck" Dice Bryan Field
Ted Lloyd Al Sommerfield
Ted Steele Ralph Wilk

July 10
Arthur M. Holland Randall Jessie
Ray P. Jordan Robert Kessler
Joan Marsh Helen Pickens
Jerry Karpf, Jr. Noble Sissle

July 11
T. H. Anderson, Jr. Fred Feibel
Merle Jones David Montgomery
Jack O'Brien Harry Von Zell

Herbert Wolf

taken a leave of absence from her con-
tinuity director desk. Noretta Brown.
script department, will assume her duties
for the time being

« * *

"The Pacific Story," a new series
sponsored by the Inter -American
University of the Air, will be heard
for the first time over WBZ, Boston,
on Sunday at 11:30 p.m., July 11.
The initial program, entitled "Japan's
Dream of World Dominion," will re-
late the secret chambers of the com-
plex Jap mind and the inevitable
involvement of the United States in
the Pacific war.

« * *

Paul Schubert is the latest of Mutual's
commentators to have his analyses filmed.
"News Forum," a newsreel short, featur-
ing Schubert. is now being shown in thea-
ter houses throughout the country.

« * *

In the course of the first week at
the KPO-Stanford Radio Institute,
Hal Burdick, KPO, San Francisco,
lectured the students on the part
announcers play in commercial pro-
grams.

* «

After 39 consecutive weeks of match-
ing wits with residents of other boroughs,
Brooklynites came out on top with highest
number of correct answers during the run
of the "Battle of the Boroughs" on WOR,
scoring 579 per cent. Manhattan followed
with 563; Bronx and Queens tied at 467;
Richmond trailed at 455.

* * *

Irwin Johnson conducts the new
series "This Is Lockbourne" over
WBNS, Columbus, O., to acquaint
the listeners with the inner workings
of the Lockbourne Air Base. The
programs are heard every Tuesday
night at 9 p.m., featuring human in-
terest interviews and air base talent
and orchestra.

* * *

Newcomers to KOCY, Oklahoma City,
are Loraine Morlotte, receptionist, and
Betty Swidensky, continuity writer.

Three newspapermen will compete
tonight with WHN's New York, Kid
Wizards. Bill Juengst, radio editor of
the "Brooklyn Eagle," Fred Anderson,
reporter, and Irene Neer, reporter,
will attempt to unseat the incumbent
champions, Harold Brown, 16; Milton
Gorowitz, 16; and Frank Pollack, 15,
of Seward Park High School.

loe Frasetto and his WIP orchestra start
a new series of afternoon band -shows
beginning Tuesday. July 13, every Tues-
day through Friday for the summer....
When Ilka Chase concludes her role in
S. N. Behrmañ s comedy "Biography" at
the Bucks County Playhouse in the Belle-
vue -Stratford Hotel, Monday, July 12.
Howard Jones, WIP, Philadelphia, staff
announcer, will interview Miss Chase,
John Effrat, Freda Altman. Judith Abbott,
daughter of Producer George Abbott, Jud-
son Lafre, Russell Collins and Edward
Hunt, all members of the cast.

"The Camp Robert Smalls Sunday
Hour" broadcast from the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station, origin-
ally a July 4th feature, will be heard
every Sunday at 6:45 p.m. over
WBBM, Chicago.

* a

Mlles E. Lamphiear, auditor of the MBS,
Chicago, has been elected a director of
the Chicago Control of Controllers Insti-
tute of America. Howard E. Riordan.
secretary and controller of the Colonial
Radio Corp.. has been elected president
of the Buffalo Control of the CIA. William
W. Hebei. treasurer of the Stromberg-
Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., has been re-
elected a director of the Rochester Con-
trol of the CIA.

a a a

The 32nd consecutive broadcast by
the Veterans of Foreign Wars in the
series "Speak Up For Democracy"
will be presented Sunday morning,
July 11, with Edward Allen, past
commander of the Essex County (N.
J.) Council, as principal speaker. The
programs are scheduled, on WAAT,
Jersey City, every month on the 11th
day, as near as possible to the 11th
hour.

r

Bob Hanna, has joined the announcing
staff of WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.

a

Educational Director Sterling V.
Couch, WDRC, Hartford, has been
appointed a member of the radio
committee of the 'Connecticut Coun-
cil of Church and Religious Educa-
tion.... WDRC had its troubles rec-
ently when a fire in the basement
of its skyscraper destroyed an elec-
tric cable to cut the electric power
for hours. The night schedule went on
by candlelight, including news pro-
grams, while employes walked 16
flights of stairs to get to work be-
cause the elevators were stalled. One
employee claimed she walked 84
flights of stairs during the day.

*

Just completed at the University of
Dayton is a class in Advanced Engineer-
ing, written and conducted by Paul
Braden, chief engineer of WING, Dayton,
assisted by Ernie Adams of WHIO, Day-
ton. Braden and Adams are planning to
cooperate in future classes which offer
condensed training in radio.

a

Al Schuss has been appointed gen-
eral manager of KEVR, Seattle,
Schuss was known as Alan Hale in
eastern radio circles. He was sports
announcer on KJR, Seattle in 1934
whereupon he accepted an appoint-
ment as special agent in the FBI.
However, he returned to radio the
same year, affiliating with CBS. From
there he spent five years on WIEN,
Milwaukee, returning to WJJD, Chi-
cago. Schuss was associated with
WHN, New York in 1942, returning
to Seattle for his health. While there
he was director of Research -Adver-
tising for KOMO-KJR.

Gunnar O. Wiig, general mana
WHEC. Rochester, today announc
appointment of William J. Adams
erly program director and news
of WCHA. Charleston, West Va.. to
a similar post with WHEC. Ad
reported, is expected to assume Ms
duties about August L. He was
earlier this year to the Program
agers Executive Committee of th
tional Association of Broadcasters.
year he was awarded the P
Award for public service with the
"The Home Front" on WCHA.

a

Frank Shopen, KOWH, O
manager for the past 15 month
been granted a leave of absenc
the duration to do special radio
in connection with the war effo
the field engineering force o
Western Electric Company's
division. He is succeeded by Be
C. Corrigan who was with the O
"World -Herald" for 17 years.

Sgt. Frank Thomas, former WNYC,
York, announcer, now stationed
Headquarters Detachment of Camp B
N. C., returned to the airwaves last
at 9:30 to broadcast "Dancing Und
Stars" from the Mall in Central
with Sammy Kaye and his orchestr
viding the music.

KMTR, Hollywood, at 12:05
yesterday presented the first
series of programs under the ti
Gene Austin's Midnight Revels.

Restored as national holiday b
French Committee of National Libe
Bastille Day will be celebrated in a
cial program at 4 p.m. Wednesday,
14 on WBNX, New York. The pr
will be produced by Jo Delinois, di
of French programs for WBNX.
mandant De Lustrac will speak on
of Maj.-General Emile Bethouart, he
the French Military Mission in the
States and a representative of the F
Naval Mission will also be heard.
rendition of the "La Marseillaise"
highlight the program.

Special Debut Program
For Newfoundland Ou
St. Johns, N. F.-Station V

meaning "The Voice of Newfo
land West," operating on 850
cycles, was officially opened this
at Cornerbrook on the Humber
inlet half way up the Western
of the Island. Newfoundland alr
has two broadcasting stations, V
and VONS, both located in St. J

VONW was opened with s
ceremonies and broadcasts sta
at 8:30 p.m. Principal speaker
Vice -Admiral Sir Humphrey Th
Walwayn, governor of the colo

Goldman Hawley Guest
Albert Goldman, postmaster o

City of New York, will speak Jul
on Adelaide Hawley program
WABC. His subject will be "P
Zoning Regulations."
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113 Hears Petrillo;

Ili -Ban Bill In Senate

ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
thington - Although James
 Petrillo, AFM president, is
ally admitted to have made out
well in his appearance Friday

1. the War Labor Board in a
g called by the Board to deter -
whether it should take juris-

n in the AFM recording ban, a
tore potent means of breaking
ranglehold on transcription corn-
s and their product appeared

(Continued on Pane 5)

Shortwave -News
Adds Five To Staff

ham F. Brooks, manager of
I news and special events de -
tent, announced Friday, the ad -

of five members to the news -
staff. They are: Daniel

Zerty, formerly with the "Rich -
News Leader"; Robert Brown,

 assistant city editor of the
iington Daily News"; Marshall
, Jr. of the "Providence Jour -
and "Evening Bulletin"; Arthur

(Continued on Page 2)

e.er Sees 'Exchanges'
Continuing After War

uge increase in the post-war in-
:ional exchange of radio public
e programs was foreseen to-
' by Sterling Fisher, NBC as -
t public service counsellor and
or of the NBC Inter -American
trsity of the Air. Fisher spoke at
:ring of the Washington chapter
e Association for Education by

Major Harold W. Kent, AER
(Continued on Page 4)

"Gag"
ud Baldwin, who conducts
takfast in Bedlam" on WHIO,
rton, scared his listeners re -
fly when he apparently suffered
ervous breakdown on the air.
touncer Jack Peyser carried

9ciwin out of the studio and
cSr over. Baldwin fans inquired
ter about his condition. Actually
1ras a "gag" to get him started
>r a two -week's vacation.

NEW YORK, N. Y., MONDAY, JULY 12, 1943 TEN CENTS

Questioned By Garey
Last Call!

Noon today is the last call for
all members and non-members to
obtain their NBC Athletic Associa-
tion outing tickets for their sojourn
to the Westchester Country Club,
Rye, N. Y. Tuesday, July 13.
Tickets may be purchased or re-
served by calling upon Corinne
Pearson, Room 505, or Al Walker,
mezzanine reception desk. 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York.

Treasury Clarifies

Web Withholding Tax
Guide to the industry's bookkeep-

ing departments in handling of the
new withholding tax is contained
in a wired clarification sent to NBC
this week by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. Request was made by H.
F. McKeon, network controller who
wired the following to the Bureau:

"Would appreciate ruling as to
whether daily or weekly withholding
exemption applies to amounts paid
by us to artists who are paid once
a week for all programs in which

(Continued on Page 5)

AFM Local Negotiates
For Arranger Increase

Execs at Local 802 of the AFM have
been negotiating with music publish-
ers, through MPPA, for a 15 per cent
increase in minimums for arrangers
and copyists. Expected that some
agreement will be reached within an-
other week or two. Contract in effect

(Continued on Page 2)

FCC Head Claims Official Exoneration
Of Alleged Army -Navy Accusations;

Cox Statement Protests "Gag"

N. Y. Promotion Men

Mull Market Status
Sales promotion heads of nine sta-

tions in New York were divided in
opinion on wisdom of and enthusiasm
for a station cooperative advertising
plan designed to ballyhoo the New
York market to offset recent unfavor-
able attacks made in newspaper and
magazine articles as well as within
political circles. Ten representatives
conferred on the matter Friday after-
noon at WOR headquarters, disagree-
ing for the most part with their man -

(Continued on Page 3)

UP High -Speed Wire
Readied Coast -To -Coast

United Press radio sales manager
A. F. Harrison announced today that
the coast -to -coast speed-up of the
United Press radio wire has been
completed. The transcontinental

(Continued on Pane 8)

"World News Roundup"
Lands 8 Local Accounts

Eight stations report local sales of
NBC's "World News Roundup," (8:00
to 8:15 a.m., EWT) in the last week
following the network announcement

(Continued on Page 3)

* THE WEEK IN RADIO*
... Cox Probe Opens

By PEGGY BYRNE

JULY 4 week-end sounded off with
loud explosions and much fire-

works from the direction of Washing-
ton and the Cox FCC investigation,
which started that Friday. Chief
Counsel Eugene L. Garey read a
series of 50 charges to the effect
that the FCC is run completely by
its chairman; that it plays party poli-
tics; that it terrorizes the industry;
that it has used questionable means
of securing funds; that it is com-
munistic; that its activities are uncon-

stitutional; that it is hampering the
war effort, etc. In addition Garey
read letters from secretaries Knox
and Stimson to the President asking
that the Army and Navy be given
military intelligence radio activities.
In the course of the investigation,
the much disputed chain regulations
will come up for consideration. In
the lengthy testimony Garey accused
James L. Fly, in particular, of dom-
inating the Board of War Communi-

(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington - Nearly six months

have passed now since the Cox in-
vestigation of the 'FCC was author-
ized, and thus far, on the face of its
public record, the committee has
failed miserably to produce any im-
portant quantity of evidence against
the Commission. Friday's hearing,
like the public session of the pre-
vious Friday, contained little aside
from allegations by the committee's
counsel, Eugene L. Garey who tried
vainly to get his witnesses to make

(Continued on Page 6)

House Move To Define

Authority Of The FCC
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Congressional action
against the new FCC network rules
has been called for in a bill submitted
to the House last week. Seeking to
define more clearly the powers of the
FCC in view of recent Supreme Court
decisions, Rep. P. G. Holmes, Massa-
chusetts Republican, entered a mea -

(Continued on Page 3)

Ad Execs Set Luncheon
To Hear Broadcast

Acting jointly with business lead-
ers in communities throughout the
country, New York advertising and
sales executives will gather at a spe-
cial luncheon meeting in the East

(Continued on Page 4)

"Shangri-La"
The entire staff of artists and an-

nouncers of WEE!, Boston, appear-
ing on a stand erected by the MPI
Campaign Committee on Boston
Common recently swelled the
"Shangri-Lo" drive by $17,000.
As Jimmy Lawton, Gloria Carroll,
Carl Moore drew large contribu.
tions, youngsters, grown-ups at $1
and 25 cents per throw threw
tennis balls at a smirking lap head.
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FINANCIAL
(July 9).

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low Close
Am. Tel. & Tel. 1553/4 1551/2 1553/4
CBS A 223/4 221/ 225/e

CBS B 221/2 2211 221/2

Crosley Corp. 201/8 20 201/8

Gen. Electric 391/4 387/e 391/4
Philco 23 V 231/2 237/e
RCA Common 11y 111/e 113, -I- 1/4

RCA First Pfd. 691/2 69 691/8 - 5/9
Stewart -Warner . 131/2 131/2 131/2
Westinghouse 981/2 981/4 981/2 - 1/4
Zenith Radio 351/4 35 35 - 3/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 33/4 33/4 33/4 - 1/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad. 83/4 9
Stromberg-Carlson 125/8 13%
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23

WJR (Detroit) 26 ..

Net
Chg.

- 1/e
F 1/e

1 a
5 /8

NBC Shortwave -News
Adds Five To Staff

(Continued from Page 1)
Wakelee, former city editor of the
Olean (N. Y.) "Times Herald," and
Miss 'Charlotte Huber, former staff
member of "Vogue," were placed with
NBC's shortwave monitoring staff,

WEMP To Basic Blue
Effective August 1, WEMP, Mil-

waukee, will become a member of
the basic Blue Network. At present,
WEMP is a basic supplementary
affiliate. According to John H. Nor-
ton, Jr., station relations manager of
the Blue, the importance of Mil-
waukee as the 13th market of the
United States and the increasing
popularity of WEMP justify the shift
in status.

EXECUTIVE
Experienced all phases station operation,i
programming, production, general man-
agerial, 250W, 5,000W, 50,000W. Draft
status -3A, father. East, South or
Southeast preferred. Available August
1st. Write

RADIO DAILY, BOX 78
1501 Broadway New York City

Monday. July 1

THE WEEK IN RADIO*
... Cox Probe Opens

(Continued from Page 1)

cations and of delaying FM and tele-
vision. Fireworks came at intervals
when Charles Denny, FCC counsel,
attempted to ask questions or inform
the Committee of the absence of Dr.
Robert Leigh, head of FCC Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service and
Radio Intelligence Division. Cox
threatened to call a policeman to
keep him quiet.... Further meetings
were postponed for a week.

Fly was quick to reply to the accu-
satioris, promising satisfactory answ-
ers to every one of them. He ques-
tioned the reading of the letters from
the two secretaries, which are still
supposed to be "secret" In a letter to
the Cox committee he asked them
when they were going to give the
Commission a fair chance for a hear-
ing, when they were going to cease
their past methods of investigating,
and whether they intended to con-
tinue using a "Wall Street counsel."
Referring to the television charges,
Fly pointed out how Cox's views on
"radio monopoly" had changed to
those of approval since the FCC dis-
closed his dealings with WALB....
The Washington "Post" came out
against Cox, in an editorial, and asked
for a new chairman for the investi-
gating committee .... Satevepost
changed its mind about Cox, decry-
ing his chairmanship in its present
issue, after condemning Commissioner
C. J. Durr in the past for petitioning
for Cox's disqualification.

Senator Robert L. Taft denounced
the FCC and the chain regulations
in a speech to the Senate last Wednes-
day. He demanded that the rules be
suspended until Congress had time
to consider the problem of radio con-

trol and its relation to free speech.
He condemned the regulations as a
move which would destroy the net-
works and, consequently, free expres-
sion. In a latter statement, however,
he said he had discussed the matter
with Senator Wallace H. White, and
had decided not to press fos' a sus-
pension ....Meanwhile, Senator Bur-
ton K. Wheeler, reiterated his inten-
tion to hold hearings on the White -
Wheeler Bill next Fall.

Hearings by the WLB on the AFM
transcription company case were set
for last Friday. Purpose is to deter-
mine whether it is within the
Board's jurisdiction....FCC relaxed
its FM rules slightly because of prob-
lems created by manpower shortage
and to help conserve equipment....
World Broadcasting System was
bought by the Decca Record Co. It
was a matter of speculation last Fri-
day as to whether WBS would con-
tinue in the AFM suit, as the record
companies had not joined with the
transcription companies in this par-
ticular phase of the ibattle....Dr, J.
S. Thomson, CBC general manager,
told the Canadian House of Commons
Radio Committee that a private Cana-
dian network would be toó powerful
for the good of the country.

South America needs more good
music programs, according to Wilfred
Roberts, head of program production
for the Radio Bureau of the CIAA.
Roberts, who has just returned from
an observation trip of S. A. also
stated that there was still the need
of reaching the peasant classes, who
do not own radios but who listen to
loud speakers in the villages. Pro-
grams must reach them.

"Double Or Nothing"
Doing Show From Detroit

"Double or Nothing" will do a spe-
cial broadcast from Detroit, July 16,
9:30-10 p.m., on MBS, participating
in bond drive rallies among that
cities' war plants.

Show will originate from Rockhan
Memorial Hall where guest contest-
ants will be top production war work-
ers selected from the plants there.
Feen-a-mint commercials will be de-
leted and war bond sales spiels sub-
stituted. Cast, consisting of John
Reed King, emcee, ork leader Nat
Brusiloff, tenor Frank Forest and
announcer Alois Havrilla will also
take part in several off -the -air bond
rallies throughout the week. Frank
Forest, who is now touring Army
camps on the west coast, will go to
Detroit for the week's engagement.

Elmer Davis To Rest
Elmer Davis, director of the OWI,

announced at the end of his broad-
cast last Friday night that he would
be away from Washington for a while
and that he would suspend his broad-
casts. It is believed here that Davis
is taking a vacation and that his
broadcasts are off indefinitely.

The Davis programs were heard on

Radio First With News
Of Allies' Sicily Invasion
Radio, shortly after midnight Fri-

day, July 9, was the first to inform
the public of the Allies' invasion of
Sicily.

Having received some advance in-
formation relative to military opera-
tions in the Mediterranean, represen-
tatives of the press and radio gathered
at the War Department in the Penta-
gon Building, Washington, D. C. The
networks and independent stations
immediately assigned commentators
to 24 -hour duty.

When Robert Donat, the English
film actor, on a BBC short-wave
hook-up from Aleiers broadcast that
the United Nations had invaded
Sicily, the networks and independent
stations quickly transferred the mili-
tary announcement through domestic
channels. The broadcast approxi-
mated three minutes.

Meanwhile the various networks
have made arrangements to have
their representative correspondents
carry the details of the invasion as
soon as conditions permit in Sicily.

NBC, CBS and the Blue Network
from 10:45-11:00 p.m.. EWT, and on
Mutual by transcription the follow-
ing day.

CORING and GO

CLIFTON FADIMAN, JOHN KIERA
LEVANT, FRANKLIN P. ADAMS
GOLENPAUL are in San Francisco for
casting of tonight's "Information Ple
gram over NBC as another in their
bond -selling appearances.

ELINOR INMAN, broadcast directo.
religious programs, is on a three -da
WAC training centers, in Georgia,
Illinois and Michigan. She will arrange
ate some of the network's "Church of
programs at WAC camps.

SHERMAN MARSHALL, president
mercial manager of WOLF, Syracuse
town Friday for conferences with
York representatives of the station.

JOHN WELLINGTON, Blue Network
is in Salt Lake City for the airing of
"Spotlight 'Bands" show from the
Forces Training Command at Camp K

GEORGE COW, newscaster on W
Cincinnati, spent the week-end on a fa-

ing trip to Washington, D. C.

AFM Local Negotiate
For Arranger Inc

(Continued from Page 1)

at the present time expires S
Despite the fact that the

network and Class A static
tracts contain a cost -of -living
union is not contemplating
negotiations now, but will w -
the contract runs out, Februa
to negotiate the whole thing
This takes in arrangers and
at the stations.

Barbe New Sesac R
Charles M. Barbe was ap

last week as the new Sesac
relations representative in the
states. Barbe is familiar w
middle west as he operated
perimental radio station at
Military Academy in 1924.
also associated with WFB
WKBF (WIRE) in Indianapol
WPTF, Raleigh, and WBIG, G
boro, N. C.

Reporting from Berlin,
Berne and London, Barbe sum
William L. Shirer as European
sentative of CBS in December
When he was in England earl
he was associated with the 1

Ministry of Information, givin
cial broadcasts for BBC.

5000 WATTS 1330 KILOCY
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ENGLISH  JEWISH  ITA
The roster of advertisers using WEVD
otter year reads like "Who's Wh
Notional Advertising. list on request.

HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIR
WEVD-117 W. 46th Slnet, ~York,
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Promotion Men

lull Market Status
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(Continued from Page 1)
rho had decided that such a
should have been undertaken
eeting June 29. Managers set

r i as a deadline for the idea
i have the plan set up, but the

on execs are not meeting
ntil Friday, July 16, to arrive
nmon working ground.
preseatatives in Attendance
reamer, WOR promotion chief,
riam Adelson, asistant hosted
Attendance included Lucy I.
WMCA; Hartley Samuels,

3ill Carley, WINS; Wally Dun -
'NEW; Herb Chason, WHN;
Dundes, WABC; Edward De
ry, WEAF; Bob 'Hutton, WJZ.
for the meeting started with
re Streibert, vice-president of
who became alarmed at the

effect on advertising of the
comments printed by publi-

and political parties. Accord -
5 he critics, New York is falling

There have been attacks on its
mg population, housing em-
nt, etc. After a few prelimin-
cs with other station managers,
rt called them all to a formal
g June 29, and then they agreed
I would participate in a co-
ve campaign in the trade press,
chaps augment the drive with
cal plugs on their programs.
tamer summarized it for the
ion boys, the plan would con-
a series of ads which would

ttical but which each different
would run as part of its ad-

ig schedule. Only the logotypes
be individual. Ads would

rily have to contain propa-
ind emphasis of the city's attri-
Felt that with towns and cities
lout the country boasting of
chievements and growth, such
tland, Ore.; San Francisco;

port, etc., New York, by corn -
was not looking too well.

Unconvinced In Beginning
i discussion of the project first
derway among the promotion
! was apparent that they had
ten consulted by their man -
and that they were not sold on
tole thing. After an hour and
if talking, however, they agreed
ley would abide by the deci-
!f their managers. Question of

ELP
IF YOU ARE HAVING DIFFI-
CULTY FINDING THE RIGHT
PERSON FOR ANY VACANCY
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION-
CALL

FRANK McGRANN
ITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.

(AGENCY)
Madisonis Ave. (43rd St.), N. Y.

MURRAYV HILL 2-6494

3

st ID IR ® M O T Il oN *
Tetley Tea Tie -Ins

Offering a bargain and at the same
time an inducement to try its product
Joseph Tetley i & Co., sponsor of
"Morning Market Basket" on the
Blue Network, will invite listeners
to mail 25 cents to femcee Isabel
Manning Hewson for a utility bag,
useful for knitting, shopping or the
beach. In the bag will be a photo-
graph of Miss Hewson and a coupon
entitling the purchaser of one pack-
age of Tetley's Jiffy soup (containing
three envelopes of the dehydrated
soup) to another package free.

The offer will be made over a
two-week period beginning Tuesday,
July 13. Tetley sponsors the "Morn-
ing Market Basket" on the Blue from
10-10:15 a.m., EWT, Tuesday, Thurs-
day and Saturdays through Duane
Jones Co. C. F. Mueller Co. sponsors
the program Monday, Wednesday and
Fridays.

Conducts Afghan Campaign
Zella Drake Harper, through her

woman's program on WIBG, Phila-
delphia is conducting a campaign for
afghans for the American Legion.
Ladies who make the afghans will
meet once monthly in the WIBG
auditorium to put the "squares" to-
gether, and pack the afghans for ship-
ment to the Legion. Campaign,
officially sanctioned by Mrs. Walter
C. Rice State Rehabilitation Chairman
of the American Legion Auxiliary, is

Teaches Radio Language
Current ad series at WSB, Atlanta,

subordinates its programs to the
teaching of radio terminology and
slang. Each day a thirty -inch news-
paper ad presents a word used in
radio under the headline: "Radio Has
A Language All Its Own." It con-
tinues, for example, with "What is a
'fluff'?" Two programs heard over
the station are then used to explain
"fluffs." In addition, a box containing
the radio definition of "fluff" is printed
at the bottom of the ad with the cap-
tion-"Clip this definition for your
radio scrapbook."

"Mr. Lucky"
Recently WHIO, Dayton, presented

a quarter-hour broadcast featuring
ten questions in conjunction with
the RKO picture "Mr. Lucky," star-
ring Cary Grant and Laraine Day,
shown at one of the local first -run
houses. A pair of theater tickets for
the show was given to each of the
first ten listeners to answer the ques-
tions correctly. In addition to the
questions, musical numbers centered
around the word "lucky" were played
by Tommy Dunkelberger, staff or-
ganist. These included "Happy Go
Lucky," "You're My Lucky Star," and
"Thank Your Lucky Stars and
Stripes."

titled "The Zella Drake Harper Af-
ghan Campaign for the veterans of
both wars of the American Legion."

Sees Close Coordination
Of Radio And Newspapers

Kenneth O. Tinkham, general man-
ager of KMTR, Hollywood, in an-
nouncing a twenty -four-hour sched-
ule of five minutes of news headlines
on KMTR, predicts "a close coordina-
tion between newspapers and radio."

"Newspapers, magazines and radio
must all play their part in the dis-
semination of news to the public,"
Tinkham said, as "each is a very
necessary part."

Tinkham, although hiring three ex-
perienced newsmen to the KIM71Ei
staff, said, however, that "to the
newspapers, of course, the people will
look for the complete news stories
and the many interlocking details
for real news coverage."

basis of ads-should data be con-
fined to New York City, Metropolitan
area, primary markets, etc., was fin-
ally settled so that the plan will take
in the five boroughs. WOR's promo-
tion department has prepared a pre-
liminary study of facts which might
be used as spring boards.

Will Supplement ideas
During the coming week the others

will supplement with their own ideas,
and then on Friday the final weeding
out will take place. Suggested that
the group run a series of different
ads, but that all the stations partici-
pating sign them. This and other de-
tails will be ironed out at the end of
the week.

"World News Roundup"
Lands 8 Local Accounts

(Continued from Page I)
that the daily program would be
available for sponsorship. According
to E. B. Lyford, NBC Stations De-
partments, additional contracts will be
closed shortly.

Stations already reporting sales are
WMBG, Richmond, Va., (Marlowe
Tire Co., and Martin Bros. Roofing
Co.) ; WIS, Columbia, S. C. (South
Carolina Elec. & Gas Co.) ; WTMA,
Charleston, S. C. (Van Smith Bldg.
Materials Co.) ; WTAR, Norfolk, Va.
(James G. Gill Co.) ; WIRE, Indiana-
polis, Ind. (Block Dept. Store) ;
WSOC, Charlotte, N. C. (Home Fed-
eral Savings & Loan Co.); WBLK,
Clarksburg, W. Va. (Watts Sartor
Lear Dept. Store); and WISE. Ash-
ville, N. C. (Belks Department Store).

The participation plan, inaugur-
ated July 5, specifies a 90 -second
opening by newscaster W. W. Chap-
lin, from New York, followed by a
30 -second break for the local com-
mercial. NBC's foreign correspond-
ents are then heard for approxi-
mately ten minutes after which sta-
tions are given a 90 -second break for
local announcements. Chaplin con-
cludes the period with a 40 -second
summary of the day's news.

"World News Roundup" is now
available daily Monday through Sa-
turday, on this basis, but Sunday
broadcasts at 9:00 a.m., EWT, remain
sustaining periods.

House Move To Define

Authority Of The FCC
(Continued from Page 1)

sure to supersede his earlier bill,
which was simply a re -writing of
the Sanders Bill of last year.

Holmes had indicated to RADIO
DAILY several weeks ago that he in-
tended to re -write his earlier bill
which lay with the House Iinterstate
Commerce Committee since early
January without any action being
taken on it. In fact, the Republicans
were so disinterested that they failed
to name their members to a sub-
committee to consider the bill. The
new bill has been referred to the
same committee.

New Bill Similar to Old
Holmes' new bill contains most of

what was in the old one-including
the division of the Commission into
two parts, one to handle common
carriers, the other radio. The whole
procedure for hearings before the
Commission and appeals from its rul-
ings is liberalized, in addition, he
amends Section 326 of the Communi-
cations Act to read as follows:

"Nothing in this Act shall be understood
or construed to give the Commission the
power to regulate the business of the licensee
of any radio broadcast station and no regu-
lation, condition, or requirement shall be
promulgated, fixed or imposed by the Com-
mission, the effect or result of which shall
be to confer upon the Corpmission supervisory
control of station programs or program ma-
terial control of the business management
of the station or control of the policies of
the station or of the station licensee.

"Nothing in this Act shall be understood
or construed to give the Commission power
of censorship over the radio communica-
tions or signals transmitted by any radio
station, and no regulation or condition shall
be promulgated or fixed by the Commission
which shall interfere with the right of free
speech by means of radio communications.
No person within the jurisdiction of the
United States shall utter any obscene, in-
decent or profane language by means of
radio communication."

({FAR To Free And Peters
The Midnight Sun Broadcasting

Company, operators of Alaska's
KFAR, Fairbanks, announced re-
cently the signing of a contract with
Free & Peters offices as exclusive
representatives.

WENR
WENR recently deliv-
ered 700% more returns
than the advertiser
expected ! Here is real
pulling power !

WENRis Chicago's Basic
Blue Network Station. 50,000
watts on a clear channel,
890 k.c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILL

SCHOOL teachers have been writ-
ing in to Haven MacQuarrie of

the "Noah Webster Says" word quiz
show telling him that even if school
is out for the summer, many are go-
ing to return to class Tuesday nights
to brush up on their knowledge of
the English language.

Richard Earnest has become super-
visor of the newly established cost
accounting department for Universal
Microphone Co., Inglewood. He was
connected with various Hollywood
firms in an accounting capacity.

Maestro Billy Mills has pledged
himself, for the summer months, to
make one visit weekly to an Army
Ordnance base near Los Angeles to
assist in training a band which the
servicemen have organized.

Personnel of the Lockheed -Vega
"Ceiling Unlimited" series carries
over to the new "James Hilton, Ob-
server" program on CBS each Mon-
day at 7:15 p.m. Patrick McGeehan
continues as narrator and Thomas
Freebairn-Smith as producer.

Cass Daley, radio and screen come-
dienne, is making plans for a trip
abroad to entertain with song and
dance, as soon as rearrangement of
film schedules can be made.

John Conte, who is a regular on the
Fannie Brice -Frank Morgan series,
will visit the Joan Davis -Jack Haley
program on July 15 to try to sell his
managerial possibilities with his
melodies. Joan and Jack are looking
for someone to take over Rudy Val -
lee's village store now that Rudy's
Coast Guard duties have taken him
away for the rest of the war.

Fisher Sees 'Exchanges'
Continuing After War

(Continued frum Paye 1)
national president, was chairman of
the meeting.

Fisher pointed out that our war
agencies have developed excellent
machinery for the exchange of such
programs between the United States
and, members of the United Nations
and neutral countries. He declared
that activity in this field had in-
creased about 20 times since Pearl
Harbor.

After the declaration of peace, how-
ever, there no longer will be the
necessity of exchanging war pro-
grams, but it would be a great pity,"
Fisher pointed out, "if the excellent
machinery for exchange is dropped.
A substantial audienoe has been
developed for these programs. Public
service broadcasts of a cultural or
historical background, with news and
special events as additional features,
should fill the gap when war pro-
grams are discontinued."

Exchange of programs during peace
time should follow the same general
methods now employed, with inter-
change of scripts and recordings and
by rebroadcasts of shortwave pro-
grams by local medium -wave sta-
tions.

Memos Of An Innocent Bystander . . .

About two months ago this column reported that a radio
talentrepreneur, while down in Florida for a vacation, heard a 17 -year -old
high school lass, sing in a school musical.... when he returned North, he
was accompanied by the young lady whom he had signed for his exclusive
management.... last Friday we heard off -the -air -recordings of the vocalove-
ly's first two Blue Network broadcasts and we predict here and now that
Carol Lee Sutton, discovered by Bob Kerr, is headed for the big time....
Carol will be heard over the Blue Net Fridays at 11:20 p.m..... and just
to give you an idea, she didn't audition over a mike.... Kerr merely
called Bud Barry on the phone, asked if he cared to hear a new voice....
after the thrush had sung exactly 16 bars, she was hired....Ben Grauer,
who has been named chairman of the "For This We Fight" meetings
sponsored by NBC's Inter -American University of the Air, heard from
Washington every Saturday at 7 p.m., will continue to emcee the New
York -emanated "Babe Ruth In Person" the same mornings at 10:30 a.m, ..
When a lusty -lunged youngster, was born to the Charles Michelsons July 5,
the boy was named Robert, Chick.... the 'Chick' in honor of the NBC
debut, that same day of "Chick Carter, Boy Detective." which Michelson
produces.

* * *
Coral Tempest, golden -haired actress heard on Charles

Warburton's "Your True Story" series on the Blue Net, will be
re -auditioned for the role of "Jezebel" in the new "Light of the
World" sequence....An agency, confronted with problem of record-
ing a half-hour script show at very short notice, hired Peter Donald,
who, in reading every line of a 28 -page script, played the two
principal and nine supporting roles himself.... While Martha Atwell
vacations, John M. Gunn will direct the Ralph H. Jones strips,
"Linda's First Love," "Hearts In Harmony" and "Editor's Daughter,"
all recorded at the World Broadcasting System.... Ralph Welliver,
22 -year -old actor who, before joining the U. S. Marines, was a
"make believe" hero, has been awarded the 'Order of the Purple
Heart' for heroic action performed when his troopship was tor-
pedoed off the coast of Iceland.... severe arm injuries sustained,
won him an honorable discharge from the Marine Corps and he's
back on the air in NBC's "Just Plain Bill."

7 * *
Lester Lewis has acquired the radio rights to Booth Tack-

ington's "Little Orvie" stories for the Ed Wolf office....Mort Lewis and
Dave Victor will write the ether adaptations....Ginny Simms' maestro
Cookie Fairchild has been signed to do Deanna Durbin's arrangements
which she'll thrush in her next vehicle, "His Butler's Sister".... WJZ's
"Hollywood Radio Theater" will feature Margo Thursday in a comedy
titled. "People Don't Talk Like That" _Johnny Long, whose band does
a swell job in the Abbott-Costello-Ginny Simms soon to be released flicker,
"Hit The Ice," will open Thursday for the entire summer season at the
Hotel New Yorker.... Sammy Kaye, when he guest-disc-iockeys today on
Dick Gilbert's 1-3 p.m.. WHN program, will interview his own vocalists,
Nancy Norman and Tommy Ryan. ..The Mark Wamows (she's the former
Helen McGowan) greeted Sir Stork Friday at the Doctor's Hospital.... the
7 -pound bundle from heaven is named Susan Helen....Kate Smith will
write a daily column for a New York evening newspaper, starting next
month.... the column will be written in home -spun philosophical vein.
Incidentally, every American should place on the "Must" list, Walt Disney's
"Victory Through Air Power," based on Major Alexander P. deSeversky's
sensational book.... Art Green, yarn and record -spinner at WINS wonders
if you've heard about the radio performer, who thinks he needs glasses
because all he could see was sustaining spots before his eyes.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago
By FRANZ BM=

'DEER GYNT" will be present
WGN-Mutual Saturday, July

from 8-9 p.m., CWT, as "The Ch
Theater of the Air" presentat'

Five hundred aviation cadets
be guests of "The Northerne
their broadcast on WGN from 9:
p.m., CWT, on Wednesday, July
Theatrical press agents were
tured on the WGN "Spelling
of Sunday, July 11th. Those s
uled to compete included Jim
Rueben Rabinowitch and Larry
holt.

A new comedy "The Meanin
a story of home life of an Ame
family, will make its debut on
Saturday, July 10th, from 8:45-9
CWT, on WGN.

Ad Execs Set Luncheon
To Hear Broad

(C°winked )rum Page 1)
ballroom of the Commodore Ho
12:15 p.m., Wednesday, to hea
broadcast to American industr
Washington officials. The lun
will be under the auspices of the
Activities Committee of the New
Advertising Club.

The coast -to -coast broadcast, s
sored by the War Advertising C
cil in cooperation with the Offi
War Information, will start at
p.m., EWT, over an NBC networ
138 stations. Government leaders
will discuss the role of busine
furnishing the people with esse
war information, will include D
tor of War Mobilization Jam
Byrnes; Donald Nelson, chair
War Production Board; Marvin J
War Food Administrator; and E
Davis, director, Office of War
formation. Chester J. LaRoche, c
man of the War Advertising Cou
will also speak.

Eugene Thomas, of WOR chair'
of the War Activities Committee,
preside at the luncheon. Tickets
two dollars, and may be purch
at the door.

Homer Jordan
Homer Jordan, 43, Texan r

artist, died in Dallas recently. H
survived by his mother, Mrs. W.
Jordan, and his brother, Charles
Jordan, managing director of
Dallas.

Jordan majored in music, grad
ing from Clarendon College and
tending Southern Methodist Uni
sity. His radio career began in 1

interpreting popular music o
WRR.

BALTIMORE'S BLUE NETWORK
OUTLE1

w c
.,,...  ,,,,,

SPOT SALES. INC. . M.. r.,l s.. n...,,,.
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Fetrillo Testifies At WLB Hearing;
1;enate Gets Bill Aimed At AFM Ban

(Continued from Page 1)
veek. Senator James IVI. Tunnell,
ware Democrat, who served as
of the silent members of the
state Commerce sub -committee
ed by Senator D. Worth Clark,
o, last winter to investigate the
ding ban, introduced a bill to

it unlawful for any person to
ten or compel any employe to
in from working to produce
Ids or transcriptions, or to
ten to compel any radio station
strain from using transcription
ase of objections to the manner
hich they were manufactured. A
) fine or five years in prison is
ided as penalty. Tunnel admitted
his bill was aimed directly at
llo, saying it is a "terrible thing
u one man can prevent all the
le of the United States from the
fits of transcriptions." The hear -
at the WLB heard Petrillo and
ounsel, Joseph C. Padway, make

L lain that AFM has altered its
t t since the Senate hearings in

ary. AFM is no longer interested
caking recordings at any price,
told the board. "We're not going
ay our own funeral any more-
§ what it amounts to," said
110.

Socolow ET Attorney
Walter Socolow, appearing in

If of the transcriptions com-
as, told the board the record -
,an is a "labor dispute which has
.ted in an interruption of work
an interference with the effective
tcution of the war. The board
afore has jurisdiction and should
:ise its jurisdiction by ordering
lnion forthwith to end its strike."
e history of the negotiations, car-

t on since the ban was called,
reviewed briefly by Socolow.

o specific demands were made by
union of the transcription com-
es until February 11, 1943," he
"At that time, the union de -

led that the employers pay di -
y to the union, in addition to the
lar compensation paid to em-
ses a percentage of the gross re -

r s of the employers.
Rejected By Employers

he employers rejected this de -
3, but offered to negotiate an in -
;e of the rate of pay to the musi-

°i ; employed by them. The union
d for and received financial data

the gross income and net earn -
of the employers. Upon receipt

pis information, the union with -

SEEK OPPORTUNITY WITH
tIETROPOLITAN BROADCASTING

STATION
have been employed in the business, as
Ill as the promotion department, of a
rge motion picture company. I have had
veral years of formal voice training and
ve an excellent singing and speaking
ice. 'I am twenty-five years old, classi-
Id 4-F. I believe I can be of service in
e of several departments in your station.
lary is not important. B.A. Degree.
rite Radio Daily, Box 625, 1501 Broad-
ly, New York City.

drew its demands stating that the
entire gross receipts of the companies
($4,000,000 per annum) would not
satisfy the unions demands.

"On May 11, 1943, the union sub-
stituted a demand that the employers
agree to prevent the use of electrical
transcriptions by any broadcasting
station which might at any time be
declared to :be unfair by the union.
The Union stated that one criterion
of unfairness would be whether the
broadcasting station employed a
quota of union members satisfactory
to the union.

Intervention Requested
"On June 8, 1943, the employers

requested the intervention of the con-
ciliation service of the United States
Department of Labor. The union met
with the conciliator and the employ-
ers on July 1, 1943. At that time, the
union stated that it would not per-
mit its members to participate in the
making 'of electrical transcriptions,
and that, therefore in the absence of
satisfactory counter -proposals from
the employers, it had nothing further
to negotiate. The union stated that its
position- was the same as it had been
on August 1, 1942. The dispute was
accordingly certified to the War
Labor Board by the Secretary of
Labor.

Socolow went on to cite from the
decision rendered by Federal Judge
Elmer Barnes when he ruled against
the government last year in the first
case brought against AFM by the
Anti-trust Division of the Depart-
ment of Justice. He revealed that
the AFM had accepted Barnes' state-
ment that what is actually involved
in the ban is "labor dispute, within
the meaning of the Norris -LaGuardia
Act." Padway later remarked that
AFM accepted this merely because
it was convenient at the time, be-
cause they didn't want to get into
another controversy.

Quotes Fly -Davis Testimony
Socolow pointed out that Judge

Barnes' decision was upheld by the
Supreme Court.

"Here a labor dispute has been
certified and has actually resulted
in an 4nterruption of work for many
months," said Socolow, adding, "This
interruption has resulted and is re-
sulting in substantial interference
with the war effort."

Here he quoted from testimony
given the Senate Interstate Com-
merce Committee by FCC chairman
James Lawrence Fly and OWI
Director Elmer Davis, as to the dele-
terious effects of the AIFM ban. Both
testified concerning the importance
of transcriptions to radio, and radio's
importance in the war effort.

"The union, itself, has consistently
characterized its action in this in-
stance as a strike," said Socolow. As
recently as June 23rd, he pointed out,
the president of the union in aninterview referring to this mattersaid:

"We don't pull any John L. Lewis
stuff here. When we call a strike, we

call a strike. He calls a strike every
two weeks and look what he gets.
We will do everything the govern-
ment tells us."

Calls Objective Constant
"While the union has changed its

tactics from time to time," said
Socolow, "its objective has always
been the same-to seek to compel
the employment of larger quotas of
union musicians, or in the alterna-
tive, the payment of money directly
to the union by interferring with
the manufacture and use of transcrip-
tions. When the union first made its
demands in February, it published
in its official journal that the de-
mands were made voluntarily. Later
it said that the demands were made
only because of Senatorial pressure.
Before the Senate committee, Mr.
Petrillo testified on January 12, 1943
that he did not 'have in mind not
making records at all any more,' and,
indeed he agreed that the American
public would not stand for the stop-
ping of manufacture or progress.
When Mr, Petrillo made his demands
in February he said that they rep-
resented his total claims, and that
he had no demands to make upon
radio broadcasters. In July, he said
that he was stopping transcriptions
in order to get at the radio com-
panies. Using the transcription com-
panies as unfortunate pawns in moves
over which they have no control.

"Obviously, it is unprofitable to
view this matter from the aspect of
what Mr. Petrillo's stated position
may be from moment to moment. Each
position consecutively taken by the
union has been asserted to be a final
position. The matter must be ap-
proached by regarding the union's
actions and objectives as a whole."

Milton Diamond. appearing for
World Broadcasting, revealed that
Decca records, recent purchaser of
World Broadcasting, are now con-
ducting independent negotiations with
the AF1M in an effort to settle the
ban insofar as they are concerned.

Many ET Men Present
Besides Diamond and Socolow, C.

M. Finney of AMP, C. L. Egner of
NBC, and C. L. Langlois of Lang -
Worth feature programs were on hand.

Petrillo told the board that the
transcription people simply don't
understand the party's over. His mu-
sicians, he said will not resume work
for them.

He cited a letter to OWI Director
Davis in which he promised to make
free transcriptions or records needed
in the war war effort, including discs
for soldiers "juke -boxes."

"If you tell us to work for these
people we, in all good faith shall
have to at least ask the courts if we

.must accept involuntary servitude."
Closing the hearing, Socolow said

in a final summation that FCC Chair-
man Fly had remarked recently that
this strike has the effect of a creep-
ing paralysis upon those small sta-
tions.

Treasury Clarifies

Web Withholding Tax
(Continued from Page 1)

they appeared during preceding week.
Artists may .be engaged for one, two
or more programs in ohe week, and
amount of payment depends on num-
ber of performances. We do not pay
at end of each performance. An artist
does not expect payment at end of
performance, but expects payment on
regular weekly payday. Although en-
gaged for a performance artists must
attend rehearsals which may or may
not + be held on day of appearance on
program. Seems clear that payroll
period is weekly since there is an
established pay period for all work
done in one week but wish your con-
firmation."

Timothy C. Mooney, deputy com-
missioner of the Bureau replied:

"In case of employee paid weekly
for less than one week's employment
employer may apply weekly period
withholding exemption provided em-
ployer secures from such employee a
statement in writing that he works
only for such employer and that in
case of other employment he will
notify such employer within ten days
thereafter."

In the long run, the situation evens
out because at the end of the year,
taxpayer will have to make up dif-
ferences if allowances were too great,
Local 802 of the AFM, has for con-
venience and uniformity, recom-
mended to its members and licensees
that under certain conditions musi-
cians might hold themselves as name
band leaders without running con-
trary to Form B and placing them-
selves in the category of independent
contractors. As name band leaders,
then, the musicians would be able to
deduct the salaries of the side men,
commissions and certain travelling al-
lowances before applying the with-
holding tax. To qualify for a name
band leader, musician must, in addi-
tion to having "name" maintain a
permanent organization of a mini-
mum of four men.

AFRA is not seeking any official
Treasury Department ruling on the
tax in as much as individuals can
even things up at the final tax returns.

Costello On Monday, Wednesday
Bill Costello is broadcasting the

6:10-6:15 news program over CBS
on Monday and Wednesday. He is
replacing Leigh White.

"Ever since WFDF, Flint, Michigan, announced
the gasoline ban, the Smith's family car has
responded nobly on ice water."
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Fly Questioned By Gane
Denies Preferring

Charges Against
Neville Miller

(Continued from Page 1)
certain admissions which might sup-
port the charges Garey implied. Most
of the session concerned reported
charges against Neville Miller, presi-
dent of the NAB.

On behalf of the committee it must
be reported that a war is going on,
and certain information desired by
the committee is not thought by re-
sponsible military authorities to be
proper for public disclosure at this
time. In fact, the President of the
United States, who is also Com-
mander -in -Chief of the Army and
the Navy, has refused to permit the
introduction of certain matter into
the public record, even though he is
assured by as high an authority as
Rep. E. E. Cox or Attorney Eugene
L. Garey that the information is
not of strategic military importance.

Fly Says Charges Refuted
On behalf of the FCC let it be

remarked that Chairman James Law-
rence Fly, after continual goading
by Garey during Friday's session, told
the committee that he had in his
pocket a communication from the
chiefs of staff which absolutely re-
futes the huge list of charges pre-
ferred against the FCC last week by
Garey . in connection with the Com-
mission's war activities.

Although the confidential nature
of some of these charges was violated
last week by Garey, Fly refused to
do likewise. He was not pressed
by Garey to reveal the contents of
this communication, although Garey
spent most of the session trying to
get Fly to talk about another matter
which has been held to be secret.

Davis Letter Introduced
The session opened with a letter

to the committee from OWI Director
Elmer Davis, in which Davis denied
allegations by the committee counsel
that the presence of civilian employes
of the FCC and OWI in North Africa
had been embarrassing to the Army.

Then Harold D. Smith, director of
the budget bureau, took the stand.
Smith had been called because it was
hoped he might produce the originals
of the letters referred to last week-
recommendations by Admiral Leahy
of the President's staff and by Secre-
taries Knox and Stimson of the War
and Navy Departments that the FCC's
war radio activities be transferred to
the Army. Under instruction from
the President, Smith refused to pro-
duce the documents or to testify
about them. Smith refused to testify
not only for Garey, but also for the
committee itself when his testimony
was demanded by Cox. This set a
pattern for subsequent witnesses.

Report FDR Intervention
The recommendations regarding the

transfer of the FCC's military radio
work to the Army is reported to have
been vetoed by the President since

the first session of the Cox com-
mittee, a week ago Friday.

The next witness was Chairman
Fly, who was called as chairman of
the Board of War Communications.
Garey explained that he would ad-
dress Fly as "Mr. Fly rather than
as Mr. Chairman," in order to avoid
confusing him with Chairman Cox
of the committee. Fly acquiesced
remarking, "That's all right, I've been
called lots of things recently." Garey
added that he meant to imply no
demotion, but was merely speaking
as one Wall Street lawyer to another.

Then came the important subject
for which Fly had been called-Garey
asked whether he was prepared to
produce the documents concerning
BWC charges against Neville Miller.
Fly refused, declaring that the BWC
has voted them "confidential" and
explained that therefore he is power-
less to release them. In a letter to
Garey written last month Fly had
defined "confidential" in these terms:
"Material should be classified as con-
fidential when the divulging thereof
would adversely affect the national
security or injure the national pres-
tige."

Conversation By Telephone
After Fly notified Garey last month

of the Board's decision, Garey had
protested over the telephone, and Fly
admitted on the stand that he had
promised to bring the matter up
at the next meeting of the Board
to see if the Board cared to recon-
sider. Garey dwelt long on the tele-
phone, trying to get Fly to say that
he told Garey he, (Fly) did not
think the national security or pres-
tige would be adversely affected. Fly
refused to admit such a statement
or that he had told Garey he had
been overruled by other members of
the BWC. This by-play took con-
siderable time, with Fly frequently
refusing the answer to questions
which dealt directly with the matters
which the BWC had decided should
be held "confidential."

Finally, although the entire Miller
matter had been declared "confiden-
tial" by the authorities directly con-
cerned, Garey read into the record
his version of the affair. The NAB
president, he said, was alleged to
have breached his trust as a mem-
ber of the BWC by publishing con-
fidential matter, making independent
representations to the Selective Serv-
ice System regarding draft deferment
and making plans for equipment
pooling in opposition to the plans
of BWC.

Miller Exonerated
An investigation was insisted upon,

and proposed findings against Miller,
brought in by an FCC lawyer who
was also a member of the BWC law
committee, were finally rejected and
Miller exonerated by a 3-2 vote of
the BWC, Fly and Herbert Gaston,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
dissenting. Garey charged that en-
tire action was dominated by Fly,
and that minutes of the hearings held
were changed subsequently "to make

the charges conform with the proof."
The charges were brought against

Miller, said Garey, because of Miller's
stand against the FCC, "to punish
Mr. Miller for his opposition." Fly
later denied that he preferred charges
against Miller.

When it was obvious that Fly would
not produce the desired documents,
FCC General Counsel Charles Denny,
who is also chairman of the BWC
law committee, was sworn and asked
if he could produce the documents.
He said he was as much bound by
the BWC decision against release as
was Fly.

Ignores Series of Questions
Then followed a series or ques-

tions on the same matter with Fly
refusing to answer them and refusing
again in response to demands by
Committee Chairman Cox. Fly said
he was tempted to answer the ques-
tions and face the issue squarely in
order to refute the innuendos Garey
was laying on so thick, but could
not do it. Asked then if he had dis-
cussed the matter of Neville Miller
with Russell in Chicago as a private
individual, as Chairman of the BWC,
or Chairman of the FCC, Fly an-
swered that "That's like asking me
what I'm doing at this time in New
York City." He had not been in
Chicago at the time mentioned he
said.

Here Fly did volunteer that Russell
had been in position during the last
NAB Convention to vote Miller out
of the presidency of that organiza-
tion, but had not done so. (Miller
came close to being voted out last
April but CBS General Manager Paul
Kesten finally came to his aid alter
Turner Catledge, who had just left
his post as editor of the Chicago
Sun, had declined the job.)

Testifies "On His Own"
Losing his patience, Garey charged

that Fly was refusing to answer to
his questions because the answers
would have been degrading or in-
chiminating. Fly refused to accept
the statement, then telling the com-
mittee-"on his own" rather than as-
BWC chairman-"I want to stress the
great importance of the complete
preservation of documents secret and
confidential in nature-especially
those so branded by the military."
Then striking directly at Garey's re-
lease last week of secret information,
Fly said he did not want to be "hypo-
critical of the committee, but I think
you have all seen published reports-"
Here Cox stopped him, telling him
he had "no right to use this com-
mittee as a sounding board, as a
vehicle, and to continue to use the
facilities you have, and use" indicat-
ing that recent public statements by
Fly had already "gotten under his
skin."
*On several occasions, Fly scored

sharply against Garey and the com-
mittee until finally Garey suggested
striking Fly's "speeches" from the
record. Cox seemed ready to agree
to this, until Fly charged the com-
mittee with trying to "get" him,

Military Secre
Impels Silence O

Many Points
whereupon Cox beat a hasty retr
and said the record would not be
deleted.

Pretty badly beaten by the quick
tongue of the FCC chairman, Garey
finally excused Fly and then read into
the record letters from acting secre-
taries Patterson and Forrestal of the
Army and Navy, refusing to furnish
documents concerning FCC war
activities and refusing to permit
Army and Navy officers to appear to
testify before the committee. Both
quoted the President to justify their
stand, writing that "the President
directs that the committee be in-
formed that he, the President, refuses
to allow the documents to be delivered
to the committee as contrary to the
public interests. For the same reason,
I am unable to permit the witnesses
to appear." Garey insisted that the
information he wants would not call
for the revelation of secret military
information, and insisted that actually
its disclosure would be in the pub-
lic interest.

Intended to Make Statement
In conclusion Garey declared his

intention to submit for the record a
statement by Rear -Admiral Stanford
E. Hooper, retired, former Chief of
Naval Communications and long a
foe of the FCC. Garey said Hooper
was willing to appear, but had been
ordered not to by the Navy, and
would be subject to naval discipline
if he did so." Cox gave Garey permis-
sion to incorporate the statement in
the record.

Cox followed the hearing with a
statement protesting the President's
"gagging" of the military, parts o
which follow:

"It should be clearly understood t6that
committee did not ask, did not seek, and
would not have accepted for public ex-
posure any secret military information be-
cause the responsibility for safe -guarding
such information would have been greater
than the committee would want to assume.
Therefore, no information or testimony was
requested by the committee that would re-
veal any secret military information.

"The committee Is advised by these Ie

ter, from the War and Navy departmen
that the President bases his refusal to alto
the documents to be delivered to the co
mittee on the ground that 'it would be e
trary to the public interests', thereby reco
nizing that the documents would not rev
secret military information.

"Thus emerges a question so fundamen
as to involve the entire structure of o
government under our constitution, ba
upon its underlying concept of three
ordinate independent branches. The co
mittee believes it the wisest policy not
press this incident at this time, but it ea
not pass the issue presented because it
too fundamental.

"It Is deeply to be regretted that exec
tion must be taken to the action of t
President. It is with great reluctance an
due respect that the committee does so, b
the issue is so fundamental, the conflict
authority is so clear, the duty of the co
mittee to the House of Representatives s
paramount, and the issues of Constitution
processes so completely involved, that th
committee is left no other course to pursue.
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Fly Questioned By Gare
Denies Preferring

Charges Against
Neville Miller

(Continued from Page 1)
certain admissions which might sup-
port the charges Garey implied. Most
of the session concerned reported
charges against Neville Miller, presi-
dent of the NAB.

On behalf of the committee it must
be reported that a war is going on,
and certain information desired by
the committee is not thought by re-
sponsible military authorities to be
proper for public disclosure at this
time. In fact, the President of the
United States, who is also Com-
mander -in -Chief of the Army and
the Navy, has refused to permit the
introduction of certain matter into
the public record, even though he is
assured by as high an authority as
Rep. E. E. Cox or Attorney Eugene
L. Garey that the information is
not of strategic military importance.

Fly Says Charges Refuted
On behalf of the FCC let it be

remarked that Chairman James Law-
rence Fly, after continual goading
by Garey during Friday's session, told
the committee that he had in his
pocket a communication from the
chiefs of staff which absolutely re-
futes the huge list of charges pre-
ferred against the FCC last week by
Carey in connection
mission's war activities.

Although the confidential nature
of some of these charges was violated
last week by Garey, Fly refused to
do likewise. He was not pressed
by Garey to reveal the contents of
this communication, although Garey
spent most of the session trying to
get Fly to talk about another matter
which has been held to be secret.

Davis Letter Introduced
The session opened with a letter

to the committee from OWI Director
Elmer Davis, in which Davis denied
allegations by the committee counsel
that the presence of civilian employes
of the FCC and OWI in North Africa
had been embarrassing to the Army.

Then Harold D. Smith, director of
the budget bureau, took the stand.
Smith had been called because it was
hoped he might produce the originals
of the letters referred to last week-
recommendations by Admiral Leahy
of the President's staff and by Secre-
taries Knox and Stimson of the War
and Navy Departments that the FCC's
war radio activities be transferred to
the Army. Under instruction from
the President, Smith refused to pro-
duce the documents or to testify
about them. Smith refused to testify
not only for Garey, but also for the
committee itself when his testimony
was demanded by Cox. This set a
pattern for subsequent witnesses.

Report FDR Intervention
The recommendations regarding the

transfer of the FCC's military radio
work to the Army is reported to have
been vetoed by the President since

the first session of the Cox com-
mittee, a week ago Friday.

The next witness was Chairman
Fly, who was called as chairman of
the Board of War Communications.
Garey explained that he would ad-
dress Fly as "Mr. Fly rather than
as Mr. Chairman," in order to avoid
confusing him with Chairman Cox
of the committee. Fly acquiesced
remarking, "That's all right, I've been
called lots of things recently." Garey
added that he meant to imply no
demotion, but was merely speaking
as one Wall Street lawyer to another.
 Then came the important subject
for which Fly had been called-Garey
asked whether he was prepared to
produce the documents concerning
BWC charges against Neville Miller.
Fly refused, declaring that the BWC
has voted them "confidential" and
explained that therefore he is power-
less to release them. In a letter to
Garey written last month Fly had
defined "confidential" in these terms:
"Material should be classified as con-
fidential when the divulging thereof
would adversely affect the national
security or injure the national pres-
tige."

Conversation By Telephone
After Fly notified Garey last month

of the Board's decision, Garey had
protested over the telephone, and Fly
admitted on the stand that he had
promised to bring the matter up
at the next meeting of the Board
to see if the Board cared to recon-
sider. Garey dwelt long on the tele-
phone, trying to get Fly to say that
he told Garey he, (Fly) did not
think the national security or pres-
tige would be adversely affected. Fly
refused to admit such a statement
or that he had told Garey he had
been overruled by other members of
the BWC. This by-play took con-
siderable time, with Fly frequently
refusing the answer to questions
which dealt directly with the matters
which the BWC had decided should
be held "confidential."

Finally, although the entire Miller
matter had been declared "confiden-
tial" by the authorities directly con-
cerned, Garey read into the record
his version of the affair. The NAB
president, he said, was alleged to
have breached his trust as a mem-
ber of the BWC by publishing con-
fidential matter, making independent
representations to the Selective Serv-
ice System regarding draft deferment
and making plans for equipment
pooling in opposition to the plans
of BWC.

Miller Exonerated
An investigation was insisted upon,

and proposed findings against Miller,
brought in by an FCC lawyer who
was also a member of the BWC law
committee, were finally rejected and
Miller exonerated by a 3-2 vote of
the BWC, Fly and Herbert Gaston,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
dissenting. Garey charged that en-
tire action was dominated by Fly,
and that minutes of the hearings held
were changed subsequently "to make

the charges conform with the proof."
The charges were brought against

Miller, said Garey, because of Miller's
stand against the FCC, "to punish
Mr. Miller for his opposition." Fly
later denied that he preferred charges
against Miller.

When it was obvious that Fly would
not produce the desired documents,
FCC General Counsel Charles Denny,
who is also chairman of the BWC
law committee, was sworn and asked
if he could produce the documents.
He said he was as much bound by
the BWC decision against release as
was Fly.

Ignores Series of Questions
Then followed a series or ques-

tions on the same matter with Fly
refusing to answer them and refusing
again in response to demands by
Committee Chairman Cox. Fly said
he was tempted to answer the ques-
tions and face the issue squarely in
order to refute the innuendos Garey
was laying on so thick, but could
not do it. Asked then if he had dis-
cussed the matter of Neville Miller
with Russell in Chicago as a private
individual, as Chairman of the BWC,
or Chairman of the FCC, Fly an-
swered that "That's like asking me
what I'm doing at this time in New
York City." He had not been in
Chicago at the time mentioned he
said.

Here Fly did volunteer that Russell
had been in position during the last
NAB Convention to vote Miller out
of the presidency of that organiza-
tion, but had not done so. (Miller
came close to being voted out last
April but ORS General Manager Paul
Kesten finally came to his aid after
Turner Catledge, who had just left
his post as editor of the Chicago
Sun, had declined the job.)

Testifies "On His Own"
Losing his patience, Garey charged

that Fly was refusing to answer to
his questions because the answers
would have been degrading or in-
chiminating. Fly refused to accept
the statement, then telling the com-
mittee-"on his own" rather than as-
BWC chairman-"I want to stress the
great importance of the complete
preservation of documents secret and
confidential in nature-especially
those so branded by the military."
Then striking directly at Garey's re-
lease last week of secret information,
Fly said he did not want to be "hypo-
critical of the committee, but I think
you have all seen published reports-"
Here Cox stopped him, telling him
he had "no right to use this com-
mittee as a sounding board, as a
vehicle, and to continue to use the
facilities you have, and use" indicat-
ing that recent public statements by
Fly had already "gotten under his
skin."
 On several occasions, Fly scored

sharply against Garey and the com-
mittee until finally Garey suggested
striking Fly's "speeches" from the
record. Cox seemed ready to agree
to this, until Fly charged the com-
mittee with trying to "get" him.

Military Secre
Impels Silence O

Many Points
whereupon Cox beat a hasty re
and said the record would not
deleted.

Pretty badly beaten by the q
tongue of the FCC chairman, G
finally excused Fly and then read '
the record letters from acting sec
taries Patterson and Forrestal of
Army and Navy, refusing to furn
documents concerning FCC
activities and refusing to per
Army and Navy officers to appear
testify before the committee. B
quoted the President to justify th
stand, writing that "the Presid
directs that the committee be
formed that he, the President, refu
to allow the documents to be delive
to the committee as contrary to
public interests. For the same reas
I am unable to permit the witnes
to appear." Garey insisted that
information he wants would not c
for the revelation of secret mili
information, and insisted that actual
its disclosure would be in the pub-
lic interest.

Intended to Make Statement
In conclusion Garey declared his

intention to submit for the record a
statement by Rear -Admiral Stanford
E. Hooper, retired, former Chief of
Naval Communications and long a
foe of the FCC. Garey said Hooper
was willing to appear, but had been
ordered not to by the Navy, and
would be subject to naval discipline
if he did so." Cox gave Garey permis-
sion to incorporate the statement in
the record.

Cox followed the hearing with a
statement protesting the President's
"gagging" of the military, parts of
which follow:

"It should be clearly understood that the
committee did not ask, did not seek, and
would not have accepted for public e

posure any secret military information b
cause the responsibility for safe -guards
such information would have been gres
than the committee would want to aseu
Therefore, no Information or testimony w
requested by the committee that would
veal any secret military information.

"The committee is advised by these I
tern from the War and Navy departmen
that the President bases his refusal to alto
the documents to be delivered to time co
mittee on the ground that 'it would be c
trary to the public Interests', thereby reco
nizing that the documents would not rev
secret military information.

"Thus emerges a question so fundamen
as to Involve the entire structure of o
government under our constitution, bas
upon its underlying concept of three e

ordinate independent branches. The co
mittee believes it the wisest policy not
press this incident at this time, but it ea
not pass the Issue presented because it
too fundamental.

"It is deeply to be regretted that exce
tion must be taken to the action of
President. It is with great reluctance
due respect that the committee does so, b
the issue is so fundamental, the conflict
authority la so clear, the duty of the co
mitten to the House of Representatives
paramount, and the issues of Constitution
processes so completely Involved, that
committee le left no other course to parse.
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* -7> Coast -to -Coast *
HISTORIC old Court House Square,

situated in the heart of Denver,
was recently the scene of an all day
Red Cross blood plasma bank rally
of the Rocky Mountain region. Para-
troopers from the Alliance, Nebraska
paratroop base, with a complete dis-
play of their various types of equip-
ment, were the chief attraction. KLZ,
Denver, covered the event with a
wide range public address system,
rotating a crew of announcers at the
microphone urging the public to
donate_ their blood. The KLZ engi-
neering staff volunteered 100 per cent
with many other members of the staff
following suit.

* * *

Two dancers, an actor, orchestra leader.
singer and editor are scheduled for inter-
views by Adrienne Ames on WHN, New
York, beginning today. Among the guests
to appear are: Zachary Scott, Monday:
Stuart and Lea, dancers, Wednesday: Hal
McIntyre, orchestra leader, Thursday.

* *

B. Altman & Company, New York
department store, is now sponsoring
"The Music Festival" every Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday evening over
WQXR, New York. The contract was
placed through Kelly, Nason Inc.

* * *

Eric Norman has resigned his announc-
ing position with WOR, New York. to
free lance.... Before leaving for his vaca-
tion Alfred Wallenstein, conductor of
WOR's "Music for an Hour" heard Sun-
days from 9 to 10 p.m., arranged to have
quest conductors lead. Jacob Scharzdorf,
musical director of the Broadway musi-
cale, "Oklahoma," conducted an all-
Gershwin program. Frances Greer, so-
prano, and Donald Dame, tenor, were the
soloists yesterday.

*

A long list of prominent musical
personalities were on hand to wish
Art Green success on his first disc
program on WINS, New York. The
two-hour period was extended to
three hours so that Green could pre-
sent Connie Boswell, Bandleaders
Mitchell Ayres, Guy Lombardo, Vin-
cent Lopez, Bobby Sherwood, and
"Duke" Ellington with Sunny Skylar,
Joe Ricardel, Tiny Hill, Peter Donald,
Jerry Cooper, Arthur Blake, Arthur
Brogan, Joan Edwards, Teddy Wilson,
WINS' own Maggi McNellis, Judith
Allen and others.
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Gracie Barrie Milton Berle

Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd
Thomas F. Harrington Joan Kay
Jimmy McClain Harold R. Peat

Ray Winters

Following her broadcasts of canning
instructions on the Zella Drake Harper
women's program, WIBG, Philadelphia.
Grace Carey, Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany home economist, will also conduct
a series of demonstrations in the WIBG
auditorium studio where the broadcasts
originate. The actual demonstrations will
begin Tuesday, July 13. An all electric
kitchen has been furnished to aid the
series in fruit and vegetable canning until
the close of the season. Door prizes will
be awarded by WIBG and the sponsors
will distribute samples of their mer-
chandise.

*

Keith Field, former publicity direc-
tor for the State of Maine, more
recently advertising manager of
Adams department stores in Central
Maine, has been named sales man-
ager of WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.,
Manager Bert Georges announced.
For the past ten years Field has been
active in newspaper advertising
circles in the Pine Tree State.

When the fire in the WDRC, Hartford,
studio building destroyed the electric
cable that cut the power, Commentator
George B. Armstead broadcast through
the WTHT, Hartford, mike, piping the regu-
lar nightly newscast to the WDRC trans-
mitter. Thanks were expressd for the co-
operation... .Chief Announcer Harvey
"Longfellow" Olson polls the listeners of
the Saturday afternoon WDRC "Strictly
Swing" club shows to name the 10 top
tunes for each broadcast.

Emile Reiss, coin, medal and docu-
ment collector was interviewed by
Fran Fillmore over WHIO, Dayton,
with such questions as; how does a
collector go about acquiring items of
interest; do you feel that this hobby
helps you to forget the worry about
the war after a hard day's work
helping to win the war; and how
many items do you have in your
collection?

*

WPAT, Paterson, N. J., released a new
dual colored program folder for the week
of July 11, utilizing the space at the bot-
tom of the inside schedule spread to
feature some of their best programs of
the week.

* *

WELI, New Haven, Conn., will re-
broadcast Wednesday evening, July
14, the Army -Navy "E" given earlier
in the day to A. C. Gilbert Company,
the eleventh New Haven war plant
to receive the award. Brigadier Gen-
eral William C. Rose will make the
award to Alfred C. Gilbert president
of the company. Mayor John W.
Murphy will be among the speakers.

_
Roger W. Clapp, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of WFIL, Philadelphia, was
so impressed with the sincerity and sim-
plicity of the essay "Thank God I Am
an American," written by Margaret Betz.
Rochester high school student and re-
printed in its entirety in the "Saturday
Evening Post," that he arranged a read-
ing against a musical background on the

WFIL Independence Day ceremonies.
Norman Black and the WFIL orchestra
provided the symphonic scores, while
Bettina Cerf, actress identified with the
Bucks County Playhouse, read the essay.

* * *

The WLW, Cincinnati, "Boone
County Jamboree" stars began Satur-
day, July 10, a summer -long series of
personal appearances throughout
Indiana and Ohio. Their first appear-
ance was held at the Johnson County
Fair, Franklin, Ind., to be followed
by some 40 shows, according to Bill
McClusky, manager of the WLW
talent division.

a

Bernice Foley, children's newscaster
over WSAI, Cincinnati, is receiving the
cooperation of the Cuban Ministry of Edu-
cation, supplying information on Cuba for
Miss Foley's newscasts. The plan is to
help the. younger Americans acquire a
better understanding of Cuba and her
people.

Col. Gordon Reel, a resident of
Kingston, who is working on an idea
to have a bridge span the Hudson
River at Kingston, will have a weekly
program over WKNY, Kingston. Col.
Reel, the state highway commissioner
under Governor Dix, is the designer
of the air -base at 'Bermuda, consultant
in the construction of Floyd Bennett
Field, LaGuardia Field, East River
Plane Base and the Delaware Aque-
duct

Gil Hodges, formerly special events
chief of WTAG, Worcester, has been com-
missioned a second lieutenant in the
army at the graduation exercises of the
Adjutant General's school, Fort Washing-
ton, Md..... Enjoying her vacation for the
time being is Mildred Bailey, WTAG's
women's feature editor.

Calo's dog food has signed with
KLZ, Denver, for a three -a -week
strip titled "Calo's K-9 Quiz." The
show feature Wes Battersea as quiz-
master. Prizes of cash, war bonds
and merchandise are given away.
KLZ, meanwhile, is using taxi signs,
street car placards and program
schedule inserts to boost the quiz.

A. D. Willard, Jr., general manager of
WBT, Charlotte, N. C., has accepted the
general chairmanship of the Charlotte
War and Community Chest Association
annual drive ....Due to transportation
difficulties, Charles H. Crutchfield. WBT
program director, arranged to have the
North Carolina Symphony Orchestra con-
cert held Friday, July 9. transcribed. Mrs.
Athol C. Burnham of the orchestra's exe-
cutive staff, who narrated, brought the
selections with her to the studio.

Free outdoor concerts presented by
the Department of Parks in collabora-
tion with the Associate Committee
of the League of Composers will be
broadcast Tuesday nights from 8:30
p.m. to 9:15 p.m., EWT, from the
Mall in Central Park over WNYC,

New York. Five choral groups
be heard July .13 while on J
the Sperry Gyroscope 'Company
chestra will accompany Carol B
contralto. The Hall Johnson
will be heard on July 27, foll'.
by the League of Composers or
tra, under the baton of Leon B'
August 3 and August 10.

* *

Cecil H. Hackett. managing direc,
WINS, New York, was selected as
of twelve radio executives in the U
States to express his views on the
of radio broadcasting to the de
ment of world affairs to be incorpo
in an address before a special me
of the Herrin, Ill. Rotary Club.

* *

WEEI, Boston, has added the
elated Press radio news service.
new machine was installed last

Charles Tappy has Joined the sal
of WMAL, Washington, D. C., repl.
Sam Booth who is now ensign. T.
was former salesman for the 'Wash
Post"....Pete Cousins, assistant chi
the WMAL-Blue newsroom, is Path
another son, Roland, while Program
rector Jack Edmunds is the father
girl. Gay! Allen.

UP High -Speed Wire
Readied Coast -To -Co

(Continued from Page 1)
change -over of transmission faciliti.
from 40 words. a minute to 60 word
a minute was the biggest mechanics
operation ever undertaken by air
news organization. It was acconi
plashed Sunday morning, July 11, be
tween midnight and 5 a.m.

"This is the greatest forward s
we have made since the inaugura
of our transcontinental radio wi
Harrison said. "It means we now
able to expand our feature se
as well as our national and regio
service to the more than 500 ra
stations served by United Pre
"From the standpoint of fore
news," Harrison said, "United Pr
now is able to bring broadca
these history -making events al
immediately after they happen."

Harrison said there would be n
relaxing in the selection and wril
ing of the news. "The United Pres
will maintain the same high standar
of editing and writing that has mad
this organization a respected leads
in radio," Harrison said.

Simultaneous with the speeding u
of the wire, the United Press an
nounced the addition of two net
saleable features to its service. One -
a five-minute personality and bin
graphical sketch of world leaders -
is called "Names in the News." It I

being carried six days a week, Mon
day through Saturday. The first scril
moved today. The other is a Sunda
feature on food preservation and can
ning. It is called "Canning for Vic
tory" and will run for six weeks. Th
first of the series was carried yester
day.
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OWI Realigns Clearance '"

iivestigation Of FCC

lesumes On Monday
li'ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
rashington-Public sessions by the

.4't committee will be resumed next

.l iday morning, the committee
nsel, Eugene L. Garey, said yes -

t lay. Although it has been re-
ted that the committee would

.a )urn until after the Congressional
yy tss, which ends in September,
C ey said he hopes to proceed with

lic sessions throughout the sum -
r. It is known that no committee

(Continued on Page 7)

111B Sales Manager Group
Meets In N. Y. Tomorrow
Washington Burets, RADIO DAILY
Iashington-A two-day meeting of
B's new sales managers executive
ºmittee is scheduled for New
rk tomorrow and Thursday, with

industry's war sales problems
ling in for discussion.
lietrich Dirks, KTRI, Sioux City,
ra, has been named chairman of

sales managers and sales man-
rs executive committees by
Lille Miller, president of the NAB,

(Continued on Page 3)

CSC Fixes Regulations
For Political Speeches

lontreal-The CRC yesterday an-
inced regulations governing broad-
s of political speeches during the
ario general election campaign
ng with a schedule of free broad-
s over the Corporations' Ontario
ional network. The free network
e totals seven hours, with 21
lrs for the Liberal and 21/4 hours

(Continued on Page 2)

Caricaturist Cugat
Although Xavier Cugat is now

hospitalized, King Features an-
nounced over the week-end that a
one -column panel drawn by Cugat
will be syndicated nationally be-
ginning August 2. The new feature,
prepared about a week in advance,
will be titled "Today's Birthday."
Accompanying the panels will be
a stick of copy relative to the na-
tional personality of the day.

Sell -Out!
Hammond, Ind.-Another station

has sold out all of its time the
day that Germany unconditionally
surrenders" WJOB here has set
up a "Salute to Victory" program
on the day of capitulation and the
11 sponsors run from Sears Roe-
buck to the. Calumet Iron & Supply
Co. down to various local and East
Chicago retail stores as well as
one savings bank"

Radio Writers' Guild

Calls National Confab
Chicago-A national conference of

officers and representatives of the
Radio Writers' Guild, branch of the
Author's League of America," will
be held here at the Drake Hotel,
July 15, Pauline Hopkins, writer of
"That Brewster Boy," and president
of the Midwest region of the organ-
ization announced yesterday. Don
Quinn, scripter for the "Fibber McGee
and Molly" program and Hector
Chevigny, well known West Coast
writers, are coming from California
to attend the meeting.

Jergens Setting Subs
For Winchell Vacation

Andrew Jergens Co. has selected
two of three personalities who will
substitute for Walter Winchell on
the "Jergens Journal" on the Blue
Network while the newscaster is on
vacation. Winchell will not be heard

(Continued on Page 2)

Domestic Radio Bur. With Budget Cut
To Take Over Field Service Duties;
Plans Confab With Industry Men

Femme Advisory Unit

In WOR Post-war Plan

Plans for the establishment of a
women's advisory committee to guide
the station's programming department
have just been announced by Alfred
J. McCosker, president of WOR. He
had invited a group of women, lead-
ers in their fields, to discuss prob-
lems involved in the station's desire
to further aid women l steners at

(Continued on Page u)

FTC Allows More Ti ..

For Sending Adv. S,
Washington Bureau, RADIO DA/1:

Washington - The Federal Trade
Commission has announced that it
is allowing more time in the sup-
plying of advertising scripts to the
Commission. The Radio and Period-
ical Division has adopted a new
schedule, it was' announced, wherein

(Continued on Page 2)

Two Southern Outlets
Joining CBS July 18

WHOP, Hopkinsville, Kentucky
and WPAD Paducah, Kentucky will
become affiliated with CBS as of the
opening of business on July 18, H. V.

(Continued on Page 2)

All Available Angles Used
In Covering Sicily Invasion

Ascap Second Quarter
Divides $1,260,000

Upon the authorization of the Board
of Directors, the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
yesterday distributed to its member-
ship and associated societies $1,260,000
in royalties for the second quarter of
1943 which ended June 30. This figure
represents largest royalty distribu-
tion in any quarter since 1940.

Radio utilized the United Press and
Associated Press wire services as well
as the BBC announcement from Radio
Algiers to present the first and de-
tailed account of the Allies' invasion
of Sicily early Saturday morning.
The writers, the announcers, the com-
mentators and transcription engineers
in the newsrooms of the networks
and independent stations were con-
stantly on the alert to augment +hr
preliminary bulletins with rea'

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Announcement is ex-

pected late this week from the OWI
Domestic Radio Bureau of a plan to
take over, insofar as possible, the
matters of local clearance formerly
handled by the now -defunct OWI
field service division. At best, only
a portion of the aid given broadcast-
ers in the past will now be available,
but officials hope that effective guid-
ance, at least, can be provided even
with the sharp budget reduc'ion

(Continued on Pape 3)

Predicts FM Afl

Post -W

Montreal-Greg ,:hanger
transmission of radio broadcast --
be expected after the war, r r: Augus-
tin Frigon, assistant general manager'
of CBC, said in evidence before the
Canada House of Commons radio
committee. Discoveries and develop-
ments made during the war will then
come into general use and an inter-
national conference will be necessary
to allot wave lengths and take up

(Continued on Page 6)

Council On Candy Renews
"Rationing" Show On NBC
The Council on Candy as Food in

the War Effort, an organization spon-
sored by the National Confectioners'
Association, has renewed its contract

(Continued on Page 2)

What Stuff?
Hollywood-In an unsigned con-

fession made over a cheese sand-
wich on meatless Tuesday, Johnny
Mercer admitted that he once in-
dulged in painting water colors.

worked in water colors for
nearly a year," NBC's combina-
tion Hope & Crosby related. "One
day I stepped back to artmire my
work. I quit rig'it then and na.
touched the sh since."

I I
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FINANCIAL
(:liaiday, )aly 12)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. & Tel 156 1557/8 156 -(- 1/4

CBS A 233/8 227/8 23Y -i- 3/9

CBS B 227/8 227/8 227/8 ± 1/8

Crosley Corp. 197/8 193/i 191/2
Gen. Electric 393/4 39 391/8
Philco 237/8 231/2 233/4
RCA Common 113/s 111/4 111/4 - 1/4
RCA First Pfd. 697/8 693/4 693/4 - 1/4
Stewart -Warner . 133/4 131/2 133/4 -i- 1/4

Westinghouse 98% 981/4 98% 4- y4
Zenith Radio 371/2 351/2 371/2 + 2/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 33/4 33/4 33/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. & Rad. 87/s 91/e
Stromberg-Carlson 125/8 135/8

WCAO (Batlimore) 20 23
WJR (Detroit) 26 ..

Jergens Setting Subs
For Winchell Vacation

(Continued from Page 1)
on the Sunday night broadcasts
August 8 through August 29. He will
resume September 5.

Replacing Winchell will be Fulton
Oursler, writer and magazine editor
who will report on spot news from
New York. The program will then
shift to Hollywood where Louella
Parsons, Hollywood columnist, will
give the latest news from the movie
capital. Returning to New York, the
program will present another well-
known commentator whose name has
not yet been announced.

The "Jergens Journal" is heard
Sunday from 9 to 9:15 p.m., EWT, in
behalf of Jergens Lotion and begin-
ning July 18, will be aired on the
complete Blue Network.

Andy Kelly Resigns
CBS West Coast Post

West Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles-Andy Kelly, Columbia

Pacific publicity director, has resigned
to take over management of the Tom
Fizdale Hollywood office. His succes-
sor has not been named as yet.

CBC Fixes Regulations
For Political Speeches

(Continued from Page 1)
each for the C.C.F. and Progressive
Conservatives. There are nine half-
hour broadcasts and 10 quarter-hour
broadcasts.

The Canadian Association of Broad-
casters announced that independent
radio stations in Ontario are co-
operating with the CBC in providing
free time for election campaign
speeches.

The CBC announcement said that
broadcasting facilities available for
election speeches would be: Free time
on the Ontario regional network;
subsidiary hook-ups of privately
owned Ontario stations on a commer-
cial basis and individual privately -
owned stations on a commercial basis.

The announcement said that politi-
cal broadcasting "must be restricted
to strictly political addresses and an-
nouncements."

Two Southern Outlets
Joining CBS July 18

(Continued from Page 1)
Akerberg, CBS vice-president in
charge of station relations, announced
yesterday. Both stations are owned
and operated by the Paducah Broad-
casting Co., Inc. and join the network
as special basic supplementary sta-
tions.

Established in 1939, WHOP, oper-
ates full time with 250 watts power
on a frequency of 1,240 kilocycles.
WPAD broadcasts on a frequency of
1,450 kilocycles with 250 watts power
day and night. The station was estab-
lished in 1930.

Pierce E. Lackey is the president of
these new CBS affiliates in Hopkins-
ville and in Paducah.

Council On Candy Renews
"Rationing" Show On NBC

(Continued from Page 1)
with NBC for the continuance of the
radio program, "Washington Reports
on Rationing," for a third 13 -week
period, extending from August 15
through November 7, 1943. It is a
15 -minute program aired over the
basic network of NBC from Wash-
ington every Sunday afternoon at
3:00 o'clock, EWT. The sustaining
host -commentator is Ernest K. Lind-
ley, Washington editor of Newsweek
magazine.

The program was originated by and
is directed through the offices of Jos.
W. Hicks, public relations and indus-
trial relations counsel Chicago, and
the Chicago offices of BBD&O.

FDR Signs Deficiency Bill
With Watson -Dodd Rider
President Roosevelt yesterday

signed the Urgent Deficiencies Bill
which carries a rider requirine presi-
dential reappointment before Novem-
ber 15, and Senate confirmation for
FCC employes Goodwin B. Watson
and William E. Dodd, Jr. The Presi-
dent refused to comment on this fea-
ture of the bill.

FTC Allows More Time
For Sending Adv. Scripts

(Continued from Page 1)

the usual typed copies of radio ad-
vertising scripts will be procured
from individual radio stations rep-
resenting commercial announcements
originating in their respective studios
as individual broadcasters, at an
average rate of twice yearly per
station, starting with the opening of
the new fiscal year on July 1, 1943.

The actual calls for the commercial
script covering station broadcasts in
the interest of products moving in
commerce will continue to be issued
for 15 -day broadcast periods, as spe-
cified in advance notices sent out by
the Federal Trade Commission, which
allow adequate time for preparation
of extra carbon copies as occasion
may require. Also, the Commission
will continue the issuance of its re-
quests on a staggered monthly basis
to groups of individual radio sta-
tions, selected both as to geographic
location and proportionately as to
transmittal power. The announce-
ment states:

"The sampling of individual station
commercial broadcasts covering the
15 -day specified period should be
considered as entirely separate from
the weekly rendering by certain in-
dividual stations of commercial net-
work announcements which may have
originated in their respective studios
as originating key outlets of nation-
wide and regional networks. Such
commercial network scripts should
be forwarded as in the past, on a
weekly basis, to the Federal Trade
Commission through the head offices
of the networks (or direct) by the
key stations, where centralized head
offices are not maintained by certain
cooperative regional network groups."

Many Radio Folk Guests
At Paramount Pix Preview

Special press and radio invitational
premiere of Paramount's technicolor
version of Ernest Hemingway's "For
Whom The Bell Tolls" at the Rivoli
theater here will be attended tom -
night by prominent and distinguished
personalities of national and inter-
national circles in advance of the
world premiere tomorrow night.

Press and publication fields and
radio broadcasting will be widely
represented.

Executives of broadcasting net-
works and radio commentators who
will be in the preview audience are:
Niles Trammell, William Paley, Alfred
J. McCosker, Edward Klauber, Mark
Woods, W. E. McFarlane, Earle
McGill, H. V. Kaltenborn, Kate
Smith, Bill Stern, Ted Collins,
Johannes Steel, Cecil Brown, Quincey
Howe, Bessie Beatty, Estelle Stern-
berger, John Vandercook, Lisa Sergio,
Robert St. John, Marion Young, Ed-
ward C. Hill, Dan Golenpaul, Alma
Kitchell, Frank Kingdon, Boake Car-
ter, Gabriel Heatter.

Pre -curtain ceremonies attendant
to the world premiere of Paramount's
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" will be
broadcast from the lobby of the Rivoli
Theater over Station WMCA, 8:30-
8:45 p.m., Wednesday, July 14.

cOminG and GOIn

EDGAR KOBAK, accompanied by
KOBAK, has left on a vacation of two w
in Connecticut.

C. L. McCARTHY, general manager of K'
Columbia outlet in San Jose, Cal., is in New
for conferences at network headquarters.

LESTER GOTTLIEB, head of the MBS
department, leaves tomorrow for the "Do
or Nothing Bond Week" in Detroit, a
which he will go on a two-week vacation.

RAY LOCKWOOD, head of production in
New York office of BBC, and STA
STEVENS, publicity manager, in Philadel
today for the broadcast of the all-star bas
game which will be heard by American t
in the British Isles, North Africa and India.

GEORGE CRANDALL, Columbia's director
press information. and WILLIAM SCHUDT,
eastern division field manager of the netw
have returned from their vacations.

WALLACE A. WALKER, manager of Wj
Jacksonville, has arrived from Florida for
weeks in town on station and network busi

JOSEPH M. SEIFERTH, audience promo
manager of WJZ, is back from Fort Dix, N,
where he and the WJZ Victory Troupe par
pated on Saturday in the opening of the
Air ease Theater.

ERNEST SHOMO, eastern sales manager
WBBM, Chicago, a visitor yesterday at
offices of CBS.

WILLIAM F. MALO, commercial manager
WDRC, is in town from Hartford on a s

business trip.

VICTOR BENNETT, vice-president in ch
of national sales for WAAT, has left on a b
ness trip to Chicago.

BEN GRAUER has returned from Washing
D. C., where he presided as chairman on N
"For This We Fight," broad
Saturday night.

WARREN HULL a n d JINX FALKENB
were in Seattle yesterday, where they b
cast the "Vox Pop" program on CBS from
Puget Sound Navy Yard at nearby Bremerto

OVAYS¿

THE 3B'S FOR
TRIPLE A SALES!
Symphony Hall, returns to the air
September 12th.

9:15 to 10:00 P.M. Sunday thru
Friday.

2000 monthly subscribers make the
selections I

Available, subject to prior sale.

"The People's Voice of Baltimore"
Represented by Headley -Reed
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(WI Radio Bur. Plans
(earance Realigning

(Continued from Page 1)
! !essitated by action of Congress.

'he President yesterday signed the
r Agencies Appropriations Bill,
viding only $2,750,000 for the OWI
nestic Branch-for which over
100,000 had been asked. The Radio
reau is expected to be cut about
-third from the $811,499 it had

.ght.
pot transcriptions will probably
.tinue to be made, but already the
.ctory Parade" disc series, which
a to have replaced the "Uncle Sam"
ies and to star top talent, has been
.celled. Aside from the spots, spe-
t discs covering regional problems

v 1 be made on occasion.
dl government agencies have been

a ed by the bureau to "hold off"
piding the working out of a system
ti replace the clearance given by
CII field offices. Officials predict
tl t additional personnel for the
beau may be necessary and it is
lidy that it will be concentrated in
ti station relations division, under
J in D. Hymes, new chief.

Llthough bureau officials are
pased with the co-operation they
h 7e been receiving from the indus-
ti right along, and anticipate that
tl negotiations will continue to run
s:Dothly, a meeting of industry lead -
e with top officials of the OWI
c nestic branch is expected shortly.

All Available Angles Used
in Covering Sicily Invasion

(Continued from Page 1)

copy covering the background o8 the Robert Donat, as
Italian isle.

When the War Department in the
Pentagon Building in Washington, D.
C. had intimated late Friday night
that a military announcement rela-
tive to the war operations in the
Mediterranean would be released
shortly, the networks, the independ-
ent stations and the press realigned
their news broadcasts for 24 -hour
coverage believing that an invasion
of continental Europe was imminent.
The networks and the UP and AP
contacted their respective representa-
tives to be on the alert for the first
news.

Shortly after Robert Dunnet, BBC
correspondent in Algiers, announced
that Silicy was invaded, the networks
picked up their respective correspond-
ents; NBC-Ralph Howard; MBS-
Seymour Korman; and CBS-Winston
Burdett, followed by other informa-
tion that the Washington correspond-
ents were able to obtain from the
Office of War Information and the War
Department, pending further develop-
ments in Sicily, Africa and Washing-
ton, D. C.

J. O. Rennie, of the British Press
Service, said that it was easy to mis-
taken the identity of the BBC an-
nouncer with the British film actor,

pronounced alike.
The language programs particularly

over WOV and WHOM used the first
opportunity when they resumed
operations on the air Saturday, con-
veyed the news to the Italian people
residing in their areas. Arrangements
were made to contact some of the
more prominent Italian leaders in this
country to comment on the invasion.

Utilizing the emergency agreement
which went into effect July 9, the
shortwave broadcasters of the United
States were able to give all of Latin
America daytime reports on the
Sicily invasion from its beginning,
according to the Office of Coordinator
of Inter -American Affairs. During the
newly allocated daytime hours the
CIAA, in cooperation with the United
States shortwave broadcasters, in-
cluding NBC and CBS presented Sa-
turday various Latin-American com-
mentators treating all phases of the
story.

Networks and independent stations
alike put on special news and drama-
tic programs anent the invasion. CBS
claims the first flash right after mid-
night and also offered it to morning
newspapers not yet apprised of the
official news. Typical incident related
to R.ADIo DAILY by one large morn -

both names are

NAB Sales Mgr. Meet

In N. Y. C. Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)

personnel of the latter group including
C. K. Beaver, KARK, Little Rock;
Sam H. Bennett, KMBC, Kansas City;
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS; James V.
McConnell, NBC; John M. Outler, Jr.,
WSB, Atlanta; W. B. Stuht, KOMO-
KJR, Seattle, and John E. Surrick,
WFIL, Philadelphia.

On Thursday the executive com-
mittee will meet with the retail pro-
motion committee to go over a pre-
view of the retail promotion plan.
A two-day session of the retail pro-
motion group gets under way Thurs-
day-"the most important meeting we
have ever had," according to chair-
man Paul W. Morency, WTIC, Hart-
ford.

ing newspaper here was that of a new
boy taking the flash off the press wire
and putting it on the wrong desk.
Meanwhile, the cable desk which was
to handle it sat idly by until getting
a call from CBS newsroom offering
to give them what they had. They
took it in a hurry.

CBS incidentally made a fast switch
in its "Man Behind The Gun" script
Saturday 7 p.m. and in place of a
Guadalcanal yarn gave an idea of
what the Sicilian invasion was like
to the listener, including terrific sound
effects.

The Stuff that Sales Are Made Of
"JUDY CANOVA" "TERRY & THE PIRATES"

C. B. S. 120 STATIONS. 8:30 P. M. TUES. E.W.T. BLUE. 155 STATIONS. 6:00 P. M. DAILY. E. W. T.

for Colgate Tooth Powder for Quaker Puffed Grains

"BILL STERN" "THE MAN ON THE FARM"
N. B. C. 66 STATIONS. 10:30 P. M. FRI. E.W.T.

for Colgate Shave Creams

SPOT. 46 STATIONS. 12 NOON SAT.

for Quaker Oats Poultry & Stock Feeds

"THE FAMILY FRIEND"
ONE MINUTE SPOTS. 258 STATIONS

for the Dr. W. B. Caldwell Division
STERLING DRUG, INC.

SHERMAN & MARQUETTE, INC., CHICAGO, NEW YORK
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

JEAN HERSHOLT, in a reminiscent
mood backstage at the "Dr.

Christian" rehearsal, remembered
his first movie made in Denmark, his
mother country. "In fact," he
chuckled, "it was the first film ever
made in Denmark. Another boy and
myself chased an old man through a
300 feet flash. That was the plot, but
it seemed terrific at the time. I came
to America the same year, and have
spent 31 years in pictures."

Our selection of the week of the
most photogenic non-professional-
Beverly Gardner, secretary of Alex
Robb manager of package Sales-
NBC Western Division.

Howard Harris, writer on the "Fred
Brady" show for Lifebuoy,has been
signed to do a dialogue polish job on
the RKO picture, "Higher and
Higher," musical to be produced by
Tim Whelan, with Jack Haley and
Frank Sinatra.

Phyllis Parker and Mary Sheldon
are doing the writing for the series
heard on NBC network, Saturdays,
4:30 to 5:00 p.m., PWT, "Perpetual
Emotion" starring Otto Kruger and
Binnie Barnes. The first of the series
was heard on NBC outlets, Saturday
evening, (July 10.

George Riley comedy lead of the
Gilmore Furlough Fun show heard
Friday nights over KFI and the Pacific
network, has received a citation from
Major General Lindsay Silvester,
commending him for his efforts in
entertaining members of the 7th
Armoured Division in the southern
California desert areas.

Pedro de Cordova is acting as nar-
rator on "Pacific Story," new NBC
program, telling the story of the
Pacific Basin and its people. "Pacific
Story" will be broadcast every Sun-
day for 13 weeks, and initial program
was heard July 11. Owen Lattimore,
and authority on the Orient is feat-
ured.

Our Passing Show: Sidney Strotz,
Frank "Bud" Berend, Earl Gilmore,
Raymond R. Morgan, Bob Brewster,
Wayne Tiss, Robert Hixon, Dan
Golenpaul, Franklin P. Adams, John
Kieran, Oscar Levant, Joseph Bell,
Rupert Hughes, Ned Tollinger, Hal
Bock, Matt Barr, Joe Alvin, Bob
Brewster, R. E. Messer, 'Bob Temple,
Howard Chaney, Jefferson Wood,
New Crawford, Ed Barker, Jack
Smock, Jack Messier, Jack Smalley,
Leigh Crosby, John Swallow, Joy
Storm, Lucille Hobson, Norton Mogge,
Dudley Logan, Alex Robb, Robert
Phillipi, William Blees, Leslie Rad-
detz at cocktail party given by NBC
in honor of the "Information Please"
personnel.

allave qtod4 Mel die Voices

GILBERT mACk
9

LEX. 2-1100
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OL' SC!
A Reporter's Report Card . . . !

 ARCH OBOLER: The anti -fascist lilm titled "This Precious Free-
dom," starring Claude Rains, which General Motors produced a year ago
but never released, has been purchased by M -G -M and will be issued as
a two -reel special film is based on your prize-winning radio play of
the same title which was NBCast originally October 11, 1940, starring
Raymond Massey TONY KOELKER: Merci Beaucoup for the Dick
Bellamy Radio column it's nice to know efforts are successful to help
to bring well -deserved recognition to Radio Artists who work so diligently
to entertain Servicemen at Camps and Bases all over the world not
only do they not receive payment, let alone time and a half for this over-
time work, but most of them actually pay all their own expenses
JUDY GARLAND: Richard Carlson, who, in your current cinema," Presenting
Lily Mars," is your hero, will be starred in a radio version of "One Way
Passage" which will be aired over NBC's "Hollywood Theater of the Air"
week of July 19 the following week he'll don the Navy Blue for
Uncle Sam JACK CARSON: Comic Benny Baker will sub for you as
Johnny Mercer's guest artist on his NBC show tonight.

* * *
 NADINE CONNER: It was swell of you to offer to pay

all expenses for a 16 -year -old Wisconsin lad to visit you in New
York the youth blind since birth and slowly regaining his
sight, told his medico that he wanted to see a picture of "Nadine
Conner, whose voice and records brightened my dark days."
VINCENT YOUMANS: Phil Spitalny rejected your offer to sign him
and the All -Girl Band because the "Hour of Charmers" are musi-
cians-not dramatic artists ARTURO TOSCANINI: Your second
NBConcert for the Treasury Department, which will be ethered
next Sunday will feature an address by Under -Secretary of War
Robert P. Patterson, who will make an appeal intended to up War
Bond sales CLIFTON FADIMAN: The eight -week summer re-
placement, for your "Information Please" experts, starts July 19

featured on the two -month schedule are 'Dorothy Kirsten, lyric
sopranotable, Reed Kennedy, concert baritone and Wilfred Pelletier's
27 -piece orchestra. GEORGIA GIBBS: Understand you might
double into the famous Mocambo when you accompany the NBCamel
cast to Hollywood, early next month CHARLES FUREY: If
Monogram agrees to postpone the shooting date of his next picture,
Jerry Cooper your "Keep Ahead"liner vocal star, can have the
male lead in the Broadway Production, "Artists & Models."

* * *
 RAYMOND PAIGE: Berry Kroeger, the narrator on your NBCom-

mercial "Salute To Youth" and the "Falcon" on that Blue Net series, leaves
both shows to head for Hollywood and screen tests, July 30 Berry
formerly supported George Sanders in the Movie versions of the "Falcon"

HARRY HERSHFIELD: Peter Donald is being auditioned for the lead
'in a new radio version of your comic strip character "Desperate Desmond"

GINNY SIMMS: Some months ago one of your program's soldier -
guests, Air Engineer Craig Hayes met your secretary Cora Mae Wilson at
"Philip Morris" rehearsal they'll wed July 23.

* * *
.  LOU WALTERS: After we penned the above line to
wit: that Jerry Cooper may get the singing lead in your forthcoming
"Artists & Models," two. notes arriving at, this desk in the last half
hour from two different praise agents, insist that Bob Hannon "will
probably get the coveted spot of singing opposite Jane Frohman in
`A&M' " and "Jerry Wayne is a strong possibility for the singing

lead in Walter's `A&M' " 'Evidently you plan to produce a musical
this season.

* * *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

ASPECIAL meeting of the Chicag,
Federated Advertising has bees

called for tomorrow at 12:15 p.m., t
hear the broadcast to "American in
dustry from the nation's capita
through special lines furnished b:
NBC from their central control panel
As previously stated, those who wil
be heard from Washington will bi

James F. Byrnes, Elmer Davis, Don
ald M. Nelson, Marvin Jones an(
Chester LaRoche. Jack Ryan, of NB(
press department, has invited tit
press to attend the luncheon, whicl
will be held in the Sherman Hotel.

Marilou Neumayer, Chicago ra
actress vacationing in Hollywood,
be a guest on "Breakfast at Sar
from Hollywood on Thursday, Jul

Lee Walters, announcer on the J
Freedom series, is the father o
seven pound, two ounce daughr
Elaine, born to Mrs. Walters
Augustana Hospital.

Michael Henry Charles, one -
one -half -year -old son of Ray Ch
of the NBC "Double Daters" qu
flew from New York to Chicago
past week-end for a visit with
grand -parents.

Judy Starr, radio, screen and st
personality, has signed as a staff ar
on WBBM, and will begin her
cago radio work this week.
Starr's first assignment will be "
tory Matinee," a sustaining show
WBBM.

Lenore Ulric has joined the cas
"The Voice of the Underground,'
transcribed show sponsored by
Greek War Relief Association,
heard over 178 stations. Progr
are produced here.

Major General H. S. Aurand, co
manding general of the Sixth Servict
Command, will speak from Milwaukee
on the special WBBM-CBS broadcasj
of a reception for Col. William Ií
McCarty, newly appointed command.
ing officer of District 2, Sixth Service
Command.

"The Voice of the Dairy Farme
a quarter-hour weekly program f
turing Clifton Utley, news analy
and Everett Mitchell, agriculture
pert, will make its debut on 30,
stations Sunday, July 18. Show w
also be transcribed for airing on
other Midwest and Pacific Coast s
tions.

HELP
IF YOU ARE HAVING DIFFI-
CULTY FINDING THE RIGHT
PERSON FOR ANY VACANCY
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION-
CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.

(AGENCY)

331 Madison Ave. (43rd St.), N. Y.

MURRAY HILL 2-6494
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(1UEST-ING

r , 3IA KURENKO, Russian so-
on "Invitation to Music," to-

WABC-CBS, 11:30 p.m.) .

3ERT E. SHERWOOD, author
playwright; REP. EMANUEL
ER, New York Democrat; RAY
':ER., syndicated columnist, and
J. WILLIAM DITTER, Penn -
(la Republican, discussing "Pro -
da in War," on the "American

of the Air," today (WOR-
Q, 8 p.m.).

,OMAN HAYES, vice-president
B Philadelphia National Bank;
PE T. NEWELL, vice-president
Manufacturers Trust Co., and

AEL J. GILROY, retail meat
discussing "Banks in War -

on "This Nation at War," to-
OVJZ-Blue Network, 10:30 p.m.).

KOTHY MAYNOR, soprano,
lie ADRIAN ROLLINI TRIO, on
gesta Blanca Carnival," tomor-
"ABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

PY MONROE, on Wally Butter-
fs "Take -A -Card" quiz show,
tow (WOR-Mutual, 8:30 p.m.).

&IL RATHBONE and ELLEN
on "Soldiers with Wings,"

tow (WOR-Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).

MAN SHUMLIN, as guest di -
On the "Saturday Night Bond-

i;" Saturday (WOR-Mutual,
p.m.) .

P MP On 24 -Hour Sked
Waukee-For the benefit of war
!rs unable to hear many of the
led programs during the day
áe of their irregular working

WEMP, Blue outlet, effective
ay is now operating on a 24 -
schedule.
cried program of music, news
ports will be heard from 12 p.m.
6 a.m. Monday through Satur-
With news given every hour on
pur while sports news will also
ten at regular intervals. Mickey

will present a play-by-play
Ee of the day's game, while
^Chuck" Lanphier, general man -
;plans transcribing the big Blue
rk shows and replaying them
benefit of the night war work -

The news, broadcast 24 times
will be handled by Jack Ray -

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.

WOR's Own Staff -Execs
In First Tele Program

WOR execs and staff commentators
and performers will comprise the
first television show which the sta-
tion will present over Du Mont's
W2XWV, tonight, 8:30-9:30 p.m. in a
cooperative experiment announced
some time ago. Theodore C. Streibert,
WOR's vice-president and general
manager, will talk on the program, to
explain the purpose of the series.
Broadcast is scheduled for 8:30-9:30
p.m. tonight. Others who will appear
are Don Arres, Uncle Don, Maxine
Keith, Vincent Lopez, Sydney Mosely,
Pegeen Fitzgerald, Gerry Larsbn and
Sonny Schuyler.

Program activities are under the
supervision of J. F. Seebach, Vice -
President in Charge of Programs.
Others in the group are Ray Nelson,
Director of Daytime Programs; Robert
A. Simon, Director of Continuity;
Ann Honeycutt, Executive Producer;
and Staff Directors Roger Bower and
Sherman "Jock" MacGregor.

CBS Sets News Program
In Elmer Davis's Time

In the time slot just vacated by
Elmer Davis, head of OWI, who is
reported heading for London and the
European Theater of war operations
soon, CBS has scheduled "Bill Henry
Looks at Washington" a new com-
mentary featuring the recently ap-
pointed correspondent in Washington

Net's scheduling indicates, also, that
William L. Shirer is coming back to
New York, from London, for he is
set for his July 18 broadcast from
New York.

WDSU Petition To FCC
For Transfer Of Control
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The FCC yesterday
was asked to approve the transfer of
control of WDSU, New Orleans from
J. H. Uhalt to E. A. Stephens, H. G.
Wall and Fred Webber. Webber is
former general manager of Mutual.
WDSU. which operates on 1,280 kc.,
is 20 years old and is the New Orleans
outlet for the Blue Network. Trans-
fer of 150 shares of stock is involved.

Air CNR Terminal Opening
Montreal - Ceremonies attending

the opening of Canadian National
Railways new central passenger ter-
minal in Montreal, constructed at a
cost of $15,000,000, will be broadcast
over the full National Network of
CRC, Wednesday, July 14, at 5 p.m.,
EDT. Speakers will include Hon.
J. E. Michaud, minister of transport
and chairman of the CNR directorate,
and R. C. Vaughan, president of the
system, who will be introduced by
Hon. Wilfrid Gagnon.

KTMS Takes AP News Wire
KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal., has

acquired the special AP radio newswire from Press Association, Inc.
Expanded news coverage will in-
clude Telescripts and special features
as well as AP dispatches.

Max Hill Joins Blue;
Will Bat For Roy Porter

Max Hill has joined the news com-
mentator staff of WJZ and will be
heard Monday through Saturday from
7:50 to 8 a.m., EWT.

Hill, who is also substituting for
Roy Porter in his morning news
broadcasts on the Blue for the next
three weeks while the latter takes
over the Ford Motor Company's
"Watch the World Go By,' is author
of the recent best-seller, "Exchange
Ship," based on his experences in
Japan. He was chief of the Associated
Press bureau in Tokyo until his in-
ternment by the Japanese following
Pearl Harbor. Ford Motor series
which recently renewed, increased its
network from 107 to 129 stations.

Six N. E. Governors Set
For Special MBS Show

Six New England governors will
participate in a special broadcast of
a discussion on "New England At
War" to be heard over the Mutual
network, Friday July 16 11:30 to
11:50 a.m., EWT.

Governors Raymond E. Baldwin,
Connecticut, Leverett Saltonstall,
Massachusetts, J. Howard McGrath,
Rhode Island, Robert Blood, New
Hampshire Summer. Sewall, Maine,
and William Wills, Vermont, will
speak from the Governor's 'Confer-
ence, at New London, Conn.

AGENCIES
WARREN AMBROSE has joined the

copy staff of Duane Jones Co. He
formerly was associated with NBC
and the Blue Network.

BENTON & BOWLES has been ap-
pointed to handle the advertising of
the condiments of Snider Packing
Company, organization rerently ac-
quired by General Foods.

SHELDON, QUICK & McELROY,
INC., formerly O'Dea, Sheldon &
Canaday, Inc., has elected as officers:
George H. Sheldon, president; L. C.
McElroy, vice-president; J. F. Quick,
vice-president, and Agnes R. Volk,
secretary.

L. E. McGGIVENA & CO., INC., has
been named to place the advertising
of Air Associates, Inc., aircraft equip-
ment manufacturers of Teterboro,
N. J.

HAMPSHIRE PAPER CO., Holyoke,
Mass., has appointed Horton -Noyes
Co., Providence, as advertising coun-
sel for its Hampshire Fine Stationery.

BRUCE BARTON, president of
BBD&O, has been elected a trustee
of the East River Savings Bank.

FIFTY GRAND IN POWER
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Femme Advisory Unit

In WOR Post-war Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

home and in the war effort at a
luncheon July 15 at the Waldorf-
Astoria. Those attending will be in-
vited to become members of the WOR
Women's Advisory Panel.

The decision to hold such a meet-
ing is a direct result of several trends
recently tabulated. WOR is the lead-
ing women's station in New York ac-
cording to a special question asked
only of women by Crossley Inc. in
the WOR-Crossley Continuing Study
of Radio Listening in Greater New
York.

The question: "What New York
radio station has programs that you
feel give you the most help in your
household work?", found WOR lead-
ing, with the second station 1.7 per
cent behind. The third station trailed
by 4.8 and the fourth by 11.7.

Since that survey, taken early in
1943, WOR programs and personalities
have devoted themselves more and
more to women in the war effort in
addition to continuing their services
to housewives.

Among the questions that will be
asked at the luncheon meeting are:
How can WOR increase its aid to
women in the war effort? How can
WOR make its women's programs
more attractive? What type of in-
formation not on WOR do women
want? Do women want news edited
for the women's angle? Should WOR

programs at night, so
that women working during the day
can hear them? What is the group's
opinion of that type of program
known generally as "soap -opera?"

Among those who will attend are:
Mrs. Winthrop Aldrich, Vice -Chair-
man CDVO, Mrs. Dorothy Dunbar
Bromley, Editor Sunday Women's
Activities Page, New York "Herald
Tribune," Mrs. Frances K. Marlatt,
president, N. Y. State Federation of
Business and Professional Women,
Mrs. Betsy Talbot Blackwell, Editor -
in -Chief of Mademoiselle Magazine,
Mrs. Charles S. Maddock, president
of the N. J. Federation of Women's
Clubs, Mrs. Harold V. Milligin, N. Y.
Federation of Women's Clubs, Miss
Hazel Corbin, general director,
Maternity Center Association, and
Mrs. Lillian Poses, representing Mrs.
Anna Rosenberg, regional director,
War Manpower Commission.

WAVES Show On Mutual
Quarter-hour program produced by

the United States Naval Training
Station, Women's Reserve, Bronx,
New York, will be presented over
Mutual, starting July 14, every Wed-
nesday 3:15-3:30 p.m. Songs by the
WAVES Glee Club as well as soloists
who formerly sang professionally in
civilian life will be presented. A
35 -piece military band and a 17 -piece
dance orchestra composed of mem-
bers of the armed services will pro-
vide musical accompaniments. A
WAVE will act as emcee on the pro-
gram, also.

WORDS AND MUSIC
- By HERMAN PINCUS

WHEN RUDY VALLEE made his last appearance on the air July 1 to

take up active duty in the U.S. Coast Guard, it marked the end of
an era in radio that started back in the days when Radio, the Infant,
began to toddle: those days found a blond son of old Eli with a group
of boys called the Connecticut Yankees, selling Herbert's Blue -White
diamonds via WMCAirwaves with the soft melodies of romantic ballads.
On that final program, the cast of the Sealtest show, in tribute to his show-
manship, artistry and all-round good -fellowship, presented Rudy with a
handsomely -framed Crossley rating, which showed the program in the
highest position it had ever attained in the four years of its existence,
sixth place in a survey of all half-hour programs.... but we're a bit ahead
of our story.

r
It was early in 1929 when Rudy first sensed that the American

Public seemed to be tiring of the tempestuous and torrid pace of
the teeming "twenties." The wild, shrill blarings of jazz music,
symbolical of the hectic, rapidly -changing conditions and its ac-
companying wild attempts to keep pace on the part of jazz -mad,
get rich quick -addicted people, was taking a huge toll in the mental
and physical health of a great number of them....the pace was
much too rapid.... what was vitally needed was a 'slow -down in
tempo....perhaps Vallee didn't diagnose the situation in just those
terms, but he did feel, nevertheless, that life in general and music
in particular would be benefitted by a return to soft music, sweet
ballads and romantic settings.

*
Rudy started to sing ballads on all his programs and two of his own

compositions, "Deep Night" and "Just A Vagabond Lover" became im-
mediate hits. Songwriters and music publishers began to write and publish
sentimental lyrics and for the next five years and we venture to say that
95 per cent of all new sheet music, carried Rudy's photograph on the title
page. The Vagabond Lover was responsible for having made more
song hits than any other singer in theatrical history. Keenly aware that
a fickle public might soon seek new idols and with the knowledge that
others' stars were on the ascent, namely, Bing Crosby (who after leaving
Paul Whiteman's Rhythm Boys to branch out on his own became a sensa-
tion on the coast), the late Russ Columbo, Morton Downey and orchestra
leaders, Guy Lombardo, Wayne King, Jan Garber and others, and sensing
too, that as a singer, his own star was on the wane, Rudy began to
sing less on his Fleischmann program, instead, adding talented quest artists.

* * *
Artists, who later became radio stars, but who first met a micro-

phone face to face on the Vallee hour, include, Burns & Allen,
Alice Faye, Edgar Bergen, Bob Burns, Frances Langford, Tommy
Riggs, George Jessel, Lou Holtz, Phil Baker, Fanny Brice, Helen
Hayes, Jimmy Durante, Grace Moore and Victor Borge. For ten
years, Rudy worked for one sponsor, becoming so identified with
the sponsor's product that he had to remain off the air for a year
before resuming for his second sponsor in fifteen years. On this
program, Rudy brought out from semi -retirement the late John
Barrymore (undoubtedly the greatest thespian of our time) and
Joan Davis. Unusual and unexpected was the appearance on his
last program, of Commander H. B. Roberts, who informed Rudy
and his vast audience that he had been promoted to the rank of
Lieutenant in the Coast Guard and assigned to active duty.

* * *
So to you, Lieutenant Vallee, who, while in the U.S. Coast Guard,

donated your entire salary to the Coast Guard and Naval Relief Funds,
and who, during World War I, served in the U.S. Navy, we bid you
Godspeed....and when the world once more can bask in the sunshine of
peace, somewhere on a Thursday Nile radio schedule, there'll surely be
room for a program that starts with the familiar strains of "My Time Is
Your Time."

--Be A Rational National-

Predicts FM Advanar

For Post -War Cana

(Continued from Page 1)
matters of interference across it
national borders, Dr. Frigon salt

An important factor would
developments in Frequency Mod
tion, Dr. Frigon said, this mel
making possible the granting li
numbers of licenses for co
broadcasts which would not
with existing stations on the s
wave band.

The CBC has started a
$150,000 as a reserve for the
period when heavy expendit
be necessary to take advan
improved equipment.

Dr. Frigon said the CBC is d
best to keep the total cost of
shortwave radio station at Sa
within the $800,000 estimate,
is difficult because of the high
of materials in wartime.

In granting an outlet to the
Broadcasting System in Toro
August, Dr. Frigon said he
think the 'CBC has given Mu
"vested interests" because it
own the station and the cont
which it obtained the outlet c
terminated by the CBC on 3
notice.

The Mobile broadcasting
the CBC, one in the United K'
and several in Canada, were
efficient work but the one
United Kingdom was almost
out, DR. Frigon said.

The number of broadcasti
tions licensed this year in
is: CBC, 27 (including five
waves licenses and 12 r
licences): University (educa
station licenses at a fee of $5
and privately -owned commerc
tions, 85 (including eight shor
licenses).

Stork News
A seven and three quarter

son was .born to Mr, and Mrs. Chat
Michelson, July 5 at Doctor's H
pital, New York. Father owns
Charles Michelson transcription i
recording company. New lx
Michelson's first, has been nan
Robert Mark.

A son has been born to M
Mrs. Joseph Lawler, in the
cordia Hospital. The new a
third in the Lawler family, hat
named John. His father is ,bc
manager at WCAU, Philadelph.

It's a girl, Sandra Jane, for
Mrs. Bernard F. Goodrich of
born June 25. Goodrioh is the
manager of WHCU, Ithaca. The
member of the Goodrich famil
Kerry, age four.

Capt. Richard A. Borel, fora
manager of WBNS, Columbus, n
with the Service of Supply, Wa
ington, D. C., announced the bi
of a son, Richard Wilson Borel,
recently.
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U;U! BUSInESS

, Minneapolis: Larus & Bro.
rntinues twice -a -week an-
nents through Nov. 30 in new

from Warwick & Legler;
with 1 -minute ETs for 26-

chedule, placed by Miller
of Toledo; National Biscuit

dinuing sponsorship of 8:30-9
f -hour Saturday night "Sunset

l Barn Dance," for Premium
s, also continuing spots for
n Crackers and Nabisco
id Wheat; Tuesday and

i ty periods of "Morning News -
t d the Air" daily at 7:30 a.m.,

ansored by C. Thomas Stores,
ineapolis; Renewal of spot
e by Pillsbury Flour Mills,
tation 65 additional 1 -minute
,ough McCann-Erickson, Min -
s; Salisbury & Satterlee Co.,

manufacturers. renew "Star
Sunday night airing by Corinne
for 13 -week period, with feed

AY, Fargo; KFYR, Bismarck
EBC, Duluth, now preparing
material used by Miss Jordan,
distribution to listeners; Vick

al Co. continuing through
r "Highlights in Headlines"
at at 5:45 p.m. Tuesdays,
ays and Saturday.

70-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.:
rayne Morris Plan (Loans) 260
ute news forecast, direct; Gil -
me Store (Shoes), 15 one -min-
is., direct; Wayne Motors, Inc.
dealers), 45 50 -word anns. for
weeks; Clyde Beatty -Wallace
,ircus. 15 anns., direct; Griffin
o. (Shoe Polish) 52 weeks 15 -

programs, direct; American
I Co. (Dentyne Gum) 13 weeks

'minute anns., direct; Michigan
L Liability Co. 28 one -minute
lirect; Auto -Owners Ins. (Ins.),
-minute anns., direct; Hartzell
, 52 weeks, half-hour programs,
Gibson Company (Casite), 52
nute anns., direct; Bonsib Ad -
g Co., 54 50 -word anns., direct;

Hat Shop (Hats), 156 one -min -
Ins., direct; Zollner Machine

26 times, 15 -minute sport
1st, direct; Sears Roebuck Co.,
ne-half-minute anns., direct;
11 Tire & Rubber Co. (Tires),
nute anns., direct; Rex Re -
Corp. (Fly Tox) , 26 one -minute
direct.

n, Wasey Appoints
Schliesser Time Buyer

'ge H. Schliesser has been ap-
i time buyer by Erwin-Wasey
Inc. and will continue to buy
for newspaper and magazines

agency as he has been doing
e past 12 years. Prior to this,
s in the space buying depart -
of The Blackman Co., now

1 as Compton Advertising
, New York, for ten years. He

lso assistant to the National
Using Manager of the New
"World," and with the Amer-
'ress Association.

Garey said he thinks it will take
all of next week, with all -day sessions
to finish the present phase of the in-
vestigation-FCC relations with the
military. After that, he said, he will
go into other facets of the Commis-
sion's activities.

In the meantime, support for the
Commission continues to grow.  It is
known that a large number of small
broadcasters have written Chairman
James Lawrence Fly of their con-
fidence in the FCC. Fly said yester-
day that he had had strong evidence
through wires, letters, calls and per-
sonal visits of the sympathy of in-
dustry quarters.

Significant is the character of press
support the FCC has had in recent
days. Last week the staid "Saturday
Evening Post" swung around, re-
versing itself to chide Congress for
permitting Cox to go ahead with
the inquiry. Yesterday the conserva-
tive Baltimore "Sun," commenting
editorially on the refusal of the
President and government depart-
ments to furnish the committee the
information it desired, said, "This
question is certainly not as important
as the one raised by Commissioner
Durr of the FCC as to the propriety
of Mr. Cox serving as chairman of
the investigation. If there is any-
thing to these charges, it would seem
much more important for Mr. Cox to
step out of the investigation than to
be raising Constitutional issues as to
the refusal of the executive depart-
ments to furnish confidenial infor-
mation for which the committee
calls."

In an editorial entitled "Investigative
Farce," the Washington "Post," which
has come out repeatedly against Cox,
returned to the attack yesterday. The
investigation was termed a "smear
campaign," with the attempt by the
committee to palm off Admiral
Hooper's comments as representing
an official Navy viewpoint affording,
according to the paper "Insight into
the ethical level upon which the Cox
committee inquiry is being conducted.
For nothing better than this can be
expected of a Congressman whose
ethical values permit him to lead
an investigation of an agency in
the defamation of which he has a
direct personal interest."

The "Post" calls upon either the
House or the Department of Justice
to get busy and call a halt to the

FCC Probe Resumes Monday;
Two More Papers Support Fly

(Continued from Page 1)
quorum is in town at present time. present activities of Cox the House

by removin him from the committee
and the Justice Department by turn-
ing the facts regarding Cox's accept-
ance of $2,500 to aid a broadcaster
before the FCC-a criminal offense
for a member of Congress-to a
grand jury.

Carrying on where Garey, counsel
for the Cox Committee investigating
the FCC left off Friday, on the merits
of Fly and Garey as lawyers, Fly
yesterday gave his impression of
Garey as a legalite. He told his press
conference, "I think he (Garey)
proves the purpose of his committee
very well."

Fly charged yesterday that the
current investigation of the Com-
mission is "punitive and irresponsible
in its origin." He laughed when
asked for what action the FCC might
merit punishment. "Everybody must
be shocked by the conduct and
methods of the committee," Fly said,
"But I don't see how any of us could
assert that we were surprised."

Fly spoke of the "tremendous im-
portance of Congress as an investigat-
ing agency," declaring that it should
be given all possible cooperation. The
value of Congress, as an investigative
agency however, should not be im-
paired, or brought into question, he
said.

Asked whether he intended to an-
swer in detail the charges of Rear
Admiral Sanford E. Hooper, retired
former Chief of Naval Communica-
tions and long a critic of the FCC,
Fly said he will not do so unless in
public hearing-and he does not
"expect the committee to give him
that opportunity." Admiral Hooper
had charged in a confidential memo
released over the week-end by the
Cox committee, that Fly was hinder-
ing the military in various ways.

Responsibility for these charges
have been emphatically denied by
both the Army and Navy department,
the latter making it clear that they
represented merely Hooper's own
opinions.

Of Hooper, Fly said yesterday that
"In his time, the Admiral has ren-
dered valuable services in the com-
munications field." He referred to
his long period of activity, explain-
ing that Admiral Hooper is now
"retired for reason of health, and
I can only express sincere regard
and sympathetic interest in his wel-
fare."

Gerald A. Kelleher
Gerald A. Kelleher, president and

founder of the Empire Broadcasting
Company, 480 Lexington Avenue three
years ago, died Sunday night in the
New York hospital after a brief ill-
ness. He was 42 years old. He leaves
a widow, Mrs. Helen Dwyer Kelleher,
and four daughters, Margaret -Anne,
Kathleen, Denise and Maureen.

Before his broadcasting enterprise,
Kelleher was partner in the New
York stock brokerage firm of Henry
Morgan & Co.

Gerry Murray To Blue
Gerry Murray has resigned her

position with WOR's publicity de-
partment to become affiliated with
the sales promotion department of
the Blue Network as a copywriter,
effective immediately.

Cecilia Loftus
Cecilia (Cissie) Loftus, famed as

an impersonator and actress on the
English and American stage for 50
years, was found dead yesterday in
her Hotel Lincoln room.

PROGRAM REVIEWS

"Judy Canova Show"
Sprightly Judy Canova's personality

manages to shine through a some-
what fair script on the Summer re-
placement for the "Al Jolson Show."
The material with which she had to
work on the first broadcast, however,
prevented any real appraisal.

Miss Canova is at her shining best
when singing hillbilly and mountain
music and she performed these chores
with considerable zest on the opener.
Her talents as a comic, too, are suf-
ficiently well -established to assure
that the show can be made into good
Summer programming.

As usual, Miss Canova plays the
country cousin a-mixin' with them
city folk. Gordon Jenkins and his
orchestra provides the musical back-
ground for Miss Canova's songs and
general goings-on. Mel Blanc and a
number of other foils are on hand to
aid her with the gags.

Program is heard Tuesdays over
CBS, 8:30-8:55 p.m., EWT rebroad-
cast at midnight, EWT; Colgate -Palm-
olive -Peet remains the sponsor; Sher-
man & Marquette, the agency.

"Fred Brady Show"
Bells ring, doors slam and stooges

pop in and out as Fred Brady rushes
through a half-hour of comedy.
Neither the situations nor the gags
sparkle with originality but Brady
succeeds in delivering 30 minutes of
fun. Among these stooges are Lu
Lubin, Joe De Rita, Marlin Hunt and
Charles Kemper. Brady works a fast
act. The laughs may be light on each
one but the overall effect is hearty
comedy.

Gordon Jenkins and orchestra
furnish the music. Guest soloists are
featured. Credit Howard Harris and
Sid Zelinka with the script, although
Brady, an old gagwriter himself,
likely has a considerable hand in it.

The program replaces Bob Burns
for the Summer and is heard over
NBC, Thursdays, 7:30-8:00 p.m., EWT.
Lever Bros. sponsors; Ruthrauff &
Ryan, agency.

Par -T -Pak Renews KGO
San Francisco-"Sing With Your

Favorite Band," radio contest for
amateur singers heard over KGO for
the past six months, under sponsor-
ship of Standard Beverages for Par -
T -Pak, has been renewed for 26 weeks
through Brisacher, Davis & Van Nor -
den.

Show gets a new time, a half-hour
Sunday night spot. Featuring Bill
Baldwin and the Star Builder at co -
emcees, the program gives young
vocalists a chance to sing in front of
a studio audience, to accompaniment
of their favorite recordings. Each
Sunday night's winner is brought
back to receive a gold cup the fol-
lowing week-end. Every fifth week
the winners from the last five pro-
grams are returned again as profes-
sional singers. Watson Humphrey
produces.

5
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Coast -to -Coast
TOLEDO's Shangri-La war stamp

rallies have been broadcast over
WTOL, Toledo, on Fridays at 12:30
p.m. and will continue at the same
listing until the end of this month.
Sammy Kaye and his orchestra and
Johnny of Phillip Morris appeared on
the first program. The succeeding
shows will feature Abe Lyman and
his Californians, the Municipal Opera
Group and Ozzie 'Nelson and Harriet
Hilliard. Men and women of the
armed forces also appear to voice
their appeals for more purchases of
war stamps to build the aircraft car-
rier "Shangri-La." Jean Wright
handles the production.

*

The Yankee network "Yankee House
Party" has not been discontinued. How-
ever, the broadcast is on a new time
listing. 10:30 to 11 a.m. Monday through
Friday while the Army -Navy House Party
continues at its regular period from 12
to 12:30 p.m., Saturdays.

* * *

Don Dunphy, WINS, New York,
will be at the mike tonight at Shibe
Park, Philadelphia, describing the
play by play action of the 1943 All -
Star game on CBS and BBC overseas.

* * *

News editor Wally R -el of KFEL, Den-
ver, invited Brig. -Gen. A,bert Sneed, com-
manding general of Lcwry Field, to an-
nounce the feature story from New
Guinea by George Weller, Chicago Daily
News correspondent broadcast on the
station's "News Hour" last week....The
KFEL "News Hour" heard six nights a
week gets a new time slot on the Rocky
Mountain MBS outlet, going on at 9 in-
stead of 9:30 for a full hour.... Howard
Johnson, former KAO, Denver engineer.
is now announcer on KEEL.

«

WTAG, Worcester, helped to bring
home the bacon, so to say, when the
station reported on a newscast that a
pig had gone AWOL. While the pro-
gram was still on the air, the station
was notified that the vagabond porker
had been found.... Since yesterday
morning WTAG has 'been signing on
one-half hour earlier, starting its
broadcasts at 6 a.m. Program Produc-
tion Manager David H. Harris has
announced that there will .be a
realignment of the early morning
programs.
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July 13
Frank Dane Dave Garroway
George Ing Phillips H. Lord
Carolyn Montgomery Harry Sosnik
Tim Spencer Charlene Wyatt

John Burton, BF!, Los Angeles, who ex-
pected to entertain George S. Hunt. execu-
tive of Douglas Aircraft, with an intelligent
discussion regarding "A Candid Glimpse
of the Life of a Douglas Employe" on his
Sunday night program, had to be scrutin-
ized three days by the vigilant FBI men
before he could make a tour of the three
big Douglas plants for material.

WGAR, 'Cleveland, has released an-
other edition of the "Home News"
with a rather clever cartoon of Moses
Cleaveland, flag in hand, riding a
sky -rocket marked "July 1943" that
was apparently set off by the carica-
ture of a WGAR mike holding the
tell -tale sparking punk and a large
fire -cracker in his other hand.

"Sunfall on 200 square miles of desert
could. if concentrated, supply the whole
United States with power" will be the
chief topic of Dr. Phillips Thomas, re-
search engineer of Westinghouse Re-
search Laboratories, on WBZ-WBZA, Bos-
ston, Saturday, July 17.

s

Harold Clark, continuity writer for
WGL, Fort Wayne, handles all of the
accounts in the 1200 block on South
Calhoun Street. However, not con-
tent to merely call on the sponsors
and pick-up copy Clark has moved
into an apartment in the 1200 block
'to sleep and eat" with his copy and
sponsors.

* *

Norman Black, WFIL, Philadelphia
musical director, has been engaged for
a series of pop concerts to be presented
each Sunday night at the USO -Labor Can-
teen, Reyburn Plaza, Philadelphia. The
concerts will play 18 men, presented at 8
until 10 p.m..... While Anice Ives, presi-
dent and founder of WFIL's "Every-
womman's Club." is on vacation, Mary
D. Biddle, one of Philadelphia's elite
families, will conduct the program.

Martha Thompson and Ed Daniels
have been added to the announcing
staff of WMOB, Mobile, Ala.....Jim
McManus, announcer, is now at a
Naval Reserve training school....
Eleanor Whitelaw, program manager
and author -producer of "I Volunteer,"
daily woman's program, has returned
from a two weeks trip to Los Angeles
and Hollywood where she gathered
material for her broadcasts.

* * *

Folger Coffee Company has replaced
its daytime serial, "Judy and Jane"' for
the summer, with a new show "Tell Me
Why" over WNAX, Yankton, S. D. "Judy
and Jane," however, will return to air
in the Fall, maintaining for the second
year a full 52 -week schedule on WNAX.

-

Arthur Reilly news commentator
of WLW, Cincinnati was the princi-
pal speaker yesterday noon at the
meeting of the Southern District of
Rotary Clubs at the Deshler-Wallick
Hotel, Columbus, O. At this meeting
C. M. Everson, president of the Ohio
Broadcaster's Association and man-
ager of WHCK, Columbus, was in-

stalled as president of the Columbus
Rotary Club. Reilly, following his
address at 12:45 p.m., maintained his
regular 1:30 newscast from the lun-
cheon Gregor Ziemer, also news
commentator for WLW was invited
to participate in a round -table dis-
cussion of "Post -War Education Prob-
lems" by the National Education As-
sociation to be broadcast from Wash-
ington, D- C. on the Columbia net-
work July 15.

* * *

To further the sale of war bonds, WELI,
New Haven, broadcast a program in con-
junction with the war savings department
from the A. C. Gilbert Company on Fri-
day. July 9, originating from the huge
tent erected by the company where the
employes enjoy their lunch-hour daily.
The talent consists of war workers within
the plant.

* * *

Joan Benoit, songstress, was guest
last night over WBYN, New York, on
the program "In Old New York,"
conducted by Johnny Kane, news-
paperman. Miss Benoit is currently
appearing at Bill Bertolotti's in
Greenwich Village.

John Robert Powers with Peggy Shan-
non, in charge of his Home Service
Bureau, will be interviewed with other
Powers models on the Hal Tunis WAAT,
Jersey City, Coffee Club show to be held
in the Hotel Douglas, Newark, July 16.

When paratroopers put on a hour
and a half display of their technique
in jumping from planes and establish-
ing a combat unit in the field near
Denver Municipal Airport, KOA and
KLZ Denver, devoted an hour each
to the broadcast of the event. The
parachute display was staged to in-
tensify interest in the Red Cross
blood bank drive. Both stations used
mobile units, while Lieut. Ed. Brady,
former KAO announcer now in the
Army Air Corps, flew overhead as he
related a description of the activity
out of clear eye sight. Pvt. Tor Tor -
land, another KOA staffer, was in the
field with a portable pack interview-
ing paratroopers as they landed.

Wallace A. Walker, manager of WJHP,
Blue Network station in Jacksonville, Fla.,
was made a member of the Board of Jack-
sonville Advertising Club recently.

Personnel additions at Milwaukee's
WTMJ-W55M staff members are:
Robert Lersch, University of Wis-
consin student engineer, to the tech-
nical department; Paul Luke to the
maintenance staff; Mary Devine and
Loretta Dorszynski as night and
week-end shift information clerks.

A series of patriotic, civic and service
public appearances have been scheduled
for entries in the WCKY "Miss Greater
Cincinnati" preliminary to the "Miss
America Contest, 1943." L. B. Wilson, sta-
tion owner, announced. The appearances
include assistance in the Cincinnati Junior
Chamber of Commerce bond sale drive,

various events during the Ohio Stoll
partment American Legion Conn:
the Cage Door, service folks canto(
the Cincinnati Zoo, and guest spot
WCKY "Soldier Series" conducted
al 5:30 a.m. by John Watkins. .Don
Ehbauer has been added to the no
graph staff of WCKY, Cincinnati.

*

While Ann Erikson, WHAI, G
'

field Mass., was on vacation
Des Chenes, WHAI continuity wi
handled the "The Spice Box"
gram. Miss Des Chenes is fe
the "Wilson's Victory Revue,"
Miss Erikson usually condu
half-hour "Spice Box" progr

WHP, Harrisburg, Pa., was
with an eight -column one -line b
the Harrisburg "Telegraph," S
July 3. The full page was devoted It
shows heard on the WHP for the w
end, illustrating the page with one
two column half -tones of some of
personalities heard on the air tht
the CBS network outlet.

s *

Walter Haase, program man
WDRC, Hartford observes hi
year on the station this month
ing joined in 1924.

*

As a highlight of Bastille Day,
row, Hans Jacob will interview on
New York, Fernand Laurent, deputy
Paris (French Chamber of Deputie
"The Future of France."

Minimum Civilian Neel
For Tubes Will Be N

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAI
Washington-Assurance from

Radio and Radar Division that
imum civilian requirements" f
dio tubes will be met durin
third quarter of this year has
given NAB by James F. B
Office of War Mobilization dir

Byrnes sent NAB's presid'
Neville Miller, a note enclosing
letter addressed to Byrnes from 1
C. Ellis, WPB Radio and Rs
Division director, which contain
the assurance, as follows: "Steps
now being taken to review all ti
requirements, both civilian and, in
tary, and in the light of this rev
to work out schedules of produe
This division will see to it that
minimum civilian requirements
provided in the production d
the third quarter."

Miller had previously writtet
Byrnes to the effect that "lac
home radio tubes for home seta
created an alarming problem"
suggesting that maintenance of
radio sets was vital to the deli
of important war messages from
ernment agencies.

Wedding Bells
Jackson Weaver, WMAL, Wa

ington, D. C., staff announcer,
June Rowe, Buffalo, N. Y., w
married recently in the capital c
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hiEIC Meet Opens Today
IR Criticizes Rider

erring Watson, Dodd

4

Vashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
sshington - Although it was
nally reported that President
evelt had signed the Urgent De-
scies Bill without comment on
rider barring from the public
pll FCC employees Goodwin B.
Ion and William E. Dodd, Jr., it
revealed yesterday that the Pres-
t has written rather a strong mes-
on the matter. He summarized

i1 (Continued on Page 7)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

fi work News Program
et By "Time" Magazine
lme Views the News," a sum-
+ of global news developments
)iled and edited by the radio pro -
t department of "Time" Maga-
yill be presented over the Blue
Pork beginning August 2. Pre -
a from daily cabled reports sub -
td by "Time's" 203 correspond -
(the program will be heard Mon -
through Friday from 4:30 to 4:45
EWT. A staff of 15 writers and

t1chers, headed by Frank Norris,
(Continued on Page 7)

Boy Moro War Bonds and .Stamps

)wey Long Resigns Post
.s WLW's Chi. Manager
lcinnati-Dewey Long, manager
le Chicago office of WLW, re -
td as a result of a disagreement
policy matters, R. E. Dunville,

president of the Crosley Corp.
assistant manager of WLW-

LI, announced yesterday. Al -
Oh Long has made no announce-

(, of plans for the immediate
(Continued on Page 6)

--
Gratitude

ft Judy Garland, MGM star, will
otrsonally congratulate the win-
o tr of the Loew-WHN Judy Gar-
,nd Contest, Aida Canonico. to-
ry during the 12 o'clock portion

k; the "Gloom Dodger" show on
lee station. Miss Garland received
h tr start in the entertainment world
t tiler similar circumstances and
nce has made w.k. film and radio

i story.

Stisnson On NBC
Secretary of War Henry L. Stim-

son will head a special broadcast
to be heard over NBC tomorrow
8:45-9 a.m., EWT from England.
Occasion is presentation of a
decoration to Gunnery Sgt. May-
nard H. Smith who single-handedly
brought home a huge bomber. Lt.
Generals Eaker and Dever will
also be heard on the program
which is scheduled Coast -to -Coast.

Black Market Expose

Readied By WOR-MBS

Expose of black market operations
in New York and New Jersey via
recordings of official interrogations of
suspects, black market cattle auc-
tions, and civilian neglect or indif-
ference, will be aired tomorrow even-
ing over WOR, 9:30-10, EWT in a
special documentary broadcast which
has been in preparation for three

(Continued on Page 7)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

RCA Buys One -Time Shot
As War -Worker Salute

As a means toward promoting good
will among the people of the United
Nations Friday, July 23, war
workers throughout the world will
salute each other in a half-hour
broadcast at 8:30 p.m., EWT, spon-
sored by Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica on the complete Blue Network.

Pickups from Moscow, London,
Sydney and Chungking on the "War

(Continued on Page 2)

Delegates From 42 Groups Will Attend;
Gov't Agencies To Be Represented;

Neville Miller Sends Greetings

95 Stations Benefit

By CBS Discount Plan

By way of marking the first anni-
versary tomorrow of CBS' 15 per cent
full network discount plan, it is re-
vealed that currently 893 hours and
30 minutes have been added to the
commercial schedule, while 95 in-
dividual outlets have
the plan. Concurrent with the ar-
rival of the first anniversary, three

(Continued on Page 8)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Halt "Pen Pal" Shows,
Says Censorship Office

Office of Censorship, through as-
sistant director J. Harold Ryan, has
notified broadcasters regarding cer-
tain types of shows inducing 'people
to write to men in the armed forces.
Ryan's communication reads as fol-
lows:

"This office has learned that some
(Continued on Page 2)

flu , More War Bonds and Stamps

RWG's Negotiations
For Shortwave Writers

Having been certified by the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board as bar-
gaining agent for the "shortwave
group" Radio Writers' Guild has be -

(Continued on Page 2)

Report Fly's Probe Reticence
Bringing Action For Contempt

Polish Bureau Launches
ET Series On 150 Outlets

The Polish Information Center here
has joined numerous other United
Nations with a series of 13 quarter-
hour .transcriptions titled "Poland
Versus Hitler" to be distributed to
150 radio stations throughout the na-
tion. Henry Milo, authority on Euro-
pean affairs, in cooperation with the

(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Rumors here yester-

day were to the effect that James
Lawrence Fly, chairman of the FCC,
will be faced with contempt proceed-
ings for his failure to discuss financial
matters last week before the Cox
committee investigating the Commis-
sion.

Committee Counsel Eugene L.
Garey is reported to be considering
advising that Fly be brought up on

(Continued on Page 7)

Two representatives each of 42 or-
ganizations will convene this morn-
ing, 10:30 a.m., at the Waldorf-
Astoria as the National Entertainment
Industry Council, for a two-day ses-
sion, to work out more concrete plans
for organizing the entire amusement
industry in a more extensive war
effort drive. Meeting is the out-
growth of preliminary public sessions
held early in June, when it was ad-
vanced that such a Council could act
as a clearing house for all the thea-
trical agencies working in the field

(Continued on Page 7)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

CAB Voices Objection

To'Nationalized'Radio

Montreal-Canadian Association of
Broadcasters in a presentation to the
House of Commons Radio Committee
said yesterday that private broadcast-
ers were "disturbed" by the report
of last year's radio committee sup-
porting general nationalization of
radio in Canada.

Jos. Sedgewick, K. C. of Toronto,
acted as spokesman for the delega-

(Continued on Page 8)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

FTC Files Complaint
Against Miles Lab. Inc.

The Federal Trade Commission in
a complaint Saturday, July 10 charges
Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhardt,
Ind. with disseminating advertise -

(Continued on Page 2)

"Info's" Bond Sales
"Information Please" concluded

its tour for the summer with a
record of having sold S275,179,000
in bonds. While Clifton Fadiman
and the regular experts. Kieran,
Adams. and Levant vacation, H. J.
Heinz Co., the sponsors, will re-
place the program for the summer
with "Vacation Serenades," con-
cert series. "Information Please"
will return to NBC September 13.
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, July 13) E

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. G Tel. 156 1557/8 156
CBS A 241/8 233/4 241/8 + 7/8

CBS B 24 -23 24 -1- 11/8

Crosley Corp. 201/4 197/8 201/4 + 3/4

Gen. Electric 391/8 387/8 39 - 1/8
Philco 243/8 233/4 243/4 + 1

RCA Common 111/2 111/4 111/4
RCA First Pfd 701/2 697/8 701/2 +
Stewart -Warner 13% 133/4 133/4
Westinghouse 987/8 98 98
Zenith Radio 377/8 36% 371/8 + 3/6

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 33,4 33/4 3%

OVER THE COUNTER
Sid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad. 9 91/4
Stromberg-Carlson 123/8 133/8
WCAO IBaltimore) 20 23
WJR (Detroit) 26 ..

3/4

1/2

FTC Files Complaint
Against Miles Lab., Inc.

(Continued from Page 1)
ments that fail to reveal the harmful
potentialities that may result from
excessive use of Dr. Miles Liquid
Nervine, Dr. Miles Nervine Tablets
and Dr. Miles Anti -Pain Pills. Miles
Laboratories attempted to forestall
issuance of the complaint by filing
suit for a declaratory judgment in
the United States District Court, Dis-
trict of Columbia. The suit was dis-
missed by Justice Luhring on June 23.

Miles Laboratories intimated then
that the Federal Trade Commission
was without authority to determine
the legality of the language used on
the labeling of Miles products, seek-
ing to have the court pass upon the
jurisdiction of the Commission to
issue a complaint.

The new complaint by the Com-
mission alleges that the Miles Labo-
ratories in advertisements in the
newspapers, periodicals and radio
broadcasts has represented that rest-
lessness, sleeplessness, irritability,
imaginary disorders, excitability and
headaches are symptoms of nervous-
ness and that Dr. Miles Liquid
Nervine and Dr. Miles Nervine
Tablets constitute an adequate, proper

RADIO DAILY
RCA Buys One -Time Shot

As War -Worker Salute
(Continued from Page 1)

Workers Salute" will give an oppor-
tunity to workers in these cities to
give voice to the spirit of cooperation
that animates their efforts, while
American workers will express their
appreciation as they speak from
Mobile, Ala. Each foreign pickup will
be preceded by an announcement
from New York.

One of the high points of the broad-
cast will be the launching of a Victory
Ship constructed by the Mobile Dry-
dock & Shipbuilding Corporation by
the winners of a "Don't Miss the Boat"
suggestion contest conducted among
the five plants of the RCA -Victor
Division of the Radio Corporation of
America. Arranged by the joint
Labor -Management War Production
Drive Committee, the contest resulted
in the submission of 3,500 ideas, a
large percentage of which were found
useful in saving time, manpower and
materials.

Top award winner, who will cút the
hawser before the ship slides down
the ways, is Robert W. Young of the
Camden plant, who suggested a new
method of cutting quartz crystal
which has increased production of a
special type aircraft communication
device by 50 per cent. Lena Rettberg,
of the Harrison plant, the only woman
among the winners, will break a
bottle of champagne over the ship's
prow. Other winners are Ray C.
Aument, Lancaster, Pa.; Delmar Tay-
lor, Indianapolis, and William A. Wil-
son, Bloomington, Ind. Each winner
will receive $350 in bonds and a trip
to New York and Mobile.

Music characteristic of the coun-
try will be heard before each foreign
pickup where the Allied worker will
be introduced by a Blue Network
representative. From New York, the
RCA -Victor Octette will be heard in
a rendition of the "Beat the Promise"
song.

In Mobile, where a big celebration
will be held, 30,000 workers will par-
ticipate and 35,000 RCA workers
throughout the country will be listen-
ing in. Those who are "on the job"
while the "War Workers Salute" is
on the air will hear the program on
plant broadcasting systems.

Kenyon & Eckhardt is the agency
on the account.

Polish Bureau Launches
ET Series On 150 Outlets

(Continued from Page 1)
Polish Government Bureau, con-
ducted the series with Joel Chesney
writing and producing the scripts.
WOR and Muzak transcribed the
series.

The program format consist of
dramatized interviews with personali-
ties who have witnessed some phase
A weekly feature is a brief commen-
of Poland's warfare with the Nazis.
tary on Poland by Stephen de Ropp,
director of the Polish Information
Center.

and effective treatment for the relief
of such symptoms. The FTC is en-
deavoring to point out that these
representations are misleading.

Wednesday, July 14, 1

Halt "Pen Pal" Shows,
Says Censorship Office

(Continued from Page 1)
broadcasting stations are producing
'pen pal' programs. These are pro-
grams during which listeners are
asked to 'write to a fighter overseas'
or, in some cases, 'write to our boys
who are in Japanese or German pri-
son camps.' We understand that some-
times the addresses of soldiers are
given at the same time that listeners
are urged to write to them.

"Nothing in the Code of Wartime
Practices advises against such pro-
ductions. However, it has been pointed
out to this office by the War Depart-
ment that communications of this sort,
between soldiers and individuals who
are unknown to them, are a favorite
device of the enemy for obtaining in-
formation which can be used against
us in the war.

"The War Department has advised
all of its personnel, both within and
without this country, not to enter into
correspondence with individuals who
are not known to them. The Postal
Division of the Office of Censorship
returns all letters from 'pen pal'
authors, addressed to soldiers, to the
senders. In view of these actions, and
in view of the stated opinion of the
War Department, this office requests
that all 'pen pal' programs now
broadcast over American radio sta-
tions be discontinued.

Price Citing Code Revision
"If individual broadcasters fail to

understand the purport of this re-
quest, or to make special repre-
sentations in behalf of programs now
broadcast on their own stations, they
are invited to write to this office."

The director of censorship, Byron
Price, is calling attention of all
broadcasting station managers to a
revision in the Code relating to air
raid mention. Communication says:

Paragraph 3 of Clause (f), Section
I (page 3) of the Code of Wartime
Practices for American Broadcasters
is amended to read:

"Mention of any raid in the conti-
nental United States during its course.
except on appropriate authority of
the designated representatives of the
Defense Commander in whose area
the raid occurs or the War Department
in Washington."

This replaces the present language:
"Mention of any raid in the con-

tinental United States during its
course, by stations OUTSIDE the zone
of action. unless expressly announced
for broadcast by the War Department
in Washington."

RWG's Nectotiations
For Shortwave Writers

(Continued from Pane I)
gun negotiations with NBC for the
writers in that chain's shortwave de-
partment. Upon the return of Edmund
Chester. of CBS's shortwave section,
from his vacation, Guild will also
negotiate for a contract there. Upon
completion of negotiations with the
chains. matter will have to go through
OWI inasmuch as government has
leased the facilities for the duration.
Then the WLB will have to be coun-
tered with last.

COIRIRG sod GOIAi

BENEDICT CIMBEL, JR., president of
Philadelphia, in New York for the meetil
the Mutual network's board of directors.

WENDELL WILLIAMS, manager of NBC's
tinuity acceptance office in Hollywood, is
for conferences with Stockton Hellfrich, e
of NBC's continuity acceptance division.
will leave next Tuesday for Chicago.

GEORGE H. ROEDER, general manager
WCBM, Baltimore, and CHARLES ROEDER,
gram director of the station, were callen
terday at the headquarters of the Blue Nets

LEONARD KAPNER, president and gel

manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh, is in town
talks with the New York representatives of
station.

WALTER PRESTON, program director
WBBM, Columbia's OLO outlet in Chic
here for a few days on business.

NORRIS WEST, director of W69PH, P
phia FM station of WCAU, is in town
operate with and advise New York FM
which are considering adopting the
Philadelphia policy of pooling time, eq
and manpower.

CHARLES E. DENNY, general mana
WERC, Erie, Pa., visiting yesterday wl
local station reps.

ROBERT D. ENOCH, managing director
Oklahoma network, is expected in Pie
the latter part of the week.

JOHN H. McNEIL, manager of WJZ,
a vacation trip in Connecticut.

KEN CHURCH, general manager of
Cincinnati, is in New York on station as
work business.

NORMAN E. BROWN, station mana
WSUN, St. Petersburg outlet of the SIu
work, has arrived from Florida on a
business trip.

HUGH B. TERRY is in town on statio
ness. He's station manager of KLZ, Blu
work affiliate in Denver, Colo.

CUSTOM-TAILORE
FOR SALES!

Want a show accurately a
tuned to your product and
the booming Baltimore m
ket?
WITH can do it!
Ask B.B.D. & O. what
did for Royal Crown.
What's your problem?
"The People', Voice of Bofrimo

Represented by Headley -Reed
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Dials Right
By Staff Sgt. Geo. V. Mc Nally

AMID THE WELTER of nasal twangs, tummy rumbles and
foreign gutterals which characterize our more formidable radio
commentators, GEORGE PUTNAM'S voice suffers sadly by com-
parison. He, poor fella, speaks clearly, simply, sanely. He totes no
axe to grind against the calloused ears of cynical listeners. Re-
member when Hitler's Panzers were jostled, hub -to -hub, along
neutral European borders? When "Let's guess who's next" held
its peak of popularity as a parlor pastime ?

No commentator who lacked the solemn slurp of Teutonic
gravity, the lush liquidity of a Latin lisp or clippety, crunchy
Oxfordian tones could hope to hold an audience. We've since
learned, of course, that our various newscasting diathermy -sales-
men then knew only what the standard press -service bulletins
conveyed, which was no more nor less than what the German
High Command cared to have known. Yet, they garnished
their few skimpy little facts with a froth of weird and, all -too -
frequently baseless, prophecies. They weighed down every
incidental bulletin with portents of horrendous doom, such as
drove occasional jittery citizens either to the gaspipe or the
bottle. We have no quarrel with these gentlemen. They are
popular and enjoy remuneration beyond our wildest post-war
dreams. We merely exercise a sovereign prerogative to throttle
them viciously with a twist of the dial and to favor MR.
PUTNAM, who enjoys our indulgent blessing. He tells us only
what the teletype tells him. That's about enough, and nearer
to the truth! (Daily -2300.)
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At The1 Start

Your business sometimes starts like this. The orders you receive

result from an idea some lone properly presented.

We like to do our part in creating spot campaigns. This requires

a comprehensive knowledge of all advertising media

and above all the 'confidence and respect

of the advertising agencies.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY  RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES.
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By RALPH WILE

ART BAKER, a busy member of
the radio colony, acted as nar-

rator on Walt Disney's new picture,
"Victory Through Air Power."

The Ken Dolans (Shirley Ross) are
receiving congratulations on the birth
of a seven -pound boy. He is their
second son.

Jack Benny leaves in a few days
for European theater of war to en-
tertain Allied Troops there. De-
parture of comedian results in Warner
Bros. postponing "The Horn Blows
at Midnight," his next starring pic-
ture, for at least two months.

Mark Brenneman is celebrating his
first year as master -of -ceremonies on
"Smile In The Morning," heard on
KECA, Blue Network, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 9:00 a.m.
Program is sponsored by Turco
Chemical Products.

Tenor Steve Merrill took the
spotlight for the vocal offerings on
the "Music by Lou Bring" program
heard Sunday, July 11, singing
in this order "A Pretty Girl is Like
a Melody," "People Will Say We're
in Love" and "Twilight on the Trail."
Pacific Coast Blue Network, 6:00 to
6:30 p.m., PWT.

Preston Foster, director of the new
"Silver Theater" series, held some
56 positions of various types before
he entered pictures in 1934. His
fortieth position was that of a radio
singer; meanwhile making side money
as a door-to-door salesman through-
out New Jersey.

Haven MacQuarrie, master of cere-
monies of the "Noah Webster Says"
word quiz show, has two hobbies
which absorb most of his time away
from the microphone, namely; his
children, Ronnie, age eleven, and
Patty Lou, seven.

Betty Rhodes, singing and dramatic
star on KHJ-Mutual Don Lee "This
Is. the Hour," broadcast, had vocal
competition on her Saturday, July 10,
broadcast. For as a part of the
dramatic sketch in which she was
starred one of her co -actors, Wally
Maher, sang a song especially writ-
ten for that production by Reuben
Gaines and Jud Conlon. The opus,
entitled "Broadway," was sung dur-
ing the dramatization of "The Moran
Touch," in which Miss Rhodes played
the feminine half of a Broadway
vaudeville team.

HELP
IF YOU ARE HAVING DIFFI-
CULTY FINDING THE RIGHT
PERSON FOR ANY VACANCY
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION-
CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.

(AGENCY)

331 Madison Ave. (43rd St.'), N. Y.

MURRAY HILL 2-6494

Notes From A Ringside Seat. . .
Competition among radio singers, hitherto confined to male

crooners, has invaded the ranks of distaffers....if this is to be the be-
ginning of a feud it holds promise of novelty for both Joan Brooks and
Carol Lee Sutton have what it takes to line up their constituents in their
respective corners.... and who'll benefit most by this most unusual happen-
stance but Mills Music, publishers of the song, "Stormy Weather," which
at 11:27 p.m. on Friday, will be aired by Joan over CBS and by Carol
over the Blue Net ....on second thought tuners -in to either of the vocalovelies,
really will benefit most 'cause Old Scoops made it a point to listen to

both gals during their respective rehearsals of the song and our decision
Is that the Harold Arlen classic will once again zoom to the top of the
heap as a result of this unusual and co -incidental? ? ? programming....
and the lob Lena Home does with the song in the Fox Flicker of the
same name lust about cinches a top spot the "Hit Parade" in the very
near future.... Warner Bros. seem interested in the film rights to Chris
Cross' book titled, "My Fighting Congregation," based on the 'battle ex-
periences in the Pacific South West' of Chaplain William C. Taggert,
which Doubleday -Doran will publish ....A one-man revolution, albeit a
bloodless one, took place Tuesday morning when WEAF newscaster, Don
Goddard. devoted his entire program to ridiculing the OPA regulation
which stipulates that "you have to have points to slaughter your own
pig"....Don claimed he was perfectly willing to go along "insisting on
ceiling prices and refusing to support the Black Market" but felt that if he
wanted to kill WEAF (the name of the pig he had been fattening on his
own farm) he had a right to do so.

* * *
Since Mike Vallon, Woody Herman's manager went into

the Army, the maestro has been swamped by agents who would
handle his affairs....to have them and Woody from wasting each
other's time, this is to advise all concerned that Mike's own firm
of Goldfarb, Mirenberg & Vallon, is still in charge of all his affairs.
...Clinton Johnson, Production 'Director of CBS Education Dept.,
enters the Army, July 22....Captain Silver Syndicate, producers
of the "Sea Hound," heard over the Blue Net, are celebrating that
serial's first anniversary on the kilocycles with a cocktail party
this afternoon at the Waldorf-Astoria.... Coca-Cola has renewed
Morton Downey for another 26 weeks on the Daily afternooner
over the Blue.... Because he learned that victrola needles cost the
boys overseas too much moolah, Barry Wood has started a cam-
paign to have listeners donate same to him for shipment along
with donated records, to our Fighting Yanks....Corp. Bill Berns,
former Hollywood and Broadway news commentator on WNDW,
has authored a musical comedy, "Hooray for the WAGS" themed
on a farce of two men, who get inducted into the Women's branch
of the Service by mistake.... When Freddy Martin's band features
such tunes as "Two Sleepy People," "Stardust," "Skylark," "I Get
Along Without You Very Well" and "Lazy River," on the "Fitch
Bandwagon" 'Sunday, the composer of those hits, Hoagy Carmichael
will be the guestunesmith.

* *
George Putnam. NBC's news reporter, believes in helping his

sponsors by spending his own money to boost programs on which he
works.... full page ads, appearing in Trade Journals this week, are samples
of what an enterprising 'radio name' does in his spare time (the time he
has left) after appearing on "The Army Hour," "That They Might Live."
"Men At Sea" and three newscasts all in one Sunday.... Jeanne Ambur
is the new gal, who with Charles Rutledge and Dick Mooney, handles the
Coco -Cola shows' publicity at Steve Hannigan's.

* 7 *
Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago
By FRANY BURLE

DEED MYERS, one of Chicas
most popular radio time salesm

who has just completed 15 years a
vice with WGN, will be honored
fellow workers and agency exec
tives at a luncheon at the Kungsho
Restaurant on Friday, July 16. Reed
credited with having brought
more than $3,000,000 worth of lq
billing to the station.

O. J. Neuworth, production
ager of WBBM, off to the N
Music Camp at Interlachen,
where he will act as produ
three broadcasts over East La
WKAR, which will originate
camp.

Vicki Hart, Blue singer, has
signed as guest artist on the
"Hep' Hep' Hooray"' show on
which will feature Bob Trendl
his swing orchestra. The sho
premiere on WGN-Mutual toda
11:05-11:30 p.m.

Joseph P. Novy, former assis
the central division engine
WBBM, left for Princeton Uni
yesterday to begin his indoctr
as a lieutenant in the United
Navy Bureau of Ships. Since 1
WBBM, Lieut. Novy has been
tor of the Chicago Radar S
Signal Corps, Sixth Service
mand.

Dewey Long Resigns Pos
As WLW's Chi. Managf

(Continued 1)
future, he stated that he plann
continue in the broadcasting ind`

Long first came to Crosley st
from Radio Sales, Inc., five
ago to manage WSAI.

He was placed in charge o
WLW Chicago office shortly of
took over its own sales repres
tion. Prior to service with the
ley stations, Long was sales ma'
of WET and Radio Sales repre
tive in Charlotte, N. C.

LEW CHILDRE
in person

Available for participating
or exclusive sponsorship

THE SOUTH'S BEST
KNOWN HILLBILLY

SINGLE
pins ... widest coverage

on

WSGN
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
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o tempt Proceedings NEIC Opens Two -Day Session
d ainst Fly Reported To Work Out Concrete Plans

(Continued from Page 1)
lain of contempt. The Washington

:s -Herald," published by Mrs.
or Patterson, devoted a full col -
to a story on this matter yes -
c. Although the "Times -Herald"
aware that the matter would
to be handled by the Attorney -
al, it apparently forgot that the
ney General has .before him an -
matter concerning Rep. E. E.
committee chairman, and a

radio,station-WALB, Albany
- ch paid Cox $2,500 for repre-

ig it before the FCC. It is
ful that Cox would be quite so

s tful as to force Attorney -Gen -
r 3iddle's hand so openly, so talk

ntempt proceedings against Fly
in only talk. It is highly improb-
that Cox will press the matter.
cent stories in the press and
the radio have contained serious
itions about the operations of
'ommission," said Fly in a memo

)';C employes. "These stories are
used upon facts but are merely
Dstantiated charges. I want to
e the staff that when an oppor-
y is given, the Commission will

each and every charge to be
ly without foundation. In the
:time the Commission knows that
11 have the loyal support of all
u and that you will continue to
tr the same efficient and devoted
ces that have characterized your

in the past. One of the more
ible by-products of the investi-
n at least will be that the public,
will have an pportunity to be -
acquainted with the qualities of

;ommission's staff, which is made
f as patriotic, hard-working and
ile a group as can be found in
it of the government."

,00per With Ed Wolf
ink Cooper is now associated

Ed Wolf offices in the RKO
ling and his end of the talent,
ucing and package show sales
be known as Frank Cooper In
ciation with Ed Wolf. Wolf Asso-
c will continue as usual. Cooper
formerly with General Amuse-
s Corp. and is credited with do-
nost of the work in bringing out
ti Shore and Frank Sinatra and
s.

The Trend in
NATIONAL SPOT

is to KLZ - a better
buy in cost and audience

(Continued from Page 1)

of war entertainment for armed ture representatives of the OWI, Na-
forces and the civilian front. Coun- tional War Fund, War Production
cil will be a permanent body, repre- Board and the armed services in ad-
senting entrepreneur and talent. dresses to the meetings. In addition,

Sixty organizations had been in- the Council will discuss and decide
vited to join. Major among those who upon a national pool for talent, ser -
has not yet formally accepted are vices and facilities, and such other
the AFM and the IATSE, though their projects as may be recommended as
New York locals are already in. a means of further contributing to

Neville Miller, in accepting mem- the war effort. Permanent set of
bership for the NAB on the Council, officers will be elected, also.
also wrote the following:

"Please express my sincerest wish
to the Continuations Committee that
the fine efforts they have put forth
throughout the lats month will bear
fruit in a permanent organization
which will safeguard and act in the
best interest of the entertainment
industry in all days to come."

The two day conference will fea-

NEIC's original plans for an elabor-
ate outdoor midnight dedication of an
industry service flag for Times Square
have been modified, so that instead
of the gala July 14 display which
would have tied in with the session,
the Council will have a dedication
August 2 within one of the theaters.
Talent will go through with pledges
of services at the same time.

Today's Agenda
MORNING SESSION, 10:30 A.M., PERROQUET SUITE

"The Star-Spangled Banner" Lucy Monroe
Greetings to Delegates and Opening Statement... George .1. Schaefer. Temporary Chairman
Presentation of Proposed Resolution on National Entertainment Industry

Council James Cagney
Report of Credentials Committee Leonard Callahan, Chairman
Report of Organization Committee James Sauter
Discussion on Report of Organization Committee
Election of Nominating Committee

LUNCHEON SESSION, 12 :30 NOON, LOUNGE RESTAURANT
Speakers:

Address Bert I,' tell. President
Actor Equity Association

"The American Soldier Thanks the Entertainment World" Brigadier -General
Frederick Henry Osborn, Chief of Special Sersdres, United States Army

Address Theodore W. Gamble, Chairman,
War Finance Committee, United States Treasury Department.

AFTERNOON SESSION, 3:30 P.M., PERROQUET SUITE
Report of Nominating Committee
Election of Permanent Chairman and Officers
Introduction of Permanent Chairman and Officers
Proposed Coordinating Committee George Heller
Discussion of National Pool for Talent, Services and Facilities

Kenneth Thomson and Margaret Speaks
Address-"The National War Fund and the Entertainment Industry."

Winthrop Aldrich. Director, National War Fond

FDR Criticizes Rider
Barring Watson, Dodd

(Continued from gage 1)

it yesterday for reporters, and said
it will go to Congress some time in
September.

The Chief Executive said the action
was illegal, unwise, etc., and that he
signed the bill only because it was
necessary that the other provisions of
the bill be carried out-including pay-
ment for a number of federal work-
ers. He said also that he did not think
the rider was binding upon the Ad-
ministrative or the Judicial branches
of the government, serving notice that
he will almost certainly reappoint
Watson and Dodd in November.

RCA School Takes WJZ Anne.
RCA Institute, Inc., New York,

will launch an eight -week campaign
on WJZ beginning today. The tech-
nical school will sponsor live one -
minute announcements, two weekly
for five weeks and four weekly for
three weeks. The account is handled
direct.

Network News Program
Set By "Time" Magazine

(Continued from Page I)
managing editor of the radio "March
of Time" since 1941, will prepare the
material, with "Time's" $1,000,000-
a -year news bureau facilities at their
command.

Presenting the news will be West-
brook Van Voorhis, familiar to lis-
teners as the "Voice of Time"-the
narrator of "March of Time" broad-
casts and films.

Two Join Blue Production
Arnold Michaelis and Alexander

Leftwich, Jr., have been appointed
to the production staff of the Blue
by Ray Knight, production head.

Michaelis comes to the Blue from
the Biow Company, New York, where
he was a radio producer. Leftwich,
with a background both in the legiti-
mate theater and in radio, has been
associated with Max Reinhardt, for
whom he was the stage director for
"Eternal Road," and was the stage
manager or Billy Rose's show.

Black Market Expose

Readied By WOR-MBS

Continued from Page 1)
months. Dave Driscoll and John Whit-
more of the station's War Services
and New Division, through their
portable recording equipment, and
working in conjunction with the En-
forcement Division of the OPA in
New Jersey, made over 20 hours of
recordings for this project. Mutual
will carry the program Sunday, 1-
1:30 p.m., EWT.

Absolutely no attempt was made
to cut or alter those portions of the
records in which black market opera-
tors were interrogated by OPA In-
spectors, and the long pauses which
are to be heard between questions
and answers have been left intact.
They are, in themselves, indications
of guilt. It is believed that this marks
the first time in radio that the ques-
tioning of actual suspects has been
recorded.

Other portions of "The Black Mar-
ket" contain descriptions of a black
market cattle auction, at which the
purchase price for beef was far in
excess of what it should have been
to comply with ceiling regulations;
a visit to a black market slaughter
house where graphic details of the
existing filth and lack of sanitary
facilities are given; and the question-
ing and sentencing of a bootleg re-
tailer selling foodstuffs and products
under cover of an automobile paint
shop.

Two of the most dramatic portions
of the program are to be heard when
the black market dealers admit that
their meat is uninspected, may be
unhealthy, and that the buyers should
worry about that; and later, when
the bootlegger breaks down and con-
fesses after being told that what he is
doing is endangering the life of his
own son now in the service.

"The Black Market" ends with the
question put squarely to the lis-
tener. If we are to exterminate these
unpatriotic profiteers it will be only
through the efforts of the people
themselves.

WENR
WENR pulled return,
from 42 states and 3 Can-
adian provinces on a late
hour test offer. WENR
gives you coverage !

WENR is Chicago's Basic
Blue Network Station. 50,000
watts on a clear channel,
890 k. c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.
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CAB Voices Objection

To'Nationalized'Radio
(Continued from Page 1)

tion which included Glenn Banner-
man, Toronto, president and general
manager of the Association; George
Chandler, Vancouver; N. Thivierge,
Quebec; Philip Lalande, Montreal;
Jack Cooke, Toronto; Senator Rupert
Davies, Kingston, Ont.; Harold Gar-
ner, Peterborough, Ont,

Sedgewick said the sense of secur-
ity of private broadcasters had been
weakened by the report of last year's
parliamentary radio committee, and
by some things not said but "hinted
at."

The committee last year recom-
mended action to prevent groups of
stations being allowed under one
ownership. Steps in this direction
were taken recently when the regula-
tions were amended to prohibit, ex-
cept under special circumstances, the
granting of another license to n
individual or firm which already held
a license for some other station.
Sedgewick said last years report con-
stituted a restatement of the nation-
alization of radio originally proposed
in the report of the radio commission,
particularly in the recommendation
that there should be no hesitation to
cancel, in the public interest, the
license of any private station and a
further recommendation that con-
sideration should be given to the
wisdom of continuing to allow the
use of Canadian privately owned sta-
tions as outlets for U. S. chains.

Asks Plain Speaking
This policy did not create an atmos-

phere of encouragement to private
stations in expanding their service to
the public, Sedgewick said.

If the committee proposed total na-
tionalization of radio if should say so
flatly. If it did not, radio should be
freed of a constant threat of nation-
ization.

D. G. Ross (Prog. Con Toronto -St.
Pauls) asked how programs like ad-
dresses by Premier King would rate
in competition with commercial
broadcasts. Sedgewick said this would
depend on his topic and the time of
his broadcast. In a moment of crisis
the listening audience would prob-
ably constitute almost complete cov-
erage while a less important address
put on at the same time as a very
popular program might have a com-
paratively small audience.
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Coast -to -Coast
TOM McCARTHY, WKRC, Cincin-

cinnati news chief who edits the
weekly WKRC "Times -Star" Service-
men's News, has added a novelty to
the miniature newspaper by sum-
marizing the "Times -Star" comics....
Dr. Judson J. McKim, educational di-
rector of WKRC, arranged to inter-
view Joseph B. Eastman, ODT head,
and Dr. Eugene Barrett, general secre-
tary of the International YMCA in
connection with the conventon of the
International Railroad YMCA in Cin-
cinnati.

* * *

Johnny Betts, who first joined the WON,
Chicago, staff, in 1930, returned Monday
to do a series for the Evans Fur Company,
singing and piano -playing. Betts was first
a singer and announcer on WTOL, Toledo
in 1927. He has been in radio continu-
ously, serving a three-year period with
WKY, Oklahoma City.

While Ralph Binge, heard on
CKLW's, Windsor, "Early Morning
Frolic," was confined to his home due
to illness, Bruce Chick and Happy
Joe Gentile carried on for him....
Margaret Pratt, CKLW's traffic man-
ager, will be on her vacation July 16
to fly to the East Coast and join her
brother Lieut. James Pratt, Royal
Canadian Navy.

.

George Lasker, general manager of
WCOP, Boston, announces the appoint-
ment of Gertrude Richmond as program
director. Miss Richmond was formerly
head of the continuity department on
WORL, Boston. She is now replacing Lou
Walker recently inducted to serve in the
armed forces.

* * *

WMCA, New York, celebrated the
second anniversary of its musical quiz
program "Platterbrains," by having
Lionel Hampton, drummer, pianist,
xylophonist and band leader as guest.
Since the initial broadcast the guests
to' appear on "Platterbrains" number
Harry James, Glenn Miller, Vincent
Lopez, Larry Adler, Hazel Scott,
Fletcher Henderson, Mildred Bailey,
Henry Levine and Paul Lavalle
amongst others.

* * *

John Robert Powers, the model impre-
sario, will be the guest of Kathryn
Cravens on her "News Thru a Woman's
Eyes" program on WNEW, New York,
this afternoon. Miss Cravens' guest Thurs-
day will be Brock Pemberton, and on
Monday, July 19 Mary Jane Yeo, skating
star from "Stars on Ice" at the Center
theater, will be heard.

* * *

Ray Dorey, who has been an an-
nouncer -singer on WBRK, Pittsfield
for the past two years, is now engaged
by Benny Goodman and his band as a
vocalist.

* * *

Alice Fraser, WDRC, Hartford. is re-
ceiving some first-hand experience in an-
nouncing on the "Shopper's Special" pro-
gram during the early hours of the day
....General Manager Franklin M. Doo-
little of WDRC, a member of the Con-

necticut War Council, has been appointed
a member of the publicity sub -committee
by Governor Baldwin.

* * *

WBEN, Buffalo, sportscaster Jim
Wells is now an ensign in the Naval
Reserve, awaiting orders for active
duty....Clint Beuhlman will return
from his vacation July 19, at 6 a.m.,
giving Vera Holly, who has been tak-
ing his place in the interim, an op-
portunity to catch up on her sleep.

* * *

Pete Van Steeden, veteran radio con-
ductor, is the new baton -waver for Bob
Hawk's comedy -quiz "Thanks to the
Yanks." which has recently moved to the
Friday, 10 p.m. spot on WABC, New
York. Van has also conducted bands on
the Fred Allen, Jack Pearl, Duffy's Tavern,
Mr. D. A., Stoopnagle and Budd, and other
programs.

* * *

Judith Allen, heard on WINS, New
York, through her program "Curtain
at 7:45," has had her book "How to
Get into the Movies" come off the
press July 12.

* * *

Sylvia Milrod, who broadcasts the pro-
gram "Victory Starts at Home" on WINX,
Washington, D. C., has been granted a
leave of absence to devote her efforts to
a special war assignment, assisting John
Heiney, who produces the Blue Network
presentation, "This Is Official," with re-
search and writing.

Since Chris Mack, farm director
for WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has
joined the Seabees, George B. Ger-
man, WNAX entertainer, has taken
over Mack's duties, including the in-
terviews on the "Man on the Farm"
program. The series is sponsored by
DeKalb Hybrid Corn thrice weekly
and is heard daily at 12:50 p.m, as
part of ' the WNAX "Dinner Bell
Roundup."

* * *

Sophie Miller, script writer and enter-
tainer on WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., has
been added as a regular staff member of
the WKNY program department as pro-
gram director of special programs and
events.

* *

Gregor Ziemer, WLW, Cincinnati,
European authority who spent a
decade in Hitler's Germany, will
speak at a meeting of the Industrial
Recreation Association here. His topic
will be "Recreation Over There and
Here."

* * *

Bill Wiseman, promotion manager of
WOW. Omaha recently'returned from an
Inspection trip through the Granada
Japanese Relocation Center near Lemar,
Colo. Wiseman was one of a dozen radio
and newspaper men making the visit at
the request of the War Relocation Author-
ity which has faced Congressional criti-
cism in regard to Japanese Relocation
centers. Wiseman will report his findings
over WOW. ...Eric Mattson, WOW tenor
who appeared in "The Firefly" recently
at Philharmonic Auditorium in Los
Angeles, is expected to return to the
WOW staff in September.

95 Stations Benefi

By CBS Discount I i

(Continued from Page 11
additional accounts announce
tion of going full web, th
Campbell Soup Co. for
Reader's Digest"; Bayer's
for "American Melody H
Ironized Yeast for "Light's

Bayer Aspirin's first re
"American Melody Hour"
July 20, adds forty CBS o
the program's chain of stati
placing the musical show on
network. B -S -H is the agen

Through Ward Wheelock
Campbell Soup increases
Reader's Digest" stations by fifl
places the program on the ful
network July 18. This program
Conrad Nagel as master of I
monies . and featuring well -I
actors and actresses in dramatic
of stories that have appear,
Reader's Digest Magazine, is
Sundays from 9-9:30 p.m., E17í(

Presently heard on a sev
station hook-up, Ironized Yea
its mystery thriller "Lights
the full CBS network July
drama is broadcast Tuesda
from 8-8:30 EWT, with re
at 11:30 p.m. The agency
the account is Ruthrauff & R

It was on July 15 just o
ago, that CBS' 15 per cent
plan went into effect. At t
9 CBS advertisers using 19
program periods weekly too
tage of the plan. Having
operation one year, there
33 CBS advertisers using 49
shows, or 95 separate program.
weekly, taking advantage of
network plan.

Breakdown by Stations
As mentioned above it is

in the most recent survey
effects of CBS' Full Netwo
that 893 hours and 30 minutes
have been added to Columbi
mercial schedule. Ninety -fi
vidual stations have benefited
plan with one or more p
weekly. Fourteen separate
lets have added 30 or mo
programs weekly; 43 have r
15 or more new programs
stations have added 5 or ano
commercial programs to their
schedules. The sum of the
of this weekly CBS schedule 
is the addition of 16 progra
and 40 minutes to 24 individ
tions; of 8 commercial progra
and 20 minutes to 41 separate
and of 5 broadcast hours recei

58 outlets.
Thirty-six CBS programs,

senting 68 individual program
weekly have increased their
to adopt the full -network f
Ten advertisers have added
more Columbia stations to the
gram's network; 27 have adde
more outlets to their show's h
while 36 clients have increase
networks by 10 or more statio

Thirteen clients scheduled t
network with the beginning of
cast of their programs and
included in the station -hours
breakdown.
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>ales Managers Open Up
Council's Appeal

cWar Message Drive

of the government's
1r war structure directors
td American Business and
stry to go to bat in the "A
1 Message in Every Ad"
paign just launched by the
Advertising Council, as a

ns of making the home
(Continued on Page 3)

Mahan Cites FM Outlets
S Aid in Bond Campaign

shingtan Bureau, RADIO DAILY
shington-The work of the na-
FM stations in the Second War
Drive was tsed highly by
nt F. Callaha , press and radio
of the Treasury's war savings
In a letter to Walter J. Damm,

lent of FM Broadcasters, Inc.,
tan stated that FM activities in
rive added up to a "magnificent
ng indicating the whole -hearted

(Continued on Page 21

is On Special Show
arking Pipe -Line Finish

Iroleum Administrator Harold L.
Deputy Administrator Ralph

avies, Secretary of Commerce
Jones, and W. Alton Jones,

lent of the War Emergency Pipe -
Inc., will be heard on a special
broadcast marking the comple-
of the much -publicized "Big
pipeline Monday, July 19, at

3 m., EWT.
ceremonies will mark the final

(Continued on Page 2)

On Land, Sea, Air
alph Edwards had the KPO,
Francisco staff dial -crazy when

ir hooked -up voices from a tank,
airplane and at sea for the
show "Truth or Consequences"
ntly. However. it wasn't as

y as that. Permission had to
obtained from the U. S. Signal
pa and the Navy for frequen-

t that would not interfere with
,tary operations.

Precedent
Agenda of the NAB Sales Man-

agers Executive Committee called
for "Suggested study of compensa-
tion and supervision of local sales-
men." One of the older members
disclosed that the subject has
passed from committee to com-
mittee for the past four years.
So this year's group voted to table
it for the next committee.

Gamble Lauds Radio

At Meeting Of NEIC

Singling out broadcasting in-
dustry for laudatory comment on its
cooperation with the Treasury De-
partment, Theodore Gamble, chair-
man of the War Finance Committee
of the U. S. Treasury Department
gave a concise picture of the financ-
ing problem facing the government
in its contemplated Third War Loan
Drive at the luncheon meeting of
the first day of a two-day conven-
tion of the National Entertainment

(Continued on Page 3)

Republic Pix Co. Plans
Network -Program Tieup

Republic Pictures Corp., either late
this summer or early fall, will feature
their roster of studio talent on a
weekly series of sustaining programs
of half-hour minimum on a national
hook-up, Herbert J. Yates, Sr. and
President J. R. Grainger announced
at the final session of Republic's

(Continued on Page 2)

Condemn 5 -Minute Commercial Shows
Also Hitch -Hike Anns.; Mull Revision

Of Standard Contract Forms.

Expect WMC To Set

List Of Critical Jobs
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-War Manpower Com-
mission is expected to announce this
week-end the release of a super -list
of critical occupations which might
be included among all the various
essential occupations. Although old
lists of essential activities and jobs
will probably not be recalled, this
critical list is expected to be of far

(Cs,itinued on Page 5)

NBC "Parade Of Stars"
Planning Third Edition

NBC's "Parade of Stars," the third
in a series of effective program pro-
motion projects, will be in the hands
of affiliated stations sometime in
August. Like its predecessors-the

(Continued on Page 6)

Maxon Resigns Post
As OPA Deputy Director

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Lou R. Maxon, head

of the advertising agency bearing his
name, announced this morning his
resignation as OPA Deputy Director
and Information Officer. Maxon

(Continued on Page 2)

Augment Station Relations
In O WI's New Radio Setup

WNBT To Telecast
Food Canning Film

"Canning the Victory Crop," a half-
hour film recently produced by "Good
Housekeeping" magazine in its own
kitchens, will be telecast Monday,
July 19, at 8:30 p.m., EWT, NBC's
television station WNBT. The film,
which critics have called one of the
best so -far produced in the current

(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Addition of 12 mem-

bers to the staff of the Station Rela-
tions Division of the OWI Domestic
Radio Bureau, to take over matters
of local station clearance and co-
ordinate government demands on
broadcasters was announced yesterday
by Donald D. Stauffer, bureau chief.
Stauffer made it plain that these
additional members of the staff will
not be able to offer broadcasters as

(Conti,,ned on Pane 5)

Resolutions condemning cow-
catcher and hitch -hiking an-
nouncements both on networks
and spots, five-minute commer-
cial programs and overloading
of participating programs with
commercial announcements
were adopted yesterday by the
NAB Sales Managers Executive
Committee meeting at the Hotel

(Continued on Page 3)

Record Spot Business

Indicated For WABC
Forecasting a record July for

WABC, Arthur Hull Hayes, general
manager of the CBS outlet in New
York, yesterday announced six new
campaigns scheduled and three re-
newals for the station, plus the pur-
chase of additional time by another
client.

Hayes also pointed out that the
new "Help Wanted Column" orig-

(Continued on Page 6)

Int'l Fashion Authority
Appointed To WKY Staff

Addition of Marjorie Howard, in-
ternationally known fashion author-
ity as style consultant was announced
by WKY Oklahoma City yesterday.
Miss Howard, formerly Paris Fashion

(Continued on Page 2)

'Lone Ranger' Pawnee
The "Lone Ranger," who tracks

down western desperadoes Wed-
nesdays and Fridays at 7:30 p.m.,
EWT on the Blue, will be sworn
In as a blood brother of the Pawnee
Indian tribe in a special ceremony
to be heard on the Blue today at
11:30 a.m., EWT. General Mills
sponsors the "Lone Ranger" for
Cheerioats on 44 Blue outlets thru
Black ett-Sample-Hummert.

I', w Morrow, . ."SHOWS OF TO MORROW"
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, July 14)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. G Tel. 1565/8 1561/2 1561/2 + 1
CBS A 247/e 2414 241/4 + 1/4

CBS B 241/2 241/4 241/4 -1- 1/2

Crosley Corp. 201/2 2011 201 -1- 1/4

Gen. Electric 391/4 39
251/8 241/4 24/e 1/+Philco e

RCA Common 113/4 113/8 115/e + 1/4

RCA First Pfd. 701/8 701/ 701/8 - 3iá
Stewart -Warner 133/4 131 133/4
Westinghouse 9811 98 98
Zenith Radio 373/4 371/4 371 -

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp. 303/4 3034 303/4 -
Nat. Union Radio 35/8 35/8 35/8 -

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad. 87/8 97/8
Stromberg-Carlson 123/4 134
WJR (Detroit) 26 ..

3/8

1/4
TA,

WNBT To Telecast
Food Canning Film

(Continued from Page 1)
food campaign preservation, demon-
strates home canning methods ap-
proved by the Department of Agri-
culture. The scenes show step-by-step
procedures for the housewife to fol-
low in(both water -bath and pressure
cooker processes.

Frank Singiser, well-known radio
announcer, acts as narrator in the
film story.

RCA Elects Briggs V. P.
Lloyd A. Briggs, general superin-

tendent of RCA Communications, Ina.,
was elected vice-president and gen-
eral superintendent at a meeting of
the company's board of directors,
David Sarnoff, president of RCAC,
announced recently.

G.E. Volume Up 9%
Orders received by General Electric

Company during the first six months
of this year amounted to $941,529,000
compared with $865,372,000 in the
same period of 1942, an increase of
9 per cent, President Gerard Swope
has announced.

Int'l Fashion Authority
Appointed To WKY Staff

(Continued from Page 1)
editor of "Vogue,' director of the
Paris office of "Harper's Bazaar," and
until the armistice, Paris correspond-
ent of the "Woman's Home Com-
panion," will do a 15 minute daily
program over the station, according
to J. I. Meyerson, sales promotion
manager who completed arrangements
in New York.

Miss Howard's coming to Oklahoma
will be accompanied with a forceful
promotion build-up, accompanied by
luncheons, for local merchants, recep-
tions in the studios for listeners and
personal appearances on style shows
conducted by the merchants them-
selves.

WKY has two other well-known
specialists in other fields of interest
to women listeners: Aunt Susan (Mrs.
Mart Adams)-food, cookery and
home making, and Mrs. Edythe Wal-
lace whose column, "Points for Par-
ents" is syndicated through news-
papers.

Ickes On Special Show
Marking Pipe -Line Finish

(Continued from Page 1)

welding of the oil -carrying conduit at
its easternmost terminal at Phoenix-
ville, Pa. The "Big Inch" will bring
sorely needed fuel from the south-
ern oil fields to the terminal where
it will be transshipped to the east-
ern seaboard via tank car. However,
the pipe line is not expected to re-
lieve the pleasure driving gas short-
age.

Robert St. John, NBC commenta-
tor, will be master of ceremonies,
introducing the prominent speakers,
and Lucille Manners will close the
program with the national anthem.
A brief dramatization from NBC's
New York studios will be included
in the broadcast.

Maxon Resigns Post
As OPA Deputy Director

(Continued Porn Page 1)
warned that OPA will fail in its job
if it continues to "ignore sound busi-
ness principles" and to rely upon
young lawyers and "slide -rule
theorists."

Paul White Article
In Current "Esquire"

August "Esquire" is carrying an
article about Paul W. White, CBS
news chief. entitled "Reporter to the
Nation." Write-up is a profile of
White at work and at play, giving
a history of his career and full of
interesting and amusing anecdotes
about his work at CBS.

Trout Subbing for Brown
With Cecil Brown, CBS commen-

tator, absent on vacation from July
12 to July 30, Bob Trout will take
over his news period, which is heard
on the network Monday through Fri-
day from 8:55-9:00 p.m.

Callahan Cites FM Outlets
For Aid in Bond Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)
cooperation of the Frequency Modu-
lation stations."

"On behalf of the Treasury," wrote
Callahan "I want to thank you and,
through you, thank the managers of
the country's FM stations for their
contribution to the success of the
campaign."

FM Broadcasters, Inc., announced
yesterday that its membership has
grown to 55, having added 11 new
members in recent weeks. These new
members are:

American Broadcasting Corp. of
Kentucky (WLAP), Lexington, Ky.;
Ashland Broadcasting Company
(WCMI), Ashland, Ky.; "Courier
Journal" and Louisville "Times"
(WSAS ( Louisville, Ky.; Earle C.
Anthony, Inc. (KFI-KECA), Los
Angeles; Evening Star Broadcasting
company (WMAL) Washington, D.
.C.; Greater New York Broadcasting
Corp. (WNEW), New York, N. Y.:
Portland Broadcasting System, NCK
(WGAN), Portland, Me.; Radio Ser-
vice Corp. of Utah (KSL) Salt Lake
City, Utah; St. Louis "Post -Dispatch"
(KSD), St. Louis; United Broadcast-
ing Company (WHK-WCLE), Cleve-
land, and WJR Detroit. Four of these
organizations already hold construc-
tion permits W51L (Lexington) ,
K47SL (Salt Lake City) , W53D (De-
troit) and K37LA (Los Angeles). The
rest have filed applications, most of
which were recently reinstated and
will be acted upon whenever world
conditions again make it possible for
Washington to authorize more FM
stations.

Republic Pix Co. Plans
Network -Program Tieup

(Continued from Page 1)
sales meetings at the New York
Athletic Club. Forty thousand dollars
has been agreed upon to finance each
weekly broadcast. Roy Rogers, the
singing cowboy who starred recently
in the "King of the Cowboys," and
Mary Lee, who played the lead in
"Shantytown," will receive top bill-
ing on the programs. The addition
of radio now includes every known
media for Republic's advertising and
publicity program.

Yates reported that the Republic
radio programs will carry no com-
mercial tie-up. The programs will
feature Republic's current and pend-
ing film calendar, including "In Old
Oklahoma," "War of the Wildcats,"
"Fighting SeeBees," "Man From
Frisco," "Atlantic City," "Gay
Blades," and "The Old Waldorf,"
presenting an opportunity to intro-
duce new talent for audience and
exhibitor receptivity.

Film company officials were not
sure what network would be used.
nor just what kind of tieup would
be or has been worked out.

Noxzema Radio Hiatus
Noxzema Chemical Co. is taking a

summer hiatus in radio, but main-
taining a "sunburn" drive in other
media. Company's "Battle of the
Boroughs" and "Quiz of Two Cities"
will be resumed in the Fall.

COMING mid GOIAG

LINDSAY WELLINGTON, North American d
rector of BBC, has arrived in Britain and w
remain there about a month before retumii
to the States. On the same trip to England win
him was R. A. RENDELL, assistant controller ,
the Overseas Division of BBC, who had
six weeks in North and Central Americ
the West Indies.

PAUL W. MORENCY, station mana
WTIC, Hartford, and WATER JOHNSON,
director, were visitors yesterday at the
quarters of NBC.

CARL BURKLAND, general manager of
Columbia's 000 station in Washington,
is on a short business trip 'to New York.

HAROLD E. BISSON, NBC's director of p
lion production, is back at his desk foil
an illness of several weeks.

GEORGE DUNHAM, of the CBS Radio
department, leaves tomorrow on a vacati
two weeks at Wellfleet, Cape Cod.

OVELTON (JACK) MAXIE up from
Jersey yesterday to cover the broadcasti
"What's Your War Job" broadcast last
over WIZ.

KAY KYSER was at Hueneme, Cal., last
for the airing of his "College of Musical K I

edge" from the Californian Naval Conk
Base.

GEORGE LASKER, general manager of ,l

Boston, is in New York on station and ne
business.

CHRIS CROSS and the members of his on
tra have returned from Buffalo and are r4
ing their five -times -weekly broadcasts from
Dempsey's Restaurant.

WORTH KRAMER, station manager of W
Charleston affiliate of NBC, up from West
ginia for a few days. Called yesterday at R
feller Center.

GILBERT CHASE, script writer and han
editor of NBC's "Music of the New N
series, at Harvard University yesterday to a
the Massachusetts' institution "Worksht
Latin America."

VAY'SI¿5H

ONE SOUND EFFECT

THEY GOTTA HAVE!
Retailers gotta have actio
the same day! The cas
register must ring!
Perhaps that's why WITH
carries more retail accounts
than any other Baltimor
station.
"The People's Voice al Baltimore'

Represented by Headley -Reed

Wi
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MB Sales Mgr. Unit War Advt. Council Appeals Gamble Lauds Radio

opens 1 -Day Confab For "Message" Conversion At Meeting Of NEIC

((ontinurd from Page 1)
»sevelt in an all -day session.
eting was the first under the
rmanship of Dietrich Dirks, KTRI,
ix City, Ia.
ther important matters accom-
ied by the group included a
lution commending and endorsing
War Advertising Council; deci-

to urge stations to cooperate
i the WAC and other media in
r markets to organize the corn-
iity war advertising plan promul-
d by the WAC; another resolu-
extending the group's coopera -
to the Radio Advisory Committee

he War Advertising Council; ap-
'al in principle of the continuing
punt plan for the NAB-AAAA
dard contract forms; plans for
y of the length of live one-
ute announcements with an aim
ecommending standard practice;
is for compiling sales manuals
case histories on use of broad-

ing by retail and department
es throughout the country.

strongly condemning the cow -
her and hitch -hike announce-
ts, the committee directed its
lution to the Board of Directors
he NAB for more positive action.

Object to 5 -Mtn. Commercials
lairman Dirks pointed out that
five-minute commercial programs
e a direct violation of the Code,
that stations will soon receive

ng notification to that effect.
i much as participating programs

specifically exempt from the Code,
t committee will attack the prob-

1 of excessive co mercials on such
s of production by pointing up
lack of showmanship in over
ing. Showmanship angle will be
1, too, in the suggestions that the
mittee will present for. conduct
ales managers sessions at district
tings.
Immittee considered revision of
NAB-AAAA standard contract

5s continuing discount clause, but
d not agree on the exact word -
Lew Avery, head of Department

3roadcast Advertising, was asked
draw up another draft so that
committee at its meeting early

leptember can adopt a final form
submit it to the NAB Board

ch will meet about the middle
eptember. Draft has to be ap-

red, also by the Four A's. Sug-

IHELP
IF YOU ARE HAVING DIFFI-
CULTY FINDING THE RIGHT
PERSON FOR ANY VACANCY
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION-
CALL

FRANK McGRANN
'OSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.

(AGENCY)
131 Madison Ave. 143rd St.I, N. Y,

MIT RRAY HILL 2-6494

front a more efficient front, in a
45 -minute broadcast carried by
138 NBC stations, 1:15-2 p.m.
EWT. Hundreds of business ex-
ecutives throughout the country lis-
tened in to the broadcast at luncheon
sessions especially arranged for the
occasion. In New York, where the
luncheon was under the auspices of
the War Activities Committee of the
Advertising Club of New York and
the War Advertising Council, approx-
imately 400 persons attended. Other

Throughout the addresses, the radio
industry received unprecedented and
comforting praise for its contributions
to the war effort, especially as it has
cooperated with the OWI. Speakers
consisted of Donald Nelson, chairman
of the WPB; Fred M. Vinson, director
of the OES; Marvin Jones, War Food
Administrator. Elmer Davis, Director
of OWI, and Chester J. LaRoche,
chairman, War Advertising Council.

Eugene Thomas, Sales Manager of
WOR, presided at the luncheon meet-
ing held yesterday at the Hotel Com-
modore to bring together advertisers,
agency and media representatives for
the national broadcast which aired
1:15-2 p.m.

Elmer Davis Appeal
Elmer Davis acted as toastmaster

on the special broadcast, and just be-
fore introducing the other speakers,
discussed the need for getting govern-
ment information across to the public
by means of all media, and paid the
highest tribute to radio.

In his appeal Davis asked business,
through advertising, "to help create

(Continued from Page 1)
the public understanding that is es-
sential to whole -hearted cooperation
by the people. We know from experi-
ence that if the people know what is
expected of them, and why, and .be-
lieve that it makes sense, they will
respond magnificiently.

"The Office of War Information is fully
aware and deeply appreciative of the help
that business has already given us, by con-
tributing advertising space and time for war
messages. This would not have been pos-
sible without the help of the War Advertis-
ing Council-the voluntary, non-profit organ-
ization representing all branches of adver-
tising, which has served so ably and effec-
tively since Pearl Harbor. We in the Office
of War Information, who have worked with
the Council ever since our organization was
established, can testify to the work it has
accomplished; for we have seen the results
-results that can be measured, of the space
and time contributed for war messages and
coordinated with the other information ve-
hicles placed at the government's disposal...

Home Front Projects
"In telling the people about every one of,

these home -front projects, the War Advertis-
ing Council, the Office of War Information,
and the Federal agency or agencies involved
have worked as a team; and this team work
has resulted in advertising space and time
contributions estimated at mere than a quar-
ter of a billion dollars during the past year.
Yet all this, like our military offensive opera-
tions, is just a start. It is clear that our men
on the fighting fronts can do their jobs; that
is being made plain every day. What is not
yet quite so clear is our ability to organize
a home front which in energy,, morale and
fighting power is worthy to be compared
with them. In the months ahead, the need"

for people to do and not to do certain things
having a direct bearing on the war will
multiply enormously. Every move by every
citizen Is a factor that will help determine
the speed of victory. The government leaders.

gathered at this microphone want to explain
to the business men of the nation how urgent
is this job of getting people to do what
must be done, and how business can help

gestion that an arbitration clause be
inserted too, was turned down by
the committee.

Noted, that while many small sta-
tions displayed a lack of interest in
the sales manual which the com-
mittee announced several months
back, committee would proceed with
it anyway, and use it as a preface
to a case history 'booklet which will
supplement the Retail Promotion
Plan. This will all be prepared
within the next six weeks.

To Check Live Announcements
In its survey of the length of live

announcements, the committee will
check each station, to obtain the
number of words allowed by each,
and then upon receipt of all the data,
attempt to set a standard guide for
both advertisers and agencies.

At the committee's luncheon ses-
sion, its guests consisted of Linnea
Nelson, time buyer at J. Walter
Thompson; William A. Fricke, secre-
tary of the Radio Advisory Com-
mittee of the War Advertising
Council and representative of the
Four A's; Charles Ayres, Ruthrauff
& Ryan. It was here that the com-
mittee listened in to the special OWI-
WAC broadcast for the "A War
Message In Every Ad" campaign,
and resolved to urge broadcasters
to take the lead in the local par-
ticipations.

Committee discussed but soon

dropped the suggestion for a study
of station complaints about an over-
dose of requests for air -check re-
cordings by advertising agencies and
advertisers.

Committee will sit in jointly this
morning at 11 with the Retail Pro-
motion 'Committee for a preview of
the Retail Promotion Plan, and will
lunch, too, with the RPC.

Committee also brought up com-
plaints from small stations which
have been listed by some advertisers
and agencies as carrying the par-
ticular commercials, but which have
turned down the business. Reported
that the 'gimmick has been circu-
larized in the trade by accounts
which are strictly per inquiry busi-
ness, and that agencies have dis-
tributed the station list to news-
papers. Stations feel that the in-
clusion of their call letters is not a
favorable reflection on them, and the
committee planned to seek coopera-
tion of trade press in stopping the
publication of such misinformation.

In addition to Dirks, the following
attended yesterday's session: C. K.
Beaver, KARK, Little Rock, Ark.;
Sam H. Bennett, KiM.BC, Kansas
City, Mo.; Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC,
N. Y.; James V. McConnell, NBC;
John M. Outler, Jr., WSB, Atlanta,
Ga.; John E. Surrick, WFIL, Phila-
delphia. W. B. Stuht, KOMO, Seattle,
Wash., was not able to attend.

(Continued from Page 1)
Industry Council at the Waldorf-
Astoria. Brigadier -General Frederick
Henry Osborn, Chief of Special Serv-
ices, United States Army, and Bert
Lytell, president of Actors Equity
Association also addressed the lun-
cheon session. Osborn's subject was
"The American Soldier Thanks the
Entertainment World."

During morning and afternoon
sessions, the sixty representatives of
43 organizations in the entire amuse-
ment industry, completed the estab-
lishment of a permanent Council
body which would serve to increase
the effectiveness of the war efforts
of its member organizations on the
battle, industrial and home fronts.

Describing the Treasury's problem
of getting the average American pub-
lic to invest in bonds as a means
of financing the war and staving off.
inflation, Gamble called on the
amusement industry to help in the
project. He paid tribute to the con-
tributions from the many organiza-
tions in the industry.

At an election of officers, George J.
Schaefer, chairman of the War Activities
Committee of the Motion Picture Industry,
was elected National Chairman; Paul Dull-
zell, president of the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America, as National Vice -Chair-
man; Harry Brandt, president of the In-
dependent Theater Owners Association,
treasurer; William Feinberg, executive sec-
retary of Local 802 of the AFM, National
Secretary; and the following local vice-
chairmen: James E. Sauter, chairman of
UTWAC, New York; Kenneth Thomson,
executive secretary of SAG, Los Angeles:
Virginia Payne, president of Chicago local
of AFRA, Chicago.

enormously, by contributing even more space
and time for war messages than heretofore.

"Your government has adopted a policy on
the use of advertising for war needs that
seems to be sound and practicable. We have
recognized the need for harnessing this great
American force to do the job that all citizens,
as well as the government that serves them
all, want to get done. Two alternatives pre-
sented themselves: the government could
either appropriate a huge advertising budget
-hundreds of millions of dollars, perhaps a
billion, would be necessary to do the job; or,
government could turfs to the people who are
experts in using the advertising mechanism
that already exists, and ask them to assume
this responsibility.

"We decided against huge govermmnt ad-
vertising appropriations. We decided in favor
of asking business to assume the respon-
sibility of converting its advertising to war
themes. And in view of the magnitude of the
job ahead, we believe it is important that
business should support the War Advertising
Council's campaign-'A War Message In
Every Ad' ... .

_'

RniERICR

'AMERICA AT WAR"

A patriotic program sedes combining a timely
dramatisation with an inspiring talk by
nationally prominent speakers. Coopera-
tively sponsored and we even sell it for you.
Has already made good money for 25 radio
stations. Write for details to Don Searle.

SALES FEATURES CO.
1073 NO. 1775 ST. . . . OMAHA, N(BR0SNA
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

A RTHUR W. "TINY" STOWE, at
] one time production manager for
CBS in San Francisco, and more
recently executive accountant with
the Milton Weinberg Agency, has
formed his own advertising agency,
to be known as Coast Western Adver-
tising Agency, and among some of
the accounts which he handles are
American Screw Products, Aviation
Hydraulic Tool Company, Kelly Kar
Company, Globe Investment and
Olympic Boxing Club.

Franklin P. Adams of "Informa-
tion Please" was a dinner guest of
Charles Coburn at the Hollywood
Brown Derby, the other evening.

A Sunday afternoon "Disneyana"
program of all the well-known tunes
from the land of celluloid make-be-
lieve will comprise the July 18th,
35th broadcast of Ted Bacon's Golden
Strings. The all -girl string ensemble
featuring "Memory Music" will be
heard over KHJ from 2:00 to 2:30.

Bing Crosby left Hollywood with
son Gary for a few days at his Nevada
ranch. Two of the other Crosby
youngsters are vacationing at Lake
Huntington, while the fourth is at
the Crosby home at Santa Fe. "I
have to scatter my four guys around,"
explained the Crooner. "The Army
doesn't want that many saboteurs in
one place at the same time."

David Nowinson is responsible for
the fine script heard last week over
KECA on the "China Fights for Free-
dom" program, which had Herbert
Marshall as master -of -ceremonies.

Wendell L. Williams NBC Pacific
continuity acceptance department
head, has arrived in New York for
home office conferences. On his re-
turn West he will stop in Chicago
for conferences with Chicago NBC
executives.

When Harry W. Flannery, CBS
news analyst interviewed Philip
Jordan, well-known news correspond-
ent from London on his radio pro-
gram, Harry discovered his resources
for eliciting first-hand information on
the battle fronts were unlimited. Cir-
cumventing the globe, Jordan was
at Dunkirk, in Russia when the war
began with Germany, in Burma dur-
ing the campaign there, and at
Tunisia during the recent campaign.

Gunther Schmidt, personnel man-
ager of the Universal Microphone Co.,
Inglewood, Calif. will hereafter also
be director of plant protection. He
recently completed a war emergency
course at Occidental College.

Woods Host To Yandell
Mark Woods, president of the Blue

Network, will be host at a luncheon
in honor of Lunsford P. Yandell, vice-
president of the Blue, tomorrow in
the Louis XVI room of the St. Regis
Hotel. Yandell recently returned to
New York and his offices at the Blue
after a 10 -month stay in England
where he assisted in the organization
of Red Cross activities for United
States troops in Great Britain.

Department heads of the Blue and
their assistants will attend.

Radio Is My Beat .. .
Jerry Cooper, vocaluminary of Charlie Furey's "Keep Ahead" -

liner, was told by an executive of the Agency sponsoring that show, that
the guest -artist for the next program was to be Joe Howard, who according
to the exec, "owned a night club" following the usual procedure, that
of taking along a script writer, to interview the guest, thus preparing a
suitable script, embracing the talents of the guest, Jerry. accompanied by
the gagster. dropped into Joe Howard's Cafe Zanzibar one midnight earlier
this week alter firing questions at the youthful Howard for two hours,
it suddenly dawned on Cooper. that they were interviewing the wrong man

the Joe Howard, scheduled to appear on the program, was the old-
time songwriter, who also owned a night club, just around the comer on
W. 48th Street That's one thing about Kilocycle Row something's
always happening here's another zany Tuesday night, a group
of artists including Garry Moore, Jimmy Durante. Hope Emerson, Joan Brooks
and others, went to Manhattan Coast Guard Training Base, to entertain the
lads there Because she had to hurry back to her nightly CBSongfest
which goes on at 11:00 p.m. Joan Brooks opened the Camp show, and
rushed back to Gotham arriving just in time to be told that the All -Star
baseball game was still on the air and that her show therefore was can-
celled that night then there is the one which also happened at CBS

the sound man, needing raw carrots for a program, finally located
the rabbit -fodder, taxied back to the studios, breathlessly arrived back to the
studios one minute before "curtain," only to learn that the director had
decided to cut the scene.

* *
 Tony Leader, who while on a leave of absence from the

Air Corps, had been directing "That They Might Live" and "Vacation
Serenade" at NBC, has been given a medical honorable discharge
from the service Ira Ashley, director of the CBStage Door
Canteen, will be inducted into the Army the 28th of this month
and will be succeeded by Lester Vail... ..A program composed
entirely of George Gershwin tunes, will be NBCast by Phil Spitalny's
"Hour of Charmers," Sunday, July 25 When Bob Hawk asked
Chester Lob, a New Orleans contestant on "Thanks to the Yanks" -
giving, last Friday, "how to tell whether a watermelon is ripe," the
Ciggie Santa was almost floored when the answer came: "why by
eating it of course" Ben Cutler and his orchestra will open for
an indefinite stay at Meyer Horowitz's Village Barn next Tuesday

Rosemary DeCamp who appears in the Irving Berlin Filmusical
"This is the Army," will be starred in "Hollywood Double -play," in
next Thursday's broadcast of "Hollywood Radio Theater" via WJZ

The best laugh of the week comes from Mert Emmert, WEAF's
"Modern Farmer," who says, "I've got one of the most thoughtful
neighbors in the world yep, he's given me the key to his tool
shed so I can go and bring home my lawnmower whenever I want to."

* * *
Dashing from studio to studio directing one show after another

is the lot of Gene Eubanks of CBS because Arthur Hannah injured his
hand while vacationing, Gene has been subbing on "Amanda of Honeymoon
Hill." "David Harum" and 'Just Plain Bill," in addition to putting the actors
thru their paces on his own shows still, to one who used to handle
seven shows daily in Chicago, Eubanks takes it all in stride Jackie
(Homer of the Aldrich Family) Kelk, will appear on Ted Maloné s
"History Is Fun" tomorrow night over WJZ At The Cafe Trouville,
last week Jack Benny drinks a straight lemon juice and says. "so this is
what Fred Allen uses for facial make-up."....Ray Milland exits from the
Blue Angel and two feminine cabbies, race to pick him up as fare....The
Jimmy Blairs, (he's the 'Basin Street' lark), are expecting a visit from Sir
Stork.

* * *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

THREE HUNDRED representati
of radio and advertising agent

gathered at the Hotel Sherman y
terday to hear key men speakers
Washington tell of the governmei
war time needs from advertising
at the conclusion of luncheon c'.

patched a telegram to Chester
Roche in the name of the Chic:
federated advertising group decl
ing 100 per cent support of the gi
ernment objectives. NBC official :
a direct line into the hotel so t
the advertisers might clearly hear
addresses by Elmer Davis, Donald
Nelson, Marvin Jones and others,
consensus of opinion at the close
the meeting was that the advertis.
men had a more serious appreciat
of the role they will be asked to p
in the days to come.

Roy Rogers, horse opera star,
town for a personal appearance
the Oriental theater beginning Fric
making a number of guest radio :
pearances this week. Acute short:
of new records with distribut;
organizations and dealers is puttini
serious crimp into the juke box a
platter spinners activities, indica '
are that several of the smaller
tions face shut down before the
is over unless record ban is lifted

Pauline Hopkins was selected pre
dent of the Chicago branch of 1

Radio Writer's Guild at a rect
meeting. Other officers selected wt
Lou Scoffield, vice-president; Nil
Kaye, secretary, and Sidney Gersi
treasurer.

Cy Howard has been signed as
writer for Jack Benny and has
ready done some scriptng for Jac:
off -shore tours.

Query Re FCC Person
Finds Fly Still Reti

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAIL
Washington-FCC Chairman J

Lawrence Fly sent reporters aw
guessing Tuesday afternoon who
parrying questions about the rece
withdrawal of the nomination
George Henry Payne, New Ya
Republican, to succeed himself, I

was asked about the political pat
of Frank McNinch, former FCC Cha
man whose name has been raised
a possible successor to Payne. 1

wasn't sure of that, the present ch 
man said. adding thoughtfully,
don't know what the political div
of the commission is now;" i
generally thought to be four D
crats and two Republicans,

Ecuador Honors Tomlinson
The National Order of Merit, O:

cial Grade, one of the highest away
that can be 'bestowed by the Ect:
dorean government, has been ca
ferred upon Edward Tomlinson, BI
Network's commentator on into
American affairs, who was notif
of the award in Washington
Colonel Eloy Alfaro, Ecuadore
Ambassador to the United States
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VI Adds Consultants

'oRadio Bureau Staff
(Continued from Page 1)

aid as the now defunct OWI
ervice, but he is hopeful that
ncreased cooperation from the
ry the situation will not revert

chaos that held before the
;ion of the OWI.
.ewing the entire effect of. Con -
mal action cutting the OWI
tic budget by two-thirds upon
ijo bureau, Stauffer went down
gt of services offered the by
bureau, explaining how far
will operate as planned.
shall be able to continue the

rk allocating plan on exactly
'me basis as we have in the
he said. "Therefore there will
need for advertisers or net -
to consider requests direct

the various government agen-
As in the past, we shall be
) function as the central clear -
point for all requests for co -
ion on network commercial
Istaining programs."
ffer said also that, "There are
tnt funds in the budget to carry
e station announcement plan,
r as the Washington end of the
ion is concerned. One set of
ribed announcements will con -
to be sent regularly from OWI
stations. The announcements

rly sent from the OWI field
will be sent from the extended
relations operation described

Announces Additions
change is planned in the work
e special assignment division,
he bureau chief. "Those net -
commercial and ustaining pro -
which have off. red to do work
alf of the government over and
the regular allocation plan will
sue to be serviced by the special
'lnent division. No changes have
ilade in the organization or staff
$ division.
re will be no change in the
nel or functions of the New
Chicago and Hollywood offices
e Domestic Radio 'Bureau,"
Ibr declared.
the matter of station relations,
,ireau chief had the following
ks: "As you know,, the field

of the OWI Domestic Branch
rly supplied the same service
field that the Washington office

e Domestic Radio Bureau fur -
1 nationally. This included the
nce of all material put on local
ns by the field offices of all
nment agencies and the sending
al stations of regional spot an-
ements to supplement an-
ements sent by the Washington
stic radio bureau.
nce the field service has been

iienewals Prove Results

Kc. Cumberland, Md.

REGIONAL EXECUTIVES
Station Relations Division

OWI Domestic Radio Bureau
Regional Office Regional Chief Territory

1722 Candler Bldg.
Tel. Walnut 4121
Atlanta, Georgia
917 Court Street
Tel. Lafayette 7500,
Ext. 204-205
Evening: Lafayette 7503
Boston, Mass.
102 National War Agencies

Bldg.
226 W. Jackson Blvd.
Tel.: Andover 3600, Ext. 386
Evening: Andover 3604
Chicago, Illinois
472 Union Bank of Commerce

Bldg.
Tel.: Cherry 1379
Cleveland, Ohio
1031 Mercantile Bank Bldg.
Tel.: Riverside 5711,
Ext.: M-100-1-2-3-4
Dallas, Texas
717 Kittredge Bldg.
Tel.: Tabor 3173
Denver, Colo.
203 Mutual Bldg.
Tel.: Harrison 6464
Kansas City, Missouri
205 Midland Bank Bldg.
Tel.: Main 3244
-Nestor 4518
Evening: 5032
Minneapolis, Minnesota
C/o OWI Office
280 Madison Avenue
Tel.: HUrray Hill 3-6800,
Ext. 284-295
Evening: MUrray Hill 3-6828
New York, New York
748 Pennsylvania R. Rm.
Suburban Bldg.
Tel.: Locust 3416
Philadelphia, Penna.
19 North Sixth Street
Tel.: 7-1841
Richmond, Virginia
Western Merchandise Mart
1455 Market Street
Tel.: Klondyke 2-2300
San Francisco, Calif.

Willett Kempton

Walter Hackett

To Be Announced

Alfred H. Llewelyn

David Russell

Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Tennessee, Mississippi.

Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island.

Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa.
Indiana.

Ohio, Kentucky, West
Virginia, Michigan.

Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana.

William H. Welsh, Jr. Colorado, Wyoming, New
Mexico, Utah, Idaho,
Montana.

To Be Announced Missouri. Nebraska, Kansas,
Arkansas.

Hayle S. Cavanor Minnesota, North Dakota,
South Dakota.

Harry Levin

Broughton Tall

New York, New Jersey.

Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland.

Benjamin W. Hnfngton Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina.

Luther Keplinger California, Nevada, Arizona,
Washington.

abolished, the station relations divi-
sion will add twelve members to its
staff. The job of these new mem-
bers of the station relations division
will be to service local stations and
the field offices of the several govern-
ment agencies as nearly as possible
as it was done by the OWI field
offices. Obviously with a limited staff
(approximately twelve people) it
will be impossible to furnish all
of the services formerly offered.
However, the new members of the
station relations division wil be able
(1) to clear all new programs sup-
plied .by the field offices of the gov-
ernment agencies, (2) to be central
clearing point for announcements
proposed by government agencies to
local stations, and (3) to service re-
quests of local stations for informa-
tion and guidance insofar as this
operation can be carried on with
limited personnel."

With the "Victory Parade" disks
out, the only transcription activities
to be carried aside from the station
announcement plan, said Stauffer,
will be in those cases where a spe-
cific local or regional problem has
to be met by the use of transcribed
programs and other facilities are not
available for disseminating this in-

formation. "Generally speaking, we
shall rely, as we have in the past
on the radio industry to prepare
and broadcast material in behalf of
the government. Our function es-
sentially will be to furnish the most
complete and accurate information
that we can assemble and distribute
it to the radio industry either directly
or through the Station Relations
Division.

"Under the supervision of the sta-
tion relations chief, all special events
will continue to be placed by the
time clearance section," said Stauffer.
"The four major networks have re-
quested that time for speeches of all
government officials also be cleared
through OWI, As in the past, re-
quests for radio time' by government
agencies to present special events
should be made to the chief of the
government liaison division, who in
turn will transmit the request to the
station relations division."

Summarizing, the OWI Radio Chief de-
clared that, "With our reduced budget and
operation staff, we shall, of course, have
to ask for even more cooperation from the
Radio Industry than we have heretofore. In
some regions voluntary committees of broad-
casters, under the general guidance of the
Radio Bureau's consultants, have alreadybeen set up to supplement and implement
the activities of our small station relations
branch otnces. Wherever such cooperative

Expect WMC To Set

List Of Critical Jobs
(Continued from Page 1)

more importance to Selective Service
and USES offices.

The present lists will "remain in
force insofar as they are forceful,"
an official of the WMC Essential Ac-
tivities Committee said yesterday.
That wording indicates the aware-
ness of the policy -makers in Wash-
ington that many local boards are not
paying too much attention to the dic-
tums which come from the Capitol.

The present national lists contain a
total of about 2,100 job listings, where-
as the new listing of critical jobs-
chemists, physicists, etc.-will contain
only about 250 jobs-if that many.
WMC hopes that it will carry far
more weight with local officials than
does the present list.

Workers in several of the activities
presently held essential will probably
be entirely omitted from the new
list. Some broadcasting personnel
may be included.

The current lists, said the WMC
official, have two values-first, they
aid Selective Service boards in deter-
mining who should be considered for
deferment, and, second, they are a
guide to local WMC and USES offices
in determining upon job transfers.

WMC officials here are increasingly
frank about admitting the ineffective-
ness of these lists whenever local
Selective Service boards refuse to be
bound by them. There is a strong
movement toward decentralization in
the agency, of course, and local boards
have never actually been accountable
to anyone for their actions. Aside
from draft matters, WMC regional
officials have far more power than
formerly, although they may not as
yet officially disregard the national
lists. They can, however, add to these
lists for their own regions, or for
specific areas within those regions.

efforts can be worked out, they will obvi-
ously strengthen the orderly, intelligent use
of available radio facilities.

"With your help there is no reason why
the radio Bureau should not continue to be
as effective as it has been in channeling
government information to the Radio In-
dustry, We shall, as in the past, attempt to
avoid unnecessary duplication of effort on
the Government's side and unnecessry pres-
sures on the Radio Industry which has time
and time again exhibited its willingness to
cooperate in the war effort, provided the
needs of the Government were made clear
and properly channeled through one agency."

Stauffer released also the names
of the station relations regional chiefs,
with two yet to be named. Regional
chiefs are listed in the box on this
page.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.
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NBC "Parade Of Stars" Record Spot Business
Planning Third Edition Indicated For WABCGUEST-ING

RAYMOND WALBURN, featured
in the current "Dixie," on the Kraft
Muse Hall program, today (WEAF-
NBC, 9 p.m.).

REP. JOHN M. COSTELLO of
California; CAREY McWILLIAMS,
former immigration commissioner of
California; ROBERT R. GROS, lec-
turer, and DR. MAX RADIN, of the
University of California, discussing
"Should All Japanese Continue to Be
Excluded from the West Coast for
the Duration," on "America's Town
Meeting of the Air," today (WJZ-
Blue Network, 8:30 p.m.).

FRANK HORNADAY, featured in
"The Student Prince," on the Ellery
Queen program, today (WEAF-NBC,
12:30 a.m.).

BARRY WOOD, at the "Stage Door
Canteen," today (WABC-CBS, 9:30
p.m.) .

ADMIRAL SIR PERCY NOBLE, of
the Royal Navy, on the U. S. Navy's
"School of Music for Victory" pro-
gram, tomorrow (WOR-Mutual, 7:30
p.m.) .

DOROTHY LAMOUR, in an adap-
tation of "Hello, 'Frisco, Hello," on
"The Philip Morris Playhouse," to-
morrow (WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.).

MRS. JAMES DOOLI'11LE, wife
of the famous flyer, on "Your Home
Front Reporter," tomorrow (WABC-
CBS, 4 p.m.).

DR. GREGORY JAMIESON COM-
STOCK, of Stevens Institute, on "Ad-
ventures in Science," Saturday
(WABC-CBS, 1:30 p.m.).

JOE HOWARD, star of the "Gay
Nineties" revue, on the "Keep Ahead"
variety show, tomorrow (WOR.-Mu-
tual, 7:30 p.m.).

"Eyes of the Air Force"
Has Plane Pickup Tonight
From black -out skies high over

Long Island, a pilot in a P-47 Thun-
derbolt fighting plane will describe
his maneuvers and sensations as he
dives his craft in a practice intercep-
tion for the benefit of the listening
audience of "Eyes of the Air Force,"
new program of the Aircraft Warn-
ing Service of the First Fighter Com-
mand which makes its second appear-
ance over WABC and CBS affiliated
stations at 10:45 EWT tonight.

For the first time, a "Silver Cita-
tion" will be presented to an Obser-
vation Post for meritorious service
over and above the line of duty.

Lieut. Burt H. Rice, a pilot who
wandered six days in the Australian
jungles after his plane was shot from
beneath him, will be on hand to de-
scribe his experiences. Also featured
will be the Mitchel Field chorus of
enlisted men.

(Continued from Page 1)
NBC Fall Parade or Stars (August
1942), and the "New Year Parade of
Stars," (January 1943) the new offer-
ing has been conceived with a triple
objective: to create interest in net-
work programs; to strengthen the
position 01 affiliated stations in the
communities they serve and to build
audiences for sponsored broadcasts.

Thirty Features Included
Basically, the new Parade consists

of recordings specially made for the
purpose by more than 30 of NBC's
top-ranking features. Scripts, an-
nouncements and a complete array of
promotional material including mats,
photographs, newspaper advertise-
ments and novelty ideas, accompany
the recordings as essential adjuncts
to make the drive effective.

In contrast to previous Parades, the
current material is intended for use
throughout the year. Earlier Parades
were dated for specific periods. This
feature permits the issuance of sup-
plementary recordings and scripts as
the campaign develops.

Recordings Supplied
The new portfolio, which contains

only promotional items, is smaller
than previous releases and therefore
more convenient to handle. Record-
ings are supplied in two individual
albums instead of being enclosed
within the portfolio. This format was
selected in order to provide stations
with the transcribed program ex-
cerpts in permanent form.

The extensive volume of promotion
matter produced to equip portfolios
for the 125 NBC stations indicates the
thoroughness of plans for the project.

Nearly 25,000 mats of stars and pro-
gram groups and 6,000 mats of one -
and two -column advertisements have
been prepared. These display ads,
covering both afternoon and evening
programs, are designed to call atten-
tion to broadcasts built up from port-
folio scripts and recordings.

In addition, the Parade portfolio
will contain press releases, a series
of scripts which permit program man-
agers to combine the special tran-
scriptions to build broadcasts of any
length from the minute to half an
hour or longer, and designs of post-
cards for mailing to listeners in the
station's area.

Programs Represented
Among the programs and artists

represented in the special recordings
for the Parade of Stars are: Cities
Service Concept; `Voice of Fire-
stone," Bob Burns, "Mr. D. A.,"
"Salute to Youth," "Maxwell House
Coffee Time," "Mr. and Mrs. North,"
"Grand 01' Opry," Fred Waring, Seal -
test program, "Ellery Queen," Carna-
tion Contented Hour, Ginny Simms,
"Million Dollar Band," Can You Top
This?, Bill Stern, Cavalcade of Amer-
ica, John W. Vandercook, "The Open
Door," "Time to Smile," "Those We
Love," "The Aldrich Family," "Dr.
I. Q.," and "One Man's Family."

Reports submitted to NBC follow-
ing the first Parade of Stars revealed
wide usage of the promotional pro-
ject. Over 7,500 broadcasts, including
full time shows and spot announce-
ments, were built from the material

(Continued from Page 1)
inally scheduled for one week on
WABC via the "Arthur Godfrey"
program by Calco Chemical Division
of American Cyanamid Company has
been so successful in obtaining addi-
tional help for this war industry
that the company is to continue using
WABC. J. M. Mathes, Inc., handles
the account.

The new WABC campaigns listed
by Hayes include:

Drives Outlined
One beginning July 15 by Lamont,

Corliss & Co. for Pond's Cosmetics
on the new WABC woman's pro-
gram, "Eleanore King" heard Thurs-
days from 5:30-5:45 p.m., EWT.
Agency handling the account is J.
Walter Thompson Company.

A United Artists Corp. campaign
for the forthcoming film "Victory
Through Air Power." Through Foote,
Cone & Belding the client has bought
five participations weekly on both
the "Arthur Godfrey" program and
on "Woman's Page of the Air."

The sponsorship of the "Five of
Seven News" with Joe King report-
ing on Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-
day by Consolidated Royal Chemical
Corp. of Chicago for Krank's Shave
Kream. Arthur Mgyerhoff & Co. of
Chicago is the agency.

New Campaign for Fougera
Participations in the Monday thru

Saturday 6:30-7:45 a.m., EWT "Arthur
Godfrey" program by Sullivan County
Resort Hotels, Inc. for various resort
hotels. The business was placed
through Co.

A new campaign launched by E.
Fcugera & Co. for Rámsdell's Sulphur
Cream on the "Arthur Godfrey" pro-
gram Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-
days. The agency is Spot Broad-
casting.

And also a new campaign by
Musterole Co. for Musterole via Mon-
day and Wednesday participations in
the "Woman's Page of the Air" 'broad-
cast daily-except Sunday from 8:45-
9 a.m., EWT. Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Inc. is the agency.

Additional participations purchased
on WABC include H. C. Bohack Co.,
for Bohack Stores on "Woman's Page
of the Air" through E. M. Freystad
Associates, Inc.

Report Several Renewals
WABC's July renewals to date,

include one by American Cyanamid,
one by the Studebaker Corp. for
"News With Leigh White" broadcast
Monday and Wednesday from 6:10-
6:15 p.m., EWT and on Sundays from
11-11:10 p.m., EWT, through Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc. and
finally one by Interwoven Stocking
Company for six days weekly par-
ticipations on the "Arthur Godfrey"
program through United Artists Corp.

supplied. Time allotted to these spe-
cial features totalled 314 hours or
nearly 20 full broadcasting days.
Newspapers gave the campaign prom-
inent mention in full page rotogra-
vure sections, and one Pennsylvania
station used the recordings as the
principal attraction in its display
booth at the local county fair,

PROGRAM REVIEI

` Blind Date"
Arlene Francis sets a new

mark for emcees to shoot at wit
performance in the sparkling
audience participation show,
Date." Sophisticated, poised an
pletely in charge of the situ
all times, Miss Francis brings
out of her guests.

Those guests are servicem
finitely on the make." Six of
servicemen are introduced in
Each gets a two -minute ch
convince a glamour gal in the
to make a blind date with hi
the radio audience listening in
conversation. When 'the girl
her choice, boy and girl see
other for the first time.

There follows an opporuni
one of them to describe his
the studio audience and the e
leave for an evening at Miss
expense. The three losing
and sailors get a chance a
minor cash prizes.

All in all, it is the kind
which induces the greatest am
audience participation. Few lis
will avoid making mental cri
(approving or disapproving)
lady's choice. Mental projecti
the listener into the situation
most inevitable.

The telephonic conversation,
ally, is of the liveliest sort and
Francis adds a dash of spice i

introductions. She succeeds in
ing the participants feel com
at ease, a rare talent.

The program, a Summer re
ment for "Maxwell House
Time." is heard Thursdays over
8:30 p.m., EWT. General Foods
sors; Benton & Bowles, agency.

Stork News
A girl, seven pounds and'

ounces was born to the Cl
Leisures recently. The baby
named Jeanne Antoinette. Cla
Leisure is a KPO, San Fran
staff announcer.

Announcing William Gary M
Swift, eight -pound son of G. R.
account executive with WABC.I
newcomer arrived last Saturda
.the Morristown Hospital, Morrist¡
N. J.

!i

A daughter was born to Mr1
Mrs. Ed Park in Hahnemann Hosl
Philadelphia recently. Park
member of the WCAU, Philadt
engineering staff.

Its a seven and one-half pi
boy at the Campbells. Young The
Roy is the son of Eldon Camp
program director for WOWO-V
Fort Wayne, Ind.

WAAT's general manager, Ir
Robert Rosenhaus, is the father
son born early this month and na
Robert Ian.
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;t( coast-to -coast
ANOTHER army show has been

added to the ranks of programs
on WAOV, Vincennes, Ind. The show
"George Field At Work" will be
broadcast from nearby George Field,
advance army air training center,
every Friday at 3 p.m. The pro-
gram will highlight interviews with
the men who "keep 'em
The WAC serial, "This is Worth
Fighting For," written by Bob
McBride, WAOV staffer, ended July 9.

*

WLW, Cincinnati, is now offering more
than 1,500 newspapers a new service,
"No -Ration -Point Menus," as part of its
radio news clip -sheet wartime food
series. Beginning July 19 WLW Radio
News will carry a "No -Point Menu" for
one day each week accompanied by a
descriptive article prepared by Mrs.
Vianna D. Bramblett, nutritionist.... "Hall
of Heroes," a program dealing with the
army's new Fletcher General Hospital
at Cambridge, O.. was heard Sunday on
WLW. Included in the broadcast were
personal stories of five American soldiers
who arrived in the United States within
the past two weeks to convalesce from
injuries received in North Africa.

* * *

WTAG, Worcester, in a recent mock
air attack, cooperated with the Army
First Service Command and the Mas-
sachusetts Committee on Public Safe-
ty, assigning Bob Dixon, special
events chief atop the WTAG build-
ing as a aircraft spotter while he
broadcast warnings to civilians and
the Civil Air Patrol of the areas "be-
ing bombed with simulated gas and
incendiaries."

* *

Historic Fort Trumbull, New London,
Conn., home of the U. S. Maritine Service
Officers' School, was the originating point
for a WTAG, Worcester, program recently
expressly broadcast to further the inter-
est in the Merchant Marine. A half-hour
musical show featured the school band,
amongst whom is listed Harry Dapeer,
former CBS house pianist and composer.
Commentary was given by Bob Dixon,
WTAG special events chief.

* * *

KRNT and KSO, Des Moines, Ia.
has released another issue of "Dial
Tones" to its clients so that they may
be fully informed of the features and
other variety programs heard on the
stations from day to day.

B
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Albert G. Ashcroft M. J. Kleinfeld
Nancy Martin Ruth Robinson
William Robinson Len Sterling
Anne Unger James V. Cosman

S

Jim Hawthorn, former KMYR, Denver
announcer and disc -spinner, after nine
months in the army. has been given a
medical discharge. He will resume his
old duties as Jive emcee on the after-
noon program. "Meet the Boys in the
Band."

s

Herb Newcomb, formerly of the
announcing staff at WCAU, Philadel-
phia, has joined the staff at WAOV,
Vincennes, Ind. as production man-
ager and announcer of special events

..Paul Ford, engineer at WAOV,
has been transferred to WKBV, Rich-
mond, Ind. where he will assume
similar duties. WKBV was recently
acquired by the same interests that
own WAOV....Robert Poe, control
board operator at WAOV will take
over Ford's duties as engineer at
the transmitter.... Robert McBride,
WAOV announcer left today to join
WJHL, Johnson City, Tenn. where
he has accepted a position as an-
nouncer.

* *

KFEL, Denver, MBS outlet, interviewed
Pvt. Bob Pastor, former heavyweight con-
tender for the world's title, three times
during the Servicemen's Boxing Tourna-
ment held in Denver Auditorium July 8,
9. and 10.

* *

Tom C. Gooch, president of Dallas
"Times -Herald" and chairman of the
board of KRLD Radio Corporation
announced recently the promotion of
John W. Runyon, who has been vice-
president and managing director of
KRLD, Dallas, since 1935, to presi-
dent of KRLD Radio Corporation and
first vice-president of the Dallas
"Times." Clyde W. Rambert, who
has been associated with KRLD for
the past 17 years, has been promoted
from commercial manager of KRLD
to managing director of the station.

*

WQXR has engaged Abram Chasing,
pianist and composer, as music consultant.
Eddy Brown will continue as musical di-
rector of the station; Roman Totenberg m
director of Chamber Music; Walter Diehl
as musical continuity editor; Alfred Simon
as program editor for light music; Ann
Cornish as program editor for classical
music. Chasing will perform on programs
and act as musical commentator as well
as serving as consultant.

WLW, Cincinnati, has arranged to
interview July 17 and 18 S. K., who
it is reported, had been active as a
secret agent in Italy for two and a
half years. He is also claimed to be
the author of "Agent in Italy."....
Although usually signing off at 1
a.m., WLW arranged to remain on
the air all of early Saturday morn-
ing to inform the listeners on the
progress of the Sicilian invasion.

r * s

The Gloom Dodgers show of WHN,
New York, with Don Bester and his band,
Don Saxon, Maurice Rocco, Mort Law-
rence and the Barry Sisters were booked
for a week, beginning July 13, at the
Skouras Jamaica theater.

Henry Lange, WHIO, Dayton mu-
sical director and Jack Peyser, an-
nouncer, have joined efforts in pro-
ducing a new series of day programs
titled "Romance." This program fea-
tures poetry and old melodies Monday
through Friday mornings, at 10 a.m.
...When a power transformer burned
out at the transmitter Chief Engineer
Ernest Adams had to interrupt his
vacation to repair the damage.

* * s

For the second successive year Bill
Moshier, director of agriculture and pub-
lic affairs for KIRO, Seattle, has been
placed in charge of radio promotion for
farm labor recruitment throughout the
State of Washington. Dr. J. C. Knott. direc-
tor of exension a Washington State Col-
lege, asked Moshier to accept this posi-
tion on a voluntary basis for the coming
months throughout the approaching har-
vesting season.

* *

Through the efforts of Hugh Muncy,
KXEL farm director, KX'EL, Water-
loo, Ia., is now acting as clearing
house for all civilians who would
like to help the war effort by work-
ing on a farm during their spare time.

*

Now that Bill Kelley, former WCAE,
Pittsburgh publicity staffer, is in the
army, Staff Sgt. Kelley wants all the
pin-up gals for out-of-town barracks....
Ernie Neff, while John Trent is vaca-
tioning, is giving "Aunt Caroline"
(Adelyn Hood) a hand with her program.

.Rosey Roswell will emcee the WCAE
broadcast this afternoon awarding the
Army -Navy "E" to the home division of
the Blaw-Knox Company.

WTJN, Jamestown, N. Y. is pre-
paring a busy summer of Chautauqua
feeds to the Blue Network, beginning
with the annual Chautauqua con-
certs July 18. James G. McDonald
will do the commentary July 20, 21,
22 and 23 and the Blue's "Town
Meeting of the Air" will originate
from Chautauqua August 5.

* * *

During the program of the Blackhawks
Barn Dance on WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.
recently, a practice blackout was held.
When some of the audience began to
leave the auditorium in Marion, Ind.,
Penny West, singer with the Blackhawks,
called for group singing. Her quick think-
ing kept the audience intact, providing a
welcome diversion until the lights went
on again.

William Autrey Smith has joined
the staff of KLZ, Denver, as page
boy, replacing Clayton Brace who
enlisted in the U. S. Army Signal
Corps.... Warren H. Lockyear is act-
ing as replacement engineer for KLZ
during the absence of the regular
engineers who are vacationing....
John Prince has joined the program
production department of KLZ as a
script writer.

*

Jack McLaren, junior announcer and
traffic manager of KTMS, Santa Barbara.
has resigned to enter the University of

California. He has been replao
Don Roberts.... Steil Holowell, cos
writer. is now broadcasting the !

news. Besides reporting the news
Holowell's program includes ratiot
mary and other items of intern
women.

* *

Professor J. A. Holvik of Con(
College, Moorehead, Minn., left
12 on a two -months' research ti
Mexico and Central Americ
preparation for a special serf.
programs to be presented this
over WDAY, Fargo, N. D.

* *

The F. A. Ensign Advertising A
Inc. of Pittsburgh, received the
award of the Affiliated Advet
Agencies network for placing the
1942-43 radio program. The I

Pittsburgh, show, which brought
award was "Sunday at the Smith
15 -minute program depicting the
life of Mrs. Jane Smith.

* * *

Jane Lee, who conducts the 1

San Francisco, "Woman's Magi
of the Air," Monday through Fi
mornings, interviewed Tuesday
Tian De Lissa, who is princi
the Gypsy Hill Training Coll
London. Miss De Lissa is now
United States at the invitati
the Child Study Association to
about the care of children in w
and the training of teachers fo
war education.

* * *

WOWO. Fort Wayne, Iad. has
numerous other stations cooperatin
the federal agencies to utilize ev
of available food by having Jane
on the "Home Forum" program con
canning school once a week. Over
hundred have enrolled to date, it
ported.

Duquesne Light Recei
Public Utilities Ad A'
Pittsburgh-The Duquesne

Company of Pittsburgh, which
sors the variety musicale e
"Bernie Armstrong Presents,'
KDKA, won the national awa
the advertising contest of the
Utilities Advertising Associatiol
the second consecutive year. Dugj
Light recently received the
award at the annual meeting 4
association held in Chicago. Mt
Bernie Armstrong and his I
band featured the half-hour Dugl
show on KDKA with soprano
Martha Briney and tenor Bob C
participating.

Wedding Bells
Alice Cornell, secretary in the IJ,

ness department of RADIO DAILY,
married to Earl Ballard of the j
Navy on July 10. The newly/
leave tomorrow for a honeys
trip to Los Angeles and Lake Ta
California, the groom's home.
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iVartime `Dress Parade'
J'Press Principles'

Ii By Fly At Hearing

hiagton Bureau, RADIO DAILY
ington - Seizing upon the
principles" of the Cox corn -

e as delineated by the INS re -
e Bob Humphreys, sponsored by
it ttee Council Eugene L. Garey

'vealed yesterday by Drew
i. FCC Chairman James
ice Fly yesterday declared that
s's revelation makes clear "the
ierecter of the 'impartial and
[constructive' investigation an-
d two weeks ago by Chairman
'E. Cox" as the first public
(Continued on Pam- 111)

Tibia Shows Saluting
TAVES' First Birthday
WAVES will be honored on
ograms to be heard next Fri-
ll.. CBS. The day will mark the
iniversary of the founding of
tmen's branch of the U. S.

10:45-12 noon, on "Aunt
Real Life Stories," Lieut.

Mildred H. McAfee, director
(Continued on Page 2)

Seeking Uniformity
Assembled -Set Prices
Itington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
tington - Striving toward

uniformity of prices for as -
d radios and phonographs, the
es announced new methods by
retailers and dstributors will
!1 their prices.
fiction provides more effective
over ceilings on a scattered

(Continued on Page 2)

Incognito
smouflage is not solely a trick
ar, KSAL, Salina. Kan., claims.

as its own methods. Since the
ear -old station was housed in
ld post -office building. no one
bothered to change the door

s. Thus the personnel of the
inuity department merrily
ids the typewriters and studies
is behind the door labeled "ta-

xi Revenue."

Ludwig On NBC
Emil Ludwig, author, will be

heard on NBC this Sunday, at 1:15
p.m.. EWT in a talk entitled
Will Happen in Europe in the Next
Three Months.- Prophecies will be
based on his experiences and
knowledge of the leaders involved.
The talk replaces "Story Behind the
Headlines" on this date only.

CBS Completes Plans

For O&O Rate Cards

Radio Sales division of CBS has
completed plans for new rate cards
applying to its Owned and Operated
stations, eight such outlets being in-
volved plus WAPI, Birmingham and
the Columbia Pacific Network. New
rate is on the increase, but according
to T. Kelly Smith, general sales man-
ager, the move is being made so that
the entire group will work on a com-
pletely uniform discount structure.
New cards will be effective August
15, 1943.

In addition to WAPI and the coast
(Continued on Page 2)

"Soap Opera" Libel Suit
Dismissed In U. S. Court

The $500,000 libel action by Dr.
Lous Berg, New York psychiatrist and
radio serial critic, charging "Print-
ers' Ink" for defamation of reputation
by use of the article "Dusting Off Dr.
Berg," written by Max Wylie of the
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc. radio depart -

(Continued on Page 2)

Fourth Annual "Shows Of To -Morrow"
Reveals Full Showmanship Display

Of Coming Season's Programs

Mutual Sets Changes

In 2 Major Policies
As a result of the meeting of Mu-

tual network shareholders, two major
policy changes were announced by
Miller McClintock, MBS president.
One of the changes involves: Net-
work option being increased on the
basis of the new FCC regulations and
the second is: discounts to adver-
tisers will be lowered to keep pace
with the network's greater circula -

(Continued on Page 4)

Alberti To Fox Films
As Skouras Assistant

Jules Alberti, well known in radio
circles, and more recently associated
with the Treasury Dept. as coordina-
tor of star talent for bond rallies, net-
work programs, and other similar
activities, has been appointed assistant

(Continued on Page 4)

MBS Halts WSAY Feeds
Following AFM Threats

Mutual was yesterday forced by the
AFM to cut off all musical program
feeding to WSAY, Rochester, N. Y.,
affiliate who has a dispute on its
hands with the musicians union. Al -

(Continued on Page 2)

NE1 C Organizations Pledge
Mobilized Resources To FDR

College Credit Granted
For Radio Program -Study
For the first time in the history

of Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, college and high school music
teachers from all sections of the
country taking post -graduate Summer
courses there are receiving credits
for studies integrated with radio pro-
grams. One of the five weekly class -

(Continued on Page 2)

Offer of the fully mobilized re-
sources of the entertainment industry
toward winning the war was sent to
President Roosevelt by the 45 member
organizations of the National Enter-
tainment Industry Council yester-
day, at the close of a two-day conven-
tion devoted to setting up the Coun-
cil as a permanent body and mapping
plans for its conduct as educational
and entertainment media on the war,
production and civilian fronts. Ap-

(Continued on Page 111)

Second year of war finds
radio production in a strongly
entrenched position, with the
programs now on the boards
and that offered for sale a more
virile product than ever before.
Some 200 independent produc-
ers, networks and stations are
represented in approximately
720 programs prepared for im-
mediate, or next season spon-
sorship; the fare as presented

(Continued on Page 4)

NAB Retail Promotion

Previewed To Guests
Sales Managers Executive Commit-

tee, Retail Promotion Committee, Ad-
visory Committee of Promotion Exe-
cutives, all of the NAB, and a hand -
full of guests yesterday attended a
preview presentation of the Retail
Promotion Plan which will be routed
among subscriber stations by the
NAB, starting September 15 in Wash-

(Continued on Page 111)

Walt Dennis Suggests
"Procedure" For NEIC

Of the two dozen or so suggestions
presented by representatives attend-
ing the National Entertainment Indus-
try Council, yesterday, at the Wal-

(Continued on Page 4)

Kudos for Kate
Kate Smith, who recently invited

squadron men of Air Transport to
CBS, was voted their favorite
singer of the skyways. She is
also the first to be cited for her
services in the Armed Forces by
having her name placed on the
honor roll in the American Women's
Volunteer Service "2.4-1" Canteen
here. The "2-4-1" stands for "two
lunches for one."

dhows of To-Morrow"...in this issue
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low Close

Am. Tel. G Tel 1563/4 1561/2 1561/4
CBS A 243/4 241/4 241/4 -
CBS B 241/ 241/4 241/4 -
Crosley Corp. 203/4 201/4 201/4
Gen. Electric 391/4 383/4 39 -
Philco 14% 241/2 24%
RCA Common 115/, 111/4 111/4 -
RCA First Pfd. 70 69T/e 70
Stewart -Warner 1334 131/2 131/2 - 1/4
Westinghouse 983/4 964 961/4 - 13/4
Zenith Radio 373/3 361/2 361/2 - 1

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 3% 33/4 33/4 -I- 1/s

OVER THE COUNTER

Net
Chg.

1/a
1/4

1/s

1/4

Bid Asked
Farnsworth Tel. & Rad 91/8 9Y2
Stromberg-Carlson .. 12% 13%
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23
WJR (Detroit) 27 29

OPA Seeking Uniformity
In Assembled -Set Prices

(Continued from Page 1)

number of dealers and jobbers who
have been assembling sets from parts
they had on hand when manufacture
of radios was stopped last Summer.

Swarthout-Taylor Subs Set
Eileen Farrell,

Mack Harrell,
baritone, will rep
out and Deems Ta
Hour" programs
ginning Sunday,
gram is heard fr

CBS soprano, and
Metropolitan Opera

ace Gladys Swarth-
ylor on the "Family
for six weeks, be -
July 18. The pro-
m 5-5:45 p.m.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON

I MASS.

RADIO DAILY
"Soap Opera" Libel Suit

Dismissed In U. S. Court
(Continued from Page 1)

ment, was dismissed in Federal Court
here yesterday. Judge John Bright
ruled that in his judgment "the article
complained of is not libelous, does not
exceed the bounds of fair criticism
and consent. Practically every word
is aimed at the writing," referring to
a written criticism by Dr. Berg some-
time ago.

When Dr. Berg's written criticism
of a radio serial appeared in public
print, Wylie subsequently wrote a
counter -criticism that was published
in "Printers' Ink." Feeling that
Wylie's published article  had dam-
aged his reputation, Dr. Berg filed
suit for libel However, Judge Bright,
in his ruling, cited that the reputation
of Berg as a critic had not been cri-
ticized; rather his writing.

College Credit Granted
For Radio Program -Study

(Continued from Page 1)
room sessions is being held in NBC's
Radio City studios, where the 150
teachers taking the course listen to
broadcasts of "Music at War" and
hear lectures by Dr. Gilbert Chase,
music specialist of the NBC Public
Service Department.

"Music at War," heard over NBC
Thursdays, 11:30 p.m., is a series of
six programs which forms the Sum-
mer broadcasts of the NBC Inter -
American University of the Air's
"Music of the New World."

Columbia Shows Saluting
WAVES' First Birthday

(Continued from Page 1)
of the WAVES, will be interviewed.
Aunt Jenny and her announcer, Dan
Seymour, will go to WTOP, Washing-
ton, D. C., for the purpose.

Bob Hawk and his "Thanks to the
Yanks," will be the second show to
pay tribute to the distaff side of the
Navy. The program will originate,
by invitation of Capt. W. F. Amsden,
at the U. S. Naval Training School,
Women's Reserve, and participants in
the quiz will be drawn from the
ranks of the "cadets."

Wood In Needle Plea Today
Barry Wood will continue hs plea

for the donation of phonograph
needles for the armed forces overseas
when he appears this afternoon on
"Personally It's Off the Record," heard
over WABC from 4:45-5:00 p.m.

111111111111111111111110II111IIIIIIIIuIIIIlt

W 6NX YORK
WITH THE MOST INTIMATE

APPROACH
EffECTiVE PROGRAM

TO AMERICAS
LARGEST MARKET

..sans

5000 WATTS ta
OVER METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

CBS Completes Plans
For O&O Rate Cards
(Continued from Page 1)

network, outlets concerned are:
WABC, New York; WBBM, Chicago;
WBT, 'Charlotte; KMOX, St. Louis;
WCCO, Minneapolis; KNX, Los
Angeles; WEEI, Boston and WTOP,
Washington.

Highlights relative to the new rate
cards are contained in a letter sent
to the respective stations and the
Columbia Pacific Network by Smith.
These are as follows:

The purchasers of announcement time
will now enjoy the proved discount structure
heretofore offered only in connection with
purchasers of program time:

Weekly frequency discounts, weekly dollar -
volume discounts and discounts for consecu-
tive weeks now apply to purchase of an-
nouncement time (although program -time and
announcement -time may not be combined for
discount purposes).

Also, beginning August 15, announcements
of all types may be combined for the purpose
of earning frequency, dollar -volume and con-
secutive -weeks discounts.

In order that these rate cards may attain
the greatest possible simplicity in use, we
have omitted from them all special package
services, to which the discount system de-
scribed above does not apply.

Rate card addenda, incorporating special
service data for each of our stations will be
sent to you later. The rate structure in these
station cards is wholly consistent with cur-
rent listening habits.

The new rate card for the Col bia Pacific
Network includes:

(a) a new transition period (10:00 p.m.
to 10:30 p.m. daily and 12 noon to 6:00
p.m. Sundays).

(b) a cash discount, identical to that
offered by the CBS nationwide network, is
now afforded advertisers on Columbia Pacific.

Advertisers currently using any of
these stations may elect to use either
the present or the new rate and dis-
count structure from August 15, 1943
to August 14, 1944 on schedules prior
to August 15, 1943; provided these
schedules are continued without in-
terruption. The new rate and dis-
count structure will, of course, apply
to schedules contracted for after
August 14, 1943, and to all schedules
on and after August 14, 1944.

Wedding Bells
Lou Dearborn, chief announcer of

WICC-Yankee network in Brideport,
was married recently to Priscilla
Sturges at the bride's parents' home
in Fairfield. William Elliott, special
feature announcer of WIOC was best
man. Mrs. Leslie Robinson, WTCC's
assistant supervisor, played a program
of marital music.

Kaye Tensey, secretary to John
McNeil, manager of WJZ, will be
married on Saturday to Lt. Joseph
William Perry, USNR.

HELP
IF YOU ARE HAVING DIFFI-
CULTY FINDING THE RIGHT
PERSON FOR ANY VACANCY
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION-
CALL

FRANK M c G R A N N
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.

(AGENCY)
331 Madison Ave. 143rd St.), N. Y.

MURRAY HILL 2-6494

C01i1II1G and GOI1

NATHAN FRANK, manager of WCBT, a
yesterday at the headquarters of the Blue
work. He plans to leave for home on
week-end.

HAROLD E. FELLOWS, station mana1
WEEI, Columbia's O&O outlet in Boston,
in New York yesterday and left town last

BERNARD PAGENSTECHER, of the
Hackett Company, advertising agents,
combined business and pleasure trip
weeks on the West Coast.

JOE RINES, staff conductor on the 8I1í
work, leaving for a vacation at 1Buckwood I
Shawnee, Pa.

JOHN REED KING, NAT BRUSILOFF,
HAVRILLA and FRANK FORREST are in i
for the broadcasting of tonight's "bout
Nothing" program from the Memorial Hall

MICHAEL BARKWAY, correspondent for
leaves Sunday on a tour of the Middle
to study farm conditions.

JAMES T. MILNE, manager of WELT
Haven affiliate of the Blue, spent
in New York.

FRANK CONRAD, of Edward Petry G
is vacationing.

MBS Halts WSAY Fe
Following AFM T

(Continued from Page 1)
though remotes were alre
through further threats by t
the network at 4:05 p.m. y
stopped feeding studio or
music as well. In a state
Miller McClintock, president,

did n
to halt service on its entire
and thus harm other outle
with MBS who had no disput
pointed out, was wholly bet
affiliate WSAY and the AFM

Nothing open right now 011

"Housewive's Jackpot.'
Baltimore's most popular
daytime program that really
sells! Glad to put you on tit
waiting list. Who's next
"The People's Voice of Baltimore

Represented by Headley -Reed
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The COASTAL BROADCASTING
CO., Inc;

NEW BERN, NORTH CAROLINA

* 250 WATTS

* UNLIMITED
TIME

RADIO STATION WHIT 1450 ON YOUR DIAL

"WE HELP INDUSTRY THRIVE"

June 21

1 9 4 3

Mr. Walter
Rundle

United Press Associations

Daily News Building

New York City

Dear Mr. Rundle:

Our hat is off to United Press, whose up-to-the-

minute news dispatches
and splendid,

timely features

make it possible
for us to give our listeners

what

I
believe tD be the finest news service obtainable

at any price.

At the present
time we are regularly

scheduling
124

United Press newscasts
and features

weekly.
This

total expresses
better than words the confidence

and

respect manifested
In your service

by our sponsors

and listeners
alike. It is probably

because of

United Press leadership
that many

of our sponsors

have maintained
uninterrupted

schedules
since going

on the air in April of 1942.

We are indeed
proud to be among the nation's stations

to give our listeners "The
World's Best Coverage of

the Worli's Biggest
News" every

hour -- efyday.

lnh/Jm

cord

Louis N. iiowa

President
THE COASTAL

BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

DEDICATED
TO THE SERVICE OF NEW BERN AND EASTERN CAROLINA

FOREMOST BECAUSE IT OFFERS MOST
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Industry Producers

Reveal Future Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

in RADIO DAILY'S Fourth Annual
Shows of Tomorrow is classified in
14 categories.

An excellent balance has been
maintained by the producers in ques-
tion, with war shows as such holding
but a slightly higher edge than last
year when the global conflict was
already felt throughout the industry.
Most noticeable increase, in any type
of program is that of the musical type
of production of which there is a
20 per cent increase over last year.
Similar increase is noted in news
and current events type of program
which of course is naturally attri-
buted to the war, although they are
not strictly concerned with war news
in every case.

Femme Show Increase
Dramatic strip serial and variety

programs are running about the same
as a year ago; programs appealing to
women, due to the various special
shows dwelling on home economics
upon which there is now considerable
stress, are also on the upgrade
Juvenile programs are slightly off as
to new presentations in number, but
the quiz continues to be popular as
evidenced by the added number of
offerings. Straight dramatic fare of
the separate episode type shows up
strongly but not in the same numeri-
cal strength as previous seasons.
Comedy, reflecting the growing
scarcity of gag writers, is somewhat
off but not enough to cause concern
in any quarter.

Strange as it may seem sports pro-
grams have not fallen off in so far as
new ideas are concerned which in-
sures no dearth of such entertainment
for those desiring it.

Apart from the regular run of
shows there appears to be a wealth
of new ideas throughout each classi-
fication and in most cases everything
has been streamlined to meet war-
time conditions. Due to shows being
on the move constantly, a few of the
shows presented have been sold for
the coming season-sold between the
time the questionnaires involved were
returned to RADIO DAILY and sent to
press. In some cases however, these
same programs may become avail-
able for another season.

Once again showmanship is not
lacking in the presentations and the
entire group of programs contained
in "Shows of Tomorrow" is a tribute
to the many stations, networks and
independent producers represented.

"Music By Warrington"
Starts Monday On CBS

"Music by Warrington," featuring
Johnny Warrington's Orchestra with
Marion Mason and Jack Hunter,
vocalists, makes its bow over CBS
Monday, July 19, from 12:05-12:30
a.m., EWT. It will originate at WCAU,
Philadelphia. The music will be
"classical in treatment, but will seek
to retain the melodic beauty of con-
temporary popular songs.

SHOWS OF TOMORROW
Editorial Index

Page
Introduction-By Jack Alicoate, Publisher of Radio Daily 9

Shows of Tomorrow 11

Programming of Tomorrow 13

Network Program Problems 15

The Blue Looks Itself Over 17

Whodunnit Shows For Escape 19
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Dramatic Series 29

Comedy 41
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Hollywood News 51
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Miscellaneous 61
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Sports 92

Variety 94
War Shows 100
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Foreign Language 103

Walt Dennis Suggests
"Procedure" For NEIC

(continued from Page 1)
dorf-Astoria, as industry war effort,
projects admonition offered by Walt
Dennis, chief of NAB's News Bureau,
received heavy applauding for its
practicality and directness. Dennis
spoke up after much time had been
consumed by vague recommenda-
tions. He said:

"The need of this industry is the
need to be recognized and to be pub-
licly shown to be an industry first,
and secondly, to serve the people of
this country where they are not being
served-in the back woods-in the
grass roots-in the country that pays
the box office bill and keeps you alive.
This whole thing is very simple from
the top down, but believe me it is
not simple from the ground up. The
biggest service that this organization
could render would be the education
of the people in this country to what
the entertainment industry is. Fifty
years ago an actress was a scarlet
woman. It hasn't changed much, be-
lieve me. My own industry, radio, is
guilty of this too. We have a mighty
fine vehicle for entertainment in the
radio instrument, but how many
people know what the instrument is?
How many people know the value of
this medium as an educational force?

"We have to grow into an adult, and
that is going to take years and not
weeks. We are either going out of
this as an organization or we are
going out of here as a 90 -day wonder.
We have to make the start with the
people, or you won't get the press.
radio or anything else. We have got
to start level. The people in this
group have got to throw personali-
ties, selfish interests, needs and de-
sires of their own right out the win-
dow, because if you don't you might
just as well close up shop and quit
now."

Alberti To Fox Films
As Skouras Assistant

(Continued from Page 1)
to Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Century -Fox Film Corp. He suc-
ceeds Stirling Silliphant who leaves
the company to be commissioned as
Ensign in the U. S. Navy. Alberti will
also be aide to Larry Kent, executive
assistant to Skouras.

Alberti will assume his new duties
August 2, and in addition has offered
his services as voluntary consultant
to the New York War Finance Com-
mittee. Prior to joining the Treasury
Dept. Alberti was a Blue Network
producer -director. A few years ago
he was with the artists bureau of
CBS.

9 4 3
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July 16
Mildred Bohl Philip S. Barrison
Edith Davis F. C. Eighmey
Charles Elgeston Harvey Harding
Evelyn Lynne Frank Singiser

William Woodson
Judge Eugene Octave Sykes

July 17
George Barnes Carl Burkland
Col. Walter P. Burn Lenore Cordial
Charles Howard William Shelley
Ed Sims James DeWitt McBride

July
Harriet Hilliard
Gay Lee
Adele Ronson

Derby Sproul

18

Howard Jones
Marvin Mueller

Red Skelton
Hal Styles

S

Mutual Sets Change!

In 2 Major Policil
(Continued from Page 1)

tion in home -town markets of
nation.

The new option time, which g
into effect August 1, 1943 will mi
available to advertisers five and o.
half hours of commercial time
weekdays and five hours on Sunda
The new option time sked follows:

Monday through Saturday,
morning: 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p,
Afternoon: 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. -5 p
to 6 p.m.; Evenings: 8 p.m. to 10
p.m.

Sunday: 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.; Even
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. to 10
p.m. All time is EWT.

The new volume discount plan gi
into effect Nov 1, 1943. The revi:
rates will not affect current netw(
advertisers until Nov. 1, 1944. Clie
signing with Mutual before Nov.
1943 can avail themselves of the c
year's protection.

Maximum discounts for "A" m,
kets are left at 50 per cent under 1
new plan. For "B" markets the redi
tion will be to 50 per cent and
"C" markets to 60 per cent. At pi
sent "A" markets receive a 50 I

cent maximum discount; "B" mark
60 per cent, and "C" markets 75 I
cent. The new rate plan changes I
discounts from the present frequ
system to a dollar volume plan

McClintock Describes Plan
"The new plan," McClintoc

plained, "reducing as it does th
counts on our station in home
market, is in line with several
tual research studies conduct
the past six months for indi
Mutual shows which have unco
increases of from 100 to 379 per
in audiences compared to the me
regularly surveyed centers,"

The increase in Mutual's billini
McClintock told the Board membe
points to a $14,000,000 gross for 11

W. E. MacFarlane of WGN, Chicag
presided over the Executive Comm]
tee meeting held July 13. In I

tendance were Alfred J. McCosk
Chairman of the Board, WOR,
York; Theodore C. Streibert,
president, WOR, New York;
Carpenter, WHK-WCLE, Clev
Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-pres
Don Lee Broadcasting System,
Shepard III, Yankee network,
Miller McClintock.

The Board and Shareholders
ing was also held with' Alfred J.
Cosker presiding. The following-
addition to those who attended tl
Executive Committee session-we
present: J. E. Campeau of CKLI
Detroit -Windsor; Hope Barroll,
and Harold Batchelder of WFB
Baltimore; Benedict Gimbel, Jr.
WIP, Philadelphia; Leonard Kapp
of WCAE, Pittsburgh; Kenne
Church of WKRC, Cincinnati; atto
neys Louis Caldwell and George H
gard; Miles Lamphiear, Audi
Robert A. Schmid, Promotion and IQ
search Manager; Richard Connor, St
tions Relations Division; Ed Woo
Jr., Sales Manager, and Adolph 0:
finger, Program Manager.



The impartial radio research

paid for cooperatively by all

major stations in this area
proves conclusively that
WAAT (America's 2nd oldest

station) delivers most listeners

per dollar in North Jersey.

No wonder leading agencies and
advertisers are getting "on the
beam" - are placing more new
national business than ever be-
fore on New Jersey's First Sta-
tion! It will pay you to investi-
gate! Write, wire, or telephone
WAAT; Executive Offices, Hotel
Douglas, Newark, New Jersey.

National Representatives (Outside New York Area) Spot Sales, Inc.

When * k
A .

.
i.:... rae

'

;MART

use

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR NORTH JERSEY'S BEST RADIO BUY"t you realize this market contains over 31/, million people; more than these 14 cities combined: -Kansas City, Irulianapolis,eieste>r, Denver, Atlanta. Dallas, Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.as
azzonsmimi



"TODAY, IN BUSINESS AS IN LIVING, THE ESSENTIAL THINGS COME FIRST

A Needle... and the Washington Market
What has the Washington Market to do
with a needle and thread? The answer
is easy.

The American people know that a needle
and thread are essential ... or it might
be back to leopard skin for all of us.

And American business men know that
advertising in the right markets is essen-
tial, particularly today ... or back they
might go to swap and barter.

Washington is one of these right markets
... and WRC is the essential station .. .
because WRC, in Washington, the na-
tion's listening post, covers a market
where the population has doubled in two
years ... where retail sales have tripled

- where the average family income is
highest in the country ... where morning,
afternoon and night, more people listen
to WRC than any other station in
Washington.

WRC ... WASHINGTON
One of Eleven Stations in
Eleven Essential Markets

Represented by NBC Spot Sales

Eleven stations that broadcast the na-
tion's most popular programs to 55% of
the radio families in the United States ...
eleven essential stations where the buying
power is 34.2% greater than the average
for the whole country.

Yes, eleven stations as essential to Amer-
ican business for the maintenance and
growth of war and peace time sales as a
needle and thread are essential to the
American people for the maintenance of
their way of life.

WRC 
WEAF  New York

WMAQ  Chicago

KDKA  Pittsburgh

WTAM  Cleveland

KOA  Denver

WASHINGTON

KYW Philadelphia
KPO  San Francisco

WBZ-A  Boston -Springfield

WGY  Schenectady

WOWO-WGL  Fort Wayne

NBC SPOT SALES

One of a series. on America's fastest -glowing Victory Markets-Washi,ngto'n
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SHIMS OF

MORROWTO..
War found Radio ready. Its powder was dry. Since

Pearl Harbor its marksmanship has been brilliantly
accurate. Its compelling round-the-clock accomplishments
both dynamic and dramatic.

To final and complete victory; To the preservation of
eternal peace and security; To the fight for freedom, the
greatest of all causes, nothing can be more important
than the building and constant holding of the highest
national morale. Here Radio plays its radiant part.

In presenting this, the 1943 edition of "Shows of
Tomorrow," Radio Daily offers a market place display
of the outstanding shows, thoughts and ideas available
for the coming season. The entire industry has enthusi-
astically cooperated in its presentation.

No sponsor can perform a greater service to his
country than to gear his campaign to the national effort.
And let it be said again, in all fairness, that no medium
has more to offer than the tried, proven and long estab-
lished opportunity presented by RADIO.

Publi,lier

CO DAILY
9



at home in home-
town Aillca

EVERY EXPEDITION into home -town America-those

markets beyond range of regular, 32 -city research-
winds up right in Mutual's backyard. Here is where
three-quarters of all U. S. radio families live, tuning
habitually to the home -town station in preference to
super -power strangers located miles away. And here

Mutual provides far more home -town stations than
any other network. Fully 120 markets are served,

from within, by Mutual alone, compared with 56,
45, and 37, respectively, for the other networks.

Crossley is now making a continuing study of
this advantage, and the score is already tabulated for
six programs broadcast in 23 home -town markets.

In each one, Mutual has the only network outlet,
though each market lies in the designated primary
coverage area of one or more competing 50,000-

watters. Home -town ratings for these Mutual pro-
grams are 37% to 190% higher than the "national"

ratings obtained in four -network cities!
Whether your message is for the entire nation,

or for only selected sections, Mutual assures you a

warm welcome throughout home -town America.

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

10 RADIO DA



HOUJS of TOfflORRO1U
a salute to the producer

By 1N. H. Shapiro
Editor, RADIO DAII.I

NLY the other day, two fairly prosperous -looking men
ambled east in Radio City and marveled at the line of
patrons waiting to enter the portals of the Music Hall.

: a business," one of them remarked. "How would you like
e something like that where the customers fall all over them -
waving their money at the cashier, everybody breaking

eck to get into the store. I'd love it!" And so they continued
it way, possibly without a thought to the fact that before you

"customers" breaking their necks to get into the "store"
ust create the reason why, that the particular theater -crowd
rere passing was the result of a finished product of endless
and tear on individuals in Hollywood and elsewhere, careful
ng and execution so that some 90,000,000 people weekly
find something to amuse them in numerous theaters through-

country. Someone somewhere always shoulders the re-
bility of seeing to it that the theater patrons get their money's
so to speak-and if he fails-there is a new boy making the
s. The responsibility is great:

ess a responsibility however than the broadcasting industry
shoulders the responsibility far greater in every respect.

i members of the family g to pictures and certain members
en left home. Radio is in of home. It is hardly ever a matter
,ctivity as to programs when the "family" tunes in. There
danger on one hand of something fearful reaching junior's
Dr is there any danger on the other hand of mom or pop being
t in the cold. The dial is handy, there are many stations to
'from and most any time of the night or day there is suitable
hich strikes a happy medium. Latest figures based on the
;ensus reveals 28,048,219 Radio Families. Some sources of
tes several hundred thousand more. Average weekly listen-
dience, while never exactly tabulated, undoubtedly soars far
the weekly average credited to motion picture and other

s. Thus, the greatest obligation on the part of any group in
tory of the world, whether entertainment, education, enlight-
)n global, national or local community affairs, falls upon
oup charged with supplying radio listeners with programs.

well the broadcasting industry has discharged its obliga -
its millions of listeners may be gleaned from its "customers."
holds true both literally and figuratively. Actually one corn-

tts the other; without the sponsor's enterprise and investment,
a personality and program would be lost to the radio audi-
without the audience tuning in, and subsequently buying the
iser's product, the advertiser could not continue along such
Which, of course, is no new observation; but no matter how
money a sponsor pours into radio, without the writer, pro -
director et al and their work perfectly coordinated, there still

Program worthy of the name.
irally all radio programs are not dependent upon commer-
Zgles. Probably some of the finest ever heard are 100 per
ie product of the station or network and the categories run
straight entertainment to public service, educational news
tizations or symphony orchestras. Once again there is no

beginning and no end without the program -builder, his vision and
ability to present it to the best advantage to his radio audience.

The second year of the war finds the industry subject to the
same trials and tribulations as the average yet there was no loss
to the listener in so far as his programs were concerned. What-
ever the drawback, the listener was never told that due to circum-
stances beyond the station or network's control much less the war,
programs would from now on be of inferior quality or that in place
of the wonderful schedule originally planned, the audience would
have to take whatever could be cooked up, pot -luck for the dura-
tion.

On the contrary, programs were never better than now. New
blood and ideas born of the war have been constantly injected
despite difficulties. The spirit of Victory and a Lasting Peace
has imbued itself in radio programming, not by accident but by
decisive action and courageous treatment. While it does not apply
to every show, those dealing with the war theme have developed
a style of realism unsurpassed on the stage, screen or written page.

Thus to the everlasting credit of the "man behind the gun," what-
ever his role as part of the cog in the wheel that provides the end-
less chain of programs, there is no letdown as a result of the war.
The "unseen army" that provides the millions of listeners with
fresh viewpoints and programs daily on 16, 18 and sometimes 24
hour schedules, continues its toil despite the handicaps or war.
Not only does it hold true of the station or network, but the inde-
pendent writer and producer as well, who not only feels the re-
sponsibility to constantly maintain program standards but to ex-
ceed those of the past with all the resources at his command. Fur-
ther he often makes substantial investments and gambles on the
likes and dislikes of various factors. Usually he hits the mark-if
he doesn't-there is no group of listeners to offer condolences; only
those expecting the best and plenty of it every time they turn the
knob. For they are the ones after all, who decide what constitutes
a successful program. The failures, they consider none of their
business-and rightly so. For radio has long since committed itself
to deliver a complete service, be it agency, client or listener.

So, in the following pages, RADIO DAILY dedicates its "Shows
of Tomorrow" as a salute to the men and women who so diligently
strive to present to the American public the fruit of their labor-the
best programs they know how to write and produce.

That so many fine shows are available notwithstanding the
double duty of many in cooperating with the various government
agencies, is a tribute to radio's undiminished progress, a steady
trend since the day it was born.

10 DAILY
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ROGRAIRIT1ING OF TOÍ11ORROUJ- the pattern changes
By Clarence L. Menser

Vice -President In Charge Of Programs
National Broadcasting Co.

WOULD be impossible to make a prediction on radio pro -
ramming of tomorrow without taking into consideration the
ast year. During that year the whole pattern of radio
ramming was changed in order to reflect the impact of the

This was indicated by the hundreds of thousands of an -
cements carrying such messages, by the changes in the plots
rytime serials to include personal experiences undergone by
lies all over the country who have sent men and women
the service, by hundreds of special war shows which have
Iced many regular features, and by innumerable presenta -
in camps of programs which normally belong in the studios.

en a quick resume of the facts indicates not only the extent
he great solidity and integrity of radio's contribution to the
effort. It stands as a convincing bit of evidence against those
have, from time to time, been critical of radio's war effort and

r must now be surprised when they realize how wrong they
r in assuming that this industry, devoted primarily to enter -

rent, could not tighten its belt with the rest of the country and
its proper place with other war industries.

eaking for the Program Department of the National Broad-
ig Company, that we are in the war for the
:ion. We will continue our programming in the future, as we
in the past, on a basis alance between entertainment

war information which wilr provide what we believe to be
reatest impact upon the greatest possible audience. The point

t hich we will probably experience the most difficulty is the
ly of talent. Our greatest concern for the year ahead must

i fore be, at this point, the indications that the manpower situa-
will make continued demands upon the industry for both
rmers and creators of radio material. This is particularly
Because the radio industry is built chiefly around the activities
rung people. The most crucial point of all in the talent
ion will probably be that of writers. Unfortunately this is a

.) whose contributions have not always been properly recog-
. That will change before another year has come and gone.
ár2 important still, his audience will also recognize it. Many
actor who has felt that only his inspired direction could bring
st to the lifeless words he has been handed by a writer, will

> many a secret session before the wailing wall. But like
other difficulty, this one may also have a brighter side.

:inly the time is ripe for all the writing talent which has
 lamed at never being given a chance to step into the spot -
3 and center stage.

ase same opportunities will be open to performing talent as
as writers. While the full importance of this fact may not
alized for two or three years, certainly the next year can be a
icant one in introducing comedians and other much needed
of performers. The Program Department of NBC, in antici-

n of this problem and as a hope for its partial solution, has
dy set in motion an extensive plan for development of

of all types-writers, performers, directors, announcers-
; stations throughout the network. If the present and coming
gency, with respect to all these types of talent, will result in

atizing our methods of talent development and in removing
of the haphazard elements which we have had in the past,

y hold hidden benefits.
a daytime serials fill such an important place both in the

radio program structure and in the minds of their tremendous
audience that they will, of course, continue. So long as they tell
stories and tell them well, they will always be with us. And
rightly so. A world which has given hours on end to story telling
since man became articulate is not likely to change its habits
radically.

As for night-time radio, it will continue, as it has in the past, to
present free of charge the greatest mass of high-grade entertain-
ment and information which the civilized world has ever known.
For the past year it has delivered with great efficiency all of its
force and influence to the war effort, and it will undoubtedly
continue to do so in the future.

The change in listener habits brought about by changes in their
lives due to the schedules of war industries places increasing
importance upon the late night shows. NBC started several years
ago to schedule studio -built shows in the late evening hours on
the theory that there was an audience for this type of presentation.
This attitude has not only been justified, but it has become in-
creasingly important with the shift to late working hours for
millions of our listeners. This type of scheduling will be maintained
and increased in line with the evident demands of our audience.

One aspect of radio programming will need definite attention
during the coming year. The rising tide of discussion concerning
it, along with the inevitable economic need for preserving it in
one form or another, makes consideration of it imperative. This is
the one minute announcement. That the problem hasn't been met
very intelligently most everyone will agree. Insofar as the an-
nouncement generally becomes as irritant to listeners, it is bad. If
the industry is wise, it will set its genius for meeting problems to
work on this one and devise ingenious methods of presentation by
which these announcements can be programmed in a way that will
be acceptable to the listener and profitable to the station and the
advertiser. It would be most unfortunate if the problem were
simply ignored on the basis of economic expediency.

Two factors which have appeared within the last year will
probably have much to do with our overall programming structure.
The loss of talent will probably force us into programming more
music. The industry has long catalogued and used much of the
musical literature in the world. It has been extremely remiss in
making available to itself and using a comparable amount of the
dramatic literature. With music available and with performers
of the written word unavailable, it is natural that there should be
a swing toward musical programs. A second factor which lends
itself to this thinking is institutional advertising. With industry
generally in its present position, with many products unavailable
to the general market, but with a desire to keep the product
name before the audience, there will probably be more institu-
tional programming. And since this is a type which lends itself
to music, large musical programs are again indicated.

Radio program departments have given ample testimony ofthe fact that they are both ingenious and flexible. They know
that it is their business to reflect the spirit of the time as well as
to serve the listener. The available material for radio programs
is so tremendous and the fundamental elements of proper pre-
sentation are so well known that there should be no fear on the
part of anyone that changing conditions in the world cannot bemet with programs which will hold an audience, either for
entertainment or for the delivery of a message.

'10 DAILY
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Chasing Gloom
W HN's Two-Hour

Four

Show

Is Extended
By HARRIET VAN HORNE.

good it usually
graduates from to

Wheni a
status

network
sustainershow to

si
sponsor some-timesrii-stepchild s henen it itselftvery goodo indeed

ranks theo
sponsoredrP

adds more
it provesnsponsor,

stations to the

when

good
show snares a

On the smaller stations,
end

a g it is. But WkIN was

you contentmnte
think that's the of it. ewhen

rave notices
drew sponsors, fan mail,

afternoon variety

not to let matters rest there
Results that the two-hour

show, The Gloom Dodgers,udience rating
and a decidedly healthy

er-

show today wasextended will°be heard
and
hen eforthswitchedfrom 9lateto 1,six

d for this
toa the .morning.Tee

daysextr a week. Three TinysRof
uffner, the handsomonies

are e six-footer for-

merly
with NBC's

session:Sho Toy Irving Kaufman and the show, s regu-

lar,
rl Morth Show Boat;

Sisters, Karole
Singer and Don Bestor's orchestra.

Mort Lawrence.
Rest of the cast

remains the same: Adrienne

the Barry are the only serious interruption
of the morning -

Ames, spots
Four news
lonó tomfoolery.

Chief charm of The Gloom Dodgers
is that it all sounds casual

top -

shows is mercifully
missing, as is the variety

and unrehearsed.
The tenseness,

the elaborate
fanfare of some of

the evening stars.heavY with

DOD
2, 1943

of the INDUSTRY 0

US'
9:00 A. M. to 1:00 P. M. -- MONDAY through SATURDAY

"Gloom Dodgers" is that live -
talent, gay and tuneful show
that provides the currently -sought
"escape" entertainment of music
and comedy in the morning, and
with it blends informative fifteen -
minute news reports. Informal,
strictly off -the -elbow, casual ...
this sparkling program gets close
to its audience.
A pre -built and proven program, ''Gloom
Dodgers" is sold in fifteen -minute periods
across the board, Monday through Saturday
at a package price for time and talent.

5 0,0 0 0 WATTS
1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19 N. Y.
Chicago Office: 360 N. Michigan Avenue

Anything can happen and
anything does!

In less than a year "Gloom
Dodgers" has established itself
as an impulsive variety program
with universal appeal . . . as a
showmanship program that sells.
For in the size and responsive-
ness of its audience there are
proven sales possibilities.

1050 on your DIAL
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ETUJORH PROGRAM PROBLEMS
- - as indicated in 1943

By Davidson Taylor
Assistant Director of Broadcasts
Columbia Broadcasting System

-fE year ahead in radio looks good for all -girl orchestras,
audience participation shows, comedians over 38 who can
write their own material, and Frank Sinatra. It is also safe
edict that good broadcasts of all kinds will become more
lit in the coming twelve months, because experienced men
have learned what a good program is will be harder and
ar to find.
the same time, radio's war job must be done even better than
s been done thus far. The war requires. at this stage the
?ffort radio can put forth, and the war has taken many of the
le best equipped to make that effort.
th casualties among our soldiers and sailors would make
iingless some programs which now seem quite acceptable.
tcers and writers of dramatic programs are already asking
selves whether the emotions, ideals and involvements of their
characters are not becoming pallid and trivial as compared
the heightened drama of their listeners' lives. The program
cape (from the ills we know to those we know not of) still
a place on the air. But the programs which pretend to

'm are going to have to reexamine their scales of values.
in the comparatively successful war programs are going to
hemselves merely repeating a formula and lagging behind
rocession of events if they don't look out. Pity the plight of
n who spends his whole time writing about mileage rationing.
tge rationing is just as important as it ever was, but he can't
of anything to say about itdony longer. Nonetheless, some -
will have to think of something new to say about mileage

ling.

good many people who have never done program work
e are doing it now. Other new people will undertake this
of job shortly. They will bring to the air some new ideas.
will tend to make a great many of the mistakes radio has

ed to guard against during the past two decades. The Army
fevised several brilliant methods of speeding up the teach-
irocess in such vital fields as, for instance, the learning of
rages. With application, an officer can be taught by new
Dds to speak Chinese with a basic vocabulary in two weeks.

has speeded up its program training courses considerably,
.o matter how much it can speed up training, it cannot give
e experience, and consequently the new ones must have
nt and creative supervision. A good many radio officials
have paid slight attention to programs since the day their
rtions went from the red into the black will have to start
ing hard about programs again.
ws will obviously continue its vital role in the program
rum. The correspondents and the analysts will have to
an even greater weight of responsibility for accuracy and

 y, and the radio news agencies will be obligated more
fly to give all the news consistent with security. Meanwhile,
processes of coverage will have to be mastered. The prob-
of covering an invasion now arise.
a Army's wire recording machine, which is just short of
:ulous, will be loaned to radio correspondents who will then
the units to the fronts, record the sounds of action and the
s of the men engaged, and ship the coils of wire to a point
urity. There the recordings will have to be censored andi 3 before they can be transmitted. The device is simple, port-and almost shockproof. It is not foolproof. Its usefulness

CIO DAILY

in compelling the civilian to share the sense of battle will depend
on the quality and the imagination of the men who employ it.

The thrill has departed from the mere recognition of the fact
that a broadcast originates abroad. They now want to know,
when they head a foreign pickup, "What is he saying? With what
authority does he speak?" Transmission from Great Britain has
already reached a point of dependability beyond the depend-
ability of originations from a good many American stations on any
given network. Now and then a broadcast from England may
be distorted seriously, and occasionally it may be inaudible, but
it usually is well thought-out and it makes sense.

Such programs as "Answering You," "An American in Eng-
land," and "Transatlantic Call" point to a day when a program
may originate in any part of the world, provided the show is
there. But the radio public in this country has become world -
conscious before it has become America -conscious. Radio in the
United States has been more enterprising in originating programs
from abroad than from the towns which most Americans call
home towns. Often the programs from other towns than New York,
Hollywood, and Chicago imitate the metropolitan product.

American stations are just beginning to explore the techniques
of what the British call actuality programs. There has been an
increase of programs which present real people speaking their
minds, but the rich vein of our national life is largely untapped.

Straight entertainment is a craft, and must come from the key
stations which have the money, the security and the production
talent to present the most gifted performers. This may well be
the year when the public realizes, for the first time, that Mr. Benny,
clever as he is, does not actually make up all those funny sayings
every Sunday night. Somebody has to write down who says
what when. Somebody has to edit it. Somebody has to direct it
and pace it. Then, if almost everybody listens, it's no accident.
Perhaps the listeners at length will learn that good programs are
not a grand improvisation, but are the result of talent, brain
sweat, taste, and skill.

Listening patters are changing, the radio program men will have
to keep up with the alterations in audience distribution around the
clock. Also they must not forget that curtailment of travel makes
stay-at-homes even more dependent on radio for their informa-
tion and their entertainment than they have been before.

One other little chore confronts radio program people this
year, in addition to helping terminate the war, taking care of
personal replacements and keeping audience. That is the job of
looking ahead and doing programs about the shape of the future
before the future becomes irrevocably the past. Post-war programs
cannot be confined to dull talks and lively discussion. Somehow
they most captivate the imagination of the large public, stimulate
thinking and propose conclusions. Radio itself is as much a parcel
of the future as is democracy. What kind of post-war world the
listeners want will be determined to a large extent by the kinds
of post-war worlds they think are possible, and radio must tell
them some of the possibilities.

Mr. Churchill has asked "What kind of people do they thinkwe are?"
American radio must aid its listeners in answering another

query: "What kind of people do we think we are?" The answer
to that would certainly speed victory and help to clarify the peace.
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WNEW vs. Soap Operas
Some people say daytime serials upset people's

nerves and things. Maybe so, but we don't believe it.

But we do know there are more people in New York
who don't listen to soap operas than there are people
who do. It's not so much their nerves - they just
like music.

From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. when soap opera heroines
are coming to grips with life on the two big net-
works, here's what's happening on the other New
York stations:*

WNEW has a 23% larger total audience
than the next nearest network station.

WNEW has a 31% larger total audience
than the second nearest network station.

WNEW has an 80 % larger total audience
than the next nearest independent station.

And with the others, there's no contest.

When you're buying New York, buy the biggest
audience for the least amount of money-buy WNEW.

* Source: The Pulse of New York, May, 1943.

WNE W
501 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Serving New York and New Jersey Twenty -Four Hours a Day

NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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via the arnum an le

IHE BLUE LOWIS ITSELF OVER

g
By Phillips Carlin,

Vice -President In Charge Of Programs
Blue Network

THEN good old P. T. made his historic remark about suckers
and their birthrate (I believe it was one a minute) he was
speaking as a prophet who foresaw the birth of radio and

r flue Network. Mark Woods is a sucker, as are Ed Kobak,
v 3arry, Fred Thrower, all our salesmen and even the charlady
r cleans out the memoranda from the baskets at night. We
1 o be known as suckers. For we're push-overs for ideas and
i )sitions from individuals, production agencies, strangers as
ri as friends. The doors in the Blue offices might just as well
B tken out and used in National Defense as scrap metal. We
I t have to fight any war to establish an open-door policy
'1 the birth of the Blue.

we are not mere words, but facts which have been estab-
s 3 by practice. Some of the production agencies which can
ºt y on our behalf include General Amusements, William Morris,
c Joffe, Phil Lord, Bernard Shubert, Music Corporation, Ray
1 an, Robert Maxwell, *"les freres" Lewis, and a host of other
n 1lzations as well as individuals. Somehow or other word
11 have leaked out that we were receptive to promoting the
II fellow's ideas and properties. There have been few argu-
iI 3 about contracts, production control, credit lines, and all
tI ther detail which consume time and energy, while the show
sI sits on the shelf. We feel that the best way to try out a
z is not by discussion in the office but by airing over those
ii fcles. People never become very enthusiastic about inter-
If communications or lists of program availabilities, but they
a ce to hear that thing that comes out of the loud speaker.

.es Freres" is French for "the brothers."

a think it's a swell idea to have ambassadors-at-large running
fL loe leather for the Blue. No network has any corner on
n s or creative genius, certainly not the Blue. In fact a net-
-c> consists of contributions from many sources, broadcast by

Dperative set-up of stations in the public interest.
're not the richest network in the world yet, which accounts

>11e fact that some shows have been foregone, but where there
ed a possibility of listeners and the budget could stand it, we

c/' taken a flier. There's been a grand feeling of movement
n ºxcitement about our operation for that reason. Not all of the
1 s have proved successful, which proves that we're in the
ii business. Probably 100 different shows in the last 17 months,
r the formation of the new Blue, have been booked. Inci-
a Illy a substantial number of them have been sold. Just to
n a that I'm not talking through my hat on this, we did a
NI figuring, and here's what we found. Since January 1942,
> te, we've auditioned 1400 actors and actresses, 300 singers,
2 !ts, 81 package shows, 36 commentators, and 475 prospective
n uncers, besides auditioning 40 shows for agencies. You can
II add to that list 1600 children auditioned by Madge Tucker

er two children's programs. Many ideas have been audi-
aad several times, but we've tallied them only once. If you

g together the do -re -mis, the well-rounded tones, and thec that we've heard during these auditions, I'm sure they'dNib around the world or thereabouts. Probably we've turned
3i1 a good many great performers, sterling acts, and great
zage shows, but who hasn't in this business? If we could
n that fellow who could pick them right all the time he could

name his own salary, and we'd manage to sell another piece of
business to pay it.

You very seldom hear the word "lousy" used around the Blue
Network. People are too busy looking for the good to use that
expression. Perhaps a few of us may back -slide occasionally and
think it. The result is that whereas a show could be given an
audition and then be brushed off, we now re -audition on some
occasions as many as three or four times before we finally
discard or accept. We're always hoping to be able to accept it.
In order to further experiment, we have occasionally made it a
practice to run the shows locally to prove them before going
network. This has paid dividends, and will continue to pay
more as time goes on.

We're very susceptible to the success of local shows in other
cities because we feel that people are more or less the same
all over the country. There are very few city slickers left when
you really come down to it, and judged by the laughter that
accompanies many of the comedy shows. Simplicity has been
greatly disregarded in much of radio's thinking. There's been
perhaps too much stress on tricky, new methods. In short, listeners
don't change in their likes nearly as fast as radio producers
think they do. If you don't follow just the top shows
of today and you'll discover that they're the same old formulas
with better production.

The Blue had a big job ahead of it when it started and has
made some progress. We're rather proud of our commentators
and children's programs, and our morning schedule. We have
tried to do our share in the war effort. We think we have the
finest in symphony, opera, Farm Service, Forum, if we must
mention reluctantly these details. We'd take off the doors of 30
Rockefeller itself to let in a few comedians, but who wouldn't! You
can see that in addition to being suckers, we're also honest, which
may in the long run pay off. Last month we let even our musicians
into our business secrets when we got them together at a buffet
supper. Our mail boys and secretaries know as much about all
the Blue is doing as our President and Vice -Presidents. Their
status differs only in that they perform different functions at
the present time for the Company.

When I was invited to write this article, it was suggested
that I dwell on some production angle. However, when I started,
the only angle that I could offer was that we're an organization
trying to produce 100 per cent rooters for the Blue, who would
ultimately make us the number one network. I shall leave to
others the theories of writing, production, audience trends, and
rating structures. I could of course say something about some
of the simple but very effective shows that now seem to be
intriguing our daytime listeners on the Blue, the fact that we have
in operation several excellent cooperatives, have increased our
sales more than any network, that we have the greatest gang
of network station managers in the country, and a few other
modest items of this type. However, I have finished my 1200 -
word allotment, so I must retire now to my desk and muse further
on P. T. Barnum.

You fellows in the business that read this know what I'm talking
about, and will accept my cordial invitation to drop in, if for nobetter reason than to look over our secretaries.

DAILY
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Continues to Be

The Reason Why!

MORE WORKERS
(New Ones-Thousands +)

MORE PRODUCTION
(Topping '42's All -Time High)

MORE MONEY
(Payrolls at Peak-120h Above 1940)

-A war -working, war -spending Metropolitan
area-that is Philadelphia in 'J3.
Philadelphia is BUYING-Let "the Station

that Sells," do your SELLING!

5000 WATTS
950 ON THE DIAL

Affiliated station of the
Atlantic Coast Network



JHODURIT SHOLUS FOR ESCAPE

blame it on 9-iitler
By Adolph Opfinger

Program Director
Mutual Broadcasting System

HE war has brought radical changes to the broadcasting
industry-changes which are such a far cry from the program-
ming of the pre-war years that they are bound to leave a
ianent mark on all future radio operations even after the
se celebre," the war, is over.
soon as Pearl Harbor became a fact, radio was faced with

ial responsibility in serving its country's needs. One facet
is obligation was keeping the public as well informed as
ible on all phases of the war. The other was keeping the
le dynamically geared to the war effort by offering complete
oe from it.
us, tucked into the wartime program schedule, a schedule
h ranges all the way from government produced shows to
e -spot coverage of the news, are those air features which are
med primarily to offset the mental ravages of the war-the
xpe" shows, whose sole purpose is entertainment without
action, relief from "war nerves" without apology. Mutual

i tot arrive at the conclusion that people at war need relief
it by any hit or miss procedure. Test after test of listener
ion was made before we decided to spot our log with a
11 assortment of these shows. This, added to certain unde-

i e statistics gave us the proof we needed. The picture was
. Americans have gone all out for murder and spooks as a
is of relaxation.

nce the problem of programming for a nation at war can be
1 down into three parts; producing those shows which are
lrlly informative, those which are informative and entertain-
nd those which are simply entertaining.
s the latter category which has brought about the great

a ssance of the mystery program to the networks. Since the
Mutual has added three thriller serials to its log, Nick Carter,
ock Holmes and Murder Clinic. All of these, which amplify
ix years of unswerving popularity of that veteran, "The
ow," are completely divorced from the war. The Holmes

a s are direct adaptations of the original classics, as are the
Carter stories. Murder Clinic presents a different fictional
c each week. Only one who -dun -it, Bulldog Drummond, deals
the war.

a other networks have attacked the problem of presenting
1st mysteries from a different angle. Lights Out and Suspense
3S are divorced from the war angle but are built on original
s. These two merely add grist to the four year old popularity
d network's Crime Doctor series. NBC has added two shows
a who -dun -it roster, Ellery Queen and Mr. and Mrs. North,
ling out the pre-war Mr. District Attorney. The Blue carries
three old shows, Gangbusters, Manhattan at Midnight and
Qs Jury Trials, and the two new ones, Inner Sanctum and
ntures of the Falcon. All of these, on all three networks, have
hing in common. They offer complete escape from the war.

fact that three Mutual shows, The Shadow, Bulldog Drum -
and Sherlock Holmes are sponsored attests to the great

larity and commercial sureness of escape programs. Mutual
rently considering three more of this nature.

Radio is not the only field which has utilized escape literature.
To date there are 40 million mystery fiction fans. Last year five
million mystery stories were sold. Seventy per cent of all news
stand sales were detective literature. The tremendous popularity
of such Broadway hits as Uncle Harry, Arsenic and Old Lace,
Angel Street, etc., has kept producers scurrying around trying
to find other thriller vehicles. The movies are now putting out
more thrillers than ever, with sure box office receipts.

The natural emphasis in a wartime program schedule does not,
of course, fall upon escapist shows. On the contrary, it falls
upon those shows which are directly tied up with the war and
are designed to either give information solely, or give information
and entertainment at the same time.

Regarding these types of shows, the Mutual network has spared
no effort or expense in meeting its obligation to the government
and the public.

According to an 11 -month survey of operations during 1942,
a total of 1913 war -effort programs of special and regular features
were presented. Out of a total of 875 special features, 333 were
devoted to talks and special on -the -spot news features, many of
the latter exclusive with the network, directly geared to the war
effort. Of the 130 sport features presented, most of them exclusive,
24 were used as money -raisers for one or another of the war
organizations.

Eighteen hunded and forty-eight war effort shows were pre-
sented over Mutual on a sustaining basis during this period. Of
these, 906 were devoted to our armed forces, with the Navy alone
consuming 245 of these.

Mutual's presentation of religious broadcasts over this same
period not only exceeded last year's, but also concentrated all
its efforts on the war. Out of a total of 46 special programs, 35
were directly concerned with some phase of the war.

Our coverage of the news has. expanded to the point where
more than 20 different news analysts bring more than 80 individual
news broadcasts to listeners each week. This in addition to a
day -in -day -out schedule of news broadcasts covering every aspect
of the war. Our foreign staff also gives the news from key points
in London, Algiers, Cairo, etc.

The broadcasting industry as a whole has spared no effort
in serving its country's needs as a morale builder and an infor-
mation clearing house. Programming, under such a policy, has
changed from the business of giving the public what it wants, to
giving it what it needs, at the same time. Such a change is bound
to permanently affect the industry, since both parties have bene-
fited from it. Just how much, the post war world will show.

Mention should be made here of another type of escapist show
which has a definite place in the wartime program schedule, the
"inspirational" program. This, which ranges anywhere from the
homely philosophy for the man on the street to simple poetry
reading, has gained much favor with listeners since the war.
Basing its policy on the fact that both our armed forces and the
home front need the added solace of religion in one form or
another, Mutual has greatly expanded its use of this type of
program.

10 DAILY
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SUSPENSE! CHILLS! THRILLS!

"THE WEIRD CIRCLE"
Radio's Newest, Most Exciting

MYSTERY PROGRAM!

Latest surveys show drama programs stead-
ily climbing in popularity. And here is a
new radio show that fits today's trend.

"The Weird Circle," produced by the NBC
Radio -Recording Division, is a half-hour
series of weird, suspense -filled adventures!
Stories by the greatest writers of all time;
Poe, Bulwer-Lytton, de Maupassant, Balzac,
Hugo, Collins and others-acted by some of
radio's finest dramatic talent, perfectly pro-
duced at NBC-"The Weird Circle" is a
sure-fire audience -builder, promises to be a
certain success for every type of sponsor.

Ask your local station to arrange an audi-
tion or write NBC Radio -Recording Divi-
sion today for complete details of this mag-
nificent series of 26 half-hour broadcasts.
"The Weird Circle" is mystery at its best,
radio at its peak of effectiveness!

MORE GREAT NBC SHOWS
In tune with today - keyed for tomorrow!

Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror-with
Stella Unger ... details of this popular show
on page 45.

Time Out for Fun and Music-with Allen
Prescott, Felix Knight, Ted Steele, and Grace

Albert ...Success story on page 99.

Carson Robison and His Buckaroos ... a
homespun hit

Betty and Bob-tops in serial drama.

Hollywood Headliners-Stella Unger's stories of the stars.

Flying for Freedom -daring exploits of United Nations' airmen.

The Name You Will Remember-William Lang's hard-hitting
personality sketches.

Five -Minute Mysteries-complete, exciting mysteries in each episode.

Getting the Most Out of Life Today-William Stidger's down-to-
earth philosophy.

RADIO -RECORDING DIVISION
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

RCA Building, Radio City, New York, N. Y. Chicago, Ill. ¡ Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Cal.
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HOUJS Of TOfflORROLU
Fourth Annual RADIO DAILY "Shows of Tomorrow," which follows, presents an

alphabetical list of shows available for sponsorship. Compilation of this data has been

made through the cooperation of the networks, producers, stations and other branches of the

industry. Each show has been classified into one of fourteen categories. All information

herein was obtained by questionnaire and in each case was signed by an accredited agent or

official of the producer or station submitting the show. RADIO DAILY does not assume

responsibility for possible confliction in title, idea or other contingencies that may arise in

connection with the listings on succeeding pages. A list of independent program producing
organizations, who are represented in this edition, may be found on page 111.

043 ' DRAMATIC STRIP SERIAL -* 1944
ltbout the Life of Number of Artists: 14

Mary Sothern Unit Cost: $l,000

rndinq success when it was on
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Don Lee Broadcasting Sys-

rorks for Hinds Honey and Almond
Now available locally via tran-

ptlis in single cities. Program con-
volve' about Mary Sothern's life.

tte by well-known network writer
b New York cast insures all essen-
irredients for result getting daytime

al. Other sponsors include Bristol
in and Corn Products Refining Co.
Kt).

ill ility: E. T.
e. `its: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly

I::e

Appeal: Female
ed for: Morning or afternoon
fuliability: Foods, soap, women's
ducts, household commodities
i of Artists: 6 to 8
pt: $10 to $25, based on market
s Facilities: Transcriptions
ad by: Charles Michelson Radio
nscriptians, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 100)

1ventures of Raffles
,ries based on the adventures of

fr.ous modern London Robin Hood.
tbi series his talents are turned to
ni espionage in behalf of his coun-

t- action is featured by the cool
' Bind the keenness of thought of

tie particularly under trying and
tmrtly hopeless circumstances.
sibility: Live talent
e !nits: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 times
u?kly

lee Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
rgc ed for. Afternoon and evening
antiuitability: General
nib of Artists: Average of 4
t ('st: On application
rill Facilities: Transcriptions
rmied by: Columbia Pacific Network

(See Pages 58, 59)

Ifventure Unlimited
'ncr this all inclusive title, almost
rylistorical and exciting event can
drratized. It is a low cost program
ch,ecause of its format can be made
old as big as anything on the air.
anollow the war from week to week
i danatize events in the news, or can
in, ,e into a semi -historical document

I < dramatizations pertaining to the
of the country.
Biqa E. T.

t nits: 30 minutes, once weekly
e Appeal: Entire family

r ed for: Evening
Suitability: Oil company or indus-
d firm

10 DAILY

tern
(See Page 112)

Bachelor Girls
Story around three girls; one girl,

singer of popular tunes, vaudeville type
and modem popular style. Maid does a
negro characterization, also sings char-
acter songs A La Ethel Waters. Third
girl, impractical type, changing jobs con-
stantly. Point rationing and timely sub-
jects introduced in script, also usually a
good recipe for utilizing left-overs.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 3 people
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Gordoni Radio Productions,

Chicago, Illinois

Betty and Bob
"Betty and Bob" is a dramatic serial

with top-flight cast: Arlene Francis, Carl
Frank, Milton Cross, etc. Story deals with
experiences of young married couple and
their newspaper, working against corrup-
tion in small city, and contains all the ele-
ments of human interest, excitement, ro-
mance and comedy. Musical theme is by
Allen Roth's orchestra. Three hundred
ninety programs successfully used by
departments stores, grocers, household
commodities and other products in major
markets, are available. Maximum time
allowance is provided for commercials.
Publicity aids are furnishes, including re-
corded advance announcements, photos,
mats, releases, weekly synopses, news-
paper "spotlight" ads.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Foods, household com-

modities, dept. stores, institutional
Number of Artists: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: NBC Radio -Recording Di-

vision
(See Pages 20, 82, 86)

Beyond Reasonable Doubt
"Beyond Reasonable Doubt" is a pow-

erful dramatic strip show, built In two
cycles. The first cycle is built around
circumstantial evidence, following a mur-

der. A romantic "triangle" is maintained
throughout. The second cycle moves to
the locale of the Caribbean and again
deals with mysterious circumstantial evi-
dence around property destruction. Again,
heart Interest is maintained through a
romantic "triangle." This is a powerful
dramatic availability, designed principally
for an adult audience. Locale is national
and the series is usable in any section
of the country.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 to 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female, Male
Suggested for: Late afternoon and evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Average of 10 per epi-

sode
Unit Cost: Percentage of rate card
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Associated Music Pub-

lishers, Inc., New York, N. Y.

Cavalcade of History
A series of 62 dramatized "Dates That

Made History": A 32 piece band, two
very fine vocalists and dramatic talent
make up this outstanding series of tran-
scribed fifteen -minute programs. It is
varied in interest, tells of the "Discovery
of Radium," "Invention of Electric Light,"
"Betsey Ross." and "Florence Nightin-
gale." This show has an unusually strong
popular appeal. Usable in any section of
the United States, Canada and our Pos-
sessions. Commercials available.
Availability: E.T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 1.2-3 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening or Sunday
Client Suitability: Department Stores, Util-

ity Companies, Banks, Jewelry, Fur-
niture, Optometrists

Number of Artists: 50
Unit Cost: 40 per cent of one time "A"

National Rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Transcribed Radio Shows,

New York, N. Y.

Clinic for Horror
Whimsical horror mysteries, presided

over by Dr. Drago de Sade, who browses
among the corpses of the morgue for a
new and unsolved supernatural thriller
each week. Even Dracula and the Were-
wolf of Paris. De Sade 's acquaintances,
are cuddly sheep compared to the grisly
characters who move through this popu-
lar, fast-moving series. Dr. De Sade is
Richard Glyer.
Availability: Live talent

Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, once week-
ly

Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Late evening
Client Suitability: Sporting goods or bev-

ages
Number of Artists: Maximum of 5
Unit Cost: $75.00 plus station time
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: KLX, Oakland, Calif.

(See Page 93)

Dearest Mother
"Dearest Mother"-dramatic serial for

women listeners. Thrilling, exciting story
of young Rita Morgan's struggle for
happiness and a place for herself in the
business world- The suspense and mys
tery of the story is enhanced through the
use of a letter which Rita writes to her
mother every day. Rita's various hopes,
thoughts and suspicions are revealed in
these letters. During the course of broad-
casting, the audience is offered copies of
Rita's letters-merchandising plan.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 143 episodes, 15 minutes; 3-5

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Soap, dairies, bakeries,

department stores, food products, etc.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Exclusive Radio Features

Company Limited, Toronto, Canada

Forbidden Diary
130 fifteen -minute episodes transcribed

in this unusually dramatic continued story
...the story of the Wynns of Willowville.
starring 14 -year -old Judy Wynn. Hooper
surveys and fan mail response prove For-
bidden Diary outpulls network competi-
tion. An unusual merchandising hook.
Star-studded array of network talent.
Scripted by one of radio's foremost writers
of continued stories.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3, 5 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for. Morn, afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Grocery or drug
Number of Artists: 10
Unit Cost: E. T.-based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv, Inc.

(See Page 38)

Gallant Heart
The story of a modern girl and the

friends she meets in the chaotic world of
war as a member of the WAAC's. Origin
Hollywood.
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CBS, by a painstaking, cautious, conserva-
tive combing of every one of 3072 counties of
the USA, can tell you how to reach the gentle-
man in the picture, together with the family for
whom he works-how to reach him more often,
for less cost, than has ever been possible in
human communication before. The nature of
what you tell him is up to you to decide, up to

him to judge-but there he is, and CBS knows
concretely where he is, and how often he listens

-and from that you will get helpful guidance.
The sooner you translate whatever claim you
may have to his respect and support into action,

the more soundly you will sleep nights

because you have taken him into a gen-

uine partnership -o f -purpose with you. Ap



It's right in his lap

The subject of the photograph is named John.
He is the Average American.
A very un -average person he is. He and his wife and kids (in the service or

not) are 'what makes America go'. He works for somebody or other-maybe
himself, even-but he runs the country. Increasingly it becomes apparent to him
that his responsibilities and those of his kids are not limited by our national
boundaries.

He runs the country?

Yes. What is perhaps more urgent is that HE RUNS YOU.
He's got the major problems of the world squarely in his lap. He realizes

that if he doesn't tackle and solve them he will have to take orders from who-
ever tackles and solves them first. He is thinking very hard these days.

He doesn't like to sound off an opinion without plenty of facts to fortify
his instincts.

He relies on radio, enormously and increasingly, for the facts and impres-
sions on which he bases his judgments. He and his family listen some 5 hours a
day. He is cagey as a fox about believing-or disbelieving-the information, argu-

ment and emotion he gets from the air. But out of his weighing, accepting and

rejecting of everything he hears, he forms an opinion, and acts on it. This is
called public opinion. Radio public opinion is 31 million families strong.

His personal opinion-no matter what the captains and the kings may say-
will decide what happens to the USA in the factory, the military field, and the
home.

He is not to be trifled with, nor deceived-especially on the air. He is "open
to argument", and in the long run he is just. He is grateful for a good time,
bountiful in his generosity, scornful of fraud

-and loyal to tried friends.

He's worth taking up your case with. In
28 million homes he and his family listen
to CBS. After all, he's your boss.

CBS



ro Fl/GNT PROGRAMS
THIS IS OUR CAUSE

FLY WITH THE NAVY

VICTORY QUIZ

CURTAIN AT 7:45

WELCOME TO WHEELER

MYTHICAL MUSIC HALL

SWING TIME CLUB

THIS IS FOR ME

conducted by

Ii)? FLIGHT PERSONALITIES

mean

WAVERLEY ROOT

STAN SHAW

TEDD LAWRENCE

DON DUNPHY

JAMES G. GERARD

MAJOR PAUL C. RABORG

HENRY SYLVERN

PHIL COOK

ro FLIGHT SALES
AT LOWEST COST

me NEW O
L

1000 ON NEW YORK'S DIA!
New York's Fastest Growing Station

28 West 44th Street, New York City Bryant 9-600C



afi:ility: Live talent
19 nits: 15 minutes, five weekly
dtt:e Appeal: Entire family
ggped for: Afternoon
bleed by: NBC

(See Pages 33. 34. 35. 36)

Great Men
ike.tes of the great men of science

:gram is narrated using the flash
:1a mt picturing the events which lead
thenomentous discovery or invention
a Irticular scientific truth or feat. In -

Mir historical and "period" back -

un.
ads ility: E. T.
io. tits: 15-30 minutes, twice weekly
die Appeal: Entire family
;geed for: Evening
ant Suitability: Home -diathermy and

rs employing scientific discoveries
di of Artists: 1

d181 Facilities: Transcriptions
:mild by: Asch Recordings

Bill Top House
hesnly dramatic strip with an Or -
tote for a background. Filled with
rrNtrming episodes that come with

man raising other women's chil-
n. Hilltop House has an enviable
or, or its 4 years run on C.B.S. Led
di time shows on C.B.S. for almost
ins. A revival of this show will

zg,ch dividends to any client.
ajlrility: Live talent or E. T.
teesits: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
die:e Appeal: Entire family
:geed for: Morning or afternoon
act uitability: Any household product
dlti Facilities: Transcriptions or will
Is, live talent

-n rd by: Wolf Associates
(See Page 84)

n ieareh of Happiness
ivtlinute episodes featuring "thought
uti.e" of Helen, a school teacher who

lit married a soldier with a ten -
r 'l son . . . and following the life
he Oman and the boy and their corn-
tc ons from the man. The incidents
:tii>le and may be used as complete
mite programs or spotted in u 15
uttnusical show.
i Cility: E. T.
e :its: 5 minutes, 5 times weekly
I e Appeal: Female

id for: Morning or early afternoon
uitability: Feminine product
of Artists: 2 (minimum) to 4

it: $400 weekly
li Facilities: Transcriptions

Id by: Mercury Radio Recording
lio

tillers of the Sea
IT of adventure, thrills of the sea

I mean who fears no denizen of the
Pi pitying the courageous American
omplifies clean living. This man

toe engages in undersea combat with
=Pt. Devilfish, Tiger Sharks and death
tin Broadbilled Sawfish. Suspense,
He:gents, submarines and seaplanes

(pt. Wallace Darewell giving you
b12th-taking thriller and tops it off
cove flavor touch.

iic,lity: E. T. epi.
3(Lits: 15 minutes, three weekly

e Appeal: Entire family
id for: Late afternoon or evening
uitability: General
of Artists: 7
'd by: Witte Radio Productions

Klondike
air -nine 1S -minute episodes in serial

cpicts saga of Alaska in gold rush
s, lector Chevigny, author of "Lost
tin and "Lord of Alaska," wrote
nt:e." Produced by Ted Bliss, C'S

Hollywood director: leads by Bea Bena-
daret and Fred Shields. Story starts in
days of Soapy Smith and then up the
trail to Dawson. Romance, action and
adventure. Three out of four Alaskan
stations bought at first audition. Particu-
larly timely now because of interest in
Yukon territory and front page news of
action in Alaska.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly

for 13 weeks only
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Low priced consumer

goods line; or general institutional
advertising

Number of Artists: Average 8
Unit Cost: $15 to $25 per quarter hour
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Ralph L. Power Agency

Let's Tell Stories
This is the greatest "story telling" ses-

sion on the air. Hundreds of stations
have found that this show, inspired by
a Larry Menkin idea and scripted by
John Fleming, does a better lob than a
great musical -variety show. It's as good
as the man who does it-and while it's
basically a script presentation-it can be
auditioned by any one of a number of
name announcers upon request.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.; Script
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: The type of stories told

vary with the client
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $350 per week, network-per

station rate varies
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: The Script Library

Little by Little house
"Little by Little House" has done a

whale of a job for furniture retailers. It's
the story of a side -of -the -road stopping
place for tourists, which is the main scene
of action. All the action comes to the
scene, instead of being dragged in by
the heels, for all kinds of people stop at
the Willows, from bank presidents to
honeymooners. A complete plot and
underlying theme runs throughout, with
the remodeling and refurnishing of "The
Willows," young romance, old romance,
plot and counterplot, mystery, murder,
embezzlement, a home development proj-
ect. etc. Series is accompanied by a
complete merchandising plan. 39 1/4 -hour
episodes.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 2, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Furniture retailers, de-

partment stores
Number of Artists: 7 to 9
Unit Cost: Based on population of market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper -Gordon, Inc.

(See Page 62)

Little Red Schoolhouse
Based on Old Time School of 60 or more

years ago, it re -lives the days of McGuffey
Readers, Blue Back Spellers, calico and
gingham. Songs and customs of the pe-
riod are woven into sentimental dialogue.
The School Master and "Scholars" along
with a number of villagers have become
household words in thousands of homes.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 or 60 minutes, 1, 2, 3, 5

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Saturday morning as a

once weekly half-hour show; after -

DRAMATIC STRIP SERIAL
noon as a strip; evening as a once
weekly half-hour show

Client Suitability: Any product for house-
hold consumption

Number of Artists: Average of 10
Unit Cost: (Script, production, 10 players)

One time 1/2 hour show, $35.00; 3

time weekly 1/4 hour show, $75.00;
5 time weekly 1/2 hour show, $112.00

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: WNOE, Inc., New Orleans,
La.

Love Story Time
Dramatic series set in Arizona, based

upon adventures of Judy Hamilton. an
Arizona ranch girl, and Dr. David Hart,
an easterner, who poses as a professor
of archaeology but who in reality is a
government investigator. Couple, along
with their friends, indulge in spy chases,
combat Japanese agents on the Gulf of
Lower California, and also carry on a
romantic and active love affair. Largest
mail puller after two-year successful run
for Tovrea Packing Company.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General (sponsored for

two years by meat packer)
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KOY, Phoenix for Tovrea

Packing Company

Mr. and Mrs. X of
Scotland Yard

"Mr. and Mrs. X of Scotland Yard" is
a serial story dealing with the adven-
tures of an American couple. who acci-
dentally become operatives for Scotland
Yard.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once or more

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 10 supporting cast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Herman Bernie, Inc.

My True Story
My True Story is a radical departure

from daytime radio story telling. Based
on the voluminous files and stories which
are handled yearly by True Story Maga-
zine, this series presents each afternoon
at 3:15 a complete dramatic, exciting love
story based on a true incident. The pro-
gram in a short run has pulled up rat-
ings and on a request for comment as to
continuation pulled almost 10,000 letters
-extraordinarily high without give-away.
Each story, complete in itself. has been
characterized by exceptional playing of
top New York talent. No stock company
treatment-each play being cast to type.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Women's products
Number of Artists: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue

Phenomenon, Electrifying
History

As thrilling as tomorrow! Exciting ad-
ventures of modern man going back into
time to relive history with those who
were making it. Outstanding talent of

Hollywood and New York starring Claude
Rains, Hugh Conrad. It's the world's
most romantic adventure story, expertly
produced by Arthur B. Church Produc-
tions.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 14 minutes, 30 seconds; five

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late afternoon; early

evening
Client Suitability: Electrical products or

utilities
Number of Artists: Cast varies with neces-

sities; no expense was spared
Unit Cost: On request; give names of

markets in which interested
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Arthur B. Church Produc-

tions, Kansas City, Mo.

So This Is Marriage
Janet Gaynor, one of Hollywood's most

beloved personalities is starred in this
story of Midge and Robert, a typical Amer-
ican husband and wife, living quietly and
a little selfishly. The wife hasn't the
courage to stand up against her club
president- The husband is bullied by his
boss. But they meet with these situations
and others which arise, and in a charm-
ing manner they live the situations which
might occur to every American husband
and wife. The starring role is tailored
especially for Janet Gaynor and she is
supported by a splendid cast. "So This
is Marriage" is written by Agnes Chris-
tine Johnston, noted motion picture writer.
The situations in this show are lived every
day in many American homes. Its ap-
peal would be universal with an every-
day sincerity which would soon make the
series a favorite with listening audiences.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once to five times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for. Evening
Client Suitability: Products for feminine

use
Number of Artists: Two to six
Unit Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: National Concert and Ar-

tists Corporation
(See Page 88)

Sunnyside
Described as -Radio's laughing house-

hold." this program is a broadcast riot
of wholesome fun, in a setting familiar
to all, the typical American home. The
situations in which this average family
finds itself and the ways each member
of this lovable household employs to
extricate themselves from the every day
trials and tribulations which confront
them, are good radio comedy, guaranteed
to produce a laugh a minute.
Time Units: 15 minutes, one or more times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon, eve-

ning
Client Suitability: General appeal product
Number of Artists: 5 to 7
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: G. C. Bird á Associates

The Career of Alice Blair
Starring Martha Scott in the title role.

A "white collar" girl story of Alice Blair
of Middleton who goes to the big city
to find her career. Remarkable ratings.
Proved mail -puller. Original a cappella
choir theme and mood music, 130 quar-
ter hour programs, directed by Carlton
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This isn't the ad

we started to write...
At first we thought we'd say something about
how hit radio shows happen-particularly how
BLUE hits happen.

We were going to say there's no way to tell in
advance-you just had to give the show time on

the air. Then, we intended to explain that we
are constantly auditioning and air -testing pro-

grams; that our "Open Door" policy (a wel-
come to any producer with ideas) was and is a

big factor in boosting our record of new hits.

We intended to go on from there and brag a

* *

WINGS TO VICTORY
The Army Air Corps in training
bat. Thrill -packed half-hour, write
produced by members of the
Training Center, Santa Ana, Ca

HISTORY IS FUN
New type quiz show built aroun
can History. Designed to stim
terest in a vital subject, know
which has been found so un
lacking. Ted Malone is MC.

LIVING SHOULD BE F
Vitamins and nutrition treated
understanding and excitement b
Fredericks, foremost authority in
New to networks, Fredericks i
mail like a veteran.

THIS IS OFFICIAL
A half-hour service program p
accredited members of Govern
partments who give Washingto
cial answers to problems bes
puzzled people. James G. M
famed BLUE commentator, is

CHAPLAIN JIM
Through the fictional "Chaplain J
series dramatizes the work of U.
chaplains. Produced in coopers
the War Department under supe
the Hummerts.

BREAKFAST CLUB
A ten -year -old favorite with Don
(incorrigible award and poll-wi
MC. Marion Mann, Nancy Ma
Jack Baker are featured sing
show is completely unrehearsed
resulting spontaneity is one re
its success. Fifteen -minute segm
available.

MY TRUE STORY
Radical departure in daytime
ming, this series presents a comp
each day. Material is drawn from
lished stories in True Story Maga
thusiastic acceptance by BLUE
speaks well for the program.

little about the BLUE's lead in several pr

classifications-notably News Comme
Children's Programs and Top -name
Also, with true BLUE modesty we wer

to mention the awards we've won -3 o
of the Women's National Radio Corn
1943 awards-and the one from the Am
Legion Auxiliary-for War Effort prog



SIR -TESTED BLUE HITS
I deatidh e9t,o.J0

RHYTHM ROAD
"it y, slangy, irreverent, good -na-

this program has won a welcome
elf in a few short weeks. Features
ay Morgan, virtuoso of the tin-
e; Helen O'Connell, Belle of The
and Jimmy Lytell and orchestra.

SEA HOUND
t ced in cooperation with the Coordi-

of Inter -American Affairs, this adven-
t serial has all the Americas for its

Colorful characters and unusual
u tandising possibilities make Sea
`.t d a vehicle deserving attention.

ARCHIE ANDREWS
t 1 on a comic magazine series, Archie
a ems represents first major attempt

esent comedy in a script show ap-
g to youngsters. Writing and di-
n make it a stand -out.

HOP HARRIGAN
.raatic, timely, geared to the growing

,t in aviation, Hop Harrigan is a
,ticed show with a large following.
r Jy sponsored regionally, the series
roved a.sensational sales builder.

,ITTLE BLUE PLAYHOUSE.
le i -standing favorite with the BLUE's
nizer listeners, this half-hour dra-
a series tells the story of America
t ins of its great men-past and pres-

lit Written by Ira Marion, directed by
'a :e Tucker.

OAST TO COAST ON A BUS
!nigh music and song and laughter and
or the Sunday morning bus of The
h Rabbit Line takes its listeners on
i a sant jaunt through entertainment -

,n, Featuring some of the most talented
,'u;sters in radio.

LOVE PROBLEMS
hi war with its separations, changes
ncupheavals has created new prob-
 a for people. Allie Lowe Miles, long-
ue radio personality, brings practical
-.11 to advice -seekers. A program of
ig woman interest-man interest, too!

FARM AND HOME HOUR
First and still the most successful national
program devoted to the interests of Mr.
and Mrs. American Farmer. Produced in
cooperation with the interested Govern-
ment Bureaus, the program is authentic
and entertaining.

BOSTON SYMPHONY
America's most distinguished Symphony
Orchestra is a round -the -year schedule
of concerts. The Winter Season under
the direction of Dr. Serge Koussevitzky;
the Boston "Pops" in the summer, di-
rected by Arthur Fiedler. A most un-
usual sponsorship opportunity.

SALUDOS AMIGOS
Thirty minutes of music of all the Amer-
icas, produced in cooperation with the Co-
ordinator of Inter -American Affairs. Fea-
tures Victoria Cordova, sensational BLUE
"find." Cast includes Jose Ferrer as narra-
tor, the Andrini Brothers and Paul Lavalle
and his orchestra.

GREEN HORNET
Anti -crime thriller that has long been
recognized as one of the top children
serials on the air. Each episode is com-
plete in itself and each is built around
some timely topic in America's battle
against crime, espionage and sabotage.

GAME PARADE
Pot-pourri of games, quizzes, tale -telling
and other games, with young participants
drawn from an always -crowded studio.
Produced by Natalie Prager, an authority
in the serious business of entertaining
youngsters.

NEWS COMMENTATORS
The following nationally -known ana-
lysts are available for sponsorship:
Martin Agronsky, Baukhage, Wilfrid
Fleisher, George Hicks, Major General
Paul B. Malone U.S.A. (Ret'd), James
G. McDonald, Roy Porter, Henry J.
Taylor, Edward Tomlinson, Harry Wis.
mer (Sports).

* *

APPOINTMENT WITH CRIME
Written by Jerry McGill, one of radio's
most successful scripters, this thirty -minute
"whodunit" follows the adventures of an
unusual trio, Sally, Mac and Harvard who
make man -hunting a business. A new con-
tender for popularity.

THE FALCON
Just the opposite of the protagonists in
"Appointment with Crime"-the Falcon
is a sleuth who refuses to take himself
seriously. The Falcon has a weakness
for the ladies which adds a romantic
cast to the script. A successful book
character and movie sleuth bids for air
success.

LADIES BE SEATED
The rotund and celebrated Ed East and
the pert Polly team up again in a new pot-
pourri of quizzes, wheezes and prizes-a
program which bids fair to duplicate all
of the success which has attended East in
the past and present.

MEET YOUR NAVY
A great show - which has done great
things for a previous sponsor. "Meet
Your Navy" is produced at the Great
Lakes Naval Training School-uses for
talent members of Uncle Sam's Navy.
Some of the "regulars" on the program
are long-time radio luminaries.

JOHN FREEDOM
In just over a year, John Freedom has be-
come a legendary character. Patterned on
the "Scarlet Pimpernel" of the mauve Bar-
oness Orczy-John Freedom makes it his
business to foil the Nazi reign of terror in
conquered countries. A series of tense, ex-
citing melodramas-well written and well
authenticated.

WEEKLY WAR JOURNAL
Complete week-end review of the news
- featuring a group of distinguished
BLUE commentators. Pick-ups from
foreign sources round out the report-
which gives the listener a complete pic-
ture of the week in review.

.e( use we think our record here is pretty good.

llafter all (we thought) you are more inter-
s I in what programs we have available for
1.sorship-that is, what HIT PROGRAMS.
;bunstead of writing a long ad-we'll give you
ttg list of BLUE shows any one of which you

find profitable to sponsor.

(P. S. We want to remind you that we have completed
a "Survey of Daytime Radio Listening Habits"-
which is full of facts about listeners' preferences. It's
a handy guide to have at your desk as you check
program possibilities. Want us to mail you a copy?)

A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

New York Chicago Detroit Hollywood San Francisco



* BMI Scripts Sell Radio Time

* "ACCORDING TO THE RECORD"

.. . a fast, crisp, interest -compelling 5 Minute Script is

clicking cash registers for stations across the country

* Here's Proof .. .

"Here's one for the record . .

ceived Saturday afternoon and
Baking Company on Monday
action. We've been trying to
account for over three years.

. the script was re-
sold to the Adams
afternoon. That's
sell that particular
It took only ten

minutes to sell them ACCORDING TO THE
RECORD."

Paul Wagner, Manager
WPAY, Portsmouth, Ohio

"We have sold your five minute script to Frankel's
Department Store starting July 1st."

John L. Henry, Commercial Manager
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.

"1 have received your ACCORDING TO THE
RECORD program and 1 think it's pretty swell.
We will probably have it sold before the week
is out." Edward C. Obrist, Program Manager

WFIL, Philadelphia, Pa.

THIS SERIES IS BUT ONE OF 20 A WEEK (55 PROGRAM
UNITS) THAT ARE BEING USED BY BMI LICENSEES

The scripts (5, 10, 15 and 30 minutes in length)
employ BMI music that is to be found in your
transcription library or on phonograph records.
Many stations use the scripts with live music. They
are all carefully timed and come to you ready to go

on the air. In these days of manpower shortages
they have been eagerly welcomed by stations of all
sizes. If you are not completely informed on the
scripts that are available to you as a BMI licensee
you may get full information from us by return mail.

Address inquiries to
RUSSELL SANJEK

Director BMI Continuity Department

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
Sgt FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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rd featuring Joe Cotten as well as
kott.
lity: E. T.
its: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
e Appeal: Female
td for: Morning, afternoon, or eve -

;liability: Grocery or drug
of Artists: 10

t E. T.-based on population
Facilities: Transcriptions

d by: Frederic W. Ziv, Inc.
(See Page 38)

 Elm Creek Folks
nan-Joe Rockhold-writes "Elm
slits" and acts some of the roles
including that of Orrfe, the star

how. Program has proved itself
sales and mail results over the
years. It is a radio serial filled
the elements of good drama-

lot, rich and homey humor, sus-
md heart interest. "Elm Creek
s the small town in all of us,
life.
any: Live talent or E. T.
its: 15 or 30 minutes weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
rd for: Morning or evening
of Artists: One, two or three, de -
ding on script
Facilities: Transcriptions

id by: WLS, Chicago, Ill.

The Idea Man
be) of a screwy, inventive turn of
nets Girl (Josie) a sweet. substan-
1. Their lives mingle, romance

but complications develop-
s a result of Joe's miraculous in -
It's sprightly comedy.

llity: E. T.'
hits: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 times
,kly
e Appeal: Entire family
ºd for: Evening
suitability: Broad general appeal.
tId be perfect for dentrifice
of Artists: 4 to 7 actors
ih 3 per week $1500; 5 per week
0.

Submitted by: Disco Recording Co., Inc.,
St. Louis, Mo.
In preparation

The Johnson Family
The humor and simplicity of the south-

ern negro are brought to life in the dra-
matic portrayal of the story of the John-
son family and friends, all in person of
Jimmy Scribner. Expert mimic, he switches
characters (22 of them) in a proverbial
bat -of -an -eye. Justifies title of "One -Man
Show" not only by playing entire cast
but by writing script and supervising pro-
duction. Scribner combines homespun
personality and flexibility of script to at-
tract local sponsors of all types to date.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Food, beverages, house-

hold goods
Number of Artists: 1
Unit Cost: Cooperative price: 5 a week,

V the one-time national rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

tem (for Station WKRC, Cincinnati)

The O'Neills
"The O'Nei'ls" with a ten year record

of success behind it. are now available.
C.A.B. and Hooper reports speak volumes
for this show plus the fact that it's mer-
chandising values have made it one of
the best buys in the daytime field.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Any household product
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Wolf Associates

(See Page 84)

The Pla ymakers-Lab
Organized four years ago as a "Little

Theatre of the Air," fostering local dra-
matic talent in all types of plays, especial-
ly original and experimental plays. Now
boasts of a group on the par with any

DRAMATIC STRIP SERIAL
kindred organization-prepared to pro-
duce upon order of advertiser or to build
shows within.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 60 or 30 minutes, 1, 2, 3, 5

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability Have produced for all

types of client
Number of Artists: 5 to 20, depending

upon show's requirements
Unit Cost: (Exclusive of station time) $25

includes production and 5 players
(above that, $2 per unit player)

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: WNOE, Inc., New Orleans,
La.

Uncle Jimmy
Starring William Farnum

"Uncle Jimmy" represents to best act-
ing of William Farnum's long stage.
screen and radio career. It's a human -
interest drama filled with down-to-earth
philosophy and every -day situations that
will do much to boost morale of all who
hear it. Sponsored successfully by such
firms as Castilian Soap, Loose -Wiles Bis-
cuit, 2 -in -1 Shoe Polish, Shinola, New
England Baking Company, Bangor Bak-
ing Co., California -Oregon Power & Light,
Dr. Pepper Bottling Co., George Denter
& Sons, Colonial Coffee Company, and
others. 1561/4 -hour transcribed shows com-
pleted in series which will compare with
any network "soap opera" on the air.
Production by Warner Bros. Hollywood
studios.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 3, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product with femi-

nine appeal
Number of Artists: 7 to 12

Unit Cost: Based on population of city,
power and rates of radio stations
used

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper -Gordon, Incorpo-

rated
(See Page 62)

Vampire
A couple, just married, start out life in

an ancestral manor that has a frightful
history of the supernatural. They fight
an overpowering past and many times
it appears as though the past will win.
Only a cast of two act in this daily
supernatural whodunit, which has an in-
teresting test station history.
Availability: Script
Time Units: Five minutes, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Mass product
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cast: $250 per day
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: American Radio Syndicate

Uncle Jim & Ginger
Laid in an estate of a wealthy man,

where Uncle Jim who hails from a small
mid -west farming district is placed among
the social lights of a bustling community.
Many comedy and many dramatic situa-
tions arise.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Soap, foods, beer or

cereal
Number of Artists: From 4 to 7 depending

on script
Unit Cost: $1500.00 per week for 5-$875

for 3 times per week
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: W. M. Ellsworth, Chicago,

Ill.
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attires of Dr. Worth -
on, Comples-Hunter
of weird dramas combining mys-

f adventure based on eerie and
mental manifestations. Each

eveals strange behaviours, un-
able acts, fears, prejudices result -

common and extraordinary men-
plexes. The fictitious Dr. Worth -

Complex -Hunter, solves these
is of the mind in language of the

This absorbing, thrilling pro-
rovides perfect escape entertain.
the average listener and appeals
vast ready-made audience for

rtories.
ility: Live talent or E. T.
:its: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening
uliability: General
of Artists: 6 (minimum) to 10, plus

anist
et: Available on request
r Facilities: Will pipe live talent
td by: Radio Features of America,
N York City, N. Y.

ad of the Headlines
d of the Headlines" is now in

3 nd year for Younker Brothers De-

Store, Des Moines, Iowa, where
been outstandingly successful in

stimulating mail order business and in-
creasing sales in advertised departments.
Scripts are extensively researched and
excellently prepared. These scripts are
furnished set for local commercials and
use by local commentator.
Availability: Scripts
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 3 or 5

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Department stores, fur-

niture store, company appealing to
women

Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $3.00 to $10.00 per script based

on population of major city
Audition Facilities: Scripts
Submitted by: Webber Radio Programs

American Scene
Tomorrow's city comes to life in "The

American Scene" by Arthur Henley just
as the city it dramatizes, this show is ex-
perimental.... It's ideal good will stuff
for a sponsor who is interested in selling
a post-war product that's out of this world

as it now stands. Plenty commercial.
The series can arrange for contests among
its listeners as to what they think will
be most desired and required-when
Peaceday arrives.
Availability: Script

Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Class product
Number of Artists: 6 to 8
Unit Cost: $1,000 weekly
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: American Radio Syndicate

America's Famous Fathers
"America's Famous Fathers" is a dra-

matic -interview series starring big name
personalities, one on each show, such as:
Admiral Byrd. Lowell Thomas, Deems
Taylor, Otis Skinner, Lauritz Melchior,
and others. Howard Lindsay, star of
"Life With Father," is emcee. He inter-
views the "guest father" each week, and
when the interview leads to some impor-
tant event in the life of the guest, program
fades into an actual dramatization of
that event. Stories are full of comedy,
human interest and pathos, and all are
actual fact.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening or Sunday
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 5 (minimum) to 15
Unit Cost: Available gratis to radio sta-

tions; write for terms for exclusive
use in your market

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Submitted by: Kermit -Raymond Radio Pro-
ductions, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 73)

Appointment with Crime
"Appointment With Crime" is a fast

maving, hard-hitting dramatic series writ-
ten by Jerry McGill, one of radio's most
successful writers. Each week, "Appoint-
ment With Crime" will dramatize the
complete half-hour adventure in the lives
of Sally, Mac and Harvard, a threesome
to whom man -hunting is a business, not
a hobby. Each half-hour adventure will
deal with both national and international
crime, and intrigue, and are written so
expertly and paced so swiftly that the
half hour is over before one realizes it.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Various
Number of Artists: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WIZ -Blue, New York, N. Y.

Author's Playhouse
An outstanding dramatic program fea-

tured on the NBC networks for several
seasons. Original scripts are by the
country's most famous authors with radio

10 DAILY
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BALTIMO RE
 Fastest Growing Big City in the East
 Great Industrial Center
 Diversification Insures Progress
 Ship and Plane Building Center
 A Great Port with a Great Future
 Intelligent Post War Planning

WBAL
 50,000 Watts - Basic NBC Network
 First in Local, National and Network Advertising
 WBAL Promotion Builds More and More

Listeners for Your Program
 First in the Hearts of Baltimoreans and other

Residents of the Central Atlantic States

For further information about any point outlined above, write

WBAL or EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc., National Representative

BAL
50.000 WATTS
BALTIMORE

OnE OF AMERICAS
GREAT RADIO STATIOIIS
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Mtn by specially selected writers.

At g the excellent cast is a twenty -
f e orchestra conducted by Dr.
Ids. Origin Chicago.

¡Why: Live talent
. OW 30 minutes, once weekly
lap Appeal: Entire family
011 for: Evening
b*J,f Artists: Varies
nth by: NBC

E
'',(ae Pages 33, 34, 35. 36)

¿g ground for Action
n *,rmative, stirring account of what
ila(done now to prepare for a more
WM life in the post-war world.

ttas the workings of industry, of
engineers, chemists, educators,

,rptmt, etc.. in framing the patterns
e6dure. Prominent leaders in varied
Orticipate as weekly guests. A
.1reºries on an important subject,
.4,ri y presented.
¡1 ity: Live talent
Ilts: 30 minutes, once weekly

alai Appeal: Entire family
reds for: Evening
itf(Itability: General
Idiv,I Artists: 8 to 10
Ct: Available on request
.tie Facilities: Will pipe live talent
nftlf by: Radio Features of America,
Ne York City, N. Y.

it nd the Battle Front
taverly, Hollywood's most success -

film actor, former Hollywood
et iyhouse Star and Producer, will
3Ti weekly that most thrilling series
%lid the Battlefront." A giant pro -
MI dramatic war events behind the
.e Int. The orders of our Government
t atºd in commendments form. A
a hour of thrilling entertainment,

:<ah, civilian defense, played by the
a Movieland's Studio Actors. A

,áT 1 of the people, by the people and
t people. A program every true

i has to listen to.
it lily: Live talent

:ts: 30 minutes, once weekly
º Appeal: Entire family

3 on for: Evening
of Artists: 10-15
1: $10,000 with orchestra

i ' Facilities: Will pipe live talent
I by: Hollywood Star Production
pony

(Paired the Headlines
®tic series based on authentic

rind material supplied by the OWI
consulates of 28 Axis occupied

and governments in exile depict-
iditions in conquered countries,

ot of the Underground, and feats of
,spionage agents.

i lity: Live talent
º its: Fifteen or thirty minutes, once

kly
i e Appeal: Entire family
3 id for: Evening
n Suitability: Suitable for food or

product especially; sponsored
i6 weeks by large, local chain of
ºrmarkets
of Artists: 6 to 10
it: $250.00 per week

i Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: WKY, Oklahoma City,
J.

:at Short Stories from
I Aberty Magazine

i3 anscribed quarter-hour programs
'eaifing the most outstanding short
ie*that have appeared in Liberty
retie. Each complete in itself. Each
'hying and different. Prepared by a
tin cast of New York network artists.
(lithos been successfully used by
sa)n cigarettes also various indepen-
t I:al advertisers. One of the few
e : calibre programs available for

individual cities on transcriptions.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, one or more times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening and Sunday
Client Suitability: Any type advertiser
Number of Artists: 8
Unit Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Charles Michelson Radio

Transcriptions, New York, N. Y.
(See Page 100)

Big City Parade
Dramatizations from true cases in juve-

nile courts-changed sufficiently to pre-
vent recognition. Purpose of program:
to help solve juvenile delinquency. A
local judge could appear with the show
for publicity purposes-institutional show
and prizes can be awarded for the best
letters submitted suggesting the judge's
decision.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice weekly or

1/2 hr. once a week
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Can be done with 6

actors on live show
Unit Cost: $5.00 to $15.00 per show, ac-

cording to station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Gordoni Radio Productions,

Chicago, Illinois

By Public Acclaim
Created by Ronald Dawson

To settle the age old argument as to
who was or is the greatest in any line of
human endeavor, the public is asked to
vote and the lie of winner is dramatized
the following week in a half hour show.
Plenty of human interest and suitable for
the entire family.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Desserts
Number of Artists: Cast of no less than

5, no more than 8
Unit Cost: $2,500.00 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: Robinson Recording Lab-

oratories, Philadelphia, Pa.

Captains of Industry
"Captains of Industry" 52 quarter hour

dramatizations each of a famous Ameri-
can who achieved success (a la rags to
riches), exemplifies opportunity in Amer-
ica, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Du Pont, West-
inghouse, Edison, Astor, Dollar, etc. Ex-
ceptional unique merchandising idea at
low cost is available.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 52 quarter hour programs
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Banks, Savings & Loan,

Automobiles, Insurance, institutional
Number of Artists: Minimum of nine
Unit Cost: Based on population and sta-

tion power
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Producers of Holly-

wood

Chaplain Jim
"Chaplain Jim" faces honestly and

squarely many of the personal problems
which lace men in the service. "Chaplain
Jim," a fictitious character reflects the
sound thinking and humane service which
the Chaplains Corps of the forces renders
to men in combat. Scripts have a funda-
mental appeal that have made this series
extremely helpful to a better understand-
ing of the service-moral, spiritual and
educational-which the Chaplain renders.
Currently "Chaplain rim" has been as -

DRAMA TIC SERIES
signed to overseas duty as a transport
Chaplain. This role shows the part the
Army Chaplain plays in helping men
make one of the greatest adjustments of
their lives ... from that of being in an
Army camp, to that of proceeding through
the dangers of the high seas to the battle
lines. All material is based upon actual
experiences of transport Chaplains and
Chaplains at the front and is prepared
in cooperation with the War Department
under the supervision of Frank and Anne
Hummert. who produce it.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Family appeal product
Number of Artists: Variable
Unit Cost: $1300.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

Children of Freedom
Fictional stories of heroism on the home

front, the battle front, and in occupied
lands. Each story is introduced by a
character known as 'Freedom' who speaks
again at the close of the program to praise
those who fight and die in 'Freedom's'
name.
Availability: Live talent or E. T. Both
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Middle evening
Client Suitability: Practically unlimited
Number of Artists: Average of five or

six depending bn the story
Unit Cost: $25.00 per script
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William F. Holland Agency

Dark Fantasy
Dramatic series based on supernatural

events. A thriller-diller "escape" vehicle
for war nerves. Authored by Scott Bishop.
well-known in the pulp field and writer
of the Blue Network series, "The Strange
Doctor Rarnac," and scripts for "Lights
Out," "First Nighter." "Silver Theatre."
"Grand Hotel." and "Grand Central Sta-
tion." Described by the Blue Network
as one of radio's most successful writers
since 1930. Particularly well adapted for
sponsorship by a medical account.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Medical account
Number of Artists: 6 to 10
Unit Cost: $300.00 per week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKY, Oklahoma City,

Okla.

Doctor Mac
"Doctor Mac" is a kindly, whimsical.

absent-minded, and altogether lovable old
Scotch practitioner who goes on his quiet
way smoothing out domestic tragedies
and human dramas. Mingled with the
dramatic suspense is many a hearty
chuckle. This story of a country doctor
is complete in each episode, yet with a
thread of interest which ties one broad-
cast into the next.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once or more

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon; eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Institutional family -ap-

peal product
Number of Artists: 6 to 8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Grace Gibson

Doctors Courageous
"Doctors Courageous"' dramatizes inci-

dents in the lives of famous doctors, un-
selfishly devoted to the cause of humanity.
A few of the subjects in this heroic adven-
ture theme are Lister, Mayo brothers,
Dafoe, Cushing (brain surgery), and Har-
nack (X-ray).
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once of more

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon; eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Drug stores
Number of Artists: 7 to 10
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Grace Gibson

Exclusive Story
"Exclusive Story" consists of dramatiza-

tions based on the fact that from the
newspaper scoops gathered by reporters
four corners of the world come tomorrow's
at home and abroad. Series is full of
human interest, pathos. comedy, tragedy
and excitement. Each release is self-con-
tained.
Time Units: 15 minutes. once or more

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 5 to 7
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: G. C. Bird & Associates

Family Forum
Program deals with the problems raised

in bringing up children and how to ad-
just them. The feature of the program
would be an outstanding psychiatrist.
who would also be a radio personality.
Program consists of two parts -one a
dramatization of a very interesting prob-
lem,-and the other part consists of inter.
views with the parents desiring informa-
tion how to straighten out their family
lile. The program has appeal for the en-
tire family, because all adults are inter-
ested in child and adolescent problems.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday evening
Client Suitability: Home products
Number of Artists: About 5
Unit Cost: About $500
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: United Broadcasting Co.,

Chicago, Ill.

Famous Escapes
Each program complete in itself. '7a-

mous Escapes" dramatizes the thrilling.
almost unbelievable escapes of Casanova.
Dreyfus, Napoleon, Monte Cristo, Captain
Bligh and 34 others.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once or more

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; evening
Client Suitability: Institutional, family -ap-

peal product
Number of Artists: 6 to 8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Grace Gibson

Federal Agent
In "Federal Agent" each complete pro-

gram glorifies Federal law enforcement
and the unrelenting search for law break-
ers. Series is made up of convincing.
dramatic enactments that thrill old and
young alike-a "crime doesn't pay" group
of varied cases and locales, solved by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Canadian
Royal Northwest Mounted Police, Scotland
Yard, etc.
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Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once or

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Number of Artists: 5 to 7
Unit Cost: Dependent upon market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: G. C. Bird & Associates

more

First Person Plural
First Person Plural makes use of the

directness which broadcasting makes pos-
sible. Because the audience meets each
character of the play lace to face through
the microphone, the "footlights" of radio
are dispensed with and each drama is
performed as though the listener were ac-
tually seeing it happen-as an "eye wit-
ness." Logical breaks are possible, be-
tween the first person sequence and the
third person sequences, for the commer-
cials and merchandising of any product
is simplified thereby.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: The better class mass

product, i.e., the low priced class
items

Number of Artists: Average five
Unit Cost: $1,000
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Radio Events, Inc.

Five Minute Mysteries
Completely prepared on transcriptions,

a mystery story in live minutes with room
included for opening and closing com-
mercials. Each program is packed with
action throughout. yet never rushed. The
cast is all New York network actors and
do a superb job in every program. 26
weeks are already transcribed. The pro-
gram has done sales jobs for Harvester
Cigar Co., also the Bigelow Sanford Car-
pet Co.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any
Number of Artists: 6
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Charles Michelson Radio

Transcriptions, New York, N. Y.
(See Page 100)

Fire Star Final
"Five Star Final" has a long and bril-

liant record as news drama. It is a five -
times -a -week live show with special mu-
sical and sound effects. Choosing four
news items of prime importance, local as
well as world events, a special cast
enacts them so that listeners get the feel-
ing of being where the news breaks.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, Monday through

Friday
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 4-7
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMCA, Inc., New York,

N. Y.

Five Star Theatre
"Five Star Theatre" is a footlight parade

of miniature dramas, each sell -contained
in two acts. Broadway glamour, highly
entertaining and diverting plots, smart dia-
logue, spontaneous humor and human in-
terest are all combined, assuring listener
loyalty and friendship from the first
airing.
Availability:
Time Units:

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

E. T.
15 minutes, once or more

Suggested for: Monring; afternoon; eve-
ning

Number of Artists: 5 to 7
Unit Cost: Dependent upon market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: G. C. Bird & Associates

DRAMATIC SERIE`
Frontier Fighters

From the explorations of the undaunted
La Salle, down through the years, to the
establishments of a rich, far reaching em-
pire along the Western slopes of the
Pacific Coast, each program in this se-
ries abounds in acts of bravery, and re-
flects the indomitable will power and un-
flinching sacrifice of those hardy pioneers
who made this great nation of ours
possible.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Unit Cost: Dependent upon market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Transcription Com-

pany of America, Ltd.

Harold Teen
This program, based upon the famous

comic -strip, is a well -tested and proven
show. Presented in half-hour weekly
form. "Harold Teen" is known to millions
as one of the most popular comic -strip
characters ever presented on the air. A
purely American show for a sponsor who
wants genuine audience -appeal and
limitless merchandising facilities.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Household products,

food products
Number of Artists: 6-10
Unit Cost Moderately priced
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by WGN, Inc., Chicago, Ill.

Hot Copy
This portrays a series of dramatic

events behind the writing of a great syn-
dicated newspaper column. Origin Chi-
cago.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC(Chicago)

Imperial Leader
The dramatized life story of Winston

Spencer Churchill. England's fighting
Prime Minister. Produced in Australia
with an all-star Australian network cast,
this show tells of Churchill's early boy-
hood, follows his experiences in the Army.
his first political speech, throughout his
colorful career, and up to the present
day in wartorn England. One of the
greatest programs of all time, tieing up
with headines Churchill constantly makes.
Sold for broadcast throughout Canada to
George Weston, Ltd.. Cracker Manufac-
turer. Other sponsors include: Embry -Rid-
dle School of Aviation, Miami Fla.. Rich-
mond Dry Goods, Richmond. Va.; El Paso
Light & Power, El Paso. Texas; Old Regal
Beer & Ale. New Orleans, La.; James
Allan & Co., Jewelers. Charleston, S. C.;
W. G. Avery Body Co., Jackson, Miss.:
HP5G, Panama. and others. 52 1/2 -hour
shows.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 1, 2, 3, 5

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any kind of advertiser
Number of Artists: About 40
Unit Cost: Based on population of market

power and rates of station used
Submitted by: Kasper -Gordon, Inc.

(See Page 62)

Irving Strouse's Invisible
Theatre

Dramatic series of the occult, the un-
usual, the psychic, the other world, the
borderline, and the scary. Half hour
plays, each individual story, written and
produced by Irving Strouse.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Thirty minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Approximately four
Unit Cost: $750
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Irving Strouse, New York,

N. Y.
(See Page 100)

Lands of the Free
A dramatic program under the auspices

of the Inter -American University of the
Air. It is limited to institutional span.
sorship, and is a combination of narra-
tive and dramatic form presenting Wes-
tern Hemisphere history and focusing a
new light on the varied aspects of the
development of freedom among our twen-
ty-two nations. Origin New York.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)

Mamma Bloom's Brood
The thousand and one problems that

confront a mother of two grown daughters
are all brought to Mamma Bloom for
solution. Each one is met with that calm
unruffled consideration which makes this
loveable character a welcome guest in
the homes of listening audiences. Her
homely philosophies carry the Bloom
family over many a domestic hurdle and
provide entertainment in a lighter vein.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: General
Unit Cost: Dependent upon market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Transcription Com-

pany of America, Ltd.

March Thru Life,
with John B. Kennedy

This series presents America in being
. "The March Thru Life" of this coun-

try through its citizens to show that the
United States still rewards skilled work,
initiative . . . that among America's
natural resources, there is none greater
than opportunity! 'The March Thru
Life" is a program of opportunity, a pro.
gram which will show how men and
women with a will have achieved suc-
cess in America. It is a program of opti-
mism and faith. In these troubled times,
even the stoutest must have their courage
renewed and there seems no better way of
doing this than stressing the fine things
men and women have accomplished
against tremendous odds.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for Evening
Client Suitability: Banking, life insurance,

institutional advertising
Number of Artists: 7 to 9
Unit Cost: Open
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Casanave & Pearson, Inc.,

New York 19, N. Y.

Meet America
A tour o1 the U. S. A. broadcastin

week from a different city to have
ca meet that city-its color, histo
ple music, etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once w
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional
Number of Artists: 50
Unit Cost: $6,000.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William Gernannt

(See Page 96)

Miss Pinkerton, In
A comedy dramatic detective

Mary Ellis inherits a private d
agency. Her efforts to run the b
involve her in complications from
she finds it hard to get out. Dick,
tive on the regular police force, he
She always gets the credit, be
attractive girl and he is the goat.
he's always around.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once we
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or even
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Varies 5 to 10
Unit Cost: Low
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Associated Release_.

wood, Calif.

Murder Clinic
Half-hour dramatizations of the we

most famous detective stories, baee<

fiction by such writers as Agatha Chti
G. K. Chesterton, R. Austin Freeman

other great names in this
Stories are varied and exciting, linker
an intriguing "frame."" Adaptors are
Wright and John A. Bassett, both emi:
in this work. Has established excel

ratings.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon; sn

day evenings
Number of Artists: 6 actors, armour.

organist, 2 sound effects
Unit Cost: $1100 per broadcast an

work for talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting `

tem for WOR

1y Prayer Was Answer
A powerful inspiring series dramabr

actual occurrences in the lives of voi
people whose life was saved when
resorted to prayer. A truly differeni
gram and one which will get and
the interest of all classes of listeners.
program which is endorsed by both
clergy and the Women's Club of Amer
Expertly cast by a group of leading Hr
wood actors, including Hanley Staff

and Gale Gordon, to mention a few.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2,

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon
Client Suitability: Furniture, funer

bank, insurance, or other
advertiser

Number of Artists: 8
Unit Cost: $5.00 to $25.00, based on,

to be used
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Charles Michelson Re

Transcriptions, New York, N. Y.
(See Page 100)
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NBC Showcase
SUMMER 1943

New Programs, New Names,

' w Methods Taking Shape as

'w NBC Program Development
Group Hits Stride.

I DIO CITE". July 16 -The Program Di vclopment Dig i -
set up by \ ice -President Clarence L. Menser at NBC
eginning to see daylight in its work of coordinating
lities for development of new radio ideas and talent.

Ender the direction of Wyllis Cooper and Thomas A.
nett, the new Division's job is to look at new ideas and
sn to talented newcomers, build new programs, doctor
ones and weed out weak ones.

)ne of radio's creative "greats," Cooper left "The Army
ir" to return to NBC where previously he had been a
pt editor in Chicago ... originating such outstanding
ws as "Lights Out," "Immortal Dramas" and others.
has a capable aide in Bennett, for years a developer of
sical programs and talent, including Dinah Shore.

hether it's in styling a new dance band or developing
ew variety show, the new department will soon be earn -
the grateful attention of agencies, sponsors and stations.
reral new shows are expected by Fall.

:'he new Division is a natural outgrowth of the creative
nning and showmanship of a program department which
distinguished itself through the years. (Last year, for

mple, the program department brought American lis-
ers such outstanding radio fare as "Murder of Lidice,"
stakovitch's Seventh Symphony, "Britain to America,"

I "The Nightingale and the Rose.")

the Program Development Division will make use of all
3C facilities-production, script, talent-in New York,
icago and Hollywood. ( For information on the Program
velopment Division, call your NBC representative.)

LEFT TO RIGHT-Wyllis Cooper, Chief of NBC's new Program Development Divi-
sion, is a radio veteran of 15 years. His most recent show is "The Army Hour." Thomas
Bennett, noted composer and arranger, discovers and trains musical talent. They are
discussing a script with C. L. Menser, NBC Vice -President in Charge of Programs,
who organized the Program Development Division.

FOR NBC SHOWS FOR SALE, SEE BACK PAGE OF THIS INSERT



War Service, Peace Aims,

Stressed in Current

1 "FOR THIS WE FIGHT" takes the NBC Inter -
American University of the Air into a new field of adult
education. It gives the people a chance to hear, and partici-
pate in, plans for the coming peace. Under Secretary of
State Sumner Welles is one of the many distinguished
Americans scheduled to speak on this NBC Public Service
program which is broadcast Saturdays at 7 P.M., E.W.T.
Mr. Welles will be heard August 28.

5 "NBC SUMMER SYMPHONY"-con-
ducted by Dr. Frank Black, General Music Direc-
tor of NBC, Sundays, 5 to 6 P.M., E.W.T. One of
the world's great musical organizations, the NBC
Symphony has made a notable contribution to
America's appreciation of fine music. After August
1, 1943, the Symphony Orchestra will be sponsored
by General Motors Corporation.

6 "THAT THEY MIGHT LIVE" high-
lights the great drive of the American Red Cross
for graduate nurses, nurses' aides and students in
home nursing classes. The NBC Sunday afternoon
show (12:30 P.M., E.W.T.) features famous stars,
and has produced thousands of enrollments.

7 "WORDS AT WAR" is NBC's new pro-
gram to increase the audience for important books
dealing with war and peace subjects. The series
opened June 24th with a dramatization of Hilary
St. George Saunders' Book -of -the -month "Com-
bined Operations." Wendell Willkie's "One World"
was featured on the July 1 show. (Saturdays, 8:30
P.M., E.W.T.)

8 "DOCTORS AT WAR" the serial which
went off the air June 19, is expected to return next
Fall. It has been presented in cooperation with the
American Medical Assoc:at:on.

9. " UNLIMITED HORIZONS" will begin
its fourth season in the Fall. It will continue to
dramatize the research of West Coast Universities.
For the summer it is being replaced by "Pacific
Story," under the auspices of the Inter -American
University of the Air. "Pacific Story" starting July
11 traces the development of the Pacific Basin.
(Sundays at 11:30 P.M., E.W.T.)

1U. "MUSIC OF THE NEW WORLD"
is another Inter -American University program
which traces the development of American Music.
It is aired over NBC's domestic network at 11:30
P.M., E.W.T., every Thursday.

11. " LANDS OF THE FREE" is a dram-
atized history course of the Western Hemisphere,
recognized by educators as a valuable contribu-
tion to Pan-American understanding. It is heard
over NBC at 4:30 P.M. every Sunday, E.W.T.

2. Concerning ARTURO TOSCANINI'S
War Bond Concerts this summer, Secretary of the Treas-
ury Morgenthau writes: "Please convey to Maestro
Toscanini my deep appreciation for the magnificent
contribution he is making to America. I appreciate no
less the splendid service being rendered by the National
Broadcasting Company." Sundays at 5 P.M., E.W.T.
July 18, 25, September 19.

"NOT FOR GLORY" dramatizes
Office of Civilian Defense Activities. Outstanding
workers are cited on the program by James N.
Landis, for their valuable, but seldom spectacular
service. It began June 26 and will continue for 13
weeks (Saturdays at 5 P.M., E.W.T.).

13. "LABOR FOR VICTORY"-is de
voted to a discussion of the problems of labor in
wartime. NBC is the first network to offer its
facilities to organized labor for such discussions.
The AFL and CIO participate on alternate Sun-
days (1:15 to 1:30 Y.M., E.W.T.). William Green,
Phillip Murray, and others prominent in labor and
government are heard.

NBC Delivers for OWI
Spot Announcements publicizing War Drives have
been more successful than either NBC or ()hl
hoped for. In some instances, OW1 has requested
that spots be omitted, because responses had been
greater than the War Agencies could handle.

NBC-the Network Most People Listen to Most



;Morale -Builders Are

NBC Programming

/ "MUSIC AT WAR"-a six week series which began Thurs-
lay, July 8th (11:30 P.M., E.W.T.) features the NBC Orchestra,
onducted by Josef Stopak. Official songs of the United States fight-
ne forces will be heard, as well as symphonies. The scripts show how
he music of the New World has been mobilized for Victory. Music
4 the other Americas will be included.

4 "THE ARMY HOUR" is considered by many to be one of the
war's most striking radio efforts. Official program of the War Department,
it is broadcast every Sunday exclusively over NBC at 3:30 P.M., E.W.T.
Originally authored by Wyllis Cooper (see preceding page), "Guest Stars"
have included Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek, Lieut. Gen. Delos Emmons,
Marshall (now Viceroy) Sir Archibald Wavell.

NBC-Also On Top of the World
in News and Special Events
THE NBC FORMULA for outstanding world news coverage is sim-
ple. You merely find the best newsmen possible, and put them in
the places where news is likely to happen. In wartime, this is some-
times not so easy-but if you follow NBC newscasts as do so many
millions of Americans, you know that NBC has a well -developed
knack of being on -the -spot when big news breaks.

THE DEPARTMENT OF NEWS AND SPECIAL EVENTS reports the
success of one of radio's most extensive hook-ups, to celebrate the
first birthday of "Yank," official Army newspaper. Soldier-reporters
(among them, Sgt. Marion Hargrove, currently of Chungking) de-
scribed the lighter side of Army life on the June 27th Broadcast.
NBC made pick-ups from London, Algiers, Cairo, Chungking,
Jerusalem, Panama City, Fairbanks and Sydney.

NBC-the Network Most People Listen to Most
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Current and Choico
"For Sale" programs in NBC's Showcase

NBC's program department has built for
clients some of the most talked -about shows
in the industry, such as "Immortal Dramas"
for Montgomery, Ward; "Zenith Foundation"
for Zenith Radio; "Grand Hotel" for Cam-
pana; "Beat the Band" for Brown, William-
son ... and in the daytime serial field, "Vic

and Sade" for Procter and Gamble and "Girl
Alone" for Kellogg.

With the creation of the new Program
Development Division (see page 1 of this
insert), NBC -built programs should con-
tinue to impress the most ardent followers
of Messrs. Crossley and Hooper.

Currently for sale are the following NBC -built shows:
(NOW BUILDING AUDIENCES ON THE AIR)

* "ROAD TO DANGER"-Fridays, 11:30 P.M. to 12:00, EWT.

* "AUTHOR'S PLAYHOUSE"- Wednesdays, 11:30 P.M. to 12:00, EWT.

* "MIRTH AND MADNESS"-Monday through Saturday, 12:30 to 1:00 P.M., EWT.

* "HOT COPY"-sold as this issue of Radio Daily went to press.

* "EVERYTHING GOES" -9:00 to 9:30 A.M., Monday through Friday,
9:00 to 10:00 A.M., Saturdays, EWT.

* "BABE RUTH IN PERSON"-Saturdays, 10:30 to 10:45 A.M., EWT.

* "ROY SHIELD & CO."-Tuesday nights, 12:05 to 12:55 A.M., EWT.
Saturdays, 2:00 to 2:45 P.M., EWT.

* "NEWS SNAPSHOTS BY ROBERT ST. JOHN" -9:45 to 10:00 A.M., EWT, Monday through Friday

* "STORY DRAMAS BY OLMSTED"-Saturdays, 11:15 to 11:30 P.M., EWT.

* "RUPERT HUGHES, RACONTEUR"-Sundays, 1:00 to 1:15 P.M., EWT.

* "LYRICS BY LIZA"-Saturdays, 3:35 to 4:00 P.M., EWT.

* "THE MODERN FARMER" -6:30 to 7:00 A.M., Monday through Saturday, WEAF only.
For full details on the above shows, see editorial pages of this issue, or call your NBC representative.

IN PREPARATION:
"I'LL SOON BE THERE" . "STREAMLINED MINSTRELS" . "AROUND THE TOWN WITH SHEILA BARRETT"

NBC
-;

71111mow' THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY



Mystery hall
teworthy series of dramatic pro -
each a complete radio play.
of manuscripts is varied. As the
: title implies these productions
:fined to the mysterious, super -
or chiller type. House orchestra
rents the dramatic portions of the

ility: Live talent
:its: 30 minutes, once weekly
;e Appeal: Female; male
ed for: Evening
of Artists: Varied number of ac -

depending upon presentation.
h-8 musicians

Upon request
: Facilities: Transcriptions
ad by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys -

(for Station WGR, Buffalo)

Jordan, Federal Ace
hot concerns Jordan, who, through
-,gt:loyment as a railroad claim ad-
teslas a logical excuse to travel to
,pis of the country. His employer,
3, edwick, reasons rightly that most
eh agents, saboteurs, spies, etc.,
'relay rail. Jordan's job is to serve
asinofficial capacity and fight the

:arts enemies. Jordan's good friend,
dd is a member of the FBI and makes
tibial arrests for Jordan. Judy Med-

:k,ise boss' daughter, supplies the
ref: interest.
sfliility: Live talent
s.:its: 30 minutes, once weekly
lle:e Appeal: Entire family
Milled for: Evening
eattuitability: General product with
n's appeal

sib of Artists: 8 (eight)
it: Upon request

Facilities: Transcriptions
by: King-Trendle Broadcasting

, Detroit, Michigan
(See Pages 40, 78)

i 'erpetual Emotion
it tot Barnes and Otto Kruger, two
1n: picture favorites, are starred in
o;landing story of two ham actors,

'ddl in the corn belt country, who

'Ai
difficult to make corn pay divi-

oil withso much of it about. The
ld,. by Phyllis Parker. "Perpetual
'Ht" is good entertainment tied in
sfüuations which are authentic and
in will find enjoyably sympathetic,
a numerable opportunities for corn -

i heart interest.
Pity: Live talent
,Sits: Half hour, once weekly
fie Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening

Any type of client
of Artists: Two principals plus a
in supporting cast
1: Available on request
Facilities: Transcriptions or will

e live talent

d by: National Concert and Art -
Corporation, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 88)

Ports of Call
Poi of Call" dramatizes to a musi-
*;ng the hidites of history and geo-
a}tal beauty and points of interest

two different countries, know the
what, when and where, Africa,

a 4laska, Russia, Australia, England,
a hemisphere.
ülity: E. T.
nits: 52 thirty minutes, once or
ce weekly
e Appeal: Entire family

ted for: Afternoon or evening
Suitability: Morticians, Banks,

Aver and light, any institutional
of Artists: Minimum of 12 artists,

s 26 piece orchestra

Unit Cost: Depending on population and
station power

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Producers of Holly-

wood

Radio Theatre of Famous
Classics

"Radio Theatre of Famous Classics" is
a half-hour dramatic show bringing to
the air special radio adaptations of the
world's most famous stories as written
by the world's most famous writers, such
as Oscar Wilde, Ibsen, Stevenson, Zola,
DeMaupassant and others. Each show is
complete in itself, brilliantly produced and
directed. An outstanding cast is featured
and adaptations have ben written by
radio's top writers. Included at no extra
cost is a complete merchandising deal
which includes a give-away of a 500
page cloth bound book of the collected
works of each author. Also included is
a complete press campaign book for pro-
motion and publicity.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon or even-

ing
Client Suitability: Manufacturers of trade

name brand or large trade retailer
Number of Artists: 7 (minimum) to 16

(maximum)
Unit Cost: As transcribed show from $10

per program up; as live network
show featuring name guest star
lead $3500 weekly

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kermit -Raymond Radio

Productions, New York City, N. Y.
(See Page 73)

Road to Danger
An original comedy dramatic story

written by James Street, adapted for
radio by Jack Mitchell with Curley Bradley
and Clarence Hatzell as Stumpy and
Cottonseed, two American truck drivers
who are found each week wherever war
action is hottest. Origin Chicago.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; male
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC (Chicago)

Sacrifice
Based on the theme, "Greater love hath

no man than that he lay down his life
for another." "Sacrifice" dramatizes true
episodes in the lives of Abraham Lincoln,
Lawrence of Arabia, Florence Nightingale,
Kingsford -Smith. The Pilgrim Fathers and
45 others.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once or more

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; evening
Number of Artists: 6 to 8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Grace Gibson

Secret Agent K-7
K-7 is a former international intelligence

operator for a government, and in this
connection, saw action on all fronts of
World War No. 1. In the series of stories.
he illustrates from factual knowledge
the technique employed by foreign spies.
He was one of the first to use the term
"Fifth Columnist" on the radio, and his
series prepared before World War No. 2
is almost a blueprint of the pattern now
being followed, indicating an almost
prophetic knowledge and vision of the
operation of the unseen arm of the ser-
vice.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, optional weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

DRAMATIC SERIES
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Has been used for al-

most all types . . . best for juvenile
appeal

Number of Artists: 7 to 9
Unit Cost: Open
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Casanave & Pearson, Inc.,'

New York 19, N. Y.

Soldiers off the Press
Show dramatizes the real -life adven-

tures and experiences of United Press war
correspondents on the battle -fronts. All
shows are based on actual news events,
as told by UP men on the scene of action.
Gives a realistic picture of combat ac-
tivity at sea, in bombing and fighting
planes and with United Nations land
forces.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening or Sunday p.m.
Client Suitability: Excellent institutional

program adaptable for almost any
high -calibre sponsor

Number of Artists: 7 to 10
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: United Press

(See Page 3)

Stars Over Paradise
The life of Sandra Barton, daughter of

the wealthy owner of a pineapple planta-
tion, against the incomparably colorful
background of the Hawaiian Islands.
Show uses native music only to "paint
the scenery," and includes authentic Ha-
waiian history, myth and performers.
Approved by native authorities.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Early or late evening
Client Suitability: Especially suitable for

product stressing romance angle
Number of Artists: 4 (minimum) to 9 .. .

plus music
Unit Cost: $800 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mercury Radio Recording

Studio, Chicago, Ill.

Story Dramas by Olmstead
This relives the great short stories of

the world from tragedy to comedy with
Nelson Olmstead impersonating various
characters; a program in narrative form,
not dramatization, and extremely popular
with radio audiences. Origin Chicago.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: One
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)

Story Editor
A dramatic show written by Ione Tol-

linger with a newspaper background for
exciting adventure stories of a reporter's
assignments. Origin Hollywood.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC (Hollywood)

Suspicion
"Suspicion" consists of self-contained

modern detective playlets at their best
presenting a challenge to the audience;
somewhere in each story is a seemingly
unimportant fact-a hidden clue which

;first pointed the finger of guilt to the cul-
prit; it may be a single line, a sound,
a scene or perhaps a complete program.
Dramatized explanations completely elimi-
nate any question as to the correct
lution.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once or more

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; evening
Number of Artists: 5 to 7
Unit Cost: Dependent upon market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: G. C. Bird & Associates

so -

The Battle of Main Street
"The Battle of Main Street" is designed

to bring the true reality of building morale
to the air, by relating human every day
occurrences that might happen to any or
all in the various communities through-
out the country; also to give American
propaganda the kind of conviction that
can only be transmitted and absorbed
when it flows from real people to real
people.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General appeal product
Number of Artists: Five
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Herman Bernie, Inc.

The Cisco Kid
A famous O. Henry character, who has

had great screen success, continues his
march in radio. Cisco is a "bad man"
who is bad only for wrongdoers. He is a
fascinating romantic, and everybody is
captivated by his stratagems. His asso-
ciate, Pancho, is a great comedy asset.
There ar e many charming senoritas-on
his heart, Cisco swears it-and they add
to the gayety and excitement of these
fast -paced stories.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, cnce weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 6 actors, announcer, 2

soundmen, organist
Unit Cost: $1420 per program on net for

talent
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System

for WOR

The Falcon
"The Falcon," unlike most of the other

radio sleuths, doesn't take himself too
seriously. He's no wonder boy but he
gets results and unethical as it may be.
his criminal competition doesn't quake
at the mere mention of his name. His
interest in the "weaker sex" makes him
an easy foil for the crime of the moment,
which is all right with Mr. Michael War-
ing" alias "The Falcon."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Various
Number of Artists: Variable
Unit Cost: (With organ) $1800.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

The Green Hornet
"The Green Hornet" is based on the

story of Publisher Britt Reid. who learns
much that can't be printed. His paper,
the Daily Sentinel" has a standing reward
for the dead or alive capture of a mys-
terious figure called "The Green Hornet."

10 DAILY
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Starring JOHN B. KENNEDY
JIMMY WALLINGTON
AND AN ALL-STAR CAST
In far off places the history of America is
being written. And in each of these far off
places War Correspondents are facing enemy
guns and shells so that we at home may have
first hand news of America's Fight for Free-
dom. The stories of our at -the -front War
Correspondents are brilliantly dramatized in
this unique series of quarter-hour transcribed
programs.

A NEW TRANSCRIBED FEATURE FOR

LOCAL AND REGIONAL SPONSORS!
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except a trusted Filippino realizes
is 'The Green Hornet." He uses

to smash "within -the -law" crimes
down spies in situations where

e stands in the way. Though
for countless crimes. "The Green
Is really innocent, a fact he
ver establish if captured.
My: Live talent

tits: 20 minutes, once or twice
kly
¡e Appeal: Entire family
. d for: Evening
inability: Breakfast cereal, cream -
or any product with mass appeal
of Artists: 8 (eight)
I: Upon request
Facilities: Transcriptions

by: King-Trendle Broadcasting
>., Detroit, Michigan

(See Pages 40, 78)

The liad God
to Mad God," written by Frank
Sam, author of numerous adven-
pts and motion picture scenarios.

main characters of this play go
a series of strange adventures
sland of Dr. Malakeyva, located

ts:re in the Pacific and protected
ituders by invisibility rays. This
r l radio adventure fantasy, and
s the most thrilling and fascinating

ier written for radio.
Iffy: Live talent
Is: 15 or 30 minutes, 1 to 5 times
dy
Appeal: Entire family

d for: Afternoon or evening
of Artists: Average 5 to 7
Facilities: Will pipe live talent
i by: Broadcasting Program Ser -
New York City 19, N. Y.

tiford Town /Tall
tip of six inmates of the Florida
bon and a Master -of -Ceremonies
round a microphone inside the

discuss questions sent in by
A brief background of each

Is brought out before his opinion
The Master -of -Ceremonies acts

nice of listeners and asks ques-
t prisoners are capable of dls-
Program is ad-lib. The writer

Zuestion used receives a prison-
s from sponsor. Superintendent
tpman concludes each broadcast
ngs a Warden Learns."
fly: Live talent
its: 30 minutes, once weekly

Appeal: Entire family
'd for: Evening
Viability: Any product that de -

public acceptance and institu-
1 building
A Artists: 9

$100 per show locally-$2,500
hly on 7 Florida stations
Facilities: Transcriptions
by: WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla.

leturn of Nick Carter
after. "the master detective," a
fictional hero to generations of
s, comes to the airwaves. The
onal sleuth began his career in

fir York Weekly in 1886 and his
the thrilled both children and

v tke ever since. The Nick Carter
'slhrd on this series are all original.
sM t Walter Gibson, famous detec-
sio writer and author of many

otlWMagazine stories. Each week
I detective solves another corn-

tery with thrills and chills and
mmings,

l ty: Live talent
s: 30 minutes, once weekly

sgl Appeal: Entire family
cell for: Evening
t Stability: Any type of product

S .t Artists: 2 regular and about 6
3; also 1 organist

Unit Cost: $1,075 weekly-local; $1,900
weekly-national network (MBS)

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOR-Bomberger Broad-

casting Co., New York, N. Y.

The Shadow
The nation's best known radio charac-

ter. Available on transcriptions or co-
operative live sponsorship on the Mutual
Network. Latest Hooper rating. 17.2! Has
topped all other programs on Sundays
5:30-6:00 E.W.T. on all networks for nine
consecutive years. Several choice cities
now open for sponsored use. Shadow
magazine, Shadow motion pictures, and
many other promotional items aid in pre-
senting complete rounded out advertising
campaign for local merchants as well as
large concerns,
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 or 2 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon or even-

ing
Client Suitability: Department stores,

bakers, cleaners, soft drinks, coal
dealers

Number of Artists: 10
Unit Cost: $10 to $50, based on the indi-

vidual city
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Charles Michelson Radio

Transcriptions, New York, N. Y.
(See Page 100)

The Voice
Fifteen -minute spine-chiller for late night

audience. One-man show carrying strong
narration and voice changes for actual
dialogue. Sound effects heighten tension
of program. Stories of "Lights Out" type,
tense. thrilling and eerie.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 3, 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Evening after 10 p.m.
Number of Artists: 2 (actor and sound

effects man)
Unit Cost: One show $45; three shows a

week, $110; five shows a week, $190
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio

The Weird Circle
"The Weird Circle" is a distinctive se-

ries of chillers which will be good news
for legions of mystery story addicts. 26
half-hour radio adaptations of the classic
bests in mystery and fantasy-the works
of such masters as Poe, de Maupassant,
Balzac, Hugo, etc., with cast of finest tal-
ent in radio. Unique theme creates proper
atmosphere and ties programs into uni-
fied series. Publicity aids furnished: re-
corded announcements, photos, mats, re-
leases, window cards and streamers,
electros.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; male; adults
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Practically any type
Number of Artists: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: NBC Radio -Recording Divi-

sion
(See Pages 20, 82, 86)

The Whistler
One of the most popular mystery stories

in the West. Featured twice by Kay
Ryser coast -to -coast. Latest Hooper rat-
ing 11.2. "The Whistler" sets the stage
for action, dramatized with full cast,
music and sound effects. The denoue-
ment is always unusual, unexpected andmystifying until explained by 'The
Whistler."
S vailability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly

DRAMATIC SERIES
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Cast of 5 to 7 with

organ or orchestra, sound effects, etc.
Unit Cost: On application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Columbia Pacific Network

(See Pages 58. 59)

These .1re the People
"These Are the People" is a dramatic

weekly series designed to portary the
varying backgrounds from which the men
now in our fighting forces are drawn.
Series shows the effects of the war on the
lives of those left behind, with particular
emphasis on their strength and bravery
in encouraging their men to fight for their
country and its ideals. Keynote is that
our soldiers are fighting for our people.
Series show how and why these people
inspire such sacrifice and love. Each
program is written for and built around
a guest star darwn from the stage or
screen.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon (Sunday); eve-

ning (middle)
Client Suitability: National manufacturer

or distributor for institutional adver-
tising

Number of Artists: 6 (minimum) to 15
Unit Cost: $3,000
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Kermit -Raymond Radio Pro-

ductions
(See Page 73)

These, Our Times
A half-hour dramatic program dealing

with "These, Our Times." This program
uses current war and defense happenings
as background. Each episode is complete.
Title taken from the famous words of
Thomas Paine, and are used in depicting
the trying times we are going through
at present to win the war. Written and
produced locally.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested lor: Evening
Client Suitability: Ideal for institutional

advertising
Number of Artists: Five to ten
Unit Cost: Price upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFAA-KGKO, Dallas,

Tex s

13 Spook Street
Down the street of death walks the

Talking Skeleton who takes each mem-
ber of the audience by the hand as death
stalks a new victim who is to live-on
Spook Street. Scripts by Arthur Henley.
Avail'bility: Script
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any
Unit Cost: $750 a shot
A'rdttion Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Number of Artists: 6 to 8
Submitted by: American Radio Syndicate

This Dramatic World
"This Drematic World" is a dramatiza-

tion of subject matter of an educational
nature, taking little-known subjects and
putting them into a highly dramatized
and romanticized form. All subject matter
is taken from romantic episodes of history.
science and literature or from the natural
world. Important merchandising plan and
free give-away books accompany pro-

gram at no additional cost.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family, particu-

larly young people
Suggested for: Late afternoon or early

evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 5 (minimum) to 12
Unit Cost: $2500 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kermit -Raymond Radio Pro-

ductions, New York City, N. Y.
(See Page 73)

This Is Magic
"This Is Magic" is a dramatic series of

adventure and mystery consisting of 52
shows, in which famous tricks of magic
are exposed. In addition, each episode
features a trick becoming a magician at
home. Illustrated mats with full directions
for these tricks for everybody are fur-
nished gratis, and the low printing cost
permits widespread distribution through
the retail outlet or with the product. News-
paper mats and suggested ads are also
supplied. Audition disc is furnished on
deposit of $3.00. refunded upon return of
disc.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes; 1, 2, or 3 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Clothing stores, brew-

eries, soft drinks, bakeries, etc.
Number of Artists: 6 to 8
Unit Cost: Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman, New

York, N. Y.
(See Page 89)

This Is the flour
"This Is the Hour" is a once weekly

beautiful music-accent on the favorite
half-hour program with outstandingly
tunes of yesteryear. Betty Rhodes acts as
mistress of ceremonies, vocalist and dra-
matic star. Highlighted in the program is
a dramatic spot in which true happenings
of the war are dramatized.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any class product
Number of Artists: 26
Unit Cost: $3000
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Don Lee Broadcasting Sys-

tem, Hollywood, California
(See Page 112)

True Stories of the
New York State Police
"The Trooper" dramas are produced in

studios of WHAM and are actual cases
taken from the files of the State Police.
Musical bridges and incidental music is
furnished by an 11 -piece orchestra. All
stories are authentic and many of the
cases dramatized are vivid in the memory
of the listening audience. Program can be
produced with the Hammond Organ fur-
nishing the musical background.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Half hour, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any retail product or

institutional for manufacturing
Number of Artists: 11 -piece orchestra.

Cast varies as to script
Unit Cost: $180, plus time charge
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.0 DAILY
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1943
Boners Court

!boners made by the announcers
e air to be sent in by the listeners.
re then brought before the judge
e boner is read. After listening
letter, as read by the judge the

cer is then given a chance to
IuBty or not guilty. If not guilty,
t prove that the letter is incorrect,
e-he must pay the fine as dealt
the judge. Prizes to be awarded
boners accepted. This program

vale a large following plus a large
ill. Boners Court is strictly a com
ogram-with a moral behind it.
nrºI being, fewer mistakes by the
 .nouncers.
filthy: Live talent
nits: 15 minutes, once weekly
:e Appeal: Entire family

red for: Evening
4ultability: General

of Artists: Entire staff of radio
touncers
,st: $22.40
ad by: Tri-County Broadcasting
-WCED, DuBois, Pa.

hen the Detective
 and Wasserman after 20 years
lothing business decide to become
es. . Persuasive Cohen, who later
sown as "Sherlock Cohen" to his
always involves his unwilling
Wasserman in the most unusual

is. Besides the usual quota of
nd chills, this farce mystery offers
y or more laughs than the top

shows. The mysteries for this
ire especially written by one of
most writers in that field. Cohen
tctive will be the comedy hit for

Ility: Live talent or E. T.
ills: 30 minutes, once weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening
ultability: General

Facilities: Transcriptions or will
live talent

d by: Wolf Associates
(See Page 84)

ene & Glenn with
"Jake & Lena"
If the longest -established, best-
nost popular teams in radio. Now
Bing their fifth consecutive season
England, their 15th in network

4e undated as the comic strips
of wholesome appeal,
Glenn with their make-believe
e "Jake" and "Lena" offer a

taller -hour of songs and delight-
snse in continued -story form. Ever
lug, ever new, well worthy of
d high ranking as one of radio's
ing "Shows of Tomorrow."
!lty: Live talent
tits: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 times
kly
e Appeal: Entire family
d for: Daytime
inability: Any product
of Artists: 2
t: Available on request
Facilities: Transcriptions

d by: WTIC, Hartford, Conn.
(See Page 101)

Hank and Herb
edy program involving two "old
who operate a filling station in
'nary town of Slocum, N. Y. Per-
pearances of the two characters
tpacity audiences all over the

COMEDY 1944
state. The musical background for the
program is furnished by a 7 -piece orches-
tra. On personal appearances this or-
chestra plays for square and modern
dancing. Seven different characters are
portrayed by the two actors throughout
the scipt.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Food and gasoline ac-

count.
Number of Artists: 9
Unit Cost: $110, plus time charges
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.

Joe & Cynthia
"Joe & Cynthia" known as Doakes &

Doakes, headliners of the Blue Monday
Jamboree, do a very clever routine of
comedy shots that can be worked into a
fifteen minute program with music or as
a five minute spot.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 100 five minute episodes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or evening
Client Suitability: Beer, wines, household

goods, all types, excellent spots
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: Based on population and sta-

tion power
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Producers of Holly-

wood

Joe and Ethel Turp
The famous Damon Runyon characters

brought to radio.
Availability Live talent
Time Units: 100 five-minute episodes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for Early Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Six
Audition Facilities Transcriptions; sustain-

ing CBS
Submitted by: William Gernannt

(See Page 96)

Love, Honor and Obey
A newly-wed comedy that is real and

appealing. Features the two colored ser-
vants of the young couple as played by
two radio performers who have broken
all records in Chicago with this type of
presentation. Farce comedy of situation.
Does not depend upon cheap gags for
laughs.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early evening
Client Suitability: Low-priced luxury prod-

uct (cigarette, candy)
Number of Artists: 3 (minimum) to 8
Unit Cost: $1,000 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mercury Radio Recording

Studios

Lucky & George
Your Favorite Foreign

Correspondents
John Beverly, "The Mad Doctor" of

Samuel Goldwyn's picture "North Star."
"The Undercover Agent" in Twentieth
Centuries picture, "The Night Is Ending,"
and the new leading man of Alfred Hitch-
cock s "Six in a Boat" will portray the part
of the Free French Foreign Correspond-
ent "George." Lucky, his adventure part-

ner, will be played by one of Hollywood's
most -famous women stars. Each week
these lovable characters of Lucky and
George will get themselves in a tight
spot in different parts of this world. "News
in Comedy Form" is the slogan of Lucky
and George. your favorite Foreign Cor-
respondents.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Any type of client
Number of Artists: 6
Unit Cost: $3,000.00 withoút orchestra

(with organ or dub music)
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Hollywood Star Production

Company

Mania, Inc.
"Mania, Inc." is a screwball show

conducted by Ed Flynn and Cec Wood-
land- It departs from the stereotyped,
defies the orthodox, mocks at the sacred
cows of radio. Broadcasts are never the
same. Sponsors take a ribbing, and are
apt to hear their commercials delivered
while Flynn and Woodland dig in their
Victory Garden atop the theatre marquee,
in which building studios are located-
or from any other vantage point in studios
or offices. Show is especially adapted for
participating accounts.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early evening
Client Suitability: Any client who can

stand "tongue in cheek" ribbing of
product

Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: Participating (approximately 3

minutes) $8.00 per broadcast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WSNY, Schenectady, N. Y.

Pat Buttram Confuses the
News

"Pat Buttram Confuses the News." an
aptly named show because that's just
what Pat (popular star of the WLS Na-
tional Barn Dance and known as the Sage
of Winston County, Ala.) does to the
news, delivered in his usual homespun,
best Southern drawl manner. Pat talks
on legitimate news, but sprinkles it with
own comment to bring out the chuckles.
Fifeen minutes seems the best time unit-
either daily or weekly.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, daily or

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Number of Artists: I

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLS, Chicago, Ill.

Southland Limited
Comedy -variety show, featuring Whitey

Ford, the Duke of Paducah; Beasley
Smith and 35 -piece orchestra; Kay Ar-
men, vocalist; Bob Johnston, vocalist, and
Dixie Dons, quartet. Comedy built around
situations on a train traveling through
Dixie. Introductions to musical numbers
built along similar lines. Program broad-
cast with studio audience. For network
sponsorship only.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening

Number of Artists: 45
Unit Cost: Rates on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WSM, Nashville, Tenn.

Stooge Club
"Stooge Club" is based on a club idea

in which the so-called radio stooges or-
ganize to compete with comedians for a
program sponsor of their own. Scene of
the show is in the club's headquarters and
approach is robust comedy.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Ten
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Herman Bernie, Inc.

The Adventures of
Sir Kinmore Kinik

This is the story of an artist, a roman-
tic young lover whose innocence brings
him into many ticklish situations. Imagine
a Don Quixote. Hercules, Sir Lancelot,
Jack Dempsey and Romeo, all wrapped
up in one personality, that's Sir Kinmore
Kinik. He possesses an uncanny native
ability, the courage of a lion and a
horseshoe around his neck as he walks
continuously in the paths where angels
fear to tread, giving his all for Art,
wishing it were enough. Stew Wilson
takes the part of Kinik and travels the
tack -studded road of newspaper life to
fame and fortune.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or
Client Suitability: Candy, bakery, cloth-

ing, shoe, cereal
Number of Artists: 5 to 6
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Witte Radio Productions

The Daily Chuckles
A 600 -word column containing six or

eight of the best laughs of the day drawn
from city life, the hinterland, the army
camp or the naval station. Pleasant re-
lief from the mine run of heavy news-
today's happenings in a lighter, more hu-
man vein.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: One
Submitted by: United Press

(See Page 3)
Toby's Corntussel News
Story concerns the rural pair, Toby and

Susie, who publish the "Corntussel
News." Characters are wholesome down
to earth folks with a laugh a minute for
the whole family. Show has been spon-
sored each year (26 wks.) for the past five
years by Peter Pan Bread over a special
midwestern network-a proven show with
a ready -built midwestern audience. Comes
highly recommended.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon or

Evening
Client Suitability: Any low-priced item

with wide appeal
Number of Artists: Four
Unit Cost: $100 per week, plus $25 for -

each additional station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMT, Cedar Rapids, Ia.
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He knew too much about the Japs!
For fourteen years, W. R. Wills was Tokyo

correspondent for CBS and editor of the

anti -Axis paper, "Japan Newsweek,"
Came Pearl Harbor and Wills was ar-
rested, falsely charged with espionage,
thrown into jail. He knew too much!

When prisoners were exchanged, Wills

came home on the Gripsholm...home to

St. Louis and, of course, to KMOX. Now

Mid -America listens to KMOX every
morning at eight to hear Wills report,
digest and analyze the news (sponsored

six days a week by Ward Baking, through

J. Walter Thompson).
Such service is the part of the KMOX

tradition. The KMOX news room is one

of the most complete in radio. The
KMOX Downtown News Post is always

a popular center for news -hungry St.
Louisans. Pouring into the news room

dnd to this News Post are the world-wide

new reports from CBS (which TIME
calls, "the most adult news gathering
organization in radio"), the complete
services of both the major news associa-

tions and the 'phoned -in reports of a
local staff of top-flight reporters.

The way KMOX handles news is the

way KMOX handles music. And drama.

And comedy. It's polished, sure-footed,
professional KMOX-radio, 24 hours a

day. It's what has made KMOX The Voice

of St. Louis and of over 800,000 radi
families throughout Mid -America.

Represented by Radio Sales, the
SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS.
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Jut Town with Jane

Foster
is a thirty minute program of news

Doi interest to women, such as lash -
s, ition news, recipes. local news of
pp parties, etc. Interspersed with
pnriate music. Personal interviews
jr,-en to various people. Interior of
be are described, and also this is a

"personal shopper" program, as
-get items are mentioned, and
they can be bought.
dilly: Live talent
ohs: 30 minutes, five days weekly
ce Appeal: Female
ion fon Morning, 8:30 to 9:00
lultabillty: All products of general

meal to women, as this is a wo-
ñ s program
of Artists: One

.st: The Standard Rate and Data
time rate, plus $10.00 a week ta -
fees
Facilities: Will pipe live talent

ad by: KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark.
I Around the Town

sport and comment on women's
ganizations, church, civic and
tivity. "Lillian" does the show.
of names and reviews the work
re doing in Redlands, Riverside,
Colton, San Bernardino and the
Iley. No recipes, but occasional
on styles, food preservation and

Live talent; E. T. anncts.

: 50 words and one -minute
. 1, 2, 3 or 5 times weekly

e Appeal: Female; entire family
ad for: Morning -10:15-10:30 A.M.
ultabilily: Women's clothes, food,
netics, shoes, paints, housewares,

of Artists: "Lillian" and anncr.,
bum dialogue
t: Rate card

'd by: KFXM, San Bernardino,
f.

1!1 for the Women
Misr the Women" is a program de -

d :elusively to a review of women
'sews of the day . and recipes
d the area of Southern Illinois.

Tress, drawing upon her expert
s a wide source of material at

Ci mand. Merchandising facilities
N ilent. Low product (low priced)
Piped for this area of state. One

million people reside in WJPF
average income $1200 to $1500

lily: Live talent
ts: Fifteen minutes, 5 days

rly
Appeal: Female

d for: Morning -10:45 A.M.
Mobility: Foods especially , .
ly low priced common product
sf Artists: One
Facilities: Transcriptions

fault by: WJPF, Herrin, Ill.

illMary Talks It Over
V Mary Talks it Over" is a quarter
 hure sustained by WLW for three
Wtand considered an outstanding
MI It consists of answers to letters
Inn mothers regarding the prob-
tohhildren from infancy up to and

i96righ school age. "This program
Rrrge feminine following," states
(Ater, Program Director.

Idity: Live talent
Uts: 15 minutes, twice weekly

en Appeal: Female

Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Dairies, cereals, reme-

,ios, etc.
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: According to manner of pro-

duction-live or transcribed
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Cruger Radio Productions

Bess Bye, the Market
Scout

"Bess Bye," the Market Scout, is the
highest -rated home economics program
released in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Ration -ridden housewives rely on her
daily service. Direct from a personal in-
spection of the wholesale produce market,
"Bess Bye" reports on available fresh
food supply and costs, including a simple,
easy, meal -plan -for -the -day. An advertiser
does not participate with another sponsor
on a single day's program. but buys the
whole 5 -minute spot. Mrs. Josephine Mar-
tin conducts. A mail -puller. Unusual
merchandising facilities.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Everything used around

the house ... food to fences
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $45.50 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFRC, Don Lee Broadcast-

ing System, San Francisco, California

Betty Wells Reads the
New Books

Betty Wells, widely known Iowa radio
personality (a veteran of WOI, state uni-
versity station), reads the new books In
a manner that has won her thousands
of listeners. Avoiding over -dramatization,
she puts on a smooth show each after-
noon; and throughout central Iowa, li-
brarians cooperate in publicizing her cur-
rent reading matter.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times a week

(also available 30 minutes)
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product or service

for women
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: 5 -a -week, talent cast is $50 per
week

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KRNT, Des Moines, Iowa

Calling KMO
"Calling KMO" is a two -voice strip

across the board reverting to the age-old
idea of questions and answers. The pro-
gram is conducted by Ruth Reisner, who
dials each account in succession talking
with representatives of the firm. Net re-
sult is a typical telephone conversation
-with the representative in the studio.
Pertinent questions re sale specials,
prices, and personal sidelights, presented
in this conversational manner, gives
ample opportunity for build-up for par-
ticipating advertisers. ET breaks between
accounts.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 3 minutes in 15 minutes, 5

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Mid -morning
Client Suitability: Merchandise for women

used cars, paints, etc., florists
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: Station time plus $7.50 per

show talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMO, Tacoma, Wash.

Cosette Merrill
This is the WIS woman's program,

handled by Cosette Merrill, who has had
seven years' experience on the air. Cur-
rently sponsored by a local department
stores, Tuesday and Thursday weekly at
9:30 a.m. (Efird's Presents-Cosette Mer-
mill), Cosette's program is chatty, in-
formal, chockful of interesting food, fash-
ion and society chatter that appeals
especially to women. Book reviewer, war
lecturer, musician, advertising and mer-
chandising expert . . . Cosette Merrill
brings to her programs a wide variety
of experience that helps make her work
or. the air of the widest possible interest
to the women in the station's service area.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, Mon. -Wed. -Fri.
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning -9:30-9:45 a.m.
Client Suitability: Food
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $37.50 per week (3 pgms.)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIS, Columbia, S. C.

Dr. Eddy Food and
Home Forum

A public service type of nutritional
program, on the air 4 years; sponsored
by accounts like Best Foods, Virginia
Dare, etc.; conducted by Dr. Walter H.
Eddy and Ella Mason (Home Economist)
over WOR; Mondays through Fridays,
4:30 to 5 p.m.: visible audience Tuesdays
at Mutual Theatre; supplemented by mer-
chandising service in Greater New York
Area, contacting all important retail food
outlets; directed by Herman F. Kartluke
and field men.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 times weekly or

E. Ts- of any length
Audience Appeal: Female and Male
Suggested for: Morning or Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food, Vitamins or

Household
Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: $350 a week, less commission
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: American Institute of Food

Products, New York, N. Y.
Domestic Diary

Ration information, news of local club
meetings, hints on wartime cooking, how
women can and are serving are discussed
very informally by Sallie Kellner and
Rosemary Mock. WJPR feminine artists.
Complete merchndising facilities avail-
able through local jobbers and merchants
as well as direct to consumer approach.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning

Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: On inquiry at station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIP-Pennsylvania Broad-

casting Company
(See Page 74)

Elms Bond Meets the
Ladies

"Elma Bond Meets the Ladies" is a
morning feature dedicated to the women
in the home. Program is unique in that
it plays up the local angle from the
human interest appeal. Boiler plate ma-
terial of type used on most women's
shows eliminated in favor of things of
local interest to the northern New York
housewife. Show covers everything from
fashions to how to make a mince pie.
Program is available only on participat-
ing sponsorship basis.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Participating 1 min. on 15

minutes, five times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Mid -Morning
Client Suitability: Any product appealing

to women and used by women
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $6.00 per one minute participat-

ing announcement
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.

(The Brockway Co.)
Evelyn Courtney

Is a quarter-hour mid -morning strip
devoted to homemaker facts, victory gar-
dens, fashions, foods and the montage of
information for feminine fancy.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, Mon. through Fri.
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Women's merchandise

-direct sell
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $137.50 weekly based on 260
programs

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKZO, Inc., Kalamazoo,

Mich.
Exercise to Music

Leo Fredericks, former Ziegfeld Follies
trainer, and Nell Riggs, staff pianist, con-
duct this 15 -minute program. Exercises
are designed to make women more fit for
the war time problems that confront them.
Fredericks operates a school in Cleveland
and is very well known.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, five times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female

Client Suitability:Suggested for: MorningAny product for the Client Suitability: Food, clothing, anythinghome or for women in general concerning womenNumber of Artists: Two Number of Artists: TwoUnit Cost: $10.00 Unit Cost: $18.00Audition Facilities: Transcriptions Audition Facilities: TranscriptionsSubmitted by: WJPR, Greenville, Miss. Submitted by: WHK (United Broadcasting
Co.), Cleveland, O.Easy Does It

"Easy Does It" is made up of helpful
hints to housewives sent in by WIP
listeners. Conducted by "Helpful Henry"
who paces the program with his brilliant
storehouse of information, the program
acts as a clearing house of ideas to make
household work simpler and more effi-
cient. For every hint sent in and used
on the broadcast, a cash award is sent
to the contributor -listener. Sponsored
since March. 1940, "Easy Does It" pulls
about 200 pieces of mail per week.
Availability: Live talent

Facts and Fancy
An informal mailbag show, awarding

small prizes for the best questions of the
day. Listeners' questions on current prob-
lems, style, food, general knowledge,
household tasks, etc., are asked by an-
nouncer, answered by feminine an-
nouncer. Tanscribed popular music used.
Answers afford splendid opportunity for
stressing government messages right now.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
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Lux Theatre originates at KNX.. .

M .

CECIL ~TS THE LUX MID INEILTIK
R AILD COLMAII1 - EMIZEST IN WHICH WE SERVE 6PM

4ES THE PETROL CORPORATION PRESENTS, R*S0¡ *'--15 OPPORTUNITY Pap. 10 AM MA

FROM KNX, Lux Radio Theatre goes

out over the Columbia Broadcasting

System to 118 radio stations.

KNX has helped Lux Radio Theatre

build more continuous family listening

hours than any other program on the air.

Every week for eight years, with short

summer breaks, the J. Walter Thompson

Company has produced it with Columbia

facilities. In Hollywood, that means
KNX facilities.

To those who listen and to you who
advertise in Southern California, Colum-

bia is KNX.

That's important to advertisers. Be-
cause what KNX has learned, doing the

Opportunity PD Q

kind of intricate broadcasting that Lux
Radio Theatre demands, is at your dis-

posal, too.

That professional technique works for

every KNX local program-from an
hour's broadcast to a transcribed spot
announcement. It works, for instance, for

the Opportunity Hour for PDQ Petrol*
-produced by the same staff, in the same

studios, with the same equipment, as
many of Columbia's Hollywood -pro-
duced coast -to -coast and regional net-

work shows.

KNX is the only Southern California

station with the full resources and per-

sonnel of a nation-wide network behind

Columbia's Station for all Southern California

it. That backing gives your message "the

KNX-tra touch"t-resulting in audience

acceptance and sales impact that have

launched many an advertiser into radio

success in five -billion -dollar -income

Southern California.

*1,329,924 ballots on the 13th broadcast
tWell, that's what it is

LOS ANGELES

50,000 watts

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

ci



Morning
Household

soaps, etc.
Arists: 2

$5.00 talent per program
acilities: Transcriptions
by: WJHL, Johnson City

amous Mothers
ring Jane Dillon

h Dillon. international artist, has
::fled "within herself a complete
h Individual and self-sufficient. she

I tity among entertainers." "Famous
:e.' is enacted entirely by Jane Dil-
 Ir 3 -octave voice range enables her
v,dly portray rugged masculine
Mthose of boys and children, and
si characters of every age. She

N9 voice in a flash, and experts
ten baffled by her performances

n the world. in "Famous Mothers."
S -outs transcribed programs" she
,fl stories of some of the most famous
4e pad and present. Many will
'tnºr Mss Dillon as author and star
ie03C series. "The Happy Family."
fit she also enacted all parts.

dity: E. T.
IW 5 minutes, 3, 5, 6 times weekly
e Appeal: Female
ad for: Morning or afternoon
iultability: Dept. stores, bakers,
has, food products, specialty
is, etc.
of Artists: 1

itt Based on population of city,
or and rates of stations used

: Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: Kasper -Gordon, Inc., Boston,
L

(See Page 62)

ninine Side of Life
:t -paced daily commentary by

In White, reporting activities of
e. in today's war world-news of
omen in uniform, in war work and
bt: activities-sidelights on women
 tlion's headlines. Edited and de -
Id Miss White-interspersed with

gs of the season, it's a perfect
4 sponsors seeking the feminine
el

laity: Live talent or E. T.
Lis: I', minutes, 5 times weekly
: Appeals Female
d for: Morning
inability: Anything in the
e field
of Artists: 1

tt On application
Facilities: Transcriptions
I by: WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn

od Scout-Penny
Pruden

minutes of practical, workable
:onomics by Cincinnati's only
me economist. Penny Pruden is

d ished "air" personality conduct-
m)king school each week, plus an
111 hall hour daily across the
Is Me economist for Alber's Super
O Has conducted hundreds of
lie schools, personal appearances
b 'tilo cities. also Kentucky and
*Splendid merchandising coopera-
tIII distributor support. Excellent
slant mail reaction.

Live talent
Is: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Appeal: Female

' $ for: Morning, 8:45 a.m.
Food products

sI Artists: 1

$150 week
Facilities: Transcriptions
by: WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio

or R'onten Only
n. as title indicates, Is entirelyAl Conducted by Lillian Jaffe.

(emcee, format includes newsy bits of
purely feminine interest, helpful, healthful
suggestions and music that provides a
soothing, romantic touch. Talk portion of
program is held to absolute minimum in
order that program may provide a wel-
come respite from chatter and serials.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Thirty minutes, five times

week: :
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Food products, house-

hold goods, cosmetics, etc.
Number of Artists: Woman announcer
Unit Cost: $40.00 per program (inclusive)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHBQ, Memphis, Tenn.

Frankly Feminine
A program featuring Mary Hammon,

well known contributor to magazines for
women, on subjects of interest to all fem-
inine listeners, and presenting daily
guests. Origin New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 1 (Mary Hammon) and

guest
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)

Gale Gray
Gale Gray is a housewife and mother

who talks to the women of our area about
things that are of interest to them. Unlike
national or metropolitan women's pro-
grams, Gale Gray talks the language of
the farmer and the farmer's wife. This
is a participating program and can use
up to three sponsors for each broadcast.
Program can run ' z hour using six spon-
sors. We expect to run this show Monday
through Friday in the near future.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, three weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning -11:00 a.m.
Client Suitability: Beauty - Sewing -

Foods-Clothing-Furniture, etc.
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $5.00 each broadcast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WALL, Middletown, N. Y.

Hi Mont!
WO' "Hi Mom!" is a breezy, informal show

dedicated to the lady of the house. An
early -morning toast -and -coffee program, it
puts the housewife in a happy frame of
mind before she starts her daily chores.
Music is furnished by Dol Brissette and a
six -piece orchestra whose members take
part in the cheery chatter. Mary Conlon,
vocalist, is spotlighted as bass player.
Bob Dixon. m.c., humors "mom" between
numbers with amusing stories.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or entire fam-

Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTAG, Worcester, Mass.

Home and Kitchen
"Home and Kitchen," a fifteen minutes'

program" by WNOE's woman commenta-
tor. is a resume of the "newest in news"
of interest to housewives, rationing items,
meatless and practically pointless main
dishes. seasonable beauty and fashion
hints; a flash from Hollywood. inter-
spersed with musical favorites of the
ladles. The timeliness of such program
has a general appeal, of course, to house-
wives.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Suggested ton Morning (9:00-9:15 a.m.)

FEMININE ANGLE
Client Suitability: Household products
Number of Artists: One commentator
Submitted by: WNOE, New Orleans, La.

Horne Forum
Mildred W. Carlson. director of the

"Home Forum." is a graduate dietitian
with twelve years of experience in radio
broadcasting. Her programs are pleasing,
intimate talks giving advice and informa-
tion to home makers. Food preparation,
ideas for appetizing menus, household
hints, etc., are but a few of the subjects
she discusses. Her audience is loyal and
the program has brought top results for
many clients.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen (participating) minutes,

five weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Household and food

products
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost:: 60.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: ','BZ-WBZA, Boston, Mass.

Home Hal` Hour
"Home Halt Hour" was originated and

is conducted by Miss Marie Forsberg. It
is a program for women, by women. Ra-
tioning and food coupon advice, wartime
recipes, and household hints are offered.
Women currently in public life are inter-
viewed and the program has a large
feminine audience.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 times weekly,

Mon. -Fri.
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning -9:00-9:30
Client Suitability: Anything that women

buy
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $4.00 a participation, frequency

discounts on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLNH, Laconia, N. H.

Household Hints
Conducted by a girl with excellent

radio personality and dealing with short-
cuts in wartime homemaking, informally
presented. The M. C. has a lovely voice
and occasionally sings on the program.
Interviews with housewives and well-
known local women are a part of the pro-
gram. Household helps are requested by
mail. Sold on a participating basis.
Availability: Live talent.
Time Units: 15, or participating minutes;

one, three, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any household product
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $25 for fifteen minutes; $10 per

participation; subject to frequency
discounts

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.

In the R'oman's World
The emphasis in this breezy, "woman -

to -woman" chat is upon things of interest
to women: styles, recipes. time and labor
savers and other hints to women in the
home or office. Written with special at-
tention to "ear -appeal."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning and afternoon
Client Suitability: Soaps, foods, fashions,

other domestic products
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: United Press
(See Page 3)

John Moses 9:00 A. M.
News

This program-broadcast by newscaster
John Moses, has been built for two and a
half years and points directly to house-
wives, having complete news analysis
and attracting interest of the entire
family. The program is a quarter hour,
9:00 to 9:15 A.M. Monday through Satur-
day. Talent cost weekly is $30.00. The
program is sold for five or six times a
week and is suitable for women's ap-
parel. food commodities, soft drinks and
household merchandise.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 9:00-9:15 A. M., 5 or 6

weekly
Audience Appeal Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Women's apparel, food

commodities, soft drinks, household
merchandise

Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $30.00 a week (talent)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHKC, Columbus, Ohio

Kay Howard's Notebook
Designed as a half-hour participating

program, the show has already been
lengthened to forty -live minutes to accom-
modate clients, and is now in process of
being an hour long. Kay Howard culls
from her "notebook" anything and every-
thing that has appeal to women. inter-
spersing the talk (conversation with an-
nouncer from script) with transcribed mu-
sic. Commercials are woven into script
in innocuous manner. Merchandising pos-
sibilities are endless.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: One hour, 5 or 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Women's shops, chil-

dren's shops, foods, cosmetics, dept.
stores

Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: Local participating rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGL, Fort Wayne, Indiana

Lady of Charm
Pleasant informative daily chats with

women in the home, directed along the
lines of injecting personality into taste
in clothes, home decoration, the food we
eat, physical appearance. and personal
relations with friends and family. Edythe
Fern Melrose and a male partner dispense
serious, intelligent information along with
their gay banter, which tempers this tre-
mendously successful woman's show.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Program participating basis;

,my number weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning (currently) or

Afternoon (currently)
Client Suitability: Any product or service

appealing to woman's buying in-
stincts

Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: King-Trendle Broadcasting

Corp., Detroit, Michigan
(See Pages 40, 78)

Let's Take a Look in Your
Mirror

Stella Unger in "Let's Take a Look in
Your Mirror" tells women how to im-
prove their style, their personalities, ac-
centuate their best features. Series is a
logical show for any retailer or manu-
facturer of apparel, cosmetics, home fur-
nishing; any product sold to or through
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EVERY MORNING, from 5:30 to 6:30, Lois

January is on the air!

For Lois is WABC's, and the Service Men's,

"Reveille Sweetheart". And that means get-

ting up even before"the guy who wakes the guy who

wakes the bugler". (Maybe you've never tuned in a

radio between 5:30 and 6:30 A.M. But that's the

precise hour when service men throughout the East-

ern Time Zone do their radio listening.)

Do they like"Reveille Sweetheart"?You ought to

read their mail. From men in all uniforms, of all ranks.

Why, in a single month Lois' mail from the armed

forces originated in 127 different camps and bases !

Some of her correspondents would like to meet

Lois. Others simply request a photo or a favorite

tune. But all of them are unanimous in their appre-

ciation to her and WABC for making the time before

they "fall in" a pleasant experience such as their

fathers, in '17 and '18, never knew.

*Goldbrick. n. Army slang. One who holds lantern while fellow
soldiers dig ditch. See also "dog robber," "the Old Man's
pride and joy." Syn. "Topkick's Tootsil," "cinch soldier."

Columbia's Key Station

NEW YORK  50,000 Watts

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of C134



mt A special theme has been pre -
which makes possible excellent

de on on all 156 shows. Maximum
pedal time is allowed; publicity
i e furnished.
111 fifty: E. T.
I. 'nits: 5 minutes, 3 to 6 times

v gkly
bee Appeal: Female
bred for: Morning, afternoon or eve-
nl
1Suitability: Department stores,t

nen s wear, retail shops, drug
,es, beauty parlors, etc.

of Artists: I

etr Facilities: Transcriptions
bri'd by: NBC Radio Recording Di-
v jn, New York, N. Y.

(See Pages 20. 82, 86)

I Listen, Ladies!
e st-moving, appealing women's
le rat gives the latest news, the
re bits of gossip about women
dint in the news; about clothes,

lalth, the home and many other
cis of the news,
lily: Live talent
dls: 10 minutes, 6 times weekly

,e Appeal: Female
Id for: Morning or afternoon
iltability: Local and national spot
ertisers

of Artists: 2 (announcer-com-
tator)

I Facilities: Sample script
d by: Press Association, Inc., New

c, N. Y.

ding Should Re Fun
itlr Fredericks is an authority on
Nil and nutrition. In wartime food

Iidr the most important over-all factor
611 me front as well as the war froaL
4 id to eat, how to prepare it and
th can do for you are questions
di'eryone faces. Mr. Fredericks has
I eers. In a short run on a local

hew York his mail pull was ex -
and with the current series on
It is his first network show.

" for the manufacturer or client
its to push a food product.
(lty: Live talent
alts: 15 minutes, 1-3-5 times
fly
r Appeal: Entire family
d for: Morning or afternoon
dtability: Food product
of Artists: MC and announcer
Facilities: Transcriptions or will
live talent

1 by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

Love Problems
.owe Miles, backed by an ex-

record of audience acceptance
for the past ten years, brings a
iendly, intelligent discussion of
blems as they affect people in

Never before have so many
*en affected by war and have
ce so many emotional problems
¡ht of conditions which are com-
lIfferent from all their training
rience. Miss Miles has the knack
ng the interviews in a human
dly way and yet with an ob-
which brings forth an honest
A great show for women and

insor with a product which ap-
women.
Ity: Live talent
Its: 15 and 30 minutes, 1-3-5 times
dy
Appeal: Female

d for: Morning or afternoon
liability: Women's products
f Artists: MC and announcer
Facilities: Transcriptions or will
live talent

I by: WIZ -Blue, New York, N. Y.
Lore Tales

makes the world go 'round-
s dramatic episodes prove this

old adage through smart, sparkling dia-
logue-especially selected music-and a
superb cast of actors, including such cap-
able performers as Inez Seabury, Carlton
Kadell, J. Donald Wilson, Louis Merrill,
Martha Wentworth and others of equal
talent. Each story is complete in itself-
each with a different background, a dif-
ferent problem, a novel solution, a power-
ful climax. A beautiful love -melody
supplies a delicate background for com-
mercial credits.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Furniture stores, etc.,

and general
Unit Cost: Dependent upon market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Transcription Com-

pany of America Ltd., Hollywood,
California

Luncheon with Helen
Woman's appeal - recipes - fashions.

etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5-15-30 minutes, 5 times

weekly (Monday to Friday)
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Products suitable for

women
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPAT, Paterson, N. J.

(See Page 77)

Magazine of the Air
Briefly, this show is a magazine in for-

mat and presentation, created by a "get
up and go artist"-Rosemary. Complete
form "cover" to "cartoon," it presents arti-
cles on charm, menus, gardening, children,
human interest, bulletins on current sur-
plus foods, as well as hard -to -get items.
Rosemary also interviews "Mrs. Average
Listener" daily in the studio, via random
telephone calls a day in advance. Give-
away items are naturals for merchandis-
ing. Grand Leader Department Store spon-
sored it for nearly 26 weeks.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: 'Department stores, wo-

men's shops, individual items for
women

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $5.00 per time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted for: WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Meet Frances Scott
This program, featuring Frances Scott,

brings the "Talk of the Town" ... (inti-
mate, inside stories about the people and
places in the Big City) , . . plus exclusive
interviews with the world's most interest-
ing people. Her daily guests vary from
War Heroes ... to men and women who
influence fashions, as well as our lives.
Her patriotic stories bring her listeners
close to her and the news. It's a fascinat-
ing program for women by a woman who
really knows them.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 to 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1 and guest
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; on

WHN 8:30 A.M. daily
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions,

New York, N. Y.
(See Page 85)

News and Views
"News & Views" with Janet Slayton

consists of five minutes United Press head -

FEMININE ANGLE
lines; daily market report furnished by
marketing specialist of New Haven Coun-
ty; beauty, fashion and household tips;
et's from world library. Letters to trade.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen or thirty minutes five

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning 8:30-9:00 A.M.
Client Suitability: Food or household

items
Number of Artists: One (Janet Slayton,

commentator)
Unit Cost: $36 quarter hour-$48 half

hour
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WELI, New Haven, Conn.

Of Interest to Women
June Merrill, WLS women's program di-

rector, writes, directs and presents "Of
Interest to Women." a program concerned
with home economics, health and beauty
aids, recipes, interviews with prominent
persons, bright sayings of children dram-
atized, etc. Humorous items used also.
That Miss Merrill has a large and respon-
sive audience has been proved many
times through various mail offers- Either
15 or 30 minute show.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes daily or

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Number of Artists: 1

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLS, Chicago, Ill.

On the Home Front
Latest rationing regulations, OPA or-

ders, food for defense, local conditions on
markets and commodities. Interviews with
women in various war branches . , -

salutes to women doing outstanding ser-
vice.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 5 days

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon -2:15 P.M.
Client Suitability: Client who desires giv-

ing service with program
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Rate card
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KEIM, Eureka, California

Orchids to You
Musical program featured by narration

of local woman of the day who is pre-
sented with gift by messenger at time of
broadcast.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes; 3, 5 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Firm desiring to reach

woman's market
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $20 per episode
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: Radio Station WERC, Erie,

Pa.

Our Roy in the Army
Typical American mother, speaks of the

life of "our soldier -sons" in Army camps;
telling of the training, amusements; sleep-
ing facilities and food experienced by the
boys. This program series, general in
style is based largely on first hand ex-
perience gleaned from letters written by
this typical American mother's own son.
Program requests letters and interesting
information and anecdotes from mother's

listening -in; acting as a clearing house
of "things a mother likes to know about
her soldier -son."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Early afternoon
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: (On Inquiry at Station.)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIP-Pennsylvania Broad-

casting Company
(See Page 74)

Patricia Kane's Forum
for Homemakers

"Patricia Kane's Forum for Home-
makers" is especially designed to answer
the problems of housewives during these
days of food and apparel shortages.
Program is devoted to helpful housekeep-
ing hints, rationing problems and a dash
of homey philosophy and suitable music.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, five times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Household or woman's

product
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $250 (Two hundred and fifty

dollars) per week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WAAB, Worcester, Mass.

Patricia's Notebook
Daily 15 -minute woman's program de-

livered by woman with 15 years radio
experience behind her. Program features
interviews of prominent women and the
part women play in war together with
important war information as effecting
home -makers. Participation on the pro-
gram includes facilities of merchandising
department to include dealer contacts,
bulletins, display. etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes daily
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon, 4:15 p.m.
Client Suitability: Any product to sell to

women
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: Participation one minute, $17.50
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah

Polly Entertains
Every weekday morning at 11:15 a.m

Polly Malone, with her easy, direct man-
ner of speaking, commands a large lis-
tening audience in the WCAE market
area. One of Pittsburgh's best-known ra-
dio personalities, Polly delivers her com-
mercials with a personal view keying
her copy primarily to wartime living and
economies. Polly balances her program
by discussions of topics of national inter-
est, books, charm, and local feature at-
tractions. Merchandising tie-ins are of-
fered to all participants on the "Polly
Entertains" program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Minimum participation: 100

word ann. five times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Household and culinary

products, feminine apparel
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $24 for 1-25 times
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Roving Reporter
Sponsored by Page Evaporated Milk

. . - program delves into activities of
0 DAILY
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MR. IIOGE SAID

H1CAGO

howmanship station

'PAI.I{ IS IWICI
AS ChEAP..

Our"Showmanship department" said, "we
could build a terrific show with him if ... if
you dared."

We dared.
For an hour and a half every day, Paul

Gibson went on WBBM - to talk. (It took
foresight to venture 90 minutes of talk.) About
anything interesting. Or stimulating. Or in-
formative. Just good conversation!

The letters started pouring in. "My wife
and I argued your fascinating views on teen-
age troubles"... "Your intriguing biography
of Eisenhower" ... "I would like my class at
Indiana State Teachers' College to read your
talks on getting along with people"... "Did
Du [Barry really?". . ."A copy for our Rotary
Club"..."You take the place of night school".

Pretty nearly everybody writes him sooner
or later. Company presidents, taxi - drivers,
housewives. A Missionary -to -Moscow wrote,
"your sparkling intelligence commands my ad-
miration and respect."

Advertisers write him, too. They write letters
like this one from the Huber Hoge agency who
sold books through Gibson's show:

"Your Paul Gibson's Housewives Protective
League paid out at just twice as low as the
nearest competing station. This despite the fact
that we used nearly every station over 1000
watts in the country."

Participating sponsorships on "Housewives'
Protective League" are now available. But

aside from your selfish inter-
est in the program, the story
is one more example of why
WBBM, Chicago's Showman-
ship Station, has been the most
bought -out radio station in
Chicago for 18 straight years.

Represented by:Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS



,m.'s clubs in Tulsa. Eddy McKean,
u Program Director, invades club
et;s, with portable recorder and engi-
ºr and informally chats with
In and members about their activi-

, stressing any war work being
sey the group . . . and then eventu-
y its around to lighter type of quiz
ne at the ladies . . . involving the
lie hair -dos . . . hats . , hobbies,

enty of laughs and light-hearted
;Ili with sponsor plugs being worked
u i etrusively.
n i aillty: Live talent
le 'nits: Fifteen minutes, three times

ekly
dice Appeal: Female
Ig led for: Morning or Afternoon
an Suitability: Food products, soap,

metics, etc.
ml of Artists: Only ONE, the an -

i incer-master of ceremonies
it set: For information, contact the

111. Sales Dept.
din Facilities: Transcriptions
seed by: KTUL, Tulsa, Oklahoma

750 Club
M:handising Sensation of Central
e ,gland." Series features Lee Spen-

( Ire. 750") and Program Director
o Hinson, in 11/2 hours of interesting
es ,n fashion, ration, babies, inter-
n, with music. Club now consists of

romeo, Membership free, with
eat s merely writing in for application
d. Gilts awarded by participating
whits to members who acknowledge

names by telephone or postal
imp day. Club cook book just
L

ility: Live talent
alt.: 1 hour, 30 minutes; 5 times
fitly
b Appeal: Female
ad for: Morning (middle -9:30-11)
Suitability: Several blocks still
lIable national food mfgrs.; also:
h and household products
of Artists: 2

it: Upon request
Facilities: Transcriptions

'd by: WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.

ipping for Defense
ping for Defense" is a woman's
med to inform the homemaker of
it ideas and developments for the
In each program a name is called
i telephone directory and if that
was listening and can give an
what was said on the last corn -

read she receives a certain
of defense stamps. If unclaimed
,unt increases each day, which
to the listeners.
iffy: Live talent
tits: 30 minutes, 5 days-Mon.
igh Fri.
a Appeal: Female
d for: Morning -10:30-11 a.m.
Lability: This program is adapt -

for any type product or client
of Artists: One
1: $65 per month
Facilities: Transcriptions

tl by: KBUR, Burlington, Iowa

se American Homes
American Homes" is a home

e series, featuring Mrs. Ida
Ellen. It deals with the home,
of diet, economy. home decora-

. Each episode carries complete
3 IIepisode is complete in it-

ble in any section of the country.
ierchandising features are avail-

ily: E. T.
a its: 15 minutes, 2 to 6 times

dy
I Appeal: Female

d for: Morning
stability: Food products, grocery
e, department stores

,
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Number of Artists: Average of 5 per epi-
sode

Unit Cost: Percentage of rate card
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Associated Music Pub

fishers, Inc., New York, N. Y.

Spice Box
"The Spice Box" is an informal par-

ticipating program for women-a friendly
exchange of buying tips, war -time meal
planning suggestions, handy hints, charm
notes, book reviews, plus other timely
informative chatter. It's linked directly to
the tempo and thinking of today. Much
of it is "ad lib" with the announcer
breaking in with spontaneous questions,
usually of a humorous nature. Many of
the programs are highlighted by an inter-
view with some prominent personality.
The mail count has doubled during the
last six months.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: Half hour -9:45 to 10:15 a.m.,

6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Cosmetic, Food, or any-

thing appealing to a feminine audi-
ence.

Number of Artists: One, plus the regular
announcer

Unit Cost: $3.00 for each participation
(one minute).

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHAI, Greenfield, Mass.

The Adventures of
Jane Arden

"The Adventures of Jane Arden" has
been and is being used successfully as
a daytime program for women, or an all -
family program for men. women, and
children. This program is based on the
famous comic strip character, "Jane
Arden." One hundred and seventy pro-
grams transcribed are available with ex-

features. "Jane
Arden" available for special commercials
and character sales messages.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 3 or 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon cr

evening
Client Suitability: Used by furniture stores,

flour companies, grocers, dairies,
bakers, peanut butter, public service,
ice cream companies, etc.

Number of Artists: Eight
Unit Cost: $4.00 to $20.00 based on popu-

lation of major city.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Webber Radio Programs,

Des Moines, Iowa

The Afternoon Journal
Mildred Bailey, WTAG's women's fea-

ture editor, is mistress of ceremonies on
"The Afternoon Journal." a "magazine
to listen to instead of read." The pages
of the "Journal," translated from the
printed to the spoken word, contain
women's news pertinent to the times and
features on the food and fashion front.
Well-known visitors in all fields appear
frequently as guests. A talented piano
player. Miss Bailey offers musical selec-
tions between the "editorials" or com-
mercials of sponsors.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food, home products
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Participation rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTAG, Worcester, Mass.

The Blessed Eventer
"The Blessed Eventer" was originated

by Walt Framer as a daily half hour
show but has been revamped as a quar-

FEMININE ANGLE
ter hour daily morning woman's service
program. Opening with a baby crying,
the theme includes the Cradle Song to
set the mood of a program honoring the
new Mothers of Today. On each program
we read a selected letter from the mail-
bag composed of announcements of new
babies from listeners. An orchid is given
to the selected mother and father gets a
gardenia. A phone call is made to one
of the hospitals in the area and the
newest baby before program time is gifted
with a $25 war bond. The sponsors give
gifts to every mother in the mailbag.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 5 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or Afternoon
Client Suitability: Suggest baby photogra-

pher, baby food, milk, furniture, baby
clothes, insurance

Number of Artists: Walt Framer as the
"Blessed Eventer'' and Announcer
(could be woman)

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions cr will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: Walt Framer Productions,
New York, N. Y.

The Household Forum
"The Household Forum" is the women's

arsenal --equipping the home front army
with the right answers to the questions
the women, themselves, have been ask-
ing every day since December 7, 1941. It
is a program alert to every change affect-
ing the homemaker-interpreting these
changes for her, planning how they can
least affect her and her family. helping
her to play her part in Aaericá s all-out
war effort. It is done in highly entertain-
ing fashion. KSTP's exclusive Planalyzed
Promotion is available for complete mer-
chandising.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 4 times weekly or

anncts.
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning-now aired 11-

11:45 A.M.
Client Suitability: Foodstuffs and allied

household products
Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: Contact station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSTP, Minneapolis, Minn.

The Man Next Door
Program consists of poems and inspira-

tional readings-homey philosophy. Also
used on the program is material supplied
by Office of War Information which is
directed primarily to the housewife.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any low-priced com-

modity or service sold to housewives
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $60.00 weekly, plus time
charges.

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMC, Memphis, Tenn.

The Missus Goes to a Party
This hilarious participation program is

done by WBBM's famous Cliff Johnson
and 200 club women lunching at the
American Food Institute in Chicago. The
women play parlor games and perform
stunts for minor prize money, and the
whole show explodes with excitement and
giggles, gags and zany guffaws. Johnson
has a way with women. For another
WBBM sponsor, he recently had house-wives get 30,000 kitchen pads, 2 car-

loads of jigsaw puzzles and half a million
ration book covers from their grocers.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female and Male
Suggested for: Morning and Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product purchased

by women, particularly food
Submitted by: WBBM, Chicago, Ill.

(See Page 48)

The Mystery Chef
"The Mystery Chef" is a successful

business man who has made a hobby of
low cost, tasty meals. His recipes are
practical, and up to the minute, based
upon rationing regulations on the day of
issue. Has a wonderful record for mail
and customer pull, suitable for any type
sponsor who wants a feminine audience.
Transcribed announcements made without
cost by "Mystery Chef" for middle com-
mercial. Excellent merchandising fea-
tures.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon -12:15 p.m.
Client Suitability: Any feminine appeal
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $93.25
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: KGHF, Pueblo, Col.

The New England
Cupboard

"The New England Cupboard" is an
Informal, fifteen -minute broadcast of
friendly, helpful advice on the prepara-
tion and serving of delicious meals, tempt-
ing new recipes using non -rationed foods
and low -point value products . - . house-
hold hints for the more efficient manage-
ment of homemaking. These programs
are broadcast Monday through Friday
over Station WNAC, Boston,
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitabilty: Homemaking and food

accounts
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $35.00 a broadcast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WNAC, Boston, Mass.

The Road to Health
A nutritional and health program con-

ducted by Dr. Edward Parrish, M.D., who
has been on the air over 7 years. Assisted
by Ella Mason, Home Economist. Broad-
cast over WMCA; Mondays through Fri-
days. 9:30 to 10 a.m. Program is supple-
mented by merchandising service in the
Greater New York Area, contacting all
important retail food outlets, directed by
Herman F. Kartluke and field men.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: WMCA Program, 30 minutes,

5 times weekly or E. Ts. of any length
Audience Appeal: Female and Male
Suggested for., Morning or Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food, Vitamins or

Household
Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: WMCA Program, $250 a week,

less agency commission
Audition. Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: American Institute of Food

Products, New York, N. Y.

Through Feminine Eyes
A lively written news feature about

women and things of interest to women
as reported by Jane Cochran, Women's
Editor of International News Service and
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Two years ago a trailer pulled
to WBT, and the Johnson family stepped out -

Pa Johnson ... Ma Johnson ... Red, 15... Betty, 13...
Bobby and Jimmy, 11 -year -old twins. They'd harmo-

nized their way across 11 Southern states, at con-
ventions, fairs, schools, churches, on the air. Like
most Southern radio talent, their Mecca was WBT.

The Johnsons were another WBT radio "find."

From 11 -year -old Bobby (who sometimes sings
bass) to Pop, they're natural musicians. When
they're singing the old songs and hymns South-
erners love so well, the six voices blend so perfectly

it's hard to tell who's singing what.

To WBT listeners-almost 3,000,000-Ma John-
son's Family is today an indispensable part of the
Southern morning. The show is as typically Southern

as "y'all" in the plural, or hominy grits for breakfast.

The singing Johnsons are available for sponsorship,

with famed Grady Cole as emcee. Their most recent

sponsor-an insurance company-pulled almost 100

insurance inquiries a day! Ask us or Radio Sales for

information.

Top-flight Southern radio like Ma Johnson's
Family explains why for so many years, WBT has

been the South's Best Salesman.

CHARLOTTE  50,000 watts

The South's Best Salesman

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS



chew York's outstanding women
rt,1-
Ir.tity: Sample script
tits: 10 minutes, 6 days weekly

e;e Appeal: Female
old for: Morning
b of Artists: 1

ti, Facilities: Sample script
Id by: International News Service,

, York, N. Y.

l rginia Davis, the
Food Scout

iérood Scout" pays early -morning
tithe St. Louis Commission Row,

re receipts of fresh fruits and
lass, and passes the information

9:30 a.m. to listeners. Frequently
's commission man, and stresses
rid buys.
Sty: Live talent
Its: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly

tr Appeal: Female
std for: Morning

uitability: Foods, canning ma-
ils, products of general feminine

peal
sal Artists: One and guests
o: Sent on request
o Facilities: Transcriptions

lit by: KXOK, St. Louis, Missouri

irunins for Victory
Iv part feature telling housewives
v's to handle old foods, how to
e ºw foods and suggesting a daily
lsed on known food supplied for

1c in the station area.
airy: Live talent
Tits: 5 minutes, 6 days weekly
in Appeal: Female
ºr1 for: Morning
I itability: Grocery firms, bakeries
- v firm handling food
,e if Artists: 1

ill. by: United Press, New York,

(See Page 3)

VEEI Food Fair
'day Through Satur-
a -9:30-9:45 a.m.)
a .-minute week -day feature was
vt to take care of food (or house -

:was) products. Program includes
Ipi,onalities, "Mom" Parker (recipes
thes making suggestions) Roberta
e. 'arty Lady" (entertainment and
Atli ideas) and Peggy Kiley and
'Mket Basket" (food prices, "best

-of e week," etc,). Feature is backed
a "WEEP Food Booth" attended

tQ Kiley and spotted in a major

market each week who demonstrates the
products advertised in the program.
Monthly magazine (25c per year sub-
scription) titled "Food Fair" is added mer-
chandising for advertisers and is written
and edited by Food Fair personalities,
Parker, Kiley and Green.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Foods and household

products
Number of Artists: 3 women and male

master of ceremonies
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WEEI, Boston, Mass.

(See Pages 54, 55)

What's What Today
This program conducted by Harriett

Harris is directed to women and bears a
homemaker's angle. Also, a bit of Holly-
wood news, OPA bulletins and other
items that are interesting to women. This
program has been tested with special
bulletins and has had a constant good
mail count. This program is a woman's
magazine of the air type. Each depart-
ment is separated by musical interludes.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: It's acceptable for any

client who is selling a commodity
which is used in the family home

Number of Artists: 1 narrator and an-
nouncer

Unit Cost: Furnished upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOW, Inc., Omaha, Neb.

Women at War
"Women

feminine interest program, conducted by
Jean Wright. Interviews with eminent
guests of national interest are highlighted.
Women defense workers, Red Cross mem-
bers, WAACs and WAVES, Nurses of
the Army and Navy, and other women,
who are in some way active in the war
effort give this program great promi-
nence. Also many helpful hints for war-
time housekeeping are suggested.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 11:30-11:45 a.m.; 15 minutes,

5 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Department stores, food

stores, drug stores
Number of Artists: 1

FEMININE ANGLE
Unit Cost: $5 per participation program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTOL, Toledo, Ohio

(See Page 75)

Women in the News
A daily story of women who, either by

great or humble accomplishments con-
tribute something to the skein of human
life, whose story contains drama or
tragedy or comedy. Written by women
for women, the characters in this feature
are chosen solely for their interest to
other people.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning and afternoon
Client Suitability: Soaps, foods, fashions,

other household items
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: United Press
(See Page 3)

Woman's Club of the Air
The "Woman's Club of the Air" offers

you an economical means of advertising
your product to a concentrated no -waste
audience of housewives, stimulated to
buy through intimate daily contact with
their leader, friend and adviser, Jane
Weaver, Director of the Club. Letters
come in from all over WTAM's vast
Primary Coverage Area asking for advice
on rationing problems, low point menus
and child training.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 9:00 to 9:30 a.m., Monday to

Friday
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Foods, drugs, cosmetics,

publications
Number of Artists: 4
Unit Cost: $35 per participation
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTAM, Cleveland, Ohio

Women's Exchange
A new local participation show featur-

ing Alma Kitchell, celebrated radio per-
sonality who has conducted a network
show for the Blue for several years past.
Miss Kitchell's warm and friendly per-
sonality will make "Women's Exchange"
exactly what the title indicates-a
friendly exchange of ideas on subjects of
interest to women. She will range the
whole field of women's interests from

opera stars to recipes. The show will be
sold on a participation basis.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Family appeal product
Number of Artists: MC and announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

Women's 580 Club
"Women's 580 Club" with 35 -thousand

members goes on and on. Hollywood
News, recipes, music, and continued
studied incorporation of homemakers
needs helps this successful 4 -year -old to
tum up new and surprising sales re-
sults for participating sponsors . fea-
tures like "Honor Roll"-a radio honor
roll of servicemen from members families.
Promotion - continuous, dealer letters,
postcards, yearly picnic or theatre party
daily gifts and constant attention to pro-
gram details keeps results and interest
building.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Participating minutes, 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Late afternoon
Client Suitability: Anything either luxury

or necessity for the home or woman
in the home

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.

Your Next Door Neighbor
This type of program is of special inter-

est now, as it features household hints,
food problems, recipes, notes on clothing
shortage. Also features special stories of
prominent females and what they are
doing towards the war effort, and many
interviews are encouraged for this pro-
gram, that have a general appeal. Mer-
chandising facilities are newspaper, di-
rect mail, radio build-up.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, five times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning -9:30
Client Suitability: Baking company, cos-

metics, soap, etc.
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Inquire for rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPAY, Portsmouth, Ohio

143 HOLLYWOOD NEWS > 1914
d Loew's Stage and
Screen News

ty, informative, up-to-the-minute
screen program that veers from
try with emphasis on human
.aterial. This program was on
r 4 years during which time it
existing mail pull records with
Igh total of 219,000 pieces of

y: Live talent or E. T.
t: 15 minutes, six times weekly
Appeal: Entire family

for: Morning, afternoon or

lability: Women generally, cos -
or foods
Artists: 1

Open

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: David Lowe Productions,
New York 21, N. Y.

In 11lovieland
Intimate, behind -the -scenes stories of

movie people and events, with human
insights into the lives of Hollywood not-
ables, their foibles and contributions to-
ward the entertainment of the American
nation. Written in Hollywood by staff
familiar with the Hollywood scene.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Five minutes, six times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning and afternoon
Client Suitability: Soaps, foods and other

household items

Number of Artists: One
Submitted by: United Press

(See Page 3)

Hollywood Gossip
"Hollywood Gossip" is aired once a

week and is a 15 -minute program. Movies
are previewed and 2 or 3 editorials
about the stars are presented, also gossip
highlights for the week. News is gathered
from United Press, and all the Hollywood
studios send in radio news weekly. Mer-
chandising facilities are: newspaper, di-
rect mail, contests, radio build-up.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile or female
Suggested for: Afternoon -1:45
Client Suitability: Theatre publicity,

doesn't necessarily need special type
of client

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Inquire for rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPAY, Portsmouth, Ohio

Hot front Hollywood
A 5 -minute transcribed program, con-

taining Hollywood news and reviews and
a dramatized scene or two from forth-
coming pictures.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morn, Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Theatre exhibitors
Number of Artists: 1-5 people
Unit Cost: Free to Radio Stationl.) DAILY
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SOMETIMES the elements originate WCCO's orig-

inal programs.

When the snows come to the Northwest, many

of our schools are isolated by house -deep drifts
which block roads and tear down poles. School
busses have to change schedules or stop cold.
Thousands of anxious parents are left without word

of their children in the snowed -in areas. Children
at home don't know from day to day whether
school will be open.

So WCCO-the Northwest's Good Neighbor-has

school principals and bus drivers throughout its
vast service -area call, write or wire daily reports to

the station during a storm. Then, WCCO puts these

reports right on the air.

During a storm, the calls come pouring in - from

northwestern Hubbard to western Kandiyohi coun-

ties-some 200 miles away. During two months of

last year, 254 such reports were sent from schools

and bus depots in 82 counties ... mothers were told

that their children were safe and warm at some
wayside farmhouse ... children were told whether
their schools would be open.

This fall, when the first snows come in (as early

as September), the million radio families of our
Northwest will lean once more on their "Good
Neighbor," WCCO. For 19 years it's been a never -

failing source of help !

The Northwest's Good Neighbor

MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL

50,000 watts  780 kc

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS



i
uion Facilities: Transcriptions
at.itted by: Thomas J. Valentino, Inc.

lollywood Snapshots
(:30-6:45 p.m. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday)

lgram is conducted by Priscilla
or;cue, a New England Radio Per-
irity for past ten years. Has been sent
t tllywood each year to gather news
ntrotes of cinema folk ... has written
:etrios, appeared as extra and in fea -
a, roles in films . knows the stars
id and foibles from "close-up" contacts
s: interviews in both New York and
blwood. Program has been sponsored
y lolumbia Pictures and is perfectly

for movie sponsors. Miss Forte -
is also called upon for frequent lea -
and talks on "Hollywood Snapshots"
omen's clubs and fashion groups.
ability: Live talent or E. T.
Units: 10 or 15 minutes, 3 or 6 times
weekly
mince Appeal: Female; entire family

o ersted for: Morning, afternoon or eve-
ing

list Suitability: Foods, cosmetics, motion
,ictures

user of Artists: Priscilla Fortescue (op-
onal musical unit or transcriptions)

u ion Facilities: Transcriptions or will
ipe live talent

alined by: WEEI, Boston, Mass.
(See Pages 54, 55)

Ilollywood Whispers
keen minutes of Hollywood news and

ds,-10:15 p.m. Tuesday and Friday-

of late interviews with Army and Navy
personnel have been featured-viz:
Waacs, Waves, Spars, etc. A good set-up
for cosmetics, women's wear and the like.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Ladies' Wear-Cos-

metics-Ice Cream Products have
used it

Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $50.00 (Fifty)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WEDC, Chicago, Ill.

Meet Hollywood
Through Harry Koplan
Hollywood columnist with guest stars.

Harry Koplan, a former motion picture
agent, knows studios and the picture per-
sonalities. Features intimate gossip.
stories and anecdotes, guest stars, and
biographies. Many famous stage, screen
and radio personalities have made per-
sonal appearances on this show.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: National product or

local merchandiser
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost $35 per broadcast, plus station

time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe talent
Submitted by: KLX, Oakland, Calif.

(See Page 93)

HOLLYWOOD NEWS
Hollywood Wire

"Hollywood Wire"-a movie gossip
column slanted for women. Our studio
reporter covers the picture in a breezy
style. All the late news as to
cooking in Hollywood" is dished out by
the originator of Warner Whispers and
Hollywood in High. two widely read
movie columns.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Department stores drug

stores, beauty salons, health foods
I & jewelry
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Varies according to coverage
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Cruger Radio Productions

Movie Rooms ('nes
Based upon the tested -Hollywood

Room Recipes." this show brings the
screen's glamor to bear upon home fur-
nishings. America is more home con-
scious than ever before and this show
enables the average homebody to both
see and hear how to make her horne-
as beautiful and as comfortable as she
sees on the screen.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2-3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon
Number of Artiste: 2
Unit Cost: $350 per broadcast
Submitted by: Office of Gladys Miller

Radio Echoes by :Marie
"Radio Echoes by Marie" features . . .

news about radio programs, motion pic-
ture previews. intimate stories about per-
sonalities from the various fields of enter-
tainment, interviews with notables from
radio, stage, and screen. Also, predic-
tions about artists and productions. The
program is conducted by Miss Marie Des
Chenes. Miss DesChenes makes frequent
trips to Boston. New York, and other cen-
ters where she may gather material for
her program, By Marie is a most infor-
mative program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, Tues., 7:3J p.m..

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for. Evening
Client Suitability: Motion pictures, cos-

metics, cigarettes, candy, soft drinks.
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $24 per time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHAI, Greenfield, Mass.

191.`3 :r Ys JUVENILE 1944
!ventures of the White

Eagle
fast moving, timely and patriotic
show embracing mystery, intrigue,
ruse, comedy and drama. A men -

orr Naval Intelligence, the White Eagle.
asiany inventions that sound fantastic
ut'roves them logical. His identity
non only to his confidential colored
stmt who is used for comedy relief
rrclhout the series. Synopsis avail-
rl

Ivtability: Live talent or E. T.
=Units: 14:30 minutes, 5 times weekly
'ug:sted for: Afternoon or evening
:lit Suitability: Food products or any

mmodity used in the home
niter of Artists: Average 5
inmost- Optional on coverage
lution Facilities: Transcriptions or will

ipe live talent
ubitted by: Sellers, Inc., Dallas, Texas

America on the March
T- stories of the outstanding events,

,lays and people that have made the
usty of America, are enacted in a
eri of radio broadcasts. Each episode
z_ (compelling dramatization based on

outstanding historical event, or on
fe and career of one distinguished
a using authentic music as a back -
.d. Even if there have already been

t it programs, the special value of
ragram is based on an unusual and
live feature, in the form of a small
et which is offered during the radio
as a premium, as an added impetus

eners, especially youthful ones.
ability: Live talent
Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
once Appeal: Entire family

i sated for: Afternoon or evening
-'lift Suitability: All kinds
luster of Artists: One narrator and small

ast

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: Broadcasting Program Ser-
vice, New York, N. Y.

Archie Andrews
Based on comic magazine series, Archie

Andrews represents the first major attempt
to present comedy rather than thrill pat-
tern in children's line-up on Blue. Archie
Andrews. 16 -year -old boy with a penchant
for trouble, accompanied by his pal, Jug -
head, in rapid-fire series of misadventures
and comic situations. Well written, ex-
tremely well played. Directed by Bob
Emory.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Various
Unit Cost: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly,

$2,500
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

Babe Ruth in Person
Babe Ruth in person stars the one and

only Babe in an unrehearsed ad lib pro-
gram with young people in the studio
who fire questions at him on baseball
subjects. Also included is the Babe's
chance to quizz the kids and award auto-
graphed baseballs. A gay informal and
informative program on sports running
through the baseball season. Origin New
York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 1 (Babe Ruth) and

audience participation
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33. 34, 35, 36)

Captain Danger
The story concerns a young American

boy and his sister, who cruise on a
schooner to the South Seas to visit some
plantations they have inherited. Their
experiences with the crew members, na-
tives, and renegade white pirates all lend
to an intriguing voyage. (Note: This show
has currently been sponsored by the
Peters Shoe Company of St. Louis, for
its retail dealers.)
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Fourteen and one-half min-

utes, three or five weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Late afternoon or early ,

evening
Client Suitability: Bakeries, Dairies, Retail

Specialty Stores, Candy, Soft Drinks
Number of Artists: Five (average)
Unit Cost: 25 per cent station rate wi:)t

$3 minimum per episode
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Bennett -Downie Associates

Inc.

Dan Dunn, Secret
Operative No. 48

Radio version of the world famous
newspaper cartoon strip of the same title,
featured in about 125 daily and Sunday
newspapers. In the first sequence, Dan
Dunn discovers that a new, secret air-
plane has been sabotaged, and then be-
gins his search to smash a spy ring. This
sequence covers first 39 shows. Next
39 episodes cover 3 different sequences,
split into 13 episodes each, thus main-
taining action. Many unusual merchan-
dising tie-ups. Features an all-star Holly-
wood cast. Completely tested, used by
such !inns as Chocolate Products in sev-
eral markets; Hygeia Milk Products, Wes-
laco, Texas; Hares Root Beet, San Diego:
Royal Crown Cola Bottling Co., Charlotte
and Gastonia, N. C., and Birmingham,

Ala. Sold to New Zealand 78 14 hour
episodes completed and ready for de-
livery.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 3 or 5 or 6

weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for. Afternoon
Client Suitability: Dairy, bakery, food

product, department store, etc.
Number of Artists: 14
Unit Cost: Based on population of city.

power and rates of stations used
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper -Gordon, Incorpo-

rated
(See Page 62)

Freeing Funnies
"Evening Funnies- dramatizes the Des

Moines Tribune's comic strips each eve-
ning, with two experienced actors hand-
ling script and production. Included are
"Lil Abner." "Tillie the Toiler," "Papaya."
"The Spirit" and "Ned Brant." Program
has the natural merchandising connection
of nightly appearance in the Tribune with
Iowa -wide circulation.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Late afternoon
Client Suitability: Product aimed at chil-

dren's audience
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: Talent cost, 5 -a -week, $35 per

week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSO, Des Moines, Iowa

(See Page 81)

First Offender Club
"First Offender Crime Prevention Club"

is destined to help the youth of today
avoid their first criminal offense and be
come healthy, happy, desirable citizens.

3dDIO DAILY,
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Microphones are
easier on the feet...

Carl Moore's infectious good nature had

sold cash registers ...peddled canned goods

...plugged sheet music... and made things

lively in a creamery. His work was tough

on his feet. They began to bother him so he

tried radio-figuring that microphones are

easier on the feet. WEEI watched his prog-

ress-signed him exclusively five years ago.

They put him on at 7:00 A.M. and he
clicked. He went on again at 8:30 in the
morning with a new show- the "Coffee
Club." On it Carl and Company ad lib
merrily along for twenty-five minutes .. .

music, chatter, song, nonsense - without
rules and practically without script.

Today, the Coffee Club's early -morning

antics have become an indispensable start

of the new England day. So much so, that
all through WEEI-land, one-third of all
listening families tune to the program-and

family No. 1 probably tells No. 2 and No. 3

Represented by Radio Sales,

áhe SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

about what Carl said this morning. ( That's

a good reason why you should ask now

about participating sponsorships. They are
available. )

Carl Moore's humor spread beyond New

England. CBS put him on the network once,

to fill a morning spot. Again, he clicked. And

now the "Coffee Club" is fed to the com-
plete CBS network coast -to-coast three
times a week.

Once again a WEEI program's success

story underscores the WEEI station success

story... the story of why WEEI has, for so

long, been Columbia's Friendly Voice in
Boston.

WEEI
Columbia's Friendly Voice

in INSTON  590 Mc

COLD 11A

S

NE r j



From Tuft to FDR; from Kuibyshev to "K" Street ..

T'S ALMOST as if Edward Folliard

I carried a mike with him on his
"beat," so arrestingly vivid is his
reporting of the news. His WTOP
shows (Monday through Saturday -
6 :00-6 :10 P.M.)* are not only com-
prehensive analyses of world affairs,

but also on -the -spot, eye -witness
accounts of Washington affairs - of
everything that makes headlines in
this hub -city of a warring world.

Folliard (for many years on the
Washington Post) knows Washington.

He has seen every inauguration since
Taft's; he has covered almost every

important event here for 21 years. His

beats have run the gamut from the
police courts to the White House.

And Washington knows Folliard.
Of all the first-rate newscasters and
analysts whose broadcasts originate in

the capital, he's the only one who was

born and raised in Washington. He has

a knowledge of capital affairs based on

a lifetime of Washington experience.
With Edward Folliard keeping the

local situation well in hand, and the
world-wide staff of CBS correspond-
ents reporting from far-flung points,
it's not surprising that WTOP is TOP

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

in news-as it is in all-around pro-
grams in Washington, too ! That
bluntly explains why there are more
advertising dollars now invested in
WTOP than in any other radio station

in the nation's capitol.

*Now available for sponsorship.
Ask us or Radio Sales.

WASHINGTON'S

50,000 watt Station



,.hip numbers better than 45.000
I I r stations in New England.

lily: Live talent
ilia: 30 minutes, once weekly

o Appeal: Entire family
,.d for: Afternoon or evening
globally: Food products
of Artists: 6 to 10
Facilities: Transcriptions

id by: Herman Bernie, Inc.

iu-Gus & Ti -Thor
us & Ti-Thur." the amusing story
modern youngsters who face life.
re, love and disappointments are

They are pretentious and their
co are not always up to their
.ce. They like discussions and
,n claim to have the right under -
of current events. Fortunately,

ter was born before them and his
I always most timely. Gu-Gus
r" keep the role of as many as
rent characters during a same

. Their versatility is wonderful.
u since four months.
lily: Live talent
Its: 15 minutes, twice weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
d for: Early evening
dtability: Cereals
of Artists: 2 men
it $25 per broadcast
Facilities: Transcriptions

d by: CHNC, New Carlisle, Que -
Canada

e Fun with Stamps
Fun with Stamps" is especially

for the 5.000.000 youngsters
devout postage -stamp collectors

the United States. The pro-
anged in such a style that It

sented either on the largest or
f stations. Postage stamps of
lues will be offered as prizes,
will be furnished to the stº-
a weekly stamp -review parn-
blicity.
t Live talent
t 30 minutes, 1 to 3 times

dy
i Appeal: Juvenile and entire
ly
d for: Morning or afternoon (Sat-
ys or Sundays)
liability: Products consumed by
gsters (food, toys, etc.)
f Artists: 1 (emcee)
tt $5 to $50 per program and
in
Facilities: Sample script
I by: Broadcasting Program Ser -

New York, N. Y.

Ilop Harrigan
ic, timely action, with human
characters, Hop Harrigan is
the youngsters' interest in avia-
s a fast -paced story of the ad -
that befell this true-to-life Ameri-
who fights and plays his way
exciting episodes with the kind
ie that kids admire.
Ity: Live talent
la: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Appeal: Juvenile

I for: Afternoon
(ability: Various
rf Artists: Variable
1: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly,
0

Facilities: Transcriptions or will
live talent
by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

The Giant Killer
Ilrighled Feature

and produced at WHKC. a
serial for boys and girls from

also mothers, with unique stars
talking 325 words a minute, a

I entertaining to children an.:

adults, this program is dramatic. The
super dooper looker, magic telescope,
that sees children in their homes is intro-
duced, securing cooperation of parents by
instructions about brushing teeth, wash-
ing faces and hands and hanging up
clothes, of help to parents.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Evening, 5:15-5:30 p.m.
Client Suitability: Soft drinks, cereals,

baby foods, clothes
Number of Artists: 4
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHKC, Columbus, Ohio

.ferry of the Circus
For the sponsor who desires to reach

the ultimate purchaser of his product or
service, through the medium of the juve-
nile listener in the home, we present this
original copyrighted feature. Each pro-
gram takes you back of the scenes in that
glamorous American institution of enter-
tainment, the circus. Never lacking in
action, thrills, and excitement, each epi-
sode creates the desire to carry on with
the story.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Bakery and general
Unit Cost: Dependent upon market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Transcription Co. of

Arnerica, Ltd., Hollywood, Calif.

Life on Red Horse Ranch
with the Texas Rangers
The West lives again on 'Red Horse

Ranch"! Thrill -packed with an action
story of life among the tumbling tumble-
weeds. Juveniles as well as adults re-
fuse to miss a single episode. Added fea-
ture is music by "The Texas Rangers,"
favorites of radio networks and motion
pictures, interwoven throughout the epi-
sodes. Selling job done by "Red Horse
Ranch" highly successful.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 14 minutes, 30 seconds: 5

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile or entire fam-

ily
Suggested for: Late afternoon or early

evening
Client Suitability: Any product sold

through mass appeal
Number of Artists: 15 to 20
Unit Cost: On request; give name of mar-

kets in which interested
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Arthur B. Church Produc-

tions, Kansas City, Mo.

Magic Island
An island that emerges and submerges

at will-colony of 250 people-island
invisible though on main steamer lines-
transparent steel - magnetic paint, etc..
etc. The most amazing, timely, entertain-
ing and educational program, with tre-
mendous success story behind it.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 130 quarter hours
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; entire family
Suggested for: Early evening
Client Suitability: Shoe stores, bakeries,

department stores, soft drinks, dairies
Number of Artists: Minimum of 9
Unit Cost: Based on population and sta-

tion power
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Producers of Holly-

wood
e

Once Upon a Time
"Once Upon a Time" is a delightful.

humorous fantasy, directed toward chit -

JUVENILE
dren's interest, but attracting parents'
attention, too. Complete in every install-
ment. the scripts tell original fairy stories,
full of animals that talk, baby dragons,
three -headed giants, and flying turtles.
Most important. the show has no horror
or frightening angle, and provides a per-
fect vehicle for a product that appeals to
children and interests parents. Show
blends narration, dialogue, and sound
effects unusually well.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Children's consumption
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $65.00-3 weekly; $100.00-5

weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFBR, Baltimore, Md.

(See Page 105)

Rainbow House
Big Brother Bob Emery assembles gifted

youngsters (through high school age) and
produces unusual and entertaining stories,
along with surprise features and music.
This program has won several awards for
distinction and has an outstanding audi-
ence at its hour.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 55 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Food, soft drinks, chil-

dren's products
Number of Artists: Emery, 1 soundman,

announcer, organist -pianist, children
Unit Cost: $600 per program on network

for talent plus chorus if desired
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

tem for WOR

Reading the Funnies
Public studio show with Uncle Eddie

and Uncle Willie reading the Sunday
paper comic strips. Youngsters from the
studio audience frequently used in pro-
gram. A weekly contest stimulates a
high mail response.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Half hour, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoons, Sunday

evenings
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $15 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMUR, Manchester, N. H.

Robinson Crusoe. Jr.
Robinson Crusoe, Jr., is a dramatic strip

show consisting of five juveniles and adult
performers and features the Mauch twins,
well known in the movies. It consists of
a series of 39 15 -minute episodes, tran-
scribed, and tells of a group of children
stranded on an island, their adventures,
and how they are rescued. Usable in
any section of the United States, Canada
and our Possessions. Merchandising plan
and promotion material available.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 or 3 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile or entire fam-

ily
Suggested for: Saturday morning and af-

ternoons
Client Suitability: Dairies, bakeries, candy

and bottling companies
Number of Artists: 10
Unit Cost: $10
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Submitted by: Transcribed Radio Shows,
New York, N. Y.

Santa In. Person
"Santa in Person" is a Christmas series

built to promote the sale of toys and in-
crease foot traffic in stores handling such
merchandise. Radio program is tied in
with newspaper advertising and kiddies
are awarded prizes for correct solution to
daily jingles. Created by an advertising
expert and a child psychologist.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes daily
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Toys
Number of Artists: 4
Unit Cost: Varies with sponsor depending

on whether show is transcribed or
live

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Cruger Radio Productions

Sea Hound
Produced by the Blue Network in coop-

eration with the Coordinator of Inter -
American Affairs, "Sea Hound" is an ex-
citing story of adventure in the countries
of the other Americas. Characterized not
only by typical "kid show treatment" but
also has added plus of intelligent presen-
tation of information about the other
Americas in a form which the juvenile
listener accepts. Program has held good
rating in fast company with extraordinary
mail pull on a map give-away of Latin
and South America of over 100,000.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Various
Number of Artists: Variable
Unit Cost: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly,

$2,000
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

Streamlined Fairy Tales
"Streamlined Fairy Tales" are 77 mod-

ern versions of the favorite of the favorite
fables with a Walt Disney cartoon flavor.
They retain their fundamental appeal
while the refreshing new slant fills them
with humor. With the Koralites speaking
in chorus and creating all sound effects
vocally. "Streamlined Fairy Tales" mean
stories to kiddies and sophistication to
"kidults." Merchandising includes coop-
eration from Women's Clubs and Parent-
Teacher Associations. Audition disc is
furnished on deposit of 53.00, refunded
upon return of disc.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2 or 3 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; entire family
Suggested for: 5 to 6 p.m., or early eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Bakeries, dairies, de-

partment stores
Number of Artists: 6
Unit Cost: Based on population
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman, New

York, N. Y.
(See Page 89)

The Fairy Queen
With a touch of her magic wand the

Fairy Queen takes all good little boys and
girls into fairyland with her. Show defi-
nitely isn't limited to youngsters not yet
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,000 families to their chairs!

A year ago an idea was born. A new program started in the West.

A low, sinister whistle pierced the blackness. Eerie music blended

with the whistle... then a man's voice, low, apprehensive. For a half-

hour listeners sat spell -bound.

The Whistler was on the air over Columbia Pacific!

Now, a year later, listeners still sit spell -bound, every Friday night

at nine. 39.7% of all available radio families now listen to this pro-

gram. That means a Hooper rating of 11.2. That means 551,000
families actively listening.

The story of The Whistler is the story of all Columbia Pacific orig-

inations. It's a story of ideas. Ideas are the power -force in radio. Ideas
are the starting point of every Columbia Pacific campaign.

Ideas - projected by superlative execution-make programs on
Columbia Pacific strikingly successful. The Whistler, for example: It

was written by top Hollywood writers. Then it was cast with top Holly-

wood talent, and produced by the sure-footed staff of Columbia in the
West ... the staff responsible for so many of the great coast -to -coast
CBS shows!

Columbia Pacific serves some five million Western families - five
million families who have the will to buy and the cash to pay. Through
Columbia Pacific you can reach these families-reach them with ideas
... attention -arresting, action -impelling ideas-translated into radio
programs that build West Coast audiences into a buying army for you.

Such programs as The Whistler are now available for sale on
Columbia Pacific. Ask us or Radio Sales for details. Or ask us to
create an idea for you ... an idea planned to tell your story more
dramatically than it's ever been told before.

COLUMBIA ' ' NETWORK
A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Palace Hotel, San Francisco 5-Columbia Square, Hollywood 28.
Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS.
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the plain facts are these:
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IN THE NATION'S

N0. 1 MARKET

1S...w o V
BETWEEN THE HOOPER CHECKING HOURS OF 7:30 AND 10:00 P. M. YOU CAN REACH

THE MOST RADIO HOMES AT THE LOWEST COST PER 1,000 OF ANY INDEPENDENT

RADIO STATION IN NEW YORK ... at less than 1 2 the cost of the next ranking station

and at 1/6 the cost of the lowest ranking station.

STATION AUDIENCE AND COST

7:30

7:45
P.M.

7:45

8:00
P.M.

8:00

8:15
P.M.

8:15

8:30
P.M.

8:30

8:45
P.M.

8:45

9:00
P.M.

9:00

9:15
P.M.

9:15

9:30
P.M.

9:30

9:45
P.M.

9:45

10:00
P.M.

WOV
No. Homes Listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes

49,589

$1.80

29,170

$3.00

35,004

$2.58

29,170

$3.00

37,921

$2.30

29,170

$3.00

29.170

$3.00

40,838

$2.15

35,004

$2.58

29,170

$3.00

STATION A
No. Homes Listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes

49,500

$5.15

33,000

$7.60

19,600

$12.80

13,200

$19.00

26,400

$9.50

16,500

$15.50

9,900

$26.50

13,200

$19.00

19,600

$12.80

16,500

$15.50

STATION B
No. Homes Listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes

101,618

$2.50

32,780

$7.80

22,946

$11.00
19,668

$13.00

22,946

$11.00
13,112

$19.25

13,112

$19.25

16,390

$15.50

26,224

$9.60

13,112

$19.25

STATION C
No. Homes Listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes

16,500

$18.00

33,000

$9.00

19,600

$15.00

26,400

$11.25

23,100

$13.00

19,600

$15.00

13,200

$22.75

13,200

$22.75

16,500

$18.00

23,100

$13.00

STATION D
No. Homes listening
Cost, 1000 Radio Homes

29,780

$5.25

29,780

$5.25

35,736
$4.40

47,648

$3.35

35,736
$4.40

Ralph N. Weil, General Manager -Joseph Hershey McGillvra; Notional Representatives

23,824 20,846 26,802

$6.70 $7.60 $5.90

23,824 35,736

$6.70 $4.40

SOURCE:

No. Hornet listen-

ing based on C.
E. Hooper, Mar. -

Apr. 1943, com-
puted as a per.
centage of sta-

tions' published

primary listening

a reas.

Cost per 1,000
Radio Homes
based on pub.
lished one -time -

quarter -hour rate.
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1
age. but will have an appeal

same adults who still remember
Idbood. Stories are selected from
and are done in monologue form.
dieing angles are readily seen.
Sly: E. T.
Its: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
 Appeal: Juvenile
d for, Late afternoon
dtabillty: Children's shops or chil-
i's department in large stores.
: grocery stores wishing to push
.ado, etc.
of Artists: 1

.t: $100 weekly
Facilities: Transcriptions

d by: WJLS, Beckley, W. Va.

Irh.

Puzzle Boat
wile Feature with strong adult

One man show with music and
bids. The author has been a pro-
f puzzle maker for many years;
iter of many juvenile articles,
ales and books. Unusual, tested
dch appeals to children without

plo:g blood and thunder. Material
woe for give-away puzzle tnd "how-
led' books.

linty: E. i

alts: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 times
:kly
 Appeal: Entirely family
id for: Late afternoon or early
sing
ultability: Any product using the
mile angle
of Artists: 1

It: 3 times weekly, $250; 5 times,
3

i Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: Mercury Radio Recording
BOB

Ph Scrapes of Scrappy
lb Scrapes of Scrappy" permits the
ley .f a dummy whose inimitable
7p take him into all the mischief so
a tthe hearts of children (and grown-
: t), "Scrappy." his real live girl
sd'Susie;' and the toy band that
r zy music you think of because of
mac "thinking cap" provide inter-

tp:staining suspense at almost every
.I?: the globe. Series was aired ap-
*lely two years on a popular mid-
st sling station and is a juvenile
.sir: series that will sell any chil-

olume product, whether by direct
id

L

t approach,,
pity: ive talent or E. T.
:Its: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly

Appeal: Juvenile or entire
Jly
ed for: Late afternoon or early
nine
Suitability: Health foods, gum,
dy, etc.
of Artists: 6 (minimum) 10
Facilities: Transcriptions or will

e live talent

id by: Video and Sound Enter-
leB

 Story Time Lady
rel Morris, as '"The Story Time Lady."
ail nd tells her way into the heart of
,eaters with her original children's
tend her children's stories. Program
til:n aired daily for over two years
Ids loyal following. Program brings
I tied guests from time to time.

dllty: Live talent
/nits: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 times

kly.
 Appeal: Juvenile
d for: Afternoon
ultabWly: Bakery, dairy, ,r II1)-

appealing to children
of Artists: 1

Facilities: Transcriptions
td by: WGRR, C;:I ish,.,

Toytown Parade
"Toy Town Parade" brings to life the

Tingles and songs from famed Mother
Goose, with words, sound -effects and
music by Novelty Band, preceding and
following the feature of the program
'Tairy Tale Adventure Time": the telling
of beloved -Once-Upon-A Time Stories"
by "Brother Bill" ith change of voice for
characterization, against a background of
sound effects and music scoring the nar-
rative which make these Fairy Tales live
in an interesting, entertaining dramatic
presentation.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 12
Unit Cost: (On inquiry at station)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIP-Pennsylvania Broad-

casting Company

(See Page 74)

Twilight Tales
"Twilight Tales" stars talented Elinor

Gene. who tells stories by Hans Christian
Anderson and Jacob Grimm in a new
and delightfully different style. Has been
sponsored in S. Calif. since December,
1939, by Knudsen Creamery Company,
twice weekly, with amazing success.
Scripts have been endorsed by PTA's,
Boards of Education, and are used in
classrooms by teachers. Series endorsed
by American Council on Education, Radio
Division, and also being listed in United
States Bureau of Education, Federal Radio
Education Committee. FREC Monthly Ser-
vice Bulletin. Many of the Hans Ander-
son stories are translated direct from or-
iginal Danish. Plenty of merchandising
and publicity tie-ups, plus ad mats, pub-
licity stories, etc. 52 '4 -hour episodes.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 1, 2, 3, 5

weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Dairy, bakers, food

product, department stores, etc.
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: Based on population of market,

power and rates of station used
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper -Gordon, Incorpo-

rated
(See Page 62)

Uncle Al and Charlie
the Studio Cat

Juvenile strip show built around the
announcer ("Uncle Al") and a mythical
cat. Plus the cat's mythical friends, in-
cluding "Roger the Calf," "Mrs. Cackel-
berry the Hen," etc., "Uncle Al" tells
stories, supported by transcribed chil-
dren's music. Sound effects include ani-
mal sounds, etc. Highly listenable for
children up to 12. Well established for
rural audience.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Early evening
Client Suitability: Cereals, dairy products,

any product with child interest
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Card rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa

Uncle Schnozzle Program
With Jimmy Durante

"Uncle Schnozzle" features comedian,
Jimmy Durante, who plays uncle in an

JUVENILE
amusing and heart warming manner to
the children of America. Discussion of
current events in which children figure as
well as stories, historical and fictional,
are written into the script.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 or 3 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Food products
Number of Artists: Four
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Herman Bernie, Inc.

Uncle Tom's Juveniles
Enlisting the all-around talents of the

younger generation, "Uncle Tom's Juve-
niles- seeks to develop talent by giving
children with dramatic, dancing, or musi-
cal ability actual air experience and a
chance to be heard by stage, movie, or
radio scouts. Program is built around
the theme of the "Good Ship Opportunity."
bound for harbors of entertainment, with
the youngsters in the role of merry -making
seamen. In command is "Uncle Tom"
Hal Willis and Hazel MacFarlane who
have been coaching children for past ten
years.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Dairy, candy, soft drink,

Juvenile clothing accounts
Number of Artists: 10-20

Unit Cost: $100
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTAG, Worcester, Mass.

Young Americans
Rousing entertainment for juvenile lis-

teners. Dramatizes American historical
events, past and current; as experienced
by youth -contemporaries of the period.
Normal, natural reactions of youth to the
great men and stirring events of their
times parallels attitude of boys and gir'::s
to current happenings. Makes youth of
today participants in building the nation's
history, by placing them at the scene
through their prototypes. A humanized.
realistic action -drama combining adven-
ture, thrills and patriotism.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Late afternoon, early eve-

ning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 10 (minimum) to 14,

plus music
Unit Cost: Available on request
Submitted by: Radio Features of America,

New York, N. Y.

Youth Courageous
"Youth Courageous" programs come

from the "Pages of History, Stories of
Literature, From Events Which Happen
Every Day." "Youth Courageous" stories,
though depicting courageous acts of
youth are "All Family- programs. Adults
like them as well as youth. "Youth
Courageous"-the stories are "allied in-
ternational." They come from England,
Holland, Russia, South Africa. Canada,
and the United States.
Availability: E. T.

Time Units: 15 minutes, once or 3 times
weekly

Audience Appeal: Juvenile or entire fam-
ily

Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or

evening
Client Suitability: Especially public ser-

vice or bank; also used by dairies,
furniture stores, bakers, newspapers

Number of Artists: 8
Unit Cost: $5.00 to $25.00 per program

based on population of major city
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Webber Radio Programs,

Des Moines, Iowa

l'oung Dick castings
Serial depicts the exciting, suspenseful

adventures of young American boy and
his super -machine which makes possible
amazing feats and achievements. While
his exploits are beyond present fact or
reality, they are scientifically possible and
thus entirely believable to the juvenile
imagination. Thrills, daring, spectacular
undertakings all combine for stirring en-
tertainment for both boys and girls. Mer-
chandising tie-in possibilities limitless
and unique.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Later afternoon, early eve-

ning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 6 to 8 actors, plus or-

ganist
Unit Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Radio Features of America,

New York, N. Y.

Young Edmonton
Discussion by representative group of

hi -school youths on extra -curricular activi-
ties and present day youth problems.
Highly acceptable to service groups and
enforcement authorities.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: General family product
Number of Artists: 5
Unit Cost: Time change plus $25 artist

cost
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CJCA, Edmonton, Alberta,

Canada

Youth on Parade
Saturdays 10:30-11 a.tn.
Half hour show fed to CBS network,

originating at WEEI Boston. Talent in-
cludes Ruth Casey, Soprano, Jane Thomp-
son, Song Stylist, Girl's Trio, Impersona-
tors and c Junior Master of Ceremonies,
Milton Grubbs. Program features a dra-
matic sequence with each member tak-
ing part, none of whom are over 16

years of age. Show is augmented by 11 -
piece orchestra with special arrangements
(a la Fred Waring) for the chorus. Dra-
matics highlight historical events, per-
sonalities and special holidays and pro-
gram is handled in "variety" manner.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Thirty minutes weekly, Satur-

day morning
Audience Appeal: Juvenile, entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Food, medicinal, cleans-

ing agent (soap) wearing apparel
Number of Artists: 11 piece orchestra,

twenty to fifty children from 5 to 16
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WEEI, Boston, Mass.

(See Pages 54, 55)
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aE year 1943 promises to be the grimmest, hardest
I year this country has ever faced. Every effort, and

every dollar of national income not absolutely needed
for existence, should go into war work and War Bonds.

In the Pay Roll Savings Plan, America finds a potent
weapon for the winning of the war-and one of the
soundest guarantees of the preservation of the Amer-
ican way of life!

Today about 30,000,000 wage earners, in 175,000
plants, are buying War Bonds at the rate of nearly half
a billion dollars a month. Great as this sum is, it is not
enough! For the more dollars made available now, the
fewer the lives laid down on the bloody roads to Berlin
and Tokio!

You've undoubtedly got a Pay Roll Savings Plan in
your own plant. But how long is it since you last checked
up on its progress? If it now shows only about 10% of the
gross payroll going into War Bonds, it needs jacking up!

This is a continuing effort-and it needs continual at-

*

You've done your bit

tention and continual stimulation to get fullest results.
You can well afford to give this matter your close

personal attention! The actual case histories of thou-
sands of plants prove that the successful working out of
a Pay Roll Savings Plan gives labor and management a
common interest that almost inevitably results in better
mutual understanding and better labor relations.

Minor misunderstandings and wage disputes become
fewer. Production usually increases, and company spirit
soars. And it goes without saying that workers with sub-
stantial savings are usually far more satisfied and more
dependable.

And one thing more, these War Bonds are not only
going to help win the war, they are also going to do much
to close the dangerous inflationary gap, and help prevent
post-war depression. The time and effort you now put in
in selling War Bonds and teaching your workers to save,
rather than to spend, will be richly repaid many times
over-now and when the war is won.

Now do your best!

This space is a contribution to victory today and sound business tomorrow by RADIO DAILY
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. 1.. .1lexaudcr's
lediation Hoard
llexander Is one of the founders

t tdlation-type radio feature. People
e ry walk of life have a chance
r uir disputes and problems on the

in then receive the advice of three
is who discuss the cases and at -
I bring them to a harmonious
m I. The program le unique in

bt parties are present to state
in, Insuring a fair decision. The
.:, many of them famous per -

and all of them highly qualified
to on human problems. are
each week.

17: Live talent
ts: 30 minutes, once weekly
 Appeal: Female, male
d for: Evening
liability: Any type client or client
oduct except purely local
e1 Artists: I regular, 1 organist,
guests
r $1500 package price-local or
nal network (MRS)
Facilities: Transcriptions

l by: WOR-Bomberger Broad-
ng Co.

h hor Meets Critics
ih,eek the writer of a best seller
the noted book reviewers get to-
t  a half hour on this program and
lout among themselves. Critics

tb book apart with praise or critl-
ten the author is unbound and

i chance to get even. It's fast
ttmd growing steadily in popular -
C. tthy Thompson. Clifton Fadiman,
s_ inset and Max Lerner are some

tople who appeared on the pro.

fly: Live talent
tai 30 minutes, once weekly
Appeal: Entire family

d for: Evening
dtability: Books, automotive, in-
fonal
si Artists: 5
Facilities: Transcriptions or will
live talent

f by: WHN, New York, N. Y.
(See Page 14)

)asiness Builders
lute tailor-made programs Pro-
t specialized business. Drama-
eaninterest stories to help create
or men's stores, Federal savings

ladles ready to wear, general
r. beer. bread, optical. Jewelry.
laundry dry cleaning, furniture.
raj, savings and loan associa-
rom 25 to 65 programs for each
irsae serles are available, also
lal tie-in of proven value for each

illy: E. T.
iIt 5 minutes
t Appeal: Entire family
liability: General
si Artists: 5
facilities: Transcriptions
I by: Transcribed Radio Shows,
York, N. Y.

Classified
Illations of classified advertise-
ippearing In newspapers with
-up and merchandising with local

'M with listeners getting prizes if
kete proper advertisements.

Minty: E. T.
tits: 15 minutes, thrice weekly

tart Appeal: Entire family
tor: Late afternoon or early

ling
lability: A client anxious for '
and large distribution

Number of Artists: 5
Unit Cost: Depending upon city
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Irving Strouse, New York,

(See Page 100)

Condon ('allinq
Personal, informal type of anecdote -

show by Glenn Condon. KTUL news
editor. 15 minutes weekly-in which he
relates a personal experience as a news-
paperman. showman and radio commen-
tator, covering a wide variety of topics
from Oklahoma Outlaws to experience
in World War One: Tulsa Public Library
sad so many calls for copies of scripts.
organized department for that purpose
and also maintains complete file of same.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional advertiser,

preferably old established firm
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Contact KTUL Sales Dept.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.

Dale Morgan's
Inquiring Mike

Dale Morgan, veteran Iowa announcer,
goes each day to a different locale to
present his interview -on -the -street type
program. Fort Des Moines, WAAC head-
quarters: Fort Dodge Induction center;
USO clubrooms are typical spots selected,
and special events. conventions. etc., also
bring Morgan to cut a disc, which is
broadcast following day. Program is val-
uable both from listener interest and war -
service angles.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Would suit any type

client
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: 5 -a -week, $50 per week talent
cost

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSO, Des Moines, Iowa

(See Page 81)

Definitions
An amusing two announcer program

with records in which the audience sends
in and receives prizes for the new game.
"Definitions." when their contributions
are heard on the air. Origin New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 2
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)

Farm Fair
Eastern Ontario is the greatest dairy

country in Canada and the farmers in this
area depend on Radio for information.
news, suggestions. "Farm Fair" is made
up of oldtime music, farm market reports.
information supplied by Government Agri-
cultural College. Government regulations
and information. Follows Richard Leibert
(transcriptions) precedes "Happy Gang"
CBC Network.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female and Male
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Anyone selling the

farmer
Number of Artists: (2) m.c. and commercial

announcer

Submitted by: CKWS, Kingston, Ont., Can.

Farm Fare
An informative program of special in-

terest to the American farmers prepared
from data gathered by International News
Service correspondents throughout the
country.
Availability: Sample script
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, two days

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 1

Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: International News Serv-

ice

Gardening for Victory
Timely information of special interest to

victory gardeners prepared from data
gathered through the facilities of Inter-
national News Service.
Availability: Sample script
Time Units: Five minutes, six days weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: 1

Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: International News Service

Go Get It
One part for studio audience, another

for listeners: Three contestants are se-
lected from studio and given sealed in-
structions concerning articles they are to
find and bring back. Cash prizes are
awarded on basis of time taken to make
the trip. Transportation is furnished by
WDAY. Station mobile unit follows one
contestant to make "on -the -scene" pickup.
Remainder of studio audience and radio
listeners compete for cash in "Sound Puz-
zle Time." A series of 15 sound effects
played in a certain order. Object of the
contestant is to write a story around the
noises heard.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Almost any type of

product
Number of Artists: Three announcers and

one organist
Unit Cost: $96 half-hour evening time;

pgm. cost $50
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDAY, Inc., Fargo, N. D.

Health, Wealth and
Happiness

"Health, Wealth and Happiness." a
daily money -prize program, opens with
down-to-earth philosophy, "Secrets of Hap-
piness."' Commercials cover the -Health"
angle. and the "Wealth" is contributed by
drawing a name from the telephone direc-
tory. If the party called answers the
phone and proves he is listening, the
money is his. Code numbers are issued
to persons without telephones, upon re-
quest. If there is no winner, the money
is added to the next day's award. This
program creates tremendous interest, espe-
cially if the daily awards have accumu-
lated for any length of time.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, around noon
Client Suitability: Cereal products, dairy

products, ice cream, candy, chewing
gum

Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: Supplied on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKBO, Harrisburg, Pa.

Here's Why!
Each script gives in narration form the

why and wherefore of the origin of one
popular superstition. Catchy opening.
teaser closing. Narration by veteran
Radioman Herb Goddard; research and
writing by Judith Tom.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late afternoon
Number of Artists: 2, plus commercial an-

nouncer
Unit Cost: Sent upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: W. M. Ellsworth, Chicago,

Iii.

House wires' Jackpot
"Housewives' Jackpot" combines music.
fun, and cash prizes. Appeals to house-
wife. Limited to six participating spon-
sors with the product of each featured on
one of the six week days as the "product
of the day." Between musical transcrip-
tions, announcer telephones three names:
the party listening to the program. and has
the "product of the day" wins the jackpot.
Failure to qualify adds $5 to the jackpot.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning 10:30-11:00
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 1 (announcer)
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WiNS, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 24)

Kiddie Kwips
Listeners are invited to send in bright

sayings of children. War stamps or mer-
chandise is awarded for "Kiddie Kwips"
read on the air. Program is conducted
conversationally if more than one person
handles it. Comments by adult talent help
to point up humor in the bright sayings.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Five or ten minutes, five

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Middle or late morning
Client Suitability: Food or drug needing

attention from housewife
Number of Artists: 1 (minimum) to three
Unit Cost: $3.00 per script
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William F. Holland Agency,

Cincinnati, Ohio

John Q. Public
Current topics for discussion are sug-

gested to the radio audience, who are
invited to submit letters voicing their
opinions. Certain of the letters are se-
lected as outstanding samples and the
writers are invited to appear to discuss
their letters with Dr. John Allen Kraut of
Columbia University as moderator. Origin
New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Number of Artists: 1 (Dr. Kraut) and audi-

ence participption
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35. 36)

Labor Arbitration
"Labor Arbitration" is more than a radio

program. It is an actual means of set-
' tling controversies between labor and
management. Each Sunday night a case
is contested and decided. Both sides fight
vigorously to win, since the decision of
the impartial board of arbitration is bind-

' ing and may mean the avoidance of a
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Tim 44-1 4ameitilmcé Ppasis TIidSELL
You are cordially invited to write, wire or phone

KASPER-GORDON,
140 Boylston Street

Incorporated
Boston

for suggestions and program ideas for your next radio campaign - whether it be for
/2 -hour, 1/4 -hour, 5 -minute, 1 -minute, 100 -word, or 3 0 -word spots. As the OLDEST
syndicated transcribed program producer in the United States, and the originator of
the transcribed musical announcement and other successful ideas, we are prepared to
cooperate with you as we do with agencies, stations and advertisers from coast to coast.
Our programs are running on about 5 00 stations, and PRODUCE RESULTS!

SYNDICATED SHOWS NOW AVAILABLE
"SONGS OF CHEER AND COMFORT" 26 1/4 -hour shows
Starring Richard Maxwell . See Page 76
"IMPERIAL LEADER" 52 1/4-hour shows
Dramatized Life Story of Winston Churchill.. See Page 32
"THE ENEMY WITHIN" 117 1/4-hour shows
Expose of the Nazi Fifth Column See Page 109
"FUN WITH MUSIC" 26 1/4-hour shows
Starring Sigmund Spaeth, Tune Detective See Page 69
"FAMOUS MOTHERS" 78 5-min. shows
Starring Jane Dillon See Page 45
"ONE I'LL NEVER FORGET" 78 5-min. shows
Starring Jack Stevens See Page 93
"TWILIGHT TALES" 52 1/4-hour shows
Starring Elinor Gene See Page 60A
"UNCLE JIMMY" 156 1/4-hour shows
Starring William Farnum See Page 29
"VICTORY NURSERY RHYMES" 30 1/2 -minute spots
Starring Ireene Wicker Sec Page 109

26 5 -minute shows"KNOW YOUR FURS"
Starring Walter Horvath, authority on furs
"DAN DUNN, SECRET OPERATIVE No. 48"
Based on famous newspaper strip
"SANTA'S MAGIC CHRISTMAS TREE"
Successfully sponsored by more than 100 firms
"ADVENTURES IN CHRISTMASTREE GROVE"
Sponsored by snore than 200 department stores

78 1/4 -hour shows
See Page 53

15 1/4 -hour shows

15 1/4 -hour shows

Exclusive to One Sponsor in A City - Write or Wire for Audition Samples and Data

KASPER - GORDON, Incorporated
140 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts

One of The Country's Largest Program Producers



Noerdiustment of pay, or the loss of
se -Labor Arbitration" has been a
So 1 Award winner in 1941.1942,

I ít

lily. Live talent
Me: 67 minutes, once weekly
'e Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening
ultability: General

pH Facilities: Transcriptions
esi ,d by: WMCA, Inc., New Y-...:,-.

Learn Spanish
so ced by Radio Dept. of Time and
II., 39 15 minute programs teach-

nish with dramatization in every-
mmonplace conversation. Word
n supplied by sponsor. Program
d first prize as best cultural pro -
142 at Columbus. O.
Wry: E. T.

sib: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly,
weeks
-is Appeal: Entire family
ed for, Evening
allablllty: Banks, department
vs, bakeries, food products, etc.
of Artists: 2

eb Based on population
1 Facilities: Transcriptions
ell by: Harry S. Goodman, New
k, N. Y.

(See Page 89)

Ltle Country Church
Ilk Country Church" is a show of
tonal and philosophical discus-'
IN if tremendous human interest.
H one of great men as well as the
le re Incorporated. The three one -
talks bring out the secret of get-
- amg with your neighbor and the
em way to find personal success and
ap,us. Hymns and songs of all faiths

goads enhance the beauty and
of the show.
filly: Live talent or E. T.
d ts: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
se Appeal: Male, female
ed for: Morning or evening
billabllity: Insurance, drug prod -
6 food products

of Artists: 1 plus choral group
e or E. T.)
Mr To be determined
 Facilities: Transcriptions
Id by: WFOY, St, Auaustine, Fla.

Itle Known Facts.
tearing Dale Carnegie
Carnegie. well known author and
. In a series of stories based on
mown Facts About Well Known

City: Live talent
Ills: Five 5 -minutes per week; one
alnutes per week
3e Appeal: Entire family
led for: Evening

Facilities: Transcriptions
ed by: General Amusement Corp.,
w York, N. Y.

(See Page 66)

Midday Reveries
. relaxing, philosophical program
se and organ background Infor-
ighborly attitude.
ditty: Live talent or E. T.
nits: 'a17 minutes, twice weekly
se Appeal: Female or male
red for: Afternoon

tablllty: Foods, beverages, mor-
ales and cemeteries, auto dealers,

if

Modern Farmer
Emmert Farm Editor of Station
discusses farming In the ligh, of

of Artists: One
$25,00 per program

Facilities: Transcriptions
by: KVEC, San Luis Obispo,

present day conditions, gives advice and
discusses agricultural problems with
guests important in the agricultural world.
Origin New York. Local.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: ! 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 1 and guests
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34. 35, 36)
Morning Express

For over nine years the -Morning Ex-
press- has entertained Pittsburgh radio
listeners at breakfast time. It's an in-
formal presentation, operating on the
well -proven Musical Clock formula of time
signals, news, ad libs by announcers, and
transcribed munsic. The -Morning Ex-
press- is heard from sign on at 6:45 a,m,
until 10:00 a -m. The full time merchan-
dising and promotion department offers
many "plus" services to all advertisers.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes and spot announce-

ments 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Show can be adapted

to any type of product
Number of Artists: 1-2
Unit Cost: $200 weekly for quarter hour.

Other rates furnished on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Musical .Mail Rag
Half hour ad lib show which invites

letters requesting favorite tunes. Some
letters are read and tunes requested are
played-also 5 minutes is given over to
announcements promoting charity parties.
dances and etc. Program solicits dona-
tions for Milk For Britain fund.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Thirty minutes, 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: 4:15-4:30 p.m.-evening
Client Suitability: Food product
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $100 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CKBI, Prince Alber,

Saskatchewan
Name the Rand

Musical selections which include or-
chestras -singers -instrumentalists, etc.. are
featured- Before each selection is played
a cue is given by the announcer to assist
the listeners to guess the right name of
the performing artist. No names are men-
tioned. In order to qualify for a ticket
to the theater, the listener must write in
the correct names of each artist featured
during the program. Five winners are
selected each day. Accuracy, promptness
and neatness are essential factors.
Availability: E.
Time Units: 15 minutes, Monday, through

Saturday
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type of product.

This program has been sponsored
continuously since its inception.

Number of Artists: None
Unit Cost: $5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Doughty & Welch Electric

Co.. Inc. (WSAR), Fall River, Mass,
Names Mean Something
There's something interesting about

every name-its origin, its original mean-
ing. etc. The program is about names of
every kind- names of streets, names of
places, names of people. Listeners writ-
ing in explaining the meaning of interest-
ing names are paid if their letters are
read. There is a tremendous merchandis-
ing hook in the fact that the meaning of
any last or first name is traced if a lis-
tener will write in and ask that it be
done. Everybody is interested in the

MISCELLANEOUS
meaning of their name.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, six times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any
Number of Artists: One master of cere-

monies
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOV, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 60)

New England Tales
""New England Tales" are dramatic

narratives based upon legends and
factual stories of historic New England.
The program brings to the radio audience
an instructive and highly entertaining ac-
count of little known facts about this
region, birthplace of the North American
continent, which abounds in thrilling
tales of adventure, romance and unusual
phenomena. Locale is strictly New Eng-
land.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, once

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early afternoon
Client Suitability: Staple food product

such as bread, milk, etc., or petroleum
corporation

Number of Artists: Two (announcer and
narrator)

Unit Cost: $160
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WAAB, Worcester, Mass.

Radio,Inagrans
"Radio Anagrams- is an audience con-

test show. From stage of theatre four
"brain -trusters" select 18 letters each
from container holding six sets of the
alphabet, "Brain -trusters" arrange their
selection of letters so as to spell some per-
son's name, such as Thompson, Miller or
Mildred, Margaret, Ruth or Mary. All
those in theatre by that name split the
jackpot equally among themselves. The
first live with that name who are listen-
ing to station and call in, split "radio
jackpot" equally among themselves.
Prizes are "doubled" to those winners
who have sponsor's box -top on his person.
Unusual theatre -radio tie-up and promo-
tion angles.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Food products, drug

products
Number of Artists: "MC"" and four assist-

ants
Unit Cost: To be determined
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WFOY, St. Augustine, Fla.

R.F.D. 1350 for the
Farmer

This is a farm audience program re-
leased Monday through Saturday, 12:30
to 1:00, using farm material such as egg
and poultry prices, cattle prices and other
information directly concerning the farm-
er, presented in ad lib down-to-earth style.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; Male
Suggested for: Noontime
Client Suitability: All farm products
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $10
Submitted by: KSRO, Santa Rosa, Calif.

Salute to .Junior
Commandos

Children between the ages of 6 and 12

eligible after they have sold a minimum
of S5 in War Stamps. Through coopera-
tion of teachers all the schools in the
county have organized. Children get arm
bands, different group has program each
week. They tell of their stamp sales and
have an organized musical program.
There are 2,000 wearing the Official Arm
Band- Average monthly sale of stamps
$30.000 in War Stamps and Bonds.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 to 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Saturday afternoon
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $22, 15 minutes
Submitted by: Lewistown Broadcasting

Company-WMRF

Scotty's General Store
High type program featuring hillbilly

and western ballads done in authentic
style by an old-timer, Tommy Scott. Good
music plus homey philosophy and;humor
make the general stare a "natufal"' for
this section of the country.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly cr

as desired
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Medicines, groceries,

flour, etc.
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $68 weekly, si4 programs
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WRLC, Toccoa, Ga-

Sincerely Yours
This program is quarter-hour strip con-

taining poetic philosophy against a back-
ground of organ music. Unusual institu-
tional copy possibilities together with
availability of extensive mailing list for
merchandising material.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, Monday through

Friday
Audience Appeal: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Dairies, laundries, food

producers and usual users cf institu-
tional advertising

Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $137.50 weekly based on 260

programs
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKZO, Inc., Kalamazoo,

Mich.
Sleepy Time

A well-balanced, skillfully blended
show featuring pipe organ interspersed
with timely philosophy. Neither organ
or voice are highlighted thus producing
a program with supreme listener appeal.
Herb Goddard-the voice with Jack Gro,
at the console.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 cr 30 minutes, 3 or 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late evening
Client Suitability: Cigar, cigarettes, pipe

tobacco-cosmetics
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: Submitted on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: W. M. Ellsworth, Chicago,

III,

Speaking of Rooks
Friday. 7:30-8:00 p.m. Every week an

invention is extended to the radio audi-
ence to serve as critics of a recent best-
seller book. The author of the book is
asked to come to the studio to defend
himself-and the book he has written-
against criticisms of three critics chosen
from the general reading public. Each
week this program awards to the writers
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HAS BEEN IN SERVICE

21 YEARS

WAY back in 1922, WMAQ-a 100 -watt radio station-broadcast its first program to

the eager radio fans of Chicago. It was a little program from a little station, but it was the
beginning of great things.

WMAQ, from the very start, pledged itself to the task of bringing to its listeners the best

schedule of programs that it would be possible to prepare.

All through the years, there has been no deviation from that purpose and today, WMAQ
brings to the people in its listening area every day in the week, every week in the year, a
greater number of the most popular programs on the air than all other Chicago stations
combined.

That is the secret of WMAQ's power to command the attention of and influence a vast radio

audience-and that is the reason why astute advertisers who wish to reach the greatest
number of people in the nation's second largest market, place their campaigns on

50,000 WATTS 670 KILOCYCLES
Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices in: NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

WASHINGTON CLEVELAND DENVER SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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,beuee best letters or postcards a full
per bscrtption to the Book -of -the -Month
 r telling us in frank and honest

what they think of the book re-

ality: Live talent or E. T.
sits: 30 minutes, once weekly: Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening
affability: Primarily publisher
of Artists: 4, plus announcer

it: On request
s Facilities: Transcriptions
id by: WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.

Swop Night
p Night" is based on the fact that
patriotic to keep things one does
id. So many things have been
u taken off the market altogether

must redistribute useful articles,
best way to do that is to swop

'e do not need for things we do
Swopping will become more than
fad rather a necessity in the
months. Was heard over the
twork Saturdays from 7:30 to 8:00
sty Saturday night for 39 weeks.
.ility: Live talent
sits: 30 minutes, once weekly
:s Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening

Facilities: Transcriptions
id by: General Amusement Corp.,

York, N. Y.
(See Page BC)

he Farm Circle
le for sponsorship in 15 -minute
e Farm Circle" provides up -to -
market quotations. information

I. state and national farm agen-
rviews with prominent farmers
y tips on farm problems. Tran-

music of a nature played by
' of the Pioneers. This program
)1 a station feature for a year and
sod has obtained remarkable re.

advertisers selling in the rural

Sty: Live talent
lb: 15 minutes, 6 days weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
ed for: 12:00 Noon
ultablllty: Any product of interest
he farmers
of Artists: 1

sh $144
i Facilities: Transcriptions
id by: WHBC, Canton. Ohio
Voice of the People

Vol is a radio open forum of listener
iah on everything from the price of
udso a complaint of the city's street
+dins. Program is put together from

¶ twhich are carefully edited and
eet so a complete cross-section of
blltrpinion is available. The feature
'w veryone in the 28 county listening
ea s moment on the public rostrum.
ltI.ility: Live talent or E. T.
°e nits: 15 minutes, 1, 2 or 3 times

v; kly
'dt:e Appeal: Entire family

ed for: Late afternoon or evening
i iultability: Since the appeal is uni-

sal the variety of products is
Itless

of Artists: 3
et: On Request

r e Facilities: Transcriptions
ed by: WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.
This and That
and That" is aptly described by
Program features a bit of organ
music (live), a few moments de-

* memorable dates in years gone
er covers various phases of the

rt, i.e.. conservation, war bonds.
nely comment on noted civilian
is. with appropriate tie-in of poetry.
rlous and humorous-medium for

needed Items for servicemen, i.e.,
cards, planos, etc. Presented as

to to women from their mid-morn-
ssehold duties. (Now sustaining on

five Washington Mutual stations-avail
able on complete network of nine stations,
or may be purchased locally.)
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Mid -morning period
Client Suitability: Most any type of client

with exception of alcoholic beverages
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: Station time, plus $15 per show

talent and production
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMO, Pacific Broadcasting

Co., Inc., Tacoma, Wash.

Town Crier
"Town Crier." now in its fourth year,

announces club meetings, civic events, la-
bor and union meetings, school affairs,
need for blood donors, in addition to OCD,
Red Cross, USO and other wartime activi-
ties. It appeals to the curious, to all
interested in the social and civic life.
From the sponsor's standpoint, the pro-
gram offers direct contact with local or-
ganizations as well as thousands of indi-
viduals, Insofar as there can be follow-
ups regarding time of broadcast, etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Department stores, fur-

niture stores, jewelry, cigar stores
Number of Artists: 1
Unit Cost: $18 per broadcast; $90 per

week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTOL, Toledo, Ohio

(See Page 15)

University of Chicago
Round Table

(Originates in Chicago)
A discussion of current problems by

eminent authorities on questions of the
day. Limited to institutional sponsorship.
Origin Chicago.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC

Voice of Friendship
Sing Bard, veteran broadcaster of

poetry, inspiration and philosophy, broad-
casts five quarter hours weekly to Wol-
verine Network of Michigan stations.
Available for sponsorship on any number
of stations by wire facilities. Merchandis-
ing feature includes copies of poems. etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon, 1:15-1:30 p.m.
Client Suitability: Foods, cosmetics, soft

drinks, confections
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Upon application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLAY, Grand Rapids, Mich.

War Edition, Radio's Orig-
inal Old Family Almanac

Nothing continues to have the appeal
of the good corn that's "The Old Family
Almanac." This show has been on the
air longer than any other and still is as
fresh as tomorrow's milk. It's natural
give -a -way is the sponsor's own Family
Almanac-which doesn't cost a great deal
and can be prepared by the Script Library
at a nominal cost.
Availability: Live talent; script
Timo Units: 5, 10 or 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for. Morning
Client Suitability: Any home type of

product
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Upon request

MISCELLANEOUS
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; will

pipe live talent; script
Submitted by: The Script Library
What Are You Reading?
Elida B. Sterling, former newspaper

woman, has conducted "What Are You
Reading" for the past seven years on
WELL Three or four current books are
reviewed weekly and from time to time,
authors and government officials are in-
terviewed by Mrs. Sterling. Audience is
great among teachers, college students
and housewives. Mrs. Sterling makes
many guests appearances before wo-
men's clubs. Letters to trade.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Household or food

items
Number of Artists: One (Elida B. Sterling,

editor & narrator)
Unit Cost: $36 plus talent fee
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WELI, New Haven, Conn.

What Do You Think
"What Do You Think" is one of the

most popular open forum discussion pro-
grams ever released on the West Coast.
Under the guidance of Art Linkletter, dis-
tinguished emcee, the show is a studio
audience participation program on which
timely tpoics are introduced and dis-
cussed. Everyone is given a chance to
say what he thinks, and Linkletter mod-
erates skillfully while maintaining an at-
mosphere of good argument. Tremendous
mail pull. Excellent merchandising facili-
ties for luxury product, and adaptable to
any type service or product.
Availability: Live talent
Time Unit: 45 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Luxury, or higher -priced

item or service, although adaptable
to any

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Station time, plus emcee fee,
which depends on the artist employed

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: KFRC, Don Lee Broadcast-
ing System, San Francisco, Calif.

What's On Your Mind?
A half-hour program of unusual enter-

tainment featuring "Dunninger," the Mas-
ter Mind of Mental Mystery in experiments
in telepathy which have astounded psy-
chologists of two continents. Here for the
first time is telepathy successfully per-
formed on the radio, in a program as
unusual as Charlie McCarthy, packed with
thrills, chills and laughs. Dunninger reads
the minds of members of the studio audi-
ence of individuals many miles removed
from the studio. Dunninger's startling and
apparently super -human feats have been
"page one" features in newspapers
throughout the country. He is a master
showman and undoubtedly the most out-
standing entertainment wizard of the day.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any client
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: National Concert & Artists

Corp., New York, N. Y.
(See Page 88)

Yankee Yarns
Stories with the flavor and tang of the

six New England states as told by Alton
Hall Blackington, author and lecturer.

New England is rich in country folk -lore
and Mr. Blackington, has hobnobbed with
hundreds of Yankees, heard them spin
their yarns while they whittled on the
wharf or gossiped in country stores. His
word pictures are based on facts as told
by the people in them.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1
Unit Cost: $259
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBZ-WBZA, Boston, Mass.

You Don't Say So:
"You Don't Say So" is a live -minute

show that interestingly, humorously, yet
authoritatively tells the listener how to
pronounce the tough names in the news
of the day. In addition to pronunciation
pointers the show is actually a "battle-
front geography" refresher course. Never
pedantic, never stuffy, always entertain-
ing, it enables the listener to learn five
or six tough place names in the current
news, daily.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units 5 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Soft drink, candy, etc.
Number of Artists: Announcer, commercial

announcer
Unit Cost: $100 weekly, exclusive of sta-

tion time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJHP, Jacksonville, Fla.

Your Home Front
"Your Home Front- is a 15 -minute, 3 -

times weekly local program produced in
cooperation with the county office of civil-
ian defense. All matters of the home
front are handled up-to-the-minute by the
station's master of ceremonies with volun-
teer talent from various Civilian Defense
Units.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Every type
Number of Artists: 4 (minimum)
Unit Cost: $50 weekly
Submitted by: KGY, Olympia, Wash.

Your Suppressed Desire
"Your Suppressed Desire" is a new

audience -participation show which pro-
vides repressed and inhibited radio listen-
ers with the opportunity to "take their hair
down." Based on the premise that every-
one has some hidden desire, this program
allows them to do the things they've
always wanted to do (within reason), and
offers cash prizes for the contestant's
courage in fulfilling their suppressed de-
sire before the microphone and the studio
audience. Contestants are chosen from
listeners submitting written details of
their suppressed desire, with the winners
selected from the most interesting, unusual
and reasonable inhibitions submitted.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type client or spon-

sor
Number of Artists: M.C., announcer, or-

ganist (or orchestra), and studio con-
testants

Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLW, The Crosley Corp

Cincinnati, Ohio
(See Page 106)
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THE RADIO DEPARTMENT
OF GENERAL

AMUSEMENT
CORPORATION

PRESENTS

TALENT AVAILABLE
FOR RADIO...

OtekatI4 BOB ALLEN MITCHELL
AYRES BOBBY

BAKER BILL BARDO

GRACIE
BARRIE LOU BREESE GARDNER

BENEDICT *BOBBY
BYRNE CAB CALLOWAY

BENNY CARTER
'DEL CASINO

BILL
CROSS CHRIS

CROSS JIMMY DORSEY

SONNY
DUNHAM FREDDIE

FISHER CHUCK
FOSTER ROY FOX JOHNNY GILBERT

ALAN
GORDON GRAY

GORDON GLEN
GRAY HARRY

HARDEN WOODY HERMAN

JACK JENNY LOUIS
JORDAN AL KAVELIN STAN

KENTON KING COLE
TRIO  RAY KINNEY

JOHNNY
LONG CARL

LORCH *MICHAEL
LORING CLYDE

LUCAS MUZZY MARCELLINO

PAUL
MARTIN EDDIE

MILLER *GLENN
MILLER DEKE

MOFFITT NORO MORALES

HOWARD
McCREERY DON

McGRANE LANI
McINTIRE JAY McSHANN WILL OSBORNE

MANUEL
OVANDO ORAN "HOT LIPS" PAGE DON RAGON CIRO

RIMAC DICK ROGERS

DON
ROLAND CHARLIE

SPIVAK *CLAUDE
THORNHILL

 JOE VENUTI JERRY WALD

S14 ANDREWS
SISTERS GRACIE

BARRIE CONNEE
BOSWELL JERRY BURTON

PERRY
COMO DIOSA

COSTELLO JIMMIE
COSTELLO DOLLY

DAWN LORRAINE
DE WOOD

SYLVIA
GREY DAN HARDEN TERRI LA FRANCONI

MARIA LOUISA
LOPEZ NICK LUCAS

VIRGINIA
MAXEY MILLS BROTHERS

VELVA
NALLEY NITA

NORMAN PIED PIPERS

BOB
RUSSELL SIMS & BAILEY FRANK

SINATRA JO STAFFORD 
SONDRA & JONNIE STEELE

ARTHUR
TRACY GUS VAN  BEA WAIN

60tcee & °líti'riz
DAVE

BARRY ARTHUR
BLAKE DICK

BUCKLEY ARLENE HARRIS

PAT
HENNING VAL IRVING LENNY

KENT LITTLE TOUGH
GUYS JOHNNY

MORGAN

MERVYN
NELSON JOE RIO THREE STOOGES

7,1497 4 "BELIEVE
IT OR NOT" (featuring

Bob Ripley) CAB CALLOWAY'S
VARIETY

DALE CARNEGIE
MRS. J. BORDEN HARRIMAN

"MANHUNTER
MYSTERIES"

"PHANTOM
OF THE

NIGHT" "RENFREW
OF THE MOUNTED"

"SING FOR DOUGH"

"SCRAMBLE"
(Junior Air

Reserve) "SWOP
NITE" "THE SEA

HOUND" "THE TIMID SOUL"

*SERVING
IN THE ARMED FORCES

DOUG STORER VICE-PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OF RADIO SALES
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'943 MUSICAL 1944
1 ierican Folk Ballads
h,ic, sentimental, humorous . . . a
rcre of the people. American folk
is ad folk music on records. Songs
, ,nerica's East, West, North and
GO legendary American heroes.
«Milts: E. T.

detnits: 15 minutes, twice weekly
rldi.ce Appeal: Entire family
.gg,ted for: Morning, afternoon or even-

.
119r Suitability: General
tm r of Artists: 1

'dim Facilities: Transcriptions
baled by: Asch Recordings, New
b rk, N. Y.

t Ask Your Heart
Saone Dick Bailey doing heart songs
d ,ems. Bert Colin accompanist on
anund organ.
ability: Live talent
terSultability: Housewife appeal
IteInits: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Mice Appeal: Female
4g ted for: Morning, afternoon
Iva r of Artists: 2

ost: $10
a Facilities: Transcriptions

tinted by: WMUR, Manchester, N. H.
e' Beulah Karney
Arafternoon woman's program con-
ch by a recognized home economist,
stung food buying and meal planning
alewartime conditions, information on
Illo ig in language that is easily under-

n.yall housewives.
'bility: Live talent
Inns: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
ice Appeal: Female
cted for: Afternoon
Suitability: Food products-home
uipment and fashion fields
r of Artists: 2

ost: $240 weekly time and talent
led by: WENR, Chicago, Ill.
b McKnight and His

'

Ranch Boys
illy musical group consisting of five

*le musicans, three of whom double
sous instruments. Also included is
no, who sing ballads, yodels and
r songs. Now sponsored by drug

trcturer 15 minutes daily, 5 days
691'. Available for non-competitive

v ltbility: Live talent

tekly

Omits: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 days

ee Appeal: Entire familyfed for: MorningChet GaylordSuitability: Drug product or itemd
to rural or farm audience Chet Gaylord plays his own piano and
of Artists: 5 sings old ballads and popular songs withat:

$150 weekly, plus time charges a very pleasing voice. Chet Gaylord is
m Facilities: Transcriptions one of the few twenty-year veterans in

meted by: WMC, Memphis, Tenn. radio. He spent many years announcing
before turning to producing his own pro -tia Bride of the Day grams. Chet can read his own commer-

11 program consisting of transcribed
t{ic melodies salutes the brides and

1 elect in WPDQ's listening area
n and outside the city. The spon-
his is a cooperative program) give
propriate gift to the bride whose
is chosen from the Bride of the
cope Chest each day. Sponsors
program have been jewelers, en-
s, florists.
:bility: Live talent
'Snits: 30 minutes, Monday through
iday
ice Appeal: Female
ted for: Morning -9:30-10:00 a.m.
Suitability: Feminine wearing ap-

rrel, cosmetics, etc.
nr of Artists: 1 (announcer)

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPDQ, Jacksonville, Flor-

ida
By Popular Demand

A refreshing musical program with an
idea behind it. Telephone calls made the
day of the broadcast, to outstanding Or-
chestra leaders and vocalists all over the
country give us the tunes that the nation
is asking for "By Popular Demand."
Mary Small, radio and musical comedy
star (now starring in Broadway hit "Early
to Bed") Buddy Clark one of Radio's out-
standing male vocalists and a topnotch
orchestra are the major features in this
new and novel idea,
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: Wolf Associates

(See Page 84)

Candlelight and Silver
Candlelight and Silver features lilting

melodies for the dinner hour, on Musdk
transcriptions.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early evening
Client Suitability: Any product
Number of Artists: Transcribed
Unit Cost: $280 a week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLIB, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Charlie Haley
"Charlie Haley" is northern New York's

most popular hillbilly singer who is
heard daily, Monday thru Saturday at
7:15 a.m. Charlie sings the old songs that
are favorites among the rural listeners
and weaves into his patter between num-
bers interesting bits of information about
folk songs and hillbilly tunes. He ac-
companies himself on the guitar and has
a songbook of his selected favorites.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early morning
Client Suitability: Baker, farm supplies,

flour, cereal, etc.
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $138 per week (6 shows a week)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WWNY, Watertown, N. Y.

cials and work them into the scripts.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once to five times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Foods, beverages, men's

products, etc.
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Once weekly, $117; 5 times
weekly, $542

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBZ-WBZA, Boston, Mass.

Club Conga
A relaxing half-hour of late evening

musical entertainment featuring music
from "Club Conga," mythical night-club

where Latin-American melodies are color-
fully played by the Caballeros-(or WGY
Studio Orchestra) and sung by Annette
McCullough and Otis and Eleanor. A '/2
minute salute to a South American "neigh-
bor" is highlighted, and one melody al-
ways dedicated to a group of our armed
forces. A variety half-hour presented
every Tuesday evening at 11:30 to 12:00
P.M.
Availability: Live talent or E.T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Various
Number of Artists: 15
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.

Concert in the Park
This program pays tribute to a small

town with its band concerts, a tribute to
the men in the services and special recog.
nition of the little man in the war picture.
It is a friendly, sincere program. Origin
New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for Evening
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)
Cowboy Roundup

"The Cowboy Roundup" is a full hour
variety musical show using recorded and
transcribed cowboy and hillbilly tunes.
In all Hooper surveys the program enjoys
a top audience consistently, and is one of
the largest mail pullers in the territory.
This is a morning spot offering advertisers
a chance to reach the majority of homes
in this area.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 1 hour, participating, 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General
Unit Cost: Participating
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KONO, San Antonio, Texas

Dale and Davis
Boy and girl singing duets and solos-

two of the most popular radio voices in
Texas. Ability to do their own "casual"
commercials. . . Songs are of the popu-
lar variety with unique arrangements.
Show can be made to fit almost any
type of product or to appeal to almost
any type of listening audience. Its fin-
ished performers and flexible construction
are two of its best selling points.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: A woman's clothing

store; but most any client or product
can be represented

Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $20 a show plus station time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KNOW, Austin, Texas

Dial 93 -Club
Music on sweeter side (recorded) fea-

turing such bands as Kostelanetz and
vocals by Nelson Eddy, Dorothy Kirsten,
etc. Mc'd by Steve Ellis, who features
poems and philosophy during show.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5-10-15-30 minutes, 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late morning
Client Suitability: General

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Upon inquiry
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPAT, Paterson, N. J.

(See Page 77)

Don and hielen
"Don and Helen" Bush sell themselves

as a romantic singing team, utilizing the
interludes between tunes to gain friends
with a line of cheery patter strictly on
the homey side. They sing duets and
solos, the latter by Don. Best proof of
audience is the request by 4,825 listeners
of a lipstick, offered the week before
Christmas, 1942, only once on a single
program. Personal appearances, give-
aways of picture postcards. etc., are na-
tural merchandising angles.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any product designed

for purchase by housewife
Number of Artists: 2-Don and Helen
Unit Cost: $15 per time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Fisher hiendley and his
Rhythm Aristocrats

This is a live -talent hillbilly group of
five artists that has performed on WIS
continuously for 4 years. The group was
formerly heard on a 4 -station regional
network for a meat -packing concern. They
have universal appeal for the audience
in this area, are currently sponsored in
the early morning by a flour concern and
at 12:15 p.m., M.W.F. by Lydia Pinkham.
Fisher Hendley, emcee of the group, is
one of best-known men in entertainment
field in this area. The group has fine
mail -pull record.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, Tues.-Thurs.-Sat.
Suggested for: Afternoon - 12:15-12:30

p.m. only
Number of Artists: 5
Unit Cost: $80.00 per week (3 pgms.)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIS, Columbia, S. C.

1400 Club
Program of present and past popular

selections. Conducted by "Friendly Fred"
who has excellent local acceptance. Not
a request program, blocks programmed
to give various types of music under such
headings as, "Music To Remember."
"Moon Music," "Woodland Symphony,"
etc. Elimination of requests greatly im-
proves "listenability" for general public.
Minimum of "chatter," maximum of ac-
cepted music increases emphasis of spon-
sor message.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, six weekly
Audience Appeal: Female and Male
Suggested for: Morning 9:30-11:30 A.M.
Client Suitability: Clothing, department

stores, household services
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: 6 times weekly-$40.00, plus

agency commission
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHYN, Holyoke, Mass.

"For Members Only"
The 1400 Club presentation "For Mem-

bers Only" is a full hour of popular fav-
orites picked by the members of the 1400
Club, which boasts an active member-
ship of well over 4000. The club has been
in operation about six months, and the
feature has been received exceptionally
well, enjoying a Hooper rating which gets
better as time goes by.
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JIMMY DORSEY

HELEN //'CONNELL

Young America's
Favorite

Singing Star

Decca
Records

DICK HAYMES

DECCA RECORDS

'Here's To Romance"

Blue /VeIwa4h
Starting July 13

PERSONAL MANAGEMENTBILL BURTON
06 R,K.O. Bldg. . New .York City
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(Willy: E. T.
sits: 1 hour, 6 times weekly

)ie;e Appeal: Entire family
geed for: Morning
nl inability: General

(;t: Participating
mi d by: KONG, San Antonio, Texas

1490 Club
'h(1490 Club" goes way beyond
m,e-believe ballroom in the way of
agt realistic picture of a popular
:e rot. Transcribed big -names bands
us which include speaking at intro -
lo: and closings. When the orchestra
his a selection, "Eddy Dooley"
ble on the keyboard while local and
on spots are taken by the MC. The
id f a small crowd throughout is
.d he cigarette girl's call fades in
o -occasionally the band tunes up

waiter's voice politely directs
i o tables.

pc.lity: Live talent and E. T.
tits: Monday through Saturday, 30

m ites.
ie e Appeal: Entire family
re :c1 for: Evening, 6:30
st uitability: National spots
ibe of Artists: 1

*it: Be glad to furnish cost of spot
cording to number used
iti Facilities: Transcriptions or will
r live talent
v d by: WSLS, Roanoke, Virginia

Fun with Music
tt'inq Sigmund Spaeth
grnd Spaeth, The Tune Detective.
am all over the world as an out -
di authority on music. Author of a
e books which have made music
ttake for the masses, he goes even

e.n this transcribed series of 26
is and demonstrates how easy it is
a fun with music, with any kind
staent. In the series are quartettes,
q roups, swing bands, toy instru-
ts.oloists, etc. Series has been spou-
t a score of cities with success.
p al 64 -page book by Sigmund
itl:nttled "Fun with Music" is used
ie,. Ad mats, publicity, etcetera,

des. Music helps morale, and
shy builds big audiences of all ages
t start.

¡lc lity: E. T.
its: 15 minutes, I, 2 weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
'liability: Baker, dairy, food, drug,
id for: Afternoon; evening
artment stre, music dealer, banks
of Artists: About 60 in series
It: Based on population of market,
ter and rates of stations used

Facilities: Transcriptions
slid by: Kasper -Gordon, Incorporated

(See Page 62)

Nick's Little Theater
of the Air

'stature portrait of famous musi.
s.ifhis quarter-hour Musical Drama
Watt the interesting sidelights in a
sclashion. A short story in the life

: 'imposer, interspersed with music
41 11 of that composer. It is light.
t ,ne very well, with great variety
c:ompanied by really fine music.
Gists in charge of show, have had

If ears experience with British Broad-
ini Co., motion pictures, etc. Would
in ::urinal appeal for all classes and

¡top notch show!
lity: Live talent
its: 15 minutes, once weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
d for: Evening

itability: Any type
of Artists: Four
t: $40.00

Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: KMJ, McClatchy Broadcast -
Co., Fresno, Calif.

,

0 DAILY

Genes of .i,nerican Jazz
Unusual program of interesting side-

lights on the personal history of America's
pioneer popular music -makers, together
with recordings of their early works and
authoritative comments on the same by
George Malcolm -Smith. Includes many
platters that are now "museum pieces"
including the first records of The Original
Dixieland Band, Johnny Dodds, Bunny
Berigan, The Memphis Five, Bix Beider-
becke, Frank Teschemacher, Leon Rap -
polo and many others whose contribu-
tions to jazz history made possible our
modern dance music.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 to 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Day or night
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTIC, Hartford, Conn.

(See Page 101)

Gene Archer
A local station program to answer the

cry for high calibre talent. . . . Gene
Archer, an outstanding baritone, with an
8 -piece string orchestra. The possessor
of a rich baritone voice, Archer is a prod-
uct of Peabody Institute, and is a thorough
musician. He's been a great favorite of
Washington audiences for five years.
Fifteen minutes of refreshing, extremely
listenable music.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1-2-3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any . . . particularly

feminine appeal
Number of Artists: Artist and orchestra
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WRC. Washington, D. C.

Gene Graves Entertains
"Gene Graves Entertains" is a record

program with Graves as emcee and sing-
ing disc jockey, that carries special appeal
to daytime women's audience. Expert
musical and show business background-
a pleasing, crooning voice, and keen
sense of showmanship has aided Graves
in building this to a top mail -puller. Can
be used as a unit, or participating.
Graves is former singing master of cere-
monies of "World's Fair Ice Show."
Also formerly at WLW, WGY, etc.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female and male
Suggested for: Late morning
Client Suitability: Merchandise with femi-

nine appeal
Number of Artists: 1
Unit Cost: $10 per show on local basis

only. Also available at higher rate
on split network originating here

Audition Facilites: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: WSNY, Schenectady, N. Y.

Happy Herb Hayworth
With 30 -odd years' experience in pleas-

ing the public with his songs -15 of them
via radio-Herb Hayworth has evolved
a formula that cannot miss. First, he
sings only tunes already successfully
weathered by the years; second, he gives
them the Herb" style. His span -
sore have included J. C. Penney Co., Fels-
Naptha, Jack Frost Sugar, bakeries, cloth-
iers. Herb himself says his secret is that
he "just talks to 'em," between songs.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 to 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Client Suitability: Any product designed

for purchase by the housewife
Number of Artists: 5-Happy Herb Hay

MUSICAL
worth and four accompanying musi-
cians

Unit Cost: $20 per time
Submitted by: WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Heart Songs
Here is a show of greatest appeal.

Kenny Baker as top tenor in the quartette
and Nadine Conner as soloist through the
program of the world's most beloved
songs.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 26 quarter hours
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: All kitchen materials,

morticians, etc., medicines
Number of Artists: Quartette and soloist
Unit Cost: Based on station power and

area population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Producers of Holly-

wood
Herb Lewis

Herb Lewis, baritone, is accompanied
by a four -piece instrumental group con-
sisting of piano. guitar, bass, and accor-
dion. The piano player doubles on the
novacord, and the accordionist doubles
on the celeste. This is an entertaining
15 -minute program for the entire family.
Availability: Both
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists 5
Unit Cost: Once weekly, $137; five times

weekly, $612
Audition Familities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBZ-WBZA. Boston, Mass.

Hits of all Time
Broadcast daily since November- 1942,

"Hits of All Time" presents Kansas City
radio listeners favorite popular tunes of
all time. Current hits are excluded. Lis-
teners' votes are counted once each week
to revise the standings of the top hits of
all time. Two announcers add sparkle to
introduction of recordings.
Availability: Live talent or E.T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon -3-4:00 p.m.
Client Suitability: Any product for women
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $50.00 per week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KCKN, Kansas City, Kan.
Hollywood Howl Auditions

of the :fir
Based along the lines of Metropolitan

Opera House auditions- Winning partici-
pants get a break at one of the three
different studios with whom we have a
tieup. Instrumentalists. gle clubs, quin-
tets-all worthwhile talent which is legiti-
mately trained and has something to
offer gets a chance under the auspices of
the Southern California Symphony Asso-
ciation.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any quality product
Number of Artists: 28
Unit Cost: $1200
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Don Lee Broadcasting Sys-

tem, Hollywood, California
(See Page 112)

(louse of Music
The "House of Music" is Carnegie Hall;

the Eldorado of all young concert artists.

The program proposes to do for concert
field what "Met" auditions does for
opera. Three awards will be established:
each 26 weeks in names of 3 top concert
artists who will be hosts at "House of
Music" (Mischa Elman award for violin-
ists, Artur Rubenstein award for pianists,
Marion Anderson award for singers). Win-
ners get Carnegie Hall recital, cash
award. and privileges of consultation
with the award givers.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Ted Cott Radio Productions

(See Page 92)

Hymn Singing Tinte
"Hymn Singing Time" appeals to all

Americans because it reverts to their
religious faith, their early church train-
ing. and our basic freedom of religion.
Musical accompaniment is by an old-fash-
ioned pedal organ, which adds greatly to
the "homey" atmosphere dear to the
American's heart. Favorite gospel hymns
are sung in the pleasing harmony of guar.
let arrangements.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon and evening
Client Suitability: Farm or rural listener

needs; also services-banking, in-
surance

Number of Artists: 6
Unit Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Hymn Time Starring
S»tilin' Ed Mc('onnell

Smilin' Ed is one of the most popular
and best loved characters on the air. In
this series of transcription programs he
ambles along in his typical easy going
friendly way. Singing a song telling a
story. Smilin' Ed has been on the air over
15 years. His name is a household word
in many parts of the land. Sponsored by
Acme Paint for 5 years and Alladin Lamp
for 3 years attests to his overall appeal.
78 quarter-hour episodes are completely
transcribed for local use.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for, Morning and Sunday after-

noon
Client Suitability: Household goods, furni-

ture, women's products, funeral direc-
tors or other dignified client

Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: 100-500 watts, $5; 1000-5000

watts, $10; 10,000-50,000 watts, $25
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Charles Michelson Radio

Transcriptions, New York, N. Y.
(See Page 100)

Interlude
"Interlude"-a program soft and sweet

-dreamy melodies of today and yester-
year that provide a period of relaxation-
they strike a responsive chord in the
hearts of the listeners and are particu-
larly appreciated after the daily news of
strife and turmoil in our war torn world.
Philosophical narration throughout the
program in an ideal setting that blends
beautifully with the musical melodies.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 52-15 minutes, 1-2 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
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Suggested for: Afternoon or late evening
Client Suitability: General
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Exclusive Radio Features

Company Limited, Toronto, Canada

It's for You
"It's for You- is a Saturday morning

half hour program featuring Organist
Gene Hoctor with Evelyn Evans as fem-
inine emcee. Female artist (M.C.) handles
all introductions to musical numbers. Sev-
eral times during broadcast, she delivers
announcements pertinent to the war effort.
Program broadcast from 9:30 to 10:00 a.m.
every Saturday.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Women's products
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $65 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WCPO, Cincinnati, O.

It's Time to Dance
It's Time to Dance" is a musical re-

quest program with spontaneous patter
about the bands and vocalists. The pro-
gram is characterized by its friendly
atmosphere, and the fact that it is popular
is substantiated by the unusually large
mail count. It's designed primarily to en-
tertain lovers of sweet popular music,
and is especially effective in this con-
servative New England locality.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 1:15 to 3:00 p.m. with 2 in-

terruptions, 5 days weekly
Audience Appeal Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: None
Unit Cost: $40 for five 15 -minute periods

or $2.50 per minute participation
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHAI, Greenfield, Mass.

Jazz
The history of jazz-narration com-

bined with records describing the great-
est jazz bands and demonstrating the
best artists all the way from spirituals to
swing. Lively continuity should appeal
especially to young people.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15-30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile or entire

family
Suggested for: Saturday morning or after-

noon
Client Suitability: Cosmetics, soaps,

clothes, etc.
Number of Artists: 1

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Asch Recordings, New

York, N. Y.
Jive at 11:05

Sunday morning jive show conducted
by Ted Lenz. On the air from 11:05 a.m.-
12:00 noon. Strictly a jive show, the
records for which are selected from the
finest and most complete jive library in
San Francisco. Audience participation, If
desired. Top name guest shots a weekly
feature. Did a phenomenal job for pre-
vious restaurant sponsor from where show
originated.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 55 minutes weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Soft drinks, beverages,

cigarettes, night clubs, restaurants
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $45 per program
Submitted by: KSAN, San Francisco, Cal.

Joan Dexter Sings for You
loan Dexter is a prima donna not only

delightful to hear but also decidedly easy
on 'h4 eyes. Sings musical comedy, light
()para. and more serious things, like a

thrush. WOV orchestra accompanies.
Photographs beautifully.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Miss Dexter and 11 -

man orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOV, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 60)

Juke Box Saturday Night
15 minutes before regular program is

heard a list of twenty old tunes or late
tunes are read over the air with an in-
vitation to the listeners to phone in and
vote for their favorite selection. In the
beginning of the program several warm-
up numbers are used prior to the regular
selections so as to give the listeners a
chance to vote for their favorite. The
ones receiving the most votes are played
near the end of the program while the
ones not drawing so many votes are
played at the beginning. This is not a
request program but a chance to vote
for your favorite selection. Throughout
the program the list of numbers are read
to the listeners to refreshen their memory
as to what numbers will be played-also
what numbers are leading as to votes.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: One hour and a half, once

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Good for any spot or

block advertising
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $74.00 for the entire program.

$5.00 per spot during program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Tri-County Broadcasting

Company-WCED, Dubois, Pa.

Kay Ivers
Kay Ivers is stall soloist at WBZ and

has appeared on many outstanding com-
mercial programs. She is accompanied
by a lour -piece instrumental group con-
sisting of piano. guitar. bass, and accor-
dion. The piano player doubles on the
novacord, and the accordionist on the
celeste. Kay has entertained the boys in
the service at almost every camp and
fort in New England and has a large
personal following built up over the past
three years.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, three times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 5
Unit Cost: $779.50
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBZ-WBZA, Boston, Mass.

Like Babbling Brooks
"Babblin" or Dorotha Brooks is one of

the best known and most loved vocalists
in WTAM's Area. Her radio experience
is rich and long and includes appear-
ances on popular shows in New York,
Chicago and Hollywood. She also ap-
pears on many WTAM programs as
featured star or as guest artist on spon-
sored programs.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 7:45 to 8 p.m. Wednesdays
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type of product
Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: Sent on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTAM, Cleveland

Little Meow
Little Show is a musical show employ-

ing an orchestra of 10 pieces and guest
(or permanent) soloists. The program con -

MUSICAL
sists of popular and classical music.
"Little Show" was the recipient of a na-
tional citation by the Red Cross for its
success in obtaining Blood Donors. The
program was produced by WHAM in the
interest of the Rochester Chapter of the
American Red Cross.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or early evening
Client Suitability: General appeal
Number of Artists: 11
Unit Cost: $100 plus time charges
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.

Lovemaking,
Incorporated

A romantic musical comedy with orig-
inal music and "Lessons in Love." appeal-
ing to girls from L6 to 60. Beautiful
music, good comedy, fine entertainment.
Twenty-six 15 -minute programs make up
the series. Usable in any section of the
United States, Canada and our posses-
sions.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes
Audience Appeal: Female or entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Ladies' ready-to-wear,

drug stores, department stores, furni-
ture or jewelry

Number of Artists: 21
Unit Cost: $10 per episode
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Transcriped Radio Shows

Lucky Street
"Lucky Street" is a telephone participa-

tion show, cash awards, music. Three
announcements (participants) each quarter
hour, plus music. Listeners write down
first ten words of the three announce-
ments. When the lucky street or town is
announced first person living on that
street who calls studio and repeats, word
for word, statement asked for wins the
daily jackpot. Terrific audience appeal
as attested to by amazing telephone re-
sponse daily for past several years.
Availability: Both
Time Units: 3 1 -minute announcements

daily, six days
Audience Appeal: Female or Male
Suggested for: Morning 11:30-11:45 and

Afternoon 2:45-3:00
Client Suitability: Any type sponsor
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $7.50 per participant daily
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y.

Lyrics by Liza
A musical program featuring the voice

of Liza Morrow with Irving Miller's or-
chestra. A competition between the de-
votees of "sweet" music and the pro-
ponents of "le jazz hot" is featured.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Number of Artists: Three
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33. 34, 35. 36)

;Main Street, Minnesota
"Main Street. Minnesota" is a program

featuring the stars of KSTP's Sunset Val-
ley Barn Dance, famous Saturday night
program which has played in more than
100 Minnesota and Wisconsin cities. It Is
a program of American folk -music de-
signed for universal appeal to both an
urban and rural audience. KSTP's exclu-
zive Planalyzed Promotion offers corn -

pieta merchandising facilities to a
vertiser on Main Street, Minnesota
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 or 15 minutes, 6

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, now airs(

to 12:30 p.m.
Client Suitability: Suited for almo:

type product
Number of Artists: 6-10
Unit Cost: Contact station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSTP, Minneapolis,

Make Believe Ballroi
with Eddie Chase

In the mythical setting of a pr
distinctive ballroom-complete wit
realism of applause, laughter, backs
table and dancing conversation sou
forts-a smoothly produced 60-i
musical revue features the finest "r
bands and vocal artists in the
at the peak of their performano
records) by Eddie Chase, as the ;
earth master -of -ceremonies.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15, 30 or 60 minute

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning (current)

noon (currently), evening
Client Suitability: Furniture, cos,'

surance, beverages, men's
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: King-Trendle Br ,

Corp.
(See Pages 40, 78)

Matinee in Swim;
All Saturday afternoon, dance

swing records in downtown I 
room. Part of program broadcas
of admission one War Savin
(25c) retained by purchaser.
impressive total stamps.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, once wee
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Juvenile good-

facturer
Number of Artists: 4
Unit Cost: Time rate plus union

4 musicians
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CJAC, Edmonton,

Canada

Melodies by Jack II
"Melodies by Jack Hayes" is a

ute, once weekly program. Ha
blind guitar player, very well kno
very popular locally. The Olympt
Club recently set Hayes up in
as a cigar stand proprietor in
Capitol Building. His program,
a sustaining basis, receives a
count.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once we
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Every
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $25
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KGY, Olympia, Wa

Melody Lane, wit
Ellen Beda

Ellen Beda, sensational young
violinist, accompanied by Rudy iN
Continental accordionist, play 20 mfr
of romantic music in the gypsy mm
Great feminine appeal: perfect pen

type
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ances; an audience -getter for night

iEllen Beda is featured in poetic
i ttfty, and the gay throbbing music
heviolin makes a most delightful pro-
hnrrith widest appeal. All familiar
Ióiur folk songs.
eloility: Live talent
ge'nits: 15 or 30 minutes, 3, 5 or six
ry Ites weekly
i ce Appeal: Female; male; or en -

family
kg ted for: Noon -day or dinner time
niuitability: Any woman's cosmetic
])duct, apparel or luxury home fur-
t.hing
it of Artists: 2
tst: $12
n Facilities: Transcriptions
ted by: WQAM, Miami, Fla.

Melody Playhouse
I.minuteprogramputon seven times
kProgrfeaturesmusicfromray

musical comedies and selec-
tom motion pictures. Program is
rte as an entire unit or portion.
rous for 28 weeks.
)ility: E. T.
nits: 25 minutes, 7 weekly
ce Appeal: Entire family

Ilg ted for: Morning, afternoon or eve -
:g

lldlr of Artists: l-M.C.
Nt rat: $65
{tin Facilities: Transcriptions
fined by: WLIB, Brooklyn, N. Y.

I" Memory Lane
library Lane" is a five-minute daily
>grn, using one record which was
yttr in past years. A two -minute
et and close" script describes the

Iin which the song was popular.
major events of the year in

he song was born. Library and
per file research is necessary for
w, especially for inclusion of local
uring past years.
ility: Live talent or E. T.
its: 5 minutes, Monday to Friday
e Appeal: Female and male
ed for: Afternoon
uitability: Any product bought by
lts
:of Artists: One announcer
st $19.00 time charge-base-
0 production cost -net $24.00 total

Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: WDRC, Inc. Hartford, Conn.

14 Mid South Boys
ter -hour of typical songs of the
nd. Four boys whose heritage and
¡ peculiarly fits them to interpret

a des and fears of their race in hat -
t d melody. Listener acceptance re -
r rle.

bility: Live talent and E. T.
Faits: 15 or 30 minutes, 7 or less
es weekly

ice Appeal: Entire family
lied for: Morning, afternoon or
9ning
Suitability: Low price item aimed
'low income groups
i; of Artists: 4
bst: $15
In Facilities: Transcriptions
ed by: WJPR, Greenville, Miss.

Minstrel Melodies
>Id fashioned minstrel featuring in -
tal specialties and songs with
reeman conducting the orchestra

ing Armand Girard and Archie
Origin San Francisco.

ility: Live talent
nits: 30 minutes, once weekly
ice Appeal: Entire family
tted for: Afternoon; evening

1110 DAILY

IT'S THE WORLD'S WACKIEST PROGRAM

(but how it puts over those spots!)

Toss a circus side show, a jitterbug carnival and some Dead -
End kids into a radio studio, and there you have a reason-
ably exact facsimile of WGAR's popular new program, the
"Friendly Open House."

Wayne Mack is master of ceremonies and has cooked up a
super-duper method of making live and transcribed com-
mercials a part of the entertainment, introducing them with
drama, song, double talk or what -have -you.

Sherlock Holmes or Napoleon may introduce your an-
nouncement. Or perhaps Mr. Argus who lives in the attic of
"Open House" (rap thrice on the water pipe for me, please)
may do the honors. The only certainty is that listeners listen!

First choice in Cleveland for many spot buyers, this new
radio show that packs a selling punch already has been ex-
panded (now 4.45 to 5:30 P.M. weekdays). Even so, there'll
soon be another waiting list That's why right now is a dandy
time to come on over to the "Friendly Open House "

Adding to the fun, frivolity and hilarity are Maestro Wal-
berg Brown and the Clevelandaires, the songs of Reg Merri-
dew, and the piano team of Pildner and Wilson-all of whom
(in person, ladies and gentlemen) help set the stage for your
advertising message.

BASIC S T A T I O N ... COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
G. A. Richards, President ... John F. Patt, Vice President and General Manager

Edward Petry 8 Company, Inc.
National Representative
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These artists will be stars on

"VS OF TU1IOIIIIUI'1

LULU BATES
BLUE NETWORK

Mon. thru Friday, 6:15-6:30 p.m.

*
The THREE SISTERS

A Great New Vocal Trio

WABC-CBS

Thurs., 6:15 p.m.

Sat., 6:45 p.m.

*
PHIL BRITO
the Romantic Baritone

BLUE NETWORK

Mon. thru Sat., 11 :15-11 :30 a.m.

JOSEPHINE HOUSTON
Co -Starred with Wilbur Evans

"Stars from the Blue"

BLUE NETWORK

Every Sunday

ALE, IN
48 West 48th Street

im

New York City

Number of Artists: `d

Submitted by: NBC
(See Pages 33, 34. 35. 36)

.Minute Men
WFBL's most popular program-seven

piece orchestra-female vocalist-Jim De-

line M. C.-heard every weekday morn-
ing 7-9:30 a.m. Sold in units of 15 and
30 minutes. Group has played before
thousands in parks and communities
throughout Central New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 9
Unit Cost: Attractive package rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.

Moonbeams
This is a musical program of LO years'

standing. Series features girls' trio, harp
and violin with George Shackley con-
ducting. If sponsor desires, an orchestra
can be used stretching the show to 30
minutes.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes; 15 minutes,

3-5 times weekly; 30 minutes, once
weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late evening
Number of Artists: Small show 6; Iarge,

about 20
Unit Cost: Small show, $450$700; large

from $700 to $900.
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Moonbeams Broadcasts,

Inc., New York City

Morning Meditations
A program of sweet, sentimental, and

religious music designed to soften and
brighten the day for the housewife. A
regular station feature for three years, this
program is on the preferred list of favo-
rites by many housewives in this com-
munity. Good music, well played with
commercials read in a friendly manner
makes this program a natural for a con-
servative type advertiser.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, 10:15 a.m.
Client Suitability: Anything of appeal to

the housewife
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $145
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHBC, Canton, Ohio

Morning Overture
A fifty-five min. program put on 7

times a week on recording. The program
features the light classics which are pop-
ular and bright. Time checks are given
after each selection. Available for spon-
sorship as a unit or in portions.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 55 minutes, 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 1 narrator
Unit Cost: 5125
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLIB, B'klyn., N. Y.

:Mountain Ramblers
This is a live "corn" show including 13

pieces doubling in vocal, and draws well
in this area. Music featured is for the
most part hillbilly and square dance.
Show is run by studio staff announcer
who injects much of the loca! slant.

Could be broadcast as half hour d
the board.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, twice wee!
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening, 8:00 p.m.
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 6
Unit Cost: $36 each broadcast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WALL, Middletown,

.Music A La Mood
One-half classical music-uninter

-titles of selections given befen
after program.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: t/2 hr., 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon -1-1:30
Client Suitability: Any institutional
Unit Cost: Upon inquiry
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPAT, Paterson, N.

(See Page 77)

Musical Cocktails
15 minutes of music from Nova.

Studios . . "No Jazz" following i
Network Club Matinee program
late afternoon lull show.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times WE

available on three times week
desired

Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Beverage, foods
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: On request will send
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLEU Broadcasting C

Commerce Bldg., Erie, Pa.
Musical Mysteries

A mystery in words and music is
sented by the orchestra, with each in
ment in the orchestra identified wil

character of the story. Guest stars oat
to solve the musical mystery with suit,
prizes for winners.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon

evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Different orchestra
Unit Cost: Open
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live to
Submitted by: David Lowe Product

New York 21, New York

Music Depreciation
A program starring a well-known

ductor and arranger, who is a one t
show. He writes a humorous script
zany discussion of modern music, di
ers the material, arranges the score,
ies music and conducts the orchestra,
revival of the headliner technique c
one-man show. Origin, New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire
Suggested for: Morning; or even
Number of Artists: 1 plus audien
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33. 34. 35. 36)
Music for an Hour

"The music most of us enjoy most
familiar, popular melodies, by ch0
orchestra, and solosists, all under
direction of Alfred Wallenstein. Mus

staples include such composers as g
Gershwin, Herbert. Berlin and Rod9
along with colorful works of con

character. Soloists are Frances Gr
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MUSICAL
titan Opera), soprano; Donald
snort Benno Rabinof, violin: Mil-
e, piano; and occasional others.
unpompous, and whole show is

at impressive enjoyment for all.
r.lity: Live talent
tits: 60 minutes, once weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
Id for: Evening

of Artists: 52-orchestra, an-
icer, 2 vocalists, chorus
,t: $5,000 per brodcast on network
talent

Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys -

e for WOR

Illsic for Everybody
.Irtday through Friday late evening,
nir e program of light classics and
Iic, comedy music by transcription-
:wews on the hour-precedes C.B.S.
Ice lands.
rikility: E. T:
e its: 25 minutes, 5 times weekly
tie e Appeal: Entire family
gead for: Evening, 11:05-11::30 p.m.

-vat uitability: General
nb of Artists: One M. C.
y (;t: $250 week-time and talent
titi. Facilities: Transcriptions
maid by: WIND, Chicago, Ill.

tInsic for Your
Enjoyment

bite for Your Enjoyment" features
Al:irl Chorus of 12 voices together
h 12 -piece Orchestra combining to
Me : "Musical Revue" of lyric charm.
gz. is designed either for half-hour
rim er-hour broadcast.
dljility: Live talent
i l its: 15 or 30 minutes, one program

N,,,kly

elib e Appeal: Entire family
of Artists: 24
ºd for: Evening

if ;t: On inquiry at station
1 Facilities: Transcriptions
Id by: WIP-Pennsylvania Broad-
:fng Company

(See Page 74)
fusic Goes to War

:111j program features an orchestra,
1 ':tette, and soloist in impressive

ments of American war -music-
-music of of our fighting allies. A
interprets the dramatic back -

and patriotic poems which form
lira] part of the program. "Music
War" reminds Americans of their

eritage and offers inspiration for
md tomorrow in great music -

3 resented.
jlity: Live talent

I nits: 1-30 or 60 minutes, once
?kly
:e Appeal: Entire family

seed for: Evening
eat suitability: Institutional or public-

s/ice
Tit of Artists: 22
it Ist: Moderate cost
ell Facilities: Will pipe live talent
,imsd by: WGN, Inc., Chicago, Illinois

Music Stall
ntcial program of Western music
114 vith jokes. Master of ceremonies,

1 I n and one woman singer, and
'other, make up the featured char-

ers

1Iility: Live talent or E. T. Both
1 sits: 291/2 minutes, once weekly

:e Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening
Suitability: Clothing store, bever-
3s, auto sales and service, food
ducts, etc. r

10 DAILY

Number of Artists: Five
Unit Cost: $58.00 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KVEC, San Luis Obispo,

Calif.
Mythical Music 11011

A 1/2 hour presentation of semi -classical
transcriptions, that listens like a live con-
cert. Announcer acts as musical narrator;
describing in low tones the sounds of the
audience, the instrument tunings, the ap-
pearance of the conductor, as well as
translating each passage of that evening's
particular score. The full 1/2 hour is de-
voted to either 1 light opera, or operetta,
or to the musical compositions of a single
composer; i.e. Victor Herbert one night,
Friml the next, etc. Music is selected by
the WINS audience. Excellent time for
this kind of restful music, as mail indi-
cates.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Practically all types
Number of Artists: 1 (narrator)
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WINS, New York

(See Page 24)

Natalie Morton Presents
As Berkshire County is a highly musi-

cally -educated community, this program-
which deals with classical and semi -clas-
sical music-has built a large listening
audience. Miss Morton is well known in
New England for her voice. She has vari-
ous guest artists of note on her program,
who either reside in or visit the Berk-
shires. As Berkshire County is the sum-
mer residence of the Boston Symphony
and other musical organizations of note,
these guests are plentiful.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sundays, 6-6:30 p.m.
Client Suitability: Primarily institutional.

Quality accounts interested in
moneyed audience

Number of Artists: Three
Unit Cost: $50 per week, subject to fre-

quency discounts
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.

Navy School of Music
This is a musical -variety program, fea-

turing the 80 -piece orchestra and 40 -man
chorus of the U. S. Navy School of Music
in Washington, D. C. With Walter Comp-
ton, Mutual Network Commentator, as nar-
rator, and Lt. (J.G.) James M. Thurmond
as leader of the musical group, the pro-
gram features the appearance of famed
Service Men and Heroes as guest stars.
Brief dramatizations of interesting war
incidents are also presented.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Suitable for any type

client or product
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WOL, Washington, D. C.

(See Page 76)

NBC Symphony
The winter series of this greatest or-

chestra in the world is conducted by
Arturo Toscanini and Leopold Stokowski
in a series of twelve concerts each. Guest
soloists and choruses are featured occa-
sionally. The summer season is conducted

Kermit- ltaimoncI
CORPORATION

Mr. Program Buyer
Wherever You May Be

745 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

ELdorado 5-5511

My dear Mr. Program Buyer:

Would you be interested in buying a TESTED, MIRTH -
FILLED, HUMAN INTEREST, BIG NAME transcribed
radio program . . . FOR NO MONEY?

//cc it( rally !

Well, we believe that radio stations are con-
stantly on the lookout for good radio programs; and
naturally, producers are always on the lookout for a
market to sell their wares. Yet, unfortunately for both
radio station and producer, advertisers are very often
either unable or unwilling to pay a fair price to get the
top-notch radio shows.

So, up pops a problem - a problem for both
producer and radio station, and it's a tough problem,
too. For, after all, any station wants good program
schedules because good program schedules mean more
listeners - and more listeners mean more advertisers -
and you know what more advertisers mean. Which
brings us back to the advertisers and "that problem."

However, we figured, all problems must have a
solution, and so we got busy to work one out in this
case - and sure enough we hit on one! We think it's
a good solution - for the simple reason that it solves
the problem. It gives you a good show; it provides us
with an outlet for our show; we get paid - BUT IT
COSTS YOU NO MONEY!

We are offering TWO of our big name fifteen -
minute transcribed shows to you "practically as a gift"
for NO MONEY as outlined above; "Famous Fathers,"
with such great stars as Deems Taylor, Admiral Byrd,
Ozzie Nelson, Jimmy Dorsey, Lauritz Melchior, Col.
Roosevelt, Lowell Thomas and others (see page 108),
and "The Meal of Your Life," with such great guest
stars as Gertrude Laurence, Elsa Maxwell, Burgess
Meredith, Ilka Chase, George Jessel and others (see
page 98), you will want to know how to get these
terrific "NAME" transcribed shows for NO MONEY,
and how you can sell them and keep the revenue.
Write, wire or telephone us today for complete details
on "exclusive" for your market.

Most cordially yours,

"Ray" Green,

General Manager.
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by Dr. Frank Black with featured artists
and is lighter in its musical selections.
Time Units: 60 minutes, cnce weekly
Availability: Live talent
Origin New York.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)
New World Music

A musical program under the auspices
of the American University of the Air.
This program is limited to institutional
commerce sponsorship. It is devoted to
the music of the Western Hemisphere with
explanatory continuity on the origin of the
musical selections. The orchestra is un-
der the direction of Josef Stopak and is
augmented by chorus and soloists. The
emphasis of this half hour is on good will
between our neighbors. North and South,
and this country. Origin New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34. 35. 36)
:Votes of .ore

Thirty-nine 15 minute transcribed pro-
grams featuring Joey Nash as vocalist.
Actual love letters from and to boys in
service are read in character and a love
ballad is tied in with each letter. Prizes
may be offered by sponsor for best love
letters submitted.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2 or 3 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female, entire family
Suggested for: Morning or evening
Client Suitability: Dept. stores, ladies'

wear, furriers, food products, cos-
metics, banks, bakeries, dairies

Number of Artists: 4 or 5 each program
Unit Cost: According to population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman

(See Page 89)
Of Words and !'erse

Of Words and Verse is a dramatic
poetry program conducted by a nationally
known poet and editor of the American
Poetry Journal, R. Malcolm Bozarth.
Program includes poetry composed by Mr.
Bozarth, also national poets and poems
submitted by the listening audience.
Choice record music is used for theme,
background. and interlude.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Low-priced product
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $75 per week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMAC, San Antonio, Texas

Organ Reveries
Words and music (continuity and rec-

ords) picturing many lands, each with its
own mood. Nostalgic and romantic with
timely emphasis on "good neighbor"
policy, it should appeal to women.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food, cosmetics, etc.
Number of Artists: 1

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Asch Recordings, New

York, N. Y.
Out of This World

We'd like to show you this, because we

feel you'll agree that it's '"the first new
and really different idea in the field of
radio entertainment to come along in
recent years."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any nationally adver-

tised product that has been offered
to the public for at least 25 years

Number of Artists: Orchestra and dra-
matic cast

Unit Cost: Depending on music desired
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: G -S Radio Productions, New

York, N. Y.
(See Page 92)

Ozie Waters, the Colorado
Ranger

Ozie sings to his own guitar accom-
paniment from a collection of more than
3,000 popular, western, and Hawaiian
songs. The movies will shortly increase
his nation-wide popularity through his
appearance in "Lonsome River Buckaroo
-soon to be released by Columbia Stu-
dios. Ozie is heard over the Mutual Net-
work Mondays through Fridays. 2:15 to
2:30 p.m. EWT. and is available for local
sale in Denver or for network sponsor-
ship. Former sponsors include Vick's,
Ford Motor of Denver and Houston,
Dwarfies and others.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3, 5 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Any product used by

the entire family
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Local and network r
application

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Mutual affiliate

Submitted by: KFEL, Denver, Colo'
Pan Americana

A lively 30 -minute show feat
Latin-American orchestra and r
Jose Mayo]. singing troubadour
rotor from Puerto Rico. Program c,
tures popular girl singer. Jose It
sings solo numbers with guitar t
paniment and orchestra accompct
Girl singer is accompanied by ort
Jose Mayol acts as narrator will
esting stories of South American at
in introducing musical selections..
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once wee
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 15
Unit Cost: $194.50
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTMJ, Milwaukee, 11

Parade of Bands
"Parade of Bands" is a music

produced show with a national
used in nearly all sections of II

American continents. It is ideal
small or non -network station beo
affords the effect of a network pr
tion of nationally famous bands o
Lion. Show combines music with
the minute news presented by loc
Lions at -breaks." Unusual mere)
ing facilities are available for low
products.
Availability: E. T.; Script
Time Units: 30 to 60 minutes, up to

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family;;

people

WIP
Phi /ad4hia iorceef>N Voice
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,d for: Late afternoon or evening
'liability: Beer, drug -accounts, etc.
of Artists: 3 (minimum) to 5
Facilities: Transcriptions; sample

CMS
d by: Video and Sound Enter -

:es
dine Holden, with a
song and a Smile

ss a sort of female Charles Ramp,
terrific piano, voice and piano.

lures Western and popular num-
h cheerful chatter between. Can
et or work with announcer. Suc-
or Schindler Pen on KNX, likewise
ket Baskets, Inc.. on KNX. Mar -
'personal appearance as Girl of

't den West, with costume or as
fgl entertainer. Perfectly natural de-
tlp d lib with piano background.
bility: Live talent
if ' its: 15 or 30 minutes, 3 or 5 times
Wkly

de e Appeal: Entire family
jesd for: Morning, 7:30-8:00 a.m.;
Sts -afternoon
i uitability: Any food product with
Noe distribution

-lb of Artists: 1

' ti.. Facilities: Transcriptions
psi+d by: WQAM, Miami, Fla.

sonally, It's Off the
Record

; malty, It's Off the Record is for
s in the family. More than just a
musical show, it is a vast library

: van interest and amazing off -the -
ii tories in the lives of well-known
aim. And very often, these promi-
hrica] personalities are interviewed
ern or on the program, where they
a timate, background facts in their

les and careers, and others of

their friends who have made their names
in music.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 minute participations, 5

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Product with family,

but particularly housewife, advertis-
ing appeal

Number of Artists: 1
Unit Cost: $81 per participation (5 -a -

week basis)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WABC, New York City,

N. Y.
(See Page 46)

Phil and Diana
Phil Hanna and Diana Gayle play

piano, chatter and sing duets and solos.
Commercials may be interpolated directly
into the program, either straight, in pat-
ter, musical jingles, etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 3 or 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food product, household

appliance, pharmaceutical
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: On application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KNX, Los Angeles

(See Page 44)
Prairie Ramblers

Featuring Andy Boyette, Florida's favo-
rite singer of American folksongs, with
Ray Walker on the accordion. Andy.
with guitar, sings Western and mountain
songs. Excellent personal appearance.
Andy has large following from his many
years on this station. This act goes over

big in personal appearance at clubs of
all kinds.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 2, 3 or 5

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early morning or late af-

ternoon
Client Suitability: Food or service ... soft

soft drink or beer
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WQAM, Miami, Fla.

Presenting Sir Thomas
Beecham

Sir Thomas Beecham, world renowned
composer -conductor. needs no introduc-
tion. for he is one of the leading interna-
tional figures in musical circles. Sir
Thomas has conducted the Philharmonic.
Boston Symphony. Metropolitan Opera,
and other world famous symphonic or-
chestras. He is also one of the most
popular Victor Red Seal Artists. Sir
Thomas is currently appearing in a series
of concerts throughout Canada, Mexico
and the U. S., prior to conducting at the
Metropolitan Opera again this coming
season.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Sir Thomas, Lady

Beecham, singer optional
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions,

New York, N. Y.
(See Page 85)

Queen City Dancing Party
Name dance bands from associated ET

library and records. Continuously on air

since December, 1942. Available at re-
duced participating rate.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or

evening
Unit Cost: Apply to station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMUR, Manchester, N. H.

Recital in Rhythm
Extremely good dance band. This is

not to be confused with a staff band play-
ing stock arrangements. It is a well
worked out rhythm orchestra led by
Clarence Berlin. Featured vocalist is at-
tractive Beverly Beville. Band plays
equally as well sweet music and real
swing.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile or entire

family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 16
Unit Cost: $152.40
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTMT, Milwaukee, Wis.

Record Reveille
A "musical clock" type that clicks.

Runs the gamut of musical offerings plus
last-minute news and able, informal han-
dling. Combination of music, news and
comedy insures wide apeal. 7:15-8 a.m.
Available as a whole or in 15 -minute
periods. Merchandising includes news-
paper listings, cards, radio.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 5 or 15 minutes, 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning

loYb(5)

"Salute From Our Armed Forces 11

A unique variety program broadcast direct from army
camps under the supervision of Special Service Office!

"The Navy Send -Off Breakfast"
A sponsored program honoring Ohio men about to shove -
off for service in the United States Navy!

"THE VICTORY LEGION"

LAN N. MILLER PRODUCTIONS
PRODUCERS OF WAR WINNING PROGRAMS!

Bell Bldg., Toledo, Ohio

An original idea paced and patterned for production
immediately after the war!

WTOL
TOLEDO'S BASIC BLUE
STATION +,nctt. .ItaW tt

,.;r,. -!'r,.... X. Mgr.
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LEWIS IS SELLING

*DOUBL

SELL HIM ONCE AT THE
REGULAR TIME...THEN SELL
HIM AT A LATER TIME BY

PLAYBACK
Why stop at one sponsor? . . . other stations have
proved that Lewis' "pull" is even greater on each pro-
gram when a playback is used for a second sponsor at
a later time. Don Lee stations have found the response
terrific to a 9:45 repeat broadcast.
Fulton Lewis, Jr.'s popularity is still on the up -sweep.
The man who won the DuPont Radio Commentators
Award for 1942 owns the seven o'clock spot on the dial
... and is making a definite bid for every spot avail-
able through the system of selling the playback.
Sell h nt your one-time quarter hour rate per week. Phone,
wire or write WILLIAM B. DOLPH, WOL, WASHINGTON,
D. C.

Selling TRIPLE, too. KHJ has sold him three times in one day.

ORIGINATING FROM w O L WASHINGTON, D. C.

Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Client Suitability: Wide - range - appeal
products

Number of Artists: 1
Unit Cost: 5 minutes $6.00-15 minutes

$10.00
Submitted by: KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal.

Reveille in Rhythm
Cleveland's wake-up program which

runs from 6:00 to 8:00 a.m. every week-
day. Conducted by genial Ray Spencer
the program consists of popular musical
recordings and Ray's friendly chatter. It
provides a low -rate method of reaching
a gigantic early morning audience of war
and office workers as well. Periods are
available for live and transcribed an-
nouncements or in complete 15 -minute
periods.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 or 15 minutes, 1 to six times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or Male
Suggested for: Early morning
Client Suitability: Any type product or ser-

vice bought by men or women pri-
marily convenience items.

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Regular card rates (Class D)
talent; $10 per 15 -minute program

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: The WGAR Broadcasting

Co., Cleveland, Ohio
(See Page 71)

Reveille Sweetheart
"Reveille Sweetheart" is a program

directed to servicemen, featuring Lois
January. The popular stage, screen and
radio star plays records, reads letters,
sings popular favorites. Show is espe-
cially planned to meet preferences of
men in uniform, but the magnetic per-
sonality of the star has strong appeal for
civilians as well, as she starts the day
right (at 5:30 a.m.) for all her listeners.
Audience loyalty built by the 10 -month -
old program creates unusual merchandis-
ing possibilities.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 minute participations, 6

times weekly.
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: All products marketable

to servicemen
Number of Artists: 1 and announcer
Unit Cost: $33.33 per participation (6 a

week basis)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WABC, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 46)
Richard Maxwell's Songs

o1' Cheer and Comfort
Richard Maxwell, with Bill Wirges at

the organ, in gospel songs and hymns.
plus down-to-earth philosophy which has
made Dick Maxwell one of the best loved
personalities in radio. Maxwell was rated
13th most popular artist in the entire coun-
try, in a 40 -city poll conducted by the
New York Daily News. 176 Richard Max-
well Clubs have been formed in 21 states.
This recorded series now being used by
bakers, drug stores, insurance company,
jeweler, memorial parks, morticians, re-
tail stores, optometrist, furniture associa-
tion, and others. Adaptable for use by
any sponsor. Each show allows for op-
ening, middle and closing commercials.
26 episodes.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 or 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Any kind of sponsor

wanting successful, high c.
gram

Number of Artists: Two (Ma*
Wirges)

Unit Cost: Based on population of
power and rate of station use

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper -Gordon, Inco

(See Page 62)
Saga of the Symph
A 55 minute program tracing

velopment of the symphony this
the ages up to the present tim,
gram is producing on record and :
the music of the greatest condu
our time. It is put on as a sustain
will continue 6 times weekly for o
of 10 weeks (up to Aug. 1st). As
for sponsorship.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 55 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire famil
Suggested for: Morning, aftern

ping
Number of Artists: 1 narrator
Unit Cost: $125
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLIB, B'klyn, N. Y.

Saludos Amigos
Presented in cooperation with 1,

ordinator of Inter -American Affairs,.
dos Amigos" is an exciting press
of music of all the Americas, stare.
torta Cordova, sensational young
can -born Latin singer with an ext
nary voice range. Jose Ferrer, r

stage and screen and radio nc

with the Andrini Brothers and the ,
tra of the Americas under Paul L,
rounding out the show. Tunes i

American pops, Sambas, Rumbas a
usual Latin folk tunes especially are
for modern band treatment. Prow
highly suited to client with inters:
both sides of the border.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once wee
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Client with So

icon interests
Number of Artists: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptio

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WIZ -Blue, New

Second Breakfa
A program of popular music an

voice of Robert E. Lee, who tall

his audience about the artists o

recordings, including composers an,
Lures and shows from which some
music rose to popularity. Mr. Lee
a large following who take "SI

Breakfast" with him at 9:00 to 10:00
Monday thru Saturday. Program it
ticipating and can use up to eight
sors.
Availability: Live talent ,u,d E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 6 times
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, 9 to 10
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists 1

Unit Cost: Participating $5 each b
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WALL, Middletown

Sing for Dough
An audience participation progr

light, informal-based on the idea
America likes to sing. It has a t
appeal for a people who are kakis
relaxation and a faucet for their ene
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once we
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
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ant uitability: General appeal
5ti Facilities: Transcriptions
mi d by: General Amusement Corp.,
Ni York, N. Y.

(See Page 66)
,inging Keyboards
ug Keyboards is a genuinely fine

program featuring Organ and
a arrangements of variety num-
Ihe program is now scheduled
(OD five days a week from 1:00
P.M. and is considered by many
the finest allround musical show

daytime hours in South Florida.
'r of music runs the gamut from
lttest popular to time honored

ility: Live talent
'tits: 30 minutes, five times weekly
:e Appeal: Entire family

-  ed for: Afternoon
suitability: Would be ideal for
Zan's item-cleanser-soap-drygoods
of Artists: Two

it Facilities: Transcriptions
tad by: WIOD, Miami, Fla.
mg by Ann Meyer
t of the day, sung in friendly style.

banter with the announcer to
a program more homey.
Oily: Live talent
sits: 15 minutes, once weekly
;e Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening
of Artists: 2

it: Cost upon inquiry
t Facilities: Transcriptions
td by: WMAS, Springfield, Mass.
longs of Romance
Is of Romance" features tenor
ad organ, presenting the sweeter
old and new. Informal chatter by
who announces his own numbers,
announcer free for commercial.

is national in character usable in
action of the country. An easy
g program designed for smooth
It the housewife's busy afternoon.
iility: Live talent
'nits: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 times
9kly
e Appeal: Female
ed for: Afternoon
notability: Women's ready-to-wear,
metics, kitchen products
: of Artists: 3
1st: Available on request
a Facilities: Transcriptions
ed by: WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C.
songs of the West
'actos Mack & The
'Saddle Tramps)
is a top notch cowboy musical

as thought it were a Rodeo in any
plenty of cowboy music, poems
medy, an audition will prove to
Is the tops in cowboy musicals.
bility: E. T.
nits: 78 quarter hours
ce Appeal: Entire family
led for: Morning, afternoon or
aning
Suitability: Medicine, clothing

res, flour, kitchen ware, etc.
of Artists: 6 to 10

1st: Based on population and sta-
 power
n Facilities: Transcriptions
ed by: Radio Producers of Holly -

on Think You Know
Music

]n9-dous musical quiz of the classics
th dash of the popular. The top

A 1 0 DAILY

l

musical names of the world (Elman, Gorin,
Rubenstein, Peerce, Bampton, Trauble,
Fiedler, Kipnis, Lhevinne, Iturbi, Ormandy,
etc.) match musical wits with two laymen,
mixing good fun with good music. Off
the air for a year. Previously on CBS
aid NBC for a year. Series of shorts with
same title made for Columbia Pictures.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Master of ceremonies;

2 famous musicians
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Ted Cott Radio Productions

(See Page 92)
Sparky and Dud

"The scamps of the camps" "the
scallawags of the squad" "Private
Sparky and Strictly Private Dud" in 15
minutes of songs and fun, and featuring
those splendid voices of stage and net-
works. Happy Jim Parsons and Fred
Hall. Special guest "Lazy Dan." famous
for seven years under one sponsorship on
coast -to -coast Columbia network. A timely
musical show with a remarkable success
story. Chatter mostly about Army life,
songs old and new. Special tie-ins in-
clude song books, etc. 66 quarter hour
transcriptions available.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3, 5, or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Popular priced product
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: ET-based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv, Inc., Cin-

cinnati, O.
(See Page 38)

Spots of Melody
A new program featuring records and

transcriptions is "Spots of Melody," built
to appeal to a large Negro audience. The
program presents a half hour variety
show featuring the Ink Spots and a popu-
lar colored orchestra. It's popularity has
already been established, and presents an
excellent means for reaching a large
Negro market.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Products especially in-

tended for colored buyers
Unit Cost: Participating
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KONO, San Antonio, Texas

Stars from the Sine
"Stars From the Blue," with Wilbur

Evans, Josephine Houston and Joseph
Stopak and orchestra, presents the best
in light music. The Evans -Houston com-
bination has proved to be a natural from
both a publicity and musical standpoint.
A handsome couple that carry on the
tradition of the radio teams of Eddy and
MacDonald, Melton and White and others.
It's a musical standout with a repertoire
which includes popular, musical comedy,
light operetta and an occasional bow to
more serious music. Good to watch and
good to listen to.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional sponsor
Number of Artists: Variable
Unit Cost: $3200.00
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STEVE ELLIS
Radio's "Personality Voice" has two big
shows Monday through Saturday.
DIAL 93 CLUB, 11 a.m. to 12 Noon
MUSIC MAKERS, 3 to 4:30 p.m.

LUNCHEON WITH HELEN
Mistress of Ceremonies, Helen Leighton,
the "Voice that Launched a Thousand
Products" chit-chats about this and that
of interest to women from 10:30 to 11
a.m. Monday through Friday.

FOREIGN and DOMESTIC NEWS
Straight from the wires of the United
Press, on the hour and half hour for five
minutes, seven days a week.

MUSIC a la MOOD
Uninterrupted periods of semi -classical
music with a large saleable listening
audience. Daily from 1:05 to 1:30 p.m.
and Sundays from 1 to 2 p.m.

Rates for Participating Programs on Request

New York Office-Sidney J. Flamm, Paramount Building

1501 Broadway, New York PE. 6-2945

Studios-Paterson, New Jersey
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CAMS
SA

They're big news these days,
and so is

Cfü` n\ }7J lJ
FEDERAL AC

lag :As,
E

The adventure -romance
series which is winning
bales of mail from adults

and juveniles alike.

A King-Trendle Production

Originating in the studios of WXYZ,
Detroit, Michigan

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: WIZ -Blue, New York, N. Y.
Stars of the Metropolitan

This program uses record voices of
personalities that have sung at the Metro-
politan Opera. Announcer -cultured
voice.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: High-grade merchandis-

ing institution
Unit Cost: $10.00
Submitted by: KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.

Stars of Tomorrow
"Stars of Tomorrow.' is a half-hour

weekly show presenting talented young-
sters of 16 and under who are not radio
professionals. These may be singers, in-
strumentalists, impresontators, tap dancers
or novelty entertainers. Show features
a small ensemble furnishing background
and accompaniment. Only professional
member of cast is the master of cere-
monies.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 time weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Product parents buy for

children: milk or confection
Number of Artists: 15 to 20
Unit Cost: $34 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KANS, Wichita, Kans.

Street of Dreams
Dreams"

twice -weekly show presenting Kay
Stalker, girl singer; and Ernie Girardi, ac-
cordionist. The pattern is currently popu-
lar music of dreamy nature, with Girardi
taking a turn or two in a concert number.
The singer is soft -voiced, never torchy.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Institutional: life insur-

ance or utility
Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: $46 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KANS, Wichita, Kans.

Sweet Hour of Prayer
"Sweet Hour of Prayer" is a friendly

get-together of the radio audience with
organist George Shackley and a gospel
singer. Program also includes an in-
spirational talk.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1-3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Number of Artists: 2 to 3
Unit Cost: $350 weekly
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Moonbeams Broadcasts,

Inc.
Swing Shift

A recorded musical program especially
for those who work at night. On basis of
mail response the program has listeners
over the entire country.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 2 hours, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; male
Suggested for: Early morning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $450 weekly package rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WENR, Chicago, Ill.

Swing Time Clul
"Swing Time Club" presents

hours of favorite dance music byl
orchestras, staged to sound like II
(applause records, etc.). Program
into four, half-hour periods, each
ing the music of 1 band alone.
good; invite to listeners to m
Swing Time Club membersh1
brought close to 2000 letters the
days of program. Listeners req
minutes of their favorites' me
Guest band leaders attend broad
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 2 hours (15 -minute s

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Evening -8:00-10;0
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 1 (master e

monies)
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WINS, New York

(See Page 24)

Symphony Hall
Fifty-nine minutes of fine mutt

temed after a Carnegie Hall Col
broadcast from 8:00 to 8:59 p.m., I

a week-now sponsored on Mond,'
Wednesday by Sanka Coffee.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 59 minutes, 7 times
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: A fine program f

high-grade client; excellent 1

institutional message
Unit Cost: $325.00 per week, compl

a 52 -week basis
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WQXR, New York,

Tex and His Gang
Western, hill -billy and old p

songs rolled into a brisk, down -te
show with a natural appeal for
one. The program is emceed by
WDAY'S most popular entertainer
Texas Ranger, who is also a fec

soloist on the show.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once w
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afte

evening
Client Suitability: Suitable to

almost any type of product
Number of Artists: 12
Unit Cost: Card rates for station ties

talent for half hour program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDAY, Inc., Fargo,

Dakota.

United Nations Ilnsi
A musical program devoted k

music of our allies. Commentary es
the background life of the people
music is used. Program is informal
using little -played music with explar
titles.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon (late)
Client Suitability: Good for ins

account, financial, etc.
Number of Artists: Piano and

tet when produced live; lib
vice transcriptions and M.
E. T.

Unit Cost: Live $12 per pr
time; E. T., no talent cost.

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLDS, Jacksonville
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'he Day Is Done

tl, nothing musical program, using
µf,'s "'Beau Soir" as continuing
C, rogram opens with second verse
01fellow's "The Day Is Done,"
Cron into dreamy, melodic music
su announcement and completely

lk with exception of two poetic
t middle. Program closes with
se of "The Day Is Done." This
n has brought forth much fav-
omment for the escape that It
m blatant jazz, usually found in

sling.
la by: i.. T.

I,ts: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
er' Appeal: Entire family
toed for: Evening
it nobility: Institutional type adver-

t: $10 talent charge

r Facilities: Transcriptions
sltf by: WHBQ, Memphis, Tenn.
7!e Korn Kobblers
6 teen minute transcriptions featur-
tbtnusic and comedy of the world's
. u.sual band, "The Korn Kobblers."
tsr7f ceremonies: Alan Courtney.
u:: Charlie Wayne, Stan Fritts.
l ars: Kay Lorraine, Redd Evans.
baking records on more stations
n network show!

IWlity: E. T.
its: 15 minutes, 3, 5 or 6 times
kly

Appeal: Entire family
d for: Morning, afternoon or eve -

Mobility: All types who want a
a audience
of Artists: 8
1: ET-based on population
Facilities: Transcriptions
I by: Frederic W. Ziv, Inc., Cin-
all, O.

(See Page 38)
11l( fle rrieutu'n
P orchestra group of six men,

them doubling on several in -
t. Announced in breezy style.
t features original songs of bass
In and solo breaks at odd times
e boys.
lily: Live talent
Its: 30 minutes, 5 times weekly

Appeal: Entire family
d for: Morning
ultability: Household cleaner-
lan's item
of Artists: 6
Facilities: Transcriptions
by: WIOD, Miami, Fla.

['he Negro Sings
legro Sings" is a 55 -minute musi-
r featuring negro spirituals, sung
aiding local artists. The empha-
. semi -religious songs.
lily: Live talent
lb: 55 minutes weekly
s Appeal: Entire family
Id for: Sunday Morning
Liability: Any product seeking the
r York Negro market
of Artists: 16
,t: $12 a spot
Facilities: Transcriptions

d by: WLIB, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Che Songfelloies
f the oldest and best male quar-
adio, came to WHO seven years

Qn NBC. Sing entirely their own
ts9nents in smooth, close harmony.
aomapnist, Bill Austin. is a Ma-

rt of the show and his style and

arrangements are famous. A record of
four straight years of sponsorship by
Nutrena Mills attests to their popularity.
They sing all types of music and their
appeal is universal.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, 5:15 p.m.
Client Suitability: Absolutely anything
Number of Artists: 5
Unit Cost: $90 per program; talent $40

per program; total $130 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHO, Des Moines, Iowa

The Song Shop
A mythical music shop with soloist (Jack

Hoffman) and organist (Glenn Hardman)
as co -proprietors. The address of the
shop is 1430 Melody Lane, (1430 is the
KTUL dial reading). Old and new songs
are featured, as requested. We stress the
facts that we have the only place of
business where merchandise is free and
delivered, in spite of the transportation
restrictions, right to your home.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon -3:45
Client Suitability: Food products
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: Contact KTUL, Sales Dept.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions, or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: KTUL, Tulsa, Oklahoma

The Texas Rangers
Library

you've seen them in the movies! Amer-
ica's favorite cowboy singers, "The Texas
Rangers." Their's is the music with mass
appeal, running the full gamut of western
entertainment including ballads, classical
favorites, topical and sweet arrangements,
long -loved hymns. Over 300 selections,
enough material for 97,650 different pro-
grams using four selections in each pro-
gram. It's the music that never grows old.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Any desired; total of 3 hours

per week permitted
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning-between 7 and

8 a.m.; afternoon-after 4:30 p.m.;
evening-any time

Client Suitability: Any product or ad-
vertiser needing mass appeal

Number of Artists: 8
Unit Cost: Varies according to population

I
of county; price range from $15 to
$75 weekly

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Arthur B. Church Produc-

tions, Kansas City, Mo.
The 1200 Club

Designed by WGL to get small clients
on the air, the show is participating type,
built on "bandstand" principle, with four
name orchestras featured each hour
broadcast. Stores in 1200 -block of prin-
cipal business street sponsor show
en masse. Such hard -to -sell items as
pianos have been moved readily by this
program. Other clients include a type-
writer shop. nut shop. record store, florist,
malt shop, bowling alley. WGL has sev-
eral similar shows in making.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 hour, 5 or 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or Male
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product of general

,ippeal finds place on program
Number of Artists: 1

( I'M THE SERIOUS )
( TYPE , THE NEWS

1S JUST ME
DISH !

I

-.1IIIIIIIIIklllll

THE SHOW
OF TOMORROW

tow:41ov
WHEN THEY PLAY THEM
LOVE SONGS I GO WILD FOR
'NEWS-'N-MUSIC"
-NWFIL

111/

1111
v

M

1

1,,,,;` -¡

Jc>ryU Au5J1.

NOON ML 5:P41. Ei't7ZYDAY

NEWS -'N -MUSIC is WFIL's successor to Soap
Operas. Listeners are turning to WFIL in ever
increasing numbers.

The formula for NEWS -'N -MUSIC includes 5 -

minute comprehensive summaries before every hour
. .. one minute headlines on the half hour direct
from the news rooms of the Philadelphia Evening
Bulletin-America's largest evening newspaper.

Add to this-the top name -bands and singers of
the country and you have the best of what listeners
want most - five sparkling hours of NEWS -'N -
MUSIC.

There are still a few choice spots for sale in
NEWS -'N -MUSIC - the Show of Tomorrow - so
wire or phone now for availabilities.

WFIL
PHILADELPHIA

,E0 DAILY
79
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Unit Cost: Local participating rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.

1340 Club
Popular and bright music informally

presented by a highly popular M. C. who
has an excellent singing as well as speak-
ing voice; sings with records and conducts
informal banter throughout. Over 5,000
active members who are entitled to re-
ceive free theatre passes when they veri-
fy that they have heard their names read
on the program. Over 90 per cent verify.
Hooper rating, 60.1 per cent.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 times

weekly

Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning between 9:45 and

10:45 a.m.
Client Suitability: Anything the woman

buys
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $40 per week for 3 units per

week; $65 per week for 6 times per
week subject to usual discount

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.

Tinte for Dreaming
"Out -of -this -world dialogue by Arthur

Henley, combines with -in -this -world -music
to create a new formula for slumber
music.
Availability: Script

Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Feminine apparel prod-

uct
Number of Artists: One and band
Unit Cost: $1,500
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: American Radio Syndicate

Tout Ov'en's Cowboys
Great appeal at the crossroads. In ad-

dition to a noonday quarter hour over
WMT, Tow Owen's Cowboys play nightly
for dances all over the mid -west. Starting
four years ago as unknown outfit over
WMT. their popularity for dance and
theater engagements has steadily in -

/r
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PLUS VALUES FOR ALERT TIME -BUYERS

* VIRGINIA CALUMfI

WHDF
HOUGH ON WJM

AROUEIiF

* -' i N-- ,*
1 CWATWE  M

sHUNo- WJMS
.IRONWOOD

WDBC
EscANAe

1
A wired network . . . with any group or combination

 of above shown stations available.

2
Affiliation by individual stations with one or another
of the coast -to -coast networks.

3
Maximum day or night time coverage of area at less

- cost . . . as proved by surveys and box -top response.

4.

5.

6.

Northwest's most complete merchandising service to
solve your wartime sales -manpower and travel shortage
problem . . . no charge or minimum expenditure
necessary.

Jobber and retail -store confidence and good will for your
products, achieved by years of NCBS cooperation.

Guaranteed displays in 1000 retail stores ... in an area
where retail sales last year were $2,186,631,000!

Write or phone us for details

NORTH CENTRAL

New York
8 East 41st Street
LExington 2-6892

ROADCASTING SVSTEM.INC.
-IUII.Y RULER, I'reaident

St. Paul, Minnesota
Commodore Hotel

Chicago, Illinois
360 North Michigan Avenue

STAte 4214

creased until now they are bool
as a year in advance and gI
are almost unknown.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, three title
Audience Appeal: Entire Tamil;
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Farm of smal
Number of Artists: 7
Unit Cost: $25 per program,

charge -

Audition Facilities: Transcriptiolt
Submitted by: WMT, Cedar Rapt
Transco Musical V i

Shows
Over 200 bright musical varfe

available on transcriptions. feat
greatest assemblage of comic to
gathered together for a series
splitting radio shows, including
standing and well-known stars
Burns. Martha Raye, Elvia Ails
Harris' Orchestra, Tizzie Lish, eh
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Breweries and
Number of Artists: Approximatel

episode
Unit Cost: Dependent upon markt
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Transcriptit

pony of America, Ltd., Ho
California

Tune Factory
The "Tune Factory" is a daily

program, 1:00 to 5:30 p.m. Its
stream of melody and news me
show that can be worked and pl
as well as listened to. "Tune I

music is in the popular vein, tune)
dies of the day and the light
transcribed by prominent music
The News is broadcast on the 1
15 minutes, while 3 -minute new
lines are presented on the hl
These are delivered by top Mutu
mentators and WCAE's News
"Plus" merchandising services
feted to all advertisers.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 3 and 15 minutes, s)

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Program can

signed to suit any product
Number of Artists: 1-2
Unit Cost: Five (5) 1/4 -hour mu

$300 weekly. Discounts
rates furnished on request.

Audition Facilities: Transcription
Submitted by: WCAE, Pittsburgh,

Twilight Syutphon
Here is music upon which the

never be a twilight: masterful e
tions well suited for the sponsor e
sires the perpetuation of his name
posers of every age, from Bach to
kovich, parade their talents on this
Presented from 7:05 to 8:00 p.m.
Announcer Keith Boss carefully ve
pronunciations. and music is cha
Bob Athearn, organ -instructor of
duction department.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 55 minutes, 7 nights
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early evening
Client Suitability: Savings & Lo

ciation, bank group
Number of Artists: 1 live
Unit Cost: Upon inquiry
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHEB, Portsmouth,
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' oral Yates Stirling, Jr.
'4f "Wars Pattern"

e a program of news analysis re-
' y a man who is no arm -chair
q, a man who has been in charge
p ant arms of service in both the
ti and the Pacific. climaxing his
r i Chief of Staff of the U. S. Fleet.
e;ted that Japan would eventually
t. and begged us to be prepared.
,drays conclusions are not guess -
tire the result of knowledge gained
(many years of service.

) lity: Live talent or E. T.
its: 15 minutes, 1, 3 or 5 weekly

pr Appeal: Entire family
`ird for: Evening
''t liability: General
isof Artists: 1

1r Facilities: Will pipe live talent
1111 by: Basch Radio Productions

(See Page 85)
iterpretation of the
vs, with George B.

Armstead
veek-day night, from 6:05 to 6:15,
I. Armstead, widely -known retired
g editor of The Hartford Courant,
background news program de-

: fill In the listeners on the news
the news. Mr. Armstead was
with the REF in the first World
d has been a newspaper execu-
'ew Haven and Hartford for many

lity: Live talent
'ills: 10 minutes, 5 times weekly
e Appeal: Female or male
id for: Evening
ultability: Any type of client or
luct
of Artists: One
t: $57.00 time charge plus $20.00
it cost per program

Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: WDRC, Hartford, Conn.
iting the Headlines
Merryle S. Rukeyser
distinguished columnist, who is
ly syndicated through Interna -
rows Service, brings to Mr. and
lien a sound and readily under -
te explanation of the economic
if the day. He clarifies confusing
on food shortages, rationing and
ovemment regulations in a con -
trier, compatible with his position
uthority in the field of economics.
silly: Live talent
die: 1 or more 15 minutes weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
sd for: Afternoon or evening
ultability: Food product, house-
s appliance, practically any type
product of interest to family at
to
of Artists: 2 to 5, including guest

ert from time to time
it: Will be given on request
t Facilities: Transcriptions or will

i s live talent
Id by: National Concert and Art -
Corporation, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 88)

etween The Lines
(Telescript)

Program presents the import-the
behind the news of the world-

r-present story between the lines.
Illy: Live talent; sample script: 15 minutes, six times weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening
wltability: Local and national spot
rertisers

Number of Artists: 2 (announcer-com-
mentator

Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: A. Brayshaw

Background for News
With Mutual's news commentator Wal-

ter Compton at the microphone, "Back-
ground for News" provides listeners with
news material that is definitely different.
Interwoven with up-to-the-minute news of
the day, is authoritative information on
the personal, historical, or geographical
background of the people and places in
prominence.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, Mon. through Fri.

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female and Male
Suggested for: Afternoon or Evening
Client Suitability: A Mutual network show

on local sponsorship plan
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOL, Washington, D. C.

(See Page 76)

Behind the News With
Meredith Wilson

Meredith Wilson has been a traveler,
lecturer and public speaker for many
years. He is professor of Political Science
at the University of Utah-has traveled
extensively in Europe prior to the war.
Has exceptionally large local following
due to his build-up and respect from local
civic clubs. This is NOT an ordinary corn-
mentator. His refreshing material shows
years of experience in the study of politi-
cal science which is so timely.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, three or five

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any client or product
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Time plus $20
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah

Beyond the News
Undisclosed facts, episodes and off-the-

record conversations that give deeper in-
sight into today's headline news develop.

Des Moines is a natural News high spot. It is the food
capital of the post-war world-and the home of the
Cowles newspaper and radio organization.

Yet Stanley Dixon is the only coast -to -coast news
analyst originating in Iowa, and his is the only kind
of analysis which could logically originate here. For
Dixon has an unusual understanding of the average
man and woman, and reports the news from their view-
point. His comments are typically grass -root, with a

K S O Des Moines

ments. Material is gathered through pri-
vate channels, carefully sifted and authen-
ticated. and presented without bias or
sensationalism.
Availability: Airmail script and/or tele-

type
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Variable
Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: Transradio News Features,

Inc., New York, N. Y.

(Telescript)
Behind the War News

The news behind the war news. The
importance, the significance of war de-
velopments-today and every day.
Availability: Live talent; sample script
Time Units: 5 minutes, six times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Local and national spot

advertisers
Number of Artists: 2 (Announcer-com-

mentator)

Analysis ...1wifh
a NEW Slant!
Stanley Dixon believes in "Plain
Talk for Plain People," and he
looks at the News THEIR way.

slant in sound contrast to originations from either
coast or Washington.

Years lived in Europe, Africa and Asia have made
Dixon familiar with foreign news locale. Extensive
newspaper and radio work have made him a good
reporter and analyst. His business experience has
given him splendid "commercial" value.

Stanley Dixon is available for local sponsorship in
many Mutual Markets - or full network sponsorship.
His time is currently Monday through Friday 11:00
A.M. E.W.T. and Sunday 1:00 P.M. E.W.T. For
further details, write or wire:

A Cowles Station . . . Represented by the Katz Agency
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Timely...Tested...and Saleable!

1'áí's /aim
1'aalz 2/ceu'i

with STELLA UNGER

Stella Unger's vital, up-to-the-minute talks, go
straight to the heart of things: good grooming.
poise, charm, wardrobes, shopping, children, war
jobs-they're all discussed in a friendly, informa-
tive, inspiring manner.

The woman who takes a look in her mirror with
Stella Unger-sees herself as a whole personality
.. and she keeps on listening because it's helpful, encouraging, and
of direct interest to her.

"Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror" is another of NBC's timely,
tested, saleable shows ... arranged for 156 broadcasts in 5 -minute
programs. Write for audition records to:

N$Ç Radio -Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

Radio City, New York  Chicago  Washington, D. C.  Hollywood

SYDNEY MOSELEY'S

"Headlines
of Tomorrow"

/ /n

is heard

/{'/onccttys thru _71rictlirt/s

WOR and entire
MBS Network at 1 p.m.

and

WMCA daily at 6:30 p.m.

Personal Mgt.

LILIAN OKUN

2 West 67th Street, New York City TR. 7-8916

Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: Press Association, Inc.

Cedric Foster-News
News reporting and analysis presented

by a former newspaperman and radio
station manager who knows the audience
from both sides of the microphone. Con-
sidered the favorite New England com-
mentator (Radio Daily, June 6, 1941).
Foster, because of his great regional pop-
ularity, was chosen by Mutual to become
the first commentator to build the day-
time news dominance of the network.
Now available and sold to many local
sponsors daily.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; Male
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Number of Artists: 1, plus announcer
Unit Cost: 5 a week, $500. (Cooperative

price: the one-time rate-nat. rate for
nat. advertiser, local rate for local
advertiser)

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys-
tem (for Yankee Network), New York,
N. Y.

(See Page 10)
Close-ups of Our Fighting
Fronts by Deane Dickason

Deane Dickason. world-renowned trav-
eler, lecturer, foreign correspondent. press
photographer, has made 21 trips around
the world. He answers listener's ques-
tions with detailed information of the
many places throughout the world where
our armed forces are engaged. Dicka-
son's intimate broadcasts lend a new
dimension to war news.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product appealing

to housewives
Number of Artists: 1
Unit Cost: On application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Columbia Pacific Network

(See Pages 51 59)
C. N. Snead Reports

This news broadcast is prepared and
broadcast by C. N. Snead, City Editor of
the Roanoke Times. It's a different kind
of news broadcast in that it is a com-
mentary on local news, primarily. How-
ever, Mr. Snead's many years experience
as a newspaperman. qualifies him to
interpret the local news as it is affected
by national and international events. It
has proved to be one of WDBJ's most
popular locally produced news broad-
casts.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Quarter-hour, once or twice

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon or week-

day evening
Client Suitability: Particularly suited to a

client who is interested in institutional
campaign

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
Design for Wartime Living

An interpretive home front feature in-
terpreting and clarifying such varied puz-
zles as rationing, income taxes, the meat
shortage, etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 7 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

Suggested for: Morning, afternoon
fling

Client Suitability: All the way fro
ance companies to the local
dealer

Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: United Press, Net
N. Y.

(See Page 3)
Edwin M. Clough,

Commentary
Edwin M. Clough, News Edito:'

Arizona Network; with a backgnd
teaching in Universities in east, p; t
siderable work in International RI
in Chicago, gives his analysis
News.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, three times
Audience Appeal: Female and Ma
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KOY, Phoenix

Faces and Places in
News

Informative, interesting, and
worthy. "Faces & Places in the
is a new kind of news program F.
ing a resume of the day's news,
feature column on a particularly 1

silty, and a locality prominent
day's news. Show features News
Jack Desch reporting the news s
editorial comment, and columnist H
Culver painting in the background
duced by Patrick Edward Kelly,
production chief who co-authors the
with Eleanor Wallace. All merchar
facilities of station available.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early evening
Client Suitability: Successes with

Wine, Chevrolet Motors, Canadt
varied appeal

Number of Artists: 4
Unit Cost: $400.00 per week, pl

time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptio

pipe live talent
Submitted by: KFRC, Don Lee B

ing System
Frank Malone Cornrow
Frank Malone Comments is a

feature of 15 minutes -over WIOD al
P.M. Mr. Malone has behind hits
than 27 years of serious contemplate
men and affairs, having reported the
of two wars and personally mixed
one of them- His remarks on news
moment are terse and thought prove
Listener interest is high at 6:15 on H
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5.15 minutes, 5 time
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Suitable for

-Men's Wear
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptio
Submitted by: WIOD, Miami, Fla

Front Page News
"Front Page News" is an up tt

minute news program presented in lc
ing manner: News Editor broadcast
the international, national and local
as a lead-off in program. He then
duces the Sports Editor, who broad
in capsule form the sport news o
day. The News Editor delivers a hi
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fslslory, followed by the Sports
r erviewing a guest observer giv-
ter her opinions of the news. This
nc d in ad lib fashion.
la ify: Live talent or E. T. (locally)

:its: Fifteen minutes, 6 times
on sly
en Appeal: Entire family
esi for: Evening -6:30 p.m.

14a Mobility: (1) Cigarettes; (2) Bev-
'i3rces; (3) Any over the counter

o nodity
. be,f Artists: Two

C.: $225.00 per week
tic Facilities: Transcriptions or will
-i; live talent
tit by: WCPO, Cincinnati, Ohio

,ddard Sums It Up
trolly edited current news events,
ist and foreign, presented in a
gh,rward, distinctively styled man -

laity: Live talent or E. T.
sits: 5-10-15 minutes, 5 times

w'sly
ex. Appeal: Entire family
teed for: Good for afternoon; better
lo: 'vening
it ratability: Any sponsor desirous
of ashing in" on popular newscast
he of Artists: 1

Ca: Contract price submitted on
e. est
do Facilities: Transcriptions

nft1 by: Wm. M. Ellsworth, Chicago,
11.

ctllim's it Highlights
er g summary of United Press news
1 Frank Armstrong-well known
:ws reporter. On air same
.d a -half years.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Petroleum products, to-

baccos, men's wear
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $10.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJPR, Greenville, Miss.

Headlines of Tomorrow
With Sydney Moseley

Sydney Moseley, well known author,
traveler, journalist and authority on in-
ternational events, analyses the news
featuring the possible Headlines of To-

morrow from the happenings of today.
This program is available on the net-
work-WOR-and WMCA for sponsor-
ship.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2-3-5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or Eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Most any produce-food,

bank, books, etc.
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Lilian Okun

(See Page 82)
Herbert Harper News

t'ommentary
In his keen analysis of the news, Mr.

Harper gives a well-rounded commentary
on what has happened during the past
week. On each broadcast he also deals
with an outstanding wartime personality
who was prominent in week's news.
Availability: Liw ' il :.'

Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Mr. Harpeí s broadcast

appeals primarily to the above -
average intelligent listener

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $25.00 plus time charges
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMC, Memphis, Tenn.

Hits 'N' Headlines
Popular music hits of the day followed

by news headlines as they come in over
thenews wires. "Hits 'n' Headlines" is
a 1 -hour adaptation of WFIL's sold -out
5 -hour "News "n" Music" feature. It keeps
listeners literally up-to-the-minute on the
news with I or 2 -sentence headlines from
the WFIL news bureau and from one of
Philadelphia's newspapers. after each
musical number.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Evening -11:00 to 12 p.m.
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: Rates on application
Submitted by: WFIL Broadcasting Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Page 79)

Home Front
Events and activities from a news angle

on the home front-as gathered by our
reporters from Hi -ways and Bi-ways. Five
years at this time-runs Monday, Tues-
day, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday only
complete sponsorship or spotting accepted.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family

.411V'7
-91,_\\

SHOWS of TOMORROW
will be

BRIGHTER, BREEZIER, BIGGER 'n' BETTER
with

UNIVERSAL'S MICROPHONES of TOMORROW

Always a leader in the design and manufacture of microphones embodying
the latest in scientific achievement, the ultimate in precision instruments,
and the finest of acoustical engineering principles, Universal microphones
for the postwar world will be well worth waiting for.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY, LTD.

Inglewood, California

Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Men's Wear, Beverage,

Institutional, Organizations, Depart-
ment Store, etc.

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLEU Broadcasting Corpo-

ration Commerce Bld'g., Erie, Pa.

Impact-Leo Cherne
The impact of news development on our

way of living is the theme that Leo
Cherne. executive secretary of the Re-
search Institute of America, brings to his
audience. What a tax bill may mean to
you-what a new ruling may do to your
household-all told freshly and graphi-
cally. It's authoritative and fascinating-
and when Mr. Cherne offers to send out
a mailing piece. the response is enor-
mous.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Available on request
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

tem for WOR, New York, N. Y.

It Happened There
"It Happened There" is a weekly,

quarter-hour presentation of the dispatches
received from WLW'e own foreign cor-
respondents in the three malor theaters
of war-England, Africa and Australia.
Designed especially for Midwestern
listeners, this program provides exclusive
sidelights. comments and background ma-
terial usually supplied by established
press services. Presented In an interest -
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radio production

0 L E
Associates, Inc.

in all its phases

EDWARD WOLF
General Manager

RKO BLDG.

RADIO CITY, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-4885

ing. dramatic fashion by three staff an-
nouncers. "It Happened There" is de-
signed to promote a better understanding
of world issues on the part of WLW
listeners.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Any client or product
Number of Artists: Three
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLW, The Crosley Corpo-

ration. Cincinnati, Ohio
(See Page 106)

It Happened This Week
(Telescript)

A program that takes the jig -saw puzzle
of war, Washington and general domes-
tic news and fits the pieces into a clear,
comprehensive and understandable pic-
ture of World Events.
Availability: Live talent; sample script
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Local and national spot

advertisers
Number of Artists: 2 (Announcer-com-

mentator)
Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: Press Association, Inc.

It Happened Today
"It Happened Today" presents in fast

moving, dramatic form the outstanding
news stories of the current day-war,
humor and human interest. Program is
written and directed by Robert Bloom-
field and produced by Lew London; with
special musical score. Sponsored by
prominent furniture company. this pro-
gram has proved itself a sales builder.
"It Happened Today" is written for local
sponsorship along any desired hookup
of stations. Promotional material and de-
scriptive folder are available.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Local retail company

or group of chain stores
Number of Artists: 7
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WPEN, Philadelphia, Pa.

(See Page 18)

Jim Healey
Jim Healey, the capital district's best-

known and biggest audience -puller com-
mentator, news analyst, and columnist has
been continuously sponsored on area sta-
tions and networks for 12 years. Healey
sells in this area. Keen analysis-human
understanding-a past editor-a newsman
first-a commentator later-Jim Healey
presents the news, unbiased, clearly, and
concisely. Now heard twice daily on
WSNY, and at other times on five other
New York State and Massachusetts sta-
tions. Previous commercial sponsorship
includes NBC Red Net for D & H Anthra-
cite (Hudson Coal Co.).
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Noon and early evening
Client Suitability: Major products and ad-

vertisers-fuels, tobaccos, etc.
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Subject 'to negotiation depend-

ing on local or. network use and num-
ber of times per week sponsored

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or Will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: WSNY, Schenectedy, N. Y.
Johannes Steel

Johannes Steel, through his vigorous,
uncompromising analysis of world news
has won himself a place among top rank-
ing radio commentators. Based on first-
hand knowledge of world conditions, his
forecasting of events in the war has pro-
phetic accuracy. His nightly broadcasts
stimulate intelligent New Yorkers. Steel
is a featured columnist in the New York
Post and the Philadelphia Inquirer.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, seven weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: WMCA, Inc., New York,
N. Y.

KSRO Corers the News
This news program covers three im-

portant news outlets served by KSRO.
Vallejo-home of the Mare Island Navy
Yard (defense center); Redwood Empire
(Argicultural center); and California, using
the combined news services of the two
KSRO news rooms: (1) Vallejo, (2) Santa
Rosa. plus United Press leased wires.
News is released from Santa Rosa, then
the Vallejo newsroom, and back to Santa
Rosa newsroom, giving the listeners com-
plete coverage of North Bay Calif. coun-
ties.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: $15.00
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.

Leaders of the United
Nations

Brief, punchy biographies of all out-
standing personalities of the United Na-
tions, including statesmen, generals and
admirals- Thirty-six are at present cov-
ered. Series is brought up-to-date month-
ly to cover all important changes.
Availability: Live talent
rime Units: 5 minutes, 3, 5, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: W. C. Jeffries Co., Los An-
geles, Calif.

Lisa Sergio's "Column of
the Air"

WQJR's distinguished woman com-
mentator gives her views on the latest
news and what's behind it. Now spon-
sored on Wednesdays by Botany Worsted
Mills.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Evening (7:00 p.m.)
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $100.00 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WQXR, New York, N. Y.

Mid -Afternoon News
WMT News, gathered through the

world wide faculties of AP & UP. plus the
local corps of 300 Iowa correspondents of
the Des Moines Register & Tribune, brings

listeners last minute developmenyl
all parts of world. This news pm!
lows "Your Home Front Reporter
program of the Owens Illinois Glee
and precedes "Ma Perkins" for
Oxydol-3.25-3:30 P. M. Monday ti
Friday.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Five minutes, Five we,.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $5.00 per program, ph_

charge
Submitted by: WMT, Cedar Rapid:,.

Midnight Newsree
Midnight Newsreel is present.

WINX Monday through Sunday ev9
midnight to 1:00 A.M. Four quartot
summations of the news are pre
concurrently, with late flash bit
added during each quarter, Lill
may tune in any time up to 12:41:

to receive a complete "news pictc
world events.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 -30 -45 -or 60 minutes, i

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional or p

of high nature
Number of Artists: Two announcers
Unit Cost: $356.40 weekly on a 13

contract
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live to
Submitted by: WINX, Washington,

News (Breakfast
Reporter, on the same:

11 years)
The Breakfast Reporter, featurim

Frank, is heard from 7:30 to 7:45

dally, Monday through Saturday.
Breakfast Reporter. with Val Frank
been a WART feature for the past e
years.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 6 week
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Newscaster
Unit Cost: $187.50 for 3 times

$300.00-6 times a week, s
weekly discounts

Submitted by: WAAT, Newark,

News
WAAT has opened up for spo

four 10 -minute periods of news dad
follows: 10:05 a.m.; 12:05 p.m.; 3:05
and 8:05 p.m.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 3 or

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternooft

evening
Number of Artists: Newscasters
Unit Cost: 3 times a week-$150.(

times a week $240.00, sublet

weekly discounts
Submitted by: WAAT, Newark, N.
News and Sports Snnunt

of the Day
Six day strip -6:30-6:45 P.M. Doi

ward Austin. well known Pacific
news reporter and commentator, b
casts this nightly summary encompa
all important war, national, stale,
and sports news. First summary a
during evening hours. Re -write b

cast from wires of both United Press
Associated Press. Ideal for cross -sr
audience. Scheduled time guarante
Availability: Live talent
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Is: 15 minutes nightly, one hour
thirty minutes weekly
Appeal: Entire family

i for: Evening
inability: Baking company with

distribution
rf Artists: One
I: $370.00 per month including
and talent

tit by: KSAN, San Francisco, Cal.
.It the Farm Front
º lily salable feature prepared by

red Press radio farm editor in
ton. It reports and interprets the

farm scene from the vantage
°the nation's capital.

Live talent
ts: 5 minutes, 6 days weekly
Appeal: Male

d for: Morning, afternoon or eve -

stability: Any organization deal-
, :pith farmers

rf Artists: 1

ti by: United Press, New York,
tJ. .

(See Page 3)
-Ñnalities in the News
Afliaalities in the News" as broad-
allryan Wade is a five minute hot
sM°)e early evening schedule. Bryan
W iw to put over a story you never

fore about people you know and
ialloople who make the headlines

rery day.
ity: Live talent
Is: 6:00 to 6:05 daily
Appeal: Entire family

d for: Evening
,stability: Any type of product
rf Artists: One
Facilities: Transcriptions
I by: WTAM, Cleveland
script on the News
:Apt on the News" makes use
ealth of background material in
ews. Character sketches, human
stories, factual data, etc., which
omitted in regular news broad -

lack of time. Brief bulletins
)cale and time would be used

3

Illy: Live talent
a ts: 5, 10 or 15 minutes, up to 6

s weekly
Appeal: Female or male

d for: Evening
iltability: The especially dignified

type of advertiser or one with a
product demanding a dignified
vehicle of approach

Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $15 to $25 depending on length
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFIL Broadcasting Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Page 79)

Pulse of the War
Hon. Charles L. DeVault actually has

his hand on the war's pulse because he
played nurse to world politicians for 22
years as an officer in U. S. Foreign Ser-
vice, having served in Paris, London, Taf-
hoku, Japan; Yokohama, and Mexico
City. He actually sees the war from
"inside out," and interprets it nightly to
WOWO listeners. DeVault is constantly
making personal appearances and lec-
tures, an additional promotion for a
sponsor.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Products- with an appeal

to male audience
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $25.00 per time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOWO, Fort Wayne
Radio Newsreel Theatre
WHN presents a new programming

idea. Its format was based upon the same
appeal and reasoning that has afforded
such successful operation to thousands of

of this famous author and lecturer. Origin,
Hollywood.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: NBC
(See Pages 33, 34, 35. 36)

Story Behind the
Headlines

A program closely following its title.
written and delivered by Cesar Search-
inger, discussing the background of im-
portant events in the news. Origin. New
York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: NBC
(See Pages 33, 34. 35, 36)

Talk of the Town
Personality of announcer of paramount

importance. He interviews members of
local draft board about new regulations,
ditto OPA, and other representatives of
national and local community life . .

plus roundup of local news and reports
on conditions that listeners call to his
attention. Salutes and interviews home
front heroes.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 nights weekly

newsreel theatres throughout the country. Audience Appeal: Entire family
For a full hour, from 6:00-7:00 A.M. and Suggested for: Evening
11:00 P.M. -12:00 M., a twelve -minute sum- Client Suitability: Anything from break-
mary of the latest news is continuously fast foods to real estate
repealed. This provides an opportunity Number of Artists: 1
for radio listeners to tune in at any time Unit Cost: $50 weekly. Talent
during the hour and hear a complete Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
news broadcast. Submitted by: WSTV, Steubenville, Ohio
Availability: Live talent Take a Note
Time Units: 60 minutes, 6 or 12 weekly For the past twenty years. Eric Mann.
Audience Appeal: Entire family the distinguished lecturer, writer, corn
Suggested for: Morning or evening mentator and authority on international
Client Suitability: All products-retail ac- affairs, has been traveling to the four

counts corners of the earth in order to observe
Number of Artists: 4 and learn about the needs of men, their

psychology, their political aspirations. His
experience has given him a deep under-
standing of world affairs. With this
unique background of personal. first-hand
knowledge. Eric Mann discusses his views
and gives his interpretation of the events
of the day in an unusual, new and las
cinating form.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: Broadcasting Program Serv-

ice
This Is Official

"This Is Official," Emceed by James G.
MacDonald, distinguished radio commen-
tator, brings the official Washington an-
sewrs to the perplexing questions which
arise in our daily lives because of the
many wartime problems which are affect-
ing us and the distribution of products.
Via this show the listener receives the
offiical answer from Washington to any
questions ranging from rationing to taxes. NEWEach week before the microphone ac
credited members of government depnrt-

iiilASCH
EXCLUSIVES

SIR THOMAS and LADY

BEECHAM
World famous composer -conductor in

a program entitled "Presenting Sir
Thomas Beecham." This "royal pro-
gram" will enchant radio audiences,
with Lady Beecham at the piano.

REAR ADMIRAL YATES

STIRLING, JR.
Former Chief of Staff of the U. S. Fleet.
In a different news analysis program en-
titled "Wars' Pattern." His views are
the result of intense comparison of this
war with his many years of navy experience.

na to postscripts. Field of ma- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
rilable is unlimited, all of it with Submitted by: WHN, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 14)
Religious News Reporter
Weekly 15 -minute script containing spot

news of developments in the world of
religion at home and abroad.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon or Eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Religious groups of

various kinds. Also high type in-
stitutional commercial sponsors

Unit Cost: $2.00 per week and up
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Opinion Submitted by: Religious News Service

a section and random sampling Robert St. John
al opinions on current events as News and profiles by this famous com-

mentator, who has recently returned tod In America's press and maga.
tine 300 sources, whose permis- this country, and so is particularly well
I have been secured, will be equipped to discuss the foreign as well
orovide listeners a truly American as the Washington scene. Origin, Wash -
to affairs international, national ington,

I. "The Pulse of American Opin- Availability: Live talent
air feature with which 50 per Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly

the audience will invariably Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: NBC
(See Pages 33, 34, 35. 36)
Rupert Hughes ments are questioned by Mr. MacDonald

This program consists of comments on for the true facts on problems. It is
affairs of the day in the inimitable fashion timely, fast-moving and provides an ex-

terest value to everyone. Com-
could be tied in smoothly with -
opting program's pace.
My: Live talent
Its: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 times
dy
Appeal: Entire family

d for: Evening
3lability: Perfect for men's wear,
ng cream, or men's services.

rf Artists: 2
I: Available on request
Facilities: Transcriptions

f by: WS)S, Winston-Salem, N. C.
dse of American

FRANCES

SCOTT
Mistress of Ceremonies
in a new audience par-
ticipation show, "Who.
What, When and Where"
currently heard on the
"red" net, Saturdays
10:30 to i t p.m. E.N.T.

FOR DETAILS CALL

BASCA
RADIO PRODUCTIONS

EAST
45TH ST.

YORK  MUrray Hill 2-8877
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ceptional service to the listener. Be-
cause of the factors involved it should
appeal to every member of the family
who has any interest in America at war.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Family product
Number of Artists: MC and announcer
Unit Cost: About $1500.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WIZ-Blue

The Three Star Edition
"Three Star Edition" consists of news

of three types. Five minutes of war
news, followed by five minutes of news
"Through Feminine Eyes" given by wo-
men's announcer and concluded with five
minutes of news from Washington. News
is gathered from International News Serv-
ice.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Food
Number of Artists: Three
Unit Cost: Cost upon inquiry
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMAS, Springfield, Mass.
The Meaning of the News
King Bard, veteran broadcaster, broad-

casts his comments on current news five
quarter hours weekly. Available for
sponsorship on one to eight Michigan
stations by wired facilities.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, five times

weekly

Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Atfernoon, 4:45 P.M.
Client Suitability: Foods, cosmetics, soft

drinks, confections
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Upon application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLAV, Grand Rapids,

Mich.

The Lyons Den
Leonard Lyons, established, nationally

syndicated columnist is presented in a
novel, graphic formula dealing in advance
and inside information on Broadway,
Hollywood, Washington and international
personalities and events. Meticulously
avoids scandal and rumor mongering.
Columnist's talk is illustrated with drama-
tized vignettes and accented with music.
Swift -moving, deadline -fast production
featuring humor, drama, glamour, human
interest and news o! significance, with a
substantial assured initial audience. Pro-
grams lends itself ideally to high-pressure
merchandising on the air.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 7 plus orchestra of 8
Unit Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Radio Features of America

The Name You Will
Remember

People were never so important as to-
day and William Lang crams a lot of
colorful and informative detail into these
crisp thumb -nail sketches of people who

11

/Checkthesetwo...
y They're right for you!

///% TIME OUT FOR FUN AND MUSIC

26 quarter-hours
in each series.

A gay, sprightly, musical program that sparkles
from beginning to end. Talented stars combine their
jolly banter with entertaining music to make this
program a tuneful treat.
Series 1. With Allen Prescott, M.C., Felix Knight,

and Ted Steele Novatones.

Series 2. With Ted Steele and Grace Albert.

CARSON ROBISON AND HIS
BUCKAROOS

Western music with that extra something it takes to
make it really outstanding. Well-balanced, fast-mov-
ing programs skillfully combining the authentic
music and picturesque yarns of the Western plains
-done with rollicking enthusiasm and sincerity by
a master of melody-Carson Robison ... 117 quar-
ter-hour shows.

For audition records of both of these
more -than -music shows, write to:

NBC- Radio -Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

Radio City, New York  Chicago  Washington, D. C.  Hollywood

are doing important work in the world
today. His hard-hitting, rapid-fire de.
livery is keenly arresting and refreshing.
The unique tie-in value of the title makes
these programs ideal sales vehicle for
use alone or in combination with spot
news. All-inclusive publicity plan with
material furnished. Maximum time al-
lowed for commercials.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Five minutes, three to six

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Banks, utilities, beer,

tobacco, department stores, etc.
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: NBC Radio -Recording Divi-

sion
(See Pages 20, 82, 86)

The Washington Front
by Estelle M. Sternberger

Mrs. Sternbergeí s popular and always
interesting commentary on people and
important events in the nation's capital.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Afternoon (late)
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: 3 times a week-$200.00 per
week, 5 times-$275.00 per week

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WQXR, New York, N. Y.

The 8:15 A.M. Round -Up
The 8:45 Round -Up consists of 10

minutes of headline news. First, Jack
Shelley, WHO News Editor, presents im-
portant foreign news reports. Second
portion, by Ruth Burton, deals with Wash-
ington News and anything of particular
interest to women. It is not a "canned"
womens news service but strictly spot
news written entirely in our own news
room. Appeal is general, but of primary
interest to housewife at her preferred
listening time. New OPA regulations or
ration point values, of vital concern to the
housewife are always included.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Ten minutes, six times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female and Male
Suggested for: Morning at 8:45 A.M.
Client Suitability: Especially fine vehicle

for a grocery product
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $275 per week, time plus $60

talent. .Total $335 per week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHO, Des Moines, Iowa

Undercurrents and
Current Events

A Sunday afternoon news broadcast
featuring three well-known Southern com-
mentators-Military strategy and news,
former student of the U. S. Naval Acade-
my. past President of Rotary International
and combat soldier of the First World
War, Will R. Manier, Jr., International
political and diplomatic undercurrents by
D. F. Fleming, noted author and lecturer
at Vanderbilt University: the latest Sun-
day news by Louie Buck,
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon
Number of Artists: Three
Unit Cost: $100.00 for talent weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WSM, Nashville, Tenn.

Victory Starts at I
Interprets living at home du

time. Sylvia Milrod, special t
rector and chief of WINX victory
offers official information first -ht'
presents big -wigs of Washington
and agencies and keeps abreast
worthy subjects and personalitit
production to suit subject at ha
views, dramatizations, round t
cussions. Monday features disc
local problems-Tuesday, foodsh
nesday, Post -War Planning-1
Dramatization-Friday, leaders
news. Governmental agencies
Mllrod scripts all over U.S.A.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, fl

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or mp
Suggested for: Afternoon or eve'
Client Suitability: Institutional go

or product of high nature -

Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $177.00 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcription

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WINX, Washingto
Virginia Davis Rev

the .Neil's
Woman's commentary on curve:

Utilizes and analyzes reports fro:
Press, International News Sery
news -gathering facilities of the
Star Times.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times r
Audience Appeal: Female ant

family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Not restrict

titular type other than to
and men's attire

Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Sent on request
Audition Facilities: Transcription:
Submitted by: KXOK, St. Louis

Voice of the Peop
Letters from listeners on curtest

are read and discussed by staff r
and visitors. Service men on
and interesting visitors are into:
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen minutes,

weekly, except Sunday
Audience Appeal: Entire family'
Suggested for: Morning 10:15
Number of Artists: 3 or more
Unit Cost: $25 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcrfptio
Submitted by: WJAG, Norfolk, NI

War Analysis
15 minute analysis of the wa

many fronts as supplied by C
Press. A recent ruling by the I
Governors of the CBC permits of
30, 1943 the sponsorship of Radi
This program thus becomes of
value to a sponsor.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times W

Audience Appeal: Female and
Suggested for: Evening, 7:30-7:451
Client Suitability General
Number of Artists: 2-Comments

commercial announcer
Submitted by: CKWS, Kingston, a

Warcast
Robert McCormick, former Wat

correspondent for Collier's, now N
work commentator: Barnet Noyes'.
1st and commentator on Foreign
and Richard Harkness, NBC netwc
mentator on National Affairs, der
first half of this thirty minute Pro'
Interpret the news of the week
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re fields, along with forecasts of

se o come. Questions sent in by
¡kJ, are answered during the last half
he,rogram, with prizes for the most

ng questions.
/l illty: Live talent
s. :its: 30 minutes, once weekly

-i-e Appeal: Female or male

F

for: Evening
ability: Any.. Particularly good
tional

f Artists: 4
On request

Facilities:Transcriptions
by: WRC, Washington, D. C.

War Telescope
'view of the week's activities

ec written and delivered by the well
oc War reporter. Morgan Beatty.
ell England.
t/:llity: Live talent
 nits: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
One Appeal: Entire family
Nitted for: Afternoon
iii of Artists: 1

seed by: NBC
d (See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)

Ilishingfon Inside Out
(Tclescript)

1 rare down-to-earth program that
ii e Why and How of Washington.
,á tram that jumps into the whirlpool
il'rmation and misinformation, of
Its and counter -claims, and emerges

clear, concise radio picture of
t ligton-a picture that is colorful,
ring and easily understood. Pre-
-

i

NEWS . 1944
sentation, including sample script, is

available.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Local and national spot

advertisers
Number of Artists: 2 (announcer-com-

mentator
Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: Press Association, Inc.

We Bring You News
"We Bring You News" is America's

only six hour continuous newscast aired
Mondays through Saturdays. 12-6 p.m.
Forty-eight editions of Associated Press
and International News Service News,
interspersed with the world's finest music
(Special Langworth Program Service)
makes this enjoyable afternoon listening.
News every minute on the minute-with-
out waiting-and the latest bulletins first
is the audience appeal claimed for this
unique news presentation.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Minute and half minute spots;

IS minute participations
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: Four announcers, two

News Editors-Langworth Program
Service for special music

Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WBYN, Brooklyn, Inc.

(See Page 94)

Weekly War Journal
Weekly War Journal is a complete

week-end review of the news featuring
a group of distinguished Blue Network
commentators who have their own regu-
lar programs throughout the week. Each
phase of the news is handled by an out-
standing authority and the listener gets
a complete picture of the week's happen-
ings in capsule form via this program.
Pickups from outside of the country are
also a regular feature.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Various
Number of Artists: Variable
Unit Cost: $1450.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WIZ --Blue

Week in Review
"Week in Review" is a half-hour week-

ly show, presenting news and variety,
highlighting the previous week, and aired
each Sunday morning. The news high-
lights of the week are briefed to live
minutes, hitting national, world, regional
and local, and including also a brief
safety interview. Music is late stuff,
songs popular during previous week.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 time weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any

Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $24 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KANS, Wichita, Kans.

William Winter
William Winter is one of the most fav-

orably known and best liked news com-
mentators on the Pacific Coast. Currently
broadcasting Monday through Saturday,
12:30-12:45 p.m., now available in the
10 -minute commentary period, 10:05.10:15
p.m., following 5 -minute news broadcast.
In addition to his work on the Columbia
Pacific Network, William Winter broad-
casts shortwaves to our service men in
the Pacific area.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening, 10:05-10:15 p.m.
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: On application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Columbia Pacific Network

(See Pages 58, 59)
World News Roundup

Daily pickups around the world in the
hottest news spots from overseas, deliv-
ered by NBC War reporters, with domestic
news coordinated in New York by the
well known reporter, W. W. Chaplin.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Suggested for: Morning
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)

To Give the Utmost in Service Each of Our Men
is Thoroughly Trained for His Job

EED
Ano compAny

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD

)IO DAILY
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A Dart, A Dial and

:1 Dollar
Announcer tosses dart at board with

numbers corresponding to numbers on
pages in local telephone directory. Then
announcer turns to selected page and
tosses a dart at the page. Wherever
dart lands, that telephone number is
called, a question is asked the person
answering and if answer is correct (within
one minute) listener receives $1 in War
Stamps. Ten persons called every eve-
ning, Monday through Saturday.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, Mon. through

Fri. weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Any sponsor (25 par-

ticipating sponsors at present)
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $2.50 per one -minute ann. 13

weeks minimum
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WTNJ, Trenton, N. J.

1 Date with a Date
This is an historical quiz show, de-

signed to educate listeners in American
history. Originated by historian Hugh
Russell Fraser, conductor of the American
History Survey of the New York Times,
and Mutual Network Commentator Walter
Compton, the program consists of a panel
of four experts. Two of these. Rep. John
Vorys, of Ohio, and Rep. John Coffee, of
Washington State. are regulars. The other
two are guests. Compton asks the ques-

tions, the experts answer, and Fraser
elaborates.
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2 regulars, 2 guests
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOL, Washington, D. C.

(See Page 76)

Answer Me This
Talent asks one question daily about

anything American. Writers of first
(number stipulated by sponsor) cards with
correct answer received are awarded war
stamps or merchandise.
Availaiblity: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Anytime afternoon; any-

'line evening
Client Suitability: Food or drug items
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $2 per script
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William F. Holland Agency,

Cincinnati, O.

Army -Navy Game
The "Army -Navy Game" pits 200 scrap-

py soldiers on leave against 200 snappy
sailors in roaring, rollicking rivalry. The
servicemen compete against each other
in songs, cheers and a variety of stunts.
The winning side in each "Army -Navy
Game" is decided by a panel of celebri-
ties in some way connected with the war
effort. Throughout the friendly rivalry of
these contests, constant emphasis is on
the. unity of comrades in arms.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Foods, Soap, Tobacco,

Institutional
Number of Artists: Master of ceremonies,

orchestra, guest stars
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Allen A. Funt, Radio Pro-

ductions

Rack to School
School room atmosphere; four parents

asked questions taken from school books,
progressively by grade levels and asked
in groups from first to eighth grades;
test on whether parents know things
which own kids learn every day in
school: extra comedy from lowest scorer,
Dunce. Commercials worked into school
format; each student receives prize and
Dunce called back to appear on next
week's show with three new class mem-
bers and remains until defeating one
of three new members.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Unlimited except for

product in competition with Miles
Laboratories

Number of Artists: 6 (4 students, teacher,
piano player and sound effects man)

Unit Cost: $2,000
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Louis G. Cowan & Co.

(Creators and producers of Quiz Kids)

Bombs :1 teat;
On the stage of theatre is a large dis-

play of enemy ships. Attached to these
ships are balloons. The MC wearing a
flight cap gets his crew members for
the bombing flight through a quiz. When
contestant answers questions correctly he
then makes his way up to the plane seat
on the stage. The spotlight on ships
goes on-while the sound of a plane is
heard. His winnings are calculated ac-
cording to value of ship sunk. Visiting
flyers are interviewed and given gifts.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening, 8:30
Client Suitability: National product like

gum, soft drink, food, etc.
Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: $45 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WSLS, Roanoke, Va.
Cab Calloway's Quizzicale

An all -colored quiz show with Cab
Calloway's band and Cab himself acting
as quiz -master.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: General Amusement Corp.,

New York, N. Y.
(See Page 66)

Canteen Quiz
The program originates from the theater

of Lowry Field No. 2, Denver features
soldier talent and the Army Air Forces
Dance Orchestra-idea is gags-music-
quiz-and bombing mission to Germany.
Merchandise giveaways are awarded
contestants. Show has been tremen-
dously successful and competes very
excellently with network shows of similar
caliber. Many of the cast are NBC -

trained men from New York am
wood. Studio audience is alwal
or more.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once wee
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Cigarette

tional clothier
Number of Artists: 40
Unit Cost: $150 per show
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMYR, Denver, Co

Dividend Club
Listeners are called by telepho

they answer a quiz question cod
merchandise or war stamps are av,
If they prove purchase of sponsor,
uct by description of container or,
an additional award is made. 1

calls are separated by transcribed
Availability: Live talent or E. T.

Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 times we
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Middle morning
Client Suitability: Food or drug ch
Number of Artists: Minimum of 2
Unit Cost: $2 per script
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William F. Holland Acs

Cincinnati, O.

Dollars For Sense
A quiz show which is adaptable

either in a theatre or studio play)
Contestants are theatre or studio
ence, with money or war stamp
for all correct answer. Bonus qw
which comes at conclusion of eh:
big money question which if no

swered carries over to following
Numerous merchandising opportu
present themselves with a progra
this type and several ideas can
fered.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once we
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any mass app

uct
Number of Artists: Two
Audition Facilities: Transcriptio
Submitted by: WPDQ, Jacksonvill
Do You Know the Anstoi

Four telephone calls per evening
made to numbers chosen complete)
random. The person answering is at
"Do you know the answer?" U they 1
been listening to the station, they
know what it is. It can be the spon
slogan or any other phrase. If the as
is known, the listener receives a c
for $2. Money accumulates if the am
is not known, so that a person mal
ceive a goodly sum. Persons not k
ing answers get 50 cents anyway
good -will offering.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 4 times we
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: One person to

calls, and another to read
Total, two.

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOV, New York, N.

(See Page 60)
Do You Remember?

"Do You Remember?" features n
popular in past years. with a rua
commentary on the life and times of
year in which the song was pal)
Program involves considerable reset
scripts are checked thoroughly for
and announcer is given leeway la
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ale about the period in
rn  three numbers on the
N,

ilality: Live talent or E. T. Both

P Tits: 10 minutes, Monday through
'r.'y

jet, Appeal: Female and male
geld for: Afternoon
el :inability: Any product bought by

Its
of Artists: One announcer
it: $28.50 time cost -base; $5.00
Illation cost-net $33.50

send by: WDRC, Inc., Hartford, Conn.

Frets or Foolishness
me gives ten statements-each con -
Inc a number. Contestants ignore
tm is of foolishness-but write down
m.ber used in each statement of

. ;teners send in the total of all
tree used in correct statements-to-
aer vith a box top for their award.
:ur fire mail puller. Premium cost
:tolble by calibre of statements.
:lality: Live talent

e 1 its: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
clam Appeal: Female and male
yend for: Afternoon, 1:45 p.m.

Efability:

Box top-grocery item
red
f Artists: Emcee and music (live
nscribed)
$125 weekly-$175 weekly live

Facilities: Transcriptions
by: WDGY, Minneapolis, Minn.

Feed the Kitty
ei Kitty" a quiz game

e rh t the interest and prizes increase
r, ch question. Employs a giant
 si' wheel which determines the
slit and values for the correct an-
ars.'Kitty" sound effect heckles con -
ant
utility: Live talent or E. T.
e Its: Thirty minutes, once wekly
tie e Appeal: Entire family
rge:d for: Evening
ant actability: Any type of product
nb, of Artists: Master of Ceremonies
a Announcer

iitl. Facilities: Transcriptions
!third by: Harry S. Dube Radio Pro-
d Lions

tFiher's 12:45 Special
'runes Fisher's Department Stores,
icy ixteen Club, (Hosiery Club) buy 15
rs I hose, get 16th pair free. Six
ate passes and a pair of hose free
lifters daily. Random telephone
19 es pass for name of picture sp-
ttit at theater named, and pair of
,e ee for name of hosiery club
ck' 16 Club). Five questions given
'It ay, answered by postcard, first
> erect received receive a pass each.
erne response 125 cards daily. Pro-
ne 2:45 daily except Saturday and
tdt, Male and female announcers,

II

tility: Live talent or E. T.
nits: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
re Appeal: Female
ted for: Morning and afternoon
irritability: Hosiery departments or
men's specialty shop
r of Artists: 2 (two announcers)
tai: $25 per show for talent
n Facilities: Transcriptions

med by: WSTV, Steubenville, Ohio

Guess Who

question.
10 -minute

tse Who" is based on the ability
to contestants to recognize the
of the nation's leading personali-

ties from stage, screen, radio, the arts,
sciences and public life. The program is
emceed by Walter O'Keefe, star of stage,
screen and radio. Music is supplied by
D'Artega and his orchestra. Seven fa-
mous guest stars are featured each week.
Prizes consist of $50 and $25 War Bonds
and $10 in War Stamps to each studio
contestant who "Guesses Who" on his
first, second or third try respectively. The
listening audience votes each week for
the seven guests who are to appear. A
contest is conducted for the listeners also.
A large contribution is made weekly to
the Army and Navy Emergency Relief
Societies in the names of the seven week-
ly guest stars.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening or Sunday
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 22 including music
Unit Cost: $4,250 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: Kermit -Raymond Radio Pro-

ductions
(See Page 73)

History Is Fun
Inspired by the recent surveys made by

the "New York Times" on the study of
history in schools ad colleges in the
country, it tests the contestants' knowl-
edge of American history. Emceed by
likeable Ted Malone, who still handles
his regular "Between the Bookends" show
on the Blue, "History Is Fun" matches the
knowledge of the exciting story of Ameri-
can history possessed by teams of young
'uns and old 'uns. The adult vs. child
competition creates great excitement and
interest both in the studio and on the
air. A good show Ior the family and a
sponsor who wants to reach the family.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Book publisher or any

family product
Number of Artists: Announcer and MC
Unit Cost: $575.00 (prizes extra)
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue

If It liad Been You
(What Would You Have Done?)

"If It Had Been You" is an audience
and listener participation show which
presents a series of self-contained drama.
tized quiz playlets. In these shows the
principals are confronted with a grave
problem or crisis in which the difference
between life and death can only be solved
by quick thinking and almost instant
action. Several courses are presented
but only one is corerct. It is for the
audience to discover which is correct
from the dramatization. The solution is
dramatized in the following episode.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once or more

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; evening
Number of Artists: 5 to 7
Unit Cost: Dependent upon market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: G. C. Bird & Associates

Kick -Off Time
Football quiz show played by two teams

of four each. Quarterback calls plays, or
type of question. Ball advances on cor-
rect answers. Like football team holds
offensive as long as they gain necessary
yardage and program is in four -quarters

and is scored like football.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Products for males most

desirable
Number of Artists: Master of ceremonies

and two assistants, plus contestants
Unit Cost: $75 per week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WERC, Erie, Pa.

Lawyer Q
This different audience participation

show previously sponsored by Friends
Tobacco, George Washington Coffee, and
presently running for Gunther's Beer, has
an enviable record for local successes.
and is now available for network spon-
sorship. The participants are quizzed on
the operation of odd points in the law.
No knowledge is required; it's a matter
of the participant's opinion of justice.
Nothing serious. very amusing. The show
ends up with a trial, participants acting
as jurors.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested tor: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Master of ceremonies,

4 or 5 actors
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions,

New York, N. Y.
(See Page 85)

Musical Bee
Program consists of playing 10 musical

numbers. Audience invited to send name.
address and phone number. Ten of these
selected each week to be phoned and

asked to name musical selection played.
Winners awarded war stamps. Program
has been favorite for seven years.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $25 (talent only)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.

Musical Lingo
"Musical Lingo" is a legal copyrighted

version of "bingo." with listeners par-
ticipating in their own homes. Game
bears the name of the sponsor or product.
and is played with that name constantly
before the listeners. "Musical Lingo" em-
bodies humor for interest: music for en-
tertainment: and prizes for appeal. Ob-
ject of the game is to identify song titles
which are cleverly introduced in con-

tinuity and illustrated by playing the

musical selections. Sample script is

available on request.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1, 2 or 3 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 2 (announcers)
Unit Cost: Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions. Sample

Script
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman

(See Page 89)

Muziquiz
A quiz show that challenges you to

name the title of the "Hit Tunes of Yes-
teryear." Grand old tunes selected from
a huge file of old records. No apology is

20 TE
LA

NOW YOU CAN
AFFORD TO FEATURE

GEORGE JESSEL
on 1 -min. spots at a

fraction of what you'd
expect.

AVAILABLE
TO ONE SPONSOR

IN EACH AREA
Furnished custom-built
with Jessel doing
complete one min.
spots or syndicated

1 1 2 min.) with open
ends for live commer-
cial.

STED
PROVOKING

RE SPOTS
STARRINGSTARRING GEORGE JESSEL IN
HIS FAMOUS TELEPHONE ROUTINE

WRITE, WIRE or PHONE

5. Çoodma#z.
19 EAST 53rd STREET at Madison Avenue...NEWYORK CITY
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needed for the surface noise on the rec-
ords because the old "Hits" will provoke
a smile from all who remember them.
Has been used, successfully, by a photog-
rapher giving photographs as prizes.
Could be used by almost an merchant.
Availability: Live talent. Local
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Morning or evening
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Rate card plus production
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent;

local
Submitted by: KSLM, Salem, Oregon

Name -0
"NAME -O" is a novel quarter-hour

daily across the board quiz show origi-
nated by Walt Framer to satisfy the de-
mand for a Bingo type quiz game where
listeners may participate and win prizes.
Each listener writes his or her name on
a card, under the letters of "NAME -O."
A wheel with the 26 letters of the alphabet
is spun in the studio and a question is
asked for each spin of the wheel. A silver
dollar is dropped into the jackpot and as
the game progresses the money accu-
mulates. The first listener who gets the
correct answer under each of the letters
wins a prize. Prize winners come from
two sources, the telephone and mail re-
sponse. The unique feature of NAME -O
is that every member of the family
may play.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Perfect show for any

sponsor

Number of Artists: 2; Walt Framer as MC
and announcer, preferably woman

Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Walt Framer Productions

Noah Webster Says
Dictionary quiz show is participated in

by a studio audience as well as radio
listeners and is a hall -hour show. Con-
testants from audience have an opportun-
ity to win from $1 to $50 in addition to
participating in the final exam word,
which pays $25 or more. This program
features the writer and m. c.-Haven Mac-
Quarrie, who is assisted by Prof. Charles
Frederick Lindsley. Ph.D. of Occidental
College. Contestants at home, receive G.
and C. Merriam Webster's unabridged
dictionary, plus a $5 bill, for every list
of five words used.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 3
Submitted by: Haven MacQuarrie, Holly-

wood, Calif.
Platter Puzzlers

This program is a quiz show conducted
by popular emcee Johnny Olson. Four
men and tour women (or high school
boys and girls) are chosen from studio
audience. They compete for prizes in
war stamps. The winning team each re-
ceives 55.00 in war stamps and the losing
team $1.00 in war stamps. The quiz Is
mainly musical.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Thirty (30) minutes, once

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Saturday or

Evening
Client Suitability: General

HAVEN MAC
COAST TO COAST RADIO ATTRACTIONS

CURRENT

"NOAH WEBSTER SAYS"
EVERY TUESDAY -8:30 to 9:00 P.M. E.W.T. & P.W.T.

ON THE BLUE NETWORK
Account-Sal Hepatica-Agency Young & Rubicam

"THE MARRIAGE CLUB"
WONDER BREAD-Ted Bates Agency

"DO YOU WANT TO BE AN ACTOR"
CHASE Cr SANBORN-J. Walter Thompson

IN PREPARATION

"STUDIO A" & "SECRETS?"
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR HOT RADIO IDEAS

CONSULT THE CREATOR OF AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION!
Mac QUARRIE AGENCY

8905 SUNSET BLVD. - HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
PHONE: CRESTVIEW 67162

Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $45.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis.

Professor Quiz
The one, the only, the original Professor

Quiz streamlined to appeal to today's
quiz audience.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 7 (Professor Quiz, 1

announcer, 5 contestants)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William Gernannt, New

York, N. Y.
(See Page 96)

Quiz- Quotient
A reversal of the usual technique in

which the listening audience answers the
questions. Three groups of five questions
are given the listeners with a short inter-
val after each in which to note their re-
plies. At the end of each section the
correct answers are given. Capitalizes
on the natural tendency of listeners to
try to answer quiz program questions.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: On application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KNX, Los Angeles, Calif.

(See Page 44)
Rare Against Tinte

A speed quiz show-questions being
answered against the ticking clock. Truly
an exciting quiz show.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Unit Cost: $2,500
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William Gernannt, New

York, N. Y.
(See Page 96)

Singo
Singo, developed by Welcome Lewis

and Hazel Flynn, is heard both locally
and nationally via WIZ and the Blue Net-
work. A "Singo" is three or more song
titles which if strung together make a
sentence. The audience is asked to sub-
mit these in competition for cash prizes.
Month of May brought in over 8,000 an-
swers on a three -days -a -week local show.
It's a snappy program warmed by the
friendly personalities of Welcome Lewis
and Art Gentry. A natural for the spon-
sor who wants mail.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1-5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Sponsor who wants high

audience mail reaction
Number of Artists: Three
Unit Cost: 3-10 mins. per week-$760
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WIZ -Blue

Speller Teller
A children's participating program. Six

contestants from the same grade in school
(Grades 4 thru 8) spell for prize money.
Contestants draw slips of paper from
dictionary. Each slip has a number from
1 to 25. The larger the number, the
harder the word. All money not won goes

into a bank. After four rounds,
fashioned spelling bee determb
winner of the bank. Children mu
ter name and address. This file
used for mailing or contact work.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once we
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning or evenin
Client Suitability: Bakeries, dairies

product with a quick turnover
Number of Artists: 1 (The Speller
Unit Cost: $60
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSRR, Stamford, C

Spin and Win wit
Jimmy Flynn

A fast-moving quiz program.
fonts are selected from the aft
Jimmy Flynn is the king of bet

Contestants spin the wheel to del
the period of time in which they i
swer their questions, and they c'
swer as many questions as the
permits. After the time limit they ht
opportunity to retire with their wi
or take another question triple or ti
The program combines visual col:
listener interest to an unusual exit;
should prove a highly successful
for sponsorship.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weel
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type of clit
Number of Artists: Three plus stud

testants
Unit Cost: Will be given on applia
Audition Will pipe
Submitted by: National Concert and

Corporation
(See Page 88)

(Sponsor's Name)
Teleguiz

"(Sponsor's Name) Telequiz" is
sical-contest show. Two musical sell
are played from a box of nun

capsules. A number is selected it
ing a page number of local tele

directory. From another box of nun
capsules a number is selected indi
a line number on that page thus it
ing the person who will be called I
"Telequizer" and asked to name th
tunes- If both tunes are named, the
pot is awarded. If only one tune is:
half -the -jackpot is awarded. A
amount is added to program with
broadcast. Those skilled at namin5
tery tunes win prizes. (Only imm
members of family called are eligl
win.)
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or evenin
Client Suitability: Soft drink, dru

products, cosmetics
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: To be determined
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFOY, St. Augus

Starring the Critic:
Each week a panel of four nail

known motion picture critics selectet
newspapers or magazines, meets a ft
screen star. The critics quiz the ei
his or her pictures and the star It

quizzes the critics on pictures they
seen. At the beginning of each Pr'
the critics are paid four hundred c
and if they fail to answer question
rectiy small sums are deducted ant
to a different charity each week.
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Illy: Live talent
ttat 30 minutes
a Appeal: Entire family
d Ion Evening
dtability: General institutional
of Artists: Four critics and guest

It Open
Facilities: Will pipe live talent

Id by: David Lowe Productions
(tars and Strikes
s a baseball musical quiz. The
II are about general subiects, but
d musically. Two teams are
by baseball scoring: i.e., a cor-
wer to a four part question is a

e n. This program was used by
C iby at the Blackhawk Restaurant
.ii go with great success.
ticlity: Live talent
Ills: 30 minutes, once weekly
z Appeal: Entire family
id for: Evening
rltability: General
of Artists: Orchestra and two
is of four contestants each
th Open
Facilities: Will pipe live talent

tsid by: David Lowe Productions
Telequiz

tit minute show wherein announcer
t tsstions of listeners, pertaining to
slat news items of the week, giving
t rs to thirty seconds to answer,
ig n meanwhile with transcribed
le, Each question has a stipulated
Is td listeners may grade themselves
th correct answers. Novel twist
in > newsy questions and use of
wits that are apropos, make this
S.nusual program of general family

lily: Live talent
Its: Thirty minutes, once weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
id for: Sunday morning. Weekday
its
ultabllily: Food products: proprie-
accounts of general use

of Artists: Announcer
it: $70.00 (inclusive)

Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: WHBQ, Memphis, Tenn.
The Cash Clock

cal Clock" type program with
7lock" feature. An alarm clock
I sound at an unknown moment
he program. When alarm sounds,
Be of a registered listener is
from the "Cash Clock" pool and
the air, together with the question
lay. If person calls station within
lute with answer to question, a
zip award is made. If no answer,
is accumulative. "Clock" may
ace or more during each program.
lighted KTSW feature.
llity: Live talent and E. T.
tits: 90 minutes, 6 days weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Morning, 7 to 8:30 a.m.
nitability: Food products, clothing,
dture
of Artists: Two announcers and

vscaster
let: 100 word announcement (or
dilute E. T.) daily, $50 per month

Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: KTSW, Emporia, Kansas
e Housewives' I. Q.
Housewives' I. Q." is a participa -
gram featuring four local or na-
idvertisers with eight housewives
ating, daily, five days weekly
f through Friday. Grocery orders
$2 and SL each are daily prizes

to be cashed at any central Ohio inde-
pendent retailer's. Co-sponsors give each
housewife a product. Cost of the pro-
gram is $15 a day for two, three or five
days a week. The program has been
broadcast over a year.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 9:30-10:00 a.m., 2 or 3 or 5

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Food and/or beverages
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $15 a day
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHKC, Columbus, Ohio

The Missus Goes
A -Shopping

"The Missus Goes A -Shopping" is pri-
marily a housewives' program. From the
huge audiences visiting the show weekly
in WABC's grocery store studio, con-
testants are chosen to match wits with
popular quizmaster John Reed King, who
handles his audiences and commercial
announcements with equal skill. Pro-
gram is custom-built for advertising and
merchandising, as unusual merchandising
devices can be woven right into the
program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Foods and drugs,

grocery -sold items
Number of Artists: 1 (quizmaster handles

commercials)
Unit Cost: $246.66 per program (3 a week

basis)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WABC, New York, N. Y.

and KNX, Los Angeles, Cal.
(See Pages 44. 48)

The Pause That Pays
"The Pause That Pays" is a strip

quarter-hour containing a potpourri of
facts and miscellaneous information cli-
maxed by telephone calls in both Grand
Rapids and Kalamazoo to numbers
selected at random from standard tele-
phone directories and inquiring whether
listener can repeat certain statement
(usually commercial copy) heard on pro-
gram. Reward in war stamps or bonds
pyramiding daily.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, Monday through

Friday
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Mid -morning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $137.50 weekly based on 260
programs

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKZO, Inc., Kalamazoo,

Mich.
The Question Box

Listeners send in questions to be an-
swered by the "Question Man." Mer-
chandise is awarded for questions used.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late morning
Client Suitability: Food, drug, apparel
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $4 per script
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William F. Holland Agency,

Cincin^,ti, O.
Victory Quiz

A program to promote the sale of War
Bonds. Held in theater with contestants
chosen from the audience. Two contes-

tants and four guests take part. Each
contestant receives five questions: two on
bonds, three on general information. Each
question answered correctly nets $3.75 in
war stamps. All five questions answered
correctly amounts to a $25 War Bond.
All war stamps not won go into a "lap
Pot" plus $5 in stamps already in. The
four guests are given a brainteaser ques-
tion at close of program for stamps in
the 'lap Pot."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any client or product
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $123.50
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSRR, Stamford, Conn.

What's the Answer?
Jack Brinkley created one of the first

quiz shows before the present cycle be.
gan. He was Boston's original "Question
Man" TWELVE years ago. "What's the
Answer?" uses no studio contestants, but
challenges the listener to rate himself.
An interesting, unusual one-man show.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late afternoon or early

evening
Client Suitability: Product desiring box top

pull
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $350.00 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mercury Radio Recording

Studio

Where Do We Go From
Here?

"Where Do We Go From Here" is a

quiz show based both on audience and
listener participation. Each contestant
spins a numbered wheel and wherever
it stops a question is indicated. Winners
have a "turnabout" and ask the M.C.
questions. Educational and hilarious.
Good to merchandise any product of

general consumption.
Submitted by: Cruger Radio Productions

What Burns You Up?
"What Burns You Up" was sponsored

by Norwich Pharmacal Co. over the
Yankee Network, attaining a 10 -CAB rat-
ing. Participants air their "burnups" in
hilarious fashion. Guest star and drama-
tization are a part of this show which has
an excellent record of sales for previous
sponsor.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2 to 3
Audition Facilities: Transcription or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions

(See Page 85)
Who, What, When and

Where
An audience participation show with a

mistress of ceremonies, Frances Scott, sup-
ported by the orchestra: gay and amusing
with some serious moments. Contestants
must report all fast or fictional descrip-
tions of events, with prizes awarded for
correct answers. A guest reporter is fea-
tured in each program. Origin New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 1 (Frances Scott) and

audience participation
Submitted by: NBC

VocaIHEADQVARTERS
PRESENTS THESE 14 TALENT PROPERTIES

JOAN BROOKS
THE 4 BELLES - THE 3 DAUGHTERS

DEEP RIVER BOYS
3 FRIM SISTERS --- JAYNE COZZENS

4 GALS AND A GUY
FRANK RAYE - SHIRLEY WOOD

HI, LO, JACK c.: DAME
MALE CHORUS 11 0)  MIXED CHORUS ( 1 4 1

eARCID 111,15E 8 Y91r9F014
THE VICTORY TWINS (NOW OVERSEAS)
VI AND VILMA VERNOIi

ARRANGEMENTS BY

Pete tíng = 3&rníe ,: eiszlnAn
Popular Concert Guild, Inc. Bob Kerr, Pres.
30 Rockefeller Plaza  CO. 5-8051  New York
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194.3 x SPORTS 1991

"THE HUMAN SIDE

OF MUSIC"

M.C.

* ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
HOUR
for Coca-Cola . . .

M.C. -Writer
* "THE SOUNDING

BOARD"
for RCA -Victor Records
on 57 NBC stations ..

M.C.--Writer
* "NIGHTS AT THE

BALLET"
broadcasts and com-
mentary from Metro-
politan Opera House
for Hurok Attractions

Producer
* "FOR THOSE WHO

LOVE MUSIC"
in Cooperation with the
Co-ordinator Inter -
American Affairs . . .

* "VICTOR BOOK
MUSICAL FUN"
for Simon & Schuster..

* PLAYBACKS
only column in only
Record Industry Maga-
zine "Record Retail-
ing"

TED COTT
522 Fifth Ave. New York City

MUrray Hill 2-3571

A Letter to a Yank
from Clem McCarthy

A single voice narration of one of
America's leading sports commentators.
Clem McCarthy reads a letter to a Yank
now in service who was once a famous
athlete or sports celebrity. McCarthy
salutes this Yank and brings back to
memory and relives the outstanding mo-
ments with him a great sports star and
unforgetable to all of us here at home.
Timely. Patriotic. Inspirational.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Five minutes, three to five

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Cigars, cigarettes beer,

clothing, etc.
Number of Artists; One plus announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: Harry S. Dube Radio Pro-

ductions

Along the Sports Trail
Sidelights on sports news gathered and

prepared by International News Service
sports writers.
Availability: Sample script
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1

Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: International News Service,

New York, N. Y.

American Sports -O -Rama
Program covering the entire field of

sports in review, forecasts, dramatiza-
tions, personalities, etc. Features nation-
ally eminent authority on sports as host -
commentator; a staff of nationally cele-
brated special events sports announcers,
on a rotating basis; individual sports
headliners, as program guests. Action-
ful, informative and entertaining. this
show combines all the elements to at-
tract the fans and followers of all lines of
American sport.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 3 stars; 6 to 8 actors,

plus orchestra
Unit Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Radio Features of America

Bump Hadley-Sports
Reporter

Bump Hadley, star of three World
Series and featured big league baseball
player now turns his talents to sports -
casting. Hadley was an experienced
lecturer for many years in off-seasons.
He has a controlled, enthusiastic, authori-
tative voice known to millions of New
Englanders. Programs can be merchan-
dised at personal appearances made by
Bump Hadley. The program is available
as a ten minute unit.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Ten minutes, three times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile and Male
Suggested for: Evening, early
Client Suitability: Tobacco, chewing gum,

ale, men's clothing, automotive prod-
ucts, etc.

Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Three ten-minute programs-

$512.00

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBZ-WBZA, Boston, Mass.

Dick Dunkel's Football
Forecasts

The most successful football forecast
show available nationally and to spon-
sors. It has a record of success second
to nothing on the air and despite a "dll-
ferent brand- of football, colleges will
still make football their number one sports
effort this fall-for they must retain their
prestige after the war. Sponsors will find
that Dick Dunkel has a merchandising tag
that enable them to check on their audi-
ences at the point of sale-and it lust
"good will" is desired-it also can be
handled inexpensively.
Availability: Live talent; Script
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Any mass -sale product

from cigarettes to ice cream
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Available upon application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent. Script available
Submitted by Radio Events, Inc., New

York, N. Y.

Don Wattrick-Sports
Concise. up-to-the-minute resume of

day's sports events; highlights, inside
stories on players, etc.-baseball, football,
hockey, basketball.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3, 5 or 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Men's products
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: King-Trendle Broadcasting

Corp.
(See Pages 40-78)

Iluntin' and Fishin'
Show is built to appeal to all hunting

and fishing enthusiasts everywhere. The
"01' Timer' tells stories of successful
hunting and fishing trips; gives tips on
equipment-their use. care, quality, etc.;
and presents a show that makes the out-
door man want to grab a gun or rod and
reel and start immediately for his favorite
hunting or fishing spot. The "OE Timer"
Is an expert with nearly 30 years of
hunting and fishing experience.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Early evening
Client Suitability: Any sporting goods or

hardware store
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $50.00 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJLS, Beckley, W. Va.

Jack Case Sports Review
"The Jack Case Sports Review" is

aired nightly (Mon. through Fri.) over
WWNY at 7 p.m. This quarter hour
broadcast covers all news in the world
of sport, together with all news of local
sports. Show is handled by Jack Case.
sports editor of the Watertown Daily
Times, who has a large following and
whose comment is authoritative.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening (early)
Client Suitability: Low priced luxury prod-

ucts ---national men's clothing
Number of Artists: One

G -S RADIO PRODUCTI01
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$125.00 weekly
tuWlies: Transcriptions
by: WWNY, Watertown, Now

10ies .1. -lohnston-
» ise Guy

eel. Johnston. Wise Guy" is the
my Jimmy Johnston in dramatized
C each program. Johnston has a
stn with them, and they remin-
A they start unfolding a story,

,ro,rm fades into an actual re-

me of the true events. Guest
Wt consist of people prominent in

I ti public life, such as Jimmy
er, rck Miley, Bob Pastor, lames
slfltf others.

y: Live talent
u 30 minutes, once weekly
Appeal: Juvenile and male
for: Evening
ability: General

Artists: 6 (minimum) to 15
$3000 weekly
'militias: Transcriptions or will
ive talent
by: Kermit Raymond Radio

roc :tions
(See Page 73)

of Boland on Sports
n ! and on Sports" Is a 1,5 -minute,
nee -week sports program con -
d f toe Boland, former Notre Dame
ma under Elmer Layden and one

leven Mules" on the famous
1men" team. In addition to
ute sports news, program lea -

human interest sports story,
editorial and Memory Lane,
y

y reviews sports happenings
and 10 years ago. Program

y display ads, theater trailers.
tards.

I ty: Live talent
Ur t: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly

eel Appeal: Male
for: Evening

liability: Tobacco, automotive,
accessories, insurance

I Artists: One
Furnished on request

Facilities: Transcriptions
by: WSBT (South Bend)

38 et Sports Views
eadcast originates In the KIEL
i. The program is introduced
a announcer. News headlines
td by George Cremeens, News
;ports headlines and baseball
Is then given by Deane Long.I.

meDirector and Sportscaster. This
ltd by the war news-then come
IºIl up to the minute baseball
'r :remeens then follows with news

ñl:shington. Long counters with
arts items. Cremeens returns with
attic story of local interest. Long
loth with the sports oddity and
el ugh for the day. A rapid-fire
'itt keeps afternoon radio listeners
afe

Ity: Live talent and E. T.
liis: Fifteen minutes, 5 times
dy
t Appeal: Female and Male

for Afternoon, P.M.
liability: Practically any sponsor
wants to reach a peak afternoon
t audience
of Artists: Two
t: Station time plus $20 talent

week
Facilities: Transcriptions

by: KXEL, Waterloo, Iowa

SPORTS 1944
One for the Book

With Sam Baiter
Featured on Sam Batter's famous coast -

to -coast 15 -minute daily network program,''
"The Inside of Sports." was his unique
5 -minute column. "It Happens Once in a
Lifetime." Closely paralleling that appeal.
"One for the Book," written by Sam
Baiter, delivers a series of exciting, dra-
matic, human -interest stories behind the
scenes in the realm of sports. A network
voice, a network name, a network show-
available via transcriptions for local
sponsorship. A unique sports program
with a proved rating and a remarkable
record of sales success. 192 programs
recorded . . . can be used as 5 -minute
program or a feature part of a variety
program .. . or 3 stories can be grouped
as a 15 -minute program.
Availability: E.
Time Units: 5 minutes; 3, 5 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Masculine appeal
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: ET-based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv, Inc., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio
(See Page 38)

One I'll Never Forget
Jack Stevens, sponsored by Phillies

Bayuk Cigars over a 74 -station network in
"The Inside of Sports." is starred in this
new transcribed series of 5 -minute shows.
78 episodes now ready. Stevens tells
unusual and little-known stories about
sports headliners, each show sparkling
with humor and drama. Stories were told
to Stevens personally by sports headliners
in field of Sponsored suc-
cessfully by mean's clothing companies.
beer and ale, men's furnishings. jewelers,
and others. Available for local or re-
gional sponsorship, or for national spot-
ting in available markets. One sponsor
in a city.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3 ar 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product with mas-

culine appeal
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Based on population of market,
power and rates of station used

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper -Gordon, Inc., Boston,

Mass.
(See Page 62)

Roll ('all of Sports
A series of 41 five-minute transcribed

programs featuring the popular Stan Lo-
max, telling interesting yarns about horse -
racing, baseball, hooky, fights, football.
basketball, swimming, rowing and other
sports. A novel feature of this series is
that each program ends with a sports
question which is answered on the fol-
lowing program- A swell show for relaxa-
tion and fun-a program a listening audi-
ence will look for.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male or Entire Family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Men's Store- Beer-

Soft Drinks
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $5.00 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Transcribed Radio Shows

Saturdays Races
Running account and prices paid-all

races, all tracks in U. S. and Cuba and
Mexico. Popular E T music between
races. Commercial time unlimited. Calls
on each race at ?4-1,2-stretch and
finish-reliable wire service direct to

WLAP studios-experienced announcer.
81/2 years old-local sponsors every week.
1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. CWT-winter
months before and after baseball sum-
mer. Especially large womans audience
but best for tobacco or beverage. $200.00
weekly, including all fees and station
time.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 to 5 P.M. C.W.T., Saturdays

only
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Afternoon only
Client Suitability: Beverages or tobacco
Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: $200.00 (slight rate adjustment

for summer, when time reduced be-
cause of baseball)

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLAP, Lexington, Ky.

Speaking of Sports
A 600 -word column (daily-Monday

through Saturday) written in a breezy
style aimed at gaining and holding the
interest of sports fans. It features promi-
nent figures and organizations in the field
of sports-with heavy emphasis on vari-
ety and change of pace.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Beer, taverns, liquor,

cigarettes, restaurants, sporting goods
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: United Press, New York,
N. Y.

(See Page 3)

Sportscast
The nation's hot bed of scholastic sports

competition makes WHBC's daily sports-
cast an outstanding program for it sus-
tains interest in scholastic sports the year
round. Naturally the program also in-
cludes complete coverage of national
sports of all types. The program is even
more attractive in view of the fact that
the station carries play-by-play descrip-
tions of all high school football and
basketball games as well as Mutual's
boxing bouts, world series, home races,
football games, etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late afternoon or late

evening
Client Suitability: Any product especially

for men (cigars, gasoline, clothing,
beer, etc.)

Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $204.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHBC, Canton, Ohio

Sports Edition
Three and one-half hour program fea-

turing latest baseball, football, basketball
and horse race results-popular music
interspersed and 5 minutes latest war
news on the hours.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minute strips, 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or Male
Suggested for: Afternoon, 2:00 to 5:30 p.m.
Client Suitability: Tobacco products, auto-

motive, foods, beverages
Number of Artists: 8
Unit Cost: $200 per week-time and talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIND, Chicago, Ill.

r LX
PROUD OF THESE FACTS

mate
mote
mote
~ fie

mote
mote

newscasts per week than any other network
or independent station in the area.

industrial advertisers than any other net-
work or independent station in the area.

origination of local special events than any
other network or independent station in
the area.

theater and entertainment sponsorship than
any other network or independent station
in the area.

sponsors from Metropolitan Oakland than
any other network or independent station
in the area.

fan mail than all other Oakland stations
combined.

* Associated Press News (on the hour, every hour)
* World Broadcasting System (Music).
* KLX has originality, showmanship, best dial

position and greatest newspaper promotion.

5S,

KLXCENTERS THE DIAL AT 9 1 0 KC.
Tribune Tower :: Oakland :: California
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SPORTS
Sports From a Different

Angle
Jerry Burns. with all-around sports

background, offers his views of sports,
summarizes day's activities, predicts, in-
terviews, includes human interest stories,
and comments on moves made by sports
officials.
Availability: Live talent
Tune Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Tobacco, beverages,

products of male appeal
Number of Artists: One and guests
Unit Cost: Sent on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KXOK, St. Louis

Sports Picture
A new slant on sports idea. From the

day's sporting events, two thrills are se-
lected. With crowd noise for effect, they
are given a sportscasters play by play.
On days when few events are taking
place.-sportcaster recreates or goes out
on the limb and pre -creates a sports thrill. r

Submitted by: KM], Fresno, Calif.
Sports Program of the Air

Program consists of latest scores in the
major leagues: items on local clubs' ac-
tivities: interviews with nationally known
sportsmen - players - and managers of
teams visiting New Haven for engage-
ments at Yale. New Haven Arena, etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Food, cigarettes, men's

clothing
Number of Artists: 1-Phil Buxbaum, Jr.

(commentator)
Unit Cost $48

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WELI, New Haven, Conn.

The Sportsman-
(Telescript)

This program brings the sports fans the
daily color, the excitement, the back.
ground, on the world of sports-all the
information about teams and players.
clubs and managers.
Availability: Live talent, sample script
Time Units: 15 minutes, six times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Local and national spot

advertisers
Number of Artists: 2 (Announcer-com-

mentator)
Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: Press Association, Inc.

Sports with Bob Steele
What makes one sportscaster better

than another? Excellent air delivery, a
wide knowledge of the subject, keen in.
sight leading to accurate forecast, the
ability to aptly turn a phrase and make
a sentence something more than just a
football score. Such a personality is Bob
Steele, a Southern New England "institu-
tion" whose frequent contributions on
timely sports to national magazines have
further established his radio reputation as
an authority in his field.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 7 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Almost anything
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted Hartford, Conn.

(See Page 101)
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VARIETY
All Girl Revue

-The Liberty Belles"
An all girl revue with Arlene Harris.

The Human Chatterbox, Sara Berner, Ellen
Sutton, Marilyn Hare and an all girl or-
chestra. The show presents comedy, with
two of Hollywoods top comediennes,
music and is tuned to the times.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Thirty minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Five plus orchestra
Unit Cost: Low
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Associated Releases

,-Ill Out for Victory
"'All Out for Victory" is a variety show

dedicated to the important part American
industry is playing in winning the war.
Program features orchestra and soloists,
and highlights a dramatic interlude de-
picting how "Enough in Time" rather than
"Too Little Too Late" is turning the tide
of victory in favor of the United Nations.
Show combines advantages of keeping
listeners informed in progress of war
effort, and keeps sponsor's name before
future consumers.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Large concern devoted

at present to war production
Number of Artists: 23 (14 -piece orchestra-

2 soloists -7 dramatists)
Unit Cost: $350
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WAAB, Worcester, Mass.

Believe It or Not
Featuring Bob Ripley

This program can contain Believe It or
Not concerning the war effort, our heroes
and your sponsor's product. It can be
produced in army camps or can feature
remote pickups from all over the world.
Everything of vital interest today is a
Believe It or Not.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General appeal
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: General Amusement Corp.,

New York, N. Y.
(See Page 66)

Boone ('ou11t,y ('rossroads
"Boone County Crossroads" is a fast-

moving. rural variety show, featuring the
stars of WLW's famous "Boone County
Jamboree" in an entertaining half hour of
music and fun. Setting for the show is
the Lodge Hall above the post office and
gsneral store in a typical American rural
crossroad community. Each week the tal-
ented, friendly folks of this community
get together for a genuine, old-fashioned
evening of songs. music, square dancing
and rustic fun. This program provides an
ideal medium for the sponsor who wishes
to reach an all -family audience with a
show of proved mass appeal.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
3uggssted for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any client or product,

particularly one aimed at a rural
audience

Number of Artists: 15

Unit Cost: On request
Addition Facilities: Transcriptions

Submitted by: WLW, The e
ra:,_ C:::ci: ,:i Ohio

(See Page 106)

Carroll Levis' Bel
Discoveries

Fifteen minute amateur prey)
grams produced and records'
major cities of England. Ambit
tours from the factories, mines. f

other war industries of England,
stinted for the enoyment of the
Hemisphere. Carroll Levis. Mar
man, and sometimes known as tljl
Bowes of England" has done 1
Ions job in the production of this
series.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 26-fifteen minutest
Audience Appeal: Entire famill
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: War ind

products
Number of Artists: 25 piece

average 6 artists
Unit Cost: Depends on marks
Audition Facilities: Transcrip
Submitted by: All -Canada R

ties, Ltd.

Cheer tip Gana
A daytime variety feature will

of popular music and comedy.I
handled by vocal soloists, vocal'
and house orchestra. Comedy set
varied and effective under dire'
Emcee Bob Smith. Each progran
paced and balanced. Versatility t
permits wide range of entertainmi
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 times wi
Audience Appeal: Female; Male
Suggested for: Morning; Merriam
Client Suitability: Food, beverages,

hold goods, cosmetics
Number of Artists: 6, plus 13 of

members
Unit Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcast/

tern (for Station WGR, Buftalai
York, N. Y.
Company's (bnliffl

"Company's Coming" is a cowed
deity type of program which mah
good use of two announcers, pia,
and is designed to appeal to 2 1
audience. The tenor soloist is d
spot of the program. This is an
gram to merchandise. Prizes
for the best kitchen short-cuts
embarrassing moments. The
dramatized and furnishes one
for each program,
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, three
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning and al
Client Suitability: It's suitable

client manufacturing a p
household use

Number of Artists: Three must
announcers, one vocalist

Unit Cost: Furnished upon re
Audition Facilities: Transcriptio
Submitted by: Radio Station

Omaha, Neb.

Cotton Totten JalmbOf
Saturday night is usually jag

night in this section. Show feature.
recruited from neighboring towns
also soldier talent from nearby armi
Fast moving variety half-hour with I
of laughs and good music by talent.
is M-C'd by station's character
Pete" assisted by staff announcer
acts as stooge. Has been on this I
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~years. Suitable for any type
Jr.
rbir: Live talent
Un: 30 minutes once weekly

Appeal: Entire family
for, Evening
ability: General
Artists: Nine regular

$50.00
acilittes: Will pipe live talent
by: WFIG, Inc., Sumter, S. C.

County Fair
ced for radio-the thrills, laugh -
of a county fair, with the audi-

cipating in the fun. One of the
augh shows ever produced.
offered for stunts.

iv Live talent
s: 30 minutes, once weekly
Appeal: Entire family
for: Evening

lability: Any family product
I Artists: 10

$2,750
tlinFacilities: Transcriptions
dill by: William Gernannt, New
1'a N. Y.

(See Page 96)

Cnbtree's Matinee
efit:g Joyce Crabtree known as the
e elles of Central New York-
ted:ctor who was selected for ap-
aat on Fred Allen program by
cur University students. Produces,
is id stars in his daily matinee.
ae, nterviews, philosophy, dramatic
p: transcribed music.

tatty: Live talent
U e: 15 and 30 minutes, 5 weekly

I

Appeal: Female
lfor: Afternoon
liability: General
if Artists: One to three
: $75.00 weekly
Facilities: Transcriptions
I by: WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.

' Dramagrams
Ira:grams" combines an unusual
eze participation show with a series
ah: dramatic skits, filled with ap-
Oittle known facts and facets of

erg persons, places and things.
lg plies behind the scenes interest

mce as diversified as the pro-
ormat itself. Easy to produce,
(going to hear-"Dramagrams"
elf to sponsorship of a wide vari-
oducts.
ty: Live talent
s: 30 minutes, once weekly
s Appeal: Entire family
d for. Evening
eltabllity: Unlimited variety.
of Artists: 6-8
it: $85, plus cost of orchestra, if
I, and plus cash prizes
!Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: WFBR, Baltimore, Md.

(See Page 105)

Fiesta Time
laughter, Latin-American music

d in the style of an early Cali -
esta. Master of ceremonies and

ringer both with Spanish dialects,
srnouncer are the three featured

etrs, along with a gay background

llility:

Live talent or E. T. Both
:its: 291/2 minutes, once weekly

Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Evening
ultabflity: Clothing store, bey,

10 DAILY

ages, auto sales and service, food
products, etc.

Number of Artists: Three
Unit Cost: $53.00 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KVEC, San Luis Obispo,

Calif.

Friendly Open House
A 45 -minute variety participation type

program featuring music by Walberg
Brown and his Clevelandaires (11 piece
orchestra) popular songs by Reg Merri-
dew, tenor, and comedy by Wayne Mack,
master of ceremonies, Henry Pildner,
professor of piano and double-talk, and
anyone else who goes by the mike. An
original and entertaining program with a
special, comedy build-up adding more
than usual interest to both live and tran-
scribed announcements participating in
the program.
Availability: Live talent; both
Time Units: One minute or less, 1 to 5

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Most any type or ser-

vice
Number of Artists: 14
Unit Cost: Regular card rates on an-

nouncements
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: The WGAR Broadcasting

Company, Cleveland, Ohio
(See Page 71)

Funny Money Club
A half hour show presented weekly to

a live studio, theatre or auditorium audi-
ence. Sponsor allots so much cash per
broadcast with which the Master of
Ceremonies buys funny items from mem-
bers of the audience. Maybe the M. C.
offers $2.00 for a third of a shoe -string or
one-half of a tooth pick or an unused
corn plaster. Anything goes, It's a fast
moving half hour show backed up by an
orchestra. The comedy of the show enters
in when the M. C. asks for some very
unusual and comic item for which he
offers to pay a sizeable sum in cash.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: One half hour (once) weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General sponsorship

with products for general family
usage

Number of Artists: Four announcers (in-
cluding M. C.) and 8 piece orchestra

Unit Cost: Station time plus talent for
announcers and orchestra, plus cash
allotment for each broadcast

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Station KXEL, Water-

loo, Iowa

Game Parade
"Game Parade" produced by Natalie

Prager, greatly experienced in this field
through long years of active air work
through CBS and Blue, is the show which
gives the kids a chance to play. Fresh.
new talent is always bobbing up and the
youngsters play with the show with spirit
and gayety which makes the show for
more than juvenile appeal. This is a
show for the sponsor who believes that
the youngster "makes mum buy."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Product in which a

child's interest can stimulate sale

Number of Artists: Variable
Unit Cost: $600
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

Gloom Dodgers
The biggest variety show in radio, four

solid hours of songs and fun, Monday
through Saturday, brings listeners big
name stars from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. "Gloom
Dodgers" is that live -talent, gay and tune-
ful show that provides the currently -sought
"escape" entertainment of music and com-
edy in the morning, and with it blends
informative 15 -minute news reports. In-

formal, strictly off -the -elbow, casual .

this sparkling program gets close to its
audience.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, 9:00 a.m. to

1:00 p.m.
Client Suitability: Food, cigarette, soap,

wine
Number of Artists: 25
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WHN, New York, N. Y.

(See Page 14)

Good Sports
Theoretically aimed at shut-ins (who're

"Good Sports" about everything) this pro-
gram's a lively hodge-podge for every -
staff orchestra, the cheerful Charlies.
with Vocalist John Chapman. Daily format
one, featuring Lowell Blanchard and the
includes comedy skits, tune identifica-
tions, quizzes by listeners, bright
dies, general good humor. Offered on spot
announcement basis.
Availability: Live talent

Time Units: (3:30-4:00 p.m.) 30 minutes, 5
times weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Seven
Unit Cost: On application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn.

Ilackberry Hotel
Locale of this program is the Hackberry

Hotel of Bugtussle, Texas. Hack Berry,
owner and manager of the hotel, is as-
sisted by Willie Botts, colored porter.
Guests that stop at the hotel are used in
the form of phonograph recording artist.
For instance, Bing Crosby is stopping at
the hotel and Crosby records are used.
Commercials worked in as appearing in
the Bugtussle Bugle, local paper. Down
to earth humor is keynote of this pro-

gram.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 3 or 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Low priced commodities
Number of Artists: 3 and records
Unit Cost: Price upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFAA-KGKO, Dallas, Tex.

Have You Got It?
Daily quarter hour in which Walt

Framer asks for silly, ridiculous items
from the audience. Silver dollars are used
as prizes, the amount pyramiding when
an item called for is not obtained. Lis-
teners submit Have You Got It sugges-
tions by mail and receive prizes for use
of their suggestions. Funny questions are

We'4ie
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used in the resultant interview when an
item is obtained. Show opens with familiar
sideshow pitchman jargon identifying the
program. Was sponsored in Pittsburgh
for 112 weeks.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Perfect for items that

can be sampled on the program
Number of Artists: Walt Framer as MC

plus announcer
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Walt Framer Productions

Hawaii (galls
"Hawaii Calls" from 1934 to Pearl Har-

bor combined music by finest native
Hawaiian instrumentalists and vocalists
(Al Perry's Singing Surfriders, Waikiki
Girls, etc.) with salutes to states in the
form of interviews of Island visitors.
After Pearl Harbor program pattern was
quickly expended to include interviews
of four or more American servicemen on
each feature from state saluted. It accord-
ingly serves as weekly bridge between
U. S. and men in service, with definite
morale building qualities for both ele.
ments. Feature comes directly from
Hawaii via short-wave.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; Male
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Tobacco company
Number of Artsits: Approximately 15
Unit Cost: $400
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

tem (for Station KGMB, Honolulu),
New York, N. Y.

Hearts and Flowers
A modern replica of a theatrical per-

formance of the 1880's. Features a week-
ly drama, overtures, olio specialties and
instrumental solos. "Hearts and Flowers'
is produced in the style of the times and
Is not a burlesque. Features artists who
well-known and who con "double in
brass" as actors and vocalists. Produced
In costume before an audience. A tested
radio program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Moderately priced

household products and institutional
Number of Artists: 20
Unit Cost: Moderate cost
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WGN, Inc., Chicago, Ill.

Here's How
"Here's How" is a novel program which

answers any type of question that a lis-
tener may want to know the answer to.
It will tell you anything from how to
bathe a baby, to what color shoes are
appropriate for a certain type of evening
gown. It tells you what you can do to
spend an enjoyable afternoon at no cost-
or how to prepare filet mignon. It recom-
mends the best products, and gives any
information except information barred
from the air due to professional ethics.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, six times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Only acceptable prod-

ucts of quality
Number of Artists: One Radio Personality

plus research staff

PROFESSOR QUIZ COUNTY FAIR

RACE AGAINST TIME

MEET AMERICA JOE & ETHEL TURP

YOU WERE MEANT TO BE A STAR

u ith .1a,,eau, y4`zen
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WILLIAM GERNANNT
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

VAnderbilt 6-1750

Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBYN, Brooklyn, Inc.

(See Page 94)

Hillbilly Hit Parade
A clever, proven program of all Ameri-

can music embracing many well known
artists of their particular field. Good
voices, splendid instrumentation, strictly
rural comedy. This show has proven its
tremendous selling ability in the South-
west, is available for exclusive territory
at attractive prices. Custom built to meet
your individual requirements.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: As desired
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time for morning,

afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Proprietary, foods, cloth-

ing and many others
Number of Artists: Average 10
Unit Cost: Small, dependent upon cover-

age, stations used and frequency
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Sellers, Inc., Dallas 2, Tex.

In Back of the Front
A quarter-hour weekly musical pro-

gram with the WGY Studio Orchestra,
under the baton of Frank Glenn, featur-
ing vocals by popular "Vicki"-and sto-
ries of our boys in camps and on the
battlefield-the lighter side of the war,
jokes, and homey philosophy now and
then brightening the sad picture that war
imposes upon us. Presented every Mon-
day at 6:30.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Various
Number of Artists: 15
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.

John Beverly's Hollywood
John Beverly, well known Hollywood

leading man and director, presents Movie -
land's stars in their homes, in their pri-
vate lives in their colonies. Each week
a different star of Hollywood will be your
host of hilarious entertainment. Holly-
wood's starlets will send their greetings
in song and dance to their home towns.
John Beverly's Hollywood is in your home.
In any state of this Union you might be
You will enjoy the thrills of klieg -lights,
the glamor of stars, the music of Holly.
wood leading bands. A half an hour of
finest entertainment you'll be waiting for.
Avalability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type of client
Number of Artists: 8-10, including stars;

orchestra extra
Unit Cost: $10,000, including orchestra
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Hollywood Star Production

Co., Hollywood, Calif.

Johnny Mercer's Music
Shop

"Johnny Mercer's Music Shop" is a
musical show starring Johnny Mercer,
song and patter. Ella Mae Morse, Jo
Stafford. The Pied Pipers, Paul Weston
and his music, and a quest star,
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: Ken Dolan á Co.

(See Page 97)

h -HO Jun iorf
"KMO Juniors" is a juvea

show that is on the protessi
Thirty minutes of singing, chars
tap dances, duos and trios, fa
dios of the better instructors t
Now produced as a sustainir
with each program carefully
and timed, using only the bes
ranging in age from four to 15
date, graduates of these "Sit
morrow" programs include one
with a five year Hollywood col
a trio now singing with one of
try's name bands!
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once w
Audience Appeal: Entire famil;
Suggested for: 10:30-11:00 a.m,
Client Suitability: Dairies, man

of soda pop, candies, etc.
Number of Artists: 2 (pianist a

of ceremonies)
Unit Cost: Station time, plus $35

production and talent
Audition Facilities: Transcription
Submitted by: KMO, Tacoma, W

Listen with Len
Six day weekly show from

p.m. A variety, record and trm
show originating in window 0
Street store. Foot traffic at this
excellent. M.C.'d by Ted Let
known to San Francisco listener
rity interviews a daily feature.
structured to offer plenty oft
appealing to "mass." Spot annots:
on participating basis or timrl
available for sponsorship. Spies
pull.
Availability: Live talent or E. T
Time Units: Daily -150 minutes;

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: General low

products
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Rate card forwarded t:
plication

Submitted by: KSAN, Snn Frond!

Listen Please
"Listen Please" is a participatit

featuring records and transcrip'
most requested music plus airing
material submitted by listeners.
does with a bit of comedy for a
upper, aired for one hour an ht
day. Draws a mail response al
125 letters daily.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 90 minutes, six days'
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for Morning
Client Suitability: Any spot adve

common, widely sold produc
Number of Artists: Two-master

monies and commercial annot
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJPF, Herrin, IIL1

Little Old New rot
Many things take place in "11

New York" especially behind t
lights and the microphones, and
floors of New York's thousand
Cafe Night Clubs and Restaurants,
Sane-Broadway reporter for a
of a century scoops his own col
the benefit of the radio audienc
those who write to him how th
spend an enjoyable evening . .

show to see. what restaurant
...what Cafe has the best show.
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Live talent or E. T. Both

i 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
appeal: Entire family

for: Evening
itbflily: Theatres---Cafes-Res-
s-Night Clubs

'Artists: 1 (Johnny Kane)
i On request
ictlities: Transcriptions or will
re talent

fry: WBYN, Brooklyn Inc.
(See Page 94)

tidies or Madness
tf}g different in an audience par-
snhow. It can be used by local

suitable for network sponsor-

/:

Live talent
15 or 30 minutes, once weekly

Itppeal: Entire family
le for: Evening
liability: General

Artists: One plus orchestra
Very low
acillties: Will pipe live talent

lsiby: Associated Releases

11(1 -Day Matinee
r . interest from the various news
binning with the oddities and
fs nd proceeding on through the
?non's news, local news, a spe-
d: feature and topped off with a
tohe American Hero of the day.
4'i features is blended with care-
se:ted introduction, background
.tssi music. A quest artist is pre -
&Iwo selections.
lip: E. T.
ln: 25 minutes, 5 times weekly
tpjAppeal: Entire family

_ alt for: Afternoon or evening
ability: Wide open for partid-

or sponsorship by general
ant
Artists: One
Rate card plus production
facilities: Transcriptions
by: KSIM, Salem, Oregon

y Merry -Go -Round
r -go -lucky variety show which
Dntinuously for seven years on
onday through Saturday. Head-
lram Director Lowell Blanchard
y -Go -Round" combines swing,
.usic and hymns with fast dia-
genuine comedy situations in a
show (with a paying studio

every day!) Available in 5, 10.
mute strips or on spot announce-

' I.
y: Live talent
t: 5, 10, and 15 -minutes, on spot
incement basis.
Appeal: Entire family
for: Afternoon, 12:05-1:15 p.m.

lability: Practically unlimited-
d by experience.
f Artists: 20
t On application
7acilities: Transcription
by: WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn.

rth and .Madness
rs irk Kirkwood, 30 years in show
tell with Tommy Harris, former Fib-
4a,e and Molly vocalist. Barbara
Jotlar singer and small cast with
Fi>man's orchestra. Fed transcon-
al Coast to Coast NBC from San
to six half-hours weekly. Break -
te type of show with zany comedy

fers fine possibilities for sponsor
fk:ion and product build up.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Food, or any essential

product
Number of Artists: 4 (8 men and leader in

band)
Unit Cost: $900 single show weekly with

discount on quantity
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KPO, NBC, San Francisco,

Calif.

Movie Matinee
"Movie Matinee" is a half-hour pro-

gram which contains a full program at
the movies via radio. The program opens
with an overture, then a dramatized movie
newsreel followed by a selected short
subject which can be musical or an inter-
view. This is followed by a quiz contest
called "movie" and the program winds
up with a feature presentation. a 10 -

minute dramatization. The contest can be
used for all forms of merchandising. This
program has been tested on WNEW with
exceptionally good results.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Women's products, cos-

metics, glamour products, food
Number of Artists: 8, plus orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: David Lowe Productions,

New York, N. Y.

Navy Send-off Breakfast
"Navy Send -Off Breakfast"-starting its

second year" honors the men shoving off
for service. Officers from the United States
Navy, seasoned seamen, Navy recruits,
Navy mothers, wives and other prominent
guests are interviewed. WTOL emcee,
vocal talent and orchestra aid in making
this program light and enjoyable. Spon-
sors greet radio audience as well as break-
fast guests. No actual commercial copy is
used but industrialists express apprecia-
tion for opportunity of sponsoring these
morale -building broadcasts built to sell
the United States Navy.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 8:30-8:55 a.m. 25 minutes,

once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Manufacturing concerns
Number of Artists: 6, plus orchestra
Unit Cost: 125 to $200 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTOL, Toledo, Ohio

Open House
"Open House" is just what the name

indicates. A live orchestra, Master of
Ceremonies, vocalists and guests present
45 minutes before an audience in audi-
torium studio. Service men and women
are interviewed. Variety of music is dis-
pensed.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: 2:15-3:00 p.m.
Client Suitability: Foods, cosmetics, soft

drinks, confections
Number of Artists: 7 to 12
Unit Cost: $85 for 5 quarter-hour stripes
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLAV, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Open House for
Service Men

Musical variety show and "open house"

for service men. Original feature is "Keep
'Em Happy Department." Service men
on program voice requests of all kinds.
To go fishing, horseback riding: for a
banjo; or to meet a girl who speaks Portu-
guese. Requests are granted eagerly by
listeners. Service man on program meets
local girl (both blindfolded) for "blind
date." Sponsor foots bill for couple's
dinner and evening's entertainment. Re-
turned war heroes make guest appear-
ances.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes once weekly
Audience Rppeal: Entire family
Suggested for Sunday afternoon or any

evening
Client Suitability: Particularly suited for

institutional message. Sponsored 26
weeks by local bank

Number of Artists: 8, plus guest musical
acts

Unit Cost: $225 per week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Palace Hotel
There's always something doing at that

fabulous hostelry "Palace Hotel." In a
series of hilarious half-hour programs
the bewildered Edward Everett Horton,
the manager, endeavors to adjust himself
to the problems of a full hotel that is
short on domestic help because of the
war. He is aided and abetted in his
plight by commedienne Patsy Kelly, vo-
calist Martha Tilton, negro comic "Nico-
demus," orchestra leader Phil Ohman and
announcer Perry Ward. "Palace Hotel"
is tuned to the times, adapting the amus-
'ng situations afforded in a theatrical
hotel to the drastic changes in such life
that the war has brought.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any client
Number of Artists: Six to eight and or-

chestra
Unit Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: National Concert & Artists

Corp.

Private Smiles
"Private Smiles" is a young and per-

sonable girl who regularly visits the
USO, Service Centers, and Canteens, and
talks to men in Service. She finds out
what music they like and gets their re-
actions to Life in Service, Kansas City,
etc. She then goes on the air with patter
and recordings, "Private Smiles" holds
the interest of every radio listener with
friend or relative in the Armed Service.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 -minutes, 5 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon 5:15 to 5:30 p.m.
Client Suitability: Any product for en-

tire family particularly for product
used by men in Armed Services.

Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $50 per week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kay Wear Productions

Pronto's Program
A record program carrying a member-

ship club format. All those requesting
Pronto Club membership cards receive
the cards which are numbered and from
time to time their number is called for
various prizes. Pronto is the trademark
of WPDQ and is personified in all news -

"JOHNNY MERCER'S
MUSIC SHOP"

Starring

JOHNNY MERCER

Pepsodent Tuesdays
N.B.C. 10-10:30 P.M. EWT.

Management

KEN DOLAN & CO.
8905 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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PAST
Rhythm Road (BLUE) Keep Ahead (MUTUAL)

Star Spangled Theatre (NBC)
Numerous Commercial One -Shots

Spot Announcements
PRESENT

Everything Goes (NBC)
War Scripts (Writers' War Board, OW I, Treasury)

Thirteen by Henley (U. S., Canada, South America)
"N. Y. Times"s Feature Stories on Radio Biz

pleaseEhSee id issue /or 'order 'dad on
Thirteen Spook Street (Dramatic Series)

Thirteen by Hitler (War Shows)
Slaughter -House Players (Variety)
American Scene (Dramatic Series)

Time for Dreaming (Musical)

FUTURE
Well, that's the record.

Let's you and I take it from here!
ROOM 1107

516 FIFTH AVENUE VA. 6-0689 NEW YORK CITY
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paper and magazine copy with a draw-
ing of a cheerful little fellow, a hustler
serving WPDQ sponsors and its listeners.
The Pronto Program keeps this trade mark
alive and Pronto is always brought into
the show in much the same way as Duffy
on the Duffy Tavern program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 55 minutes, Monday through

Friday
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: 3:05-4:00 p.m.
Client Suitability: Suitable for practically

any product with mass appeal
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: WPDQ, Jacksonville, Fla.

Rhythm Road
A snappy, fast -paced musical show star-

ring Johnny Morgan. promising new comic
(Blue Network discovery). Helen O'Con-
nell, famous vocalist with Jimmy Dorsey,
and record seller extraordinaire. with
Jimmy Lytell and the Blue Network or-
chestra (Lylell is one of the "greats" on
the clarinet). A variety show, emceed by
a warm, young and friendly comic, with
the best in pop music. A show with all
of the variety and appeal which has char-
acterized mast of the big rating shows.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Various
Number of Artists: Variable
Unit Cost: $3,875
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

Rise and Shine
A bright morning show with time sig-

nals, 5 minutes of news, baseball scores

and items of local interest. Variety of
recordings-pops, novelty numbers. MC'd
by Micky Carlton In breezy style (without
corn -fed gags). Precedes CSC Newscast.
Open for participating sponsorship at spot
rates.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 minute, 2 to 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, 8:30-9:00 a.m.
Client Suitability: Household products,

drugs, soaps, food, cleaning fluids
Number of Artists: M.C. and commercial

announcer
Submitted by: CKWS, Kingston, Ont., Can.

Saturday Smorgasbord
Saturday Smorgasbord is a complete

variety show. With Bee Baxter as emcee.
it presents Randy Merriman, with "Dol-
lars for Dillies," an audience participation
money give-away; Del Franklyn, with
"White Elephant Club," an audience par-
ticipation swap -shop; Perry Martin, sing-
ing star; the "verse -squeaking" choir;
Jimmy Valentine, announcer, and Leonard
Leigh and the KSTP orchestra. It's a com-
pletely zany show, playing to a live
studio audience. KSTP's exclusive Plana-
lyzed Promotion is available for a com-
plete merchandising job.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 or 1 minute, once

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; now aired 10:00-

10:30 Sat.
Client Suitability: Foodstuffs and allied

household products and almost any-
thing else.

Number of Artists: Varied -10-15
Unit Cost: Contact Station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSTP, Minneapolis, Minn.

*100,
*

Shady Valley Folks
A hillbilly variety feature including the

original "Buckeye Four," singers Naomi
Crawford, Jackie Hill, Texie Halle and
banjoist Homer Davenport. Emphasis on
variety of music performed by versatile
group. Excellent local sales record over
originating station, KWK, St. Louis.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Staple products
Number of Artists: 10
Unit Cost: $1,250 for 5 broadcasts
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

tem (for Station KWK, St. Louis), New
York, N. Y.

(See Page 10)
Slaughter House Players
The satirist's holiday. This is a com-

edy -variety show which each week takes
apart a current movie, book, play or
radio show. Nothing is sacred with "The
Slaughter House Players," Scripts by
Arthur Henley.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Mass product appeal
Number of Artists: Average 8
Submitted by: American Radio Syndicate,

New York, N. Y.
Song and a Smile by Marty

& Lyle
This program is a boy and girl duo

type show which features a little free
banter, repartee and finishes off with a
song. The characters are Marty and Lyle.
The show is written by Marty Thomson.
It's a very neat five-minute package. The
show is easy to handle, has a two voice
commercial, and plenty of listener appeal.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Any sponsor accepted

by radio
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: Furnished upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOW, Inc., Omaha, Neb.

The Country Hour
Composite program with WDAY farm

editor as emcee ... embraces live talent
group hillbilly singers, guitarist and ac-
cordionist. Format arranged so as to be
available to advertisers in quarter-hour
units or with announcements . . .Morn-
ing devotionals, the first news of the day.
livestock estimates, and a section devoted
strictly to farmers, "Agriculture in the
News." are fashioned into the program,
which is broadcast from 6 to 7 a,m
Monday through Saturday.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes or announcements,

6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family (farm)
Suggested for. Early morning
Client Suitability: Farm products or prod-

ucts for the farm home
Number of Artists: 1 announcer, 4 musi-

cians
Unit Cost: $22 per quart -r hour, $10

talent per quarter hour
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDAY, Inc., Fargo, North

Dakota

The Fun Shop
Program Is designed to originate in

audience. studio or theatre or t)
Unusual and comic stunts are di
a hat by the contestants sell
the audience, prior to broad
The act required may be any (

which are pre -determined. An
is used to back up the show.
Availability: Live talent and E.
Time Units: One half hour one
Audience Appeal: Entire famill
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Someone who

sell the entire family on a
items used by the family 1

Number of Artists: Two armour
8 piece orchestra

Unit Cost: Station time plus $50 c
per broadcast

Audition Facilities: Transcription:
pipe live talent

Submitted by: KXEL, Waterloo,

The Jingle Progra
An audience program where

testants are given thirty seconds
who the Jingle is about.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once
Audience Appeal: Entire fa
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: M. C.; s

and timekeeper
Unit Cost: $1000.00 per show
Audition Facilities: Will pipe
Submitted by: W. M. Ellsworth, t.

llt.

The Lucky Listener's
This is a thirty -minute program

ing of music, poetry (one humor(
serious), a "thought for today." I

write in their names, addresses, m
days. and the list of names is c

from which a daily winner is
The winner's prize is merchandi
one of the sponsors. Also those wl
a birthday that day are congn
and their horoscope is read. Pro,
put on by two people, one won
nouncer and one male announcer.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Thirty minutes,

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon -3:30
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: Standard rate and d:

time rates plus $10.00 per W

talent fees
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live f
Submitted by: KBTM, Jonesboro, A

The Meal of Your Li
"The Meal of Your Life" Is a dr

variety show featuring such big
personalities as Elsa Maxwell, G
Lawrence, fico Chase, Burgess Men
George Jessel, Rosemary Lane
Sparks, Paul Lukas and many
of equal name value. On each s
different guest star (in some case
than one) appears with an outs(
supporting cast of Broadway and
wood talent. Each program re -en(
Important meal in the life of the
a meal they remember most vivi'
something that happened on dial
sion. A complete merchandising ar
licity campaign goes with the show
booklets are given away each al
no cost to sponsor. All sales pro
material is free.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once w
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for Sunday afternoon

ning
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Stability: Food products, bever-
e andhome appliances

Artists: 8 to 16
x$4,500 weekly. Rates on request
:idicated transcribed show

:, n'acilities: Transcriptions
eby: Kermit -Raymond Radio Pro-

acins, New York, N. Y.
>' (See Page 73)

he Old Corral
Its and stories of the Old West

dPappy" Cheshire. star of CBS
and Republic Pictures. Vocals

by Sally Foster and
aney (both of them with great

: built by CBS, KMOX and their
-oe: Disco phonograph records) and
yam Buffington and a grand male
It Strong merchandising tie-ups

1 through Republic Pictures for
shire will make his fourth Jea-
n September 1943.
y: E. T.
n Fifteen minutes, 3 or 5 times
y
I for. Has proven its ability to
audience at any time
Artists: Eight
Will be quoted on request to

rick W. Ziv, Inc., Cincinnati, ea
a selling agent for "The Old

'edibles: Transcriptions
by: Disco Recording Co., Inc.,
ufs

Free by One with
Vright Mackey
Mackey, staff organist, plays

¡+. pianos and the hammond or -
1 ,rtaneously, and in many differ.

nations. Old time popular mu-
ared, along with currently popu-

y: Live talent
30 minutes, 5 times weekly

Appeal: Entire family
for: Morning or evening

tl :ability: General
a f Artists: One
I ('acilities: Will pipe live talent
i by: WRAK, Williamsport, Pa.

'he Smile Shop
0 ors play many comedy charºc-

" ur cuts an a transcription, al-
a station to use regular library
ans for music when the show
ast, reducing the production
ninimum. The result is a spark -

1 er hour variety show.
y: E. T.
a: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Appeal: Entire family
foal: Early evening

f Artists: Two
$300 weekly

Facilities: Transcriptions
by: Mercury Radio Recording

Time Out
des of 26 quarter-hour gay and
rriety shows: Series No. 1 com-
lively emceeing and nonsensical
es of Allen Prescott, favorite
sung by the glorious voice of
ght, and sprightly instrumental
Ted Steele's Novatones; Series

lures Ted Steele and Grace Al -
"Nellie the Novachord" in popu-
and patter. Both series have

a mmercial lead-ins by the stars.
Seal for household products, fuel,
food. and many others. Publicity
furnished and maximum allow-

&lie for commercials.
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Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; entire family
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Household products, de-

partment stores, food, apparel
Number of Artists: 5 (combined series)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: NBC Radio -Recording Divi-

sion, New York, N. Y.
(See Pages 20, 82, 86)
The 950 Club

"The 9:50 Club" is an afternoon variety
program combining the best in popular
recorded music and news broadcasts on
the hour. Program runs from 2 p.m. to
5:15 p.m., and is conducted by outstand-
ing M. C.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: 1

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPEN, Philadelphia, Pa.

(See Page 18)
Vaudeville Matinee

A variation of the "news and music"
formula for afternoon listening. Runs ap-
proximately two hours with personality
announcer announcing bands (recorded)
as though they were on the stage, each
spot announcement is "introduced" from
the vaudeville stage (both live and ET) on
the hour and half hour the house lights
are dimmed and the spot goes on the
news announcer. Different bands, vocal-
ists (Bing Crosby -Dinah Shore) are fea-
tured in 15 minute blocks. This show
plusses the news and music formula with
a personality announcer known and
liked in Cincinnati.
Availability: Live talent or E. T. Both
Time Units: 15 or pditicipating spot min-

utes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, 2 to 4:30 p.m.
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: Rate card for spots and pro-

grams
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio

Victory Kids
Kid show with 12 -year -old M.C. Very

talented group who have been appearing
regularly in many bond rallies, helping
to sell bonds and have become very
popular in Chicago. Includes short dra-
matic skits for radio show also.
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening or Sunday A.M.
Client Suitability: Any breakfast food or

dog food
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Gordoni Radio Productions,

Chicago, Illinois
Victory Varieties

Using studio orchestra and guest
singers, program builds audience with
popular music, drawing especially well
with youngsters, high school and uni-
versity. Dramatic cast puts over current
war messages in fresh, entertaining man-
ner.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 9
Unit Cost: 5 a week, talent cost, $150 a

week
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: KRNT, Des Moines, Iowa

Victory Time
"Victory Time" involves the use of a

20 voice choir, 22 piece orchestra and a
dramatic cast of about ten persons. Popu-
lar and old favorites are handled by the
band and chorus. Story of a Cleve-
lander's contribution to the war effort Is
produced. All original music where
needed. Musical highlight is a medley
of tunes dealing with the same subject.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Thirty minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 60
Unit Cost: $1,200.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHK, United Broadcasting

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Waiting for the 8:45
A serial strip. A small town in Iowa

where the local train pulls on a siding to
let the fast mail go by. Characters-
engineer and brakeman of local train and
the old station agent and his daughter,
who make jokes and sing songs while
they wait for the last train. Sound effects
include arrival and departure of the local,
the passage of the fast train. etc. A good
show, built for rural listeners.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, five or six

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or evening
Client Suitability: Good for any type

client. Particularly good for cereal
or flour

Number of Artists: 4
Unit Cost: Card rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa

Yankee Doodle Minstrels
with Pic and Pat

A streamlined minstrel show, as timely
as the hot news that's pouring over the
wires these days. Pic and Pat, America's
top minstrel men. The only comedy team
ever starred on two leading shows at
one time. Maxwell House Show Boat
and for Dill's Best Tobacco. Mary Small,
radio and musical comedy star (now star-
ring in Broadway hit. "Early to Bed");
Buddy Clark, radio's great singer of popu-
lar songs. The Modern Minstrel Choir
and the Yankee Doodle Orchestra. This
is one of the soundest buys in radio
right now.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Wolf Associates, New York,

N. Y. (See Page 84)
910 Club

Afternoon musical show conducted by
Harry Koplan. Music requests with con-
test always in progress. To date. con-
tests have been "Tall Story," "For Better
or Verse" and "Drawings." War stamps
for prizes given daily. Koplan has title
of 910 Club President. Nicknamed "910
Corn and Social Club." Good mall draw.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 1 hour, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food, beverage, drug,

cosmetics, cigarettes, clothing
Number of Artists: 1
Unit Costs: $7.70 per participation
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: KLX, Oakland, Calif.

(See Page 93)
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Bonds for Sale

A Mistress of Ceremonies conducts the
program. America's Young People,
orphans, Boy and Girl Scouts, Campfire
Girls and High School choruses furnish
the background by singing patriotic and
popular war songs. They entertain urg-
ing Americans to call in their War Bond
pledges. A telephone is at the mike;
when it rings, MC answers, talks over
singing to the person making the bond
pledge. Program opens with MC who
says: "Americans, are you listening for
its children? Bonds For Sale!" Program
is concluded with the pledge of allegiance
to the flag.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening.
Client Suitability: Any
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $50
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDSM, Duluth, Minn.

Calling the AEF
(Originates New York,
Washington and Around

the World)
This features Robert St. John in five

minutes of straight news and one of his
inimitable profiles and foreign pickups of
eight NBC War reporters from aboard
presenting the hero of the week from
overseas, mentioning as many names and
addresses of the men in service from all
the fighting fronts as is possible in the

time allotted to them.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)

Civilian Defense News
with Lilian Okun

Miss Okun gathers news of all agen-
cies pertaining to our war effort and pre-
sents material in an unusual style-once
a week invites guests who are leaders of
our Civilian War effort.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 or 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any public minded

sponsor-blackout materials, etc.
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Lilian Okun

(See Page 82)

Civilian Soldier
This is the ideal show for present con-

ditions. The program pays tribute each
week to the workers on the home front
with actual on -the -scene broadcasts from
the plant or concern. Interviews with the
"civilian soldiers" are highly dramatized
and terminate with a presentation of
huge American Flag to the organization
from the sponsor. This program won the
award of S. L. Advertising Club as out-

IRYING STROUSE

WRITER

PRODUCER

DIRECTOR

NOW AVAILABLE

151 West 74th St. TRafalgar 7-4695

standing program furthering the War
effort.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type of client
Number of Artists: Four
Unit Cost: Time plus $40.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah

Did Non Read?
with Sydney Moseley

Mr. Moseley will disect articles, lec-
tures, radio talks on the war. His open-
ing "Did You Read Dr. So & Só s article
in this morning's Times"-informative and
entertaining feature.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2-3-5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Any type of sponsor
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Lilian Okun

(See Page 82)
Dixie Canteen

Variety -comedy program traveling to
army camps throughout South-central sec-
tion of the country. Program consists of
Francis Craig's Orchestra; Kay Armen,
vocalist: Old Timers Quartet: Kay Car-
lisle" vocalist: Minnie Pearl. comedienne;
five dancers; David Cobb" Master of Cere-
monies. One hour program on Sunday

afternoons in post theatres in
camps. First half-hour broadcaeel
half-hour for soldier audience
only. Has been running past sib
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once we
Audience Appeal: Entire famfli
Suggested for: Sunday afternoo;[
Client Suitability: Products

in the service
Number of Artists: 27
Unit Cost: $440.00 for talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSM, Nashville,

Fire ,7linutes with thel
Program features State Directt

Office of War Information in a do
with civilian listeners about
effort as it affects them. Intone
given about rationing, salvage, e
service, allotments" enlistments at
Each program features answem
cific questions sent in by listenee
response shows wide and varied e
audience.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, Monday

Friday
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning, between

and noon; now at 1:30-1:35 fi
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $35 per week (prow
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIS, Columbia, S.

Flying for Freedo
"Flying for Freedom" is the e

story of the fighting skill of the he

TRANSCRIPTION PROGRA
FOR

WARTIME ADVERTISER!
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AND
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Gennett & Speedy -Q Sound Effect Record
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(Catalogue on request)

Charles Michels!
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New York City
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nilhe

United Nations. The 26 action -
episodes are based on case his -
nil the files of the RCAF checked
racy in every detail. Complete
dramatized in each episode with
vealing progression of adventures

41 -lining to combat flying. Maximum
tj.. commercial announcements on
N,r programs in accordance with
al i de.

ility: E. T.
its: 30 minutes, once weekly
e Appeal: Male; entire family
ad for: Afternoon; evening

t luitability: Sponsor must be ap-
,pved
14f. Facilities: Transcriptions
j¡¡id by: NBC Radio -Recording Divi-
kli , New York, N. Y.

' (See Pages 20, 82, 86)

do Front Hollywood
ers of the armed forces are in-
to the studio to select free gifts

be ent to their parents, along with
afec'ted letter and a photograph. Mer-
adng possibilities of the gift, photo-
)thaounting, etc., are high.
lij,ility: Live talent
o^'tits: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
lb e Appeal: Entire family
rjead for: Afternoon
kzt uitability: Any sponsor requiring
i F institutional campaign

is of Artists: 2
-t' ;t: On application

Facilities: Transcriptions
td by: KNX, Los Angeles, Calif.

(See Page 44)
lights of the Week's

News
P colorful, dramatized review of
k's news highlights, written with

to the small things that make
big story and prepared by

with access to complete back -
and historic material. Not lust'.

I of days -old events but a live
of what has happened in rela-

the future.
ility: Live talent
tits: 15 minutes, once weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
ed for: Sunday morning or after -
n
suitability: Virtually any product,
ticularly for institutional sponsors
of Artists: 1

ad by: United Press
(See Page 3)

p Freedom Ringing
Freedom Ringing" is a War

lling show directed to selling War
the small investor. Listeners are

it random on the telephone and
a one hundred dollar War Bond
can repeat a War Bond Slogan.
w also combines a unique tele-
tuiz which permits listeners to win
in War Savings Stamps sent to
I albums only after they promise
out these albums and turn their

into bonds. Prizes-prizes and
rizes are the feature of this show

has in its own right sold almost
to dollars in small bonds.
tility: Live talent
(nits: (Total) One hour, six times
ekly
ce Appeal: Entire family
led for: Evening
uitability: All types-(Prestige and
ltitutional plugs only)-no direct
'es copy accepted
r of Artists: Master of Ceremolries
musical artists
'ist: On request

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent

Submitted by: WBYN, Brooklyn Inc.
(See Page 94)

Letter Front Home
The program is addressed to a local

man or woman now in service. As it is
broadcast, it is recorded and the record-
ing is sent to the person to whom it is
dedicated. Included in the "Letter From
Home" are his or her favorite music (3
selections), greetings from his friends
written in the form of a letter, and greet-
ings "in person" from his parents or close
friends.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon or week-

day evening
Number of Artists: 3

Unit Cost: $15
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KVOR, Colorado Springs,

Colo.
Men, Machines and

Victory
Backed up by complete promotional fa-

cilities of the National Safety Council,
"Men, Machine and Victory" tells the
story of the Safety Drive in America.
More man hours are lost by accidents
than in any other way. Accidents cause
even more trouble on the home front than
casualties on the war fronts. In a dra-
matic and exciting way, the program high-
lights the weaknesses of our present sys-
tem and the necessity for watchfulness.
A great show for an insurance concern.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Insurance concern
Number of Artists: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WIZ -Blue, New York, N. Y.

On Foreign Fronts
A timely news feature on interesting

side lights of the war and international
developments as reported by ace cor-
respondents of International News Service.
Availability: Sample script
Time Units: Five minutes, six days weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Sample script
Submitted by: International News Service

Our Nock
Block" dramatizes and explains

the meaning, need for, and function of
civilian defense. It has been on the air
over a year. It was selected by the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters as the
best program on civilian defense produced
by any 50,000 watt station in the nation.
March 15 a survey revealed it had the
dominant share of Chicago's audience
(36.1 per cent) with a rating of 10-when
aired at 10:45 P.M. An OWI pamphlet
offer brought mail from 33 states, drew
twice the number of another OCD pro-
gram over a 50 -kilowatt Chicago station.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted by: WBBM, Chicago, Ill.

That's the Spirit
"That's the Spirit" is an audience par-

ticipation program, in which guests (in-
cluding a "name" guest) relate the dan-
gers, heartbreaks and predicaments they
have gone through. It is a "keyhole"

picture of people's lives, with the empha-
sis on their own solutions. It's a timely,
patriotic show, with plenty of merchan-
dising angles for the sponsor.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1, plus participants
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions,

New York, N. Y.
(See Page 85)

Thirteen by Hitler
A series of tense dramas "written, di-

rected and produced" by Adolph Hitler,
each as different from the average war
play as are your red ration stamps from
your blue. Every week a new dramatic
situation (love story, detective tale, com-
edy. etc.) and the effect of the Nazi occu-
pation upon the situation and characters;
each week a different country. Mighty
entertainment, officially accurate, re-
corded by the versatile pen of Arthur
Henley.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Evening

1

Number of Artists: 6 (average)
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: American Radio Syndicate

Today's American Hero
A feature dramatizing an individual

war hero, or group of war heroes. The
intimate details of heroic action that
more often than not are crowded off the
air by the daily plethora of up-to-the-
minute news.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Any type client
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: United Press
(See Page 3)

Today's War Commentary
An up-to-the-minute interpretation of

the day's war news, drawn from the ex-
perience of the United Press war desk
and correspondents in the various war
theaters.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Five minutes, 7 days weekly
Client Suitability: Almost any type.
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: United Press
(See Page 3)

SEMPÉR

THERE'S NOT
ANOTHER

LIKE IT!

Ever since its formation by the Continental
Congress on November 10, 1775, the United
States Marine Corps has served our nation
with breath -taking courage and unswerving
devotion. To their motto, Semper Fidelis
(Always Faithful), might well be added the
words "And Always First." It was the Marine
Corps that went into the steaming, sniper -
infested jungle of Guadalcanal, and drove the
enemy back into the sea. "The Marines have
landed and the situation is well in hand" is
more than an empty catch -phrase. Our

sao
A1¡5

.i U. S. Afa,Gu Caw "ea

enemies are finding that out to their sorrow.

Ever since its formation in 1925, WTIC has
adhered to the same watchword that has
been a guide and inspiration to the Marines.
By being faithful to its audience, WTIC has
gained the loyalty and respect of a vast
number of people. That loyalty and respect
pays rich dividends for the advertisers who
use WTIC's facilities, Ask them about WTIC.
They'll tell you that

THERE'S NOT ANOTHER LIKE IT!

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation

Member. of NBC and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED 8 COMPANY. New York, Boston.

Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood
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`LRI1GUflGE' [TiER OR ALL FRORTS
(This article has been submitted to and approved by U. S. Office of Censorship)

in a vital contribute)
By Joseph Lang and Arthur Simon

of the Foreign Language Wartime
Control Committee

OUT of the maze of epochal stories to spring from the
North African campaign comes the historic record,
recently disclosed, of the dramatic contribution made to

the victorious drive by the foreign language radio industry.
In an unprecedented wartime move, American radio an-

nouncers, trained on local stations specializing in foreign lan-
guages, landed in North Africa on the heels of the invasion
forces and paved the way, by broadcasting, for reception of the
Allied Armies.

Broadcasting headquarters were set up in Algiers and other
key locations and American an-
nouncers told the story of the United
Nations in Italian, French and Ger-
man to the Axis -dominated peoples.

The radio personnel, handpicked
men selected for their broad experi-
ence in the field of domestic foreign
language station work, operated be-
hind the actual fighting front.

Working under secret orders, is-
sued in the Fall of 1942, the men lived
in duffle bags, prepared for a twenty-
four -hour notice of departure. Their
destination unknown to the families,
their station managers, and even
themselves, the announcers were put
through a highly specialized training
with this particular assignment in
view.

Due to the successful role played
by radio in the African campaign, it
is expected that foreign language
broadcasting will be a vital part of
the Allied invasion of the European
Continent and that men, now being
trained for radio service with the oc-
cupation forces, will move with the
army to take over the microphones of
the enemy.

An interesting sidelight of the radio
invasion of Africa was the use of a
5 kw transmitter originally owned by
a United States East Coast station
specializing in foreign languages.
Commandeered by teh Government,
while the station continued to ope-
rate on lower power, the transmitter
was shipped overseas. Set up on an
Allied warship, it carried the voice
of French General Henri Giraud in-
structing the French forces to cease
fighting the American Army.

On the home front, stations airing
lingual programs-about 170 accord -
in to OWI records-have contributed
several million dollars in free time
for Government programs and special
features, which does not include the
sales of millions of dollars in War
Bonds in over-the-counter transac-
tions with the vast audiences in all
parts of the country who regularly
tune in foreign language broadcasts.

A number of outlets, rated as major
stations in the language radio indus-
try, have been working closely with
OWI in building, casting and produc-

ing foreign language Government
shows for transcribing and release
over all lingual stations in the United
States. Some of these programs are
in series form, and costs of produc-
tion, except for recording and press-
ing, are principally absorbed by the
stations.

The Foreign Language Radio War-
time Control, self -regulatory .body of
the foreign language domestic broad-
casting field, while largely concerned
with the policing of operations and
the hiring of personnel, has been
identified to some extent with inspi-
rational programs in support of the
war effort. Control officers have
made suggestions to Washington, and
served as liaison on occasion between
the Foreign Language Division of the
Office of War Information and pro-
gram producers of language shows.

From time to time, language sta-
tion managers have willingly given
OWI the benefit of their experience
and facilities in this specialized seg-
ment of the radio industry, Lee Falk,
associate chief of OWI Foreign Lan-
guage Division, reports, adding that
others have instituted public service
programs because the need existed
though no compensating revenue was
in sight, and that stations have re-
sponded in times of urgent special
events.

"We have received fine cooperation
from stations that are predominantly
foreign language stations," said Mr.
Falk. "Many of the station managers
have shown excellent understanding
of the special problems involved.

"We are proud of .the'patriotism of
the men in this field and we feel that
they are fulfilling a definite need and
making a special contribution to the
war effort."

(A list of the important shows in
the OWI program service to foreign
language stations is appended to this
article.)

Organized at the NAB Cleveland
Convention in 1942, the Foreign Lan-
guage Radio Wartime Control unani-
mously voted to continue the officers
for the duration and for six months
after the war, while foreign language

station operators were in session in
Chicago at the 1943 NAB War Con-
ference. Replacements of officers and
directors were made only to fill va-
cancies caused by men .who entered
the armed forces.

Arthur Simon, general manager of
WPEN, Philadelphia, is FLRWC
chairman; James F. Hopkins, WJBK,
Detroit, vice-chairman; Gene T. Dyer.
WSBC and WGES, Chicago, secre-
tary, and Joseph Lang, WHOM, New
York, treasurer.

Directors of the control group are
located in all sections of the nation,
and include Howard W. Davis, KMAC,
San Antonio, Texas; S. H. Patterson,
KSAN, San Francisco, Calif.; William
Welch, WSAR, Fall River, Mass.;
Marie Clifford, WHFC, Cicero, Ill.;
and Lee Little, KTUC, Tucson, Ariz.

An innovation this year was worked
out jointly by the Office of Censor-
ship and the Foreign Language Radio
Wartime Control in the formation of
a committee of Control members to
act as voluntary field deputies of
Censorship.

The Control chairman has nomi-
nated a number of operators and
managers of stations in the various
geographical sections of the country,
and they have received their appoint-
ments, with limited authority, from
J. Harold Ryan, Assistant Director
of Censorship in charge of radio.

The duty of these deputies is to
endeavor to clarify certain problems
of censorship with regard to foreign
language broadcasting, and assist
their neighboring fellow broadcast-
ers in bringing all foreign language
programming within the limitations
suggested in the Code of Wartime
Practices for American Broadcasters.

The foreign language sectional
supervisors are not Government offi-
cials, as such, but industry volunteers
with semi-official authority from the
Office of Censorship in .their capacity
as consultants with other broadcast-
ers in their vicinity, who schedule
language shows for transmission.

The foreign language wartime code
provides for drastic security regula-
tions in the handling of programs in
nearly 30 different languages which
are broadcast here over long wave
frequencies. including the tongues of
the enemy except the Japanese. The
Code requires advance approval of
all scripts, monitoring and censoring
of programs while being broadcast,
and fingerprinting of personnel. Sta-
tions cannot employ persons whose
records indicate they may not faith-
fully cooperate with the war effort,
and employees discharged for rea-
sons involving security, cannot obtain

employment on any other
airing languages. Any deviati
script, approved and censored
vance, results in the progran
cut by the monitor, and apps
action being taken.

The foreign language radio
in the continental United SI
huge, it being conservativel
mated that 14,000,000 foreii
and first -generation American
up the audiences, some 3,000
whom neither speak nor und,
English.

Through the individual p:
structures of the stations ht
foreign languages, and the
scribed program service suppl
the Office of War Information,
information and a clear underst
of the war aims of the Allies rÍ
these polyglot millions daily. F
they are hearing and enjoying
and music native to their ter
ment and speech, in language
understand better than they di
lish, and thus have no reason t
to the shortwave propaganda
enemy. The ban on recordir.
the American Federation of Mu
has worked no hardship on tt
eign language radio industry
programming problem has d
on that score. The record
is standardized and the su
hand seems to be adequate.

The Foreign Language Radi
time Control, with its officer
directors and Officers of Cens
deputies strategically situated i
localities all over the nation,
up for rapid and effective
whenever the necessity arises.

An acute predicament occur]
the midwest in the recent d]
Russian -Polish matter. OWI an]
requested the Control to corre
problem, and the case was ad
in.a .few hours. Alan Cranston,
Foreign Language Division,
wrote to the Control, as follow

"We- appreciate very, very
all the help you gave us it
ticklish problem. You certain]
a neat and speedy job for us

Iappreciate it greatly."
Among the most effective

radio programs distributed to Pi
Language stations are the folio

"Uncle  Sam Speaks"-week]
minute transcription. A questio
answer program with Uncle Sa:
swering all questions concernir
Home Front-Rationing, Pooling
vage, Conservation, War Bond:
Currently produced in Italian,
ish, German and Polish.

"Voice of Freedom"-weekl;
minute transcription. This is a

(Continued on Page111)
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'oeur de Fentme

(, Woman's Heart)
('rent h -Canadian)
phaned girl discovers from her

y hat her mother died a pauper.
errs a wealthy family as compan-

I invalid. She meets the invalid's
:oiled and arrogant youth who is
to a scheming young girl. The

Its in love with the boy who
even know it. He breaks his
sat with his former sweetheart
s has found unfaithful. To spite
her family he marries the nurse.

t :fly wins his love through her
r and faithfulness.
lity: Live talent
its: 30 minutes, once weekly
r Appeal: Female
liability: Soaps, cosmetics, patent
icine
of Artists: 5
t: $25, plus station time
Facilities: Transcriptions

3 by: CHRC, Quebec City, Can.

inner in Havana
riding, yet quiet, easily listened
which accurately portrays the

Ire of a gay, Havana Cafe. A
/ piece orchestra built around 2
nd stylized in the Latin-American
Featuring dinner music and the

f Jack Kerrigan. who sings and
re beautiful Spanish lingo. With
rgh English commentary to hold
attention of the audience.

Bty: Live talent
its: 15 minutes, up to 5 times
fly
I Appeal: Entire family
d for: Late afternoon or evening
:liability: Very general appeal,
<I for anything
of Artists: Eight
t: $120 per pgm. Talent, $60 per

Total $180 per program
Facilities: Transcriptions

3 by: WHO, Des Moines, Iowa

ui,jote Vive Otra Vez
Pon Quit,jote Lives

Again)
n luijote Vive Otra Vez (Don Qui-
ll s Again) is a Spanish language
 Inute recorded program of thirty -
e t odes that has everything to make
alt outstanding hit-humor, action
:ordeal situations galore. It de-
ethe adventure of Don Quijote and
bsPanzo In this modern world of

lily: E. T.
ts: 15 minutes, once weekly
e Appeal: Entire family
Id for: Evening
inability: All types
of Artists: Twelve
it: $7.50 per station

Facilities: Transcriptions
d by: Pan American Broadcasting
:pony, N. Y. C.

El Despertador
Ile Alarm. Clock
panish language program. Live
orchestra, singers, drama. estab-
933. Oldest on the coast. Two
>half hour duration 7 days per
'ranslation service Included. Open
:bating sponsors, announcements

steal programs.
Live talent

nits: 2t/ hrs. daily, 7 times
>kly

1 'e Appeal: Entire family
ad for: Morning

10 DAILY

Client Suitability: All; extensive market;
440,000 Spanish-speaking population

Unit Cost: Open
Submitted by: Hispano Broadcasting Co.,

KFOX, Los Angeles, Cal.
Hershi Levin Analyzes the

10Iews
This program is a daily feature (except

Sunday) and has been on the air con-
sistently for the past three years, 10:30-
10:45 a.m. Levin is regarded as the fore-
most Jewish news commentator and has
a keen analytical mind; unbiased and
unafraid; he is American in every respect
and enjoys a large listening audience.
He speaks French, German, Russian.
Polish, Jewish, English and Hebrew and
was foreign correspondent for Yiddish
language papers.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; Male
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Cigarettes, insurance,

chain stores, drug product
Number of Artists: 1 and announcer
Audition Facilities: Transscriptions; Will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WHOM, Jersey City -New

York

In the World of Women
(Italian)

Diana Baldi, who conducts this show,
has the kind of voice casting directors
dream about. It is friendly, cheerful, in-
formal without the faintest trace of the
icky. Result is that Miss Baldi does a
phenomenal selling job for every client-
infallibly. Program concerns itself with
anything and everything that is of in-
terest to women.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, six times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: Foods, women's clothes
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOV, New York, N. Y.

Italian Love Songs
'Italian Love Songs" consists of 15 min-

utes nightly of the most beautiful and
romantic love songs by the outstanding
Italian crooner, Michel Zito, who has a
terrific name and following in Italian
theatre. Program has feminine appeal.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 nights weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: WHOM, Jersey City -New
York

Jewish American Board
for Peace and Justice

The Jewish American Board for Peace
and Justice -Inc. is a non-profit organiza-
tion-incorporated in the State of New
York-which arbitrates and mediates dis-
putes of a personal and financial nature.
Its weekly sessions are broadcast, pre-
senting the litigants, who tell their stories
and the arbitration award (decision) of
the Ju Ae n Rhe
Chiefl justice of thepromi tribentunal, anabbid

is t

guest
judges include prominent laymen, busi-
nessmen-City and State Officials-and
lawyers.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Available in half hour units.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday morning or evening
Client Suitability: All types-ideal for in-

stitutional or prestige advertising

AMERICA'S LEADING

FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION

Here is Metropolitan New York's
LARGEST, MOST RECEPTIVE AUDIENCE!

Millions of Americans of
FOREIGN EXTRACTION

According to conservative estimates,
there are approximately

2,000,000 persons
1,250,000 persons

600,000 persons
550,000 persons
375,000 persons

of Jewish extraction
of Italian extraction
of German extraction
of Polish extraction
of Spanish extraction

In the WHOM Primary Service area

ALL LISTEN TO "WHOM"
because it's their station!

This huge market is ready to buy what
you have to sell. All they want to
hear, is where to get it.
Take advantage of our successful
"built -to -this -audience" programs.

We'll be pleased to discuss any details
with you. Just say when.

These advertisers are using, or
have used

"WHOM" TO ADVANTAGE:

BOND BREAD
ALKA SELTZER

GENERAL FOODS
COLGATE

PROCTER G GAMBLE
CHRYSLER

I. J. FOX
WRIGLEY'S

REM
GENERAL MOTORS
PILLSBURY FLOUR

YUBAN COFFEE

WARD BAKING
STAN BACK

REL

ROXY THEATRE
HELENA RUBINSTEIN

1480 Kilocycles Full Time Operation

WHOM
Joseph Lang, Gen. Mgr.

New York Studios: 29 West 57th Street, New York City
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Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBYN Brooklyn Inc.

La llora de Mexico
One hour Mexican music, news and

comment.
Availability: Live talent; E. T. announce-

ments
Time Units: Participating anncts, to 100

wds.; 1 to 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning -6:00 A.M. tc

7:00 A.M.
Client Suitability: Now advertising every-

thing; suitable for any product; all
Mexican appeal

Number of Artists: Mexican commentator
and anncr.

Unit Cost: 1 cmnct. $4.00; 30 anncts. $3
ea.; 90 anncts. $2.80 ea.

Submitted by: KFXM, San Bernardino,
Calif.

Las Are.luras De Dexter
Randolph

"Las Aventuras de Dexter Randolph"
is a serial of adaptations in the Spanish
and Portuguese languages. The English
version is well-known to all, for it car-
ries a great universal appeal. It is a
one-man shop, and, thus, suitable for
presentation on the smallest of stations.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Number of Artists: 1

Audition Facilities: Sample scripts
Submitted by: Broadcasting Program Serv-

ice
Le Magazine de L'Air

(Magazine of the Air)
(French)

Just what its name implies. Comments
on flash news of the week, outstanding
personalities from different spheres to
cover the educational side, whilst the
dramatic angle, in the way of short plays.
is confided to topnotch artists. Humor
has its column too generally under guise
of a dialogue. Then naturally there Is
the "day's thought." All this intermingled
by a fine 12 -piece orchestra, topped off
by an invited musical or singing guest
artist each week.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any oil, wood, coal or

metal enterprise and also govern-
ment sponsored pgms.

Number of Artists: 12 -piece band -4 art-
ists -1 announcer -1 producer

Unit Cost: $270.00 per occasion
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CKAC, Montreal, Que.,

Canada

L'Usine an Micro
(War Plants at the Micro-

phone) (French)
Here is something interesting in the

way of entertainment. A variety show
broadcast directly from various Montreal
and surrounding district war plants. All
the talent used, from the Glee Club to
the orchestra or band, is purely home
material. The President or some impor-
tant officer is called upon to address the
audience, and a short interview of one
of the employees is made.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Labor organizations-

government sponsored programs-
industrial concerns

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CKAC, Montreal, Que.,

Canada
Meat pie Junction

(French-Canadian)
Happenings in a typical railway junc-

tion town. Strictly French-Canadian.
Typical basic characters are: Station
agent, mail carrier, with his old nag,
called "Brin de Feu" (Sparks)-the post -
office mistress, the boarding house keeper,
a widower, the church sexton, the gen-
eral merchant, the barber -funeral direc-
tor combined with his hotel, typical res-
taurant. General ordinary and everyday
life in an ordinary small French-Canadian
town. Qualified by French Radio Re-
views as the season's-comedy-est-show of
French -Canada.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Presently 30 minutes, once

weekly-if in 1/4 -hour units, 3 or more
per week

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Any staple everyday

product
Number of Artists: Average, 7
Unit Cost: $30, plus station time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CHRC, Quebec City, Can.

Our Lives
"Our Lives" consists of dramatized

answers to personal problems received in
mail. Problems and answers are acted
out by a dramatic company of five per-
sons or more. Each actor is a star in their
particular field. Series is directed by
Giulio Amanti, one of the best-known
Italian actors and writers in the country.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 nights weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 5 or more
Submitted by: WHOM, Jersey City -New

York
(See Page 103)

Pasquale C.O.D.
"Pasquale C.O.D." is a humorous gro-

cery store sketch. The grocery store is
the "naborhood women's club" and many
human and humorous situations arise
in the naborhood. Over 200 different
people and every different dialect of Italy
has been used on the programs. Cast of
5 to 8 people are on each 15 -minute show
which just recently celebrated its 500th
episode on the air and has played to
capacity audiences in theaters in Greater
New York and Philadelphia.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 nights weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Food
Number of Artists: 5 to 8
Submitted by: WHOM, Jersey City -New

Ynk
(See Page 103)

Polish American Victory
Club

This program consists of news, music,
patter and interviews. Money is given
away daily via telephone calls in answer
to questions regarding sponsors' products.
Jobber and distribution cooperation is
available.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 1 or 5 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food, drug or any

branded product

Number of Artists: Emcee and interchang-
able talent

Submitted by: WHOM, Jersey City -New
York

(See Page 103)

Polish Varieties
The -Polish Varieties" program is a 1

hour feature broadcast daily from 2:30 to
3:30 p.m., Sunday from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Through WHLD, Niagara Falls, New
York, "Polish Varieties" is a combination
of several attractions. News-comedy-
drama and selected Polish music from a
library of 5000 records and transcriptions.
Live talent is used in the bigger portion
of the program.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: Spots -5-10-15 minutes, 7

times weekly
Client Suitability: Foods-soaps-patent

medicine-drug items
Number of Artists: 10
Unit Cost: Prices quoted on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Polish Broadcasting Bureau,

Buffalo, New York

Radio -Folies (French)
"Radio -Folies" is unique in its own

way in French Canada. It is based on
American style of presentation. Members
of the orchestra and the sound -effects
man take part in the dialogue. News of
the day are presented in a humorous
manner, also interviews along the style
of Fred Allen's "Allen's Alley." Thirty
minutes of fun and music.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General or any big na-

tional advertiser
Number of Artists: 7 -piece band, 6 come-

dians, 1 sound -effect man, 1 singer
Unit Cost: $365.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CKAC, Montreal, Que.,

Canada

Reward for Knowledge
Reward for Knowledge is the only tele-

phone quiz program conducted in the
Yiddish language. Its appeal is keyed to
all members of the Jewish American
family since religious, biblical, historical
and civic questions are asked on the
show. The contestants answer by direct
wire to the studio, and receive prizes in
War Bonds and Stamps for their an-
swers. Excellent opportunities for mer-
chandising household products are avail-
able since this show is the only one of
its type which has direct entree to the
Jewish Home.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Thirty minutes, three times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Household products
Number of Artists: (2) Two Masters of

Ceremonies-English and Yiddish
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WBYN Brooklyn Inc.

(See Page 94)

The Jewish Pure Food
Hour

This feature caters to a woman's audi-
ence and is a morning program which
includes recipes, household hints, inter-
views with celebrities in all walks of life
and soloist. Program features "The House-
Friend," an advisor on family problems;
Dr. Salem Baranoff. food dietitian, who
analyzes and endorses food products ad-

vertised, and "Aunt Malka." kt,5
the American and Jewish stage
Kornstein. It's a 30 -minute prog
sented in an informal manner: e
ing and educational.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Participation; 30 ml

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Food and vita¢

ucts
Number of Artists: 6
Audition Facilities: Transcription

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WHOM, Jersey C

York
(See Page 103)

The News and its Meal
(Italian)

News analysis by Dr. Duccio Tc.
lating world news events in a corny
sive and understandable picture, re::
especially the role of America a I
United Nations as guarantors of as
ful and lust world. Has a treme
following.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, six times
Audience Appeal: Female or Male
Suggested for: Morning or alterno
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOV, New York,

(See Page 60)

The Village Band
(La Banda Paesana

Every town in Italy has its own t'
band, and every such town has its c:
who have become famous in Amt
life. This show reproduces a village)
concert in the park, with typical 1

of that particular part of the co,

However, a highlight is an interview
an Italian -American born in the toe
the contributions of its emigrated cal
to America and her cause. This plc
symbolizes the cultural freedom of I
can democracy, and the opportu
America gives to all her citizens to
tribute the best of their cultural her
At the same time, the listener app'
tremendous.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekl)
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Band of 15 m

er of ceremonies; actors as n
Unit Cost: On request
Submitted by: WOV, New York,

(See Page 60)

Vans M' Dites Pas
"Vous m'dites Pas" is a locally

duced French program, featuring one
and one woman. It consists of an a
sis of the gossiping, so dear to so n
Each program is devoted to a new
ject of review. Primarily designº
entertain, "Vous m'dites Pas" is n
theless an amusing study of a '

many angles of the social ife. This

gram has been on the air for the

eight months.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice we
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early evening
Client Suitability: Beauty products
Number of Artists: 1 man, 1 worn
Unit Cost: $25.00 per broadcast
Submitted by: CHNC, New Carlisle,

Canada
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When Making Up

Budgets ...
REMEMBER IN

BALTIMORE

...IT'S WFBR

Obviously the 6th largest city in the coun-
try will be in your plans. And that's why you
should know about WFBR's ability to cut
down sales costs. WFBR is one station that
gives you facts to justify its selection in any
budget ... not just power alone.

WFBR doesn't try to cover Virginia, Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, Delaware or West
Virginia. Our job is Baltimore. We use the
electrical power that does just that. WFBR

believes that those scattered states have radio
stations right in their own backyards with
their own loyal listeners.

In Baltimore ... it all adds up to this: In
Baltimore ... WFBR gives a magnificently
clear signal DAY and NIGHT. Baltimore
people enjoy the station. Advertisers save
money by buying coverage . . . and not just
power that's costlier and too often wasteful.

RADIO STATION W B 11 BALTIMORE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: JOHN BLAIR & CO.

0 DAILY
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dos Angeles
By RALPH WILK

¡ell gift of Rudy Vallee's
s and cast after his last broad -
as peculiarly appropriate. It

final Crossley (popular rat-
vey on the show under Rudy's
n, which showed the program
iighest position in its history
among all half-hour shows.
!stra Leader Billy Mills and
)od film producer Harry Joe
are exchanging ideas for a
asical production on the story

WACS, Billy and Harry
.assmates at Syracuse Univer-
aborated on the college opera,
irI Ione."

C,owG'lr fizz
INY WILL

FEDE/P/CK A9o3. /1007c. Cafe

'1' The ONE Station

In The Entire West

With The

4
iti,mplete News Services

1 UNITED PRESS

c,SSOCIATED PRESS

h3rnational News Service

And

REUTERS!
( Exclusive)

ALL. THE NEWS

on

Warner Bros.

CFWB
980 Kilocycles

Los Angeles, Calif.

am Rambeau Harry Maizlish
York-Chicago Gen'I Mgr.

Reporter At Large ... !
Tuner -inners to Major Bowes' program during the past few

months have been entertained by contestants, who in the main, were
Servicemen whose talents proved amazing.... they wonder how the good
Major corrals these lads and thereby hangs this tale.... a tale that is so
little known and unpublicized, that we are happy to print it with a special
accolade to the Major and his staff for their zealous efforts on behalf of
"uniformed Nephews of Uncle Sam".... though the Bowes program itself.
averages about one out of every four broadcasts to emanate from a Camp
or Base, the Gong -Master sends an emcee and a crew to a different Camp
each week, where servicemen do their stuff to entertain their buddies,
receive prizes and the five or six most talented are selected to appear on
the Major's program.... those lucky ones are given fifty dollars and all their
expenses are paid during their stay in town.... Reports about Harry James'
early induction seem a bit premature.... Betty Grable's groom has just
been renewed by Chesterfield cigarettes, has film commitments which will
keep him in Hollywood until October, after which he is slated Astor
"chestrate" in Gotham....Will Roland, former manager of Benny Goodman.
and currently a member of the USO Orchestra Committee, will don Khaki
August 3.

Si

 When Sammy Kaye arrived in Atlantic City for the first
of a regular series of week-end engagements, he received an unex-
pected thrill....for just as the Maestro got onto the boardwalk, a
company of Army trainees, swung smartly by, singing, "Remember
Pearl Harbor," which Sammy wrote and which was one of the first
of the War song-hits....The American Theatre Wing Music War
Council, seeking morale -building war songs, skits, one -art plays and
entertainment material, is offering generous prizes to amateur and
professional writers.... send your material to the Council at 730
Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.....Baby Lenore Raisig will introduce for the
first time on the air, "Machine Gun Batch McGee," Sunday on the
Horn & Hardart program....Paul McGrath will be the new "Falcon"
starting Saturday, replacing Berry Kroeger, who leaves for Holly-
wood....Bernie Schubert returns from the coast today where he
launched the "Life.... with Fred Brady" program....Patsy Kelly,
Brooklyn's gift to Hollywood, will "do a toin on Johnny Moicer's
Music Shop" over NBC Tuesday....Spike Jones and his "City
Slickers" are headed eastward, and are expected to arrive in La-
Guardia's domains early in September....the City Fathers, in order
to safeguard the interests of the "slickers," are thinking seriously
of placing huge signs at the Manhattan and Brooklyn ends of the
Brooklyn Bridge, reading, "This Bridge positively not for sale."

* r
A few months ago when Eric Madriguera was in Washington,

he lunched with Vice -President Wallace, discussing the important role
music played in the establishment and maintenance of Good -Will between
the United States and her neighbors South of the Border.... During the
conference, they chatted about the Robbins Hit, "Brazil," which Wallace
had brought to America and which Madriguerá s Band had recorded....
The Vice -President, the following week, tried to buy a platter of the song
but was unable to obtain one, whereupon he enlisted the aid of the
Brazilian Embassy.... The B.E. then got in touch with a man in New York
who obliged....the man's name-Enric Madriguera ....Bernard Dudley,
commentator on the New York Philharmonic Sunday program, will take
over George Putnam's announcing chores on the NBC show, "Portia Faces
Life." when the latter vacations for a month starting Monday....Aliki.
Greek actress, who made her American debut in the drama, "God Strikes
Back," will present a new play by Carl Sternheim, "Mask of Virtue." at
the St. Moritz Little Theatre, early in August.

* *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -
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.Service

is a phrase which we
Transform into reality
by close attention to
the needs and problems
of our clients.

Let us help you solve
your problems by the
use of this

GG

er6 ol21L>t tL cZeGi

-__Cervcce

FREDERICA BROS. ARTISTS CORP.

L. A. FREDERICK, Pres.

New York Chicago Hollywood
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America's Famous

Fathers
-America's Famous Fathers" is a dra-

matic -interview series starring big name
personalities, one on each show, such as:
Admiral Byrd, Lowell Thomas, Deems
Taylor, Otis Skinner, Laurits Melchior, and
others. Howard Lindsay. star of -Life
With Father' is emcee. He interviews the
"guest father' each week, and when the
interview leads to some important event
in the lile of the quest, program fades Into
an actual dramatisation of that event.
Stories are full of comedy, human interest
and pathos, and all are actual fact.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening or Sunday
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 5 (minimum) to 15
Unit Cost: Available gratis to radio sta-

tions; write for terms for exclusive use
in your market

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kermit -Raymond Produc-

tions, New York, N. Y.
(See Page 73)

Honor Boll of the .fir
This is a patriotic program for the boys

in the armed services. Through the as,
instance of every mother, sister, wife, and
girl friend we hope to salute as many
boys as possible in service whether in the
Army, Navy. Marines or Air Corps. Ws
will ask for this information: his name,
age, birth place, school, church, bobby,
date of induction, and any other informa-
tion that would help create a thumbnail
sketch for broadcasting purposes. Three
commercials are used In the ten-minute
period with two thumbnail sketches inter-
spersed between the commercials. A
band arrangement of Auld Lang Syne is
used as theme. Martial music is used
throughout as background.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for, Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $16.00
Submitted by: Tri-County Broadcasting

Company-WCED

I'm in the Army Now
"I'm in the Army Now" is a quarter-

hour strip written especially for the home
front . . . quoting news of local men in
service . . . articles of home Interest
culled from various service newspapers.
and the author's personal experiences in
the service. Merchandising facilities are
excellent, usable with any locale in the
country with local station adding names
of local men in service. The author ex-
pects to be in service in September. 1943.
Availability: Live talen or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 to 5 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for, Afternoon, 12:30 p.m.; eve-

ning, 6:30 p.m.
Client Suitability: Jewelry, stationers, gifts

(small type for service men)
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: Varies with market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJPF, Herrin, Ill.

Kootenay Family Almanac
"Kootenay Family Almanac" deals with

a war -time community, is billed as "A

program changing as our community
changes. alive with vivid pictures of our
towns, our cities, and our people as they
were, are, now, and may become." De-
signed to weld together the interests and
aspirations of this industrial city, encour-
aging production and inspiring neighbor-
liness among workers and citizens.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: War plant or large in-

dustrial firm
Number of Artists: Varies-mostly one

man show with discs (NBC Thesaurus)
Unit Cost: $520 per month
Submitted by: CJAT, Trail, British Colum-

bia

Letter from Home
Program otters to send weekly actual

"Letter from Home" to any resident of
county serving in the armed forces. Daily
letter from "Mary" to her brother "Joe'
is read on program each day. This means
a local newscast for listeners. Takes up
(5 min.) Letters to program from boys
away add color and sentiment. Letters
to boys printed and mailed-all at spon-
sor's expense, every Friday. War effort
messages-and song dedications-fill re-
mainder.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times per week
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Noontime or evening
Client Suitability: Any firm-local, re-

gional or national
Number of Artists: One
Unit Cost: $125.00 per week, daytime,

over WSFA. $225 per week, night
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSFA, Montgomery, Ala.

Lilly and Luke
Typical bill -billy show. Lilly and Luke

Warmwater, together with Lilly's father,
who runs a general store in the mythical
town of Possum Trot, Arkansas, put on
a comedy skit complete with songs, hill-
billy jargon. etc. Sound effects include
farm animals, various kinds of broken.
down machinery, etc. Well established
and ideal for rural audience,
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, good; evening,

excellent
Client Suitability: Farm feeds, farm ma-

chinery, oil or gasoline, any farm
product

Number of Artists: 4
Unit Cost: Card rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa

.News from Belgium
Our Fighting :Illy

News from Belgium is a short talk about
current events in Nazi -occupied Belgium.
Reports from the underground. Stories
of patriots. How a country fights for
liberty!
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1 Belgian personality
Unit Cost: The Belgian Information Center

asks a token fee of $5 a week only-
when the program is sponsored

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Submitted by: Belgian Information Center
New York, N. Y.

Open Letter to a :Nan in
Service

Narrator, vocalist and organ provide
the essentials for "An Open Letter To A
Man In Service." This is a dramatic pro-
gram. composed of a general letter, read
by a girl, interspersed with appropriate
songs by a girl vocalist. Letter content
deals with memories of home, dances they
attended, picnics and parties.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional
Number of Artists: Three
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KOY, Phoenix, Arizona

Over There
Habits, customs, how to get along

information about countries where Amer-
ican troops are stationed ... background
on what your men in service are finding.
Based upon instruction booklet they re-
ceive when shipped out to points overseas.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2 announcers
Unit Cost: Card rate
Submitted by: Kiem Redwood Broadcast-

ing Company, Eureka, Calif.

The Midwest Mobilizes
A cast of professional actors, a lull

orchestra, several announcers, and occa-
sional guests from governmental agencies
are used to present WBBM's "The Mid-
west Mobilizes"-a down-to-earth, weekly,
30 -minute dramatization of what the Mid-
west Is doing on one war problem.
Superbly produced, it is practical. be-
lievable, helpful in showing listeners
what the Midwest Is doing and what
they can do In war work. OPA used
dubbings of recent -The Midwest Mobil-
ises" program nationally.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon week-end or

evening
Client Suitability: Sponsor engaged in war

work
Submitted by: WBBM Chicago, Ill.

(See Page 48)

Morning Overture
"'Morning Overture" consists of instru-

mental symphonic selections featuring
the lighter classical compositions by the
more popular composers. This program,
55 minutes in length. lends itself to par-
ticipation by advertisers because all se-
lections are brief.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30, 15 and 10 minutes, 7

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning only
Client Suitability: Any type product
Number of Artists: Recorded
Unit Cost: r 0 i -week for full show
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLIB, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Salute to a Hero
Salute to a Hero is a stirring narration

of the exploits of American heroes of

World War Two. Announcing Ms
matic without being "hammy'.
effects and musical background es
blended with the story makes age
piste presentation suspenseful
citing.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for, Evening
Number of Artists: (2) Nana

announ.er
Unit Cost: $50.O1J per show;

week -exclusive of station
Audition Facilities: Transcript!
Submitted by: WJHP, Jackson

Servicemen's Corn
the :fir

Presenting properly edited
about local boys in the service,
of servicemen from individual
in our area are saluted and
bonuses from former employer
men are announced. Segregate
men into their various branch
service, with music appropriate
service preceding listings.
women's auxiliaries. S to 5:30
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or e
Client Suitability: Department

stores or companies
Number of Artists: 2 (announ
Unit Cost: $20 talent
Audition Facilities: Transcripti
Submitted by: WSTV, Steuben

Service Mares Quin
Quiz from USO center on inf

geographic, customs and chars
of people where men are serving oat
today. How to get along In these M
tries . . . what one should know, 1
quizzed are those who have yet Is t
service overseas . , or men who
seen service elsewhere who cas 6
upon experiences for interviews.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once w
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for, Evening
Client Suitability: Any family
Number of Artists: 2, man and

quizzer
Unit Cost: Rate Card
Audiion Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kiem Redwood

mg Company, Eureka. Calif.

Service .Hen's Keyu
l'rogrunr

Any service man from our
request musical number dedi
friend or member of family. May
short personal message (subject
censorship). Have received bun
letters from all over the world.
request is acknowledged with
sender.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for. Evening
Client Suitability: Very general
Number of Artists: Two station

(man and woman)
Unit Cost: Time only
Audition Facilities: Trans ::y 1f- r.
Submitted by: WBRW, W

Soldiers of Industry
A tribute to the men and women
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tt front using workers in the vat-i-

gnite plants.
:lily: Live talent
ts: 15 or 30 minutes, once weekly

It Appeal: Entire family
Id for: Evening
Stability: General
of Artists: 3 and orchestra

)h Low
Facilities: Will pipe live talent
by: Associated Releases, Holly -

pi, Calif.

leaking of Sports
tb elley with a ten minute daily
N: view 6:05 to 6:15 P.M. Monday
igl3aturday featuring major league

scores while the scores are still
Cleveland fans. Bob Kelley has
the spotlight as a favorite local
oadcaster because of his careful
wide acquaintance with spotrs

s and his thrilling play-by-play
of many sports events.

My: Live talent
to: 10 minutes, 3, 5, or 6 weekly
Appeal: Male

d for: Early evening
ultabillty: Any product bought
dpally by men
of Artists: One
1: Regular card rates for time
s B) talent; $12.00 per 10 minute

ram
Facilities: Transcriptions
by: The WGAR Broadcasting

pony, Cleveland, Ohio
(See Page 71)

to Enemy Within
enemy Within" is a smashing
tf the Nazi Fifth Column, how
toed, and how the Australian
trvice broke up this ring in their
Series based on fact, and was

. with the cooperation of the
lecret Service, passed by Aus-
board of Censors. 1171/4 -hour

3 ; ed episodes available. Sponsored
illy by such firms as Di-Mon-Glo

:. rlifornia; Realty Savings Bank,
Ga.; Jacobs Company, Green

tc.; Johnson Dept. Store, Kings -
nn,; Safeway Grocery Stores,
Mont.; Barton Dry Cleaners,

wn, Ohio; Mann's Bakery, Peters-
; Grubitz & Son, Elk City, Okla.;

mute Brewing Co., Owensboro,
others. A program which will

t eyes of Americans as story un-
tke them more alert, mare con -
the need for winning the war.

illy: E. T.
tits: Fifteen minutes, 3, 5, 6
fly
Appeal: Entire family

d for. Evening
stability: Any type of sponsor
sf Artists: 7 to 20
I: Based on population of city,
r and rates of stations used
Facilities: Transcriptions

! by: Kasper -Gordon, Incorpo-

(See page 62)

the Farm Front
es weekly, 12:30 to 12:45 p.m.

Federal, County and State Farm
are rotated and representatives
agency give latest News from

t, explaining Rationing, Federal
tut. and authoritative Farming
e. Austin King is Farm Editor

who interviews and discusses with the
Farm Authorities, the problems of the
farmer and Victory Gardener. Program
established September, 1942.
Availability: Live talent; E. T. announce-

ments
Time Units: 50 words and 1 minute, 1, 2,

3 or 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Farmers' noon hour
Client Suitability: Farm machinery, fertil-

izers, poultry and livestock supplies,
feed and seed, all victory garden
supplies

Number of Artists: Farm editor and panel
of guests

Unit Cost: Rate card
Submitted by: KFXM, San Bernardino,

Calif.

The Home Front
This Peabody Award winner deals with

all problems related to the war effort.
With the assistance of all the Govern-
ment and state officer authoritative
answers on problems created by the war
are given. The success of the program
is due to the careful gathering of answers
and the cooperation of the executive
heads of the Government offices-it builds
and maintains morale on the vitally im-
portant home front. Merchandising-
window display, dealer letters, and con-
tinued spot promotion.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2, or 3 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product or service

used in the home
Number of Artists: 3
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.

There Must Be Fun
Spot announcements are now needed

more than ever, and therefore this new
and original spot puzzle quiz is not only
a 100 per cent entertainment program, but
will also gain a most appreciative audi-
ence for each local sponsor. There are
three possibilities for this material-as a
1 -minute spot daily, as a 5 -minute pro-
gram combining three spots together, or
using the spots as fillers in a 15 -minute
musical program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 minute, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: All kinds, especially

small local sponsors who do not have
a great deal of money

Number of Artists: One narrator
Unit Cost: Each series of 30 different puz-

zles, $6.50
Audition Facilities: Sample scripts
Submitted by: Broadcasting Program Ser-

vice

IISO Calling
An announcer and a Mistress of Cere-

monies conduct the program from the
USO. Purpose of program: to give service
men an opportunity to call anyone any-
where in the United States on long dis-
tance. Mistress of Ceremonies interviews
boys. When calls are placed, fellows
talk three minutes over the phone on the
air; after which congratulations are given
them, with free theatre passes, and a
chance to talk about their call or give

their thank -you. Time between calls is
taken up with stunts complimentary to
current happenings and holidays, and
perhaps a song. Prizes in money. War
Stamps. and theatre passes are offered.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 1 or 3 times

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any. Past sponsorship

by fraternal organizations
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: $50
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDSM, Duluth, Minn.

Utopia
"Utopia" is a musical program spon-

sored by various business concerns in
"Utopia." Such things as automobiles,
refrigerators, etc.. can be bought with-
out rationing red tape, and all "products"
advertised have impossible claims made
for them. A seven -piece band, a mixed
trio "The Three Wishes, With Their
Memory Melody." and soloist, combine
to make this quarter hour one of the most
talked -of programs in the Tri-State.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Manufacturer who

wishes to keep the trade name of
his peacetime product before the
public until it is again available

Number of Artists: 10
Unit Cost: $100 weekly ($50 per program)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: West Virginia Broadcasting

Corp (WMVA).

Victory Mothers
Mothers of service men and women

are invited to the studio for interviews.
They tell of their sons and daughters, in-
cluding latest news which can be re-
leased under censorship rules. Each
mother also tells what she is doing on
the home front, to help win the war.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late afternoon or early

evening
Client Suitability: Now being used for

Savings and Loan Assn. Will sell
anything

Number of Artists: Announcer, interviewer
and guests

Unit Cost: $10 per program plus time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLDS, Jacksonville, Fla.

Victory Nursery Rhymes
Starring Ireene Wicker,

the Singing Lady
Miss Ireene Wicker needs no introduc-

tion to radio. As the "Singing Lady,"
sponsored by Kellogg's and Heinz for so
many years, she built up an audience of
25,000.000 listeners. "Victory Nursery
Rhymes" brings all the favorite nursery
rhymes up to date, to help our war effort;
to promote the sale of war bonds and
stamps: conservation; rationing; defense;
morale; among juvenile and adults.
"Humpty Dumpty," "Jack Horner,"
Bo -Peep." "Old King Cole," "Sing a Song of
Sixpence" and others get their first change
in a century or more. . Each Rhyme runs
about 30 seconds and may be used as

station fill-ins, or as part of sponsored
announcements" Spots may be repeated
over station as many times as desired.
Exclusive to one station In a city. Stations
signing daily for this series. 30 spots
completed, 30 more in production.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 seconds; any number

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon or eve-

ning
Client Suitability: Any sponsor, even war

plants with nothing to sell to general
public

Number o1 Artists: Two
Unit Cost: Based on population of city
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper -Gordon, Incorporated

(See Page 62)

Walsh's Wax Works
This is a 30 -minute program featuring

old recordings as collected by Jim Walsh,
who is considered one of the outstanding
collectors of phonograph records in the
United States. The scripts are written by
Walsh and he appears on the program
as the proprietor of Walsh's Wax Works.
Through his collection of 10,000 records,
approximately 20.000 individual selec-
tions. Walsh can trace the history of the
country for many years back.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon; week-

day evening
Client Suitability: Any sponsor interested

in doing a high -type of selling or in-
stitutional job of advertising

Number of Artists: 2 (Walsh and an an-
nouncer)

Unit Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.

Wanderers of the
Wasteland

Four entertainers of western music with
the help of "Cap," the narrator, retell
stories of the West as they sing their
songs and journey in the open country.
Every six months a collection of these
stories are offered to listeners. Other
merchandising plans are adaptable. With
the use of sound effects such as crickets
and hoofs, a very realistic picture por-
trays the "Wanderers of the Wasteland"
seated around a camp fire.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, once or three

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening: 9:00
Client Suitability: Household products-

medicines, etc.
Number of Artists: 5
Unit Cost: Once weekly-$25; three times

-$70
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WSLS, Roanoke, Virginia

Washington Inside Out
Here's an authoritative, complete and

clear picture of the whole Washington
scene which clears away all the rumors
and counter -rumors and gets down to
the basic facts about our Nation's Capi-
tal. Millions of people want such a pic-
ture. and we can deliver it-painted in the
words of A. P.'s Joe Torbett-who really
knows the Washington scene "Inside Out."
Torbett's Washington news is available
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to many stations via the A. P. wire, but,
since this is Torbett's home town, WRC
offers him in person with his "Washing-
ton Inside Out."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2
Unit Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WRC, Washington, D. C.

WEDC Symphonic Hour
An outstanding musical show of instru-

mental and vocal. Featuring the world's
famous artists. Records Sunday evening
feature 10:00-11:00 p. m. Four medium-
sized commercials permitted during the
hour- At present sponsored by Emil Dene-
mark, Inc., Buick and Cadillac Automo-
biles,
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $100
Audition Facilities: From the air
Submitted by: WEDC, Chicago, Ill.

What's the Odds
"What's the Odds" is a quiz which

pits four members of the armed forces
against four soldiers on the production
front" If women workers are on the show
male members of the forces are used.
If WAACs, WAVES, SPARS, etc., are con-
testants, then men workers participate.
Questions are answered alternately with
war stamps awards for correct answers.
The "What's the Odds" applies to the
last question, for example, the odds may
be 11 to 9. The contestant wagers 9
stamps to 1L he answers correctly.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon and eve-

ning
Client Suitability: All products ... lends

itself to merchandising
Unit Cost: $100
Submitted by: WHK, United Broadcasting

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

What's Your Verdict
The "Court Reporter" gives essential

facts in connection with a court trial, and
defines the law involved. Listeners are
asked to send in their verdict by card.
The senders of the first (number to be
stipulated by sponsor) cards in a unani-
mous vote receive merchandise or war
stamps.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Female or male
Suggested for: Middle or late morning;

Any time afternoon; early evening
Client Suitability: Low-cost foods, drugs,

or wearing apparel seeking wide dis-
tribution

Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $3 per script
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William F. Holland Agency,

Cincinnati, O.

Where Is My Boy?
No war news: description of all the

bases where our boys are located. Cli-

mate-industries-vegetation - habits of
natives and all interesting data on coun-
try around.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 or 15 minutes, 3 or 5 limes

weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested Ion Early evening
Client Suitability: Almost any
Number of Artists: 1

Unit Cost: $35 per show
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: W. N. Ellsworth, Chicago,

Ill.

What do You Know About
Alberta?

Quiz with questions supplied by Pro-
vincial Government dealing entirely with
this Province. Audience and listener par-
ticipation. Merchandising tie up with lo-
cal Chambers of Commerce, community
groups, window displays, radio and news-
paper pre -announcement,
Availability: Both
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional
Number of Artists: Six audience partici-

pations per show
Unit Cost: Time rate plus prize money
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CJAC, Edmonton, Alberta

Wings to Victory
The story of the Army Air Corps in

training and in combat, written and pro-
duced by members of the Public Relations
Department of the Santa Ana Training
Center, Calif. It is undoubtedly the most
exciting series of its kind on the air. With
lull cooperation of the U. S. Army Air
Corps, "Wings to Victory" dramatically
and with exceptional music and sound
effects tells the story of young America
in the air. War Department approval has
been secured for sponsorship and the
show is particularly suited for large man-
ufacturers on aircraft or ordnance. Highly
recommended as a natural for wartime
listening.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Large manufacturer

such as aircraft, ordnance
Number of Artists: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will

pipe live talent
Submitted by: WJZ-Blue, New York, N. Y.

W/NX Symphony Hour
Recorded symphony broadcast nightly

on WINX. Last year it was voted the
3rd most enjoyable musical program lis-
tened to by Washingtonians. tied with
the NBC Concerts.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 55 minutes, 7 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional only
Number of Artists: 1 announcer -narrator
Unit Cost: $654.60 weekly on a 13 -week

contract
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WINX, Washington, D. C.

Wrestling Matches
Broadcast consists of a ringside descrip-

tion of the main event of a regular week-
ly wrestling card Matches are very popu.
lar and draw huge crowds. The cards

are made up of the world's finest and
best-known wrestlers, and present occa-
sionally world championship matches.
Two expert sport announcers handle the
broadcast-one taking the color and the
other the action. The main event is for
two falls out of three with a time period
of about six minutes between falls.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Approximately 60 minutes,

once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Soft drink and beer
Number of Artists: Two
Unit Cost: $60.00 per week
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: ICMAC, San Antonio, Texas

You Were Meant to Be a
Star

Idea show, headed by Dorothy Arzner,
Hollywood's only woman director, which
illustrates by example the wrong, then
the right way to handle domestic and
other situations. Proving that you-yes
every one of you "were meant to be a
star."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Women's products
Number of Artists: Average six
Unit Cost: $3,000.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: William Gernannt

(See Page 96)

Bill Hay Reads the Bible
The reading of the Bible for 15 minutes.

Just one man reading the Bible, no super-
fluous production, no interpretation of the
Bible . . . simply the fundamentals of
religion as written in the Good Book. This
man who reads so well is Bill Hay, a
personality loved by Americans in every
city and town for his intimate, warm
friendship during his 17 years as spokes-
man on the Amos 'n' Andy program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon or

evening
Client Suitability: Cemeteries, florists,

mortuaries, furniture stores, public
utilities, defense plants, and many
other similar types of business

Number of Artists: 1

Submitted by: Dan B, Miner Advertising
Agency, Los Angeles, Cal.

Unlimited Horizons
A public service program dealing with

adventure in the scientific laboratories in
the West through whose findings the
development of the Pacific coast was
rapid and successful. The narrator is Gay-
nor Whitman and the orchestra is under
the direction of Charles Dant.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Varies
Submitted by: NBC (Pacific Coast)

Voices of Yesterday
"Voices of Yesterday" feature actual

recorded voices of the world's foremost
personalities, from William Gladstone to
Will Rogers. The 52 shows dramatize
highlights in their lives, with the "voice"

presented as a stirring climax, will
unique feature of having history sy
by those who made it. Mats, prep
leases and posters are furnished
and excellent low-cost merchandis'
ins are available. Audition discs a/
nished on deposit of S3.00, refunded/
return of disc.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 52 -15 -minute programs
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire It
Suggested for: Early Evening
Client Suitability: Banks, dawn

stores, bakeries, dairies, molt
etc.

Number of Artists: 6 to 8
Unit Cost: According to populatii:

market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman,

York, N. Y.
(See Page 89)

Words at War
Dramatizations of the outstanding'

books done under the over-all title,
at War." These books include such
sellers as Wendell Willkie's "One Wt
"Combined Operations," "They Cc

Pacific," etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Various
Submitted by: NBC

(See Pages 33, 34, 35, 36)

Your Wartime Problei
An outstandingly different dray

approach to the war -time problem
hundreds of thousands of men, wr
and children. Every story a true
these are heart -throbbing dramatic t
ments of true stories. "Your Wart
Problems" is the radio counterpart oI
syndicated newspaper feature of

same name.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, once.

times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning or aftern
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Six
Unit Cost: Special rates on appli
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFIL Broadcastin

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Page 79)

We Corer the Battlefrol
Straight from the typewriters of

war correspondents who are eye
nesses to history in the making cot
the exciting material for this script.
program is based on the true life dror
behind the headlines: the stories of
foreign correspondents whose news Isf
are the fighting lines. The show t
the first hand story of their experies
aboard U. S. Bombers in actual cool
with naval task forces under fire: t

on the fighting lines on land.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once w
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon

ning
Client Suitability: Institutional p

banks; loan companies; pub
ties

Number of Artists: 1 or 2
Submitted by: United Press

(See Page 3)
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b. 'Press Principles'

Et By Fly At Hearing
(Continued from Page 1)

a of the inquiry got under way.
text of Humphrey's suggestions
committe follows:

ecide what you want the newspapers
hardest and then shape each hearing
' the main point becomes the vortex
testimony. Once that vortex is reached,

 handling press releases, first put a
date on them, reading something like

for release at 10:00 a.m., July 6." etc.
do this you can give releases out as

la 24 hours in advance, thus enabling
rs to study them and write better
Unit the number of people authorized
k for the committee, to give out press

or to provide the press with informs..
the fewest number possible. It plugs
tad helps preserve the concentration
lose.
o not permit distractions to occure,
is extraneous fusses with would-be
es, which might provide news that
bury the testimony which you want
d.
b not space hearings more than 24 or
ars apart when on a controversial
s. This gives the opposition too much
mity to make all kinds of counter -

and replies by issuing statements to
rspapers.
bn't ever be afraid to recess a hearing
`r five minutes, so that you keep the
tugs completely in control so far as

news is concerned.
hd this is most important: Don't let
wrings or the evidence ever descend
plane of personal fight between the

gee chairman and the head of the
being investigated. The high plane

sly -authorized committee of the Rouse
resentatives examining the operations
pngency of the executive branch for
(alive purposes should be maintained
:nets.

,a.guage' Broadcasters
Srve On All War Fronts

(Continued from Page 102)
production based largely on

¡Enemy" and the "United Na-
I programs in the "Uncle Sam"
which is produced by the OWI
Bureau. Currently available

lien, German and Polish.
ory for America, Freedom for

-weekly 15 -minute transcrip-
t1 Italian only. This is a dra-
program giving the rise and

round of Fascism in Italy.
?rile de la Semaine"-weekly 15_
e transcription in French only.
commentary covering news of

leek. Prepared by the Overseas
II, OWI, and distributed by

ly Newsletter-This goes out
apt form. "It contains items of
1 interest to various foreign

e groups. These items are
In regular news broadcasts. In
bases, stations have established
I programs to permit the news -

Now being distributed in
n Italian, German, Spanish,
e, Czech, Slovak, Finish, Run-
, Portuguese, Serbian, Croa
and Slovene.
kly Italian Scripts - Three
i entitled "Unite for Victory,"
Ian's Place in the War Effort,"
Civil Liberties," running 10 to
utes and sent out each week.

t Announcements-Four. weekly
announcements of 100 words
red by the Radio Bureau of the

NEIL Organizations Pledge
Mobilized Resources To FDR

(Continued from Page 1)

proximately two delegates from each 8:30 p.m. Council will meet sometime
organization covering radio, motion
pictures, legitimate theater, variety,
etc., attended the conferences held at
the Waldorf-Astoria.

Elmer Davis, head of OWI, and
guest speaker on the agenda, told the
assembly that the industry would
have to marshal its resources to pro-
vide the American people with a
stimulant which would prove as ef-
fective as an enemy invasion in arous-
ing everyone to greater production.
Just how the industry could serve, he
said, was something the Council had
to work out. He required, only that
they both entertain and inform.

Remainder of the day was devoted
to elaborate discussions of projects
and ways and means the Council will
function. Among the suggestions for
expansion of industry activity was
one reported by a radio committee
made up of performers, writers and
directors. George Heller, AFRA,
speaking for the group, listed a
mobile unit of actors and writers
touring the country as attractions for
community street meetings and five
minute simultaneous local broadcasts
for various government messages and
drives. Another suggestion was the
setting up of units of radio talent for
hospital service. Productions would
be styled along lines of broadcasting
to distribute the entertainment via
p. a. systems, etc. Radio Committee
is planning, also, to confer soon with
OWI and Treasury to map out aid
for the Third War Loan Drive.

Other Decisions
Other matters taken up at the meet-

ing include the making of electrical
transcriptions for distribution to sta-
tions, and scripts for publications, of
the address made during the first
day's luncheon session, by Brig. Gen.
Frederick Henry Osborn, chief of spe-
cial services of the U. S. Army; issu-
ance of identification emblems for
every one contributing services to the
war effort programs; expansion of en-
tertainment programs on the pro-
duction and civilian fronts; establish-
ment of a liaison with the WPB in
Washington. Tentative budget for the
Council's operations called for
$30,150, which included $7.800 for an
executive secretary, and $7,800 for a
publicist, two major items. Finance
committee of five was set up to deter-
mine methods of financing the
Council.

Most of the projects and recom-
mendations were referred to the Co-
ordinating Committee for sifting and
disposition. This group will meet
next Wednesday at the Hotel Astor,

OWI, translated and released in
script form. It is recommended that
stations use announcements daily in
each language according to the
amount of broadcasting time they
have in each language. The announce-
ments are released in Italian, Polish,
Yiddish, Spanish, Portuguese and
Hungarian.

in August.
In offering the industry's facilities and

services to the President, the group wired
in part: "We are fully mobilized, and our
resources are yours as commander -In -chief
in the tireless service of winning this fight
and forcing our enemies to their knees in
unconditional surrender. To this end we have
prepared a detailed program which we as a
unified industry will carry forward....to
result in more and better entertainment for
all the people, soldiers, sailors and civilians
of this America."

Davis' Talk
Davis' brief talk declared in part: "We

have long been indebted to the various indus-
tries which you ladies and gentlemen repre-
sent, and we are going to be much more
indebted to you in the course of the coming
year because we have not got very much of
our own to go on....I cannot tell you very
much about what I think you ought to do.
but I can perhaps give you some additional
slants on the problems we have all got to
face. That is the problem of a nation which
is doing very well-doing amazingly well In
some respects. But the point is this. We
have to go on, not only doing well, but
doing even better.

"Tire entertai ,,t industries may in one
way or another be able to give us the
answers First in their old and regular
business of providing entertainment which
will give people the necessary- relaxation
which will enable them to work harder dur-
ing working hours, and secondly, in the mes-
sages they can carry as the entertainment
industries have been carrying them very
copiously for the government to the people
about the importance of the war effort and
about specific things that people have to
do to make the machine work."

NAB Retail Promotion

Previewed To Guests
(Continued from Page 1)

ington, D. C. The preview ran for
three hours, and was held in a con-
ference room at NBC.

Attending the preview, in addition
to the above list, were the following:
members of the Sales Managers Exe-
cutive Committee-Dietrich Dirks,
KTRI, Sioux City, Ia.; C. K. Beaver,
KARK, Little Rock, Ark.; Sam H.
Bennett, KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.;
Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC, New
York; James V. McConnell, NBC;
John M. Outler, Jr., WSB, Atlanta,
Ga.; John E. Surrick, WFIL, Phila-
delphia; members of the Retail Pro-
motion Committee-Paul Morency,
WTIC, Hartford; Robert E. Bausman,
WISH, Indianapolis; Gene L. Cagle,
KFJZ, Ft. Worth; Kenneth Hacka-
thorn, WHK-WCLE, Cleveland; C. L.
McCarthy, KQW, San Francisco;
Oliver Runchey, KOL, Seattle; Ad-
visory Committee of Promotion Exe-
cutives-M. L. Allisen, WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati; Charles B. Brown, NBC;
John G. Hade, WJZ, New York.
Guests included Neville Miller, presi-
dent of NAB; C. E. Arney Jr., secre-
tary -treasurer; C. Robert Thompson,
WBEN, Buffalo; Charles F. Phillips,
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.

Retail Promotion Committee will
meet again today to work out the
itinerary for the presentation.

My Humble
Thanks

To-
Camel Cigarettes

Tom Luckenbill

and the

Wm. Esty Agency

GAilY
MOORE

Exclusive Management:

National Concert and Artists Corporation
New York - Chicago - San Francisco - Hollywood



FIREPOWER ... DIRECTED
WHEN YOU BUY radio time, take a tip from the Army.
Make sure you are buying not only fire power but
also the means to direct it. Those big guns are more
than just barrel and breech; about 3/-1 of those babies
is directing mechanism. The gun would be useless if
they couldn't call the range, aim, and fire ... on target.

When you buy radio time on the Pacific Coast,
make sure you choose the only network that can aim
at and hit all the markets. Buy the only network with
enough stations to direct your message to all the radio

THOMAS S: LEE, President
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, VicePres., General Mgr.

5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

homes. Many markets out here cannot be successfully
covered by long-range broadcasting because of the
surrounding high mountains. More than 9 out of every
10 radio families on the Pacific Coast live within 25
miles of a Don Lee station. Advertisers can blast away
on target .. , everytime.

If your advertising message is important enough for
all the radio families on the Pacific Coast to hear, use
the only network with enough stations to do the job ...
Don Lee.

DON LEE

THE NATION'S GREATEST REGIONAL
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unfreeze Radio Posts
jada Censor Ruling

fines Station's Duly
treal-A new censorship direc-
.s been issued, placing on radio
s the responsibility for keep-
! the air any statements that
injure Canada's war effort. "All
newspaper publishers have had
!pt the responsibility of seeing
tat nothing they publish would
trary to the defense of Canada
:ions, Col. O. M. Biggar, direc-
censorship said today, "we now

(Continued on Page 7)
Ity More War Bonds and Stamps

o Names Craig
Chief Radio Engineer
tdelphia-Palmer M. Craig, for
it two years chief engineer in
of Radar and radio communi-
, equipment development, has
tamed Chief Engineer of the
Division of Philco Corp., it was
iced Friday by John Ballan-
'resident.
i brings to his new post con-
de experience in radio research
gineering. In 1933 he joined the

(Continued on Page 2)
V Moro War Bonds and Stamps

!we -Hour Show
Re Servicemen Disks

No -hour entertainment to aid
bfpaign of Records for Fighting

11 be put on by John Gam -
OR announcer, July 20, 8-10
the WOR Theater. Display
be broadcast. Admission will

°a special ticket offered on the
d two phonograph records.
g's one announcement of the
ity of admission tickets on

(Continued on Page 2)

diterranean 'Duck'
trill Miller. NBC reporter with

United Nations forces invading
ly, reported, when he returned
tilled headquarters recently to

cast a blow-by-blow descrip-
of the Invasion, that he was
d to "duck" In the Mediter-
an, holding his typewriter over
head, while Axis planes strafed
Allied landing parties making
r way to shore.

"Twice As Fast"
Los Angeles-Realizing that he

could not cover every American
camp in England in the time al-
lowed by the War Department,
Bob Hope with his unit is moving
twice as fast as he usually does
in the States, traveling by fast
cars so that he can play to four
camps a day, USO -Camp Shows'
Bill Dover wrote to Ken Thomson,
chairman of the Hollywood Victory
Committee.

Spot Biz Continues

Wider Distribution
Continuation of wider distribution

of national spot business among the
smaller stations, due in a large meas-
ure to the unprecedented campaigns
for breakfast foods, flours and breads,
beverages, and public utilities, will
be revealed in the June reports of
National Radio Records going out
tomorrow. Number of stations report-
ing receipt of the business has been
increasing for the past few months,

(Continued on Page 6)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Stauffer Won't Quit Post
In Domestic Radio Bureau

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Donald Stauffer, chief

of the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau,
assured Domestic Director Palmer
Hoyt, Friday that he would remain
at his post for some time to come;

(Continued on Page 6)

Special Ruling By WMC Releases Many
Broadcasting Jobs In N. Y. Area, But

Maintains Status Quo On Some

NAB Names Six To Aid

Public Relations Work
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Six district public re-
lations chairmen have been named
by NAB district directors to work
with the NAB Public Relations Com-
mittee and Willard D. Egolf, assistant
to .NAB. president Neville Miller in.
formulating and executing a plan for
industry activity. Other appointments
are expected soon.

Those named so far include Edward
(Continued on Page 2)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Advisory Femme Panel
Fully Completed By WOR
WOR's proposed Women's Advisory

Panel whose function will be to guide
the station in programming for the
purpose of aiding women listeners at
home and in the war effort, has now

(Continued on Page 6)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

See Industry Intent
To Aid 'Minority' Cause

Industry's intent to aid the nation
in its latest problem of race and
minority clashes, will, if tentative
plans materialize, attain great scope

(Continued on Page 6)

* THE WEEK IN RADIO *
NEIC Develops Plans
By PEGGY BYRNE

NATIONAL Entertainment Industry
Council held a convention last

week to formulate working plans.
Elmer Davis addressed the group
stressing the fact that the aid of the
entertainment industry in informing
the people would play an important
part in the coming year because of
the limitations placed on the OWI.
Walt Dennis, NAB News Bureau head,
told the Council that the industry
needs to be recognized, to be known
as an industry, and that it must
reach all parts of the country-the

back woods as well as the big cities
....Most suggestions and projects
submitted were referred to the Co-
ordinating Committee for further dis-
cussion at a meeting this week....
Two day session culminated with the
sending of a message to President
Roosevelt pledging the Council's sup-
port and full cooperation of its mobil-
ized forces. Council will meet again
sometime in August.

Second bout of the Cox FCC inves-
tigation ended in a draw, with Com-

(Continued on Page 2)

All announcers, sound effects
men, actors, musicians, singers,
producers, directors and writ-
ers-staff and free lance-in
the New York City area were
released from the job freeze
order in a special ruling handed
down by the regional office of
the War Manpower Commis-
sion. At;he same time, the
order made a point of reiterat

(Continued on Page 7)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

N. Y. Outlets Proceed

With Promotion Plan
Tentative plans to devote two

pages of regular station advertising
schedules in no less than the next
four months were set up Friday by
promotion department executives of
New York City stations meeting at
WOR for the second time to discuss
an industry campaign which would
offset defamatory articles on the New

(Continued on Page 6)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Navy Series On WCAU
Honors War Industries

Philadelphia-In cooperation with
the Industrial Incentive Division of
the United States Navy, WCAIJ, be-
ginning at 3:15 p.m. tomorrow, will

(Continued on Page 5)

Fallacy
Albany - Adage that lightning

never strikes twice was doubly dis-
proved at the WABY transmitter in
the past months. Last week Rose-
mary Tholl was performing her first
solo trick at the transmitter when
lightning struck the tower, reduced
three meters to molten metal and
blew fuses. Same thing happened
twice before, making three times
in one year.
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FINANCIAL
(July 16)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. Er Tel. 1563/4 1561/8 1563/4 - 1/4
CBS A 241/4 24 241/4
CBS B 241/8 24 241/4 -
Crosley Corp. 211/4 201/4 211%4 + 3/4
Gen. Electric 39 385/e 387/8 - 1/8Philco 241/4 24 241/4 + 1/4

111/2 111A3 111/4
135/8 13 13
971/4 961 97 +
367/8 363/8 363/8 -

RCA Common
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
)Hazeltine Corp. ... 31 31 31 +

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. Ce Rad. 91/8 9%
Stromberg-Carlson 121/8 131/8
WCAO (Baltimore) 21 24
WJR IDetroitl 28 ..

1/8

3/4

1/8

1/4

Philco Names Craig
Chief Radio Engineer

(Continued from Page 1)
Philco Research Laboratories as a
radio engineer and assisted in the
development of such important con-
tributions to radio as high fidelity
reception, automobile radios and the
first remote control radio receiving
sets. He was appointed engineer in
charge of console radios in 1938 and,
even prior to the attack on Pearl Har-
bor, Craig was taking a leading part
at Philco in the development of Radar
equipment.

He was graduated from the Univer-
sity of Delaware in the class of 1927
with the degree of B.S. in Electrical
Engineering and was formerly asso-
ciated with Westinghouse Electric and
Mfg. Company.

`BALTIMORE'S BLUE NETWORK
OUTLET

SPOT SALES, INC.. N.. York Cu,.,.  S.. rnn,i,,,

RADIO DAILY Monday, July 19

THE WEEK IN RADIO
... NEIC Develops Plans

(Centiawed from Page 1)

mittee Counsel Eugene Garey unable
to glean any information from Fly,
Harold D. Smith or Charles Denny,
and unable to question Army and
Navy personnel as the result of a
Presidential order forbidding them to
testify. Smith refused (on instruc-
tions from the President) to produce
the originals of letters written by
Admiral Leahy and Secretaries Knox
and Stimson, copies of which were
read by the Committee last week.
....Fly however, admitted possessing
a communication which would ex-
onerate the FCC, but refused to di-
vulge its contents as a violation of
the confidence in which it was writ-
ten....Fly hit out at the Committee
last Thursday, declaring that its
"press principles," listed by Bob
Humphreys, INS reporter, are indi-
cative of the character of the investi-
gation.

NAB Sales Managers Executive
Committee adolited a resolution last
week condemning cow -catcher and
hitching -hiking announcements. Sev-
eral other matters were taken up at
the meeting, including plans for a
survey of live announcements and the
compiling of sales manuals.... Sales
Managers, plus several other commit-
tees, attended a preview of the Re-
tail Promotion Plan.

OWI added 12 regional executives
to Station Relations Division of the
Domestic Radio Bureau to replace, to
some extent, the now defunct field
service. New members will aid in
clearance of new programs and an-
nouncements submitted by govern-
ment agencies and will attempt to
supply information and guidance to
local stations. Donald D. Stauffer,
head of the Bureau, also elaborated
on how the Bureau will work under

the decreased budget.... War Adver-
tising Council presented a 45 -minute
broadcast over NBC in connection
with its new war message ad drive.
Speakers were Donald Nelson, Fred
Vinson, Marvin Jones, Elmer Davis
and Chester LaRoche.... While the
WLB considered the merits of the
AFM - transcription company case,
the Senate took steps of its own by
introducing an anti -ban bill....Rep.
P. G. Holmes introduced a new bill
into the House asking for for a more
clear definition of the authority of
the FCC....MBS was forced to stop
feeding musical shows to WSAY, its
Rochester affiliate, as a result of AFM
pressure. Station refuses to hire extra
musicians ordered by AFM....Miller
McClintock, Mutual president, an-
nounced an increase in network op-
tion time and a graduating decrease
in advertiser discounts.

Radio Writers' Guild was certified
by the NLRB as bargaining agent for
shortwave writers and began nego-
tiations with NBC for a contract....
CBS marked the first anniversary of
its discount plan, announcing that 95
stations have benefited by it....
Treasury Department sent NBC a
clarification of withholding tax as
applied to artists....Sales promotion
chiefs of metropolitan stations met
last week to discuss promoting the
New York market. Plan will include
five boroughs.... Canadian Associa-
tion of Broadcasters told the Com-
mons Radio Committee that it was
against the nationalization of Cana-
dian radio ....In signing the Urgent
Deficiencies Bill, President Roosevelt
strongly criticized Congress for pass-
ing the rider containing the elimina-
tion of Goodwin B. Watson and Wil-
liam E. Dodd, Jr., of the FCC, from
the payroll.

Set Two -Hour Show
Re Servicemen Disks
(Continued from Page 1)

his program about two weeks ago
brought in 1,600 requests. Theater ac-
commodates only 900, so he wrote a
personal letter to the other 700, ask-
ing them to turn in their records any-
way. Campaign is under the auspices
of the American Legion. Represen-
tative from that body will be Past
National Commander Ray Murphy.

Entertainment will consist of Mil-
ton Berle, Joe Laurie, Jr.; Harry
McNaughton, Peter Donald, Vincent
Lopez; Vincent Sorey and his orches-
tra; Paul Shubert; Stan Lomax,
Martha Deane, Tom Slater and Jack
Byrne in a special edition of "The
Better Half" wherein contestants will
be selected from the audience.

Milwaukee FM Meet
Milwaukee-The FMBI board meet-

ing will be held here on Tuesday,
August 3, commencing with lunch at
1 p.m. The place is Milwaukee's
Radio City. The meeting is open to
the membership of FM Broadcasters,
Inc., and Major Edwin H. Armstrong
has indicated his intention to attend.

NAB Names Six To Aid
Public Relations Work

(Continued from Page 1)
E. Hill, WTAG, Worcester, Mass..
District 1; Michael Hanna, WHCY,
Ithaca, N. Y., District 2; Vernon H.
Pribble, WTAM. Cleveland, District 7;
Clarence Liech, WGBF-WEOA, Evans-
ville, Ind., District 8; Karl O. Wyler,
KTSM, El Paso, District 13, and
Harry Buckendahl, KALE, Portland,
Ore., District 17.

ANNOUNCERS
Experienced announc-

ers wanted by mid -west
clear channel station;
Submit complete back-
ground details immedi-
ately. If you're not a top
man, don't write.
RADIO DAILY, Box 719

1501 B'dway N. Y. C.

cOlninG and GOI

PHILLIPS CARLIN, vice-president of 1
Network in charge of programs, is bad
desk following a vacation spent in Conn

BEN LUDY, general manager of WIBW,
Kans., was here Friday for conferences
headquarters of CBS.

CECIL HACKETT, managing director of
left yesterday on a business trip to Chic

RICHARD STARK, of "Life Can Be Be;
and "Right to Happiness," off today
vacation in Manchester, Vt.

C. L. McCARTHY, general manager of
Columbia affiliate in San Jose, Cal., let
Friday after having been here most of lag

LIONEL HAMPTON, and the members
band are in Rochester for an engagem
the Temple Theater.

GEORGE C. BIGGAR, program direr
WLW, Cincinnati, is in Chicago, where I
spend several days on business.

JOHN WELLINGTON, Blue Network pn
travels to Charleston, S. C., tomorrow
broadcasting of the "Spotlight Bands" p
from the Navy Yard.

PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HULL
Edmonton, Alberta, from which poi
will air tonight's stanza of "Vox Pop
CBS. HULL will leave on vacation follow
close of the program.

MRS. DOROTHY LEWIS, NAB co -o
of listener activities, leaves today for
ton, D. C., to attend conferences of
the Federal Education Committee. She
turn by way of Philadelphia where on
she will address the Radio Workshop of

ARTHUR CASEY, assistant to the man
KMOX, St. Louis, a caller late last th
CBS.

CLAIRE and MERNA BARRY, singing duo
on WHN's "Gloom Dodgers" program, ari
from a one -week tour of eastern Aria
Navy bases.

CARL BURKLAND, general manager of
Washington, D. C., has returned to the
following conferences at the offices of

They Know Which

Side Their Bread
is Buttered On!
 The largest bakery
radio advertiser in Bal-,
timore invests more
radio money in WITH
than any other station
They know which side
their bread is buttered
on!

WITI'1

IN BALTIMORE
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED



the plain facts are these:

IN THE NATION'S

NO. 1 MARKET

iS...w o V
BETWEEN THE HOOPER CHECKING HOURS OF 7:30 AND 10:00 P. M. YOU CAN REACH

THE MOST RADIO HOMES AT THE LOWEST COST PER 1,000 OF ANY INDEPENDENT

RADIO STATION IN NEW YORK ... at less than 1 2 the cost of the next ranking station

and at 1/6 the cost of the lowest ranking station.

730

7 45
PM

7.45

8 00
PM

8 00

8 15
PM.

8 15

8 30
PM.

8 30

8 45
PM.

8 45

9.00
PM.

9 00

9.15
PM.

9 15

9 30
PM.

9.30

9.45
PM.

9.45

10.00
P.M.

WOV

Cost, 1000 Radio Homes $1 80 $3.00 $2 58 $3 00 $2 30 $3.00 $3 00 $2 15 $2 58 $3 00

STATION A

Cost, 1000 Radio Homes $5 15 $7 60 $12.80 $19 00 $9 50 $15.50 $26 50 $19.00 $12.80 $15.50

STATION B

Cost, 1000 Radio Homes $2.50 $7 80 $11.00 $13.00 $11 00 $19.25 $19.25 $15.50 $9 60 $19.25

STATION C

Cost, 1000 Radio Homes $18.00 $9 00 $15.00 $11 25 $13.00 $15.00 $22.75 $22.75 $18.00 $13.00

STATION D

Cost, 1000 Rodio Homes $5.25 $5.25 $4.40 $3 35 $4.40 $6.70 $7 60 $5.90 $6 70 $4.40

SOURCE

Cost per 1,000
Radio Hornet
based on pub
lithed onetime
quarter-hour rate.

Ralph N. Werl, General Manager -Joseph Hershey McG,Ilvra; Notional Represenlat,ves
WOV... _FOR VICTORY

NEW YORK
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

OUR Passing Show: Elsie JanisOUR
Columbia Square; Ken

Niles, Ben Alexander, Neil Reagan,
Dave Taylor, Denny Shane, Arthur
Solomon lunching at Brittingham's.

"Your American Red Cross," a pro-
gram by and about the great organ-
ization of mercy, will be heard over
KECA Thursdays, at 3:15 p.m. News,
drama and interviews will tell the
story of the American Red Cross and
its vital war work. In addition to
outstanding guest stars from the mo-
tion picture and radio industry, the
Red Cross series will feature lead-
ers of the Los Angeles chapter of the
organization.

A minute ,before Columbia's head-
line actress, Agnes Moorehead, goes
on the air, in a starring role, a tall,
good-looking man steps up and kisses
her. It is a simple "good luck" ritual
which Miss Moorehead and her actor -
husband, Jack Lee, have joked about
for many years. And she insists that
the brief send-off gives her a com-
pletely "at home" feeling with every
type of dramatic role she has enacted.

Maestro Harry James and his crew
of CBS Music Makers will check in
at Metro late this week to rehearse
band numbers for their movie -in -the-
making, "Mr. Co -Ed."

Jule Styne and Sammy Cahn, who
scored the current hit tune "I've
Heard That Song Before," were the
guest composers on the "Fitch Sum-
mer Bandwagon" heard Sunday, July
11th, over NBC, and scored a big hit
with their comedy lines when inter-
viewed by emcee Tom Reddy. Styne
and Cahn, who have just completed
"Thinkin' About the Wabash" and
"Victory Polka," for the Columbia
pitcure "Tropicana," are en route to
New York to do the music for a
George Abbott musical, and the music
for "George White's Scandals."

Eddie Dean, baritone singer of
western songs on the "Judy Canova
Show," decided the other day to sur-
prise his nine -year -old son, Eddie, Jr.,
by delivering his papers in their
neighborhood in Pasadena. He did!
Son discovered, when the phone
started to ring madly, that Pop had
delivered on the wrong side of the
street!

Gordon Jenkins organized the "Suit
Case Six" to do a trick instrumental
version of "Red Wing," on the "Judy
Canova Show" last week.

MANPOWER
YES, WE BELIEVE WE CAN
SUPPLY GRADED MANPOWER

TO FILL ANY VACANCY IN
YOUR ORGANIZATION.

CALL-
FRANK McGRANN

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)

331 Madison Ave. (43rd St.), New York

MURRAY HILL 2-6494

Memos OF An Innocent Bystander ... !
And we do mean innocent bystander while waiting for

a Radiolite at the 44th Street entrance to the Hotel Astor we were
five minutes early (which, in itself, is an event) and here's what we saw
in those 300 seconds Producer John Golden, walking past the Para-
mount stage door, noticed the autograph hounds and stopped to read the
"theater billboard" to see whose autograph was being sought Sergeant
Barney Ross, headed for the Special Army car awaiting him at the curb
opposite the stage door, unnoticed by the jitterbugs however a young
colored girl recognised the "Real Hero" and asked Barney for his autograph

Adolph Zukon who more than any one else was responsible for the
prosperity and growth of Paramount pictures, walks hatless to a taxicab,
parked at the Astor 44th Street entrance the cab starts to swing out
into the middle of the street and cuts off another taxi, who jammed his
brakes to avoid a collision the. occupant of the second cab was
Spyros Skouras, head of 20th Century -Fox neither of the Filmoguls
knew of each other's common danger in fact they won't know of it
until they read It here.

* * *
 Herb Polesie, producer of the Frank OBSinatra "Broad-

way Bandbox," has lined up a five star show for the initial appear-
ance of that variety program on the 9:30 p.m., Monday night spot,
formerly occupied by the Lux Theater......featured will be Virginia
Weidler, Benny Goodman and his musical quartette, the Golden Gate
Quartette, Raymond Scott and the Jersey Lark himself Program
will emanate from Hollywood starting Aug. 9 while Sinatra thrushes
before the cameras Larry Berns will be the producer when
Comic Jerry Lester heads his own variety CBShow every Sunday
at 7, beginning July 25 Incidentally, Baritone Jack Smith, ac-
companied by Raymond Scott's orchestra will be heard on the
Friday at 11:30 p.m. spot vacated by the "Broadway Bandbox"

Don't be surprised to learn that Fally Markus, who in the past
score years has booked more talent into theaters than any other
individual, may hook up with one of the largest advertising agencies
sometime in September Radio can use Fally's knowledge of
show business That was quite a definition heard the other ayem
over WEAF "a girdle is something that takes the Waves out
of the WAC's" Joan Davis, NBComedienne has  this to say
about radio comics a guy with nerves of steal Victor Borge
has the supreme squelcher to hecklers; to wit "keep punchin,
maybe you'll hit yourself-I hope."

* * *
Vivian della Chfesa has cancelled her usual summer perform-

ances with the Cincinnati Opera Company to make USO -Camp Show
appearances next Wednesday she'll co-star with Giovanni Martinelli
in a concert at Fort Hancock, N. J. Daniel Richman, popular music
columnist for the N. Y. "Post," leaves soon for active duty for Uncle Sam

Vicki Vickee, radloriole, has changed her name to Linda Richards
Guests, at the party thrown by quipmaster Bob Hawk at the Waldorf-

Astoria last week, were in a dither about the antics of a clumsy waiter,
who spilled their drinks, dusted crumbs from the tables onto their laps,
stepped on toes indiscriminately and "accidentally" moved chairs out
from under them until Hawk revealed the waiter to be none other
than Frank Libuse "professional insulter -de -luxe;' currently featured in
"Sons O' Fun" Cyril Anmbrister has been re-signed to direct "Terry
and the Pirates," when that "blood and thunder" yarn resumes Aug. 2
over the Blue Net. * * *

- Remember Pearl Harbor -
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Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

THE "National Barn Dance
@

is going to Hollywood late
tember for a four -weeks assin
on the Paramount lot for pros-
of a movie. "The NationalE
Dance" stars getting the Hol:o
call are Pat Bettram, Joe Kelln
Belle and Skyland Scotty, Ail;
Dinning Sisters and the Hoosi
Shots. The troupe will make

i

camp appearances en route
West Coast.

Joel' Kupperman, seven -y(
quiz kid, goes to Hollywood in t
for a picture contract.

Jack Baker, tenor of the Blu
work "Breakfast Club," back
program following two wee
illness.

Malone Sisters, youthful s.
trio, will join the "Musical
wagon," on WGN starting today
gram is heard Monday througl
day from 10:00 to 10:45 a.m.

Hal Tate, movie trade jour
and husband of Nikki Kaye,
writer and actress, going Eas
week on a two -weeks vacation
to his entrance into the Arm
August 14.

Joe Rockgold, recently with K
Waterloo, Ia., has joined the
pouncing staff of WLS. Lew L
has been transferred from the
production department to the
tion's announcing staff.

A three-hour program, highli
by the Navy's "Happy Hour
will climax Chicago's "Mee
Navy Day," Friday July 30
Chicago stadium. WLS will o
their network "Meet the Nav
gram from the Chicago Servic
Center on that date. Herb Hoe
former production manager
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has !

added to the WLS production stn
The 739th Military Police Bi

lion Band, Camp Des Plaines, u
the direction of Sgt. Horace Hen
son, was featured on WBBM'
corded "Uncle Sam" program,
day.

AVAILABLE
For quick sponsorshil

NBC world news round
up 7:15 a.m., CWT Mon
day through Saturday
12:15 p.m. newscas
Monday through Satur
day on WGCM. Complet
coverage of the Missis
sippi Gulf Coast, Gulf
port, Miss. Put your ad
vertising dollar to wort
in this prosperous ant

booming territory. NB(
affiliate.
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lY GOODMAN and VIR-
WEIDLER, on Frank Sinatra's
way Bandbox," today (WABC-
30 p.m.).

(AN ANDERSON, on the
Artists Series of the Tele -
Hour," today (WEAF-NBC, 9

 HERSHOLT, in an adapta -
"Men in White," on the pro-
' "The Screen Guild Players,"
WABC-CBS, 10 p.m.).

BILLY JOE DOIRON, U. S.
veteran of Guadalcanal, on

Timms "Johnny Presents," to-
(WEAF-NBC, 8 p.m.).

CARTER, on Haven Mac -
t9 "Noah Webster Says," to-

(WJZ-Blue Network, 8:30

:ANDER KIPNIS, basso, on
Ion to Music," tomorrow
..CBS, 11:30 p.m.).

((AS L. THOMAS, baritone, on
esta Blanca Carnival," Wed-
(WABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

WASON, foreign cor-
t, on "This Is Our Enemy,"
(WOR-Mutual, 8:30 p.m.).

VIEW WOLL, executive vice -
t of the American Federation
r; JAMES B. CAREY, secre-
te CIO, and CARTER GOOD -
chairman of the governing
tf the International Labor
m "For This We Fight," Sa-
(WEAF-NBC, 7 p.m.).

ith the Colors!

HOPPER, former engineering
or of studio operations at
as been commissioned a cap -
he United States Army Troop
Airforce. He joined the Army
1st, 1942.

-vvv-
C. EVERETT (TOD) SWALM,
Relations Officer at Stinson
?ex., has been promoted to
k of First Lieutenant. Lt.
,vas formerly on the editorial
RADIO DAILY.

-vvv-
JIMMY RO6ELEIGH, one -

IC page boy has returned to
West station after a furlough
D. Currently Roseleigh is
as aerial gunner.

t. Production Man
Writer, 4F, currently employed by

I el network, desires to break into
lion. Seventy-five dollars weekly.

RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
I 'ork City.

IIEW PROGRAMS- IDEAS
Public Health Series

Under the general title "The
Enemy Within," KFI, Los Angeles,
has broadcast the first in a
series of programs in the interest
of public health. The series was
created to stir greater interest among
plant managers, industrial leaders and
the public in general in a plan of
pre -employment physical examina-
tion.

At the first program, Henry L.
Clark, general manager of the South-
ern California Division of General
Motors; Dr. George N. Uhl, city
health officer; Dr. H. O. Swartout,
county health officer; and Franklin B.
Cole, coordinator of the Industrial
Security Section of the Chamber of
Commerce gathered around the table
in a general health discussion.

"The Enemy Within" series is di-
rected by Bob Purcell, KFI's special
events chief.

Television Quiz
Conducted by Charles Wilde as

"Professor Quiz" a new type of audi-
ence participation program is "Cross -
Word Puzzle Quiz" presented on
WRGB, General Electric's television
station in Schenectady. Puzzle forms
are supplied to persons with receiver
sets in the Troy -Albany -Schenectady
area as well as those who are in the
studio. While the definition of the
word is given now as a hint toward
the solution of the puzzle, it was
reported that music suggesting the

is

"War Industries On Parade"
A series of radio programs titled

"War Industries on Parade" has been
inaugurated on CKAC, Montreal,
every Tuesday evening from 9-9:30
p.m. to develop closer relations be-
tween the men and women who are
employed in munitions plants and
the people of the radio public. The
purpose of the show is to demon-
strate the talents of both the French
and the English speaking populations
to the radio listeners and the interests
that each plant is taking in develop-
ing these talents.

The present summer series of nine
programs of variety shows attempts
to develop some of the talents of
the employes of the plants who have
already had some experience in the
entertainment field.

The programs originate in the vari-
ous war plants in and around Mon-
treal.

Invitation to Dinner
Listeners to Maggi McNellis' pro-

gram on WINS, New York, "Society's
Gal About Town," each Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 7:45 p.m.,
are offered an opportunity to dine at
any select night club and an evening
of theater entertainment if they can,
in 20 written words on the back of
a postcard, show why they should
accept the offer. Each three weeks
the best card received for that period
will entitle the sender of the missive
two tickets to any preferred show
and night club. This offer was ef-
fective July

Big V -Mail Campaign
To Enlist All Stations

The War Department, in conjunc-
tion with the Office of War Informa-
tion, will initiate a powerful publicity
campaign for V -Mail starting the
middle of August. The force of this
drive will "overshadow anything ever
before attempted" in this field. For a
period of several weeks, the intensity
of the promotion will be felt through
many media.

Some of the highlights are: "Radio
is expected to tell the V -Mail story
over every station in the country sev-
eral times daily. In addition, V -Mail
will be written into the body of more
than 75 popular network programs. A
direct message will go to the families
of every soldier in the army request-
ing them to use V -Mail when writ-
ing to their boys overseas. A two -
reel movie on the Army Postal Ser-
vice with strong emphasis on V -Mail
will be shown in 16,000 theaters. Car-
toonists and comic strip artists will be
invited to cooperate, trade papers and
trade associations will also promote
the effort. Display material, includ-
ing posters, streamers and counter
cards, will go to more than 100,000 re-
tailers. They will also receive a
broadside giving suggested setups for
windows, counters, newspaper and
radio tie-in ads. The War Advertis-
ing Council, representing the adver-
tising industry of the U. S., is volun-
teering its support in enlisting na-

Navy Series On WCAU
Honors War Industries

(Continued from Page 1)
offer a series of programs "Salute to
Uncle Sam's Industries" Tuesdays
through Fridays during the first 15
minutes of "Open House," a day -time
club program for night workers. Wade
Barnes, master of ceremonies of
"Open House," will conduct the series
while special music will be arranged
by Johnny Warrington.

SKF Industries will be the first
honored on tomorrow's broadcast fol-
lowed by Electric Storage Battery
Company on July 21; Sun Shipbuild-
ing & Dry Dock Company, July 22;
and Sharp & Dohme, July 23. The
format of the programs will include
a brief history of the industry to be
honored, an address by a major exe-
cutive of the company; interviews
with workers from the plant and
sailors, marines and coast guardsmen
who have recently returned from a
combat area. Particular stress will be
laid upon the importance of fine
equipment for our fighting men and
team -work between the workers on
the production front and the men on
the battle fronts.

tional advertisers to push V -Mail in
their own messages. The campaign
will also reach into all overseas thea-
ters of war where the army will use
every effort to educate the soldiers
to the use of V -Mail.

AGENCIES
COL. OVETA CU;LP HOBBY, head

of the Women's Army Corps, will
deliver an address at a special sum-
mer War Activities Luncheon to be
held by the Advertising Club of New
York at the club house on Wednesday,
July 21.

COMPTON ADVERTISING, INC.,
has been appointed by American
Home Products 'Corp. to handle the
account of those items which are
advertised exclusively to the medical
profession.

JAMES M. CECIL, president of
Cecil and Presbrey, heads a commit-
tee of agency executives who will co-
operate with the Travelers' Aid
Society of New York in its drive to
raise $230,000.

WILLIAM R. FARRELL will join
Benton & Bowles, Inc., as vice-presi-
dent and director of research and
product development, effective the
latter part of July, it has been an-
nounced by Clarence B. Goshorn,
president of the agency. For the past
ten years Farrell has been associated
wth A. C. Neilsen Company and has
been a vice-president of that organ-
ization since 1938.

WILLIAM SCOTT PATJENS has
joined Franklin Bruck Advertising,
New York, as vice-president. Until
July 1 Patjens was sales manager of
New York Subways Transit Advertis-
ing Co., Inc. Prior to that, Patjens was
eastern sales manager of American
Weekly.

ELIZABETH HUNTLEY, formerly
a commentator on WGY, Schenectady,
has joined the public relations staff
of J. Walter Thompson Company as a
radio specialist.

John Anderson
John Anderson, 46, drama critic of

the New York "Journal Amercan,"
author and playwright, died Friday in
St. Luke's Hospital of meningitis. He
had undergone an operation for sinus
earlier in the week. He leaves a
widow, the former Margaret Breuning,
art critic; his mother; eight brothers
and two sisters. Burial was held in
Monroe, Conn.
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N. Y. Outlets Proceed

With Promotion Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

York market in newspapers. Com-
mitment will have to be put in letter
form by all the station managers
before the campaign can get started.
It is expected the agreement will be
forth coming. Only seven of the pro-
motion executives were able to at-
tend Friday's session. The absentees
will be notified of the group's plans
and discussions. Joe Creamer, head of
WOR's promotion department, again
presided.

Group discussed, again, subject of
whether or not the ads should be
signed as cooperatives. No conclusions
on that, or the themes and angles for
the campaign were reached. Next
meeting of the group will hinge on
the final letters of sanction by the
station managers.

Present at Friday's session were
Lucy Towle, WMCA; Herb Chason,
WHN; Hartley Samuels, WOV; Bob
Hutton, WJZ; Jules Dundes, WABC;
Joe Creamer and Miriam Adelson,
WOR.

Advisory Femme Panel
Fully Completed By WOR

(Continued from Page 1)
been set up as a permanent body.
Formation followed a special lun-
cheon last Thursday, when Alfred J.
McCosker, president of WOR, at the
Waldorf-Astoria, invited a group of
business and professional women to
participate in the project. Panel
meetings will be held at least four
times a year.

Personnel of the panel will consist
of the following women who attended
the luncheon: Mrs. Dorothy Dunbar
Bromley, Editor Sunday Women's
Activity Page, New York Herald
Tribune; Miss Frances K. Marlatt,
President, New York State Federa-
tion of Business and Professional
Women; Mrs. Betsy Talbot Blackwell,
Editor -in -chief, Mademoiselle Maga-
zine; Mrs. Charles S. Maddock,
President of the New Jersey Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs, Mrs. Harold
V. Milligin, N. Y. Federation of
Women's Clubs, Mrs. Lillian Poses,
representing Mrs. Anna Rosenberg,
Regional Director, War Manpower
Commission; and Mrs. Margaret T.
Applegarth, representing Mrs. Amy
Welcher, President of the United
Council of Churchwomen.

Mrs. Winthrop Aldrich, Vice -Chair
man of CDVO, and Miss Hazel Corbin,
General Director, Maternity Center
Association, will also serve as regular
members of the Panel, though they
were unable to attend the luncheon.

Alfred J. McCosker opened the
meeting with a brief welcoming
speech; Rufus Maddux, Vice -Presi-
dent in charge of Sales, explained
the change of programming that has
occurred since our entry into the
war, and the increased effort on the
part of WOR personalities to devote
themselves to women's war effort and
household problems; Joseph Creamer,
Director of Promotion, demonstrated
the change in listening habits since

IS IL W I II
WFDF, Flint, Mich.: The All -State

Insurance Company, Chicago, Ill., 28
spot anns. weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago; American
Chicle Co., Long Island City, New
York, five spot anns. weekly, re-
newal, 13 weeks, thru Badger &
Browning & Hersey, Inc., New York;
Continental Baking Company, New
York, 13 spot anns. weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Ted Bates, New York; Diamond
Crystal Salt Company, New York,
two spot anns., thru Benton & Bowles,
New York; General Foods, Inc., New
York, 15 spot anns. weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Benton & Bowles, New York;
Macfadden Publications, Inc. (True
Story Magazine), New York, 52 five-
minute programs, thru Raymond
Spector Co., New York; Michigan
Bell Telephone Company, Detroit, 15
spot anns. weekly, 7 weeks, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son, New York; Pillsbury
Flour Mills, Minneapolis, five spot
anns. weekly, renewal, 13 weeks, thru
McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.

WARY, Albany: Columbia Pictures
Corp., through Weiss and Geller, 35-
word anns. for one month; Church
of the Nazarene, 30 minutes; Sundays,
eight weeks; Albany Army and Navy
Store, five-minute sports periods with
Joe Nolan, 13 weeks; City Safe Deposit
Company, through Mevenor Advertis-
ing Agency, daily announcements,
three times daily, 26 weeks; M. Z.

WOV, New York: Roxy Theater,
through Kayton-Spiero Agency, N. Y.,
hall -minute spot announcements, 52
times; True Story Magazine, through
Raymond Spector, N. Y., five-minute
programs, four times; National Shoes,
through Emil Mogul, N. Y., 15 -minute
program, four times; Atlantic Maca-
roni, through Pettinella Agency, N.
Y., 15 -second spot announcements,
3,120 times; Shubert Theater, through
Blaine Thompson, N. Y., one -minute
spot announcements, 13 times; Smil-
ing Irishman, through Carl Calman,
N. Y., one -minute spot announce-
ments, 60 times; Ronzoni Macaroni,
through Piedmont Agency, N. Y., 30 -
minute programs, 312 times; Para-
mount Pictures, through Buchanan &
Cc., N. Y., half -minute spot announce-
ments, eight times; Emily Smith
Hosiery, through Erland Agency, N.
Y., 10 -minute programs, 12 times; La
Rosa & Sons, through Commercial
Radio, N. Y., 30 -minute programs, 52
times; Charm Kurl, through Guen-
ther -Bradford, Chicago, 10 -minute
programs, 225 times; United Artists,
through Donahue & Coe, N. Y., 10 -
minute programs, eight times; Sachs
Furniture, 10 -minute programs, 130
times, direct; Ash's Furs, through
Dundes & Frank, N. Y., 10 -minute
programs, 234 times.

Kudon, daily announcements, 13
weeks.

Stauffer Won't Quit Post
In Domestic Radio Bureau

(Continued from Page 1)
Stauffer's resignation had been ex-
pected for nearly a week, for reasons
of health, but Hoyt said Friday that
"Don has agreed to stay with us, and
I'm mighty glad of it."

WHN Sets Remotes
Remote name band broadcasts have

been added to the WHN summer
schedule. The first of these will take
place tomorrow at 10:30 p.m., EWT,
and will present Don Redmond and
his orchestra from the Club Zanzibar.
The remote broadcasts will be aired
every Tuesday and Thursday there-
after at the same time. Other sum-
mer schedule changes include the
shifting of the "Commentator's Round
Table" from Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. to
Wednesday at the same time.
Pearl Harbor, and showed a chart
of the increase in percentage of
women listeners between the hours
of 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.

The meeting was then turned over
to Julius F. Seebach, Vice -President
in charge of Program Operations,
who called for a general informal
discussion on the following topics:
Do women want news programs espe-
cially edited for them? Should WOR
have more specialized programs for
women at night? What post-war
problems are the most important
to women now? What is the group's
opinion of the type of program gen-
erally known as the "soap opera?"

NBC Appoints Mitchell
Farm Editor Of Network

Chicago-Everett Mitchell, veteran
agricultural expert, has resigned as
director of the Blue Network's "Farm
and Home Hour" to become farm
editor of NBC. Mitchell for many
years was heard on NBC from Chi-
cago before joining up with the Blue.

Wedding Bells
Meredith Blake, vocalist with the

Shep Fields band, and Third Officer
Alfred Preston Jump, of the United
States Army Transport Service, were
married June 13 at the Fifth Avenue
Presbyterian Church.

Samuel H. Cook, president of
WFBL, Syracuse, and Mrs. Gladys
G. King of New York City, were
married here July 10th in All
Angels Church. Lt. Charles Hamilton
Sanford, Jr. of Syracuse, Mr. Cook's
son-in-law and assistant treasurer of
WFBL, was best man. After a short
trip, Mr. and Mrs. Cook will live
in Fayetteville near Syracuse.

FCC Chairman On NBC Show
Washington-James Lawrence Fly,

FCC chairman; Francis Harmon, WAC
executive secretary, and Walt Disney
will appear on the NBC program
"Inter -American University of the
Air" on July 31, it was learned here
Friday. Several other important fig-
ures in radio and films also may be
heard.

Spot Biz Continuo

Wider Distributii
(Continued from Pap«

jump from May to June
734 to 752.

Analysis shows that the
the non -rationed foods in
section has gone deep into
ary and tertiary markets.
the soft drink products
centrated on those mark
Throughout both classes of e
sponsors have picked up two(
stations.

Other important deve*
show the widespread use
radio by the used car induslo
cially in Los Angeles and Nei
markets. Campaign by the
to round up the vehicles forty
war production workers in
districts has been gaining mom
Another spurt in business too
rectly to the war is the increee
of spots by the utilities, putt
the telephone companies. Moil
messages stemmed from oel
tion of material and resou
limited use of phones. Pu
and motion pictures continu
ward trend.

See Industry Intent
To Aid 'Minority'

(Continued from Page I)
both in radio and other m
proposed CBS broadcast
become the starting point.
scheduled for the past Satu
gram has been advanced to
and will feature Wendell L.
as well as name talent ent
Writers and directors are con
their services, under the
of Bill Robson. Broadcast
set for 7:30-8 p.m.

More locally, in New Yo
is being discussed plans for
of 30 or 35 broadcasts which
offered to all the local sta
airing approximately every o
Exact allocation plan has
worked out. Scripts will
tional on the subject of
etc., and will be surrounded
tertainment. Project will req
cooperation of the talent uni
guilds-AFRA, Radio Write
Directors-stations and othe
liminary discussions have
been held with Mayor La
Likely that foreign language
will be asked to play an i

role in this series, which
held together by a theme or
Persons who are behind the
have set August 15 as a
starting date for the New Yo

A national project which
sist of a series of communi
tainment programs put on th
the country with the aid of
tertainment industry's resou
and West was announced la
two-day conference, Thur
the National Entertainment
Council at the Waldorf-Asto
port was made by Milton
eastern representative of the
wood Writers Mobilization.
here have yet to be worked
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eze Radio Jobs

Production Posts
(Continued from Pug, 1)
freeze as it applies to
employee positions in the

here.
iLilian Poses of the Regional
the WMC, explained that the
classification of the industry
¡pedal one automatically tied
IS. By specifically declaring
quo for all jobs not specifi-
mpt, she said the freeze order
t, secretaries and every other

in stations, networks, etc.,
the limitations on switch -

Specific Differentiation
weeks ago the WMC had re -
e free lance performers and
AFRA and the stations con-
ith the Commission again on
to obtain the release of the
Sough some of the independ-
Icls representatives were not
7 in favor of the release.
fast order simply refers to
tea" without saying free lance
BO it is taken to Include both
I.

ler itself, sent to Henry Jaffe,
or AFRA, was signed by
Rosenberg, regional direc-

ed, in pant, of the several
s:
plication of the provisions
h IIA of the New York
Stabilization Plan would
e hardship in the industry
persons engaged in certain
within the industry be-

e hiring and employment
culiar to the industry and
tions.
after July 15, 1943 and

er notice, employees of the
adcasting Industry in New
engaged in the following
: announcer, sound effects

ITS, musicians, singers, pro -
rectors and writers, shall be

!cure new employment with-
tdio Broadcasting Industry in
of the foregoing occupations
It statement of availability.
No "Availability" Statement
yers in the Radio Broadcast-
stry in New York City area
free to engage for work in
oing occupations any person

engaged in such occupa-
the Radio Broadcasting In-
a the New York City area
a statement of availability.
Wes in the Radio Broad -
Industry in the New York
I other than those specifically
I in the foregoing occupa-
d employees within these oc-
e shall continue to be subject
irovisions of Section IIA of
York City Area Stabilization
rich prescribes the require -
r a statement of availability."

Probe Resumes Today
gton-Rep. E. E. Cox and
L. Garey will resume the
:stigation at 10 o'clock this
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NBC Publication Restyled

"This is the National Broadcastng
Company," monthly publication of
the network's public service division,
has been restyled beginning with the
July issue. The brochure's principal
editorial features, including the day-
by-day listings of program services
and personality sketches, are re-
tained. However, the type faces and
heads have been changed for easier
reading.

The July issue contains a feature
story on NBC's "For This We Fight"
series; a history of the 10 -year old
"Consumer Time" broadcasts; and
profiles on Dr. James Rowland Angell,
NBC public service counselor; and
Harold C. Burke, manager of WBAL,
Baltimore.

WCCO Recipe Book
New "Victory Recipe" book, issued

by WCCO, Minneapolis, for its "Sa-
turday Morning Open House" show,
is an attractive pamphlet full of prac-
tical, economical, prize-winning re-
cipes submitted by the program's lis-
teners. Front cover is blue and white
wth cut-out of recipe page as back-
ground and block cuts of cooking im-
plements and foods superimposed.
Rear cover is same idea, with cut-
out of newspaper radio program
schedule, and symbols of shows super-
imposed, such as musical instruments,
football, globe, etc.

Booklet, which is available upon re-
quest, also contains an introduction
by Madge Brown, WOCO home eco-
nomist, and center spread with half-
tones of the chief performers and a
description of the program. Each

"Take A Card" Figures
Compilation of audience and dealer

promotion performed by its affiliates
during the week preceding and. the
four weeks following the first broad-
cast of "Take -A -Card" has been pre-
pared by MBS in presentation form
for edification of the sponsor, Lehn
& Fink Products Corp., the agency,
William Esty & Co., Inc., and inter-
ested persons. Presentation has been
released simultaneously with the an-
nouncement that the show, on the
full network, has been renewed for
another 13 weeks. effective July 28.

Two weeks before the program first
went on the air, all stations were
provided with a folder of promotional
suggestions and prepared material to
direct their campaigns. The booklet
is a matter of fact record of how the
stations used the tools provided them.
There are, for example, listings show-
ing that 127 stations gave 3,473
courtesy annoucements; 74 placed 181
advertisements in 124 newspapers and
periodicals. Compilation shows which
stations utilized the various types of
promotion and publicity such as
counter displays, dealer postal cards,
dealer letters, personal calls on deal-
ers and other individual services.

recipe includes the name and address
of the person who submitted it,
which are also included in the recipe
index at the back of the book. Last
page is entitled "Your Favorite Pro-
grams" and, starting with the "Open
House" as top listing, has blank
spaces for station, program, time and
days. Inside covers show a silhouette
photo of the show's orchestra.

NBC Symph. Sponsorship
Called Tribute To Radio

Samuel Chotzinoff, manager of the
NBC Music Division, in announcing
two important additions to the NBC
Symphony Orchestra, Vladimir Hei-
fetz, solo cellists, and Benjamin
Kohen, bassoonist, declared Friday
that the sponsorship by General
Motors "confirms our belief that ra-
dio music has so enlarged the public
that symphonic literature has become
a necessity to millions of people in
the United States." Pointing out why
General Motors had selected the NBC
Symphony, he said that industry now
finds it advantageous to address itself
directly to the audience through
such a medium.

In reviewing the highlights of
Toscanini's and Stokowski's contribu-
tions of new and unusual works,
Chotzinoff said that Frank Black,
who will conduct the summer series
for General Motors beginning Sun-
day, August 1, "is at home in prac-
tically every music idiom. He has
the same relish for a brand new
composition as he has for Men-
delssohn or a Mozart symphony."

Ben Grauer, Chotzinoff said, con-
tinuing his discussions of the newly
sponsored series, will continue as the
announcer with Chotzinoff, himself,
commentating. There will be no other

Mutual 'Army Air Forces'
Lists Production Staff

Mutual, having announced earlier
that Lieut. William Holden, motion
picture star will act as master of
ceremonies on its new weekly feature,
"Army Air Forces" to be heard for
the first time tonight at 6:30 CWT,
has released the production personnel
of the coast -to -coast program origin-
ating from Majors Field, Greenville,
Tex. The series will be directed and
produced entirely by uniformed men
of the Army Air Forces Training
Command.

Supervising the broadcast is Major
Francis C. Healey, director of public
relations at the training area. He is
a former assistant publicity director
for NBC and RKO pictures in Holly-
wood. First Lieut. Robert G. Jen-
nings, head of the radio production
department for the Training Com-
mand, directs the show. He is former
vice-president of WLW, Cincinnati,
and at one time produced "Abie's
Irish Rose."

On -the -spot pickups from leading
aircraft factories and training fields,
which will constitute a highlight of
"Army Air Forces," will be handled
by Lieut. Tony Lumpkin, ex -CBS an-
nouncer and director of the Univer-
sity of Texas' "Radio House," and by

Canada Censor Ruling

Defines Station's Duty
(Continued from Page 1)

are placing the same responsibility
on the owners of broadcasting sta-
tions."

In the past the censors directives
respecting radio broadcasts have dif-
ferentiated between political and non-
political programs, for example, the
censors could give permission to a
"recognized organization" to broad-
cast non-political speeches direct
from a luncheon or other function.
This meant that every time such an
application came in, the censors had
to 17iake a ruling whether an organi-
zation was "recognized" or not and
whether the speeches were likely to
be political.

The chief decisions are not the
function of the censors under the
new directive. The station owner has
to make his own decision. He may
broadcast speeches which he is sure
will not conflict with "Defense of
Canada" regulations. In the case of
other broadcasts, he may insist on
getting scripts in advance, and if in
doubt, may submit the scripts to the
censors, just as newspapers submit
stories when in doubt.

No "Studio" Stipulation
The old directive stated specifically

that talks of a political nature had to
be confined to a studio, but under the
new one there is no such stipulation,
and radio stations may broadcast
from political meetings if they wish
to accept the responsibility for any
offense against the regulations. If
the censor passes a script, it relieves
the station owner of responsibility,
provided the script is followed. If
advance scripts cannot be supplied,
the station owner is advised to get
an undertaking from each speaker
that he will say nothing that should
not be broadcast. This, however, does
not relieve the station from respon-
sibility.

The broadcasting of proceedings of
meetings at which access to transmit-
ting microphones cannot be rigidly
controlled involves peculiar risks and
is not to be encouraged' the new cen-
sorship directive says. It further de-
clares, "all broadcast talks should be
monitored and the speaker cut off
the air if he transgresses appropriate
limits."

The censor office said it should be
remembered censorship is only con-
cerned with guarding against broad-
casting statements that might impair
the war effort.

Lieut. Don Briggs, Hollywood actor
and later co -producer of the "Army
Hour" 'broadcasts. Lieut. Elmo Israel,
a product of Atlanta, Ga., radio sta-
tions and until recently head of the
radio division, AAF Southeast Train-
ing Center, is the script writer. Sergt.
Harry Bluestone, former concert
master at Paramount Studios, Holly-
wood, will direct the Majors Field
orchestra. Sergt. Emil Cadkin is the
musical arranger, and 'Private Thomas
Hudson, former announcer on the
Rudy Vallee program and other NBC
and CBS programs also will serve as
an announcer.
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Coast -to -Coast
THE story of Corp. Bill Barnes of

Philadelphia, cited for extra-
ordinary heroism in action with the
Marines on Guadalcanal, will be
dramatized in the opening program of
the new series "Valor Needs No
Creed," beginning Thursday, July 22
on WIP, Philadelphia, at 8:45 p.m.
The programs will be produced under
the direct supervision of Program
Director Edward Wallis.

« * *

Jack Kamsler, formerly with WJJD, Chi-
cago, recently joined the sales force of
the Joseph Hershey McGillvra. Inc. adver-
tising agency.

* * *

Arthur Blake, artist of Rio Bamba,
and Barbara Scully, singer in "The
Student Prince" was interviewed
by Adrienne Ames on her program
over WHN, New York, Saturday,
originating from the Park Central's
Florentine Room.

* * *

K49KC, FM station in Kansas City, Mo.
has released rated card No. 2, effective
July 1.

* « *

WDRC, Hartford, has added the
United Press feature "Names in the
News" four days each week, Tuesday
through Friday.

* * e

Gloria Durkin, formerly traffic man-
ager of KFBI, Wichita, Kan., has joined
the continuity department of KROW, Oak-
land, Calif.....Doreen Young. secretary.
also has been added to the KROW staff.

« * «

"Today's Trulife Tune," is bank-
rolled by a local photo shop over
CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask., three
times weekly. The programs are stag-
gered to catch morning, noon and
night audiences....'KJuke Box Seren-
ade," also sponsored by a photo shop,
is heard on CKBI Saturday nights

"Singing Evangelist," once a disc
show twice weekly, is now heard five
times weekly on CKBI, The "Sing-
ing Evangelist" now appears in per-
son ....The "Waskesiu Program" is
heard thrice weekly through the co-
operative advertising of Prince Albert
National Park merchants.

* * *

WHIO, Dayton, officials have made a
deal with the "Automatic Hostess Music
Studios" which will enable patrons of 30
taverns and "coke" parlors to hear the
top WHIO features. A line has been
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installed from the WHIO control room to
the studios of the Automatic Hostess in
the Mutual Home Building in Dayton and
from there the outstanding news and
sports broadcasts are led to the customers
including two war plants as well as the
taverns. The All -Star baseball game was
fed from WHIO through this new set-up.

The Schlitz Brown Bottle House
was host to the staff of WEMP, Mil-
waukee, and distinguished guests on
a special occasion recently.

Alex Dreier, NBC news analyst, now
vacationing in San Francisco. related that
while he was in London touring an Eng-
lish airport on Mrs. Franklin D. Roose-
velt's visit to the British Isles, a little
woman with a shawl over her head
touched his shoulder. She queried hope-
fully. "Don't you remember me? I met
you at No. 10 Downing Street." The lady
was Mrs. Winston Churchill.

Ardith Randall, known as "The
Skipper," has been added to the staff
of KGO, San Francisco, to take
charge of a new service department,
Don Searle, general manager, an-
nounced. Miss Randall will work in
:1ose connection with the sales de-
partment to study the problems of
advertisers and give direct copy ser-
vice to clients not dealing through
advertising agencies.

WIOD. Miami, Fla., aided the cause of
he American Air Forces Regional Station
3ospital with a plea for radios for the
-onvalescing flyers. The plea was made
an the "Singing Keyboards" broadcast
and Frank Malone's newscast on July 5
and 6, respectively. The public responded
with 38 sets. The Air Corps assigned an
4rmy truck to pick up the radios.

WBNY, New York, has been se-
'ected to broadcast the ceremonies
^elebrating the 113th anniversary of
Belgian -independence, Wednesday,
'fitly 21, originating in the Hotel
Roosevelt. Sol Bloom, Congressman
and chairman of the House Committee
on Foreign Affairs; Count van der
Straten-Ponthoz, Belgian ambassador
to the United States; Franz van Cau-
welaert, president of the Lower House
of the Belgium Parliament, George
Theunis, 'Belgian ambassador - at -
large; and Dave Hennon Morris,
former American ambassador to Bel-
gium will speak on WBYN.

WSB, Atlanta. recently was compli-
mented by a former staff announcer, Fred
Parsons. who joined the Merchant Marine
last month. Fred, when he returned from
a two -months' duty at sea, made a bee-
line for Atlanta on his 10 -day furlough
primarily to read poetry again on the
midnight lullaby show....First feminine
announcer to join the WSB staff is Annie
Lee Stagg, former staff announcer of
WMBR, Jacksonville and director of wo-
men s activities at WFNJ, Youngstown, O.
....The new member of the clerical de-
partment is Claude Pritchard.

Edward Anthony Browne, former
newspaperman and war correspond-
ent, has returned to KGW-KEX, Port-
land, Ore., as continuity chief follow-
ing his honorable discharge from the
army, Arden X. Pangborn, managing
director, announced....Kenneth H.
Tillson, formerly KGW-KEX con-
tinuity chief, left the stations to be-
come radio director for MacWilkins,
Cole & Weber advertising agency....
Patricia Daly, Vancouver, Wash., is
the latest addition to the KGW-KEX
program department.... Ben F. Titus,
former chief of the Portland Office of
War Information, has been assigned
as the stations' night news editor.

« *

Leaving WLW, Cincinnati, is "Happy
O'Halloran. He joined the Ohio station
in 1939, serving as emcee for WLW's "Top
of the Morning- programs and has been
heard on the "Boone County Jamboree"
shows.

* * «

The "Village Barn" will re-
turn to the WOR-Mutual coast to
coast airlanes tomorrow when Ben
Cutler, former Yale football player,
and his orchestra open the "Barn"
to begin a long term engagement.
Ben Cutler will be heard Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 1 a.m. The net-
work has contracted to broadcast the
Cutler orchestra five times weekly
while time clearance is being ar-
ranged to broadcast all programs be-
fore midnight it was reported.

* * *

Bensinger, furniture in Louisville, Ky..
is sponsoring the Blue's Mystery Chef"
three times a week over WINN, Louis-
ville.

« «

WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., since it is
in the heart of the Catskill Moun-
tains, have scheduled a number of
summer programs for vacationists. A
special weekly "Play -ground Show"
is arranged by the Play Leaders and
children in singing game routines.
Cam Vacamus is represented by Miss
Joyce Jeronimus, accordionist, Miss
Jeronimus is formerly of the WHN,
New York, touring unit and has ap-
peared for a coast to coast hook-up
on WJZ, New York. The Y. M. C. A.
Pine Knoll Day Camp also filled the
WKNY studios with singing young-
sters.

«

Lee Girouex, formerly associated wait
KSOO. Sioux Falls, WCCO, Miinneapolis,
and WBBM, Chicago, has filled in nicely
as program manager, RPRO, Riverside,
Calif. reports.

« *

WJNO, West Palm Beach, Fla., was
spotlighted in a four -column banner
on the local air force service paper,
"Flight," released recently.

WBIG, CBS outlet in Greensboro, N. C..
released recently the July 14 weekly edi-
tion of "Everything." using a featured
box on the back page to advertise the
foremost program heard on the station
during the week.

The staff of WFOY, St. At
Fla., was amused by the r
embarrassment of General 1
J. Allen Brown during his pr
of the new 60 -word minute
of the United Press. While ting his daily platter show,
Chasers," Brown paused to
build-up of the station's pro,
new service. He used a recot
the teletype machine as it
run at 40 words per minute.
upon he switched a mike wh
been placed in the WFOY ne
to give a "live" broadcast
machine running at 60 words
the mike was turned on, the
absolute "silence!" UP had jus
the round -up. The machine u
for abotrt five minutes.
printer did start up again
motional plug was presente
mishap.

* * e

Since Robert Woodbury, trt
ager at WCCO for the past th
left for the U. S. Army, Leone
tinuity department, will repla
bury as traffic manager.

«

Joe Herget beginning Augt
ceeds Bill Adams as program
of WCHS, Charleston,
Adams goes to WHEC, Rocl
assume a similar positi
Herget began with the
ginian network in 1937 as a
writer at WBLK, ,Clarksbu
then he had worked all outli
four -station network. Herget
duction manager of WCHS
September. The change
pounced by Howard L.
managing director of the a
ginia network.

Hoover, Stirling Schell!
On CBS Anti -Nazi S

Speeches by former
Herbert Hoover and Rear
Yates Stirling, USSN, retir
at checkng further Nazi bu
Jews in Europe as a repris
peated Axis defeats oil w
will be broadcast over CBS
day July 25, from 10:45-11:0

Ex -President Hoover's
comes from CBS station K
Francisco, and Rear Admir
ing's from the Grand Ballroo
Hotel Commodore, New Yorj
the Emergency Conference
the Jews of Europe will be {

20 to 26. Both speeches will
at the conference.

Stork News
It's a boy for Mr. and Mrs.'

Shaw, born at the Good Sa
itan Hospital. She is the daughl
Jerome Kern, composer. Artie
is at present in the CPO in the
now overseas. Baby weighed
pounds, one ounce, and has
named Steven.
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" C Budget Under Probe
1 Expected To Pay

or Disk Production
ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Mhington-With the OWI seek-
urther cooperation from the

n.casting industry due to cur-
Irnt of the Domestic Branch
d t, it is expected that the bulk
t, disks will be supplied by the

dt.ry, with the OWI however, un-
iting the actual cost involved.

B adcasters throughout the coun-
,- a now being asked by the OWI
teas Branch to take over a job

(Continued on Page 6)

've Ziv Productions
Added By 39 Stations

,lee Frederic W. Ziv productions
just been added to a total of 39
is. One production, "Eye Wit -
News" has been extended to
arter-hour transcriptions.
it Correspondent" dramatizing
s of Associated Press war cor-
adents, has been added on sta-

KGKO, Fort Worth; WOAI,
ntonio; KPRC, Houston; WKRC,
inati; KGW, Portland; WKPT,

(Continued on Page 8)

SM Joining Blue Web
.s Basic Supplementary

1

7t

1
11

4
rl

p
o

ctive July 25, WDSM, Superior,
will become affiliated with the
Network as a basic supplemen-
ftation, bringing the total num-

Blue affiliates to 159. WDSM,
{ gives the Blue an outlet in the
tant Duluth -Superior market,
tes full time with 100 watts
1 on a frequency of 1,230 kilo-
: Robert D. Kennedy is man -

Appropriate Stuff
Whoever chose the WBT, Char -

kg, N. C. stand-by tune probably
d it with malice aforethought. ET
noses on WBT's turntables at all
ties. In the event of "dead air,"
elineer or announcer fluff, it's
oy necessary to flip the switch,
al the stand-by tune goes on the
a to "fill" while all recover their
caposure. Title of the tune
-.autiful Dreamer!"

Zone Numbers
Zone mailing numbers may be

confusing, but they're here to stay,
nevertheless. WDRC, Hartford, Con-
necticut has a new angle on how
to publicize them. When it gives its
call letters at station breaks, it is
now pronouncing it this way:
"WDRC, Hartford, 4, Connecticut."
Listeners set forth it sounds so un-
usual it catches the ear at once.

WMC 'Critical' Jobs

Pending Conference

Washington-WMC to date has
not yet reached any final decision on
the matter of issuing a new "critical"
list of jobs, entitling their holders to
draft deferment. The new list would
cut across the old activities indices,
and would carry far more weight
than the current lists, but would
probably not supersede them.

Announcement of the new list was
(Continued on Page 2)

Hoyt Appoints Rogers
Asst. In Domestic Branch

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-James G. Rogers, Jr.,

has been made an assistant director
of the OWI Domestic Branch, Palmer
Hoyt, Director of Domestic Opera-
tions, announced yesterday. Rogers
came with OWI in January, of this
year as deputy director. Previous to
that he was associated with Benton
& Bowles agency, New York, where

(Continued on Page 2)

Garey Charges Funds Misappropriation;
Only Two Witnesses At Hearing

As Investigation Resumes

Kudner Agency Lists

Mills Radio Manager
Three major changes in radio de-

partment personnel at the Arthur
Kudner, Inc., agency have just been
completed. Myron P. Kirk, director
of radio, made the following an-
nouncements: Gordon Mills, NBC
sales executive, becomes business
manager of the agency's radio de-
partment. Mills has been connected
with the network for the last 10

(Continued on Page 2)

Radio -Press Censorship
Cost Canada $106,645

Montreal-Press and Radio censor-
ship in Canada for the fiscal year
1942-43 cost $106,645, the War Services
Department reported in the Canadian
House of Commons return for T. L.
Church (Prog. Con., Toronto -Broad -

(Continued on Page 2)

Jergens Sets St. John
As Third Winchell Sub

Third member of the trio of com-
mentators who will substitute for
Walter Winchell during his four -week
leave will be Robert St. John. The

(Continued on Page 2)

See No Substantial Change
In Dominion Radio Set -Up

CBS West Coast Division
Augments Program Dept.

West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles-Glan Heisch and

Everett Tomlinson have been added
to the program planning department
of Columbia's West Coast division, ac-
cording to an announcement by D. W.
Thornburgh, CBS vice-president in
charge of western operations. Heisch,

(Continued on Page 2)

Montreal-No substantial change in
the radio broadcasting set up in
Canada will be recommended by the.
Special Committee of the House of
Commons; CBC will carry on pretty
much as it is at present. The private
radio interests will be allowed to
carry on as well in their field without
much change according to informa-
tion from the same sources.

The Committee concluded its hear-
ings last week and its report now

(Continued on Page 5)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The use of a large sum

of money by the FCC for a purpose
other than that for which it was ap-
propriated by Congress, was charged
yesterday by Eugene L. Garey,
counsel for the Cox Committee in-
vestigating the FCC. It was admitted
also that the Commission's action was
something commonly done by many
government agencies.

Only two witnesses were heard,
Phillip Hamblet, assistant director of
the OWI Overseas Branch, and Harry

(Continued on P;.sc 7)

G. E. Six -Month Profit

Totals $21,061,629

After provisions were made for
Federal taxes on income and post-
war adjustments and contingencies
whcih were 45 per cent higher than
in 1942, General Electric Company's
profit available for dividends for the
first half of this year came to $21,061,-
629 or 73 cents a share of common
stock.

This Compares with $20,681,433 or 72
(Continued on Page 6)

Many Stations Lend Aid
In Disk Drive For Army

Dick Gilbert, WHN's disk jockey
has returned to the station after a
successful two-week tour by plane
made in behalf of Records For Fight -

(Continued on Page 2)

Add Fluffs
David Ross, whose chores in-

clude the Morton Downey show on
the Blue Network for Coca-Cola,
added this one to the collection
the other day. With Raymond Paige
about to play the "Toy Trumpet;'
Ross waxed eloquent during the
build-up and then said: "And
now here is Raymond Paige and
his orchestra playing the Stop
Strumpet."
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FINANCIAL
(Monday, July 19)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. G Tel 1571/2 157 1571/2 + 5/2CBS A 241/4 24 241/2 + 1/8
CBS B 243/2 243é 243/8
Crosley Corp. 221/2 215/e 22t/e - 31
Gen. Electric 39 385/8 385/e
rhilco 241/4 235/8 235/eRCA Common 115/e 111/8 111/eRCA First Pfd. 71 703/4 703/4
Stewart -Warner 131/2 13% 131/4
Westinghouse 971/2 97 97
Zenith Radio 36 36 36

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp. 311/4 31 31
Nat. Union Radio 37/e 37/e 37/e

OVER THE COUNTER

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad
Stromberg-Carlson
WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit/

- 1/4
1/2

1/4
t/4

+ 1ií- 3.4

Bid Asked
9 91/4

121/4 1234
20 23
27 29

CBS West Coast Division
Augments Program Dept.

(Continued from Page 1)
formerly head of radio production for
the Hollywood office of OWI Over-
seas, and Tomlinson, who moves from
a post as chief of continuity, will be
assistants to Hal Hudson, CBS pro-
gram- director for the West Coast,
forming a three-man board to handle
new programs and increased Holly-
wood originations. John Dunkel,
writer of the Columbia Pacific net-
work's "I Was There" show, moves
into Tomlinson's former spot as con-
tinuity director.

NEWSCASTER WANTED
Feature spot on major network station
in middle -Atlantic area now open to
ace newscaster. If you can edit and
deliver news with style, send audi-
tion disk and full personal informa-
tion. We'll return your disk within
5 days.

Box No. 722, Radio Daily
1501 Broadway, New York City

Many Stations Lend Aid
In Disk Drive For Army

(Continued from Page 1)
ing Men Inc. Gilbert visited Army
and Navy camps and bases, hospitals
and war plants besides stopping at
several mid -west and southern cities
and some 40 stations.

Gilbert, who is co-chairman of the
record committee, reported that all
out-of-town disk jockies and station
managers were in full cooperation
with the drive. It is expected that the
300,000 new -record figure reached last
year would be surpassed by the cur-
rent campaign.

While on tour Gilbert broadcast
from WHAS, WGRC, and WINN,
Louisville, Ky.; WFTL and WQAM,
Miami, Fla., the programs ranging
from 15 to 50 minutes.

The collection of records which is
being made from coast to coast is
being handled in out-of-town cities
by the American Legion and auxili-
ary, and in New York the Police De-
partment precincts and Fire Depart-
ment stations are acting as deposi-
tories for the records.

On the tour Gilbert learned that
there is still a crying need for records
and equipment at the Army Camps
and Naval bases.

Although the campaign has reached
the half -way mark the results won't
be known for several months after it
ends on July 31.

Radio -Press Censorship
Cost Canada $106,645

(Continued from Page 1)
view). Salaries paid press censors
were: Wilfrid Eggleston, chief censor
of publications, $15 a day; Fulgence
Carpentier, chief censor of publica-
tions, no salary; Jacques Girouard,
$14 a day; R. W. Baldwin, $14 a day;
3. B. Perry, $10 a day; C. S. Crafton,
$10 a day.

Arthur Lucas
Arthur Lucas, 61, owner of radio

stations and chain of theaters, died in
Atlanta, Ga., Saturday night. He is
survived by his wife, Mrs. Margaret
Cunningham Lucas; a daughter, Mrs.
Fred Story; and a son, Lieut. John S.
Lucas, now serving in England with
the Army Air Forces.

A native of Florence, S. C., he was
a veteran of 35 years in the film in-
dustry, heading a 50 -member chain
of Georgia theaters. He passed 15
years in motion picture distribution
in New York and Hollywood. In the
early 1920's, he turned to Georgia
where, with William K. Jenkins, Luca,.
established the Lucas and Jenkins
chain which also included radio sta-
tions WRDW, August and WMOG.
Brunswick. He was president of
WRDW. As chairman of the State
Board of Control, Lucas introduced a
system of music therapy and beauty-
parlor treatments for patients in state
asylums for the insame.

Congressman E. E. Cox, who heads
the current investigation of the FCC,
a close friend of Lucas, said yester-
day he had hoped to be able to go to
Atlanta for the funeral, but fears he
will be forced to remain in Wash-
ington.

Kudner Agency Changes;
Mills Radio Manager

(Continued from Page 1)
years, and is the organizer of the NBC
guest relations staff. He has been ac-
tive in radio since college days, when
he operated a retail radio outlet, and
was thereafter successively with the
sales and advertising departments of
RCA, the Chicago "Herald -Examiner"
and the New York "Times," in charge
of radio advertising, and Erwin,
Wasey & Co., as manager of the Phil-
adelphia office of the agency.

William G. Schoenhoff, affiliated
with .the media department of Arthur
Kudner, Inc., since its organization,
and space buyer on a number of na-
tional accounts, becomes assistant to
Kirk and radio time buyer.

Louise Yarbrough joins the script
section of the department. She has
been the personal representative of
Comm. Gene Tunney, and was previ-
ously connected with J. Walter
Thompson.

Jergens Sets St. John
As Third Winchell Sub

(Continued from Page 1)
other two, already announced, will
be Fulton Oursler and Louella Par-
sons. Substitution goes into effect
Sunday, August 8, Blue Network, 9
p.m. Oursler will open the programs
with five minute summary of news.
Control switch to Hollywood will
bring in Miss Parsons, and then St.
John, back in New York, will have
the closing five minutes, sometimes
doing interviews.

WMC 'Critical' Job List
Pending Intra-Agency Meet

(Continued from Page 1)
scheduled to be made by WMC by
this time, but the question has again
become a matter for Intra-Agency
argument. Officials were hopeful that
it may be thrashed out Thursday
after they had failed to reach any
conclusion yesterday.

Hoyt Appoints Rogers
Asst. In Domestic Branch

(Continued from Page 1)
he was vice-president and general
manager. Rogers will be in charge of
the Coordination of the Information
Program and the different bureaus
involved in that work said Hoyt.

COI111RG sod G01

ARTHUR HULL HAYES, general mu
WABC, left last night for a business
Chicago. GEORGE ALLEN, WABC progini
tor, accompanied Hayes.

JOHN MURPHY, NBC, off to Chesaps
for a vacation.

C. W. MYERS, president and station
I

of KOIN, Portland, Ore., and CLYDE F.
vice-president and general manager
Fresno, Calif., visiting CBS stations `1

PHIL MERRYMAN, NBC station rel
for a vacation in Canada.

HAROLD WHEELAHAN, general m
WSMB, New Orleans, visiting Wm. S
vice-president of NBC.

ARTHUR POPPENBERG, WEAF sales,
on his vacation.

ROBERT D. ENOCH, general ma
KTOK, Oklahoma City; P. K. EWIN
New Orleans, and HAROLD H. M
ager of WSSR, Stamford, are visitors at

MADELEINE CARROLL in Washington
broadcast her "Madeleine Carroll R
WTOP.

Disk Reviewers
During the next seven weeks, Ted

Cott will interview the record re-
viewers of New York City news-
papers on his "Sounding Board"
program over WEAF, heard Thurs-
days 6:45 p.m., EWT.

The first metropolitan reviewer will
be Robert Bagar, N. Y. "World -
Telegram." Other invitations have
been extended to Irving Kolodin,
N. Y. "Sun"; Douglas Watt, N. Y.
"Daily News"; Howard Taubman,
N. Y. "Times"; Henry Simon, "PM":
Daniel Richman, N. Y. "Post" and
Jerome Bohm, N. Y. "Herald Tribune."

JO RANSON, WEAF press. is now
So. Egremont, Mass.

JERRY WAYNE, singer on the "All
Parade," has returned from Philadelp
he appeared at a war Lond rally.

JOHN GRIMES, advertising director
ing Steel Corp., Wheeling, West Va.,
for a few days to confer with Blu
officials in connection with the retu
"Wheeling Steel Makers" to the ne
September.

FREDERIC W. ZIV and JOHN L. SIN
dent and vice-president, respectively, o
W. Ziv, Inc., are in Hollywood for
aicture conferences and fall plans w
Rogers, in charge of West Coast actl
Ziv, Inc.

WILLIAM L. SHIRER, CBS comment
returned from a five -week stay in Crea

BILL McGRATH, program director o
left for a vacation.

M. F. (CHICK) ALLISON, promotion
of WLW, returned to Cincinnati after
the NAB meeting on retail promotion.

ROOF TOP
-in wholesale lots
 A Baltimore roofi'
concern increased WI
time from 15 minutes
an hour.
Why?
116 inquiries from o
program might have h
something to do with

IN BALTIMOR
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED



WOR FIGHTS the WAR ..TRUTH!

TONIGHT AT 9:30 ON WOR,
HEAR A DEALER

ADMIT HIS MEAT MAY BE UNHEALTHY 
. AND SAY:

"LET THE CUSTOMER WORRY"

* * * * * *
decent American-you

will listen tonight to

enragingbroadcast over
WOR, pointing a finger of

If you are a live, eating, paying.
livingdouble .deal.

a

guilt at are sabotaging
the War and playing vi-

ciously

at actual Black
Market saboteurs.

You will hear real,

era admit their guilt; admit that they

with your health.

YOU WILL HEAR
be unhealthy

or a man admit
that his meat may

O r a real bootlegger
break down sander OPA questioning

a description
of the filth in a slaughter house

O r the actual questioning
and sentencing of a bootlegger

was made by the WOR War
Services and

Whitmore.
THIS HISTORIC BROADCASThit

the
public service

broadcasts. WorkingNews Division
under the skilled

direction of Dave Driscoll and

men
It is
'Newark office

of WO
Office

many ewYorkereen
of the

equipment

Administrationct a sBlack Markets in New nd

New
Theyyg

equ P theytold what they

New Jersey.
recorded what actually HAPPENED;

actually SAW. This is not fiction. This is TRUTH.

AMERICANS...
The OPA is

uncovering and indicting Black Market rackette rs

one. They need

day and night.
They can't end this scourge istsw

with rage at what your hear,

elp.

LISTEN TONIGHT.
If you clench y

WOR and your Country will be grateful.

TONIGHT AT 9:30, HEAR WOR FIGHT
THE WAR WITH TRUTH

ram The Herald
Tribune of July 15

:-;ara. aa;<a<°...a:2;^>>s:<....... _,.<.'

Here is one of a series of hard-

hitting advertisements which

WOR is running in the N. Y.

Herald -Tribune.

Read it. It tells how WOR is fight-

ing America's own Quislings. It

shows one way in which WOR-

arm in arm with all broad-
casters - is .. .

1 Doing its bit to bring closer

the day of Allied victory.

2. Stamp deep in the minds of

millions of listeners radio's dra-

matic uniqueness as a realistic,

stirring reporter of facts.

3. Building greater, more en-

thusiastic listening audiences for

WOR's sponsors and their agen-

cies at all times of the day.

R
.. that power -full station

at 1440 BROADWAY, in NEW YORK
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILE

HERMAN
BERNIE has booked

Gregory Rateff on the Groucho
Marx Pabst Blue Ribbon show, on
July 24.

Jack Teagarden, currently playing
at the Orpheum Theater, may remain
in Los Angeles, as he has several
deals pending with major studios.

Lloyd Brownfield was named direc-
tor of Press Information for KNX
and the Columbia Pacific network by
D. W. Thornburgh, vice-president of
CBS in charge of Pacific Coast
Operations. Formerly assistant press
chief, Brownfield replaces Andy
Kelly, who resigned the post to as-
sume management of Tom Fizdale,
Inc., West Coast office. Neil McDon-
ald, who headed the local Fizdale
office, will be Brownfield's assistant.

Marguerite Wilson has been ap-
pointed priority coordinator of the
Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood,
Cal., in complete charge of that de-
partment which was formerly shared
by Herbert Baumgarten, who is now
supervisor of the newly established
materials department.

Our selection of the week of the
most photogenic non -professional ----
Claire Warns of the Bernie Milligan -
Coy Williams publicity office.

Carlos Ramirez, South American
baritone on the Ruggles -Astor -Auer
program, is now active at work in
his film, "Mr. Co -Ed." He's under
contract at M -G -M.

The Muntz Car Company is spon-
soring a new series of programs on
KHJ Monday through Friday at 6:45-
7:00 a.m., PWT, beginning July 19.
Eddie Holden, radio comedian famous
for his dialects, will be featured on
the quarter hour series. The Ray-
mond R. Morgan Agency placed the
account. '

George Riley, comedy highlight of
the Gilmore Furlough Fun show over
the NBC Pacific Coast network Fri-
day nights, has been given an im-
portant role in the Warner Bros. pic-
ture, "Rhapsody in Blue," based upon
the life of the late George Gershwin.
Riley, a former vaudeville headliner,
will play that kind of a role.

First donation for Kay Kyser's pro-
jected swimming pool for the re-
building of wounded men at the U. S.
Naval Hospital in Oakland came this
week from the Henry Kaiser ship-
yards in Richmond, Calif. Wrote
Kaiser to Kyser, "If you'll come over
and talk to my men while you're here
I'll donate $1,500 for the pool." Kyser
is heading a monster show on July
24 in cooperation with the City of
Oakland to raise $18,000 to build the
pool for the hospital.

AVAILABLE
Young woman -10 years in radio-both
network and small station experience-
knows talent-music-script writing-
producing-publicity--sales promotion-
could be great help in radio department
of agency because of knowledge of major
networks. Write Radio Daily, 1501
Broadway, Box 721, New York City.

T.L.'s On Postcards ...
TED COLLINS: Your little henchman Sammy Schiff while swim-

ming Sunday at Long Beach dragged in a 220 pound man who was going
under but the man's wile soundly bawled Sammy out for not minding
his own business TED STREIBERT: Special events man Tom Slater
and the "better half" have presented the population with a brand new boy

ARTHUR HULL HAYES: Jack Rourke. announcer on WAB's All Night
programs is now narrating for Paramount Newsreels ED JANSEN:
That one hour program KSFO sold to Hale Bros. Dept. Store brings forth
the reminder that this same store which is launching its first major radio
campaign was a pioneer in radio having started KPO in 1922 and operated
it until sold to NBC LEO REISMAN: Xavier Cugat, recuperating at
the Good Samaritan Hospital in Los Angeles. plans to return to the Waldorf
for another engagement in the Fall JOHN McKAY: One of your
releases yesterday tells about Arthur Allen, who plays Dan'l Dickey in
"Snow Village" having a collection of 154 flat holders while the irons
themselves are used for bookends seems there was a scrap iron drive
recently-or are they being saved for cats on the backyard fence'
(Okay, we don't believe it either).

xr íY Y
CARL VAN DOREN: Bernard Dudley, announcer on the

Philharmonic program, late of Hanover, N. H. and more recently of
Jackson Heights, Long Island, is doing so well in Manhattan he
moved to a Fifth Avenue address, no less BILL THOMAS: See
where Milo Boulton, emcee of "We The People" is a partner in a
Victory Garden Milo's partner is raising the stuff while Ye
Emcee is busy "studying" a book on canning MAJOR EDNEY
RIDGE: Hope you didn't take that peach -crop letter seriously
that buck private I hear is no longer shining pots at la k.p.; will
enter the g.i, finance school MARJORIE SPRIGGS: Now it's
really a case of "long time no see or hear" JOHN ROYAL:
Jane Pickens' mama Patti Pickens will be guest of Mary Margaret
McBride Thursday and will talk on home canning-not close harmony
singing JACK STECK: Didn't want to miss that dinner en-
gagement, but the excuse is really terrific MARK WOODS:
That Blue Net sale is getting hot for a change, at least it's on tap
once again as any minute. NELLIE REVELL: Looks like that
omission was the fault of the station, don't you think' TOMMY
RIGGS: Two days before a thief broke into the home of Anita, your
singing star, her father made a special trip to his insurance agent
cancelling the theft policy and doubling the fire insurance.

*
MORRIS NOVIK The jazz pianist, Art Hodes, who recently

acted as WNYC disk jockey, is now touring New England with his own
band SGT. EZRA STONE: Jack Kelk who plays "Homer" in "The
Aldrich Family," is going to Hollywood in August for a screen test before
returning to the program in the Fall RUDY VALLEE: Did you notice that
Joan Davis on her Thursday night NBC show with Jack Haley, always
kisses her script for luck-before the studio audience GEORGE WASH-
INGTON HILL: Jerry Wayne of the "All Time Hit Parade," has an offer from
Michael Todd to appear in the forthcoming musical production "Mexican
Hayride" MILTON BLOW: Stunts like those Phil Baker pulled Sunday
night on "Take It Or Leave IL" i.e. putting the show in reverses always
seem to have a good reaction, both in the studio and through the loud-
speaker ARTHUR KEMP Aren't you due for another opus soon? Can't
be that quit....PAUL KESTEN: What's this about Ford Motors eyeing a
musical on CBS once more: and why wouldn't the Philadelphia Orchestra
be a national for the Detroit outfit!

1!T i7 ll
Remember Pearl Harbor

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

EVANS FUR CO., through the SE
Advertising Agency, is spool

ing Johnny Betts, song and cha
artist, in a new quarter-hour w
program on WMAQ for 13
Betts is being heard on Sundays`
10:45-11 a.m., CWT. This mak
third WMAQ program sponsor
the fur company.

Carleton Smith, manager,
Mehlon Glascock, sales manager
of WRC, Washington, and
Gallagher, commercial manag
WTAM, Cleveland, visiting
headquarters last week.

Aldene Weber, secretary to
Ryan, manager of NBC central
sion press department, has re
to move to Denver, and will b
ceeded by June Moser.

An innovation in the enterta'
fare at the Blue Network's "Bre
Club" was launched by Don M
last week when he introduce
Royal Air Force boys to two
ladies from Wichita and pla
day's outing for them in Ch
Day's entertainment included v
Riverview Amusement Park,
Balaban & Katz Chicago T
dinner in a Loop hotel and the
ning performance of "Good
Ladies" at the Blackstone. Stun
be staged weekly by McNeill as
spontaneous feature of the broadea
on days when "stag" servicemen as
girls are among the studio audienc

Robert C. Hartman, former WBB;
continuity editor, has completed h
"boot" training at Great Lakes an
now has a rating as third class pet)
officer. Howard Lana, CBS statio
relations manager, central divisiol
celebrated his ninth wedding am
versary Thursday.

Alan Surgel, co-author of WBBM
"This Is The Underground" is I

New York gathering material for hi
factual series.

John Carey, WIND sales manage!
back from a New York business trig

Roy Rogers cowboy movie star

who is doing record breaking busi
ness at the Oriental Theater cur
rently made 13 radio appearance
Chicago the past week and is bein
groomed for a commercial show I
follow Gene Autry's style of enter
taming. Next week he plays at th
Riverside Theater, Milwaukee an
then goes to Hollywood to begin an

other picture for Republic studios.

MANPOR'EN
YES, WE BELIEVE WE CAN

SUPPLY GRADED MANPOWER

TO FILL ANY VACANCY IN

YOUR ORGANIZATION.
41

CALL-
FRANK McGRANN

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)

331 Madison
TAvve.

(43rd St 1, New York

MURRAY HILL 2-6494
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fEST-ING
HOWARD, on "Take A

z show, tomorrow (WOR-
30 p.m.).

3ED HARTLEY (R), New
USSELL E. SINGER, gen-
ger of American Automobile
a; PAUL M. O'LEARY, Ra-
dministrator of OPA. on
trican Forum of the Air"
DR -Mutual at 8 p.m.).

C HUGHES, "Town Meet -
Air" Thursday, (WJZ-Blue,

KELLY on "Music Shop"
IC, 10 p.m.).

N WILLIAM and ERIC
lay on "Suspense" (WABC-
m.) .

YDER DE SEVERSKY on
Nothing" Friday (Mutual,

NELSON on Don McNeill's
Club" tomorrow (Blue, 10

).

IBBEE and ROSEMARY
Jack Carson Show" tomor-
IC-CBS, 10 p.m.).

S. GOODHART, Chief of
n Industry, War Food Ad -
n on Billie Burke's
in Rations" (WABC-CBS,

:ARLOFF for Jerry Colon_
ocho Marx' "Blue Ribbon

' urday, (WABC-CBS 10:15

YARD and PAULA STONE
Queen show, Saturday,

t p.m.).

I ABNER, on Bing Crosby
tic Hall" Thursday, (NBC,

i L. THOMAS and LYN
on Morton Gould's "Crest
snivel" tomorrow (CBS,

HOFFMAN, former gov-
ew Jersey, on Adelaide

Y. 'Woman Page of the Air"
4S 8:45 p.m.).

[ESTER, band leader on
,d's "Million Dollar Band,"
(NBC, 10 p.m.).

ZA, basso, on "Telephone
day, July 26, NBC, 9 p.m.)

has a new HIT
LLFROGS AND
MARINES
uctory broadcast date

be announced next week.

being prepared will be submitted in
a few days. It will be a report pf a
different kind from that of last year
which contained many strictures on
methods and management and made
numerous recommendations, all of
which seem to have been carried out
gradually in the meantime.

What is said of the new manager,
Dr. J. S. Thomson, is favorable. A
few days ago the Canadian Broad-
casters Association presented a sub-
mission, indicating some apprehen-
sion as to their position in the light
of the recommendations of the com-
mittee of last session. The last of
these to be complimented was one
calculated to bar privately owned
"chains of several stations" without
the comment of the CBC and the re-
sponsible minister.

Present Relations More Cooperative
The report, it is intimated, will

commend the present relations be-
tween the CBC and the private sta-
tions which is more on co-operative
than competitive lines and will con-
cede the right of the latter to make
research and to benefit from its re-
sults.

The Canadian shortwave station at
Sackville, N. B. is regarded as a
development of great advantage to
the country and is also commended
by the committee. The creation of a
widened finance control in the CBC
may be suggested.

The report is expected to contain a
dozen paragraphs including some con-
structive recommendations without
ány of them being drastic.

A report from the Canadian Trans-
port Department read to the Cana-
dian House of Commons Radio Com-
mittee, said 1,728,880 receiving set
iicenses were issued in the fiscal year
ended last March 31, and the gross
revenue was $4,187,667. After deduct-
ing commissions and cost of adminis-
tration, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation received $3,667,340, or
$215,158 more than in the year before
when the number of licenses was
105,391 less.

The CBC also received $34,350 in

See No Substantial Change
In Dominion Radio Set -Up

(Continued from Page 1)
fees from private commercial broad-
casting stations, bringing the corpora-
tion's total from licenses to $3,701,690.

The average commission on sale of
receiving set licenses wa $17.18 , com-
pared with $17.22 the year before.

Adminitration costs were up $25,861
due to higher salaries and additional
staff to take care of the increased
number of licenses issued.

Difficult to Seep Cost Low
Check-ups from returns made by

dealers in radios and motor cars
equipped with radios had resulted in
18,785 new licenses being issued last
year, the report said.

Dr. Augustin Frigon, assistant gen-
eral manager, said the CBC was doing
its best to keep its total cost of the
new shortwave radio station at Sack-
ville, N. B., within the $800,000 esti-
mate, but it was difficulit because of
the higher costs of materials in war-
time.

In granting an outlet to the Mutual
Broadcasting Company in Toronto
last August, Dr. Frigon said he did
not think the CBC had given Mutual
any "vested interests" because it did
not own the station and the contract
by which it obtained the outlet could
be terminated by the CBC on 30 days'
notice.

27 Stations Licensed
The mobile broadcasting units of

the CBC, one in the United Kingdom,
and several in Canada, were doing
efflicent work but the one in Britain
was almost worn out, Frigon said.

The number of broadcasting sta-
tions licensed this year in Canada is:
CBC 27 (including five shortwave
licenses and 12 repeater licenses);
university (educational) station li-
censes at a fee of $50, two; and pri-
vately owned commercial stations, 85
(including eight shortwave licenses).

Information was filed with the
committee by the CBC showing that
the corporation paid $787,000 to pri-
vate stations last year for commercial
advertising programs which they car-
ried. The amounts received by indi-
vidaul stations ranged from $52,000 to
$1,400.

Wynn Wright To Talk
Wynn Wright, NBC eatern division

production director, will address the
fifth seminar of the NBC -Northwest-
ern University Summer Radio Insti-
tute at Evanston, Ill., today. He will
discuss "Program Production."

In his talk, Wright will give Insti-
tute members a realistic picture of
radio production problems with em-
phasis on the browing needs for a
working knowledge of the commer-
cial phases of broadcasting. He will
point out that producing for radio is
not "all art" but demands an under-
standing of the relations between ad-
vertising agency, artists and the
mechanics of network operations.

Wright also will outline employ-
ment prospects in the production field,
including those that are expected to
develop with the advent of television.

Piano Quartet Returning
The First Piano Quartet, will re-

turn to WEAF for a weekly half-hour
program on July 25. New schedule
calls for a Sunday 12 noon to 12:30
p.m. EWT period.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.

AGENCIES
THE VELDEZ COMPANY, makers

of Green Goddess perfume and a full
cosmetic line, has appointed Harry
A. Berk, Inc. to handle its advertising
and publicity.

AGASH REFINING COMPANY,
through Diener & Dorskind, is includ-
ing radio in the campaign which will
advertise its Royal Cook Salad Oil.

S. BARRET McCORMICK, director
of advertising and publicity for RKO-
Radio pictures, has indicated that ra-
dio will ,be added on their program
of promotion.

ADVERTISING FEDERATION OF
AMERICA has elected The Blue Net-
work Co., Inc.; Deere & Co., Moline,
Ill.; The "Evening Sentinel," Ansonia,
Conn.; The Rock Island "Argus."
Rock Island, Ill.; "The Timberman,"
Portland, Ore.; and the Westheimer
& Co., St. Louis, to membership.

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, INC. has
been contacted by the savings banks
of New York State to design a se-
ries of advertisements to discourage
needless spending and to encourage
savings in war bonds or the savings
banks. In addition to newspaper ads
to be used in all dailies of the state,
women commentators and musical
clocks on two radio stations here and
five upstate will be used as commer-
cial tie-ins with all government cam-
paigns, supplementing themes used
in newspaper advertising.

Eagle Buys KNX Show
Los Angeles-"Headline Builders,"

a series of 15 -minute dramatized bio-
graphies of people in the news, will
make its debut over KNX August 9
(8:15 to 8:30 p.m., PWT) under spon-
sorship of the Eagle Oil and Refining
Co. The 52 -week contract was placed
by the Sholts Advertising Service
through Ernest Bagge, KNX account
executive.

1 I i
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

B

r'

Retail
Sales Up

Sales Management magazine
forecasts a 19.2% increase

in Hartford's retail sales for
August. Match this trend with
an appropriate spot cam-

paign on WDRC, Basic CBS,
Hartford. Write Wm. Malo,
Commercial Mgr., for avail -

abilities.
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G. E. Six -Month Profit

Totals $21,061,629
(Continued from Page 1)

cents a share for the same period last
year.

Total earnings of employees for the
first six months of 1943 amounted to
$227,000,000 compared with $165,000,000
for the same period a year earlier,
an increase of 38 per cent.

Net sales billed (representing ship-
ments) during the first half of this
year amounted to $626,871,716 com-
pared with $412,383,825 for the first
six months of last year, an increase
of 52 per cent.

A dividend of 35 cents a share of
common stock is payable on July 26,
making a total of 70 cents a share in
dividends for the first half of this
year, the same as for the correspond-
ing period last year. This will be the
184th dividend paid on the Company's
common stock.

IIEU! BU5I11E55
WHN, New York: Jacob Ruppert

Brewery, 3 weeks spot anns., thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan; Grape -Nuts Flakes.
13 weeks spot anns., Wednesday thru
Sunday, Young & Rubicam; Con-
solidated Royal Chemical Corp., 13
weeks spots anns. for 'Crank's Shave
Kreem, Tuesday thru Sunday, Ar-
thur Meyerhoff, Chicago; Folies
Bergere, 13 weeks spot anns., Sunday
thru Saturday, Aetna adv. agency;
Empire Gold Buying Service, 12
weeks spot anns., thrice weekly,
Harry Oppenheimer, N. Y.; Nedick's
Stores, Inc., 26 weeks spots anns.,
Monday thru Saturday, Weiss &
Geller; I. J. Fox, 27 station breaks,
Sunday thru Saturday, Lew Kashuk
adv.; United Artists Corp., spot anns.
for "Victory Through Air Power,"
Foote, Cone & Belding.

KHJ, Los Angeles: Schwabacher-
Frey & Co., 365 broadcasts, Monday
thru Friday, 52 weeks, 36 and 100
words; E. K. Kemble, acct. exec.;
Sparkletts Drinking Water Corp. 104
broadcasts, 15 mins., Tuesday and
Friday; Fulton Lewis, Jr., commen-
tary transcription; Raymond R. Mor-
gan Co.; Standard Brands, Inc., 190
broadcasts, 1 min. ETs, Ted Bates
adv.; Taylor Auto Co., 13 broadcasts,
half-hour Sunday, Elwood J. Robin-
son; Curtis Pub. Co.; spots 1 min. ETs
and station breaks, McFarland,
Aveyard & Co., Langendorf United
Bakeries, Inc., 15 second anns., Ruth-
rauff & Ryan; McKesson & Robbins,
Yedora, 75; Soretone, 45; 1 min. ETs,
J. D. Tarcher; General Electric Co.,
thrice weekly, 100 words anns.,
Maxon, Inc.

WJJD, Chicago: Midland Auto
Sales (used cars) Chicago, 15 minute
newscasts; six weekly for 13 weeks;
Wyman Gordon 'Co. (Ingalls Shepard
Division, Chicago) seven 15 minute
programs weekly for 13 weeks; Dr.
LeGear Medicine Co. (farm remedies)
St. Louis, three 15 minute periods
weekly in "Suppertime Frolic" for 13

Ip IRCMClf II C N
"Farm Question Box"

KOA, NBC station in Denver, and
Western Farm Life Magazine, cele-
brated the 19th anniversary of the
"Farm Question Box" program, Sa-
turday. July 10. The special broad-
cast was the 911th weekly program.
To augment the occasion, a huge
birthday cake with nineteen candles
was cut for participants of the pro-
gram. KOA staff members and em-
ployees of Western Farm Life who
took part in the program were: Rex
Brown, KOA news editor; James H.
White, editor, Western Farm Life;
Henrie Miller, assistant editor; E. M.
McKim, advertising manager of the
farm paper, and Mrs. Mina Burke,
home department editor of the maga-
zine. Nearly 39,000 inquiries have
been received by the "Farm Ques-
tion Box" program during the 18
years of broadcasting. Over 9,000
have been answered on the program
in that time. These inquiries have
come from all parts of the United
States. Inquiries also came from
Canada and Old Mexico. Even today,
it is not uncommon to get a question
in the mail that comes from a farmer
or rancher in Virginia, Minnesota or
Washington. Most of the inquiries,
however, come from Colorado, Ne-
braska, Wyoming, Montana, Utah,
Idaho, New Mexico and Kansas.

Bonds -Sale With Baseball
Buy a bond-get an autographed

baseball.
Signaling the appearance of the

Great Lakes 'baseball team in Fort
Wayne for a game against the Sham-
rocks, WOWO, Fort Wayne, con-
ducted a baseball question contest
with winners being awarded six
autographed baseballs. Prerequisite
to entering the contest was the pur-
chase of a bond through the station.

At the Great Lakes -Fort Wayne
Shamrocks game many spectators en-
tered the contest and the station sold
$2,500 worth of bonds. Instrumental
in helping to sell the bonds were
members of the Great Lakes team
who autographed scorecards for added
incentive. Marvin Conn, WOWO

Exploits lap Sub
A total of $72,025 dollars in war

bonds were purchased in Dayton
while the Jap 2 -man suicide sub-
marine was on exhibition in front
of the Victory Bond Wagon. WHIO
handled exclusively all radio promo-
tion with spots a week ahead of
time plugging the appearance of the
sub aided by two quarter-hour spe-
cial events shows originating on the
catwalk along side the under -water
craft while it was in Dayton. Don
Wayne, WHIO announcer, told the
listeners and spectators about the
prize which was captured the day
after the attack on Pearl Harbor by
the U. S. Navy. The people crowded
around the Japanese submarine to
buy bonds or war stamps in order
to get a look inside the sub.

Movie Trailer Advertisement
Current promotion of the news

service of WSB, Atlanta, takes the
form of a movie trailer at a down-
town theater. The trailer presents
WSB News Editor Add Penfield with
an explanation of WSSB's Big Four
news wires-plus a shot of the sta-
tion's first feminine announcer point-
ing out WSB's 16 daily news pro-
grams on a large blackboard. Pen -
field's message is changed each week.

WAAT Article
WAAT, Newark, N. J., came in for

a plug in the June issue of "U. S.
Defense Agent News" devoted to the
activities of American newspaper boys.
Station, recently, featured news boys
in war stamp sales drive aimed at
raising 800,000,000 ten -cent stamp sales
among newsboys, and obtained the
cooperation of "Henry Aldrich" and
"Homer Brown" of the "Aldrich
Family" program.

Two column photo and caption of
the actors at the mike ran in the
paper which has a circulation of ap-
proximately 500,000.

sportscaster, was at the public address
system boosting the sale of bonds
and giving details on the contest.

Grant Park Concerts
Has Schedule On BIue

Chicago-Six of the open-air con-
certs from Grant Park, Chicago, have
been broadcast over the Blue Net-
work on Saturdays, 1030-11:00 p.m.,
EWT. Edith Davis serves as commen-
tator for the series.

Orchestral groups on the later
broadcasts will .be the Chicago Wo-
man's Symphony Orchestra, July 24;
Herman Felber's Orchestra, August 7;
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, August
14; and the Rudolph Ganz Orchestra,
August 28. The orchestra to be heard
on July 31 will be announced later.
weeks; Wayne School of Nursing,
Chicago, four 15 minute periods
weekly in "Suppertime Frolic" for
13 weeks; Wisconsin and Michigan
S.S. Co., Chicago, 48 anns. and Per-
fection Gear Co., Harvey, I1L, anns.

WDRC Releases Four -Page
Multi -Color Program Folder

WDRC, Hartford, recently released
a four -page folder in red, white, and
blue, enhanced by an effective illus-
tration layout of an eagle looking into
the sky as six American pursuit
planes fly in formation. The folder
has been addressed to national, re-
gional and local advertisers, citing
statistics and an area map in the
center spread. The back page is in a
checker pattern, listing most products
advertised on the WDRC outlet....As
a summer replacement for its four=
man religious round table discussions
each Sunday morning, WDRC now
has a single minister discussing the
affairs on the "Radio Voice of Reli-
gion" broadcast. The program is ar-
ranged by Educational Director
Sterling V. Couch.

OWI Expected Toll

For Disk Produil
(Continued from Page 1)

formerly handled by the Fie1:,
sion of the Domestic Branch
Overseas Branch. From five
platters are made by OWI wet,
overseas broadcast presential
ments on America and on n
affairs generally by various 1`
groups within this country -1
in foreign languages. These are,
cast to counteract propaganda.
effect that this nations mistre,
tional minorities.

The elimination of the field r
left OWI without facilities to..
tam this work. Although the r

seas Branch has prepared tt?
some of it done on special
ment. A number of broadcasted
already signified their willing
do the work however.

With the Color

ENSIGN J. SHERBURN 1E5
USNR, was back in Albany o
lough recently before shoving
foreign climes. While home he
cast part of a game over WAB'
his old sidekick, Gren Rand.

-vvv-
ROBERT WOODBURY, traffn

ager of WCCO, Minneapolis, f,
past three years, has left to jo
U. S. Army. -vvv-

HAL SMITH and JACK H
PIAN, announcers at WIBX,
N. Y., have joined the Air Cori

SGT. CHRIS WOOD, JR., US
former NBC special events con
tator and public relations rep'
tative for Will du Pont, is

handling the Radio Department
Public Relations Section, El

Procurement Division, U. S. M
Corps, Philadelphia.

F. STANLEY NEWBER
vice-president and direct
search for Ruthrauff & By
promoted to the rank of
U. S. Army Air Corps.

- ,vv -
2ND LT. JAMES D. ROBE

former radio actor, has been assi
to the War Department Office of
pendency Benefits in Newark,
He will serve in the Security 0

-vvv-
WILLIAM MORRE, formerly

ducer of the "Blondie" program
the William Esty agency, is no
lieutenant (j.g.) in the US.

BOB LANNING, erstwhile man
of the CBS publicity departmen
now yeoman, second class, in

U.S. Coast Guard.

CLEMENT E. BROOKS, /of
media department of N. W. M`
Son, Inc., is now with the U. S. to
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(rey Chargeses Misapprop riation;
Two Testify As Hearing Resumes

(Continued from Page 1)
r, the Cox Committee Chief
tor. Garey tried to get
to say that OWI should take
work of the FCC's Foreign
t Intelligence Service. How-
nblet said, if OWI had func-
hen the work of the FBIS
ed, it would not have been
for FBIS to do that work.
ed that OWI gets "very fine"
rom FBIS.
]t did confirm Garey's point
ival of four FBIS' employes
North African theater had

red by Army authorities.
these were placed under

!thority. It is reported here
Army request was made by
i this country, unaware that
Eisenhower had requested
1 to be sent to North Africa
content to have them there.
:tablet In Disagreement
,tt said also that he disagrees

t with a statement made
hths ago by FCC Chairman
wrence Fly, before a House
e investigating draft defer-
nong federal workers, that
as upon FBIS for all its in -

1 of political trends abroad.
,. ted also that there is some

in in the wire copy sent
try daily by and OWI

eight per cent, he said.
, explained, is because FBIS
a turnes and analysis, while

is complete broadcast texts.
ridiculed the work of the
Ing Hamblet if he had read
e. analysis of enemy propa-
ends prepared by FBIS.
said he had seen only one
t which point Garey sug-
1 you want to have some

a , day, Mr. Hamblet, take
oon off and read some of

soy Sought 'Admission'
c gain, as with Fly ten days

ey tried in vain to get
to admit to have told him

which the witnesses de-
ng. The OWI official re-
dmit that he had told Garey
i money could be saved by
g FBIS personnel, equip -

funds to OWI. Saving
effected only by sharp cur -
of service, said Hamlet.
t one committee member,
lard Wigglesworth, Massa -

t' tepublican, was amused by
aggestion that OWI should
the FBIS function. Wig-
was a member of the

propriations Sub -committee
is responsible in part for
c cut in the OWI budget
a. He told RADIO DAILY at

he supposed he ought to
what had happened to OWL
ring opened with Gareyto the record a lengthy
of the career of Admiral
C. Hooper, U.S.N. ret. for -

of Naval Communications
o a foe of the FCC. Garey

said he had intended calling Hooper
to the stand but Hooper had been
silenced by the Navy. After Garey
read into the record many lengthy
commendations of Hooper's work,
Cox declared that he has heard it
said that Admiral Hooper has con-
tributed more to Radio than any
man since Marconi. To which Garey
agreed, as one expert to another, then
pointed out that Fly's past experience
made him only an "expert" ex -officio.
Most of the session concerned itself
with seemingly pointless testimony
concerning the BWC, FBIS and the
Radio Intelligence Division of the
FCC. Garey stuck to his tactics of
before, using witnesses mainly to
corroborate his statements whenever
they would rather than to present
evidence themselves.

Garey Read Money Appropriated
Garey read into the record the

sums of money appropriated for the
FCC since its inception, showing that
it has more than trebled during the
past three years because of the Com-
mission Wartime Activities. Ap-
parently this was to be an impor-
tant point because, following the
publicity procedure outlined for the
committee by INS Reporter Robert
Humphries, Garey then asked a re-
cess. To Garey's disappointment,
members of the press refused to get
excited about this point.

It was brought out also that BWC
requires of employes, who work with
it, an oath of allegiance and secrecy.
Investigator Barger said he could find
no legal authority for this oath but
admitted that violation of it would
be violation of the Espionage Act.

Casting about again for any point
to damage the Commission, Garey
charged that the FCC had been un-
ethical in requiring payment from
other government agencies for work
done for those agencies by the FCC.
He mentioned that about $200,000 had
been collected by the Commission in
that way during the past year. This
again is a common practice among
government agencies with statutory
authorization.

Barger Consulted Military Officials
Barger declared that he had con-

sulted with Army and Navy officers
and could report that they do not
feel they need the FBIS' news serv-
ice. He had examined replies to a
questionnaire sent by the FCC to
personnel of the 18 government
agencies served by FBIS, to deter-
mine the value of the service. Mostreplies were favorable to FBIS,
Barger admitted, although some offi-cials said they would prefer to get
the "raw stuff" and have their ownanalysis done for them.

Garey did not mention how muchgetting the "raw stuff" for each ofthese agencies plus having each
analyze it separately would cost, al-though he said on several occasionsthat moneys appropriated for FBISand RID were completely wasted.

Congressman E. J. Hart, New Jersey
Democrat, asked Garey why the men

who had filled in these questionnaires
could not appear to testify on their
own behalf, at which point Garey
complained that witnesses "tell us
one thing, then say something else
on the stand." Hart declared that
witnesses are under oath when tes-
tifying before the committee to which
Garey replied, angrily, "They're not
lying to us," meaning in private con-
versation. (Witnesses before the com-
mittee thus far, some of whom Garey
was, by implication, calling liars, in-
clude Harold E. Smith, Director of
the Budget Bureau, Fly, FCC General
Counsel Charles Denny, Hariblet and
Barger. Generally he could have
referred only to Fly and Hamblet).

Cox Learned a Lesson
Chairman Cox showed that he has

learned a valuable lesson since the
first public session two weeks ago,
when he threatened to have FCC
General Counsel Charles Denny
ejected by the police because the
latter wished to make a pertinent
remark. Garey had been reading
from the transcript of a star chamber
examination made by a member of
the committee staff of FCC Chief
Engineer E. K. Jett, in which Jett
admitted that a high ranking Naval
officer had suggested that the FCC
discontinue its direction finding work
for the Navy, and that the Navy had
better equipment for that work.
Denny interposed-and successfully-
that Jett was available to testify per-
sonally and that the Committee could
get a clearer picture of his views
by calling him than by hearing 'ex-
cerpts' from his conversation with
committee staff members.

Garey Again Read Records
The final portion of the session saw

Garey again reading documents
rather than producing witnesses. The
documents concerned the use of the
FBI of $415,000 appropriated last
year by Congress for the FBIS for
raises for commission employees
working not only for FBIS but for
other parts of the commission as well.
This was done according to a memo
from Dr. Robert D. Leigh, FBIS chief,
because recruiting of the authorized
FBIS personnel was a slow job and
salaries for these new workers would
not have used up all the authorized
funds. Dr. Leigh suggested the other
use for these funds only a week after
the money was appropriated, upon
FCC representation that it wasstrictly for new FBIS employees.
Commission employes had a "roman
holiday" with these funds, said Garey.

He then quizzed Barger who had
discussed this matter with two repre-
sentatives of the Budget Bureau.,
Barger was told, he said, that the
Budget Bureau representatives had no
information regarding Leigh's sugges-tions, but in any event the Bureauwould have no authority in thematter.

Had they been apprised, they said,according to Barger, they would have"frowned upon" Leigh's suggestions,but they added, all agencies and de -

r_
Program Ideas
"Do You Speak English?"

"Do You Speak English?" Well,
that's the new program on WINS,
New York, heard Tuesday and
Thursday evenings at 7:30 for 15
minutes. Miss Evans, who is the
narrator, and an announcer tour the
city, in subways, buses, restaurants,
etc., where they turn the mike on
the people who unconsciously "mur-
der" the English language. After
each sequence, Miss Evans points to
the common grammatical errors, then
usually chides the announcer on his
pronunciation.

Wisconsin Crop News
WHA, Madison, Wisconsin, an-

nounces a series of ten special broad-
casts, Thursday evenings at 7:30 to
tell the story of Wisconsin's crops
from fields to the fighting fronts.

WHA Players will enact scenes of
progress and tragedy in the history
of Wisconsin's top ten crops and de-
pict what cheese, butter, dried milk,
eggs, hemp, wool, etc., mean to fight-
ing men and others in the war effort.

Furniture Store Complies
With Station News Policy
Kurtz Furniture Company, sponsor

of news summaries twice daily over
WHK, Cleveland, Ohio, have con-
sented to move their time up 15
minutes to comply with station's
policy of news every hour on the
hour. Newscasts heard for the past
four years at 12:15 p.m. and 4:15. p.m.
will now be heard at 12 noon and 4
p.m.....Sealy-Rest Mattresses has
renewed its contract with WCLE,
Cleveland. Show of recordings and
E.T.'s, "Time For Music," goes into
its third consecutive year in August.

Wright Field Band On WHIO
The new Wright Field dance or-

chestra will be featured over WHIO,
Dayton, in -a special broadcast at
9:45 p.m., EWT, Saturday, August 7.
The dance aggregation includes men
who played with Harry James, Benny
Goodman, Teddie Powell and other
name bands just a few short months
ago.

partments of the government do like-
wise.

Garey spent considerable time try-
ing to put across the point that FBIS
was not founded by executive order,
nor by Congressional direction. It
started on funds from the President's
Emergency Fund (Barger is not surethis was legal) and was never voted
into existence by Congress. Congress
has, however, voted it funds threetimes.

The point didn't get over with the
press, or even with the members ofthe Committee itself. Congressman
Hart told RADIO DAILY that Congress
would certainly have raised the issueif it was not satisfied that FBIS should
be in existence and doing its work,and even Committee Chairman Coxsaid substantially the same thing.

The hearings will be resumed thismorning at ten, and it is expected
that they will last through the week.
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Coast -to -Coast
RECENT innovation at WINS, N. Y.,

is its 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. zany show.
Show is entitled "It," as no one can
think of a name for it. Anybody who
happens to be around takes part in
the show, besides the regular cast of
Hank Sylvern and his orchestra, Paul
Sherman as emcee, and the Gruesome
Threesome. Show and music are
strictly ad lib.

KCVO, Missoula. Montana, joined other
Montana stations last Saturday in the pre-
sentation of a full -hour broadcast from
Helena, state capitol, under the auspices
of the U. S. Navy. Program, titled
"Avenge the Helena." was held as a
tribute to the men who fought and died
in the last heroic battle of the cruiser
Helena. Navy and army personnel par-
ticipated. Principal speaker was Honor-
able Sam C. Ford, Montana's Governor,
and William A. Brown, prominent Mon-
tana attorney, was emcee.

Newest addition to the engineering
ranks of WGST, Atlanta, Georgia, is
William Davis Owens.... With the
advent of larger coffee stocks in
America and lessening of retail sale
restrictions, Southland Coffee Co.
have returned to WGST with a six-
month spot campaign for its Bailey's
Supreme Coffee. Contract calls for
five spots daily, six days a week.

*

Bob Curley, known for his record jug-
gling on the morning session of the
WSRR, Stamford, Conn., "1400 Club" has
returned from a brief vacation to become
sales promotion manager.... WSRR has
made arrangements with the OWI to
make a three -minute transcription each
week of local news of interest to the
boys overseas. ...Bernard Anderson, for-
mer assistant engineer at WSRR, visited
the station recently. He Is stationed at
Fort Bliss, Texas, doing radio work in
anti-aircraft.

Five men of the merchant marine
who had been aboard vessels which
were torpedoed as they convoyed
munitions abroad were interviewed
on WTAG, Worcester, last week as
the second in a series of programs to
further interest in their branch of
the service. Interviews were con-
ducted by special events chief Bob
Dixon at Fort Trumbull, New London,
Conn., and was broadcast by delayed
transmission.

B
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Jeddy Black Muriel Brenner
Irving Fields Murray Forbes
Harry Horlick
Henry W. Lange
Don Stevens

Art Jarrett
Lucille Neil

Jimmy Tansey

WNAX, Yankton, South Dakota, came
to the aid of a local newspaper recently.
The and Dakotan- ran into mechan-
ical difficulty, broke down and could not
finish the daily issue. Appeal was im-
mediately made to WNAX, asking if any-
thing could be done to get the story to
subscribers. Station obliged with spot
announcements and the following day,
on completion of repairs, paper's issue
carried big headlines thanking WNAX.

*

Bob Browning, WKNY, Kingston,
N. Y. staffer interviews interesting
people visiting the Catskill Mt. re-
gion, Last week's guest was Edmund
Gillinghan, summer resident of
Woodstock, N. Y., and author of the
"Gaunt Woman," recent Satevepost
serial and best seller which is now
being considered for a movie.

"Hall of Heroes," show dealing with
tho army's new Fletcher General Hospital
at Cambridge, Ohio. was heard over
WLW, Cincinnati, last Sunday. Included
on the broadcast were the personal stories
of five American soldiers who arrived in
the United States very recently, all of
whom are convalescing from injuries re-
ceived in North Africa.

Switf's "Song Shop" is the new early
morning "rise and shine" record pro-
gram over WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.,
each a.m. from 6 to 7:30. Rod Swift,
WGY, announcer, emcees the session
which varies in tempo from swing to
hillbilly stuff. Innovation of the "Song
Shop" is the use of transcribed vocal
time checks. A trio sings a "build-up"
for the time signal, pauses while cor-
rect time is inserted and then com-
pletes the jingle.

Robert Cook has joined the WGBR,
Goldsboro, North Carolina, staff as sports
director. His nightly sports commentary
is now being footed by the local Coca-
Cola bottler.... July 5 set a new record
for a single day's billing at WGBR. Sta-
tion had 48 fifteen -minute shows, five ten-
minute features and three five-minute pro-
grams, plus regular participating features.
Event was a special bond drive con-
ducted by the station.

Eric James, newspaperman and
writer, began a series of nightly news
and war comment on WIBG, Phila-
delphia, yesterday. Programs, sched-
uled at 9:30, will be heard Monday
through Friday.. --Jeff Scott is the
newest announcing addition to WIBG

".Station house band units have
been christened: "The Rittenhouse
Trio," "Five Men of Rhythm" and
"Eric Wilkinson and His Music."

e .

Appointment of G. O. Shepherd as gen-
eral manager of WAYS. Charlotte, N. C..
has been announced by the Inter -City
Advertising Company, the controlling com-
pany. and Harold H. Thorns, active head.
Shepherd resigned as manager of WORD,
Spartanburg" S. C., to accept the position
as head of WAYS. Prior to the position
at Spartanburg he served for several
years as general manager of WWNC,
Asheville, N. C.

Larry Haeg's "Farm Journal" pro-
gram over WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn.,
is now sponsored by the Pioneer Hi -
Bred Corn Company, Des Moines,
Iowa. Haeg is farm news editor and
also director of agricultural resources
of the OCD.

Special NBC "Business and War In-
formation" program with Elmer Davis.
Donald Nelson, Judge Vinson and Marvin
Jones was piped into a special gathering
of over two hundred local business men
by WILY. Oklahoma City. A luncheon
was served prior to the show.

WBT, Charlotte, N. C. pulled 3,400
letters in a novel promotion. Garnett
Warren, who acts the part of Elmer
Briarhopper on WBT's show "Briar -
hoppers," became the father of a baby
boy. Mama and papa Warren couldn't
decide on a name for him, so Papa
asked "Briarhopper" listeners to de-
cide, and offered ten dollars to the
listener whose suggestion was se-
lected. 3,400 answers came in, and
the name "Larry Dean" was sub-
mitted by twelve listeners. The one
whose letter was post -marked first
received the dough, the other eleven
got consolation prizes in the form of
two pictures-one of mother and
child, taken at the hospital, the other
a composite of Papa himself in cos-
tume and "straight."

* *

Bob Howard. of the Broadway show
"Early to Bed" is guest starring today
on Johnny Kané s 'In Old New York"
program over WBYN Brooklyn.

Roger W. Clipp, general manager
of WFIL, Philadelphia, has announced
station's acquisition of the special AP
radio news wire through Press Asso-
ciation, Inc. Expanded news cover-
age will include Telescripts and other
features of the service as well as AP
dispatches.

Two new voices have been added to
the announcing staff of WINN, Louisville,
Ky.-those of Stanley Trout and Lyle
Beebe ....Will Sales, Louisville diamond
store, has bought the WINN 6 o'clock
news, headlines and analysis. on a 39
weeks contract.

KEVE, Everett, Washington, has a
new manager in the person of Margit
Smout. Mrs. Smout replaces John R.
Meves.

Col. Luther L. Hill. Chief of Staff of the
Fifth District. Army Air Forces Technical
Training Command, has been promoted
from Lieut. Col, to full Colonel. Col- Hill
in station manager of ESO and KRNT.
Des Moines. on leave. Hill graduated
from West Point in 1919.

Doris Tirrell, Boston organist, has
been appointed staff organist effective
today, Frank Bellizia, musical direc-
tor, announced. Until now Miss Tirrell
has been WEEI's music librarian. Sue
Campbell, who has been with WEEI
since September, 1942, has succeeded
Miss Tirrell as music librarian.

Beckham Holt, author of tht
of George Washington Carr(
pear as guest on the Mary H.'.
gram, WEAF, New York, todc
also be interviewed by Al,
on the Blue tomorrow.... Way
son, recently with the U. S.
been added to the announci
KSO-KRNT. Before his army h
was announcing on KGLO.
la..... Meredith Griffin and J
berry, both of Drake Univei
been added as announcers for
too.

Kate Smith, whose no
commentary continues o
is the author of a "True
zine article "Why I Am
an American" in the A
Kate has also written an
the current issue of
pocket-size magazine.

Howard Stanley has b
succeed Lee Chadwick. w
year has been promotion -
tor for WTOP and publici
CBS there. Stanley is rest
similar position on WINE.
C., to assume his new
August L when Chadwick
enter the armed forces.

Three Ziv Produc
Added By 39

(Confinard from Pa
Kingsport; WFBM,
WKY, Oklahoma Cit
Dubuque; WTMA, Charle
Baltimore; WROL, Knoxv
Chattanooga; WEEI, Bo
Washington; WGAR,
WXYZ, Detroit, KSD,
KRNT, Des Moines; WS
WPTF, Raleigh; KSTP,
WIOD, Miami; KOIL, O
New York bringing tot
than 70 stations. Series c
quarter hours. Cast inclu
Kennedy, Jimmy Wallingt
Beck, Larry Haines, Roger
Maurice Tarplin, Lon Clar
Rooten, Richard Sanders,
venson, Douglas Chandler.

Korn Kobbler transcribe
been added on the followi
WGAU, Athens, Ga.; W
ton; KOMO, Seattle; WS
ter; WROL, Knoxville;
ton; KLZ, Denver; WJ
City, reports Frederic W
producers of this musical
show. Series includes Ko
orchestra. Alan Courtney
Stan Fritts and Charlie
vocalists and Kay Lorrain
ist with Redd Evans, oca
and comedy star as gues

"Eye Witness News"
eye witness reports - of
Press at -the -front corre
now on more than 150 st
additions are: KXYZ,
KFDM, Beaumont; WCOV
ery; WJHL, Johnson
Seattle; WIBX, Utica.
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'CC's Craven Testifies
Convenes Today

louse, Senate Bills

lngton-A meeting of the NAB
Legislative Committee will
here today for further con -

on of the White -Wheeler Bill
fin the Senate and the Holmes
I recently rewritten for the
Both bills would provide for
anization of the FCC and a
bflnition of its powers.

LF's New Business
h:ludes Six Spot Accts.

1ft Manufacturing Co., with two
9a s for sponsorship of WEAF

is, heads the listing of new
it announced yesterday by Wil-

1 Tilenius, assistant manager.
p mote its show polishes, Griffin
to Rad Hall's newscasts on

d, s and Thursday, 8:30 to 8:45
f 52 weeks beginning July 27,

P Barnes' "Morning in Man-
dl programs on Mondays, Wed-
tt and Fridays, 7:25 to 7:30 a.m.,
t( 52 weeks beginning July 26,

(Continued on Page 5)

w Kellogg Program
tS:ed For Full Blue Net

g Company, Battle Creek,
till become the sponsor of a
ly program on the Blue Net-
ugust 9, when a 15 -minute
adcast in behalf of Gro -Pup
will be launched on all Blue
The program will be the

tromote a dog food on a na-
etwork, and the third show

(Continued on Page 5)

S. 1t. 0.
tlins and other mischievous
have taken over the station

which hauls the WHIG.
r). O.. mobile unit to special

and remote broadcasts-or
me ill -willed listener has put

1 on it. Some time ago one of
B. its caught on fire and the

partment had to be sum -
Now termites have eaten

frame work of the seats!

Long Bide
KMOX, St. Louis. missed up on

one letter in its 1936 mail -pull count.
Manager Merle S. Jones recently
received a note dated July 3, 1936,
requesting certain information sta-
tion had offered. Letter had been
found in a box car near Springfield,
Ill. Jones replied that he couldn't
fill request, but would welcome
visit from the patient writer.

Have Enough Disks

Navy Tells Petrillo
Contrary to statements issued ear-

lier this year by other government
department heads, the U. S. Navy has
all the phonograph records it needs
for morale purposes, and has just dis-
couraged an AFM project for in-
creasing production thereof. Navy's
attitude was contained in a letter sent
to James C. Petrillo, president of the
AFMVI, and is a reply to Petrillo's

(Continued on Page 5)

Drew Pearson's Network
Expanded To 111 Outlets
Raymond Spector agency has com-

pleted details whereby Drew Pearson
for Serutan, will .be heard on an ex-
panded network of 111 Blue outlets.
Currently the columnist is heard on
55 stations. New contract goes into
effect Oct. 10, with the additional ter-
ritory covered taking in the Southeast
plus Florida, South -Central and the
Southwest. Pearson is heard opposite
Jack Benny at 7-7:15 p.m., EWT.

Admits 'Warning Of Secrecy' By Fly
Although Not Under Any 'Pressure';

Garey Decries 'Confidential' Pall

Outlets Devise Means

To 'Dress' Spot Anns.

Trend toward setting up tailor-
made programs to accommodate the
influex of spot business to maintain a
sense of balance on the station sched-
ule is fast getting around among the
alert are anxious to
stave off criticism about the accept-
ance of heavy spot schedules without
losing the business. These station

(Continued on Page 6)

Miles Laboratory Renews
Lum 'n' Abner On Keystone

Miles Laboratory, Inc.. renewed
Lum and Abner on the Keystone
Broadcasting System for the third
consecutive year it was announced
yesterday by KBS officials. Miles Lab
moved into the secondary sales field
(via transcription) in June 1941. The

(Continued on Page 2)

New One Hour Show Set
By RCA On Blue Network
New one -hour radio program titled

"What's New," will be sponsored by
RCA, it was announced today by
David Sarnoff, president, who said
that the contract has been signed

(Continued on Page 2)

WNEW Musicians Yanked;
Outlet Used British Records

Sheffield Adding Time
On New York Stations

Sheffield Farms, through N. W.
Ayer & Son, Inc., wil sponsor two
shows, starting August 10 and 11. The
earlier one, "Missus Goes A Shop-
ping," the John Reed King produc-
tion on WABC, will carry the new
sponsorship Tuesdays, Thursdays and

(Continued on Page 2)

Musicians at WNEW, New York.
were ordered out on a strike late
yesterday afternoon by Local 802 of
the American Federation of Musi-
cians, on grounds that the station
is using recordings made by non-
union musicians. Strike notice is
outcome of an investigation by Local
802 in behalf of James C. Petrillo,
president of the AFM, into the sta-
tion's recent display of new record -

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Burcau, RADIO DAILY
Washington - Commissioner T. A.

M. Craven of the FCC appeared yes-
terday before the Special House
Committee investigating the FCC.
Craven reported that he had been
"warned against" disclosing secret or
confidential matters, adding that he
had received no directive from the
President. Although anxious to co-
operate with Congress, Craven said,
he could foresee that he might be
asked some questions concerning

(Continued on Page 6)

Carter Files Denial

To FTC's Complaint

Washington-Carter Products, Inc.,
manufacturers of Carter's Little Liver
Pills, and Street & Finney, New York
advertising agency, filed a joint state-
ment with the Federal Trade Com-
mission denying that they dissemi-
nated false advertisements concern-
ing their product or have made dis-

(Continued on Page 2)

"Soldiers Of The Press"
Being Extended By UP

United Press in response to requests
from stations and sponsors through-
out the United State and Canada has
extended its transcribed program
"Soldiers of the Press" for an addi-

(Continued on Page 2)

What's Bnzzin" Cuzzin
Recent ban on band remotes by

Mutual to WSAY, Rochester, had
Charlie Goodwin feeding five hours
of music. A southerner, Goodwin
substituted names of Confederate
heroes, such as Robert E. Lee.
Jeff Davis, etc. in place of the
band leaders who usually an-
nounced. Goodwin received num-
erous inquiries by people who be.
lieved they were related.
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Judy 20)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low Close
Am. Tel. Cr. Tel 1571/2 1571/2 1571/8
CBS A 241/2 24 24
Crosley Corp. 22 211/2 211/2
Gen. Electric 381/8 381/2 383/4
Philco 233/4 22 220/4
RCA Common 11 y 107% 111/s

I. RCA First Pfd. 707/8 703/4 707/8
Stewart -Warner 131/8 1234 13
Westinghouse 961/2 96 96 - 1

Zenith Radio 353/4 35 353/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 37/8 31 37/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad. 83/4 9
Stromberg-Carlson 113/4 121/4
WCAO (Baltimore) 21 24
WJR (Detroit) 271/2 291/2

-I- 1/e

- 1/4
- 1/4

NBC Sales Ups Costello
To Succeed Gordon Mills
Ned Costello, formerly in NBC Spot

Sales department, has been trans-
ferred to the network sales depart-
ment to replace Gordon Mills who
resigned to become business manager
of Arthur Kudner's radio department.
Costello came to NBC in June 1942
from Omara & Ormsbee, newspaper
representatives. He is a native of
Atchinson, Kansas, and entered the
advertising field through the "Kansas
City Star."

Stork News
Howard D. Leighty, engineer in

Master Control at Don Lee, announced
the birth of his first child-a boy,
at St. Vincent's Hospital in Los
Angeles, recently. The baby has been
named Howard David, Jr.

COVER THE 3rd

LARGEST MARKET

IN THE COUNTRY'S

GREATEST STATE

OVER STATION

WSAY
ROCHESTER

N. Y.

Carter Files Denial
To FTC's Complaint

(Continued from Page 1)
paraging statements concerning the
drug "Calomel" and other laxatives.
Street & Finney prepared and placed
all advertisements used by Carter
Products at the time the FTC made
the complaint.

The complaint alleged that Carter's
Little Liver Pills is an ordinary
cathartic or laxative and that, con-
trary to representations, the prepara-
tion has no therapeutic action on the
liver and is not a competent or ef-
fective treatment for any disease or
condition of the liver under what-
ever name designated; that it does
not regulate the digestive processes
that one will awaken feeling "full
of pep" or "ready for a big break-
fast"; and that it will not influence
the flow of liver bile so as to enable
one to over -eat or over -indulge in
"good times? without experiencing
the ordinary discomforts resulting
therefrom.

The complaint further alleges that
the preparation is not, as represented,
a competent or effective treatment
for such symptoms or manifestations
as headache, sluggishness, listlessness
and coated tongue and will have no
greater value in the treatment thereof
than the temporary relief afforded
by an evacuation of the bowels.

The answer denies that any of the
representations are false and states,
in part:

. Carter's Little Liver Pills
possess excellent laxative or cathartic
properties . . stimulate the flow of
bile into the duodenum and it is a
well known fact even among laymen
that relieving constipation will also
cause the symptoms to disappear..."
asserting the claim that Carter's Little
Liver Pills is a competent, effective
treatment to relieve such symptoms,
manifestations or conditions by re-
lieving the cause thereof, that is, the
condition known as constipation, and
by stimulating the flow of bile.

With respect to the allegation that
the respondents have disparaged the
drug "Calomel," the answer denies
they have claimed it is a "harsh,
drastic, dangerous" laxative. As to
the allegations that their advertise-
ments fail to reveal the harmful con-
sequences that may result from use
of. Carter's Little Liver Pills and that
the preparation is an irritant laxa-
tive and potentially dangerous when
taken by persons suffering from
symptoms of appendicitis, the answer
enters a denial and asserts that the
labeling of the pills and their adver-
tising contain all the cautionary
words or phrases which the Federal
Trade Commission has any authority
to require.

"Soldiers Of The Press"
Being Extended By UP

(Continued from Page 1)
tional 13 weeks, according to Walter
Rundle, UP promotion manager.

This third extension of the original
13 -week series will bring the series
to its first birthday in November with
a total of 52 weekly 15 -minute tran-
scriptions. It is currently scheduled
by over 500 stations in North Amerca.

New One Hour Show Set
By RCA On Blue Network

(Continued from Page 1)
with the Blue Network for the pre-
miere on Sept. 4 over 158 stations
from Maine to Hawaii. The show will
be broadcast on Saturdays 7-8 p.m.,
EWT. Don Ameche, star of radio and
screen, will be master of ceremonies.

The theme of the performance will
be a weekly kaleidoscopic broadcast
of "What's New" throughout the world
-in news, science, sports, theater,
films, music, art, education, books,
agriculture and the home. In fact,
anything new and important will
qualify for a place on this program
designed to keep listeners up-to-the-
minute on the world's latest develop-
ments in all atcivities.

Eye -witness and first-hand reports
will be featured. New songs, new
artists, new heroes, new wonders will
qualify to give the program a fast
pace. Timeliness will be the keynote
of the 60 minutes, as radio skips
from New York to Hollywood, and to
other places at home and abroad
where something new is to be micro -
phoned.

"This program covering a broad
scope and possessing a challenging
theme will afford splendid opportun-
ity from week to week to reveal
radio as a new and modern art form
at its best," said Sarnoff. "With
variety in talent and always some-
thing new, the aim in showmanship
will be to present a timely perform-
ance of interest to listeners of all ages.
We will draw upon the latest in radio
art technique and in science to make
this a program of high quality enter-
tainment for Americans In all walks
of life."

Miles Laboratory Renews
Lum 'n' Abner On Keystone

(Cannoned from Pane 1)
move by Miles in 1941 started the
emphasis on the smaller stations ac-
cording to KBS which is today re-
flected in advertising appropriations
made by Lever Brothers, Sterling
Drug and General Foods in the sec-
ondary area.

In a survey made by Keystone it
was revealed that cities of 50,000 and
under are capable of producing large
markets for advertisers and recent
events show that advertising funds
are being reallocated to prevent con-
gesting key points.

The survey shows that cities of
50,000 and under produce $20,655,
756,000 or 49% of all National Retail
Sales; $5.314,867.000 or 53% of all
National Retail Food Sales; $735,449,-
000 or 47% of all National Retail
Drug Sales. Cities of 20,000 and
under deliver $16,155,250,000 or 38%
of all National Retail Sales; $4,225,-
291,000 or 42% of all National Retail
Food Sales; and $555,602,000 or 35%
of all National Drug Sales. Towns
of 2,500 and under supply $7,255,-
094,000 or 17% of all National Retail
Sales; $1,986,710,000 or 19% of all
National Retail Food Sales; and
$205,971,000 or 13% of all National
Retail Drug Sales.

In viewing the situation for the
fall Keystone reports considerable
activity.

Wednesday. July 21.
1

COMM and GOII1

A. D. WILLARD, JR., general mana,
WBT, Charlotte; A. E. JOSCELYN andµ
KAUFMAN, WCCO, Minneapolis general,
ager and director of sales promotion nit
licity, respectively, visiting CBS radio
department.

HENRY JEROME and his orchestra to
ington, D. C., to play for the next five h
at the Roosevelt Hotel and broadcast via I
and CBS nine times weekly.

FRANK SINATRA to Washington, D.
.

appear in a special concert with Wash 
National Symphony Orchestra, July 25.

FRED A. PALMER, WCKY, Cincinnati.
director; SAM H. BENNETT, KMBC,
City, Mo.; HARRY H. BUCENDAHL, KOIN.
land, Ore. manager, visiting CBS stations
Hons.

B. A. 'McDONALD, sales manager of
inghouse Stations, Inc.; C. S. YOUNG a
HERBERT MASSE, sales manager of
Boston; JACK De RUSSY, new sales manal
KYW, Philadelphia, visitors to NBC na
spot sales.

L. M. SEPAUGH, manager of WSLI
Miss., visiting CBS station relations.

WALLACE A. WALKER. manager
Jacksonville, Fla., expects to leave F

NORMAN BROWN, WSUN, St.
Fla., leaves Friday for a trip to
Chicago before returning home.

Sheffield Adding Tim
On New York Stc

(Continued from Page 1)
Saturdays, 8:30 a.m. Quar
show is recorded. The second
starting August 11, will be a
ing half hour on WOR, 9:30-1d p
starring Peter Donald in a I

which will use both records and
talent. Gimmick is to identify
voice or text or song. When poss:
live guests will be presented. B
bookings are for 52 weeks. Colon
cial will plug all the sponsor
ducts.

98%
on WITH!
The largest drug chain
in the Baltimore area
places 98% of its radio
money on WITH.

Follow the leader! .
that's good business-

WU H
1 I

IN BALTIMORE
REPRESENTED BY HEAD(EY.REED
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IM -WHEW In Dispute

hlver British Records
(Cw,linrd from Page 1)

eportedly imported from Eng-
for Martin Block's "Make -

e -Ballroom."
ke notice, in form of telegrams,
sent by William Feinberg. ex -
e secretary of the Local, to
Pitt, leader of the house band,
Miss Bernice Judis, managing

or of the station. Pitt was
gd to withdraw his men and
1 appear at the station after
until given further notice by
don. Reason-"non-union made
s." Wire to Miss Judis, in ad -
to charging the station with

non-union made platters, stated
he musicians could not return
;he station had given the union
n notice to refrain from using
sore of non-union made discs.
week the station first reported

equisition of new records of
itest song hits after an hour

half broadcast of the "Ball -
Thursday evening. Discs are

,gular fifty cent sellers bought
he counter, and were made by
g English orchestras including
Dss. Bert Ambrose, and others.
nportation of the platters, it is
Is not in violation of the pact
In the British Musicians' union
an AFM, as released here last

At that time the British
! to back the Petrillo ban by
ng its members to refrain from
g records of transcriptions
were to be exported to the
States.

rted that at that time several
musicians had been ap-

.td to make productions for
States consumption, but had
down the offers. By the

tic and Musical Performers'
tion Act of 1925, musicians in
td have to give written con -

making records, to sanction
ation. Held, however, that that
only to masters. Records used

Ilroom" were regularly pressed
(land.
n news of WNEW's new source
rds spread, Miss Judis reported
ng inquiries from stations all
to country. Tapping the British

she explained, was another
le of the station's alertness and
ity.
lo, in the past eleven months

recording ban, has often cited
tallroom" program as an ex -
of what he was trying to

.te. "Ballroom" was one of
st successful disc-jockey pro -
commercially speaking. Sta -

as become one of the most
¡f indies for its operation with
i, falling within the first ten
highest income group stations
country. Disc-jockey program
has now spread over the en-
untry.
Ilcial statement was offered by
the station management or
Block, who it is understood,
consider the discs as "non-

Ip IRCMClf II ® ,I
WISN Retailer Relations

That WISN, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
has done a good job in promoting
public relations between druggists
and Milwaukee citizens is indicated
by the testimonial dinner recently
given the station by the Milwaukee
County Pharmacists' Association.
Party was the occasion of the first
anniversary of the "Know Your Drug-
gist Better" show, a program de-
signed to sell the listener on the ser-
vices offered by the neighborhood
druggist. Show, which was conceived
a year ago by Gaston W. Grignon,
station's general manager, is written
and produced by the WISN staff, who,
along with Grignon, were guests of
honor at the banquet: Speakers were
lavish with their praise for the work
Grignon and his staff have done, and
the program printed for the occasion
contained a reprint from "The Wis-
consin Druggist" entitled "Gaston
Grignon and WISN," the story of
Grignon's career up to the present
time.

"Newcomer's Picnic"
KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah, staged

a huge newcomers' picnic recently in
one of the city's parks. Picnic, which
was for the benefit of 50,000 newly -
arrived war workers from other
states, was handled in the manner of
a large convention. Out -of -staters
registered at booths for their particu-
lar state. Salt Lake Council of Women
assisted in handling registrations.

Myron Fox, publicity director of
KDYL, arranged for ten hours of
continual entertainment, including
five military bands and orchestras,
and the KDYL orchestra and artists.
Handled in conjunction with local
newspapers, station received publicity
and art work in papers three weeks
in advance. Affair was climaxed by
an "opportunity contest" which gave
the out-of-state winner an appearance
over the NBC network.

Okay Compromise Scale
For Arrangers, Copyists

Compromise plan for increase in
scales covering arrangers and copy-
ists, staff and free lance, among music
publishers, was approved by the
board of directors of AFM Local 802.
Local, originally, sought a straight 15
per cent increase in negotiations
which opened recently, though con-
tract runs to September. Publishers,
through MPPA, countered with the
offer that the increases jump 10 per
cent the first year, and another five
per cent the second year in a two-
year deal. WLB approval will com-
plete the deal.

Union expects, soon, to start nego-
tiating for a five per cent increase
in legit and picture theaters. Union.
last year, had received a 10 per cent
upping, approved by the WLB, but
had originally asked for 15.

"Hour of Melody" Ads
Extensive promotion is being done

on the new "Hour of Melody" show
being sponsored by Hale Brothers
Department Store over KSFO, San
Francisco. Store started off by run-
ning full page newspaper ads in San
Francisco and Oakland, calling atten-
tion to the program, its format and
purpose, and listing in their entirety
the musical selections for the first
three programs, tieing in their ads
harmoniously.

Thereafter, they are running from
one to three announcements in their
full page and double truck merchan-
dising ads, calling attention to the
time of the program and the station.
In addition to this, they carry, in at
least two of the leading San Fran-
cisco and Oakland newspapers, their
entire program on the radio page
each day.

Every counter, elevator and con-
ceivable window and traffic point in
their store mentions the program it-
self. In addition, their mailing pieces
which go to customers all carry an
imprint regarding their "Hour of
Melody."

IBEW-WCCO Strike

Moved Until Aug. 11
Minneapolis-Strike notice filed by

the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, AFL, on behalf
of six radio announcers at WCCO
has been set aside until August 11
and a temporary agreement has been
reached. The notice was filed while
contract negotiations were still going
on between A. E. Joscelyn, WCCO
general manager, and the IBEW rep-
resentative.

The agreement is now awaiting
approval of the IBEW office in Wash-
ington and the legal department of
WCCO and the Columbia Broadcast-
ing System. Temporary truce was
achieved when Minnesota State Labor
Conciliator James L. Kelley inter-
vened. Point still in dispute is a
clause inserted by the IBEW rep-
resentative. In effect, the clause
under dispute ties the WCCO an-
nouncers contract in with union con-
tracts covering not only WCCO tech-
nicians at the eight Columbia owned
stations.

All other points specifically con-
cerning the announcers at WCCO
had been negotiated satisfactorily by
both parties.

An

became a SHOWMANSHIP PROGRAM

Radio listeners can tune in at any time to
RADIO NEWSREEL THEATRE and hear
a complete news broadcast.

For 2 full hours, from 6:00-7:00 A.M., and
from 11:00 P. M.-12:00 MID , a twelve -
minute summary of the latest news is
continuously repeated.

It is never too late to listen to RADIO
NEWSREEL THEATRE ...or to sponsor
this "idea" program of proven success.

: .s\;iq ti .`ic
Dial 1050

'SPONSORED - IN ITS
2nd YEAR FOR OLD
COLD N E W

N
YORK
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

WALTER WINCHELL, who on
Sunday moved his "Jergens

Journal" to KECA at 6:00 p.m., will
be heard in a repeat broadcast over
KFI at 11:00 p.m., PWT each Sunday
night. Winchell program here moved
the early broadcast to KECA after
being heard for many years on KFI.
"Chamber Music Society of Lower
Basin Street," becomes a KECA fea-
ture on the same day, broadcast from
6:15 to 6:45 p.m., and Jimmie Fidler's
program of Hollywood comment goes
on the air at 6:4§ p.m., PWT.

George Burns and Gracie Allen
started on a two-week camp tour
covering Army and Navy stations,
according to Hollywood Victory Com-
mittee, and Dale Evans is set for a
three-week Texas tour starting Aug.
1. Burns and Allen opened at Camp
Callen, then play the San Diego De-
stroyer Base, Camp Pendleton, San
Diego Naval Air Station, Camp San
Luis Obispo and Santa Maria Air
Field.

William Lawrence, producer of the
Screen Guild Players movie dramas
each Monday night, is compiling a
book of hitherto untold anecdotes
about show people. Lawrence was
a newspaper editor, columnist and
magazine editor before radio claimed
him:

Newest home -owner in the cast of
NBC's "Those We Love" is Announcer
Dick Joy. He's just purchased a new
home in 'Burbank, a popular suburb
of Hollywood and Los Angeles.

Monday marked the start of a
new "I Love A Mystery" serial
thriller. It will be "The Graves of
Whamperjaw," a murder mystery
laid in the badlands of Texas.

Harry W. Flannery, CBS commen-
tator, reports the latest slogan coming
from Germany says, "Enjoy the War
-the Peace will be Worse."

FCC Grants WTAWLicense
On Separate Band Full Day

Washington - FCC yesterday
granted modifications of the licenses
of WTAW, College station, Texas,
and KTBC, Austin, Texas, to per-
mit the former full daytime operation
on the 1,150 band, rather than sharing
with KTBC. The latter station was
authorized to shift its frequency from
1,150 to 590, with full time, one kilo-
watt day and 250 watts night.

HELP
IF YOU ARE HAVING DIFFI-
CULTY FINDING THE RIGHT
PERSON FOR ANY VACANCY
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION-
CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.

(AGENCY)
331 Madison Ave. 143rd St.), N. Y.

MURRAY HILL 2-6494

Jerry Lester At Bat ...
(Written one hot afternoon (yesterday) in Green Valley, U. S. A. in

cool -aberration with Bob Marko and producer Larry Berne).
THINGS I NEVER KNEW TILL NOW: How to write a column

THINGS I ALWAYS KNEW: How to lift a column MY GIRL
FRIDAY SPEAKS TO AFRICA: Frank Sinatra called up last night and started
a record collection. Wants to know if he can get one of Bing Crosby singing
"That Old Black Magic." Post card from "One Man's Family." They
want to know how to get in touch with Henry Kaiser Minerva Pious
and John Brown, telephoned this a.m. (morning) re: the Allen and Benny
deal. They claim that Lincoln freed the wrong slaves Telegram from
Bob Hope, -I used the above gag on my program two years ago." Referred
him to Jimmy Saphier who handles you both. That's all the correspondence.
Payroll due, so will you please see Friday, Saturdays SOUNDS IN
THE NIGHT: Heard at the Rainbow Trout Room at the Fulton Market: The
only reason he became an agent is he wanted to see how the other ten
per cent lives Heard in the powder room at Hubert's Museum: See
that girl on his arm? He bought her a dozen roses. You ought to see what
he bought for the girl on his mind Heard in the Mayfair room at
Dully's: Archie speaking, ain't here.-

* *
 SEEN AROUND TOWN: Orson Welles walking arm in

arm down Fifth Avenue with Orson Welles In a CBS studio,
Frank Sinatra swooning at sight of Perry Como At 53rd and
Broadway, Charlie Martin offering George Hill a Philip Morris

Lois January, talking with Fredric March and Marty May
about a new radio show in October, called "Around, the Calendar."

The Landt Andrews and Six and
Miss on their way to see "We The People". Arch. Oboler locking
himself in the basement of El Morocco, writing a new show called
"The Plot to Overthrow Norman Corwin" MANHATTAN
VIGNETTE: She was the third girl from the left in X show. The
show ran as you remember X weeks. John (of course that's
not his real name) was backstage every night, and at least one of
the matinees every week. He did so want to get married. Gertrude
(of course that's not her real name) and she's still third from the
left, was admired by every Tom, Dick and Harry, but let's be honest
she wanted only John. Honest John she called him (Recognize the
story yet?) Came the day of the reckoning March 15. Now we
find out John wasn't so honest. Montage: Pay the money. I ain't
got it. Pay the money. I ain't got it. Pay the money. I ain't got it

P S. Gertrude had the money. But as is usual in such cases
it was too late. And now every visitor's day you can see John, third
from the left, and Gertrude back with every Tom, Dick and Harry.* * *

OPEN LETTERS TO CLOSE FRIENDS: OPEN POSTCARD: Dear
Miriam Hopkins: You will be the first guest star in my news CBS series
beginning Sunday night July 25, at seven o'clock. I think you'll have a
good time, because we're going to do a satirical sketch on the relationship
between the modern boy and girl. See you at rehearsal. Thanks a millyun

COLLECT TELEGRAM: Dear Fred Uttal: Please stop telling people
that I'm going to be an actor on the Fred Uttal show. Remember, dear boy,
if announcer get fresh with Jerry Lester, Jerry Lester get fresh announcer
SECRET MEMO TO JERRY LESTER: Dear little volcano. I've known you longer
than anyone else. I realize that you're exuberant, full of life, and very gay,
but make this a point, always to remember. Don't try to get laughs at the
expense of somebody else's feelings. Don't ever forget the people who are
doing their part to help people remember you.

T}

-Remamber Pearl Harbor-

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

MRS. ELLIOTT ROOSEVE'
ll the Texas State Network
Worth, seen lunching yesterda;
Merritt R. Schoenfeld, sales an
of the Blue Network, at the
Hotel.

Henny Youngman, guesting
"Breakfast Club" show on the
being scouted by several ag
interested in comedians for
shows. One show, which will c
ate in Hollywood, will feati
number of picture names as w
a comedian -emcee.

Jack Robbins, Jr. in the unifo
a private, in town to handle
plugs of "This Is the Army'
production slated for early r

Virginia Verril, singer, j
cast of "Hep Hep Hurray" W
tainer featuring Bob Tren
chestra.

Gracie Fields passed thro
¿ago yesterday en route fro
Coast to New York. Unders
is en route to England w
will entertain the armed for

Mutual sending out invita
Chicago premiere of "Mutual
chrome Presentation" at th
Hotel July 29 at 4 p.m.

Neal Smith of WCOL, Col
town with Mrs. Smith, for a f
on agency and network roun

WLS "Dinnerbell" progr
emanate from the Internation
Chick Convention in Chicag
and tomorrow with Art P
ducting. Show will be hea
the Palmer House from 12
p.m.

CBS Appoints Seigal
To Head Photo Div'

Walter I. Seigal, formerly
manager of the CBS Pho
Division, has been named
of the division, it was a
today by George Crandall,
,of CBS Press Information.
came to Columbia in Novemb
and previously had been a fre
photographer. He was made assist
manager of the CBS PhotograF
Division in 1938 and held that F(
tion until his appointment as m
ager.

He replaces Michael J. Fish, 9

has resigned from the network to
a motion picture studio in Hollywo

Stork News
A daughter, Kathy, has been by

to Dr. and Mrs. William B. Silb
blatt. The mother is radio acts
Mildred Robin who has played
"Second Husband," CBS's "School
the Air" and other productions.
will return to the profession shot

AMP has a new JUT
BULLFROGS AND

MARINES
Introductory broadcast date
will be announced next week.
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JEST-ING
AM FRAWLEY, for Lum
r on Kraft Music Hall to -
(NBC, 9 p.m.).

,)LSON on Jerry Cooper's
lead" Friday (WOR-Mutual,

1).

LSEN and CHIC JOHNSON
Whiteman Presents" Sun -
8 p.m.).

.AR HOOVER, speaker on
Official" Sunday (Blue, 1

iD STOWE with John Van -
on "Where Do We Stand?"

íti Sunday (Blue, 5 p.m.).

.ES COBURN on "Cavalcade
ca" Monday (NBC, 8 p.m.,

IRA BRITTON, screen star,
h Webster Says" Tuesday
30 p.m.).

BERLIN on "We the
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 7:30

iOUSTON PETERSON and
ZILBORG on "Invitation

ing" Sunday (WABC-CBS,
J.

LODER on "Stars Over
rd" Saturday (WABC-CBS,
t.)

ppen Takes Over
Battle Of The Sexes"
lsday, July 27, NBC's "Battle
ices" (9:00 p.m., EWT), takes
;. Flippen as emcee in place
O'Keefe. Flippen, a veteran

nstrel show, vaudeville, legi-
t age and radio, has been in

rtainment world since the
His initial contestants on

the Sexes" will be feminine
v lancers vs. masculine cham-
a

'k Succeeds Dewey
Clark has been appointed

ed Dewey Long as manager
LW Chicago office. Clark has
nnected with the Chicago
alesman.

ANNOUNCERS
cperienced announc-

'rswanted by mid -west
!er channel station;
ulnit complete back-

;rcnd details immedi-
!te/. If you're not a top
na, don't write.

)I0 DAILY, Box 719
I B'dway N. Y. C.

Have Enough Disks
Navy Tells Petrillo

(Continued )rant Page 1)
offer, mace to Elmer Davis, head of
O WI, several weeks ago, to cut. gratis
all tne'records needed for entertain-
ment of the armea services provided
the juke boxes wnerein they were to
be played, removea the tee box. Text
of the Navy letter of July 11, ad-
dressed to Petrillo, follows:

"Your letter of July 6, 1943 ad-
dressed to the Secretary of the !Navy
concerning a proposal for furnishing
professional services of members GI
me American federation of IVlusi-
cians for the purpose of making pno-
nograpn recoras for the recreation ana
entertainment of Navy personnel has
been referred to this bureau.

"It is recognized that the supply of
phonograph records available on the
existing commercial market is neces-
sarily limited by snortage of critical
materials involved in me manufac-
ture of such records. However, Naval
personnel are acquiring pnonograpn
records in sufficient quantity to meet
the recreational and entertainment
needs. Any plan duplicating present
facilities, in view of current snortage
of materials, would not appear to be
essential to the all out prosecution of
the war effort.

"Please be assured that your offer
of the services of members of the
American Federation of Musicians in
the interest of Naval personnel is
none the less fully appreciated. Signed
R. A. Koch, Capt. U. S. N. (Ret.) Spe-
cial Assistant to the Chief of Bureau
of Naval Personnel."

Third Kellogg Program
Sked For Full Blue Net

(Continued from Page 1)
sponsored by Kellogg on the complete
Blue Network.

The news broadcast will be heard
Monday through Friday at 11:30 a.m.,
EWT, from New York following
"Breakfast at Sardi's," with a live
repeat at 1 p.m., EWT, for the 13
Pacific Coast stations of the Blue. A
second Blue Network news broad-
caster will do the repeat broadcast,
which will originate in San Francisco
and will be specially designed to meet
the news interests of the public in
this area. Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, handles Gro -Pup advertising
for Kellogg.

Featured commentator on the new
Kellogg show will be Gilbert Martyn,
staff announcer of the Blue Network,
and Paramount newsreel commenta-
tor, who will be heard on the pro-
gram beginning Monday, August 16.
The first five broadcasts for Kellogg
beginning Monday. August 9, will be
handled by Don Gardiner, also a staff
announcer with the Blue.

Before joining NBC in 1938, and the
Blue in 1942 when the two networks
severed connections, Martyn was with
the Crosley Radio Corp. in Cincin-
nati, as announcer and producer.

Other programs sponsored by Kel-
logg on the complete Blue Network
are "Breakfast at Sardi's" for Pep,
Monday through Friday, 11:15 to 11:30
a.m., EWT, and "Breakfast Club" for
various cereals, Monday through
Thursday, 9:45 to 10 a.m., EWT.

WEAF's New Business
includes oix opot 1tCc1S.

1., an(rr,lrta t.an, 1uUC 1)
Bermingnam, l asLiemaii oc Pierce,
Inc., piacea me ureters.

1'ne ISl A Ivianuiacturing Co.,
tnrougn Itutnrauii ac nyan, Inc., nao
signed contract wren vv r;Ar' for a
series of Ica) one-rriinuce announce-
ments on four auieiciic programs,
ivlonaays cnrougn r way s, as ioúows;
rat Barnes', "rviorning ui ivlannactan.-
1: 10 to 'Lou a.rrs.; Itaipn Lumke
"'1'Wo-iVlilitlte lvrau, o:10 to o:.iu a.m.;
boo btancon s "nnyine üc rti,ytnm;
iz:±0 to 12: oo p.m.; and Jacx tirtnurS
r'amny lime, b: uo to o: ra p.m.
S. A. Scnotlorunn oc ..o., nao placed

a contract wicn wErir tnrougn Itutn-
raun 62 t yan, inc., for au one -minute
announcements, lvlonaays tnrougn
r'riaays, on bob branton s " Itnyuie
and dtnytnm program and Jack
Artnurs "family 'lane." Rutnrauil k
ityan, Inc., placed the order, effective
August 9, for Savarm conee.

Tne New York Teiepnone Company
has renewed its contract with W EAr
for announcements in Jack Artnur's
'r'amily Time," effective, August 5,
for 13 weeks. Batten, Barton, Durstine
& Osborn, Inc., placed the account.

To promote its feature film "Vic-
tory through Air Power," United Ar-
tists Corp., is participating in Mary
Margaret McBride's daily program on
WEAF, 1:00 to 1:45 p.m. j!'oote, Cone
& Belding, Inc., is the agency.

WMAL Signs Wismer
For Redskins' Games

Harry Wismer, football announcer
for the Blue Network, has been signed
by WMAL, Washington, D. C., to
cover the Redskins' National Profes-
sional League football games next
fall, it was announced this week by
Kenneth H. Berkeley, station man-
ager. Wismer was selected by the
Blue last season to handle its coast -
to -coast football broadcasts.

In addition, he broadcast the Sugar
Bowl game, as well as the professional
world championship game between
the Redskins and the Chicago Bears.

MBS Appoints de Castro
To Executive Staff

Alien J. de Castro, who has been
connected with broadcasting sales
and development for a period of more
than 10 years, will become a mem-
ber of the executive staff of the Mu-
tual Broadcasting System about
August 1, according to an announce-
ment made today by Miller McClin-
tock, president. de Castro has cur-
rently been associated with the Blue
Network and formerly was with the
Columbia Broadcasting System. The
appointment was predicated upon
present Mutual plans.

Specifically, McClintock announced
the organization in the Mutual Broad-
casting System of a Latin American
Bureau, which he described as an
organization established for the pur-
pose of analyzing commercial and
marketing problems of common inter-
est between the United States and all
of the Latin American countries.

With the Colors!

SAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM, presi-
dent of WFIL 'Broadcasting Co., Phil-
adelphia, has been commissioned a
Lieutenant Colonel in the United
States Army Special Reserve for Ser-
vice in the Division of Military Gov-
ernment of Occupied Territories.-vvv-

LT. JACK THORNQUEST (j.g.),
formerly national sales manager of
WING, Dayton, Ohio, is completing
training at the Armed Coast Guard
Center new New Orleans, La.

-%%V --
RICHARD GRAHAM, head of the

legal department at NBC has joined
the Naval Reserve as a Lieutenant
(j.g.). Sidney Strotz has named Don
Tatum as his successor.

-vvv--
WALTER KANER, director of pub-

licity and special feature broadcasts
at WLIB, Brooklyn, N. Y., reported at
Fort Dix on July 17 for active duty
in the radio division of the Army
Signal Corps, in which he had been
a member of the Enlisted Reserve.

- vvv -
SIDNEY SCHECHTMAN, news edi-

tor at WINS, New York, was inducted
into the Army on July 12. He leaves
for Camp Upton on August 2. Schecht-
man has been on the WINS news desk
for a year, and with the station for
two and half years.-vvv-

LORING KNECHT, announcer and
news editor of KFYR, Bismarck,
North Dakota, became the first man
to volunteer for the armed forces
from the Meyer Broadcasting Co.
when he reported for induction at
Fort Snelling, Minnesota, last week.

-VVv-
LATEST REPORT received from

Africa from 1st Lt. John Hoagland,
former Blue Network salesman, en-
closes a snapshot of him with his
P-40 fighter plane, called the "Blue
Goose II." Johnny explained that
"Blue Goose I." had been shot down
between the lines in Africa. He had to
"run for it" and was picked up by a
New Zealand armored unit which res-
cued him under shell fire.

WENR
For a Chicago shoe
chain WENR produced
10 times as many
sales as were expected!

WENR is Chicago's Basic
Blue Network Station. 50,000
watts on a clear channel,
890 k. c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.

,,r
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Craven Testifies At FCC Hearing
Wednesday, July

As Garey Decries 'Confidential' Pall
(Continued from Page 1)

matters held to be confidential. He
would testify on these matters only
if the Committee itself assumed full
responsibility and directed him to
do so.

Under questioning by Attorney
Eugene L. Garey, Committee counsel,
Craven admitted his "warning" had
come from FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly, but added that he
would not term it "pressure, or any-
thing of the sort." Fly told him, he
said, that he had heard Craven was
cooperating with the Cox Committee.
He had no desire to instruct Craven
but merely pointed out that he re-
garded as important to the welfare
of the country the . preservation of
the security of confidential and secret
matters. Craven, saying he did not
wish to be held in contempt of Con-
gress, admitted under Garey's prod-
ding that he did not consider some
of the matters to which Fly referred
as, in fact, so confidential that they
should not be revealed before the
Cox Committee in whose competence
and good faith he believes.

Gruel. Cries 'Obstruction'
When Craven gave his statement,

Garey appeared to be greatly sur-
prised and again raised the cry of
obstruction-that the FCC and other
parts of the Government are hinder-
ing Congress in its proper task.
Actually, it is doubtful that Craven's
statement came as much of a surprise
to him. He had been in frequent con-
sultation with the Commissioner, as
he himself admitted later, and before
Craven took the stand yesterday
Garey called him out of the room to
confer for a few minutes, holding
up the hearing. When, later, Com-
mittee Chairman Cox told Craven
the Committee was directing him
to answer all questions, and assured
him nothing in the nature of military
secrets would be asked of him, Cox
read from a lengthy statement.

The hearing opened in its usual
vein, with Garey holding the floor
for two hours without bothering to
call a single witness. He discussed
the Army's reported desire to have
several FCC employees leave North
Africa last spring. Admitting that
they had been invited there by the
Army, Garey declared the FCC saw
in the Army's request an opportunity
to increase its prestige to "fold itself
in the cloak of the flag as an essential
war agency."

He produced correspondence be-
tween the FCC and the War Depart-
ment concerning the North African
matter, and declared that the "con-
fidential" label on them was "hooey."
The letters were from Fly to Secre-
tary of War Stimson, from Undersec-
retary of War Patterson to Fly and
finally from Fly to Patterson. The
letter from Patterson to Fly had
been labeled confidential by the War
Department, and it was after that,
that the FCC stamped the other cor-
respondence "confidential." This in-
formation was offered by FCC Gen-

eral Counsel Denny and passed by also that Durr is not from Georgia,
hurriedly by Garey. Chairman Cox
charged "they're at this practice of
trying to cover up again," and ordered
Garey to put the letters in the record.
Later he changed his instructions
and directed that they not be read.

Cox then, unable to his righteous
indignation, asked of Garey whether
this (the holding of certain informa-
tion as confidential) "is not mutiny
against the authority and power un-
der which the Committee operates?"
To which Garey replied that all Con-
gressional Committees are likewise
hindered these days. Cox's next line
was a question as to whether all
agencies were doing it, in which
Garey replied that all were doing
it insofar as they can get away
with it.

Garey then returned to reading
OWI definitions of "confidential,"
secret and restricted information,
which he said were not binding upon
Congress. The definitions were "from
Harvard," he said, and bear all the
earmarks of Harvard.

Cox then chimed in to say he
"can't believe Congress would want
this Committee to lie down and ac-
cept this sort of treatment from the
bureaucrats here in Washington.
Nothing asked, he said, is in reality
confidential or in the nature of a
secret which must be kept for war
reasons. Rep. Miller, Missouri, an-
other committee member, then sug-
gested that this practice might result
in "legislative paralysis." To which
Cox, newest member of the "One Per
Cent Club" in the House declared
that it will mean Government by
chance rather than :by design, and
spoke briefly on the duties of Con-
gress in a Democracy. (The "One Per
Cent Club" includes all those poll -
tax Congressmen elected by the
votes of one per cent or less of
the people in their district. Cox's
tiny vote in the last election entitles
him to membership).

Garey then turned to another story
-that of newspaper subscriptions en-
tered by the Commission. Funds for
this purpose-aside from trade and.
technical papers-was limited by
Congress last fall to $50 yearly so
that the Commission now subscribes
only to the Baltimore "Sun," the
New York "Times," the Philadelphia
"Record" and the "Wall Street
Journal." Prior to this limitation,
however, Garey said 95 papers had
been coming to the FCC on sub-
scription.

He asked Committee Investigator
Harry S. Barger about these, and was
told by Barger that ,the Atlanta
"Journal" went to Commissioner C.
J. Durr, the Fresno "Bee" to Com-
missioner Ray Wakefield, the Green-
ville "News" to Nick Cureton, head
of the FCC Service Section, and the
"Houston "Post" to Commissioner
Paul Walker. Durr's office later de-
nied that the Atlanta paper had been
delivered there. They pointed out

and has a personal subscription to a
Birmingham (Alabama) paper. Bir-
mingham is his home.

Garey said also that the New York
"Times" was delivered to the office
of Chairman Fly, "my Wall Street
associate." Commission sources veri-
fied this adding that it goes from Fly's
office to the Commission Information
Office and is routed through the
agency. Garey added sneeringly that
the list included also one copy each
of the "Daily Worker" and that illus-
trious New York paper, "PM," (RADIO
DAILY recalled at this point finding
current copies of the "Daily Worker"
in the offices of the Cox Committee
every time a visit was made to that
Committee) .

From this matter Garey turned to
a memo from FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover submitted through the At-
torney -General. Hoover pointed out
that the FBI does not make exten-
sive use of the facilities of the FCC's
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Serv-
ice, nor of its Radio Intelligence Divi-
sion but added that the relatively
small number of requests made by
FBI for service had been filled by
the FCC sections and indicated no dis-
satisfaction with the manner in which
these requests were filled. He point-
ed out also that the FBI furnishes the
FCC with more information than the
FCC furnishes FBI.

Cox Compliments FBI's Hoover
Here Chairman Cox interjected for

no apparent reason that Congress
thinks highly of Hoover and would
like to give him the medal of honor.
Congressman Edward J. Hart of New
Jersey, apparently wondering why
this was mentioned asked, "Mr. Fly
didn't block that, did he?" To which
Cox replied that Fly has little in-
fluence with Congress.

When Garey pointed out that FBI
employs 149 radio operators and
trainees at lower salaries-his point
apparently being that they are paid
less than technical personnel at FCC,
although salaries for the latter have
not been brought out -Cox went off
on the same tack, saying that "some
people wouldn't mind working for
the FBI for nothing."

It was here that Craven came to the
stand, and for nearly an hour Garey
questioned him in an effort to build-
ing up his prestige as a radio author-
ity, and that of Admiral Stanford C.
Hooper.

In the few pertinent exchanges be-
fore the hearing was adjourned until
this morning Craven said he was in
frequent disagreement with the Com-
mission, but believes his colleagues to
be sincere men. He said also that he
suspected the FCC was open to "out-
side pressure" prior to 1937, and that
he, a Naval officer, does not believe
the chiefs of staff are trying to usurp
civil power in their demand of last
winter and that all military radio
work be done by the military rather
than by the FCC.

Outlets Devise
M11

To 'Dress' Spot jN

(Continued from Page

execs feel that with grope
ming, spot advertising c:.
sented in as good taste -as r

ness.
WMCA, one of the sta

the :subject considerable to
purposely set up three peri
ing, afternoon and even',
commodate spot accoun
has inserted two, one -ho
shows under the helm
Lawrence, 12-1' p.m., and
that five, ten or quarter'
ments might be sold In
morning hours, 10-11:30 a
"Little Show" serves the
pose.

Ray Nelson, new progr.
duction assistant at WOR,;
the trend toward tailor-
ductions. On his own stati.
the "WOR News Theater"
sists of five-minute unit
gether because they are
cast style, to comprise a q
show for purposes of r
which really was styled
modate spot sales. Another
planning on station's part
styling of spot announc
placement of commercial
songs and before the actual
so that there is greater r
with network commercial
Despite official condemn
NAB of five-minute prog
son explained that chan
tions in the industry occasi..
creased spot business w'
bring that unit of program
into its own if handled pro,
tions, he said, which were
spot announcements will have t
ert greater care in programmi
keep their audiences.

Vocational Radio Cour
For Canada Sanitor

Montreal-Through the work
interest of Montague B. Elkin of
don, England who died Mond
Mountain Sanitorium, Hamilton,
radio instruction may become a
manent part of the educationl re
offered sanitorium
BBC radio engineer, Elk'
Mountain sanitorium as a p
February, 1939, and began instrw
fellow patients in radio work.
prepared two textbooks on
theory and radio practice. The
instruction aided several patien'
obtaining employment on being
charged from the institution.

Movie Reviews On WC
Building its evening English5P'

ing schedule, WOV will inaugttta
new ten-minute movie -review
gram, tomorrow, 6:15-6:25, EWT
weekly airing by Peggy Lloyd
also conducts an early bird
on the station at 7 a.m. daily. S
is dubbed, "Reviewing the lb
with Peggy Lloyd." -.
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THE EXECUTIVE WHO STOPS TO THI

Knows that "10% for War Bonds isn't enough these days"
Workers' Living Costs going up ... and
Income and Victory Tax now deducted
at source for thousands of workers ...

Check! You're perfectly right ... but
all these burdens are more than balanced
by much higher FAMILY INCOMES for
most of your workers!

Millions of new workers have entered
the picture. Millions of women who
never worked before. Millions of others
who never began to earn what they are
getting today!

This space is a contribution to
America's all-out war effort by

RADIO DAILY

A 10% Pay -Roll Allotment for War
Bonds from the wages of the family
bread -winner is one thing-a 10% Pay -
Roll Allotment from each of several workers
in the same family is quite another matter!
Why, in many such cases, it could well
be jacked up to 30%-50% or even more
of the family's new money!

That's why the Treasury Department
now urges you to revise your War Bond
thinking-and your War Bond selling-on
the basis of family incomes. The current

War Bond campaign is built around the
family unit-and labor-management sales
programs should be revised accordingly.

For details get in touch with your local
War Savings Staff which will supply you
with all necessary material for the proper
presentation of the new plan.

Last year's bonds got us started-this
year's bonds are to win! So let's all raise
our sights, and get going. If we all pull
together, we'll put it over with a bang!

you've done your bit
... now do your best!

* * * * * * * * * * * *
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Wednesday, JullzRADIO DAILY

T0Deane show will be John J.Flaherty, noted "on - the - scene"
author, who will tell stories and anec-
dotes from his new book, "Inside the
F.B.I." Tomorrow's guest is SkippyHomier, young boy actor who hasrisen to fame this year in the play
"Tomorrow the World."

* *

WPAT, Paterson, N. J., has moved to
larger quarters in the WPAT building at
Church and Broadway, Paterson.

* *

Charles L. Kelly, New York, and
Norman Rose, Washington, D. C., have
been added to the announcing staff
of WQXR, New York. Kelly wasformerly associated with severalsouthern stations and with FM
W47NY, New York. Rose also ap-
pears on CBS' "Radio Reader's Di-
gest" and "Bright Horizons." He isalso on the OWI Overseas shortwave
broadcasting staff.

* * *

Mary Hardwicke, English tennis cham-
pion, gave an exhibition tennis match
over the air recently with Mary Mason.
director of the WRC, Washington, D. C..
"Home Forum."

* *

Nick Scourby, formerly of the NBC
staff, is now an announcer at WEED,
Rocky Mount, N. C., having recently
completed the employee training
course given by NBC.

* * *

Recent guests at WGL, Fort Wayne,
Indiana were Claude Stroud and Mark L.
Moody. Stroud is one of the Stroud
Brothers acrobatic team, and is now sta.
tioned at Baer Field. He was interviewed
by Paul Roberts. Moody is the photog-
rapher of the film "Ravaged Earth" and
was in town in conjunction with a show-
ing of the picture. Rosemary Stanger inter-
viewed him.... Visiting at WOWOWGL
recently were Lee B. Wailes and Walter
Evans, president and vice-president of
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.

* *

In a special broadcast recently Bill
Moshier of KIRO, Seattle, Washing-
ton, presented awards to the three
winning counties in the KIRO Farm
Forum 4-H Club Enrollment Compe-
tition. Moshier instituted the idea of
the competition last February on theFarm Forum show to encourage
more youngsters to lend their time
and efforts in the Battle for Food.Trophy will revolve from year toyear.

-A- Coast-to-Coast
DAY'S guest on the WOR Martha

B
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Elsie Hits
Fulton King

Ellen Ankrom, secretary to general man-
ager Merle S. Jones of KMOX, St. Louis,
is spending her vacation in Chicago as is
Sylvia Carnet. secretary to Wendell B.
Campbell, assistant general manager....
Mary Neal Zinser, secretary to Blaine
Cornwell. KMOX producer, and Gene-
vieve Cox, of the continuity department,
are off to the Ozarks for their vacations.

Rebecca Grey took over recently for
Marjorie Dennis on the "Among Us Girls"
show over WAPI. Birmingham, Alabama,
while Marjorie went vacationing... WAPI
took part in a big Army Air Force show
at Birmingham recently, in connection with
the Shangri-La stamp drive. Station picked
up Sgt. Gene Autry's regular Sunday
show from the Municipal Auditorium, and
WAPI's Jimmie Willson emceed the whole
shebang, which included many other
features.

The highlight of the "Music from Mon-
mouth" broadcast on WAAT, Jersey City,
Sunday. was the presentation of an auto-
graphed baton used by Salvatore Deel-
Isollº, guest conductor of the post band.
to the person buying the greatest number
of war bonds during the program.

* * *

WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. has in-augurated a newspaper series of
broadcasts under the title "Extra! Ex-
tra!" Every Friday, in narrative, dra-
matic episodic interviews the story
of an Eastern New York newspaper
is told. The series was inaugurated
with an address by Arthur T. Ross,
editor of "Editor & Publisher." The
first newspaper saluted was the
Amsterdam (N. Y.) "Evening Record-
er." The publisher, Gardiner Kline,
and his managing editor, Earl O.
Stowitt, and city editor W. B.
Maroney, took part in the first broad-
cast. The second program told the
story of the Gloversville (N. Y.)
"Leader -Republican" while the thirdpresented the Glens Falls (N. Y.)
"Post -Star." '

"Your American Red Cross," a program
about the activities of the organization,
was heard July 15 over XECA, Los
Angeles, in the first of a series on Thurs-
days. News, drama and interviews aug-
ments the story of the American Red
Cross.

New announcers at WLS, Chicago,
are Joe Rockhold, who returned to
the WLS staff from KXEL, Waterloo,
Iowa, and Lew LaMar, transferred to
the mike from the production depart-
ment....Herb Howard, former pro-
duction manager of WNAX, Yank-
ton, S. D., has joined the WLS pro-
duction staff.

Representative Will Rogers Jr.'s im-
pressions of the Congressional session
lust completed are being presented over
WLIB, Brooklyn, N. Y., this evening by
news commentator Clifford Evans. Mate-
rial for the broadcast was garnered sev-
eral days ago in an interview with
Rogers in Washington, D. C.

John Rhys Evans, Jr., recently in
charge of publicity and promotion for
KOMO and KJR, Seattle, Washing-
ton, has joined his former colleague,
Al Schuss, at KEVR, Seattle. Evans
takes over the job of commercial man-
ager.

* * *

WBNX, Bronx. New York, has a com-
plete staff of interpreters. Station acts as
a clearing house for the dissemination of
war and government news for the foreign-

born and foreign speaking American citi-
zens, and letters received by WBNX week-
yq request information in Spanish, Greek,
Norwegian, Yiddish, French, German.
Ukrainian and other languages, including
Gaelic.

*

Sale of one and three-quarters
hours of music nightly and fifteen
minutes of news mornings to Parti
Pak, beverage company, has been an-
nounced by: KSFO, San Francisco.
Show, aired from 7 to 9 p.m. is en-
titled "Music in the Air." Newscast
will be heard from 9 to 9:15 a.m.

* * '
Several people are missing from the

WHIO. Dayton, Ohio, scene this week.
Bud Baldwin, early morning announcer
and promotion man is off to the country
for fishing and swimming.... Henry
Lange, musical director, and his wife are
in New York, doing the town. ...Jerry
Swank, assistant chief engineer, is vaca-
tioning in parts unknown.... Back from
summer sojourns are Charlotte Cordon-
nier, program department secretary and
Louise Sowers, of the commercial depart-
ment.

* 4

BBC's Stephen Fry, in charge of
programming of broadcasts from Eng-
land to United States, will make two
special guest appearances of WLW,
Cincinnati, this Saturday. On both
appearances he will explain the
significance of the England-to-WLW
series of programs initiated recently.
Fry is currently connected with the
New York office of the BBC. He and
his assistant, Rhoda Magid, are the
liaison between WLW and the BBC
London office in setting up broad-
casts from England.

* * *

New York stations taking part in to-
day's celebration of the 113th anniversary
of Belgium's independence are WQXR,

WEBWBYN,WEB and WNYC. WPAT Pater-
son, New Jersey, will also participate.

* * *

Late afternoon "Memory Lane" pro-
gram over WDRC, Hartford, Conn.,
has been expanded to include a pro-
gram preview of the night-time sched-
ule. A specially -written section high-
lights all the CBS and local shows
for the evening, supplementing the
day -long series of short spots now be-
ing used to call attention to featured
programs daily.

* * *

StiLouis Stiff, Jr.. commercial manager of
WWNY. Watertown, N. Y., has returned
to his desk after spending his annual
vacation at his summer home on Lake
Ontario....The American Chicle Coin -

party has purchased 210 trans
Wnouncements on WNY to pri

Sen.
*

WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y.
back two former director
"Happy Dairy Party" recet
Ralph Provost, former part
visited the station, and Lt
Morrison, flying fortress bot
dropped in while home on
furlough folowing active ser

*

It would seem that KSAL. Sal
is a poet -grad school for raft
from Kansas State College. Sins
Lion opened in 1937 at least el9
K -Staters have worked then
Preusch. Emma Lou Bireline
Strotkamp are still with the st
New musical show on KSAL, i
by Banfield Sweetheart Lard, fet
Banfield Sweethearts, namely m
rector Al Thompson and contim
Connie Cochran,

* *

WCCO, Minneapolis, mobi
was used recently in connecti
the visit to the Twin. Citie:
wounded heroes of the press
who made a tour of the defens,
in that area. Joe Ferris, public
rector of Northwest Airlinl
quested the use of the unit as
lic address system when the w
men spoke to the war wo
various plants.

* *

Dancers Fred Blair and Doro
currently at the night club Riob
be Adrienne Ames interviewe
"Gloom Dodgers" show today o
N. Y.

Rosenblum Service
Funeral services for David 1

blum, 55, were held at his
here yesterday. Rosenblum wl
mer treasurer and general ml
of the New York "Post" and j
vice-president of the National]
casting Co. and later also tree

Rosenblum died at the
friends in Hartford, Conn.,
He was chairman of the pub
tions committee of the Am
Jewish Committee, and for
years was a leader in Jewish p
thropies and the Zionist move

He was graduated from RI
College in 1908 and entered the
ness field in 1910. He became
president of NBC in Decembe
and assumed the additional p
treasurer in 1935. He left
1936 and retired from the
field in 1941.

LaGuardia ETs for O
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardi

made an electrical transcriptif
the Office of War Information
memorating the Independence
of Belgium to be celebrated t
by the United Nations on nun
networks and independent
throughout the country.
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i AAA Suggestions

Iffered To Stations
moon Bureau, RADIO DAILY
ngton - Although AAA offi-
t still undecided about points
tag" order on AAA employees

this week as a result of
sional insistence that no part
appropriation for the agency
i for public information ac -
it was plain that the broad -
gill receive far less help from
AAA personnel (at state and
levels) than before.
farm program directors have

(Continued on Page 3)

d Tele Statement
Played Up By Press

bnt by Ralph R. Beal, RCA's
director that television for

Ise would be ready "imme-
}fter the war," received con-
e space yesterday in various
ti papers. Home receiving
my desired size with screens
e to twenty-four inches in
ill be available to purchasers,
d, "within the shortest space
required to re -convert the
(Continued on Page 5)

fnent Italians Record
o»OWI At WINS Studio

studios were filled with dis-
ed guests when a group of
írk's prominent Italo-Ameri-
>t to make transcriptions of
In personal messages to the
people which the OWI will
re to Italy.
ling themselves by name and
{cation with some Italian vil -

(Continued on Page 2)

:t 'alanche
II American Legion's drive for
Ccts for Fighting Men received

! its largest single contribu-
mas'Iednesday evening via John
ogling. WOR announcer, who
oil. a two hour show at the
Qlfheater, charging old records

price of admission. House
'at( only 882, but 5,000 records
erecounted indicating an aver -
TO over four disks per patron.

Old Home Week
An inhabitant of Charlotte, N. C.

checked into the Ambassador Hotel
night before last and ambling into
the bar for a long bit of Collins
went goggled -eyed when he saw
the other customers. They were:
Bill Schudt, Jr., Lincoln Dellar and
A. E. Joscelyn, former WBT station
managers plus A. D. Willard Jr.
now holding the WBT fort. Yeh, the
surprised denizen of Charlotte ord-
ered a round.

Chi. MA Wins Award

Re Announcer Status

Chicago-AFRA won its first board
arbitration case in the Chicago area
yesterday when a board of three
members voting two -to -one ruled that
Paul Brentson WBBM-CBS an-
nouncer, was entitled to commercial
rates or broadcasts of Esso news for
Socony Vacuum Oil Co. from April
4, 1941 to Sept. 19, 1942. AFRA con-
tented that inasmuch as Brentson

(Continued on Page 2)

AFM-WNEW Meet Today
On Strike Situation

James C. Petrillo, president of the
AFM, executives of Local 802, and of
WNEW will meet this afternoon, 2
p.m., to confer on the strike at the
station called late Tuesday afternoon
because the station has been featur-
ing imported records from England.
AFM here has termed such record -

(Continued on Page 2)

TEN CENTS

Charges Radio "Lives In Mortal Fear"
As Commission Uses Licensing Power

To Destroy Freedom of Speech

"Canteen" Coffers'

$200,000 From Radio
Starting its second year a week

from today, "Stage Door Canteen,"
CPS program sponsored by Corn
Products Refining Co. has been the
means of nearly $200,000 being added
to the coffers of the American Thea-
ter Wing. Of this sum $2,500 weekly
plus extras since agreed upon voun-
tarily, is paid by the client. Other
sums such as artists donating their

(Continued on Page 1)

Tetley Soup Mix Expands
Coverage on Blue Network

Joseph Tetley & Co., Co., Inc. an-
nounced yesterday that they have
added 35 stations to their Blue Net-
work hook-up for Isabel Manning
Hewson's "Morning Market Basket"
for Tetley Soup Mix. For the past

(Continued on Page 2)

NBC Signs 5 -Year Pact
For Rose Bowl Games

Rose Bowl games will be carried
exclusively by NBC for the next five
years if war conditions permit them
to be played, Bill Stern, NBC Sports

(Continued on Page 2)

Mutual Completes Personnel
Of Three Committee -Groups

J. L. Fly Among Guests
On "For This We Fight"

James Lawrence Fly, chairman of
the FCC, Walt Disney and Francis S.
Harmon, executive vice-president of
the War Activities Committee of the
Motion Picture Industry, will join
Sat., July 31, in a discussion of "The
World of Sight and Sound" during
the NBC Inter -American University

(Continued on Page 2)

Personnel make-up of the three
committees which Mutual decided to
set up recently as a means of dove-
tailing more closely the activities of
affiliates and distributing benefits of
network operations to its member
stations, was completed and an-
nounced by Miller McClintock, pres-
ident, yesterday. Appointments were
made by the Board of Directors dur-
ing their meeting here last week.

Committees are divided into A, B,
(Continued on Pegs 3)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-That the Radio

Industry "lives in mortal fear"
of the FCC and that the Com-
mission is using its licensing
power to destroy free radio and
free speech was charged yester-
day by Chairman Eugene E.
Cox of the House Select Com-
mittee investigating the FCC.
Cox declared that "information

(Continued on Page 6)

WCPO Drops Baseball,

Boosts Audience 52%

After carrying baseball for 15 years
and suddenly dropping it this year
with dire foreboding, WCPO, Scripps-
Howard outlet in Cincinnati found
that the station afternoon audience
rose 52.7 per cent during May and
;June via Hooper ratings, according to
Mont Watters, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of the station. These
figures are compared to that of the

(Continued on Page 2)

WOR Participating Shows
Garner Four New Clients
WOR's participating programs garn-

ered four new contracts and a re-
newal this week. The "Food and
Home Forum," conducted by Dr. Wal-
ter H. Eddy, led the parade with two

(Continued on Page 3)

Real Stuff
Making the most of a bad situa-

tion, XFXJ, Grand Junction, Colo.,
recently not only aided Federal
authorities by helping to calm
people who heard the noise when
two carloads of explosives caught
fire but also managed to get a
library of battlefront sound effects.
Engineer recorded the bombard-
ment from downtown studios-
three blocks from the disaster.
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, July 21)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Tel. G Tel. 158 1575/8 1577/8
CBS A 241/4 233/4 24
CBS B 241/2 241/2 241
Gen. Electric 383/4 38y2 381/8
Philco 23 221/2 223/4
RCA Common 11 103/4 11
RCA First Pfd 707/e 70% 70%
Stewart -Warner 127/8 127/8 12%
Westinghouse 961/2 96 96
Zenith Radio 36 353/8 351/2

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 37/8 37/8 37/8

OVER THE COUNTER

Net
Chg.

+ 1/8

- 1/6
- 1/8-- 1/8
- 1/4

Bid Asked
Farnsworth Tel Cr Rad 83/4 9
S t ro m b a r g -Carlson 117/8 121/4
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 203/4
WJR (Detroit) 271/2 29

Tetley Soup Mix Expands
Coverage on Blue Network

(Continued from Page 1)
several months the "Market Basket"
has been a testing ground for the.
product on a 10 -station Blue Network
hook-up.

Outstanding sales results were re-
sponsible for the expansion to 45 sta-
tions, according to the client. Duane
Jones Co. is the agency.

Chi. AFRA Wins Award
Re Announcer Status

(Continued from Page 1)
auditioned the show that he Dame
under the category of a commercial
rather than a staff announcer. The
station had classified him as a staff
announcer doing routine duty.

WSAN To Headley -Reed
B. Bryan Musselman, vice-president

and general manager of WSAN,
Allentown, Pa., recently appointed
Headley -Reed Company their ex-
clusive national, representative ef-
fective immediately. Station operates
with 500 watts on 1470 kc. and is
affiliated with the Red and Blue Net-
works.

RADIO DAILY
NBC Signs 5 -Year Pact

For Rose Bowl Games
(Continued from Page 1)

Director, announced yesterday. The
contract which goes into effect Jan-
uary 1, 1944, was signed yesterday by
Sidney N. Strotz, vice-president in
charge of NBC's Western Division,
and representatives of the Pacific
Coast Conference, the Rose Bowl
Committee and the Pasadena Tour-
nament of Roses.

Stern and Ken Carpenter, the
widely known Coast announcer, who
have collaborated on these broadcasts
since 1936, will continue to cover the
gridiron classics. NBC has carried the
Bowl games since 1927.

With the aid of radio, the annual
Rose Bowl game has come to be
regarded as one of the top sporting
events of the year. In turn, the games
have helped to build network radio
into a national institution. Two
months after NBC was organized in
November 1926, the broadcast of the
Rose Bowl game over a nationwide
hook-up immediately proved the im-
mense value of a national network to
a local independent station.

I. L. Fly Among Guests
On "For This We Fight"

(Continued from Page 1)
of the Air's post-war planning series,
"For This We Fight," broadcast at
7:00 p.m., EWT.

Disney plans to explain for the
first time on "For This We Fight" the
details of a significant new use he
has found for cartoon movies in the
field of education. His latest film,
based on "Victory Through Air
Power," is itself a documentation of
Disney's contention that motion pic-
tures have an important role in edu-
cation.

Harmon is assistant to Will H. Hays
and executive vice-chairman of the
film industry's War Activities Com-
mittee. He is a former assistant attor-
ney general of Mississippi. an editor
and a publisher and president of the
National Council of the YMCA.

John Cowles Quits As Aide
To Lend -Lease Director

Woshivoton Bur^an. RADIO DAI1 Y
Washington -John Cowles, Presi-

dent of the Minneapolis "Star Journal
and Tribune" and vice-president of
the Iowa 'Broadcasting System, has
resigned his post as special assistant
to Lend -Lease Administrator E. R.
Stettinius, to return to Minneapolis.
it was announced yesterday. He had
been with Lend -Lease since January,
and been in North Africa and Eng-
land for the Government since then.

Cowles is .á' brother of Gardner
Cowles, Jr., President of the Des
Moines "Register and Tribune" and
head of the Iowa Broadcasting Sys-
tem, who resigned last month as OWI
Domestic Director. "Look" magazine
is also owned by the Cowles Bros.

Wedding Bells
George Johnson, staff announcer at

WCCO, Minneapolis, was married
recently to Lucille Kenny of Hibbing,
Minn.

WCPO Drops Baseball-
Boosts Audience 52%

(Continued from Page 1)
same months in 1942 and out -distance
any other audience gain made by the
outlet. Last year in addition to WCPO,
WSAI and KWRC also carried base-
ball.

Whether this was a general trend in
sports audiences being down, or
whether listeners in general to base-
ball have been overestimated, has
not been fully determined by WCPO.
Watters, who is in town conferring
with agency men, also pointed out
that the difference in carrying base-
ball and the gains in dropping it are
indicated by the fact that the sta-
tion's morning gain was 37.8 per cent
and night time 10.3 per cent. While
the greater gain was expected norm-
ally in the afternoon the figures were
far in advance of expectatons.

Watters also stated that apparently
listeners are more in favor right now
of important war and other news
which the station did not want to
discontinue for baseball. News is
given both on the hour for full resume
and lesser amounts on the half hour,
by WCPO which is unaffiliated.

"Canteen" Coffers'
$200,000 From Radio
(Continued from Pane 1)

salaries to the Theater Wing and con-
tributions from the radio audience
made up the difference above the
sums paid by Corn Products.

Moneys received. is used to keep
"canteens" running for servicemen in
various parts of the country and stars
are "drafted" from all branches of
the entertainment world, some 250
having been heard the past year by
Roger White producer. In addition
to the guest stars. Raymond Paige's
orchestra is heard with Bert Lytell
as emcee. Ira Ashley is director.

Agency handling the account is C.
L. Miller.

Prominent Italians Record
For OWI At WINS Studio

(Continued from Pane 1)
lave of their forebears, they told their
relatives and friends across the sea
what America is fighting for; and how
Italians may achieve their own liberty
along the lines of a full, Jeffersonian
democracy by laying down their arms
to welcome the forces of liberation.

Included among those here to make
recordings of their messages were:

Justice Ferdinand Pecora: Mrs. En-
rico Caruso; Judge John J. Freschi;
Justice Louis A. Valente: Justice Felix
C. Benvenea: Francis X. Giaconne;
Reverend Bonveture J. Filitti and Dr.
Peter F. Amoroso.

AFM-WNEW Meet Today
On Strike Situation

(Continued from Page 1)
ings as non-union made inasmuch as
there is no international reciprocal
agreements between the British and
American musicians unions to cover
such productions.

Thursday, July 22,1

CORING and GO-III

MAX L. ARONS, chairman of the Trial
of Local 802, leaves for a two-week r .:
tomorrow, to Kenoza Lake, N. Y.

BEN GRAUER en route to Mobile, A
"War Workers' Salute" at launching o,
type of Victory ship to be broadcast or.

Blue Friday, 8:30 p.m., EWT. Grauer will
,

by plane in time to make his NBC bit
Saturday as umpire of "Babe Ruth In P

and as moderator of "For This We Figh

RICHARD STARK back from vacation at
chester, Vt., in time for his "Life Can le
tiful" and "Right to Happiness" broads;

A. D. WILLARD, Jr., general magag
WBT, Charlotte; A. E. JOSCELYN, genera)
ager of WCCO, Minneapolis, left last nigh

HAROLD E. FELLOWS, general maul
WEEI, Boston, in town.

F. C. SOWELL, general manager of 1
Nashville, here visiting.

JOHN MAYO, Associated Recorded Pn
Service, left last night for Chicago.

BEN SELVIN, vice-president of
last night for a quick trip.

FRED BROKAW, general manage
H. Raymer Co., to Chicago.

ROBERT ENOCH, station manager
Oklahoma City, in town all week.

WILLIAM T. LANE, station ma
WAGE, Syracuse, calling on NBC.

DALE ROBERTSON, general m
WARM, Scranton, here on social calls
ness at NBC.

BRUFF W. OLIN, Jr., general
WKIP, Poughkeepsie, around town o

ROY MAYPOLE, Marine Corps., I
the WABC program department, in
ing CBS quarters.

S1e4-
ON TAP!
 A great Brewery of
Maryland uses more
time on WITH than on
any other station . . .

by a wide margin.
Do they know what
they're doing? And how!

WI..TH

IN BALTIMOR
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY.REED
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kual's Committees

!fsonnel Completed
(Continued from Page 1)
station groups, meeting in

fork several times each year.
aitions follow:
's Executive Advisory Program
ittee will meet here in New
July 26, 27 and 28 to develop
m plans for the Fall and Winter
;. Committee consists of the
ng who will confer with Miller
stock, president, and Adolph
or, network program manager:
P. Schreiber, WGN; Van C
k, Don Lee Network; Jules
h Jr., WOR; C. M. Hunter,

Cleveland; Linus Travers,
Network.
and Merchandising Committee

OUP
it. Louis, Mo.
Vashington, D. C.

-Rock Island, Ind.
lamas City, Mo.

Robert Convey
William Dolph

Lee Johnson
Don Davis -
J. Schilling

gden-Salt Lake City A. Gl sm
OUP

line, Kans....Robert Laubengayer-
Owen Balch

lalles, Tex. Charles Jordan
-Raleigh, N. C. Fred Fletcher
,Jacksonville, Fla.. Robert Feagin
Steubenville, Ohio John Laux
)UP
antral Broadcasting John Baler
-0einesville, Fla.....Garland Powell
Grand Junction, Colo.... Rex Howell
:olnmbus, Miss.....Robert MeRaney

Program Committee
DUP
It. Louis, Mo. Robert Convey -

John Tinnea
Vashington, D. C... William B. Dolph
Causes City, Mo. Don Davis
Indianapolis, Ind. O. J. Keiehner
Omaha, Neb. Marie Maher
Cincinnati, Ohio Ken Church
)UP
ralias, Tex. Charles Jordan

I 'ort Worth, Tex. Eugene Cagle
Raleigh, N. C. Fred Fletcher
Louisville, Ky. C L. Harris
Lexington, Ky. Ted Grizzard
.New Orleans ..James E. Gordon
Atlanta James A. Davenport
Jacksonville, Fla...Robert R. Feagin
Canton, Ohio Felix Hinkle
;den, Salt Lake City A. Glassman -

George C. Hatch
oronto, Ontario A E. Leary

rUP
Gainesville, Fla.....Garland Powell
intral Broadcasting John Boler
(IL

I Hexlco City Antonio Rojas
station Service Committee
)UP
lenses City, Mo. John Schilling
Columbus, Ohio JohnMoses-

Harry Hoeseley
(den -Salt Lake City...George Hatch
Rock Island, Ill. Les Johnson
UP

Lexington, Ky. Ted Grizzard
pringtield, Mo.... G. Pearson Ward
Elmira, N. Y. Dale Taylor
Canton, Ohio ........Felix Hinkle
1 Network William B. Huffman
intral Broadcasting John Boler-

Don Clayton
'IP
(rand Junction, Colo Rex Howell
Gainesville, Fla.....Garland Powell

1 lolumbus, Miss. Bob ~easy
nL
ilexico City Antonio Rojas

Cumberland, Md.

i

.41 113 Ilk it)M III 'l
WLS Invasion Maps

Don Kelley, promotion manager of
WLS, Chicago, reports that the inva-
sion maps offered WLS listeners for
ten cents each continue to find eager
acceptance. Kelley states that 35,000
were distributed over a 20 -day period,
and after the invasion of Sicily in-
creased demand forced the station to
order another 15,000, raising the total
number distributed to 50,000.

Map, prepared by the station's
news department, contained eleven
individual maps, pictured 13 possible
invasion routes, showed the location
of U. S. troops all over the world,
and included a "map of the future,"
showing air distances and possible
future air routes.

WFOY "Jr. Reporters"
Some time ago WFOY, St. Augus-

tine, Florida, staged a "Junior News -
reporter" contest as a promotion
stunt for its United Press news ser-
vice. Interest ran so high, and com-
petition so keen, that two contestants
were declared winners.

The "WFOY Junior Newsreporters,"
aged thirteen and fourteen, take turns
presenting a 15 -minute UP summary
each Sunday afternoon at 2:30. Sta-
tion broadcasts a schedule of 112 news
shows weekly.

WTIC's Chimes
WTIC, Hartford, supplanted the

customary long dash signifying
the beginning of a new hour with
three musical dots and a dash, the
Morse code letter "V", symbolizing
victory. Irwin Cowper, of the WTIC
sales, was reminded of the idea
while listening to a recording of the
Beethoven Symphony in "C" Minor,
directed by Arturo Toscanini.

In view of the heroic significance
of the letter "V", Paul W. Morency,
general manager, decided that there
could be no more fitting time to use
it on WTIC than now.

"Mystery Chef' Tieups
Two-way promotion taking advan-

tage of the enormous audiences avail-
able to .a radio program and a mo-
tion picture, both of which have been
extensively publicized, was initiated
this week by the "Mystery Chef," co-
operative program aired daily on the
Blue Network.

"Mystery Chef," who has built up
audience through his use of recipes
requiring few or no ration points,
featured two recipes contributed by
Katina Paxinou, the Greek actress
who plays the part of Pilar in "For
Whom the Bell Tolls."

Tomlinson So. Amer. Tour
To Cover 17,000 Miles

Edward Tomlinson, Blue Network's
advisor and analyst on inter -American
affairs, yesterday started on the first
leg of his 23rd annual visit to the
other Americas, an eight -week, 17,000
mile tour of the countries and island
republics to the south of us. Travel-
ing entirely by air, Tomlinson will
delve into the defenses, wartime
changes and political situations in
each of the countries visited, con-
tinuing his regular Saturday and
Sunday broadcasts over the Blue
Network while en route. He also
will gather material for a series of
articles he will write for "Collier's
Magazine" on his return."

The "Unofficial Envoy to the other
Americas" will fly first to San Juan,
Puerto 'Rico, speaking with military
and government authorities and tour-
ing Caribbean defense areas. He also
will stop at Martinique, recently wel-
comed into the Allied fold, and then
strike out for the Amazon rubber
regions of Brazil. He plans to spend
some time in the ancient city of
Manaos and visit the famous Ford
rubber plantation to see the newest
developments and experiments in the
production of domestic rubber.

Tomlinson also will stop over in
Natal, Brazil, seeing something of
the great naval and air activities in
that vital area, and then continue
on down to Rio de Janeiro for a first-
hand study of Brazil's war effort.
While there he plans to visit the
German section, the Rio Grande Do
Sul in southern Brazil.

Visits in Argentina, where he will

Radio's First Casualty
Posthumously Decorated

Radio's first casualty in the present
war, Ensign Thomas A. McClelland,
former KLZ, Denver, chief engineer,
who was killed in action at Pearl
Harbor December 7, 1941, was post-
humously awarded the order of the
Purple Heart.

AP Signs WFIL
Philadelphia-Roger W. Clipp, vice-

president and general manager of
WFIL, has announced the expansion
of station's news coverage to include
AP news. WFIL is adding AP to
its present news facilities, including
INS, direct wires from the "Phila-
delphia Evening Bulletin," and its list
of Blue Network analysts and com-
mentators.

study new political developments, and
Chile, will end the southward sweep
of Tomlinson's tour. After that he
will turn back north, stopping again
in South America's principal cities
for chats with government officials,
business leaders and the man in the
street.

Tomlinson's tentative broadcast
schedule follows: July 24 and 25,
San Juan, Puerto Rico; August 7, 8,
14 and 15, Rio de Janeiro; August 21
and 22, Buenos Aires, Argentina, or
Montevideo, Uruguay; August 28 and
29 and September 4 and 5, Rio de
Janeiro; September 11 and 12, San
Juan, Puerto Rico. He is heard Sat-
urdays at 9:15 p.m., EWT, and twice
on Sundays-at noon, EWT, on the
Blue's "Weekly War Journal," and
at 7:15 p.m., EWT.

Four AAA Suggestions

Offered To Stations
(Continued from Page 1)

been notified by Wallace Kadderly,
chief of the Department of Agricul-
tural Radio Service. that all state and
county committeemen and their em-
ployes - including community com-
mitteemen-may no longer (1) issue
news releases, (2) furnish prepared
scripts or transcriptions for broadcast
or appear on radio programs them-
selves. The latter restriction applies
when they are off duty as well as
on duty.

They can continue to answer
queries regarding AAA activities.
Kadderly suggested that broadcasters
may work in these ways:

1. Ask committeemen questions, and
quote their replies.

2. Request from an AAA office the
names of farmers whose operations
would qualify them to broadcast on
specific subjects. (They have complete
operational data on all farms.)

3. Use AAA officials from Wash-
ington on your broadcasts, eithertranscribed or in person.

4. Look to the state extension serv-
ice for informational material on the
AAA program. Extension service in
Washington is notifying state exten-
sion directors that extension will be
in charge of disseminating AAA in-
formation on state and county levels.

WOR Participating Shows
Garner Four New Clients

(Continued from Page 1)
new sponsors. Best Foods, Inc. for
Force and Presto is using the Forum
for 13 weeks, through Arthur Kudner
Inc. is the Agash Refining Corp. for
Royal Cook Salad Oil. The contract,
for 52 weeks, was handled through
Deiner & Dorskind. Both contracts
have already started.

Bessie Beatty also has a new spon-
sor, Hi -V Vitamin Corp., who will
sponsor her for 26 weeks effective
July 26. Applied Merchandising Inc.,
handled the contract.

Another new contract, for 52 weeks,
is the Griffin Manufacturing Co., Inc.,
for Griffin shoe polish, which will use
"Pegeen Prefers," effective July 26,
the contract was handled through
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce.

The renewal is by the Maggi Com-
pany for Maggi Seasoning and Maggi
Bouillon Cubes which will use Alfred
W. McCann's Pure Food Hour for an-
other 11 weeks. The contract, effective
July 19, was handled through Need-
ham & Grohmann, Inc.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILL

ORIGINATING a new kind of song -
request program on KLX Al

Jarvis, emcee of "Record Perform-
ance." is asking listeners who re-
quest numbers to tell the person, situa-
tion or incident of which that song
reminds them. Most of the letters,
says Jarvis, are written by women
whose husbands are fighting over-
seas.

Harry W. Flannery, CBS commen-
tator, is on the closing lines of a play
written in collaboration with Elmer
Harris, noted New York dramatist
for the past 25 years, author of such
shows as "Johnny Belinda" and
"Saints and Sinners." Fall production
is planned.

West Coast listeners to Nelson G.
Pringle's early -morning news pro-
gram were treated to another of the
Columbia Pacific Network newsman's
"scoops" on the war world....a de-
scription of official RAF pictures
showingbomb damage to German in-
dustrial cities. Pringle, who broad-
casts for General Mills, was given
special permission to report on the
photographs after attending a private
showing of enlarged "target pictures"
at the invitation of Royal Air Force
officers now touring this country.

Red Skelton's gag writer, Wilkie
Mahoney, has left for San Luis Obispo
on vacation. The humorist has put
in a steady stint with Red for the past
six months, first on "I Dood It," and
then on "Whistling in Brooklyn."
Mahoney will visit his parents in San
Luis Obispo and spend some time on
his ranch near San Miguel.

George Riley, comedy star of the
Gilmore Furlough Fun show, and
Helene Heller returned to Hollywood
after playing a camp show at Santa
Anna. Riley was the emcee of the
show.

Jack Sharpe returned to Hollywood
from San Francisco after arranging
for plugs on the National number,
"Is It Madness," by Bernie Wayne
and Ben Raleigh.

Barbara Mayer, one of the first
feminine apprentices to join the KNX-
CBS sound effects staff, graduated
to the post of senior sound effects
engineer. Miss Mayer, trained by
Sound Chief Al Span, will now take
her regular turn on network shows
in the "noise -making" corner.

Charlie Ruggles, Mary Astor and
Carlos Ramirez who are heard with
Mischa Auer each Thursday on CBS
set a new record relsently when they
appeared in San Francisco for a ship-
yard war bonds rally. They spoke and
entertained for three shifts of work-
ers: the graveyard at 4 a.m., the day
workers at noon and the swing shift
at 8 p.m.

AMP has a new HIT
BULLFROGS AND

MARINES
Introductory broadcast date
will be announced next week.

RADIO DAILY

The Commentator Speaks ... !
(And John McKay should be happy about the whole thing.)

SAYS H. V. KALTENBORN: Since radio carries the great respon-
sibility of keeping America informed swiftly and accurately on war news.
it is logical to ask how has it met this obligation. Under what restrictions.
under what policies does American radio operate in wartime? Is radio cen-
sored', Yes, radio is censored. Just as every medium of communication
-press, magazines, motion pictures-is subject to supervision and censor-
ship Withholding information "which might be of aid to the enemy"
is the key to wartime censorship. Troop movements and production figures
are restricted from all news media. In this respect, radio censorship is no
different than press censorship.

* * *

Radio, as all other media of American opinion, has a
tradition of freedom of speech. The tradition is in its infancy, but
it is there Radio is jealous of its freedom. But there are some
peculiarities of radio which have necessitated special restrictions.
To deal with these special problems, a radio division was set up in
the Office of Censorship under Byron Price. It is significant to note
that the head of the radio division, J. Harold Ryan, is a veteran
broadcaster and was selected only after a special poll taken among
leading radio executives Radio's particular problems stem
largely from the fact that radio programs can be heard by enemy
ears outside this country. Radio could not assume that what was
right for the press was equally right for broadcasting. Radio waves
cannot be censored at our borders in the same fashion as telephone,
cable, radiogram and mail transmissions.

Because radio transcends frontier control, it was necessarily
placed under stricter supervision than the press Together with repre-
sentatives of the broadcasting industry, the Office of Censorship drew up a
Code of Wartime Practices for American broadcasters This Code estab.
lishes specific do's and don'ts for their guidance. News material is care-
fully considered in the light of the provisions of the Code Freedom
from governmental censorship has been one of the chief characteristics of
American radio. The broadcasters accept wartime limitations as necessary.
We have learned to accept restrictions on our civil liberties in order that
these liberties may be presevred.

 But these curtailments have been made in the democratic
tradition. The provisions of the Code were worked out by the radio
industry in friendly collaboration with the Government. The Code
is enforced by a member of the broadcasting profession. Our Gov-
ernment has not imposed arbitrary restrictions. Instead, it has
made the broadcasters virtually their own censors As editor
and broadcaster, I am deeply grateful for the Administration's
jealous defense of free speech on the air.

* *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Thursday, July 27i

Chicago ,

By FRANK BURIE

GENEVIEVE SULLIVAN, W,..
Iowa, girl whose five sailor

ers went down on the (`
"Juneau," will be a guest on tb
Network "Breakfast Club," ton
9-10 a.m., EWT. Miss SulliVte
recently joined the WAVES,
assigned to recruiting in th
area.

Bill Stern of NBC in tow
the golf tournament at Tam
and to do his Saturday
work broadcast from here.

Two women from the st
ence will try to outdo eac
the new art of applyin
hosiery during the comico-q
tion of the "Blue Frolics,"
3 p.m., CWT, over the Blue

Mrs. Raymond Jeffers, w
public relations director of
Seeds Agency, out of the ho
recovering from a recent op,

James Beloungy will rep
B. Falknor as general divisio
ing engineer for the CBS, w
quarters at WBBM, Chicago,
immediately. Falknor has b
missioned a major in the

Artists from WLS Arti
will play 161 bookings in t
west this season, George
announced yesterday.

Don Kelley, WLS sales
manager, now the proud
two daughters. His second,
was born earlier this week.

Agnes Alexander of W
been promoted to CBS asst:
service manager, Western

Danny O'Neill is new s
on WBBM and has been te
Judy Starr as guest artis
"Victory Matinee," Satur'
3:15 p.m.

Six WGN employees on
this week are William A.
sales manager; Fred Levi
licity; John Bernhom stu'
Bob Sibold, engineering,
Deavitt and Muriel Joy.

Stork News
A seven -pound son was

12 to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
at the Beth Israel Hospi
York. The father is associ
Maurice Speiser, attorney f'

MANPOWER*
YES, WE BELIEVE WE Cu

SUPPLY GRADED MANP0/

TO FILL ANY VACANCY II

YOUR ORGANIZATION.

CALL-
FRANK McGRAN/

POSITION SECURING BUREAU,INC
(Agency)

331 Madison e. 43rd1 St.),
rNew

Yal

MURRAYIJ HILL 2.6491
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(VEST-ING
i A L RATHBONE on the Sealtest

n today (NBC- 9:30 p.m.).

JONATHAN WAINWRIGHT,
Lieut. Gen. Wainwright, on

of the Air Force" today
-CBS, 10:45 p.m.).

)DIE TRINKLER, skating
of "Stars on Ice" on "Woman's
ge" Monday (WJZ, 1:15 p.m.).

'I PICKENS, mother of Pick-
ters, on Mary Margaret Mc -

column today (WEAF 1

MELVIN J. HAAS, Minnesota
colonel in the Marine Corps
!s; RICHARD C. WILSON, UP
ondent; HENRY J. TAYLOR,
'correspondent and author of
n Motion"; and JOHN Mac-
iC, N. Y. "Times" Washington

on "American Forum of the
esday (Mutual, 8 p.m.) .

1RT BENCHLEY, author
lit, on Jack Carson's show
day (CBS, 9:30 p.m.).

T. COMM. ROBERT MONT-
tY, U. S. N. R., film star, with
an Doren on "The American
res Sunday, (WABC, 3 p.m.).

WE TOBIAS, film star, PAUL -
singing proteges of

Uncle Don, on the U. S. Treas-
Ipartment's "Saturday Night
(gon," (WOR-Mutual 10:15

LEMUEL Q. STOOPNAGLE
unber Music Society of Lower
Street" Sunday (Blue, 9:15

' lR REICH, 13 -year old native
na, Austria, makes debut on
;ids" show Sunday (Blue, 7:30

a 'IE TOUREL, mezzo-soprano,
on all -Ravel "Invitation To

s program Tuesday (WABC-
.:30 p.m.).

A DARNELL and RAY MIL -
n "Once Upon A Honeymoon"

Monday (WABC-CBS, 10:30

IVALLASLE
IIMEDIATELV

:perienced young woman,
'oisge grad., 6 years pub-
lic'', agency, radio-back-
£rtnd, and newspaper repor-
tei Top references. Wants
intresting job. Box 723,
:tap Daily, 1501 Broadway,
1\k/ York City.

DEW PROGRAMS- IDEAS
World Peace Series

As a public service feature to help
listeners to a "better understanding
of the world in which we live,"
KROW, Oakland, California, has
scheduled a series of programs deal-
ing with the problem of worldpeace,
each Tuesday at 9:45 p.m.

Sponsored jointly by the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace
and the World Wide Broadcasting
Foundation, the transcribed broad-
casts present discussions by promin-
ent American citizens who are author-
ities on world problems.

Recruiting Ship Remote
Special hall -hour broadcast from

the WAVE Recruiting Ship located in
the streets of Watertown, N. Y. was
carried over WWNY recently. The
recruited, in charge of Lt. Jane
Adams, took part in a round table

WTAG's "Keep 'Em Flying"
New patriotic show, dedicated to a

fighting American from Worcester
County has been introduced on
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., En-
titled "Keep 'Em Flying," program
salutes a local hero serving Uncle
Sam, outlining his life and career and
relating the story of his accomplish-
ments in the service.

Musical numbers are slanted to the
patriotic theme and heard thus far
have been the stories of an Army Air
Corps engineer, a member of the
Merchant Marine, and an army nurse
who supervised all army nurses in
Australia. Program is aired three
times weekly from 9:30 to 9:45 a.m.,
EWT.

discussion from the studios of WWNY
and made personal appearances on the
stage of a Watertown theater.

Beal's Tele Statement
Played Up By Press

(Continued tram Page 1)
radio manufacturing industry from
war to peace production."

He made it clear, however, that
he thought there was room for both
sound broadcasting and television,
just as the telegraph and the tele-
phone have pursued parallel suc-
cesses in common usage.

"Unquestionably, television receiv-
ing sets will be within the range of
the average pocketbook," Beal said,
"and we expect to be able to do a
good job of programming without
too many awkward growing pains."

He added that the "imponderables"
of labor and raw material costs in
the post-war period made it imprac-
tical to name the price range of re-
ceiving .sets at this time.

War Cuts Television Tests
About 5,000 television receiving sets

now are in use most of them within
the range of New York transmitters,
Beal stated, and a good many scat-
tered throughout California. The
Pearl Harbor attack occurred in the
fifth month of a six months' commer-
cial television test, and war exigen-
cies have cut television broadcasting
from a minimum of fifteen hours
weekly to four.,

Among the feasible facts about tele-
vision in the post-war period, Beal
included the following:

A network of automatic monitor
stations will be employed to relay
television's images and sound from .a
central transmitting tower to any de-
sired distance. Thus a planned relay
from New York to Washington could
be extended to any part of the
country.

Action and sound can be relayed
from a fixed stage-outdoors or in-
doors-and from easily handled port-
able equipment. (The "stunt" of
transmitting an aerial picture and
sound during an airplane flight over
New York city has, already been ac-
complished.)

Recent sensitivity improvements in
the iconoscope eye of the television

AFM-Transcriptions Ruling
By War Labor Board Seen

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Washington is still

awatiing a decision from the War
Labor Board on its willingness to ad-
judicate the AFM-Transcription Com-
panies differences. No word has been
received from the Board since the
public session nearly two weeks ago
when the Board heard arguments pro
and con its taking the case. There is
apparently great doubt in the minds
of board members as to whether the
ban may properly be considered a
strike, or a labor dispute.

WLB information officials insist
that a decision will be rendered in a
short time. Opinion as to what that
decision will be seems to be about
equally divided here.

Interviews English Farm Head
John Cassels, director of agriculture

for Durham County, England, was in-
terviewed last week by Larry Haag
on his "Farm Journal" program over
WCCO, Minneapolis. Cassels, who
acts as food production officer for
northern England, is in the United
States to study our agricultural
methods.

camera will make it possible to relay
action scenes without any special
lighting.

The "image" or action picture re-
ceived in the home is fairly flat as
to depth but is sharply etched on the
screen and eighteen persons have
comfortably gathered in an average -
sized room to watch a program on
an eight by ten screen.

Using the best technics of the stage,
sound broadcasting and the movies,
a television show can depart from
a fixed stage and bring in a scene
from another location.

After the television broadcast of
black and white images, plus sound,
to a large section of the nation, the
next normal development will be
three-dimensional and color televi-
sion.

AGENCIES
JAY HARRISON, advertising man-

ager of Golden Brand Food Products
Co., Philadelphia, makers of Cream
Wipt Salad Dressing, announced the
appointment of J. M. Korn & Co.,
Inc. to handle its advertising. The
appointment is effective immediately.

LATHAM OVENS, script writer at
Erwin-Wasey for the past two years,
resigns this week to fulfill free lance
radio and fiction commitments. While
with Erwin-Wasey, Ovens served as
writer -consultant to the War Man-
power Commission, handling writing
of all scripts and air -shows. Prior
to his association with the ad agency,
Ovens was staff-scripter and chief
comedy writer for WLW, Cincinnati,
and was comedy writer for Joe Penner
and other network comics.

MALCOLM HOWARD, advertising
firm of Chicago, recently was ap-
pointed agent for the Chicago Amer-
ican League Baseball Club. Arthur
M. Holland is the account executive.
Other new products accounts reecnt-
ly acquired by Malcolm Howard are
Comfort Products Co.; makers of
Comfoot Foot Balm; and the Consoli-
dated Hair Goods Co., makers of Fij-
Oil Soapless Vegeable Oil Shampoo
and other beauty products.

EVERETT W. HOYT, president of
Charles W. Hoyt Company, Inc., an-
nounces the addition of Allan C.
Gottschaldt as account executive.
Gottschaldt was recently executive
vice-president of Glaser-Gottschaldt,
Inc. of Boston, and formerly headed
his own organization, Gottschaldt-
Humphrey Inc., Atlanta.

FRITZ BLOCKI, radio producer at
Kenyon & Eckhardt, is moving to J.
Walter Thompson where he will work
on the RCA show.

Special Inducements
Believing the way to a woman's

heart, as well as a man's, is through
her stomach, WTAG, Worcester, Mass.,
is promoting its early morning "Hi
Mom" program in appetizing fashion.
Mothers are invited to the studio to
take part in the show and, following
their participation, are served dough-
nuts and beverages.
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Cox Berates FCC Action
Says Commission

Muffles Radio's
Free Speech

(Continued from Page 1)

comes to me daily by letter and
by word of mouth saying that
broadcasters big and little" are afraid
of the Commission.

Committee Counsel Eugene L.
Garey added that the FCC is also de-
stroying freedom of the press. He
later explained that he meant by this
that newspapers which own radio
stations are afraid to print stories
unfavorable to the Commission. (A
partial check on editorial comments
shows that newspapers owning radio
stations have been stronger generally
in their opposition to the new net-
work rules than other papers.)

Commissioner T. A. M. Craven was
on the stand all of yesterday, charg-
ing with constant repetition that many
aspects of commission procedure and
organization need improvement. Cra-
ven admitted ignorance on a surpris-
ingly large number of important mat-
ters of Commission business. The
Commission is dominated by its
chairman, he said but added that he
was not censuring the present chair-
man, James Lawrence Fly, for
this state of affairs. It prevailed be-
fore Fly came to the Commission he
said, and continues because the other
members of the seven -man Commis-
sion do not assert themselves suffici-
ently. Craven himself, he said, has
maintained his independence.

Craven Surprised by Disclosures
The hearing opened with Garey

quizing Craven regarding FBIS em-
ployes in North Africa, a matter on
which the Commissioner said he had
little information. Craven added that
he was surprised by the disclosures
made by the Committee this week
concerning the Army's alleged desire
to have the FBIS men removed from
North Africa. He admitted, however,
that the Commission had in meeting
autohrized the sending of four men
to North Africa. He did not know
that these men had 'been acquired
while there was a staff, which Garey
said, included 27 men. Although it
was customary for the chairman to
handle many administrative details
without seeking authority for each
step from the full Commission, Craven
thought the augmentation of the
North African staff to this extent
should have been brought to the Com-
mission's attention. It was not dis-
closed whether these people are
working on a fulltime basis, nor how
great a sum their salaries amounts to.

Regarding the North African situa-
tion, Dr. Robert D. Leigh FBIS head,
revealed yesterday that the FBIS
personnel had been requested by Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower and were at-
tached to the Army's Psychological
Warfare Unit. Arrangements were
made, he said. by General McClure,
Chief of Military Intelligence abroad,

and General Metajka, Chief Signal
Officer abroad.

"As recently as June 3, 1943, Major -
General Strong approved maintenance
of an FCC liaison editor in North
Africa, and the other personnel sup-
plied by FCC to the Army and to OWI
remain on duty there," said Dr. Leigh.

"In brief, we were asked to lend
personnel to the military in an emer-
gency, because we had people who
were skilled in the broadcast monitor-
ing operation. They are still there
doing that work. In the emergency,
we sent them without raising the im-
mediate question of paying their
salaries. When later we raised that
questio the War Department decided
that OWI should pay their salaries
and the transfer was made. We are
proud of the organizing job which
was done and we refer the committee
to those who have observed it, for
confirmation of this judgment.

Following Letters 'Not Secrets'
"These letters, which have not been

classified as secret, confidential, or re-
stricted by any government agency,
sufficiently show that FCC personnel
were sent to North Africa at the re-
quest of and in cooperation with
high Army officials:

"1. Urgent cablegram from FCC
London to FCC Washington, Novem-
ber 19, 1942, stating that the American
Army is requesting aid from the Lon-
don Bureau of FCC in establishing
monitoring in North Africa.

"2. Letter from Major -General
George V. Strong, Assistant Chief of
Staff, G-2, to James Lawrence Fly,
December 21, 1942, stating 'We strong-
ly recommend that the service's cov-
erage be extended, as proposed, at the
earliest possible date.'

"3. Letter from Wallace Carroll,
OWI, American Embassy, London, to
FCC in London, December 24, 1942,
summarizing Telegram from General
Eisenhower requesting prompt advice
as to when FCC personnel will leave
for North Africa."

He released full copies of the mes-
sages briefed above.

Fly Asked to Be Heard
In the record of the hearings on

yesterday, Congressman Cox made the
following statement:

"Mr. Fly, the Chairman of the Fed
eral Communications Commission, has
according to press reports, been in-
sisting that the Commission be given
opportunity to put its position on
record as regards complaints made
against it. You will recall we had
Mr. Fly up here about ten days ago
and he refused to talk. So the Com-
mittee has called you (Commissioner
Craven).

"I am not conscious of ever hav-
ing an opportunity to testify before
your Committee on any of the various
matters coming within the scope of
the resulation adopted by the Con-
gress to investigate the Commission.
On my one brief appearance before
the Committee I was called upon to
produce one file of the Board of War
Communications.

"I cannot but reiterate the im-

portance of the full Committee giv-
ing to me and the 'Commission a
prompt hearing on the charges which
the Committee has made public. I
stand ready at any time to appear
before the Committee and I againwant to urge that I be given the
full and complete opportunity to be
heard at an early date. I shall await
your advices."

Asked to "Be Frank"
The session was marked with fre-

quent urging by Garey that Craven
"be frank," with Craven shooting
back that he wants to be frank, "but
I also want to be fair." It was uncer=
tain whether Garey was meeting with
more opposiiton than he had expected
to from Craven, or whether Craven
was merely trying to impress the
Committee. Although he frequently
qualifed his answers, he did ot fail
to "come through" and give Garey
the answer he insisted upon in more
than one or two occasions.

Craven was questioned frequently
about the amount of work which
Chairman Fly takes upon his own
shoulders. Craven thinks the chair-
man does entirely too much, but feels
that the responsibility rests with the
other Commissioners for failing to
insist upon their prerogatives. Fly
should not be criticized for this cir-
cumstance, he said, pointing out that
it prevailed before Fly came to the
Commission. Craven said he thinks
Congress should define the powers
and duties of the Chairman and all
members of the Commission. Craven
agreed that Fly is the dominant mem-
ber of the Commission, and usually
has his way. "He's no Mr. Milque-
toast" said Craven, adding that Fly
should ot be criticized because he has
a vivid personality and a strong will.
Here Garey declared the implication
is that ."I hoped they'd come" along
with me more often; they're not as
strong as Mr. Fly."

Quizzed Craven on London FBIS
Garey then quizzed Craven regard-

ing details of the London FBIS office'.
Craven said establishment of the office
was voted by the full Commission, but
he did not realize there was as large
a staff in London as Garey reports
there is. Although Garey tried to get
him to say the augmentation of the
staff was not authorized by the Com-
mission, Craven said it may have been
brought up at a meeting which he
did not attend, or that he may not
have been paying attention to the
matter when it did come up.

He then said under questioning that
he knew of no constitutional author-
ity for the FBIS, but had voted for
it because of the war emergency and
the fact that the Commission had
equipment and personnel to do 'ln
important work. Craven later added
that the President did request that
FCC intercept foreign broadcast and
furnish material from them to him
and to the state department, but he
knows of no formal order creating
FBIS. Then he asked why, if Con-
gress did not approve, or if FBIS was
illegal, but Budget Bureau and the

Garey Adds, Pt
Owning Ontlei
Apprehensi

Congressional Appropriatio
mittees had not objected
istence.

Garey not to be discour
asked, "It is not unusual for
to do things for which i
authority, is it?" To whic
replied that he agrees with
the Supreme Court obviousl

At Garey's insistence Cr
ally said he does believe
man usurped to handle ma
which Craven feels the full
sion should have handled. H
felt the situation unsat'
said, and has tried unsucc
rectify it. Here Garey p
lengthy memo dated Nov
1938 in which Craven ma
suggestions regarding Co
procedure. Craven declare
had marked this memo "co
but now "declassifies" it.

Memo Outlines Duties
The memo contained an o

specific duties for Commiss
various Commission depart
included seven resolutions
Commissioners to exercise
ent judgment, observe civ
rules, etc., all called for me
the Commission to resolve t
their oath of office require
do. When it was revealed
these resolutions had been to
newsman declared, "Tabled?
punched the guy in the nose
been a Commissioner."

All this took place before
to the Commission, it was
out, and Craven reiterated
tion that Fly cannot .be bl
the complaints contained in
Chairman MoNinch was at
mission then and, it is reca
refused to approve a trip
for Commissioner Craven at
pense shortly before the fili
memo.

Committee Chairman Cox
here that McNinch was sen
FCC "to clean up the Co
and recalled the Connery R
to investigate the Commissio
One member of the Commi
ported the resolution t
(George Henry Payne) , Cox
and added that he had o
in the Rules Committee "
tributed at least in part to
mittee's having passed it o
had staunchly defended McN
bitterly attacked Payne for "
sible utterances and
charges."

Craven declared he had had dd
ences with McNinch and that
Ninch had offered to "go along'
Craven , on engineering matters
Craven would "give McNinch
proxy" on matters of policy. Cra
refused, he said, and went to (
gress with the stcry, and was
then an investigation of the l

would be held soon.
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;(r Coast -to -Coast r 
NEWSMEN John K. Purcell and an-

nouncer Park Simmons, who
have been absent from WTOP, Wash-
ington, D. C., for several months due
to illness, returned to the studio
this week ....Eugenia A. Eylman has
joined the WTOP staff as secretary
to Kenneth L. Yourd, assistant direc-
tor, CBS Washington....Thirty boys
from the local YMCA will visit stu-
dios of WTOP tomorrow. Studio will
devote "Top Tune Time" to them, and
as special guests they will participate
in the program. Tour is part of YMCA
summer program of visiting places of
interest.

* *

First in a series of broadcasts by the
National Association of Manufacturers on
WAAT. Newark, N. J., to start this Satur-
day, will present Dr. Charles Copeland
Smith. whose subject will be "Our For-
gotten Asset." Broadcast will be heard
at 7:45 p.m., EWT.

* * *

"True Story Magazine" has pur-
chased a schedule of five-minute pro-
grams on KROW, Oakland, Caif. Ac-
count was placed through Raymond
Spector Co., New York....For the
purpose of acquainting the people of
Oakland with the huge cannery labor
problem, KROW broadcast the meet-
ing and program presented by the
California Cannery Association recent_
ly. Held at the Civic Auditorium,
show featured screen and radio stars,
city officials, and service men.

* *

Ken Powell and George Willard have
Joined WOR, New York, announcing staff,
replacing Scott Douglas and Eric Norman
who resigned. Willard worked previously
on Mutual outlets KHJ, Los Angeles, and
WGN, Chicago. Powell's career includes
announcing and producing jobs at KDKA,
Pittsburgh, Pa., WESG-WENY, Elmira, N.
Y.. WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., and other
stations. * * *

Ray Edwards, announcer and pro-
motion manager at WNLC, New Lon-
don, Connecticut, is at present en-
joying his annual vacation. Subbing
for him are Bill Fitler, of Philadel-
phia, and Bill Van .Alstyne, formerly
of WHN, New York, and WDRC,
Hartford, Conn..... Six New England
governors participated in a special
broadcast of a discussion on "New
England at War" which was origin-
ated for Mutual by WNLC. Execs
met in New London to discuss New
England's part in winning the war.
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More than 12,000 persons turned out at
Omaha, Nebraska, Elmwood park to hear
the WOW entry in the barber shop quar-
tet contest and to join in a community
sing. WOW quartet was made up of four
announcers-Lyle DeMoss, Thomson Holz,
Tom B. Chase and Ray Olson-accom-
panied by Don Larson. For the competi-
tion they sang a medley of old favorites.
Winners have not yet been announced.

* * *

"Radio Racket" is the appropriate
title of show recently inaugurated
over WEDC, Chicago. Insane clam-
bake is written, produced and aired
by three radio fanatics: Larry Wayne,
Herb Graham and Marshal Perelman.
Show consists of everything from
cooking hints to poetry.

* * *

Additions to the WINS. N. Y., announc-
ing staff include Quentin Gulliver. Ted
Mallie and Steven Garrett. Gulliver moved
over from WOV and before that was
with WNAC. Boston. Mallie comes to
WINS from WPAT. Paterson, N. J. and
Garrett from WBYN, Brooklyn, N. Y.....
WINS night news editor, George Finney,
and his recent bride are taking a com-
bined honeymoon -vacation.

Recent addition to the Homemak-
er's programs heard every week day
a.m. over KXOK, St. Louis, Mo., is a
Saturday series which alternately
brings to the mike the ministers,
priests and rabbis of metropolitan St.
Louis. New series is an effort to ac-
quaint St. Louis residents with all
their churches and also fuctions as
an aid in the war -time trend back to
religion.... Bruce Barrington, former
KXOK news editor and now a Major
in the Army, was home on leave after
two years of steady duty. Station
staff turned out for picnic supper and
swimming party in his honor.

* *

"I Want a Baby" is the title of a new
radio serial now in script and production
preparation by George Lowther. who also
writes and directs the "Superman" series.
This will be Lowther's first solo writing -
producing venture in the adult daytime
serial field. Show will be designed primar-
ily for femme radio audience. Leads are
now being auditioned. Meaning of title
remains a mystery, but Lowther says it's
not a health program.

*

James D. Shouse, Crosley vice-
president in charge of broadcasting,
presented WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati,
artists with War Bonds recently for
their artistic job of lettering the
names of 68 former employees of
WLW-WSAI-WLWO now in the
Armed Forces. Name plates were
placed on the servicemen's plaque
in the lobby of the station.

*

Returning to Fort Wayne on a brief
furlough this week was Corporal Edward
C. Koops, former production manager of
WOWO-WGL. Cpl. Koops entered the Air
Forces in September 1942. He has re-
ceived the Order of the Purple Heart and
the Air Force Valor award for bravery
in action.

Hal Moon, for the past two months
news editor of KGVO, Missoula, Mon-
tana, has resigned from station's staff,
effective August 1, due to ill -health.
His successor has not yet been se-
lected....Ragna Phelps, chief ac-
countant of KGVO, is vacationing at
Glacier National Park...."Calling All
Women," KGVO participating show,
has been shifted to 11:45 a.m., across
the board. Change was necessitated
by addition to station's schedule of
General Food's "Joyce Jordan, M.D."
at 1 p.m. daily.

*

Cast from WAPI, Birmingham, Alabama.
entertained at a recent local Kiwanis
Club meeting. Show was emceed by
Jimmie Willson. Broadcast of an all -girl
baseball game by Henry Vance, discus-
sion of "What Women do with Their Idle
Time" by Marjorie Dennis and Louise
Holloway, and special stunts by Joe
Rumore and Clint Blakely rounded out
the program.

* *

Harvard University School of Busi-
ness Administration is showing an in-
terest in station promotion. School
wrote to WNAX, Yankton, S. D.,
recently asking for a copy of the
recent "Neighbor Lady" brochure
plus other data, same to be used in
merchandising lectures conducted by
the school.

* * *

Dramatic ceremonies as 22 aviation
cadets were sworn into the Army Air
Force recently from the stage of a Wor-
cester, Mass., theater were covered by
WTAG. Handling the mass induction
broadcast was Bob Martin, of the sta-
tion's special events staff. Program was
aired to help publicize the current cam-
paign being conducted by the Army Air
Corps in principal U. S. cities to secure
more recruits.

* *

Hartford, Connecticut, minister
who has just returned from an exten_
sive tour through bombed portions of
England will make his first- public
report on the trip over WDRC this
Sunday afternoon. Rev. Russell
Clinchy, pastor of Center Church,
represented American Church groups
on his tour.

* * *

During its six months on the air,
the WGY. Schenectady, N. Y., "Hired
Hand Exchange" was able, through co-
operation with the U. S. Employment Ser-
vice, to fill 45 per cent of all the employ-
ment requests received. Total of 716 re-
quest, 407 for farm help and 309 for farm
lobs were received between January 1

and June 30. Helpers were found for 145
farmers and 168 lobs were found for
individuals seeking employment. a total
of 316 placements.

* * *

WING, Dayton, Ohio, played host
to the city last Sunday when it spon-
sored the Summer Concert presented
in the Dayton Municipal Shell at
Island Park.

Ken Joseph, formerly of WOLI
cuse, N. Y., and WPAT. Patene
has joined the announcing stall of IWoodside, N. Y....Meade Davids'
mentator, whose "It Became Hishit
Week" is heard Sundays at 9:30 p
WWRL, is taking leave of the
the summer. Davidson continue
ever. on his 10:05 p.m. broaden
days through Fridays.

*

Al Bland, WCKY, Cincinnati,]
relations director, is again this t.
member of the Cincinnati Red.,
mittee to promote the city's
baseball game for the Arent
Navy Relief Funds.... More th}
members and friends of the I,
nati U. Journalism Club and
taries' Club feted Olive Kt
WCKY women's commentator,
birthday. Party was a surprin
a crowd "walked in" on hel
morning broadcast.

«

WTRY, Troy, N. Y., sports can
Roy Shudt. made a recording se:
from the Troy area-chatter about
on for the boys overseas. Disk we:
to San Francisco and shortwaved
Pacific area. Yesterday Shudt re:
two letters telling him that the bra
had been heard and how much
town news was appreciated.

«

Gail Smith, program
WSRR, Stamford, Conn. ha
from two weeks' vacation.
7:45 to 8 a.m. local news ís
Bored by the Springdale Ba
Company....George Sarvi
ford furrier, has increased
of the Week" show from th
times a week....John Lin
tor of the Stamford Gosp
nade, has started a new Sun
noon series over WSRR.

*

Ed Obrist, program director of I

Philadelphia, received a recording
by three Philadelphians now serail
the U. S. Army and stationed h
Petersburg, Florida. As it was imps
to play the disk on the air, he vac
the mother of each lad, inviting hi
stop in at the studio to hear her
voice.

"Funny Money Man" Sit
Adds 10 More Static

Six new Canadian stations and?
new additions in the United St

have brought the coverage of "III
Money Man" to a new peak. Bel
ping its third year, the syndlca
live show continues to pay lister.
for ridiculous odds and ends such
watermelon seeds and corn plan'
Although usually heard 15 mill
daily, many stations now sold "fir
Money" as a night time variety sh

with orchestra and other feats-

performers.
Latest addition to the staff is F

Davis who will supervise scrl

Show is syndicated by Allen A. fl

Radio Productions.
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E'CC Hearing Recesses
ly Denying Charges,

Iles Official Praise
1bingtan Bureau, RADIO DAILY
ngton-FCC Chairman James

Fly yesterday denied
tby Cox Committee Counsel
. Garey that he had author -

employment of 27 persons in
rica by the Commission's

'thout clearing with the full
ion. "The statements are
id Fly.
first place," the FCC Chair-
ted out, "The Commission
(Continued on Page 3)

'v More War Bonds and Stamps

Fblic Service Shows
Scheduled By
e public service programs have
Icheduled by Mutual, In co-
on with the government, and
iulate increased production of
les, the network will offer a

"Bomber Day" program to -
v at 2:15-2:30 p.m. There will
:'esentation of bomber wings to
my Air Force, a brief talk on
ver and victory, and music by
imp Grant band and chorus.

(Continued on Page 5)
iy More War Bonds and Stamps -

azine Firm Debuts
h Two Web Programs

J. Magazines Inc., one of the
t largest comic book publishers
ºade their debut into the radio
is, with two -and -a -half hours a
n two major networks. L.
Silberkleit is the publisher

M. L. J. group and John L.
> ater is the editor -in -chief in
a of the scripting.
\ low company was formed to

(Continued on Page 5)

loth Good. Bur . . .
tere's many a slip in a flip

of switch, as the engineer at
WDS, Columbia, S. C.. discovered
la week. Station carrying Blue
tat Mutual shows, fed through
7,k Armstrong" instead of pick -
02 up "Superman" as scheduled.
Atouncer caught mistake in time
totlisteners to hear "Jack Arm -
swig, Jack Armstrong, Jack Arm-
sting-No, it's Superman!"

Interference
Petrillo's recording ban is inter-

fering with BBC's attempts to pro.
mote Anglo-American good will.
Many of the BBC transcriptions of.
fered to American stations contain
musical bridges and dubbings
which are a violation of the ban
if used here. BBC has been remov
ing them, but finds its style dis-
tinctly cramped.

WLB Assumes Role

In AFM-Recording Ban
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The War Labor Board
decided yesterday to take jurisdiction
over the AFM-Recording Companies'
dispute, although it has apparently
not yet decided whether it was a
strike. Its full explanation of the
decision is expected this week-end
or early next week.

The decision to take the case was
unanimous and the first move will
be to appoint an investigator, or to

(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Agency -Network Sued
Over 'Blind -Date' Program
Several law suits have been started

against Benton & Bowles Advertising
Co., and NBC claiming ownership of
the three-week old Net show, "Blind
Date," it was reported yesterday by
an official of the ad firm. The show,
sponsored by Maxwell House Coffee

(Continued on Page 2)

Investigation To Resume in New York;
Cox Observes Commission's Secrecy

Need No Longer Be Maintained

"Church Of The Air"

Sets August Schedule

Complete August schedule of CBS'
"Church of the Air" has been com-
pleted. Two services being asked for
broadcast each Sunday, the early one
at 10-10:30 a.m., EWT; the later one
from -1:00 to 1:30 p.m., EWT. Full
listing follows: August 1-Early pro-
gram Dr. S. C. Eastvold, president of
Pacific Lutheran College, Tacoma,
Washington. Later program: Catholic

(Continued on Page 3)
Buy More liar Rondo and Stamps

Paralysis Report Via Air
With Neville Miller Talk

Radio will be used for the first
time in the 10 -year history of the
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis to present the report on its
annual fund raising drive. Basil
O'Connor, president of the Founda-

(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Willkie-Gov. Bricker Set
For WJW Cleve. Premiere
Cleveland-WJW moving from

Akron to this city, and one of the
very few to start anew since the
war, will debut in this city August

(Continued on Page 4)

Commons Radio Report Asks
Full Power Boosts For CBC

Francis Joining WINX
As Promotion -Press Head
Washington-Gardner Francis, pub-

lic relations counsellor of this city,
will succeed Howard Stanley as direc-
tor of promotion and publicity for
WINX. Stanley shifts to a similar
spot as promotion manager for WTOP
and publicity director for CBS in
Washington. Francis, former Balti-

(Continued on Page 4)

Montreal-The House of Commons
Radio Committee, in a report tabled
yesterday recommended that Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corp. should safe-
guard channels allotted to Canada
under the Havana Agreement and, if
necessary, consider increasing the
power of all Canadian stations to the
limit of the agreement. The report,
presented by the Committee Chair-
man, Dr. J. J. McCann (Lib., Ren-
frew) urged that control over private

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Although the

current series of public sessions
of the House Select Committee
investigating the Federal Com-
munications Commission drew
to a close here yesterday until
August 9, it was moved that a
subcommittee of the House
Select Committee, composed of
Rep. Edward J. Hart, New Jer-

(Continued on Page 6)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Settle WHEW Strike

Re British Records
Musicians' strike against WNEW,

New York, was settled late yesterday
when the station agreed to discon-
tinue use of any recordings made since
the AFM ban had been instituted last
August. Ten musicians under Merle
Pitt returned to work this morning.
Agreement was reached in a confer-
ence attended by Miss Bernice Judi,.

(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Rands and Stamps

UP High -Speed Wire
Extended To Southwest

United Press processed radio high
speed wire has been extended on a
full twenty-four schedule to New
Mexico and Texas it was announced
yesterday by Al Harrison of the

(Continued en Page 2)

Rather Rural
When Bartlett Robinson, leading

man on NBC's daily radio serial,
"Portia Faces Life." couldn't get to
the greener pastures of the coun-
try because of the OPA crackdown
on pleasure driving" he did the next
best thing. At his Greenwich Vil-
lage Apartment Bartlett decided to
build a picket fence, a wading
pool and a huge sand pile on the
roof.
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FINANCIAL
(Thursday, July 22)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. rr Tel. 1581/4 157% 157% - 1/4
CBS A 23% 23% 23% - 1/s
CBS B 24% 241/8 241/8
Crosley Corp. 21% 213/4 213/4 -I-
Gen. Electric 383/4 381% 38% -
Philco 233/4 23 23 -I- 14
RCA Common 111/4 11 11
RCA First Pfd 701% 70 70 -
Stewart -Warner 131/8 127/8 13 -1-
Westinghouse 957/s 95 95% -
Zenith Radio 363/4 36 36% 4 -

OVER THE COUNTER

1/8

1/e

1/4

Bid Asked
Farnsworth Tel. G ,Rad. 8% 91/s
Stromberg-Carlson 12 121/2
WCAO (Baltimore) 21 211/4
WJR (Detroit) 271% 29%

Stork News
Mrs. Ernest de la Ossa gave birth

to a daughter, Donna, seven pounds
and eleven ounces yesterday at the
New York Infirmary for Women and
Children. Ernest de la Ossa is the
personnel director at NBC.

Settle WNEW Strike
Re British Records

(Continued from Page 1)
managing director of WNEW; James
C. Petrillo, president of AFM; Wil-
liam Feinberg, executive secretary;
Harry Suber, treasurer, and Max L.
Arons, chairman of the Trial Board,
of Local 802 which has immediate
jurisdiction of the station.

In settling the strike, Miss Judis
offered, also, to " pay the musicians
their full salaries covering the two
days of the strike which was called
late Tuesday afternoon.

Strike resulted from the station's
having supplemented its recordings
with a new load of platters purchased
over the counter in England by a
friend of Martin Block, conductor of
the "Make Believe Ballroom" pro-
gram. Discs were made by English
musicians of the latest American songs
which have not been recorded here
since August 1, 1942.

Union points out that had it per-
mitted WNEW to get by with the
imports, effect of its ban would
weaken readily, for there would be
nothing, then, to prevent stations
throughout the country from making
similar purchases and thus keep their
stocks replenished. Immediate action
taken by Local 802 in behalf of Pe-
trillo would probably be followed by
other locals in areas throughout the
country should other stations go
through with the imports anyway.

Paralysis Report Via Air
With Neville Miller Talk

(Continued from Page 1)
tion, will deliver the report over NBC
Friday, July 30, at 10:45 p.m., EWT.
O'Connor not only will give the totals
achieved by the fund drive, but also
will tell how this money is being used
to combat infantile paralysis, with
emphasis on epidemics now raging
in several states.

Neville Miller, president of the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters and
chairman of the Foundation's 1943
National Radio Division. will intro-
duce O'Connor. who will speak from
New York. Miller will speak from
Washington.

Mainstays of the Foundation's an-
nual drives are the "March of Dimes"
campaign and the "President's Birth-
day Ball," a series of simultaneous
dances held for the benefit of the
Foundation all over the country on
January 30, President Roosevelt's
birthday.

Aaencv-Network Sued
Over 'Blind -Date' Program

(Continued f''m Page 1)
via Benton & Bowles is heard over
WEAF. Red Thursday nights 8-8:30
n.m., EWT. originally was heard over
KELO. Sioux Fall, South Dakota.
But since its major network debut.
"everybody and his uncle have been
claiming ownershin" said Walter
Craig head of B&B's radio depart-
ment.

According to Craig at least seven
law suits have been instigated by re-
puted originators of the show against

UP High -Speed Wire
Extended To Southwest

(Continued from Page 1)
United Press. Stations using the ..UP
radio wire under long term contracts
are located in Lubock, Clovis, Ros-
well, Carlsbad, Amarillo, Weslaco,
Corpus Christie and Midland. The ex-
tension of the radio wire into South-
western United States goes as far as
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Stations that have contracted for
the UP wire service beginning Aug. 1
are WISR, Butler, Pa., and WOSH,
Oshkosh, Wis. Scheduled to start at
a later date are WRLC, Toccoa, Ga.,
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., KWYO,
Sheridan, Wyoming and KRJF, Miles
City, Montana.

It was also reported by UP that the
staff of the Charleston, W. Va., bureau
has been increased to handle a com-
plete regional W. Va., hook-up. This
regional network enables UP to give
the state complete regional coverage.
It is operated on a 24 -hour basis on
the high speed wire.

These regionalized networks which
are the result of UP long range plan-
ning also include Nebraska and South
Dakota.

As an added feature to UP sub-
scribers the radio wire now carries
"Names In the News." This feature
highlights a central figure in the day's
news and presents along with his
recent achievements a personalized
biography for color background.

WLB Assumes Role
In AFM-Recording Ban

(Continued from Page 1)
name a Tri-Partite Panel, to probe
the recording ban and the circum-
stances surrounding it, to decide
whether the action is a strike, or
what it is. The case is without
precedent before the Board.

If the Board finds a strike does
exist, its past actions would indicate
that it must order the men back to
work pending settlement of the dis-
pute. This was essentially what the
transcription companies asked at the
hearing two weeks ago.

Actually the decision to take the
case was made early this week but
the War Labor Board tried to keep
it secret-even going so far as to
have its information office deny that
the decision had been made. Such a
denial was made as late as Wednes-
day when a reporter who thought
he had the story, tried to get it con-
firmed. The Washington "Post," how-
ever, ran the story yesterday morning
without confirmation, and the WLB
Information officials have since ad-
mitted the truth of the "Post's" re-
port "off the record." They insist
that announcement will be made on
the week-end or early next week.

the ad firm and one against NBC.
The show is owned by Joe Floyd a

theater owner in Sioux Falls who in
turn passed it on to Tom Wallace
Radio Productions for placement. The
Wallace outfit contacted the Bernard
Schubert office who before placing
it with Benton & Bowles had it audi-
tioned by the  Ted Bates Advertising
Co.

- 4 I

connlnG and GOI11

ALEC MacDONALD, sales manager of
ISchenectady, visiting NBC station relatior

BOB GREENBERG, sales promotion of I

Cleveland, leaving today after a visit to

HUGH TERRY, manager of KLZ, Dens1
on his way to the plateau city in the Rock

HAROLD E. FELLOWS, general manag,(
WEEI, Boston, arrived in the New Englant,
today.

HAROLD R. KRELSTEIN, commercial
ager of WMPS, Memphis, visiting the Blue

JAMES MILNE, manager of WELT, New Ii
in town at the Blue.

KEITH KIGGINS, vice-president in char)
the Blue, leaving today for a vacation der
the Adirondacks.

WM. SCHUDT, JR., CBS eastren field
ager, and J. G. Gude, CBS station rely
manager, left today for a short business

JUDITH CORTADA, trade news editor of
Blue, leaving today for a vacation on the,of Maine. George Schirer will fill the rat
during the interim.

OWEN LATTIMORE, JR., Pacific directo
the Overseas Branch of OWI, is in Los An¡
to confer with NBC officials on the "The Pa
Story." Lattimore, an authority on the Or
is heard on the program regularly.

JERRY LESTER has returned from a wt
tour of Eastern Army camps to start his
variety show on CB$ to be heard each So
at 7 p.m.. beginning July 25 when Mil
Hopkins will be his guest.

WALTER KANER, director of publicity
special feature broadcasts for WLIB, Brook
left town for the duration as he reported
active duty at Camp Dix.

H. GOLDFARB, Goldfarb-Mirenburg & Val
and manager of Woody Herman and his oral
tra, is on his way to Chicago where Hen
will appear at a Chicago theater.
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lio Report Advises

gill CBC Power Boost

Ii

(Continued from Page 1)
as by the CBC be exercised
fairness."

Committee recalled the last
recommendation was made for
sed power for the corporation's
ts to take advantage of rights

id. the Havana Agreement. This
utrvidence had been presented in-
da ig there might be a danger of
sk the full use of channels as -
gº. to Canada. "We believe that
,e, :orporation should safeguard
es,zhannels and, if necessary, con-
ie, ncreasing the power of all sta-
,a:,o the limit of the agreement,"

port said. The Committee noted
nany recommendations of the
ommittee had been carried out.
elieve that such changes have
d out to the betterment of the
ation and also  the listening
' 'the report said.
tnmittee Endorses CBC Action
Committee endorsed the action
CBC in setting up , a pension

e.. The Committee said evidence
heard placed news broadcasts
I importance among CBC pro-

"The financial arrangement
)t' use is made of the Canadian
and the British United Press
¡s -gathering agencies is one of
our Committee approves." The
;:ttee favored the continuation
sums," presenting different
lints in matters of public in -
The financial statement showed
'poration to be "in a splendid
position," entirely free of capi-
debtedness. The Committee
aended that the corporation
the best engineering advice

de to meet . changes and im-
tents anticipated in technical
:ent.

>n and Cliff of Dumont
essTelevisionMeeting
Nelson, who is supervising the
on shows on Tuesday nights
a series of experimental tele -

programs run by WOR in co-
on with DuMont Television,
ed the American Television
at the Hotel Capitol yester-

Cuff, who is not only run-
e oldest series of television

hs in existence but also is in
of the commercial program

Rents at DuMont. also, ad -
members and guests.

le close of the speakers' ros -
general discussion of televi-

i effect, its position in the post-
tonstruction period and other
topics were prevalent at the

PIP has a new HIT
ULLFROGS AND

MARINES
Introductory broadcast date
will be announced next week.

has never had more than a total of
fifteen persons connected with its
work there. All of them were as-
signed to the Psychological Warfare
Branch of the Army in North Africa.
For that matter, the Commission has
had no other employees there in any
capacity." Garey had declared there
were 31 FCC employes in North
Africa.

"Of the 15, only five are regular
employees of the Commission," said
Fly, "and their transfer to North
Africa was authorized by the full
Commission in meeting assembled.
The remaining ten were people who
were living in the area and who
were recruited locally to assist tem-
porarily in the clerical and other
detailed work connected with the
monitoring unit. They were paid at
rates ranging from $10 to $100 per
month. These local people were
hired by the . Commission's staff in
North Africa and the Psychological
Warfare Branch of the Army through
the good offices of the Department
of State."

Fly Cites Documents
Characterizing Cox Committee

Counsel Eugene L. Garey and Chief
Investigator Harry S. Barger as
-Edgar Bergen and Charlie Mc-
Carthy," Fly loosed several docu-
ments and letters designed to refute
charges by Garey that the FCC's
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Serv-
ice and Radio Intelligence Division
are "useless." It appears "more than
ever demonstrably clear," said Fly,
"that the Cox Committee is operating
completely in accordance with the
Vortex Rules-that is, they throw
unsubstantiated charges in the head-
lines then preclude the Commission
from any opportunity to be heard."

With more than a score of reporters
on hand, Fly was seeing to it that
the Commission did get a hearing
from the press. He was surrounded
by high FCC officials directly con-
cerned with the FBI's RID and other
departments.

"Today it was charged before the
Cox committee that the Commission's
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Ser-
vice (FBIS) is not performing a valu-
able function. To meet this charge,
the Commission tendered the Cox
committee two letters received from
war agencies using FBIS material,
giving an appraisal of its value. The
Committee refused to accept the let-
ters for the record Fly declared.

"They bear the signature of such
persons as General Strong and Cen-
ral Lee of the Military Intelligence
Division, Rear Admiral Turner of
Office of Naval Operations, Elmer
Davis of the Office of War Information,
Nelson Rockefeller, Coordinator of
Inter -American Affairs, Breckenridge
Long, Assistant Secretary of State,
and John Winant, American Ambas-
sador to England."

Quoting from the letters, Fly con-
tinued, "Thus the war department
finds FBIS reports contain 'very
valuable information' and are 'of sub -

Fly Denies Cox Accusations
As He Cites Official Praise

(Continued from Page 1)
stantial value from a military stand-
point' and 'strongly recommends that
the Services coverage be extended'.

"The Navy department considers
that tthe service rendered is 'well
adapted to its needs' and 'extremely
useful and important'; and that the
material received has 'considerable
value in sometimes giving inadver-
tent notice of operation.'

"The director of the Office of War
Information says 'your service (FBIS)
constitutes a major source of informa-
tion on what is happening in Ger-
many, Italy and occupied countries'
and 'without the service supplied by
the FBIS, the O WI could not function.'

'The Department of State reports
that the r'BIS is 'a most valuable
addition to our Foreign Intelligence'
and our Ambassador to England asks
that the Service be furnished to the
'Embassy, American Armed Services
and missions attached to the Embassy'
so that the Embassy 'could swiftly
and adequatly inform Army, Air and
Navy services here (in England) in
any period of active operations when
enemy radio reports might prove
vitally important.' .

"The Coordinator of Inter -American
Affairs reports that 'every phase' of
the Services work 'has been of great
assistance to us.'

"Of particular importance, in view
of the almost complete drying up of
ordinary sources of news from Japan
and Japanese occupied territories is
the information obtained from radio
broadcasts. The office of Strategic Ser-
vics say that 'without the monitoring
service of the FCC our knowledge of
current events in Japan would be
meager, and that the various reports
of FBIS are found 'indespnsable' to
the work of its Far Eastern section.
Similiarly the Far Eastern Division
of the Board of Economic War are
makes 'very extensive use of the
economic information' provided by
FBIS.

"Both OSS and BEW urge 'it is vital
to the war effort' that FBIS expand
operations to ensure greater coverage
of Japanese broadcasts. 'It will be
noted that in one particular, the in-
formation obtained by FBIS is of
direct importance to every soldier's
family. Broadcasts by Axis stations
frequently mention American prison-
ers of war. The War Department has
asked that any such information be
promptly forwarded to it as it' is
necessary in order that the American
public, particularly the next of kin
of American nationals in the hands
of the enemy, may be properly
advised."

AWVS Appoints Unger
Stella Unger, whose programs,

"Hollywood Headliners" and "Let's
Take a Look in Your Mirror," are
recorded an distributed by NBC's
Radio -Recording department, has
been appointed Director of Radio for
the American Women's Voluntary
Services, Mrs. Bernard Gimbel an-
nounced yesterday.

3

"Church Of The Air"

Sets August Schedule

(Continued from Page 1)

service, by the Rev. John LaFarge,
executive editor of "America."

August 8 -Early program: Dr.
Theodore C. Speers, pastor, Central
Presbyterian Church, New York City.
Later program: Rev. Homer W. Car-
penter, pastor, First Christian Church,
Louisville, Kentucky.

August 15-Early program: Episco-
pal service, by Chaplain Newell B.
Lindner, U. S. Naval Training Sta-
tion (WAVES), Bronx, New York.
Speaker on the later Catholic service
to be announced later.

August 22-Early program: Dr. Fred
R. Tiffany, pastor, Richmond Hill
Baptist Church, Long Island, New
York, speaking from Albany. Later
program: Orthodox Jewish service,
by Rabbi Abraham A. Kellner, Con-
gregation Sons of Abraham, Albany,
New York.

August 29-Early program: Dr. Paul
W. Quillian, pastor, First Methodist
Church, Houston, Texas, speaking
from Chicago. Later program: Catho-
lic service in observance of the Feast
of St. Louis, by the Most Rev. Arch-
bishop John J. Glennon of St. Louis.

McCarrens Critically Shot
By Cleveland Assailant

Cleveland-John S. McCarrens, 73,
President of WCLE and WHK, Cleve-
land, and WHKC, Columbus, manager
of the Cleveland "Plain Dealer," and
president of the Forest City Publish-
ing Company, was shot critically yes-
terday by an assailant who shot and
killed himself.

McCarrens was taken to St. Vin-
cent's Hospital with wounds in the
left wrist, right arm and lower ab-
domen. Dr. Oliver W. Weber, who
removed the bullet from the McCar-
rens body, reported that there was
"some hope" for his recovery.

Herbert L. Kobrak, 55 -year old.
Hungarian -born Clevelander who, it
was reported, had associated with
German and Hungarian -language
newspapers, was the assailant. He shot
himself in the right temple, dying
about a half-hour later at the same
hospital. It was not made clear at
the time whether Kobrak's act was
prompted by finance due to curtail-
ment of Axis -slanted papers, or poli-
tical policy.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.
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FINANCIAL
(Thursday, July 22)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. & Tel 1581/4 1575/8 1575/8 - 1/4
CBS A 237/8 237/8 237/8 - 1/8
CBS B 241/8 241/8 241/e - e
Crosley Corp. 2134 213/4 2134 + 1/4
Gen. Electric 383/4 381/2 381/2 - /s
Philco 233/4 23 23 + 1/4
RCA Common 111/4 11 11
RCA First Pfd 701/2 70 70 - 1/s
Stewart -Warner .. 131/8 127/8 13 + 1/o

Westinghouse 957/8 95 959/4 - 1/4
Zenith Radio 3634 36 361/2 + 1

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. & Rad 87/8 91/e
Stromberg-Carlson 12 121/2
WCAO (Baltimore) 21 21 /4
WJR (Detroit) 271/2 291/2

Stork News
Mrs. Ernest de la Ossa gave birth

to a daughter, Donna, seven pounds
and eleven ounces yesterday at the
New York Infirmary for Women and
Children. Ernest de la Ossa is the
personnel director at NBC.

COMING sad GOI1

ALEC MacDONALD, sales manager
Schenectady, visiting NBC station tela

BOB GREENBERG, sales promotion
Cleveland, leaving today after a visit

HUGH TERRY, manager of KLZ,
on his way to the plateau city in the

HAROLD E. FELLOWS, general ma_
WEEI, Boston, arrived in the New Eng4
today.

HAROLD R. KRELSTEIN, commercla
ager of WMPS, Memphis, visiting the B

JAMES MILNE, manager of WELT, Ne
in town at the Blue.

KEITH KIGGINS, vice-president in
the Blue, leaving today for a vacation
the Adirondacks.

WM. SCHUDT, JR., CBS eastren fie
ager, and J. G. Gude, CBS station
manager, left today for a short busin

JUDITH CORTADA, trade news editor
Blue, leaving today for a vacation on
of Maine. George Schirer will fill theduring the interim.

OWEN LATTIMORE, JR., Pacific di.
the Overseas Branch of OWI, is in Los
to confer with NBC officials on the "Th.
Story." Lattimore, an authority on the
is heard on the program regularly.

JERRY LESTER has returned from a
tour of Eastern Army camps to start
variety show on CBS to be heard each
at 7 p.m., beginning July 25 when
Hopkins will be his guest.

WALTER KANER, director of public
special feature broadcasts for WLIB, B
left town for the duration as he reps
active duty at Camp Dix.

H. GOLDFARB, Goldfarb-Mirenburg
and manager of Woody Herman and his
tra, is on his way to Chicago where
will appear at a Chicago theater.
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Settle WNEW Strike
Re British Records

(Continued from Page 1)
managing director of WNEW; James
C. Petrillo, president of AFM; Wil-
liam Feinberg, executive secretary;
Harry Suber, treasurer, and Max L.
Arons, chairman of the Trial Board,
of Local 802 which has immediate
jurisdiction of the station.

In settling the strike, Miss Judis
offered, also, to pay the musicians
their full salaries covering the two
days of the strike which was called
late Tuesday afternoon.

Strike resulted from the station's
having supplemented its recordings
with a new load of platters purchased
over the counter in England by a
friend of Martin Block, conductor of
the "Make Believe Ballroom" pro-
gram. Discs were made by English
musicians of the latest American songs
which have not been recorded here
since August 1, 1942.

Union points out that had it per-
mitted WNEW to get by with the
imports, effect of its ban would
weaken readily, for there would be
nothing, then, to prevent stations
throughout the country from making
similar purchases and thus keep their
stocks replenished. Immediate action
taken by Local 802 in behalf of Pe-
trillo would probably be followed by
other locals in areas throughout the
country should other stations go
through with the imports anyway.

Paralysis Report Via Air
With Neville Miller Talk

(Continued from Pase 11
tion, will deliver the report over NBC
Friday, July 30, at 10:45 p.m., EWT.
O'Connor not only will give the totals
achieved by the fund drive, but also
will tell how this money is being used
to combat infantile paralysis, with
emphasis on epidemics now raging
in several states.

Neville Miller, president of the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters and
chairman of the Foundation's 1943
National Radio Division, will intro-
duce O'Connor. who will speak from
New York. Miller will speak from
Washington.

Mainstays of the Foundation's an-
nual drives are the "March of Dimes"
campaign and the "President's Birth-
day Ball," a series of simultaneous
dances held for the benefit of the
Foundation all over the country on
January 30. President Roosevelt's
birthday.

Aaencv-Network Sued
Over 'Blind -Date' Program

CantinuM fern Pane 11
via Benton & Bowles is heard over
WEAF. Red Thursday nights 8-8:30
n.m.. EWT, originally was heard over
KELO. Sioux Fall, South Dakota.
But since its major network debut.
"everybody and his uncle have been
claiming ownershin." said Walter
Crain% head of B&B's radio depart-
ment.

According to Craig at least seven
law suits have been instigated by re-
puted originators of the show against

UP High -Speed Wire
Extended To Southwest

(Continued from Page 1)
United Press. Stations using the UP
radio wire under long term contracts
are located in Lubock, Clovis, Ros-
well, Carlsbad, Amarillo, Weslaco,
Corpus Christie and Midland. The ex-
tension of the radio wire into South-
western United States goes as far as
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Stations that have contracted for
the UP wire service beginning Aug. 1
are WISR, Butler, Pa., and WOSH,
Oshkosh, Wis. Scheduled to start at
a later date are WRLC, Toccoa, Ga.,
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., KWYO,
Sheridan, Wyoming and KRJF, Miles
City, Montana.

It was also reported by UP that the
staff of the Charleston, W. Va., bureau
has been increased to handle a com-
plete regional W. Va., hook-up. This
regional network enables UP to give
the state complete regional coverage.
It is operated on a 24 -hour basis on
the high speed wire.

These regionalized networks which
are the result of UP long range plan-
ning also include Nebraska and South
Dakota.

As an added feature to UP sub-
scribers the radio wire now carries
"Names In the News." This feature
highlights a central figure in the day's
news and presents along with his
recent achievements a personalized
biography for color background.

WLB Assumes Role
In AFM-Recording Ban

(Continued from Page 1)
name a Tri-Partite Panel, to probe
the recording ban and the circum-
stances surrounding it, to decide
whether the action is a strike, or
what it is. The case is without
precedent before the Board.

If the Board finds a strike does
exist, its past actions would indicate
that it must order the men back to
work pending settlement of the dis-
pute. This was essentially what the
transcription companies asked at the
hearing two weeks ago.

Actually the decision to take the
case was made early this week but
the War Labor Board tried to keep
it secret-even going so far as to
have its information office deny that
the decision had been made. Such a
denial was made as late as Wednes-
day when a reporter who thought
he had the story, tried to get it con-
firmed. The Washington "Post," how-
ever, ran the story yesterday morning
without confirmation, and the WLB
Information officials have since ad-
mitted the truth of the "Post's" re-
port "off the record." They insist
that announcement will be made on
the week-end or early next week.

the ad firm and one against NBC.
The show is owned by Joe Floyd a

theater owner in Sioux Falls who in
turn passed it on to Tom Wallace
Radio Productions for placement. The
Wallace outfit contacted the Bernard
Schubert office who before placing
it with Benton & Bowles had it audi-
tioned by the Ted Bates Advertising
Co.
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alio Report Advises

II CBC Power Boost
(Continued from Page 1)

is by the CBC be exercised
fairness."
Committee recalled the last

recommendation was made for
sed power for the corporation's
is to take advantage of rights
the Havana Agreement. This

vidence had been presented in-
tg there might be a danger of
the full use of channels as -
to Canada. "We believe that

:orporation should safeguard
:hannels and, if necessary, con-
ncreasing the power of all sta-
o the' limit of the agreement,"
brt said. The Committee noted
:iany recommendations of the
ommittee had been carried out.
elieve that such changes have
i out to the betterment of the
ation and also the listening
' 'the report said.
nmittee Endorses CBC Action
Committee endorsed the action
CBC in setting up a pension
..The Committee said evidence
heard placed news broadcasts
1. importance among CBC pro-

"The financial arrangement
iy use is made of the Canadian
and the British United Press
lo-gathering agencies is one of
ur Committee approves." The
tee favored the continuation

'll'ums," presenting different
lints in matters of public in -
the financial statement showed
rporation to be "in a splendid
position," entirely free of capi-
debtedness. The Committee
fended that the corporation
the best engineering advice

le to meet. changes and, im-
ients anticipated in technical
ent.

:LIT' and Cuff of Dumont
cessTelevisionMeeting

1elson, who is supervising the
)n shows on Tuesday nights
a series of experimental tele -

programs run by WOR in co - in with DuMont Television,
ed the American Television

i at the Hotel Capitol yester-
Cuff, who is not only run-

g e oldest series of television
ns in existence but also is in
of the commercial program

cents at DuMont, also, ad-
s members and guests.

e close of the speakers' ros -
general discussion of televi-
effect, its position in the post -

construction period and other
topics were prevalent at the

P.

has a new HIT
ULLFROGS AND

MARINES
Introductory broadcast date
will be announced next week.

Fly Denies CV ox Accusations
As He Cites Official Praise

(Continued
has never had more than a total of
fifteen persons connected with its
work there. All of them were as-
signed to the Psychological Warfare
Branch of the Army in North Africa.
For that matter, the Commission has
had no other employees there in any
capacity." Garey had declared there
were 31 FCC employes in North
Africa.

"Of the 15, only five are regular
employees of the Commission," said
Fly, "and their transfer to North
Africa was authorized by the full
Commission in meeting assembled.
The remaining ten were people who
were living in the area and who
were recruited locally to assist tem-
porarily in the clerical and other
detailed work connected with the
monitoring unit. They were paid at
rates ranging from $10 to $100 per
month. These local people were
hired by the . Commission's staff in
North Africa and the Psychological
Warfare Branch of the Army through
the good offices of the Department
of State."

Fly Cites Documents
Characterizing Cox Committee

Counsel Eugene L. Garey and Chief
Investigator Harry S. Barger as
"Edgar Bergen and Charlie Mc -
earthy," Fly loosed several docu-
ments and letters designed to refute
charges by Garey that the FCC's
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Serv-
ice and Radio Intelligence Division
are "useless." It appears "more than
ever demonstrably clear," said Fly,
"that the Cox Committee is operating
completely in accordance with the
Vortex Rules-that is, they throw
unsubstantiated charges in the head-
lines then preclude the Commission
from any opportunity to be heard."

With more than a score of reporters
on hand, Fly was seeing to it that
the Commission did get a hearing
from the press. He was surrounded
by high FCC officials directly con-
cerned with the FBI's RID and other
departments.

"Today it was charged before the
Cox committee that the Commission's
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Ser-
vice (FBIS) is not performing a valu-
able function. To meet this charge,
the Commission tendered the Cox
committee two letters received from
war agencies using FBIS material,
giving an appraisal of its value. The
Committee refused to accept the let-
ters for the record Fly declared.

"They bear the signature of such
persons as General Strong and Cen-
ral Lee of the Military Intelligence
Division, Rear Admiral Turner of
Office of Naval Operations, Elmer
Davis of the Office of War Information,
Nelson Rockefeller, Coordinator of
Inter -American Affairs, Breckenridge
Long, Assistant Secretary of State,
and John Winant, American Ambas-
sador to England."

Quoting from the letters, Fly con-
tinued, "Thus the war department
finds FBIS reports contain 'very
valuable information' and are 'of sub -

from Page 1)
stantial value from a military stand-
point' and 'strongly recommends that
the Services coverage be extended'.

"The Navy department considers
that tthe service rendered is 'well
adapted to its needs' and 'extremely
useful and important'; and that the
material received has 'considerable
value in sometimes giving inadver-
tent notice of operation.'

"The director of the Office of War
Information says 'your service (FBIS)
constitutes a major source of informa-
tion on what is happening in Ger-
many, Italy and occupied countries'
and 'without the service supplied by
the FBIS, the O WI could not function:

"The Department of State reports
that the lt'BIS is 'a most valuable
addition to our Foreign Intelligence'
and our Ambassador to England asks
that the Service be furnished to the
'Embassy, American Armed Services
and missions attached to the Embassy'
so that the Embassy 'could swiftly
and adequatly inform Army, Air ana
Navy services here (in England) in
any period of active operations when
enemy radio reports might prove
vitally important.' .

"The Coordinator of Inter -American
Affairs reports that 'every phase' of
the Services work 'has :been of great
assistance to us.'

"Of particular importance, in view
of the almost complete drying up of
ordinary sources of news from Japan
and Japanese occupied territories is
the information obtained from radio
broadcasts. The office of Strategic Ser-
vics say that 'without the monitoring
service of the FCC our knowledge of
current events in Japan would be
meager, and that the various reports
of FBIS are found 'indespnsable' to
the work of its Far Eastern section.
Similiarly the Far Eastern Division
of the Board of Economic War are
makes 'very extensive use of the
economic information' provided by
FBIS.

"Both OSS and BEW urge 'it is vital
to the war effort' that FBIS expand
operations to ensure greater coverage
of Japanese broadcasts. 'It will be
noted that in one particular, the in-
formation obtained by FBIS is of
direct importance to every soldier's
family. Broadcasts by Axis stations
frequently mention American prison-
ers of war. The War Department has
asked that any such information be
promptly forwarded to it as it' is
necessary in order that the American
public, particularly the next of kin
of American nationals in the hands
of the enemy, may be properly
advised."

AWVS Appoints Unger
Stella Unger, whose programs,

"Hollywood Headliners" and "Let's
Take a Look in Your Mirror," are
recorded an distributed by NBC's
Radio -Recording department, has
been appointed Director of Radio for
the American Women's Voluntary
Services, Mrs. Bernard Gimbel an-
nounced yesterday.

3

"Church Of The Air"

Sets August Schedule

(Continued from Page 1)

service, by the Rev. John LaFarge,
executive editor of "America."

August 8 --Early program: Dr.
Theodore C. Speers, pastor, Central
Presbyterian Church, New York City.
Later program: Rev. Homer W. Car-
penter, pastor, First Christian Church,
Louisville, Kentucky.

August 15-Early program: Episco-
pal service, by Chaplain Newell B.
Lindner, U. S. Naval Training Sta-
tion (WAVES), Bronx, New York.
Speaker on the later Catholic service
to be announced later.

August 22-Early program: Dr. Fred
R. Tiffany, pastor, Richmond Hill
Baptist Church, Long Island, New
York, speaking from Albany. Later
program: Orthodox Jewish service,
by Rabbi Abraham A. Kellner, Con-
gregation Sons of Abraham, Albany,
New York.

August 29-Early program: Dr. Paul
W. Quillian, pastor, First Methodist
Church, Houston, Texas, speaking
from Chicago. Later program: Catho-
lic service in observance of the Feast
of St. Louis, by the Most Rev. Arch-
bishop John J. Glennon of St. Louis.

McCarrens Critically Shot
By Cleveland Assailant

Cleveland-John S. McCarrens, 73,
President of WCLE and WHK, Cleve-
land, and WHKC, Columbus, manager
of the Cleveland "Plain Dealer," and
president of the Forest City Publish-
ing Company, was shot critically yes-
terday by an assailant who shot and
killed himself.

McCarrens was taken to St. Vin-
cent's Hospital with wounds in the
left wrist, right arm and lower ab-
domen. Dr. Oliver W. Weber, who
removed the bullet from the McCar-
rens body, reported that there was
"some hope" for his recovery.

Herbert L. Kobrak, 55 -year old
Hungarian -born Clevelander who, it
was reported, had associated with
German and H1'ingarian-language
newspapers, was the assailant. He shot
himself in the right temple, dying
about a half-hour later at the same
hospital. It was not made clear at
the time whether Kobrak's act was
prompted by finance due to curtail-
ment of Axis -slanted papers, or poli-tical policy.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TOnñ

yZ.c` WORL
BOSTON
MASS.
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

ART GILMORE has replaced Pedro
De Cordoba as narrator on "Pa-

cific Story," which is heard over
NBC, Coast to Coast.

Frank Ford, NBC sales promotion
manager, is vacationing. During his
absence, his assistant, Anne Joseph,
is handling the chores.

Henry Schacht, agricultural direc-
tor of KPO, has returned to San
Francisco after delivering a lecture
at the NBC -UCLA radio institute.
here.

John Loder was this week's guest
star on the Hollywood Radio Theater
program directed by C. P. MacGregor
and heard over KNX.

Jimmy Cash, tenor balladeer who
was "discovered" by Gracie Allen last
year, has been re-signed as singing
star of Columbia's "Burns and Allen"
show when it resumes Tuesday night
airings in August.

KNX-CBS newscaster Bob Ander-
son has joined the ranks of radio
voices making records for entertain-
ment of troops overseas. He has com-
pleted the first of a transcribed series
called "Personal Album," informal
chatter and tossing of quips with
singing star Phil Regan.

Ken Arms, long time with Univer-
sal Microphone Co., has been pro-
moted from assistant supervisor of
department 3, days to night super-
visor in the same department.

Willkie-Gov. Bricker Set
For WJW Cleve. Premiere.

(Continued from Page 1)
29. New Blue Network outlet of
5,000 watts is owned by William M.
O'Neil. Many of the leading Blue
Network shows will be brought to
Cleveland for that day and a special
program has been arranged for one
of the large Cleveland Auditoriums.
Wendell L. Willkie and Governor
John W. Bricker, two of the leading
Republican candidates for the 1944
nomination have been asked to give
the people of the country their views
on national issues as part of this first
Cleveland program, O'Neil revealed.

Special interest is attached to this
new station in radio circles because
the General Tire & Rubber Company,
headed by William F. O'Neil, father
of WJW president, owns the Yankee
network in New England.

The younger O'Neil is transferring
WJW from Akron where he still
owns Mutual network facilities. The
FCC has not yet ruled as to whether
O'Neil will be permitted ownership
of the Akron station.
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An Actress Offers Suggestions!:
(Inge Adams, a typical radio actress currently on "Kitty Foyle"
discusses the question of "How To Get Into Radio," as it applies to
acting.)

Hardly a day. even an hour, passes but somewhere the
question is asked, "How do you get into radio?" Unfortunately there is
so much mis -information about this subject that it seems advisable to
correct many false impressions. I do not pretend to pose as an expert on
the subject but I have learned a good many things by actual experience
and contact with producers and directors, actresses and actors.... First
there is no set of rules or regulations to guide the newcomer. We all
know cases of actors or actresses who have stepped into a leading role
within a few days after reaching New York. And I may add that these
are the terrible exceptions that encourage others who do not have talent
or experience to try their luck. We cannot judge by their example. ..I
think the first requisite is experience, either in dramatic school, stock,
road companies, or on smaller radio stations. Several audition directors
in New York City will not hear an actor unless he or she is able to
show some kind of theatrical background covering at least a year.

* * *
Let us assume that Sue Jones has had such experience.

The first move is to apply at the offices of the four major networks
for a general audition. However, patience must be exercised at all
times for audition appointments. Her next concern should be the
material for her audition....Directors warn against too much ver-
satility. Only if she can do any dialects extremely well should she
include them....The next step is auditions at the advertising
agencies. Here again use patience....There is nothing to stop her
from trying to contact directors of programs but here again I believe
she will find that she will make very little progress. These directors
are extremely busy people who cannot possibly see every Sue.

* * *
Let us assume now that Sue has had all her general auditions

and has passed them which is no easy matter. At one agency she may
be placed on the casting list: at another she may be marked "not enough
experience" and advised to come back in a year. However, ín this hypo-
thetical case Sue has been unanimously "ok'd" by her auditioneers. What
next° If she has a good audition record she will find that the networks
making appointments for her to meet their directors. It's up to her to sell
her intelligence and her ability during the interview. If successful, she
may be called for a small part. When she has been given a part, she
can use the postal card method of telling other directors that she will
be on the air at such -and -such a time on such -and -such a station and ask
them to listen. She should keep closely in touch with developments in
the radio field. She should make every effort to meet directors without
becoming a pest. Above all she should have unlimited ambition and
stick-to-it-iveness. If she can be discouraged she is not an actress....
However, the most important factor is: She should be able to live for a
year without having to do any outside work to earn money. Radio is a
jealous mistress and it will not permit infidelity.

Remember Pearl Harbor

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

JACK ARMSTRONG series
complete its tenth year or

airplanes, Friday, July 30, whet
2,200th episode of the all -Ame
boy's adventures is broadcast
the Blue Network, 53:0 p.m., CS

Bob McKee, Blue Network
nouncer, gets the assignment to I
a series of bread transcriptio
character called, "Omar."

Schutter Candy Co.,
Schwimmer & Scott, will spo
Cury Massey show, a new
quarter hour program starr
cowboy baritone, on 19 NBC
for 13 weeks, beginning tomo
4:45 and 5:30 p.m. The sera
also feature the "Four Vagabot
an instrumental group.

New business at WMAQ
an order from the Ralph
Co. agency for a 52 -week spo
of two daytime transcribed
for the Kroger Grocery & B
beginning August 2. The dra
"Linda's First Love" and
Daughter."

Ginger Dinning of the singi
ning Sisters and Skyland Sc
"Lulu Belle and Scotty" we
pitalized this week. Ginger
went an operation for appendicit
the Franklin Boulevard Hospital
Chicago and Scotty entered We
Memorial Hospital for treatment
colitis.

Stork news at NBC: J. A. McD
ald, legal counsel for the NBC C
tral Division, and Mrs. McDos
parents of a daughter born at Ev
ston Hospital while Jack Sim:
NBC director, and Mrs. Simpson
nounced the birth of a daughter
New Orleans.

Chicago visitors this week inclut
J. O. Maland, WHO, Des Moines, a
Milton S. Greenbaum, manager
WSAM, Saginaw, Mich.

Francis Joining WINX
As Promotion -Press Hec

(Continued from Page 1)

morean, directed the Two Hundred
Anniversary for that city, and 11
managing director of the Maryls
State Chamber of Commerce, in s
dition to taking an active part in t
public relations campaigns on bet'
of the state's late Governor Albert
Ritchie.

MANPOWER'
YES, WE BELIEVE WE CAN

SUPPLY GRADED MANPOWER

TO FILL ANY VACANCY IN

YOUR ORGANIZATION. 4

CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.

(Agency)

331 Madison Ave. 143rd St.t, New Yost

MURRAYMt HILL 2-6494
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YJEST-ING

E LANDIS, screen's "Ping"
WABC Playhouse tonight

:BS 9 p.m.).

3. POWELL, editor of China
and China Press" on Frances
'Who, When, What and
tomorrow, (WEAF-NBC,

,).

CAUX, editor of the CIO
)HN BROPHY, CIO repre-

on the President's Fair
ent Practices Committee;

TOWNSEND, president of
Jnited Transport Employees;
WEAVER, director of CIO

e to Abolish Racial Dis-
m; and JAMES B CAREY,
secretary -treasurer of the
Labor for Victory" Sunday
IBC, 1:15 p.m.).

1,M H. DAVIS, chairman of
Labor Board, on "Washing-
rts on Rationing," Sunday
IBC, 3 p.m.) .

MUNOZ-MARIN, President
to Rican Senate, and MAR-

O, Associate Justice of
bine Court of Puerto Rico,
'ersity of Chicago Round
iiday (WEAF-NBC, 2 p.m.).

ILLAND, film star, on Lady
teen Guild" program Mon-

ejunction with Paramount's
the Dark" and "The Unin-
bnday (WABC-CBS, IQ:30

: É LANDIS, EILEEN FAR-
+ +d CAB CALLOWAY on

Inatra's "Broadway Band
hnday (WABC-CBS, 9:30

T1 DELLA CHIESA, Lyn
"Cresta Blanca Carnival"

scy (WABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

11 CREGAR, film character
or Suspense" Tuesday (WABC-

.m.).

+a.ne Firm Debuts
(hrwo Web Programs

-uatiuued from Page 1)
e sir radio and movie proper_

called Radio Comics Inc.
Andrews," the teen-age
who is aways getting in

I trouble is on the air every
le Blue Network 5:45 p.m.,
ears in the two M. L. J.
chie Comics" and "Pep

ack-Hood," man of mystery,
Monday through Friday at

). EWT, coast to coast over
al network.
Silberkleit and Goldwater
g additional sketches over

e etwork in the autumn and
In the near future to release

book -comics through a
syndicate also. -

WORDS AND MUSIC
VICK KNIGHT, the "wonder -boy" radio producer has done it again. Once

again he has uncovered a new singing discovery. You remember Vick
was the boy who built Ginny Simms into a radio star with her own program.
Well he has another vocalist that he believes will be radio's big-time

warbler. She is Anita Ellis, who is currently making her radio debut on
the Jack Carson radio show over CBS on Wednesday night. Anita inci-

dentally is one of the busiest young ladies on the CBS lot. Besides her
weekly stint on the Carson show, she has just signed a five-year contract
with Columbia, Anita has a nightly show of songs broadcast to the boys
overseas. She also makes records for the OWI, does many camp shows
for the Hollywood Victory Committee and volunteers to the Red Cross
Nurses Aide Service. To top these off, Anita spends her spare personal
time taking piano lessons.

* * *
As a student at the University of Cincinnati and later at the

College of Music in Cincinnati, Anita Ellis combined a straight-
forward .book-larnin' education with the study of music, both its
theory and practice. Voice always being her hobby, Anita decided
in her college days she would make it her career. And after her
Cinn. schooling, she packed her duds and went Hollywood way,
where she studied her Liberal Arts further by attending the Los
Angeles City College, also making sure she was close by the movie
and music mecca. Luck came to Anita when she attracted the atten-
tion of the West Coast CBS officials and Vick Knight's enthusiasm
has made her the chief vocalist on the Carson show. Anita was
married last January to Captain Frank Ellis, who is a flight com-
mander stationed at Lowry Field, Denver, Colorado and Vick
Knight says he is happy he has found Anita Ellis and radio fans
have already swamped her studio with mail.* *

Spike Jones and his City Slickers are now on leave of absence granted
by the Ruthraufi & Ryan agency to permit a national personal appearance
tour this summer Bookings already set, with others to be added, are
Chicago. week of Aug 6; Milwaukee. Aug. 13: Cleveland, Aug. 27; Balti-
more, Sept. 1.5; Boston Sept. 23 Frank Porter and his orchestra began
their 16th week at the Hickory House this Tuesday. The Porter aggregation
was caned in Just four months ago to substitute for another orchestra. The
management liked it so well, it has remained there ever since. A new
contract for an additional eight weeks has just been signed Sammy
Kaye, whose swing and sway orchestra has introduced many new song
hits on his Wednesday night program, will play, for the first time on the
air. "Thinking About the Wabash,- (today, 8 p.m., EWT, CBS). The tune is
the work of Jules Styne and Sammy Cahn, writers of "'1 Heard That Song
Before" and "I Don't Want to Walk Without You.-

* * *
A new automatic phonograph record changing mechanism has

recently been patented by the Stromberg-Carlson Company. Patent
No. 2,320,877 was issued to Dr. R. H. Manson, vice-president and gen-
eral manager and Albert E. Schell, a member of the Research De-
partment and assigned to this company. This turn -over type record
changing mechanism is a result of pre-war study and is still in the
development stage. Adaptable to a series of mixed ten and twelve -
inch records, it is designed to play continually for a period of more
than one hour, limited only .by the number of records contained in
the magazine. Featuring a single knob control, this unit will play
either: A series of records through on one side, then turning them
over, play the same series through on the other side; A series of
records, playing one side of each record, turning that record over,
and playing the other side; It can also be operated as a single
record mechanism or with mixtures of ten and twelve -inch records
in sequence. * * *

Be A Ratíond National-

AGENCIES
FROSTED FOODS SALES CORP.,

through Young & Rubicam, despite
the demands made by the armed
forces, will use radio spot announce-
ments in the New England area to
promote Birds -Eye ovenbaked beans.
The budget, set at $600,000 for the year,
however, will be used chiefly for news-
papers and magazines.

L. G. MOSELEY, formerly vice-
president of Bowman, Deute, Cum-
mings, expects to be transferred from
the San Francisco office of Foote, Cone
& Belding to that in Chicago.

GERRY MURRAY, formerly of the
publicity staff of WOR, has been
placed with the sales promotion de-
partment of the Blue by B. J. Houser,
sales promotion manager.

NEW YORK STATE SECRETARY
has issued papers of incoporation to
Mill Advertising, Inc., with 100 shares
of stock, no par value. Directors are
Midred Lesser, Clarissa Krus and
Evelin Corsey of New York. Milton
Weisenberger, New York attorney,
filed the papers of incorporation.

AIRMART, INC., has also been
granted papers of incorporation to
handle general advertising, with 100
shares of stock. Max G. Kaufman,
Zangwill Golobe and Paula Barak,
New York, are the directors. Golobe
filed the papers.

THE ADVERTISING CLUB OF
NEW YORK initiated 30 new mem-
bers recently, bringing the total to
124 up-to-date including June.

THOMPSON-KOCH CO., Cincin-
nati, conducting a general advertis-
ing agency, filed a statement with the
New York State Secretary designat-
ing capital stock at $50,000 in $100
par value shares. W. S. Groom, vice-
president is in charge of the New
York office. Papers were submitted
by David Rasch, New York.

3 Public Service Shows
Scheduled By Mutual

it -nIssued from Page 1)
Program will originate at WROK,
Rockford, Ill.

A second service feature will broad-
cast a portion of the Fourth Annual
American -Negro Music Festival, to-
morrow evening, 10:45-11 p.m. Origin-
ating at WGN, Chicago, show will
offer Sgt. Joe Louis, Paul Robeson,
The Southernaires, and Dorothy
Donegan, pianist. Festival is being
held at Comiskey Baseball Park, Chi-
cago.

A third in this group of service
bookings is a special address by
Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox to
mark the first anniversary of the
WAVES, Tuesday, July 27, 9:15-9:30
p.m. Exact anniversary is July 30.
Knox will speak from the Sylvan
Theater, Washington, D. C., using
facilities of WOL.
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FCC Hearing Recess
Cox States, Heads

Need No Longer
Be Secretive

(Continued from Page 1)
sey Democrat, as chairman, and
Richard J. Wigglesworth,
Massachusetts Republican, resume
the hearing in New York sometime
during the first week in August as
Garey said his staff has been working
in New York for two months prepar-
ing for these sessions. He explained
that he thought it better to hold the
hearings in New York because he
expects to call about 100 witnesses.
The subjects to be covered, he said.
include FCC censorship, misuse of the
licensing power as a pressure instru-
ment, and insistence by the Commis-
sion on the discharge of certain sta-
tion personnel. All instances to be
presented concern foreign language
broadcasters, and the "terroristic tac-
tics" of the Commission in dealing
with them.

Invites Probe of "Gestapo" Methods
FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly

later remarked during his press con-
ference that "if the Committee wants
to investigate Gestapo methods it can
start at home. I . can give it quite a
few references." He referred, he said,
to the methods of the Committee and
its staff. Actually, said Fly, the FCC
does not have enough investigators.

Another Commission spokesman
protested that "getting facts certainly
is not 'Gestapo' work." The findings
of Commission investigators, he said,
go to the FBI, the Office of Censorship
and OWI. Inquiry is made in cases
of suspected subversive activities, he
said, and pointed out that Congress
had appropriated funds for the FCC
to do this work because the FBI was
not doing it.

Craven Makes Request of Garey
At the hearing yesterday Commis-

sioner T. A. M. Craven, who had
been constantly critical of the Com-
mission, told Committee Counsel
Eugene L. Garey that he hopes the
Committee will provide the oppor-
tunity for witnesses to testify who
are familiar with the facts under dis-
cussion and represent the majority
viewpoint of the Commission. Garey,
however, refused to comment.

Meanwhile, Committee Chairman
Eugene E. Cox maintained his charges
that the FCC had withheld from the
Committee the documents released
Wednesday by Dr. Robert D. Leigh,
head of the Commission's Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service. These
documents substantiated the Com-
mission's position that FBIS Person-
nel in North Africa was there on re -
gust of General Eisenhower and that
the work done by these people was
of value in the war effort.

FCC General Counsel Charles R.
Denny denied that these letters had
been requested by the Committee
staff.

Cox declared that confidential in-

formation was divulged by the Com-
mission, and therefore the Committee
need no longer be bound by the con-
fidential stamp. At this point Denny
offered to "declassify" two letters re-
garding the North African matter
sent by FCC Chairman James
Lawrenec Fly to the Secretary of War
in March and June of this year.
These were among the three letters
which Cox finally decided against put-
ting in the public record Tuesday,
despite Garey's protest. The third was
from Undersecretary of War Robert
P. Patterson, to Fly, and Denny said
he would request that Patterson "de-
classify" it.

Garey Forces Craven to Conley
Garey then tried to forte Craven to

describe his colleagues on the Com-
mission as weak in. character, lacking
in integrity and determination. Craven
refused to go so and Rep. Edward J.
Hart of New Jersey, a member of the
Committee objected to Garey's tac-
tics. It is up to the Committee to
judge of their character. said Hart.

Garey, growing visibly angrier with
each word, then declared that he
didn't see how the Committee could
judge these men without getting into
the realm of speculation. To which
Hart replied, "We'll see them on the
stand." Garey, furious, asked for di-
rection from Cox, and Cox supported
Hart. Garey then grumbled, "if you
want to spare the witness embarrass-
ment, you might as well terminate
the hearing now."

Hart Points Differences
Patiently Hart pointed out there is

considerable differencé between em-
barrassing them by having them tell
facts and by having them tell opinions.
"There is no evidence," he said, "that
Commissioner Craven, great engineer,
that he is, is an expert on human
character." Mere Craven managed to
insert from the witness stand that he
has the highest personal regard or
his colleagues.

Returning to the Witness,  Garey
then launched into another attack
against the FBIS and the Commis-
sion's Radio Intelligence Division, in-
sinuating that the FCC inaugurated
these services because it expected its
normal radio functions to fall off dur-
ing the war and was anxious to keep
its power, etc. Craven did not yield
to the pressure, but he did admit that
he does not consider the FBIS work
as true intelligence work in the mili-
tary sense. It is intelligence work in-
sofar as the handling of news and ser-
vicing of news clients is concerned,
he added. When Garey tried to force
him to say that OWI does the FBIS
work-and more completely, Craven
refused to reply insisting that he
does not know the story.

Again Craven, who by this time
was beginning to resent Garey's tac-
tics, refused to confirm Garey's charge
that the London FBIS office servs in
effect, merely a messenger -boy func-
tion, getting news from BBC and
sending it here. Craven did agree

finally to Garey's characterization of
the analyses of foreign broadcast
trends prepared by FBIS as "infan-
tile." He insisted, however, that other
people think the material is of value.
A majority of his colleagues on the
Commission, he pointed out, consider
FBIS extremely important, but he
refused to accept Garey's character-
ization of FBIS as a "pet of the chair-
man." Craven said he had not dis-
cussed the FBIS service widely out-
side the Commission. As for FBIS per-
sonnel, Craven said, he had voted for
Dr. Leigh as director and was im-
pressed by Dr. Leigh's background.
This followed Garey's reference to Dr.
Leigh as having come from Benning-
ton College, Vermont, widely known
progessive school for girls, where he
was a member of the social sciences
faculty. "Don't you know that Ben-
nington College has been widely
charged with being a radical college?"
Garey had asked, again using his
favorite technic of getting a charge
into the record without ever being
called upon to substantiate it.

Favors Transfer of FBIS to OWI
Finally Craven declared that he

would favor the transfer of FBIS to
the OWI, as the day before he had
advocated transfer of RID to the
armed services. "A regulatory body
should be divorced of all outside
activities," he said.

ten-minute was
here, during which Denny submitted
to the Committee photostats of 20
letters from military and high civilian
government authorities commending
the FBIS and testifying to its value.
He asked for 15 minutes to read these
letters into the record. Cox refused
to hear him, and Denny, declaring
that "a great injustice" was being
done, said he would hand the letters
to Garey, who was out of the room
for a moment. He did so later, and
Garey made no effort to put them
into the record. (They were later
released by the Commission.)

Intimates FCC "Holding Out"
As the session resumed once again,

Cox refused to allow Denny to ask
Garey if the FCC has failed to fur-
nish any information requested by
the committee staff. Sotto voce,
Garey advised Denny that he be-
lieved the Commission had failed to
furnish him with some desired in-
formation.

Entering next upon the operations
of the Radio Intelligence Division,
Garey established through question-
ing Craven (aided by FCC Chief
Engineer E. K. Jett) that RID moni-
toring stations have increased from
nine in number prior to the national
emergency to around 100 today.
Craven affirmed Garey's charges that
the FCC had taken critical materials
for these new stations which might
have been desired by the armed
services, and that the manning of
these units also mean competition
with the armed service for technical
personnel.

It was at this point that Craven

Probe Cont
In New York

Early Aug
was moved to ask that
from the Commission wi
intimate knowledge of
under discussion and rep
of the FCC majority be
present their views.

Gorey Adds Another .'

Garey then charged th.
has irresponsibly publiciz
of the RID, referring to
charge by the military tha
mission is prone to give
publicity to its work.
he thought publicizing t'
policing activities of RID
valuable, so long as nothi
ing the war activities is
Here Garey, who a day
vealed what he claimed
exact number of the st.
in military radio work
America, and who has be
sible for all public inform:
cerning FCC employes bei
Africa, asked if it is not
information that we are
military radio activity is
to the enemy. Craven de
he would assume that
already knows we are
such activity, but not
although he believes secre
ly important.

Criticizes Fly on RID'
Then Garey, who has given

more publicity in six sessions t
the Committee than it has eve'
before, criticized Fly for discu
the RID in broad terms befon
Costello Committee investig
draft deferments last winter.

A copy of a letter significar
the feeling regarding the comps'
of the Cox Committee to hold
to withhold confidential inform
was found on the press table Ye
day. It was sent to Cox by il,
E. Smith, Director of the Bore:
the Budget. It read as follow

"When I appeared before the S
Committee to investigate the Fee
Communication Commission, I
asked to state what my position w'
be in respect to producing dle
testifying at an executive sessio
the Committee concerning fur

proposals to transfer certain I

Intelligence functions of the
to the military establishments.
is to advise you that in view of
instructions received from the E.
dent as reported in my Pre
letter of July 6, and for addrt.
reasons indicated in the opiIDo'
the Attorney -General which nr
panied that letter, I have no ell
but to decline to testify or of

wise furnish the Committee anY
formation in the possession of
Bureau concerning these mat

whether in executive session or of
wise."



THE EXECUTIVE WHO STOPSTO THI

Knows that "10% for War Bonds isn't enough these days"
Workers' Living Costs going up ... and
Income and Victory Tax now deducted
at source for thousands of workers...

Check! You're perfectly right ... but
all these burdens are more than balanced
by much higher FAMILY INCOMES for
most of your workers!

Millions of new workers have entered
the picture. Millions of women who
never worked before. Millions of others
who never began to earn what they are
getting today!

This space is a contribution to
America's all-out war effort by

RADIO DAILY

A 10% Pay -Roll Allotment for War
Bonds from the wages of the family
bread -winner is one thing-a 10% Pay-

Roll Allotment from each of several workers
in the same family is quite another matter!
Why, in many such cases, it could well
be jacked up to 30%-50% or even more
of the family's new money!

That's why the Treasury Department
now urges you to revise your War Bond
thinking-and your War Bond selling-on
the basis of family incomes. The current

War Bond campaign is built around the
family unit-and labor-management sales
programs should be revised accordingly.

For details get in touch with your local
War Savings Staff which will supply you
with all necessary material for the proper
presentation of the new plan.

Last year's bonds got us started-this
year's bonds are to win! So let's all raise
our sights, and get going. If we all pull
together, we'll put it over with a bang!

you've done your bit
.. now do your best!

* * * * * * * * * * * *
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coast -to -coast -A-
DOB Goerner, formerly with KROW,

Oakland, California, has joined
the mike staff at KQW, San Fran-
cisco CBS outlet....Another new-
comer to KQW is Henry Grant,
singer -announcer from KGO, San
Francisco...Dudley Manlove, veteran
KQW producer, is now producing
and announcing station's new nitery
pickup, featuring Dick Reinhardt's
band from the Backstage Club.

a * *

Dolores Montez Douglas, former Ziegfeld
Follies girl and lately featured in support-
ing roles in New York legit plays, has
been signed as the first full-time woman
radio announcer in the Albany. New York,
territory. She is doing a woman's fashion
column of the air for WOKO in addition
to her regular announcing duties.

Alan Chase, author of the book
"Falanges," is being interviewed to-
night by George Hamilton Combs,, Jr.
over WHN, New York. The topic to
be discussed is "Falanges and Amer-
ica."

*

To aid local retailers to go over the
top on their Shangri-La war stamp cam-
paign, WDRC. Hartford, Connecticut, is
putting on a heavy spot drive as July
draws to a close. A- a tag -line on all
sustaining spots. the knowing has been
added: "Buy War Stamps .Help Build
Shangri-La."

Audrey Calder. formerly program
director of WHUB. Watsonville, Calif.,
has joined the staff of KSAN, San
Francisco. She is writing continuity
for the station as well as operating in
the control room. She is the first
girl operator working out of the San
Francisco local of the LBEW. Eddie
Calder, the other half of this radio
family, is a writer -announcer at
KJBS, San Francisco.

Me
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10 1! 20 2117 22 23
25. 2i 27 28 29 30
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July 23
Jackson Beck John Blair
Earl Gammons Frances Levy
Irving Mansfield Gwyneth Nell
Gale Page Paula Victor

Lillian White
July 24

Bill Bates Arthur B. Donegan
Templeton Fox Chuck J. Grant
Allen Klaus ' Glenn Riggs
Basil Ruysdael Hollace Shaw

Terry Wayne
Raymod Edward Johnson

July 25
Ralph Dumke William Gernannt
Nan Grey Bob Mabry
Al Pearce Hal Peary

Bill Shea

In its salute to the WAVES, on the
occasion of their first anniversary. WPEN,
Philadelphia, will feature an interview
of Lieutenant (i.g.) and a Yeoman, 3rd
class, both from the Philadelphia area,
and members of the first group to receive
training. Lt. May Herrmann, senior WAVE
officer in charge of recruiting, and Yeo-
man Ruth West will be interviewed by
Dorothy Flagg Biddle, chairman of the
radio department of the Navy League.
Program will be heard next Tuesday from
9:30 to 9:45 p.m., EWT.

* * a

WAYS, Charlotte, N. C., sales staff
was instrumental in selling Baukhage
sponsorship to the Foremost Dairies
on five other Blue Net affiliates, as
well as full sponsorship over WAYS.
With the new contract the firm now
has one and three-quarter hours
weekly on WAYS. They have for
several months been sponsoring a
half hour of the "Young Americans'
Club." Harold H. Thorns, station man-
ager, and Walter H. Goan, director
of promotion, made the sale.

* * *

WHIO. Dayton, Ohio. is working with
CBS on the first program of a new series.
Show. "The Rising Generation," will pre-
sent the story of two boys from Miamis-
burg. 0., 12 and 13 years of age. Young.
iters will tell story of how they got started
in their present business-butchering-and
what ambitions they have for the future.
WHIO for authenticity all in-
'ormation to be used on this program.
Series starts July 31, and will be heard
,very Saturday morning.

* *

Two 52 -week program renewals
and several year-round renewals for
spot clients have been chalked up by
WTAG, Worcester. Mass., in recent
weeks. Resnick -Miller -England, Inc.
have signed "The Community Hostess"
for a second year. Participating show
is heard Tuesdays and Thursdays at
4:30 p.m. Worcester Baking Co. for
Town Talk Bread renewed its thrice
weekly 15 -minute newscast for 52
weeks....Four other advertisers have
renewed contracts on WTAG on a
12 -month basis: B & W Lines, bus
company. for 30 -word anns. Monday
through Friday; Mattson's Furniture,
30 words Monday through Friday;
Rome Clothing, one -minute news
spots thrice weekly; and Heilborn
Shoes, one -minute spots, twice
weekly.

* * *

Fred U. Wamble, chief engineer of
KGVO, Missoula, Montana, and James
Alden Barber, program director, assisted
with the Montana State U. Summer School
Theater with the production of Maxwell
Anderson's "The Eve of St. Mark." Play
was adapted to radio technique, and
while not broadcast, was recorded for
under the sponsorship of Interstate Labora.
tories....Martin Synder is the most recent
addition to the announcing staff of WINN.

*

Ned Ervin, production manager of
WBNX,Bronx, N. Y., leaves for his
annual vacation next week....Livia
Chill, one of WBNX's Sunshine Sis-

ters, singing duo, is seriously ill....
Marie Georgia Giloth, noted 23 -year
old contralto, wil be heard a guest
star on "Entertainment Goes to War"
tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. Jack Mitchell
conducts the program.

* *

WIP, Philadelphia, has added another
remote pick-up to its schedule of dance
bands with the broadcasting of Leo Zollo's
Orchestra from the "USOLabor Canteen"
at Reyburn Plaza in City Hall Square.
where the maestro plays nightly to more
than 5,000 service men. Ellen Mitchell.
formerly with the "Star Dusters." is feat.
ured vocalist.

* *

The sponsor of the Werk "Jackpot"
program, the Werk Soap Company.
have doubled their time on the air.
Since September show has been heard
five days weekly on WCLE, Cleve-
land, Ohio, from 2:15 to 2:30 p.m. Now
in addition to those five shows Werk
Co. is sponsoring five programs on
WHK, Cleveland, from 8:45 to 9 a.m.
Fred Smith, of WHK, makes phone
calls during the broadcast and if the
women who answer can prove they
have a package of Werk Soap in their
home by reading different lines on
the box, they are sent $5.

* * *

Special events department of KLX. Oak-
land. Calif., broadcast the dedication of
the new $2.000,000 U. S. Maritime Service
Officers' School. in Alameda. Thirty
officer candidates, received service bars
for valor and heroism at sea. Governor
Earl Warren headed list of speakers. John
B. Hughes was the commentator. KLX an-
nouncer was Wally King.

* a

Following the resignation of Stan
Shaw, the four-hour record session
on WINS, New York, each weekday
afternoon from 2 to 6 p.m. wil be
,filled by Ted Lawrence and his
"Swing Time Club," which moves
from a two hour week -nightly feat-
ure. The Lawrence slot will be filled
by recent addition Art Green and his
"Magic Carpet" show.

r * , *

Hiawatha Gin Co. of Columbus, Miss.,
will sponsor the broadcast of the General
Election Returns on WCBI. Columbus, on
August 3. Station plans to begin broad-
casts as soon as returns are available
and continue until final results are known.
Sponsor is using radio for the first time
and will feature information about new
seed drying equipment and other facilities
available to farmers... .Station plans to
set up loudspeakers on outside of news-
room in the Commercial Dispatch Build-
ing, where broadcasts will originate, for
the benefit of visitors. Most of the an-
nouncing staff will alternate on the broad-
casts.

Newcomers to the announcing staff
of WMMN, Fairmont. W. Va., are
Dewitt Wyatt, Fred Pelle and Calvin
J. Smith. Smith started at KDKA,
Pittsburgh, moved from there to
WMMN, and is back on the staff after
a sojourn at WLS, Chicago.

William Robinson, or threl
sales representative in the Ci`
office of WLW moves to the
office next week. Robinson, u
continue with his sales work
the WLW Chicago office, cam
station three years ago after
for WSAI.

Luba Kowalksa, soprano, will
regular Sunday evening primer
WBYN, Brooklyn. New York, kohl
8 p.m., EWT, this Sunday. Sho,.
her radio debut.

*

New additions to the
staff of WINX, Washingto
former Baltimoreans Alla
WITH and Howard Tinle

.:Harold Gray, WINX
has been granted a two m
of absence.... Ralph Can
chief engineer, has ann
addition of three new e
his staff: Harry Katz,
McNeace and John W.
This brings the engineer
nel to nine in number.

Sees Best Acting
Still Coming Fro

Chicago - Radio's best
production talent continues to
from the stage in the opini
Wynn Wright, production dire(
the NBC Eastern Division, wt
dressed students attending the
Annual NBC -Northwestern Unit
summer radio institute in the

of a series of six seminar let
"Successful actors need the la
tion and feel of audience res
before they face a microphone,

cannot get this experience frot
pearing before a studio audien
can come only from years spa
the theater," he asserted. Spe

on "production problems," N
sketched for students a hypoth
case wherein a leading directo
commissioned to build an outs
ing half-hour dramatic radio
in which neither time, money
talent would 'be deterrent fact

Shifting from such idealistic
ditions, the speaker pointed out
while on occasion the industry
operate without restrictions, fol
most part it must produce goodd
under severe strictures of time,
get and talent "But I would

leave you with the impression
a radio director's outlook is en:
pessimistic," Wright told his liste
"On the contrary, he has a gees
ture in a medium that is relal

new and certainly his life µ'

more orderly than the one he 1:

the theater."
As production director of the

tral Division a year ago,
taught radio production at the
Institute. The sixth and final
ture in the series will be give:
Clifton Utley, news cofinentator,
will speak on "Radio On The .
Front" on Tuesday, July 27.
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'P; Reorganization

Sifts Radio To OCR

ton Bureau, RADIO DAILY
on -A reorganization of
ing across almost all de -
concerned with civilian
been effected, with au-

er broadcasting, along with
amusement enterprises go -
Office of Civilian Require-

onald R. Longman is Chief
ervice Trades and Distrib-
ision while Chief of the

(Continurd on Poor 7)
ore War Rends mrd 'nnmp+

k Waives Ruling
 y "Army Hour" ET
embarkation of the Forty -
ion, which left its training
e United States and landed

ores of Sicily to spearhead
can invasion was heard over
The Army Hour" yesterday

, EWT, by delayed elec-
nscription. The transcrip-
ch included the departure
of Maj. General Tory H.

and graphic details of the
on. ran 22 minutes in length.
(Continued on Page 2)
era War Bonds and Stamps

y Sets New Strip
CBS, Starting Aug. 2
program featuring the im-

P of the jobs that American
are filling to help win the
1 be launched on Monday,

by the makers of Wrigley's
nt Gum. Presented in the
a series of exciting and in-

n 'e dramatizations, the new
will be heard over the Co -
(Continued on Page 6)

Helpers
es that the members of the
I the NBC serial "Just Plain

I re being dubbed Uncle Sam's
e e. This is due to the fact

ert Elaine Kent is Captain
for Hostesses at the Stage
:anteen, Madeline Pierce is

''}ntly mailing huge boxes of
' nade cookies to service men
'1d,rthur Hughes joined others,
I I raid warden.

Slogan
When Earl Bunting, president of

O'Sullivan Rubber Co. and Leon
Henderson were informally discuss-
ing the forthcoming program which
will be headed by the former OPA
chief on the Blue, starting Aug. 14.
they decided to hold on to the
slogan: "America's No. 1 Heel."

OWI Completes Panel

Of Regional Officers
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The OWI Radio Bu-
reau has announced the final two
of its twelve regional station rela-
tions officers. They are: Marvin
McAllister, in Kansas City, who will
serve the states of Missouri, Nebraska,
Kansas and Arkansas, and Lavinia
Schwartz, deputy chief of the bureau
in charge of the Chicago office. In
addition to her duties as head of
the Chicago office Miss Schwartz will

(Continued on Page 2)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

NAB's 7th District
Seeks Chain -Rule Review
Cincinnati-Clarence J. Brown,

representative from the Seventh Ohio
District in Congress, speaking before
luncheon of the 7th district of the
National Association of Broadcasters
at the Netherland Plaza Hotel here
Friday, had the following to say
about the May 10th decision of the
Supreme Court: "Congress has never

(Continued on Page 7)

Proposed Plan of Discs Violates Code;
If Sustaining Time Is Used, Stations

Must Grant Opposition's Views

McNutt May Block

Super -Critical List
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington Possibility that WMC
Director Paul V. McNutt may step in
to block the issuance of the proposed
super -list of "critical" occupations,
which has been under discussion for
some time by the Essential Activities

of WMC, rose at the week-
end. The committee met to continue
its work of compiling the list, but

(Continued on Page 7)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Canadian House Leader
Asks CBC Board Quit

Montreal-Gordon Graydon, Pro-
gressive Conservative House leader,
called in the Dominion House.of Com-
mons for a "wholesale resignation"
of the Board of Governors of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and a

(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

CBS Names Joan Lane
Trade News Editor

Joan Lane, acting CBS trade news
contact for the last five months, has
been made Trade News Editor of CBS
effective today, by George Crandall,

(Continued on Page 2)

* THE WEEK IN RADIO *
. . . Cox Committee Recess

By PEGGY

COX Committee investigation of the
FCC continued through last week,

recessing Washington sessions on
Thursday until August 9. Further
hearings are scheduled to take place
in New York during the first week in
August.... Phillip Hamblet, assistant
director of OWI overseas branch, and
Harry S. Barger, Chief Investigator
for the Committee, were questioned
on Monday, and FCC Commissioner
T. A, M. Craven was principal wit-
ness at the other sessions... .Main is-

BYRNE

0

sues of the probe were the Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service, the
Radio Intelligence Division and mat-
ters connected with them. Garey
charged the FCC with misappropriat-
ing funds designated for the FBIS for
raises for employees doing other
work, as well as those engaged in
FBIS activities....Particular aspect
of the FBIS which was minutely ex-
amined was the expansion of the
North African staff, and the Army's

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Broadcasters were ad-

vised that transcriptions for which
the United Automobile Workers, CIO,
are seeking to buy time are in viola-
tion of the NAB code and if they
are presented, should be given sus-
taining time only. The series con-
cerns public issues of the day. For
instance, one calls for the public to
write Congressmen demanding a roll
back of food prices to the level pre-
vailing at the date wages were fixed.
However, since they are not issues

(Continued on Page 6)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

NBC June War -Shows

Near 88 -Hour Mark

National Broadcasting Co. devoted
87 hours, 54 minutes of the network
time to war effort programs in June,
according to the web's Research Divi-
sion. Of this total time, commercial
sponsors contributed 30 hours, four
Minutes with NBC donating the bal-
ance via sustaining programs.

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

"Army" Movie Premiere
Programmed Over WMCA

World premiere of Irving Berlin's
"This Is the Army" in motion pic-
ture form, will be broadcast by
WMCA from the lobby of the Holly-
wood Theater, Wednesday, July 28,
8:15-8:45 p.m., EWT. Jerry Lawrence

(Continued on Page 2)

So mph Ceremonies
On the occasion of NBC formally

turning over the reins of the NBC
Symphony to General Motors, next
Sunday, David Sarnoff will be on
hand to take part in the cere-
monies, also C. E. Wilson. presi-
dent of G.M. Orchestra under
Toscanini and other noted con-
ductors has been a sustaining on
NBC for the past six years, since
its inception.
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FINANCIAL
(July 23)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. & Tel. 158 1573/4 1573/4 + 1/aCBS A 237/e 23'% 23% - 3/4
OBS B 24 237/8 237/4 - 1/4
Crosley Corp. 2134 2114 211/4 - '/2
Gen. Electric 384 38'/4 3834 - '/8
Philco 231/2 23 231/4 + 1/4
RCA Common 111/8 11 11
RCA First Pfd. 703/4 701/4 701/2 + Y2
Stewart -Warner 13 13 13
Westinghouse 953/4 951/4 95% -
Zenith Radio 37 363A 37 -{-

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 4 37/8 37/e -

OVER THE COUNTER

1/8

1/4

Bid Asked
Farnsworth Tel. G Rad 87/e 91/8
Stromberg-Carlson 113/4 121/4
WCAO (Baltimore) 21 24
WJR (Detroit) 271/2 29

"Army" Movie Premiere
Programmed Over WMCA

(Continued from Page 1)
and Ethel Colby will handle the de-
scriptions and interviews. When pro-
duction opened as a legiter last year,
radio rights for a lobby broadcast
were set as high as $10,000, but no
station took it.

CBS Switches Wilson
John Wilson, formerly of the Co-

lumbia shortwave production and an-
nouncing staffs, has been transferred
to the CBS Network Operations De-
partment as an assistant director, it
was announced Friday by Horace
Guillotte, CBS Manager of Network
Operations. Wilson came to CBS in
July 1937, and joined the shortwave
production staff in December, 1941.

BALTIMORE'S BLUE NETWORK

OUTLET

R,r,nat R,Pr,,..t.ri,.,:
SPOT SALES. INC.. ,i.- Y,O. - cha,,, . s.,, F,,,,;,,,

Network Waives Ruling
To Play "Army Hour" ET

(Continued from Page 1)
It was made secretly by the War
Department, and was cleared for
broadcast by the Joint Army and
Navy Board of Security at the per-
sonal request of high military author-
ities.

The 45th which comprises men
from the southwest and a large num-
ber of American Indians, left the
shores of the United States without
previous battle experience, although
it had been intensively trained, and
played a key role in the Sicilian in-
vasion.

Departing from its established rule,
NBC was permitted the playing of the
transcription because of the import-
ance of the broadcast.

Following the embarkation - tran-
scription, "The Army Hour" switched
to an overseas point to bring the
voices of soldiers of the 45th who
have been fighting in Sicily. The
broadcast included the appearance
of one of the senior commanders of
the Sicilian invasion.

Other portions of the hour-long
program included a report by Col.
Royal L. Gervais, Artillery Executive
Officer, who was in Guadalcanal for
the entire operation.

From Washington, Col. R. Ernest
Dupuy presented the usual official
weekly summary of the war.

CBS Names Joan Lane
Trade News Editor

(Continued from Page 1)
Director of Press Information. Miss
Lane came to CBS in May, 1942 as a
member of the Magazine Division of
the Publicity Department. She trans-
ferred to the Trade Section in Sep-
tember of that year as assistant to
Ralph Gleason, then Trade News
Editor and now a member of the
Overseas Branch of the Office of War
Information.

Prior to joining Columbia, she was
a feature writer for the youth pub-
lication, "Young America." She at-
tended Smith College and Columbia
University.

OWI Completes Panel
Of Radio Regional Heads

(Continued from Page 1)
he station relations representative for
Illinois, Wisconsin. 'Iowa and Indiana.

These offices will take over in Dart
the functions of the defunct OWI
Field Division.

Announcement of the OWI Radio
News Committee is expected in about
ten days, Palmer Hoyt. domestic di-
rector, said Friday. He already has
the committee picked out he said.
but has not had acceptances from
those he has chosen to serve. He
does expect these acceptances, how-
ever, since he knows that the in-
dustry is anxious for the committee.
The nine -man group will include rep-
resentatives of NAB. the networks
and independent stations. For more
complete details of the other ten ap-
pointsments by the OWI Radio Bureau
refer to the Thursday, July 15 issue
of RADIO DAILY.

Canadian House Leader
Asks CBC Board Quit

(Continued from Page 1)
reorganization that would remove any
possibility of suspicion that the board
was not non-partisan. Graydon men-
tioned particularly the chairman,
Rene Morin of Montreal, and a mem-
ber, E. H. Charleson, Ottawa lawyer,
whose presence on the board, he said,
provided "a situation calling for com-
plete reorganization of the board."

He said Morin was for several ses-
sions of Parliament a member of a
Federal Liberal government and that
Charleson was reported to have pre-
sided at a meeting of an Ottawa
Liberal Association. He had never
met Charleson but he believed that
a situation should not continue where
a member of such an allegedly non-
partisan board should be permitted
to engage in party political activities.
Morin was Liberal member of Par-

liament for the old constituency of
St. Hyacinthe-Rouville from 1921 to
1930.

Based on Last Year's Report
Graydon's argument was based par-

ticularly upon the report of last year's
Commons Radio. Committee which was
such, he said that the Board of Gov-
ernors should have resigned at once.

There should be representation of
labor and organized agriculture of
the board in the reorganization, he
said.

Graydon made his comments on an
item of $640,000 for the CBC in the
war appropriation for the war ser-
vices department. There was no reply
from war services Minister LaFleche.

Wallenstein On Leave
To Join L. A. Symphony

Alfred Wallenstein, conductor of the
"Sinfonietta" over Mutual, and musi-
cal director of WOR, has been engaged
as permanent conductor of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra.

He will take a leave of absence from
the station and network, returning
upon the end of the orchestral season.
Wallenstein as a cellist, has played
with all the major orchestras in the
country, being the first cellist with the
Chicago Symphony for seven years,
and Toscanini's first cellist for an-
other seven with the New York Phil-
harmonic. He will continue to con-
duct the "Sinfonietta" until he leaves
for the West.

5000 WATTS 1330 KILOCYCLES

's

OF

FFqT
Hen.,.

ENGLISH  JEWISH  ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
after year reads like "Who's Who" in
National Advertising. List on request.

HENRY CREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR

WEVD-117 W. 46th Street, New York, N. Y.

COMM and G0I1

LEE B. WAILES, of Westinghouse Rastions, Inc., visiting NBC station relations

ARTHUR PERLES, assistant CBS dire
publicity, left Friday on three-week
trip.

MILTON GREENEBAUM, general MIN
WSAM, Saginaw, Mich., NBC-ing statio.
tions,

LOUIS H. TITTERTON, manager With
script department, on vacation for two to

JACK BURNETT, commercial manai
KUTA, Salt Lake City, around town.

JOHN MoNEIL, manager of WJZ,
today from his vacation.

C. W. MEYERS, president and sta
ager of KOIN, Portland, Ore., is o
home.

F. C. SOWELL, general manager
Nashville, arrives in the Tennessee Cl

ADRIENNE SAMUEL, singer on CKtreal stopped off in Albany to make
appeaarnce on Forrest Willis' musica
on WOKO.

MARTHA BROOKS, WGY, Schenecta.
on the "Market Basket" is on her(
Sally Martin will substitute.

EDMUND R. VADEBONCEUR, WS
commentator, returned to Syracuse
week-end.

Blue Skeds "Jack S
"Jack Smith," the "whisper

tone" who was the first to c
radio audience, has been sk
WJZ-Blue Net in a five -mini
gram at 11:55 p.m., EWT, on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Fri(
Smith's recording of "Cecilia" m
years ago achieved the greatest
for a single song by an individ
artist, is swamped by autogra
hunters who remember his recordi
when he appears with the "WJZ
tory Troupe" at Army camps I
Marine and Coast Guard bases.

Q°Hot" Availability

IT'S' 4 G/fT!
"UP AND AT 'EM" -6 to
9 A. M. program contains all
the profit -making elements of
early morning programs plus
MONEY GIVEAWAYS.

$4.50 per 1 minute spot

(156 time basis)
Write for past success stories

and current availabilities.

WIT 11
1 I'

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED
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THE WEEK IN RADIO
Cox Committee Recess
(Continued from Page 1)

desire to remove the staff....
utionality of FBIS' existence
Iso questioned; for, although
ss has voted it funds, there
!en no legislation authorizing
nation ....Chairman E. E. Cox
1 the FCC of destroying free -
speech, and Garey condemned
cence of the Commission....
irman Fly repudiated Garey's
is regarding size and func-
FBIS North African staff,
ed charges that FBIS and
e "useless," quoting letters
endation on the work 'of
ups.

anpower Commission re-
tists, sound effects men, pro -
directors and writers from

lustry freeze in the New York
'ea .... American Federation of
aas' Local 802 clamped down

W, New York, for using
on" made British recordings
can songs not recorded here
of the ban. Local called the

d out on strike until given
instructions by the union.
as settled in two days by
promise not to use the disks
al announced completed lists
ittees set up to coodinate
ctivities. Committees (Sales
handising, Program, and Sta -
ice) are divided into A, B
oups which will convene in

rk at various times during

n House of Commons Radio
e suggested that the CRC

protect the use of the chan-
signed to it by increasing the

of all Canadian stations, if
try. In a report, Committee
ed that, unless carefully

i
guarded, the full use of the channels
might be endangered....NAB ap-
pointed six new public relations heads
to work with the NAB Public Rela-
tions Committee....U. S. Navy polite-
ly refused James C. Petrillo's offer
of AFM membership to make disks
for that branch of the service, reply-
ing that their present supply was suf-
ficient for their purposes....At least
seven lawsuits have been filed against
Benton & Bowles, and one against
NBC, disputing the ownership of the
new show, "Blind Date."

War Labor Board decided that the
AFM dispute with the transcription
companies over the recording ban is
within their jurisdiction....UP ex-
tended its high-speed wire on a full
day schedule to New Mexico and
Texas....New York City station pro-
motion heads met again to consider
the problem of promoting the New
York market. Tentatively decided to
use two pages of advertising in the
next four months.... Donald Stauffer,
head of OWI Domestic Radio Bureau
made it clear that he intends to re-
main with the Bureau.... Gordon
Mills was appointed business manager
of the radio department of Arthur
Kudner, Inc.....OWI will probably
pay costs of production on disks made
by broadcasters for it. Production is
being requested to fill a job formerly
under the jurisdiction of the Domes-
tic Branch Field Division....Philco
appointed Palmer M. Craig as chief
engineer the radio division....Na-
tiolial Radio Records' June reports
show an increase in national spot biz
on smaller stations....AFRA won
Chicago arbitration case. Ruling held
the WBBM announcer was entitled to
commercial rates on Esso newscasts.

ty Show" Adaptation Phila. Newspaper Expands
Scheduled By Mutual News Periods On WFIL
adaptation of the all -soldier
"This Is the Army" will be
led on Mutual's "Soldiers With

Wednesday, July 28, 9:30-10
se evening of the motion pic-
temiere of the production at
ullywood Theater, here. Stars

film-Joan Leslie, George
and Alan Hale, will appear in
!oadcast version which will
ite in the West Coast Air Force
t Santa Ana, Calif.

5, E. Promotes Gillen
3. Gillen has been appointed
er of manufacturing of the
Division of General Electric
mics Department. Gillen will
iponsible for all G. E. tube
acturing activities at Buffalo,
and, Lynn and Schenectady.

4P has a new HIT
IULLFROGS AND

MARINES
Introductory broadcast date
will be announced Friday.

Philadelphia - The Philadelphia
"Evening Bulletin," currently spon-
soring news at half-hour intervals bn
WFIL's "News 'n' Music" noon to
5 p.m. daily, have contracted for three
15 -minute periods in addition. Pro-
gram is to be titled "Men Who Make
the News" and will be presented
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:15
to 7:30 p.m., EWT.

"That reminds me - WFDF, Flint,
Michigan, regulates the length of its
commercials."

TWO ARE
BETTER

THAN ONE

DON'T STOP AT ONE SPONSOR
FOR

Ft11TOt LEWIS, IR.

SELL HIM AT A LATER TIME

TO A SECOND SPONSOR

HERE'S HOW
It's easy . . . sell a "play-
back"! It's been tested on
the Don Lee stations and the
response from each broadcast
was terrific . . . wáy ahead
of the "pull" before the play-
back was used. Don Lee uses
his repeat broadcast at 9:45
P.M. . . . the original Lewis
newscast reaches the west
coast at 4 P.M., PWT. This
idea offers unlimited possibil-
ities to those Mutual stations
who have already sold Lewis
to one sponsor. KHJ in Los
Angeles is using Fulton
Lewis, Jr., THREE times
daily! Give it a try!

Fulton Lewis, Jr., mer-
ited the DuPont Radio
Commentator Award
for 1942. Sell him at
your one-time quarter-
hour rate per week.
Wire, phone or write
WILLIAM B. DOLPH,
W 0 L, Washington,
D. C.

ORIGINATING FROM W O L WASHINGTON, D. C.

Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILE

E Barnes,i Cleveland recording
girl trio, have made such a hit on

the new Fred Brady Thursday comedy
show that their services have been
engaged through August 5.

Nearly all radio music require-
ments are special, observes conductor
Felix Mills, who owns a music library
of over 1,400 folders filing some 4,000
arrangements. Mills still has to com-
pose special "bridges" for his "Silver
Theater," "Date with Judy" and
"Tommy Riggs and Betty Lou" broad-
casts.

"The Night We Called It A Day"
was Steve Merrill's tenor solo when
he was heard as vocalist on the
"Music by- Lou Bring" program pre-
sented from Hollywood Radio City
over the Pacific Coast .Blue Network,
July 21.

It's "vacation time" for Betty
Rhodes and the "This Is The Hour"
staff on KW -Mutual Don Lee. The
young singing -dramatic star said "au
revoir" to her listeners in this country
and Canada last Saturday night as the
program went on leave for two
weeks. During the next two weeks
one of the oldest programs on KHJ-
Mutual Don Lee, "California Melo-
dies," will be heard in the time re-
erved for "This is The Hour"-Satur-
days at 8:00 p.m., PWT. Miss Rhodes
will be back on the air when her
holidays are completed two weeks
hence.

Eddie "Tex" Dean, baritone of the
"Judy Canova Show," is the seventh
son of a seventh son. That, accord-
ing to superstition, takes care of the
fact that he was born with a talent
for singing, playing a violin and
guitar, sculpture, wood carving, paint-
ing and acting in the movies, etc.

Tom Reddy, new emcee of the
Sunday afternoon "Fitch Band-
wagon," who spends most of his time
on the air interviewing orchestra
leaders for the edification of the KFI
audience, was on the receiving end
of the question -and -answer treatment
Thursday (22), when he was inter-
viewed by Ted Bentley, KFI radio
critic and commentator, on "Listen to
This."

Frank McDonnell, Jr.
San Francisco-Frank McDonnell,

Jr., KGO salesman, formerly in radio
sales work in Chicago and New York,
died here recently as a result of an
overdose of sleeping tablets. McDon-
nell joined KGO two months ago from
KSFO, where he was national sales
chief. Before coming west he has
been sales manager of Advertisers'
Recording Service, New York, also
WHN, and CBS radio sales, New
York, and WBBM, Chicago.

2./., Md ate vo~

GILBERT MACH
7

LEX. 2-1100

Radio Round -Up! ! !
Eddie Cantor back in Hollywood as producer for RKO....

Maurice Zolotow has a feature on Duke Ellington in the August 7 issue
of the "Saturday Evening Post".. .Sam Branson, of the William Morris
office, was hitched to Terry Kelly, Copacabana siren, Friday.... Unusual
factor in Martin Block's band popularity poll, just completed, is that Glenn
Miller won second place even though his band has been non-existent...
Billy Burton has taken an elaborate suite of offices in the RKO Building
for his management business. He already has such stars as Jimmy Dorsey,
Dick Haymes and Helen O'Connell in his stable. ...Beatrice Kay is drop-
ping the "Gay 90's" tag with which she has been identified and will be
groomed as the American Gracie Fields.... Bill Von Zehle, star salesman
of WINS, has opened his own advertising agency. ..Arnold Horwitt has
written a comedy song which will be featured in the new edition of
"Meet the People," opening on the west coast this week.

First of the big shows to return after summer hiatus
will be Ralph Edwards' "Truth or Consequences" August 28....Kate
Smith was one of the first purchasers of tickets to the premiere of
"This Is the Army" at the Hollywood Theater, N. Y., last week.
Tickets are scaled from $2 to $55, all proceeds going to Army
Emergency Relief ....Marion Hutton quits the Glenn Miller Singers
to do a single and Paula Kelly takes her place September 10th in
Detroit.... Spike Jones is on his way east to do theater dates....
Sammy Kaye has snared two of Fred Allen's Mighty Art Players
for his Old Gold program-Minerva Pious and Charley Cantor....
Hollywood movie lots will soon look like a network studio what
with Fibber McGee and Molly, Oscar Levant, Al Pearce, Jack
Haley, Paul Whiteman and several bandleaders mugging before
the cameras....Is it true that they're making a cowboy screen star
out of Vaughn Monroe in Hollywood.... E. C. is still looking for a
"Mad Russian" replacement....Jay Jostyn, "Mr. District Attorney,"
just received a sheepskin rug from his brother, who is a Captain
in the Army in Australia ....Bob Hawk, of "Thanks to the Yanks,"
says there's trouble brewing in one of the new all -girl swing bands.
Seems the gals are too hep-catty!.... Senator Ford should be a
sensation when television gets here because of the card tricks he
knows....Sonny Skyler leaves Vincent Lopez at the Taft this week
to go out on his own. He has a nightly spot of his own on Mutual.

Paul Lºvalle and his Stradivarius orchestra may go on CBS
this fall weekly for Matchabelli Perfumes....Bobby Hockey. the five -year -
old jitterbug featured on NBC and Mutual has lust finished a short for
Universal.... Joan Davis' price in pictures has tripled since she went on
the Sealtest program.... Waller Winchell Is back in New York... .The
reason Woody Herman, the bandleader, and Dave Alber, his p.a., always
talk about their baby daughters Is that they were born on the same day,
September 3rd, 1941.... Larry Adler has gone to England on a USO
mission ....Three former editors of Movie -Radio Guide are now in the
CBS Press Department-Arthur Miller, Melvin Spiegel and Ethel Kirstner...
Carol Hughes has resigned as editor of Tune In Magazine to join the NBC
Press Department.... Because of the success of "Cabin in the Sky" and
"Stormy Weather," a couple of agencies are submitting shows with all -
colored talent for radio series. Lou Costello still under the weather
and the return of Abbott and Costello to the air this fall is still uncertain.
...The gal who gets the role of "Miss Duffy" in "Dully's Tavern" picture
now being made on the coast will probably get the radio role, too....1f
Fred Allen returns to the airwaves, he'll insist on a full hour show or
nothing at all.... The Mike (CBS Press Dept.) Boscias are looking forward
to their third blessed event.

- Remember Pearl Harbor

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

RUMORED
that Shep Charto

licity director for WBBl
in Chicago slated for a pro
which will give him added 6
responsibilities.

Chuck Logan, director of
events for WBBM-CBS in
has resigned to accept a postern
foreign radio service. No sw
has been announced yet.

Benny Youngman returned I
York Friday after a week's engsy
at the Oriental Theater and twc
tions for network commercials,

Joe Ainley, producer
Nighter," auditioning for
sumption of the network
September.

Joe Hartenbauer of Blue
Sales back from a fishing tri
consin with John Grimes, a
director of Wheeling Steel

Governors of three states
ranking military leaders pt
pated in the WGN broadcast
"B-26 Bomber Day" program t

originated from the J. C. Cas
airplane division at Rockford
on Saturday, 12:30-1:30 p.m.

Five hundred advertising of
executives and radio advertise
the Chicago area have been invit
the first public showing of the
tual Broadcasting System's new i
chrome presentation, "This Is
at the Drake Hotel on Thursd
noon, July 29. Miller M
president of Mutual, will addree
Chicago meeting with Robert Sch
sales promotion director, and
Latham, assistant sales manager,
coming from New York for
gathering.

Alex Dreier, NBC commenh
back from a vacation spent on
West Coast and has resumed his
a -week morning news commen
from the Chicago studios.

Paul Jonas Touring
Paul Jonas, assistant director

special features and sports at Mul
is on a tour of Eastern army cs
to determine enterainment need
the service men, as source matt
for a series of war effort progl
being planned by Mutual in coop
tion with the Army. Jonas left Si
day, accompanied by Army offs(
and will be gone a few days. LI
camps further West may be inch
in this plan.

N.B. 1
WE PROBABLY HAVE REG
'STEREO WITH US TH
RIGHT PERSON FOR TH
VACANT POSITION TO
ARE TRYING TO FILL.

CALL-
FRANK McGRAN

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC
(Agency)

331 Madison Ave. 143rd ST1, New Y

MURRAYM HILL 2-64
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171-ilLivl-uNC
ft 4INE DAY on Johnny Mer-
ptsodent program with credit
Ilrnount's "The Story of Dr.

tomorrow (WEAF-NBC, 10

.DIER-GENERAL GEORGE
I, Deputy Surgeon -General of
ted States Army on the
o Youth" program tomorrow
!IBC, 7:30 p.m.).

LCH POGUE, chairman of
iv Aeronautics Board on tomor-
(V,BC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

(41' MacKENZIE, who conveys
ma cries backstage for the
1w' play "Three's A Family,"
gay Butterworth's "Take A
' (iz show Wednesday (WOR-
all :30 p.m.) .

E LANDIS, ANDREWS SIS -
d MONTY WOOLLEY on
)oor Canteen" Thursday,
;BS, 9:30 p.m.).

IT contesting on Wally But-
t "Take A Card" quiz show
y (WOR-Mutual, 8:30 p.m.).

DR JOSEPH C. O'MAHO-
pming (D), former GOV-
tALPH L. CARR, Colorado
Ice's Town Meeting" Thurs-

lut, 8:30 p.m.).

GLAND revisits "Kraft
Thursday (WEAF-NBC,

ASSEY, on Bill Stern's
ports Newsreel" Friday

C, 10:30 p.m.).
BELLAMY on "Arm-
ater of Today" Saturday

12 noon).

N on "Stars Over Hol-
rday (WABC-CBS, 12:30

I; To America"
n Yankee Network
to America," new show
in Boston, will have its

in Sunday, August 1, from
).m., EWT, over the entire
ttwork. Half-hour musical
ty program will be built

theme of why we should
1 to be Americans, and will
ar Sunday afternoon feat-
ored by the Yankee net-
ters. General Tire orches-
and trio, and General Tire
ill make up the talent. On

g how WAC glee club and
Iv: be heard.

'ILBLE IMMEDIATELY
L111TY WRITER
"st xperience in all writing fields.Woes, 45 years of age. Write
114Y, Box 724, 1501 Broadway, New

GREGORY RATOFF on "Blue Rib-
bon Town" Saturday (WABC-CBS,
10:15 p.m.).

MRS. KATHERINE J. MARSHALL,
wife of General George C. Marshall,
chief of staff, U. S. A., on "Golden
Gate" program Saturday (WABC-
CBS, 9:30 a.m.).

RUSS MORGAN on "Million Dollar
Band" show Saturday (WEAF-NBC,
10 p.m.).

G. A. BORGESE, professor of Ita-
lian literature, LOUIS GOTTS-
CHALK professor of modern history,
and RICHARD P. MoKEON, dean of
the division of humanities, all of the
University of Chicago, on "University
of Chicago Roundtable" Sunday,
(WEAF-NBC, 2 p.m.).

BERT LAHR on "Paul Whiteman
Presents" Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 8
p.m.) .

CONSTANCE MOORE, screen ac-
tress on "Bob Crosby and Company"
Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 10:30 p.m.).

JAMES M. LANDIS, director of
Office of Civilian Defense on "Labor
For Victory" Sunday (WEAF-NBC,
1:15 p.m.).

JOSEPH B. EASTMAN, director of
Office of Defense Transportation on
"Wings Over Jordan" Sunday
(WABC-CBS, 10:30 a.m.).

DR. FRITZ REINER, MARJORIE
LAWRENCE, soprano, conductor and
soloist, respectively on New York
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra
progam Sunday (WABC-CBS, 3 p.m.).

EDNA BEST, British screen and
stage star, on "Silver Theater" Sun-
day, (WABC-CBS, 6 p.m.).

WHN Cuts Spot Anns.
"Gloom Dodgers" Up 30%
By eliminating several of the spot

announcements on "Gloom Dodgers"
the WHN 4 -hour variety show listen-
ing audience figures have jumped
30 per cent according to a survey
made by the station. In redesigning
the show for audience appeal and
taking the cue from the trend away
from too many spots. WHN manage-
ment set up rigid rules which limit the
length and number of spot commer-
cials within each quarter-hour period
show which runs from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.The newly installed practice of
keeping the commercials down to the
minimum and giving the listener the
maximum amount of live big-name
talent is given as the reason for the
30 per cent increase in listening audi-
ence for the entire four-hour period.
Some of the periods show as highas 50 per cent increase. Sponsor'sand station's exploitation of these
particular periods are credited for
these increases.

111/1111/1117- 7-HE
7-F ME BtJYE
TO KIV OW

FCAII13)O
WA T S
A B O eJ T

covERALGE
1,253,600 families in WTAM'S Primary Area
listen MOST to WTAM. For example:

'% of Radio Families Who Listen MOST in DAYTIME to:

CLEVELAND .

AKRON
CANTON
LORAIN
MASSILLON ....
WARREN (Ohio)
YOUNGSTOWN

Yet WTAM costs
*NBC 1942 Nationwide Survey

WTAM STATION B
34% 13%
32% 21%
47% 4%
56% 17%
47% 9%
53% 5%
31% 14%

only $.000073 per Family

WT41

STATION C

12%
16%
7%
7%
4%
1%

29%

CLEVELAND
NBC Network 50,000 Watts Owned and Operated by NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES OFFICES
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KECA, Los Angeles: Allstate Insur-
ance Co., insurance, 62 anns., through
Ruthrauff & Ryan; Turco Products,
Inc., cleaner, 39 15 -min. programs,
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 13
weeks, through Warner Fehlman; In-
terstate Bakeries Corp., Log Cabin,
Town Talk, Weber bread and butter-
nut, 40 anns., three a week, through
Dan B. Miner Co.; Joseph Tetley Co.,
Inc., Tetley soups, 156 anns., through

 Duane Jones; E. O. Anderson (Shon-
tex), hair conditioner and shampoo, 52
30 -min programs, through Barton A.
Stebbins; Esquire Inc., Coronet maga-
zine, 34 aims., through Schwimmer &
Scott; Golden Age Corp., macaroni.
364 anns., 28 a week, through Brisa-
cher, Davis & Van Norden; North
American Aviation Corp., employment
through Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn, Inc.; Thrifty Drug Co., drugs,
208 participations, four a week,
through Hillman -Shane -Breyer; Es-
quire Inc., coronet magazine, 20 anns.,
through Schwimmer & Scott; Sealy
Mattress Co., mattresses, 53 commen-
tary programs, titled "Alvin Wilder,"
one a week, through Alvin Wilder;
M. Weinstein, jewelry, 13 programs
titled "Highlights in Week's News,"
one a week, through Adolph Wenland
advertising agency.

WABY, Albany: Ex -Lax, Incorpor-
ated, through Joseph Katz Company,
114 announcements; Dearstyne Broth-
ers Tobacco Co., five-minute news
periods, 13 weeks; Gold -Tone Studios,
26 weeks, daily announcements; Mil-
dred Elley School, five-minute live
periods, daily, 13 weeks; W. G. Mor-
ton Coal Company, 10 -minute periods,
13 weeks; Kellogg Company, through
Kenton & Eckhardt, Inc., 38 weeks,
15 -minute periods, Monday through
Fridays.

WSNY, Schenectady: General Elec-
tric's "The World Today," news show,
week -days, through special arrange-
ments with CBS and a line from
Albany; Dobler Brewing Company,
Fulton Oursler "Pay Off" news; Fa-
bian Theaters, spot announcements;
Imperial Dress Shop, 15 minute style
show daily; Saratoga Racing Associa-
tion, spot announcements daily.

WOKO, Albany: National Biscuit
Co., through Federal Advertising
Agency, 36 -minute announcements;
Diamond Crystal Shaker Salt, through
Benton & Bowles, Inc daily an-
nouncements; Grand Theater, daily
announcements; Stonehenge, Inc., 10
daily anns. National Savings
Bank, 13 weeks, anns., through Heve-
nof agency; Albany Veos, daily anns.,
13 weeks; DiJimas Bros., daily anns.,
52 weeks! Stevens Clothing, five -min.
news, 39 weeks; Albany Garage, 13
weeks, anns.; Carter Products, Inc.,
150 five -min. prds., daily, through
Ted Bates, Inc.; Healys', five -min.
news, 13 weeks. Harfinger Baking Co.,
anns. 13 weeks.

KFI, Los Angeles: Yami-Yougurt
Co., dairy products, 27 part, anns., on

RADIO DAILY
UAW ET Plan Violates Code;

Monday, July

Substitute Rule Can Be Used
(Continued from Page 1)

which will be on any ballot, they
must not be considered as "political"
under the NAB code.

In addition, NAB sources said, these
discs employ dramatic technics and
are thus in violation of the code since
it is held improper to dramatize or
"play upon the emotions" in broad-
casts involving public questions.
These transcriptions, said NAB are
obviously designed to influence public
opinion, and should thus not be pre-
sented in paid time. It is strictly up
to the individual broadcaster whether
he wants to present them on sustain-
ing time, but if . so, according to
NAB, he should be prepared to grant
equal time for the presentation of
opposing views. The raising of this
issue, according to an NAB official,
is done with a view toward "our
duty to Congress and the public."

NAB quarters doubted that UAW
had consulted with responsible broad-
casters before preparing the discs,
pointing out that, if they had, they.

would not be trying to. "use radio
improperly."

In a letter to all NAB members
Willard D. Egolf, assistant to NAB
President Neville Miller and acting
secretary to the Code Compliance
Committee; quoted the section of the
NAB code involved.' Then states that
"manifestly any movement to in-
fluence public opinion the subject of
the actions of Congress is not 'broad-
casts in connection with a political
campaign in behalf of or against the
candidacy of a legal qualified can-,
didate for nomination or election to
public. 'office, or in behalf of or
against a public proposal which is
subject to ballot'. Therefore broad-
casts of this nature should not be
classed as ' political under the code,
nor should they be presented on paid
time.

"Station management should ac-
cept the responsibility of considering
this matter as a controversial issue
and allot time to both sides or sched-
ule it on a public forum broadcast,
if consistent with the public interest."

WABC Opens Campaign
For Musical Instruments

WABC, key outlet in New York
for CBS has inaugurated a drive for,
musical instruments for men in the
armed forces. Station has undertaken
the campaign due to the fact that
the Army is not allowed to make
such requests and WABC will give
the drive an around -the -clock work-
out.

Small instruments should be mailed
or brought to the CBS studio build-
ing at 49 East 52nd St. Those who
wish to give larger instruments, such
as pianos, cellos, harps or bass fiddles
should notify station WABC by post-
card, and they will be collected.

Particularly needed at this time
are harmonicas, ukuleles, guitars,
banjos, accordions, ocarinas, mando-
lins and pianos. Although these in-
struments are most in demand those
in charge of the campaign hope for
sufficient stringed, percussion, brass
and reed instruments to make pos-
sible complete orchestras.

In connection with the drive, Col.
Harold G. Hoffman, former governor
of New. Jersey, will be heard with
Adelaide Hawley on her "Woman's
Page of the Air" program Thursday,
July 29 (WABC only, 8:45 to 9 a.m.,
EWT).

Art Baker's "Notebook," three a week,
through Erwin, Wasey & Co.; Pep
Boys, Manny Moe and. Jack of Calif.,
automobile accessories, 262 15 -min.
news programs, five a week, through
Milton F. Weinberg advertising
agency.

WNLC, New London: Continental
Baking Co., two daily one-min ets. to
Dec. 10; Electric Boat Co., every avail-
able station break. Templeton Radio
Co., five -min. series.

Wrigley Sets New Strip
On CBS, Starting Aug. 2

(Continued from Paye 1)
lumbia network Monday through
Friday at 5:45 to 6:00 p.m., EWT.,
going off is "Keep The Home Fires
Burning." Agency is Arthur Meyer-
hoff & Co.

"American Women" is a salute not
only to the women in the armed
forces and war industries but equally
to those who are keeping the nation's
everyday .business in operation by
filling the jobs that have .been left
vacant by the demands of war. From
all walks of life women are stepping
into the jobs in laundries, in grocery
stores, as bus drivers and elevator
operators and in many other neces-
sary industries and businesses that
must be kept going. This program
will tell how important these jobs
are and will dramatize the experi-
ences of women who have decided to
take jobs where they are needed.

The "American Women" series is
being written .by Doris and Frank
Hursley and is produced in the stu-
dios of WBBM, Columbia's Chicago,
station, by Bobby Brown.

WJZ Adds Two Accts.
Piel Bros., Brooklyn, will sponsor a

five-minute program featuring the
"Korn Kobblers" on WJZ, beginning
Monday, August 2. In behalf of Piel's
beer, the program will be heard Mon-
day through Friday at 7 p.m., EWT.
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., New York, is
the agency.

Harman Watch Co., New York, has
launched a campaign for its watches
on WJZ as the sponsor of "Midnight
Extra," a five-minute news sum-
mary with George Hayes as the an-
nouncer. Harman sponsors the news
summary five nights weekly at mid-
night. Moss Associates, New York, is
the agency.

i
With the Cola

MERVYN A. HOLZAG$
at WWRL, Woodside, N. Y,
teered for service in the-vvv -

STUART LELAND, chi
at WSRR, Stamford, Coro
ports this week to Font
induction. -vvv-

RAY RODGERS, WFIL, l
phia, master control engin,.
been commissioned Warranii
in the U. S. Marine Corps. 114,
for duty this week.-vvv-

BOB NICHOLAS, forder
at KXOK, St. Louis, Misse
been promoted to the rank
tain in the U. S. Army. At this
time Nicholas is in charge
Army's Radar school at Le;
Kentucky. -vvv-

PVT. SID WEISS, formerly
DAILY staff awoke to find h.
Sgt. the other morning at Can
Texas. Seems kinda happy al
whole three stripes.-vvv-

BOB BARKER, chief annoui
assistant program director at
Dayton, Ohio, has reported
Hayes, Columbus, for induct=vvv-

PETE SAVESKY, former
Albany, New York, engineer
listed and is an aviation cade
Field, Hemet, Calif.-vvv-

BOB CRAGIN, form
Leighton & Nelson Agenc
tady, until his induction i
is stationed at Camp U
Island and is doing publ
work there.

Pop Music House Buy
Musical Quiz On

The Kenmore Publishing
sponsoring a five-minute qui
gram on WOR for eight weeks
ing this week. Show airs 6:55
on Thursdays and Fridays, an
ures Joe Bier and Harry C
Weiss & Geller handle the a,
Station will start a new sus'
series of dramatic adventure
called "Foreign Assignment,"
day, 8:30 p.m. for weekly broa
Product features an America
English correspondent and a IT
woman. Frank Phares, forme
respondent, is writing the script
Riley, directing, and the
Souvaine office producing. Mutu
work will carry' the program.

Stork News
Albany-The stork called al

station here, with a fourth dal
born to WABY engineer Tom S
ton and his wife at Samaritan
pital, Troy. Named Cathertot
new baby weighed eight pour

arrival. The Stapletons other
children are girls, too.

Richard Kollmar, star of the
serial "Bright Horizon," is a
again. This time it's a girl, I

Jill Ellen Kollmar. Mamma is co.

ist Dorothy Kilgallen.
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BReorganization

hts Radio To OCR
;ontinued from Page 1)
at and Recreation Section
agman will be George W.

tat effect this change will
roadcasters is still a matter
lation but the order ap-
;ives OCR broad powers of
on, so that it may move
necessary equipment .for
rs available where needed,
addition, the agency will
make determinations of

atiality-and in this func-
t lie a danger for some
't is conceivable that where
needs equipment to stay
r, OCR might recommend
s getting that equipment
that the area is adequately
or other stations in the

of broadcasting will 'be
the new office, it was
day, with OCR generally
ith "standards of opera -
as with local essentiality
nation-wide essentiality.
transferring control over
OCR was signed early

ut lawyers in WPB are
over various phases of
asked a week, before

upon to discuss his au -
his plans in any details.

hey, whose transfer from
not been completed on

tie to OPA last year from
Wing Getchell office in
here he had worked on
and publicity for DeSoto

s. Before going to the
!rice he had operated his
tising and merchandising

. Portland, Ore., and Seattle.
of 1934 he sold and wrote
copy for KGW and KEX,

1

S

he has had some radio
and slight motion pic-

ence, McMurphey insists
unprepared to "move" at
He plans to study the

rtainment field thoroughly
ing any recommendations.
"make-work program," he
DAILY, explaining that if
job that needs to be done
done, but if there is no
or action there will be

e a possibility, McMurphey
f bringing into the organ -
en from the entertainment
['here is nothing definite
he said, emphasizing that
he said must be considered
1, since he was not even a
OCR yet. It is believed

an might have other plans
phey.

1;

k

ro Address Club
,n Bureau RADIO DAILY
on-Clifford J. Durr will
to National Democratic
Club this noon on "Free
1e is expected to discuss
once of the FCC's new
es among other things.

IP M 1f II O I
New KLZ Market Data

KLZ, Denver, Colo., has just issued
a new market data and coverage
folder. Folder carries complete, com-
pact, factual station and market in-
formation. Military and war industry
are highlighted. Folder tells a three-
fold coverage story, day and night
maps from the new CBS study, mail
map prepared according to NAB
standards, engineering measurements
of 5 MV contour. Market facts in-
clude county breakdowns of detailed
data, plus a summary of Colorado's
1942 wealth production.

Station information includes a brief
description of transmitter, studio's
recording facilities and prize-winning
merchandising service. Folder is
made file -size for convenience.

Majestic Dealer -Campaign
With a view to post-war sales and

to keep in touch with dealers, Majes-
tic Radio & Television Corporation
has inaugurated a promotion cam-
paign for retailers.

Corporation is offering $1,000 in War
Bonds to dealers submitting "the most
helpful". answers to questions on types
of radios which probably will be most
in demand in their areas when the
war is won, new features or mer-
chandising policies in which they are

Bond -Wagon Baseball
Dick Bray and Roger Baker broad-

cast one of the Cincinnati Reds Games
recently from the Victory Bond
Wagon in Dayton over WHHIO. Tele-
graphic play-by-play report was com-
bined with a bond rally and auto-
graphed pictures of Baker and Bray
were given to bond purchasers dur-
ing the ball game which could be
heard for several squares around the
Bond Wagon through the WHIO PA
system.

Two hundred photographs were
given to bond buyers and over 57
thousand dollars in cash was taken
in by the busy clerks in the Victory
Bond Wagon. In addition to selling
bonds, stunt was a good promotion
for WHIO.

Heatter Promotion
As part of the promotion being

lined up for tenth anniversary' of
Gabriel Heatter on Mutual, the chain
is distributing to about one thousand
newspapers throughout the country,
a 400 -word column headed "My Ten
Years in Radio-What 'I've Learned
from It," and with Heatter's by-lines.
CAN use anywhere on page 8 or hold

now interested, and type of adver-
tising support which would prove
most helpful.

Janet Lane To WEAF
In Audience Promotion

Janet Lane, most recently associated
with stations WFIL and KYW, and
with the John Wanamaker's store in
Philadelphia, has joined the staff of
WEAF as audience promotion man-
ager, Charles B. Brown, NBC direc-
tor of Advertising and Promotion an-
nounced Friday.

A native of Ashville, N. C., Miss
Lane entered the business world as
editor of shopping news and woman's
page columnist for the Cleveland
"News." After several years with the
syndicate firms of George Matthew
Adams and King Feature Syndicate
where she promoted women's feat-
ures, she joined NBC in Cleveland.
There she handled two local shows
and one network show weekly for
women listeners.

Leaving NBC and its Cleveland sta-
tion WTAM, Miss Lane moved to
WFIL, Philadelphia and later to KYW
in the same city. At both stations, she
was a commentator of broadcasts
writing her own scripts.

In her new position at WEAF, Miss
Lane will originate and conduct pro-
motion plans intended to expand the
station's audience.

Hackett Leaving WINS
Cecil H. Hackett, manger of WINS,

resigned his post effective last Fri-
day. He and Hearst Radio Inc., were
unable to come to terms during nego-
tiations for a renewal of Hackett's
contract. Station meanwhile has been
considering several other station man-
agers from out of town.

NAB's 7th District
Seeks Chain -Rule Review

(Continued from Page 1)
intended that Government run the
radio  business and I believe that
members of Congress were as much
shocked as were you men by the
recent Supreme Court decision, which
was a powerful blow at freedom of
the press and speech.

"We are right on the verge of the
greatest expansion in radio and com-
munications in history and we don't
want that expansion hampered by
Federal bureaucracy. I say to you
that Congress wants you to come in
and tell Congress the kind of law
you want and should have" Brown
added in connection with the pend-
ing legislation "to rewrite the Fed-
eral Communications Act so that the
Supreme Court can understand it."

Resolves To Review Law
In a resolution adopted unanimous-

ly at the NAB meeting it was "re-
solved that this group petition the
Congress of the United States to sym-
pathetically review the present law
and revise and enact remedial legis-
lation to the end that radio may con-
tinue to serve the American people
to its fullest possibilities."

Nathan. Lord, manager of WAVE.
Louisville and district director pre-
sided at the NAB meeting. Among the
Quests was Neville Miller. NAB.presi-
dent. Arrangements for., the meeting
were made by WLW, under the direc-
tion of James D. Shouse, vice-presi-
dent of the Crosley Corp. in Chargeof Broadcasting.

McNutt May Block

Super -Critical list
(Continued from Page 1)

the committee chairman spent most
of his time conferring with McNutt,
in answer to several calls for him
during the writing. The committee
itself, while it has had rather a free
hand, is in fact merely an advisory,
body, and on matters of policy is not
free to act independently.

The release of the list now being
prepared, it is felt, would cause a
good deal of confusion and worry,
and McNutt is anxious to avoid that.
So far, it is reported, he has not
reached any decision, but he has sud-
denly become extremely interested
in the matter.

Committee Still Deliberating
In the meantime, the committee

is still trying to complete its de-
liberations on the list itself. As usual,
lengthy meetings . are held with prac-
'tically nothing accomplished. The
mere fact that the list is nearly fin-
ished does not. mean that it will be
finished without long delay.

In addition, there is disagreement
on the part of some committee mem-
bers as to whether the critical list
should be brought out. Although the
committee majority is reported to
favor bringing it out, there is strong
opposition. One member pointed out
Friday that the compiling of a list of
"critical occupations" is nothing new.
It has been discussed for two years,
he said, recalling that long before we
were in the war, the United States
Employment Service had such a list
for its own use. Although obviously
opposed to the issuance of such a
list, he was not at all certain ,that
it would be blocked although several
broadcasting jobs are believed under
consideration for inclusion on the list.

Baldwin Moves To WTOP
Philip K. Baldwin, former engi-

neering assistant in the CBS Gen-
eral Engineering . Department, will
assume new duties at WTOP, Colum-
bia's. outlet in Washington, D. C. on
August 1, it was announced Friday.
b?' E. K. Cohan, CBS Director of En-
gineering.

Baldwin goes to Washington in the
dual capacity of assistant to Clyde
Hunt, chief engineer. of WTOP, and
as the CBS General Engineering De-
partment Washington representative
before Government and other bureaus.

He formerly was chief engineer of
WEEI, CBS Boston outlet. Most
reecntly he has been a captain in the
U. S. Army Air Force and a short
time ago received an honorable dis-
charge from the service.

Martyn Recuperating
;Gilbert Martyn, WJZ announcer,

Writer and producer for WJZ, has
been recuperating in Denver, Colo.,
from a serious operation, and will re-
turn soon. He lost 65 pounds as ,presult of his illness. Prior for his
operations, he had handled "Histoi'v
As It Happens" and "That's A Fact."
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Coast -to -Coast
PLANS have been completed to in-

stall a permanent line from
WAOV, Vincennes, Ind., to George
Field, the Army's twin -engine flying
school near the city. Daily broadcasts
will be heard from the field and will
be handled exclusively by the Public
Relations Department of George
Field. WAOV will furnish necessary
equipment, but announcers and tech-
nicians will come from the military
personnel.

Tames Young, author of "Behind the
Rising Sun." gave an address yesterday
afternoon over WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Talk was last on his tour of New England

...First in a series of defense quiz
shows will be heard today at noon over
WICC. Program will originate from local
defense plant cafeteria, with Bill Elliott
acting as emcee. Script has been pre-
pared by War Bond Committee of Connec-
ticut and will enlist services of factory
employees.

Lumir Urban has replaced Jack
Luther as station manager of KORN,
Fremont, Nebraska.... Bill Baldwin.
chief engineer, is in the Army and
Chester Doll is presiding over the
transmitter ....Other new personnel
includes Richard Coffey, news editor
and special events; H. S. Benedict,
sales promotion; annntncers Jimmy
O'Neill and Byron Krasne; Esther
Hosterman and Marjorie Ritthaler,
office; and Paul Robinson, engineer.

* *

Next week's guest on Kathryn Craven's
WHEW, New York. show "News Thru a
Woman's Eyes" include Harry Bannister.
currently playing Father In the B'way
show "Life With Father"; John Roy Carl-
son, author of "Undercover"; and Jack
Gordon, producer of Movietone Newsreels.

*

WHN, New York, received a play-
by-play from Cooperstown last week
when the Brooklyn Dodgers and Chi-
cago White Sox played an exhibition
game at the birthplace of baseball.
Roy Becker, who handles all West-
ern Union wire transcription for
Eastern League baseball in Albany.
was dispatched to Cooperstown to
handle the play-by-play which Red
Barber and Connie Ryan recreated at
WHN....Other stations receiving
coverage were WABY, Albany, repre-
sented by Gren Rand, and WSNY.
Schenectady, fed by Dick Conners.

1
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Bill Baldwin, AGO special events chief
in San Francisco, has left for Hollywood
to write that portion of the August 3
broadcast of "This Nation at War" which
originates at the Lockheed plane plant
....Summer relief announcer at AGO is
I. N. Daugherty, formerly of WDSU, New
Orleans ....Margaret Anglin. now play-
ing in "The Rivals" in San Francisco, was
quizzed over HGO by Ann Holden. ..

*

"Freedom House Forum" on WMCA,
New York, will be heard at a new
time beginning this week. Origin-
ally heard on Thursdays, program
moves to Wednesdays. This week
Rose Schneiderman, president of the
Women's Trade Union League, will
be the guest participant with Martha
Linn representing Freedom House.

* * *

When General Instrument Corp., Eliza-
beth, N. I., received their Army -Navy
"E" recently, they placed full page ads
in all the leading dailies in the metro-
politan district, with the result that WOR,
New York. and WART, Newark, N. T..
the two stations that carried the cere-
monies, received the benefit of a nice
bit of promotion.

*

Priscilla Fortescue, WEEI, Boston.
stage and screen reporter, returned
to her broadcasting duties last week,
after a vacation in New Hampshire
....Alice Santti, WEEI traffic man -
aver, had a narrow escape in the
Nashua train wreck while returning
from her vacation. Car in which she
was seated left the rails but did not
overturn ....Fred Garrigus, director
of war activities for WEEI, was hon-
ored by a letter from the head of the
Boston Motion Picture and Radio
drive to raise funds for the Shangri-
La. Stations was praised for its three-
hour show, put on in the Common,
which netted the Shangri-La $17,000.

Local musicians union tendered its fifth
annual dinner to Harold E. Smith. gen-
eral manager of stations WOKO and
WARY. Albany, New York, at the Hotel
Ten Eyck last week. Smith, who still
holds a card in the musicians union, was
given a gift by the local. Staff executives
of both stations attended the affair.

*

WCBI, Columbus, Miss., was at the
ringside with men and mikes during
the recent inter -squadron boxing
matches at the Columbus Army Air
Field. Blow by blow description of
the bouts was broadcast by general
manager Bob McRaney and members
of the Special Service Department of
the base. Col. L. C. Mallory, Com-
mandant, was interviewed during an
intermission between bouts.

Two programs a day for 52 weeks is
the record of "Women's Page of the Air,"
edited on RSFO. San Francisco. by Anita
Day Hubbard" "Examiner" writer: Ninon,
"Chronicle" fashion expert: and Dorothea
Walker, "Daily News" columnist....New
nightly series of fine music via platters
is KSFO's latest.... George Carraker,
former NBC commentator, is doing a
nightly news series on KSFO.

Here I am at WMCA with a brand

new show-THE AIR THEATRE-

a two -a -day, Monday right

through Saturday - with a

matinee from noon until one

and an evening performance

from 8:04 (that's right after

the New York Times news bul-

letins) till nine oclock.

It's a record show -a full

hour of music, just the kind

my listeners like. No spot

announcements, but I do break

it up into quarter hours,

so there's a chance for you

to tell your story to the big

WMCA audience. Fact is, you

can buy three or six pieces

a week of my AIR THEATRE.

Better get in touch with the

Sales Department for the

price, just call Circle 6-2200

wmca
NEW YORK

so long,

America's Leading Independent

Representative WEED & CO. CHICAGO DETROIT  HOLLYWOOD 
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few Move To Oust Miller
sTalks to Women

lee -Speech Angle
ngton Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Igton-Refusing to express
don because "I don't know
er;' FCC Commissioner Clif-
Durr yesterday raised the
"whether Congress should
further standards and set

ird of review to pass upon
is of unfair exclusion from
Speaking before the Demo-
ttional Women's Club, Durr
t his topic "Freedom of
and devoted a considerable
(Continued on Page 6)

bye To Aid Small
iouth Amer. Stations

!lames Again Wins
Nirtin Block Band Poll

Port to create a larger margin
ess for the smaller South

station there is a definite
yard chain broadcasting, it
orted yesterday by Pan

Broadcasting. In Peru, a
,on of 10 stations have
Peruana De Radiodifusion
Peruvian Network) to equal -
low of business among the
radio stations. Chilean sta-
'e created Circuito La Co -
(Continued on Page 2)

third successive time Harry
come out the winner in

orchestra popu-
conducted by Martin Block
"Make Believe Ballroom"

n WNEW. Glenn Miller
d place, and Tommy Dorsey
Continued on Page 2)

"Tickled"
e Sherwood's "Help Want -
stern Electric program.
as lust getting under way

bulletin about Mussolini
ounced" came through.

r Willard interrupted his
,b announcement to give the
a, Vhereupon Miss Sherwood
edad "I never dreamed that
rtll about someone 'losing' a
and make me so happy."

All -Star Figures
John J. Karol, CBS market re-

search counsel informed the Maxon
agency that its client Gillette Safety
Razor Co. received a 17.9 rating
from the CAB on the All -Star Base-
ball game held July 13 and broad-
cast over CBS. Karol attacked the
rating from all angles and came
úp with an estimated 16.000,000
listeners to the game.

Radio Loses No Time

Re Mussolini Floppo
Proximity of timing between the

receipt of first flashes in this country
of the news of Mussolini's resignation
and the hourly station break Sunday
enabled most of the broadcasters to
handle rebroadcasting here without
upsetting or breaking up program
schedules to any great extent. Coin-
cidence, also, accounts for the
straightforward method used by most
of the stations and networks. Color

(Continued on Page 2)

New "All -Clear" Plan
In Effect Tomorrow Night
New regulations concerning the use

of radio in sounding the all -clear in
simulated and actual air raids in this
region will go into effect one minute
past midnight tomorrow morning.
New system concentrates on a few
key stations which will receive the
necessary data from the First Fighter
Command, instead of the Service

(Continued on Page 7)

Proposal Will Be Introduced In Chicago
That Bill Lewis Head Industry;

7 Board Members Call Meet

FM Men Satisfied

With Present Band
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - General satisfaction
among FM broadcasters with the
present FM band (43-50 mc) was
evident from the tabulation of a ques-
tionnaire sent operators last month
by FM Broadcasters, Inc. Although its
revision either up or down was felt
desirable there is evident no strong

(Continued on Page 7)

Manpower "Critical Lists"
Get McNutt's Approval

War Manpower Chairman Paul
V. McNutt revealed yesterday that he
has been won over to the "critical
list" idea. He told a Capital conference
that such a list is now being prepared
for issuance in the near future. He

(Continued on Page 5)

Reaction To Cox Probe
Pleasing, Says Chair. Fly

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-"Quite a bit of reac-

tion from the industry" to charges by
Rep. E. E. Cox that the FCC is "ter-
rorizing the industry" was reported

(Continued on Page 5)

OWI's "Potatoes" Campaign
Reached 111,800,000 People

Kermit -Raymond Tieup
In Magazine -Spot Swap

Kermit -Raymond Corp., has set a
cooperative deal with "Esquire" and
"Coronet" magazines for the use of
the transcribed shows "The Meal of
Your Life" and "Radio Theater of
Famous Classics," according to Ray-
mond Green, K -R organization. The
deal involves approximately 133 sta-

(Continued on Page 5)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The three-week "eat

more potatoes" campaign of the De-
partment of Agriculture was driven
home, through the use of the chan-
nels of the OWI Domestic Radio
Bureau and through broadcaster's co-
operation with that bureau, by an
estimated 111,800,000 listeners, the De-
partment reported yesterday. On the
basis of Hooper ratings and the Co-
operative Analysis of Broadcasting,

(Continued on Page 5)

Legislative Committee of the NAB
which met in the Capital ostensibly
to make recommendations for special
legal counsel and other pertinent
legislative matters, wound up with a
session by seven of the committee
which decided to call a board meet-
ing of NAB at the Palmer House in
Chicago this Friday with the inten-
tion of ousting Neville Miller as presi-
dent or make his post subservient to
that of another. First choice is re-
ported as William B. Lewis, former
CBS vice-president in charge of

(Continued on Page 5)

Traitor Broadcasters

Indicted By U. S. Jury
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Indictments were re-
turned yesterday by a Federal Grand
Jury here against eight "Americans"
who have served Germany and Italy
as propaganda broadcasters. All eight,
charged with treason, are now resi-
dents of one or the other of those
countries. Seven of the eight are now
residents of Germany-Frederick

(Continued on Page 7)

Gracie Fields Party;
Mutual Net Is Host

Miller McClintock, president of
MBS, will tender a farewell party this
afternoon, for Gracie Fields, who will
leave this country soon, to entertain
British and American soldiers abroad,

(Continued on Page 2)

Gets Around!
The work of the U. S. Coast

Guard is known in the four corners
of the earth as a result of the
short -waving of the NBC program
"U. S. Coast Guard on Parade"
Saturday mornings at 11:30 a.m.,
EWT. Recently an Army Air Corps
unit in the Middle East wrote in
its appreciation, and on the heels
of that came a letter from a Baptist
missionary in Belgian Congo.
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Gracie Fields Party;
Mutual Net Is Host

(Continued from Page 1)
and war workers in Britain. Recep-
tion will be in the Janssen Suite,
Waldorf-Astoria, 4:30 p.m.

Upon Miss Fields' return to the
United States next Fall, she will ap-
pear on "Victory Show" over MBS,
for the American Cigarette and Cigar
Co., Mondays through Fridays, 9:15-
9:30 p.m., EWT starting Monday,
October 11.

"Terry" Back On Blue Monday
"Terry and the Pirates" returns to

the air over the Blue, Monday through
Friday, on Aug. 2.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.

Coming and Going
O. L. "TED" TAYLOR, president of KTSA,

Columbia outlet in San Antonio, Texas, is inNew York for conferences at network head-
quarters.

WILLIAM M. O'NEIL, president and station
manager of WJW, Akron, here for a few days
on station and network business.

EDGAR KOBAK, executive vice-president of
the Blue, and MRS. KOBAK have returned from
vacation.

PHIL HOFFMAN, vice-president and general
manager of WNAX, Yankton, S. D., is here for
talks with the New York representatives ofthe station.

MORTON SIDLEY, sales manager of KSFO, San
Francisco, is in town on business for several
days.

JAMES V. McCONNELL, manager of NBC Spot
Sales, is vacationing at Clinton Corners, N. Y.

BRUFF W. OLIN, IR., general manager of
WKIP, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., a visitor yesterday
at the offices of the Blue Network.

ED YOKUM, station manager of KGHL, Bill-
ings. Mont., is expected in New York this week.

MILTON L. GREENBAUM, president and com-
mercial manager of WSAM. Saginaw, has ar-rived from Michigan for a few days in New
York.

Harry James Again Wins
Martin Block Band Poll

RALPH WENTWORTH, field representative forBMI, left yesterday on an extended trip throughthe West. He has scheduled stops at Omaha,
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle.

FLORENCE MARIN, secretary to Fred M.Thrower, Jr., Blue Network vice-president in
charge of sales, left yesterday on her vacation.

LUCY MONROE is in Groton, Conn., today,where she will participate in the bond rallyto be conducted at the Electric Boat Company.

LEONARD E. NASMAN, sales director and
sales promotion manager of WFMJ, Youngstown,
Ohio, visiting here yesterday with the local reps.

D. R. BUCKHAM, eastern sales manager of
the Blue Network, returned over the week-end
from his vacation just as his assistant, ROBERT
SAUDEK, left on his annual holiday.

CLYDE F. COOMBS, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of KARM, Fresno, Cal., has joined
the executive contingent currently in New York
on business.

EDWIN BUCKALEW, field manager of sta-
tion relations for the Columbia Pacific Network.
left Los Angeles yesterday on a tour of CBS
affiliates in the Northwest.

MABEL COBB, first woman writer of the"Lone Ranger" and "Green Hornet" series, is
back in town after having recovered in Detroit
from injuries received during the recent riots
in the automobile city.

(Continued from Page 1)
third. A total of 106 bands was used
in the ballotting.

Noted that although Glenn Miller
has been in the Army for a year, his
records still rate tops with the fans.
Bobby Sherwood, without a band
just a few months ago has jumped
into 9th place. Bob Chester who was
34th in the last poll jumped to 16th.
and Friddie Slack a new west coast
outfit has been coming along fast.
and voted into 18th place. Ballotting
in this contest has been predominate-
ly by women because 'teen age boys
have been inducted into the Army.

The first twenty are: Harry James.
Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy
Dorsey, Vauehn Monroe. Charlie Bar-
net, Benny Goodman. Charlie Spivak.
Bobby Sherwood. Woody Herman,
Kay Kyser, Artie Shaw, Duke Elling-
ton. Sammy Kaye, Johnny Long. Bob
Chester. Count Basle, Freddie Slack.
Les Brown. and Xavier Cugat.

Stork News
The stork stopped momentarily at

Brady Maternity Hospital in Albany,
N. Y., to deliver a son to Elmer
Scholes. WOKO engineer, and his
wife. The son, named Douglas Allen.
weighed eight and a half pounds and
is the couple's first child.

Mr. and Mrs. Ken Given announce
the birth of a daughter, Judith Ann.
born July 13. Given, formerly with
the West Viriginia network and
WTAR. Norfolk, Va.. is now man-
ager of WLBJ. Bowling Green. Ky.
Mrs. Given, who has been on leave
of absence, is expected to return to
the mike as announcer.

See Move To Aid Small
South Amer. Stations
(Continued from Page 1)

operativa Vitalicia (Cooperative
Radio Circuit) involving seven out-
lets.

Argentina's radio problem is sim-
plified through the operation of the
NBC affiliate RADES (Red Argen-
tina de Emersoras Splendid) which
operates a 100,000 watt key station
and 14 outlets.

In Colombia and Venezuela clients
form their own chain, or a cadena.
In this manner a client is able to
take a half hour on all stations and
broadcast via shortwave from one
central station. Other stations be-
longing to the cadena for that half
hour rebroadcast to local sponsors.

Brazil doesn't maintain any chain.
The nearest thing to it would be
Radio Nacional, the Government out-
let, which broadcasts at certain hours
of the day and which broadcast is
supposed to be picked up and re-
broadcast by independently operated
stations. Like Colombia and Vene-
zuela some sponsors have formed a
cadena which does develop some sort
of unity.

In all cases where chains or a
cadena has been formed the largest
station or the one doing the greatest
volume of business is included.

Sub For Miss Carroll
Judith Evelyn. stage actress, will

replace Madeleine Carroll on the lat-
ter's daily CBS reading program when
Miss Carroll starts a seven -week va-
cation beginning Monday, Aug. 2. The
new proeram will be titled "Judith
Evelyn Reads," and will be heard
Monday thorugh Friday on the net-
work from 5-5:15 p.m., EWT.

Radio Loses No 1

Re Mussolini FIi
(Continued from Page .

and extravagant features st
down to a minimum. Domest
casting aired the news witt
of its reception at the short
tening posts. London's broadt
through at 4:59 p.m.

Coverage of the news f
America by the CIAA followf
immediately upon the dom
ports.

Most domestic stations cai
flash anywhere between 4:391
as reported by WHP, Harrist
and 5:05 p.m. Locally, W
WMCA came on at 5 p.m.; Ii
5:02; WNYC at 5:03:30; NBC;
at 5:04; Blue Network at 5:11

CIAA's first shortwave on
ject originated at NBC's stud
Combined facilites of WGEA
and WOBX were used at thl
cast which was beamed for
Portuguese. Again at 5:30, Poo
broadcasts for Brazil in a
point pick-up were sent out.
casts were aired 5:30-5:55 p
Washington, D. C., 5:55-6 p101
and 9 p.m. The last named.
highlight of the coverage
story was dramatized on the
al Dia" program from the
dios. Program has replaced th
of Time" feature.

Mutual devoted its "Talk
8 p.m., to the subject, having
news translated in Portu
ready for the point to poin
and broadcast.

Sunday night NBC h
Saerchinger interviewing
tenborn, Robert St. John
Chaplin. CBS also made
commentators as well as th

"Hot" Availabi
"VAUDEVIL
AIN'T DEA
A grand novelty m
program for Baltimo
anti -serial housewi

$ 1 $O per week
(Time and talent)

1:05 -1:30 P. M.
MONDAY thru SATURO

IN BALTIMOR
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED. BY HEADIEYR6
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a posta j 2 Aamp
ALL YOU NEED to demonstrate the economy of radio
as an advertising medium is a three -cent postage
stamp. Simply tear it in thirds and contemplate the
piece that falls to your desk.

That scrap represents one penny. Do you realize
how few pennies it takes to reach people through net-
work radio?

For 2.5 pennies, your message could be heard
in more than 1,000 homes during an evening half-

hour on Mutual. The 209 -station Mutual Network
serves 83% of all U. S. radio families with regular,
primary coverage -25,400,000 homes at a net cost
of $6,284 per evening half-hour. There's the potential
economy of Mutual in terms of your penny.

As for actual audiences delivered by Mutual, one
client reports that he reaches listeners with a half-
hour program one night a week at the rate of 195
pennies per 1,000 families. And another sponsor,
with a quarter-hour three evenings a week, tells us
his costs average only 112 pennies per 1,000 homes!

Now suppose you reassemble that postage stamp and
write us a note. We'll be glad to tell you how much your
pennies can produce on this network.

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

"DOINT SUBLIME," popular series
r of airlane dramas about a typi-

cal American village and its leading
citizens, will be heard over the Co-
lumbia Pacific Network weekly, be-
ginning August 1. The cast includes
Cliff Arquette, Jane Morgan, Earle
Ross, Verna Felton, Mel Blanc and
Ben Alexander.

George Jessel recently created a
sensation by turning author. His "So
Help Me" has drawn fire from all
sides. Joe E. Brown, ditto as an en-
tertainer, made headline news by
campaigning along the South Pacific
firing line to entertain our troops.
Both will get together to toss the
words around on the canyon -mouthed
comedian's "Stop Or Go" show, Sun-
day, August 1. (NBC).

Robert Benchley, author -play-
wright - actor - columnist - critic - corn-
mentator-comedian, will make a guest
appearance with the CBS "Jack Carson
Show," Wednesday (28). The popu-
lar humorist will play a bee expert.
The idea for the stint springs from an
incident which happened in producer
Vick Knight's own back yard.

J. Donald Wilson, author -producer
of Columbia Pacific Network's "Whist-
ler" program, claims that his most
interesting listener -letters come from
criminal lawyers in California and
nearby states. Because the situations
and deductions in "The Whistler" are
logical ones, the attorneys are espe-
cially interested in the human ele-
ments involved in Wilson's fictional
crimes.

There'll be a "Flannery Dahlia" on
the bulb markets this Fall. One of the
west's largest horticulturists, who
shows his prize dahlias all over the
country has just named a huge red
hybrid after little Pat Flannery,
daughter of Harry W. Flannery CBS
commentator.

Realizing that day to day observa-
tions of a leading military and naval
analyst will be of invaluable use to
historians in future years, the Cleve-
land Public Library has asked Paul
Schubert to send them copies of his
nightly KHJ-Mutual Don Lee net-
work scripts.

When she finishes her new film,
"Crazy House," with Olsen and John-
son, Comedienne Cass Daley will ful-
fill her two guest appearance com-
mitments on the Bing Crosby show.

According to an Associated Press
dispatch, Jacks Woods Bersinger,
former tour guide at KNX studios in
Hollywood, was wounded in recent
air action over Germany. Bersinger
was one of an heroic bomber crew
who brought their ship home literally
"on a wing and a prayer," fighting
to remain conscious until they reached
a landing field somewhere in England.

Newscaster Available
Experienced newscaster seeks position
with progressive station. 4 years' ex-
perience-writes own copy. Setup must
provide substantial present and future
without ceiling. Write Box 726, Radio
Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

A Reporter's Report Card. . .

 BING CROSBY: The cinemaniac of "Dubarry Was A Lady."
Rags Ragland, will revisit your Kraft Music Hall next Thursday to heckle
you....ELMER RICE: Having already appeared in two of your shows,
"Counsellor -at -Law" and "Two On An Island," Radiolites Ann Thomas.
currently featured on Sammy Kaye's "Old Gold" CBShow and Joan Wetmore
on that net's "This Life Is Mine" program, have been signed for prominent
roles in your newest brainchild "A New Life," which is slated to go into
rehearsal Aug. 2.... JEROME KERN: Jimmy Dorsey. whose orchestra opens
tonight at the Palladium, has been signed to appear in the MGMovie which
will feature your music and which is slated to start rolling about the time
Saint Nicholas begins sharpening the runners of his sleigh....LIEUT. RUDY
VALLEE: Every reporter strives for accuracy and so when, in your letter
to us you write that we "were more accurate than most people In writing
such a resume." all we can say is "thanks."

 PHILLIPS H. LORD: Last Monday night, a woman
approached Don MacLaughlin in the Radio City Lobby and said,
"You must be David Harding, Counterspy....I recognized how
you'd look from the way you sound on the air"....BILL RAMSAY:
On September 10, the 2,000th consecutive broadcast of Elaine Car-
rington's "Pepper Young's Family" will be NBCast....script has
used about 4,000,000 words or the equivalent of 50 average length
novels.... CORP. HARRY S. MILLER: Leo Russotto, formerly staff
pianist -composer at NBC, is now chorus director for the Blue Net's
Sunday show, "Stars from the Blue"....BFIN PRATT: Your faith
in Eleanor Sherman is justified....The talented actress has been
chosen by Basil Loughrane to do "Jezebel" in the NBCross the
board program, "Light of the World"....ED EAST: Three clients
are interested in your "Ladies Be Seated" comedy -quiz show on
the Blue....JOAN BROOKS. Thought you'd like to know that an
NBCommentator and newscaster named George Putnam, likes your
CBSinging so much that the moment his 11 p.m. program ends, he
dashes to a radio to tune you in....PHIL COHAN: Hope (Toodles)
Emerson, definitely will not accompany your NBCamel troupe to
the coast when you entrain westward....she's committed to clown
on a new program for Adam Hats which will be launched on the
Blue Chain Sunday (8:15 p.m.) starting September 12.* * *

 FORD BOND: Charme Allen, who appears on the NBC program
"David Harum" which you announce, has been broadcasting for 20 years
which is just about the same length of time that you've pedalled the
Kilocycles....ELLERY QUEEN: Jay Jostyn, (Mr. District Attorney) has ac-
cepted your challenge and will match wits with you, Aug. 14 when he
will "armchair detect" on your NBClue-lu....COAST GUARDSMAN
BUDDY EBSEN: Scripter Gene Towne and Comic Jerry Lester are interested
in the comedy you wrote before donning the uniform and may produce it
on Broadway this Fall.... TOM SLATER: Your "Better Half" MBShow,
next Monday, will feature four arch villains of the air lanes and their
wives....the 'kings of the leer' include, Ed Begley, who tosses fair damsels
off cliffs in "Stella Dallas." Stephen Chase, Arthur Elmer and Sanford
Bickert, whose dastardly deeds are uncovered by "Chick Carter. Boy
Detective",,.. RAY BLOCK: That buggy you're driving at your Brewster
(N.Y.) farm once belonged to the late Sara Delano Roosevelt, the President's
Mother....MAX MARCIN: The first film version of your "Crime Doctor"
proved so successful at the B.O. that the producers have decided to film
a series of sequels a la "The Thin Man."

* *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

ROBERT W. BUCKLEY he
the CBS network sales at

Buckley previously served
network sales in New York.

Lou Krugman actor in "Th
Underground," leaves Thur.
take up his army duties as a

Cliff Soubier, veteran Chit
tor, has been added to the
NBC's "Helpmate" in the
Wilbur Snook.

Bill Waterman, NBC a
commuting between Chica
Madison, Wis., these days.
pearing in Little Theater
tion of "Berkeley Squar
Wisconsin Capital.

Emanuel Faith, membe
Royal Canadian Army
visiting his brother, maes
Faith of the Contented pr
NBC.

Teddy Powell and
making a personal appears
Chicago Theater, will bro
the Blue Network's "Spotligh
show from the Naval Trainini
in Chicago on Saturday, July

Martin Giordano Italian -A
who has the title of "Pickle Ret
will be interviewed on the
seining dills from large vats
road cars, by Don McNeill
"Breakfast Club," tomorrov
a.m., EWT. Giordano seine
bushels a day from brine fill

Percy Faith and Contented
tra will commemorate the lan
U. S. Marines on Guadalcanal I
week of August, 1942 by pre]
a new war song," Bull Fro
Marines." During the br
Monday, August 2, NBC, 9 p.

T. O. Wiklun
(Special to RADIO DA!

Montreal-T. O. Wiklund,
inent in Canadian radio ci
Sunday at his home in Tor
a prolonged illness. He is
by his wife, the former Helen
of Hamilton.

Wiklund, who was born in
borough, Ont., entered the rad
ten years ago, establishing I

in St. Catherine's and Hamill
fore joining CBC in 1937. li

in charge of the two travelini
units that covered the royal
King George VI and Queen El
in the summer of 1939. Wiklun
was the first to teach the 1

quintuplets English by havi
repeat the expression "There'
be an England" for a C
broadcast two years ago. He
scribed the opening of the
highway for NBC listeners
winter.

AMP has a new
BULLFROGS A

MARINES
Introductory broadcast
will be announced next
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iiropose Bill Lewis

.j lew Head Of NAB

(Continued from Page 1)
Sts and recently resigned head
)WI's Domestic Branch radio

i

it is understood will be of -
0,000 per year to take the job
ag the NAB with full power
s he sees fit and also in co-
n with the NAB board.
the first meeting of the Legis-
immittee was attended by all
as well as Neville Miller, the
rho met without Miller and
to call the special board
are: Don Elias, of WWNC,

, N. C.; James W. Woodruff,
WBRL, Columbus, Ga.; G.
Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S.

t E. Fetzer, WKZO, Kalama-
yt Wooten, of WREC, Mem-
nes D. Shouse, WLW, Cincin-
E. L. Hayek, KATE, Albert
m.

the above are board mem-
1 according to the NAB By -
tide 7, Section 7, a minimum
a directors may request a
ieeting. It requires a two -
te of the board whose total
is 24 to carry a motion.
Eller Expresses Surprise

Miller NAB president ex -
surprise at the move inas-
it is pointed out that in Octo-
, in Chicago a similar move
in Miller being placed in

til June 30, 1944.
the networks will take is

itical but it is believed that
1 most likely take a neutral
Iowever, this is not official.
1 of the Legislative Commit -
met in Washington but were
:tendance at the "secret" ses-
luded: Joseph H. Ream of
rank M. Russell of NBC,
..ord of WAVE, Ed Yocum of
Clair McCullough of WGAL

Arney Jr. of the NAB.
stood that several NAB official
turally attend the special
meeting Friday, including
Vfiller, C. E. Arney, Jr., who
en route west for a vacation
and Egolf, Miller assistant.
Legislative Committee was
last spring from 10 board
with full power to act on

e proposals etc. One of the
major actions would be the
of an attorney to handle

e matters.

The

a 20th in U.S.am in Retail Sales

Denver Market
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RADIO DAILY
rteaction To Cox Probe

rteasing, bays chair. r ly
(Continued front Page 1)

yesterday uy r w unairman James
,.awrence Fly. "it has come m par-
ticular from the small stations
c..roughout the country," he said,
-and 1 must say mat i am quite
pleased with the reactions that nave
.:ome to us. 1 think most of the sta-
'ions realize that the Commission nas
pernaps aone more to protect tnem
aian anything else."

Fly cited one instance where the
operator of a small station referred
[u the Commission as "the small
oroaacasters best guarantee of fair
treatment in the inaustry."

Fly said, however, that not all in-
dustry support was from small sta-
tions. He added that there has been
some "backfire" from stations pressed
uy the Cox committee staff "to give
evidence or make statements against
me Commission when those stations
were unwilling to do so. There has
peen a pretty broad circularization of
the various statements .by the com-
mittee's counsel in an effort to get
them to make statements against the
Commission, he added. In certain
cases where they have declined to
make such statements, he said, broad-
casters have received "sharp repri-
mands from the counsel of the com-
mittee."

Fly added that the Commission
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Ser-
vice registered a "scoop" on the depo-
sition of Mussolini Sunday, although
by only a few minutes. It is not an
important matter, he said, because
FBIS is not in competion with the
news services. It is important, he
added, that the FBIS wires "carried
the second -by -second developments
and gave to all the government agen-
cies promptly the full text of the
announcements, the reactions ob-
tained from the Rome broadcasts both
at home and on the Italian shortwave
programs, on the Berlin broadcasts
both the domestic and shortwave the
English press reactions" and full BBC
texts. "This meant that the various
intelligence agencies of the govern-
ment were promptly advised of the
propaganda impact on all the Axis
and the Allied countries," the chair-
man declared.

Mammoth War Bond Rally
At Yale Bowl Over WELI

New Haven-Under the auspices of
the retail division of the New Haven
Chamber of Commerce WELI will
carry the ceremonies of the mammoth
war bond rally tomorrow at the Yale
Bowl, highlighting the WJZ Victory
troupe, featuring Carol Singer; Vin-
cent Lopez and his orchestra; Texas
Jim Robertson; Dorothy Matthews;
Jean Roy; Elissa Minnett; U. S. Coast
Guard quartet; Capt. Glenn Miller
and the Army Air Force orchestra
with Corp. Tony Martin as soloist:
Corp. Ray McKinley; Corp. Jan Hus-
ton; Corp. Broderick Crawford;
Carole Landis; Una Merkel; Phyllis
Welles; Rose -Marie, and Milton Berle.

Joseph Seaforth of the Blue Net-
work production department will di-
rect the program.
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Kermit -Raymond Tieup
In Magazine -Spot Swap

(Continued from Page 1)
tions which will use the transcribed
shows. According to Green, now en
route to Chicago, the shows will be
used by local stations with "Esquire"
and "Coronet" receiving spot an-
nouncements throughout the week in
cooperation with the local sponsor.

This latest tie-up with "Esquire"
and "Coronet" is part of the Kermit -
Raymond plan calling for the use of
radio exploitation for magazines and
book publishers. At present the
organization is now servicing "Liber-
ty" magazine. the Ace Fiction group
comprising seven publications, "Fly-
ing Aces," "Secrets" and "The Wo-
man."

Starting August 15 the Consolidated
Book Publishers of Chicago will util-
ize "The Meal of Your Life" in 143
markets plugging Culinary Arts In-
stitute Cook Booklets.

Manpower "Critical Lists"
Get McNutt's Approval

l l.untiaaed front Page 1)
hopes it will receive serious attention
from local manpower and draft
officials, he said.

That this list was forthcoming was
exclusively revealed by RADIO DAILY
early this month. Although it is not
yet completed, it is believed that one
or more radio jobs are included.

"Eat Potatoes" Drive

Heard By 111,800,000
(Continued from Page 1)

said the department, 54,150,000 people
heard the department's message
through the Network Allocation Plan,
45,050,000 through the special assign-
ment plan and 12,600,000 through the
local station announcement plan.

The message went on 48 network
sustainers, 19 special assignments and
6,804 local station announcements, it
is reported.

The department reelased a detailed
resume of the radio campaign, nam-
ing the programs, stations and net-
works which carried the message.

Saratoga Racing Assn.
Retains Same Ad Agency
Albany-Despite the fact that Gov-

ernor Thomas E. Dewey shifted the
Saratoga racing dates to Belmont,
Leighton and Nelson, radio advertis-
ing agency of Schenectady, have
landed the Saratoga Racing Associa-
tion account for a fifth year.

Capitol District radio stations,
WGY, WTRY, WSNY, WOKO and
WABY will be used as in the past,
together with' all New York City
and Long Island newspaper media.

Radio, however, will not be used in
and around New York City. The meet
is held from July 26 -August 28.
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PROGRAM REVIEWS

"We Americans"
This is a timely and snappy pro-

gram which follows the fortunes of
the Yanks abroad, in the many places
in which they find themselves today.
Tom Terriss, who writes and handles
the show is one of the men in radio
who has traveled considerably, knows
the places he talks about and does
a fine job in the bargain. His diction
is perfect and he has a pleasing voice
which should draw a good listening
audience. Last Sunday, he told of
the values of Kashmir, in Northern
India, where some of our officers
and men are stationed.

The last half of the program told
of "Johnnie American," a year ago,
what he was doing and where he was
working and then, of -that same man,
now "Private John American," where
he was fighting and what he is doing
in the many colorful places of the
world. This series should merit the
attention of a prospective sponsor
who wants something distinct from
the usual war news and commentator
program. People like to hear more
about the places where "Private John
American" is today and here is a
program that should be able to satisfy
that want.

Program is heard over WJZ as a
sustaining 10:15-10:30 a.m. EWT

"Everything Goes"
Mid -morning listeners can snap

themselves out of that after -rising
lethargy by joining, in a vicarious
way, the rollicking fun of the "Every-
thing Goes" variety show, heard on
WEAF-NBC Monday through'Friiday,
9-9:30 a.m., EWT.

A week's listening shows that the
program maintains an even balance
with all the entertainment elements
carefully blended to make enjoyable
fare. What makes the show move
along at a fast pace is its spontaneous
quality. That quality as evidenced
in Wednesday's performance was em-
phasized by the type of ad-libbing
that bounced around among the per-
formers and the audience participants.
But ad-libbing was only part of a
well -knit script by Arthur Henley,
adroitly handled by Howard Petrie,
Bill Hightower, and the musical num-
bers by Marie Green, Brad Rey-
nolds, The Escorts and Betty, and
Paul Lavalle and his orchestra.

Unlike many such shows "Every-
thing Goes" does not fit into the
category of hastily built programs
that are offered because there is a
lack of anything else. It is care-
fully presented and the thought be-
hind it is not obscured by a lot of
fast talk that is purported to amusing.

Austin Returns To KMTR
Los Angeles-Following a nation-

wide tour of personal appearances,
Gene Austin is returning to KMTR,
Hollywood. He will have a new and
individualized nightly show, with the
title "Gene Austin's Midnight Revels,"
it has been announced by K. O.
Tinkham, station manager.

Durr Tells Dem. Women Club
About Radio And Free Speech

(Continued from Page 1)

part of his time to the various con-
troversies regarding broadcasting and
the FCC.

He supported the new network
rules, adopted before he came to the
Commission, and challenged the right
of networks to edit commentators'
scripts. Durr protested also against
the de facto right of private interests
to "control" what goes over the air-
waves, mentioning specifically last
year's Cooperative League case.

"There isn't room on the air for
everyone who wants a radio station;
and there isn't time on the stations
for everyone to say his say," Durr
pointed out. "Thus, many may seek
time on the air, but few are chosen.
Due to this inherent physical limita-
tion, someone must choose what shall
and shall not be broadcast. He added:

"The Communications Act of 1934,
and I am amazed at how much mis-
understanding there is about this-
places the decisions concerning what
shall and shall not be broadcast in
the hands of the mure than 900 sta-
tion licensees all over the country."

Draws "Trucking" Comparison
Striking directly at the broadcast-

ing problem, Durr said, "radio fre-
quencies are incapable of being pri-
vately owned. Congress has expressly
reserved title in the people. The sta-
tions are, on the other hand, pri-
vately owned and operated. Can the
operator of a truck line who is given
the exclusive right to use a public
highway be safely entrusted with the
absolute responsibility of deciding
what freight he shall carry or refuse
to carry, or for whom he shall carry
it or refuse to carry it, or should there
be some standard imposed to insure
fairness of treatment to the would-
be shippers or some independent
board of review to which the shipper
can turn if he feels that his freight
has been unfairly rejected? With
radio the question is even more com-
plicated and the consequences of
reaching the wrong answer even more
serious."

Hits English Method
Durr then rejected Federal opera-

tion as in England. More would be
lost than gained, he said.

There are no serious problems so
far as entertainment is concerned,
Durr admitted, explaining that, "the
broadcaster needs listeners before he
can sell time, just as a newspaper
needs circulation, and this in itself
is sufficient incentive to give the lis-
teners what they like. Whether we
individually like soap operas or not
is beside the point. We need not be
too concerned about protecting a
listener from an entertainment pro-
gram' which he finds objectionable,
provided he has a reasonable range
of choice. And certainly the network
regulations will serve to widen this
range. The listener always has a
ready protection against programs
which he does not like in that he
can turn his dial to another station or
cut off his radio entirely.

"News reporting is an important

part of program service and so long
as it is confined to honest reporting
there should be no reasonable ground
for complaint," and continued, "there
is, of course, always the danger that
news of one nature may be sup-
pressed or played down and news of
a different nature played up, but the
problem here is the same as in the
case of newspapers, and a wide lati-
tude must be allowed to the broad-
casters in determining what is news-
worthy and what is not. However,
the practice indulged in by broad-
casters and network officials or blue
penciling the script of commentators,
where the remarks are neither libel-
ous nor violations of the Wartime
Code of the Office of Censorship, is
a cause for concern. Even where the
blue penciling is based on fear of
libel, the question is presented
whether or not the libel laws should
be modified to encourage greater
freedom of speech.

Public Discussion Important
"The greatest problem arises in the

field of public discussion, and here I
think the danger lies not in what is
permitted to be said but what is kept
from being said.

"Aside from the provisions of the
Communications Act of 1943, which
require that equality of treatment be
accorded to political candidates, no
statutory right is given to anyone to
use the radio for the dissemination
of ideas, irrespective of his willing-
ness to pay for the privilege, and the
only mandate to the broadcasters is
that they must operate 'in the public
interest,' a term as broad or narrow
as the judgment and conscience of
the particular broadcaster. Unlike the
newspaper publisher who can add an-
other sheet to his paper, the broad-
caster cannot increase the hours or
minutes in the broadcasting day.
Moreover, to keep his listeners, he
must maintain some reasonable bal-
ance between entertainment, the news,
and public discussion, and this is
further limitation on the time avail-
able, even if the broadcaster should
wish to let anyone air his views who
might want to do so.

Wants Case -to -Case Basis
"With so many diverse points of

view in this country and so many
people who desire to advance them,
it is a matter of practical necessity
that all decisions as to who shall and
who shall not go on the air be deter-
mined on a case -to -case basis, pur-
suant to reasonable standards. The
soundness and fairness of the decisions
so made therefore must depend
upon the prejudices, predilections,
and soundness of judgment of the
persons making the decisions,
whether those persons be private
broadcasters or public officials. And
here arises the question as to whether
or not Congress should lay down
further standards and set up a board
of review to pass upon complaints of
unfair exclusion from the air."

Emphasizing his unwillingness to

Recent Book

TWELVE MONTHS THAT Cl
ED THE WORLD: By Larry L
published by Alfred A. Km
The United States cannot of

lose Soviet Russia as a friend
are to avoid a third World We

This is,the opinion of Larry L
writing in his new book, '
Months that Changed the 1
published by Alfred A.
Lesueur, CBS correspondent I
sia for a year, believes that
future Soviet Russia may riva
the United States in industrie
duction and declares that no
natural resources exceed oun

"Russia is going to be both t
European and great Eastern
I don't think the future wi
Soviet Russia becoming a deco
o! the American type. After tt
I think she will develop hei
democracy on the lines of her p
system, in which there is no I
ownership of the means of p
tion," Lesueur writes.

Lesueur has written a coin
sive report, in diary form
phases of life in Russia, I
first counter-attacks in the M
area in the autumn of 1941 I

heroically successful defense of
ingrad.

The correspondent cross -el
the country many times. He sa
great new industrial cities es
the Urals; he commuted for is
between Moscow and Kuibyshev
the fighting fronts at Mozhaisk,
Rzhev and Borodino; he visited
tories, schools, hospitals, collt
farms.

Lesueur's formula for lea
about the Russians was e
enough. He asked questions
matter how trivial they seemed
a trip to the front he notic
surprise that Red Army m
on forced marches, were
shaven. Upon inquiring he
that soldiers are forced to sha
day as a measure of strict diseli

In the concluding pages Le
writes: "It appears as though
Soviet Union is satisfied to see
armies of Anglo-American free
terprise controlling the rest of Eu
There is little doubt in my I
that Russia is desperately eage
have an enduring peace to re]

her devastated agriculture and
dustry, perhaps with the helj
German farm labor, very likely
the aid of factories removed iron
Reich as a form of war indemnit

take any stand on the matter,
outlined several points pro and
relative to a board of review.

Later Durr traced the histor,
free speech and free speech leg
tion, and gave the women a full
cussion of the recent Congressi
action against FCC employes G
win B. Watson and William E. I
Jr., implying that because there
discharge demanded not on the!
of anything they did, the demand
an attempt to restrict the free
of speech.
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I len Satisfied

lith Present Band
(Continued from Page 1)

or shifting to another section
pectrum. Of 19 replies to the
t "is the present allocation the

FM broadcasting," 13 were
uve, five negative and one in -

Eleven FM operators thought
d should be revised up or
x weren't sure and two were
y opposed to extension. To
scion "what new or modified
mg standards should be
" 11 listed modifications, six
satisfied with present stan-
d two replies could not be
. Asked whether mileage
ns heretofore recognized for
purposes for same and ad-

hannel operation are satis -
nine respondents answered
ven "no," two more felt it
early to reach a sound con-

Other Questions Posed
questions, and the tabula -

±plies received,, follow: "What
f interference may be ex-
rom sky wave propagation if
ent FM band is retained?"
Is with the occasional freak
t of distant FM stations. Of
ring nine believed that while
,y be some interference from
time it will not .be serious.
ther hand, five think just the

There were five more
voicing various opinions.
w of the fidelity characteris-
he receivers manufactured,
much stress been placed on
lity in FM transmission and
ping?" (20 answers were re -
Eight said "yes," 10 said "no,"

"maybe" "What steps, if
)r should be taken to prevent
(bution of inferior receivers
t of taking reasonable advan-
ervice provided, or such as
that service?" (The major-

tred that public education
I is the best way of combat-
distribution of inferior re-

d

t''1 allocation on the basis of
as be continued or is there
satisfactory method?" (Of
awers received, 12 prefer the
',stem, six have other ideas,
t sure).

RE FM Boosters
t! l FM boosters be permitted

o, should they be allowed
e unattended, and on chan-
ent from the channel of the

7 g transmitters?" Sixteen re -
favored them, two were

)

should be the standards for
'us operations?" (According
!s engineering committee,
ters to this question are not
y definite to permit classi-

ults of the survey, with anyq t findings, are now under
he FMBI Engineering Com-

e d will serve as a basis for
tion by the FM trade asso-
the near future.

i
ia-t L®MOIfIlCrl

MBS "Monthly Letter"
First issue of Mutual's "Monthly

News Letter" which president Miller
McClintock inaugurated, was issued
over the week-end and sent to the
chain's affiliates. Four page publica-
tion is prepared in chatty fashion,
summarizing the major news items
of the network in terse style plus
an illustration here and there to
brighten things up. Publication is
part of the network's endeavors to
solidify the affiliates in their relation-
ships with the web.

McClintock's message encourages
the stations to contribute to the pub-
lication as well as to write to the
president himself.

Universal's Catalog
Universal Microphone Co., Ingle-

wood, Cal., has issued its catalog No.
830 under the caption of "Universal
U. S. Army and Navy Specification
Plugs and Jacks." The four -page il-
lustrated leaflet is designed for inser-
tion of catalog covers. It describes
plugs and jacks, prongs, cord clamps,

GE War Bond Contest
To spur the sales of war bonds

and promote the approaching Treas-
ury drive in September, General
Electric, through its Mazda lamp pro-
gram, "The Hour of Charm," will
give prizes totalling more than $10,000
in war .bonds for the best essays on
"Why I Am Buying An Extra War
Bond." The essays, submitted by lis-
teners, are to be limited to 50 words
in length.

The contest opens with the an-
nouncement over the program Sun-
day, August 1, giving full details and
rules. First prize will be a $5,000
bond. Other prizes include 10 $100
bonds and 90 $50 bonds. "The Hour
of Charm," featuring Phil Spitalny
and his all -girl orchestra, is heard
regularly over the full NBC network
every Sunday evening at 10 p.m.
EWT.

jack inserts and shells for jacks and
plugs. Universal will next month pub-
lish a new edition of its general
microphone catalog.

John S. McCarrens Dies;
,Headed Three Ohio Outlets

Cleveland-John S. McCarrens, 74,
president of WCLE and WHK, Cleve-
land and WHCK, Columbus, general
manager of "The Cleveland Plain
Dealer," and former president of the
American Newspaper Publishers' As-
sociation, died here at St. Vincent's
Charity Hospital from bullet wounds
received Thursday by a caller who
killed himself at the executive's
office. He is survived by his widow,
Mary, and his children, Margaret
McCarrens, John McCarrens, Mrs.
Joseph V. Madigan and Arthur Mc-
Carrens.

McCarrens was in consultation with
Herbert L. Kobrak, 59, formerly affili-
ated with Hungarian and German
language newspapers, regarding pub-
lishing a graphic newspaper in Cleve-
land. During the ensuing discussions
Kobrak withdrew his gun and shot
McCarrens, turning the gun and
shooting himself in the temple. Mc-
Carrens and Kobrak were rushed to
the hospital where Dr. O. A. Weber
removed a bullet from the radio exe-
cutive's abdomen, giving him five
blood transfusions. Kobrak died at the
hospital 38 minutes after the shooting.

John Sylvester McCarrens served
as director of the radio corporations
controlled by the newspaper, and in
1941 became president of the Forest
City Publishing Company, which
since 1922, controlled all the stock
companies publishing "The Plain
Dealer" and "The News."

Wedding Bells
J. Marshall Braxton. production

manager of WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C.
was married July 24th to Ora Oliver
Clark in Phelps, N. Y. Couple then
left for the Thousand, Islands of Can-
ada on a honeymoon.

New "All -Clear" Plan
In Effect Tomorrow Night

(Continued from Page 1)
Command, and relegates all other sta-
tions to the secondary position of
monitoring the key stations for their
cue.

Several of the indies are dis-
pleased with the set-up, feeling that
it curtails the public service and edu-
cational jobs they accomplished in
connection with the raid signals. In
making known the modified set-up
military authorities did not list the
key stations or explain the change,
holding that such information cannot
be disclosed. Official pronouncement
of the manner in which radio will
function during air raids follows:

"Effective one minute past midnight
tomorrow morning, information con-
cerning the radio all clear announce-
ment will be furnished to broadcast-
ing stations in the area concerned by
the First Fighter Command instead
of the Service Command which now
performs this task. The change will
provide a uniform method of an-
nouncing the radio all clear through-
out the entire Eastern Defense Com-
mand during simulated or actual air
raids.

"Broadcasting stations in the black-
out -for -test areas will receive their
all clear data from the Information
Center of the particular air defense
wing or region in their territory.

"The Information Centers will
transmit the all clear authorizations
to certain key stations. These key
stations will then sound a signal tone
to get the attention of the radio audi-
ence and immediately thereafter will
broadcast a standard all clear mes-
sage. The message will contain a brief
description of territory effected.

"Following announcement by thekey stations, other radio stations
which monitor the key stations will

Traitor Broadcasters

Indicted By U. S. Jury
(Continued from Page 1)

Wilhelm Kaltenbach, Dubuque, Iowa.
(Generally believed to be "the Amer-
ican Lord Haw Haw") ; Robert H.
Best, Sumter, S. C. (former UP and
New York "Times" correspondent in
Europe) ; Douglas Chandler, Balti-
more, (billed as "Paul Revere" and
"Yankee Doodle") ; Edward Leo
Delaney, Olney, Ill., (former stage
and screen actor here, whose broad-
casts for the Nazis under the name
of E. D. Ward were apparently not
too effective, since he has been off
the air for over a year) ; Max Otto
Kolishwitz, New York, (former Hun-
ter College faculty member known
on the air as "O. K.") ; and two wo-
men-Jane Anderson, Atlanta, Ga.,
(writer -wife of a Spanish nobleman
who, but for the intervention of the
U. S. State Department, would have
been shot as a spy by the Spanish
loyalist government) and Constance
Drexel, of Philadelphia, not a mem-
ber of the socially prominent Drexel
family there. Miss Drexel was form-
erly employed by the Chicago
"Tribune" and several other Amer-
ican newspapers.

One in Italy
Listed as a current resident of

Italy is Ezra Pound, formerly of New
York, who has resided abroad since
1911. Pound, who enjoyed a brief
popularity as a poet, has been broad-
casting from Rome to this country
and England for several years. The
indictments are all identical,
on charges that they wrote and .broad-
cast, in enemy employ, speeches to
weaken American morale and inter-
fere with the conduct of the war. They
are based upon studies in progress for
almost a year by FBI and the De-
partment of Justice. The Department
announced that "Material assistance
in the investigation was furnished by
the foreign broadcast intelligent ser-vice of the Federal Communications
Commission, which recorded and
transcribed hundreds of thousands of
words of shortwave propaganda
broadcast by the defendants."

Stork News
John Carey, CBS manager of build-

ing operations, is the father of a nine -
pound boy. The child has been named
Bruce Gardner Carey.

rebroadcast the same message to in-sure that the information is widely
disseminated.

"The radio announcement of the all
clear messages will not replace therecently approved audible all clear
signals which will be continued."

Dave Driscoll, head of WOR's spe-
cial events and war services, is chair-
man of the liaison committee between
the broadcasters here and the mili-tary authorities. He has already leftfor overseas assignments. Expectedthat the stations will meet later thisweek or early next week, to elect
a substituting chairman in Driscoll'sabsence. The new all clear regv'-l-tions will probably be discussed also.
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Coast -to -Coast *
LIEUT. "CHICK" MORRIS, former

WBZ, Boston director of news and
special events, was among the sur-
vivors of the USS Helena when it
was sunk in the first battle of Kula
Gulf in the southwest Pacific.

WDRC, Hartford, has rearranged the
working schedules of its employes to
permit them to take part-time jobs in
war factories in the critical labor shortage
area. Several employes, it is reported
to date, have gone on four-hour shifts
at factories during the early evening.

KIDO, Boise, Idaho, celebrated the
third anniversary of its Sunday the-
ater. The dramatic shows, directed
by Ralph Herbert, was inaugurated
to relieve gas shortages and the
absence of summer stock theaters.
Most of the KIDO personnel take
part in the Sunday theater, devoting
the show exclusively to sale of war
bonds....KIDO also presents the all -
soldier band from the Gowen Field
Air Base, composed of men who were
professional musicians in civilian life.

i e

KLX, Oakland. Calif.. special events
department broadcast the dedication of
the new $2.000,000 U. S. Maritime Service
Officers' School in Alameda. Thirty of-
ficer candidates received service bars
for valor and heroism at sea. Gov. Earl
Warren headed the list of speakers. John
B. Hughes was the commentator while
the announcer was Wally King....The
employes of KLX are subscribing more
than their 10 per cent share in war bonds.

* *

WPEN, Philadelphia, to relieve the
alarm clock shortage has inaugurated
a new program called "The Clock
Watch." The listeners are asked to
dial WPEN when they go to sleep
and when the station signs on again
at 6:45 the "The Clock Watch" would
use musical tunes and the correct
time to keep the war workers in-
formed daily.

* * *

Appointment of Tun Bailey to the sales
staff of WAGA, Atlanta. has been an-
nounced by Charles Smithgall, general
manager. Bailey was formerly with
WSGN, Birmingham, where he was a
member of the sales staff for five years.

* * *

WNAC, .Boston, on Sunday, August
1 will broadcast the mammoth sports
affair at the Boston Garden when

B
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Fox Case Lilian Okun
Fern Persons

Jim Braddock, former world's heavy-
weight boxing champion, and Charlie
Strack, wrestler, will meet to settle
the old query who is the better man,
the boxer or the wrestler. A host of
famous personalities are expected to
attend the unique affair.

* * *

Tony Wakeman's "Sports Column of
the Air," heard over WINX, Washing-
ton, D. C.. Monday through Saturday even-
ings at 6 p.m., has been renewed for
another 26 weeks by Washington Wood-
row Stores for Men ....New accounts
added to Frances Troy Northcross' "Home
Counsel" show over WINX are: Barker
McKittrick, Haskins. Morton's and Tay-Kof.

* *

Continuing policy established for
the month of July, Philadelphia De-
partment of Health shows over WPEN
are presenting guest speakers in dis-
cussions of student nurses and supply
and need of nurses under today's
wartime conditions. Last Saturday's
guest was Charlotte Skooglund, edu-
cational supervisor of the Phila. Gen-
eral Hospital. This week's guests will
be Dr. William Bates, former presi-
dent of Philadelphia County Medical
Society, Mrs. Wm. R. Talbot, chair-
man of Supply and Distribution Com-
mittee of the Nursing Council, and
Helen Weber, representing the private
duty nurse.

Play-by-play description of a special
baseball game this Wednesday between
the Great Lakes Naval team and a picked
team from the Boston Braves and Cincin-
nati Reds will be broadcast by WSAL,
Cincinnati. with Roger Baker and Dick
Bray at the mike. Receipts from broad-
cast rights for the game, bought by Cin-
cinnati department store. Alms & Doepke,
with station donating the time, will go to
increase other game proceeds, all of
which go to the American Red Cross and
other charities.

A month after its first broadcast
the new KPO, San Francisco, Sunday
morning feature, "News in Adver-
tising," is now an NBC Pacific net-
work feature at 9:15 a.m. However,
the local broadcast retains its 8:45
a.m. time. John W. Elwood, general
manager of KPO, originator of the
program, attributes its success to its
singular contribution to the war ef-
fort. It was immediately recognized
by company presidents, advertising
managers and account executives. The
format of the program is composed
of paid advertisements of national
manufacturers placed with every type
of medium, newspaper, magazine and
radio.

Dick Belt, former contitnuity chief of
WHIG, Dayton, O., was back for a visit.
Belt is now a Lieutenant (j.g.), and has
announced his engagement to Betty
Marchi, secretary to WHIO manager. Bob
Moody....Timely feature was presented
over WHIO by Montgomery County Meat
Board recently. Quarter-hour round table
discussion of the meat situation was given

to listeners, helping to clear up the rea-
sons for lack of beef, giving some indica-
tion of the outlook for the future and sug-
gesting how to help alleviate the problem,
which is serious in Dayton because of
tremendous population growth.

* * *

American Lady Bakers have just
renewed with KLZ, Denver, for a
three -a -week strip titled "Piano -
Quiz." Wes Battersea is the emcee
with Sally Ryan at the piano. The
give-away consists of merchandise
and cash prizes. KLZ outdoor ad-
vertising campaign is concentrated
at 20 points in out -lying Colorado
towns, using three -color twenty-four
sheet billboards.

According to an article appearing in
the August issue of "Coronet," written
by Bernard Lewis, WLS, Chicago. receives
credit for starting and popularizing radio
barn dances. The article, titled "Square
Dance Roundup." relates the history of
the WLS National Barn Dance and the
success attained by this type of enter-
tainment in the show business.

* *

The new WSB, Atlanta announcer
is Frank Cason.... Vacationing this
week are Frank Healy, Pauline
Mozely, Hubert Batey, and Addie
Bell Doss....Mary Caldwell, pub-
licity director of WSB, has received
word that a plane has been named
after her, "The Mary C." The Troop
Carrier Command headquarters in
North Africa reported this bit of
news when the squadron joined the
Sicilian invasion ....And Mary C.
(Caldwell) has never been up in a
plane.

Daniel W. Gellerup, who since 1925,
has served the Journal Company as tech-
nical supervisor of radio for WTMJ, Mil-
waukee. has been granted an indefinite
leave of absence to serve the United
States in the development of electronics.
Gellerup will join the U. S. Navy shortly
as a civilian engineer. operating under
the National Defense Research Com-
mittee.

*

Dwight Rutherford, southern editor
of the Pacific Rural Press and an
expert on the subject of home pre-
servation and storage of food, dis-
cussed the methods in an interview
on KFI, Los Angeles.

* *

WMRN, Marion, O., chalked up its
second coverage of honor roll dedica-
tions, Sunday. The first took place at
Mt. Gilead, O. when Morrow County
commemorated its list. Sunday's was
dedicated to the men of Bucyrus, Craw-
ford County....Newest staff member of
WMRN is announcer Michael Marlow
from Maple Heights, a Cleveland suburb.
Marlow, who has had one -a -week shots
on WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, is 16 years
old.... While Bob Gross is on vacation,
Madge Cooper, women's editor, is taking
his place as farm editor on the daily
program "Friendly Farmer."

WTOL, Toledo, broadcast
Shangri-La war bond prom
cently with Ozzie Nelson and
Hilliard as the highspots.
Jean Courtney of the WAVE;
Dorothy Rice of the WACs a
army air cadets from the 27th
Detachment of the Univet
Toledo voiced their appeal
purchase of "Shangri-La" war
Jean Wright's "Women at Wt
gram featured a full schei
interviews this past week, prt
men and women who are at
the armed forces and in ci
on behalf of the war effor 

Frank Burke. CKLW, Windsor
tion department, is on a two -weal,
tion, lolling about on the bead
summer home on Lake St. Claire.'
his absence Verne Cox will to
his duties ....Val Clare, CKLVI
editor, celebrated his 31st wadi'
niversary July 31, by taking II

out to Niagara Falls and have a
look. .

J. Van den Bogaert, art
editor of ANETA in Lond
visiting in the United State
interviewed on The Nether
her possessions over the NB
and over the CBS web this

Ted Bacon, KHJ, San Fran
seated a medley of six Walt
Lion picture tunes and calls
neyana." The arrangements
with the staff of the Walt Disc

*

The WA -Gazette is the tr
title of a new house organ
by WAGA, Atlanta. The
carries news of local and
programs, personalities and
The format is tabloid siz
on glossy stock. Art is used
The publication is mailed
retail druggist in the state
tion to a long list of agenci
and other retailers. Ewald
promotion manager; is the'

In order to stimulate the s
stamps to build the carrier "Sh
WLAW, Lawrence. Mass., sold Il

minute Treasury program to the 19
in the greater Lawrence area.

Name Talent On WMC
For AWS Recrui

Network name talent will gut
WMCA's "Army Air Force Sal
program, tonight, 10:03 p.m.,
to aid in the recruiting prográt
the Aircraft Warning Serd
Baker will present a porti
"Take It Or Leave It," qui
Blair of "Lower Basin Stre
Corfo, and The Marshalls will
pate.

Paul Sullivan, news comma]]
will emcee. Jerry Sears will con
to direct the music. Aaron Stein
director of the program.
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1500,000 AFM Band Tour
lam On WLW

M-G-M For Year

iati-Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer
ght for 52 weeks a variety
and chatter show to be heard
W Mondays through Fridays
p.m., EWT, beginning Aug.

series of broadcasts will plug
VIGM movies featuring mu -
I from the pictures and chat -
t MGM personalities.
ew series, to be titled "The
ars" will use the familiar
eo The Lion" as he roars in
at the chatter that emcee
(Continued on Page 7)

Bore War Bonds and Stamps

L JGN Shows Include
tt rn Of "Open House"

3-Four program additions,
the reinstatement of one

s most popular daytime pro -
Open House With Johnnie
are being made by WGN,
W. MacGregor,. program

announced yesterday. "Open
will be returned to the air
g Monday, August 2, and
and daily, Mondays through
from 11:15 to 11:30 a.m.,
(Continued on Page 2)

More War Bonds and Stamps

igarette Hearing
Valdorf-Astoria Today

federal Trade Commission
If Philip Morris & Co., Ltd.,

'o w York, will be held today
t , in the assembly room of the

Astoria. Trial examiner pre-
% 1 be Charles A. Vilas. Allen
h a and George W. Williams

(Continued on Page 2)

FIR On Tonight
r eat Roosevelt will address

>a and Pan-American coun-
a 30 minutes at 9:30 p.m..
T tight over all networks and
3 is independent stations. The
'I xpected to make transcrip-

te speech for foreign broad.
ál tongues of the United ga-

s ae CIAA will translate and
:ast to all Spanish and

I tse countries.

"Histry"
Hollywood-They figure here

that radio history was made when,
some years ago, Leo Cleary (father
of Judy in "A Date With Judy.')
was appointed manager of the
second station to be built in Los
Angeles. Harry Von Zell working
for a bank reluctantly took a iob-
but wound up filling in for Ted
Husing when the Paul Whiteman -
Old Gold Show on CBS arrived.
Yeh, P. W. brought him East and
he has been rising ever since.

Kate Smith Contract

Will Run Until 1945
Kate Smith, now in her thirteenth

year as a radio star, will continue on
the air for at least three years more,
under the terms of a new contract
signed by her sponsor, General Foods
Corp., through Young & Rubicam, Inc.
in the interests of Jell. -O and Jell-O
puddings. Miss Smith's contract is
unique in radio in that it always is
for three years and the options fall

(Continued on Page 8)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Strotz To Meet Manpower
Drain Via Closed Circuit
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-Encouraged by the
progress being made by the mem-
bers of the NBC -UCLA radio in-
stitute, Sidney N. Strotz, vice-presi-
dent in charge of the NBC Western

(Continued on Page 7)

Over 500 Live Concerts Will Be Given
In Outlying Communities As Result

Of Roosevelt -Petrillo Confab

AFRA Projects Group

Outlines NEIL Co -Op
The co-ordinating committee of the

National Entertainment Industry
Council, meeting last night at the
Hotel Astor, received, accepted and
commended the report of the Special
Projects Committee of AFRA which,
under the direction of Minerva Pious,
is working out definite plans of co-
operation in the talent -pooling move;

(Continued on Page 7)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Expect 500 Agency Execs
At Chi. MBS "Screening"
Chicago-To view the first public

showing of MBS' new kodachrome
presentation of "This Is Mutual" more
than 500 advertising agency execu-
tives and radio advertisers of the
Chicago area are expected to attend
the screening tomorrow at the Drake

(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Spa's Four Big Cup Races
At Belmont Park On NBC
The traditional four Saturday track

classics of Saratoga Park, the Mer-
chants and the Citizens Handicap, the
Travers, the Saratoga Handicap and

(Continued on Page 6)

SPA Seeks Copyright Revision
Via Ascap Articles Preamble

Two Daytime Serials
To Be Aired Over WOR

Two daytime serials, "Mary Foster,
Editor's Daughter" and "Linda's First
Love," will be broadcast over WOR
beginning Monday, August 2. Theywill be transcribed. "Mary Foster,
Editor's Daughter" is played against
a small New England town back-
ground with Mary Foster and her

(Continued on Page 2)

Possibilities of . establishing the
songwriter's proprietary interest in
copyrights -major goal of song -writers
and Songwriters' Protective Associa-
tion all these years-by means of apreamble to the constitution and
Articles of Ascap, will be discussed
this afternoon at a meeting of the
heads of SPA. Subject is closely tied
up with Ascap's current drive to get
its publisher membership in .particu-
lar, to renew affiliations for 15 years,

(Continued on Page 7)

Half million dollars was ap-
propriated yesterday by the
American Federation of Musi-
cians to . subsidize a touring
series of 570 concerts by all
the symphony orchestras, ma-
jor and minor, among cities
which ordinarily have no such
entertainment. In making the
announcement, yesterday, James
C. Petrillo, explained that pro-
ject is result of a confab with

(Continued on Page 6)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Plan London Pickups

For Pall Mall On MBS

Mutual Broadcasting System will
air camp entertainment programs
which Gracie Fields will conduct on
a tour of British and American camps
during the next 'three months. Pick-
ups will be made, but not necessarily
regularly, whenever the military and

(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Lockheed Expands CBS;
Changes Format Of Show
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. yesterday

announced it has increased its cam-
paign on the Columbia network, by
adding fifteen minutes to its "Ceiling
Unlimited" program, effectiv8 August

(Continued on Page 7)

Perplexing
KHJ. Hollywood is in a dither

since the two new page boys were
hired. Each has the same first and
last names. Michael McGregor.
That's not all. Both boys are 17
years of age with blue eyes and
sandy hair. And each has the same
middle initial "M" although one
is called Millin and the other Min -

chin. However, they both prefer to
be called Mike. What to do?
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, July 27)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. G Tel 1577/8 1577/8 155 - 23/4
CBS A 231/2 231/4 231/4 - 1/4
CBS B 231/ 231/4 231/4 - 5/8
Crosley Corp. 231/8 211/2 215/s - 5/8
Gen. Electric 381/4 361/2 361/2 - 11/2
Philco 223/8 215/e 215/s - 3/4
RCA Common 107/8 10 10 - 7/s
RCA First Pfd 71 701/2 701/2
Stewart -Warner 125/8 111/2 113/4 - 7/8
Westinghouse 941/8 91 91 - 3
Zenith Radio 36 331/4 333/4 - 13/4

NEW YORK
Hazeltine Corp. ....
Nat. Union Radio...

CURB EXCHANGE
311/2 301/2 301/2

35/e 35/e 35/e - 1/s

New WGN Shows Include
Return Of "Open House"

(Continued from Page I)
CWT. The program features Johnnie
Neblett as a story teller and philoso-
pher. Len Salvo at the organ will
be heard with Neblett on the pro-
gram.

"What's Your Idea?" a Mutual pro-
gram featuring Imogene Wolcott in
news and household hints for women,
will be given a five -day -a -week
schedule on WGN effective this week.
The program, originally heard from
10:50 to 11 a.m. Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays, is now being broad-
cast at the same time Mondays
through Friday.

In addition, WGN will begin air-
ing the MBS show, "Mutual Goes
Calling," from 1:30 to 1:45 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays beginning Monday,
August 2. Another network program,
"Nashville Varieties," will be heard
each Tuesday from 1:30 to 1:45 on
WGN, effective August 3.

WANTED
Experienced Sound Effects Techni-
cian for Major Network. Write Box
727, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.

Coming and Going
WILLIAM S. HEDGES, vice-president of NBC

in charge of stations, left last night on a tour
of the West Coast to visit affiliated outlets.
He has a stopover scheduled at Denver.

CLEMENT FULLER, special correspondent in
the United States for BBC's European news divi-
sion, is on a trip to Canada to confer with Gov-
ernor General Malcolm MacDonald, also with
CBC and BBC officials for a more complete
exchange of news between Canada and Europe.

JOE B. CARRIGAN, president of KWFT,
Wichita Falls, Tex., is in town for conferences
at the heardquarters of CBS.

NATHAN FRANK, commercial manager and
sales promotion director of WOBT, Blue Net-
work outlet in Roanoke Rapids, has arrived from
North Carolina for a few days in New York.

BEN SELVIN, vice-president of AMP, has
returned from a week's vacation in the Poconos.
He will leave again next Monday on a business
trip to the Midwest.

JEAN COLLINS, vocalist heard on the Blue,
returned yesterday from a week-end in Connec-
ticut just in time to be featured on the "Pop
Stuff" program broadcast over the network last
night.

HERB POLESIE, CBS producer, leaves today
for Hollywood to arrange for the airing of Frank
Sinatra's "Broadway Bandbox" show from the
West Coast studios of the network. He will be
gone about five or six weeks.

W. I. ORR, commercial manager and sales
director of WBNS, Columbus, Ohio, has returned
to the home offices following a visit to Cincin-
nati to attend the NAB session.

JOHN FAHNLINE, IR., president and general
manager of WPIC, Sharon, Pa., is back at his
desk following a few days of illness.

CLYDE F. COOMBS, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of KARM, Fresno, Cal., completed
his short visit here yesterday and left lastY Y
night for the West Coast.

JAMES W. BIXLER, night program manager
of the Blue Network, has left on a one -week
vacation.

MAXON I. BEVENS, commercial manager of
KGHF, Pueblo outlet of the Blue Network, is in
town from Colorado for confabs at Rockefeller
Center.

JAMES M. GAINES, of the NBC station rela-
tions department, has returned from his annual
vacation.

BOB HOWARD, heard over WHN via the
"Gloom Dodgers" program, in Philadelphia to
attend a War Bond Rally, this to followed by
an appearance at Camp Dix in New Jersey.

S. C. VINSONHALER, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of KLRA, Little Rock, Ark., ar-
rived yesterday for a few days in New York on
station and network business.

WILLARD EGOLF, assistant to the president
of NAB in town, also WALTER DENNIS, press
relations head for last night's meeting of NEIC.

PHIL HOFFMAN, vice-president and general
manager of WNAX, Columbia's affiliate in
Yankton, S. D., is on a business trip to New York.

PVT. ROBERT MARKS. U. S. Army Signal
Corps, formerly of the WABC production staff,
was in town on furlough yesterday and looked
in on his erstwhile colleagues at the old stand.

Two Daytime Serials
To Be Aired Over WOR

(Continued from Pane 1)
father, Editor of Valley Springs' only
newspaper, The Sentinel, as the main
characters. The story deals with the
social, economic and domestic prob-
lems faced by people everywhere and
how they are solved by the Fosters
and their fellow townsmen.

Joan Banks is heard as Mary and
Parker Fennelly as Henry Foster. The
program will be heard Monday
through Friday from 3 to 3:15 p.m.

"Linda's First Love" is the story of
a beautiful and courageous girl whose
heart involves her in many exciting
and heartbreaking situations before
she finds real happiness.

Linda is portrayed by Arline Black-
burn. Others in the cast are Barbara
Weeks, Karl Swenson, Bennett Kil-
pack and James Meighan. "Linda's
First Love" will be on the air Mon-
day through Friday from 3:15 to 3:30
p.m.

FTC -Cigarette Hearing
At Waldorf-Astoria Today

(Continued from Page 1)
will try the case for the Commission,
who complained that Philip Morris
& Co. misrepresented statements in
the sale of their cigarettes and smok
ing tobacco.

Stork News
Susan Tucker Harrison, eight

pound, one ounce daughter of Charles
Harrison, account executive for
WABC, bowed in last Saturday at St.
Vincent's Hospital, New York City

Expect 500 Agency Execs
At Chi. MBS "Screening"

(Continued from Page 1)
Hotel. Miller McClintock, president
of the network, will address the
meeting.

The presentation, designed to
demonstrate the advantages of Mu-
tual as an advertising medium, was
first shown in a less complete form
before executives of MBS stations
here several weeks ago. Since then,
a sound track has been dubbed. The
earlier version was recently exhibited
before a few individual advertising
agencies in New York.

Robert Schmid. sales promotion di-
rector of Mutual; Jack Latham, as-
sistant sales manager of the net-
work; the executive personnel of
WGN, including Frank P. Schreiber,
manager, and William A. McGuineas,
sales manager, are among others
who will be present at the meeting.

War Worker Kitchell Guest
Mrs. Preston Davie, head of the

Civilian Activities Committee, an
organization formed to assist soldiers
and sailors, will speak today on Alma
Kitchell's "Women's Exchange" pro-
gram which is heard over the Blue
Network from 115-1:45 p.m.

AMP has a new HIT
BULLFROGS AND

MARINES
Introductory broadcast date
will be announced next week.

Plan London Picki

For Pall Mall On
(Continued from Page 1)

geographical, as well as netwol
mitments permit. These o
broadcasts were announced as
prise offering, yesterday, by
McClintock, president of Mutt]
farewell partytP Y g even for Miss
at. the Waldorf-Astoria. Sir S
Haggard, British Consul
New York, just returned f1i
don, was the guest of hop,
Fields having just conchal
series on the Blue, will retu,
air in the Fall, via Mutual, 1
by the American Cigarette S
Co. for Pall Mall cigarettes.

Ness Fields Replies
In brief informal comny

Godfrey paid tribute to th
building job Miss Fields has
ing. He also described civilii
tions in England as he fo
during this recent trip. M
spoke highly of reception
by service men in this col
pressed anxiety for her home
then, joshing about the awl
the Blue to Mutual said: "
on Mutual, and will be big
betterer than on the Blue."

Substitute On Craig
Ann Russell, writer and

to Nancy Craig on that corn
"Women of Tomorrow" pr
substituting during the n
weeks for Miss Craig, whose
born last week. The program
Monday through Friday on
Network from 8:30-9 p.m.
on the show next Monday
Lady Doverdale of England,
speak on the subject "Wome
War."

"Hot" Availabil

,%t,6 Capit
new! PI

* "Washington Ins
Out" now available*
immediate sale.

$45 per week
SUNDAY EVENING

6:15-6:30 P. M.
*subject to prior sale

.Tl>.

IN BALTIMO
TOM TINSLEY, Presides

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-



OR WHY ONLY WOOD

CAN DELIVER THE WESTERN MICHIGAN MARKET

POPULATION ... PROGRAMS ... POWER ... these are the measure of a station's audience.
Apply the "Rule of 3 P's" to Michigan's second market and you will see why WOOD - and only
WOOD - can do the job for you in this high wage territory of over a million listeners.

fol
Grand Rapids is Michigan's second city - second only to Detroit. Grand Rapids

Al i
® is larger than Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Battle Creek combined. WOOD is in the

very center of this populous metropolitan and 25 county area. No station on the
fringe of this market can possibly deliver this audience. Take a tip from local advertisers,
who are on the ground and know. The majority, by a wide margin, use WOOD exclusively.

RA
IA5 WOOD is the only NBC station in the Grand Rapids -/ Kalamazoo -Western Michigan area. Naturally the voice of

WOOD dominates this rich outstate market, because it deli.. !-
the programs "most people listen to most" - 9 of the top 10 - 17 of the
top 25 (in a recent poll). Surveys show that WOOD is vastly preferred in
this industrial -agricultural section. Its audience is THREE times that of
the other local station. And in Grand Rapids, Michigan's second largest
city, WOOD has a better than 18 to 1 listener preference over the next
IJ estern Michigan station.

ER
1)01416

WOOD is a 5000 watt station, second to none outside
Detroit. Its voice of unequalled power from the very
heart of the outstate Michigan market, broadcasting a full
schedule of NBC programs, is why WOOD is the HOME
STATION of this prosperous territory - why WOOD is
the Westefn Michigan station "most people listen to most."

GRAND RAPIDS . . NBC .. 5000 WATTS

Outstate Michigan's Greatest Station
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

NEIL McDONALD, formerly West
Coast manager for Tom Fizdale,

has joined the press department of
CBS, Western Division, as assistant
to Director Lloyd Brownfield.

Edwin Buckalew, field manager of
station relations for the Columbia
Pacific Network, left for a tour of
CSRS affiliates in the Northwest.

Janet Gaynor, petite hostess for the
Columbia Pacific Network's "Holly-
wood Showcase," made a trip up to
San Francisco this week-end to ap-
pear as guest speaker at a special War
Bond Rally for the war workers on
Mare Island. Miss Gaynor appeared
at the rally for the Hollywood Vic-
tory Committee.

Rosemary de Camp, was the guest
star on the Hollywood Radio Theater
instead of John Loder, who was pre-
viously announced and who will ap-
pear in a few weeks. C. P. MacGregor
is producer of the show which is
heard over KIN every Sunday at
9:30 p.m.

Redheaded Fred Brady is a dead-
pan radio actor, but three of his aides,
stumbling Lu Lubin, sputtering
Charlie Kemper and sappo Joe De
Rita, look plenty funny and draw
much studio applause. Then there's
curvaceous Shirley, "Veronica" Mit-
chell who brings forth the cheers and
whistles!

Eddie Paul, who has been batoning
the Sealtest orchestra for the past
three years under Rudy Vallee's di-
rection, has been given full com-
mand of the music now that Rudy
has gone and Joan Davis and Jack
Haley have taken over.

They've got Perry Ward washing
windows now! The jovial, rotund
master of ceremonies and general
pepper -upper of NBC's hilarious
"Scramby Amby" has enough to do
keeping the contestants on their toes.
Therefore, an assistant in the glassed-
in control booth keeps track of the
"jack pot" total as it goes up-and
flashes the good word to Perry by
means of numbers printed on large
pieces of cardboard. This week the
glass of the control booth was a little
dusty. Perry took off his_coat, com-
mandeered a dust cloth and went to
work. Show time came and there was
nary a mix-up. As Perry said, "You
could have eaten off that window-if
you had anything to eat."

N.B.
WE PROBABLY HAVE REG-
ISTERED WITH US THE
RIGHT PERSON FOR THE
VACANT POSITION YOU
ARE TRYING TO FILL.

CALL-
FRANK McGRANN

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)

331 Madison Ave. (43rd St.), New York

MURRAY HILL 2-6494

Notes Front it Ringside Seat . . . !

Last April, during the NAB Convention at the Palmer House
in the Windy City, it was decided to inject more comedy programs into
the network schedules .  .... it is evident that those plans are now being
effected with CBS, having launched an ambitious comedy sustainer starring
Jerry Lester with material supplied by a staff of scripters including Bud
Pearson, Les White, Hal Collins and Bob Marko The Blue Network, too,
started the first of a costly sustaining series of comedy programs Monday,
changing the "Rhythm Road" vehicle to include a cast of artists who can be
depended upon to arouse the risibilities of tuner -inners the program,
now called the "Johnny Morgan Show," finds Morgan surrounded by Ann
Thomas, whose Brooklynese accent on the "Easy Aces" strip, is unforget
table, Patsy Flick, Mister Guffey, the new child sensation, Alistaire Kyle,
Beauteous Latin-American songstress, Cordova and Jimmy Lytell and his
band Scripters of the latter show are Mort Lewis and Sidney Fields

Contrary to reports Bert (the Mad Russian) Gordon will again appear
on Eddie Cantor's program when it resumes in the Fall Vera Vague,
heard on the Bob Hope NBClowner, also has signed to heckle Ida's Husband

Jimmy Blair, the ' Basin Street" Lark, starts a p.a. tour of theaters
Monday Bill Meloney, Press Head of the BBD&O outfit, has a new
idea for a radio show which rates a hearing,

 A crude defacement of the onyx -panelled wall on the
third floor of NBC, pictures a mis-shapen swastika however
the "work of art" exists just where such emblems belong in
the "Pay Booth" of the Gents' Room tee-hee ' Bill Sweets,
NBC director, will resign this Saturday during his vacation he'll
continue to direct "Gangbusters" and plans to free lance in the Fall

Joan Brooks has been CBSigned to another 13 -week contract
To reward his office staff for its arduous tasks during the

recent tour of "Truth or Consequences," Ralph Edwards has given
his cohorts a two-week vacation at his ranch in Old Strawberry
Cal Robert Bellaire, former United Press Chief at Shanghai
and Tokio and now a Blue Networker (newscaster) will sub for
John Gunther Sunday on the "Where Do We Stand," program with
John Vandercook Returning the visit he paid them on their
own program last year, Burns and Allen, will guestar for "Pops"
Whiteman on his August 8th NBCast Sweet Colleen Ward, one
of radio's better actresses, will make her stage debut in Elmer Rice's
forthcoming Broadway production, "A New Life."* * *

Screen actress Constance Moore will exercise her vocal chords
when she guests Sunday on the Bob NBCrosby show Philip K. Baldwin,
who next Monday will assume the position as assistant to Chief Engineer
Clyde Hunt at WTOP, received an honorable discharge from the U. S. Army
recently, where he had attained the rank of Captain..... .Diana Bourbon
has resigned as director of the Judy Canova program and starting August
4 will assume new duties with the OWI she'll be attached to the
London office Bill Stern's NBChamp guest August 6, will be Slapsie
Maxie" Rosenbloom who can always be depended upon to "moider de
King's English" Mitch Ayres, currently at the Paramount in Gotham
will leave with his band for Hollywood next Wednesday to appear in his
first lilmusical for Universal Pictures The American Women's Volun-
tary Services at its National Headquarters, 345 Madison Ave. is seeking
girls employed by advertising agencies, radio stations, music publishers
etc. to volunteer their services (one or two hours weekly) if you want
to do your bit for this Patriotic Body, send a penny postcard with your name,
address and telephone number to Stella Unger at the above address.

Remember Pearl Harbor

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

THE Blue Network is sched
pick up dedication ceremc

the first C 54 Army transpor
to come off the assembly line
New Chicago Douglas plant

a

day, July 30th. Jim Stirton, p
director of the Blue in Chic
working out details with Ned
ford and Jack Anderson
Douglas organization.

A trio from WBBM leave
for a week's fishing at the M
North Woods Club. Charles G
head of local sales; J. Kelly
commercial manager, and 1

Rad, news analyst, make up the
Members of the board of di

of FM Broadcasters, Inc., wil
at Milwaukee's Radio City on a

3rd, Walter J. Damm, presider
announced. Guests at the n
will be Dr. Wm. R. G. Baker,
president of General Electric a
rector of the RMA engineerir
partment, and Major Edwin H.
strong.

Latest lullaby singer around
studios is Johnny Cordaro, mu
The Cordaros have announce
arrival of an eight pound, nine
daughter, Myra Jayne, at Raven
Hospital.

Shep Chartoc of WBBM,
ceeding Chuk Logan, resign

John D. Weaver, plant m
the Chicago branch of Dou
craft, will be cited "for d
service," for his contributio
airplane industry on the pro
that name over WGN tomorr
gram will be heard from 9:3
p.m., CWT.

Wayne Van Dyne, WGN to
be soloist on the "Harmo
program to be broadcast o
Mutual tomorrow, from 8:30

Dramatization of the story
donors in the Chicago area
featured on the "Midwest
program, Saturday, July
WBBM from 4:45 to 5:15 p.
gram will be written by Joh
and produced by Fred Kilia

WANTED
TWO TOP-NOTCH

TIME SALESMEN

A 10,000 watt New York station ne
two experienced salesmen to replace a
who have gone into the Service. Al
have previous radio experience and
thoroughly familiar with the New Yi
market, local advertisers and lead
national advertisers and their agencl
The two men we have in mind are Pro
ably now selling local or network ti
and programs with a New York stet
or in the radio department of Si

agency.

Good opportunity, and drawing accai
against commission. Reply giving a

education, experience and draft stall
All replies will be considered stria
confidential. Our own organizer
knows of this advertisement. Box
Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway, N. Y
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pIRoMOTIoN
WHN Baseball Up

Wartime restrictions on gasoline for
civilian use is reflected at WHN by
a 100 per cent increase in baseball
listening over 1942. Figures were
determined by WHN on a Monday
through Friday basis.

Saturday and Sunday baseball lis-
tening started off approximately 50
per cent below 1942 figures and
gradually rose to a 50 per cent in-
crease in June over 1942 and an 85
per cent increase over July 1942.

The increase in percentage figures
is due in part according to the station
to the fact that it is the only major
station in the New York listening
area broadcasting major league base-
ball. Supplementary factors of the
measurable increase are the newly
developed interest in wartime base-
ball, and listeners who formerly
heard the broadcast at beaches and
other places of outings by battery
sets and who are now listening to
the games at home. These latter
listeners were never figured in any
previous radio surveys.

In addition to the increased listen-
ing to the Brooklyn. Dodger ball
games there is a heavy listening in-
terest at Army Camps, Naval Bases,
and Hospitals within the primary
listening area of the station.

Red Barber, station's baseball an-
nouncer reports a decided increase
in female interest in the ball games.

Hitting two birds with one stone,
Carl Erbe, new publicity director at
WNEW, is using a presentation which
serves to introduce him and at the
same time promote the station's most
valued program, "Make Believe Ball-
room."

Departing from the formal, Erbe's
mimeographed presentation is simply
stapled to a cover folder whereon is
scattered the logotypes and names of
his former clients, all of whom were
in night club, vaudeville and other
fields. Theme of the text is, "I have
turned legit ... " because this is the
p. a.'s first radio affiliation. In the
light vein, he sketches in a brief bio-
graphy, leading up to the "Ballroom"
as his first "story." Friendliness with
a touch of the humble prevail, so
that both the p. a. and the "Ball-
room' get enough attention.

Two Accounts Signed
For Spots Over WJZ

Spot business on WJZ has been in-
creased by the addition of two ac-
counts one industrial and one pub-
lication.

Radio Corporation of America (RCA
Victor Division) is sponsoring one -
minute announcements, which started
Monday. The business was placed
through Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Through Raymond Spector Co., Inc.,
MacFadden Publications, Inc., for
True Story Magazine, has signed for
participations on the "Kibitzers" pro-
gram, Friday and Saturday, Aug. 13
and 14, at 8 p.m.

Set $500,000 AFM Band Tour
For Free Local Concert Series

(Continued from Page 1)

the President of the United States,
at the President's request, in the
White House back in December 29,
1942.

The tours will get under way
within the next seven or eight days,
Petrillo promised. Musicians will be
pair] scale; the Federation will stand
the cost of everything; concerts will
be free to the public. Notices are
being sent out immediately, to all
locals, informing them of this pro-
ject, and requiring them to take
immediate measures to start touring
the symphony groups which are
available within their jurisdictions.
There are 17 major symphonic or-
chestras of permanent character, and
55 groups which give occasional con-
certs.

Small Communities Stressed
First concerts under the union's

patronage will be given by such units
as the New York Philharmonic Sym-
phony Orchestra, the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, the Cleveland Sym-
phony Orchestra, the Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra, and others which,
Petrillo explained, were still intact
and could be readily mobilized for
touring in their spare time. Concerts
will be given, not in the larger cities,
but in the smaller communities.

First action on the project was
consummated by the union June 7,
1942, when the Board met in Chicago.
Then the execs appropriated $250,000
for the purpose. Board also author-
ized the president to spend an addi-
tional $250,000 if he finds the need.
Petrillo said that in all likelihood
the entire $500,000 will be used. "We
contemplate spending all that money
for these concerts. If the weather
gets bad we will shoot them into an
auditorium."

Mostly Open Air
For the most part the concerts will

be open air. If any of the locals
wish to supplement the project by
adding more concerts, they will be
encouraged to do so. Locals will
determine the itinerary of the or-
chestras, selecting the towns, etc.,
while the regular conductors will
plan the musical programs.

"We are trying to do the right
thing," declared Petrillo. Reporting
on his conference with the President,
he said:

"By invitation of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, I had a meeting with him at the
White House on December 29, 1942. The
President was very much concerned that
the people in the smaller cities in the United
States are not getting enough first class
concert music, especially during war time.

"He pointed out to me that in many
foreign countries, concert orchestras are
sent from city to city so .that the people
who are not in a financial position to travel
to the big cities to hear the larger orchestras,

could hear the finest music free of charge.
"He was wondering whether or not the

American Federation of Musicians could do
something along the Caine lines. I told the
President I would be very happy to take
this matter up with the International Execu-
tive Board of the American Federation of
Musicians and I felt sure something could
be done about it.

"Upon taking the matter up with the
International Executive Board, an appropria-
tion of $250,000.00 was authorized for the
above purpose. If it is found necessary to
spend an additional $250,000.00, the Board
has authorized the President of the American
Federation of Musicians to do so.

"It is very significant that the President
of the United States, with all the respon-
sibilities he has during this crisis, found
time to think of the people in the smaller
communities and provide an opportunity for
them to see and hear the outstanding mu-
sical organizations in the United States.

"These concerts will be given, not in the
larger cities, but in the smaller cities, just
as the President has requested. In this way
we can bring this fine muilc to the people
of our country.

"This will serve a two -fold purpose in
that some of the people will be seeing and
hearing these orchestras in person for the
first time, and also, it will do a great deal
for home morale during these distressed
times.

Musicians To Be Paid
"The men in these orchestras will be paid

for their services while the people in these
cities will hear these concerts free of charge.

"The following orchestras will be advised
immediately through their local unions to
at once make arrangements to play a cer-
tain number of concerts which will be allo-
cated to them:

Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles,
Los Angeles, California; San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra, San Francisco, California;
Washington Symphony Orchestra, Washing-
ton, D. C.; Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
Chicago, Illinois; Baltimore Symphony Or-
chestra, Baltimore, Md.; Detroit Symphony
Orchestra, Detroit, Michigan; Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestra, Minneapolis, Minn.;
Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Kansas
City, Mo.; St. Louis Symphony Orchestra,
St. Louis, Mo.; New York Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra, New York, N. Y.;
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Rochester,
N. Y.; Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio; Cleveland Symphony Orchestra,
Cleveland, Ohio; Philadelphia Orchestra,
Philadelphia, Penna.; Boston Symphony Or-
chestra, Boston, Mass.; Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra, Pittsburgh, Penna.; Indianapolis
Symphony Orchestra, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Petrillo listed, also, the 55 supplementary
groups with occasional concerts and which
will be tapped for this project where and
when possible. Their locations follow:

Supplementary Groups
California.-San Diego; Colorado-Colorado

Springs, Denver; Connecticut-Hartford, New
Haven; Delaware- Wilmington; Florida -
Miami; Illinois-Peoria; Indiana-Evansville,
Fort Wayne, South Bend, Terre Haute; Iowa
-Sioux City, Waterloo; Kansas-Lawrence;
Kentucky-Louisville; Louisiana-New Or-
leans; Maine - Portland; Michigan - Flint,
Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids; Minnesota-
Duluth, St. Paul; Mississippi-Jackson;
Montana - Missoula; New Jersey - Newark,
Trenton; New York-Albany, Buffalo, Syra-
cuse, and Utica; N. Carolina-Asheville,
Charlotte.

Also N. Dakota-Fargo; Ohio-Toledo;
Oklahoma-Oklahoma City, Tulsa; Penn-
sylvania - Altoona, Harrisburg, Reading,
Scranton; S. Carolina-Charleston, Columbia;
Tennessee - Memphis; Texas - Dallas, El
Paso, Fort Worth, San Antonio, Waco;
Utah-Salt Lake City; Virginia-Norfolk;
W. Va.-Charleston, Wheeling; Wisconsin-
Racine and Wyoming-Cheyenne.

WJEJ To Rambeau Co.
H. A. Seville, national sales rep-

resentative of WJEJ, Hagerstown,
Md., announced early this week that
Wm. G. Rambeau Co. has been ap-
pointed national representatives of
WJEJ.

"Armstrong" 10 Years Old
The Jack Armstrong series will

complete its tenth year on the air -
lanes Friday, July 30, when the
2,220th episode of the All-American
Boy's adventures is broadcast over
the Blue Network at 6:30 p.m., EWT.

AGENCIE

JIM BOURKE, of Foster &
Inc., Cleveland advertising
and publicity director for Phil
ny's "Hour of Charm," is re)
for duty as a lieutenant (j.g.) it
aviation. His work on the p;
will be taken over in the fun
Dudley Foster.

JOE BRATTAIN has again re
his duties at Erwin, Wasey &
pany, as Director of Radi
tion after a serious acci
weeks ago he was run
taxicab and suffered eig
ribs and other minor inj
is not fully recovered but
ally improving and expe
working full time within a
weeks.

BELMONT RADIO C,

TION, Chicago, begins a
series on its work on Radar
electronic applications throe
mont & Hohman.

McKESSON & ROBBINS
duce Bax multi -vitamin tl
new package soon, throu
Ellington. The drug corn
advertises Bexel B-compl
on 99 radio stations thro
Tarcher & Co.

CHICAGO
COMPANY, Elkhart, India
facturers of radio and elec
vices and telephone equipm
placed their advertising wit
Browne Advertising, Chicag

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
PLANNING AND DEVELOP
COMMISSION has appointeda
W. Hoyt Company, Inc. to bt
recreational and industrial adveri
for the State of New Hampshire

Spa's Four Big Cup Rao
At Belmont Park On I

(Continued from Page 14,

the Saratoga Cup, the first of ti

is due to be held August 7 at Bell
Park in Long Island due to 0

traveling restrictions, will be bri

cast by Clem McCarthy, racing'
nouncer, over the NBC network.'
Stanton will describe the settim
the race track.

The stake events will be bro:*:
Saturdays at 4:15 p.m., EWT, The'.
running of the Travers will bob'''

cast August 14, followed by theS
toga Handicap August 21 while

Saratoga Cup will be v
August 28.

The Cup contest, compar
Preakness and the Derby in
turf history, will be run
entries as Alsab, Dark Dllco

Mioland, Market Wise, Bolinbrottl
Deseronto for a $25,000 purse

Racing was halted in Sara
year when Governor Dew«In,
to issue a license because: of N e

help shortages and for other

reasons.
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lieeks Revision

,scap's Preamble
Continued from Page 1)
expiration date to 1965, and

Marks' suit for a declaratory
on the question of song -

rights when the publisher
from Ascap membership.
preamble would unmis-

lare that the songwriters
per cent proprietary in-

actively and in perpetuity,
ights now and henceforth

the publishers. Accept-
Ascap Board, and subse-

ription to renewed mem-

y

ontractss by the publishers,
Ice it unnecessary, then, for
lake individual agreements.
of the preamble idea circu-
;he trade these past couple
and have been linked with
;announcement by John G.

I at Ascap's directors had
I extension of current Ascap
dp agreements at a special
July 14. Songwriters have
ned to view the Ascap reso-

t an attempt on part of the
show its good faith to the

:t, with the psychology of
of operation, etc. Noted,

fat the Society and its pub-
lnbers are not too certain
outcome of the declaratory
decision in favor of the
jter members in matters of

.i: y rights would weaken the
t +ad its license salability to
le trs. Reasoned that Ascap

settle the question via the
and hold on to "half a loaf"
Similarly, songwriter mem-
a been opining, "Half a

s ter than nothing," and get -
i nmediately appears to be

antagous than having to.

Marks disposition.
k' andard contract with pub-
s pires 1946. No more signa -

being accepted. Organiza-
i,',ad, in lining up changes

o ;ions for a new form which
1 , in negotiations at the ex-
a `. the current pact. Some of
s' '.cations, such as the corn -
e ith the two cent statutory
o lechanicals, etc., my be in -

L in new contracts with
h who are not signatories to
a rd form now.

`ELIND DATE"
'istdio program, so successfully

isoil by Maxwell House Coffee,

he :elusive property of Mr. Joe
d t Sioux Falls, S. D.

it i uiries regarding same should

adrssed to his representative,

Hllace Radio Productions, 605

Aicl;an Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

* C IU IL JE 11 1- II IS G * *
MADELEINE CARROLL, in an

adaptation of "Now, Voyager," Friday
(WABC-GIBS, 9 p.m.).

ANN CORIO and PAUL LAVELLE,
on the Ellery Qreen program, Satur-
day (WEAF-NBC, 7:30 p.m.).

MARION LOVERIDGE and BOBBY
HOOKEY. on "Nellie Revell Pre-
sents," Saturday (WEAF-NBC, 10
a,m.) .

DR. LIN YUTANG, Chinese author
and philosopher, discussing his new
book, "Between Tears and Laughter,"
on "Of Men and Books," Saturday
(WABC-CBS, 2:30 p.m.).

MARION HUTTON, and the Mod-
ernaires, on the Paul Whiteman show,
Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 8 p.m.).

SIMON BARERE, pianist, and
ELEANOR S i'EBER, soprano, on the
Coca-Cola program, Sunday (WABC-
CBS, 4:30 p.m.).

Strotz To Meet Manpower
Drain Via Closed Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)
Division, plans to use closed circuit
auditions that will reach NBC sta-
tions that might be short of man-
power.

Irving Zielinka, a chemical engi-
neering student at Cal -Tech, who is
attending the institute, has been
made a junior announcer at NBC.

One of the most popular classes
is that of radio drama and produc-
tion, which is headed by Ned Tol-
linger, NBC production manager. It
has 82 students, 60 per cent of whom
are girls. Bob Brooke is in charge
of the radio engineering class.

NBC is' also conducting classes at
Stanford and 'Northwestern.

KGO Transfers Robertson
San Francisco-Larry Robertson,

KGO-Blue Network production man-
ager, has been transferred to the Hol-
lywood office of the network and as-
signed to the production department
at that point, it has been announced
by Don Searle, manager of KGO.

Cooper On 'This Is Our Cause'
Jerry Cooper, singing star of WOR's

"Keep Ahead" program over the
Mutual network on Friday nights,
will guest on "This Is Our Cause"
over WINS, Sunday afternoon, from
4:30-5 p.m. This week's "This Is
Our Cause" is dedicated to the U. S.treasury Department.

Wayne 'Women's Page" Guest
David Wayne, actor soon to be heard

in a revival of "The Merry Widow"
and who drove an ambulance with
the British Army in North Africa,
will be heard on Adelaide Hawley's
"Women's Page of the Air" today over
WABC. Wayne at one time had been
reported killed.

ROBERT BENCHLEY, on the Jack
Carson program, today (WABC-CBS,
9:30 p.m.).

REV. JOHN LaFARGE, executive
editor of "America," discussing "The
Christian Approach to the Race Prob-
lem," on Columbia's "Church of the
Air," Sunday (WABC-CBS, 1 p.m.).

PADRAIC COLUM, Irish poet;
JOHN HALL WHEELOCK, secretary
and director of Charles Scribner's
Sons, and MARVIN LOWENTHAL,
author of "Victor Hugo and His
Times," discussing "The Poems of
Heinrich Heine," on "Invitation to
Learning," Sunday (WABC-CBS,
11:30 p.m.).

RUSS MORGAN, on "The Million
Dollar Band" program, Saturday
(WEAF-NBC, 10 p.m.).

EDNA BEST, on the "Silver Thea-
ter" broadcast, Sunday (WABC-CBS,
6 p.m.).

Lockheed Expands CBS;
Changes Format Of Show

(Continued from Page 1)
8. The client also stated it will pre-
sent the program under a new format
and at a new broadcast time, as of
the same date.

Heard currently on Monday from
7:15 to 7:30 p.m., EWT, with rebroad-
cast at 11:15 p.m., the new "Ceiling
Unlimited" will be broadcast from
2:00 to 2:30 p.m., EWT on Sundays.
Fifty-seven CBS stations will carry
the program, as well as Columbia
outlets in Honolulu and Hilo.

The new format includes Joseph
Cotten, well-known stage and screen
actor, as master of ceremonies, song-
stress Nan Wynn, and Wilbur Hatch,
musical conductor. A new type of
variety show, the program will feat-
ure a dramatization of some current
American event of the week on each
broadcast.

"Ceiling Unlimited" was Lockheed's
first CBS program and made its debut
November 9, 1942. Orson Welles was
the star of the first series and was re-
placed early this year by guest stars
in the leading dramatic roles. Recent-
ly the client has presented the noted
novelist, James Hilton, in a series of
talks on present-day trends and con-
ditions.

Agency handling the account is
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
Institutional commercials are used on
the program.

CBS Sets Kurenko Series
Maria Kurenko, Russian -born so-

prano, begins a regular series of
Sunday night appearances with the
Columbia Concert Orchestra, con-
ducted by Howard Barlow, on the
CBS network Sunday, August 1, from
10:45-11 p.m. In June, Mme. Kurenko
sang twice with the orchestra onColumbia's "Invitation to Music"
series.

AFRA Projects Group

Outlines HEIC Co -Op

(Continued from Page I)
the AFRA committee suggested the
production of radio programs which
will be offered through the OWI. It
also advanced the idea of entertain-
ment units to visit hospitals. In these
projects, it was stated, the AFRA
membership would be supplemented
by radio writers and directors.

The NEIC committee also drew up
during the course of the meeting a
standard pledge which will be sub-
mitted to all organizations participat-
ing in the work of the council. These
organizations will be asked to make
available, if called upon, six weeks,
36 performances or the equivalent
thereof to the talent pool. This pledge -
suggestion will be mailed this week.
Deadline for replies is Sept. 15.

On Sept. 20 the NEIC will hold a
rally in a New York theater at which
the signed pledges will be read.

The next meeting of the co-ordinat-
ing committee will be held on Tues-
day, Sept. 20.

WLW Variety Program
Sold To MGM For Year

(continued from Page 1)
Frazier Thomas puts out about the
latest dope on film stars and MGM
pictures.

Playing the latest music from MGM
films will be Jimmy Wilbur and his
"Little Band," already an established
favorite with WLW listeners. Vocals
on the show will be handled by Doris
Day, blonde songstress of the WLW
singing staff.

Wedding Bells
R. John Hugh, formerly program

director of WCBT, Roanoke Rapids,
N. C., and now a member of the
radio production staff of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, Inc., will be married on
Oct. 1 to Kay Todd of the Blue Net-
work staff. Miss Todd formerly was
assistant to Hugh at WCBT.

WENR
WENR reaches more
families at lower cost per
thousand than any other
major Chicago station !

WENR is Chicago's Basic
Blue Network Station. 50,000
watts on a clear channel,
890 k.c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.
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00 THAT everyone on WOR's pro-
duction staff may have a chance

to gain experience in directing tele-
vision programs on the station's new
experimental television series, a sched-
ule has been drawn up assigning
dates to staff members. So far listed
are Keyes Perrin, August 3; Roger
Bower, August 10; Joe Ripley, August
17; and Nat Abramson, August 24.
Ray Nelson was assigned yesterday.
WOR's television programs are seen
every Tuesday from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
through the facilities of Dumont's
W2XW V ....Richard Watts, former
drama critic of the "New York "Her-
ald -Tribune," who recently returned
from a Government mission to the
Irish Free State, will be Bessie
Beatty's guest on her program today
over WOR. Watts will speak about
the Irish Free State.

Frank Crotty, county editor of the "Wor-
cester Telegram." has joined the news
staff of WTAG, Worcester, in a part-time
capacity. He will divide his duties be-
tween the station and newspaper, super-
vising Worcester County news broad-
casts over WTAG....Richard Maxwell,
gospel singer and philosopher, author and
composer who has appeared on the lead-
ing religious shows of all networks, was
a visitor to WTAG recently. While on the
air he Introduced his new composition
"Let's Pause and Say a Prayer for Jim."

Jim Barry, formerly with WCSC,
Charleston, S. C. and WIOD, Miami,
Fla., has joined the announcing and
production staff of WPDQ, Jackson-
ville, Fla. Barry will take up his
new duties with the Mutual outlet on
August 2.

Since some of the biggest news events,
such as Hitler's invasion of Russia, Pearl
Harbor bombed, and Mussolini's evacua-
tion, occurred while Russ Hodges covered
sports events for WOL, Washington, D. C
Hodges is seriously thinking of camping
at Griffith Stadium for the announcement
that Hitler capitulated.

Katherine Clark, commentator at
WCAU, Philadelphia, predicted July
16, the report reads, that it would .be
the Italian King who would force
Mussolini out of. office without revolt.
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Bernie Armstrong Carmen Dragon
Thomas B. Campbell Bill Goodwin
Harry David Fields Felix Mills
Lawrence Gray Wynn Murray
Hal Totten Fred Uttal
Lt. Rudy Vallee Foster Williams

Roy C. Witmer

WGN. Chicago, employes on vacation
include Bill McGuineas, sales manager;
Fred Levings, publicity; John Bernbom,
studio traffic office; Bob Sibold, engineer-
ing staff; Mary McDeavitt. secretary to
David Taylor and Muriel Joy, program
department.

Grey -eyes, blonde, and from Holly-
wood, Inez Latta is the new member
of the KLX, Oakland, Calif., staff.
She attended the University of Cali-
fornia and worked at the Harry Sher-
man studios and RKO. Her friends
call her "Spike."

* *

When Walt Bruzek, manager of KROC,
Rochester, Minn., gave a pint of blood
to the St. Paul mobile blood bank unit
in the Owatonna Armory, he broadcast
the experience to the listeners. The re-
action was more than the 100 pints of
blood needed for the quota.

*

WAAT, Newark, N. J., in accord-
ance with the recommendation of
the Time Buyers' Committee of the
AAAA and Sales Managers' Commit-
tee of the NAB is contributing a
new coverage map, covering statis-
tical information regarding North
New Jersey's market for more than
3,500,000 people.

WLW, Cincinnati, will continue its pro-
gram of "Keeping 'em Healthy," in the
interest of livestock and poultry health
that is rapidly flourishing in the Ohio
farm area, by presenting Dr. George W.
Gillis, veterinarian of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
and Congressman from the fourth Indiana
district.

Sid Saunders, KMOX, St. Louis,
announcer, leaves to take up new
duties as assistant recreational direc-
tor with the American Red Cross....
Blanche Devaney of the traffic de-
partment is spending her vacation
at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in
Chicago.... Howard Sadlo, mail clerk
at KMOX, is spending his vacation in
Wisconsin.

* * *

The WSAI, Cincinnati, summer play-
house will feature this week a play titled
"Home Is The Hero," a study of life in
a typical small American town. The
play is written by Bill Meredith of the
WLW-WSAI continuity staff. The Bureau
Players, one of Cincinnati's dramatic
groups, will enact the story.

"Leaders of the United Nations,"
five-minute biographies of leading
personalities in world affairs, intro-
duced earlier this summer on KHJ,
Los Angeles, will continue as a feat-
ure on the afternoon schedule until
October 29 as it has been renewed
by its sponsor, Independent Drug-
gists of California.

WPAT, Paterson, N. J. has moved Bill
Bohack as chief announcer. Bohack has
been staff announcer for several years,
narrating on the Botany Worsted Mill's
"North Jersey Industry Enrolls."

Robert G. Walter was recently ap-
pointed program director of WWNY,
Watertown, N. Y. Walter has been
associated with WWNY for the past
two years with the exception of three
months when he was employed as
announcer at WJTN, Jamestown, N.
Y. He replaces Harry Adams who is
now a member of the Seebees, sta-
tioned at Camp Perry, Va.....The
Kellogg Company purchased 130 15 -
minute programs on WWNY at which
time the serial "Superman" will be
broadcast by transcription Monday
through Friday.

Piel's Beer is now sponsoring Milt
Berkowití s sports. program six nights per
week on WNBC, Hartford.... Vi and VII -
ma, the "Victory Twins," who got their
start on the "WNBC Kiddie Revue," and
who for the past year have been coast -
to coasting on the Blue, are now reported
to be in Hawaii on a USO tour.... When
Hattie Rosenthal left to loin her soldier -
husband in New York, Gertrude Wilson
rejoined the WNBC staff as secretary to
Commercial Manager Larry Edwardson.
Annette Lansing -Jones is the new recep-
tionist at WNBC.

WGAR, Cleveland, in releasing its
program schedule for August 1

through August 7, features a half -tone
of the WGAR newsroom, showing
Ralph Worden, Ted Hanna and
Charles Day at the teletype machines,
the typewriter and at the phone. An
editorial text below the picture de-
scribes the UP news facilities and the
policy of the WGAR news staff.

Theola Morris, formerly with Western
Air Lines as an operator, and William
Pendergraft, have joined the engineering
department of KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
Miss Morris is the first feminine employe
in the station's technical department....
Aline Mosby, daughter of Art Mosby. gen-
eral manager of KCVO, who was a
former staff member, is now on the staff
of "Time -Life -Fortune" in New York....
Weldon Robert Martin Is the news editor
of KCVO, replacing Hal Moon who re-
asigned....Aohn L. Harmon, continuity
editor of KCVO is spending his vacation
with his family in Spooner. Wisconsin....
A. J. Mosby, general manager, is passing
a few days at the Byrnes Hotel, Camas
Hot Springs... .Corp. Marion E. Dixon,
former employe of the KCVO sales staff,
who Is now in the photographic division
of the Army Air Force, stationed at
Laredo, Tex., was a visitor recently.

Joe Katz, class of '42 of Mike Uni-
versity, formerly of WDNC, Durham,
N. C., has joined the announcing staff
of WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y.....Chief
Engineer Jack Jazak has returned
from his vacation.... Art Mulenbein,
engineer, was transferred to the an-
nouncing staff while Harold Groat
takes his place at the transmitter....
WMFF increases time on the air to
bring northern New York rural sec-
tions the "First News of the Day"
through the sponsorship of local G. L.
F. service agencies.

Loa Angeles Soap Company d
three 15 -minute weekly news peel
Edwin M. Clough, news editor
Phoenix, Ariz. The account win
through the Raymond Morgan at
Los Angeles ....Buster Fite and It
ern Playboys have returned to I
a new three times weekly ache)
Jack Williams, KOY program dire
a crew took a mobile unit to the
gas rationing board to describe I
cedure in applying for "A" card.

Comedians Jackie Miles
Pulley, who just signed a ..

tract, will engage in a ba
tonight when Johnny K.
them before the WBYN,
mike on the program " ,.
York."

*

When Jack O'Connor, ann
emcee for the early morn
"Kenning Band Wagon," and
cal Clock" on WRBL, Columbu
attacked with appendicitis rec
decided to have a remote bro
the hospital. However, O'Conn
charged much sooner than
petted. However, that didn't
engineers who ran a line to
apartment from whence the
Clock" was conducted. The
handled by Henry East, ann
all copy was handled by the

During the first two
August, when Lisa Ser:
vacationing, Lester Velie, b
war economics comme
WQXR, New York, will
on the 7-7:15 p.m. broadc

Ten members of the Farm
organization, composed of re'
schools, colleges and offices,
New York City, to help the lar.
the present manpower shortage,
traduced on a half-hour program Sets
over WENT, Kingston, N. Y. Albert I
interviewed each of them.

Kate Smith Contract
Will Run Until 16

(Continued from Pegs la l

due at the end of each season ai
the old contract still has two ses>
to run. In other words, even V'
sponsor fails to take up the op
Kate Smith will continue on the
under his banner for two full seso
The new contract carries 10'

Variety Hour, heard on Fridays m
CBS, through 1945.

The star and her Friday eYer
hour program returns to the Colu
bia network in the Fall. Her

time program, "Kate Smith Sp0'
with Ted Collins and the news, c.
tinues without interruption thra
the summer. (WABC-CBS, Moot

through Friday, 12:00 noon to It

p.m., EWT).
Kate Smith began her radio ell

on CBS May 1, 1931 and has be

broadcasting for her present SP

since September, 1937. Ted Coins

her producer and manager.
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:ICR In Amusement Field
ymphony Move

perisy Says Miller
ing the sincerity of James
'g plan to tour symphonic
i among the smaller Amer -

Neville Miller, president
LB labelled the project a
unequalled for hypocrisy."
ment, issued yesterday,

:aesar Petrillo's announce -
t his union intends to give

honic concerts in small
unequalled for hypocrisy.
:o has done more to pre-
honic music in the United

,Continued on Page 5)

Executive V. -P.
Cann -Erickson, Inc.

:obbins will become execu-
id resident of McCann -Erick-
). t >n August 1. Robbins, 40,
id alifornian and professor at
rl ;carted in business as an
ni for the Spreckels Sugar
rn 1,ater he became First vice -

of the California and
is 3ugar Refining Company;
=1" of Commodity Credit
:a

t; and President of The
FF er Tobacco Co.

'lortwave Station
kd Built In Australia

,,.

li.
.s
a'

in Bureau, RADIO DAILY
on-World-wide DX cov-
>ected from a huge new
station now under con-
s Australia. The trans -
tow being erected, with
scheduled for some time

ristmas.

o Pop" Bomber
nmParks Johnson and War -

Ha were at the Army Air
IV use in Topeka, Kan. for a
3da of "Vox Pop" on CBS,
31. `to was interviewed, asked
rnatmce to name the new

t r se would fly in action
T1 radio audience shouted

irntsly "Vox Pop" Bomber.
thc:rew declared they "hope
om'r lives up to it,"

"Moving Fast"
Mark Woods, Blue Net president

yesterday told Radio Daily that
while the web had not yet been
sold, "things are moving fast" now
as compared to the talks and nego-
tiations held some weeks ago.
Several very important matters re-
main to be ironed out Woods said,
but sounded optimistic on the
eventual outcome.

Report Garey Holding

Private N. Y. Session

Private hearing was believed to
have been held in New York yester-
day in the investigation of the FCC
by the Cox committee, by Eugene L.
Garey, special counsel for the House
Select Committee, at Garey's Wall
Street offices. Garey himself did not
offer any statement, but a spokes-
man at the office, while he said no
information could be divulged right
now, admitted that a "session" was

(Continued on Page 2)

Westinghouse Reports Net
For 6 Months $9,480,271

With a reported net of $9,480,271 for
the first six months of 1943, the board
of directors of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Manufacturing Company de-
clared yesterday a dividend of $1 on
common stock and $1 on preferred
stock, payable August 31 to holders
of record August 10. The reported

(Continued on Page 2)

"Merits Attention"
Longman; Service

B ranch Will Be

New Program Policy

Being Readied By MBS

Bolstered by generous funds which
were made available recently by the
board of directors at a meeting here,
Mutual Broadcasting System will em-
bark upon a new program policy
which calls for the purchase of high
quality live sustaining shows with
commercial possibilities, and which
will aid financially, affiliate stations

(Continued on Page 7)

BBC Holds Special Class
For NYU Radio Workshop
The New York office of the BBC

will conduct Friday afternoon in its
local studio a special playback ses-
sion for the students of the N. Y. U.
Radio Workshop. The class will study
British radio technique by listening

(Continued on Page 2)

Cato Hambro On WMCA
"United Nations" Series

Discussing "Youth and the Post War
World" in the third of WMCA's new
weekly series, "United Nations Com-
pare Notes," broadcast every Thurs-
day at 10:03 p.m., EWT, from the

(Continued on Page 7)

Private Ownership Of Radio
Gains Speed In NBC Plugs

RoyalCrownCola Sponsors
Its First Tele Commercial

Royal Crown Cola sponsored its
first television commercial flyer, ap-
proximately three minutes, on WRBG,
Schenectady, N. Y., the news bureau
of General Electric Co. reports. Ty-
ing in with the station's western barn
dance program' Royal Crown used a

(Continued on Page 2)

NBC's plan to use the company's
own medium for network promotion
already has gained momentum, with
announcements and talks being sched-
uled regularly on sustaining programs
of all types, while affiliated stations
are placing similar inserts in local
sustainers to proclaim the effective-
ness of privately operated radio in
the American way of life.

The plan functions under the cam -
(Continued on Page 2)

From Agency, Says
To Radio -Radar

Purely Advisory
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Although there is as
yet no "amusement section" of the
Office of Civilian Requirements, ser-
vice trades and distribution division,
Donald R. Longman, head of the divi-
sion, says the OCR will definitely
establish itself in the field. There are
general problems applicable to the
entire amusement field, he said, and
they merit attention from the OCR.
Although he did not wish to become
specific, he did admit that manpower

(Continued on Page 7)

Four More Committees

Appointed By NEIC

Additional committees appointed by
the NEIC Coordinating Committee
meeting included that of Projects
Committee, Membership, Executive
Secretary and Arrangements. In addi-
tion to the Coordinating Committee
members previously announced in
these columns, Anita Grannis of
AFRA was elected as another meal-

(Continued on Page 2)

$7,500,000 In Bonds
Sold Via Show On RYA

San Francisco-More than $7,500,000
worth of War Bonds have been sold
on KYA's AWVS program from a
window of the Magnin department
store, in the middle of the fashionable

(Continued on Page 2)

:mother "Doug"
Douglass Chandler, producer al.

filiated with Erwin, Wasey & Co.
is leading a harassed life since
Monday when the U. S. Grand
Jury returned indictments against
traitor broadcasters abroad. One
of the eight mentioned was a
"Douglas Chandler" and friends
are still giving the innocent Doug
a steady and unmerciful ribbing
via phone and in person.
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FINANCIAL
Wednesday, July 28)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. & Tel. 155 1541/8 1541/4 - s/a
CBS A 23 23 23 y4
CBSCBS B 22% 225/8 22% -
Crosley Corp. 221/4 215/4 221
Gen. Electric 371/2 36% 37 + 1%

Philco 22 21 21% - 3/s
RCA Common 10% 93/4 10
RCA First Pfd 70 70 70 - 1h
Stewart -Warner 11% 11% 11% - 1/
Westinghouse 92 90y2 911/4 +

1/4

Westinghouse
Zenith Radio 333/4 32% 33 - 3/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 3% 3% 3% - 1/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. & Rad. 81/4 85/8
Stromberg-Carlson 108/4 113
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23
WJR (Detroit) 26% 281%

Royal Crown Cola Sponsors
Its First Tele Commercial

(Continued from Page 1)
cowboy and a cowgirl to promote
the beverage. It was among the first
commercial programs presented on
the GE station.

Canada Operator Course
Graduates 19 Women

Montreal-Following a three-month
course of study and practical work,
under Trans -Canada Air Lines direc-
tion, 19 women radio operators grad-
uated, following which they were
sent to positions in T. C. A. service
in various parts of Canada. These
women were recruited fom Van-
couver, Victoria, Toronto and other
ponits, and have replaced men who
have left for active service.

WANTED
Experienced Sound Effects Techni-
cian for Major Network. Write Box
727, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.

Plug Private Ownership
In NBC Promotion Plan

(Continued from Page 1)
bined efforts of. promotion and sta-
tions departments. Irene Kuhn, NBC
coordinator of program promotion,
handles the production and place-
ment of the tie-ins.

Network promotion takes two
forms. One is a special message deliv-
ered by well-known personalities in
radio and other fields. The second
concerns employee cooperation.

Frank E. Mullen, NBC vice-presi-
dent and general manager, delivered
a promotional talk on the concluding
winter program of the NBC Sym-
phony orchestra. At that time he
declared that "Freedom of speech-
which includes free radio-is one of
the Four Freedoms for which we are
fighting."

William Green, president of the
American Federation of Labor, speak-
ing on the first anniversary of the
"Labor for Victory," program this
spring remarked: "We have been
able to tell America of the great and
sustained contributions of labor to
the war effort through that modern
medium of free expression, American
radio, and, specifically, the National
Broadcasting Company."

Prior to the Easter holidays, the
Catholic Hour, referring to a special
schedule of religious programs, in-
cluded the following announcement:
"It can only be a source of spiritual
satisfaction to all Americans at this
time to recall that we may enjoy this
freedom of religious expression be-
cause our democracy guarantees a
free radio, to a free people"

The employee cooperation phase of
the promotion is based on a prize
contest for suggestions. Mrs. Kuhn
reports that the first entries have
revealed several ideas of potential
value.

BBC Holds Special Class
For NYU Radio Workshop

(Continued from Page 1)
to recorded BBC programs. Among
the programs to be discussed are
"Yankee-Doodle-Doo," starring Vic
Oliver and "Front Line Family," day-
time serial dramatization of a typi-
cal English family.

The playback session was arranged
with BBC at the request of Robert
Landry, director of the summer radio
workshop of N. Y. U., who is also
director of program writing for CBS.

$7,500,000 In Bonds
Sold Via Show On RYA

(Continued from Page 1)
shopping district, since the show went
on the air a year ago. This is be
lieved to be one of the outstanding
records in the sale of bonds of any
independent station in the country.

Conducted by Lenn Curley, the
show features visiting movie, radio,
and stage celebrities in interviews
before a sidewalk audience, which
is canvassed by AWVS members for
bond purchases.

Four More Committees
Appointed By NEIC

(Continued from Page 1)
ber of this group. New committees
follow:

Projects Committee: Philip Loeb,
chairman; Anita Grannis, Vice -
Chairman, Kermit Bloomgarden, Wil-
liam Fricke, George Heller, Abe Last-
fegel, Solly Pernick, James F. Reilly,
Dorothy Rodgers, James E. Sauter,
Matt Shelvey and Blanche Wither-
spoon.

Membership Committee Harry
Brandt, chairman; Walt Dennis, John
Flinn, Solly Pernick and George
Schaefer.

Committee on Executive Secretary:
Leonard Callahan, Chairman; William
Feinberg, Florence Marston, James
Sauter, Morrie Seamon, Matt Shelvey
and Blanche Witherspoon.

Arrangements Committee: George
J. Schaefer, Chairman; Kermit Bloom -
garden and James E. Sauter.

Westinghouse Reports Net
For 6 Months, $9,480,271

(Continued from Page I)
net, equivalent to $2.95 per share,
represents an increase of more than
two and one-half millions over the
corresponding period for 1942 with a
net of $6,731,712.

The report of the directors, A. W.
Robertson, chairman, disclosed that
employment by Westinghouse reached
an all-time high of 103,730 persons in
June compared with 87,962 a year ago.
More than 14,000 Westinghouse em-
ployes are serving in the armed

was added.
With sales billed amounting to $322,-

559,295 after provision for re -negotia-
tion of war contract prices, represent-
ing an increase of 35 per cent over the
same period in 1942, marks the high-
est production period in the com-
pany's history, Robertson said.

Report Garey Holding
Private N. Y. Session

(Continued from Page 1)
going on. Exact date and place of the
public hearings here scheduled for
next week by a subcommittee of the
House Select Committee will be set
today or tomorrow.

McCarrens Funeral Held
Cleveland-Services were held here

yesterday in St. John Cathedral for
John S. McCarrens, publisher and
president of WCLE and WHK, Cleve-
land, and WHCK, Columbus. Repre-
sentatives of the radio industry and
the publishing field attended.

McCarrens was shot and fatally
wounded last Thursday

AMP has a new HIT
BULLFROGS AND

MARINES
Introductory broadcast date
will be announced Friday.

comino and coi;
= ai

PAUL HOLLISTER, CBS vice-presi
charge of advertising and sales proms
the West Coast meeting with netwod
fives.

HARRY BETTERIDGE, sales mana
Detroit, is in New York on station
business.

JACK KENNEDY, of the Blue Naha
duction office, has left on a six -Mort
of absence because of ill health. BOB 1
of the same department, has returrW
vacation. )d

TED HUSING back at CBS headqua
ing a short trip to Chicago.

MARGARET DUANE, of WFTL, I
town. Called yesterday on the local

CHARLES M. ROBERTSON, JR.,
the Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinna
conferences at the agency's New

PAUL GAMBLE, program direct
Sharon, Pa., back from his vacation.

ROBERT E. DUNVILLE, vice-presi
Crosley Corp. and assistant genet
broadcasting division, is on a bust
New York.

WORTH KRAMER, station manag
Charleston, West Va., is spending
in Cincinnati.

A. E. JOSCELYN, general manager of!
Minneapolis, left town last night after
been here about 10 days.

JOHN WELLINGTON, Blue Network in
is at Terminal Island, Cal., for the in
on tonight's "Spotlight Bands" prop.
the Roosevelt Base.

CLAIRE and MERNA BARRY siegiq
heard over WHN, have returned frog t
of Army camps in upstate New York.

S. BERNARD BERK, president and Who
ager of WAKR, is back in Akron Wk
attendance at the NAB district mall
Cincinnati.

"Hot" Availability

Sports Roundup
with FREDDIE ROBBINS

6:45 to 7:00 P. M.
Monday thru Saturday
-and the price is right!

$12 5 a week
(Special Sports "Package")

now available, subject to
prior sale.

*When they think of sports in

Baltimore they tune to WITH.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEAD(EY.REED'



There's something

"SPECIAL"
about wov

IT ISN'T the "special" award WOV has just
won in Billboard's 6th Annual Radio Pub-
licity Survey for "creating new public accept-

ance" among its listeners and the radio industry.

Nor is it the "special" plaque which the pub -
1 lishers of Tune In Magazine awarded WOV last

April "for meritorious and outstanding efforts"
in bringing to its audience an appreciation and

i understanding of the war effort.

It isn't the "special" award WOV received at
the 1942 NAB Convention either. Although WOV
was the only New York City station to be cited
for broadcasting activities at that time!

No ... the something "special" is the fact that
between the Hooper checking hours of 8:00 and
10:30 P.M., WOV reaches more people at lower
cost than any New York independent station.

That's the "special" that makes WOV one of
America's important radio stations!

... FOR VICTORY
NEW YORK

JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA, National Representative RALPH N. WEIL, General Manager



Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

JOE CLOSE, radio director of the
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., which is

sponsoring "Your Home Front Re-
porter," had a pleasant surprise when
he visited Columbia Square. A 75 -
foot sign, usually carrying the names
of CBS shows, read, "Columbia Broad-
casting Co and Fletcher Wiley wel-
come Joe Close to Hollywood." Al
Steele in charge of the N. Y. office
of the D'Arcy Advertising Company,
which handles the Owens account, is
here, conferring with Close.

Glan Heisch, newly appointed CBS
assistant program director for the
Pacific Coast, has three blonde
daughters born exactly twenty months
apart. They are : Catherine, 6; Jen-
nifer, 4; and Allison, 2. His wife, also
blonde, is radio writer Elizabeth
Hiestand.

Nearly a lifetime of mixing in
music, eighteen years professionally,
provides Charles Dant with almost
enough background to make his job
as musical director of NBC's
"Scramby Amby" a breeze. The pro-
gram is a word game in which con-
testants are presented with scrambled
words to unscrambled with the help
of cues. Each word has one musical
cue, and it is up to Maestro Dant to
think of the right tune.

Abe Meyer has received an Honor-
able discharge from the Army, being
over the age limit, and has resumed
his duties at MCA.

GeGe Pearson, the "Aunt GeGe of
KHJ's "Funny Paper People" has
been signed for the comedienne in
"College Sweetheart," Monogram
pictures. GeGe will sing two songs
"It's Mutiny," and "You Character."

John B. Hughes, Mutual -Don Lee
News commentator, will discuss
"news and views" for the Junior
Chamber of Commerce meeting of
Thursday August 6.

Harry Sobol, who has been here
for several months, left Monday (26)
for New York, where he will remain
for three months.

Our Passing Show: Harry Witt, W.
E. Forbes, Arch Morton and Sam
Hayes chatting at CBS.

Diana Bourbon, producer of the
Columbia's network's new "Judy
Canova Show," leaves that post with-
in the next few days will sail for
London August 4 to join the staff of
the Office of War Information. Born
in Louisiana of French parents, Miss
Bourbon will use her knowledge of
the French language in her new job.
She will .be attached to the radio
division.

Jimmy Cash, tenor star of the CBS
"Burns and Allen" show, is spend-
ing his vacation from the airlanes
on the assembly line of a local war
plant.

WHN Buys Pro Games
WHN reports that the station has

purchased the broadcasting rights of
all the home and out of town games
played by the New York Giants pro-
fessional football team during the
1943-1944 season.
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Radio Is My Beat ...
Two weeks ago 20th Century -Fox execs screen-tested Dick

Hayrnes....result was a seven-year contract for the sensational vocalist
calling for two pictures a year.... according to Bill Burton. who engineered
the deal, Dick will remain East until about October when he'll head for
Hollywood ...George Lowther's novel Radio idea titled, ""I Want A Baby"
will be premiered next Thursday for a special group of Radio execs and
members of the press at the Blessed Event Room of the Stork Club....
David Saperton, who is teamed with Bert Shelter as a piano duet over
NBC, is the son-in-law of Leopold Godowsky....After last week's per-
formance of the CBS Playhouse program, Carole Landis. who had guestarred,
picked up Johnny the Call Boy and kissed him on both cheeks much to
the amusement of the audience.... said the crimson -visaged Johnny,
felt like calling for the cops instead of for Philip Morris" ...The Blue
Net's "Hop Harrigan" cast hit the birthday jackpot this month.... besides
Chester Stratton. who plays the lead, the others of the show whose natal
days occurred in July, are Allan Ducovny, associated with the producers,
Ken Lynch, Keane Krockett and Announcer Glenn Riggs.. ..The Jesters,
Bonham, Carlson and Latham, having just completed a comedy role in
the Columbia flicker, "Doughboys In Ireland,- will do some vocalizing
in another for the same studio, -Cowboy in the Clouds," and will return
East Aug. 6.... Diana Kemble, radio actress, who left for the coast a
month ago, was screen-tested for the second lead in Pearl Buck's
Seed" and reports from our Hollywood spies indicate the job is hers.

You'll hear more about her....we're referring to
MARGIE....not only a program delightfully unusual but a re-
freshingly new mike personality as well....Two months ago,
Cottonseed Clark, showed us the script for a new radio show
titled, "Law West of the Pecos," based on the famous "Judge
Bean"....we were so enthused about the idea, we suggested that
Walter Brennan would be a "natural" for the lead....we just
received a letter from Clark, now in Hollywood, which reads in
part, "remember that little squib you had in your column -about
Brennan and my show? Well, Mr. Brennan saw the item, watched
for my arrival and has signed for the role." Nice goin' Cotton and
we'll be a-listenin' when 'Jedge Bean' starts dispensin' his theories
of law and order on the air....The Piano Quartette returns to the
NBCycles and will be heard every Sunday at noon....the musical
quartette is composed of Adam Garner, Vee Padwa, Henry Holt
and George Robert....Gilbert Martyn, who is convalescing from
a severe illness at Denver, Colo., will return to Gotham soon to
resume his writing, producing ánd announcing chores.

NBC's "Everything Goes" cast, including Marie Greene, Brad
Reynolds, Escorts & Betty and Irving Miller and his Orchestra will Journey
to Fort Monmouth, N. J. Monday night to give a special performance for
the Signalmen....Paul Dudley, executive producer of "Spotlight Bands"
and "Songs by Morton Downey," expects to wear khaki within a fort-
night.... While on .a tour of Florida Naval Bases, Martin Block noticed
enlisted men, disappointedly leaving a Juke box when their supply of
nickels had been exhausted.. , .when Block returned to New York, he
told the story to his WNEW listeners, and that evening contributions began
pouring in, the largest being a check for $500....the fund has reached
a total of $2,500 and Block has already installed three Juke boxes com-
plete with record albums, at three different bases....the final goal is
$15.000 or enough to install and maintain 100 Block -"busters of the blues".

*
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Llhie
By FRANK BURKE

ELECTION of Sherman R
Chicago Attorney,

and treasurer of Free &
station reps, was announ
day following a meeting o
of directors. Barnett, who
as attorney for Free &
and Wright-Sonovox, Inc.,
member of the firm's sta
September. At the same
the board, H. Preston Pet
elected president; J. W.
Russell Woodward (on leav
sence to the U. S. Navy) vi
dents and Virginia Weber,
secretary and treasurer.

Dorothy Claire, vocalist wit
Dunhams orchestra, will be
cial guest on the "Topics tot
program on WIND, 5:05 to
Sunday, August 1.

John Elmer, president of
Baltimore, announces appoint
Free & Peters as exclusive
representatives of the stati

Norman E. Brown,
WSUN, St. Petersburg,
Blue Network commerc'
ment yesterday.

"American Women," a
makes its debut on WI
August 2, at 8:05 p.m., re
"Keep the Homes Fires
series.

Ralph L. Atlass, preside
back from a week's v
Mackinac Island.

Pat Flannigan, sports
inviting two or more me
armed forces up to the
at the Cubs park, to vie
from the announcer's va

Spiritual, "Nobody
Trouble I've Seen," as s
than 3,000 negro naval r
be featured on WBBM's "
Sunday Hour," August 1,
to 7 p.m.

Wolfe, Schwartz, Barn
Set For Capital Cold
Washington Bureau, RADIO

Washington-Nat Wolf
Schwartz and Merritt Barn
directors of the OWI Ra
in charge of the Hollywo
and New York offices, re
will be here next week to r
with bureau heads on the ge
OWI program. This will be the
Washington conference for them
the paring of the bureau's t
by Congress last month.

THIS LITTLE BUDI

WENT TO
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4UEST.ING
NA DAY, of Fred Waring's
lvanians, and PVT. JOHN
MASTER, former Broadway
iner, on "Eyes of the Air
today (CBS-ACN, 10:45 p.m.).

JCES FAYE, on the "Keep
variety show, tomorrow

Mutual, 7:30 p.m.).

;TORY RATOFF, on Groucho
"Blue Ribbon Town," Satur-

rABC-CBS, 10:15 p.m.).

'H BELLAMY, featured in
row the World," on "Arm-
' Theater of Today," Saturday
-CBS, 12 noon).

?. (RAYMOND F. WELCH, ex -
the Hindu fakir art; MRS.

3ETH PARKER, designer of
rucks, and L. L. CHAMNESS,
of glass musical instruments,
"Hobby Lobby" show, Satur-
'ABC-CBS, 11:30 p.m.).

ALD NELSON, chairman of
PB, on "This Is Official," Sun-
'JZ-Blue Network, 1 p.m.).

H. H. ARNOLD, commander
krmy Air Force, and 'COL. R.
T DUPUY, on "The Army
Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 3:30

iOSEPH JORDAN ELLER, di -
$f the Pan-American Medical

1 lion, on "Lands of the Free,"
(WEAF-NBC, 4:30 p.m.).

ITANCE MOORE, starred in
piter," on "Bob Crosby and
ty," Sunday (WEAF-NBC,
.m.) .

LAHR, on "Paul Whiteman
'9 s," Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 8

ANDER BRAILOWSKY,
on the program of the NBC

Any Orchestra, Sunday
!-NBC 5 p.m.) .

IGE GORDON BATTLE, at -
DR. L. WENDELL FIFIELD,
of the Plymouth Church,
n, and DR. PAUL DAWSON
president of Adelphi College,

L. Alexander's "Mediation
Sunday (WOR-Mutual, 8

C. EASTVOLD, president of
i Lutheran College, Tacoma, on

la's "Church of the Air," Sun -
ABC -CBS, 10 a.m.).

iewals Prove Results

TBO
I 'c. Cumberland, Md.

States than any other man in the
history of our country.

"Before Mr. Petrillo prevented the
making of all recordings of sym-
phonic music last August, the great
orchestras could reach all of our
people in all parts of the country
through the phonograph record. The
recordings so made were available
for the home, schools, broadcasting
stations and for all of our citizens
wherever situated and whenever they
wanted to hear symphonic music, not
merely once each in 570 communities
hand-picked by the union. The very
orchestras which Mr. Petrillo now
wants to bring to the people, are
those which, for one full year, have
been prevented from making phono-
graph records. If Mr. Petrillo were
sincerely interested in the welfare
of symphonic music, he could, by lift-
ing his ban, permit the equivalent,
not of 570, but of hundreds of thou-
sands of times 570 concerts.

Cites Royalties' Importance
"All of the symphony organiza-

tions are non-profit institutions. A
substantial part of their revenue, in
some cases as much as one-third,
was derived from royalties on phono-
graph records, 98 per cent of which,
according to Mr. Petrillo's own testi-
mony before the United States Senate,
went into the American home and
formed a permanent
musical education. Moreover, the
musician in the symphony orchestras
has been deprived by Mr. Petrillo
of the substantial revenue which he
previously received from his record-
ing activity. The musicians in sym-
phony orchestras received, in addi-
tion to the royalty obtained by the
orchestra itself, a minimum fee of
$28 per man for no more than 80
minutes playing time.

"Mr. Petrillo has, therefore, stifled
the major source of income for the
symphonic orchestras, deprived the
symphonic musicians of normal com-
pensation and withdrawn from the
American people the benefits of re-
corded symphonic music.

"It should be noted that in making

RADIO DAILY

Miller Hits AFM Symph Tour;
Sees Hypocrisy In Such Plan

(Continued from Page 1)
this transparent gesture, Mr. Petrillo
drops the last vestige of justification
for his ban on recordings. He has
contended that records commercially
used in the smaller cities deprived
local musicians of employment op-
portunities. Yet, when the union sets
aside $500,000 to bring some music
to the American people it does not
employ local musicians, but instead
spends it on bringing into the com-
munities the performances of the
fully employed musicians who had
always made recordings.

Derides "Compensation" Claim
"The good faith of Mr. Petrillo's

proposal may be attacked not only
on these grounds, but on the basis
of his own figures. His announce-
ment says that the men in the or-
chestras will be paid for their serv-
ices, and he sets the normal personnel
of a symphony orchestra at 90 men,
although In traveling, the services
of baggage men, librarians, etc., are
also required. At his own figures,
Mr. Petrillo is allotting less than $10
a man per concert to cover salary.
railroad fares, hotels, meals, baggage
car for instruments, cartage of in-
struments and music stands to place
of performance, and incidental ex-
penses. When a non-profit symphony
society wishes to give a concert out
of town today, it must pay, in addi-
tion to the high union scale, $7.50 a
man per day for mere maintenance,
and the lowest union scale of sym-
phony concert tours is $100 a week
a man, exclusive of the obligation
of the orchestra to furnish first-class
transportation, including sleepers. It
is obvious, therefore, that Mr. Petrillo
proposes to pay the men no com-
pensation or only nominal compensa-
tion.

"The essence of Mr. Petrillo's ges-
ture, therefore, is that he is going
to compel some of his members to
render free services and the or-
chestral societies to lend their names
and reputations to his enterprise so
that he may take unto himself the
credit for their services."

New Pacts, Renewals Set
By NBC Radio -Recording

NBC's Radio -Recording Division has
announced the closing of two new and
two renewal contracts for syndicated
programs during the past week.

KOMA, Oklahoma City, has taken
26 programs of "Flying for Freedom"
for the John A. Brown Company,
department store.

WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich., has
signed for 39 programs of "The Name
You Will Remember," for Sal-Fayne.

The advertising agency of Smith,
Taylor & Jenkins, Pittsburgh, Pa., has
renewed the series "Let's Take a Look
in Your Mirror" for Dr. Ellis Sales
Company. The programs will be
broadcast by WAIT, Chicago, and
WRC, Washington.

Stark Adding 2 Shows
To Announcer Chores

Richard Stark has been retained to
announce "Abie's Irish Rose" and the
"Battle of the Boroughs" when both
programs resume on the air August
28 and September 28, respectively.
Procter & Gamble will again sponsor
the comedy -drama in the interests of
Drene Shampoo on NBC. Noxzema
Chemical Co. will sponsor the inter-
borough quiz program on MBS
through Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Stark, meanwhile, continues to an-
nounce General Electric's "Hour of
Charm" Sundays at 10 p.m. over
NBC, and Procter & Gamble's daily
dramas "Life Can Be Beautiful" at
1 p.m. over CBS, and "Right to
Happiness" at 3:45 p.m. over NBC.

AGENCIES

L. W. FROHLIC & COMPANY,
Manhattan, has been granted papers
of incorporation by the New York
State Secretary to conduct a general
advertising business with 200 author-
ized shares of capital stock, no stated
par value. Directors of record are
Albert Ross, Myron J. Green and
Goldye Sherman, New York. Millard
and Greene filed the application.

CENTRAL KNITWEAR MILLS,
Friedman Hosiery Co. and Standard
Blouse Inc. are stressing the patriotic
"How to Beat the Enemy" motif ex-
clusively in trade paper copy. All
three accounts are handled by Hicks
Advertising Agency.

BEAUMONT & HOHMAN opens a
Detroit office in the Book Tower.
Howard O. Ward, former advertising
manager of Hudson Motor Car Com-
pany, will be in charge of the Michi-
gan office.

QUEENIE BOGAT, formerly with
the Leeford Advertising Agency, has
joined the Davis -Lieber publicity firm
as assistant to Carl Post.

ADVERTISING CLUB OF NEW
YORK announces the addition of 124
new members during the past two
months.

ARTHUR PINE AGENCY has been
named to handle the advertising of
Pelham Heath Inn.

KENYON & ECKHARDT, INC., for
the industrial sound and picture divi-
sion of RCA, is preparing a special
business paper campaign built around
the theme "quickening the tempo of
war production."

KATHERINE KRUSKE, formerly
of Foote, Cone & Belding, has joined
the staff of the William Morris
Agency.

WANTED
TWO TOP-NOTCH

TIME SALESMEN

A 10,000 watt New York station needs
two experienced salesmen to replace men
who have gone into the Service. Musthave previous radio experience and be
thoroughly familiar with the New York
market, local advertisers and leadingnational advertisers and their agencies.
The two men we have in mind are prob-ably now selling local or network time
and programs with a New York station
or in the radio department of someagency.

Good opportunity, and drawing account
against commission. Reply giving age,
education, experience and draft status.
All replies will be considered strict:yconfidential. Our own organization
knows of this advertisement. Box 725,
Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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DEW BUSIIIESS

WFAA-WBAP, Dallas -Ft. Worth:
Studebaker Corporation, (Studebaker
Cars and Service), through Roche,
Williams & Cunnynham, Inc., Chi-
cago, 40 15 -minute news broadcast,
scheduled three per week; Pillsbury
Flour Mills Co., through MoCann-
Erickson, Inc., Chicago, 65 one -minute
ETs scheduled five per week; Procter
& Gamble, (Drene), through H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, 208
25 -word ETs, scheduled four per
week; Beech-Nut Packing Co.,
(Beech-Nut Gum), through Newell -
Emmett Company, N. Y. C., 26 25 -
word announcements, scheduled two
per week; Mentholatum Company,
through J. Walter Thompson Co., N.
Y. C., 43 25 -word anns., scheduled
three per week; Plough, Inc., (St.
Joseph Aspirin and Mexsana) , through
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Inc., Memphis,
Tennessee. 14 one -minute and 25 -
word anns. per week; Swift & Com-
pany, (Jewel Shortening) , through J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, 176
one -minute ETs, scheduled 10 per
week; Wm. Cameron & Co., Inc.,
Waco, Texas (building materials),
placed direct; 300 or more 25 -word
and 100 -word anns.; National Biscuit
Company, (Premium Crackers),
through McCann-Erickson, Inc., N. Y.
C., 39 15 -minute news broadcasts
scheduled three per week; Interstate
Theaters, Inc., Dallas, Texas, through
Segall & Weedin Adv. Agency, Hous-
ton, Texas, 52 30 -minute studio broad-
casts, scheduled one per week; Blosser
Company (Blosser's Medicated Cigar-
ettes) , through Atherton & Currier,
Inc., N. Y. C., 13 50 -word anns., sched-
uled three per week; Armand Com-
pany (Armand Leg Make-up),
through Ivan Hill Advertising, Chi-
cago; 19 25 -word and 50 -word anns.,
scheduled three per week; Groves
Laboratories, Inc., (Cold Tablets and
B -Complex), through Russel M. Seeds
Company, Chicago; 57 15 -minute tran-
scribed programs, scheduled three per
week; Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elk-
hart, Indiana, (Nervine), through
Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago;
one -minute ETs, scheduled five per
week through Nov 26, 1943.

WHN, New York: Tastyeast Com-
pany, Inc., through C. L. Miller Co.,
N. Y. C., spot anns., seven days a
week, for 12 weeks; Pepsi -Cola Com-
pany, through Newell -Emmett Co.,
Inc., spot anns., seven days a week,
for 13 weeks; Sullivan County Hotels,
through Blackstone Company, five-
minute recorded programs, three
times weekly, for two weeks; Park
Central Hotel, sponsorship of 10 -min-
ute periods, twice weekly, for 13
weeks, direct; The Rieser Company,
Inc., (Venida Leg Makeup), through
E. T. Howard Company, Inc., spot
anns., Monday through Friday, for 13
weeks; Brockway's Playland, Rocka-
way Beach, through Erlich & Neu-
wirth, N. Y. C., participation in Dick
Gilbert's night program, Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday for six
weeks, also six weeks of spot anns.,

Monday through Thursday.

WORDS AND MUSIC
ETHEL SMITH, noted "Hit Parade" Organist, walked into a New York

Night Club one day last week and ordered a daiquiri.... the waiter
brought a drink to her which didn't look like what she ordered, and
after sniffing the aroma. Miss Smith looked up at the towel-slinger, ques-
tioningly... the waiter smiled and prompted her to taste the liquid. ...she
did and was delighted.... the drink was a South American drink called
the "Batido." made with 'cachasá the below -the -Rio equivalent of corn
whiskey. ...Miss Smith was bewildered and asked, "but how did you-?"
the waiter's eyes twinkled as he replied, "I should know....I served
them to you when you were appearing at the Copacabana in Rio
de Janeiro....I never forget a face or a drink."

Servicemen visitors to the "Hour of Charm" programs, have
informed Maestro Phil Spitalny that there is a dire shortage of
clothes hangers at Army Camps and Training Bases....Phil im-
mediately delegated his three featured artists, Maxine, Evelyn and
Vivien to start collecting same....the girls in the orchestra volun-
teered their services and the group has guaranteed to raise and
distribute to servicemen the much needed article.* * *

The Stromberg-Carlson engineering laboratories are now busy with
research and development of important communications equipment for the
armed services. Final engineering and experimentation on this new mechan-
ism must therefore be held up until the post-war period To overcome
the breakage problem of wartime production of phonograph records, manu-
facturers have created special containers for handling and shipping. Since
use of shellac has been reduced to 20 per cent of former totals while large
quantities of scrap must be used to meet the growing demands of the trade.
armed forces and civilians, the present product has become unusually
brittle and fragile in handling Meanwhile, manufacturers have. made
generous provisions to purchase old records from dealers.

*
Patti Pickens, mother of the famed Pickens Sisters, was Mary

Margaret McBride's NBC guest the other day.... in telling anecdotes
about her beauteous offsprings, Mrs. Pickens told of the time she
watched Jane do her first solo singing job in the "Ziegfeld Follies
of 1936"....the show also starred Gypsy Rose Lee who after
several 'take it off' scenes, tossed her clothes in the general direc-
tion of the audience-most of the garments landing in Mrs. Pickens'
lap.... she was so horrified at the spectacle that she shut her
eyes.... keeping them shut until long after daughter Jane's song
had been completed....thus she missed Jane's Broadway debut.

Radiology: (Simone Simon) pronounced (See -moan See -Moan) will be Jack
Carson's guest= on the CBSouper next Wednesday....other visitor will
be Jack Harris....Years ago, Phil Hanna landed his first singing Job on
Fletcher Wiley's broadcasts from Los Angeles....Today, Phil and Wiley
are together again on "Your Home Front Reporter," heard daily at 1 over
CBS... .Because they are working in a defense plant five days a week,
the Korn Kobblers had to turn down a Juicy commercial for a breakfast
food sponsor.... but beginning Monday, WIZ will present them in a
five-minute transcription show daily at 7 p.m..... Last Monday, Ezio
Pinza, Metropolitan Opera basso, made his first guest appearance on
the Telephone Hour heard on NBC  ..immediately after the performance,
he was rebooked on the program....to appear two days after next
Christmas.... Woody Herman and his Band will open a lengthy engage.
ment at the Hotel Sherman in the Windy City. Aug. 13....After com-
pleting his current swing around the country, entertaining at Army Camps,
Kay Kyser and his Band will return to Hollywood where they will be
featured in two forthcoming cinemas for Columbia Pictures.

-Be A Rational National-

PROGRAM REVIEU '

"THE OPEN DOOR"
Chase & Sanborn (Coffee)

WEAF-NBC Mon. thru Fri.

10:1510:30 a.m., EWT, Ted Bates,
NEW DAYTIME SERIAL BY SAM)
MICHAEL, A STANDOUT PROGIM

Minus the impact of social o s.
tones usually associated with a Sara
Michael script, her latest radio ,.
tribution, "The Open Door,"
standout program in the aired s', -

show bracket. Although the wri,e
in the show is strong enough to it
it out of the "opera" class, un
tunately it fits in that category
cause of its set-up.

The Ted Bates agency has goma
town in giving the show the ne
sary complementary support by :-
plying a good script with a versa e
cast and positive production. r1

these elements are kneaded intº
supple program under the cant
direction of Alex Gruenberg.

Because of the quality of the w
ing "The Open Door" lends it t
immediately to worth while list-
ing. It is not hampered by
"opera" format although on the s
face it would seem that way. Unl+
its predecessors it breaks away fr.
the channelized format that h+'.

caused that type strip en
and groan under the burden of w
misery, conflict, and unrequited lo

When the script called for a c
cussion of the war and its rest
as reflected by the peoples of
earth, as was done in last Wedn
day's script, there wasn't a wild bu --
of artificial flag-waving, but a do'
to the earth bit of reflection ti II¡

provoked sober thought.
"The Open Door" doesn't depe

on forced histrionics and contriv
situations to make it move. Its app(
is an honest one that most listen(
should appreciate after hearing
plethora of tripe.

Heard 'on the programs are Ma.
Christians, Dr. Alfred Dors, retir
pastor of Our Savior's Church
Brooklyn; Florence Freeman, Ale
ander Scourby, Joan Alexand(
Charlotte Holland, and the youngstt
Edwin Bruce.

Outdoor Summer Conceri
Scheduled By James Melto

James Melton, Metropolitan opet
tenor, whose "Music For America
program, (CBS, Sunday, 9:30 PJn
EWT, is the Fred Allen Texaco r(
placement, is alternating New Yor
radio appearances with a series t

outdoor summer concerts. His no
open air engagement will be at th

University of Denver stadium in Den
ver, Colorado, on August 3, and fol

lowing that, at the Penrose Stadlu,
in Colorado Springs, on August
So far this season Melton has al)

peared in four summer concerts, al
of which were highly successful
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lily Program Policy

6(ng Readied By MBS

((onuiuued from Page 1)
rj sating and producing shows for
heietwork. In addition, a program
pe ting board will weed out all
uc current productions which are
n e chain and which do not con -
sr to the new quality program ser-
i000licy.
1! new program policy and plans

announced yesterday by Miller
Ic intock, president, at the close of
he hree days' meeting of the Pro-
ra Advisory Committee at the net -
Jo; s New York headquarters.
A ount of moneys appropriated by

he oard for the purchase of new
ho; was not revealed, though the
ua;ement described it as "gener-
us Funds will be used to purchase
ho ; from all available sources. To
earm its policy encouraging affili-
telo produce shows for network
en mption, thus varying its points
f .:gin, the network announced a
la] whereby financial aid will be
dn;istered to the stations taking
he litiative and coming up with
ómhing the network will want.
1' Program Operating Board has

irely submitted its critical analysis
program structure, and on the

of its findings, certain styles
1pes of programs now aired will
urinated. The board consists of
ntock, chairman; Adolph Op-
; MBS program director, vice-
nan; Theodore C. Streibert, exe-
vice-president; Julius Seebach,

VOR vice-president; Frank P.
er, WGN, manager; C. M. Hun-

-WCLE, Cleveland; Linus
rs, Yankee network; Willet H.
1, Don Lee Network; and Bob
dt. research and promotion di -
of MBS.

Vith the Colors!

ROSE MAXIM, chief engineer
Lufkin, Texas, is the twen-

ployee of that station to join
ed forces. He will be in the

Y SCHECHTMAN, news edi-
INS, New York, leaves for

fpton on August 2.

LAHAYE, former Bridgeport
w Haven WICC announcer,
duated with top honors from
.s in Fort Myers, Fla., skip-
m PFC to Sgt. and chief of
crew.

NALD STANBOROUGH, as -
¿o Ray Diaz in the announcing

of the Blue Network, has
ducted into the Army and
ave for Camp Upton on
10.

G. HOLLAND, account exe-
ith Malcolm Howard Adver-

Agency, is now a member of
'my. Present location is Camp
, California, where he is. serv-
the Coast Artillery.

VP IR ® M C 1f 11 (t)

Pacific Coast Survey
Reports on the listening habits of

the men and women and children
in nearly a third of a million radio
homes on the Pacific Coast are being
checked by Sydney Gaynor, general
sales manager of the Don Lee net-
work. The reports being checked
were made by C. E. Hooper on 33
stations of the Don Lee web. The
survey was ordered by Gaynor sev-
eral months ago.

The report, when completed, will
give a picture of the Don Lee listen-
ing audience between 8 a.m. and
10:30 p.m. seven days per week. One
basic point already established by
the survey is the preference of local
stations in contrast to the out-of-
town stations. The report will show
in concrete figures how the Don Lee
network organization "localizes" radio
releases for the majority of the West
Coast radio listeners, Gaynor pointed
out. Technically, he added, the topog-
raphy of the West Coast is ideal for
this multi -station network system, for
it places emphasis on the proximity
of a station rather than its power.
Nine out of ten radio homes on the
Pacific Coast are within 25 miles of a
Don Lee station.

Full details of the survey will be
released shortly by Gaynor when
leaves the coast August 6 for visits
to Chicago and New York.

lust Uncovered"
KLZ, Denver, Colo., as a follow-up

to their recently distributed market
data coverage folder, has issued a
promotional broadside titled, "Just
Uncovered," which shows graphically
some rather remarkable improve-
ments in the KLZ trade area. "Just
Uncovered" is done in three colors
and shows the change that has taken
place between the 1940 CBS survey
and the new survey just released.

It gives actual, authentic figures
and further illustrates them by fig-
ures and charts.

Pan-American Tie -Up
In launching "Let's Learn Spanish"

on the local airlanes, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, 7:15-7:30
p.m., for Lit Brothers store, WFIL
(Philadelphia) has marshalled an
array of promotional features. The
ET program is syndicated by Time,
Inc.

Endorsement has been secured from
seventeen Latin-American Consuls in
Philadelphia who realize the poten-
tialities for good -will and understand-
ing engendered in such a program.
The Pan-American Association has
granted permission for the circular-
ization of its membership in an en-
deavor to enroll them as listeners
for a "freshener" course in Spanish.

Language department heads in the
various schools and colleges are asked
to suggest to their classes that con-
tact with their studies, at least so
far as Spanish is concerned, he main-
tained during the summer season by
listening to "Let's Learn Spanish."
In addition, a series of car cards
and newspaper ads, directed at the
general public, will stress the im-
portance of a working knowledge of
the language of our American neigh-
bors to the South.

Fifty thousand book markers will
be distributed throughout the Public
Libraries in this area to round out
a complete public service program -
promotion.

Bond Prizes
A first prize of a $50 war bond, and

second prize of a $25 bond, were
given away by Art Linkletter on
KGO's "What's Doin', Ladies" show
recently, as reward for writing in
their list of the three things they
expect to buy first-when the war is
over. Five books of $5 worth of war
stamps each also were awarded. First
two most important items in minds
of listeners were homes and autos. A
surprising number wrote they would
like to buy planes.

G. E. Exec. On Blue
Saluting the war workers of Bridge-

port, Conn., for their outstanding as-
sembly line performances, Charles E.
Wilson, executive vice-chairman of
the War Production Board, and six
war workers from that production
area will be heard in the "Soldiers
Of Production" broadcast over the
Blue Network on Sunday, August 1,
at 11:00 a.m., EWT. Wilson, former
president of General Electric whose
rise to industrial eminence started in
Bridgeport, will speak from New
York.

National Salutes on WBNX
WBNX, New York, has highlighted

this month with salutes to the United
Nations, particularly those occupied
by the Nazi's. The first week of this
month was dedicated to Greece, fol-
lowed by a broadcast about Belgium
and her Congo colony at war. Yes-
terday's program was devdted to Nor-
way. Saturday, also, will salute
Norway.

KHJ Airs Record Plea
Old records and new, and pleas for

more of them, was heard on KHJ-
Don Lee the other day. 10:45-11:00
a.m., PWT, when the American Le-
gion presented another "Records for
our Fighting Men" radio campaign.
The program originated from KFRC,
San Francisco, with American Legion
members in Los Angeles cutting into
the program from Don Lee KHJ stu-
dios in Hollywood.

The program asked listeners to con-
tinue to send in broken or unwanted
phonograph records to be exchanged
for new records to be sent to fighting
men and training camps.

WLIB To Honor Kilmer
WLIB, Brooklyn, will pay tribute

to the memory of Sgt. Joyce Kilmer,
who died in battle with the American
army 25 years ago in Europe, Friday.
Jan Peerce, tenor, will sing Kilmer's
poem set to music. Other poems by
the army -poet will be read on theprogram.

OCR Scope To Include

Amusement Section
(Continued from Page 1)

appears to him to be one of the most
serious of these problems.

Longman made it plain that the
OCR, under the new order, is not tak-
ing anything from the Radio and
Radar Branch. This office will retain
its authority over production and
materials matters, but will hereafter
give ear to the OCR recommendations
regarding materials and production
for civilian broadcasting-batteries,
repair parts, tubes and, perhaps, if
the war should go on long enough,
even receivers of civilian listeners.

OCR has already taken over hotels,
restaurants, retail and wholesale dis-
tribution and other fields in which it
was granted authority by last week's
order, but it has been slow in mov-
ing into the amusement field. Some
observers here are half convinced that
it never will move into this field, but
Longman insists he is merely taking
his time. "What we're looking into
more than anything else," he said,
"is what we've got ourselves into."

Cato Hambro On WMCA
"United Nations" Series

(Continued from Page 1)
Board Room of the United Nations
Information Office, will be Cato Ham-
bro, son of C. J. Hambro, former
president of the Norwegian Parlia-
ment. He recently escaped from occu-
pied Norway, after having been ar-
rested by the Nazis on the ground
that he was using his Swedish busi-
ness connections to transmit informa-
tion to the Allies.

Others participating in the round
table discussion are: Dr. J. Albert
Goris, Commissioner of Information
for Belgium in this hemisphere and
former director-general in the Min-
istry of Economic Affairs in Belgium;
Henry M. Moolman, public relations
officer for the South African govern-
ment in Washington, D. C., who was
for many years political and parlia-
mentary correspondent of the Johan-
nesburg "Star" and associated "Argus"
newspapers; and Dr. Stoyan Gavrilo-
vic, head of the Royal Yugoslav In-
formation Center, who was assistant
political director in the Belgrade For-
eing Office up to the time of the Ger-
man invasion of Yugoslavia.

On next week's show representa-
tives of Canada, Denmark, Greece
and the U.S.R.R. will discuss prob-
lems of youth and the post war world.

Coca-Cola On WDNC
Coca-Cola will sponsor a quarter-

hour transcription, "Hymn Time with
Smilin' Ed McConnell" on WDNC,
Durham, N. C., starting August 2,
five times a week. Business is re-
ported as a trial balloon for the
Southern market and an audience
older than those attracted to the pop
band broadcasts product sponsors onthe networks. D'Arcy Agency ex-
plained that the account was probably
placed by a local bottler, and does not
constitute part of a national drive.

I
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* Coast -to -Coast
rrHE "Smokes for Service Men"
JL fund, which KOHW and Omaha
(Neb.) "World -Herald" are sponsor-
ing jointly, is nearing the $5,000
mark. That means more than a mil-
lion cigarettes will be sent to the
boys in the services.... Virginia Van
Hooser left the KOHW staff to join
her husband who is a navy photog-
rapher on the West Coast.... Sheila
Johnson replaces her .... Orville
Weimer, who is the new KOHW stu-
dio supervisor, is at his post after a
vacation.

* *

Cole Brothers circus visited Denver
recently, supplying KFEL, Denver MBS
outlet, with a unique quarter-hour pro-
gram. Col. Harry Thomas of the circus
radio relations staff brought several of
his acts to the studios for interviews with
news editor Wally Reef.

When Paul Robeson, the Negro
baritone, was featured in a "concert
under the stars" in Denver recently,
Milton Shrednik, musical director of
KOA, Denver, was selected to lead
a fifty -piece orchestra as his accom-
paniment.

* *

When "America's Town Meeting of the
Air" originates on KFBC. Cheyenne to-
morrow, the program will take place in
the midst of 47th renewal of the famous
"Frontier Days." Similarly, the program
will feel the "heat" of the Elk Hill oil
lease and the Hole National Monument
news stories that headlined the papers
throughout the nation. The topic of the
day will be "Should Government be Re-
sponsible for Our National Resources."

* *

KRBA, Lufkin, Texas, claims to have
one of the oldest women commenta-
tors. Rose A. Fraser, M. D., KRBA's
economist, broadcasts Tuesdays and
Saturdays. Dr. Fraser is 83 years
young....Mrs. Ambrose Maxim, hav-
ing earned her FCC operator's license,
is now a KRBA technician, while
Glenn Perry has been appointed chief
engineer.

*

Gino Giovanetti, announcer, translator
and commentator on WJBS, Detroit, has
returned to the station following his re-
lease from the United States Army. Gio-
vanetti's service terminated under the
rule permitting release of inductees more
than 38 years old.
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With King Victor Emmanuel's royal
decree chasing Mussolini out of Italy,
WDRC, Hartford, preparing for greater
developments on the news front, is be-
ginning an extensive promotion of its news
features. Commentator George B. Arm -
stead, CBS news features, and the WDRC
one-half hour of straight news from 7.7:30
a.m. are being plugged on all available
station breaks while news is hot.

*

The WHIO, transmitter towers
have become involved in the latest
arguments around Dayton concerning
height. One, it was reported, said
that the Mutual Home Building was
the highest above sea level in the
Dayton area. However, WHIO Chief
Engineer Ernest L. Adams said "The
tops of our towers are 1,260 feet above
sea level and consequently the top of
one our towers is the highest place
in the Dayton area." '

* *

When the Ohio Valley Druggist Asso-
ciation holds its annual outing in Cincin-
nati today singers Norman Ruvell and
Dorothy McVltty of WLW-WSAI, Cincin-
nati, and Hank Penny and Buddy Ross
of the WLW Boone County Jamboree will
entertain the guests....Toby Tuttle, who
is heard on the WLW programs "Your
Suppressed Desire." "Fountain of Fun"
and "Time to Shine," begins an engage-
ment at the Lookout House, nits spot
across the river in Kentucky. Toby will

serve as emcee for the night club show,
Bill McCluskey, manager of WLW promo -
lion. reports.

e *
Arthur Church of KMBC, Kansas

City, Mo., while on his vacation to
Colorado Springs, visited the KFEL,
Denver studios ....After a year on
the air the "KFEL News Hour" is
now completely sponsored all six
nights per week. The latest sponsor
to complete the full hour of commer-
cials is the Powerine Company of
Colorado. Other firms footing the bill
are Frumess Jewelry, the American
National Bank and the Italian Swiss
Colony Wine....New announcer at
KFEL is Herb Clark, formerly with
KFBI, Wichita, Kan.....Mark Cran-
dall has been named acting sales man-
ager of KFEL, succeeding Holly
Moyer.

Just as Paula Stone was about to begin
her daily stint on WHEW, New York,
"Hollywood Digest," Congressman Will
Rogers. Jr. entered the studio. Whereupon
Miss Stone said that she would tear up
the script and interview her childhood
friend who had stopped over before going
to London to attend conferences relative
to saving the Jews of Europe as well as
working out a closer plan for cooperation
between our legislative branches and
Parliament.

Stanley Richards, whose "Theater
Date" show on WEVD, New York, has
passed its fifth year, has had a one -
act play published by Samuel French.
The play, titled "The Hills of Bataan"
has been heard a number of times
as radio script.

While Army, Navy and Marine per-
sonnel viewed the film "Stage Door
Canteen" in the Strand theater in
Utica, WHCU, Utica sportscaster Sam
Woodside rushed the UP news report
from the station's newsroom to give
the announcement of the Mussolini
ouster.

R *

On the "Women Correspondents" pro-
gram tomorrow, WHN, New York, Flora
Lewis, "Washington correspondent for
the Associated Press; Adele Berstein, staff
writer for the Washington "Post," and
Betsy lager, Washington correspondent for
the Wichita 'Beacon" will interview the
Yugo -Slayton Ambassador, Constantin
Fotich, regarding the Sicilian invasion and
the Mussolini ouster, and what it means
to his country.

* e *

While Upton Close vacationed in
Estes Park Colorado, he broadcast
his news commentaries over KOA,
Denver. For several days he was the
guest of James McPherson, KOA man-
ager....KOA broadcast two special
programs recently in tribute to the
47th annual "Cheyenne Frontier
Days Celebration".... Allan Hughes
of the KOA announcing staff has been
shifted to the promotion department.
Victor Roby replaces Hughes on the
announcing staff ....Marjorie Graf
has joined the general office staff of
KOA, replacing Elsie Alexander who
left to marry....George Johnson is
the newest addition to the KOA
guest relations staff.

*

Hal Parkes, baseball announcer of
KROW, Oakland, Calif., is side -lining
twice weekly as sports columnist for the
"Post Enquirer." local newspaper. Under
his own by-line Hal lists batting averages
and leading hitters of the Pacific Coast
League.... "Blood Relative," new show
on KROW, rounded up 17 blood donors
for the Red Cross on its first 15 -minute
broadcast. The show is presented directly
from a leading Oakland store each Mon-
day and Friday.

Eleanor Steber, youthful Metropoli-
tan Opera soprano, who stars with
Andre Kostelanetz for the second
time within three weeks on August 1,
and who is also heard on CBS Owens-
Illinois Glass program, takes her own
"pause that refreshes" every year
with a concert in her hometown.
Wheeling, West Va, Now in her fourth
year at the Metropolitan, Miss Steber
is not only American born but also
American trained. She is a protege
of the airwaves since it was over CBS
and the Metropolitan Auditions of
the Air that first presented her oppor-
tunity for a Met contract.

*

Glen Hurlburt. blind pianist -singer, has
been added to KGO's San Francisco, early
morning schedule with his own show....
Judy Deane, blues singer at KGO, is ill
in St. Francis hospital.... Marvin Graham,
announcer, left EGO to move to Los
Angeles for his health....EGO produrer
Helen Morgan, having rested on a three.
week vacation, is at her lob again.

The recent issue of -Listen," cif
by WGBF and WEAO, Evansvill
features a story of Frank Morgan
he came to be a radio star. Pat
enhanced by one -column cuts c
Smith, Alan Bunce, Betty Winkler, (
Morgan and a two column half-

Norma Jean Ross.
* *

Flooded with telephone calls
the news of the Mussolini
broke early Sunday evening,
Philadelphia, quickly sent out,
for one of its Italian-speaking
announcers. A special five -r
summary of the situation was 1
cast at 8:10 p.m. although the i
carries three hours of Italian
guage programs from 11 a.m.
2 p.m.

Hal Burdick, EPO, San Francisco
Editor" narrator, has been added
staff lecturing at the KPO-Stanford
Institute ....Ethel Howerton, forme
the program traffic of KPO has
named assistant sales traffic chi
More than 13,000 answers were re
by Art Linkletter, emcee of KPO
Date at Eight" eye-opener, for a a
booklet offered by him during a twc
period.

e e

John D. Weaver, plant mans
the new Chicago branch of
Douglas Aircraft, will be cites
"Distinctive Service". for his
tributions to the airplane indusI
the program of the same nam
morrow over WGN, Chicago.
honor is being conferred with
simultaneous dedication of the
Douglas plant and the chirstenit
the first four-engined C-54 con
cargo "Skymaster." ....WGN
tioners are Edmund Kahn of the
duction department; Walt Nei
announcer; and Theresa Fra
the typing office.

Ex -Lax Katz Agency
In Citation By F

In a joint complaint filed rect
by the Federal Trade Commis
Ex -Lax, 'Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.
the Joseph Katz Co., advert.
agency, were advised that the pre
advertisements of "Ex -Lax" fai
reveal the harmful consequences
may result from the use of the p
aration. No counter -reply has I
filed to date. At present Ex -La
represented through advertisem
in the mails, newspapers, circ
and on the radio as a cure for
stipation and that such cure
remedy is accomplished by the pi
aration's action in removing
cause of constipation. However,
cording to the FTC, Ex -Lax is
a cure or remedy for constipal
as its use will not remove the c
of a constipated condition.

Ex -Lax, Inc. and the Joseph
Co. have until August 9 to file a r
counter -acting the charges of
FTC.
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Wartime Population Shift
('language' Angle

(Cox N. Y. Sessions

discredit the FCC and the
gh foreign language sta-
ons will highlight the pub -
which the Cox committee
g the FCC will conduct
g Tuesday, in Room 110
eral Court Building. For
o days, Eugene L. Garey,

unsel for the House Select
, has been conducting "pre-

y examinations" of witnesses
ed with foreign language sta-

(Continued on Page 3)
1 More War Bonds and Stamps

Iompson Returning
ver Blue Net In Fall

Thompson, journalist and
tor, will return to the air
Blue Network in a new

weekly broadcasts of news
ent to be launched midway
ber. She will be heard each

from 7:15 to 7:30 p.m., EWT.
td "Dorothy Thompson Conn -
the program will be heard
stations of the Blue Network

(Continued on Page 2)
More War Bonds and Stamps

me" Mag Reviews
urrent Tele Situation
t issue of "Fortune" magazine

n article entitled "The Pro -
Television." A comprehensive
e article discusses the prob-
post-war television and its

Lions, approaching it from
I, industrial and economic

ving briefly the technical his-
elevision up to the time war

(Continued on Page 5)

Lague of Nations"
en different nations will be
ented when emcee Tom Slater
ten his Mutual program.
Is Fort Dix." to the U. S.
s of foreign birth Sunday at
EWT. A Russian, a German.
e a Chinese, an Irishman.
Ian, a Puerto Rican, and a

an will be among the
t interviewed at the New
Indoctrination camp.

"Pleasure Time"
Fred Waring on his "Pleasure

Time" program on NBC last night,
saluted the soldiers at Camp Abbott,
Ore. Arden X. Pangborn, managing
director of KGW. NBC outlet in
Portland, Ore., arranged to have
the show piped to KBND, independ-
ent station at Bend, so that the
men at the camp could hear the
songs they selected and presented
by Waring's orchestra and glee
club.

Price Issues Warning

In Discussing Radar
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Warning that new uses
for Radar are being developed, and
that these must not be revealed to the
enemy, Censorship Director Byron
Price yesterday called for extreme
caution in future discussion of Radar.
He issuéd the following statement for
radio and press news men:

"The extent of current public dis-
(Continued on Page 6)

Bur Store or Bonds and Stamps

Audience Of 42,704,000
Heard Roosevelt's Talk

President Roosevelt's radio address
to the nation Wednesday night in
which he reiterated his demand for
"unconditional surrender" of all three
Axis powers, was heard by a listening
audience of 42,704,000 persons, ac-
cording to a survey made by C. E.
Hooper, Inc., research firm, and re -

(Continued on Page 2)

Census Bureau Reveals Many Changes
Showing Both Gains And Losses -

Nearly All States Affected

"Italy Today" Shows

To Offset Axis Moves

WOV, Italian language station, in
cooperation with the OWI, is broad-
casting a series of ten-minute com-
mentaries "Italy Today" aimed at
neutralizing the "poisonous effects" of
Axis propaganda among shortwave
listeners in this country. The Axis
propaganda, recorded nightly by the
FCC, is designed to create doubt, con-
fusion and hatred of the Allies in the

(Continued on Page 6)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Retailer Closed Circuit
For War -Loan Campaign
Groups of retailers will gather in

the studios of NBC affiliates on Tues-
day, August 10, to hear authorities
explain plans for the coming Sep-
tember War Loan Campaign con-

(Continued on Page 5)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Cal Tinney And Agency
Decide To Call Quits

Cal Tinney and Ivey & Ellington,
Inc., agency handling Bayuk Cigars
Inc., which had been sponsoring
Tinney, have come to the parting of
ways. Commentator has wound up

(Continued on Page 2)

FCC Studying McGraw-Hill;
Fly-Sarnoff Confer On Blue

"Battle Stations" Program
Will Be Series Of Four

"Battle Stations," a new series of
dramatizations of the armed forces
defeating the Axis on the seas, will be
presented in four broadcasts on NBC
starting Thursday, August 5 at 8:30
p.m.

The programs of August 5 and 12
will describe the "Battle of the Atlan-

(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-A study of the pub-

lishing activities of McGraw-Hill wasin progress yesterday at the FCC,
with 'the Commissioners anxious todetermine how many papers the
company publishes, their circulation,
etc. The expected application forsale of WJZ to the Noble-McGraw-Hill combine, along with the BlueNetwork, poses a delicate problem

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington -A decline of more

than three million in the civilian
population of the United States dur-
ing the past three years was reported
today by the Bureau of the Census.
The increase in size of the military
forces has so far outstripped the
natural population increase it was
estimated, that there were on March
1 of this year only about 128,200,000
persons in civil life, compared with
131,300,000 three years ago.

A survey based on registrations for
(Continued on Page 6)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

War -Plant Spot Buy

For Manpower Relief
Wright Aeronautical has embarked

upon an exceptionally heavy radio
campaign in the New York area to
relieve its manpower shortage situa-
tion. WINS is handling the entire
promotion. Wright Aeronautical con-
tract with WINS calls for seven 15-
minute programs daily Monday
through Saturday for . 13 weeks; or

(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

New Cedric Foster Series
To Be Sponsored On MBS
Yankee network newscaster Cedric

Foster will begin a new series of
Friday night commentaries over the
Mutual network, under the sponsor-
ship of the Employers Group, .begin-

(Continued on Page 5)

Lecturer
Montreal - Rev. Dr. James S.

Thomson, general manager of the
CBC and President of the Univer-
sity of Saskatchewan, will be one
of the lecturers at the 26th Annual
Summer School for Clergy, to be
held at MacDonald College, Aug.
2-13. Dr. Thomson will deliver a
series of five lectures on "Creative
Reconciliation" during the first
week of the school.
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FINANCIAL
(Thursday, July 29)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

High Low Close
Am. Tel. & Tel 15514 15434 1551/4
CBS A 223/4 223/4 223/4
CBS 'B 225/a 225/8 225/e
Crosley Corp. 227/8 22 221/8
Gen. Electric 375/8 367/8 3711 + 1/2
Philco 23 22 22% -J- 13%

RCA Common 103/4 107 101/2
RCA First Pfd. 70 691/2 691/2
Stewart -Warner 121/8 12 121/8
Westinghouse 933/4 921/2 9334
Zenith Radio 343/4 331/2 341/4

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio 35/8 35/e 35/e -I- 1/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad 87 9
Stromberg-Carlson 105/8 115/e
WCAO (Baltimore) 20 23
WJR (Detroit) 27 29

War -Plant Spot Buy

Net
Chg.

+ 7/a

- 1/4- 1/e

For Manpower Relief
(Continued from Page 1)

a total of 546 15 -minute periods for
the 13 weeks.

This is undoubtedly the largest
single piece of business ever received
by WINS.

Time bought by Wright Aeronau-
tical to plug for Wright Aeronautical
personnel for its Paterson, N. J.
plant, breaks down as follows each
weekday: 12:45 to 1:00 p.m. with Art
Green plugging; 2:00 to 2:15 p.m.,
3:00 to 3:15 p.m., 4:00 to 4:15 p.m.,
5:00 to 5:15 p.m., with Ted Lawrence
plugging; 6:45 to 7:00 p.m., the regu-
lar week nightly Don Dunphy sports
resume period; and 8:45 to 9:00 p.m.,
with Art Green again at the mike.

Account executive of WINS who
handled deal was Trevor Adams. No
agency was involved.

Mrs. Karl Hoblitzelle
Dallas-Mrs. Karl Hoblitzelle, wife

of the president of the Interstate
Amusement Co. died here Wednes-
day night. Services will be held this
morning in this city and remains
taken to St. Louis to be interred in
Belle Fontaine Cemetery.

Audience Of 42,704,000
Heard Roosevelt's Talk

(Continued from Page 1)
leased by the Columbia Broadcast-
ing System.

The Hooper rating for the broad-
cast throughout the United States was
55.9.

The all time high Hooper rating
for a Roosevelt broadcast was 79.0
when an adult audience of 62,100,000
listened to the President's war mes-
sage on December 9, 1941, two days
following the attack by the Japanese
on Pearl Harbor.

The second highest was on Feb-
ruary 23, 1942, when the President
delivered a "fireside chat" on the three
high purposes of the war. The adult
listening audience for that broadcast
was 61,365,000 and the Hooper rating
was 78.1.

On January 26, 1943, 56,560,000
adults heard the President tell of the
historic conference between Winston
Churchill and himself at Casablanca,
according to the survey made by C.
E. Hooper, Inc. and released by Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System.

On May 2, 1943, when the Chief
Executive spoke on the coal strike.
the Hooper survey reported by CBS
showed that 43,761,000 persons were
listening.

D. Thompson Returning
Over Blue Net In Fall

- 1/4- 1/4 (Continued from Page 1)
+ '/s under sponsorship of Trimount Cloth-
+ 21/2 in Co., makers of Clipper Craft
+ 11/4 Clothes. It will mark the firm's fourth

successive season on the Blue and a
resumption of Miss Thompson's broad-
casts of last Spring. Emil Mogul is the
agency handling the Trimount Cloth-
ing Co. account.

Noted as an arch -foe of totalitarian-
ism, Miss Thompson is author of a
syndicated newspaper column, "On
the Record," and six books ranging
from "I Saw Hitler" to "Dorothy
Thompson's Political Guide." She has
also earned numerous honorary col-
lege degrees, medals and numerous
other awards.

Miss Thompson is the only woman
ever to have addressed the Union
League Club. the Harvard Club of
New York, the National Association
of Manufacturers and the U. S. Cham-
ber of Commerce.

Landon Reply to Wallace
Aired On NBC Tomorrow
Alfred M. Landon, 1936 Republican

presidential candidate, will speak over
an NBC network tomorrow at 8:00
r.m.. EWT. He will answer Vice -
President Wallace's July 25th speech,
taking the title "Vice -President Wal-
lace and Fascism." The broadcast will
originate in Kansas City.

MCA Signs Sister Act
The four Paulette Sisters. who have

been on the "Uncle Don" program
for the past year. have lust been
signed by MCA. They will continue
on the WOR children's show. Their
ages are 11, 12, 13 and 15.

"Battle Stations" Program
Will Be Series Of Four

(continued from Pagel)
tic," depicting how the Army Air
Force and the Civil Air Patrol handi-
capped by inadequate material never-
theless gained dominance over the
German submarine menace in Ameri-
can waters. The programs' descrip-
tions will be supplemented by the
dramatic presentation of the power-
ful growth of both branches, high-
lighting the first launching of a sea-
plane from a warship, global flights,
dive-bombing, skip -bombing, lighter -
than -air pioneering and flights in the
Polar regions.

The remaining two broadcasts,
August 19 and 26, will be devoted to
a word history of the Naval Air Ser-
vice which celebrates its 30th anni-
versary August 30. Admirals who
made history in the development of
naval aeronautical engineering will
appear on the programs. They will be
announced later.

"Battle Stations" is an NBC Pub-
lic Service series.

Cal Tinney And Agency
Decide To Call Quits

1 ontiuued from Faye 1)
his broadcasts on this series via Mu-
tual. Sam Balter, who had preceded
Tinney for the same sponsor, with a
sports broadcast called "Inside of
Sports" two years ago, substituted
for Tinney Wednesday night and will
remain on the program as a commen-
tator.

Cause of Tinney departure, accord-
ing to Neal Ivey, president of the
agency, is simply a case of both par-
ties being unable to come to
terms over salary and other contrac-
tual matters. When asked, however,
whether or not the censorship angle
had anything to do with Tinney's
departure. Ivey said that answer
would have to come from Tinney.
On his last broadcast. Tinney said he
was still of the opinion that a com-
mentator should be permitted to say
as he sees fit, within the bounds of
the wartime censorship.

Nine Accts. On 79 Outlets
Use Blue's 'Counter -Spy'

Axel Gruenberg. who directs
"Counter -Spy" on the Blue Network,
points out that although Mail Pouch
Tobacco Co.. Wheeling, West Va..
sponsors the mystery over WJZ and
69 other Blue stations, the drama is
broadcast over additional outlets in
the interest of eight companies.

American Brewing Company airs
"Counter -Spy" on WDSU. New Or-
leans and WKAT, Miami. Fla.: Lyman
Agencies, Ltd. on CFCF, Montreal:
Brotherhood of Ship Carpenters and
Joiners on WHJP. Jacksonville. Fla.:
Ferris and Ferris Drugstore on KSFD.
San Diego; Crews Begas Dry Goods
Company on KGHF, Pueblo, Colo.:
Metzger Brothers (Society Brand
Clothes): Wellans Department Store
on KALB. Alexandria. La.; and Gulf
States Utilities Company on KFDM.
Beaumont. Tex.

cominG and G0110

E. I. FREY, station manager of WBRIyk
bury, Conn., was in town yesterday foes
ences at the headquarters of CBS.

FRED COLE, announcer on the Blue timS
off for two weeks of deep sea fig
Cape Cod.

GENE O'HAIRE, announcer on WGY, lea
tady, a caller yesterday at the NBC sin,

JAMES LEONARD, program director e
Cincinnati, is back at the station folk )
days spent in Washington, D. C. ,

LOIS JANUARY, Columbia's "Reveille
heart" of the early morning hours, is b
a personal appearance at Camp Devon,

BILL O'NEIL, president and station
of WIW, Akron, arrived yesterday fror
ington, D. C.. and left last night for C

MILTON L. GREENBAUM. president a
mercial manager of WSAM, Saginaw,
New York this week on station and
business.

ART DONEGAN, assistant manager
Network publicity, leaves tonight on his

ARTHUR SIMON, general manager of
Philadelphia, conferred here yesterday ;
offices of the Atlantic Coast Network.

JONAS WEILAND, president and stati
ager of WFTC, Kinston, N. C., outlet)
Blue Network, paid a call yesterday al
feller Center.

WILLIS B. PARSONS, of NBC Radio
ing has returned from his vacation.

Graniks Launch Sh
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Granil

launch the Henry Kaiser L
Ship, "Henry Goode Blairsdell
afternoon at San Francisco.
Granik will wield the bottle,
her husband makes an at
Granik is the originator and mi
tor of the "American Forum
Air" on Mutual.

"SELLING"
MANPOWER

Radio has sold a lot of thing
Now in Baltimore WITH is gettb
sorely needed manpower for co

tractors. Carpenters, rnachifit
and laborers, about as scarce
hen's teeth, in this boom mark)
respond to WITH appeals.

How fast? Well, on more till
one occasion, the sponsor sec
the necessary help with the
four spots of the contract!

IN BALTIMO
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-R
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AI language' Angle

1 Cox N. Y. Sessions

(Continued from Page 1)
,a operations, particularly WBNX,
K and WHOM.
piab!y reported that during the
,ite hearings, Garey has made it
p in his questioning he is out to
b that the foreign language divi-
sllf the OWI has wrecked the for-
gL anguage stations; that its policy

rsonnel has favored communists
slinti-christlan groups, and that
tits of this country were fired
klut cause. Presence of a Con -
'man it is reported, was the only
ttice giving legal credence to the
a lgs which have been assailed by

n language station representa -
as the most unethical, undemo-
and vicious proceedings known
Is country. "Gestapo" tactics
then compared to the goings on
broadcasters explained, adding
le hearings were full of intimi-
k threats and insults because

would not give evidence as
mittee sought. Interregators
put words in the mouths of
i, and when these were
coming, investigators did not

t41r displeasure, witnesses as -
Conjectured that Garey is

g these preliminary hearings to
>le amunition for the public
ga.

eiiugton Bureau, RADIO DAILY
1lgton-Resumption of the

mittee sessions, with the
Ling to New York, is cheud-

ir 10 a.m. Tuesday, in the Fed-
ailding, at Foley Square. Chair -
`gene E. Cox will not be onl n

th the hearings conducted by
ward J. Hart, New Jersey,
t. Rep. Richard Wiggles -
Massachusetts, Republican,
be on hand.
ttee Counsel Eugene L. Garey

eted to examine numerous wit-
In an effort to pin a charge of
sm on the FCC for its inves-
t activities in connection with
language broadcasting in and
New York. It is believed also

1omay

inferentially attack the
ip of several New York

as been in New York all this
orking on his presentation
Committee staff here stymied
f the lack of any members

Committee to examine wit -
Subpoenas were served, but

ubponaed refused to testify for
iembers alone, insisting upon
ight to have a committee mem-

IIIIIIIIIIIun
NEW

Bt4aio'
1 THE MOST INTIMATERND

rriv( PROGRAM APPROACH

IMERICA S LARGEST MAtUIET

110 WATTS
R METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

pIROMOYIOIS
Publicity Throwaways

A four -page standard magazine -
size cut folder, printed in brown on
cream -colored coated stock and il-
lustrated with line cuts enhanced by
Benday process features the cover
of an inside spread of various size
half -tones depicting the intimate
glances of some of the personalities
and scenes of WMTJ, Milwaukee,
programs. The half -tones are set
attractively with musical decorations
on narrow screened plates around
the theme of the folder "This Is The
Story of Your City. . . ." The back
page is used advantageously by using
a similar make-up motif by bordering
a string selling point of the sponsored
program featured throughout the
folder.

Birthday Bond Drive
The proximity of Mussolini's ouster

from Italy and his birthday July 29,
was advantageously exploited by
WTAG, Worcester to increase the
purchase of war bonds. All avail-
able station breaks urged the listen-
ers "to celebrate his downfall by
making his birthday a bigger and
better bond day."

Theater Tie -Up
Through a special line to the pro-

jection room of the Keith Theater in
Dayton, the WHIO newsroom feeds
all the important news bulletins to

run on sound
equipment. A trailer is used at the

NCAC Folder
The National Concert and Artists

Corporation recently released a dual
colored six -page folder announcing
their "Special Attractions for the
Fall of 1943."

The front fold is enhanced by a
black -draped border effecting an
opening curtain on an azalea colored
background on stiff coated stock.
The inside spread features halftones
of 6 x 9 picas of some of their "special
attractions," accompanied by appro-
priate editorial promotional text. The
fifth -fold lists a number of thumb=
nail cuts of their "most famous voices"
of radio, setting the half -tones in a
border effect with their names and
their programs down the center of the
page. The back -page is a continu-
ation of the center -fold with a boxed
message of where the clients may be
able to make contacts, listing the
personnel in charge below the box.

Window Displays
While the Seaboard Finance Corpo-

ration of Charleston is sponsoring a
series of programs on WGKV, the
South Carolina station created a win-
dow display mounting not only pic-
tures of local and network stars
heard from day to day but also
mounted several mirrors, captioning
each with the intimate phrase
"WGKV's Favorite Listener!"

time giving WHIO, Dayton credit
for the news service.

Blue's Feminine Lounge
Opens Amidst Festivities

A cocktail party arranged for de-
partmental heads and members of the
supervising committee yesterday
officially opened the multi -colored re-
creation room on the second floor of
the RCA Building for the feminine
members of the Blue Network staff.
The lounge will also serve as a lunch-
room for those who wish to remain
in the building during the lunch
period.

Virginia Conner, who decorated the
reception and board rooms, the exe-
cutive suite and the elevator lobby
when the Blue moved to the third
floor in February, 1942, ornamented
the lounge with a pink and green
color motif from the ceiling to the
floor. Summery spruce and bamboo
furniture dominate the physical lay-
out of the lounge with comfortably
upholstered sofa and chairs. Seven
prints decorate the walls. Adjoining
the lounge are located the powder
rooms.

Approval of the plans were made
under the supervision of a committee
composed of Grace Sniffin, secretary
to President Mark Woods; Dorothy
Kemble, continuity acceptance edi-
tor, and Mary Coyne of the sales pro-
motion staff. The committee will con-
tinue to represent the girls in the
formulation of recreation plans forthe lounge.

WOR Entertainment Dept.
Tours Canteens, Centers

Although Nat Abramson, and his
assistant, Herman Paley, are pre-
senting acts from talking parrots to
a complete Broadway show as part of
"WOR Night" at the Stage Door
Canteen every Wednesday night
through the WOR entertainment de-
partment, he has brought similar pro-
ductions to the Music Box Canteen,
Merchant Seamen's Canteen, Mer-
chant Seamen's Training School in
Sheepshead Bay, the Newark Stage
Door Canteen and to community cen-
ters who hold special nights for the
men in the armed forces.

Some of the personalities who have
appeared on "WOR Night" bills were
Mary Martin, Chaz Chase, Jack
Dempsey, Joan Merrill and Larry
Adler. Many of WOR's radio pro-
grams such as "Double or Nothing,"
"The Better Half," "It Pays To Be
Ignorant" and "Can You Top This?"
and name bands heard over WOR,
including Morton Gould, Duke Elling-
ton, Lani McIntire, Blue Barron, Bob
Chester and Bob Stanley, have con-
tributed to the entertainment of the
canteens and community centers.

Shepard WAYS Gen. -Mgr.
Harold H. Thoms, station manager

of WAYS, Charlotte, N. C. has an-
nounced the appointment of G. O.
Shepard as general manager.

FCC Studying McGraw;

Fly-Sarnoff Confer
(Continued from Page 1)

on which the Commission will be
called to make a decision.

The FCC of course, has no authority
over the sale of the network, but
it can block the sale of the station.

Although no strict policy of news-
paper ownership has been arrived
at by the FCC, the Commission has
been able thus far to dodge the
issue by deferring action on requests
for transfer of stations to newspapers
or by deferring newspaper request
for construction permits because of
the materials shortage. Here, how-
ever, sale of the Blue was ordered
by the FCC itself and it is not likely
that it would seek to hold off on
consummation of the sale.

Nothing official has been heard from
New York, where FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly now is, but an
application for transfer of the WJZ
license to the Noble -McGraw-Hill
combine is expected soon. Fly went
to New York to appear on an IBC
program tomorrow night but he is
known to have conferred with RCA
President David Sarnoff regarding the
Blue sale.

FCC approval was regarded as ex-
tremely unlikely for sale to the Luce-
Cowles interests when purchase of the
Blue by Henry Luce, publisher of
"Time" and "Life," and Gardner
Cowles, Jr., publisher of the Des
Moines "Register and Tribune,"
"Look" magazine and several other
papers and a group of Iowa broad-
casting stations, was thought to be
in the works.

Whether FCC will take the same
attitude toward McGraw-Hill, whose
publications are mainly in the busi-
ness and trade fields and not gen-
erally for distribution to the general
public, is another question.

New Saturday Program
Makes 12 For Chaplin

To his schedule of 11 newscasts
weekly, W. W. Chaplin, NBC's news
commentator has added another. The
veteran globetrotting reporter is now
heard Saturdays at 5:45 p.m., EWT, in
an analysis of the military and poli-
tical events throughout the world.

In addition to the Saturday news-
cast, Chaplin broadcasts each morn-
ing except Sunday on NBC's "World
News Roundup" at 8:00 o'clock and is
also heard five days a week in the
afternoon at 4:15 on a split network.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORD
BOSTON
MASS.
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WI7.K

EIRANK BULL, leading Southern
California sportscaster, now has

his own show on KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Mondays through Fridays at
7:15 p.m., recreating major league
baseball games.

"Pee Wee" Hunt ex -Casa Loma side-
man, now running his own air show on
KFWB, is going Hollywood fast. He
was spotted looking over a stable of
race horses!

Commander Harry Ansel of the
Hollywood Post, American Legion,
will appear on the Gilmore Furlough
Fun program over KFI tonight
to formally notify George Riley of
his designation as Official Greeter of
Service Men for the organization.
Riley was given the honor in recogni-
tion of the fact that he has played
more than 200 camp shows since a
year before Pearl Harbor.

Haven MacQuarrie, headman on the
Blue Network's "Noah Webster Says"
quiz show, is the father of all audi-
ence participation shows. Back in the
days when Haven played the vaude-
ville circuits he originated the idea
of having members of the audience
take an active part in the show itself.
From this beginning came the radio
shows-"Do you want to be an Ac-
tor," "The Marriage Club," and now
the current "Noah Webster Says."

Les Willyard, engineer in charge of
research for Universal Microphone
Co. planed to Ft. Mommouth, N. J.
last week for technical conferences
with Signal Corps engineers about
new microphone production. On the
return trip, he stopped in Chicago
to confer with sub -contractors and
factory representatives.

Beginning with the "Sherlock
Holmes" broadcast of Wednesday,
August 4, a new schedule of dramas
will be set up for the series on KHJ-
Mutual Don Lee each Wednesday at
8:30 p.m., PWT. The August 4th
drama will be "Murder in the Wax
Works"; August 11th, "The Missing
Leonardo da Vinci"; August 13th,
"The Syrian Mummy"; August 20th,
"The Missing Dancer."

i

Exhibitors Guest Critics
On WINS 20th -Fox Prevue
Immediately following a preview

last night of Ernst Lubitsch's 20th
Century -Fox technicolor production
of "Heaven Can Wait" at the Roxy
Theater, a group of New York exhibi-
tors broadcast their opinion of the
film on WINS, New York. Previous
to this WINS carried the reviews of
20th Century Fox's previews direct
from the projection room.

c%
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Man of Letters Looks At Radio ... !
(Being the observations of Carl Van Doren-noted historian and
host of "The American Scriptures," intermission feature of the New

York Philharmonic -Symphony over CBS).
I like radio, with a beginner's special kind of liking. Maybe

some day I shall get over thinking of the experts in the control room as
magicians, but I haven't got over it yet. It's the same as magic to me.
when they play those intricate games with switchboards and telephones
and turn out miracles. Here I sit in the New York studio, hoping that when
I have spoken my part of the Philharmonic Intermission program, Orson
Welles or Edward G. Robinson or Charles Boyer in Hollywood. or Robert
Montgomery in Seattle, will really come through without a slip or a hitch.
The control room seems to take the thing in its stride. Intent, but not much
excited. I am so much excited that in the second or so between my last
word and the first sound of the distant voice I have time to think my way
zigzag to the Pacific and back more times than I could count. But so far
that distant voice has always come in on the dot. And every time my
nerves-which are ordinarily sound enough-have quieted down like harp
strings, humming.

There's a lot to be said for working on a program that
keeps you in New York over the week-end The town isn't crowded
then, except in the Times Square neighborhood, and in the middle
days of the week, if you go to the country, that isn't crowded either.
I walk from my apartment to the studio after lunch, and find myself
crossing streets more or less as if they were country roads. No
matter how hot it is at home or on the street, it is cool in the
studio. I suppose that rehearsing with my guests to date-Fredric
March, Tallulah Bankhead, Jane Cowl, Monty Woolley, Ralph
Bellamy, Miriam Hopkins-would have been pleasant in any tem-
perature. But it helps to be comfortable when you work. Then
you can get to the real business of the afternoon and forget the
weather.

For years now I have been writing books. There was nothing
much to it but sitting down by myself, doing the job, and then sending
the manuscript to the printer. Nobody else had a hand in it. But now I am
learning a new trade that is largely team work. First writing, and then
revising, and then more revising, and timing and cutting. Sometimes the
process reminds me of a football team planning a big game. Sometimes I
feel as I imagine a patient feels on the operating table, when he sees the
doctors and nurses gathering round him, with nice sharp knives to cut into
him, and merciful anaesthetics to keep him from feeling it. Once or twice,
being reasonably human, I have rather wished the operation would hurt
my Doctors Paul Hollister and R. E. Hackenger or my Anaestheticians Murray
Dyer and Earle McGill a little more than it hurt me. But I have generally
found it no worse than having to limit a sonnet to fourteen lines. That's
what a sonnet is. And a radio spot is so many minutes and seconds, and
no more, with every second obliged to count.

A man begins a new life when he begins a new trade.
About writing books I know as much as I shall probably ever
know. About writing for radio, and speaking for radio, I know I
have still a great deal to learn. And I know I am enjoying the
experience very much. I like being on the giving end of radio even
more than I used to like being on the receiving end. American
history is, I think, extremely important to Americans today. Give
it a chance, and it can throw light on almost everything we are
now faced with. And everybody who can help in finning that light
in the past, and focusing it on the present, has a right to be happy
and proud, as I am.

- Remember Pearl Harbor
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Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

EVERETT MITCHELL, NBi
commentator, who recen

signed as the Blue "Farm and
announcer, has been named c"
of agriculture for the NBC
Division. Mitchell currently it
on the "Voice of the Dairy F;1
Sundays, 12:45 p.m., CWT, a
"Town and Farm" program, 1.
six days a week at 6:15 a.m.
been in radio since 1923.

Christening ceremonies of th
C 4 Cargo Transport Plane, "CI
at the Douglas Aircraft pl
Chicago, today, will be tran
by WBBM and will be airet<
9:30 to 10 p.m.

Plans to originate the "Br
Club" broadcast on the Blue
Douglas this morning were
doned because of physical prc

Bill Thompson, of . the
McGee and Molly show, guest
his old pal, Don McNeil, or
Breakfast Club" yesterday. The
and McNeill started with N
Chicago back in 1933.

Danny O'Neill, WBBM sing
augurates a new tri-weekly pi
with the Evans Fur Co., as si
Danny, accompanied by Herb
at the organ, is heard from
10:15 a.m., Monday, Wednesda
Friday.

New eight -piece . orchestra
set to accompany Mary Ann I
on her weekly program over W
CBS, Sunday, August 1, 1:55 to

John Walsh heard in CBy
Perkins" program , is the first
ber of the Red Cross Gallon
John has contributed eight pi
blood to the local Red Cross
Bank.

Les Mitchel, .producers of
"Romance of Helen Trent" at
family left yesterday on a two
vacation aboard a Mississippi
sidewheeler.

Stork News
Don Kelley, WLS, Chicago

manager, has two daughters
'Kathleen Kelley made her fir:
pearance July 20.

Augie Klein, accordionist wit
WLS, Chicago Rangers and
Dandies, is now accompanied
boy, born July 17. nv
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,tGENCIES
,-
1... BABBITT, INC., for its new
n Polly's Soup Mix, is planning
itensive campaign that will in -
d radio. Duane Jones Co. is the
r' handling the account

' ERT E. ANDREWS formerly
J. Walter Thompson Co., has
lamed art director of Sheldon,

k & McElroy.

yIARD HUBBELL, author of a
i in television, has joined N. W.
"?1& Son as a member of the
I(iepartment.

U. MILDRED MASTIN PACE,
I nown writer of historical ,bio-
pes and magazine articles, has
u the public relations staff of the
V .er Thompson Company. Among

cent books are "Early Amer -
i. "Clara Barton," and "Friend
A mals."

fi; T. WINGO JR., has resigned
,-president of Fletcher & Corn-
sffective on July 31.

1DMAN HOSIERY CO., of New
are initiating a trade-publica-
nd magazine advertising -cam -
on their "La Conga" mesh
' and "Walkever" foot-protec-
through Hicks Advertising
r,

une" Mag Reviews
current Tele Situation

(Continued from Page 1)
its progress, the writer points

v research necessitated by war
vanced the field, not only of
on, but also those of FM and
le broadcasting. Television is
:o come into its own after the
,ld has the rare advantage of
ble to start anew and plan its
during this static period. But
re many knotty questions, tech-
nd economic, to be untangled
It can progress smoothly: there
Iuestion of well -established in-
4 wanting to maintain the
,quo and therefore blocking
on; there is the question of
ition putting limits on techni-
elopment by flooding the mar -
!maturely; there is the prob-
presentation, yet to ,be fully

red-what form shall televi-
ke; there is the problem of
Ling and regulating the indus-
3 finally there is the immedi-
st-war problem, affecting to
legree all of the others, the
of the Spectrum."
vision cannot be considered
cuum. It is part of the whole

Monday, Aug. 2, 10 P.M.
on

hrnatjon Contented Hour
IILFROGS AND MARINES

AMP

DEW PROGRAMS IDEAS

Soldiers' Service Series
Dedicated to Detroit soldiers who

have lost their lives in the war, a
new commercial program on WJBK,
Detroit, has been inaugurated. The
broadcast is a half-hour long and
features sacred music and a five-
minute inspiration talk by a differ-
ent local pastor each week.

Sponsored by Stern's Chiropractic
Clinic of Detroit, commercial refer-
ence is limited to a simple statement
of sponsorship without sales pres-
sure except for a bond appeal and
plea for more civil defense workers.

"Keep 'Em Flying"
A new patriotic show has been in-

troduced on WTAG, Worcester, for
15 minutes at 9:30 a.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays. Each pro-
gram, titled "Keep 'Em Flying,"
salutes a local hero flow serving
Uncle Sam, outlining his life, his
career and his accomplishments in
service. Thus far the broadcasts have

Morning Telephone Quiz
"Do You Know The Answer?" is

now heard regularly Monday through
Saturday at 8:15 a.m. over KMOX,
St. Louis. The pattern of the show
calls for use of the telephone. The
current master of ceremonies, Blaine
Cornwell, each morning calls three
different numbers selected in the
Chicago area and telegraphed to
KMOX. He dials the number and
at each answer of the rings, asks
"Do you know the answer?" If the
listeners do, they are sent money,
beginning with $5 each day and ac-
cumulates with the same amount of
the listeners fail to provide the
proper answer. The first winner re-
ceived an accumulated sum pf $47.50.

Beginning September 6, Groves
Laboratories, St. Louis, will sponsor
the series.

selected various branches, such as
the Army Air Corps, Engineers, Mer-
chant Marines, and the Army nurses.

Retailer Closed Circuit
For War -Loan Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)
ducted by the U. S. Treasury De-
partment.

The talks will be transmitted
to all NBC stations over a closed
circuit and will not be broadcast to
the general public.

Speakers will be Palmer Hoyt, di-
rector of the Domestic Bureau of the
OWI; Delos Walker, chairman of the
Retailers War Campaign Committee;
Edward M. Allen, president of the
National Retail Dry Goods Associa-
tion, and a fourth speaker to be
named later. The closed circuit talk
will be heard from 1:15 to 1:30 p.m.
EWT.

New Cedric Foster Series
To Be Sponsored On MBS

(Continued from Page 1)
ning Friday, August 6, 10 to 10:15
p.m., EWT.

Foster, currently being heard over
the Mutual network, Monday through
Friday, 2 to 2:15 p.m., EWT, will con-
tinue his afternoon stint. He will be
heard every Friday except on nights
when the network schedules a boxing
bout.

Foster will be sponsored on sta-
stions WOR, WNAC, WIP, WCAE,
CKLW, WGN, WGR, WHK, WHYN,
and WKRC for his night time com-
mentary with the rest of the network
taking him on a sustaining basis. He
will originate from WNAC, Boston.

field of electronics, and part of the
radio spectrum that is heaving and
bulging with war and post-war
developments. The lower reaches of
the spectrum are packed with ser-
vices and the 900 -odd regular U. S.
broadcasting stations. Military com-
munications and aeronautical aids to
navigation are swelling in the short
waves, and the demand for interna-
tional broadcast channels and inter-
national air -route communications
after the war in the already tightly
packed international short-wave sec-
tor will be a major traffic jam....FM
radio is demanding more space in
which to grow. State police, govern-
ment, FBI, federal and other military
services need space...: Industrial
high -frequency induction heating....
has expanded in war to many times
the kilowatt power of all U. S. radio
stations, and presents a brawling
problem in interference. Up in the
ultra -short and microwaves are more
military services, Radar and future
microwave systems, air-traffic con-
trol systems, and radiotelephone ser-
vices....The scene is reminiscent of
the tangled air waves after the last
war, ten times confounded."

The spectrum problem, plus the in-

tricacies of where to place FM and
facsimile broadcasting in relation to
television, and where to place tele-
vision itself, are clearly illustrated
in a spread of the spectrum in color
with the functions of the different
bands indicated by sketches above
and below them.

In addition there are "problems
within problems" to be settled before
the industry can proceed. "... it will
take all of the statesmanship the
radio industry can muster, and labor
and government, too, to realize upon
the enormous expansive force inher-
ent in the new trio of communica-
tions inventions. In this the indus-
try will grapple some of the deepest
social and economic issues of our
time....Only the full, fruitful expan-
sion of the spectrum -FM, television
and facsimile-can create elbowroom
for freedom....The growing neces-
sity in the increasingly complex field
of radio electronics is an open patent
pool, accessible to all ..." These are
some of the conclusions arrived at
in the article, which ends with the
warning statement: "The whole
future of television and radio depends
upon the clarity and unity with
which the industry now moves."

GUEST-ING
MONICA LEWIS, vocalist, on the

Raymond Scott show, today (WABC-
CBS, 11:30 p.m.).

MADELEINE CARROLL, in an
adaptation of "Now, Voyager," on
Charles Martin's "Playhouse," today
(WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.).

LORD WOOLTON, Minister of
Food for Great Britain, discussing
"How Britain Handles Food Price
Control," on the "Consumer Time"
show, tomorrow (WEAF-NBC, 12:15
p.m.) .

JOSE FERRER, on the "Saturday
Night Bondwagon," tomorrow (WOR-
Mutual, 10:15 p.m.).

MARJORIE LAWRENCE, Metro-
politan Opera Company soprano, on
the program of the New York Phil-
harmonic Symphony, Sunday (WABC-
CBS, 3 p.m.).

PAUL DIETZ, formerly manager
for the B. F. Goodrich Company in
China and Indo-China; MELVILLE
HERSKOVITS, professor of anthro-
pology at Northwestern University,
and HENRI S. BLOCK, instructor in
economics at the University of Chi-
cago, discussing "Allied Policies of
Occupation," on the "Northwestern
University Reviewing Stand," Sunday
(WOR-Mutual, 11 a.m.).

ROBERT BELLAIRE, former United
Press bureau chief in Shanghai and
Tokyo and recently added to the Blue
Network staff of newscasters and
commentators, on "Where Do We
Stand," Sunday (WJZ-Blue Network,
5 p.m.) .

JERRY COLONNA, FATS WAL-
LER and HOPE EMERSON, on "The
Chamber Music Society of Lower
Basin Street, Sunday (WJZ-Blue Net-
work, 9:15 p.m.).

"ANNEKA," recently escaped with
her parents from Nazi -occupied Rol-
and, on the "Quiz Kids" program,
Sunday (WJZ-Blue Network, 7:30
p.m.) .

CAPT. GUNNAR QUISLING, U. S.
Army, a cousin of the Norwegian pup-
pet, and R. L. TEMPLETON, RCAF
veteran now inspector at the North
American plane factory in Dallas, on
"We, the People," Sunday (WABC-
CBS, 7:30 p.m.).
p.m.) .

CAROLE LANDIS, on the Jerry
Lester show, Sunday (WABC-CBS, 7
p.m.)

WANTED
Experienced Sound Effects Techni-
c'an for Major Network. Write Box
727, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
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"Italy Today" Shows Wartime Population Shifts
To Offset Axis Moves Revealed By Census Bureau

(continued from Page 1)
minds of Americans of Italian origin.
Material is analyzed immediately by
OWI which prepares, then broadcasts
material giving the American view-
point on international devolpments,
explaining and clarifying the complex
events, and refuting Axis lies. Com-
mentary is rushed to WOV for morn-
ing broadcasts to its two million
Italian speaking listeners.

In addtiion, WOV services the fol-
lowing stations with the material:
WCOP, Boston; WELI, New Haven;
WPEN, Philadelphia, WGES, Chicago,
and the Italian language stations in
Detroit and San Francisco.

Station has been giving special cov-
erage to news since the Allies focused
their attention on the isles off Italy,
stressing the unity note in its appeal
to the Italian communities. Plugs are
sent out at frequent intervals through-
out the day.

MacFarland At 'Screening'
Lauds McClintock Regime
Chicago-Some 300 advertising men

attended Mutual's Kodachrome pre-
sentation at the Drake Hotel yester-
day and listened to an informative
talk by Miller McClintock, president
of Mutual, on the selling job Mutual
is doing.

McClintock was introduced by W.
E. MacFarland, chairman of the ex-
ecutive committee of Mutual, who
called attention to the great advance
made in Mutual billings this year.
When McClintock took over as the
network's first paid president the
gross for 1942 was a little over nine
million dollars, MacFarland said. At
the end of the first six months of
1943 it was apparent the gross for
the year will pass the fourteen mil-
lion mark, he added.

Among Mutual executives at the
presentation, in addition to McClin-
tock and MacFarland, were Ed Wood,
national sales manager; Jack Latham,
assistant, and Ade Hult, western sales
manager.

DEW UUSItIESS

KECA, Los Angeles: Clifton Cafe-
terias, 262 15 -min. newscasts, five per
week, through Dan B. Miner Co.;
National Schools, 100 AP 15 -min. pro-
grams, six per week, through Adolph
Wenland; Thrifty Drug Stores, 53 50-
syl. ET anns., six per week, through
Hillman -Shane -Breyer.

KFI, Los Angeles: Mutual Orange
Distributors, four 50-syl. live anns.,
one per week through Dana Jones
Co.; Muntz Motors, 260 15 -min. pro-
grams, one per week, through Ray-
mond R. Morgan, Co., Golden Age
Corp., 91 ET anns., seven per week,
through Brisacher-Davis-Van Norden;
Los Angeles.

(Continued from Page 1)
War Ration Book No. 2 show also
sizable shifts to areas of the greatest
war activity. Northeastern, Central
and Southern states according to
census, lost more than 6,000,000 per-
sons to the West and the armed forces,
although their net loss in population
was only 3,700,000. The increase in
the West was concentrated along the
Pacific Coast. The only section to
gain in population was the South
Atlantic, where the civilian popula-
tion picked up by approximately one
per cent.

Reflects War Activity
Differences among the states fur-

ther reflect the localized intensity of
war activity. Twelve states and the
District of Columbia showed an in-
crease in civilian population. In the
West the three Pacific States and
3 of the 8 Mountain States (Arizona,
Utah, and Nevada) had substantial
proportionate gains. East of the
Mississippi three states (Florida,
Maryland and Virginia) and the
District of Columbia, all in the South
Atlantic division, had appreciable in-
creases.

Three other states, Michigan, Con-
necticut, and Delaware, had slight
.increases. The heaviest loser was
New York with a drop of about
'50,000 in civil population. New Eng-
land dropped, according to the esti-
mate 244,000, with its total civilian
population now set at 8,176,658, a per-
centage loss of 2.9. Connecticut,
`gaining 46,000, or 2.7 per cent, was
the only gainer. The middle Atlantic
States dropped off by four per cent,
-losing an estimated 1,089,000, with
the present civilian total set at 26,-

'404,248. The East North Central
States lost over half a million civi-
lians or 1.9 per cent, with the total
now estimated at 26,097,132. Only
gainer in that group was -Michigan,
by a mere 18,000.

West North Central Hit
The largest drop for any region

was that of the West North Central
States, including Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, the Dakotas and Nebraska.
The -percentage loss there is put at
eight, with a population loss of
1,080,247, reducing the total for those
states to 12,416,177. North Dakota is
estimated to have lost over 105,000,
or 16.4 per cent, and South Dakota
90,000, or 14 per cent, leaving them

with 536,510 and 552,728 civilians
respectively.

In the South Atlantic group, Dela-
ware, with 2.4 per cent (6,398) Mary-
land, with 8.8 per cent (158,429) ; the
District of Columbia, with 27.5 per
cent (180,995) ; Virginia, with 4.7 per
cent (125,060) and Florida, with 8.8
per cent (165,924) were the gainers
in population. West Virginia, Georgia
and the Carolinas lost in civilian
population by 8.4, 4.4 and 3 and 2.8
per cent respectively.

In the case of the Carolinas and
Georgia, however, total population
probably did not drop because of the
large number of servicemen train-
ing in those states. Total civilian
population for the area went from
17,723,301 to 17,898,638. .

South Central Losses
Losses of 4.8 and 3.2 per cent re-

spectively for the East South Central
and West South Central States were
reported, with Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama and Mississippi in the first
group, reporting a loss of over half
a million civilians. Arkansas, Louisi-
ana, Oklahoma, and Texas in the
second group, reported a loss of over
420,000 civilians. Civilian population
for the first group is estimated at
10,250,1,17, and for the second group
at 12,598,582.

Arizona, Utah and Nevada, among
the Mountain States, reported gains
of 15.5 per cent (76,813) 6.2 per cent
(34,248) and 22.4 per cent (24,334)
respectively, bringing their totals to
573,881, 583,970 and 133,095 respectively.
Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado
and New Mexico all lost in civilian
population with Montana dropping
15.3 per cent and the others losing
less severely. Total loss for the
whole group was three per cent or
125,138 leaving the combined civilian
population at 4,008,173.

The three Pacific States gained
706,146 or 7.3 per cent, and now
count 10,381,638 civilians. Largest
gainer was California, with 529,391,
raising its civilian population to
7,397,456, a gain of 7.5 per cent.
Washington was only slightly behind
on the percentage basis with a gain
of 123,961 representing a 7.2 per cent
increase and bringing its civilian total
to 1,843,104. Oregon gained 4.9 per
cent bringing its total civilian popu-
lation of 1,141,078.

U. S. Rubber Co. Prexy
On Sunday CBS Program
Herbert E. Smith, president of the

U. S. Rubber Company, sponsor of
CBS broadcasts of the New York
Symphony, will be heard in an ad-
dress during the program this Sun-
day. Smith will speak from his home
in Spring Lake, N. J.

Stork News
A boy, Joel Richard, was born to

the Joe O'Briens on July 27. Proud
papa is chief announcer at WMCA.

Navy Recruiting Scripts
Defended By OWI Official

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington - Replying to Navy

officials' criticism of OWI broadcasts
which appealed for recruits to the
WAVES, Merritt W. Barnum, Jr.,
deputy chief of the Domestic Radio
Bureau, yesterday declared that the
radio scripts had been given the writ-
ten approval of Navy public relations
officers. The scripts had stressed White
Plains, N. Y., as central point for
WAVES recruiting information.

Price Issues Warm;

In Discussing 1144

(Continued from Page 1)
cussion of Radar is causing i
ing concern to the governmen

"The principle of Radar is ge'
understood here and abroad ar
limited disclosures have beer
officially. New methods of a
the principle are' being dev
however, and there is much the
does not know.

"The fact of prior publication
not be used to cover added c
tion, discussion and deduction
support a theory or to draw
elusion.

"Radar is a secret weapon
the meaning of the code. Edits
broadcastars are especially rec
tc be alert to every' mention of
and military electronic devices
tablish beyond all question tha
is an appropriate authority fox
statement made; and to subr
material on the subject-othe
that released by appropriate g
inent authority-to the Office o
'sorship for review in advance c
lication or broadcast. So inch:
request would not be made
highest consideration of n;
security were not directly invt

Spot Splurge Indicates
Among WMAQ's NO
Chicago-New business ordeii

WMAQ this week included 14
scribed spot announcements, 144

signal announcements and ajj

minute transcribed program, i
announced by Oliver Morton,
ager of the NBC Central Di
local and spot sales department
transcribed spots were ordered 1
RCA manufacturing Co., th
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York
will consist of institutional ad'
ing for an eight -week period.
time signals, 91 were placed
Fred W. Amend Co., (chiclet's c
through George H. Hartm.
(Chicago), for 13 weeks be:
August 9; 52 were ordered
Goldenrod Ice Cream Co., t'`
Goodkind, Joyce & Moran,
weeks beginning August 29.

Other business included an
sion order from Rit Products
(all-purpose Rit dyes), through
Ludgin & Co. for the addition
transcribed spot announcements
original schedule of 56 spots.

With the Coto

HARVEY VOXX, engine
KMOX, St. Louis, has been in
into the U. S. Army and has re
at Jefferson Barracks.- ,vv -

J. GORDON LLOYD, forme
count executive of WJZ, has
commissioned a second lieutenar
the United States Army at
graduation exercises of the Ad)u
General's Officer Candidate Schut
Fort Washington, Md., this week.
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-7> Coast -to -Coast  r
RONNA RICHARDS, composer of

"Don't Be An Absentee"; Eddie
Senz, make-up artist, and Christine
Ayers of the "Follies" are scheduled
for interviews by Adrienne Ames on
WHN, New York, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, respectively.

The "Liberty Forum" heard each Sun-
day at 3:30 over WLIB, Brooklyn. will pre-
sent Prof. Mark Flonin of Florence Uni-
versity. and Paul Hagen, author of "Will
Germany Crack?" this Sunday in a dis-
cussion of "What's Behind Moscow's Ger-
man Committee." I. Max Weiss of World
Peaceways will be moderator of the pro-
gram.... Noretta Brown becomes acting
chief of continuity in Joan Sack's absence
....Ethel Shapiro and Richard Sterne
have been added to the music and script
departments at WLIB....Ruth Brummer,
studio engineer, and Andre Brummer, staff
announcer. are the announcer -engineer
team on WLIB....Beginning Sunday
WLIB will supplement the hourly five-
minute newscasts with a complete fifteen -
minute summary of the news....Bob
Scholle, sales manger of WLIB, is vaca-
tioning at Lake George in the Adirondacks.

* * *

While Richard Stark, NBC and CBS
announcer, vacationed in Manchester,
Vt., his daily routine comprised of
breakfast, golf lesson, luncheon, 18
holes of golf, dinner and bed. The
puzzled desk clerk at the Equinox
House queried Stark for the reason
of getting up at 7:30 each morning
while on vacation. Stark replied that
it was an hour later than he gets up
the rest of the year ....and that he
had to get a lot of golf in while he
could. That he did, about 70 miles
of it.

After two years of prying into "Other
People's Business," heard on WQXR,
New York, Alma Dettinger will reverse
the procedure on the broadcast marking
her second anniversary on the air by
inviting Harriet Van Horne, radio editor
of the New York "Herald -Tribune" to look -
in on the program's format.

* *

"Sam at War" has just completed

1 9 4 3
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July 30
Herbert Anderson Archie Braunfold
Henry Ford Carl Goodman
Walter Horn Theodore Earle

Ted Lewis
July 31

Capt Taylor Branson Herb Glover
Dick Dickerson Barbara Fuller
Robert Griffin H. E. Hendrick
William Hillpot Jerry Mann
Ann Neil John Snyder
Chester Stratton Howard White

August 1
Ed Dukoff Alice Frost
Margaret Maloney Ernie Sanders

its first year on the air, originating
locally on WHK, Cleveland, The pur-
pose of the program is to convey a
message, through dramatization, sug-
gesting to the listeners how they can
devote themselves to the war effort.
The programs are written by Theo-
dore Hall and produced by Leslie
Biebl. The dramas are written by
Sam Baldwin, who acts as the narra-
tor. The transcriptions which are
made at WHK for the 5th region of
the OCD are sent to Hollywood where
they are pressed and from there are
distributed to 58 radio stations in
Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky and
Indiana.

* e

Latest newspaper to subscribe to the
war commentary column by the WMCA.
New York commentator Johannes Steel
is the "Minneapolis Times." Other major
newspapers now featuring the column,
'itled "Steel Filings," include the "New
York Post" and the "Philadelphia En-
quirer."

*

Val Martin, WSSR, Stamford, has
returned to the station after an ab-
sence of two months to direct a disc
program of his own personal library
....Cam Mitchell, former chief an-
nouncer. at WSSR, is now stationed
at Burlington, Vt. with the college
training detachment at the University
of Vermont...."Hoúsewives News"
heard over WSSR at 8:45 each morn-
ing is now being sponsored by .Sears -
Roebuck Co. on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.

r

Leila Gillis. KPO feature writer of San
Francisco. spent a few days of her vaca.
'ion getting acquainted with the NBC
press department in New York, and on
her way back stopped off in Chicago and
made the rounds of the dailies there.

WTAG, Worcester, reports two 52 -
week program renewals and several
year 'round renewals for spot clients
during the last few weeks. "The Com-
munity Hostess," half-hour show on
Tuesdays and Thursdays has been
signed by Resnick -Miller -England,
Inc., New Haven for a second year.
Worcester Baking Company for Town
Talk bread has renewed its newscast
period on WTAG Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays for 52 weeks. B and
W Lines, bus company; Mattson's
furniture; Rome clothing and Heil -
born shoes are among those who
have renewed spot contracts.

Joe Girand, formerly with WPAT, Pater-
son, N. J., is the new addition to the
WIBG, Philadelphia, announcing staff.

Sunny Skylar will inaugurate his
own program of romantic melodies
on Mutual Tuesday at 10:15 p.m. for
15 minutes. Skylar is also a song-
writer, having composed "Fifteen
Minute Intermission," "Just A Little
Bit of South Carolina," amongst
others. While Skylar will be on the
air he will be accompanied by Pauline
Alpert at the piano and Louise Wil-
shire at the console.

Now that Sidney Schechtman, WINS,
New York news editor, is on his way to
the army. George Finney, on the night
desk for the past year, will take Schecht-
man's place. Krass Keaton, newsman
and graduate of the University of Illinois,
will take over the night desk. ...Art
Green has been signed by Wright Aero
nautical to plug for defense workers not
now engaged in esential industries, on his
"Magic Carpet" program each week -day
from 12 to 1 p.m.

Elsa Maria Troija, WBNX, New
York German commentator who has
been off the air as a result of an
operation, returns the first week of
August.... Another WBNX regular
who has been ailing is Livia Chill of
the Sunshine Sisters....Ned Ervin,
production manager of WBNX, is
limiting his vacation to the confines
of Long Island....Four doctors of the
New York City Health Department
will give the weekly health talks at
4:30 p.m. Fridays during the month
of August. Drs. Irving Crain, Edmond
Goode, Jerome Meyers and August
Kritz will be heard....The WBNX
"The Other Americas" is now heard
twice a week, Wednesdays and Sun-
days.

* *

WBBM, Chicago will present tomorrow
a story behind the snub-nosed pint bottle
from its donation to the Red Cross to the
actual transfusion on the field of battle
during its program "Midwest Mobilises."

« *

When the United Press feature, "To-
day's Hero," featured an item about a
hero of Wethersfield, Conn., Capt.
James Rankin, WDRC, Hartford
played the disc twice so that Capt.
Rankin's family could hear it. They
missed it the first time. A letter of
appreciation from the family followed
....WDRC has begun a short program
review on its early "Memory Lane"
program each week -day. All major
CBS programs are condensed into a
short eight or 10 -line plug, slipping
the item into the middle of the
program.

*

Rivalry between the soft ball teams
of WTAG. Worcester. and the local
"Gazette" editorial department flared
anew last week when the paper carried
the story that the game, although it may
be the first, may also be the last for the
WTAG Angels-or what's left of them
after the editorial boys show them that
the pen or typewriter is mightier than the
spoken word.

*

When Jo Andres of the WING, Day-
ton morning clock "Sunny Side Up"
program tried to pay for alterations
on her new suit, the seamstress non-
chalantly declined in favor of a re-
quest for her autograph.

*

"Everything." a program schedule and
news sheet of WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.
has been released. featuring Kate Smith
in a one column half -tone and Claudia
Morgan. heard on the General Foods fea-
ture, -We Love and Learn" in a similar
make-up.
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Leaving WOWO-WGL, Fort l
Ind. for WTAM. Cleveland is FreM.
newscaster. Bill Stewart, genrty
nouncer for WOWO-WGL will lore
Moore on the newscasts....leto,
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Vivian della Chiesa Di
Shows For National 111

Vivian della Chiesa, lyric st
of concert and opera, has ,usl
her regular appearances on t
grams, "The American Me
on WABC-CBS Tuesdays
American Album of Famili
or. WEAF-NBC Saturdays,
requests for concert and o
pearances throughout the co
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Chiesa will devote her ti
the remainder of the summe
appearances preparatory to
as well as her first vacation
years.

Early in October the lyric s
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coast -to -coast, including stops ai
cago, Philadelphia, Washington,'
ver, Seattle, San Antonio, Los At
as well as some cities th
Canada.
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